./date/1992/10/msg00045.html:pretty skimpy anyway. Here’s a better try.
./date/1992/10/msg00078.html:keyrings as well as posting lists of “trouble keys”) is a better idea.
./date/1992/10/msg00092.html:that Tim May was mentioning “pure information” as a better model to
./date/1992/10/msg00119.html:in a better vein, something that the Tien-an-men kids can use when
./date/1992/10/msg00125.html:been made. (A better form of deposit slip)
./date/1992/10/msg00155.html:I can’t think of a better
./date/1992/10/msg00173.html:&gt;I can’t think of a better
./date/1992/10/msg00177.html:letter ‘M’. This will skew the distribution slightly. But a better
./date/1992/10/msg00199.html:&gt;letter ‘M’. This will skew the distribution slightly. But a better
./date/1992/11/msg00000.html:&gt;a better protocol from the point of view of authentication etc. etc.
./date/1992/11/msg00001.html:a better protocol from the point of view of authentication etc. etc.
./date/1992/11/msg00009.html:made for the mid range gain for a better spread.
./date/1992/11/msg00011.html:made for the mid range gain for a better spread.
./date/1992/11/msg00057.html:lack of a better name.
./date/1992/11/msg00057.html:a better way, Pse speak up.
./date/1992/11/msg00066.html:&gt;lack of a better name.
./date/1992/11/msg00066.html:&gt;a better way, Pse speak up.
./date/1992/11/msg00075.html:I can’t think of a better idea. So perhaps you can give us some
./date/1992/11/msg00081.html:U&gt; it the “Rander box” for lack of a better name.
./date/1992/11/msg00093.html:security hole). 128 MB magneto-opticals may be a better bet, though
./date/1992/11/msg00105.html:vision of a better world?
./date/1992/11/msg00118.html:pretty skimpy anyway. Here’s a better try.
./date/1992/11/msg00169.html:So, what way folks, has anyone got a better idea or proposal?
./date/1992/11/msg00221.html:conjure up a better scheme, but I see the backward security to be
./date/1992/11/msg00229.html:&gt; conjure up a better scheme, but I see the backward security to be
./date/1992/11/msg00233.html:It might be a better move to write a [shell, Perl] script that’s a
./date/1992/11/msg00276.html:Does anyone on the list have a better .mailcap entry for pgp than the
./date/1992/11/msg00306.html:A better way would be to mail the public key itself, or a short
./date/1992/11/msg00307.html:&gt; A better way would be to mail the public key itself, or a short
./date/1992/12/msg00015.html:therefore a better signal to noise ratio!
./date/1992/12/msg00034.html:we remove the heat with water but there’s a better strategy.
./date/1992/12/msg00049.html:Happy gatewaying, if someone has a better way of doing this then let me
./date/1992/12/msg00207.html:avail us all of the moderator’s taste in email. If we had a better
./date/1993/01/msg00043.html:I think this is probably a better system than all this automatic
./date/1993/02/msg00258.html:adding machines or a better typewriters. We saw that computers, connected
./date/1993/02/msg00372.html:For this reason randomly allocated IDs is a better idea. The
./date/1993/02/msg00383.html:&gt;For this reason randomly allocated IDs is a better idea. The
./date/1993/02/msg00402.html:perhaps a better term may be “desire”) for anonymous remailers? Maybe
./date/1993/02/msg00418.html:&gt; perhaps a better term may be “desire”) for anonymous remailers? Maybe
./date/1993/02/msg00529.html:machines or a better typewriters. We saw that computers,
a better
a better
./date/1993/03/msg00073.html:&gt;
a better
./date/1993/03/msg00368.html:recover a better image, if that could ever be important? I don’t think so)
./date/1993/03/msg00399.html:Perhaps you should get a better mail reader (e.g. MH).
./date/1993/03/msg00400.html:&gt; Perhaps you should get a better mail reader (e.g. MH).
a better
a better
a better
./date/1993/03/msg00558.html:- PGP needs to use a better compression algorithm. From what I know,
./date/1993/04/msg00037.html:maybe you should do a better writeup and publish it in PHRACK or 2600?
./date/1993/04/msg00039.html:&gt; maybe you should do a better writeup and publish it in PHRACK or 2600?
./date/1993/04/msg00059.html:&gt; &gt; maybe you should do a better writeup and publish it in PHRACK or 2600?
./date/1993/04/msg00076.html:&gt; &gt; maybe you should do a better writeup and publish it in PHRACK or 2600?
./date/1993/04/msg00124.html:for making a better
./date/1993/04/msg00185.html:a better escrow system (better?). This does lend credence to the opinion that
./date/1993/04/msg00252.html:suggested. It _does_ carry a better message.)
./date/1993/04/msg00306.html:”cryptoprivacy” seems like a better
./date/1993/04/msg00374.html:But a better idea is for the SoCal Cypherpunks to form their own
./date/1993/04/msg00614.html:generator for IVs. If you give it a zero, it asks for a better seed.
./date/1993/04/msg00659.html:A better course of action might be to remove the RSA engine from
./date/1993/04/msg00678.html:A better course of action might be to remove the RSA engine from
./date/1993/04/msg00685.html:software package. It certainly has a better feature set than RIPEM.
./date/1993/04/msg00754.html:Center’s mission is to foster a better public understanding of and
./date/1993/05/msg00003.html:Phil admits to all this in his docs, obviously) has a better chance of
./date/1993/05/msg00008.html:Phil admits to all this in his docs, obviously) has a better chance of
./date/1993/05/msg00236.html:domestically and abroad? If not, wouldn’t it be a better policy to direct
./date/1993/05/msg00236.html:free to try to build a better version.
./date/1993/05/msg00360.html:other appropriate tools far and wide (both to help get a better
./date/1993/05/msg00390.html:other appropriate tools far and wide (both to help get a better
./date/1993/05/msg00396.html:software.I will take a better look at it later this week. If there is any
./date/1993/05/msg00420.html:perhaps a better value for normal English is about 2.5 bits per
./date/1993/05/msg00431.html:Does anyone have a better idea?
./date/1993/05/msg00434.html:having been publicized recently. Perhaps that would be a better forum for
./date/1993/05/msg00468.html:D2(ordinary English text). Here is a better formulation for the
./date/1993/06/msg00019.html:could be shut down, I’d argue that a better use of those resources would be
a better solution, but requires the
./date/1993/06/msg00131.html:Sci.crypt is likely a better place to post a query about a new cypher,
./date/1993/06/msg00147.html:&gt; Sci.crypt is likely a better place to post a query about a new cypher,
./date/1993/06/msg00182.html:and my account and eavesdrop. A better solution would be to have the
./date/1993/06/msg00413.html:allow more gold to exist in your game. I can’t think of a better way
./date/1993/06/msg00642.html:I have a better
./date/1993/06/msg00676.html:I hope that’s relevant (I should do a better job of keeping up!)
./date/1993/06/msg00710.html:Maybe a better idea would be to add a Recipt-Requested header instead of
./date/1993/07/msg00085.html:they look already, I couldn’t imagine a better place to start than to make
./date/1993/07/msg00390.html:(both to help get a better foothold to thwart the Clipper proposal and
./date/1993/07/msg00396.html:MIT unless someone else has a better place. Also, can people give me
./date/1993/07/msg00409.html:The world would be a better place if cypherpunks, after their crypto
./date/1993/07/msg00410.html:(both to help get a better foothold to thwart the Clipper proposal and
./date/1993/07/msg00425.html:(both to help get a better foothold to thwart the Clipper proposal and
./date/1993/07/msg00458.html:I think a better solution to the problem than trying forged mail is to use
./date/1993/07/msg00462.html:(both to help get a better foothold to thwart the Clipper proposal and
./date/1993/07/msg00468.html:(both to help get a better foothold to thwart the Clipper proposal and
./date/1993/07/msg00473.html:(both to help get a better foothold to thwart the Clipper proposal and
./date/1993/07/msg00482.html:(both to help get a better foothold to thwart the Clipper proposal and
./date/1993/07/msg00560.html:e-mail--so he can get a better picture of what’s going on before his
./date/1993/07/msg00561.html:about making the world a better place. I’m not completely psycho about it, I
./date/1993/07/msg00564.html:&gt; about making the world a better place. I’m not completely psycho about it, I
./date/1993/07/msg00583.html:it be a better idea to email the GIF/bitmap/etc., of the design over here, and
./date/1993/08/msg00097.html:which has a better record against crime. I would like to do this
./date/1993/08/msg00107.html:pave the way for the standard to be replaced in the future by a better
./date/1993/08/msg00369.html:Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
./date/1993/08/msg00389.html:Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
./date/1993/08/msg00398.html:a better feedback process is needed to determine whether particular
./date/1993/08/msg00480.html:Once we got digital cash working, things have a better chance to become
./date/1993/08/msg00560.html:Even assuming a order of magnitude faster than that (from a better
./date/1993/08/msg00607.html:&gt; is that this gives a solution-seeking population a better opportunity to
./date/1993/08/msg00613.html:is that this gives a solution-seeking population a better opportunity to
./date/1993/08/msg00889.html:Rather than use the plans to build a better, cheaper car, GM
./date/1993/08/msg00920.html:&gt; Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
./date/1993/08/msg00931.html:Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
./date/1993/09/msg00008.html:Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
./date/1993/09/msg00034.html:we need to somehow establish a better “market system” of remailers
./date/1993/09/msg00212.html:there that is probably a better
./date/1993/09/msg00221.html:”As a writing instrument, the computer is not su much a better pencil as a
./date/1993/09/msg00309.html:shortcuts based on frequency of bytes in the key. If anyone with a better
./date/1993/09/msg00471.html:Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
./date/1993/09/msg00589.html:Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
a better way to do what
a better way to do what
a better way to do what
./date/1993/09/msg00759.html:abolishment of patents since I can’t think of a better system.
./date/1993/10/msg00049.html:the value of the documents, one should use a better method.
./date/1993/10/msg00240.html:Can you securely wipe an environment variable? Is there a better way?
./date/1993/10/msg00270.html:You would have a better chance if you took just the low frequency components
./date/1993/10/msg00290.html:Well, you just chose some bad primes. Here is a better example:
./date/1993/10/msg00296.html:&gt;It is my opinion that the list would be a better if you put less time
./date/1993/10/msg00313.html:the software users a better way to keep data secret. President Bush
./date/1993/10/msg00314.html:&gt; Here is a better example:
./date/1993/10/msg00491.html:and have since nurtured, this list. Build a better mousetrap, and all
./date/1993/10/msg00491.html:Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
./date/1993/10/msg00555.html:it is merely quite expensive. I daresay that you yourself have a better
./date/1993/10/msg00591.html:Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
./date/1993/10/msg00680.html:If Apple wants to show off one of its new technologies and promote a better
./date/1993/10/msg00795.html:Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
./date/1993/10/msg00857.html:currency (switching to a better reputation issuer, if possible), (2) counterfeiters
./date/1993/10/msg00943.html:I’ll write up a better summary in a few days.
./date/1993/10/msg01081.html:A better
./date/1993/10/msg01460.html:A better system would be one that pads inside encrypted text. This can be
./date/1993/10/msg01476.html:A better precedent, of course, is Gertz v. Robert Welch Inc. David
./date/1993/11/msg00004.html:in a better way. I would prefer to see constant rewrite’s of a
./date/1993/11/msg00019.html:A better tactic would be to write an article, then pass it on to people
./date/1993/11/msg00028.html:course, will give a better understanding of the strengths of MD5 and
./date/1993/11/msg00048.html:in a better way. I would prefer to see constant rewrite’s of a
./date/1993/11/msg00130.html:Lance, you will be a better writer, and will be taken much more
./date/1993/11/msg00136.html:I think there’s a better one.).
./date/1993/11/msg00192.html:a better place to discuss it?
./date/1993/11/msg00215.html:&gt; so is there a better place to discuss it?
./date/1993/11/msg00435.html:so they are a better deal. But the carrying capacity of these networks seems
./date/1993/11/msg00455.html:Anyone who’s interested in a better deal might like to check out
a better one...” :)
a better one...” :)
./date/1993/11/msg00599.html:a better quality of communication in a medium that hampers quality at the
./date/1993/11/msg00749.html:I think a better, and non-political, model is the Astrum Argentum.
./date/1993/11/msg00957.html:like a better deal; even though the enemy may kill you after you give him
./date/1993/11/msg00998.html:A better choice is UPTON for the purposes of a general-purpose library.
./date/1993/11/msg01029.html:A better solution, if the CPU at Toad can handle the extra load, is
./date/1993/11/msg01036.html:&gt; A better solution, if the CPU at Toad can handle the extra load, is
./date/1993/11/msg01050.html:Of course, I’ve tried this to no avail, but maybe you have a better
./date/1993/11/msg01080.html:a better
./date/1993/11/msg01108.html:problem recurs on all forums. A better solution is to ignore the noisy
./date/1993/11/msg01175.html:7. A better approach may be to take two very similar images, perhaps
./date/1993/12/msg00193.html:draft) via anon ftp. If you have a better idea, or would like to take a
./date/1993/12/msg00572.html:Probably a better
./date/1993/12/msg00650.html:more than 3 satilites to get a better
./date/1994/01/msg00054.html:to introduce a better one later.
./date/1994/01/msg00073.html:Paul Robichaux, KD4JZG | “Change the world for a better tomorrow. But
./date/1994/01/msg00091.html:I tried hard to think of a better solution (and even called the
./date/1994/01/msg00161.html:suspect that I need a more recent phone book to make a better test.
./date/1994/01/msg00166.html:&gt; suspect that I need a more recent phone book to make a better test.
./date/1994/01/msg00286.html:Once we get a better interface...
./date/1994/01/msg00340.html:How does this sound? Does anyone know of a better deal for SS modules?
a better chance at
./date/1994/02/msg00039.html:Happy? Perhaps “At Home” is a better turn of phrase. If fact, it seems
./date/1994/02/msg00664.html:and a better Gopher front-end is being designed. We apologize for any
./date/1994/02/msg00677.html:Others here (Mike Godwin?) can likely provide a much better discussion
./date/1994/02/msg00682.html:and a better Gopher front-end is being designed. We apologize for any
./date/1994/02/msg00692.html:&gt;better solution is locked in stone,” he said “...the burden is
./date/1994/02/msg00692.html:&gt;on those who say there is a better solution because no solution
./date/1994/02/msg00699.html:mail. You might also want to write a better
./date/1994/02/msg00720.html:mail. You might also want to write a better
./date/1994/02/msg00734.html:At least I now have a better understanding of just how hard it is to
./date/1994/02/msg00824.html:a better crypdec to work to the ends that folks in this group want.
./date/1994/02/msg01001.html:in all a better product then the community had prior to their abuse...
a better Internet provider.
./date/1994/02/msg01086.html:to write a better FAQ---this is not a dig at my friend Perry, just a
./date/1994/02/msg01139.html:&gt; 7. Did you know that Federal prosecutors have a better than
./date/1994/02/msg01141.html:7.Did you know that Federal prosecutors have a better than
./date/1994/02/msg01208.html:thought all the while reading the book was that it’s make a better game than
./date/1994/02/msg01270.html:a better analogy, because of the obvious and the nonobvious dangers.
./date/1994/02/msg01289.html:jimn8 further wonders if anybody knows a better country to live in:
./date/1994/02/msg01309.html:Maybe I just need a better grasp about what this list needs to accomplish
./date/1994/02/msg01344.html:&gt; jimn8 further wonders if anybody knows a better country to live in:
./date/1994/02/msg01504.html:D.&gt;7. Did you know that Federal prosecutors have a better than
./date/1994/02/msg01509.html:D.&gt;7. Did you know that Federal prosecutors have a better than
./date/1994/02/msg01540.html:Agreed. A better escrow method involving at least two of the branches
./date/1994/03/msg00045.html:very high CPU operation, IMHO. Maybe a better protocol than the one
a better solution is
./date/1994/03/msg00154.html:If I have missed anything or you have a better idea, please let us
./date/1994/03/msg00316.html:appease the RSA folks? If so, would it be a better idea to use 2.2? Thanks.
./date/1994/03/msg00326.html:&gt; appease the RSA folks? If so, would it be a better idea to use 2.2?
./date/1994/03/msg00330.html:&gt;appease the RSA folks? If so, would it be a better idea to use 2.2? Thanks.
./date/1994/03/msg00352.html:session key (DES). I think DH is a better solution...
./date/1994/03/msg00452.html:”make a better determination” she would need a copy of the diskette.
./date/1994/03/msg00462.html:&gt; “make a better determination” she would need a copy of the diskette.
./date/1994/03/msg00463.html: “make a better determination” she would need a copy of the diskette.
./date/1994/03/msg00504.html:difference. Maybe _People_ or _USA Today_ readers are a better
./date/1994/03/msg00505.html:make them far less useful. A better way to spend your time would be to
./date/1994/03/msg00547.html:&gt; make them far less useful. A better way to spend your time would be to
./date/1994/03/msg00578.html:Actually a better book for virus and such is:
./date/1994/03/msg00614.html:our determination to proceed with this in the absence of of a better
./date/1994/03/msg00614.html:say there is a better solution because no solution for the national
./date/1994/03/msg00626.html:”Your theory that the sun is the center of the solar system, and the earth is a ball which rotates around it has a very
convincing ring to it Mr. James, but it’s wrong. I’ve got a better theory,” said the little old lady.
./date/1994/03/msg00696.html:example...) Even I could make a better bomb out of common household
./date/1994/03/msg00761.html:participation. The technology will have to show it is a better choice than
./date/1994/03/msg00794.html:probably a better model sold by some electronics company.
./date/1994/03/msg00943.html:a better case for them with the buying public.
./date/1994/03/msg00946.html:&gt;that company’s offerings, or better yet to produce better ones and make
./date/1994/03/msg00946.html:&gt;a better case for them with the buying public.
./date/1994/03/msg00948.html:&gt;that company’s offerings, or better yet to produce better ones and make
./date/1994/03/msg00948.html:&gt;a better case for them with the buying public.
./date/1994/03/msg01066.html:&gt; society. My hope is that this restructuring will create a better
./date/1994/03/msg01067.html:society. My hope is that this restructuring will create a better
./date/1994/03/msg01091.html:&gt; A better question to ask would be...
./date/1994/03/msg01093.html:A better question to ask would be...
./date/1994/03/msg01110.html:8). . . My hope is that this restructuring will create a better
./date/1994/03/msg01171.html:&gt;model, but someone may come up with a better one.
./date/1994/03/msg01178.html:model, but someone may come up with a better one.
a better word).
./date/1994/04/msg00099.html:Healthy skepticism of random messages on the net is a better way to
./date/1994/04/msg00160.html:those who set it up, but this is what I think:‘Tis a better thing to
./date/1994/04/msg00167.html:A better idea might be a sort of “domain remailer naming service”
./date/1994/04/msg00232.html:sent to a real e-mail address. Any suggestions on a better
./date/1994/04/msg00262.html:A better solution is to use multiple nyms, perhaps with different nyms
./date/1994/04/msg00622.html:come up with a better example of limiting freedom than this.
./date/1994/04/msg00656.html:either coins (a theft problem, hence digital cash a better idea) or
a better world, I would need say no
./date/1994/04/msg00723.html:a better balance, in a democratic country, between the needs of society and
./date/1994/04/msg00800.html:If you have more cash available, then you have a better chance of success.
./date/1994/04/msg00855.html:security. is there a better way to do this? will there be some
./date/1994/04/msg00869.html:&gt; There is a better way of doing this in PGP 2.2, which is an
./date/1994/04/msg01040.html:one, or perhaps another less rigid graphic would be a better idea. It
./date/1994/04/msg01226.html:should use my outline processor to do a better job of outlining
./date/1994/04/msg01236.html:are being productive. I challenge you C’punks to come up with a better
./date/1994/04/msg01246.html:&gt;are being productive. I challenge you C’punks to come up with a better
./date/1994/04/msg01261.html:&gt; A better version:
./date/1994/04/msg01326.html:learn crypto and work on projects. I think that would be a better use for
./date/1994/04/msg01351.html:we hope, a better one. But some things will be worse, of that there is little
./date/1994/04/msg01378.html:around, I could gradually form a better opinion of what the person
./date/1994/04/msg01398.html:would put us in a better position politically. What sort of systems are
./date/1994/04/msg01406.html:&gt;should use my outline processor to do a better job of outlining
./date/1994/04/msg01499.html:has a better solution, let me know).
a better idea please let me know.
./date/1994/04/msg01512.html:on the list who wishes to be named then we will have a better chance of
./date/1994/05/msg00042.html:A better use of some raised cash--which you are berating us for not
./date/1994/05/msg00071.html:&gt; A better use of some raised cash--which you are berating us for not
./date/1994/05/msg00265.html:A better method of hiding data would be this:In normal compression,
./date/1994/05/msg00433.html:since your spelling and grammar skills show you to be a better
./date/1994/05/msg00595.html:an important limitation or not -- do you? A better question -- how
./date/1994/05/msg00648.html:Let me know if you get recruited or get a better idea of what is going on that
./date/1994/05/msg00669.html:list and not my node, I would at least have a better
./date/1994/05/msg00759.html:Probably a better idea than the one I listed.
./date/1994/05/msg00773.html:other information to create a better

./date/1994/05/msg00783.html:presentation. “This [National Information Infrastructure] is a better
./date/1994/05/msg00798.html:they seek will really be a better one.
./date/1994/05/msg00798.html:suggest a better way to accommodate society’s interests in both
./date/1994/05/msg00856.html:dust if you can’t keep up. Anyone who wishes a better understanding of
./date/1994/05/msg00903.html:done nothing to show us that the new world they seek will really be a better
./date/1994/05/msg00903.html:because none of the proposal’s critics was able to suggest a better way to
./date/1994/05/msg00914.html:but it seems to me that positive systems are a better idea the negative
./date/1994/05/msg00930.html:they seek will really be a better one.
./date/1994/05/msg00930.html:suggest a better way to accommodate society’s interests in both|
./date/1994/05/msg01009.html:&gt; Infrastructure] is a better surveillance mechanism than Orwell or the
./date/1994/05/msg01080.html:Do more homework, is there a better tariff that your PUC forces
./date/1994/05/msg01178.html:Perhaps a better question might be whether it might be possible for some
./date/1994/05/msg01314.html:a better way to go.
./date/1994/05/msg01318.html:&gt; a better way to go.
a better
./date/1994/06/msg00018.html:A better
./date/1994/06/msg00363.html:in cyberspace, since it’s a better representation of the real world.
./date/1994/06/msg00371.html:Better people make a better world. A committee should be
./date/1994/06/msg00373.html:behavior. Better people make a better world. A committee should be
./date/1994/06/msg00393.html:&gt; Better people make a better world. A committee should be
./date/1994/06/msg00394.html:&gt; behavior. Better people make a better world. A committee should be
./date/1994/06/msg00465.html:that I’ll call k-DES for lack of a better name at this time. k-DES is
./date/1994/06/msg00465.html:A better approach would probably be to use some sort of triple DES variation
./date/1994/06/msg00498.html:released to the FBI upon presentation of a court order). A better
./date/1994/06/msg00593.html:was real shaken, for lack of a better term, that I called, it seems that
./date/1994/06/msg00602.html:but contagious diseases in the waiting room are still a better.
./date/1994/06/msg00605.html:&gt;was real shaken, for lack of a better term, that I called [. . . .]
./date/1994/06/msg00805.html:something so incriminating, perhaps they would have come up with a better
./date/1994/06/msg00818.html:strengths), the phone is handed off to a better cell; it can go a good round of
./date/1994/06/msg00828.html:Perhaps a better ( and more optimistic ) way to put it would be
./date/1994/06/msg00832.html:suggect a better alternative? For political reasons, my email must be encrypted
./date/1994/06/msg00851.html:&gt; suggect a better alternative?
./date/1994/06/msg00941.html:&gt; suggect a better alternative?
./date/1994/06/msg01226.html:text is throw away) and this is a better approach.
./date/1994/06/msg01227.html:seeming afraid of them ? What would be a better endorsement of a
./date/1994/06/msg01249.html:&gt; text is throw away) and this is a better approach.
./date/1994/07/msg00235.html:I might point out that a better “buisy work” function would be to use to
./date/1994/07/msg00525.html:a better trap, they could probably have gotten that in instead.
./date/1994/07/msg00528.html:&gt; a better trap, they could probably have gotten that in instead.
./date/1994/07/msg00531.html:around 100 instructions long. If we’ve got a better than 12-1 speed
./date/1994/07/msg00590.html:was real shaken, for lack of a better term, that I called, it seems that
./date/1994/07/msg00748.html:This may be an area where CPSR does a better job than EFF. CPSR has a
./date/1994/07/msg00836.html:&gt; original RSA mathematicians found a better factoring algorithm, they’d be more
./date/1994/07/msg00844.html:original RSA mathematicians found a better factoring algorithm, they’d be more
./date/1994/07/msg00852.html:&gt; original RSA mathematicians found a better factoring algorithm, they’d be
./date/1994/07/msg00855.html:IMO the particular facts of a case are a better guide to the proper action
./date/1994/07/msg00856.html:&gt;&gt; original RSA mathematicians found a better factoring algorithm,they’d be
./date/1994/07/msg01116.html:Okay, enough
a better group to pose this question.
./date/1994/07/msg01212.html:digital privacy have won a new opportunity to shape a better policy.
./date/1994/07/msg01228.html:technologies, and I believe that the power of encryption will better
./date/1994/07/msg01234.html:Of course our player may decide to write a better auto-player and have it
./date/1994/07/msg01243.html:&gt; digital privacy have won a new opportunity to shape a better policy.
./date/1994/07/msg01243.html:have “won” the opportunity to shape a better policy. But almost
./date/1994/07/msg01267.html:e) Fraud - you’ll probably have to do a better job checking reputations
./date/1994/07/msg01273.html:Sorry I don’t have a better argument than yours for the legitimacy of
./date/1994/07/msg01278.html:&gt; e) Fraud - you’ll probably have to do a better job checking reputations
./date/1994/07/msg01469.html:networks are a better place for young kids.
./date/1994/07/msg01595.html:| Is there a better way to encrypt the data that is just has easy to code?
./date/1994/07/msg01606.html:Is there a better way to encrypt the data that is just has easy to code?
./date/1994/07/msg01714.html:present a better view of life, better ideas, and wiser alternatives.
./date/1994/08/msg00095.html:however, so Roger is probably a better guess.
./date/1994/08/msg00238.html:What I think is a better idea was proposed here last year, and I think
./date/1994/08/msg00264.html:&gt; What I think is a better idea was proposed here last year, and I think
./date/1994/08/msg00271.html:&gt; What I think is a better idea was proposed here last year, and I think
./date/1994/08/msg00333.html:&gt; What I think is a better idea was proposed here last year, and I think
./date/1994/08/msg00333.html:This does seem like a better idea, except for one thing:
./date/1994/08/msg00349.html:100 leave, and no one can make a better 1 chance in 100 chance of
./date/1994/08/msg00517.html:helping your hangman tie a better knot.
./date/1994/08/msg00559.html:”Don’t ask, don’t tell” is a better policy...
./date/1994/08/msg00645.html:Someone with a better usenet feed might want to repost this to
./date/1994/08/msg00744.html:&gt; &gt; What I think is a better idea was proposed here last year, and I think
./date/1994/08/msg00744.html:&gt; This does seem like a better idea, except for one thing:
./date/1994/08/msg00767.html:will probably make you a better observer.
./date/1994/08/msg00776.html:and takes a better argument to a fancier judge than simple search warrants.
./date/1994/08/msg00852.html:governments would bring them a better life. This faith was part
./date/1994/08/msg00852.html:Powerful Government can deliver a better life. The dramatic
./date/1994/08/msg00862.html:into a fund which accrues interest (for want of a better term). Some or
./date/1994/08/msg00874.html:suspect people will understand this idea better if you avoided applying
./date/1994/08/msg00889.html:(More effort than the $125 + postage, but probably a better yield).
./date/1994/08/msg00890.html:&gt; (More effort than the $125 + postage, but probably a better yield).
./date/1994/08/msg00894.html:I’m also sorry. I’m doing the best I can here. I hope I took a better shot
a better
./date/1994/08/msg01084.html:one-line responses so as to give developers/readers a better feel for
./date/1994/08/msg01213.html:Liechtenstein anstalts are a better example) don’t require physical ID for
./date/1994/08/msg01305.html:(for lack of a better
./date/1994/08/msg01377.html:I use popclient to get my mail from my host(a better way may be
./date/1994/08/msg01385.html:trying to make a better one.
./date/1994/08/msg01526.html:* A better solution:private law. One contracts with a PPL agency.
./date/1994/08/msg01529.html:the only people who have a better (and both are free I might add) dental plan
./date/1994/09/msg00071.html:the danger in gaining a better understanding? Jumping forward to
./date/1994/09/msg00082.html:&gt; concept? Where’s the danger in gaining a better
./date/1994/09/msg00085.html:&gt; &gt; concept? Where’s the danger in gaining a better
./date/1994/09/msg00106.html:Give me a better model to illustrate what you think would be better or
./date/1994/09/msg00112.html:&gt; Give me a better model to illustrate what you think would be better or
./date/1994/09/msg00119.html:&gt;Give me a better model to illustrate what you think would be better or
./date/1994/09/msg00205.html:placing bad credit reports, starting a tax audit, getting the person a better
./date/1994/09/msg00348.html:&gt;&gt; sunday newspaper (althogh tabloid would be a better
./date/1994/09/msg00363.html:sunday newspaper (althogh tabloid would be a better
./date/1994/09/msg00383.html:limiting access to an email server until I get a better feel for demand for
./date/1994/09/msg00403.html:”alt.e$” or “alt.netcash.” A better idea might be “sci.econ.????,”
./date/1994/09/msg00800.html:probably at a better service than Netcom, which is currently suffering
./date/1994/09/msg00827.html:(I think the approach of _pointers_ to a few sites is a better approach
./date/1994/09/msg00837.html:Smile. As long as the US keep their policy, we have a better market.
a better
./date/1994/10/msg00037.html:cryptanalysis [BIH92B]. Actually, a better approach is making
./date/1994/10/msg00065.html:If you think you can do a better job *gratis*, I’ll be more than happy to
./date/1994/10/msg00177.html:doing a better job, for less. So in the interest of making this special
./date/1994/10/msg00210.html:machine and a better connection to make it run faster. As a small
./date/1994/11/msg00087.html:There’s got to be a better way.
./date/1994/11/msg00100.html:&gt; There’s got to be a better way.
./date/1994/11/msg00103.html:There’s got to be a better way.
./date/1994/11/msg00109.html:The optimal answer is a better MIME reader, but......
./date/1994/11/msg00112.html:&gt; There’s got to be a better way.
./date/1994/11/msg00124.html:Same here. I have just been to busy helping people get a better net connection.
./date/1994/11/msg00214.html:piece that someone with a better appreciation of the math might be able
./date/1994/11/msg00271.html:&gt;piece that someone with a better appreciation of the math might be able
./date/1994/11/msg00353.html:by ‘Nobody’ on Friday but would want a better place that mg5n to set it up.
./date/1994/11/msg00379.html:A better idea I think is something like digital signatures. Get the hardware
./date/1994/11/msg00386.html:by ‘Nobody’ on Friday but would want a better place than mg5n to set it up.
./date/1994/11/msg00388.html:by ‘Nobody’ on Friday but would want a better place than mg5n to set it up.
./date/1994/11/msg00406.html:a better analogy to what’s being proposed then Mike’s sarcastic ones, if
./date/1994/11/msg00415.html:send me a better address by private e-mail.
./date/1994/11/msg00505.html:many on the list. A better way would possibly be to have some
./date/1994/11/msg00556.html:signatures is a better idea - as more people sign articles on the list
./date/1994/11/msg00561.html:Schumacher is a better choice, because it is more up-to-date.
./date/1994/11/msg00587.html:about a better metaphor, because -./date/1994/12/msg00117.html:most, as the Silent Majority is probably not in a better position, it
./date/1994/12/msg00245.html:Does anyone know of a better way to establish a shared secret in an
./date/1994/12/msg00273.html:cheaper and provides a better service, it will win.
./date/1994/12/msg00324.html:&gt;Does anyone know of a better way to establish a shared secret in an
./date/1994/12/msg00352.html:government(s), and that (b) there’s a better way. Right now, it seems
./date/1994/12/msg00368.html:totalitarian regimes. There must be a better way.
./date/1994/12/msg00372.html:totalitarian regimes. There must be a better way.
./date/1994/12/msg00437.html:There’s probably a better way, but that will work.
./date/1994/12/msg00492.html:anarchic “web of trust” has perhaps been a better
./date/1994/12/msg00510.html:other than yours. Until that time, alt.anonymous.messages would be a better
./date/1994/12/msg00548.html:Which brings us back to the news -&gt; mail gateway. There has to be a better way.
./date/1994/12/msg00552.html:all contentious. In fact, I think gracious would be be a better way to
./date/1994/12/msg00577.html:&gt;Which brings us back to the news -&gt; mail gateway. There has to be a better
./date/1994/12/msg00585.html:is odious. There must be a better way.
./date/1994/12/msg00590.html:draft of the CDoI (for lack of a better term), I want to know if you (the
./date/1994/12/msg00669.html:is odious. There must be a better way.
./date/1994/12/msg00700.html:grafted on with some pain. Apple has done a better
./date/1994/12/msg00729.html:so what is a better solution?
./date/1994/12/msg00745.html:&gt; so what is a better solution?
./date/1994/12/msg00772.html:Schumacher is a better choice, because it is more up-to-date.
./date/1994/12/msg00819.html:I’m sympathetic to that:if there’s a better way to do it, I’m all eyes.
./date/1994/12/msg00949.html:short-term costs associated with a systemic upgrade to a better method for
./date/1994/12/msg00998.html:&gt; short-term costs associated with a systemic upgrade to a better method for
./date/1994/12/msg01279.html:&gt;mistake... Come to think of it, that’s a better place for the original
./date/1994/12/msg01300.html:mistake... Come to think of it, that’s a better place for the original
./date/1994/12/msg01304.html:&gt; mistake... Come to think of it, that’s a better place for the original
./date/1994/12/msg01364.html:position is that timestamping is a better solution than signatures for
./date/1994/12/msg01461.html:Schumacher is a better choice, because it is more up-to-date.
./date/1995/01/msg00029.html:I like the idea of an anonymous Visa better than some sort of new
./date/1995/01/msg00069.html:because I can ignore them easily. With a better newsreader the Green
./date/1995/01/msg00158.html:no reason to sue them when it’d be a better thing for the community if
./date/1995/01/msg00218.html:I’ll be back with a better chronology.
./date/1995/01/msg00224.html:I’m not volunteering to try to write a better MMF-recognizer for a.p.f,
./date/1995/01/msg00272.html:Does anyone have a better suggestion? I have been shopping
./date/1995/01/msg00304.html:Some nation’s groups of ‘leader’-thugs may be in a better
./date/1995/01/msg00413.html:of interest in his work, and maybe gets him a better deal on his next
./date/1995/01/msg00421.html:&gt; of interest in his work, and maybe gets him a better deal on his next
./date/1995/01/msg00453.html:in lieu of cash. I rather think big business is in a better position than
./date/1995/01/msg00525.html:A better
./date/1995/01/msg00554.html:may be a better
./date/1995/01/msg00586.html:’good’ encryption. A better test is to look for a normal distribution at
./date/1995/01/msg00782.html:That’s okay. So’s my GUCAPI code (suggestions of a better name are
./date/1995/01/msg00942.html:A better intelligence system should be built on a model
a better name than GUCAPI?
./date/1995/01/msg00984.html:passphrases in order to exploit low entropy. Until we have a better
./date/1995/01/msg00984.html:on what’s easy to exploit. We need a better understanding of just how
./date/1995/01/msg01051.html:She’s a better novelist than an information theorist...
./date/1995/01/msg01060.html:I suggest that ‘sponsored’ remailers are a better way of making remailers
./date/1995/01/msg01102.html:Here’s a port 25 forgery. One could probably do a better one, but this
./date/1995/01/msg01259.html:about a modem tax, post this message in response. Its a better use of
./date/1995/01/msg01302.html:a better way to survive than running with a street gang.
./date/1995/01/msg01356.html:list can be cleared). A better solution is to require anonymous ecash
./date/1995/01/msg01416.html:A better approach IMO is to embed the message length in the encrypted
./date/1995/01/msg01424.html:EFF believes there is a better way to deal with allegations of
./date/1995/01/msg01453.html:&gt;A better approach IMO is to embed the message length in the encrypted
./date/1995/01/msg01453.html:windows. You must be a better person than I. I usually love shooting down
./date/1995/01/msg01460.html:&gt; &gt;A better approach IMO is to embed the message length in the encrypted
./date/1995/02/msg00019.html:trying to make Cyberspace a better place to be, and we hope you’ll
./date/1995/02/msg00051.html:statistical method). A better solution to the centralization problem would
./date/1995/02/msg00053.html:messages is a better solution.
a better way to do this. Rather than
./date/1995/02/msg00106.html:it compresses, but it would be a better thing to get PGP to unpack a
./date/1995/02/msg00132.html:cable companies are in a better opportunity to over PCS,
./date/1995/02/msg00252.html:when used for software is a better approach than the MIT approach.
./date/1995/02/msg00371.html:slamming anonymity and pseudoanonymity (we need a better word!) in
./date/1995/02/msg00445.html:done faster, and provide a better understanding for others who can
./date/1995/02/msg00634.html:worrying about getting a better parking spot, the same as everybody
./date/1995/02/msg00673.html:had a better look, if people are interested.
./date/1995/07/msg00032.html:This is a good technical manual for PGP for most users, and makes a better
./date/1995/07/msg00174.html:Perhaps somebody could post a better synopsis than what was in
a better place to live and still has the
./date/1995/07/msg00183.html:has a better chance of getting laughed out of court.
./date/1995/07/msg00187.html:&gt;I have a better grasp on this than you do. Its hard, but not even
./date/1995/07/msg00199.html:is a better use of our time and effort.
a better place to live and still has the
a better approach to *prevent* such
./date/1995/07/msg00244.html:Might I suggest that a better solution would be to adapt the station
a better approach to *prevent* such
a better approach to *prevent* such
a better
a better approach to *prevent* such
./date/1995/07/msg00338.html:Anybody have a better analysis of the “Why Now” part of the question? I’d
./date/1995/07/msg00338.html:love to hear a better reasoned (possibly not as paranoid) opinion, as this
./date/1995/07/msg00415.html:&gt; Anybody have a better analysis of the “Why Now” part of the question?
./date/1995/07/msg00446.html:&gt; problems with the bruterc4 effort. Also means a better % of idle time
./date/1995/07/msg00466.html:problems with the bruterc4 effort. Also means a better % of idle time
./date/1995/07/msg00554.html:We could not have asked for a better setup for embarrassing
./date/1995/07/msg00574.html:&gt; We could not have asked for a better setup for embarrassing
./date/1995/07/msg00698.html:done today, and might be a better alternative than creating
./date/1995/07/msg00704.html:He is an interesting ....character... for lack of a better word.
./date/1995/07/msg00714.html:programs that do a better job at many of the tasks that Works claims to
./date/1995/07/msg00753.html:&gt;He is an interesting ....character... for lack of a better word.
./date/1995/07/msg00896.html:&gt;We are currently working on making a better interface for MacPGP, and other
./date/1995/07/msg01041.html:Buying a couple of magazines at the Barnes and Noble next to the theater would have
a better entertainment value.
./date/1995/08/bin00002.bin:> helpful in doing a better job of it.
./date/1995/08/msg00020.html:Thus:either you have proofs that it can be broken, or know a better
./date/1995/08/msg00053.html:there is a better tool under similar circumstances?
./date/1995/08/msg00056.html:&gt; there is a better tool under similar circumstances?
./date/1995/08/msg00107.html:a better software architecture than any of the cypherpunk attempts.
./date/1995/08/msg00206.html:1. A better PRNG for the session key
./date/1995/08/msg00231.html:Well, ssh and Photuris shows that a better way is possible:do a D-H key
./date/1995/08/msg00234.html:&gt;technological issues. The outcome of this conference will be a better
./date/1995/08/msg00368.html:up 1150% in 10 years. Sizzling appears to be a better word for it.
./date/1995/08/msg00372.html:Quarterdeck is probably a better buy.
./date/1995/08/msg00424.html:I think a better, and less loaded, tern than “conspiracies” is “threat models.”
./date/1995/08/msg00744.html:would give a better benchmark for the cost to break keys.
./date/1995/08/msg00768.html:I have much a better example (and a real one, too):
./date/1995/08/msg00793.html:&gt; would give a better benchmark for the cost to break keys.
./date/1995/08/msg00831.html:main server for new keys to crack? Or is there a better way?
./date/1995/08/msg00835.html:a P120 for about $1400.. the P100 is a better deal at this point.
./date/1995/08/msg01115.html:This is a better example to start from. I agree with your sentiment
./date/1995/08/msg01149.html:Didn’t know of a better
./date/1995/08/msg01206.html:Has anyone got a better speed than this on a ordinary ss10, with SunOS
./date/1995/08/msg01244.html:helpful in doing a better job of it.
./date/1995/08/msg01250.html:a better idea than putting it in an environment variable like PGPPASS. (Ref:
./date/1995/08/msg01434.html:we come up with a better method for doing things.
./date/1995/08/msg01573.html:&gt; a vast stretch. Considering it probably has a better user-interface
./date/1995/08/msg01580.html:Certainly, for the most paranoid 128 bit IDEA is better than an
./date/1995/08/msg01580.html:a vast stretch. Considering it probably has a better user-interface
./date/1995/08/msg01586.html:&gt; a vast stretch. Considering it probably has a better user-interface
./date/1995/09/msg00024.html:possible, letting better connected clients have a better shot at them.
./date/1995/09/msg00099.html:testimony to the fact that they’ve got a better payoff matrix element in
./date/1995/09/msg00316.html:”Scientology” site is probably a better test than a site with crypto
a better analogy, or
./date/1995/09/msg00388.html:will not free you nor will it guarantee a better tomorrow.
./date/1995/09/msg00448.html:Division using Karatsuba multiplication does seem to have a better
./date/1995/09/msg00523.html:you’re a better man than I am Gunga Din.”
./date/1995/09/msg00617.html:Is there a better way to acquire a good reputation?
./date/1995/09/msg00622.html:By choosing intelligently, Mallet could acquire a better reputation
./date/1995/09/msg00622.html:(now a consulting services broker) the customers are geting a better deal.
./date/1995/09/msg00625.html:| Is there a better way to acquire a good reputation?
./date/1995/09/msg00664.html:&gt;Is there a better way to acquire a good reputation?
./date/1995/09/msg00673.html:below to help give a better feel for approaches that
./date/1995/09/msg00761.html:2 a better appreciation for the environment
./date/1995/09/msg00773.html:&gt; 2 a better appreciation for the environment
./date/1995/09/msg00788.html:Evolution in action. The market in action. A better approach than trying to
./date/1995/09/msg00797.html:impractical, Prof Thimbleby suggested that a better response

./date/1995/09/msg00839.html:&gt; &gt; 2 a better appreciation for the environment
./date/1995/09/msg00854.html:everyone was free to try to build a better version. Given the
./date/1995/09/msg00859.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; 2 a better appreciation for the environment
./date/1995/09/msg00862.html:everyone was free to try to build a better version. Given the
./date/1995/09/msg00955.html:&gt; Evolution in action. The market in action. A better approach than trying to
./date/1995/09/msg00957.html:A better approach is for the “conservatives” who want a “more conservative”
./date/1995/09/msg00985.html:&gt;A better approach is for the “conservatives” who want a “more conservative”
./date/1995/09/msg01141.html:think they’ve found a better arbiter ofjustice. He went
a better
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:&gt;suggestions I would love to hear them so that we can do a better job.
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:I think a better approach is to modularize the functions, so that a “PRNG”
./date/1995/09/msg01356.html:| suggestions I would love to hear them so that we can do a better job.
./date/1995/09/msg01362.html:&gt; suggestions I would love to hear them so that we can do a better job.
a better
./date/1995/09/msg01375.html:suggestions I would love to hear them so that we can do a better job.
a better
./date/1995/09/msg01385.html:&gt; suggestions I would love to hear them so that we can do a better job.
./date/1995/09/msg01465.html:The CRYPTO conference sounds like a better alleged violation of export -./date/1995/09/msg01466.html:trying to port it to other platforms. This is probably a better idea
./date/1995/09/msg01565.html:your problems, but it will do a better job on, say, host-to-host disclosure
./date/1995/09/msg01592.html:&gt;can do a better job.
./date/1995/09/msg01592.html:still produces a random bit. Actually there is probably a better way to just
./date/1995/09/msg01613.html:from mouse positions?) is a better solution.
./date/1995/09/msg01705.html:A better approach would be to encrypt the entire IP packets and leave the
./date/1995/09/msg01958.html:but does let you do a better-trusted job of system integrity.
./date/1995/09/msg02002.html:Is there a better arrangement, reusing some remailers, that R
./date/1995/09/msg02134.html:criticism has helped make mail-secure.el a better tool.
./date/1995/09/msg02181.html:detector does the same thing, and is a better approach.
./date/1995/09/msg02198.html:communication paths. Many small sensors can provide a better picture than a
./date/1995/09/msg02263.html:lack of a better word, to such a person. I think that there is no need
./date/1995/10/msg00069.html:very pretty (I’m a better programmer than graphic artist, I think),
a better quality shirt printer and actually be
a better quality shirt printer and actually be
./date/1995/10/msg00190.html:adversary will have a better timebase than you do. So you may be adding
a better time resolution to measure your
./date/1995/10/msg00190.html:available to the user mode, even if you have a better quality high
./date/1995/10/msg00241.html:&gt; adversary will have a better timebase than you do. So you may be adding
./date/1995/10/msg00261.html:&gt; adversary will have a better timebase than you do. So you may be adding
a better time resolution to measure your
./date/1995/10/msg00261.html:&gt; available to the user mode, even if you have a better quality high
./date/1995/10/msg00272.html:You have used the processor’s instruction rate to synthesize a better clock.
a better relational trust model than the Web stuff,
./date/1995/10/msg00536.html:If they could, then we’d better hope someone at Fort Meade does a better job
./date/1995/10/msg00552.html:passphrase used to generate M1. There is also a better than average chance
./date/1995/10/msg00560.html:Strong crypto does a better job of keeping outsiders out.
./date/1995/10/msg00586.html:&gt;Strong crypto does a better job of keeping outsiders out.
./date/1995/10/msg00734.html:stand a better chance if you removed the potential for blinded
./date/1995/10/msg00818.html:looking for testers who have a better and more
./date/1995/10/msg00845.html:useful enough that someone with a better math background than I’ve got
./date/1995/10/msg00937.html:imagine a better environment for money laundering than a society
./date/1995/10/msg00949.html:&gt; useful enough that someone with a better math background than I’ve got
./date/1995/10/msg00989.html:&gt;&gt; someone with a better math background than I’ve got wants to
./date/1995/10/msg01050.html:imagine a better environment for money laundering than a society
./date/1995/10/msg01154.html:manages that? Can you name a better
a better product? Or would
./date/1995/10/msg01201.html:Similarly, you will get a better
./date/1995/10/msg01228.html:This may give a better result. Most compressions involve a shift to the
./date/1995/10/msg01239.html:I have a better idea. How about an open market in break-in
./date/1995/10/msg01244.html:&gt;I have a better idea. How about an open market in break-in
./date/1995/10/msg01246.html:&gt; I have a better idea. How about an open market in break-in
./date/1995/10/msg01247.html:&gt; I have a better idea. How about an open market in break-in
./date/1995/10/msg01263.html:&gt; I have a better idea. How about an open market in break-in
./date/1995/10/msg01263.html:This sounds like a better idea. And it isn’t mutually exclusive with the “Bugs
./date/1995/10/msg01265.html:This is a good technical manual for PGP for most users, and makes a better
./date/1995/10/msg01267.html:&gt;&gt; I have a better idea. How about an open market in break-in
./date/1995/10/msg01276.html:&gt; I have a better idea. How about an open market in break-in
a better product? Or would
./date/1995/10/msg01332.html:&gt; Similarly, you will get a better
./date/1995/10/msg01375.html:&gt; I have a better idea. How about an open market in break-in
./date/1995/10/msg01383.html:Sounds like a better choice.
a better product? Or would
./date/1995/10/msg01388.html:&gt; I have a better idea. How about an open market in break-in
./date/1995/10/msg01399.html:&gt; Sounds like a better choice.
./date/1995/10/msg01402.html:&gt;&gt; I have a better idea. How about an open market in break-in
./date/1995/10/msg01492.html:might be a better
./date/1995/10/msg01623.html:A better approach is needed.
./date/1995/10/msg01643.html:&gt;A better approach is needed.
./date/1995/10/msg01730.html:You need a better lawyer. You do have a statutory right to those
./date/1995/10/msg01931.html:Since yours doesn’t, it isn’t, it’s just a toy. a better project would be
./date/1995/10/msg02037.html:(One could hardly imagine a better example of ambiguity with the
./date/1995/11/msg00073.html:world a better place and the people in it happier);
./date/1995/11/msg00114.html:software sucked for instance... and writing a better one was a key to
./date/1995/11/msg00234.html:that people who are technologists, just *might* have a better knowledge
./date/1995/11/msg00290.html:think, is that a better understanding of the issues has been propagated to
./date/1995/11/msg00336.html:My solution (until I get a better idea) is to just write a mail program
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* a better measure, since the timing of the disk interrupts are more
./date/1995/11/msg00394.html:LaBarre emphasized that we must to do a better job of INFOSEC
./date/1995/11/msg00464.html:I’ve heard that there’s a better story in the Washington Post today, too.
./date/1995/11/msg00526.html:I’ve got a better suggestion. Why don’t companies like Sun ensure
a better reality through cyberspatial technology
./date/1995/11/msg00543.html:but I think we are in a better position to insure fair dealings now
a better reality through cyberspatial technology
./date/1995/11/msg00682.html:counting implementing a better a^b%m function, I’m going to do this later
./date/1995/11/msg00808.html:for a system that I hope is replaced by a better one.
./date/1995/11/msg00956.html:does MOSS have over PGP? It does have a better protocol with which to
./date/1995/11/msg00960.html:&gt; does MOSS have over PGP? It does have a better protocol with which to
./date/1995/11/msg01052.html:consumer is willing to pay in advance he gets a better price than if he
./date/1995/11/msg01141.html:&gt;system will be in the clear. I’ll let someone else with a better background
./date/1995/11/msg01329.html:(for lack of a better name) that would have a bare bones kernel that you
./date/1995/11/msg01559.html:a better idea still.
./date/1995/11/msg01589.html:&gt; a better idea still.
./date/1995/11/msg01646.html:Postscript is often a better model for applications like WWW ./date/1995/11/msg01668.html:system will be in the clear. I’ll let someone else with a better background
./date/1995/12/msg00013.html:to be a better choice. That way, you can actually send information (including
./date/1995/12/msg00069.html:here_. To download a better browser now that doesn’t have Big
./date/1995/12/msg00107.html:&gt; have a better solution than to limit keylength or put keys in escrow. All
./date/1995/12/msg00118.html:&gt; a better alternative. Not just a storm of complains or “bad karma”.
./date/1995/12/msg00122.html:The market seems to “think” that it’s a better present judge of what
./date/1995/12/msg00139.html:&gt; The market seems to “think” that it’s a better present judge
./date/1995/12/msg00153.html:sophistication at using them may be a better predictor
./date/1995/12/msg00160.html:&gt; &gt; The market seems to “think” that it’s a better present judge
./date/1995/12/msg00166.html:&gt; have a better solution than to limit keylength or put keys in escrow.
./date/1995/12/msg00239.html:personal fortune. Another issue that we who seek a better
./date/1995/12/msg00263.html:in routers. It is hard to thing of a better target for this type of
./date/1995/12/msg00291.html:bull to expose this. He is in a better position to get Clinton on
./date/1995/12/msg00465.html:For a good time, call the EFF about these folks. For a better time, call
./date/1995/12/msg00515.html:handle it. If someone likes that part, they can write a better one, and
./date/1995/12/msg00574.html:A better solution is to move assets and money into forms where
./date/1995/12/msg00595.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; A better solution is to move assets and money into forms where
./date/1995/12/msg00596.html:&gt; A better solution is to move assets and money into forms where
./date/1995/12/msg00599.html:&gt;&gt; A better solution is to move assets and money into forms where
./date/1995/12/msg00751.html:I have a better idea. I have as much right to be here or anywhere else
./date/1995/12/msg00811.html:people hiring programmers who are already using such tools to get a better
./date/1995/12/msg01050.html:and so on. Perhaps their images will paint a better picture for you. (I
./date/1995/12/msg01118.html:a better alternative. Not just a storm of complains or “bad karma”.
./date/1995/12/msg01152.html:&gt;to be a better choice. That way, you can actually send information (including
./date/1995/12/msg01152.html:content, and gennerate bad press. It might be a better idea to try to
./date/1995/12/msg01164.html:&gt; &gt; business, we must have a better solution than to limit
./date/1995/12/msg01170.html:&gt; business, we must have a better solution than to limit
./date/1995/12/msg01174.html:the fact that people have to pay for it actually results in a better
./date/1995/12/msg01178.html:perhaps a better name would be “arachno-capitalism,” not to be confused
./date/1995/12/msg01216.html:implementing a better GAK system for the State Department and the
./date/1995/12/msg01451.html:a better premail.
./date/1995/12/msg01526.html:authentication in applets. In other words, a better design might be
./date/1995/12/msg01818.html:&gt;was able to garner his position from hard work, a better product, and a
./date/1995/12/msg01830.html:was able to garner his position from hard work, a better product, and a
./date/1996/01/msg00100.html:&gt; For the “last mile” to the ISP user, wireless could be a better bet.
./date/1996/01/msg00106.html:Page 116:The protocol could be worded better. Step (3) should begin:
./date/1996/01/msg00110.html:&gt;For the “last mile” to the ISP user, wireless could be a better bet.
./date/1996/01/msg00113.html:&gt;&gt; For the “last mile” to the ISP user, wireless could be a better bet.
./date/1996/01/msg00155.html:a better story on TV etc.
a better
a better
./date/1996/01/msg00463.html:or so). So perhaps a better model is just a loose
./date/1996/01/msg00477.html:to me. It adds bulk to every key, when a better solution would be to
./date/1996/01/msg00491.html:&gt; to me. It adds bulk to every key, when a better solution would be to
./date/1996/01/msg00494.html:| &gt; to me. It adds bulk to every key, when a better solution would be to
./date/1996/01/msg00495.html:doing a traceroute or something similar) in a better way that still meets
a better
./date/1996/01/msg00618.html:currency exchanges (which it can be argued is a better model....), for
./date/1996/01/msg00656.html:village, etc) have a better chance
./date/1996/01/msg01122.html:data...) unless there is some way to prevent it (like using a better approach
./date/1996/01/msg01256.html:September 1945. June 1st 1945 is a better approximation of the beginning of
./date/1996/01/msg01707.html:&gt;I think a better prediction for the implications of strong
./date/1996/01/msg01749.html:I think a better prediction for the implications of strong
./date/1996/01/msg01863.html:with a better algorithm than DES (I understood other
./date/1996/01/msg02006.html:doctored up their propaganda a little to help make a better impact on the
./date/1996/01/msg02029.html:an acceptable solution. But it is a better solution than 40 bit crypto. And
./date/1996/01/msg02062.html:model is a better place to devote one’s efforts and hopes to. We’re still
./date/1996/01/msg02266.html:problem is to think of a better one.
./date/1996/01/msg02364.html:For the “last mile” to the ISP user, wireless could be a better bet.
./date/1996/01/msg02432.html:from PGP. Perhaps a better solution would be to copy the To:and
a better balance, it
./date/1996/02/msg00208.html:&gt;problem is to think of a better one.
./date/1996/02/msg00299.html:that does a better job of binary encryption than just Radix 64 ASCII armoring.
a better way next time than a “hey, we found this really simple way to
./date/1996/02/msg00414.html:&gt; that does a better job of binary encryption than just Radix 64 ASCII armoring.
./date/1996/02/msg00494.html:(Sorry about the cruddy logo - anybody a better artist than I am?)
./date/1996/02/msg00497.html:Hm. Your MD5 hashes sound like a better idea. :-)
./date/1996/02/msg00609.html:I’ve got a better idea -- why don’t you start your own list? That way,
./date/1996/02/msg00680.html:and the political strategy to make the net and the world a better place?
./date/1996/02/msg00839.html:than the moral judgement that the politicians are making. A better
./date/1996/02/msg00851.html:So ignoring it might work. But a better response is
./date/1996/02/msg00878.html:Address (again) to get a better perspective on what and who is supposed to
./date/1996/02/msg00887.html:&gt;Address (again) to get a better perspective on what and who is supposed to
./date/1996/02/msg00925.html:A better protector of your freedoms than Pat Robertson.”
./date/1996/02/msg00930.html:the net a better place. See details below.
./date/1996/02/msg00930.html:and collective freedom, the better. Pretending we are ruling a
./date/1996/02/msg00940.html:and FBI-wiretap ideas, they’d do a better job getting the word out.
./date/1996/02/msg01452.html:people on this list do, and Hong Kong is likely to be a better place for
./date/1996/02/msg01612.html:A better solution might be a specialized remailer that strips sigs for
./date/1996/02/msg01614.html:better safe than sorry :-)
./date/1996/02/msg01624.html:&gt;A better solution might be a specialized remailer that strips sigs for
./date/1996/02/msg01651.html:posted my January results. Particularly, I’m curious to get a better handle
./date/1996/02/msg01705.html:Kerberos offers a better network security model than ignoring
./date/1996/02/msg01735.html:I have tried to think of a better
./date/1996/02/msg01770.html:A better model to follow would be that used (eventually) by Netscape.
./date/1996/02/msg01814.html:OTP seeded algorithm, a better term would be to call it an OTP driven
./date/1996/02/msg01832.html:&gt; OTP seeded algorithm, a better term would be to call it an OTP driven
./date/1996/02/msg01848.html:I submit that a better approach would have been to post the code
./date/1996/02/msg01859.html:IPG&gt; the 500th power, a OTP seeded algorithm, a better term would
./date/1996/02/msg01867.html:a better-working and faster Internet.
./date/1996/02/msg01882.html:&gt;think) would provide a better ‘impedance match’.
./date/1996/02/msg02053.html:I think that Unix’s md5(1) would be a better transformation choice. It is
./date/1996/02/msg02182.html:with no hassle whatsoever. As to whether that is a better choice than
a better way. That
./date/1996/02/msg02337.html:A better model to follow would be that used (eventually) by Netscape.
./date/1996/02/msg02354.html:&gt;think) would provide a better ‘impedance match’.
./date/1996/02/msg02361.html:a better-working and faster Internet.
./date/1996/03/msg00218.html:Within one week, he was a better programmer than I was.”
./date/1996/03/msg00276.html:Your approach is a better one, as the “art stego” market, while small,
./date/1996/03/msg00422.html:I disagree. A better thing we can write into law is to simultanously
./date/1996/03/msg00714.html:Quite. A better format would be “as hard or harder for the NSA to
./date/1996/03/msg00724.html:&gt; Quite. A better format would be “as hard or harder for the NSA to
./date/1996/03/msg00797.html:not do a better job for yourself and make it look like you are actually more
./date/1996/03/msg00815.html:&gt; not do a better job for yourself and make it look like you are actually more
./date/1996/03/msg00835.html:There’s is a better tactic you could take. If somebody says something to
./date/1996/03/msg00854.html:&lt;p&gt;In January 1994, Pat Robertson received the highest honor of the Christians’ Israel Public Action Campaign at a
Jewish-Christian solidarity rally in Washington, DC. At the awards ceremony, Robertson stated, “Those of us who are evangelicals say to those of you
a better world for all of us to live
in.”&lt;i&gt; (20)&lt;/i&gt;
./date/1996/03/msg00854.html:&lt;p&gt;In 1991, he said on Larry King Live, “I think it [the separation of church and state] is far better. You look at
Europe where they have established churches and they are really dying out. We have a much healthier church here in America, free from government money.But I don’t think the Constitution requires government to be opposed to religious faith.”&lt;i&gt;(71)&lt;/i&gt;
./date/1996/03/msg00862.html:A better way is to skin certain types of newsgroup headers over a period of
./date/1996/03/msg00903.html:apparently, thinks he can do a better job. I’d like to seem him try.
./date/1996/03/msg00964.html:”maybe ‘astronomically improbable’ is a better way of putting.” Then he
./date/1996/03/msg00964.html:”Possibly. But a better analogy is that the objects are people like us,
./date/1996/03/msg00969.html:A better model is that of publishing, a la newspapers and magazines. There
./date/1996/03/msg01214.html:A better wording might be “It seems that some cypherpunks...” Even better,
./date/1996/03/msg01219.html:I’d think a better idea would be to open an account in the amount of US$
./date/1996/03/msg01222.html:is, “oh no!! they are beating us!! we have to make a better widget
./date/1996/03/msg01285.html:thing? Or would a transfer of “reputation” be a better idea?
./date/1996/03/msg01411.html:lawyer? Does attorney-client privilege apply here? Perhaps. A better
./date/1996/03/msg01415.html:guys would have had a better chance to appear reasonable and to get their
./date/1996/03/msg01429.html:&gt;lawyer? Does attorney-client privilege apply here? Perhaps. A better
./date/1996/03/msg01440.html:&gt; lawyer? Does attorney-client privilege apply here? Perhaps. A better
./date/1996/03/msg01444.html:the better. Then they’ll be less likely to broach the subject with their
./date/1996/03/msg01452.html:&gt; &gt;lawyer? Does attorney-client privilege apply here? Perhaps. A better
./date/1996/03/msg01453.html:&gt; &gt; lawyer? Does attorney-client privilege apply here? Perhaps. A better
./date/1996/03/msg01461.html:In any case, I think the First Amendment is a better protection of
./date/1996/03/msg01505.html:&gt;lawyer? Does attorney-client privilege apply here? Perhaps. A better
./date/1996/03/msg01526.html:2. The Web does a better job at making the latest versions instantly
./date/1996/03/msg01534.html:&gt; 2. The Web does a better job at making the latest versions instantly
./date/1996/03/msg01572.html:&gt; 2. The Web does a better job at making the latest versions instantly
./date/1996/03/msg01651.html:that the future was a better key to the present than the past. At the time,
./date/1996/03/msg01691.html:What?!? you don’t have a better response to this?
./date/1996/03/msg01718.html:&gt; What?!? you don’t have a better response to this?
./date/1996/03/msg01768.html:enterprises, she is a better reinvestment and shell management vehicle
./date/1996/03/msg01790.html:we all work together to make it a better network.
./date/1996/03/msg01837.html:the Exlax came thru. If you have a better explanation of what happened, I
./date/1996/03/msg01938.html:I disagree. A better thing we can write into law is to simultanously
./date/1996/03/msg01960.html:is, “oh no!! they are beating us!! we have to make a better widget
./date/1996/04/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01314” HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy
estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg00001.html:The coup could hardly have come at a better time for the
./date/1996/04/msg00113.html:A better analogy would be free, peaceful, self governing Denmark waiting
./date/1996/04/msg00118.html:&gt; A better analogy would be free, peaceful, self governing Denmark waiting
./date/1996/04/msg00118.html:anything else. I think it would be better to stress that the online *is*
./date/1996/04/msg00121.html:Or is there a better way to do this?
./date/1996/04/msg00278.html:If that fails use a search engine for a better URLs.
./date/1996/04/msg00300.html:trouble and should seek an input stream that you have a better handle
./date/1996/04/msg00392.html:&gt;trouble and should seek an input stream that you have a better handle
./date/1996/04/msg00458.html:A:Yes, I think so too. I couldn’t think of a better one. Suggestions are
./date/1996/04/msg00734.html:community will scream for a better solution. With a little correct
./date/1996/04/msg00763.html:&gt; community will scream for a better solution...
./date/1996/04/msg00928.html:keying and a stronger protocol than SSL, but SFNB decided it was a better
./date/1996/04/msg01207.html:Personally, I think a better example could be used. When a person is
./date/1996/04/msg01210.html:&gt; Personally, I think a better example could be used. When a person is
./date/1996/04/msg01266.html:A better
./date/1996/04/msg01299.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01302.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01304.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>

./date/1996/04/msg01304.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:<!--X-Subject:A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys? -->
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:<TITLE>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:<H1>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:hash ^= delta /* until I can think of a better hashing algorithm */
a better MAC, I might have to wait
./date/1996/04/msg01617.html:and perl, but given more information, I might try. Please give a better
./date/1996/04/msg01815.html:forged, but I would be likely to accept a better forgery at authentic. I am
./date/1996/04/msg01840.html:because I think he does a better job of it than Director Freeh,
./date/1996/04/msg01867.html:pick up an OED, an choose a better word.
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01314” HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/05/msg00002.html:it will be possible to build a better java.
./date/1996/05/msg00005.html:clients, or a better java applet) to pull the low end users up to where
./date/1996/05/msg00143.html:shoes might be a better answer. The administration’s big
./date/1996/05/msg00231.html:As far as the Java applet sandbox goes, I think we can do a better job of
./date/1996/05/msg00268.html:processes could be done through sockets (it is better not to share any
./date/1996/05/msg00276.html:pre-hosed web pages, eh? Anonymizer does a better
./date/1996/05/msg00341.html:think of a better term). PICS does not require the page designer
./date/1996/05/msg00436.html:&gt;being imposed by the govt., the self-rating was a better political/strategic
./date/1996/05/msg00446.html:being imposed by the govt., the self-rating was a better political/strategic
./date/1996/05/msg00700.html:spell Mixmaster). You can get a better setup for $2999 than you get
./date/1996/05/msg00707.html:reads it will come up with a better solution.
./date/1996/05/msg00792.html:&gt;Perhaps someone with a better legal understanding of court cases
./date/1996/05/msg00795.html:Perhaps someone with a better legal understanding of court cases
./date/1996/05/msg00823.html:&gt;Perhaps someone with a better legal understanding of court cases
./date/1996/05/msg00827.html:You got to choose to do what is needed to live a better life. And
./date/1996/05/msg00854.html:&gt;You got to choose to do what is needed to live a better life. And
./date/1996/05/msg00882.html:&gt; &gt;You got to choose to do what is needed to live a better life. And
./date/1996/05/msg00935.html:the escrow company...but I’m not sure this is needed. A better solution is
./date/1996/05/msg01057.html:A better
./date/1996/05/msg01075.html:A better
./date/1996/05/msg01081.html:in the works (by a better programmer than I).
./date/1996/05/msg01082.html:&gt;the escrow company...but I’m not sure this is needed. A better solution is
./date/1996/05/msg01222.html:The draft should be withdrawn. People should rethink and create a better
./date/1996/05/msg01227.html:&gt; The draft should be withdrawn. People should rethink and create a better
./date/1996/05/msg01295.html:think a better comparison is to *package delivery services* like the U.S.
./date/1996/05/msg01424.html:The draft should be withdrawn. People should rethink and create a better
./date/1996/05/msg01435.html:A better case for escrowing long term data storage keys can be made.
./date/1996/05/msg01452.html:they don’t want to work to have a better system, they would
./date/1996/05/msg01513.html:&gt; &gt; The draft should be withdrawn. People should rethink and create a better
./date/1996/05/msg01557.html:and then there’s the bungling like with Reagan. really, we need a better
./date/1996/05/msg01586.html:Unless someone has a better place, we’ll meet at Stanford again, this time
./date/1996/05/msg01798.html:the outcome will be a better society. You will note that to the
./date/1996/06/msg00006.html:a better word-- virtual as
./date/1996/06/msg00012.html:A better treatment of this is in David Brin’s “Earth.”
./date/1996/06/msg00094.html:&gt; A better treatment of this is in David Brin’s “Earth.”
./date/1996/06/msg00185.html:you really need a better OS to protect against testing failures.
./date/1996/06/msg00208.html:and a good C compiler are a better tool, and C is 99% portable.
./date/1996/06/msg00211.html:a better explanation.
./date/1996/06/msg00212.html:Sheesh! Come up with a better backwards/upside-down spelling of “elite,”
a better return per contribution dollar,
./date/1996/06/msg00252.html:&gt; a better explanation.
./date/1996/06/msg00286.html:&gt; a better explanation.
./date/1996/06/msg00335.html:OTOH, a secure PCMCIA or smart-card will probably end up being a better
./date/1996/06/msg00339.html:We all know that banks are very highly protected as far as their money goes
but how safe are there computers? I live very close to a computer database collecting company that collects the data related to many banks in the area.
It is all done through land lines and is not very well protected. They aren’t very careful about who or what they let into the building also. If someone
were to cut the lines the banks in the area would be out for days and they wouldn’t have a means to do interbank transactions outside of the immediate
area. Has anyone else seen this in there area or heard of it. Wouldn’t it be a better idea to do the transactions by satellite.
./date/1996/06/msg00352.html:&gt; &gt; a better explanation.
./date/1996/06/msg00397.html:| OTOH, a secure PCMCIA or smart-card will probably end up being a better
./date/1996/06/msg00436.html:in reviewing our code and we welcome feedback that makes Java better
./date/1996/06/msg00493.html:seen this in there area or heard of it. Wouldn’t it be a better idea to
./date/1996/06/msg00500.html:&gt; in there area or heard of it. Wouldn’t it be a better idea to do the =
./date/1996/06/msg00561.html:in Texas several years back is a better example than the Dunblane school
./date/1996/06/msg00724.html:the user is always free to go where a better vendor gives him what he.
./date/1996/06/msg00736.html:&gt;the user is always free to go where a better vendor gives him what he
./date/1996/06/msg00737.html:so you end up with a better selection of software as well.
./date/1996/06/msg00820.html:I do wish they’d picked a better title though.
./date/1996/06/msg00893.html:of their goals by considering how to create a better marketing system.
./date/1996/06/msg00998.html:and our only problem is to do it faster and to get a better understanding
./date/1996/06/msg01130.html:monopoly. if someone else comes out with a better rating system
./date/1996/06/msg01355.html:in fact, I think a better question is WHY? What would we use this
./date/1996/06/msg01371.html:interlocutors. Please be patient with us, we’ll have a better
./date/1996/06/msg01466.html:A better
./date/1996/06/msg01490.html:gotten a better response and made more sales. I look forward to placing my
./date/1996/06/msg01560.html:3. hence, one wonders if the FBI could do a better job of
./date/1996/06/msg01575.html:&gt; 3. hence, one wonders if the FBI could do a better job of
./date/1996/06/msg01617.html:interested in screwing S/HTTP. Forget that it’s a better idea. The idea
./date/1996/07/msg00093.html:&gt;&gt; 3. hence, one wonders if the FBI could do a better job of
./date/1996/07/msg00107.html:&gt; 3. hence, one wonders if the FBI could do a better job of
./date/1996/07/msg00139.html:want to spread the use of strong crypto, we need to have a better
./date/1996/07/msg00184.html:&gt;want to spread the use of strong crypto, we need to have a better
./date/1996/07/msg00301.html:&gt; want to spread the use of strong crypto, we need to have a better
./date/1996/07/msg00304.html:Freedom in an Unfree World,” I think a better response to terrorist actions
./date/1996/07/msg00341.html:&gt; of a better way to do it, please let me know.
./date/1996/07/msg00360.html:Egypt and the Sudan are not much better.
./date/1996/07/msg00372.html:of a better way to do it, please let me know.
./date/1996/07/msg00455.html:A better model might be height, which follows a basically continuous
./date/1996/07/msg00481.html:&gt; A better model might be height, which follows a basically continuous
./date/1996/07/msg00514.html:the road to a better system.
./date/1996/07/msg00547.html:obscurity is a better solution here, since many parents are less computer
./date/1996/07/msg00574.html:&gt;obscurity is a better solution here, since many parents are less computer
./date/1996/07/msg00582.html:providers that offer anonymous accounts, or a better degree of
./date/1996/07/msg00615.html:&gt;obscurity is a better solution here, since many parents are less computer
./date/1996/07/msg00694.html:But if you want to do something, I have a better idea (thanks for the
./date/1996/07/msg01037.html:even if it is the precursor to brute-force, it’s still a better starting
a better way than
./date/1996/07/msg01260.html:A scatergun is generaly a better weapon for home defense. there is
./date/1996/07/msg01260.html:or not. Besides this kind of strategy is better used on gangsta types.
./date/1996/07/msg01260.html:A better approach is to disarm and expose these bozos for what they are,
./date/1996/07/msg01307.html:we need some, well.. out of lack of a better word, opposing, views. So
./date/1996/07/msg01368.html:always cut the cards” is a better guide for living in a democratic society
./date/1996/07/msg01405.html:&gt; A better approach is to disarm and expose these bozos for what they are,
./date/1996/07/msg01451.html:&gt;A better approach is to disarm and expose these bozos for what they are,
./date/1996/07/msg01588.html:Look for the passphrase FAQ, for a better explanation than I can give...,
./date/1996/07/msg01690.html:ain’t ad hominem, it’s truth.) Perhaps a better word is “disrespectul,” in
./date/1996/07/msg01775.html:dimensions are limited only by system resources. To give you a better idea of
./date/1996/07/msg01804.html:potential for a better answer.
./date/1996/07/msg01849.html:&gt;No, a better solution it seems to me is to dispose of the body so there is
./date/1996/07/msg01862.html:Hrmmm... for the “pre-dawn raid” thing though, I’ve got a better one.
./date/1996/07/msg01869.html:A better
./date/1996/07/msg01928.html:computer is playing the cypherpunks challenge. For a better chance of
./date/1996/07/msg01941.html:out a better product sonically, then beat them at their own game
./date/1996/07/msg01961.html:No, a better solution it seems to me is to dispose of the body so there is
./date/1996/07/msg01962.html:&gt;A better idea might be to make small cheap computers, say based on 8086’s
./date/1996/07/msg01977.html:A better idea might be to make small cheap computers, say based on 8086’s
./date/1996/07/msg01991.html:&gt;A better
./date/1996/07/msg02067.html:May I suggest that a better demonstration for the public would be to allow any
./date/1996/07/msg02085.html:&gt;are you saying that you’re a better businessman than Rush Limbaugh?
./date/1996/07/msg02094.html:are you saying that you’re a better businessman than Rush Limbaugh?
./date/1996/07/msg02158.html:&gt; &gt;are you saying that you’re a better businessman than Rush Limbaugh?
./date/1996/07/msg02181.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;are you saying that you’re a better businessman than Rush Limbaugh?
./date/1996/07/msg02186.html:&gt;alive, a better
./date/1996/07/msg02188.html:alive, a better
./date/1996/07/msg02190.html:&gt;alive, a better
./date/1996/07/msg02198.html:&gt;alive, a better
./date/1996/07/msg02281.html:”Guarantees”? You ask “what or who guarantees” a better job? I am speechless.
./date/1996/07/msg02302.html:prices in 1983 or in 1996 are a better “deal” than LPs were in the period I
./date/1996/07/msg02309.html:#2 is only motivated to vote “no” if he thinks he can get a better deal
./date/1996/07/msg02334.html:their heads so they are more likely to vote “NO” and hope for a better deal
./date/1996/07/msg02342.html:... in which I argued that we needed a better name for folks like us?
./date/1996/07/msg02343.html:“It is irrelevant that we can make a better product if we
./date/1996/07/msg02387.html:so we can do a better job of protecting you.”
./date/1996/07/msg02408.html:&gt; so we can do a better job of protecting you.”
./date/1996/07/msg02540.html:So he sees no reason to hope for a better result by voting against
./date/1996/07/msg02590.html:money, other than #19 risks his life for others can agree into a better
./date/1996/07/msg02590.html:As you go back, #18 has a better chance of staying alive if he can
./date/1996/07/msg02659.html:a better use of our tax dollars than most of the crap it’s spent on now.
./date/1996/07/msg02670.html:process, but there may be a better way. If cryptanalysis of RC4 yields
./date/1996/07/msg02673.html:&gt; and it seems a better use of our tax dollars than most of the crap
./date/1996/07/msg02687.html:&gt;a better use of our tax dollars than most of the crap it’s spent on now.
./date/1996/07/msg02687.html:children since 1870 or so. If they haven’t done a better job than this
./date/1996/07/msg02705.html:&gt;a better use of our tax dollars than most of the crap it’s spent on now.
./date/1996/07/msg02721.html:&gt; process, but there may be a better way. If cryptanalysis of RC4 yields
./date/1996/07/msg02781.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02813.html”>Re:Secure drive under Win95... a better way.</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/07/msg02789.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02813.html”>Re:Secure drive under Win95... a better way.</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/07/msg02805.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02813.html”>Re:Secure drive under Win95... a better way.</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/07/msg02813.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Secure drive under Win95... a better way. -->
./date/1996/07/msg02813.html:<TITLE>Re:Secure drive under Win95... a better way.</TITLE>
./date/1996/07/msg02813.html:<H1>Re:Secure drive under Win95... a better way.</H1>
./date/1996/07/msg02813.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Secure drive under Win95... a better way.</LI>
./date/1996/07/msg02823.html:It basically proves that people now are no better and no worse than
./date/1996/07/msg02825.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02813.html”>Re:Secure drive under Win95... a better way.</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/07/msg02844.html:&gt;process, but there may be a better way. If cryptanalysis of RC4 yields
./date/1996/07/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02813” HREF=”msg02813.html”>Re:Secure drive under Win95..a better way.</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/08/msg00027.html:MIT Technical MIT/LCS/TM-542, dated November 95. A better version
./date/1996/08/msg00027.html:Crypto 89. A better version can be found in
./date/1996/08/msg00031.html:ahead” and would be in a better position to shut down those trying to
./date/1996/08/msg00033.html:Is this not slightly better translated as “who watches the watchers?”?
./date/1996/08/msg00051.html:&gt; ahead” and would be in a better position to shut down those trying to
./date/1996/08/msg00225.html:&gt;the process, but there may be a better way. If cryptanalysis of RC4
./date/1996/08/msg00229.html:built it and occupy it. My dog has a better argument for civil rights than
./date/1996/08/msg00278.html:&gt; built it and occupy it. My dog has a better argument for civil rights than
./date/1996/08/msg00307.html:A better objection would have been that it’s hard to identify a chain of
./date/1996/08/msg00379.html:anyone has a better idea on how to handle the stuff, mail me...
./date/1996/08/msg00424.html:reloading press is a better investment.
./date/1996/08/msg00437.html:Eagle in about 15 seconds. A better idea yet is to fabricate a removable
./date/1996/08/msg00583.html:rants on cp or I have a better idea, maybe you can send him some bucks and
./date/1996/08/msg00600.html:A better example would be that a letter sent through that courier company
./date/1996/08/msg00693.html:&gt;rather restrictive and ugly to deal with. Please tell me theres a better
./date/1996/08/msg00756.html:#2) The records industry (for lack of a better term to encompass all
./date/1996/08/msg00778.html:&gt;#2) The records industry (for lack of a better term to encompass all
./date/1996/08/msg01027.html:up with a better solution... mine seems to have worked thus far, though
./date/1996/08/msg01078.html:(which ask less to do the some job or ask the same to do a better job).
./date/1996/08/msg01078.html:the same job, or the same to do a better job).
./date/1996/08/msg01294.html:would be a better judge, along with the several cryptographers on this list
./date/1996/08/msg01312.html:a better opinion of him....)
./date/1996/08/msg01346.html:in a free-banking market because it provides a better means
./date/1996/08/msg01366.html:A better method would be to make our own cypherpunk top level domain (I
./date/1996/08/msg02358.html:”True Names” is a better
./date/1996/09/msg00119.html:down and take up my offer to provide a better replacement.
./date/1996/09/msg00172.html:Hrmm.. perhaps there’s a better way...
./date/1996/09/msg00190.html:&gt; Hrmm.. perhaps there’s a better way...
./date/1996/09/msg00193.html:of making the net a better
./date/1996/09/msg00233.html:&gt; Hrmm.. perhaps there’s a better way...
a better alternative? sure, EFF hasn’t had
./date/1996/09/msg00245.html:&gt;of making the net a better
./date/1996/09/msg00254.html:&gt; of making the net a better
./date/1996/09/msg00269.html:”L.A. Times” words until I could get a better
a better alternative?
./date/1996/09/msg00382.html:Sometimes nothing at all can be a better alternative.
./date/1996/09/msg00382.html:&gt; &gt;of making the net a better
A better example might be
./date/1996/09/msg00553.html:So can this scheme be improved upon? Is there a better way to run a
./date/1996/09/msg00756.html:Shit. Whoever recruits those terrorists needs a better h.r. department to
./date/1996/09/msg00760.html:&gt;Shit. Whoever recruits those terrorists needs a better h.r. department to
./date/1996/09/msg00772.html:A better solution might be pay $whatever to be allowed to post
./date/1996/09/msg00796.html:&gt; So can this scheme be improved upon? Is there a better way to run a
./date/1996/09/msg00808.html:&gt; Shit. Whoever recruits those terrorists needs a better h.r. department
./date/1996/09/msg00847.html:citizen if a better alternative were presented. I don’t suppose you’d ever
./date/1996/09/msg00889.html:I don’t know if reference to Crazy Eddie or a growing sand pile makes a better
./date/1996/09/msg00917.html:infrastructure. I am not at all sure that message pools are not a better
./date/1996/09/msg00971.html:this kind of thing can and will happen again unless a better
./date/1996/09/msg01124.html:make calls, so there is a better density of data from the areas most
./date/1996/09/msg01205.html:Call reservations at +1 617.742.7630. For a better (but more expensive)
./date/1996/09/msg01294.html:just like to know if anyone knows of a better deal.
./date/1996/09/msg01434.html:business, said Oberthur made a better partner. Mr. Hyde, 53, will sign a
./date/1996/09/msg01480.html:responses to this. You deserved a better answer than that. Not that I
./date/1996/09/msg01919.html:AP, if it saved lives and resulted in a better life for many people.
./date/1996/09/msg01939.html:&gt; (either through a better algorithm on a conventional computer, or by
./date/1996/09/msg01973.html:to a country with a better dental plan, thus borders would not become more
./date/1996/09/msg02112.html:I think a better question is “do we need to have to make sure people
./date/1996/09/msg02141.html:And why the USA is still a better place than Canada,
./date/1996/09/msg02141.html:You’ll say a better individual has never surfed the Net.
./date/1996/09/msg02141.html:ALL:You’ll say a better individual, etc.
./date/1996/09/msg02171.html:&gt; I think a better question is “do we need to have to make sure people
./date/1996/09/msg02214.html:afford to send you to a better school, I assume that they’re part of
./date/1996/09/msg02229.html:with a better way to deal with it than the generalized method I discussed.
./date/1996/09/msg02288.html:&gt;with a better way to deal with it than the generalized method I discussed.
./date/1996/09/msg02392.html:covers several schools you will probably end up with a better comparison.
./date/1996/09/msg02436.html:hierarchy. misc.anonymous-messages is probably a better name, since there is
./date/1996/09/msg02628.html:problem. Electronic home banking software seems a better
./date/1996/10/msg00039.html:latest version of the software package, to gain a better idea of how Americans
a better. There
boundaries of authority (in its favor). It is a better thing to strengthen each individual’s ability to maintain their own, than to put them in a
situation where they *must* use the assistance of (become dependent upon) the (supposed) benevolence and rational judgement of an overwhelming overseer.
./date/1996/10/msg00477.html:giving a better deal on him. Here are the latest odds from your
./date/1996/10/msg00563.html:campaign), or Frank Zappa (who’d make a better president, dead, than
./date/1996/10/msg00948.html:a problem. Technology has given the world’s bad actors a better
./date/1996/10/msg01051.html:privacy and security if it is to achieve its promise to make us a better
./date/1996/10/msg01055.html:&gt; privacy and security if it is to achieve its promise to make us a better
./date/1996/10/msg01155.html:also, if you know of a better place to post this query, please
./date/1996/10/msg01214.html:she “procrastinates in the hope that a better choice will
./date/1996/10/msg01250.html:Next time, pick a better analogy. You may have just given their lawyers the analogy they need to prove their case.<BR>
./date/1996/10/msg01659.html:So can this scheme be improved upon? Is there a better way to run a
./date/1996/10/msg01671.html:a better
./date/1996/11/msg00082.html:of an elite who believe that government is in a better position than
./date/1996/11/msg00082.html:networks or in a better position than the market and to determine
./date/1996/11/msg00094.html:schemes. It has a better description of Chaum’s off-line scheme than I had
./date/1996/11/msg00122.html:gamblers see a better deal than Ladbroke’s offers, and
./date/1996/11/msg00124.html:gamblers see a better deal than Ladbroke’s offers, and give me their $1
./date/1996/11/msg00129.html:&gt; gamblers see a better deal than Ladbroke’s offers, and
./date/1996/11/msg00131.html:&gt; gamblers see a better deal than Ladbroke’s offers, and
./date/1996/11/msg00178.html:&gt;schemes. It has a better description of Chaum’s off-line scheme than I had
./date/1996/11/msg00186.html:&gt; gamblers see a better deal than Ladbroke’s offers, and give me their $1
./date/1996/11/msg00206.html:these situations develop are a better model for cypherpunks than the inside of one
./date/1996/11/msg00328.html:netizens. As a sophomore rep, White will be in a better position to
./date/1996/11/msg00461.html:&gt; at Bill because Sun, which was where Scott worked, made a better OS,
./date/1996/11/msg00566.html:This is intended as a better way to post mail anonymously via the
./date/1996/11/msg00738.html:my part, though perhaps the list would be a better judge of that.
./date/1996/11/msg00757.html:environment’ by the military, and I’ll use the term for lack a better one.
./date/1996/11/msg00849.html:&gt; environment’ by the military, and I’ll use the term for lack a better one.
./date/1996/11/msg00857.html:spread crypto” is a better motto than just “cypherpunks write code,” for
./date/1996/11/msg00985.html:&gt; etc., along with a better key ring format, encrypted key rings, and features
./date/1996/11/msg01020.html:etc., along with a better key ring format, encrypted key rings, and features
./date/1996/11/msg01035.html:They did a better job when the governments _didn’t_ run them, or at
./date/1996/11/msg01049.html:&gt; along with a better key ring format, encrypted key rings, and
./date/1996/11/msg01102.html:Age are to achieve their potential to build us a better world,
./date/1996/11/msg01258.html:be a better idea to setup a partition for applications and lock it, if
./date/1996/11/msg01259.html:&gt;be a better idea to setup a partition for applications and lock it, if
./date/1996/11/msg01275.html:&gt;be a better idea to setup a partition for applications and lock it, if
./date/1996/11/msg01385.html:and the promise for a better Net. On the other hand, the,

./date/1996/11/msg01419.html:Brands has a better scheme that I don’t understand exactly. He recently
./date/1996/11/msg01430.html:&gt; Brands has a better scheme that I don’t understand exactly. He recently
./date/1996/11/msg01435.html:them exposed for them, and that the world would be a better place. (Actually,
./date/1996/11/msg01469.html:&gt;them exposed for them, and that the world would be a better place. (Actually,
./date/1996/11/msg01508.html:to garbage. A better way to do all this would probably just be to
./date/1996/11/msg02075.html:A better
./date/1996/11/msg02076.html:Perfect is a better term. Strictly speaking it is because there is no
./date/1996/11/msg02079.html:&gt;&gt; -20dB down from new would be a better spec if new tape was typically
./date/1996/11/msg02116.html:has created a monopoly or oligopoly. If I have a better idea for a car, I
./date/1996/11/msg02135.html:&gt; Perfect is a better term. Strictly speaking it is because there is no
./date/1996/11/msg02140.html:&gt; has created a monopoly or oligopoly. If I have a better idea for a car, I
./date/1996/11/msg02182.html:contentment. We all do. And I cannot set up a better system.
./date/1996/11/msg02186.html:independent contractors - another socialist idea) I stand a better chance
./date/1996/11/msg02224.html:Denning clearly believes that the government is a better judge of me and
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* a better measure, since the timing of the disk interrupts are more
./date/1996/11/msg02349.html:&gt; &gt; Perfect is a better term. Strictly speaking it is because there is no
./date/1996/12/msg00042.html:something more to what you’re saying, I think I’d have a better chance of
./date/1996/12/msg00061.html:&gt; something more to what you’re saying, I think I’d have a better chance of
./date/1996/12/msg00198.html:Igor may be in a better
./date/1996/12/msg00208.html:&gt; Igor may be in a better
./date/1996/12/msg00230.html:&gt; &gt; Igor may be in a better
./date/1996/12/msg00289.html:with no children, I’d have a better chance of knowing how
./date/1996/12/msg00447.html:we might start seeing a better appreciation for coding, as well as some
./date/1996/12/msg00489.html:I suppose the a better solution would have been to have many competing
./date/1996/12/msg00496.html:&gt; I suppose the a better solution would have been to have many competing
./date/1996/12/msg00496.html:I would suggest you rethink the position. I’ll give you a better example
./date/1996/12/msg00524.html:&gt; I suppose the a better solution would have been to have many competing
./date/1996/12/msg00563.html:So, it seems a better deal is to get one of the many used copies of the
./date/1996/12/msg00632.html:&gt; So, it seems a better deal is to get one of the many used copies of the
./date/1996/12/msg00668.html:doing to correct the problems. If anyone has a better
./date/1996/12/msg00789.html:Evgueni Korolkov -- a Russian who moved to the US for a better life -./date/1996/12/msg00865.html:with a better service. Your feedback, comments and suggestions on the
./date/1996/12/msg00915.html:for a couple thousand years. A better run than the Romans managed!
./date/1996/12/msg00926.html:&gt; for a couple thousand years. A better run than the Romans managed!
./date/1996/12/msg01204.html:for lack of a better word.
./date/1996/12/msg01206.html:&gt; for lack of a better word.
./date/1996/12/msg01206.html:A better method is to be able to selectively accept/send cookies from
a better
a better
a better candidate
./date/1996/12/msg01361.html:There’s got to be a better way than Ebonizing manually. First there was the
./date/1996/12/msg01363.html:&gt; There’s got to be a better way than Ebonizing manually. First there was
./date/1996/12/msg01375.html:&gt; There’s got to be a better way than Ebonizing manually. First there was the
./date/1996/12/msg01414.html:It lets in the refuse of the earth to offer them the opportunity of a better life? With little guarantee thay will repay
the offer?
./date/1996/12/msg01426.html:that you can get a better understanding of people of all stripes if
a better grammarian and orthographer, I am more
./date/1996/12/msg01461.html:that they can do a better job of actually teaching these students
./date/1996/12/msg01502.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; While I know the asm is faster, the C compiler does a better job of
./date/1996/12/msg01839.html:I think maybe ‘limped’ around your traps would be a better description.
./date/1997/01/msg00363.html:I know PGP signatures are a better way of authenticating a message.
a better school for crypto in the
./date/1997/01/msg00485.html:&gt;and dreams for a better future.
./date/1997/01/msg00494.html:and dreams for a better future.
./date/1997/01/msg00539.html:It tells me that you’re a better man than I, I guess. I’m sorry if I sound
./date/1997/01/msg00780.html:A better chance for “transparent” security is with the IPSec FreeSwan
./date/1997/01/msg00827.html:Every time the government builds a better dike, someone/somewhere
./date/1997/01/msg00827.html:builds a better drill, to put a hole in it.
./date/1997/01/msg00907.html:actually in the educational mainstream would be a better guide to its
./date/1997/01/msg00923.html:a short period of time. (Or a year for that matter.) They have a better
./date/1997/01/msg01047.html:would be a better example.
./date/1997/01/msg01201.html:Department appears to be hoping they will get a better decision in
./date/1997/01/msg01206.html:Department appears to be hoping they will get a better decision in
./date/1997/01/msg01269.html:IMO, this is a better
./date/1997/01/msg01288.html:&gt;IMO, this is a better
./date/1997/01/msg01368.html:Perl 5.0 has a better, simpler, safety mode than Java (and probably Safe-TCL
./date/1997/01/msg01401.html:&gt; get the stuff, you are unfairly penalizing those who use a better or
./date/1997/01/msg01403.html:get the stuff, you are unfairly penalizing those who use a better or
./date/1997/01/msg01499.html:to have a better understanding of cryptography standards, and future
./date/1997/01/msg01519.html:&gt; to have a better understanding of cryptography standards, and future
./date/1997/01/msg01791.html:Hi, Living in today’s world with all the high-tech toys is great. Who ever thought the internet would be such an
attraction... I never did. I love the internet, and I love meeting new people, but I have found it even a better place to be since I have found that
becoming debt-free has allowed me so much freedom.
./date/1997/01/msg01817.html:would be a better demonstration that the DES crack being contemplated.
./date/1997/01/msg01981.html:Smullyan for a better exposition.
./date/1997/01/msg02092.html:(though the AT&amp;T calling-card bot does a better job when I read it numbers
./date/1997/01/msg02093.html:(though the AT&amp;T calling-card bot does a better job when I read it numbers
./date/1997/01/msg02119.html:ad-hoc standards will tend to converge into a better standard down
./date/1997/01/msg02120.html:ad-hoc standards will tend to converge into a better standard down
./date/1997/01/msg02381.html:Start to enjoy more income and a better life as soon as
./date/1997/01/msg02410.html:battle and there is a better
./date/1997/01/msg02528.html:&gt;Start to enjoy more income and a better life as soon as
./date/1997/01/msg02726.html:I know PGP signatures are a better way of authenticating a message.
./date/1997/01/msg02805.html:money. If Tim May had a better sense of humor, he might have parlayed
./date/1997/01/msg02889.html:&gt;and dreams for a better future.
./date/1997/01/msg02902.html:and dreams for a better future.
./date/1997/01/msg02955.html:It tells me that you’re a better man than I, I guess. I’m sorry if I sound
./date/1997/02/msg00077.html:work to make the list a better one.
./date/1997/02/msg00077.html:a better list. In fact, as I would have expected, it is producing a more
./date/1997/02/msg00100.html:of the IBM Key Recovery Alliance (making a better case for it in 30 seconds
./date/1997/02/msg00103.html:I still maintain, as others have as well, that a better approach would have
./date/1997/02/msg00132.html:Let’s go down a better path. Let’s think about the best way for each
./date/1997/02/msg00134.html:what’s a better solution, in your opinion, besides ignoring it all and
./date/1997/02/msg00179.html:You may not want to switch your ISP to get a better Cypherpunks feed.
./date/1997/02/msg00184.html:a better experiment. (Likely that would have lost many altogether,
./date/1997/02/msg00196.html:community’, for lack of a better term, then please do. Otherwise, in
./date/1997/02/msg00198.html:&gt; community’, for lack of a better term, then please do. Otherwise, in
./date/1997/02/msg00221.html:&gt;community’, for lack of a better term, then please do. Otherwise, in
./date/1997/02/msg00241.html:Perhaps a better comparison would be to look at how many people
./date/1997/02/msg00286.html:(Maybe someone with more complete notes could post a better summary)
./date/1997/02/msg00315.html:&gt; (Maybe someone with more complete notes could post a better summary)
./date/1997/02/msg00530.html:A better charter statement will increase the chances of more sites carrying
./date/1997/02/msg00540.html:&gt; A better charter statement will increase the chances of more sites carrying
./date/1997/02/msg00557.html:&gt;- Is alt.cypherpunks a better alternative?
./date/1997/02/msg00659.html:Maybe that’s a better idea. Let’s all use a government accessable key for
./date/1997/02/msg00661.html:can almost always do a better job.
./date/1997/02/msg00710.html:considered a better choice for a worldwide infrastructure. There will
./date/1997/02/msg00750.html:considered a better choice for a worldwide infrastructure. There will
./date/1997/02/msg00790.html:might get a better idea of what i’m trying to accomplish.
a better choice in the long run than no
./date/1997/02/msg00909.html:to lack “dignity,” for want of a better word.
./date/1997/02/msg00942.html:&gt;might get a better idea of what i’m trying to accomplish.
./date/1997/02/msg00961.html:&gt; &gt;might get a better idea of what i’m trying to accomplish.
./date/1997/02/msg01024.html:&gt; he got a better job.
./date/1997/02/msg01024.html:&gt; he got a better job.
./date/1997/02/msg01273.html:system can hardly be said not to be biased in favor of them. A better
./date/1997/02/msg01279.html:community’, for lack of a better term, then please do. Otherwise, in
./date/1997/02/msg01280.html:&gt; community’, for lack of a better term, then please do. Otherwise, in
./date/1997/02/msg01298.html:&gt;community’, for lack of a better term, then please do. Otherwise, in
./date/1997/02/msg01321.html:Perhaps a better comparison would be to look at how many people
./date/1997/02/msg01380.html:(Maybe someone with more complete notes could post a better summary)
./date/1997/02/msg01414.html:&gt; (Maybe someone with more complete notes could post a better summary)
./date/1997/02/msg01448.html:&gt; he got a better job.
./date/1997/02/msg01448.html:&gt; he got a better job.
./date/1997/02/msg01586.html:threatening letters and pulling the plug on the speaker was a better
./date/1997/02/msg01756.html:A better charter statement will increase the chances of more sites carrying
./date/1997/02/msg01776.html:&gt; A better charter statement will increase the chances of more sites carrying
./date/1997/02/msg01781.html:- Is alt.cypherpunks a better alternative?
./date/1997/02/msg01808.html:&gt;- Is alt.cypherpunks a better alternative?
./date/1997/02/msg02099.html:Maybe that’s a better idea. Let’s all use a government accessable key for
./date/1997/02/msg02102.html:can almost always do a better job.
./date/1997/02/msg02176.html:considered a better choice for a worldwide infrastructure. There will
./date/1997/02/msg02236.html:considered a better choice for a worldwide infrastructure. There will
./date/1997/02/msg02300.html:might get a better idea of what i’m trying to accomplish.
a better choice in the long run than no
./date/1997/02/msg02424.html:threatening letters and pulling the plug on the speaker was a better
./date/1997/02/msg02482.html:to lack “dignity,” for want of a better word.
./date/1997/02/msg02528.html:&gt;might get a better idea of what i’m trying to accomplish.
./date/1997/02/msg02559.html:&gt; &gt;might get a better idea of what i’m trying to accomplish.
./date/1997/02/msg02573.html:system can hardly be said not to be biased in favor of them. A better
./date/1997/02/msg02586.html:articulate a better way to organize things and address the federalism/federal
./date/1997/02/msg02611.html:opinions about it, as well as “a better way of doing it”. Well whatever,
./date/1997/02/msg02612.html:&gt;opinions about it, as well as “a better way of doing it”. Well whatever,
./date/1997/02/msg02627.html:anything other than merely their jobs, they would have done a better job
./date/1997/02/msg02898.html:work to make the list a better one.
./date/1997/02/msg02898.html:a better list. In fact, as I would have expected, it is producing a more
./date/1997/02/msg02928.html:of the IBM Key Recovery Alliance (making a better case for it in 30 seconds
./date/1997/02/msg02933.html:I still maintain, as others have as well, that a better approach would have
./date/1997/02/msg02967.html:Let’s go down a better path. Let’s think about the best way for each
./date/1997/02/msg02970.html:what’s a better solution, in your opinion, besides ignoring it all and
./date/1997/02/msg03026.html:You may not want to switch your ISP to get a better Cypherpunks feed.
./date/1997/02/msg03033.html:a better experiment. (Likely that would have lost many altogether,
./date/1997/03/msg00044.html:Start to enjoy more income and a better life as soon as
./date/1997/03/msg00097.html:no. Perhaps other readers have a better background in this area and can
./date/1997/03/msg00263.html:a better job of FUD, you could talk about the under-the-table relationship
./date/1997/03/msg00270.html:&gt; a better job of FUD, you could talk about the under-the-table relationship
./date/1997/03/msg00441.html:blueprint. People tell us that “integration” will make us a better and
./date/1997/03/msg00530.html:You have never found a better time than NOW !!
./date/1997/03/msg00598.html:or racist or anti-Semitic or hateful to want to ensure a better world
./date/1997/03/msg00616.html:a better term for pointing tens of thousands of warheads at your enemies,
./date/1997/03/msg00633.html:and I’m not (:-), so they’re expected to do a better job of reading
./date/1997/03/msg00655.html:&gt; law” to make it a better standard? Did the government have to certify,
./date/1997/03/msg00656.html:&gt;and I’m not (:-), so they’re expected to do a better job of reading
./date/1997/03/msg00716.html:&gt; I dunno, but they couldn’t have picked a better acronym :-)
./date/1997/03/msg00729.html:One of the keys to “InterNet Free World” (a better name?) would be
./date/1997/03/msg00731.html:&gt;&gt; I dunno, but they couldn’t have picked a better acronym :-)
./date/1997/03/msg00745.html:This conclusion opens the question of whether a better solution exists.
./date/1997/03/msg00772.html:you want is a better user interface add some more tags into
./date/1997/03/msg00800.html:&gt; A better idea, (for both ISP shell account and leased line version)
./date/1997/04/msg00022.html:Anderson’s, unless anyone can think of a better name. Anderson has the
./date/1997/04/msg00073.html:am looking for a better auditor. Some institution which values its
./date/1997/04/msg00118.html:&gt;am looking for a better auditor. Some institution which values its
./date/1997/04/msg00216.html:still a better option for the Cuban people than other options.
./date/1997/04/msg00248.html:you are a better than average worker, you would be able to get a better
./date/1997/04/msg00252.html:&gt;you are a better than average worker, you would be able to get a better
./date/1997/04/msg00252.html:&gt;better able to distinguish your abilities from your past history. On the
./date/1997/04/msg00255.html:still a better option for the Cuban people than other options.<BR>
./date/1997/04/msg00345.html:that the Elliptic Curve encryption system would make a better
./date/1997/04/msg00359.html:Elliptic Curve encryption system would make a better encryption core.
./date/1997/04/msg00365.html:seeking a better knowledge of crypto and crypto issues in directions
./date/1997/04/msg00367.html:While I sometimes feel that the list would be better served by more
./date/1997/04/msg00367.html:seeking a better knowledge of crypto and crypto issues in directions
./date/1997/04/msg00501.html:I’ve got a better idea.
./date/1997/04/msg00580.html:on to a better place.<BR>
./date/1997/04/msg00609.html:heck, get yourself better advertising, or a better product.
./date/1997/05/msg00046.html:Actually, I think a better plan would be to relocate Israel to New Jersey
./date/1997/05/msg00119.html:called a “bank”, for lack of a better term.
./date/1997/05/msg00134.html:Physically damaging the camera works, but can get you jail time. A better
./date/1997/05/msg00149.html:by design is a better approach.
./date/1997/05/msg00168.html:that option, and they will be forced to cooperate, leading to a better
./date/1997/05/msg00188.html:&gt; that option, and they will be forced to cooperate, leading to a better
./date/1997/05/msg00227.html:the net becomes a better place to do business than meatspace. Again, at
./date/1997/05/msg00232.html:current regime. Maybe, maybe not. It seems a better argument than the ones
./date/1997/05/msg00233.html:&gt;current regime. Maybe, maybe not. It seems a better argument than the ones
./date/1997/05/msg00239.html:According to the maxim, if you invent a better mouse-trap the world will
./date/1997/05/msg00245.html:A better question would be:How many people did you and your bots and
./date/1997/05/msg00265.html:According to the maxim, if you invent a better mouse-trap the world will
./date/1997/05/msg00284.html:a better explanation than conspiracy.
./date/1997/05/msg00302.html:enable a better assessment of limits to safe levels of
./date/1997/05/msg00440.html:&gt;He didn’t say it was a better thing to do. He said he was coming to
./date/1997/05/msg00453.html:of the art and generally make the net a better place.
./date/1997/05/msg00454.html:He didn’t say it was a better thing to do. He said he was coming to understand McVeigh’s actions.
./date/1997/05/msg00458.html:&gt;He didn’t say it was a better thing to do. He said he was coming to
./date/1997/05/msg00746.html:those in a better position than them rather than at the government which
./date/1997/05/msg00775.html:This is why I call them brainwashed. A better term might be “born
./date/1997/05/msg00811.html:like to know if you have a better reason.
./date/1997/05/msg00830.html:Ross’s ideal. Perhaps eternity-lite would be a better name (I nearly
./date/1997/05/msg00870.html:PGPmoose provides a better method of allowing only the author to
./date/1997/05/msg00952.html:cypherpunks@algebra.com to a better connected host. This transition is
./date/1997/05/msg00954.html:a better system than we now have-- and it wouldn’t be anarchy (which
./date/1997/05/msg00962.html:&gt;I sugest reading “The Wealth of Nations” by Adam Smith for a better
./date/1997/05/msg00963.html:I sugest reading “The Wealth of Nations” by Adam Smith for a better
./date/1997/05/msg00966.html:&gt;&gt;I sugest reading “The Wealth of Nations” by Adam Smith for a better
./date/1997/05/msg00976.html:(Wouldn’t a better use of AP be to target AP, so to speak?)
./date/1997/05/msg00978.html:&gt;(Wouldn’t a better use of AP be to target AP, so to speak?)
./date/1997/05/msg01010.html:&gt; &gt;&gt;I sugest reading “The Wealth of Nations” by Adam Smith for a better
./date/1997/05/msg01024.html:I would stand a better chance of getting away with not paying tax under
./date/1997/05/msg01122.html:or other indications of it being PGP, version, etc., would be a better
./date/1997/05/msg01125.html:&gt;or other indications of it being PGP, version, etc., would be a better
./date/1997/05/msg01135.html:&gt; a better system than we now have-- and it wouldn’t be anarchy (which
./date/1997/05/msg01218.html:effective way to go about achieving a better society and a better form of
./date/1997/05/msg01244.html:&gt;effective way to go about achieving a better society and a better form of
./date/1997/05/msg01244.html:What I think would be an effective way to achieve a better society &amp;
./date/1997/05/msg01245.html:&gt;effective way to go about achieving a better society and a better form of
./date/1997/05/msg01245.html:What I think would be an effective way to achieve a better society &amp;
./date/1997/05/msg01388.html:back to posters. It should also do a better job at identifying admin
./date/1997/05/msg01502.html:Anyway, a recursive auction market, for lack of a better analogy, is kind
./date/1997/05/msg01507.html:I can’t think of a better argument to privatize Social Security and move
./date/1997/05/msg01526.html:&gt; I can’t think of a better argument to privatize Social Security and move
./date/1997/05/msg01539.html:”Advertisement”. A better solution would be to a) codify the principle, not
./date/1997/05/msg01561.html:&gt;and the like will have a better future in countries that recognize
./date/1997/05/msg01570.html:and the like will have a better future in countries that recognize
./date/1997/05/msg01578.html:&gt;&gt;and the like will have a better future in countries that recognize
./date/1997/05/msg01579.html:A better tack is to take a rejectionist, no compromise stance toward any
./date/1997/06/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01403” HREF=”msg01403.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01413” HREF=”msg01413.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01417” HREF=”msg01417.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01588” HREF=”msg01588.html”>ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg00008.html:&gt;A better tack is to take a rejectionist, no compromise stance toward any
./date/1997/06/msg00127.html:doing a better job than Americans of promoting the
./date/1997/06/msg00129.html:rights - this is silly. A better metaphor for what you want to
./date/1997/06/msg00142.html:&gt; grow up in a better world because of McVeigh or any of his followers,
./date/1997/06/msg00148.html:&gt; have been a better course of action.
./date/1997/06/msg00153.html:grow up in a better world because of McVeigh or any of his followers,
./date/1997/06/msg00159.html:have been a better course of action.
./date/1997/06/msg00186.html:and a better chance of holding on to your winnings. The examples of
./date/1997/06/msg00190.html:&gt;grow up in a better world because of McVeigh or any of his followers,
./date/1997/06/msg00192.html:&gt;grow up in a better world because of McVeigh or any of his followers,
./date/1997/06/msg00205.html:On the other hand it strikes me that if we could work out a better version
./date/1997/06/msg00213.html:&gt;&gt; have been a better course of action.
./date/1997/06/msg00218.html:&gt; and a better chance of holding on to your winnings. The examples of
./date/1997/06/msg00227.html:&gt;&gt; and a better chance of holding on to your winnings. The examples of
./date/1997/06/msg00231.html:&gt; On the other hand it strikes me that if we could work out a better version
./date/1997/06/msg00236.html:&gt;On the other hand it strikes me that if we could work out a better version
./date/1997/06/msg00255.html:A better question, and a bigger issue is this:what plausible explanation
./date/1997/06/msg00293.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; and a better chance of holding on to your winnings. The examples of
./date/1997/06/msg00297.html:&gt; A better question, and a bigger issue is this:what plausible explanation
./date/1997/06/msg00303.html:with whoever currently is on the land may be a better deal than poverty,
./date/1997/06/msg00303.html:of the law would let everyone live a better life (except the politicos who
./date/1997/06/msg00849.html:(A better
./date/1997/06/msg00923.html:can be corrected in order to make it a better product hardly qualify
./date/1997/06/msg00928.html:cash and other systems to make payments untraceable) are a better option
./date/1997/06/msg01022.html:developed a better understanding of how the Netscape bug works, and what

./date/1997/06/msg01299.html:&gt;You have a better method? Let’s hear it.
./date/1997/06/msg01310.html:&gt;&gt;You have a better method? Let’s hear it.
./date/1997/06/msg01312.html:You have a better method? Let’s hear it.
./date/1997/06/msg01379.html:Have a better one,
./date/1997/06/msg01401.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01403.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01403.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:A better DES challenge -->
./date/1997/06/msg01403.html:<TITLE>Re:A better DES challenge</TITLE>
./date/1997/06/msg01403.html:<H1>Re:A better DES challenge</H1>
./date/1997/06/msg01403.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:A better DES challenge</LI>
./date/1997/06/msg01403.html:&gt; A better challenge, then, would be one in which even the
./date/1997/06/msg01403.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01413” HREF=”msg01413.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01403.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01413.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01404.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01403.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01409.html:we’re better off - especially if we had sunset clauses in every law...
./date/1997/06/msg01410.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01403.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01413.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:A better DES challenge -->
./date/1997/06/msg01413.html:<TITLE>Re:A better DES challenge</TITLE>
./date/1997/06/msg01413.html:<H1>Re:A better DES challenge</H1>
./date/1997/06/msg01413.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:A better DES challenge</LI>
./date/1997/06/msg01413.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01417” HREF=”msg01417.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01413.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01403” HREF=”msg01403.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01413.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01403.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01413.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01417.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01417.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:A better DES challenge -->
./date/1997/06/msg01417.html:<TITLE>Re:A better DES challenge</TITLE>
./date/1997/06/msg01417.html:<H1>Re:A better DES challenge</H1>
./date/1997/06/msg01417.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:A better DES challenge</LI>
./date/1997/06/msg01417.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01413” HREF=”msg01413.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01417.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01413.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01418.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01417.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01429.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01417.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01432.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01413.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01443.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01413.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01443.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01417.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01537.html:anarchist doctrine &lt;-(for want of a better and less overloaded word),
./date/1997/06/msg01588.html:<!--X-Subject:ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware) -->
./date/1997/06/msg01588.html:<TITLE>ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware)</TITLE>
./date/1997/06/msg01588.html:<H1>ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware)</H1>
./date/1997/06/msg01588.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware)</LI>
./date/1997/06/msg01588.html:&gt;better to buy fewer workstations with 128Mb or lots with 16Mb. Factor
./date/1997/06/msg01589.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01588.html”>ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01590.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01588.html”>ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01593.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01588.html”>ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01597.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01588” HREF=”msg01588.html”>ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01597.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01588.html”>ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/06/msg01609.html:Surely oranges would be a better choice for MPs? Hell, dress them
./date/1997/06/msg01654.html:bullshit” and “this is dangerous” and “here’s a better way to make
./date/1997/06/msg01656.html:&gt;bullshit” and “this is dangerous” and “here’s a better way to make
./date/1997/06/msg01742.html:Subject:A better DES challenge
./date/1997/06/msg01742.html:to defend itself). A better challenge, then, would be one in which
./date/1997/06/msg01743.html:Can you think of a better, more satisfying way to spend your spare time?
./date/1997/06/msg01744.html:Can you think of a better, more satisfying way to spend your spare time?
./date/1997/06/msg01752.html:Dear Friend, “I made $8,900 in 24 hours! You could do much better! My name is Ron
./date/1997/06/msg01752.html:your Incredible Wealth building Secret in sheer desperation for a better life... One year
./date/1997/06/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01403” HREF=”msg01403.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/06/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01413” HREF=”msg01413.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/06/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01417” HREF=”msg01417.html”>Re:A better DES challenge</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/06/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01588” HREF=”msg01588.html”>ATMs a better target (was:breaking RSA in hardware)</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/07/msg00111.html:on every desk top on the planet. Bill Gates is a better aly in that
./date/1997/07/msg00112.html:software (which does work better than commercial software, but doesn’t
./date/1997/07/msg00117.html:&gt;desk top on the planet. Bill Gates is a better
./date/1997/07/msg00189.html:ratio there is no modulation that would yield a better BER irrespective
./date/1997/07/msg00262.html:bill as a better, more effective aid to national security, law enforcement
./date/1997/07/msg00462.html:A better
./date/1997/07/msg00529.html:Internet community, Capitol Hill has gained a better understanding of
./date/1997/07/msg00534.html:I have a better solution:
./date/1997/07/msg00594.html:I think a better approach would be to rate all of one’s pages as being very
./date/1997/07/msg00665.html:&gt; I think a better approach would be to rate all of one’s pages as being very
./date/1997/07/msg00666.html:currencies. Also, I’d trust the cypherpunkish crowd to do a better job
./date/1997/07/msg00673.html:much better able to work out the best solutions to its
./date/1997/07/msg00673.html:possible that a better solution to the cryptography
./date/1997/07/msg00675.html:&gt;currencies. Also, I’d trust the cypherpunkish crowd to do a better job
./date/1997/07/msg00691.html:Get the new version of Lynx. (2.7?) It does a better job of handling
./date/1997/07/msg00705.html:&gt; Get the new version of Lynx. (2.7?) It does a better job of handling
./date/1997/07/msg00806.html:slew of them together. This way all lists stand a better chance of
./date/1997/07/msg00841.html:They do a better job of keeping their disagreements under wraps, though if
./date/1997/07/msg00846.html:the contract negotiations. There must be a better way.
./date/1997/07/msg01030.html:and the decision as to which of them would make the world a better
./date/1997/07/msg01054.html:”cypher”) , since it’s only for text encryption. If you have a better idea
./date/1997/07/msg01070.html:&gt; “cypher”) , since it’s only for text encryption. If you have a better idea
./date/1997/07/msg01101.html:probably a better starting point. (Much like web based remailer
./date/1997/07/msg01101.html:Anderson’s, unless anyone can think of a better name. Anderson has the
a better one, is the instructions given to a drill team.
./date/1997/07/msg01184.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; someone comes up with a better way of dealing with spam.
./date/1997/07/msg01184.html:&gt;&gt; There -is- a better way. It’s called the delete key. Few
./date/1997/07/msg01184.html:&gt; Au contraire, cancels are the better way. It spares me
./date/1997/07/msg01185.html:&gt; up with a better way of dealing with spam.
./date/1997/07/msg01185.html:There -is- a better way. It’s called the delete key. Few seem to
./date/1997/07/msg01185.html:You have a better way to demonstrate free speech?
./date/1997/07/msg01187.html:up with a better way of dealing with spam. If you have suggestions,
./date/1997/07/msg01194.html:&gt; up with a better way of dealing with spam. If you have suggestions,
./date/1997/07/msg01223.html:be a better place if this didn’t happen and everybody was on NoCeM. But
./date/1997/07/msg01225.html:&gt; be a better place if this didn’t happen and everybody was on NoCeM. But
./date/1997/07/msg01261.html:getting dubious. A better way to do register your negative opinion of
./date/1997/07/msg01284.html:-- a better title, I think, would be “Intellectual Tinkertoys of
./date/1997/07/msg01389.html:Everyone is entitled to a better lifestyle for themselves and their
./date/1997/07/msg01423.html:Start to enjoy more income and a better life as soon as
./date/1997/07/msg01424.html:Let’s say you decide to start small just to see how it goes. Assume your goal is to get 10 people to participate on your
a better response.) Also assume that everyone else in YOUR BUILDING ORGANIZATION
gets ONLY 10 downline members. Follow this example for the STAGGERING results below.
./date/1997/07/msg01424.html:This plan works like GANG-BUSTERS!! So far I have had 9,735 total orders OVER $48,000!!! I hope I have sparked your own
excitement, if you follow the program exactly, you could have the same success I have, if not better. Your success is right around the corner, but you
must do a little work.
./date/1997/07/msg01424.html:Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative
that I am I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
up my mail at the window. I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing about this deal is that it doesn’t matter
where in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/08/msg00017.html:&gt; -- a better title, I think, would be “Intellectual Tinkertoys of
./date/1997/08/msg00023.html:&gt; has a better competitive market situation in this area than Australia
./date/1997/08/msg00039.html:has a better competitive market situation in this area than Australia
./date/1997/08/msg00067.html:might be expected) has a better
./date/1997/08/msg00072.html:I suspect it might be a better idea to start with the milder stuff,
./date/1997/08/msg00113.html:today’s kids will make the country a better place when they grow up.
./date/1997/08/msg00144.html:A better method is to study individual sites--yes, that means hundreds
./date/1997/08/msg00271.html:reveals why more speech is always a better solution than censorship
./date/1997/08/msg00279.html:probably have a better percentage of categorizing than most others, but
./date/1997/08/msg00325.html:to makeing the usenet a better place.
./date/1997/08/msg00337.html:If there were lots of eternity servers it would be better.
./date/1997/08/msg00337.html:Might turn out to be a better way if your suspicions prove correct.
./date/1997/08/msg00363.html:&gt; to makeing the usenet a better place.
./date/1997/08/msg00372.html:I think you need to get a better connection to a clue server.
./date/1997/08/msg00373.html:a better place if my rights and freedoms are taken away.
./date/1997/08/msg00485.html:them invent a better alternative than that which exists. note that
./date/1997/08/msg00572.html:&gt; them invent a better alternative than that which exists. note that
./date/1997/08/msg00872.html:A better solution is to have relatively few things that are criminal, with
./date/1997/08/msg00900.html:them. Most felons could do a better job in their own case (or at least no
./date/1997/08/msg01017.html:have done a better job resisting these calls for
./date/1997/08/msg01063.html:a better grip on how evolutionary theory works. Just being fecund does not
./date/1997/08/msg01261.html:&gt; But I have a better example :D
./date/1997/08/msg01388.html:an overclass of welfare bureaucrats who do a better job of evading
./date/1997/08/msg01439.html:A better solution however is for Alice to chose a random token R and send
./date/1997/08/msg01445.html:A better model of the information silk road has a large population of
./date/1997/08/msg01604.html:Now, the next part of making your dreams a reality is to FOLLOW THROUGH with
a better future, while the rest are screened out. But if you’ve

income was over $8,000 a month. Today she earns $12,000 to $15,000 consistently each month and is free from the stresses she had been under. Working at
home, Mindy can now spend as much time as she wishes with her family.
a better deal.)
your partner for coming too soon! With a better understanding of how your erection and orgasm processes work, you can learn to maintain an erection...
./date/1997/08/msg01678.html:&lt;/B&gt;The purpose of our seminars is to help men become incredible lovers.
But, if your goal was just to be a great lover, you could achieve that with a better knowledge of the female anatomy
./date/1997/08/msg01688.html:But I have a better example :D
./date/1997/08/msg01698.html:(Placing a lot of FREE ads on the internet could EASILY get a better
./date/1997/08/msg01698.html:There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/08/msg01705.html:Let’s say you decide to start small just to see how it goes.
a better response.)
Also assume that everyone else you recruit gets ONLY 10 downline members. Follow this example for the STAGGERING results below.
./date/1997/08/msg01705.html:Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my
mind to participate in this plan. But conservative that I am I decided that the initial investment was so
little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money back.
over-loaded that I had to start picking up my mail at the window. I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing
about this deal is that it doesn’t matter where in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return. the end of
this letter. Again, the people who do can take further steps towards a better future, while the rest are screened out. But if you’ve followed along
./date/1997/08/msg01727.html:At that time in her life Mindy responded to some information similar to what
a better future
for
a better deal.)
./date/1997/09/msg00272.html:important in common--the world is a better place for your being here.
./date/1997/09/msg00297.html:talents and social position to make the world a better place for her
./date/1997/09/msg00304.html:surely a better role model than Diane (Feinstein), the monarchy, the
./date/1997/09/msg00357.html:&gt; raised that Diana is surely a better role model than Diane
./date/1997/09/msg00438.html:a better attitude is that of joy.
./date/1997/09/msg00472.html:Nice but as noted by others, without a better explanation of what is going
./date/1997/09/msg00478.html:&gt; a better attitude is that of joy.
./date/1997/09/msg00529.html:&gt; a better attitude is that of joy.
./date/1997/09/msg00682.html:others who might be in a better position to carry the torch of
./date/1997/09/msg00808.html:Thanks for providing a better picture. As we “cross-fertilize” these two
./date/1997/09/msg00842.html:of view, this is simply a better way to provide for our eugenic
./date/1997/09/msg00881.html:I have a better chance if all the US guys are in jail, because
./date/1997/09/msg00883.html:A better question to ask is how many more people will die before we do
./date/1997/09/msg00886.html:&gt; when somebody came up with a better solution to what’s known as the
./date/1997/09/msg01098.html:Have a better one,
./date/1997/09/msg01199.html:would not make the world a better place --- kind of like how looking
./date/1997/09/msg01233.html:based upon a better defense than what “Dank,” or law enforcement,
./date/1997/09/msg01236.html:based upon a better defense than what “Dank,” or law enforcement,
./date/1997/09/msg01237.html:&gt;based upon a better defense than what “Dank,” or law enforcement,
./date/1997/09/msg01519.html:the same or a better effect). That being so, storage in the
./date/1997/09/msg01561.html:I am beginning to think that democracy might have a better chance
./date/1997/09/msg01565.html:suggested a better course for government to meet everyone’s security
./date/1997/09/msg01568.html:&gt;the vote” that the original, better, Goodlatte SAFE “no longer exists as a
./date/1997/09/msg01573.html:Flesh is always a better
./date/1997/09/msg01672.html:debate participant (for lack of a better term). Since I know of nothing
./date/1997/09/msg01680.html:anonymity isn’t supported by DC. Accountless operation is by far a better
./date/1997/09/msg01724.html:&gt;far a better alternative for some business.
./date/1997/09/msg01770.html:There’s probably a better way to do this. For instance, we might
a better response.) Also
assume that everyone else in YOUR BUILDING ORGANIZATION gets ONLY 10 downline members. Follow this example for the STAGGERING results below.
./date/1997/09/msg01840.html:&lt;/P&gt;&lt;P ALIGN=JUSTIFY&gt; Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate
in this plan. But conservative that I am I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough
loaded that I had to start picking up my mail at the window. I’ll make more money
this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing about this deal is that it doesn’t matter where in the U.S. the people live. There simply
isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/09/msg01892.html:As already reported in The Doors Collectors Magazine #9 a better than average audience recording of The Doors Madison
Square Garden show from January 24, 1969 has found its way out of the box it sat in for the last 28 years and is available on our trade list. Our copy
was a sold out performance to over 20,000 fans! The Doors had a horn section on stage to augment all the Soft Parade album songs that they performed
Strange Days home page for a very interesting article written by Bill Tikellis that is jam packed full of details
./date/1997/09/msg01931.html:products when you can make a better product yourself right at home! That’s
a better bulk e-mail bargain anywhere on the Internet,
a better bulk e-mail bargain anywhere on the Internet,
./date/1997/09/msg01966.html:products when you can make a better product yourself right at home! That’s
./date/1997/10/msg00035.html:&gt; teenager that feels his only path to a better life is through crime, and it
./date/1997/10/msg00041.html:teenager that feels his only path to a better life is through crime, and it
./date/1997/10/msg00054.html:&gt; teenager that feels his only path to a better life is through crime, and it
./date/1997/10/msg00060.html::teenager that feels his only path to a better life is through crime, and it
./date/1997/10/msg00089.html:&gt; teenager that feels his only path to a better life is through crime,
./date/1997/10/msg00096.html:&gt; a better life is through crime, and it doesn’t give the same
./date/1997/10/msg00102.html:”sold.” Advertising to the sender side seems like a better idea than
./date/1997/10/msg00137.html:until there is a better weapon, a better tool invented which can be used by
./date/1997/10/msg00185.html:the future when the judges and prosecutors get a better clue. Because the
./date/1997/10/msg00223.html:]threatening letters and pulling the plug on the speaker was a better
./date/1997/10/msg00223.html:]messages on the Flames list, which I subscribed to temporarily to better
./date/1997/10/msg00224.html:&gt;teenager that feels his only path to a better life is through crime, and it
./date/1997/10/msg00329.html:I decide that my world will be a better place without their scheming
./date/1997/10/msg00390.html:Which would you choose in the above situation? Abandon the girl &amp; child to welfare and go on to run for president, or
a better job, in this
factory town that just closed down and has 25% unemployment? You’re glad for the two jobs you’ve got.
./date/1997/10/msg00477.html:&amp; received email. I _was_ arguing that a better way to archive email
./date/1997/10/msg00538.html:idiots (don’t know a better term) actualy have the audactity to claim that
./date/1997/10/msg00547.html:&gt; teenager that feels his only path to a better life is through crime, and it
./date/1997/10/msg00582.html:doing, and they want us to give them a better way to manage their data. Does
./date/1997/10/msg00584.html:&gt; idiots (don’t know a better term) actualy have the audactity to claim that
./date/1997/10/msg00592.html:The judicial system is in *much* better shape than the legislative system
./date/1997/10/msg00595.html:&gt; &gt; idiots (don’t know a better term) actualy have the audactity to claim that
./date/1997/10/msg00611.html:&gt;review, and other folks’ suggestions for a better K-of-N mechanism have
./date/1997/10/msg00616.html:&gt; what they’re doing, and they want us to give them a better way to
./date/1997/10/msg00622.html:our review, and other folks’ suggestions for a better K-of-N mechanism
./date/1997/10/msg00637.html:A better place to do corporate snooping, and to avoid the extra
./date/1997/10/msg00651.html:(with current PGP versions, the database of keys is a better idea actually).
./date/1997/10/msg00791.html:sometimes in a better way than within the ITU.
./date/1997/10/msg00835.html:A different approach by Schindler may have resulted in a better
./date/1997/10/msg00899.html:this may give the GAK folks a better chance of getting it.
./date/1997/10/msg00908.html:like to get back to the question of designing a better email
./date/1997/10/msg00915.html:&gt; like to get back to the question of designing a better email
./date/1997/10/msg00918.html:&gt; like to get back to the question of designing a better email
./date/1997/10/msg00957.html:Political arguments stand a better chance with PGP Inc than with most
./date/1997/10/msg00964.html:&gt;he has a better defense of claiming that some employee was acting on his
./date/1997/10/msg00972.html:-- Phelix, who really should have been able to give a better proof
./date/1997/10/msg00997.html:-- Phelix, who really should have been able to give a better proof
./date/1997/10/msg00999.html:-- Phelix, who really should have been able to give a better proof
./date/1997/10/msg01149.html:Is Elliptic Curve Cryptography a better encryption system than RSA ?
./date/1997/10/msg01191.html:&gt;Is Elliptic Curve Cryptography a better encryption system than RSA ?
./date/1997/10/msg01267.html:afraid to look for a job with a better company. Or because Rawandala Brown
./date/1997/10/msg01328.html:A better example would be a money management program with a tax module. They
./date/1997/10/msg01336.html:E-Mail/NewsReader he is quite capable of producing a better product than
./date/1997/10/msg01349.html:&gt; E-Mail/NewsReader he is quite capable of producing a better product than
./date/1997/10/msg01353.html:at the same time requiring a better security mechanism than the existing one
./date/1997/10/msg01384.html:That’s true. You asked for a better
./date/1997/10/msg01404.html:have a better one,
./date/1997/10/msg01431.html:nothing except for the hope for a better life. My parents were immigrants ./date/1997/10/msg01431.html:they came to Singapore after WWII from India for a better life. These people
./date/1997/10/msg01744.html:Good point. A better play would be expensive looking designer

./date/1997/10/msg01862.html:these private foundations, are a better
./date/1997/10/msg01867.html:(Placing a lot of FREE ads on the internet could EASILY get a better
./date/1997/10/msg01867.html:There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/10/msg01875.html:(Placing a lot of FREE ads on the internet could EASILY get a better
./date/1997/10/msg01875.html:There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/10/msg01883.html:(Placing FREE ads on the internet could get a better response.)
./date/1997/10/msg01883.html:in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with
./date/1997/10/msg01902.html:(Placing a lot of FREE ads on the internet could EASILY get a better
./date/1997/10/msg01902.html:There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00140” HREF=”msg00140.html”>Larry Lessig:a new CDA better than censorware?</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/11/msg00031.html:with a better group of people.
./date/1997/11/msg00058.html:A timestamp service signature on my key would be a better solution.
./date/1997/11/msg00113.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00140.html”>Larry Lessig:a new CDA better than censorware?</A></STRONG>
a better distribution of this than the
./date/1997/11/msg00131.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00140.html”>Larry Lessig:a new CDA better than censorware?</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/11/msg00140.html:<!--X-Subject:Larry Lessig:a new CDA better than censorware? -->
./date/1997/11/msg00140.html:<TITLE>Larry Lessig:a new CDA better than censorware?</TITLE>
./date/1997/11/msg00140.html:<H1>Larry Lessig:a new CDA better than censorware?</H1>
./date/1997/11/msg00140.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Larry Lessig:a new CDA better than censorware?</LI>
./date/1997/11/msg00143.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00140.html”>Larry Lessig:a new CDA better than censorware?</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/11/msg00148.html:Union would have been a better place to raise our kids.
./date/1997/11/msg00200.html:You clearly need a better country to live in. I suggest China; they have a
./date/1997/11/msg00221.html:&gt; Union would have been a better place to raise our kids.
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* a better measure, since the timing of the disk interrupts are more
./date/1997/11/msg00499.html:Is there a better way to do this?
./date/1997/11/msg00543.html:&gt;Hell, even a better, more libertarian (Nazi uniforms? Sheesh^2...), remake
./date/1997/11/msg00550.html:Hell, even a better, more libertarian (Nazi uniforms? Sheesh^2...), remake
./date/1997/11/msg00564.html:who disagree, or think they have a better idea.
./date/1997/11/msg00568.html:What’s my point? Well, for lack of a better word, it’s personal
./date/1997/11/msg00593.html:&gt; &gt;Hell, even a better, more libertarian (Nazi uniforms? Sheesh^2...), remake
./date/1997/11/msg00614.html:&gt;What’s my point? Well, for lack of a better word, it’s personal
./date/1997/11/msg00616.html:on how to be a better parent and how to “chill out” whenever a baby
./date/1997/11/msg00638.html:As far as a better protocol, it’s already designed, implemented, and
./date/1997/11/msg00713.html:reason. The sooner we show them a better way of living, the sooner we can
./date/1997/11/msg00810.html:&gt;reason. The sooner we show them a better way of living, the sooner we can
./date/1997/11/msg00954.html:A better approach is to encourage wider participation, with individual
./date/1997/11/msg00983.html:a better place for discussions.]
./date/1997/11/msg01037.html:&gt; &gt; Ya better feel special ‘cause I never got asked to meet any reps, I had
./date/1997/11/msg01055.html:I really am sorry I don’t have a better answer.
./date/1997/11/msg01059.html:&gt; anti-privacy bunch, the Co$, would engage in. What better way to discredit
./date/1997/11/msg01062.html:Therefore, I would make a better
./date/1997/11/msg01062.html:and he can get a better job if he is
./date/1997/11/msg01140.html:I also believe that it is a better practice to explore ideas that are
./date/1997/11/msg01202.html:A better and more fundamental question:
./date/1997/11/msg01339.html:reduce government’s role in America but want it to do a better job,
./date/1997/11/msg01344.html:people will go where they think they can get a better life, wether you
a better job for you.
./date/1997/11/msg01501.html:4. Jim’s drawing out cooperation, negotiating for a better deal, perhaps
./date/1997/11/msg01584.html:This is a better argument than the domino theory you were suggesting for
./date/1997/11/msg01585.html:&gt; This is a better argument than the domino theory you were suggesting for
./date/1997/11/msg01687.html:Internet technology does a better job of making
./date/1997/11/msg01770.html:backwards to delay a war with the US until they were in a better position, and
./date/1997/11/msg01792.html:My point was that Russia might have negotiated a better peace at Portmouth, NH,
./date/1997/11/msg01795.html:&gt; My point was that Russia might have negotiated a better peace at Portmouth, NH,
./date/1997/11/msg01897.html:&gt; A better comprimise would be to allow the From line to be altered but not to
./date/1997/11/msg01914.html:Let’s say you decide to start small just to see how it goes. Assume your goal is to get 10
a better response.)
Also assume that everyone else in YOUR BUILDING ORGANIZATION gets ONLY 10 downline members. Follow this example for the STAGGERING results below.
./date/1997/11/msg01914.html:This plan works like GANG-BUSTERS!! So far I have had 9,735 total orders OVER $48,000!!! I hope
I have sparked your own excitement, if you follow the program exactly, you could have the same success I have, if not better
./date/1997/11/msg01914.html:. The nice thing about this deal is that it doesn’t matter where in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better
investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/msg01922.html:There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/msg01930.html:HAHAHA, isn’t homosexual marriage a better way of avoiding pregnancy?
./date/1997/11/msg01937.html:(Placing a lot of FREE ads on the internet could EASILY get a better
./date/1997/11/msg01937.html:There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/msg01943.html:Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative
that I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
up my mail at the window. I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing about this deal is that it doesn’t matter
where in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
a better selection of computer software
./date/1997/11/msg01953.html:live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/msg01968.html:Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative
that I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
up my mail at the window. I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing about this deal is that it doesn’t matter
where in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/msg02013.html:Getting the information couldn’t come at a better time. Please just call us at :
./date/1997/11/msg02026.html:Have you been offered a credit card with a $500 credit line or even one of $1000? WHAT!! They wanted to charge you 19.8% on that
secret is knowing how and from where to get it! We will tell you.
./date/1997/11/msg02029.html:There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/msg02057.html:There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/msg02060.html:(Placing a lot of FREE ads on the internet could EASILY get a better
./date/1997/11/msg02060.html:There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00140” HREF=”msg00140.html”>Larry Lessig:a new CDA better than censorware?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/12/msg00214.html:matters. The two go hand in hand. I consider the following a better
./date/1997/12/msg00237.html:that I have a better chance
./date/1997/12/msg00302.html:And you’ve got a better explanation of what happened? Right after Billy
./date/1997/12/msg00313.html:Have a better one,
./date/1997/12/msg00401.html:if you think you are a better judge of what children should
./date/1997/12/msg00417.html:traditional left-right spectrum does. Nor have I seen a better
./date/1997/12/msg00418.html:had a better growth rate recently and was a nicer place to live prior to its
./date/1997/12/msg00421.html:&gt;if you think you are a better judge of what children should
./date/1997/12/msg00471.html:activities, he would get a better deal on free speech if he were
./date/1997/12/msg00549.html:kicked this constituency in the teeth for a better part of the
./date/1997/12/msg00666.html:he has a better chance of throwing a strike if he puts a little spin
./date/1997/12/msg00812.html:That does not mean it is a good law, of course. A better example might be
./date/1997/12/msg00934.html:remailers to process our mail or for humans to read it. A better analogy
./date/1997/12/msg00993.html:-- though a better name might be the “Bill of Prohibitions” on government
./date/1997/12/msg01016.html:IBM, HP, SGI, etc all can sell a better box for less money using cheap
./date/1997/12/msg01031.html:poor match in a corporate setting. A better solution than
./date/1997/12/msg01128.html:A better solution is to get Government out of the business of running
./date/1997/12/msg01188.html:&gt; A better solution is to get Government out of the business of running
./date/1997/12/msg01229.html:&gt; &gt; A better solution is to get Government out of the business of running
./date/1997/12/msg01289.html:that will make America a better climate for their offspring
./date/1997/12/msg01291.html:&gt;If Government wants us to behave, it should set a better example!
./date/1997/12/msg01295.html:If Government wants us to behave, it should set a better example!
./date/1997/12/msg01304.html:&gt; If Government wants us to behave, it should set a better example!
./date/1997/12/msg01305.html:&gt;If Government wants us to behave, it should set a better example!
./date/1997/12/msg01369.html:&gt;ourselves that MacOS often reads and processes Windoze documents better
./date/1997/12/msg01369.html:Hey now that’s OS/2 line:“A Better DOS than DOS, a better Windows than
./date/1997/12/msg01396.html:messages of hope and inspiration to those struggling for a better
./date/1997/12/msg01501.html:(Placing FREE ads on the internet could get a better response.)
./date/1997/12/msg01513.html:Start to enjoy more income and a better life as soon as
a better selection of computer software
./date/1997/12/msg01524.html:live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/12/msg01568.html:a better investment with a faster return. Marry Rockland, Lansing, MI
./date/1998/01/msg00264.html:competition can be created, it is a better way of guiding
./date/1998/01/msg00329.html:our software is very tied up in helping people use the Internet in a better
./date/1998/01/msg00357.html:of IBM’s adoption of the x86 knows). And ditto for adoption of a better OS
./date/1998/01/msg00482.html:PS:we need a better word for `eternityspace’, and Bell Labs have
./date/1998/01/msg00526.html:of a better fate. Elysium, perhaps? Or just use “eternity”
./date/1998/01/msg00542.html:providers that either offer anonymous accounts or a better
./date/1998/01/msg00543.html:&gt;live with it. There will never be a better time to oppose the tyra.nts
./date/1998/01/msg00565.html:&gt; of a better fate. Elysium, perhaps? Or just use “eternity”
./date/1998/01/msg00619.html:A better approach is to ask his permission, for something substantive like
./date/1998/01/msg00621.html:come up with a better operating system:Windows hurts the demand for its
./date/1998/01/msg00621.html:is starting to realize that a web based operating system would be a better
./date/1998/01/msg00621.html:&gt; is the alternative - do you know of a better system?
./date/1998/01/msg00630.html:contribute to a better understanding of trust and deception in agent
./date/1998/01/msg00631.html:&gt;A better approach is to ask his permission, for something substantive like
./date/1998/01/msg00654.html:degrades performance! A better metaphor than I thought.
./date/1998/01/msg00772.html:the ability to provide long-term income. A better model might be to charge
./date/1998/01/msg00779.html:&gt; the ability to provide long-term income. A better model might be to charge
./date/1998/01/msg00780.html:Bill will have to provide a better summary himself, as the above is
./date/1998/01/msg00812.html:few months ago. (Actually “ripped apart” is a better term.) Wei Dei and a
./date/1998/01/msg00848.html:reduce the entropies greatly. A better model is needed.)
./date/1998/01/msg01038.html:&gt;PS:we need a better word for `eternityspace’, and Bell Labs have
./date/1998/01/msg01082.html:excited and wrote my own little pics ratings server (a better ones is
./date/1998/01/msg01183.html:approach. I have often heard that you can often get a better response when
./date/1998/01/msg01208.html:&gt;approach. I have often heard that you can often get a better response when
./date/1998/01/msg01225.html:this.) Discovering a better way to bypass my physical
./date/1998/01/msg01245.html:So why not do a better job of “loading” this PipeNet connection by having a
./date/1998/01/msg01278.html:level) is a better platform for most “interoperation” or
./date/1998/01/msg01286.html:&gt; So why not do a better job of “loading” this PipeNet connection by having a
./date/1998/01/msg01305.html:have a better chance of detecting broadband, pseudo-noise, signaling.
./date/1998/01/msg01362.html:are at the remote branch, as in the envelope case. A better analogy
./date/1998/01/msg01372.html:much OSINT is a better value for dollars expended.?
./date/1998/01/msg01452.html:(Placing a lot of FREE ads on the internet could EASILY get a better
./date/1998/01/msg01452.html:There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/01/msg01464.html:live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/01/msg01477.html:(Placing FREE ads on the internet could get a better response.)
./date/1998/01/msg01527.html:in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a
./date/1998/01/msg01543.html:Everyone is entitled to a better lifestyle for themselves and their
./date/1998/01/msg01585.html:could EASILY get a better response.) Also assume that everyone else in YOUR BUILDING ORGANIZATION gets ONLY 10 downline
members. Follow this example for the STAGGERING results below. date/1998/01/msg01603.html:could EASILY get a better response.) Also assume that everyone
else in YOUR BUILDING ORGANIZATION gets
./date/1998/02/msg00164.html:that all it takes is a better product --unless the 800 lb gorilla
a better goal
a better goal
./date/1998/02/msg00219.html:group was a better way to control software copying. So it would have
./date/1998/02/msg00350.html:could have chosen a better way to express my meaning. In case you did not get
./date/1998/02/msg00357.html:I would like to request that you provide a better description of the
./date/1998/02/msg00358.html:supply lead and could pick up a better picture this way. There were
./date/1998/02/msg00394.html:not using the EM emissions.” I think there is a better way of stating
a better world.
./date/1998/02/msg00431.html:the current standard. it is more script-friendly and has a better
./date/1998/02/msg00451.html:&gt; the current standard. it is more script-friendly and has a better
./date/1998/02/msg00480.html:&gt; for a better scale of economy.”
././date/1998/02/msg00524.html:&gt;trying, everyday, to be a better people. I’m proud of that.
./date/1998/02/msg00529.html:&gt; Americans still keep trying, everyday, to be a better people. I’m
./date/1998/02/msg00541.html:Spam is plainly not theft. Littering or pollution is a better analogy.
./date/1998/02/msg00545.html:&gt;&gt;trying, everyday, to be a better people. I’m proud of that.
./date/1998/02/msg00585.html:are a good part of trying to be a better people.
./date/1998/02/msg00687.html:in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment
./date/1998/02/msg00731.html:simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/02/msg00743.html:who believes that the world will be a better place if all people have ready
./date/1998/02/msg00806.html:in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/02/msg00842.html:Gee, could I do a better job of offending both “sides”? ;-)
./date/1998/02/msg00873.html:A better choice would be the Xilinx Spartan XL series. This might be
./date/1998/02/msg00913.html:by a better class of thugs, then you can expect to pay a
./date/1998/02/msg00916.html:in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with
./date/1998/02/msg00930.html:simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/03/msg00054.html:Honesty is the best policy, but insanity is a better defense.
./date/1998/03/msg00060.html:House only to see that?” A better question might be which site is the
./date/1998/03/msg00217.html:software must meet and a better explanation than I could ever give you about
./date/1998/03/msg00472.html:&gt; That’s why I consider dynamic secret sharing a better approach.
./date/1998/03/msg00493.html:That’s why I consider dynamic secret sharing a better approach.
./date/1998/04/msg00036.html:Ex-Lax does a better job, but still can’t do it right.
./date/1998/04/msg00041.html:&gt; Ex-Lax does a better job, but still can’t do it right.
./date/1998/04/msg00090.html:The information society - no longer a vague promise of a better
./date/1998/04/msg00191.html:<P><B>isn’t a better investment with a faster return.</B>
a better deal on
./date/1998/05/msg00027.html:a better team of closers for your own personal sales. You will
./date/1998/05/msg00108.html:<P>Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative
that I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
picking up my mail at the window. I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing about this deal is that it doesn’t
matter where in the U.S. people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/05/msg00155.html:Address Lists start at $50 per thousand and we can offer you a better price on higher
./date/1998/05/msg00302.html:people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster
./date/1998/05/msg00347.html:better text philes to read that give a better introduction that is for a
./date/1998/05/msg00349.html:a better team of closers for your own personal sales. You will
./date/1998/05/msg00353.html:isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/05/msg00361.html:isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/06/msg00140.html:a better team of closers for your own personal sales. You will
./date/1998/06/msg00146.html:thousand, and we can offer you a better price at higher quantities.
./date/1998/06/msg00153.html:thousand, and we can offer you a better price at higher quantities.
./date/1998/06/msg00155.html:In a blatant ploy to get you off the golf course/beach and back in front of your computer optimizing your web graphics
(just kidding), we’re offering a 10% discount across our entire product line until July 15. There’s never been a better time to purchase the awardwinning HVS series.
./date/1998/06/msg00195.html:a better team of closers for your own personal sales. You will
./date/1998/06/msg00290.html:a better team of closers for your own personal sales. You will
./date/1998/06/msg00292.html:want a better way to protect your privacy.
./date/1998/06/msg00293.html:a better team of closers for your own personal sales. You will
./date/1998/06/msg00303.html:available that have a better core. And you desperatly want to change that.
./date/1998/06/msg00327.html:thousand, and we can offer you a better price at higher quantities.
./date/1998/07/msg00057.html:simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/07/msg00075.html:Need to use is a better key than need to know, it seems.
./date/1998/07/msg00078.html:Need to use is a better key than need to know, it seems.
./date/1998/07/msg00107.html:A better example is the credit card, rather than the traveler’s check. I’ve
./date/1998/07/msg00122.html:digital bearer assets which provide a better return than cash. :-).
./date/1998/07/msg00147.html:So attila, Afghanistan will be a better place because they’ve banned
./date/1998/07/msg00151.html:&gt;We start a mailing list or website (a website would be better)
./date/1998/07/msg00157.html:&gt;So attila, Afghanistan will be a better place because they’ve banned
./date/1998/07/msg00209.html:* a better than 3 percent increase.
./date/1998/07/msg00216.html:simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/07/msg00356.html:I had managed a better than 25x speedup. My
./date/1998/08/msg00009.html:simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/08/msg00052.html:place would be a better method of protecting it and then move it if assaulted.
./date/1998/08/msg00256.html:where in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better
./date/1998/08/msg00476.html:a better one there would be no minimum wage, “harassment” in
./date/1998/08/msg00480.html:Frankly, I think a better
./date/1998/09/msg00082.html:Please. Revoking one’s citizenship, particularly for a better option- of
./date/1998/09/msg00370.html:Stephen Woolley said there was a better than 50-50 chance that
./date/1998/09/msg00385.html:A better question is:If Clinton is guilty of perjury and other felonies,
./date/1998/09/msg00388.html:&gt; A better question is:If Clinton is guilty of perjury and other felonies,
./date/1998/09/msg00396.html:&gt; A better question is:If Clinton is guilty of perjury and other felonies,
./date/1998/09/msg00397.html:&gt; &gt; A better question is:If Clinton is guilty of perjury and other felonies,
./date/1998/09/msg00416.html:In general there would be a better chance of pulling it off if you
./date/1998/09/msg00428.html:&gt; In general there would be a better chance of pulling it off if you
./date/1998/09/msg00480.html:&gt;&gt; A better question is:If Clinton is guilty of perjury and other felonies,
./date/1998/09/msg00511.html:&gt; some AOL luser-wannabe, I have a better idea. Follow this procedure
./date/1998/09/msg00520.html:some AOL luser-wannabe, I have a better idea. Follow this procedure
./date/1998/09/msg00851.html:end of the world (which may be a better alternative than the preceding).
./date/1998/09/msg01041.html:already managed a better impression than 95% of the crypto wannabes
./date/1998/09/msg01048.html:I think a better way to do this is to have the BIOS boot up in HD-hiding
./date/1998/09/msg01053.html:&gt;already managed a better impression than 95% of the crypto wannabes
./date/1998/09/msg01205.html:throughout their operations,” Bell states. “However, they do want a better
./date/1998/09/msg01371.html:The text of the bill follows the URL which does a better job with the strike outs
./date/1998/09/msg01560.html:people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/09/msg01614.html:There has never been a better time to take advantage of some of the lowest
./date/1998/10/msg00022.html:discourses surrounding the Internet a better guide to social action
./date/1998/10/msg00143.html:around one, a better sense of being “oneself”, under one’s own direction (authority).
./date/1998/10/msg00193.html:Simply because people see a better place does not imply it is the *best*
./date/1998/10/msg00220.html:but ignorance is probably a better explanation. Based on past experience
./date/1998/10/msg00306.html:was no time for chatting - a better system was needed.
./date/1998/10/msg00306.html:become a better businessman. I am always willing to help in these
./date/1998/10/msg00337.html:a bit more motivated to achieve a better quality of the software
./date/1998/10/msg00442.html:compound and the costs related to disposal it still represents a better
a better name than “assassination politics”.
./date/1998/10/msg00518.html:would soon be turned into a better place.

./date/1998/10/msg00519.html::would soon be turned into a better place.
./date/1998/10/msg00525.html:elite of gun-toting so-called libertarians will make the works a better
./date/1998/10/msg00553.html:hopes for a better world would inevitably and
./date/1998/10/msg00593.html:worse job, or a better job. There’s some chance they would not do
a better strategy not to copyleft.
./date/1998/10/msg00622.html:&gt; worse job, or a better job. There’s some chance they would not do
a better strategy not to copyleft.
./date/1998/10/msg00999.html:a better idea of our target audience,” said CIA
./date/1998/10/msg01015.html:was a better cure for naval scurvy than all their acids and caustic salts
./date/1998/10/msg01094.html:A better analogy is computer performance improvement. If we speed up the
./date/1998/10/msg01276.html:a better player...This is the video for you!!!! This video easily
./date/1998/11/msg00007.html:the metal chassis to act as a better shield and ground plane and so
./date/1998/11/msg00071.html:but it wouldn’t bother him much, and he’s still be a better candidate
./date/1998/11/msg00073.html:arithmetics could be used. Maybe A world would be a better place with fast
./date/1998/11/msg00159.html:because it will be a better
./date/1998/11/msg00221.html:taken. He with the most goodies wins until somebody with a better strategy
./date/1998/11/msg00242.html:current practices worldwide -- but to show that there is a better and
./date/1998/11/msg00249.html:Perhaps a better word would be “wrong”, “antisocial”, “socially
./date/1998/11/msg00249.html:&gt; taken. He with the most goodies wins until somebody with a better strategy
./date/1998/11/msg00345.html:throw the ones we have out) and the world will be a better place then you
a better handle on
./date/1998/11/msg00428.html:B’s service that A looks like a better bang for the buck.
a better place to live then the US?
./date/1998/11/msg00469.html:I just hope you’re a better programmer than those schmucks at where
./date/1998/11/msg00501.html:be a better way.
./date/1998/11/msg00534.html:I always thought that crabgrass would be a better carrier for THC genes,
./date/1998/11/msg00612.html:&gt; &gt; always thought that crabgrass would be a better carrier for
./date/1998/11/msg00630.html:++ non-hurricane-hit parts of Latin America better able to fund recovery.
./date/1998/11/msg00770.html:You will all die and give way to a better
./date/1998/11/msg00770.html:world, better people and better systems.
./date/1998/11/msg00776.html:&gt; You will all die and give way to a better
./date/1998/11/msg00818.html:&gt; &gt;You will all die and give way to a better
./date/1998/11/msg00818.html:&gt; &gt;world, better people and better systems.
./date/1998/11/msg00820.html:&gt;You will all die and give way to a better
./date/1998/11/msg00820.html:&gt;world, better people and better systems.
./date/1998/11/msg00823.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00860.html”>building a better zyklon-B (Re:KRA on ADK vs KR, NAI membership)</A></STRONG>
./date/1998/11/msg00823.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00860.html”>building a better zyklon-B (Re:KRA on ADK vs KR, NAI membership)</A></STRONG>
./date/1998/11/msg00849.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00860.html”>building a better zyklon-B (Re:KRA on ADK vs KR, NAI membership)</A></STRONG>
./date/1998/11/msg00849.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00860.html”>building a better zyklon-B (Re:KRA on ADK vs KR, NAI membership)</A></STRONG>
./date/1998/11/msg00860.html:<!--X-Subject:building a better zyklon&#45;B (Re:KRA on ADK vs KR, NAI membership) -->
./date/1998/11/msg00860.html:<TITLE>building a better zyklon-B (Re:KRA on ADK vs KR, NAI membership)</TITLE>
./date/1998/11/msg00860.html:<H1>building a better zyklon-B (Re:KRA on ADK vs KR, NAI membership)</H1>
./date/1998/11/msg00860.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:building a better zyklon-B (Re:KRA on ADK vs KR, NAI membership)</LI>
a better example of confusing generals and
./date/1998/11/msg01032.html:A better solution would be to order our “Bulk Email
a better value for your
./date/1998/11/msg01040.html:Can Modern Technology make you a better
./date/1998/11/msg01076.html:Can Modern Technology make you a better
./date/1998/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00860” HREF=”msg00860.html”>building a better zyklon-B (Re:KRA on ADK
vs KR, NAI membership)</A></STRONG>,
./date/1998/12/msg00084.html:have done a better self-service to have responded that way.
./date/1998/12/msg00103.html:&gt;have done a better self-service to have responded that way.
./date/1998/12/msg00144.html:&gt; To help solve the second problem, there needs to be a better web-of-trust
./date/1998/12/msg00159.html:To help solve the second problem, there needs to be a better web-of-trust
./date/1998/12/msg00174.html:&gt;If people want to release software like this, they need a better argument
./date/1998/12/msg00179.html:&gt; I think a better
./date/1998/12/msg00192.html:If people want to release software like this, they need a better argument
./date/1998/12/msg00195.html:I think a better
./date/1998/12/msg00195.html:I think a better
./date/1998/12/msg00195.html:I don’t think this is possible, or advisable even. Cash is a better
./date/1998/12/msg00195.html:world view on what is acceptable, therefore I propose that a better
./date/1998/12/msg00204.html:&gt; &gt; I think a better
./date/1998/12/msg00215.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; I think a better
./date/1998/12/msg00249.html:”Greed, for the lack of a better term, is good”, as Oliver Stone
./date/1998/12/msg00403.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00418.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00464.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00512.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00530.html:like to propose an experiment (maybe prank is a better description...).
./date/1998/12/msg00534.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00594.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00596.html:&gt; should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00656.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00664.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00675.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00677.html:for about 3 years by then, which was really just a better BBS
./date/1998/12/msg00716.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00721.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00760.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00760.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00761.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00762.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00822.html:1. patents are slowing down progress, since someone with a better idea
./date/1998/12/msg00850.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00866.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg00938.html:A better way to word this is that we should be afraid of the federal
./date/1998/12/msg00950.html:A better start would be a URL for download,,,,
./date/1998/12/msg00957.html:&gt;A better way to word this is that we should be afraid of the federal
./date/1998/12/msg00960.html:&gt; &gt;A better way to word this is that we should be afraid of the federal
./date/1998/12/msg01015.html:the new software has a better search engine and great possibilities
./date/1998/12/msg01021.html:We have found a better way that will get your banner on over
./date/1998/12/msg01041.html:&gt;should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg01044.html:&gt; should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg01045.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/1998/12/msg01045.html::&gt; should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/2000/01/msg00119.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/2000/01/msg00140.html:1. Get a better email program. One that does quoting properly. It’s hard to
./date/2000/01/msg00177.html:end user’s data. Usually, a better choice for encryption is to encrypt
./date/2000/01/msg00247.html:For lack of a better description, we will call it an <b>”Inverted January
./date/2000/01/msg00303.html:should give serious consideration towards setting a better example:
./date/2000/01/msg00315.html:A better argument for private libraries was never heard.
./date/2000/01/msg00321.html:&gt; A better argument for private libraries was never heard.
./date/2000/01/msg00340.html:would expect a better personal attack than this one.
./date/2000/01/msg00340.html:&gt; A better argument for private libraries was never heard.
./date/2000/01/msg00346.html:1. Get a better email program. One that does quoting properly. It’s hard to

./date/1989/08/msg00005.html:chance, eh?) and to Joe Klein as well. Also, if you can point me to some
./date/1990/01/msg00001.html:scene of the crime; and little or no chance of the criminal
./date/1990/01/msg00001.html:very small chance that the spying will ever be discovered.
./date/1990/01/msg00001.html:chance of being detected; without detection there can be no
./date/1992/10/msg00092.html:errands. The door was opening--there was no chance to get to the other
./date/1992/10/msg00092.html:chance
./date/1992/10/msg00092.html:when you get a chance.” #-beep.
./date/1992/10/msg00092.html:would have done any harm . . . . is there any chance the stamps might
./date/1992/10/msg00092.html:would use it if he got a chance. Even though Marge backed up the disk
./date/1992/10/msg00093.html:generally safe” would amount to condoning oral sex. Fat chance in the
./date/1992/10/msg00100.html:&gt;generally safe” would amount to condoning oral sex. Fat chance in the
./date/1992/10/msg00106.html:“There is a good chance there will be legitimate uses for this
./date/1992/10/msg00108.html:with the chance that someone is data-tapping. The second will rely on
./date/1992/10/msg00163.html:far &amp; wide before anyone has a chance to stop it.
./date/1992/10/msg00231.html:they use the telecommunications systems without any chance of getting
./date/1992/11/msg00236.html:them more, but OTOH there is more chance of your bank account
./date/1992/11/msg00242.html:&gt; them more, but OTOH there is more chance of your bank account
./date/1992/11/msg00313.html:I might be willing to take the chance that this particular borrowed or
./date/1992/11/msg00390.html:may get a chance to when I’m in California next week -- this will
./date/1992/11/msg00396.html:may get a chance to when I’m in California next week -- this will
./date/1992/11/msg00409.html:There’s also an extremely small chance of an incorrect PGP key
./date/1992/11/msg00413.html:belief. If you have evidence to the contrary, here is your chance not
./date/1992/12/msg00030.html:to convince people it didn’t work out by chance.
./date/1992/12/msg00054.html:but I haven’t had a chance to look it over. I have my own rng - a ten
./date/1992/12/msg00065.html:chance of remailing to another remailer in the ring, again, encrypted and
./date/1992/12/msg00077.html:a chance to compile that). They are very fast machines, so I will probably
./date/1992/12/msg00087.html:16:1 chance
./date/1992/12/msg00114.html:much larger than number of participants, to minimize the chance of
./date/1992/12/msg00183.html:chance of getting some money from you.
./date/1992/12/msg00193.html:and relatives, we all have a great chance to sign keys of people who
./date/1992/12/msg00198.html:&gt; chance of getting some money from you.
./date/1992/12/msg00203.html:lists, (and the net in general) before they’ve had a chance to “prove
./date/1992/12/msg00205.html:&gt; lists, (and the net in general) before they’ve had a chance to “prove
./date/1992/12/msg00228.html:chance of crashing the system.
./date/1993/01/msg00034.html:I haven’t had a chance to try it yet. My fear is that if I
./date/1993/01/msg00071.html:If I get a chance I’ll work on a program that will generate the
./date/1993/01/msg00078.html:Had sort of a slow day at work, so I had the chance to crank out this:
./date/1993/01/msg00080.html:at the conference hotel is the only way I’ll have any chance
./date/1993/01/msg00147.html:police would expect that there’s a chance that they could haul you
./date/1993/01/msg00153.html:least a 10% chance of having “broken” your address. This degree of
./date/1993/01/msg00217.html:&gt; them more, but OTOH there is more chance of your bank account
./date/1993/01/msg00234.html:address it has a good chance of being seen by a human other than the recipient.
./date/1993/01/msg00276.html:PEM is a standard for “privacy enchanced” electronic email formats and
./date/1993/01/msg00284.html:irrelevant:The chance of a string of length N being all the same is
./date/1993/01/msg00288.html:there is a 50% chance of seeing an event, and then clock a 1 if you do, or a
./date/1993/01/msg00310.html:public telephone lines. What is the chance that even a small fraction
./date/1993/01/msg00317.html:lot of random events, so that there is no chance of a small drift in the
./date/1993/01/msg00318.html:&gt; over modems on public telephone lines. What is the chance that
./date/1993/01/msg00337.html:PS:ther party went very well and I did get a chance to meet a few more
./date/1993/01/msg00339.html:# PS:ther party went very well and I did get a chance to meet a few more
./date/1993/01/msg00340.html:&gt;# PS:ther party went very well and I did get a chance to meet a few more
./date/1993/02/msg00071.html:mases, but there’s a snowballs chance in hell of that happening if the world’s
./date/1993/02/msg00135.html:OK, everybody, it’s your chance for fame or the avoidance thereof.
./date/1993/02/msg00208.html:had not yet had a chance to back up my keyring. Needless to say, I
./date/1993/02/msg00221.html:&gt;had not yet had a chance to back up my keyring. Needless to say, I
./date/1993/02/msg00221.html:chance that the key can be accessed, how is this a problem? I guess the
./date/1993/02/msg00298.html:&gt;Hmm. How about letting me know about it so that I have a chance to
./date/1993/02/msg00318.html:Hmm. How about letting me know about it so that I have a chance
./date/1993/02/msg00475.html:giving the person a chance to defend him/herself.
./date/1993/02/msg00495.html:one-time or short-lived keys, since there’s no chance to make repeated
./date/1993/02/msg00514.html:(2) no time delays (and no chance to call an editor and
./date/1993/02/msg00516.html:pseudonym is revealed, either by choice or by chance. There are many
./date/1993/02/msg00550.html:all computer systems, so that they will have no chance to purge or
./date/1993/03/msg00177.html:has any chance of being supplied ....
./date/1993/03/msg00234.html:taking place TOMORROW (Sunday), and I’d say there’s an 80% chance I’ll
./date/1993/03/msg00235.html:someone taking a very BIG chance with his/her life by proclaiming the
chance...
./date/1993/03/msg00317.html:match will exceed 50% by approximately the chance of a tie vote among
chance
./date/1993/03/msg00377.html:To crypt - perchance to pem-code:aye, there’s the rub!
./date/1993/03/msg00391.html:&gt;chance you can e-mail me a copy (un-encrypted please)???
./date/1993/03/msg00397.html:Well, here’s another chance.
./date/1993/03/msg00446.html:It would be useful if Johan, after he has a chance to rest up a bit from
./date/1993/04/msg00013.html:Is there any chance of pgp cloaking it’s ascii armoured output to look like
./date/1993/04/msg00080.html:graph and just shown it to me. You had a 50-50 chance of guessing which
./date/1993/04/msg00092.html:put touchscreens on it and I STILL wouldn’t take the chance. Anyone ever seen
./date/1993/04/msg00283.html:they knew about this abomination (and before they have a chance to
./date/1993/04/msg00300.html:the public has a chance to debate its merits.
./date/1993/04/msg00390.html:chance to upload it to ‘punks. I think all of it is new, but part of it
./date/1993/04/msg00577.html:data. 1 character would give a 1/256 chance of
./date/1993/04/msg00585.html:the public has a chance to debate its merits.
./date/1993/04/msg00619.html:or abused there’s a chance it might disappear. These sites are *not*
./date/1993/04/msg00664.html:much is left to chance (and ill-will!) in it’s distribution methods. PGP is
./date/1993/04/msg00677.html:chance of an early govt ban on private crypto. It stimulated wide interest
./date/1993/04/msg00677.html:makes it onto college radio in a big way, and the band gets a chance to get
./date/1993/04/msg00677.html:So here we are at the next step; public keys for the masses have the chance
./date/1993/04/msg00708.html:chance of a successful overturning, but that course of action is not
./date/1993/04/msg00717.html:litigate (the lawyers can correct me if I’m wrong). I see no chance of this
chance to make
./date/1993/05/msg00003.html:Phil admits to all this in his docs, obviously) has a better chance of
chance to make
./date/1993/05/msg00008.html:Phil admits to all this in his docs, obviously) has a better chance of
./date/1993/05/msg00030.html:to communicate with no chance of government eavesdropping. That’s good.
./date/1993/05/msg00049.html:buildings occupied during a campus strike. Campus chancellors
./date/1993/05/msg00098.html:chance you are able to access those providers available through a
./date/1993/05/msg00126.html:there any chance you can get access to a more powerful mail reader, rather than
./date/1993/05/msg00156.html:had a chance to steer the future, were over fast.
./date/1993/05/msg00236.html:76. Why weren’t other Chip manufacturers given the chance to bid on the
./date/1993/05/msg00243.html:long way from the target with negligible chance of detection.
./date/1993/05/msg00390.html:Given half the chance, governments and corporations will always push
./date/1993/05/msg00456.html:We have a chance to make it easy, and therefore common, for
./date/1993/06/msg00060.html:Hi, Phil, give me a call when you have a chance -- Hal
./date/1993/06/msg00069.html:of America, you have at least some chance of reaching a cross-section
./date/1993/06/msg00081.html:&gt; of America, you have at least some chance of reaching a cross-section
./date/1993/06/msg00373.html:&gt;chance
./date/1993/06/msg00375.html:hope Britons eventually got the chance to read his book, _Spycatcher_.
./date/1993/06/msg00414.html:&gt; least some chance of controlling the vehicle and bringing it down to a
./date/1993/06/msg00414.html:&gt; do into a crime and there just might be a slim chance that we can stop
./date/1993/06/msg00540.html:stop looking much further. It’s a chance that might save your ass.
./date/1993/06/msg00575.html:&gt; stop looking much further. It’s a chance that might save your ass.
./date/1993/06/msg00642.html:Much simpler, and no chance of them discovering your plaintext, although
./date/1993/06/msg00678.html:make the subject important to the mission and increase chance for
./date/1993/07/msg00022.html:cryptography experts a chance to examine and test the scheme
./date/1993/07/msg00043.html:is your chance to show the U.S. Congress that there is a constituency
./date/1993/07/msg00050.html:in the workplace, encryption, Clipper, etc., etc. I’ve only had a chance
./date/1993/07/msg00063.html:that power, but it does give the rest of us a chance to vent some of
./date/1993/07/msg00073.html:NSA would be waiting for a chance to work a PGP angle into some
./date/1993/07/msg00093.html:&gt;only had a chance to scan it quickly (I mean with my eyes), but it
./date/1993/07/msg00101.html:is your chance to show the U.S. Congress that there is a constituency
./date/1993/07/msg00102.html:&gt; is your chance to show the U.S. Congress that there is a constituency
./date/1993/07/msg00124.html:# enchanced mail the message is under, and then automatically send the message
./date/1993/07/msg00166.html:&gt;&gt;&gt;a chance to work a PGP angle into some sensational story that
./date/1993/07/msg00167.html:enough info on the algorithm to give people a chance to see if they
./date/1993/07/msg00173.html:&gt; enough info on the algorithm to give people a chance to see if they
./date/1993/07/msg00181.html:the current port numbers, else we stand a good chance of asking for a ‘new’
./date/1993/07/msg00269.html:Things are more or less dead over there, and stand a chance of disappearing
./date/1993/07/msg00283.html:&gt;Things are more or less dead over there, and stand a chance of disappearing
./date/1993/07/msg00324.html:# enchanced mail the message is under, and then automatically send the message
./date/1993/07/msg00354.html:apparently not appealed, probably because there was little chance that
./date/1993/07/msg00367.html:Again, when I have a chance I’ll plug in much larger numbers so you
./date/1993/07/msg00382.html:chance of forging the transmitter’s signature than an outsider has. The
./date/1993/07/msg00390.html:Given half the chance, governments and corporations will always push
./date/1993/07/msg00392.html:If the NSA can’t do it, then there is a good chance that no one
./date/1993/07/msg00410.html:Given half the chance, governments and corporations will always push
./date/1993/07/msg00425.html:Given half the chance, governments and corporations will always push
./date/1993/07/msg00444.html:by chance
./date/1993/07/msg00462.html:Given half the chance, governments and corporations will always push
./date/1993/07/msg00468.html:Given half the chance, governments and corporations will always push
./date/1993/07/msg00473.html:Given half the chance, governments and corporations will always push
./date/1993/07/msg00482.html:Given half the chance, governments and corporations will always push
./date/1993/07/msg00569.html:site, so here’s our chance to rescue one. Maybe someone can refer this
./date/1993/07/msg00625.html:digital cash, but I deleted it before I had a chance to get the site name.
./date/1993/08/msg00061.html:I haven’t had a chance
./date/1993/08/msg00097.html:a warrant. You request the Clipper evesdropping box on the off chance
./date/1993/08/msg00097.html:made it worth taking the chance that it would succeed. If it could capture
./date/1993/08/msg00107.html:heard by the new Clinton administration and so there is a chance of a
./date/1993/08/msg00121.html:acceptance and the prospect of having a national standard with the chance of
./date/1993/08/msg00306.html:bit (in the timestamp) has a chance of 1 in 2^bitcount bits of giving
./date/1993/08/msg00366.html:chance
./date/1993/08/msg00368.html:have a chance to get screwed every couple of years forever!
./date/1993/08/msg00400.html:All the same, if I get a chance this weekend I’ll probably try it
./date/1993/08/msg00420.html:&gt;All the same, if I get a chance this weekend I’ll probably try it
./date/1993/08/msg00447.html:context in a letter posted to your list, and I would like a chance to
./date/1993/08/msg00480.html:Once we got digital cash working, things have a better chance to become
./date/1993/08/msg00633.html:new test processors exponentially, so that there is a chance to
./date/1993/08/msg00670.html:message contents. Thanks to public-key, we have a chance to do that.
./date/1993/08/msg00731.html:I haven’t had a chance to read the book, but is this referring to the
./date/1993/09/msg00016.html:will be considered to manufacture the microcircuits. Fat chance.
./date/1993/09/msg00022.html:chance that Bob cheated the bank by slipping in a $100 message with the
./date/1993/09/msg00022.html:The solution is the above protocol, which leaves an 1/n chance of fooling
./date/1993/09/msg00022.html:where n is large, but there will still be a 1/n chance that Alice picks
./date/1993/09/msg00v024.html:code yet; I haven’t had a chance to try to contact the author).
./date/1993/09/msg00024.html:haven’t had a chance to look over the code. I am interested in the IDEA
./date/1993/09/msg00083.html:better chance of passing now than it did a few years ago.
./date/1993/09/msg00128.html:since there is a chance that the next hop will be destination. Now
./date/1993/09/msg00208.html:to be able to commit tax fraud with no chance of being caught will not
./date/1993/09/msg00223.html:it get chanced, PLEASE don’t tell me that in irc,
./date/1993/09/msg00228.html:Not a chance. But the sizzle might sell anyway, if it’s packaged right.
./date/1993/09/msg00303.html:&gt; peer-to-peer with no need for central control and no chance for central
./date/1993/09/msg00305.html:50% chance of being different - that’s a desirable property in a
./date/1993/09/msg00308.html:peer-to-peer with no need for central control and no chance for central
./date/1993/09/msg00505.html:usage logs either. However, I haven’t had a chance to drop in a
./date/1993/09/msg00567.html:D.A. and will probably not have much of a chance to say much of anything
./date/1993/09/msg00599.html:There seems to be a chance that manufacturing PGP-aware products
./date/1993/09/msg00608.html:the cypherpunks list and not the extropians. Any chance of cypherpunks
./date/1993/09/msg00615.html:appears to be little chance that any prosecution for AECA violations
./date/1993/09/msg00620.html:&gt; &gt; the cypherpunks list and not the extropians. Any chance of cypherpunks
./date/1993/09/msg00635.html:H&gt;decide. There appears to be little chance that any prosecution for AECA
./date/1993/09/msg00680.html:until I have a chance to learn PERL better so those logs will be
./date/1993/09/msg00716.html:This solution means that the problem has a reasonable chance of
./date/1993/09/msg00718.html:Here’s everyone’s chance to do something *constructive* about idiotic
./date/1993/09/msg00718.html:needless bureaucracy. This is the Net’s chance
./date/1993/09/msg00727.html:&gt; Here’s everyone’s chance to do something *constructive* about idiotic
./date/1993/09/msg00757.html:in development for many years. Is there really any chance that its
./date/1993/10/msg00003.html:a chance to write the reverse script tonight, but it will coming along
./date/1993/10/msg00005.html:your own data remember? if there is actually a chance you get it back)
./date/1993/10/msg00016.html:Any chance of getting a few sent to me in San Francisco?
./date/1993/10/msg00041.html:But nonetheless, there’s still the chance
./date/1993/10/msg00045.html:&gt;&gt; peer-to-peer with no need for central control and no chance for central
./date/1993/10/msg00078.html:&gt;Any chance of getting a few sent to me in San Francisco?
./date/1993/10/msg00096.html:&gt; &gt;Any chance of getting a few sent to me in San Francisco?
./date/1993/10/msg00139.html:(yeah, right -- a `computer crime expert’ has a chance at discovering a
./date/1993/10/msg00270.html:You would have a better chance if you took just the low frequency components
./date/1993/10/msg00302.html:there, my new-found friends in Russia had a chance to snatch it.
./date/1993/10/msg00321.html:&gt;&gt;In the off chance that they might, I’m going to buy stock in oatmeal boxes
./date/1993/10/msg00367.html:international press, without offering the NSA the chance to review what I
./date/1993/10/msg00398.html::overhead and the chance of unintended deletion.
./date/1993/10/msg00413.html:reaction. You can’t argue that the “herd” didn’t have a chance to
./date/1993/10/msg00450.html:Given half the chance, governments and corporations will always push
./date/1993/10/msg00505.html:didn’t stand a fair chance of running afoul of interstate banking laws...
./date/1993/10/msg00508.html:Clipper has proven nothing because _no one has had a chance to reverse
./date/1993/10/msg00512.html:&gt; didn’t stand a fair chance of running afoul of interstate banking laws...
./date/1993/10/msg00529.html:year. If you have anything you think people would enjoy having the chance
./date/1993/10/msg00529.html:gives journalists a chance to gather information and ideas direct from the
./date/1993/10/msg00529.html:from the hacking community, this may be your one and only chance. Don’t
./date/1993/10/msg00601.html:chance of posting this on the EFF?
./date/1993/10/msg00627.html:that if I do this month after month, I have a decent chance of success
./date/1993/10/msg00627.html:encryptions and takes a year), there is an 8% chance the key will be
./date/1993/10/msg00627.html:have an 8% chance of success. If your key is needed to conduct
./date/1993/10/msg00667.html:wouldn’t want to leave it to chance and oversight.
./date/1993/10/msg00673.html:&gt; wouldn’t want to leave it to chance and oversight.
./date/1993/10/msg00682.html:numbers, where k is a “security parameter” that affects the chance of a
chance. First, to be
./date/1993/10/msg00689.html:reaction. You can’t argue that the “herd” didn’t have a chance to
./date/1993/10/msg00787.html:the chance to explain what EFF is doing. And when You get new
./date/1993/10/msg00820.html:An enterprising credit card company might chance it sooner or later.
./date/1993/10/msg00869.html:like AT&amp;T, Warner, etc. stand a good chance of controlling much of what
./date/1993/10/msg00918.html:&gt;like AT&amp;T, Warner, etc. stand a good chance of controlling much of what
./date/1993/10/msg00928.html:chance to share the experience.
./date/1993/10/msg00978.html:I think this is a chance to preach to the unconverted-but-convertable.
./date/1993/10/msg01032.html:A while ago I sent a post on subliminal channels - I had a chance to work
./date/1993/10/msg01051.html:magic number that minimizes the chance of losing all the copies.
./date/1993/10/msg01051.html:this apart. ‘Cypherpunks write code.’ Well, here’s your chance to implement
./date/1993/10/msg01060.html:&gt;magic number that minimizes the chance of losing all the copies.
./date/1993/10/msg01101.html:&gt;magic number that minimizes the chance of losing all the copies.
./date/1993/10/msg01155.html:institutional “rightsizing”, what chance does one aging dyke have?
./date/1993/10/msg01186.html::institutional “rightsizing”, what chance does one aging dyke have?
./date/1993/10/msg01206.html:there is a chance that there are means by which I can be controlled
./date/1993/10/msg01230.html:urge you to live in your `society’. You will get the chance, I assure
./date/1993/10/msg01380.html:a chance. People not protecting themselves actually increase
./date/1993/10/msg01383.html:a chance. People not protecting themselves actually increase
./date/1993/10/msg01433.html:also chance apon such words as “courtesy” and “etiquette.”
./date/1993/11/msg00031.html:the chance of successful cheating is 1/q. If, however, the divisors of h are
./date/1993/11/msg00032.html: experts who had the chance to examine the Clipper
./date/1993/11/msg00055.html:CIS:71441,2226 | Ontario, Canada K0G 1S0 | warming a chance.
./date/1993/11/msg00092.html:haven’t had a chance to play with it yet. I looked through the manual. The
./date/1993/11/msg00145.html:of getting the goods before being caught. Even if by chance all
./date/1993/11/msg00323.html:chance they get to cut you out of the deal you will need it.
./date/1993/11/msg00403.html:&gt; chance they get to cut you out of the deal you will need it.
./date/1993/11/msg00486.html:avoided the chance of _his_ exporting PGP, to the point of having other
./date/1993/11/msg00520.html:essay in RISKS -- have you seen that, by chance?) What is your own
./date/1993/11/msg00637.html:who would do that if they had the chance...
./date/1993/11/msg00706.html:and somebody breaks in and steals it? If, by chance, the person who
./date/1993/11/msg00891.html:phrases, or gives the spooks a chance to search the disk’s free list
./date/1993/11/msg00898.html:they had the chance to evaluate its impact,” Bruce Heiman, a
./date/1993/11/msg00900.html:There’s also no chance that anything peculiar will be showing up in
./date/1993/11/msg00912.html:they had the chance to evaluate its impact,” Bruce Heiman, a
./date/1993/11/msg00916.html:had a chance to evaluate its impact,’’ Bruce Heiman, a Washington
./date/1993/11/msg00935.html:has a much greater chance of breaking anything than the
./date/1993/11/msg01001.html:chance to evaluate its impact,” Bruce Heiman, a Washington attorney
./date/1993/11/msg01026.html:given little chance under the Bush administration, did under President
./date/1993/11/msg01037.html:chance
./date/1993/11/msg01115.html:Any chance we can get such a thing implemented on the cypherpunks list?
./date/1993/11/msg01145.html:gives everyone a chance, without disrupting unduly.
./date/1993/11/msg01145.html:the chance to contribute constructively, newbie or not. If and when
./date/1993/12/msg00066.html:Here’s a chance to help spread the word to something a bit closer to “mom &amp;
./date/1993/12/msg00079.html:(*old_kbd_trap)(); /* Give others a chance... */
./date/1993/12/msg00144.html:prize to Detweiler without letting the rest of us have a chance.
./date/1993/12/msg00159.html:to the story -- the Bad Man dead with no chance to implicate those who
./date/1993/12/msg00364.html:there is a very good chance they will be speaking. There will also be more
./date/1993/12/msg00364.html:year. If you have anything you think people would enjoy having the chance
./date/1993/12/msg00364.html:gives journalists a chance to gather information and ideas direct from the
./date/1993/12/msg00364.html:from the hacking community, this may be your one and only chance. Don’t
./date/1993/12/msg00387.html:have the chance to give up now or face serious escalation and

./date/1993/12/msg00451.html:permission. Essentially, it’s your chance to “stand up and be counted” on
./date/1993/12/msg00451.html:the subject of how you want your encryption. It’s the best chance we may
./date/1993/12/msg00546.html:maintained for a short while had not luck, sheer chance, and ingenuity
./date/1993/12/msg00546.html:took the chance which we offered him of operating his transmitter, after
./date/1993/12/msg00588.html:been using. We gave you the chance to give up after the attacks from
chance
./date/1993/12/msg00598.html:chance of being examined.
chance
./date/1993/12/msg00603.html:Computers, Freedom, and Privacy ‘93. There is a good chance she’ll be
./date/1993/12/msg00674.html:But S.Boxx sent it before I had the chance.
./date/1994/01/msg00013.html:in human history. I was glad to have a chance to document
./date/1994/01/msg00015.html:chance to exchange keys with over a secure channel. With regular
./date/1994/01/msg00015.html:if there was a chance that PGP would mutate, whether you’re going
chance
./date/1994/01/msg00036.html:litigation not politicking. There is no chance that a crypto ban would be
./date/1994/01/msg00046.html:sorry, folks. just couldn`t pass up the chance tp pass this along.
./date/1994/01/msg00050.html:&gt;sorry, folks. just couldn`t pass up the chance tp pass this along.
./date/1994/01/msg00096.html:Square” will be open. This is a chance for those who have
./date/1994/01/msg00121.html:while back and I had a chance to play with it. I can attest to its
./date/1994/01/msg00164.html:expensive things -- it has a good chance of not being produced. If you do
./date/1994/01/msg00280.html:comments gave him the chance to self-righteously declare himself to be
./date/1994/01/msg00299.html:I haven’t had a chance to look at Matt’s post very much...
./date/1994/01/msg00393.html:&gt; is this just stuff picked up in the trade? Let me know when you get a chance.
./date/1994/01/msg00503.html:epoxy. You get exactly *one* chance to enter the right input value,
./date/1994/01/msg00505.html:course have a good chance of having some particular compressions, some
./date/1994/01/msg00546.html:somewhat better chance of claiming that I didn’t know the key. I could
./date/1994/01/msg00547.html:always some chance
./date/1994/01/msg00560.html:&gt;always some chance
./date/1994/01/msg00566.html:&gt; is the most constructive thing we can do to minimize the chance
./date/1994/01/msg00569.html:&gt; &gt;always some chance
./date/1994/01/msg00572.html:CP’s:seems like this might be a chance to preach the PGP sermon and possibly
./date/1994/01/msg00585.html:still have a fair chance of failing, not being a good enough
./date/1994/01/msg00628.html:methods can be used to lessen this chance, too.)
chance of
./date/1994/01/msg00740.html:&gt;making it through, and no chance
a better chance at
./date/1994/02/msg00007.html:&gt;Balance, yes. Total abrogation of my rights? Fat chance.
./date/1994/02/msg00036.html:Is there any chance that this will get back to the discussion at hand, or
./date/1994/02/msg00055.html:&gt;Is there any chance that this will get back to the discussion at hand, or
./date/1994/02/msg00087.html:&gt; Is there any chance that this will get back to the discussion at hand, or
./date/1994/02/msg00146.html:chance of the “merchant” cheating the “bank”.
./date/1994/02/msg00146.html:for a while to give people a chance to get new stamps. However, there
./date/1994/02/msg00146.html:lose any chance to get new stamps from old.
./date/1994/02/msg00192.html:luck not being detected... Of course, there is always the off chance
./date/1994/02/msg00196.html:&gt; previous “used stamp” archive for a while to give people a chance to get
./date/1994/02/msg00196.html:&gt; you wait too long, you would lose any chance to get new stamps from old.
./date/1994/02/msg00202.html:&gt; luck not being detected... Of course, there is always the off chance
./date/1994/02/msg00459.html:I sent this new version to csn.org as mgmny10c.zip. I haven’t had a chance
./date/1994/02/msg00576.html:I didn’t get a chance to get to the virtual meeting proper last night,
./date/1994/02/msg00576.html:but I did stop by afterwards for a while. This morning I got a chance
./date/1994/02/msg00601.html:&gt; Give us a chance to have ‘press freedom’ *and* to protect us
./date/1994/02/msg00614.html:that by the time the government has a chance to impose any effective controls,
./date/1994/02/msg00624.html:Give us a chance to have ‘press freedom’ *and* to protect us
./date/1994/02/msg00690.html:I haven’t had a chance to use it yet, but it appears to be
./date/1994/02/msg00824.html:chance of a defense.
./date/1994/02/msg00887.html:a chance to give a “thumbs up”, “thumbs down”, “abstain”, or “decide
./date/1994/02/msg00900.html:chance to follow up the virtual meeting with a RL one one related topics.
./date/1994/02/msg00901.html:<LI><em>Reply-To</em>:“This is the place to put the very long magic numbers which represent a return address encrypted
with the actual recipients public key which the recipient could decrypt and use as further remailing instructions this much text would only represent
very of the message but at least the there
is a good chance your mail client will automatically include this information if you chose to reply” &lt;<A HREF=”mailto:jpp@markv.com”>jpp@markv.com</
A>&gt;</LI>
./date/1994/02/msg00929.html:<LI><em>To</em>:“This is the place to put the very long magic numbers which represent a return address encrypted with the
actual recipients public key which the recipient could decrypt and use as further remailing instructions this much text would only represent two hops
very of the message but at least the there is a good
chance your mail client will <A HREF=”mailto:automati@psc.edu”>automati@psc.edu</A>, <A HREF=”mailto:cally@psc.edu”>cally@psc.edu</A>, include this
information if you chose to reply” &lt;<A HREF=”mailto:jpp@markv.com”>jpp@markv.com</A>&gt;</LI>
chanced on a Discovery Channel broadcast of
./date/1994/02/msg01007.html:interest in their “service.” And of course, there’s always the chance
./date/1994/02/msg01060.html:In your idea to give usenet users a chance to have competing moderated groups
./date/1994/02/msg01064.html:&gt; In your idea to give usenet users a chance to have competing moderated groups
./date/1994/02/msg01068.html:&gt; In your idea to give usenet users a chance to have competing moderated groups
./date/1994/02/msg01267.html:has a chance to make it the real fulcrum of decision.
./date/1994/02/msg01270.html:I also feel, of course, that most people, given a chance to experience the
./date/1994/02/msg01273.html:their real world needs without giving them a chance to experiment with and
./date/1994/02/msg01280.html:such a burden on providers, and the government stands a good chance of
./date/1994/02/msg01349.html:still have a good chance
./date/1994/02/msg01360.html:Sorry, didn’t get a chance
./date/1994/02/msg01421.html:technology has no chance of being accepted in the market place.
./date/1994/02/msg01452.html:being designated a speaker -- which did give me a chance to introduce
./date/1994/02/msg01460.html:than 50% chance that you could reduce your keysearch), you’d have to
./date/1994/02/msg01467.html:””terrorists”” &amp; “”criminals”” - if it gives me &amp; my friends a chance
./date/1994/02/msg01467.html:on weapons &amp; force. If anarchy gives me a chance for freedom &amp; happiness
./date/1994/02/msg01470.html:””terrorists”” &amp; “”criminals”” - if it gives me &amp; my friends a chance
./date/1994/02/msg01470.html:on weapons &amp; force. If anarchy gives me this chance then I’ll take my
./date/1994/02/msg01480.html:&gt; being designated a speaker -- which did give me a chance to introduce
./date/1994/02/msg01539.html:they didn’t have a chance of winning though. both republicans and
chance.
./date/1994/03/msg00069.html:chance to check out this place -- it’s being booted so that we can have
./date/1994/03/msg00072.html:on my personal concerns only to lose the chance
./date/1994/03/msg00075.html:&gt;subscribers, you’re taking a chance of exposure. NEVER SUBSCRIBE TO A
./date/1994/03/msg00088.html:and they want the keys to ALL the secrest??? Not a chance in HELL Bob...
./date/1994/03/msg00116.html:However, if they followed my 3 step plan right now, they’d have a chance
./date/1994/03/msg00184.html:and my computer time is whenever i get the chance.
./date/1994/03/msg00191.html:&gt; and my computer time is whenever i get the chance.
./date/1994/03/msg00193.html:convictions. Yet we are being asked to abandon the chance for true privacy
./date/1994/03/msg00232.html:;;; not get a chance to process them before the message is wrapped.
./date/1994/03/msg00274.html:which would increase the chance of them trying my keys as the offsets?
./date/1994/03/msg00329.html:pay me enough to quit my day job :-), here is a chance to maybe make
./date/1994/03/msg00376.html:this will be a good chance to expend the web of trust.
./date/1994/03/msg00388.html:want to take the chance that you might learn some of the numbers (doubtful, as
./date/1994/03/msg00390.html:nets, the less chance the State will have of (somehow) nationalizing or
./date/1994/03/msg00411.html:Does anyone know what James Bamford is up to these days? Any chance he
./date/1994/03/msg00428.html:To be honest, if given the chance to get a job after I graduate (blessed
./date/1994/03/msg00453.html:&gt; &gt; Does anyone know what James Bamford is up to these days? Any chance he
./date/1994/03/msg00471.html:&gt; Does anyone know what James Bamford is up to these days? Any chance he
./date/1994/03/msg00520.html:(although this is unlikely to happen by chance). Should this be
./date/1994/03/msg00544.html:Every minute there is also a chance that a random uuencoded
./date/1994/03/msg00564.html:you sick, that is just plain wrong? Well, here’s your chance to make a
./date/1994/03/msg00569.html:can analyze them with a reasonable chance to identify the speakers). Today
./date/1994/03/msg00569.html:any chance to pry the contents open... It is possible today.
./date/1994/03/msg00574.html:copy machine, there’s a very good chance that it was stolen for the end
./date/1994/03/msg00584.html:&gt; good method of listening in w/ little chance of discovery. Long range
./date/1994/03/msg00585.html:you have a 1 in 10 chance of being able to get the software...
./date/1994/03/msg00587.html:minimize the chance of getting caught.
./date/1994/03/msg00624.html:that get past my normal skepticism will have no chance at all.....
./date/1994/03/msg00641.html:&gt; to have any chance of maintaining secrecy, and then only if you go
./date/1994/03/msg00650.html:&gt; to have any chance of maintaining secrecy, and then only if you go
./date/1994/03/msg00652.html:minimize the chance of getting caught.
./date/1994/03/msg00653.html:to have any chance of maintaining secrecy, and then only if you go
./date/1994/03/msg00771.html:::copy machine, there’s a very good chance that it was stolen for the end
chance that I’d be
./date/1994/03/msg00791.html:::copy machine, there’s a very good chance that it was stolen for the end
chance that I’d be
./date/1994/03/msg00810.html:you sick, that is just plain wrong? Well, here’s your chance to make a
chance to use
./date/1994/03/msg00876.html:&gt;nets, the less chance the State will have of (somehow) nationalizing or
./date/1994/03/msg00891.html:the debt, the fact that the note is negotiable increases the chance that it
./date/1994/03/msg00924.html:&gt;msg. proc-type. I have not had the chance to update RIPEM Mac to
./date/1994/03/msg00955.html:has an excellent chance of being passed, the correct answer is “C”.
./date/1994/03/msg00961.html:The other night at the library I had a chance to browse through the
./date/1994/03/msg01009.html:chance to exchange keys with over a secure channel. With regular
./date/1994/03/msg01009.html:if there was a chance that PGP would mutate, whether you’re going
chance to
./date/1994/03/msg01067.html:you agree, this is your chance to point out badly constructed arguments,
./date/1994/03/msg01069.html:The words I also heard were, “If there’s only even a 1% chance
./date/1994/03/msg01070.html:The words I also heard were, “If there’s only even a 1% chance
./date/1994/03/msg01077.html:The words I also heard were, “If there’s only even a 1% chance
./date/1994/03/msg01086.html:meeting. She said she wanted to get a chance to go out
./date/1994/03/msg01092.html:Remember:The public doesn’t get the chance to design new
./date/1994/03/msg01161.html:social security numbers for a chance to win a trip to Hawaii. Is this
./date/1994/04/msg00001.html:had a chance to talk to John Markoff, who was at the press conference,
./date/1994/04/msg00023.html:game of chance
./date/1994/04/msg00036.html:Incase you need to sneak up on some patents, you have your chance
./date/1994/04/msg00092.html:&gt; not only a reason for denial of access, but also a chance to address
./date/1994/04/msg00094.html:not only a reason for denial of access, but also a chance to address
./date/1994/04/msg00137.html:or not, I have that chance. (I also don’t know that I think my job has
./date/1994/04/msg00144.html:&gt;or not, I have that chance.
./date/1994/04/msg00144.html:What does “have that chance” mean in this context? Will appropriately
./date/1994/04/msg00226.html:parts, each stored with a different agency, to minimize the chance of an
./date/1994/04/msg00237.html:chance
./date/1994/04/msg00260.html:During your career or assignment at NSA, there is a good chance that you will
./date/1994/04/msg00315.html:because you only get one chance and can’t start over with a new nym.
./date/1994/04/msg00356.html:players instead of one does not increase the average person’s chance of
./date/1994/04/msg00402.html:only chance to use it, since she’s shown others, and they can now
./date/1994/04/msg00414.html:for example. If you didn’t want to take the chance on breaking your anony./date/1994/04/msg00424.html:graph and just shown it to me. You had a 50-50 chance of guessing which
./date/1994/04/msg00441.html:graph and just shown it to me. You had a 50-50 chance of guessing which
./date/1994/04/msg00497.html:numbers. There still is a chance for failure, but it doesn’t depend
./date/1994/04/msg00497.html:you perform (n iterations = 2^-n chance of failure) and the values of
./date/1994/04/msg00516.html:these are both extremely small. The chance of picking a Carmichael
./date/1994/04/msg00517.html:&gt;you perform (n iterations = 2^-n chance of failure) and the values of
./date/1994/04/msg00528.html:With his more precise estimates, the chance of a 100 digit number
./date/1994/04/msg00528.html:iterations, the chance of failure is 2^-s.
./date/1994/04/msg00530.html:With his more precise estimates, the chance of a 100 digit number
./date/1994/04/msg00530.html:iterations, the chance of failure is 2^-s.
./date/1994/04/msg00532.html:&gt;&gt; 2^-n chance of failure) and the values of the base you choose.
./date/1994/04/msg00532.html:Miller-Rabin. For M-R, the chance of failure depends on the number of
./date/1994/04/msg00534.html:As I have long predicted, clipper has a likely chance of going into
./date/1994/04/msg00546.html:is, if you pick k integers and perform M-R on n for each, the chance a
./date/1994/04/msg00568.html:based on some insult you hear in this forum, good luck and fat chance
./date/1994/04/msg00587.html:vote for. I wouldn’t have voted for Perot if he had a ghost of chance.
./date/1994/04/msg00589.html:material to is by personal contact someplace where there is no chance of
./date/1994/04/msg00613.html:other beliefs, there is a huge chance that others are going
./date/1994/04/msg00615.html:&gt; other beliefs, there is a huge chance that others are going
./date/1994/04/msg00638.html:You deleted the header of that posting. Was the date, perchance,
chance for
./date/1994/04/msg00703.html:Any chance we can start rejecting his rejects?
./date/1994/04/msg00789.html:literally a one-in-a-million chance
./date/1994/04/msg00800.html:If you have more cash available, then you have a better chance of success.
./date/1994/04/msg00806.html:abiding users on the slim chance that I could detect illegal activity a
./date/1994/04/msg00822.html:small chance of a loss. The loss will be large.
./date/1994/04/msg00834.html:but not beyond $4.3 billion. You should pay no more $33 for a chance at
./date/1994/04/msg00887.html:care? The chance of the “church” to win or lose is the same on every
./date/1994/04/msg00887.html:&gt; but not beyond $4.3 billion. You should pay no more $33 for a chance at
./date/1994/04/msg00887.html:certain to make a miniscule amount, but has a slim chance of a massive
./date/1994/04/msg00891.html:the robbee has no chance to warn the bank; and once exchanged the cash is
./date/1994/04/msg00903.html:&gt;The chance of the “church” to win or lose is the same on every
./date/1994/04/msg01001.html:&gt;&gt;The chance of the “church” to win or lose is the same on every
chance of using it
./date/1994/04/msg01094.html:sweat-shop” these days -- here’s a chance to turn the situation around.
./date/1994/04/msg01095.html:sweat-shop” these days -- here’s a chance to turn the situation around.
./date/1994/04/msg01111.html:ultimate chance for the players ruin is given by the equation (from
./date/1994/04/msg01230.html:random number window. Since any bit can be 1 or 0, there’s a 50% chance
./date/1994/04/msg01230.html:that there won’t be much of a chance of detecting the changes made by the
./date/1994/04/msg01230.html:so there’s less of a chance of detecting the presence of stego...
./date/1994/04/msg01247.html:I was growing up. I like to beleive that I give others a chance to prove
./date/1994/04/msg01394.html:there’s _some_ chance that such tools could be used for building
./date/1994/04/msg01417.html:&gt; operating system so the only practical chance of intrusion is a
./date/1994/04/msg01425.html:operating system so the only practical chance of intrusion is a
./date/1994/04/msg01498.html:By violating the law, you give them the chance to brand you “criminal,” and
./date/1994/04/msg01502.html:&gt; By violating the law, you give them the chance to brand you “criminal,” and
./date/1994/04/msg01512.html:on the list will have a chance to comment before it is mailed out. If
./date/1994/04/msg01512.html:on the list who wishes to be named then we will have a better chance of
./date/1994/04/msg01595.html:better chance at “catching bad guys.” He wants all networks “to be required to
./date/1994/04/msg01595.html:Balance, yes. Total abrogation of my rights? Fat chance.
./date/1994/05/msg00029.html:circulation is only around 900 or so issues there is a good chance
./date/1994/05/msg00068.html:chance!
./date/1994/05/msg00079.html:circulation is only around 900 or so issues there is a good chance
./date/1994/05/msg00122.html:is there, it will (100% chance) be used for things like the following:
./date/1994/05/msg00145.html:a list that there is a 90% chance that someone in the NSA, FBI, etc
./date/1994/05/msg00153.html:the emotions of the public are involved, we have a chance. If not, check
./date/1994/05/msg00169.html:chance to back-pedal the results so well, either. .
./date/1994/05/msg00193.html:&gt;a list that there is a 90% chance that someone in the NSA, FBI, etc
./date/1994/05/msg00216.html:There is little chance that I will ever use a monetary system that
./date/1994/05/msg00228.html:&gt;There is little chance that I will ever use a monetary system that
./date/1994/05/msg00454.html:at least one roll in order to get the chance to take the odds. You only get
./date/1994/05/msg00610.html:you can do a calculation n times faster but have only a 1/n chance of
./date/1994/05/msg00628.html:conclusions. However, it is not by chance that I have a 1024-bit PGP key.
./date/1994/05/msg00661.html:events starting from a chance
./date/1994/05/msg00748.html:Is there any chance that these memos would be subject to release under
./date/1994/05/msg00751.html:&gt; Is there any chance that these memos would be subject to release under
./date/1994/05/msg00760.html:&gt; Is there any chance that these memos would be subject to release under
./date/1994/05/msg00798.html:for the public to want more details and a chance to be heard before
./date/1994/05/msg00887.html:see which messages are probably his (small chance of hash collision),
./date/1994/05/msg00903.html:details and a chance to be heard before policies were set in concrete. But
./date/1994/05/msg00913.html:given the chance
./date/1994/05/msg00930.html:love the chance to look over their shoulder in the showroom and look
./date/1994/05/msg00930.html:for the public to want more details and a chance to be heard before
./date/1994/05/msg00952.html:the sysadmin has a fair chance of tracing you back. Perhaps you heard of
./date/1994/05/msg00954.html:decided to release at least the executables - if someone take the chance
./date/1994/05/msg00980.html:&gt; the sysadmin has a fair chance of tracing you back. Perhaps you heard of
./date/1994/05/msg01003.html:while you had a chance), that being said, it is worth it to get someone to
./date/1994/05/msg01069.html:want to include it on your distribution tapes. No chance. Not only
./date/1994/05/msg01125.html:reveal their abilities, but Bush took the chance that this was
./date/1994/05/msg01140.html:you sick, that is just plain wrong? Well, here’s your chance to make a
./date/1994/05/msg01166.html:4:to arrive by chance:HAPPEN ?lit upon a solution?
./date/1994/05/msg01166.html:2 syn HAPPEN 2, bump, chance, hit, luck, meet, stumble, tumble
./date/1994/05/msg01172.html:means he has given up any chance of getting such courtesies from me in
./date/1994/05/msg01205.html:only tmp’orarily...any chance Cypherpunks will ever get this?
./date/1994/05/msg01261.html:&gt; CFP IV, I want the seize the chance to grandstand and do a kind of
./date/1994/05/msg01261.html:&gt; always bragging about how clever you are; here’s your chance to
./date/1994/05/msg01269.html:charge on. Fat chance, of course, but they don’t bother me
./date/1994/05/msg01278.html:If the Supreme Court were to hear this case, there is virtually no chance
./date/1994/05/msg01278.html:and the chance of them hearing this any time soon is very small.
./date/1994/05/msg01283.html:wonderful chance to see the law evolve literally right before my eyes.
./date/1994/05/msg01291.html:the best lawyers they could afford (!!??) and take a chance with twelve
./date/1994/05/msg01291.html:wonderful chance to see the law evolve literally right before my eyes.
./date/1994/05/msg01407.html:Btw, is cyber1@io.org by any chance another nym for tmp@netcom.com?
./date/1994/05/msg01448.html:It also gives the Ray &amp; Harry Corporation a chance to debug the
./date/1994/05/msg01478.html:be accidentally (or on purpose if I get a chance) to destroy the key
./date/1994/05/msg01501.html:status of court cases, and a chance to truly interact with
./date/1994/05/msg01519.html:&gt;Ohio. This is their chance to get taxes passed that failed during the last
./date/1994/05/msg01549.html:Ohio. This is their chance to get taxes passed that failed during the last
./date/1994/05/msg01559.html:chance of two keys having the same visible ID.
./date/1994/05/msg01684.html:a NO_DATA error. There is a 1/256 chance that the byte at offset 9
./date/1994/06/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00850” HREF=”msg00850.html”>Re:totally secure email? Not a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/06/msg00035.html:etc., I would jump at the chance. (If wishes were horses, beggars would
./date/1994/06/msg00047.html:etc., I would jump at the chance.
./date/1994/06/msg00108.html:I didn’t get a chance to ask why more time wasn’t taken to
./date/1994/06/msg00141.html:# came at the same time there is a chance one would get lost.
./date/1994/06/msg00151.html:There also is, of course, a very slim chance that they were silly
./date/1994/06/msg00234.html:&amp; its not necessarily going to get accepted. You take a chance. But
./date/1994/06/msg00247.html:there’s no chance it can be abused.

./date/1994/06/msg00256.html:there’s no chance it can be abused.
./date/1994/06/msg00327.html:at somewhere posh once a year (like Camp David) and the chance to
./date/1994/06/msg00383.html:ways radical enchancement of privacy and freedom. They do this
./date/1994/06/msg00501.html:chance that either will back out at the last moment and try to
./date/1994/06/msg00521.html:&gt; chance that either will back out at the last moment and try to
./date/1994/06/msg00577.html:That, and a chance to listen to Bruce Stirling, DED, and Jim Bidzos...
./date/1994/06/msg00600.html:governments of the world. (They haven’t got a chance!)
./date/1994/06/msg00602.html:tissue will tear it up given half a chance.
./date/1994/06/msg00726.html:Any chance you could give us a pointer, or perhaps a summary? I’d bet
./date/1994/06/msg00780.html:far higher than the chance of such a function existing.
./date/1994/06/msg00792.html:lot of them there? And if, perchance, the cypherpunks are not an
./date/1994/06/msg00797.html:&gt; far higher than the chance of such a function existing.
./date/1994/06/msg00823.html:Their is little chance that we Cypherpunks will get the opportunity to
./date/1994/06/msg00838.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00850.html”>Re:totally secure email? Not a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/06/msg00845.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00850” HREF=”msg00850.html”>Re:totally secure email? Not a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/06/msg00845.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00850.html”>Re:totally secure email? Not a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/06/msg00850.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:totally secure email? Not a chance -->
./date/1994/06/msg00850.html:<TITLE>Re:totally secure email? Not a chance</TITLE>
./date/1994/06/msg00850.html:<H1>Re:totally secure email? Not a chance</H1>
./date/1994/06/msg00850.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:totally secure email? Not a chance</LI>
./date/1994/06/msg00857.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00850.html”>Re:totally secure email? Not a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/06/msg00861.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00850.html”>Re:totally secure email? Not a chance</A></STRONG>
chance for you to engage in some
./date/1994/06/msg00975.html:the information&lt;fat chance!&gt;), and lots of other current players in the
./date/1994/06/msg01005.html:one in 10^6 chance of working, but if its one in 10^70 or something
./date/1994/06/msg01027.html:&gt;one in 10^6 chance of working, but if its one in 10^70 or something
chance
./date/1994/06/msg01149.html:chance, I bet) let me know.
./date/1994/06/msg01155.html:chance of aquireing them via an FOI request, after all, they are public
./date/1994/06/msg01157.html:This topic provides a chance for vendors to toot their own
./date/1994/06/msg01164.html:This topic provides a chance for vendors to toot their own
./date/1994/06/msg01171.html:This increases the chance that long range correlations will catch
./date/1994/06/msg01198.html:it into their trip reports, I have a chance of getting a letter.
./date/1994/06/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00850” HREF=”msg00850.html”>Re:totally secure email? Not a chance</A></STRONG>,
chance they get to
chance they get to
./date/1994/07/msg00184.html:Anyway, I never had a chance to follow up, since I was distracted by
./date/1994/07/msg00184.html:some chance I’ll be getting to it this summer, along with a student
./date/1994/07/msg00193.html:If you’re willing to chance a little less security of the phrase, pick one
./date/1994/07/msg00244.html:Want to be a spy? Here’s your chance. The US Department of Justice is
./date/1994/07/msg00253.html:|&gt; Want to be a spy? Here’s your chance. The US Department
./date/1994/07/msg00263.html:don’t have a chance in hell of getting) is a regional bank to step out
./date/1994/07/msg00267.html:Want to be a spy? Here’s your chance. The US Department of Justice is
./date/1994/07/msg00347.html:“We’ll give them a chance to get started,” the senior OSD source notes,
./date/1994/07/msg00539.html:On the off chance that someone is actually keeping score, I’ll cast a vote
./date/1994/07/msg00544.html:said has a 70% chance of being traced? Yeah, righto. I’m sure they
./date/1994/07/msg00550.html:guns into the equation, I’d like a chance to show why they are important
./date/1994/07/msg00571.html:&gt;said has a 70% chance of being traced? Yeah, righto. I’m sure they
./date/1994/07/msg00588.html:a ~99% chance that I have a friend who has a friend who’s your friend.
./date/1994/07/msg00599.html:| a ~99% chance that I have a friend who has a friend who’s your friend.
./date/1994/07/msg00632.html:corrupt any chance of the incorporation of decent security in this
./date/1994/07/msg00686.html:tightened. (Is the Pope Polish?) Here’s your chance, although after
./date/1994/07/msg00690.html:chance of being compromised using super-kool-pgp than prz’s own
./date/1994/07/msg00707.html:Not a chance.
./date/1994/07/msg00796.html:”Sunday is the 200th anniversary of the Whiskey Rebellion. Our last chance
./date/1994/07/msg00817.html:It parallels political and economic chance and the use of
./date/1994/07/msg00891.html:chance anyway.
./date/1994/07/msg00891.html:chance for a new beginning, a clean slate. We are all fellow passengers
./date/1994/07/msg00906.html:&gt; chance for a new beginning, a clean slate.
./date/1994/07/msg00906.html:But anyway, you’re right. A new e-mail address is a chance for a
./date/1994/07/msg00913.html:Any chance a digital-audio recording of the could be made available
./date/1994/07/msg00924.html:Any chance a digital-audio recording of the could be made available
./date/1994/07/msg00927.html:Any chance you (or anybody else) can point me in the direction of sources
./date/1994/07/msg00932.html:chance. The cipher had a right shift operation; originally, it was
./date/1994/07/msg00944.html:a chance in a marketplace that will break the hearts of the brightest people
./date/1994/07/msg00962.html:a chance in a marketplace that will break the hearts of the brightest people
./date/1994/07/msg01038.html:his approach is “reasonable” or not until I have a chance to evaluate the
./date/1994/07/msg01070.html:or you have to take a chance and make your stash outside the border. To do
./date/1994/07/msg01101.html:a chance to impose that silly chip. But threatening prison to people who
./date/1994/07/msg01109.html:boost for civilian crypto, in that it would be the chance to see
./date/1994/07/msg01126.html:live with some amount of government, as long as us owners stand a chance of
./date/1994/07/msg01143.html:&gt; stand a chance of controlling or overthrowing it. My biggest problem
./date/1994/07/msg01171.html:chance that I’ll get burned. Of course most states have protection laws in
./date/1994/07/msg01173.html:4.user-generated escrow keys, to reduce the chance of anyone having a
./date/1994/07/msg01228.html:had a chance
./date/1994/07/msg01234.html:The issue is this:at the start a card has a 1/54 chance of being swapped
./date/1994/07/msg01234.html:with &gt;ANY&lt; card. The second card has a chance of 1/53 of being swapped
./date/1994/07/msg01234.html:with &gt;ANY&lt; card, the third, a chance of 1/52... the 50th card has a chance
./date/1994/07/msg01234.html:of 1/4, ... the 53rd card has a 1/2 chance of being swaped with the last
./date/1994/07/msg01234.html:have a more spread out distribution so they have LESS of a chance of being
./date/1994/07/msg01248.html:&gt; 4.user-generated escrow keys, to reduce the chance of anyone having a
./date/1994/07/msg01262.html:&gt; 4.user-generated escrow keys, to reduce the chance of anyone having a
./date/1994/07/msg01267.html:increase its chance of acceptance by focussing on the details.
./date/1994/07/msg01360.html:If you’re uncomfortable with a 1 in 500,000 chance of being hacked by
./date/1994/07/msg01438.html:&gt; 4.user-generated escrow keys, to reduce the chance of anyone having a
./date/1994/07/msg01690.html:being given a chance of accepting Cthulhu into their
./date/1994/08/msg00052.html:If I get a chance and there’s the demand, I’ll type in Moran’s description of
./date/1994/08/msg00227.html:a chance that all 20 are evil; I don’t see how the “alt.anonremailer.net”
./date/1994/08/msg00275.html:Each message has a 1/2 chance of being sent out immediately, a 1/4 chance
./date/1994/08/msg00275.html:of being sent out after 1 hour, a 1/8 chance of going out after 2 hours,
./date/1994/08/msg00275.html:a 1/16 chance of going out after 3 hours, and so on. This means that the
./date/1994/08/msg00275.html:message-times. With (2,1) there is a small chance of having very large
./date/1994/08/msg00290.html:chance of getting through without being compromised. If you picked
./date/1994/08/msg00326.html:&gt;chance of being compromised.
./date/1994/08/msg00326.html:networks I am familiar with, each additional remailer introduces another chance
./date/1994/08/msg00331.html:chance of being compromised.
./date/1994/08/msg00338.html:golden years, then there’s a chance to make retail trade settlement a
./date/1994/08/msg00341.html:I laughed, and said i’d rather pay the .25 a tape than take the chance
./date/1994/08/msg00349.html:100 leave, and no one can make a better 1 chance in 100 chance of
./date/1994/08/msg00349.html:Yes, which is why increasing N increases the chance that at least one
./date/1994/08/msg00350.html:&gt; chance of being compromised.
./date/1994/08/msg00350.html:a chance of increase the chance of being compromised. (I’m assuming
./date/1994/08/msg00350.html:chance of being compromised.” Perhaps each additional remailer can
./date/1994/08/msg00350.html:increase the chance of not forwarding the mail properly--as might be
./date/1994/08/msg00383.html:&gt; &gt; chance of being compromised.
./date/1994/08/msg00383.html:&gt; a chance of increase the chance of being compromised.
./date/1994/08/msg00386.html:the chance of tracking less and less. How many hackers can watch the whole
./date/1994/08/msg00393.html:risk of exposure. But as the chance of encountering bad nodes rises
./date/1994/08/msg00393.html:it becomes unwise to take this chance.
./date/1994/08/msg00393.html:choose K=8. The binomial theorem states that the chance of x failures
./date/1994/08/msg00393.html:(p^x)*((1-p)^(k-x))*k!/x!(k-x)!. In this example, the chance of 7
./date/1994/08/msg00417.html:message.... there is a small chance of having very large
./date/1994/08/msg00461.html:chance that it ended up as one of the 90 messages leaving 1, and a 10%
./date/1994/08/msg00461.html:chance that it ended up as one of the 10 messages leaving 2. This
./date/1994/08/msg00469.html:&gt; I laughed, and said i’d rather pay the .25 a tape than take the chance
./date/1994/08/msg00477.html:&gt;who is a securities lawyer. From another country. There’s a good chance I
./date/1994/08/msg00503.html:&gt; &gt;chance of getting through without being compromised. If you picked
./date/1994/08/msg00555.html:&gt; &gt;chance of getting through without being compromised. If you picked
./date/1994/08/msg00556.html:infrequent readers the chance to have fewer messages in their mailbox. In
./date/1994/08/msg00646.html:cypherpunks and don’t know whether Eric would get a chance to announce
./date/1994/08/msg00828.html:digital cash can’t be made, then there’s little chance we’ll see anonymous
./date/1994/08/msg00835.html:&gt; digital cash can’t be made, then there’s little chance we’ll see anonymous
./date/1994/08/msg00856.html:the *only* chance we have for a more-enlightened approach to freedom
./date/1994/08/msg00896.html:chance in hell of passing that will _in fact_ have a major impact
./date/1994/08/msg00987.html:starts the reaction before the pieces have a chance to separate or
./date/1994/08/msg01192.html:round with the ammo door open there is little chance
./date/1994/08/msg01205.html:&gt; round with the ammo door open there is little chance
./date/1994/08/msg01206.html:&gt; round with the ammo door open there is little chance
./date/1994/08/msg01219.html:a simple liability system and much less chance of fraud.
./date/1994/08/msg01283.html:a simple liability system and much less chance of fraud.
./date/1994/08/msg01299.html:piece of this, so that they don’t disappear (fat chance!). Pay them
./date/1994/08/msg01301.html:&gt;a simple liability system and much less chance of fraud.
./date/1994/08/msg01441.html:where additional steps increase the chance that at least one of them
./date/1994/08/msg01441.html:have the property that each additional mix node increase the chance of
./date/1994/08/msg01488.html:As just one simple example, take subsidies. If you have a chance of
./date/1994/09/msg00036.html:continue to be allowed I suspect we have a good chance of staying around as
./date/1994/09/msg00093.html:little chance of James calming down enough to understand John’s point.
./date/1994/09/msg00096.html:When you get a chance
./date/1994/09/msg00172.html:more, &lt;groan!&gt; but I won’t have a chance for a bit.
./date/1994/09/msg00175.html:Personally, I see no chance of changing this. This is why I put my
./date/1994/09/msg00263.html:very different people has a chance of functioning in the future.
./date/1994/09/msg00268.html:be 2^128 in this case), the chance of a particular output being missed for
./date/1994/09/msg00268.html:any one input would be 1-1/n, and the chance of it being missed for all
./date/1994/09/msg00268.html:the above), the chance of a point being missed is (1-1/n)^(nf), which is
./date/1994/09/msg00278.html:good chance to sell, which tends not to be the blue collar sections
chance...
./date/1994/09/msg00310.html:own endorsements to those already popular than to take a chance with
./date/1994/09/msg00399.html:chance
./date/1994/09/msg00631.html:get the chance... (<A HREF=”http://www.art.net”>http://www.art.net</A>)
./date/1994/09/msg00672.html:principle:a set of jurors will determine what the chance is that
./date/1994/09/msg00688.html:&gt;determine what the chance is that
./date/1994/09/msg00738.html:Does anyone know, on the off-chance, who is currently working on
./date/1994/09/msg00745.html:&gt;Does anyone know, on the off-chance, who is currently working on
./date/1994/09/msg00755.html:&gt; Does anyone know, on the off-chance, who is currently working on
./date/1994/09/msg00757.html:pf&gt; Does anyone know, on the off-chance, who is currently working on
./date/1994/09/msg00776.html:Kumar Patel is vice chancellor for research at UCLA.
./date/1994/09/msg00788.html:Kumar Patel is vice chancellor for research at UCLA.
./date/1994/09/msg00821.html:&gt; Kumar Patel is vice chancellor for research at UCLA.
./date/1994/09/msg00908.html:gives Marcos a chance to slick back his hair (all bad guys on
./date/1994/09/msg00914.html:agent. Fat chance.)
./date/1994/09/msg00921.html:&gt; agent. Fat chance.)
chance
./date/1994/09/msg01049.html:basis of content. So, there is a small chance that your article will
./date/1994/10/msg00001.html:for a month you will see 1440 ticks. If the chance probability of your
./date/1994/10/msg00007.html:congressional thing? Might there be a chance it’ll appear on C-span?
./date/1994/10/msg00036.html:there’s a reasonable chance that a “state of national emergency” will
./date/1994/10/msg00110.html:&gt;Does anyone know, on the off-chance, who is currently working on
./date/1994/10/msg00123.html:download en mass. Any chance I could get at the source articles with ftp?
./date/1994/10/msg00124.html:chance they have shown that they prefer something that resembles Chomsky’s
./date/1994/10/msg00127.html:&gt; download en mass. Any chance I could get at the source articles with ftp?
./date/1994/10/msg00176.html:staff. If you ever get a chance to see him speak live, do it. He’s
./date/1994/10/msg00202.html:chance
./date/1994/10/msg00240.html:&gt; chance
./date/1994/11/msg00006.html:chance that it will be shared with something else, I try to use text.
./date/1994/11/msg00015.html:There is pretty much no chance that a fundamental paradigm shift in the
./date/1994/11/msg00015.html:towards the end of code/data duality, that has a good chance of gaining
./date/1994/11/msg00038.html:What currency do Visa or Master Card issue, perchance?
./date/1994/11/msg00076.html:&gt; &gt; What currency do Visa or Master Card issue, perchance?
./date/1994/11/msg00081.html:&gt; What currency do Visa or Master Card issue, perchance?
./date/1994/11/msg00083.html:&gt; What currency do Visa or Master Card issue, perchance?
./date/1994/11/msg00180.html:sure why, so please copy me on your posts. (Hughes, have you had a chance
./date/1994/11/msg00194.html:public domain, the only chance was to link it with another issue that the
./date/1994/11/msg00359.html:chance. I will say that I dislike Costa Rica, if only for reasons
./date/1994/11/msg00521.html:and prove you wrote a certain thing. Honestly, the chance of someone
./date/1994/11/msg00521.html:cypherpunks list is pretty slim, but that possibility (or the chance
./date/1994/11/msg00528.html:&gt; and prove you wrote a certain thing. Honestly, the chance of someone
./date/1994/11/msg00561.html:By then, hopefully, most people will have had a chance to upgrade to a
./date/1994/11/msg00583.html:accomplish what many other students may never have a chance to
./date/1994/11/msg00583.html:We sought to give all interested parties a chance to
./date/1994/11/msg00586.html:cryptography never had a chance to affect the lives of millions of
./date/1994/11/msg00586.html:We have to stop this. There’s only one chance
./date/1994/11/msg00613.html:Thanks for letting me have a chance to protect myself....
./date/1994/11/msg00620.html:chance to adjust.
./date/1994/12/msg00010.html:&gt; chance to adjust.
./date/1994/12/msg00062.html:chance to sign it with my secure key yet.
./date/1994/12/msg00166.html:&gt;You wouldn’t have the directory name as well, by any chance?, David.
./date/1994/12/msg00193.html:If you get a chance to hear him, do. It was very interesting,
./date/1994/12/msg00209.html:us a fair chance!
./date/1994/12/msg00304.html:enough people with some pragmatic sense get sucked in, there is a chance...
./date/1994/12/msg00324.html:attacks. But as long as the remailer key is valid there is the chance
./date/1994/12/msg00324.html:makes for a tempting target for the snoopers, giving them a chance to
./date/1994/12/msg00337.html:&gt;makes for a tempting target for the snoopers, giving them a chance to
./date/1994/12/msg00371.html:&gt; There isn’t a chance that this could either be taped or broadcast, is there?
./date/1994/12/msg00379.html:&gt; There isn’t a chance that this could either be taped or broadcast, is there?
./date/1994/12/msg00404.html:Which is why the digital money with the most chance of succeeding will
./date/1994/12/msg00407.html:There isn’t a chance that this could either be taped or broadcast, is there?
./date/1994/12/msg00483.html:last Cypherpunks meeting. So, this is the chance for Cyppherpunks to
./date/1994/12/msg00534.html:&gt; last Cypherpunks meeting. So, this is the chance for Cyppherpunks to
./date/1994/12/msg00560.html:Every minute there is also a chance that a random uuencoded message is injected
./date/1994/12/msg00581.html:this evening. Seemed a good chance to proselytize... ;) It
./date/1994/12/msg00704.html:chance to look at it closely. There are no p.d. elliptic curve
./date/1994/12/msg00725.html:about a 40% chance
./date/1994/12/msg00740.html:&gt; about a 40% chance
./date/1994/12/msg00757.html:&gt; about a 40% chance
./date/1994/12/msg00772.html:By then, hopefully, most people will have had a chance to upgrade to a
./date/1994/12/msg00773.html:Academic Publishers. Haven’t had a chance to read this book yet.
./date/1994/12/msg00773.html:mentioned Menezes book. Likewise, I haven’t had a chance to read it
./date/1994/12/msg00793.html:&gt;about a 40% chance
./date/1994/12/msg00815.html:This is my chance to try to get single use password
./date/1994/12/msg00823.html:&gt;| This is my chance to try to get single use password
./date/1994/12/msg00826.html:| This is my chance to try to get single use password
./date/1994/12/msg00829.html:&gt; This is my chance to try to get single use password
./date/1994/12/msg00840.html:&gt;This is my chance to try to get single use password
./date/1994/12/msg00904.html:the chance
./date/1994/12/msg00918.html:Lets give the unemployed the chance to use their skills and the
./date/1994/12/msg01082.html:for commerce.” Their chance of understanding our message would NOT be
./date/1994/12/msg01129.html:appears that there’s a chance that PEM and PGP keys can be made
./date/1994/12/msg01192.html:there is a chance that there could be more people willing to put up the
./date/1994/12/msg01192.html:service than even remailers... However, while there may be less chance of
./date/1994/12/msg01202.html:outside chance that a wholly new technique could achieve
./date/1994/12/msg01205.html:&gt; there is a chance that there could be more people willing to put up the
./date/1994/12/msg01205.html:&gt; service than even remailers... However, while there may be less chance of
./date/1994/12/msg01228.html:for commerce.” Their chance of understanding our message would NOT be
chance to catch up on a lot of email that I hadn’t had
./date/1994/12/msg01296.html:point-n-click maneuver, it might have a snowballs’ chance in hell with her,
./date/1994/12/msg01308.html:examining the key, plaintext, and ciphertext. And there’s even the chance,
./date/1994/12/msg01360.html:in NY; by any chance, does anyone have a copy of the contents of what was on
./date/1994/12/msg01390.html:errors. Here is my estimate of the chance of an undetected memory parity
./date/1994/12/msg01390.html:So the chance of a particular byte getting a parity error in a particular
./date/1994/12/msg01390.html:set at any time, so the chance of an error in an important byte is about
./date/1994/12/msg01390.html:So if your chance of the Fermat test failing is much less than about
./date/1994/12/msg01403.html:What is “vanishingly small” ? The chance to break a 1024-bit-key is
./date/1994/12/msg01461.html:By then, hopefully, most people will have had a chance to upgrade to a
./date/1995/01/msg00082.html:&gt; in NY; by any chance, does anyone have a copy of the contents of what was on
./date/1995/01/msg00218.html:I didn’t get a chance to get back on-line for 3 1/2 days.
chance to
./date/1995/01/msg00229.html:manner, to on-topic groups etc.. that you face the chance of some bozo
./date/1995/01/msg00235.html:&gt; manner, to on-topic groups etc.. that you face the chance of some bozo
./date/1995/01/msg00282.html:like this book so I’ll take any chance I can to talk about it ;-) is
./date/1995/01/msg00284.html:no they slack off whenever they get a chance
./date/1995/01/msg00291.html:&gt; like this book so I’ll take any chance I can to talk about it ;-) is
./date/1995/01/msg00344.html:| like this book so I’ll take any chance I can to talk about it ;-) is
./date/1995/01/msg00349.html:chance of multiple communications going on at one time.
./date/1995/01/msg00393.html:analysis, then multiple remailers increases the chance that
./date/1995/01/msg00450.html:Unisys has given us a chance to work together to change the
./date/1995/01/msg00450.html:Avoid saying anything nasty that would give Unisys a chance to paint
./date/1995/01/msg00451.html:Unisys has given us a chance to work together to change the
./date/1995/01/msg00451.html:Avoid saying anything nasty that would give Unisys a chance to paint
./date/1995/01/msg00452.html:enchanced mail
./date/1995/01/msg00624.html:using method y....” Hopefully I’d have a reasonable chance of recognizing
./date/1995/01/msg00625.html:&gt; using method y....” Hopefully I’d have a reasonable chance of recognizing
./date/1995/01/msg00661.html:resist. Tommorow if I get a chance I will atttempt to outline what *I*
./date/1995/01/msg00751.html:&gt; the chance to call, as I had recently been raided by the Secret
./date/1995/01/msg00761.html:chance.

./date/1995/01/msg00879.html:remote chance that a government agency/well-funded concern with TEMPEST
./date/1995/01/msg00984.html:of code the chance to violate security policy. How can we be sure
chance that they
chance
chance
./date/1995/01/msg01260.html:for a month you will see 1440 ticks. If the chance probability of your
./date/1995/01/msg01271.html:Are you related to Detweiler, perchance ?
./date/1995/01/msg01288.html:Are you related to Detweiler, perchance ?
./date/1995/01/msg01413.html:concatenate. Message parts could be made equal size to minimize the chance
./date/1995/01/msg01416.html:&gt; concatenate. Message parts could be made equal size to minimize the chance
./date/1995/01/msg01416.html:would have to create, say, 1000 key pairs to have a good chance of
./date/1995/01/msg01453.html:is always the chance that PGP will compress a message, even one with
./date/1995/01/msg01453.html:&gt;&gt; concatenate. Message parts could be made equal size to minimize the chance
./date/1995/01/msg01453.html:&gt;would have to create, say, 1000 key pairs to have a good chance of
./date/1995/01/msg01453.html:0 rich. The chance of this just comes off of the binomial distribution,
./date/1995/01/msg01460.html:&gt; is always the chance that PGP will compress a message, even one with
./date/1995/01/msg01460.html:&gt; &gt;would have to create, say, 1000 key pairs to have a good chance of
./date/1995/01/msg01460.html:&gt; 0 rich. The chance of this just comes off of the binomial distribution,
./date/1995/01/msg01562.html:the internet alive and has offered us a decent chance at truly anonymous
./date/1995/01/msg01584.html:keep the same chance of the path being compromised, the user would
./date/1995/02/msg00018.html:little chance of future detection. With a secure module, the attacker has
./date/1995/02/msg00082.html:&gt;the internet alive and has offered us a decent chance at truly anonymous
./date/1995/02/msg00102.html:I think there’s a good chance of that, yes. Part of the safe-tcl
./date/1995/02/msg00153.html:legislation, stands a much better chance of passage this
./date/1995/02/msg00204.html:&gt;the internet alive and has offered us a decent chance at truly anonymous
./date/1995/02/msg00205.html:4) Failing all of these, there is a real chance (happening even now) that
./date/1995/02/msg00271.html:it (so you would have a 1/n chance of getting it with n being the total
./date/1995/02/msg00271.html:chance of getting it when you don’t want to transmit. In addition the
./date/1995/02/msg00271.html:problem is there is always a 1/n chance of getting the transmit token (where
./date/1995/02/msg00292.html:has a fair chance of one day
./date/1995/02/msg00298.html:porn. But then he also gets a chance
./date/1995/02/msg00298.html:the net connection that makes it headline news. But there is a chance
./date/1995/02/msg00392.html:they’d like me to ask him, should I get the chance to talk to him
./date/1995/02/msg00420.html:&gt;the internet alive and has offered us a decent chance at truly anonymous
./date/1995/02/msg00435.html:will likely soon be gone :(... This may be the last chance I have to
./date/1995/02/msg00541.html:work well on a larger scale before Microsoft has a chance to give
./date/1995/02/msg00575.html:scene of the crime; and little or no chance of the criminal
./date/1995/02/msg00575.html:very small chance that the spying will ever be discovered.
./date/1995/02/msg00575.html:chance of being detected; without detection there can be no
./date/1995/02/msg00610.html:factored. Each such discovery yields an approximately 50% chance
./date/1995/02/msg00617.html:legislation, stands a much better chance of passage this
./date/1995/07/msg00133.html:&gt; gives it a 10% chance of passing out of the committee.
./date/1995/07/msg00183.html:has a better chance of getting laughed out of court.
./date/1995/07/msg00205.html:gives it a 10% chance of passing out of the committee.
./date/1995/07/msg00237.html:&gt; it a 10% chance of passing out of the committee. ...
./date/1995/07/msg00245.html:&gt;gives it a 10% chance of passing out of the committee.
./date/1995/07/msg00245.html:&gt;hug. This one will rape us all if given the chance!
./date/1995/07/msg00274.html:have noted that the anti-racket-whatever bill doesn’t have too much chance
./date/1995/07/msg00276.html:&gt; gives it a 10% chance of passing out of the committee.
chance to
./date/1995/07/msg00542.html:Whatever chance there is that your present handwritten letter may actually
./date/1995/07/msg00655.html:chance to run on the machines owned by the rest of the multiverse. For my
./date/1995/07/msg00682.html:these people now, and we may have a chance to nip SB 974 in the bud.
./date/1995/07/msg00684.html:If, perchance, this is just what of those throwaway barbs, implying I move
./date/1995/07/msg00734.html:&gt; these people now, and we may have a chance to nip SB 974 in the bud.
chance to use Netscape, and although I AM
chance to use Netscape, and although I AM
chance to use Netscape, and although I AM
./date/1995/07/msg00750.html:Let’s give the DC folks a chance to convince *those that control the
./date/1995/07/msg00754.html:opposition. We have a chance to win by indirection. But we are loosing
./date/1995/07/msg00783.html:As chance has it, I will be vacationing in Las Vegas July 29 - August 6.
./date/1995/07/msg00797.html:&gt;As chance has it, I will be vacationing in Las Vegas July 29 - August 6.
./date/1995/07/msg00805.html:&gt; As chance has it, I will be vacationing in Las Vegas July 29 ./date/1995/07/msg00805.html:&gt; know!As chance has it, I will be vacationing in Las Vegas July 29 ./date/1995/07/msg00806.html:&gt;If, perchance, this is just what of those throwaway barbs, implying I move
./date/1995/07/msg00815.html:Windows applications have some chance of using the network compatibly at the
./date/1995/07/msg00895.html:they, too, offer subscribers the chance to talk back with a
./date/1995/07/msg00914.html:a chance you could buy one kit from RSA, design the server and anyone who
./date/1995/07/msg00938.html:triples appear than chance expects. Possible the girls, ordered
./date/1995/07/msg00943.html:&gt; no chance of being traced.
./date/1995/07/msg00963.html:no chance of being traced.
./date/1995/07/msg00964.html:infancy, before its has had a chance to develop and harmonize with
./date/1995/07/msg00968.html:scam. Please don’t assume the worst until you give us a chance to
./date/1995/07/msg01031.html:given a chance to respond.
./date/1995/07/msg01069.html:there has to be someone out there willing to take the chance.
./date/1995/07/msg01088.html:Looks fun. Any chance
./date/1995/07/msg01146.html:&gt; Was there any chance, he asked, that there was a “back door” to the
./date/1995/07/pgp00001.pgp:> > gives it a 10% chance of passing out of the committee.
chance of occurring. For IDEA keys there is little
./date/1995/08/msg00093.html:chance we have to defeat the Exon/Coats CDA. If the House fails to pass
./date/1995/08/msg00093.html:This may be your last chance to make your voice heard on this critical
chance of occurring. For IDEA keys there is little
./date/1995/08/msg00146.html:each other without any chance of kids hearing them”, which is morally
./date/1995/08/msg00168.html:chance we have to defeat the Exon/Coats CDA. If the House fails to pass
./date/1995/08/msg00168.html:This may be your last chance to make your voice heard on this critical
./date/1995/08/msg00192.html:(e.g., what if, by chance, the restricted and unresstricted interpreter
./date/1995/08/msg00203.html:&gt;called Sentinel. Was there any chance, he asked, that there was a
./date/1995/08/msg00252.html:information request here because i think there is a good chance that
./date/1995/08/msg00292.html:you get a chance
./date/1995/08/msg00331.html:Therefore, write whatever you want, but never give your readers a chance to
./date/1995/08/msg00340.html:1/2^25 chance that it is not prime.
./date/1995/08/msg00350.html:&gt; 1/2^25 chance that it is not prime.
./date/1995/08/msg00359.html:&gt; &gt; 1/2^25 chance that it is not prime.
./date/1995/08/msg00397.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; 1/2^25 chance that it is not prime.
./date/1995/08/msg00535.html:at St. Peter’s! But, if I ever have the chance, I would really like to
./date/1995/08/msg00538.html:This is your chance to get involved in developing this server. There has
./date/1995/08/msg00595.html:Not a chance I’d take this bet!
chance after
./date/1995/08/msg00735.html:get the chance.
./date/1995/08/msg00758.html:cracking daemon for a 1 in 38,000 chance at $500? :-)
./date/1995/08/msg00880.html:By the way, is this really just an excercise, or are you perchance involved
./date/1995/08/msg00913.html:dollars of phone charges. If the chance is only 1 in 100,000 of
./date/1995/08/msg00931.html:Also I have (temporarily, until Piete has a chance to update
./date/1995/08/msg00948.html:that might increase the chance of recovering their children should they be
./date/1995/08/msg00954.html:chance for a second term. And giving up on GAK would be portrayed by the
./date/1995/08/msg00986.html:&gt; that might increase the chance of recovering their children should they be
./date/1995/08/msg00988.html:WHAT:Cypherpunks Santa Cruz meeting/party. A chance for locals to meet,
./date/1995/08/msg01062.html:For info on joining in the lottery for a chance to win your c$ back
./date/1995/08/msg01092.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/08/msg01114.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/08/msg01127.html:chance for other participants to offer their thoughts on
./date/1995/08/msg01192.html:personally contribute the greater chance you have of winning it :-)
./date/1995/08/msg01256.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/08/msg01298.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/08/msg01314.html:always a chance
./date/1995/08/msg01321.html:stand a chance.
./date/1995/08/msg01337.html:This is your chance to get involved in developing this server. There has
./date/1995/08/msg01393.html:&gt; server would stand a chance.
./date/1995/08/msg01393.html:handle more than one client at a time it would have stood a chance. Why
./date/1995/08/msg01394.html:&gt; Yeah -- but being based on C, C++ didn’t stand much chance ...
./date/1995/08/msg01416.html:Yeah -- but being based on C, C++ didn’t stand much chance ...
./date/1995/08/msg01421.html:so there’s a fair chance the client won’t have to wait :-))
./date/1995/08/msg01504.html:Any chance you can put them back to “ssl” so folks can test their clients?
./date/1995/08/msg01526.html:boundaries, eliminating the chance of overlap with other large chunks.)
./date/1995/08/msg01550.html:&gt;boundaries, eliminating the chance of overlap with other large chunks.)
./date/1995/08/msg01557.html:&gt;boundaries, eliminating the chance of overlap with other large chunks.)
./date/1995/08/msg01577.html:* there is no incentive to send NAKs (they diminish your own chance
./date/1995/08/msg01579.html:D &gt; &gt;boundaries, eliminating the chance of overlap with other large chunks.)
./date/1995/09/msg00075.html:&gt;- Mostly it was a chance for our local community of folks interested in
./date/1995/09/msg00184.html:Did he perchance work for some US Federal Agency such as NIS&amp;T?
./date/1995/09/msg00185.html:At least this has a chance of being real. We need to have a suggestion
./date/1995/09/msg00201.html:&gt;At least this has a chance of being real. We need to have a suggestion
./date/1995/09/msg00282.html:Copious apologies if this is old news, but I just got a chance to read some
./date/1995/09/msg00308.html:in case the GAK is tampered with’ there’s still a chance of cracking it,
./date/1995/09/msg00535.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/09/msg00544.html:light cut into the darkness of the Cold War -- a chance to
./date/1995/09/msg00573.html:/has a higher chance of getting results.
./date/1995/09/msg00576.html:want. in this instance we have the chance
./date/1995/09/msg00577.html:has a higher chance of getting results.
./date/1995/09/msg00604.html:I didn’t give Linda De Los Reyes at RSA (415 595-8782) a chance
./date/1995/09/msg00643.html:Problem is no one stands much of a chance unless a radically new
./date/1995/09/msg00673.html:ceased. We did not get a chance to discuss the “example
./date/1995/09/msg00673.html:discuss it, without any prior chance to read or react to
./date/1995/09/msg00706.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/09/msg00776.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/09/msg00786.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/09/msg00801.html:Markus Jakobsson, at Crypto 95, but I only had a chance to check out his
./date/1995/09/msg00867.html:&gt;As good a chance as any to extend my “showing = telling” point...
./date/1995/09/msg00927.html:chance of a lucky guess so you do it again, each time the probability of getting
./date/1995/09/msg00937.html:by name) would be necessary to eliminate the chance of tracking the block
./date/1995/09/msg00953.html:&gt;by name) would be necessary to eliminate the chance of tracking the block
./date/1995/09/msg00958.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/09/msg01002.html:&gt;&gt;by name) would be necessary to eliminate the chance of tracking the block
./date/1995/09/msg01023.html:&gt;chance of a lucky guess so you do it again, each time the probability of
./date/1995/09/msg01127.html:and has an higher than average chance of being 1. Clever guessing
./date/1995/09/msg01147.html:No chance. The problem for me isn’t that someone wanted to call a movie
./date/1995/09/msg01188.html:In a cryptographical proof there is always the chance to guess. The chance
./date/1995/09/msg01188.html:could know. And there is still the chance that Bob has guessed the number.
./date/1995/09/msg01198.html:had a chance to compile it yet, but Bob Silverman told me in email he
./date/1995/09/msg01273.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/09/msg01281.html:chance of catching with each round.
./date/1995/09/msg01283.html:&gt; No chance. The problem for me isn’t that someone wanted to call a movie
./date/1995/09/msg01325.html:not had a chance to independently verify the security in Netscape
./date/1995/09/msg01347.html:&gt;No chance. The problem for me isn’t that someone wanted to call a movie
./date/1995/09/msg01363.html:”Are we going to take the chance
./date/1995/09/msg01372.html:[Note:Ian isn’t here right now, so he hasn’t had a chance to look at this.
./date/1995/09/msg01453.html:chance we can get permission to post the code.
./date/1995/09/msg01469.html:&gt; I’d be very scared of it. In particular, it opens up the chance for
./date/1995/09/msg01475.html:&gt; I’d be very scared of it. In particular, it opens up the chance for
./date/1995/09/msg01490.html:56727 Mayen | hold of the chance, don’t end up like others the same song
./date/1995/09/msg01564.html:&gt; &gt; I’d be very scared of it. In particular, it opens up the chance for
./date/1995/09/msg01646.html:knowledge about public policy issues concerning crypto, a chance to be
./date/1995/09/msg01656.html:chance
./date/1995/09/msg01669.html:known initial byte. Since 1 in 256 keys is weak, and there is a 13.8% chance
./date/1995/09/msg01669.html:that the assumed value of K[2] will be correct, there is only a 0.054% chance
./date/1995/09/msg01669.html:output byte generated by the key, with a 13.8% chance of a correct guess.
./date/1995/09/msg01669.html:session keys, with a 13.8%/8 chance of success, effectively reducing the key
./date/1995/09/msg01681.html:|| knowledge about public policy issues concerning crypto, a chance to be
./date/1995/09/msg01690.html:chance
./date/1995/09/msg01690.html:chance
./date/1995/09/msg01690.html:output byte generated by the key, with a 13.8% chance of a correct guess.
./date/1995/09/msg01690.html:session keys, with a 13.8%/8 chance of success, effectively reducing the
./date/1995/09/msg01766.html:This is a very informal, unstructured get together. More of a chance to
./date/1995/09/msg01941.html:issue, etc. If, by some chance, they are interested in things I have
./date/1995/09/msg02029.html:very good chance of looking the same each time you connect with that entity
./date/1995/09/msg02031.html:even that chance might put their credit card details in the
./date/1995/09/msg02033.html:a chance to examine the code with a debugger, or even just play with it
chance of defending ourselves.
./date/1995/09/msg02141.html:The chance that it will start with either “00 00” or “FF 03”, and
./date/1995/09/msg02141.html:The chance that it starts with “00 00” and was generated by a key
./date/1995/09/msg02141.html:generated by a key starting “03 FD FC” - i.e. the chance that we will
./date/1995/09/msg02141.html:The total number of plaintexts required for a 50% chance that we will
./date/1995/09/msg02141.html:trials for a 50% chance of discovering a key is:
./date/1995/09/msg02141.html:Since brute search alone would require 2^79 trials for a 50% chance
./date/1995/09/msg02141.html:trials for 50% chance of solution; this attack reduces the number of
./date/1995/09/msg02197.html:The chance that it will start with either “00 00” or “FF 03”, and
./date/1995/09/msg02197.html:The chance that it starts with “00 00” and was generated by a key
./date/1995/09/msg02197.html:generated by a key starting “03 FD FC” - i.e. the chance that we will
./date/1995/09/msg02197.html:The total number of plaintexts required for a 50% chance that we will
./date/1995/09/msg02197.html:trials for a 50% chance of discovering a key is:
./date/1995/09/msg02197.html:Since brute search alone would require 2^79 trials for a 50% chance
./date/1995/09/msg02197.html:trials for 50% chance of solution; this attack reduces the number of
./date/1995/10/msg00038.html:the actual statistics around the threat -- comparing my chance of injury
./date/1995/10/msg00103.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/10/msg00193.html:to require new functions until they have had a chance to be tested
./date/1995/10/msg00241.html:Severely limiting most decent folk’s chance at getting PGP to work.
./date/1995/10/msg00261.html:Severely limiting most decent folk’s chance at getting PGP to work.
./date/1995/10/msg00262.html:&gt; Severely limiting most decent folk’s chance at getting PGP to work.
./date/1995/10/msg00275.html:believes there is a chance Bob’s coin is bad (pre-spent). So Bob
./date/1995/10/msg00328.html:You have a 1 in 64000 chance of reducing the search space by 64000.
./date/1995/10/msg00361.html:to standard before people had the chance to try it and discover how
./date/1995/10/msg00432.html:X11R6 X server, dumps core fairly quickly. I haven’t had a chance
./date/1995/10/msg00436.html:&gt; X11R6 X server, dumps core fairly quickly. I haven’t had a chance
./date/1995/10/msg00440.html:| &gt; X11R6 X server, dumps core fairly quickly. I haven’t had a chance
chance
chance
./date/1995/10/msg00453.html:chance to meet the judge in person.
./date/1995/10/msg00465.html:mail to cypherpunks about it, I’d guess that there’s a good chance it
./date/1995/10/msg00536.html:(I’m assuming that a Realistic Agenda has at least as good a chance of success
./date/1995/10/msg00536.html:as a Nutty Agenda. If neither has a chance of success, then the distribution
./date/1995/10/msg00539.html:&gt; (I’m assuming that a Realistic Agenda has at least as good a chance
./date/1995/10/msg00552.html:passphrase used to generate M1. There is also a better than average chance
./date/1995/10/msg00610.html:by the time you get 2^64 of them together, you’ve got a 50% chance of a match.
./date/1995/10/msg00615.html:chance of safety. Yes, I can be mistaken. But that doesn’t mean that I
./date/1995/10/msg00646.html:a very small chance of saying a composite number is prime, when it isn’t.
./date/1995/10/msg00700.html:of geeks and nerds on the list to increase my chance to get an answer :-)
./date/1995/10/msg00734.html:stand a better chance if you removed the potential for blinded
./date/1995/10/msg00801.html:if anything will go beyond this weakness, Java has the best chance.
./date/1995/10/msg00802.html:clients, it stands a very good chance of winning the race. We have observed
./date/1995/10/msg00870.html:given a chance to evolve, I think Java deserves the same
./date/1995/10/msg00870.html:chance, given its potential.
./date/1995/10/msg00881.html:&gt; given a chance to evolve, I think Java deserves the same
./date/1995/10/msg00881.html:&gt; chance, given its potential.
./date/1995/10/msg00904.html:The chance of failure is minimized by diversity in the channels used to
./date/1995/10/msg00946.html:&gt;The chance of failure is minimized by diversity in the channels used to
./date/1995/10/msg00983.html:a chance of attacking in a reasonable time).
./date/1995/10/msg01009.html:&gt;&gt;The chance of failure is minimized by diversity in the channels used to
./date/1995/10/msg01063.html:chance
./date/1995/10/msg01174.html:&gt; chance
./date/1995/10/msg01184.html:information in request headers without there being any chance of your
./date/1995/10/msg01193.html:good chance
./date/1995/10/msg01201.html:chance of jeopardizing a company. At least if they put out a beta, if
./date/1995/10/msg01211.html:chance to wander off the rails they will take it and distort your words
./date/1995/10/msg01279.html:&gt; good chance
./date/1995/10/msg01310.html:for yourself and others. It’s your chance to help the justice system
./date/1995/10/msg01310.html:them, it will probably cost you your chance to serve. Likewise, if you
./date/1995/10/msg01332.html:&gt; chance of jeopardizing a company. At least if they put out a beta, if
./date/1995/10/msg01381.html:I’m relocating to Herndon at the end of the month so I’ll have a chance to
./date/1995/10/msg01479.html:be entered into a draw where they _might_ could get a chance to win a cup
./date/1995/10/msg01485.html:there any chance, he asked, that there was a “back door” to the application,
./date/1995/10/msg01541.html:only has a good chance of getting printed, but also places the writer in
./date/1995/10/msg01541.html:and reporters lurking here, the more chance there is that your views
./date/1995/10/msg01619.html:This is a good chance to meet and network with the people who
./date/1995/10/msg01628.html:regret not listening to him back when we had the chance, one of these
./date/1995/10/msg01703.html:chance to regain control of “ticket abuse.” Corporations often have bought
./date/1995/10/msg01718.html:&gt; chance to regain control of “ticket abuse.” Corporations often have bought
./date/1995/10/msg01756.html:strickness normally associated with FidoNet.. Any chance I can get more info?
./date/1995/10/msg01907.html:place a name with a face. Too bad they didn’t give you a chance to say more
./date/1995/11/msg00008.html:&gt; &gt; Severely limiting most decent folk’s chance at getting PGP to work.
./date/1995/11/msg00011.html:validated such that there is little chance for these attack modalities to
./date/1995/11/msg00012.html:in which case there is a noticeable chance of it succeeding with only
./date/1995/11/msg00058.html:(3) There’s a good chance that many people on this list have had
./date/1995/11/msg00077.html:since there’s always the chance that a third party is attempting a clever
./date/1995/11/msg00080.html:&gt; since there’s always the chance that a third party is attempting a clever

./date/1995/11/msg00107.html:chance to comply.
./date/1995/11/msg00153.html:entirely satisfactory for corporations to do so should they have the chance.
./date/1995/11/msg00157.html:&gt; entirely satisfactory for corporations to do so should they have the chance.
./date/1995/11/msg00174.html:&gt; chance to comply.
./date/1995/11/msg00255.html:Here’s your chance to make your life REAL interesting, and test PGP, just
./date/1995/11/msg00286.html:Securities and Exchange Commission doesn’t stand a chance.
./date/1995/11/msg00294.html:If you want a chance to heckle - be there.
./date/1995/11/msg00325.html:There is a very real chance that this legislation will pass, and
./date/1995/11/msg00325.html:If your legislator is on the conference committee, you have a chance
./date/1995/11/msg00352.html:&gt; There is a very real chance that this legislation will pass, and
./date/1995/11/msg00352.html:&gt; If your legislator is on the conference committee, you have a chance
./date/1995/11/msg00361.html:&gt; If you want a chance to heckle - be there.
./date/1995/11/msg00390.html:&gt; If you want a chance to heckle - be there.
./date/1995/11/msg00413.html:Henry W. Farkas | Me? Speak for IBM? Fat chance.
./date/1995/11/msg00454.html:It would be nice to give Photuris a chance to get established before the
./date/1995/11/msg00481.html:This is a good chance to meet and network with the people who
./date/1995/11/msg00483.html:The probability of hitting a forty bit combination by chance is
./date/1995/11/msg00483.html:the chance that all large animals on earth get wiped out in the next
./date/1995/11/msg00509.html:any chance you have of offering 1/10 second response time.
./date/1995/11/msg00543.html:much chance of subverting them, but a major one-time heist is
./date/1995/11/msg00614.html:Sorry, we said, we’re can’t take a chance on your product.
./date/1995/11/msg00741.html:and in return offered a chance to be enrolled in a contest for a mug or a
chance to see if my barcoded RSA-in-perl t-shirt would
./date/1995/11/msg00794.html:offered more of a chance for a 2-way market. Still, a waste of my time.)
./date/1995/11/msg00808.html:system offered more of a chance for a 2-way market. Still, a waste of my
./date/1995/11/msg00808.html:chance of succeeding, given likely governmental interference in the third
./date/1995/11/msg00820.html:very effective for short messages where LZW etc never get a chance to get
./date/1995/11/msg00830.html:&gt; very effective for short messages where LZW etc never get a chance to get
./date/1995/11/msg00835.html:&gt;very effective for short messages where LZW etc never get a chance to get
./date/1995/11/msg00915.html:claned up given the chance. First, SMXP makes the “ASCII assumption.”
./date/1995/11/msg01042.html:protected, there is little or no chance that they will reveal the
./date/1995/11/msg01052.html:is a 50% chance that he will abscond with my money, I am not sure how to
./date/1995/11/msg01055.html:Here’s your chance to protest ITAR and
./date/1995/11/msg01077.html:&gt; is a 50% chance that he will abscond with my money, I am not sure how to
./date/1995/11/msg01083.html:The stronger the password the less chance the “cracker-util” will crack it.
./date/1995/11/msg01211.html:are atoms in the universe, so the chance of an accidental
./date/1995/11/msg01272.html:who is willing to submit to voluntary escrow a chance to win a Chrysler
./date/1995/11/msg01277.html:any chance of that happening.
./date/1995/11/msg01278.html:&gt;who is willing to submit to voluntary escrow a chance to win a Chrysler
./date/1995/11/msg01286.html:prime chance to monkeywrench another database.
./date/1995/11/msg01315.html:I see a greater chance that home game machines, such as the 3DO and Sony
./date/1995/11/msg01402.html:AOL gave the subscriber a chance to object to the action, but
./date/1995/11/msg01456.html:low-stakes system with perhaps a $1/play and a 40% chance of winning
./date/1995/11/msg01458.html:lottery owner can even claim he is merely a participant, in the chance event
./date/1995/11/msg01500.html:is a chance of it being adopted widely. However, Java applets and IPSEC
./date/1995/11/msg01514.html:TM&gt; I see a greater chance that home game machines, such as the 3DO and
./date/1995/11/msg01573.html:Good chance of getting in:
./date/1995/11/msg01573.html:NO chance of getting in:
./date/1995/11/msg01584.html:&gt;moderate chance
./date/1995/11/msg01627.html:total of 10 years to exhaustively search, there is a 50% chance
chance that it
./date/1995/11/msg01630.html:Haven’t had a chance to look at the URL yet, but obviously crypto-relevant...
./date/1995/11/msg01668.html:&gt; suggests that strong crypto has a chance to maximize the effective
./date/1995/11/msg01669.html:suggests that strong crypto has a chance to maximize the effective
./date/1995/12/msg00025.html:This sounds like the “this is your last chance to send me $1!” ad:
./date/1995/12/msg00042.html:have a snowball’s chance
./date/1995/12/msg00045.html:I’d bet many activists thougth this was their chance to get a hold on the
./date/1995/12/msg00118.html:market. You have the chance here to do a lot of good, rather than cave
./date/1995/12/msg00170.html::| chance to get the word of christ get to go...and unbaptized babies
./date/1995/12/msg00210.html:get his basic program to do OTP’s. On the off chance that anybody
./date/1995/12/msg00224.html:discomfort with minimal chance of an accidental death.
./date/1995/12/msg00272.html:The government now gets the chance to answer our opposition. They were
./date/1995/12/msg00291.html:QUINN:Pretty good. I want to give people a chance to get an idea
./date/1995/12/msg00291.html:even had a chance to inform his parents that he was dead. So it’s
./date/1995/12/msg00410.html:&gt;credit card information, there is 1 chance in 699 that he has scanned your
./date/1995/12/msg00413.html:for each session this way. But to limit the chance that Eve can start to
./date/1995/12/msg00465.html:&gt; protected, there is little or no chance that they will reveal the
./date/1995/12/msg00496.html:More to the point, us poor professional staff don’t stand a chance
./date/1995/12/msg00517.html:&gt; More to the point, us poor professional staff don’t stand a chance
./date/1995/12/msg00517.html:Just as a university president has little chance of success in ordering
./date/1995/12/msg00519.html:&gt;&gt; America deserves the chance to get the high-tech know-how to
./date/1995/12/msg00630.html:chance
./date/1995/12/msg00654.html:lousy political photo-op. The chance to say ... “hey look at me, I’m
./date/1995/12/msg00654.html:chance to save face. Have the courage to take the chance when it’s
./date/1995/12/msg00689.html:If you perchance
./date/1995/12/msg00700.html:bother “giving me a second chance
./date/1995/12/msg00702.html:bother sending any more “just one more chance” messages to me -- I
./date/1995/12/msg00732.html:lousy political photo-op. The chance to say ... “hey look at me, I’m
./date/1995/12/msg00732.html:chance to save face. Have the courage to take the chance when it’s
./date/1995/12/msg00776.html:your door keys on the off-chance you turn into a crack dealer someday...”,
./date/1995/12/msg00777.html:your door keys on the off-chance you turn into a crack dealer someday...”,
./date/1995/12/msg00827.html:before I accepted, and decided to give him a chance:no email address,
./date/1995/12/msg00920.html:The protests scuttled any chance the telecommunications bill would be
./date/1995/12/msg00994.html:I get a chance to send anon barbs to puncture an EGO as
./date/1995/12/msg00998.html:Some people are ignorant because they haven’t had a chance to learn, but
./date/1995/12/msg01003.html:&gt; Some people are ignorant because they haven’t had a chance to learn, but
./date/1995/12/msg01043.html:lousy political photo-op. The chance to say ... “hey look at me, I’m
./date/1995/12/msg01043.html:chance to save face. Have the courage to take the chance when it’s
./date/1995/12/msg01050.html:&gt;Is there any chance of seeing a Cypherpunks ‘Rogues Gallery’ of sorts
./date/1995/12/msg01050.html:&gt;to the postings here. Some of us don’t get the chance of getting out
chance that the whole GAK thing is a mis-interpration).
./date/1995/12/msg01154.html:to go, more more accurately, that there’s a snowball’s chance in hell
./date/1995/12/msg01161.html:&gt;better idea Tuesday evening when I’ve had a chance to hear the latest from
./date/1995/12/msg01166.html:better idea Tuesday evening when I’ve had a chance to hear the latest from
./date/1995/12/msg01209.html:excess of one chance in ten.
./date/1995/12/msg01431.html:The House conferee’s vote today removes the best chance that a
./date/1995/12/msg01573.html:lies whenever they get the chance. When they slam cryptography in the
./date/1995/12/msg01626.html:chance of curing me, and a 5% chance of making me deaf. As a musician,
chance
./date/1995/12/msg01629.html:there is a reasonable chance that the court would not. But no certainty.
./date/1995/12/msg01667.html:escrow our private keys. Fat chance!)
./date/1995/12/msg01741.html:overriding state or federal law, there is a good chance the student has
./date/1995/12/msg01752.html:be involved with making sure everyone has a chance to make political speech
./date/1995/12/msg01818.html:all companies had a chance to get on the windows bandwagon
./date/1995/12/msg01818.html:to take our chance with you. we don’t think people really want your
./date/1995/12/msg01826.html:Speculate with me for a moment... *_take a chance_*.
./date/1995/12/msg01841.html:&gt;Speculate with me for a moment... *_take a chance_*.
./date/1995/12/msg01846.html:other people have a “chance” to “compete” in markets that Microsoft actually
./date/1995/12/msg01852.html:Is there any chance of seeing a Cypherpunks ‘Rogues Gallery’ of sorts
./date/1995/12/msg01852.html:to the postings here. Some of us don’t get the chance of getting out
./date/1996/01/msg00003.html:chance of hitting it as 3 separate numbers would be valid for a given
./date/1996/01/msg00008.html:&gt; chance of hitting it as 3 separate numbers would be valid for a given
./date/1996/01/msg00051.html:It would also be a chance to meet some of the people I see on the list who I
./date/1996/01/msg00233.html:&gt;Some people are ignorant because they haven’t had a chance to learn, but
./date/1996/01/msg00318.html:chance do the Feds have to impose their proprietary system on the Net? The
./date/1996/01/msg00323.html:is known. Not really relevant, but its as close a chance as I get to
chance that all or even
./date/1996/01/msg00507.html:Actually, my “Assassination Politics” idea stands an excellent chance of achieving exactly these breakthroughs. You don’t
like it, however.
chance that all or even
./date/1996/01/msg00544.html:Someone posted this to c’punks a while ago (about 6 months ago, perchance?).
./date/1996/01/msg00556.html:chance to patch the hole (they’ve known about it for some time).
./date/1996/01/msg00558.html:&gt; &gt;Was there any chance, he asked, that there was a “back door” to the
./date/1996/01/msg00626.html:&gt; stiff letter to the vice-chancellor of Leeds University
./date/1996/01/msg00656.html:village, etc) have a better chance
./date/1996/01/msg00745.html:the government is the next chance to test this in court.)
./date/1996/01/msg00773.html:There is *no* chance that this is legitimate. The remailer discards the
./date/1996/01/msg00774.html:he was given a second chance to get his act together. He chose not too. It
./date/1996/01/msg00775.html:given a second chance to get his act together. He chose not too. It
./date/1996/01/msg00776.html:given a second chance to get his act together. He chose not too. It
./date/1996/01/msg00858.html:alt.anonymous.messages (with even less chance of leakage). Or, Alice could
./date/1996/01/msg00925.html:their chance to be players.
./date/1996/01/msg00964.html:they had a nice long chance to sit there while all the mirror sites
./date/1996/01/msg00985.html:I suspect, of course, that no one will have a chance to call him on
./date/1996/01/msg00992.html:names. By chance, someone else was interested in aztech.com, so I even made a
./date/1996/01/msg01017.html:the chance. (If I had thought of it...) “A mindfuck is a terrible thing to
./date/1996/01/msg01027.html:put in a lot of effort for a chance at unduly swaying public opinion
./date/1996/01/msg01052.html:had found it. Now maybe that six hours was just random chance, but I
./date/1996/01/msg01194.html:give foreign programmers the chance
./date/1996/01/msg01198.html:&gt;give foreign programmers the chance
./date/1996/01/msg01199.html:&gt; &gt;give foreign programmers the chance
./date/1996/01/msg01444.html:Those things stand more chance of being upheld than a ban on domestic use
./date/1996/01/msg01649.html:they are exactly what we have the most chance of winning, imho.
./date/1996/01/msg01692.html:We shall certainly have the chance to test that hypothesis in coming years.
./date/1996/01/msg01692.html:Hillary by any chance, was it?]
./date/1996/01/msg01707.html:&gt;Plus, this weak form of cryptoanarchy has a much better chance
./date/1996/01/msg01749.html:Plus, this weak form of cryptoanarchy has a much better chance
./date/1996/01/msg01798.html:designed to identify potential criminals before they have a chance to
./date/1996/01/msg01833.html:&gt; designed to identify potential criminals before they have a chance to
./date/1996/01/msg01885.html:&gt; &gt; designed to identify potential criminals before they have a chance to
./date/1996/01/msg01885.html:confess - with the chance that he’ll agree to become a double-agent, so
./date/1996/01/msg01974.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; designed to identify potential criminals before they have a chance to
./date/1996/01/msg02015.html:PS -- On the off chance that anyone really doubts this is me, I will
./date/1996/01/msg02082.html:&gt; PS -- On the off chance that anyone really doubts this is me, I will
./date/1996/01/msg02182.html:klooge that doesn’t stand a chance against better technologies
./date/1996/01/msg02191.html:-- enforcement is problematic, and if there is only a tiny chance of
./date/1996/01/msg02396.html:stiff letter to the vice-chancellor of Leeds University
./date/1996/01/msg02646.html:The chancellery said the U.S. government was working on
./date/1996/01/msg02654.html:response commands so it has a chance to grab the handshaking.
./date/1996/02/msg00005.html:program being loaded, thus, a less common program has less chance of
./date/1996/02/msg00072.html:should have a chance to review it and get your comments in.
./date/1996/02/msg00112.html:one-bit change should have about a 2^{-8} chance to make it through
./date/1996/02/msg00112.html:one round as a one-bit change, and so about a 2^{-128} chance to
./date/1996/02/msg00134.html:&gt; program being loaded, thus, a less common program has less chance of
./date/1996/02/msg00147.html:&gt;&gt; program being loaded, thus, a less common program has less chance of
./date/1996/02/msg00161.html:be your chance to raise some awareness on these issues, show reporters what
./date/1996/02/msg00179.html:that there will be as much chance of children ‘stumbling upon’
./date/1996/02/msg00220.html:card mechanism stands a chance of standing up to this, but that, in effect,
./date/1996/02/msg00230.html:&gt;that there will be as much chance of children ‘stumbling upon’
./date/1996/02/msg00230.html:Another good example is John Perry’s PGP’d mailing list. No chance
./date/1996/02/msg00259.html:high-order bit of the target block, it has no chance of propogating.
./date/1996/02/msg00268.html:kind of material can be sent over computers (especially if there’s a chance
./date/1996/02/msg00301.html:&gt;card mechanism stands a chance of standing up to this, but that, in effect,
./date/1996/02/msg00395.html:* Because the chance of getting byte B after byte A should be 1:256
chance it’s less */
chance it’s less */
chance it’s less */
chance it’s less */
chance it’s less */
chance it’s less */
chance it’s less */
./date/1996/02/msg00541.html:after 10 thefts, and a 65% chance after 20 thefts. A smart car-theft
./date/1996/02/msg00636.html:the long run. That’s probably true, but there is a chance that it might
./date/1996/02/msg00637.html:little chance it can be pulled off.
./date/1996/02/msg00696.html:way they did. It also prevents any chance of repentance or growth. It also
./date/1996/02/msg00756.html:&gt;and, also, that invoking them increases one’s chance of funding in the
./date/1996/02/msg00756.html:&gt;You are using inference (such as “chance of funding the security
./date/1996/02/msg00756.html:&gt;&gt;You are using inference (such as “chance of funding the security
./date/1996/02/msg00878.html:of their life in a solitary cell with no chance of parole. In other cases
./date/1996/02/msg00878.html:or so, again with no chance of parole. I also strongly object to plea
./date/1996/02/msg00887.html:&gt;of their life in a solitary cell with no chance of parole. In other cases
./date/1996/02/msg00887.html:&gt;or so, again with no chance of parole. I also strongly object to plea
./date/1996/02/msg01096.html:and is not allowable on-line. Concerned users will have a chance
./date/1996/02/msg01126.html:they think there’s a fairly good chance that my system will succeed? Most
./date/1996/02/msg01126.html:chance to collect money by “turning in” their bosses to the public’s ire; if
./date/1996/02/msg01331.html:there was a 1% chance of you dying as a consequence of your job, you’d
./date/1996/02/msg01417.html:You wouldn’t perchance
./date/1996/02/msg01429.html:are in the so-called “Western world.” We have a chance to deploy strong
./date/1996/02/msg01452.html:&gt;are in the so-called “Western world.” We have a chance to deploy strong
./date/1996/02/msg01486.html:chance goodbye. They might not even let you into the country as a
./date/1996/02/msg01488.html:&gt;chance goodbye. They might not even let you into the country as a
./date/1996/02/msg01492.html:&gt;are in the so-called “Western world.” We have a chance to deploy strong
./date/1996/02/msg01529.html:&gt;chance goodbye. They might not even let you into the country as a
./date/1996/02/msg01534.html:&gt;chance goodbye. They might not even let you into the country as a
./date/1996/02/msg01540.html:get another chance.
./date/1996/02/msg01540.html:Give us a chance to organize free speech on the Internet.
./date/1996/02/msg01556.html:&gt;decides their bail can be reviewed, the three stand a chance of returning
./date/1996/02/msg01591.html:before government leaders have had a chance to react and formulate a
./date/1996/02/msg01619.html:chance? That’s always a good line.....
./date/1996/02/msg01635.html:&gt;Are you refering to rotors, by any chance? Rotors are World War II era
./date/1996/02/msg01641.html:Are you refering to rotors, by any chance? Rotors are World War II era
chance. Welcome to the real world,
./date/1996/02/msg01704.html:the opening credits roll, Sebastian has a random chance encounter with a
chance, very
./date/1996/02/msg01793.html:your algorithm should be given the chance to do the same.
./date/1996/02/msg01859.html:cryptographic use. Your only chance is that the security of that
./date/1996/02/msg01874.html:&gt;at the same time. In the off chance that you contemplated surrounding
./date/1996/02/msg01883.html:Not a chance
./date/1996/02/msg01885.html:at the same time. In the off chance that you contemplated surrounding
./date/1996/02/msg01909.html:Center ownership.”, so there is the chance that if I want Grandma to be my
./date/1996/02/msg01912.html:Center ownership.”, so there is the chance that if I want Grandma to be my
./date/1996/02/msg01938.html:&gt; &gt;at the same time. In the off chance that you contemplated surrounding
./date/1996/02/msg01938.html:&gt; &gt;In the off chance that you contemplated surrounding
./date/1996/02/msg01998.html:with complying to some of your requests. Give us a chance to explain that to a
./date/1996/02/msg02000.html:offchance you’re a FUDmeister from the government, you should be aware that
./date/1996/02/msg02041.html:&gt; offchance you’re a FUDmeister from the government, you should be aware that
./date/1996/02/msg02048.html:jim bell had the chance to publish his ideas --I read them --once. I may be an
./date/1996/02/msg02137.html:a matter of chance. The Bad Boys come for some small part of the criminal
./date/1996/02/msg02137.html:population and leave the rest alone until chance brings them within reach.
./date/1996/02/msg02255.html:new systems to build in some extra entropy sources when they get the chance.
./date/1996/02/msg02267.html:and - perhaps most important - the chance to avoid becoming dependent on
./date/1996/02/msg02307.html:they think there’s a fairly good chance that my system will succeed? Most
./date/1996/02/msg02307.html:chance to collect money by “turning in” their bosses to the public’s ire; if
./date/1996/02/msg02346.html:&gt;at the same time. In the off chance that you contemplated surrounding
./date/1996/02/msg02351.html:at the same time. In the off chance that you contemplated surrounding
./date/1996/02/msg02359.html:Not a chance
./date/1996/03/msg00050.html:reasonable chance of a birthday collision is 1.708E104
./date/1996/03/msg00075.html:&gt;reasonable chance of a birthday collision is 1.708E104
./date/1996/03/msg00077.html:| &gt;reasonable chance of a birthday collision is 1.708E104
./date/1996/03/msg00103.html:number, only about a one percent chance or less that it’s prime. So, one
./date/1996/03/msg00116.html:Duress codes need to be designed to minimized the chance of such responses
./date/1996/03/msg00141.html:&gt; Duress codes need to be designed to minimized the chance of such responses
./date/1996/03/msg00144.html:&gt;Duress codes need to be designed to minimized the chance of such responses
./date/1996/03/msg00174.html:&gt; Duress codes need to be designed to minimized the chance of such responses
./date/1996/03/msg00276.html:were once the rage--but there’s a chance it will get established as one of
./date/1996/03/msg00307.html:With electronic security, there is always a chance that a key can be
./date/1996/03/msg00311.html:&gt;With electronic security, there is always a chance that a key can be
./date/1996/03/msg00422.html:off chance it ever gets that far) in conference committee. Here we have a
./date/1996/03/msg00426.html:their accts etc. Give them a chance.
./date/1996/03/msg00446.html:is in the hands of prosecutors. I’m not willing to give them that chance.
./date/1996/03/msg00447.html:espousing it have the chance to express their demands
./date/1996/03/msg00454.html:&gt; their accts etc. Give them a chance.
./date/1996/03/msg00485.html:no chance of being an interactive protocol, sometimes you need to
./date/1996/03/msg00506.html:&gt;chance to collect money by “turning in” their bosses to the public’s ire; if
./date/1996/03/msg00513.html:&gt; their accts etc. Give them a chance.
./date/1996/03/msg00541.html:50% chance that the parity will be correct to begin with.
./date/1996/03/msg00582.html:&gt;no chance of being an interactive protocol, sometimes you need to
./date/1996/03/msg00641.html:don’t care for “conspiracy” charges...too much chance for abuse.)
./date/1996/03/msg00773.html:broken except by random chance, once in a million years. Good for DOS;
./date/1996/03/msg00773.html:which is impossible to break, except by chance, once in a million years. It
./date/1996/03/msg00774.html:crash down sometime tomorrow with a 1 in 300 chance of hitting land.
chance to try and catch up on my CyP (vice CoP) reading, including the running tit-for-tat between Jim
Bell and (most of) the rest of the list.
./date/1996/03/msg00822.html:&gt; which is impossible to break, except by chance, once in a million years.

./date/1996/03/msg00827.html:&gt; broken except by random chance, once in a million years. Good for DOS;
./date/1996/03/msg00827.html:&gt; which is impossible to break, except by chance, once in a million years. It
chance to try and catch up on my CyP (vice CoP) reading,
chance to try and catch up on my CyP (vice CoP) reading,
./date/1996/03/msg00869.html:&gt; person _can’t_ evaluate a law and have a reasonable chance
./date/1996/03/msg00881.html:person _can’t_ evaluate a law and have a reasonable chance
./date/1996/03/msg00886.html:&gt;person _can’t_ evaluate a law and have a reasonable chance
./date/1996/03/msg00903.html:&gt; &gt;person _can’t_ evaluate a law and have a reasonable chance
./date/1996/03/msg00936.html:who would misuse them. And it might lessen the chance of precipitate
./date/1996/03/msg00944.html:chance to impose a worldwide ban on encrypted communications.
./date/1996/03/msg00973.html:Yes, there is a chance of abuse. Even of criminality.
./date/1996/03/msg01015.html:show’s in danger of being pulled, y’know, you give them the chance to
./date/1996/03/msg01050.html:you have had the chance to look at the API more closely. I am getting
./date/1996/03/msg01063.html:&gt; you have had the chance to look at the API more closely. I am getting
./date/1996/03/msg01065.html:new software you will be given a chance to enter your e-mail address. We
chance of discovery. The premise is very simple.
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:distance with virtually no chance of discovery.
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:thief, and you will have less chance of being victimized by one.
./date/1996/03/msg01067.html:| you have had the chance to look at the API more closely. I am getting
./date/1996/03/msg01095.html:the system would collapse without it. Freedom is their only chance.
./date/1996/03/msg01172.html:good cryptographic software. Is this the NSA enemies list, by chance?
./date/1996/03/msg01215.html:I’ve just had a chance to go through the SDK MS is giving away for their
./date/1996/03/msg01227.html:it has a snowball’s chance in hades of passing, and it makes him look
./date/1996/03/msg01229.html:&gt; it has a snowball’s chance in hades of passing, and it makes him look
./date/1996/03/msg01249.html:&gt; &gt; it has a snowball’s chance in hades of passing, and it makes him look
./date/1996/03/msg01286.html:&gt; I’ve just had a chance to go through the SDK MS is giving away for their
./date/1996/03/msg01346.html:different OS.) Avoids having to deal with the chance of messing up all of
./date/1996/03/msg01359.html:Don’t miss out on your chance to win a $25,000 Gateway computer shopping
./date/1996/03/msg01382.html:Anyone who has an anus-clenching anecdote, an amusing remembrance or just an aprocryphal Jonah+Whale-tale about their
experiences with PGP is encouraged to send it to &lt;pgp-stories@lsd.com&gt; for inclusion in an upcoming anthology (authors will be credited). Now’s
your chance to recount for all Posterity the adventurous days gone by when you were dropped behind enemy lines (Vienna, VA?) with only a laptop, your
trusty educational PGP freeware and your McGyver-esque ingenuity. Do it soon, though if you want your name up in electrons:disk space is limited. ;)
./date/1996/03/msg01395.html:on the CD. This is your chance to be famous for absolutely no reason at all.
./date/1996/03/msg01396.html:After DT and Clipper, it’s our chance to put Clinton and the DoJ on the
./date/1996/03/msg01398.html:&gt; After DT and Clipper, it’s our chance to put Clinton and the DoJ on the
./date/1996/03/msg01403.html:&gt; this legislation comes a chance to get _our side_ heard by the unwired.
./date/1996/03/msg01404.html:&gt; &gt; After DT and Clipper, it’s our chance to put Clinton and the DoJ on the
./date/1996/03/msg01405.html:&gt;After DT and Clipper, it’s our chance to put Clinton and the DoJ on the
./date/1996/03/msg01407.html:this legislation comes a chance to get _our side_ heard by the unwired.
./date/1996/03/msg01411.html:Congress wants to relax the ITARs (fat chance), they can direct that the
./date/1996/03/msg01415.html:bill, precisely because it had no chance of passing, would have been the
./date/1996/03/msg01415.html:guys would have had a better chance to appear reasonable and to get their
./date/1996/03/msg01416.html:&gt; this legislation comes a chance to get _our side_ heard by the unwired.
./date/1996/03/msg01427.html:&gt; &gt;After DT and Clipper, it’s our chance to put Clinton and the DoJ on the
./date/1996/03/msg01427.html:&gt; If the Leahy bill “has not a chance in hell” of passing, then what’s
./date/1996/03/msg01427.html:&gt; chance in hell” is that the two constituencies who might normally
./date/1996/03/msg01505.html:&gt;Congress wants to relax the ITARs (fat chance), they can direct that the
./date/1996/03/msg01539.html:succesfully choosing the next number is never higher than chance.
./date/1996/03/msg01539.html:chance boundary. The question quickly becomes, how do you test various
./date/1996/03/msg01571.html:&gt;Perhaps this could be a chance to spread the gospel, so to speak. However,
./date/1996/03/msg01572.html:Perhaps this could be a chance to spread the gospel, so to speak. However,
./date/1996/03/msg01650.html:with a <A HREF=”gopher://host:79/0user”>gopher://host:79/0user</A>. Any chance
./date/1996/03/msg01668.html:I don’t think v3 has been balloted yet - that gives you a chance to
./date/1996/03/msg01697.html:&gt; with a <A HREF=”gopher://host:79/0user”>gopher://host:79/0user</A> Any chance
./date/1996/03/msg01733.html:learned about the data in late summer 1994 by chance. The article
./date/1996/03/msg01748.html:anything if given the chance”, they’ll say.
./date/1996/03/msg01751.html:# &gt; with a <A HREF=”gopher://host:79/0user”>gopher://host:79/0user</A> Any chance
./date/1996/03/msg01782.html:I look forward to having a chance to read it.
./date/1996/03/msg01819.html:and they had no chance to pass any reform legislation. However they could use
./date/1996/03/msg01830.html:had a chance to thoroughly proofread it yet.
./date/1996/03/msg01841.html:instructions. By chance, some PROM code that allowed reading the secret
./date/1996/03/msg01845.html:some special form, so that the chance that the “other money”
./date/1996/03/msg01938.html:off chance it ever gets that far) in conference committee. Here we have a
./date/1996/03/msg01979.html:learned about the data in late summer 1994 by chance. The article
./date/1996/04/msg00003.html:have little chance of passage this year, conference
./date/1996/04/msg00012.html:had a chance to talk to John Markoff, who was at the press conference,
./date/1996/04/msg00018.html:&gt; have little chance of passage this year, conference
./date/1996/04/msg00028.html:&gt; had a chance to talk to John Markoff, who was at the press conference,

else, and possibly even a hint or two. Look for the following departments (and make sure to check the end of this newsletter for a chance
free Sierra games!):
./date/1996/04/msg00043.html:The big news here is Sierra’s acquisition of Papyrus, maker of the top-selling Indy Car and NASCAR racing simulations. And
with games as incredible as those, who wouldn’t want to buy the company? Well, apparently the Software Publishers Association shares our opinion, since
Indy Car II just won no less than two Codie awards, one for Best Sports Software and the other for Best Simulation Software Program. If you haven’t
seen Indy Car II, you may want to check it out. After all, if your last name’s not Unser or Andretti, this may be your only chance to win!
./date/1996/04/msg00043.html:Have you ever had one of those days when you’re sitting at your desk, looking at everybody else’s emergencies spilling out
of your in-box, and think to yourself, “You know, if I were king of all these idiots, I’d feed `em to the crocodiles”? Well, your chance at imperialist
own empire out of untamed wilderness (or out of the ruins of your enemies’ cities), but also to stomp your friends and co-workers along the way!
Rise and Rule has everything going for it:full modem and network support, a wide range of cultures to choose from, a great
CD-audio soundtrack, lots of fully-rendered cut-scenes, even different architectural graphics depending on which culture you’re playing. If you liked
Caesar II, then this game is the next step forward. Our Technical Support department has been playing a lot of it after-hours, and I think i!
./date/1996/04/msg00043.html:If you’ve got kids, then you’re probably very familiar with Saturday morning cartoons. Kids and `toons go together like
Now you can give your kids the tools to create their very own cartoons on your home PC or Mac. Sierra’s new Playtoons series gives kids a chance to
write, direct, edit, record, and play a nearly limitless set of animated sequences in a variety of absurd and fun situations. Educators would say that
it “promotes creative thinking.” This is true, but personally what
I would say is that it keeps them off the TV so you can watch reruns of “The Dukes of Hazzard”. (Two great reasons to pick
up a copy!) Look for no less than four new Playtoons titles in the near future.
./date/1996/04/msg00053.html:What, per chance, _DO_ you want to be called?
./date/1996/04/msg00056.html:&gt;What, per chance, _DO_ you want to be called?
./date/1996/04/msg00076.html:”There is a reasonable chance the Supreme Court would see the overall
./date/1996/04/msg00076.html:There is a reasonable chance the Supreme Court would see the overall
./date/1996/04/msg00079.html:&gt; “There is a reasonable chance the Supreme Court would see the overall
./date/1996/04/msg00086.html:&gt; &gt; I don’t think v3 has been balloted yet - that gives you a chance to
./date/1996/04/msg00098.html:often do you get a chance to see a DoD Special Agent pull up smutty
./date/1996/04/msg00181.html:chance in a million” that the Germans could translate
./date/1996/04/msg00268.html:could see any chance of thereby meliorating their condition. But it
./date/1996/04/msg00305.html:&gt; could see any chance of thereby meliorating their condition. But it
./date/1996/04/msg00305.html:”if allowed the ballot, would use it, if they could see any chance of
./date/1996/04/msg00332.html:&gt;There is a reasonable chance the Supreme Court would see the overall
./date/1996/04/msg00333.html:Receipt Requested Item and then raided before the person had had a chance
./date/1996/04/msg00337.html:For one key in 256, you have a 13.6% chance of recovering 16 bits of
./date/1996/04/msg00341.html:&gt;Receipt Requested Item and then raided before the person had had a chance
./date/1996/04/msg00347.html:&gt; Receipt Requested Item and then raided before the person had had a chance
./date/1996/04/msg00370.html:&gt;&gt; could see any chance of thereby meliorating their condition. But it
./date/1996/04/msg00370.html:&gt;”if allowed the ballot, would use it, if they could see any chance of
./date/1996/04/msg00487.html:runs out of an account at Caltech. (There’s a tiny chance it was someone
./date/1996/04/msg00515.html:&gt; runs out of an account at Caltech. (There’s a tiny chance it was someone
./date/1996/04/msg00538.html:ordinary working hours, or NPR, and so I get a chance most people don’t
./date/1996/04/msg00541.html:&gt;&gt; runs out of an account at Caltech. (There’s a tiny chance it was someone
./date/1996/04/msg00555.html:price in cents can be translated into his percentage chance of
./date/1996/04/msg00617.html:&gt; For one key in 256, you have a 13.6% chance of recovering 16 bits of
./date/1996/04/msg00635.html:On the off chance you read this message by either of the routes,
./date/1996/04/msg00636.html:perchance he invented it.)
./date/1996/04/msg00670.html:&gt; &gt; For one key in 256, you have a 13.6% chance of recovering 16 bits of
./date/1996/04/msg00670.html:chance of recovering 16 bits of the key. This is an advantage for the
./date/1996/04/msg00670.html:keys are jamesd-weak. For a jamesd-weak key, you have a 1.0 = 100% chance
./date/1996/04/msg00675.html:I had a chance for a brief look at the PICS protocol, and it seems to have
./date/1996/04/msg00708.html:&gt; perchance he invented it.)
./date/1996/04/msg00709.html:Here’s our chance to talk with, learn from, and educate the folks who
./date/1996/04/msg00757.html:also don’t think there’s a snowball’s chance in hell of taking that power away
./date/1996/04/msg00757.html:from the FBI. That’s why I want strong crypto. There is a far greater chance
./date/1996/04/msg00770.html:&gt;I had a chance for a brief look at the PICS protocol, and it seems to have
./date/1996/04/msg00878.html:is no chance
./date/1996/04/msg00878.html:1 modulo N. Since each dependency has at least a 50-50 chance of
chance of missing the key.
./date/1996/04/msg00968.html:to perfectly model the economy is to use fair chance to pick the
./date/1996/04/msg00968.html:cutlery); 3) a fair chance mechanism like a coin, cards, dice,
chance to decide which will win a market share out of
./date/1996/04/msg00976.html:information to the attacker that gives them a slightly better chance
./date/1996/04/msg01008.html:&gt;information to the attacker that gives them a slightly better chance
./date/1996/04/msg01111.html:a passing chance
./date/1996/04/msg01127.html:&gt; tossed in:kill#pig1et, which isn’t a dictionary word, but has a chance of
./date/1996/04/msg01136.html:tossed in:kill#pig1et, which isn’t a dictionary word, but has a chance of
./date/1996/04/msg01155.html:# &gt; tossed in:kill#pig1et, which isn’t a dictionary word, but has a chance of
./date/1996/04/msg01459.html:&gt; an excellent chance
./date/1996/04/msg01471.html:Smalltalk had about zero chance of becoming widely used, despite fairly
./date/1996/04/msg01471.html:(There’s a fair chance it could be a digital commerce applet, something to
./date/1996/04/msg01507.html:&gt; (There’s a fair chance it could be a digital commerce applet, something to
./date/1996/04/msg01540.html:got his chance to expose his ignorance and intolerance of
./date/1996/04/msg01549.html:I hope to get a chance to play with these things (and possibly
./date/1996/04/msg01561.html:[Jeff - any chance of this unlikely feature being supported?]
./date/1996/04/msg01583.html:borders. Fat chance. Even if police states could build an Internet
./date/1996/04/msg01617.html:citation of the source next time so that we (“we”) have a chance in hell
./date/1996/04/msg01621.html:hasn’t a chance.
./date/1996/04/msg01635.html:&gt; = got his chance to expose his ignorance and intolerance of
./date/1996/04/msg01642.html:= got his chance to expose his ignorance and intolerance of
./date/1996/04/msg01669.html:&gt; hasn’t a chance.
./date/1996/04/msg01718.html:made publicly available until I have had a chance to make it unavailable.
./date/1996/04/msg01738.html:aftew 10 defts, and a 65% chance aftew 20 defts. A smawt caw-deft
./date/1996/04/msg01777.html:and thus reduces the chance that someone will hose you.
./date/1996/04/msg01859.html:10,000 chance of blowing up on you. “Whats the harm” you say. Well,
./date/1996/04/msg01898.html:I bet you’re having fun, whoever you are, with the chance to make a
./date/1996/04/msg01915.html:calculations). Second, you want to give injured persons the chance to
./date/1996/04/msg01941.html:Any chance that you’re willing to discuss this further?
./date/1996/04/msg01943.html:chance
chance of being hurt by
./date/1996/04/msg01947.html:someone who didn’t know what he was doing than take chance that someone
./date/1996/04/msg01995.html:reproducible, and have a chance
./date/1996/04/msg02005.html:&gt; I don’t think v3 has been balloted yet - that gives you a chance to
./date/1996/05/msg00023.html:chance?
./date/1996/05/msg00037.html:&gt;10,000 chance of blowing up on you. “Whats the harm” you say. Well,
./date/1996/05/msg00077.html:the chance to counter their lies with arguments. Truncheons just create
./date/1996/05/msg00156.html:On the off chance that you meant “subscribe”, instructions follow at the
./date/1996/05/msg00172.html:perhaps some Scheme-like languages) -- don’t stand a chance without
./date/1996/05/msg00209.html:never have a chance
chance of an
./date/1996/05/msg00348.html:it gives them a chance to put their brains and hands where their
./date/1996/05/msg00397.html:ever does. There’s a good chance that anyone successfully
./date/1996/05/msg00431.html:developed this skill do you have a chance of having really big success
./date/1996/05/msg00539.html:There is a chance we will get a room to meet in, in that case there
./date/1996/05/msg00545.html:It has no chance
./date/1996/05/msg00545.html:chance at all.
./date/1996/05/msg00627.html:got a chance to make acceptance speeches. (It was tres Academy Awards.) My
./date/1996/05/msg00752.html:This online chat is the second chance in as many weeks for Netizens to
./date/1996/05/msg00862.html:to justify taking the chance of facing an expensive lawsuit. On the
./date/1996/05/msg00875.html:BC?) to around San Francisco, about 5 years ago. Got a chance to talk to an
./date/1996/05/msg00998.html:chance that someone else could rip you off, since the key is
./date/1996/05/msg01011.html:Hacktic take the chance? Or spend the money to prove their case?
chance of not getting busted. (a) is easy enough in theory,
chance of not getting busted. (a) is easy enough in theory,
chance he
./date/1996/05/msg01166.html:<A HREF=”http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~declan/international/”>http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~declan/international/</A> when I get a
chance.
./date/1996/05/msg01174.html:&gt;<A HREF=”http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~declan/international/”>http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~declan/international/</A> when I get a
chance.
./date/1996/05/msg01180.html:PPS - Any chance the original rumor surrounded RCA/Hughes’ DSS satellite TV
./date/1996/05/msg01184.html:What chance would a remailer operator have in the court system
./date/1996/05/msg01184.html:this, get someone willing to take the chance, and establish that it _is_
./date/1996/05/msg01190.html:&gt; <A HREF=”http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~declan/international/”>http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~declan/international/</A> when I get a
chance.
./date/1996/05/msg01202.html:companies; for AOL, it would also decrease the chance of anyone paying
./date/1996/05/msg01301.html:&gt; PPS - Any chance the original rumor surrounded RCA/Hughes’ DSS satellite TV
./date/1996/05/msg01334.html:to be confused with merely a chance at justice) then why deny that person
./date/1996/05/msg01343.html:chance every time, or something.
./date/1996/05/msg01392.html:If the answer was yes, then you’d have a greater chance of it hitting a
./date/1996/05/msg01446.html:&gt;to be confused with merely a chance at justice) then why deny that person
./date/1996/05/msg01552.html:&gt;&gt;to be confused with merely a chance at justice) then why deny that person
chance of getting constitutional protection (in
./date/1996/05/msg01586.html:Any chance of what’s-their-name that stood us up last time showing up this
./date/1996/05/msg01610.html:The problem with this is that we don’t get a chance to refute their
./date/1996/05/msg01714.html:I have no objections to giving people a second chance. I just like to
./date/1996/05/msg01714.html:know _when_ I’m giving someone a second chance. What the laws in question say
./date/1996/05/msg01714.html:rationally take a chance. If you give someone a choice between gambling for
./date/1996/05/msg01716.html:increase the chance that they’re at least teachable.
./date/1996/05/msg01724.html::rationally take a chance. If you give someone a choice between gambling for
./date/1996/05/msg01763.html:also, on the off chance that there were any errors in their version of
./date/1996/05/msg01763.html:&gt; The problem with this is that we don’t get a chance to refute their
./date/1996/05/msg01812.html:A fool must now and then be right by chance.
./date/1996/05/msg01835.html:A fool must now and then be right by chance.
./date/1996/05/msg01851.html:&gt;also, on the off chance that there were any errors in their version of
./date/1996/05/msg01856.html:Is there any chance (pretty please) that the obviously non-forged
./date/1996/05/msg01885.html:&gt; Is there any chance (pretty please) that the obviously non-forged
./date/1996/05/msg01890.html:”notaires” didn’t jump at the chance to get into this business.
chance that this bill will pass this year.
chance that this braindead copyright
./date/1996/05/msg01997.html:&gt;Bar, not previously parties, a chance to defend the law.
./date/1996/05/msg02060.html:the chance that you’ll have to deal with it again in the future.
./date/1996/06/msg00050.html:&gt; &gt;<A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/06/msg00053.html:&gt;<A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/06/msg00053.html:&gt;<A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/06/msg00061.html:&gt;<A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/06/msg00061.html:&gt;<A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/06/msg00128.html:also saw a chance to chip away at Clinton’s support in the
./date/1996/06/msg00242.html:Java appears to have a chance of being adopted widely in the industry. We
./date/1996/06/msg00243.html:because the early entrants have a chance of establishing themselves as de
./date/1996/06/msg00258.html:you are not going far enough, only then does it have a chance
./date/1996/06/msg00261.html:PGP had a chance to create a constituency of Americans who demand the
./date/1996/06/msg00281.html:However, I acknowledge that there is a chance that the TLAs, or Net
./date/1996/06/msg00288.html:I think there’s a non-trivial chance that this list could be shut down and
chance that
./date/1996/06/msg00300.html:&gt; PGP had a chance to create a constituency of Americans who demand the
./date/1996/06/msg00316.html:If so, I think NTT should immediately import into the US the database for the design and
testing of this chip, on the offchance that the USG gets uppity and decides to ban its import. At that point, they merely start manufacture
domestically, supplying the domestic market.
./date/1996/06/msg00341.html:a chance to look at the actual work. Check out ICE. Those familiar with
./date/1996/06/msg00374.html:&gt;I think there’s a non-trivial chance that this list could be shut down and
./date/1996/06/msg00376.html:have bombed on the whole country when we had the chance. Hey, tell you
./date/1996/06/msg00377.html:&gt; &gt;I think there’s a non-trivial chance that this list could be shut down and
./date/1996/06/msg00401.html:&gt;circumstances. &lt;&lt; It is something like 1 chance in
./date/1996/06/msg00415.html:circumstances. &lt;&lt; It is something like 1 chance in
./date/1996/06/msg00431.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;I think there’s a non-trivial chance that this list could be shut down and
./date/1996/06/msg00444.html:nonzero chance this list could be “shut down.” (Well, “nonzero” covers a
chance.” It is this with
./date/1996/06/msg00444.html:There is virtually no chance that even fairly egregious threats would allow
./date/1996/06/msg00444.html:I suppose there is some slight chance that John Gilmore could be held
./date/1996/06/msg00470.html:&gt; &gt;circumstances. &lt;&lt; It is something like 1 chance in
./date/1996/06/msg00470.html:You have one chance
./date/1996/06/msg00470.html:it is 1 chance in 3^25. &lt;&lt; Slightly lower than my original
./date/1996/06/msg00530.html:Do I have any chance of getting term
./date/1996/06/msg00561.html:political discussion lists. Secondly, there is almost zero chance that any
./date/1996/06/msg00583.html:&gt; Secondly, there is almost zero chance that any of us will have our
./date/1996/06/msg00689.html:reasonable chance of sucess, and very little chance of discovery.
./date/1996/06/msg00692.html:log of expenditures, and there’s no chance for spoofery at that point
./date/1996/06/msg00707.html:&gt; reasonable chance of sucess, and very little chance of discovery.
./date/1996/06/msg00721.html:have a snowball’s chance in hell of catching on.
./date/1996/06/msg00759.html:&gt; &gt; reasonable chance of sucess, and very little chance of discovery.
./date/1996/06/msg00784.html:battles--is less charitable. I see little chance that people who don’t
./date/1996/06/msg00798.html:than half the public support of the opposition Bob Dole stands more chance of
./date/1996/06/msg00816.html:&gt;I see little chance that people who don’t
./date/1996/06/msg00844.html:I’ve got one - though I haven’t had much of a chance to play with it so

./date/1996/06/msg00885.html:&gt; nirvana -- unlimited space and the chance to get their message to the
./date/1996/06/msg01166.html:}log of expenditures, and there’s no chance for spoofery at that point
./date/1996/06/msg01218.html:&gt;}log of expenditures, and there’s no chance for spoofery at that point
./date/1996/06/msg01228.html:}&gt;}log of expenditures, and there’s no chance for spoofery at that point
./date/1996/06/msg01415.html:users another chance to pay and reclaim them, Graves said.
chance to
./date/1996/06/msg01481.html:My very own chance to meet Bruce Taylor, AKA “Penis with a Blister”, AKA “PWAB”, AKA “The Toolman”, AKA “The Labia Nailer”.
./date/1996/06/msg01490.html:the details! Now’s your chance to start looking and feeling your very best! The
./date/1996/06/msg01490.html:If you ever heard of it now is your chance to get it. Learn step by step on how
./date/1996/06/msg01500.html:chance to speak on these issues,” said Mike Godwin, staff counsel of the
./date/1996/06/msg01532.html:&gt;Realistically, there’s not a chance in hell Pro-CODE will pass this
./date/1996/06/msg01535.html:Realistically, there’s not a chance in hell Pro-CODE will pass this
./date/1996/07/msg00001.html:in this case we are more concerned with the chance of random collisions
./date/1996/07/msg00073.html:no chance of it.
./date/1996/07/msg00109.html:But by all accounts, there’s precious little chance of that happening.
./date/1996/07/msg00132.html:reasonable chance of succeeding in the American culture.)
./date/1996/07/msg00234.html:Suppose there is a 1 in 10 chance that the person will pay 1 cent.
./date/1996/07/msg00270.html:&gt;Suppose there is a 1 in 10 chance that the person will pay 1 cent.
./date/1996/07/msg00292.html:because they’d had no chance to negotiate or object to parts of the
./date/1996/07/msg00305.html:send a team in with a 10% chance of accomplishing the mission (i.e. the
./date/1996/07/msg00417.html:Still, there is some chance
./date/1996/07/msg00417.html:did after Luis. There is little chance that power will go out everywhere
./date/1996/07/msg00417.html:There is a good chance that we get through this without going down, but I
./date/1996/07/msg00540.html:mails it back. I haven’t had a chance to do any extensive testing, and
./date/1996/07/msg00542.html:chance
./date/1996/07/msg00576.html:up that they have some background in, therefore standing a chance of
./date/1996/07/msg00662.html:selected 32-bit key, there is a 50% chance that 3/4
./date/1996/07/msg00667.html:<A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/07/msg00667.html:<A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/07/msg00676.html:America’s national parks and wildlife refuges if given half a chance.
./date/1996/07/msg00686.html:&gt; <A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/07/msg00686.html:&gt; <A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/07/msg00688.html:the internet, and copyright issues. Didn’t have a chance to read in
./date/1996/07/msg00692.html::cannot be extended to them. There is a chance that instead of China taking
./date/1996/07/msg00694.html:cannot be extended to them. There is a chance that instead of China taking
./date/1996/07/msg00695.html:recommend? This could be a chance for you to publicize your favorite
./date/1996/07/msg00698.html:&gt; &gt; <A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/07/msg00698.html:&gt; &gt; <A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/07/msg00701.html:there’s no chance you can guilt trip someone with severe emphysema to run
./date/1996/07/msg00715.html:a chance if US weren’t having them as a pet. They are getting more and more
./date/1996/07/msg00763.html:&gt; <A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/07/msg00763.html:&gt; <A HREF=”http://chancellor.stockpick.com”>http://chancellor.stockpick.com</A>
./date/1996/07/msg00763.html:Going to the chancellor.stockpick.com pages says that the name of the
./date/1996/07/msg00776.html:&gt; of it. Once that occurs, there is a fair chance that one of
./date/1996/07/msg00808.html:of it. Once that occurs, there is a fair chance that one of
./date/1996/07/msg00822.html:good chance that you will give the money back to them once you
./date/1996/07/msg00864.html:&gt;&gt; of it. Once that occurs, there is a fair chance that one of
./date/1996/07/msg01070.html:chance?
chance of extracting this kind of
./date/1996/07/msg01090.html:Cypherpunks teach. Here’s your chance.
./date/1996/07/msg01105.html:chance?
./date/1996/07/msg01143.html:cryptography involvement, and probably minimal GAKed cryptography - less chance
./date/1996/07/msg01163.html:in the digital cash concept waiting for chance to go kinetic.”
./date/1996/07/msg01174.html:If you don’t reach for a gun, at least you have the ‘chance’ for
./date/1996/07/msg01219.html:is not by chance that a motto of the Spanish Falangists was Viva la Muerte
chance of reaching the
./date/1996/07/msg01255.html:chance to drive their competitors out of business if it succeeds. After
./date/1996/07/msg01276.html:there is no chance of a homeowner defending himself, crime rates tend to be
./date/1996/07/msg01287.html:Not at all. That would be software piracy--and they’d stand the same chance
./date/1996/07/msg01294.html:&gt; If you don’t reach for a gun, at least you have the ‘chance’ for
./date/1996/07/msg01295.html:don’t read c’punks, I’ll take a chance with a personal note
chance that this person would not respect basic
./date/1996/07/msg01425.html:option to remove the chance of accidentally copying something from the ./date/1996/07/msg01448.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; If you
don’t reach for a gun, at least you have the ‘chance’ for
./date/1996/07/msg01465.html:&gt;&gt; If you don’t reach for a gun, at least you have the ‘chance’ for
./date/1996/07/msg01590.html:give you a chance, even tho’ I disagreed with you.
./date/1996/07/msg01594.html:with his colleagues. He also never passes up a chance to
./date/1996/07/msg01602.html:hundreds of thousands of lines long that never has a chance to
./date/1996/07/msg01609.html:&gt; give you a chance, even tho’ I disagreed with you.
./date/1996/07/msg01631.html:would probably back them, and it’d stand a fair chance. Unfortunatly,
./date/1996/07/msg01651.html:&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt; If you don’t reach for a gun, at least you have the ‘chance’ for
./date/1996/07/msg01662.html:and then the chance of non-payment. The fraud issue (steal a credit
./date/1996/07/msg01719.html:&gt; the internet, and copyright issues. Didn’t have a chance to read in
./date/1996/07/msg01781.html:chance of being able to eliminate self-incriminating data (sometimes the 5th
./date/1996/07/msg01784.html:&gt; the internet, and copyright issues. Didn’t have a chance to read in
./date/1996/07/msg01805.html:chance
./date/1996/07/msg01877.html:&gt;chance
./date/1996/07/msg01923.html:&gt; to give a high (&gt;95%) chance that the answer is found. For
./date/1996/07/msg01923.html:&gt; only a 1/e^3 = 5% chance that nobody has found the answer
./date/1996/07/msg01923.html:chance of failure. At quadruple, this falls to slightly less
./date/1996/07/msg01928.html:computer is playing the cypherpunks challenge. For a better chance of
./date/1996/07/msg02000.html:&gt; (&gt;95%) chance that the answer is found. For example, at 3 times the
chance that nobody has
./date/1996/07/msg02019.html:I’d say they have about a 10% chance
./date/1996/07/msg02020.html:(&gt;95%) chance that the answer is found. For example, at 3 times the
chance that nobody has
./date/1996/07/msg02024.html:less chance of having you’re money lost or stolen. Those with PDD (Paranoia
./date/1996/07/msg02026.html:untill the very end. There is a good chance that it will only take
./date/1996/07/msg02026.html:half that time...and a slim chance
./date/1996/07/msg02030.html:&gt; computer is playing the cypherpunks challenge. For a better chance of
./date/1996/07/msg02080.html:&gt; untill the very end. There is a good chance that it will only take
./date/1996/07/msg02080.html:&gt; half that time...and a slim chance
./date/1996/07/msg02112.html:ObOff-Topic:If you ever get the chance to hear Suzie Bright speak on one of
./date/1996/07/msg02152.html:a chance of some of them arriving without dying. I want
./date/1996/07/msg02169.html:There isn’t any chance you’d be willing to do this on a regular
./date/1996/07/msg02189.html:&gt;&gt; half that time...and a slim chance
./date/1996/07/msg02199.html:&gt;a chance of some of them arriving without dying. I want
./date/1996/07/msg02230.html:but at this time, the chance of detecting the existance of the tap is
./date/1996/07/msg02320.html:be 50% or better for the proposed split, once it is #17’s chance (ie:When
chance at a windfall. If he bumps off 1 - 4
./date/1996/07/msg02402.html:before the blood has a chance to dry. On the other hand, the govt seems to be
./date/1996/07/msg02442.html:&gt;While there is some chance
./date/1996/07/msg02455.html:&gt;&gt; While there is some chance
./date/1996/07/msg02455.html:&gt;This “some chance” is 1/e (for a very large number of women), obviously.
./date/1996/07/msg02455.html:&gt;There is 1/e chance
./date/1996/07/msg02457.html:&gt; While there is some chance
./date/1996/07/msg02457.html:This “some chance” is 1/e (for a very large number of women), obviously.
./date/1996/07/msg02457.html:There is 1/e chance
./date/1996/07/msg02459.html:&gt; &gt;While there is some chance
./date/1996/07/msg02464.html:which we have an equal chance of encountering in any of the 20!
./date/1996/07/msg02490.html:While there is some chance
./date/1996/07/msg02540.html:and a vial of poison that has a 50% chance of being shattered.
./date/1996/07/msg02590.html:in his interest to vote ‘no’. If #1 dies, then he may get a chance, because
./date/1996/07/msg02590.html:As you go back, #18 has a better chance of staying alive if he can
./date/1996/07/msg02637.html:there is a reasonable chance of success even though these kinds
./date/1996/07/msg02722.html:teams would be better, but the more people, the bigger chance of leakage, but
./date/1996/07/msg02792.html:Why:To give us a chance to catch up on things in a relaxed and
./date/1996/07/msg02801.html:&gt;was greater than the chance of becoming a millionaire and retiring at
./date/1996/07/msg02810.html:was greater than the chance of becoming a millionaire and retiring at
./date/1996/08/msg00067.html:&gt; to bring small companies public and give small investors a chance to
./date/1996/08/msg00141.html:suit. It’s going to be great to get the chance to cross-x you in public.”
chance to build up some prison time for my memoirs.”
./date/1996/08/msg00179.html:so, in, among others, AT&amp;T, and since i take a chance with the money that i worked
./date/1996/08/msg00261.html:with rocks and sticks. If you get a chance try to get a peek at some of the
./date/1996/08/msg00348.html:in a developed country has a good chance of living a long time. A society
./date/1996/08/msg00413.html:the chance to visit Personal View, now is the perfect time. Just
./date/1996/08/msg00452.html:&gt;Of course, Vinnie didn’t stand a chance. If we *could* consider Vinnie for
./date/1996/08/msg00452.html:Oh, he “had a chance.” He just wasn’t very persuasive. And given that I
./date/1996/08/msg00452.html:&gt;Point is put up or shut up, I am giving you a chance to be heard, I dont
./date/1996/08/msg00466.html:Of course, Vinnie didn’t stand a chance. If we *could* consider Vinnie for
./date/1996/08/msg00469.html:these issues when I get the chance, internally.
./date/1996/08/msg00492.html:I, for one, would appreciate the chance to hear Tim May present
./date/1996/08/msg00502.html:In fact we are passing up a great chance to sell the cause of
./date/1996/08/msg00521.html:&gt;I, for one, would appreciate the chance to hear Tim May present
./date/1996/08/msg00533.html:&gt;Vinnie, Robert, All Appledom, do your global duty, don’t miss this chance
./date/1996/08/msg00549.html:Vinnie, Robert, All Appledom, do your global duty, don’t miss this chance
./date/1996/08/msg00563.html:Thus Probability(Getting Wn)=(0.5)^n=0.5. This gives us the highest chance of
./date/1996/08/msg00643.html:There is a very real chance that it will be turned off. That’s becuase
./date/1996/08/msg00653.html:&gt; There is a very real chance that it will be turned off. That’s becuase
./date/1996/08/msg00656.html:&gt; There is a very real chance that it will be turned off. That’s becuase
./date/1996/08/msg00677.html:boy gets a chance to log in? Shouldn’t be so hard thing to do.
./date/1996/08/msg00692.html:chance to make their own decision and avert the negative results.... or not.
./date/1996/08/msg00716.html:true. I won’t have a chance to go to the PO until Monday, so I’d
./date/1996/08/msg00792.html:as having a reasonable chance of being worthy of investigation),
./date/1996/08/msg00868.html:has a good chance of blowing himself up in the process.
./date/1996/08/msg00869.html:100% chance of being caught if there is a camera there.
./date/1996/08/msg00876.html:overt... so the user and/or sysadmin has a chance to recognize that
./date/1996/08/msg00881.html:and queue up for a chance to talk to notable Republican legislators
./date/1996/08/msg00894.html:I see zero chance a local ISP will attempt to use the courts to “get out
./date/1996/08/msg00918.html:preferred to a wager with a 90% chance of winning $15, and a 10%
./date/1996/08/msg00918.html:chance of losing $20. People also tend to use small deductibles when
./date/1996/08/msg00962.html:OK, so there is a chance that a dumb clerk in a bank could be fooled.
./date/1996/08/msg00976.html:asking, “who deserves a chance to be heard on this issue?”, and some
./date/1996/08/msg00976.html:chance. This made me feel better.
./date/1996/08/msg01023.html:&gt;there is little chance of getting caught”. I got a call from my lawyer who
./date/1996/08/msg01023.html:these passports to open up bank accounts, but there is little chance of
./date/1996/08/msg01049.html:there is little chance of getting caught”. I got a call from my lawyer who
./date/1996/08/msg01071.html:&gt; that the technology was not up to snuff:there was an almost 0% chance
./date/1996/08/msg01074.html:&gt; 100% chance of being caught if there is a camera there.
./date/1996/08/msg01074.html:that the technology was not up to snuff:there was an almost 0% chance
./date/1996/08/msg01110.html:&gt; &gt;there is little chance of getting caught”. I got a call from my lawyer who
./date/1996/08/msg01110.html:&gt; these passports to open up bank accounts, but there is little chance of
./date/1996/08/msg01129.html:like there was no chance of you being a customer so I did not fully
./date/1996/08/msg01136.html:that I did not have a chance
./date/1996/08/msg01147.html:&gt;that I did not have a chance
./date/1996/08/msg01162.html:&gt; like there was no chance of you being a customer so I did not fully
./date/1996/08/msg01172.html:impose her morality on the rest of the country if given half the chance.
./date/1996/08/msg01173.html:These are not allowed in California (although the chance of getting
./date/1996/08/msg01188.html:&gt;These are not allowed in California (although the chance of getting
./date/1996/08/msg01189.html:&gt; given half the chance.
./date/1996/08/msg01218.html:&gt;&gt; given half the chance.
./date/1996/08/msg01228.html:&gt;100% chance of being caught if there is a camera there.
./date/1996/08/msg01382.html:chance of my success to win support, let alone actualy getting any of it
./date/1996/08/msg01417.html:&gt; chance of my success to win support, let alone actualy getting any of it
./date/1996/08/msg01475.html:between haven and client may offer no chance of either, but what about
chance to
chance to
./date/1996/08/msg01521.html:chance to do it again, here is a little advice to you. 1) pick a
./date/1996/08/msg01635.html:group of brave people. You lost your chance for President Hart to save
./date/1996/08/msg01801.html:or to proceed with the download anyway. This gives the user a chance to
./date/1996/08/msg01830.html:pro-encryption bills have a chance of passing, or at least helping to
./date/1996/08/msg01830.html:you will get the chance
./date/1996/08/msg01852.html:The Postal Service probably has zero chance of getting into the e-mail
./date/1996/08/msg01984.html:the chance that you’ll have to deal with it again in the future.
./date/1996/08/msg01995.html:chance to avoid the risk of a malicious document. However, our technique
./date/1996/08/msg01999.html:! And he recounted his decision to leave his wife of six years for a chance
./date/1996/08/msg02025.html:to meet him if they get a chance.
./date/1996/08/msg02026.html:The RSA/SDTI merger may be the only chance we ever get to see RSA’s
./date/1996/08/msg02028.html:All of these are already entrenched, and there is literally ZERO chance of
./date/1996/08/msg02029.html:&gt; chance to avoid the risk of a malicious document. However, our technique
./date/1996/08/msg02034.html:&gt;chance to avoid the risk of a malicious document. However, our technique
./date/1996/08/msg02148.html:This is your chance to become Financially Independent. Can
./date/1996/08/msg02148.html:all have dreams and this is your chance to make yours come
./date/1996/08/msg02268.html:opportunity. Here was a chance
./date/1996/08/msg02349.html:If the destination server can pick the port you used, there’s a good chance
./date/1996/09/msg00050.html:BTW, I would welcome a chance to read the whole article (or at least a
./date/1996/09/msg00119.html:increases the chance for error (in both algorithm design and
./date/1996/09/msg00151.html:message there is a 10% chance
./date/1996/09/msg00167.html:&gt;message there is a 10% chance
./date/1996/09/msg00271.html:Junger cases, but in reality neither of these bills have a chance in hell
./date/1996/09/msg00271.html:have slightly less than a chance in hell of getting one of the bills
./date/1996/09/msg00283.html:JAM&gt; message there is a 10% chance
./date/1996/09/msg00305.html:&gt;Junger cases, but in reality neither of these bills have a chance in hell
./date/1996/09/msg00383.html:guesstimate, give him less that a .0000000000001% chance of ever making
./date/1996/09/msg00396.html:husband her reputation, she just spends it every chance she gets. And
./date/1996/09/msg00398.html:get the chance to log in every day, and also because I may have to wade
./date/1996/09/msg00402.html:&gt;husband her reputation, she just spends it every chance she gets. And
./date/1996/09/msg00421.html:chance to buy software over the magic of e-mail. How it works is you can
./date/1996/09/msg00423.html:chance to buy software over the magic of e-mail. How it works is you can
./date/1996/09/msg00426.html:particular category as another will have a greater chance of what they say
./date/1996/09/msg00474.html:&gt; guesstimate, give him less that a .0000000000001% chance of ever making
./date/1996/09/msg00480.html:&gt; particular category as another will have a greater chance of what they say
./date/1996/09/msg00531.html:stand a real chance of successfully nuking the database. More
./date/1996/09/msg00532.html:is larger due to his increased reputation there is a greater chance that
./date/1996/09/msg00532.html:others will investigate the matter and so his chance of getting caught is
./date/1996/09/msg00636.html:a chance against a real target to be more than an annoyance. Alternately,
./date/1996/09/msg00639.html:any chance
./date/1996/09/msg00697.html:Screaming aloud about having “natural” rights and then sitting back and waiting for them to be recognized stands little
or no chance of success with those who are obviously unsympathetic and are in a position of power over others. Knowing what one is talking about, being
able to convey it with the conviction of certainty, and being prepared to act to secure what it is “rightful” to have, is more likely to achieve the
noble cause.
./date/1996/09/msg00729.html:&gt;message there is a 10% chance
./date/1996/09/msg00745.html:&gt;chance that such an order would be obeyed in any widespread way in any case.
./date/1996/09/msg00754.html:civilian airplane would not stand a chance. Civilian airplanes are
./date/1996/09/msg00762.html:Rolf Weber &lt;weber@iez.com&gt; | All I ask is a chance
./date/1996/09/msg00763.html:Rolf Weber &lt;weber@iez.com&gt; | All I ask is a chance
./date/1996/09/msg00796.html:&gt; stand a real chance of successfully nuking the database. More
./date/1996/09/msg00802.html:chance that such an order would be obeyed in any widespread way in any case.
./date/1996/09/msg00893.html:But the public *is* asked to assent to those methods - your chance to vote
./date/1996/09/msg00940.html:&gt; But the public *is* asked to assent to those methods - your chance to vote
./date/1996/09/msg00948.html:&gt;&gt; But the public *is* asked to assent to those methods - your chance to vote
./date/1996/09/msg00953.html:We hope you’ve had the chance to explore the Interactive Edition fully
./date/1996/09/msg00982.html:&gt; &gt; But the public *is* asked to assent to those methods - your chance to vote
./date/1996/09/msg00996.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; But the public *is* asked to assent to those methods - your chance to vote
./date/1996/09/msg01007.html:&gt;&gt; &gt; &gt; But the public *is* asked to assent to those methods - your chance
./date/1996/09/msg01032.html:(Windows on an Intel processor) and browser (Netscape), a reasonable chance of
./date/1996/09/msg01105.html:&gt; But the public *is* asked to assent to those methods - your chance to
./date/1996/09/msg01112.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; &gt; &gt; But the public *is* asked to assent to those methods - your chance
./date/1996/09/msg01137.html:&gt; But the public *is* asked to assent to those methods - your chance to
./date/1996/09/msg01137.html:If there’s a chance of ever cleaning up the justice system, would it
./date/1996/09/msg01174.html:then you have a much better chance!
./date/1996/09/msg01201.html:] “We can make it easy to apply and increase your chance of winning one (3)
./date/1996/09/msg01218.html:Well, this looks like a chance to quickly correct some mistakes without
./date/1996/09/msg01219.html:Well, this looks like a chance to quickly correct some mistakes without
./date/1996/09/msg01259.html:| Well, this looks like a chance to quickly correct some mistakes without
./date/1996/09/msg01334.html:much a chance to recover it as you do.
./date/1996/09/msg01355.html:Folks, we have a chance to win or lose, depending on list.maturity and
./date/1996/09/msg01400.html:(At the same time, there is also a chance that the tax on capital gains
./date/1996/09/msg01400.html:In the current political climate, I’d say the chance of a wealth tax in the
./date/1996/09/msg01405.html:from the exchanges, there is not a chance in hell a 56k modem will
./date/1996/09/msg01434.html:tried home banking and has failed. If the last chance depends on the
./date/1996/09/msg01434.html:chance for success will depend on a cultural shift.
./date/1996/09/msg01434.html:4.24 billion a year. For banks, the wallet could offer the chance to
./date/1996/09/msg01498.html:real-world applications,” he said, “there is a good chance there would
./date/1996/09/msg01498.html:Journal does not succeed, they may have no chance of charging in the
./date/1996/09/msg01515.html:and Supreme Court, there’s probably precious little chance that keys
./date/1996/09/msg01578.html:You stand a chance of being assimilated into the legal culture. Your data
./date/1996/09/msg01610.html:sorts, you can look over the stuff when you have a chance, and mass-dump
./date/1996/09/msg01625.html:is certain, of course, and there is some chance that if one opts of
./date/1996/09/msg01625.html:chance to remove themselves from a pool for something they feel they are
./date/1996/09/msg01628.html:new mailing list cyphertots@juno.com, will give budding hackers the chance
./date/1996/09/msg01683.html:Rolf Weber &lt;weber@iez.com&gt; | All I ask is a chance
./date/1996/09/msg01687.html:picks 5 remailers in a chain, there’s a 3% chance that all the remailers
./date/1996/09/msg01687.html:I do think there is almost no chance any of the “well-known” remailers are

./date/1996/09/msg01773.html:caring for children so people who often don’t get a chance to participate in
./date/1996/09/msg01829.html:chance of defeating the Khumer Rouge and that he would almost certainly be dead
./date/1996/09/msg01839.html:&gt;chance of defeating the Khumer Rouge and that he would almost certainly be
./date/1996/09/msg01846.html:&gt; practically no chance of defeating the Khumer Rouge and that he would
./date/1996/09/msg01910.html:source code is speech, Judge Patel said, “You’ll get that chance again in
./date/1996/09/msg01916.html:conclusion was that they didn’t stand a chance. If anything, they’re afraid
./date/1996/09/msg01938.html:publish such information, prior to publication, and have some chance
./date/1996/09/msg01938.html:The idea is that if they CAN’T show such a danger, they have NO chance
./date/1996/09/msg01951.html:&gt;publish such information, prior to publication, and have some chance
./date/1996/09/msg01951.html:&gt;The idea is that if they CAN’T show such a danger, they have NO chance
./date/1996/09/msg02056.html:take action because there’s a very good chance they’d get a ruling against
./date/1996/09/msg02075.html:After you’ve had a chance to evaluate whether the program meets the
./date/1996/09/msg02092.html:chance
./date/1996/09/msg02118.html:Patel replied:“You’ll get a chance to argue that in another courtroom.”
./date/1996/09/msg02226.html:So, this is your chance to present your evidence that the scoring
./date/1996/09/msg02284.html:&gt; chance of defeating the Khumer Rouge and that he would almost certainly be dead
./date/1996/09/msg02297.html:fair chance
./date/1996/09/msg02297.html:Now I don’t think there’s any real chance of being prosecuted for having a
./date/1996/09/msg02351.html:I think there’s currently about an 80% chance we’ll win, with maybe a 30%
./date/1996/09/msg02351.html:chance that we’ve already won, that we’ve already reached the point of no
./date/1996/09/msg02355.html:Without getting caught. That is the key. There is a very good chance
./date/1996/09/msg02355.html:If someone hits Bill Clinton, then there is a very good chance that
./date/1996/09/msg02438.html:an equal chance of being each possible plaintext. For example, “598v *$
./date/1996/09/msg02455.html:such a good boy... society never gave him a chance....” what
./date/1996/09/msg02661.html:then there is little or no chance that the government will permit its
./date/1996/09/msg02677.html:be determined by chance, i.e., the vagaries of the sort process, etc.
./date/1996/10/msg00039.html:comes to town. Participants will have a chance
./date/1996/10/msg00095.html:wich is what everyone really wants:a beautiful chance of using
./date/1996/10/msg00121.html:think Micro$oft will skip at the chance to thumb their noses at the
./date/1996/10/msg00300.html:IBM truly does deserve to be criticized, soundly. When I get a chance I’ll
./date/1996/10/msg00332.html:Sorry, not a chance. The symmetric cipher used in Ecash is 3DES. Since
./date/1996/10/msg00343.html:32-bit CSPRNG has only a 1/2^32 chance of producing any particular
./date/1996/10/msg00348.html:32-bit CSPRNG has only a 1/2^32 chance of producing any particular
./date/1996/10/msg00353.html:&gt;IBM truly does deserve to be criticized, soundly. When I get a chance I’ll
./date/1996/10/msg00358.html:not a chance of being accidentally discovered by a phone company
./date/1996/10/msg00359.html:&gt; Roosevelt and his New Deal... I got the chance
./date/1996/10/msg00390.html:&gt;32-bit CSPRNG has only a 1/2^32 chance of producing any particular
./date/1996/10/msg00415.html:informed, and he’s not given a chance to challenge them.
./date/1996/10/msg00418.html:chance.
./date/1996/10/msg00442.html:&gt;Sorry, not a chance. The symmetric cipher used in Ecash is 3DES. Since
./date/1996/10/msg00454.html:offering you the chance to “investigate” our religion; your decision to
./date/1996/10/msg00454.html:for it, and I surrendered my chance over 37 years ago.
./date/1996/10/msg00464.html:&gt; Sorry, not a chance. The symmetric cipher used in Ecash is 3DES. Since
./date/1996/10/msg00475.html:suggesting that it’s got a chance of being adopted in court. Would you want
./date/1996/10/msg00478.html:&gt; offering you the chance to “investigate” our religion; your decision to
./date/1996/10/msg00478.html:&gt; for it, and I surrendered my chance over 37 years ago.
./date/1996/10/msg00529.html:Congress &gt;and Supreme Court, there’s probably precious little chance that
./date/1996/10/msg00535.html:chance of a cushy retirement number at anywhere but CitiBank, but he’s also
./date/1996/10/msg00557.html:&gt; Congress &gt;and Supreme Court, there’s probably precious little chance that
./date/1996/10/msg00588.html:offering the chance to open accounts, wire money, order
./date/1996/10/msg00624.html:&gt; offering the chance to open accounts, wire money, order
./date/1996/10/msg00640.html:[*VSE and Graphology have some chance of a causal basis, though
./date/1996/10/msg00694.html:&gt;&gt; offering the chance to open accounts, wire money, order
./date/1996/10/msg00744.html:Thanks to Exon, it didn’t have a chance.
./date/1996/10/msg00876.html:``It’s irrational because there’s probably a greater chance of theft or fraud
./date/1996/10/msg00904.html:``It’s irrational because there’s probably a greater chance of theft or fraud
./date/1996/10/msg00945.html:or you have no chance to compete globally”.
./date/1996/10/msg00952.html:chance
./date/1996/10/msg00969.html:| chance
./date/1996/10/msg00975.html:(though it sometimes seems that no rational argument stands a chance) that
./date/1996/10/msg00990.html:&gt;chance
./date/1996/10/msg00998.html:&gt;&gt;chance
./date/1996/10/msg01031.html:during the campaign. Here’s a chance for us to quickly do something with
./date/1996/10/msg01110.html:has a fair chance of one day
./date/1996/10/msg01124.html:chance being adopted? Then encryption usrs would be
./date/1996/10/msg01133.html:&gt;Both ideas are bad, in that you stand a good chance at getting caught.
./date/1996/10/msg01135.html:Both ideas are bad, in that you stand a good chance at getting caught.
./date/1996/10/msg01143.html:&gt; Both ideas are bad, in that you stand a good chance at getting caught.
./date/1996/10/msg01158.html:holds the exclusive license on commercial PGP products. Just by chance,
./date/1996/10/msg01163.html:&gt;holds the exclusive license on commercial PGP products. Just by chance,
./date/1996/10/msg01183.html:&gt; Both ideas are bad, in that you stand a good chance at getting caught.
./date/1996/10/msg01221.html:&gt; &gt;holds the exclusive license on commercial PGP products. Just by chance,
./date/1996/10/msg01224.html:2) You are being given a chance to go the bay area, at OTHERS expense,
./date/1996/10/msg01224.html:being given a chance to regain your reputation. Take it.
./date/1996/10/msg01256.html:honest i just jumped at a chance to construct a trite paragraph like
./date/1996/10/msg01294.html:reduce/eliminate the chance that an applicant could get several, unrelated,
./date/1996/10/msg01322.html:&gt; reduce/eliminate the chance that an applicant could get several, unrelated,
./date/1996/10/msg01384.html:by chance, but by design it is almost certain to happen in an attack.
./date/1996/10/msg01458.html:one chance in 2**168 of that particular series of random numbers
./date/1996/10/msg01503.html:chance of fraud is greatly reduced, since the phone won’t work unless the
./date/1996/10/msg01529.html:chance to act on S. 1726, the Promotion of Commerce Online in the Digital
./date/1996/10/msg01530.html:a chance to act on S. 1726, the Promotion of Commerce Online in the
./date/1996/10/msg01623.html:public because there is no chance of re-election. After all, it is
./date/1996/10/msg01654.html:&gt;public because there is no chance of re-election. After all, it is
./date/1996/10/msg01663.html:before I had a chance to get up myself, let alone time to offer my
./date/1996/10/msg01666.html:of the time, and so on, even having a chance of seeing s = 10 occurences
./date/1996/10/msg01693.html:of spook interference that the reallocated key gets a fair chance of
./date/1996/10/msg01708.html:Cypherpunks &amp; crypto gives us a chance today
./date/1996/10/msg01770.html:protections from fraud (or, in any event, to gamble on pure chance), they
./date/1996/10/msg01846.html:with little chance of detection and even less chance of apprehension. The
./date/1996/10/msg01846.html:little chance of being caught, encourages attackers.
./date/1996/10/msg01903.html:be determined by chance, i.e., the vagaries of the sort process, etc.
./date/1996/10/msg01925.html:a chance of being caught out. I prefer the idea of something that can be
./date/1996/10/msg01956.html:&gt; a chance of being caught out.
./date/1996/11/msg00018.html:If chance be
./date/1996/11/msg00021.html:would want at least the _chance_ of eventually having running water,
./date/1996/11/msg00022.html:chance to check them out. What are your ideas based on anyways?CNN? I
./date/1996/11/msg00030.html:key together with its one’s complement would minimize the chance that
./date/1996/11/msg00033.html:&gt; would want at least the _chance_ of eventually having running water,
./date/1996/11/msg00033.html:To start off with, you say you want the chance of getting a “better”
chance.
./date/1996/11/msg00033.html:The chance of someone in a Dar Es Salaam shanty being able to move
./date/1996/11/msg00039.html:the chance to expand their own lifespans to, say, 200+ years (with good health), and
./date/1996/11/msg00101.html:what he was looking for (a chance to play victim) and we get a list with
./date/1996/11/msg00129.html:played once, and the odds are pretty lopsided, since Dole really has no chance.
./date/1996/11/msg00209.html:little man up and give him a chance
./date/1996/11/msg00292.html:much chance
./date/1996/11/msg00329.html:Are you confusing me with Timmy May (fart) by any chance?
./date/1996/11/msg00367.html:Perhaps if matters and the list are given a chance to quiet
./date/1996/11/msg00454.html:anonymously, you might be willing to chance it.
./date/1996/11/msg00519.html:equal chance with fools and miscreants? Is it right to show the
chance of capture will keep the number
./date/1996/11/msg00672.html:taking a similar chance with $5 of my own money. Not a big chance, I
./date/1996/11/msg00679.html:will have a very high chance of winning. Not only does the list operator
./date/1996/11/msg00696.html:To illustrate the point, then, I recently had a chance to estimate the cost
./date/1996/11/msg00812.html:matter how expensive and sophisticated, won’t stand a chance against this
./date/1996/11/msg00833.html:world with minimal chance of arrest. Once the system is available,
./date/1996/11/msg01025.html:tell you, the chance of something being true has nothing to do with
./date/1996/11/msg01029.html:&gt; world with minimal chance of arrest. Once the system is available,
./date/1996/11/msg01032.html:&gt; tell you, the chance of something being true has nothing to do with
./date/1996/11/msg01060.html:discussion group for instance), and also the chance that others are
./date/1996/11/msg01119.html:government monopolies can’t hack it, what chance do private companies have?
./date/1996/11/msg01165.html:&gt;&gt;world with minimal chance of arrest. Once the system is available,
./date/1996/11/msg01170.html:&gt;If government monopolies can’t hack it, what chance do private companies
./date/1996/11/msg01239.html:what I thought it was. There is no chance that I can get John
chance
./date/1996/11/msg01367.html:entire US GDP on cracking hardware, you have a chance of breaking it
./date/1996/11/msg01528.html:the chance that speech paterns give away the speaker.
./date/1996/11/msg01555.html:&gt; the chance that speech paterns give away the speaker.
./date/1996/11/msg01622.html:that the market has a chance to monitor. Now, if it is not delivered,
./date/1996/11/msg01688.html:a greater than 50% chance that I’ve got an account number and PIN.
./date/1996/11/msg01754.html:There was never a chance that a $ 300-million company was going to
./date/1996/11/msg01754.html:the medium, they ultimately gain the chance to own our customer
./date/1996/11/msg01924.html:given Joe the chance to enlighten his feckless bro. He hammers back
chance to enjoy. Then your big
./date/1996/11/msg01924.html:while, reinvigorated by the chance to tell me how wrong I am. “Their
./date/1996/11/msg01944.html:The generation of random numbers is too important to be left to chance.
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:then he has probably a 1/4 chance of guessing right. (Actually he
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:if your favorite car was an Oldsmobile there might be only 1/100 chance
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:&gt;then he has probably a 1/4 chance of guessing right. (Actually he
./date/1996/11/msg01990.html:general, the longer the PRNG runs for the more chance an adversary
./date/1996/11/msg02033.html:doing. You had your chance to keep the fucking cypherpunks list
./date/1996/11/msg02047.html:our paper to give them a chance
./date/1996/11/msg02047.html:chance to promote their services on the Internet.
./date/1996/11/msg02052.html:our paper to give them a chance
./date/1996/11/msg02052.html:chance to promote their services on the Internet.
./date/1996/11/msg02054.html:&gt; If the chance of a successful guess is absurdly low, the algorithm can
./date/1996/11/msg02056.html:&gt; general, the longer the PRNG runs for the more chance an adversary
./date/1996/11/msg02072.html:&gt; doing. You had your chance to keep the fucking cypherpunks list
./date/1996/11/msg02080.html:&gt;&gt; doing. You had your chance to keep the fucking cypherpunks list
./date/1996/11/msg02111.html:If the chance of a successful guess is absurdly low, the algorithm can
./date/1996/11/msg02126.html:&gt;doing. You had your chance to keep the fucking cypherpunks list
./date/1996/11/msg02132.html:&gt;&gt; If the chance of a successful guess is absurdly low, the algorithm can
./date/1996/11/msg02142.html:&gt;doing. You had your chance to keep the fucking cypherpunks list
./date/1996/11/msg02144.html:squad :-) The chance of generating an all-’0’ pad ((1/n)^x, n=range of
./date/1996/11/msg02144.html:better than the chance of getting some unrelated-but-meaningful text
./date/1996/11/msg02178.html:&gt;orbiters, making His chance at capturing new ones less, and in the third
./date/1996/11/msg02178.html:&gt;case He would have a much greater chance of more collisions, as the
./date/1996/11/msg02181.html:Any chance of you cutting the size of your signature down a bit?
./date/1996/11/msg02186.html:minimum, they will have less chance of becoming competitors. But
./date/1996/11/msg02186.html:independent contractors - another socialist idea) I stand a better chance
./date/1996/11/msg02203.html:a voluntary system. This is the BIG LIE. For GAK to have a chance of working it must have
./date/1996/11/msg02269.html:radioactive substance may have exactly a 50% chance of emitting a particle
./date/1996/11/msg02285.html:had a chance to read it yet, except for a quick scan of Neal’s
./date/1996/11/msg02300.html:&gt; radioactive substance may have exactly a 50% chance of emitting a particle
./date/1996/11/msg02357.html:I’ve been *very* busy lately and have not had a chance to examine the IPG
./date/1996/12/msg00042.html:something more to what you’re saying, I think I’d have a better chance of
./date/1996/12/msg00061.html:&gt; something more to what you’re saying, I think I’d have a better chance of
./date/1996/12/msg00185.html:It seems to me however that the main thing stopping the use of crypto has been the pretty weedy interfaces. I’m afraid the
MH hacks just don’t cut it. It seems to me that a downloadable plug-in would be very popular. I know a lot of lawyers who would jump at the chance to
use email but realize they have to have crypto.
chance to deal
./date/1996/12/msg00192.html:&gt; * Because the chance of getting byte B after byte A should be 1:256
chance it’s less */
chance it’s less */
chance it’s less */
chance it’s less */
./date/1996/12/msg00202.html:know a lot of lawyers who would jump at the chance to use email but realize
./date/1996/12/msg00289.html:with no children, I’d have a better chance of knowing how
./date/1996/12/msg00292.html:Let’s give him one more chance.
./date/1996/12/msg00292.html:unintentionally, but I’ll give you another chance...
./date/1996/12/msg00332.html:Even with a custom client, I suppose there’s always a chance
./date/1996/12/msg00386.html:the chance. Still could, easily, but it’d be Computer Shopper now.
./date/1996/12/msg00400.html:Takes a Global Village.” at least it’s fat chance out here in
./date/1996/12/msg00628.html:Fat chance.
./date/1996/12/msg00715.html:I haven’t had a chance to review the rest in any detail.
./date/1996/12/msg00726.html:&gt; if you have a choice between 49 dollars and a 50/50 chance of 0 or 100
./date/1996/12/msg00733.html:if you have a choice between 49 dollars and a 50/50 chance of 0 or 100
./date/1996/12/msg00738.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; if you have a choice between 49 dollars and a 50/50 chance of 0 or 100
./date/1996/12/msg00741.html:&gt;&gt; if you have a choice between 49 dollars and a 50/50 chance of 0 or 100
./date/1996/12/msg00757.html:a chance before the administration fumbled the ball with letting the
./date/1996/12/msg00789.html:there’s a good chance a Reston company called Transaction Network
./date/1996/12/msg00841.html:chance of being “politicized bullshit” than anything I’m likely to say,
./date/1996/12/msg00853.html:&gt; chance of being “politicized bullshit” than anything I’m likely to say,
./date/1996/12/msg00924.html:I’d like to take a chance on showing my ignorance, but, if I do learn
chance to save
./date/1996/12/msg01236.html:the chance of illegal censorship by the bureacrats involved. Her
./date/1996/12/msg01237.html:the chance of illegal censorship by the bureacrats involved. Her
./date/1996/12/msg01243.html:&gt; Fat chance.
./date/1996/12/msg01253.html:webserver products, Sioux and Stronghold. “This gives us a chance to
./date/1996/12/msg01282.html:&gt; the chance of illegal censorship by the bureacrats involved. Her
./date/1996/12/msg01336.html:Enjoy your life while you still have the chance (hee hee).
./date/1996/12/msg01371.html:work out very well because customers no longer have to take a chance on
./date/1996/12/msg01602.html:have a snowball’s chance in hell without using the discriminator output.
./date/1996/12/msg01602.html:signal there is a decent chance that you can use the interface described
./date/1996/12/msg01679.html:any more customers until we have had a chance
./date/1996/12/msg01736.html:bottom line is that he made the chance on the trade. Alderson regrets making
./date/1996/12/msg01736.html:the deal? Maybe so, but I was glad to see him take that chance on a team
./date/1996/12/msg01809.html:But if I get a chance to play/ I’m going to show ‘em.
./date/1996/12/msg01817.html:But if I get a chance to play/ I’m going to show ‘em.
./date/1996/12/msg01818.html:But if I get a chance to play/ I’m going to show ‘em.
./date/1996/12/msg01838.html:But if I get a chance to play/ I’m going to show ‘em.
./date/1996/12/msg01855.html:But if I get a chance to play/ I’m going to show ‘em.
./date/1996/12/msg01907.html:blah. In other words, no chance of it being “illicit” or “unreported.” That
./date/1996/12/msg02010.html:welcome the chance to defend myself using the tools at my disposal.
./date/1996/12/msg02036.html:a chance
./date/1996/12/msg02036.html:the chance of illegal censorship by the bureacrats involved -- in this
./date/1996/12/msg02044.html:operator has a chance to check on the validity of the reason behind
./date/1996/12/msg02049.html:escapade, but if he did, I would suspect there is a good chance that
./date/1996/12/msg02070.html:&gt; until the system operator has a chance to check on the validity
./date/1996/12/msg02088.html:&gt; escapade, but if he did, I would suspect there is a good chance that
chance
./date/1997/01/msg00072.html:The idea here is to reduce the chance of a denial of service attack
./date/1997/01/msg00223.html:be able to remember, but there’s a good chance I wouldn’t, since I go
./date/1997/01/msg00345.html:others access your hard drive, so there’s a much higher chance that
./date/1997/01/msg00419.html:to do so and still have a reasonable chance of conviction.
./date/1997/01/msg00428.html:&gt; to do so and still have a reasonable chance of conviction.
./date/1997/01/msg00630.html:pages in memory on the off-chance that you will return.
./date/1997/01/msg00631.html:restrictive one that has even less chance of surviving a court
./date/1997/01/msg00638.html:&gt;I recently had a chance to examine a new device made by Delft
./date/1997/01/msg00674.html:good chance
./date/1997/01/msg00681.html:&gt; good chance
./date/1997/01/msg00743.html:the chance
./date/1997/01/msg00780.html:entity.) Any chance of a CPunk CA coming into existence any time soon?
./date/1997/01/msg00780.html:A better chance for “transparent” security is with the IPSec FreeSwan
./date/1997/01/msg00792.html:&gt; entity.) Any chance of a CPunk CA coming into existence any time soon?
./date/1997/01/msg00923.html:chance of getting spotted by paintball guns!
./date/1997/01/msg01081.html:leadership support in the company and a chance to participate in our
./date/1997/01/msg01087.html:This is our chance
./date/1997/01/msg01096.html:What bothers this control freak is not the chance that something I
./date/1997/01/msg01114.html:give him a chance. Years of knowing him as a friend, and four months
./date/1997/01/msg01141.html:&gt; give him a chance. [snip]
./date/1997/01/msg01190.html:8. FC97 is chance for those of us who only know each other on the net to
./date/1997/01/msg01337.html:&gt; If things continue as they are going now, there is no chance at all that
./date/1997/01/msg01378.html:the moderation experiment a chance. If it doesn’t work, I will advocate
./date/1997/01/msg01393.html:a chance on himself and, that’ s right!.... He downloaded PGP and
./date/1997/01/msg01393.html:chance with $5 of my own money. Not a big chance, I admit--but one with
./date/1997/01/msg01393.html:and America Online. The more copies you send out, the more of a chance
./date/1997/01/msg01394.html:as normal unless, by chance, they should happen to notice that
./date/1997/01/msg01423.html:new moderators a chance - PLEASE!!!
./date/1997/01/msg01434.html:&gt; new moderators a chance - PLEASE!!!
./date/1997/01/msg01434.html:”Lets (sic) give Adolf Hitlet a chance - PLEASE!!!’
./date/1997/01/msg01458.html:they their best chance for success lies in the “Make $$$Money$$$ Fast’
./date/1997/01/msg01487.html:&gt; doing. You had your chance to keep the fucking cypherpunks list
chance
./date/1997/01/msg01577.html:clock cycles. I have not yet had a chance
./date/1997/01/msg01638.html:order to offer the best chance of uninterupted communication.
./date/1997/01/msg01656.html:&gt;clock cycles. I have not yet had a chance
./date/1997/01/msg01721.html:Why do people feel compelled to ‘explain’ how they ‘chanced’
./date/1997/01/msg01739.html:&gt; Why do people feel compelled to ‘explain’ how they ‘chanced’
./date/1997/01/msg02108.html:decimal digits, a MIM attacker has a 999 out of 1000 chance of getting
./date/1997/01/msg02109.html:decimal digits, a MIM attacker has a 999 out of 1000 chance of getting
./date/1997/01/msg02194.html:I am not sure that is feasible. Single interface, perhaps. Sun’s Java Wallet is step in this direction. Single helper app,
not a chance

./date/1997/01/msg02195.html:I am not sure that is feasible. Single interface, perhaps. Sun’s Java Wallet is step in this direction. Single helper app,
not a chance
./date/1997/01/msg02202.html:magic three questions. No chance for seeing someone’s reaction
./date/1997/01/msg02203.html:magic three questions. No chance for seeing someone’s reaction
chance
chance
chance
chance
chance
./date/1997/01/msg02242.html:&gt; decimal digits, a MIM attacker has a 999 out of 1000 chance of getting
./date/1997/01/msg02243.html:&gt; decimal digits, a MIM attacker has a 999 out of 1000 chance of getting
chance
./date/1997/01/msg02347.html:The idea here is to reduce the chance of a denial of service attack
./date/1997/01/msg02410.html:Don’t miss this chance to turbo charge your organization while you put some
./date/1997/01/msg02564.html:be able to remember, but there’s a good chance I wouldn’t, since I go
./date/1997/01/msg02699.html:chance it was not going back together so pretty.
./date/1997/01/msg02706.html:others access your hard drive, so there’s a much higher chance that
./date/1997/01/msg02803.html:to do so and still have a reasonable chance of conviction.
./date/1997/01/msg02815.html:work very well with numbers. Nonetheless, they have little chance of
./date/1997/01/msg02826.html:&gt; to do so and still have a reasonable chance of conviction.
./date/1997/01/msg03092.html:pages in memory on the off-chance that you will return.
./date/1997/01/msg03096.html:restrictive one that has even less chance of surviving a court
./date/1997/01/msg03107.html:&gt;I recently had a chance to examine a new device made by Delft
./date/1997/01/msg03148.html:good chance
./date/1997/01/msg03156.html:&gt; good chance
./date/1997/02/msg00011.html:&gt; good chance
./date/1997/02/msg00264.html:I’d take this chance to, as someone recently said, “Fly with the
./date/1997/02/msg00329.html:”inexpensive” (off-chance of death) access to good training.
./date/1997/02/msg00378.html:Has anyone else seen it? I’ve looked, but there’s always a chance I somehow
./date/1997/02/msg00489.html:&gt;”inexpensive” (off-chance of death) access to good training.
chance we could be attacking
chance that an incorrect key produces
./date/1997/02/msg00524.html:Now each of these posters will get their chance to do it “right” -./date/1997/02/msg00524.html:original experiment, will give the community a chance to discuss
./date/1997/02/msg00645.html:gateway? There’s no chance at all that you can expand a local rule on
./date/1997/02/msg00648.html:chance, does not make anarchy any more feasible; it’s just a more
./date/1997/02/msg00650.html:&gt; gateway? There’s no chance at all that you can expand a local rule on
./date/1997/02/msg00684.html:message stands a much better chance.
./date/1997/02/msg00692.html:&gt; message stands a much better chance.
./date/1997/02/msg00706.html:&gt; gateway? There’s no chance at all that you can expand a local rule on
./date/1997/02/msg00786.html:chance of being “enforced” (for a large number of reasons I won’t get into
./date/1997/02/msg00838.html:chance--as there is exact data about performance and the expected
./date/1997/02/msg00839.html:chance--as there is exact data about performance and the expected
./date/1997/02/msg00850.html:&gt;_them_ a chance to sell their product, and _me_ a chance to have them
./date/1997/02/msg00853.html:_them_ a chance to sell their product, and _me_ a chance to have them
./date/1997/02/msg00931.html:&gt;chance of being “enforced” (for a large number of reasons I won’t get into
./date/1997/02/msg01044.html:Do you think, by chance, that the same would be possible through america
./date/1997/02/msg01110.html:Now each of these posters will get their chance to do it “right” -./date/1997/02/msg01110.html:original experiment, will give the community a chance to discuss
./date/1997/02/msg01190.html:in the position of authority, there’s a good chance that she was promoted
./date/1997/02/msg01212.html:&gt; in the position of authority, there’s a good chance that she was promoted
./date/1997/02/msg01265.html:be so altered as to give men of brains and honesty an equal chance
./date/1997/02/msg01273.html:5% chance of an incorrect conviction, the chance is 1-((19/20)(19/20))
./date/1997/02/msg01273.html:5% chance. In a system partially based on the principle that it’s better
./date/1997/02/msg01352.html:I’d take this chance to, as someone recently said, “Fly with the
./date/1997/02/msg01428.html:”inexpensive” (off-chance of death) access to good training.
./date/1997/02/msg01486.html:Has anyone else seen it? I’ve looked, but there’s always a chance I somehow
./date/1997/02/msg01551.html:Do you think, by chance, that the same would be possible through america
./date/1997/02/msg01658.html:&gt;”inexpensive” (off-chance of death) access to good training.
./date/1997/02/msg01663.html:I’m copying your postmaster on the off chance that it’s not you, on the
chance we could be attacking
chance that an incorrect key produces
./date/1997/02/msg01746.html:Now each of these posters will get their chance to do it “right” -./date/1997/02/msg01746.html:original experiment, will give the community a chance to discuss
./date/1997/02/msg01750.html:&gt; Now each of these posters will get their chance to do it “right” -./date/1997/02/msg01750.html:&gt; original experiment, will give the community a chance to discuss
./date/1997/02/msg01772.html:&gt; &gt; Now each of these posters will get their chance to do it “right” -./date/1997/02/msg01772.html:&gt; &gt; original experiment, will give the community a chance to discuss
./date/1997/02/msg01789.html:be rmgroup’ed or otherwise have a poor chance of success. I don’t think a
./date/1997/02/msg01797.html:&gt; Now each of these posters will get their chance to do it “right” -./date/1997/02/msg01797.html:&gt; original experiment, will give the community a chance to discuss
./date/1997/02/msg01842.html:&gt; &gt; Now each of these posters will get their chance to do it “right” -./date/1997/02/msg01842.html:&gt; &gt; original experiment, will give the community a chance to discuss
./date/1997/02/msg02077.html:gateway? There’s no chance at all that you can expand a local rule on
./date/1997/02/msg02080.html:chance, does not make anarchy any more feasible; it’s just a more
./date/1997/02/msg02086.html:&gt; gateway? There’s no chance at all that you can expand a local rule on
./date/1997/02/msg02133.html:message stands a much better chance.
./date/1997/02/msg02146.html:&gt; message stands a much better chance.
./date/1997/02/msg02165.html:&gt; gateway? There’s no chance at all that you can expand a local rule on
./date/1997/02/msg02272.html:in the position of authority, there’s a good chance that she was promoted
./date/1997/02/msg02299.html:chance of being “enforced” (for a large number of reasons I won’t get into
./date/1997/02/msg02356.html:&gt; in the position of authority, there’s a good chance that she was promoted
./date/1997/02/msg02380.html:chance--as there is exact data about performance and the expected
./date/1997/02/msg02393.html:&gt;_them_ a chance to sell their product, and _me_ a chance to have them
./date/1997/02/msg02396.html:_them_ a chance to sell their product, and _me_ a chance to have them
./date/1997/02/msg02461.html:telegraph cables, and the Swedes didn’t pass up the chance to sample
./date/1997/02/msg02512.html:&gt;chance of being “enforced” (for a large number of reasons I won’t get into
./date/1997/02/msg02548.html:be so altered as to give men of brains and honesty an equal chance
./date/1997/02/msg02573.html:5% chance of an incorrect conviction, the chance is 1-((19/20)(19/20))
./date/1997/02/msg02573.html:5% chance. In a system partially based on the principle that it’s better
./date/1997/02/msg02639.html:unlikely to give participants a chance at a “big win” if they cheat
./date/1997/02/msg02639.html:meaningfully participate in the crack because they’ve got a “chance”
./date/1997/02/msg02639.html:100,000) .. which means that the “chance” is worth somewhere between
./date/1997/02/msg02644.html:&gt; small chance at winning a lot of money.
./date/1997/02/msg02645.html:small chance at winning a lot of money.
./date/1997/02/msg02648.html:&gt; &gt; small chance at winning a lot of money.
./date/1997/02/msg02714.html:&gt;small chance at winning a lot of money.
./date/1997/02/msg02714.html:value of the prize (somewhere under $1, when discounted against the chance
./date/1997/02/msg02719.html:&gt;&gt; value of the prize (somewhere under $1, when discounted against the chance
chance of
./date/1997/02/msg02783.html:be rmgroup’ed or otherwise have a poor chance of success. I don’t think a
./date/1997/02/msg02819.html:&gt; good chance
./date/1997/03/msg00048.html:I haven’t had a chance to go over it in detail, but it purports to do these
./date/1997/03/msg00048.html:I’ll post a more detailed summary later when I’ve had a chance to go over
./date/1997/03/msg00060.html:&gt;I haven’t had a chance to go over it in detail, but it purports to do these
./date/1997/03/msg00060.html:&gt;I’ll post a more detailed summary later when I’ve had a chance to go over
./date/1997/03/msg00121.html:chance to reform, but it quickly became apparent that these people could
./date/1997/03/msg00184.html:this thing. It’s always hard to tell whether you have a chance to affect
./date/1997/03/msg00311.html:foam, Kate Spicer gets drunk, and you get a chance to win books, CDs, fame,
./date/1997/03/msg00333.html:there is _very_ little chance that there is a backdoor in it. It might be
./date/1997/03/msg00334.html:I am certain, would be happy to give you a ‘chance’ to exercise your
./date/1997/03/msg00346.html:Or, if your door is strong enough, you might have one last chance
./date/1997/03/msg00367.html:&gt; Or, if your door is strong enough, you might have one last chance
./date/1997/03/msg00433.html:company and have no chance to recover much.
./date/1997/03/msg00443.html:there also is relief. Kicking the CIA man out gives the chance to no
./date/1997/03/msg00456.html:willing at several points to take a chance with the State.
chance they
./date/1997/03/msg00460.html:well. They weren’t given much of a chance in the original polls,
./date/1997/03/msg00464.html:&gt; willing at several points to take a chance with the State.
./date/1997/03/msg00469.html:well. They weren’t given much of a chance in the original polls,
./date/1997/03/msg00486.html:had a chance to protect privacy and they failed.”
./date/1997/03/msg00487.html:<FONT SIZE=2>And in the end, when we still had a chance-a slim
./date/1997/03/msg00487.html:chance, but nevertheless a chance-WebTV exploded to 500 Channels
./date/1997/03/msg00503.html:Btw., thanks Toto for passing this back to me. It does give us a chance
./date/1997/03/msg00506.html:Welcome to WOW-COM. By now you have had a chance to explore WOW-COM’s rich content and features. Here are a few items to
check out during your next visit.
./date/1997/03/msg00576.html:privacy into their lives had a chance to move to a less racist state.
./date/1997/03/msg00593.html:&gt; Blanc and Hal using the same mail software by any chance?
./date/1997/03/msg00673.html:those who didn’t know had to die so that there was no chance they
./date/1997/03/msg00700.html:a method of operations that will ensure that there is least a chance
./date/1997/03/msg00705.html:&gt; a method of operations that will ensure that there is least a chance
./date/1997/03/msg00719.html:&quot;But I’m really mad that the <I>one chance</I> that he had
./date/1997/03/msg00719.html:a matter of ‘random chance’. </FONT>
./date/1997/03/msg00719.html:of information analysis and random chance. Their very essence
./date/1997/03/msg00737.html:Here’s your chance to get in-depth technical knowledge directly from the
./date/1997/03/msg00747.html:Your chance
./date/1997/03/msg00763.html:In other misued words, perchance the ASCII art spams and multiple
./date/1997/03/msg00773.html:In other misused words, perchance the ASCII art spams and multiple
./date/1997/03/msg00784.html:that he was here by choice, not by chance. He had been warned
./date/1997/03/msg00784.html:your balls in the process. Because there’s always a chance-a cubic
./date/1997/03/msg00784.html:centimeter of chance-that he’s one card short. There’s just the
./date/1997/03/msg00811.html:to the fact that those left behind had been warned of their last chance
./date/1997/03/msg00820.html:&quot;But I’m really mad that the <I>one chance</I> that he had
./date/1997/03/msg00820.html:<FONT FACE=”Garamond”>But there was a chance-a slim chance, but
./date/1997/03/msg00820.html:still a chance-that she was one card short.</FONT>
./date/1997/04/msg00008.html:But your excerpt didn’t give me a chance
./date/1997/04/msg00010.html:vitally represent the best chance yet of reforming US encryption policy in
./date/1997/04/msg00021.html:advance farther than ever before. (Last fall, Sen. Exon killed any chance
./date/1997/04/msg00029.html:Not a chance.
./date/1997/04/msg00075.html:that could be collected, not by chance
./date/1997/04/msg00109.html:your last chance
./date/1997/04/msg00124.html:&gt; the broker before the store has a chance to update the broker with the
./date/1997/04/msg00124.html:online checking. The shop has a 10% chance (say) of going online and
./date/1997/04/msg00124.html:checking immediately, and a 90% chance
./date/1997/04/msg00124.html:then knows to increase the chance
./date/1997/04/msg00158.html:I haven’t had a chance to delve into the problem too deeply,
./date/1997/04/msg00183.html:when I’ve had a chance to rest.&quot;
./date/1997/04/msg00196.html:chance
./date/1997/04/msg00198.html:&gt; I haven’t had a chance to delve into the problem too deeply,
./date/1997/04/msg00220.html:in severe penalties to those who might chance
./date/1997/04/msg00252.html:that he’s got no real chance of a Supreme Court seat, even if he’s otherwise
./date/1997/04/msg00271.html:&gt; had a chance to arise. And at least a couple of CP list members have talked
./date/1997/04/msg00289.html:participate will fare better than those who do not (modulo the chance
./date/1997/04/msg00376.html:chance of survival.
./date/1997/04/msg00388.html:&gt; chance of survival.
./date/1997/04/msg00394.html:&gt; &gt; chance of survival.
./date/1997/04/msg00399.html:the ‘Circle’. She had to take that chance.
./date/1997/04/msg00460.html:only a marginal chance
./date/1997/04/msg00473.html:Thanks for the chance to address the issue.
./date/1997/04/msg00522.html:we continue. It will be the last chance we have to talk, I’m afraid.&quot;
./date/1997/04/msg00529.html:This is merely an chance for those who have become effectively
./date/1997/04/msg00601.html:chance to go myself...
./date/1997/04/msg00605.html:&gt; chance to go myself...
./date/1997/04/msg00610.html:| chance to go myself...
./date/1997/04/msg00614.html:centimeter of chance’ that all of humanity can escape the bondage
./date/1997/04/msg00617.html:&gt; circumstances that chance throws up for it, rather than one that is
./date/1997/04/msg00617.html:&gt; reactive and tries to minimize the role of chance and change in living)
./date/1997/04/msg00617.html:&gt; evolution in this sense because natural selection posits chance and
./date/1997/04/msg00617.html:&gt; And as I pointed out above, Nietzsche thinks that chance and change are
./date/1997/04/msg00630.html:had their chance at the polls.
./date/1997/04/msg00686.html:chance to rid the city of its image as a Sodom and Gomorrah full of
./date/1997/04/msg00693.html:advance farther than ever before. (Last fall, Sen. Exon killed any chance
./date/1997/04/msg00715.html:Also this week:a squeaky clean way to play with yourself in the bath, a chance
./date/1997/04/msg00715.html:grabs in another short story competition, and a chance to win dinner for two at
./date/1997/04/msg00730.html:see a chance to make money. As should junk emailing.
./date/1997/04/msg00790.html:chance to get a comprehensive look at the state of the PC
./date/1997/04/msg00794.html:(D-VT), represent the best chance yet of passing real reform of US
./date/1997/05/msg00084.html:before the missionary arrived, and thus never got a chance to hear
./date/1997/05/msg00084.html:chance to hear about Jesus, that they would go to heaven by default,
./date/1997/05/msg00084.html:they never had a chance to be *saved*.
./date/1997/05/msg00084.html:not giving the individual a chance to go to *heaven*, since they
./date/1997/05/msg00084.html:individual a chance to go to *hell*.
./date/1997/05/msg00133.html:cumulative chance of being caught would be worse than if you just
./date/1997/05/msg00133.html:You’re trying to minimise your cumulative chance
./date/1997/05/msg00133.html:Of course there is a chance that gateways could be taken over and your
./date/1997/05/msg00133.html:Also the “101” is likely enough to come up quite by chance, and the
./date/1997/05/msg00133.html:of random chains. However if they did this, their cumulative chance
./date/1997/05/msg00214.html:If they do, they have a real good chance of actually making back all the
chance. This was the best chance I’ve ever took!
./date/1997/05/msg00353.html:little chance of data loss because of lost keys, and can use any
./date/1997/05/msg00398.html:&gt;this rat-bastard bill has any chance of passing
./date/1997/05/msg00403.html:this rat-bastard bill has any chance of passing
./date/1997/05/msg00406.html:&gt; &gt;this rat-bastard bill has any chance of passing
./date/1997/05/msg00412.html:&gt;the incident, they would probably have a chance to receive and honor
./date/1997/05/msg00417.html:the incident, they would probably have a chance to receive and honor
./date/1997/05/msg00450.html:&gt; &gt; little chance of data loss because of lost keys, and can use any
./date/1997/05/msg00467.html:&gt; little chance of data loss because of lost keys, and can use any
./date/1997/05/msg00473.html:expected to stand a chance of passing and is just there for bargaining
./date/1997/05/msg00522.html:were given that chance
./date/1997/05/msg00543.html:your opponent - it gives you a much better chance at turning
./date/1997/05/msg00549.html:&gt; your opponent - it gives you a much better chance at turning
./date/1997/05/msg00557.html:&gt;&gt; your opponent - it gives you a much better chance at turning
./date/1997/05/msg00614.html:Iraqis to place and receive orders, etc. And the chance of some random
./date/1997/05/msg00625.html:&gt;&gt; Iraqis to place and receive orders, etc. And the chance of some random
./date/1997/05/msg00636.html:&gt; Iraqis to place and receive orders, etc. And the chance of some random
./date/1997/05/msg00775.html:And there is zero chance that arbitrarily strong crypto will be freely
./date/1997/05/msg00779.html:a chance to change the world. The longer somebody waits, the less
./date/1997/05/msg00792.html:&gt; &gt; By the way, has anyone had a chance to verify whether Stan Kalisch who work
./date/1997/05/msg00941.html:If they had the chance, government and the media would give everyone
./date/1997/05/msg01006.html:If the FBI wants to come raid a Cypherpunk meeting and arrest me, they should be ready for a law suit that will make
christs sakes? I know a couple of lawyers who would drool at the chance to defend someone who is lily white and is arrested for meeting and discussing
prime numbers.
./date/1997/05/msg01009.html:&gt;couple of lawyers who would drool at the chance to defend someone who is
./date/1997/05/msg01024.html:I would stand a better chance of getting away with not paying tax under
./date/1997/05/msg01034.html:* written rules have a real chance of being challenged, whereas with
./date/1997/05/msg01047.html:&gt; * written rules have a real chance of being challenged, whereas with
./date/1997/05/msg01053.html:some reasonable chance of being completed, before a “conspiracy” can be
./date/1997/05/msg01123.html:ForeFront would like to offer you, our V.I.P.’s, a chance to get
./date/1997/05/msg01133.html:it is not left up to chance, who shall possess those unassigned powers:
./date/1997/05/msg01138.html:&gt; some reasonable chance of being completed, before a “conspiracy” can be
./date/1997/05/msg01183.html:who have average lawyers, or even good ones, have a much greater chance
./date/1997/05/msg01267.html:Before I had the chance to check out the guy, I received an e-mail
./date/1997/05/msg01287.html:chance of success with the cooperation of a government employee
chance of success.
./date/1997/05/msg01322.html:Any chance
./date/1997/05/msg01326.html:&gt; Any chance
chance do
chance do
chance do
./date/1997/05/msg01516.html:&gt;checks, then gamble on things with 50% chance of winning, take the
./date/1997/05/msg01522.html:checks, then gamble on things with 50% chance of winning, take the
./date/1997/05/msg01529.html:&gt;checks, then gamble on things with 50% chance of winning, take the
chance to win ?200 - a lot of curries - by entering
./date/1997/05/msg01616.html:the slightest chance of even becoming suspicious that on an observed
./date/1997/05/msg01621.html:chance of realizing their dreams of success.
./date/1997/05/msg01630.html:had the chance to run tests on the company’s new 300-MHz PowerMate Professional, due to ship in September. Although the
./date/1997/05/msg01662.html:is a good chance that I will have been removed from the system.
./date/1997/06/msg00056.html:with the cult of death. It is not by chance that a motto of the
./date/1997/06/msg00069.html:There is little chance that such a law would pass and no chance that it would
./date/1997/06/msg00086.html:McVeigh therefore has no chance at all at getting another hearing on the
./date/1997/06/msg00099.html:chance of aquital and gambled on gaining a mistrial.
./date/1997/06/msg00114.html:&gt;possible explanation is that the defense saw that there was no chance of
./date/1997/06/msg00114.html:to standup to the STATEST in DC who if given the chance will enslave us
./date/1997/06/msg00122.html:chance it’ll be via a (monitored) closed-circuit phone and plexiglass
./date/1997/06/msg00128.html:good chance of getting my feet onto the path of cryptographic
./date/1997/06/msg00153.html:&gt;to standup to the STATEST in DC who if given the chance will enslave us
./date/1997/06/msg00159.html:&gt; chance of aquital and gambled on gaining a mistrial.
./date/1997/06/msg00183.html:good chance of getting my feet onto the path of cryptographic
./date/1997/06/msg00186.html:and a better chance of holding on to your winnings. The examples of
./date/1997/06/msg00218.html:&gt; and a better chance of holding on to your winnings. The examples of
./date/1997/06/msg00227.html:&gt;&gt; and a better chance of holding on to your winnings. The examples of
./date/1997/06/msg00264.html:&gt;&gt; course, as soon as there was a chance of that happening, he’d get out of

./date/1997/06/msg00293.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; and a better chance of holding on to your winnings. The examples of
./date/1997/06/msg00341.html:higher chance of them getting away, most people who
./date/1997/06/msg00410.html:I’m sorry the IRS missed a chance to blow up the Blair motherfucker
./date/1997/06/msg00425.html:before the attackers have a chance to sneak up and storm you
./date/1997/06/msg00436.html:&gt; precious time and have no chance of getting the money.
./date/1997/06/msg00436.html:you have a chance of living equal to the chance the robbers will
./date/1997/06/msg00436.html:the chance of getting caught for each alternative.
./date/1997/06/msg00437.html:they are going to waste a lot of precious time and have no chance of
./date/1997/06/msg00438.html:&gt; &gt; precious time and have no chance of getting the money.
./date/1997/06/msg00438.html:&gt; you have a chance of living equal to the chance the robbers will
./date/1997/06/msg00438.html:&gt; the chance of getting caught for each alternative.
./date/1997/06/msg00448.html:&gt; I’m sorry the IRS missed a chance to blow up the Blair motherfucker
chance of being approved by the moderator?
./date/1997/06/msg00523.html:There might still be a small chance
./date/1997/06/msg00529.html:would place me in front of a jury. And if by some chance I do end up
./date/1997/06/msg00540.html:This is the best description of AP so far. Jim had about as much chance
./date/1997/06/msg00562.html:&gt;This is the best description of AP so far. Jim had about as much chance
./date/1997/06/msg00579.html:selling price - (production costs of item plus chance of being caught
./date/1997/06/msg00579.html:times chance
./date/1997/06/msg00580.html:else direct intervention, thus raising the chance of getting caught because
./date/1997/06/msg00580.html:are willing to take the chance of making a few bucks.
./date/1997/06/msg00586.html:chance of getting caught.
./date/1997/06/msg00717.html:I haven’t seen this, but there’s a pretty good chance that reformatting
./date/1997/06/msg00718.html:&gt;seen this, but there’s a pretty good chance that reformatting the hard
./date/1997/06/msg00776.html:&gt;I haven’t seen this, but there’s a pretty good chance that reformatting
./date/1997/06/msg00820.html:needs. It doesn’t mean that given the chance to change it by voting, I
chance of being caught
./date/1997/06/msg00928.html:B. unpopular with someone with a lot of money, they stand a chance of
./date/1997/06/msg01009.html:Blackmail gives the person who has something to hide a chance to keep the
./date/1997/06/msg01022.html:whenever a site tries to upload a form, giving the user a chance to
./date/1997/06/msg01043.html:chance it will erode our sense of language, of identity,” Paquette
./date/1997/06/msg01126.html:exactly describe it to people very well. Most people don’t get that chance
./date/1997/06/msg01129.html:Conrad Burns (R-Mont.) didn’t stand a chance. Hunched
./date/1997/06/msg01151.html:Pro-CODE never had a real chance. No legislature is going to pass a law
./date/1997/06/msg01154.html:Conrad Burns (R-Mont.) didn’t stand a chance. Hunched
./date/1997/06/msg01160.html:crypto, knowing there’s a non-neglible chance you might lose.
./date/1997/06/msg01161.html:And I use a 32-bit hash function (one in four billion chance I get someone
./date/1997/06/msg01167.html:&gt; crypto, knowing there’s a non-neglible chance you might lose.
./date/1997/06/msg01176.html:OK, my chance here to piss off a few of you:
./date/1997/06/msg01187.html:was any indication, have a high chance of being at least partly
chance to defeat it.
./date/1997/06/msg01213.html:&gt;&gt; chance.
chance to defeat it.
./date/1997/06/msg01222.html:&gt;chance.
chance to defeat it.
./date/1997/06/msg01225.html:&gt; chance.
./date/1997/06/msg01242.html:&gt;And I use a 32-bit hash function (one in four billion chance I get someone
chance to defeat it.
./date/1997/06/msg01244.html:chance.
./date/1997/06/msg01374.html:your worldview. I am certainly willing to bet that if you had the chance
./date/1997/06/msg01403.html:&gt; expect that there’s about a 1/2^8 chance that there exists a
./date/1997/06/msg01411.html:&gt;your worldview. I am certainly willing to bet that if you had the chance
./date/1997/06/msg01411.html:&gt;your worldview. I am certainly willing to bet that if you had the chance
./date/1997/06/msg01492.html:increased chance of getting caught. Not that easy to cash in on.
./date/1997/06/msg01493.html:1.4% chance to crack it in one hour. If you give up after an hour and
./date/1997/06/msg01493.html:pick a new transaction to crack, you have a 50% chance of cracking at
./date/1997/06/msg01510.html:Today’s world may seem more dangerous, with a greater chance
chance of
./date/1997/06/msg01540.html:chance of following me, here:
./date/1997/06/msg01603.html:THAT, my friend, just ended ANY chance of coomunication between the two
chance that they may be
./date/1997/06/msg01710.html:bee, and you have another chance to win ?200 in our short story
./date/1997/06/msg01719.html:a chance to win 200 smackers in our short story competition. All
chance
./date/1997/06/msg01742.html:about a 1/2^8 chance that there exists a DES key that converts any
chance that one of the blocks
./date/1997/06/msg01755.html:good chance of getting my feet onto the path of cryptographic
./date/1997/06/msg01756.html:&gt;&gt; course, as soon as there was a chance of that happening, he’d get out of
./date/1997/06/msg01757.html:culprit... and in the case of the Smith legislation you’d have the chance
./date/1997/07/msg00011.html:vinyl or Yakuza looking black MIBs. No prizes, just your chance to
./date/1997/07/msg00012.html:vinyl or Yakuza looking black MIBs. No prizes, just your chance to
./date/1997/07/msg00030.html:voice, no power and no chance. They starve in order to feed and clothe and
./date/1997/07/msg00080.html:small chance of a dust storm (currently 600 miles to the south),
./date/1997/07/msg00144.html:might be a minute chance to get the American public to understand, as
./date/1997/07/msg00154.html:&gt;might be a minute chance to get the American public to understand, as
./date/1997/07/msg00417.html:offer them a chance to help draw the map that will lead to the
./date/1997/07/msg00421.html:little chance of changing his mind?
./date/1997/07/msg00423.html:&gt;little chance of changing his mind?
./date/1997/07/msg00451.html:so we give you the chance to gloat over failing law enforcement ?
./date/1997/07/msg00464.html:&gt; so we give you the chance to gloat over failing law enforcement ?
./date/1997/07/msg00543.html:&gt; so we give you the chance to gloat over failing law enforcement ?
./date/1997/07/msg00624.html:There is also the chance that the United States will
./date/1997/07/msg00633.html:protected, there is little or no chance that they will reveal the
./date/1997/07/msg00635.html:cert (fat chance), anyone basing their strategy on having such a cert is
./date/1997/07/msg00642.html:&gt; refusing to renew a cert (fat chance), anyone basing their strategy on
./date/1997/07/msg00657.html:| &gt; refusing to renew a cert (fat chance), anyone basing their strategy on
./date/1997/07/msg00806.html:slew of them together. This way all lists stand a better chance of
./date/1997/07/msg00829.html:He had a perfect chance to rake the Feds over the coals and try nasty
./date/1997/07/msg00830.html:&gt; He had a perfect chance to rake the Feds over the
./date/1997/07/msg00880.html:&gt;always the chance that he could suffer grief or imprisonment for them(
./date/1997/07/msg00889.html:always the chance that he could suffer grief or imprisonment for them(
./date/1997/07/msg00890.html:&gt; &gt; He had a perfect chance to rake the Feds over the
./date/1997/07/msg01033.html:chance of getting home alive.”
./date/1997/07/msg01039.html:14 year olds will look at hooters, given the chance [shock]
./date/1997/07/msg01042.html:I am almost certain I am in there somewhere, any chance of zipping up a
./date/1997/07/msg01055.html:Are you by any chance of fate related to the David Downey who spammed
./date/1997/07/msg01071.html:Back in the ‘30 we had a chance to stop the Nazi’s and insted the world to
./date/1997/07/msg01090.html:Visual Basic, PowerBuilder, Smalltalk, or COBOL, there’s a good chance
./date/1997/07/msg01090.html:money and their systems. In any case, there’s a good chance that you
./date/1997/07/msg01090.html:there’s a good chance that GM doesn’t have an inventory of widgets;
./date/1997/07/msg01110.html:have the slightest chance of reaching a conviction. No drug history
./date/1997/07/msg01132.html:jobs under different numbers -- with no chance of ever collecting any
./date/1997/07/msg01176.html:chance.
./date/1997/07/msg01270.html:tape of it, but haven’t had a chance to transcribe it yet. Believe me,
./date/1997/07/msg01360.html:You get a chance to experience the combined offering on July 25. You can
./date/1997/07/msg01360.html:have a chance
./date/1997/07/msg01360.html:access for eight weeks, you’ll have a chance to explore the Interactive
./date/1997/07/msg01385.html:not to take that chance for only $5.00?
./date/1997/07/msg01398.html:Several weeks ago I had a chance to examine a number <BR>
./date/1997/07/msg01424.html:Thousands of people have used this program to raise capital to start their own business, pay off debts, buy homes, cars,
etc., even retire! This is your chance, so don’t pass it up.
./date/1997/07/msg01425.html:grasp your chance &gt;
./date/1997/07/msg01447.html:This is the same chance someone gave me and I was lucky enough to take a serious look at this software and it has been
./date/1997/07/msg01447.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up. FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS EXACTLY, and in just a few weeks you will have
./date/1997/07/msg01447.html:This is the same chance someone gave me and I was lucky enough to take a serious look at this software and it has
./date/1997/07/msg01461.html:list to reduce the chance
./date/1997/08/msg00040.html:of North America. If by chance I got into the wrong medication
./date/1997/08/msg00073.html:take the chance of ending up spending $100 or more at the whim of any 14
./date/1997/08/msg00080.html:you get a chance to run this.
./date/1997/08/msg00101.html:case too but I will refrain from commenting until I have had a chance to
./date/1997/08/msg00119.html:Sure, quit before we even have a chance to use the cheap shots we’ve
./date/1997/08/msg00131.html:never miss a chance to use government statistics in ways that
./date/1997/08/msg00143.html:&gt; Sure, quit before we even have a chance to use the cheap shots we’ve
./date/1997/08/msg00143.html:and next time, I’ll think before I write. Maybe I’ll wait for a chance to take
./date/1997/08/msg00166.html:PICS and RSAC have powerful forces behind them and stand a good chance
./date/1997/08/msg00166.html:librariesthere’s a chance that they’ll remain what they were originally
./date/1997/08/msg00175.html:Not a chance. The PGP part changes every post, its within McQ, and I
./date/1997/08/msg00188.html:&gt; PICS and RSAC have powerful forces behind them and stand a good chance
./date/1997/08/msg00264.html:with some chance
./date/1997/08/msg00285.html:espoused leader of the Christian religion, and give him a chance to
./date/1997/08/msg00285.html:example of the lies your followers try to propogate every chance
./date/1997/08/msg00311.html:espoused leader of the Christian religion, and give him a chance to
./date/1997/08/msg00311.html:example of the lies your followers try to propogate every chance
./date/1997/08/msg00352.html:maybe because attacks on smart cards have little chance of realising any
./date/1997/08/msg00353.html:maybe because attacks on smart cards have little chance of realising any
enough time and chance :-)
./date/1997/08/msg00521.html:chance that the bit level is close to being broken if not broken already. That w
./date/1997/08/msg00730.html:sentence are placed. Jim and his attorney are supposed to get a chance to
./date/1997/08/msg00756.html:&gt; posited that ABPs rely on elements of skill rather than chance to avoid
./date/1997/08/msg00785.html:It has, perhaps, only a ten percent chance of success, but this is
./date/1997/08/msg00802.html:vocal, less activist evaders have either been given a chance to settle
./date/1997/08/msg01002.html:government every day or every year, has a minimal chance of justice
./date/1997/08/msg01035.html:won’t stop em from doing it again, also, a chance remains that they
./date/1997/08/msg01069.html:long shot chance at winning this relatively small sum. Note that there were
./date/1997/08/msg01073.html:you a measurable though small chance of dying young, but this usually
./date/1997/08/msg01080.html:population with less chance of being swammped by other changes that are
./date/1997/08/msg01126.html:&gt; you a measurable though small chance of dying young, but this usually
./date/1997/08/msg01128.html:The last few lines of the message were corrupted. On the off chance
./date/1997/08/msg01158.html:Bureau of Investigation or the National Security Agency, the chance
./date/1997/08/msg01172.html:So if 10% of the hominids by chance have an genetic characteristic
./date/1997/08/msg01196.html:Any chance someone NW can attend this and report?
./date/1997/08/msg01197.html:&gt; Any chance someone NW can attend this and report?
./date/1997/08/msg01206.html:&gt; long shot chance at winning this relatively small sum. Note that there were
./date/1997/08/msg01312.html:individuals who might actually jump at the chance to pull thier own weight.
./date/1997/08/msg01319.html:ForeFront would like to offer you, our V.I.P.’s, a chance to get
./date/1997/08/msg01332.html:legally to suppress protected speech, it must reduce the chance of
./date/1997/08/msg01387.html:About the only Real Hardware I can see having a chance is
./date/1997/08/msg01456.html:+About the only Real Hardware I can see having a chance is
./date/1997/08/msg01478.html:.... fat chance ... the only good thing about such a system is its
./date/1997/08/msg01564.html:In fact, we if we can’t get you approved!! This is that second chance you’ve
./date/1997/08/msg01569.html:else is or has been doing. That is what we are offering you now--a chance
./date/1997/08/msg01575.html:list to reduce the chance
./date/1997/08/msg01607.html:I knew I had to give this a chance. I was right. THIS IS WORKING NOW!
./date/1997/08/msg01607.html:This is your chance ! So don’t pass it up.
./date/1997/08/msg01621.html:is NOT some get rich quick scheme.This is a chance to own your own
./date/1997/08/msg01633.html:forever unless you act. This is a chance to act, and it will work.
./date/1997/08/msg01633.html:to give you a chance
./date/1997/08/msg01641.html:If you’re looking for a way to succeed NOW, the following chance of a
./date/1997/08/msg01667.html:chance of reaching a verdict if he sent them back and they said no,
./date/1997/08/msg01683.html:legally to suppress protected speech, it must reduce the chance of
./date/1997/08/msg01698.html:retire! This is your chance, so don’t pass it up.
./date/1997/08/msg01705.html:I am 27, and had received this offer 6 times before I gave it a shot. I’m not going to say that I was in debt, down on my
in my career and I never gave any email money making opportunities a chance
give it a shot... Was risking $20 worth the chance of making $50,000?” 78 days later (today), and I have made exactly 79,835.00
./date/1997/08/msg01711.html:until the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has had a chance to review
./date/1997/08/msg01712.html:&gt;until the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has had a chance to review
./date/1997/08/msg01729.html:forever unless you act. This is a chance to act, and it will work.
./date/1997/08/msg01729.html:to give you a chance
./date/1997/09/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01872” HREF=”msg01872.html”>Take a chance and WIN!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01941” HREF=”msg01941.html”>Its working read this, give it a chance,</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01574” HREF=”msg01574.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01612” HREF=”msg01612.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
chance, which is
./date/1997/09/msg00167.html:comment, “These were only preliminary estimates, before we had a chance
./date/1997/09/msg00335.html:one or both of those committee votes, and that it stands a good chance of
./date/1997/09/msg00360.html:Until more capacity is made available, there’s not much chance that
./date/1997/09/msg00380.html:becoming a reality before they had even had a chance to react.
./date/1997/09/msg00402.html:a chance to provide feedback on the positive and negative aspects
./date/1997/09/msg00402.html:Feedback:They could effectively destroy any chance of the members
./date/1997/09/msg00402.html:likely that the CypherPunks would pass up a chance to throw a
./date/1997/09/msg00402.html:Priscilla paused, to give everyone a chance to add their two cents
./date/1997/09/msg00451.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01872.html”>Take a chance and WIN!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg00486.html:If size(w) == 64 bits, maybe you have a chance.
./date/1997/09/msg00486.html:Do you really just use 1 byte of the Ch(i)? Then you may have a chance.
./date/1997/09/msg00520.html:There’s even a chance this vague note here will cause &lt;elided&gt; to again
./date/1997/09/msg00522.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01872.html”>Take a chance and WIN!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg00529.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01872.html”>Take a chance and WIN!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg00531.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01872.html”>Take a chance and WIN!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg00549.html:&gt; There’s even a chance this vague note here will cause &lt;elided&gt; to again
./date/1997/09/msg00552.html:say in it. Those kids deserve a chance, whether you as an individual believe
./date/1997/09/msg00561.html:&gt;a say in it. Those kids deserve a chance, whether you as an individual
./date/1997/09/msg00569.html:be a snowball’s chance in hell that those who choose to do further
./date/1997/09/msg00672.html:&gt; Till when, Declan? And do you know why, perchance?
./date/1997/09/msg00881.html:I have a better chance if all the US guys are in jail, because
./date/1997/09/msg00894.html:them in terms *they* understand, we run a much better chance to make
./date/1997/09/msg00919.html:&gt;them in terms *they* understand, we run a much better chance to make
./date/1997/09/msg00971.html:I just got the chance to add the link. They should be online for receive
./date/1997/09/msg01012.html:her political future, spoke glowingly of the chance to return
./date/1997/09/msg01020.html:The chance that more than a few hyper-busy members of Congress
./date/1997/09/msg01029.html:I do internet security consulting for a living and get a chance to
./date/1997/09/msg01122.html:much more even to have a fair chance of precluding judicial review of a
./date/1997/09/msg01142.html:(Now if I get a chance, I’ll turn that into yet another letter to fax spam
./date/1997/09/msg01172.html:&gt;from a Senator?” Not a chance.
./date/1997/09/msg01174.html:from a Senator?” Not a chance.
./date/1997/09/msg01195.html:there’s no chance of a Chaumian or agnostic or even vaguely private
./date/1997/09/msg01233.html:chance to obtain additional evidence which can later be used to
./date/1997/09/msg01236.html:chance to obtain additional evidence which can later be used to
./date/1997/09/msg01237.html:they can’t get a conviction on one charge, there is a pretty good chance
./date/1997/09/msg01239.html:envisioned with the EFF running the CAPs, would stand a good chance
./date/1997/09/msg01289.html:there’s little chance of being heard above the clamor raised by LE.
./date/1997/09/msg01347.html:That’s a great response, but I still see little chance that this
chance in hell
./date/1997/09/msg01488.html:in its current form, the SAFE law still has a chance at success.
./date/1997/09/msg01496.html:willing to take that chance. William Geiger and a few others may
./date/1997/09/msg01527.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01941.html”>Its working read this, give it a chance,</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01528.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01941.html”>Its working read this, give it a chance,</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01531.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01941.html”>Its working read this, give it a chance,</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01534.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01941.html”>Its working read this, give it a chance,</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01545.html:Whenever you get a chance please write back where you can be reached. If you
./date/1997/09/msg01549.html:&gt; Not many people are going to be willing to take that chance.
./date/1997/09/msg01561.html:I am beginning to think that democracy might have a better chance
./date/1997/09/msg01563.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01574.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01567.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01612.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01574.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Its working read this, give it a chance -->
./date/1997/09/msg01574.html:<TITLE>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</TITLE>
./date/1997/09/msg01574.html:<H1>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</H1>
./date/1997/09/msg01574.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01574.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01612” HREF=”msg01612.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01574.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01612.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01577.html:Professor noticed it by chance, informed the Senate, and it was
./date/1997/09/msg01580.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01574.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01586.html:a chance to respond to Declan’s questions directly.
./date/1997/09/msg01586.html:cards. White and Markey offered them a chance to defeat Oxley while
./date/1997/09/msg01593.html:&gt;cards. White and Markey offered them a chance to defeat Oxley while
./date/1997/09/msg01612.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Its working read this, give it a chance -->
./date/1997/09/msg01612.html:<TITLE>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</TITLE>
./date/1997/09/msg01612.html:<H1>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</H1>
./date/1997/09/msg01612.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01612.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01574” HREF=”msg01574.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01612.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01574.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01614.html:there’s a good chance that it would be overlooked by viri, logic bombs,
./date/1997/09/msg01614.html:trojans... and even if it wasn’t there’s an even better chance that a
./date/1997/09/msg01619.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01612.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01629.html:“We asked the anti-spammers to give us a chance, and we asked the
./date/1997/09/msg01629.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01612.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01637.html:&gt; cards. White and Markey offered them a chance to defeat Oxley while
./date/1997/09/msg01720.html:&gt; cards. White and Markey offered them a chance to defeat Oxley while
./date/1997/09/msg01721.html:would never take the chance of revealing their capabilities just to
./date/1997/09/msg01748.html:&gt; would never take the chance of revealing their capabilities just to
./date/1997/09/msg01763.html:&gt;&gt; would never take the chance of revealing their capabilities just to
./date/1997/09/msg01783.html:decency not to declare war until giving the ‘enemy’ every chance to
./date/1997/09/msg01799.html:No notice, no chance for self-defense, merely relieved of command
./date/1997/09/msg01800.html:No notice, no chance for self-defense, merely relieved of command and

./date/1997/09/msg01840.html:&lt;/P&gt;&lt;P ALIGN=JUSTIFY&gt;Thousands of people have used this program to raise capital to start their own business,
pay off debts, buy homes, cars, etc., even retire! This is your chance, so don’t pass it up.
./date/1997/09/msg01843.html:Unfortunately, most people look at this type of program and toss it out, a very big mistake because they are also tossing
out a chance to gain
./date/1997/09/msg01872.html:<!--X-Subject:Take a chance and WIN! -->
./date/1997/09/msg01872.html:<TITLE>Take a chance and WIN!</TITLE>
./date/1997/09/msg01872.html:<H1>Take a chance and WIN!</H1>
./date/1997/09/msg01872.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Take a chance and WIN!</LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01872.html:If you would like to enter for a chance to win $40,000 in cash, a 1997 Corvette,
./date/1997/09/msg01916.html:potential for success. Pass it by and miss your chance
./date/1997/09/msg01919.html:Me:“Just click here:----&gt; <A HREF=”http://207.213.38.77/megaresource/”>http://207.213.38.77/megaresource/</A> or if by
chance you are unable to download it,
./date/1997/09/msg01921.html:Me:“Just click here:----&gt; <A HREF=”http://207.213.38.77/megaresource/”>http://207.213.38.77/megaresource/</A> or if by
chance you are unable to download it,
./date/1997/09/msg01927.html:This is the chance you have been looking for. You no longer have to be embarrassed about your credit problems----THIS IS
YOUR CHANCE FOR A NEW START!!!!----remember that it does not matter what your credit past is.
./date/1997/09/msg01939.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01574.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/09/msg01941.html:<!--X-Subject:Its working read this, give it a chance, -->
./date/1997/09/msg01941.html:<TITLE>Its working read this, give it a chance,</TITLE>
./date/1997/09/msg01941.html:<H1>Its working read this, give it a chance,</H1>
./date/1997/09/msg01941.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Its working read this, give it a chance,</LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01941.html:Breaking the rules on the way it is sent only messes up your chance of it
./date/1997/09/msg01964.html:potential for success. Pass it by and miss your chance
./date/1997/09/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01872” HREF=”msg01872.html”>Take a chance and WIN!</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/09/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01941” HREF=”msg01941.html”>Its working read this, give it a chance,</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/09/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01574” HREF=”msg01574.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/09/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01612” HREF=”msg01612.html”>Re:Its working read this, give it a chance</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/10/msg00064.html:and the teen who has been charged -- that it was a “chance
./date/1997/10/msg00073.html:you may not have a chance
./date/1997/10/msg00079.html:in groups of 3. Better chance of hitting, and hitting something important.
./date/1997/10/msg00079.html:to my bedroom door nobody is going to get a chance for a snap shot. Hell, if
./date/1997/10/msg00090.html:&gt; harm minimisation program has a good chance in resulting in less deaths
./date/1997/10/msg00092.html:have an outside chance of expressing an opinion or viewpoint that
./date/1997/10/msg00093.html:get your head out of your fucking ass so that you have an outside chance of
./date/1997/10/msg00142.html:harm minimisation program has a good chance in resulting in less deaths
./date/1997/10/msg00198.html:encryption never really had much more than a snowball’s chance in
./date/1997/10/msg00228.html:encryption never really had much more than a snowball’s chance
./date/1997/10/msg00229.html:encryption never really had much more than a snowball’s chance in
./date/1997/10/msg00284.html:is a chance to lead the rabble with the the chant:
./date/1997/10/msg00285.html:I have not had a chance to obtain a copy of 5.5 and check it out so I
./date/1997/10/msg00390.html:I’m not saying that society owes him anything more than the chance he already had (and blew); rather, I’m just pointing
out that there are more people lined up at the dole than just socialists crying, “there ought to be a law.” Some of them are truly hard workers that
either had shit-for-luck when they needed it, or no scruples when they should have used them.
./date/1997/10/msg00468.html:Join a thread, start a thread -- it’s your chance to sound off!
./date/1997/10/msg00477.html:is an additional chance, call it probability p2, that your security
./date/1997/10/msg00525.html:on. Only then is there any chance
./date/1997/10/msg00536.html:would minimise the chance that I would have to wait to compose
./date/1997/10/msg00543.html:“A beautiful idea has a much greater chance of being a correct idea
./date/1997/10/msg00576.html:I think we stand a chance against type i). Type ii) seems pretty hard
./date/1997/10/msg00576.html:reduce the MITM’s chance of succeeding next time.
./date/1997/10/msg00593.html:because they don’t have a chance to exchange more email.
./date/1997/10/msg00676.html:functionality. This would also give you the chance to resolve the
./date/1997/10/msg00700.html:Government never misses a chance to take opportunistic advantage, and
./date/1997/10/msg00700.html:the chance to treat crypto as something qualitatively different than
./date/1997/10/msg00712.html:But for now my choice is to take a chance on the $49 downloadable version
chance a rumor will get
./date/1997/10/msg00749.html:&gt; functionality. This would also give you the chance to resolve the
chance a rumor will get
./date/1997/10/msg00771.html:up by accidentaly sending sensitive email unencrypted stands a good chance
./date/1997/10/msg00776.html:&gt; up by accidentaly sending sensitive email unencrypted stands a good chance
./date/1997/10/msg00813.html:Providing source is important - thanks; at least there’s some chance that
./date/1997/10/msg00835.html:have a chance to make necessary changes if the situation changes
./date/1997/10/msg00835.html:than a minute to decide it was not worth ‘taking the chance’ of
./date/1997/10/msg00846.html:going to support key escrow? Fat chance.
./date/1997/10/msg00851.html:I don’t stand much of a chance.
./date/1997/10/msg00890.html:&gt; going to support key escrow? Fat chance.
./date/1997/10/msg00899.html:this may give the GAK folks a better chance of getting it.
./date/1997/10/msg00946.html:out about your chance
./date/1997/10/msg00946.html:Explorer. Find out about your chance to win a computer click here for
./date/1997/10/msg00948.html:arguments doesn’t stand a chance against a market driven compagny, be it
./date/1997/10/msg00948.html:valuable that I might stand a chance to be unable to recover it ?
./date/1997/10/msg00957.html:&gt; arguments doesn’t stand a chance against a market driven compagny, be it
./date/1997/10/msg00957.html:Political arguments stand a better chance with PGP Inc than with most
./date/1997/10/msg00961.html:saw a “real” proposal. If I have a chance, though, I will go back
./date/1997/10/msg01005.html:out about your chance
./date/1997/10/msg01005.html:Explorer. Find out about your chance to win a computer click here for
./date/1997/10/msg01015.html:other, less safe (more chance of discovery) techniques, like bribing
./date/1997/10/msg01117.html:and think Anguilla has a very good chance of passing a law making digital
./date/1997/10/msg01128.html:&gt;other companies a fair chance.
./date/1997/10/msg01176.html:once-trusted leaders inevitably corrupted by power, fame and chance
./date/1997/10/msg01207.html:“A beautiful idea has a much greater chance of being a correct idea
./date/1997/10/msg01209.html:passing, and the chance of detection, it sounds viable to me.
./date/1997/10/msg01309.html:Reality is that our best chance for getting the Government to fall
./date/1997/10/msg01321.html:prominent psychiatrist can advertise that, given the chance, he
./date/1997/10/msg01322.html:that, given the chance, he would have treated Newton to electric shock
./date/1997/10/msg01327.html:&gt; chancellor has his way.
./date/1997/10/msg01327.html:&gt; This week, chancellor Robert Khayat ordered a ban on all sticks at
./date/1997/10/msg01354.html:&gt;and think Anguilla has a very good chance of passing a law making digital
./date/1997/10/msg01355.html:A chance to save money........a penny saved
./date/1997/10/msg01546.html:And he doesn’t stand a chance of suing them successfully.
./date/1997/10/msg01556.html:There are very few people who never had a chance.
./date/1997/10/msg01643.html:&gt;And he doesn’t stand a chance of suing them successfully.
./date/1997/10/msg01664.html:prosecutors are fully aware that their greatest chance of success
./date/1997/10/msg01664.html:a chance of suffering devastating consequences. What their victims
./date/1997/10/msg01696.html:&gt;If the sentence is life, with a chance for parole after 15 years, or if
./date/1997/10/msg01708.html:If the sentence is life, with a chance for parole after 15 years, or if
./date/1997/10/msg01783.html:This is the chance you have been looking for. You no longer have to be embarrassed about your credit problems----THIS IS
YOUR CHANCE FOR A NEW START!!!!----remember that it does not matter what your credit past is.
./date/1997/10/msg01793.html:chance. I may just be the guy to change your life around in
./date/1997/10/msg01798.html:who has the best chance of being found ./date/1997/10/msg01804.html:Unfortunately, most people look at this type of program and toss it out, a very big mistake because they are also tossing
out a chance to gain
./date/1997/10/msg01875.html:your chance, so don’t pass it up.
./date/1997/10/msg01876.html:violent crime? That’s a 1 in 20 chance of YOU being attacked THIS YEAR! If
./date/1997/10/msg01902.html:your chance, so don’t pass it up.
./date/1997/11/msg00078.html:chance of defeating a superior force. That’s why
./date/1997/11/msg00096.html:your direction ... I got a chance to examine the blade from a few inches
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:10% chance of falling in a particular year. In ten years, that’s a
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:35% chance of compromise. But if three different ciphers are used,
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:there is only a 4% chance that it will fall in a decade.
./date/1997/11/msg00131.html:&gt;extremely high rate (corresponding to a 1/10 chance of
./date/1997/11/msg00131.html:&gt;getting the disease, rather than a 1/1,000,000 chance).
./date/1997/11/msg00133.html:extremely high rate (corresponding to a 1/10 chance of
./date/1997/11/msg00133.html:getting the disease, rather than a 1/1,000,000 chance).
./date/1997/11/msg00176.html:wanted to make fun of the4 savior so he’d be guarnateed a chance to meet
./date/1997/11/msg00285.html:teenagers.Just like there is no evidence that you have a 50% chance of
./date/1997/11/msg00306.html:&gt;&gt;extremely high rate (corresponding to a 1/10 chance of
./date/1997/11/msg00306.html:&gt;&gt;getting the disease, rather than a 1/1,000,000 chance).
./date/1997/11/msg00345.html:I can hardly wait until Jane and Joe Public get their chance to
./date/1997/11/msg00345.html:If I had a chance for a shot at Louis J. Freeh on the
./date/1997/11/msg00383.html:one-in-a-million chance of having the disease. Otherwise, the cost will
./date/1997/11/msg00408.html:last week with Andy Grove. Now some of Andy’s friends also have a chance
./date/1997/11/msg00462.html:a 90% chance of having sent it to the right person.
./date/1997/11/msg00471.html:deliberately placed this in their processor, took a chance that nobody else
./date/1997/11/msg00514.html:and there was little chance of it going to trial, unless he managed
./date/1997/11/msg00566.html:brought along “all this way” have a chance to speak. Brownback?s initial
./date/1997/11/msg00568.html:beloved dog and fellow hunter, little chance. What it
./date/1997/11/msg00581.html:lawsuit has (in hir opinion) at least a reasonable chance of succeeding. That
./date/1997/11/msg00614.html:&gt;beloved dog and fellow hunter, little chance. What it
./date/1997/11/msg00614.html:better than 50% chance of dying with a bullet in his
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:There is an 89.3% chance that the resulting number will be between 0
./date/1997/11/msg00746.html:Who would pass up a chance
./date/1997/11/msg00757.html:what he saw when he had the chance to at
./date/1997/11/msg00765.html:&gt; what he saw when he had the chance to at
./date/1997/11/msg00819.html:people correctly evaluate that you have no chance for freedom at all
./date/1997/11/msg00819.html:if you commit suicide, whereas a slave *does* have a chance.
./date/1997/11/msg00836.html:fairly intelligent family members who, given the chance, would restrict
./date/1997/11/msg00882.html:that many of their customers would not welcome a chance to have them
./date/1997/11/msg00891.html:chance to drop a few dozen more nukes on them! We also shoud have used poison
./date/1997/11/msg00894.html:&gt; that many of their customers would not welcome a chance to have them
./date/1997/11/msg00913.html:&gt; chance to drop a few dozen more nukes on them! We also shoud have used poison
./date/1997/11/msg00942.html:is futile, that there is no chance of defeating a superior force.
./date/1997/11/msg00944.html:there is no chance of defeating a superior force. That’s why military
./date/1997/11/msg00975.html:”Last chance, sister! Get your hands off that endangered species! This
./date/1997/11/msg00976.html:&gt;cheap shots at Tim when I have the chance, I’m still not sure if the risk
./date/1997/11/msg00976.html:Constitution does, so this is your chance to say “Fuck the National
./date/1997/11/msg00986.html:&gt;your data to keep out prying eyes. Why take the chance? Get
./date/1997/11/msg01008.html:&gt;people correctly evaluate that you have no chance for freedom at all
./date/1997/11/msg01008.html:&gt;if you commit suicide, whereas a slave *does* have a chance.
./date/1997/11/msg01039.html:cheap shots at Tim when I have the chance, I’m still not sure if the risk
./date/1997/11/msg01041.html:&gt;people correctly evaluate that you have no chance for freedom at all
./date/1997/11/msg01041.html:&gt;if you commit suicide, whereas a slave *does* have a chance.
./date/1997/11/msg01055.html:&gt; Constitution does, so this is your chance to say “Fuck the National
./date/1997/11/msg01057.html:&gt; &gt; Constitution does, so this is your chance to say “Fuck the National
./date/1997/11/msg01100.html:&gt;&gt;people correctly evaluate that you have no chance for freedom at all
./date/1997/11/msg01100.html:&gt;&gt;if you commit suicide, whereas a slave *does* have a chance.
./date/1997/11/msg01104.html:in the value of that which is put at hazard. Games of chance require
chance or
./date/1997/11/msg01128.html:but fat chance on everybody deploying it quickly enough.)
./date/1997/11/msg01169.html:you read Plato, by chance? ;-). Folks later called this the Mind/Body
./date/1997/11/msg01187.html:I haven’t had a chance to read through it yet.
./date/1997/11/msg01202.html:&gt; you read Plato, by chance? ;-). Folks later called this the Mind/Body
./date/1997/11/msg01331.html:There’s always a chance it _was_ a missile, or a bomb, or somesuch. I don’t
./date/1997/11/msg01365.html:2) Give developers a chance to show off some of the work that has been
./date/1997/11/msg01365.html:4) Give the developers a chance to tell Apple and other vendors what
./date/1997/11/msg01451.html:If you will check the archives (God, I’ve been waiting for a chance to
./date/1997/11/msg01501.html:Still, there’s a slim chance he’s enjoying himself in Seattle or DC, working
./date/1997/11/msg01507.html:For a limited time, Slick Willie is offering you a chance to
./date/1997/11/msg01522.html:could happen only by chance. More than likely they could have obtained
./date/1997/11/msg01562.html:chance
./date/1997/11/msg01569.html:board of directors determined it had no chance ofsurviving a credit
chance of Russia attacking with
./date/1997/11/msg01585.html:doing this in concert with the Germans there is little chance of Russia
chance, and then there will be a pretty uproar. The young
./date/1997/11/msg01657.html:much chance
./date/1997/11/msg01667.html:&gt;chance of that.
./date/1997/11/msg01888.html:on and on. Not a chance of stopping it any time soon.
./date/1997/11/msg01914.html:Thousands of people have used this program to raise capital to start their own business, pay off debts, buy homes, cars,
etc., even retire! This is your chance, so don’t pass it up.
./date/1997/11/msg01922.html:This is your chance, don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/11/msg01922.html:This is your chance, don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/11/msg01937.html:your chance, so don’t pass it up.
./date/1997/11/msg01943.html:This is your chance, don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/11/msg01953.html:This is your chance, don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/11/msg01968.html:This is your chance, don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/11/msg02029.html:This is your chance, so read on and get started today!
./date/1997/11/msg02039.html:you go through the numbers your chance of success is much greater.
./date/1997/11/msg02039.html:million dollar companies could have. Well here is your chance, you can
./date/1997/11/msg02040.html:every chance of arthritis relief) with proof of purchase within 60 days.
./date/1997/11/msg02055.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/11/msg02055.html:afford $20 for a chance to make $ 55,000). You obviously already have
./date/1997/11/msg02057.html:This is your chance, don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/11/msg02057.html:This is your chance, don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/11/msg02060.html:your chance, so don’t pass it up.
chance
./date/1997/12/msg00040.html:True, but the chance that somone might be offensive is not
./date/1997/12/msg00220.html:from principle would give him a chance to win. As I recall, he got
./date/1997/12/msg00237.html:world would be better off without, in case I happen to get a chance
./date/1997/12/msg00237.html:to separate dreams from reality, giving me a chance to reevaluate
./date/1997/12/msg00237.html:that I have a better chance
./date/1997/12/msg00286.html:Letting just _one_ egg miss fertilization denies that egg the chance to become
./date/1997/12/msg00287.html:”Cycling for Freedom.” Basically, this is a chance to help crack RC5/64 and
./date/1997/12/msg00339.html:&gt;Letting just _one_ egg miss fertilization denies that egg the chance to
./date/1997/12/msg00358.html:location with a m-1/m (e.g 9/10) (recursive) chance of an
./date/1997/12/msg00358.html:chance of a full remap of the split concerned.
./date/1997/12/msg00471.html:and orderly. I haven’t had a chance to play with it yet, but it looks
./date/1997/12/msg00490.html:government, let it go, let it go:perchance it will wear smooth, -certainly
./date/1997/12/msg00516.html:BTW, any chance your recent system troubles are related to your
./date/1997/12/msg00521.html:you don’t even try its guaranteed you have no chance of winning.
./date/1997/12/msg00521.html:&gt; BTW, any chance your recent system troubles are related to your
./date/1997/12/msg00594.html:And since jackbooted thug Daufenbach will never get a chance to
./date/1997/12/msg00648.html:Giving folks the chance
./date/1997/12/msg00649.html:Giving folks the chance
./date/1997/12/msg00666.html:he has a better chance of throwing a strike if he puts a little spin
./date/1997/12/msg00742.html:know that if we don’t try we have zero chance of gaining any of them, let
./date/1997/12/msg00760.html:PRESIDENT CLINTON:You may get a chance to see here in a minute!
./date/1997/12/msg00801.html:chance to make a break for higher ground.&quot;<BR>
./date/1997/12/msg00802.html:waiting their chance to make a break for higher ground.”
./date/1997/12/msg00820.html:And there wasn’t much chance that the SPA--the Software Protection
./date/1997/12/msg00820.html:couldn’t refuse to help her, because he loved her. Every chance to
./date/1997/12/msg00878.html:your patent if theres a chance that a party will remove the secrecy in
./date/1997/12/msg00879.html:And there wasn’t much chance that the SPA--the Software Protection
./date/1997/12/msg00879.html:couldn’t refuse to help her, because he loved her. Every chance to
./date/1997/12/msg00881.html:They blew their chance to regulate *computers* as military tech.
./date/1997/12/msg00888.html:&gt;They blew their chance to regulate *computers* as military tech.
./date/1997/12/msg00895.html:&gt;&gt;They blew their chance to regulate *computers* as military tech.
./date/1997/12/msg00896.html:&gt;&gt;&gt;They blew their chance to regulate *computers* as military tech.
./date/1997/12/msg00919.html:&gt; your patent if theres a chance that a party will remove the secrecy in
./date/1997/12/msg00975.html:Go to our Home page, then you get free souvenir and catalog. !!! Don’t miss this chance..!!
./date/1997/12/msg01028.html:eliminating any chance of choice for the consumer in the long run.) Check
./date/1997/12/msg01123.html:people, we may have a chance of getting somewhere. (Oh well, we can
./date/1997/12/msg01125.html:was driven home there was a small but real chance
./date/1997/12/msg01150.html:&gt; was driven home there was a small but real chance
chance.
chance.
./date/1997/12/msg01241.html:didn’t want to chance another round down the barrel. my guess is that it
./date/1997/12/msg01262.html:If one robs a bank, though, he stands a far greater chance of being
./date/1997/12/msg01347.html:Join a thread, start a thread -- it’s your chance to sound off!
./date/1997/12/msg01396.html:present circumstances. Because they are given no chance to overcome
./date/1997/12/msg01396.html:their circumstances, they will not have the chance to savor the
./date/1997/12/msg01422.html:as one of my apps. (Microsoft missed a chance when they didn’t license
./date/1997/12/msg01444.html:justice, while risking little chance of justice ultimately triumphing.
./date/1997/12/msg01484.html:A chance of a lifetime!
to make only the few succeed and the majority unsuccessful. We have taken a successful , very successful, formula and combined it with great products
designed to make even the most computer illiterate succeed.But we have also taken it to the next
level, a chance for you to help others around you . Nothing is more satisfying than being able to bring happiness to others. It is a gift that you
can’t put a price tag on.
./date/1997/12/msg01501.html:product and ease of use. Here is your chance , I do not know how long
./date/1997/12/msg01524.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/12/msg01539.html:a chance!
./date/1997/12/msg01558.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/12/msg01567.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/12/msg01567.html:you can afford $20 for a chance to make $ 55,000). You obviously
./date/1997/12/msg01568.html:Take the chance you never know what will happen!!!
./date/1997/12/msg01568.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1997/12/msg01568.html:$20 for a chance to make $55,000). You obviously already have an internet
./date/1997/12/msg01575.html:a chance!
chance.
chance.
./date/1998/01/msg00040.html:passed up a chance to make another law, will be jockeying for regulation of
./date/1998/01/msg00056.html:There would by chance be anyone around who would know where the
./date/1998/01/msg00057.html:forcing them to stay behind serious cover) would give him a chance to duck
./date/1998/01/msg00065.html:50% per cycle. Thus, there is a 75% chance that it has been sent by the

./date/1998/01/msg00065.html:end of the second cycle, and therefore a 25% (.5*.5) chance that it is
./date/1998/01/msg00182.html:a chance to pass a criminal copyright bill. Even the librarians and
chance of making a buck doing so??
chance of making a buck doing so??
./date/1998/01/msg00303.html:by Newton. If I get the chance I’ll take a look and catalog some of the
./date/1998/01/msg00330.html:chance, making it tough for startups to bring whizzy new inventions to
./date/1998/01/msg00356.html:kill themselves though drugs and reckless skiing before they have a chance
./date/1998/01/msg00369.html:Came across this by chance...having never heard of this ‘disgruntled’
./date/1998/01/msg00378.html:chance of winning the game is to B’s chance as 11 is to 5.
./date/1998/01/msg00378.html:chance of success is 1/6, so that he should be allowed to take 1/6 of
./date/1998/01/msg00386.html:a good but not certain chance
./date/1998/01/msg00401.html:&gt; a good but not certain chance
./date/1998/01/msg00424.html:group with a credible chance
./date/1998/01/msg00461.html:chance that the eternity server could be treated as a service provider in
./date/1998/01/msg00469.html:&gt;group with a credible chance
./date/1998/01/msg00488.html:code he runs, this gives the would be eternity operator a chance to
./date/1998/01/msg00519.html:&gt; &gt; operator a chance to distribute his risk.
./date/1998/01/msg00526.html:really have the chance to correctly price their data. Plus, they have
./date/1998/01/msg00533.html:&gt; operator a chance to distribute his risk.
./date/1998/01/msg00543.html:&gt;and only a precarious chance for survival. There may be a worse
chance of victory, because it
./date/1998/01/msg00563.html:un-enhanced Plan 9 servers that I haven’t had a chance to look at.
./date/1998/01/msg00563.html:If you get the chance and have the resources you should look into at least
./date/1998/01/msg00575.html:has had a chance to be distributed. (And presuming that our mimic
./date/1998/01/msg00594.html:the state of the art, you have no chance at protecting against covertly
./date/1998/01/msg00606.html:Oh, wait, we’ll never have the chance
./date/1998/01/msg00676.html:wisdom, in case there’s a chance that you’re banging the White House
./date/1998/01/msg00781.html:Any chance you could get more info on this and pass it along? Or maybe
./date/1998/01/msg00830.html:- minimise chance of being killed by the NSA to silence one
./date/1998/01/msg00906.html:On the remote chance that the ActiveX control is discovered (which is extremely
./date/1998/01/msg00906.html:control and, on the remote chance that it’s ever discovered, ensure that
./date/1998/01/msg00908.html:offering us a chance to grow that market share,” said
./date/1998/01/msg00941.html:its rivals any chance, Mr. Gates’s dream may at last have
./date/1998/01/msg01053.html:we’d pay them for information. (Fat chance.)
./date/1998/01/msg01065.html:if he has to be Vice-Clinton for two more years, he’s got minimal chance
./date/1998/01/msg01189.html:Now that we all have a chance to “calm down,” my hope is that a rational
./date/1998/01/msg01246.html:&gt;solutions are the only ones that have half a chance of
./date/1998/01/msg01251.html:Your chance to automatically capitalize on the historic
./date/1998/01/msg01276.html:one in the military now has had the chance
./date/1998/01/msg01304.html:&gt;have a snowball’s chance in hell without using the discriminator output.
./date/1998/01/msg01304.html:&gt;signal there is a decent chance that you can use the interface described
./date/1998/01/msg01305.html:have a better chance of detecting broadband, pseudo-noise, signaling.
./date/1998/01/msg01315.html:have a snowball’s chance in hell without using the discriminator output.
./date/1998/01/msg01315.html:signal there is a decent chance that you can use the interface described
./date/1998/01/msg01329.html:cipher looks weak. Your best chance at encrypting stuff that needs a
./date/1998/01/msg01337.html:&gt;cipher looks weak. Your best chance at encrypting stuff that needs a
./date/1998/01/msg01405.html:&gt; Your best chance at encrypting stuff that needs a long shelf life is with a
./date/1998/01/msg01420.html:Here’s your chance
./date/1998/01/msg01464.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/01/msg01475.html:With a Federal Election in the wind 1998 provides a chance for Australians
./date/1998/01/msg01477.html:product and ease of use. Here is your chance , I do not know how long
./date/1998/01/msg01479.html:yet, today is your last chance. If the competition is too
./date/1998/01/msg01483.html:yet, today is your last chance. If the competition is too
./date/1998/01/msg01486.html:already proven ourselves to YOU. If you have not had a chance to give
./date/1998/01/msg01488.html:yet, today is your last chance. If the competition is too
./date/1998/01/msg01494.html:yet, today is your last chance. If the competition is too
./date/1998/01/msg01513.html:Hey, you will be older someday. Here is a chance to get a
./date/1998/01/msg01523.html:loans to no avail. This is my last chance. I will not burden you with the entire explanation
./date/1998/01/msg01525.html:loans to no avail. This is my last chance. I will not burden you with the entire explanation
./date/1998/01/msg01527.html:This is your chance, so read on and get started today!
./date/1998/01/msg01528.html:you now--a chance to copy our success!! It is very easy and we
./date/1998/01/msg01530.html:you now--a chance to copy our success!! It is very easy and we
./date/1998/01/msg01552.html:we have already proven ourselves to YOU. If you have not had a chance
./date/1998/01/msg01572.html:electricity in the 1990’s is that you are right now being given a chance to
./date/1998/01/msg01595.html:already proven ourselves to YOU. If you have not had a chance to give
./date/1998/01/msg01596.html:loans to no avail. This is my last chance. I will not burden you with the entire explanation
./date/1998/01/msg01597.html:loans to no avail. This is my last chance. I will not burden you with the entire explanation
./date/1998/01/msg01600.html:we have already proven ourselves to YOU. If you have not had a chance
./date/1998/02/msg00150.html:get the chance to log in every day, and also because I may have to wade
./date/1998/02/msg00202.html:there would be virtually no chance
./date/1998/02/msg00317.html:chance, as long as they can be fat, dumb, and happy the sloths
./date/1998/02/msg00360.html:&gt; them. There’s now a chance we can make serious gains in the mainstream
./date/1998/02/msg00404.html:real chance or whether this is just wishful thinking on the part of the
./date/1998/02/msg00430.html:&gt;a ‘large possibility’ and a ‘fat chance’, yes?
./date/1998/02/msg00452.html:&gt; available for download. This gives me a good chance to once again plug
./date/1998/02/msg00515.html:Hussein stayed in power. There will not be a shred of a chance for peace
./date/1998/02/msg00524.html:&gt;not be a shred of a chance for peace in that region until he is DEAD. I
chance to stare the beast in the face and
./date/1998/02/msg00529.html:some imagined threat, like the chance that an infant formula factory
./date/1998/02/msg00529.html:&gt; chance for peace in that region until he is DEAD.
./date/1998/02/msg00558.html:my chance to say anything here until it’s all over.
./date/1998/02/msg00563.html:&gt;some imagined threat, like the chance that an infant formula factory
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:haven’t been back yet, and there’s probably a good chance that the security
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:haven’t been back yet, and there’s probably a good chance that the security
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:haven’t been back yet, and there’s probably a good chance that the security
./date/1998/02/msg00680.html:you. Every individual has an equal chance. And after all, freedom
./date/1998/02/msg00687.html:”This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!”
./date/1998/02/msg00693.html:by chance. The computers’ ability to acquire, organize, store and
./date/1998/02/msg00731.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/02/msg00743.html:similar freeware product) will offer anyone in the world a chance to
./date/1998/02/msg00765.html:a ‘large possibility’ and a ‘fat chance’, yes?
./date/1998/02/msg00806.html:This is your chance, so read on and get started today!
./date/1998/02/msg00845.html:a chance to look through it.
./date/1998/02/msg00875.html:&gt;chance. I guess we don’t have a national power grid here to draw on
./date/1998/02/msg00882.html:chance. I guess we don’t have a national power grid here to draw on
./date/1998/02/msg00916.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/02/msg00930.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/03/msg00054.html:Someday you will get your big chance -- or have you already had it?
./date/1998/03/msg00054.html:The generation of random numbers is too important to be left to chance.
./date/1998/03/msg00087.html:From HR2369, the Wireless Communications Privacy Enchancement Act
./date/1998/03/msg00097.html:staffers for an on-line chat. You’ll get a chance to pose your questions
./date/1998/03/msg00103.html:for the last chance... and why congress is busily passing anti scanner
./date/1998/03/msg00123.html:payoff, or a small chance of a large payoff. They also engage in attacks
./date/1998/03/msg00211.html:chance to win:<A HREF=”http://www.classicalinsites.com/opera101”>http://www.classicalinsites.com/opera101</A>
./date/1998/03/msg00217.html:require all of us to deposit our house keys with them on the off chance that
./date/1998/03/msg00366.html:because the chance of randomly generating a genuine MAC is 2**64, or
./date/1998/03/msg00373.html:to be able to have a chance to compete with you, even if they
./date/1998/03/msg00373.html:the people’ have a ‘cubic centimeter of chance’ to understand
./date/1998/03/msg00373.html:also have a remote chance of understanding that being *active*
./date/1998/03/msg00445.html:The longer they beat her, the better chance there is that she broke
./date/1998/03/msg00446.html:&gt;The longer they beat her, the better chance there is that she broke
./date/1998/03/msg00446.html:chance of getting away with the withholding of the most secure keys.
./date/1998/03/msg00460.html:An e-mail arrives offering a chance to apply for a loan that
./date/1998/03/msg00472.html:&gt; don’t stand a chance - you will either give up your secrets, and/or die
./date/1998/03/msg00493.html:The longer you are kept alive, the higher the chance you’ll be released, be
./date/1998/03/msg00493.html:don’t stand a chance - you will either give up your secrets, and/or die
./date/1998/03/msg00530.html:That is what we are offering you now--a chance to copy our success!!
./date/1998/04/msg00044.html:and other entities who would like a chance to compete for the InterNet
./date/1998/04/msg00051.html:in prison without the chance
./date/1998/04/msg00052.html:are waiting already. So, leave nothing to chance - start right away
./date/1998/04/msg00117.html:For just US$20 there is a chance to scoop the fabulous prize of ‘Belmor
./date/1998/04/msg00149.html:grunt work of oppressing the low-life, and suddenly, you get a chance
./date/1998/04/msg00155.html:a chance at the Grand Prize for aiding us in securing a

the chance, you will begin to see the potential involved.</B>
./date/1998/04/msg00191.html:<P><B> The best of all scenarios is to have someone who is also involved in this program mail out your letters for you.
There are many private bulk e-mailers out there who send out this very letter with their names on the list because they know the potential involved.
There is a good chance that one of the people you will be ordering your report from will be able to bulk e-mail out your letter for you.</B>
./date/1998/04/msg00205.html:money for a change then this is your chance to do it.
./date/1998/04/msg00255.html:chance you need to react and avoid becoming a victim. All you really
./date/1998/04/msg00256.html:chance you need to react and avoid becoming a victim. All you really
./date/1998/04/msg00279.html:You’re online. and likely make long distance toll calls, so here’s a chance to reduce long distance costs.
./date/1998/04/msg00307.html:of their parent’s Child Food Abuse crimes, they still have a good chance
./date/1998/04/msg00401.html:Investigators have left nothing to chance:subpoenaing detailed information
./date/1998/05/msg00009.html:I was never interviewed by the SDRC committee or had any chance to defend my self against the false and defaming claims of
the SDRC.
./date/1998/05/msg00015.html:focus on the main chance, which is ecash. Preferrably electronic
./date/1998/05/msg00016.html:chance to seal the complaint.
./date/1998/05/msg00022.html:focus on the main chance, which is ecash. Preferrably electronic
./date/1998/05/msg00081.html:50 years, at which time it will have little chance of counterbalancing a
./date/1998/05/msg00081.html:being exhibited by someone who has little or no chance of eluding “Three
./date/1998/05/msg00108.html:<P><FONT FACE = “Arial” COLOR = “#FF0000” SIZE = “2”><B>This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!</B>
chance of getting a
./date/1998/05/msg00114.html:see a chance
./date/1998/05/msg00207.html:against Horiuchi and his supervisors. Some chance.
./date/1998/05/msg00247.html:&gt; Microsoft’s foes hardly had a chance to rejoice over the government’s
./date/1998/05/msg00267.html:better chance that more people can maintain or update your code than if
./date/1998/05/msg00302.html:program gives you the chance to raise the start up capital, or just make
./date/1998/05/msg00302.html:10 people over the entire Internet need to take a chance like I did. I
./date/1998/05/msg00302.html:chance.
./date/1998/05/msg00302.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/05/msg00302.html:afford $20 for a chance to make $55,000). You obviously already have
./date/1998/05/msg00311.html:chance you have at defeating Klonis. Ask yourself what type of match you want
./date/1998/05/msg00313.html:I don’t think there was a chance in hell that GCHQ, or the NSA
./date/1998/05/msg00313.html:widespread use we see today if, perchance, they _had_ foreseen that
./date/1998/05/msg00353.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/05/msg00361.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/06/msg00020.html:&gt;would be over with before they got their chance to use it!
./date/1998/06/msg00021.html:war would be over with before they got their chance to use it!
./date/1998/06/msg00067.html:&gt; &gt;would be over with before they got their chance to use it!
./date/1998/06/msg00076.html:Join the Party Line!! It’s your chance to be the life of the party. Meet new and interesting people who want to get to know
you ALOT better. Or if your preferences are a little more Intimate we have the connections for you. 1 on 1 Fantasy, talk live with the opposite sex.
./date/1998/06/msg00100.html:censor the Brave Combo. I haven’t had a chance to search that album for other
./date/1998/06/msg00174.html:afford to take that chance?
./date/1998/06/msg00210.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/06/msg00211.html:Here’s your chance to...
./date/1998/06/msg00292.html:you a second chance at getting the credit you deserve. Thousands of
./date/1998/06/msg00292.html:Credit Medic will give you a second chance for credit. It will also be your
./date/1998/06/msg00292.html:last chance. You must understand that you only get ONE (1) second
./date/1998/06/msg00292.html:chance. If your credit is damaged again, Credit Medic cannot help you.
./date/1998/06/msg00305.html:&gt;&gt; I think that Gates should be slowed down now, while the chance is still
./date/1998/06/msg00306.html:soft-drug old farts on the CPUNKS list a chance to “smoke
./date/1998/06/msg00306.html:chance to throw on a New Crusty Nostrils CD, ‘Ramblin’,
./date/1998/07/msg00003.html:&gt; Jerry Falwell - chancellor@liberty.edu
chance against the more ignorant
./date/1998/07/msg00010.html:to do so, then the chance of their ever developing the
./date/1998/07/msg00010.html:had a 50-50 chance of correctly guessing whether
./date/1998/07/msg00018.html:[I am going to take a BeerBreak, and give you a chance to
chance...
./date/1998/07/msg00037.html:opportunity, a chance to engage in rEvolutionary acts
./date/1998/07/msg00037.html:every particpant in the experience a chance to exit this
./date/1998/07/msg00057.html:This is your chance, so read on and get started today!
chance to
make some serious money would certainly not hurt either!” I mailed four $10 bills right away and after receiving all four chapters of the informative
of the book also sent me a message that
showed me how to market this valuable information with my computer for free.
./date/1998/07/msg00058.html:Do NOT mistaken this for the many chain letter SCAMS that you may have seen lately. This
program offers VERY VALUABLE information in addition to the chance to make more money than you have ever seen before!
./date/1998/07/msg00058.html:You must be interested by now, or you wouldn’t have read this far! Now is your chance to
./date/1998/07/msg00058.html:All my life I have wanted to retire early. Well, here I was, nearly 65 years old with not a cent in my savings account.
I had never been able to save money because of high medical bills that I have had since my bypass surgery. I am in debt over $74,000 and must keep
working the rest of my life. My stressful corporate life lead to my heart problems and now I am stuck with paying my health bills. Needless to say, I
jumped at the chance when I read this email.
I mailed out the 4 $10 bills right away and started advertising when I received the complete book. I guess all I can say is that I never dreamed I’d
be in a position like I am now. I have paid off my medical bills and have put over $30,000 into savings. I plan to advertise this program about every
4 months and build up my savings account to over $500,000 so I can retire in about 3 years or less. Believe me, without this amazing MLM program I’d
never be in such an enviable position!
./date/1998/07/msg00094.html:You the chance to own your own Home Based Business.
./date/1998/07/msg00125.html:It is my conjecture that the chance of that happening in some
./date/1998/07/msg00167.html:Here’s your chance to...
./date/1998/07/msg00207.html:We know, too:freedom will continue to have a chance. You
./date/1998/07/msg00214.html:I’ve now had a chance to review the decision in the Junger case. I think it
./date/1998/07/msg00216.html:This is your chance, so read on and get started today!
./date/1998/07/msg00216.html:afford $20 for a chance to make $ 55,000). You obviously already have
./date/1998/07/msg00222.html:your chance for a truly unique business opportunity that can create your
./date/1998/07/msg00267.html:See, if we just simply change politicians at every chance, then we throw the
chance of
./date/1998/07/msg00300.html:I was never interviewed by the SDRC committee or had any chance to defend my self against the false and defaming claims of
the SDRC.
./date/1998/07/msg00310.html:a far better chance that some analytic attack will be discovered, a fundamental
./date/1998/07/msg00315.html:a far better chance that some analytic attack will be discovered, a fundamental
./date/1998/07/msg00327.html:Regardless, there was not a snowball’s chance in hell that I was going
./date/1998/07/msg00347.html:chance
./date/1998/07/msg00368.html:chance of surviving if he can convince the electorate he is ‘tough on
./date/1998/07/msg00376.html:chance
./date/1998/07/msg00416.html:your chance.”
./date/1998/07/msg00420.html:you now--a chance to copy our success!! It is very easy and we
./date/1998/07/msg00427.html:session waiting eagerly for the chance to approve the wet amendment
./date/1998/07/msg00429.html:not be by chance, since this happened in practically every important
./date/1998/07/msg00430.html:actually injuring him. Napoleon watched his chance and when the doctor’s
./date/1998/07/msg00439.html:have a chance to get the jump on you, before proceeding into the country,
./date/1998/07/msg00442.html:little chance of me turning America into a PlannedSociety
./date/1998/07/msg00459.html:who managed to coerce a Congress, not even given a chance to read
./date/1998/07/msg00485.html:&gt; little chance of me turning America into a PlannedSociety
chance...
./date/1998/08/msg00009.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/08/msg00009.html:afford $20 for a chance to make $ 55,000). You obviously already have
./date/1998/08/msg00056.html:reasonable chance of getting through this,? Hatch said of NBC?s ?Meet
./date/1998/08/msg00158.html:Here’s your chance to...
./date/1998/08/msg00227.html:reading it that, “If you get a chance to Fuck this guy, Fuck him *good*.”
./date/1998/08/msg00256.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/08/msg00264.html:any time he has chance.
./date/1998/08/msg00269.html:If you had a chance to trade $25.00 for $240.00 would you do it, well that is what I
./date/1998/08/msg00269.html:grocery coupons of your choice, not chance, for products that you regularly purchase
./date/1998/08/msg00287.html:There’s a chance the government is listening in on that conversation, too
./date/1998/08/msg00302.html:On Sunday, July 5th, I got a chance to address the convention
./date/1998/08/msg00353.html:was forced to defend, I have almost no chance of
./date/1998/08/msg00400.html:Women - Here’s your chance to show that special man how to be a great
./date/1998/08/msg00446.html:All in all, then, I’d say she has a good chance of winning.
./date/1998/08/msg00482.html:The chance of the bread falling with the butter side down
./date/1998/09/msg00002.html:chance of getting in any trouble with the U.S. government and there’s also
./date/1998/09/msg00002.html:less chance of getting shot by a terrorist,” he said, referring to the recent
./date/1998/09/msg00009.html:bill, which stands zero chance of passing, but this involves relaxing
./date/1998/09/msg00022.html:&gt; bill, which stands zero chance of passing, but this involves relaxing
./date/1998/09/msg00086.html:haven’t had a chance to contact him so far but intend to. The only way I
./date/1998/09/msg00089.html:I did not get a chance to download the great archive Ryan did, lets
./date/1998/09/msg00112.html:And, as many of us have noted, their is zero chance a working AP system was
./date/1998/09/msg00137.html:chance of happening.”
./date/1998/09/msg00139.html:thought he was making, there was no chance that a working “dead pool” was
./date/1998/09/msg00161.html:In the off chance that the telecommunications Infrastructure becomes
./date/1998/09/msg00236.html:&gt; story, if we had poodles), then perhaps their is a chance that
./date/1998/09/msg00243.html:story, if we had poodles), then perhaps their is a chance that
./date/1998/09/msg00284.html:&gt; a chance to observe what has happened here in the past 6 or 8 months now.
./date/1998/09/msg00323.html:can estimate whether there is any chance they will get the
chance of meeting the deadline for testing.
./date/1998/09/msg00370.html:Stephen Woolley said there was a better than 50-50 chance that
./date/1998/09/msg00388.html:from Watergate (or Teapot Dome or Iran-Contra), but it’s the best chance
./date/1998/09/msg00397.html:&gt; from Watergate (or Teapot Dome or Iran-Contra), but it’s the best chance
./date/1998/09/msg00416.html:In general there would be a better chance of pulling it off if you

./date/1998/09/msg00428.html:&gt; In general there would be a better chance of pulling it off if you
./date/1998/09/msg00479.html:What chance is there that the Paula Jones case was dismissed BECAUSE Wild
./date/1998/09/msg00480.html:&gt;from Watergate (or Teapot Dome or Iran-Contra), but it’s the best chance
./date/1998/09/msg00483.html:&gt;What chance is there that the Paula Jones case was dismissed BECAUSE Wild
./date/1998/09/msg00483.html:meet the Governor, and then give them a chance to look at General Lee as he
./date/1998/09/msg00530.html:basis of chance,” Kraut said. “There is something here to explain.”
./date/1998/09/msg00726.html:&gt; simply change politicians at every chance, then we throw the baby out
./date/1998/09/msg00737.html:simply change politicians at every chance, then we throw the baby out
./date/1998/09/msg00821.html:cage, isolated from their chance at community,” Gatto warns. “Interrupt
./date/1998/09/msg00885.html:If we can get some larger factors, we stand a chance because we have
./date/1998/09/msg00903.html:Always interested in learning something new which would chance my assumptions,
./date/1998/09/msg00916.html:Are we prepared to deal with it? Not a chance, says Debora MacKenzie
./date/1998/09/msg00936.html:stand a chance against oppression.<BR>
./date/1998/09/msg00936.html:miserable creature and has no chance of being free unless made and kept so<BR>
./date/1998/09/msg01133.html:With a perfect smart card, an attacker can’t do any better than chance
./date/1998/09/msg01133.html:attacker also can’t do better than chance guessing.
./date/1998/09/msg01139.html:&gt; With a perfect smart card, an attacker can’t do any better than chance
./date/1998/09/msg01139.html:&gt; attacker also can’t do better than chance guessing.
./date/1998/09/msg01161.html:For a limited time, Slick Willie is offering you a chance to
./date/1998/09/msg01246.html:that they are free to refuse to answer questions without chance of being
./date/1998/09/msg01278.html:convinced there is a 100% chance that a major portion of the
./date/1998/09/msg01291.html:&gt; I don’t think Merrill ever misses a chance to defend AOL and attack anybody who
./date/1998/09/msg01295.html:think Merrill ever misses a chance to defend AOL and attack anybody who
./date/1998/09/msg01308.html:ghost of a chance. The IBM scheme seem basically workable,
./date/1998/09/msg01382.html:&gt; community, then there is a lower chance the code will contain bogosity
./date/1998/09/msg01382.html:doesn’t. What it does do is *guarantee* that the customer has some chance of
./date/1998/09/msg01383.html:community, then there is a lower chance the code will contain bogosity
./date/1998/09/msg01392.html:| &gt; community, then there is a lower chance the code will contain bogosity
./date/1998/09/msg01392.html:| doesn’t. What it does do is *guarantee* that the customer has some chance of
./date/1998/09/msg01424.html:&gt; Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/09/msg01446.html:about one chance in a billion billion). In practice, however, measuring.
./date/1998/09/msg01474.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/09/msg01553.html:| chance.
./date/1998/09/msg01555.html:messages squirelled away in the off chance that some time in the future
./date/1998/09/msg01555.html:resources to break on the off chance that later on the key will be
./date/1998/09/msg01560.html:This is your chance, don’t pass it up
./date/1998/09/msg01560.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/09/msg01562.html:This is your chance, so don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/09/msg01607.html:Upon hearing this again,and hearing what the MEDIA said about it, I decided that at 34, I was going to take a small chance
and see what would come of it.
./date/1998/09/msg01607.html:This is your chance, Don’t pass it up!

chance, you will begin to see the potential involved.
./date/1998/09/msg01623.html:The best of all scenarios is to have someone who is also involved in this program mail out your letters for you. There are
many private bulk e-mailers out there who send out this very letter with their names on the list because they know the potential involved. There is a
good chance that one of the people you will be ordering your report from will be able to bulk e-mail out your letter for you.
./date/1998/09/msg01664.html:in the current market environment, and a chance to accumulate
./date/1998/09/msg01664.html:environment, and a chance
./date/1998/09/msg01666.html:in the current market environment, and a chance to accumulate
./date/1998/09/msg01666.html:environment, and a chance
./date/1998/10/msg00016.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00018.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00020.html:the Republican primary, and now stands a good chance of becoming our next
./date/1998/10/msg00032.html:&gt;Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00070.html:&gt; &gt;Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00073.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00106.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00115.html:&gt; Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00116.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00140.html:are given the chance to sign a petition already posted on the site, create a
./date/1998/10/msg00228.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00249.html:lingering radiation some chance to die down.”
./date/1998/10/msg00253.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00263.html:I’ve got to go back to work now...I’ll check in as I get the chance...
./date/1998/10/msg00307.html:70 percent chance of global recession because of the bug. Another=20
./date/1998/10/msg00327.html:with a broken leg. When we got the chance to replace it with NT we went for
./date/1998/10/msg00378.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00413.html:chance of pushing it through, as more people know what crypto is, and
./date/1998/10/msg00421.html:&gt; chance of pushing it through, as more people know what crypto is, and
./date/1998/10/msg00426.html:problem because for one variety to have a chance at the market it must be
./date/1998/10/msg00459.html:said. “Otherwise, we don’t have a chance.”
./date/1998/10/msg00466.html:&gt;Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00468.html:democracy has a chance to subvert that shortcoming but only if the
./date/1998/10/msg00495.html:chance to fully investigate Mr. Clinton and his White House. I don’t care if
./date/1998/10/msg00501.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
chance that Nym2 is not
chance
./date/1998/10/msg00535.html:the chance that a terrorist would be caught, and to make the system
./date/1998/10/msg00538.html:billion chance it was someone else” would simply disappear.
./date/1998/10/msg00559.html:and only one chance in a million of picking exactly the right code compared
./date/1998/10/msg00562.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
chance it was someone else” would simply disappear.
./date/1998/10/msg00578.html:chance that the suspect has red hair, investigators should not ignore the
./date/1998/10/msg00578.html:10 percent chance that he does not.
./date/1998/10/msg00580.html:in the high-tech sector, there’s a fair chance your prospective employer
./date/1998/10/msg00581.html:chance that the suspect has red hair, investigators should not ignore the
./date/1998/10/msg00581.html:10 percent chance that he does not.
./date/1998/10/msg00593.html:worse job, or a better job. There’s some chance they would not do
./date/1998/10/msg00594.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00596.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00611.html:own their own land and house really have a stake in society or a chance
./date/1998/10/msg00622.html:&gt; worse job, or a better job. There’s some chance they would not do
chance of a mistake.”
./date/1998/10/msg00696.html:&gt; and only one chance in a million of picking exactly the right code compared
./date/1998/10/msg00780.html:McDonald predicts there will be a good chance the DOT will design a
./date/1998/10/msg00794.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00802.html:distribution of letters, full coverage of the alphabet, and some chance
./date/1998/10/msg00820.html:&gt; Okay, thanks for the update. Any chance
./date/1998/10/msg00822.html:Okay, thanks for the update. Any chance
./date/1998/10/msg00869.html:point for cryptoaddict’s wet dream, but in reality has the same chance of
./date/1998/10/msg00881.html:shoot police dogs if it would increase their chance of escape. For
./date/1998/10/msg00891.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00896.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00901.html:All interested parties will get a chance to offer opinions on the proposal,
./date/1998/10/msg00905.html:&gt; point for cryptoaddict’s wet dream, but in reality has the same chance of
./date/1998/10/msg00939.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00944.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg00968.html:liturgical instruments fashioned from rams’ horns -- for the chance to play
./date/1998/10/msg00968.html:from Billy Graham to John Walvoord, chancellor of the Dallas Theological
./date/1998/10/msg00974.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg01001.html:Fairmont in San Jose (although you’ve got a whelks chance in a
./date/1998/10/msg01026.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg01048.html:All interested parties will get a chance to offer opinions on the
./date/1998/10/msg01066.html:chance in Hades of making it past the Censor,
chance at being released
./date/1998/10/msg01081.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg01084.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg01086.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg01092.html:In Africa, liberty never had a chance. Nearly all the African
./date/1998/10/msg01092.html:best to spread the word, I believe we have a good chance to rescue the
./date/1998/10/msg01109.html:&gt; I don’t like the idea though. You’re giving everybody the chance to
./date/1998/10/msg01116.html:grows throughout government and industry, there is a chance
./date/1998/10/msg01122.html:I don’t like the idea though. You’re giving everybody the chance to
./date/1998/10/msg01130.html:&gt; down that shorts out the power - that has a (small) chance of
./date/1998/10/msg01130.html:&gt; serious accident and a (big) chance
./date/1998/10/msg01132.html:down that shorts out the power - that has a (small) chance of causing a
./date/1998/10/msg01132.html:serious accident and a (big) chance
./date/1998/10/msg01156.html:&gt; elements. This way it doesn’t have a chance to interfere with the
./date/1998/10/msg01161.html:the entire nation. Since this will likely be the only chance for those
./date/1998/10/msg01167.html:&gt;&gt; elements. This way it doesn’t have a chance to interfere with the
./date/1998/10/msg01175.html:&gt;point for cryptoaddict’s wet dream, but in reality has the same chance of
./date/1998/10/msg01206.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg01210.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/10/msg01235.html:take a small chance and see what would come of it.
./date/1998/10/msg01235.html:This is your chance, Don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/10/msg01292.html:Engineering aspects of C68, we do not have a chance in Hell in the
./date/1998/11/msg00002.html:And your next paragraphs tell me you have even less chance of sellling your
./date/1998/11/msg00002.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00004.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00013.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00015.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00016.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00020.html:scared of the streets. If they knew the actual chance of getting robbed
./date/1998/11/msg00039.html:between systems is a chance to consider which of the many business-as-usual
./date/1998/11/msg00040.html:”I cannot account for such differences by chance; on the other hand, I
./date/1998/11/msg00044.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00075.html:I can and will make a difference if you give me the chance
./date/1998/11/msg00087.html:the chance that it will be a valuable collector’s item for the Edsel
./date/1998/11/msg00094.html:Any chance some kind soul could forward a copy of these documents?
./date/1998/11/msg00117.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00121.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00173.html:SIG have the better chance of success here.
./date/1998/11/msg00224.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.<BR>
./date/1998/11/msg00236.html:nodes to have a reasonable chance at always being all 3 hops is less
./date/1998/11/msg00236.html:a lot more chance of making Freedom completely ubiquitous.
./date/1998/11/msg00238.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00248.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00277.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00283.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00294.html:Perhaps they will have less chance if the agencies are bound to the same
./date/1998/11/msg00327.html:limited by individual rights there is a chance that a small group dedicated
./date/1998/11/msg00334.html:a-do about being a terminator of. You are not my any chance a
./date/1998/11/msg00343.html:social ills but rather leaves them up to chance. That’s more than in the
./date/1998/11/msg00381.html:&gt; social ills but rather leaves them up to chance. That’s more than in the
./date/1998/11/msg00381.html:Our proposals do not leave things up to chance any more than the current
./date/1998/11/msg00381.html:to chance than yours does. Lets do a comparative analysis.
./date/1998/11/msg00391.html:&gt; Our proposals do not leave things up to chance any more than the current
./date/1998/11/msg00391.html:&gt; to chance than yours does. Lets do a comparative analysis.
./date/1998/11/msg00391.html:It leave a lot up to chance, the chance
./date/1998/11/msg00401.html:Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00426.html:have a chance to make otherwise, you may be able to get a piece of the
./date/1998/11/msg00427.html:&gt;Y2K:A good chance to reformat America’s hard drive and empty the trash.
./date/1998/11/msg00501.html:you had a chance in hell of actually getting one together, you’d be
./date/1998/11/msg00505.html:on a case by case basis mediated by the whim of chance on the compatibility
./date/1998/11/msg00524.html:TEENY chance he is just confused.)
./date/1998/11/msg00538.html:there’s a 98% chance that you lose. And if you lose you get the maximum.
chance.
chance.
./date/1998/11/msg00574.html:meaningful chance of casting DES as a NP-hard combinatorial problem and
./date/1998/11/msg00582.html:&gt;meaningful chance of casting DES as a NP-hard combinatorial problem and
./date/1998/11/msg00602.html:perspective, the only chance to end the hated weapons inspections and
./date/1998/11/msg00603.html:Some 350 of the 500-plus orbiting satellites have a 5 percent chance of
./date/1998/11/msg00656.html::much better chance
./date/1998/11/msg00658.html:much better chance
./date/1998/11/msg00877.html:&gt; Consequence Three:The chance of a random integer x being prime is
./date/1998/11/msg00947.html:anyone else who would like a chance to meet people and
./date/1998/11/msg00986.html:dollars could save you from a 1% chance of death, you’d probably do it.
./date/1998/11/msg01062.html:marketing. I would like to request the chance to send you information
./date/1998/12/msg00118.html:the beginning of a message has a good chance of giving you a 64-bit block),
./date/1998/12/msg00126.html:Has anyone had the chance to try out the new McAfee PGP disk?
./date/1998/12/msg00160.html:&gt;Has anyone had the chance to try out the new McAfee PGP disk?
./date/1998/12/msg00201.html:in prison, pre-trial, with no chance at bail for nearly 4 years now,
./date/1998/12/msg00212.html:&gt; Has anyone had the chance to try out the new McAfee PGP disk?
./date/1998/12/msg00224.html:from Chicago, I got the hell out of there the 1st chance I got and have
./date/1998/12/msg00262.html:The independent contractor on the other hand will probably never have the sales base to get away with screwing over his/
her employees and clients. The independent contractor, that is not an out and out criminal, generally has to be very careful not to alienate the
customers. A big corporation on the other hand can afford to lose a few thousand customers without too much trouble. A scoundrel has a much better
chance of fucking over people in his/her rise to the top in a corporation than in a small company. <BR>
./date/1998/12/msg00288.html:&gt; from Chicago, I got the hell out of there the 1st chance I got and have
./date/1998/12/msg00427.html:chance for it to fall off.
./date/1998/12/msg00436.html:chance for it to fall off.
./date/1998/12/msg00457.html:&gt; chance for it to fall off.
./date/1998/12/msg00476.html:&gt; chance for it to fall off.
./date/1998/12/msg00478.html:lifetime chance for you. I do not know of an easier way to
./date/1998/12/msg00483.html:&gt;chance for it to fall off.
./date/1998/12/msg00560.html:your area. To avoid losing out on the chance to be one of our
./date/1998/12/msg00608.html:lifetime chance for you. I do not know of an easier way to
./date/1998/12/msg00622.html:Anti-Terrorism Bill, which didn’t have a chance of passing before the
./date/1998/12/msg00625.html:``There’s a real chance that there may be some loss of service from
crappy Monday morning if there a chance of getting some that night. I’m willing to bet that the money used to launch one cruise missile could support
keeping a group of well funded presidential concubines around for the duration of his eight year presidency.
./date/1998/12/msg00704.html:mutual accountability. To some, it’s a chance to get revenge by
./date/1998/12/msg00704.html:shooting at them. To others, it’s a chance to help those who have
./date/1998/12/msg00704.html:give representatives of the Surveillance Superhighway a chance to
./date/1998/12/msg00862.html:The means:a common abuse, which perchance should be illegal like junkfax,
./date/1998/12/msg00862.html:but isn’t. The means:in the late 90s the people had the chance, for a few
./date/1998/12/msg00996.html:take a small chance and see what would come of it.
./date/1998/12/msg00996.html:This is your chance, Don’t pass it up!
./date/1998/12/msg01014.html:chance it was not going back together so pretty.
./date/1998/12/msg01015.html:If you have not yet had a chance to try out the new software, you can
./date/1998/12/msg01030.html:miles. Don’t miss your chance to double
./date/1998/12/msg01030.html:your earnings. And your chance to earn
./date/1998/12/msg01062.html:&gt;chance for it to fall off.
./date/1998/12/msg01089.html:Y2K, he stated that there was a 40 percent chance the
./date/1998/12/msg01089.html:doesn’t really matter, it’s a relatively small chance that the
./date/1998/12/msg01089.html:percent chance that the trucks might not be able to get to
./date/2000/01/msg00078.html:&gt; has the contract you want to change doesn’t get a chance to review and
./date/2000/01/msg00134.html:generally good, because it gives people a chance
./date/2000/01/msg00145.html:that absolutely guaranteed validity with no chance of repudiation
./date/2000/01/msg00247.html:<p><font face=”Verdana”><font size=-1>If you didn’t have a chance to read
chance
./date/2000/01/msg00263.html:Heh. And I, unfortunately, will not have a chance to not ever take
./date/2000/01/msg00263.html:I estimated it as less than 5% chance of societal collapse, and ~80%
./date/2000/01/msg00263.html:chance at passing with minimal problems (like it did) - does this make
./date/2000/01/msg00273.html:&gt;Heh. And I, unfortunately, will not have a chance to not ever take
./date/2000/01/msg00273.html:&gt;I estimated it as less than 5% chance of societal collapse, and ~80%
./date/2000/01/msg00273.html:&gt;chance at passing with minimal problems (like it did) - does this make
./date/2000/01/msg00275.html:&gt;I estimated it as less than 5% chance of societal collapse, and ~80%
./date/2000/01/msg00275.html:&gt;chance at passing with minimal problems (like it did) - does this make
./date/2000/01/msg00277.html:&gt; &gt;I estimated it as less than 5% chance of societal collapse, and ~80%
./date/2000/01/msg00277.html:&gt; &gt;chance at passing with minimal problems (like it did) - does this make
./date/2000/01/msg00296.html:is a good chance of a `collision’, i.e., an overlap in some pair of
./date/2000/01/msg00304.html:&gt; is a good chance of a `collision’, i.e., an overlap in some pair of
./date/2000/01/msg00312.html:&gt; is a good chance of a `collision’, i.e., an overlap in some pair of
./date/2000/01/msg00343.html:generally good, because it gives people a chance
./date/2000/01/msg00346.html:[ But you haven’t offered me a chance to accept or not, you can’t

./date/1992/10/msg00166.html:hardware lock failed to gain industry acceptance, and software
./date/1992/11/msg00091.html:appropriate situations long before any crisis comes (to gain operational
./date/1992/11/msg00093.html:&gt; appropriate situations long before any crisis comes (to gain operational
./date/1992/11/msg00358.html:”...and just take the legal risks...” Wellll, what is there to gain by
./date/1992/11/msg00361.html:“...and just take the legal risks...” Wellll, what is there to gain by
./date/1993/01/msg00203.html:to gain access to the information they want and disseminate it to those
./date/1993/02/msg00303.html:method that requires a password to gain access again. I think that it also
./date/1993/02/msg00451.html:of this is pretty unpalatable, but we have things to gain by
./date/1993/02/msg00451.html:Look what we have to gain. Currently, there is a lot of censorship
./date/1993/02/msg00451.html:feeds, or whatever. I think we ultimately stand to gain by
./date/1993/03/msg00041.html:external forces to gain access to information contained therein simply
./date/1993/03/msg00041.html:system in a spoof-mode or to gain access to a lot of things just through
./date/1993/03/msg00184.html:What kinds of measures would you need to gain access to the information?
./date/1993/03/msg00186.html:&gt;What kinds of measures would you need to gain access to the information?
./date/1993/03/msg00300.html:was to *hide* it, not to gain additional encryption. Any encryption
to gain from such
to gain from such
./date/1993/03/msg00386.html:* Attempting to gain access to another’s resources, programs,
./date/1993/04/msg00000.html:members, telephone taps were used to gain evidence against members
to gain some really
./date/1993/04/msg00160.html:I admire and appreciate your work to gain mainstream acceptance of this
./date/1993/04/msg00175.html:will allow the government to gain access to encrypted information
./date/1993/04/msg00454.html:Yes, but they are not trying to gain any media attention. If the CPSR
./date/1993/04/msg00585.html:will allow the government to gain access to encrypted information
./date/1993/04/msg00712.html:long as some (in this particular environment), but long enough to gain respect
./date/1993/04/msg00712.html:to gain its almighty buck. Suggestions have already been made. Allow the
./date/1993/04/msg00717.html:&gt;long as some (in this particular environment), but long enough to gain respect
./date/1993/04/msg00717.html:&gt;to gain its almighty buck. Suggestions have already been made. Allow the
./date/1993/05/msg00045.html:awaiting a warrant, if no warrant is required to gain a legal wiretap?
./date/1993/05/msg00236.html:opportunity for any party or foreign government that wants to gain access
./date/1993/05/msg00412.html:will not help us to gain mainstream acceptance to blur our image with
./date/1993/05/msg00479.html:right’ to attempt to gain some kind of compensation for his Herculean
./date/1993/06/msg00025.html:address that resolves down to some physical internet machine to gain
./date/1993/06/msg00414.html:&gt; more expensive for the poor among us to gain access to the telephone
./date/1993/06/msg00414.html:&gt; to gain access to something that would cost the rest of us 12 cents,
./date/1993/06/msg00701.html:connection, without allowing a passive attacker to gain enough
./date/1993/07/msg00153.html:responded by admitting that he had conspired with others to gain access to
./date/1993/07/msg00153.html:employees of phone companies to gain access to their systems. It was
./date/1993/08/msg00010.html:to gain root permission, phrack(25), CERT, etc. I heard
./date/1993/08/msg00086.html:hope to gain.” My direct experience with the National Security Agency indicates
./date/1993/08/msg00090.html:way for the government to gain the ability to scrutinize all of your
./date/1993/08/msg00120.html:ultimately a net gain, IMHO. There is far more to gain from protection
./date/1993/08/msg00120.html:investigative/detective work. We stand to gain
./date/1993/08/msg00479.html:One way to gain
./date/1993/08/msg00710.html:detail is needed to gain access to the mail stream to
./date/1993/09/msg00642.html:(2) When this has been exhausted, possibly, attempt to gain any records
./date/1993/09/msg00757.html:similar, could be used to gain Skipjack-level encryption without any
./date/1993/09/msg00760.html:&gt; similar, could be used to gain Skipjack-level encryption without any
./date/1993/09/msg00791.html:&gt;similar, could be used to gain Skipjack-level encryption without any
./date/1993/10/msg00034.html:(1) Relax some of the size limits of DES &amp; IDEA to gain security, but make
./date/1993/10/msg00111.html:ISS does not attempt to gain access to a system being tested.
./date/1993/10/msg00309.html:power to gain advantage over their competition.
./date/1993/10/msg00344.html:were able to gain access to expensive machines that I would think were
./date/1993/10/msg00344.html:to gain access. Having talked with security experts and reading CERT
./date/1993/10/msg00358.html:management practices and its attempts to gain federal approval of an oral
./date/1993/10/msg00508.html:nothing to gain by misleading me.
./date/1993/10/msg00734.html:The problem is, then, how to gain
./date/1993/10/msg00734.html:mail agents, if we want to gain
./date/1993/10/msg00748.html:&gt;and other mail agents, if we want to gain
./date/1993/10/msg00996.html:&gt;can you send me info on how to gain access to metaverse?
./date/1993/10/msg01417.html:to the same spec to gain assurance that programs operated to spec. This
./date/1993/11/msg00390.html:you like), is to gain access to certain phone company systems, such as LMOS
./date/1993/11/msg00390.html:the perpetrator to gain untold amounts of usernames/passwords for systems on
./date/1993/11/msg00671.html:outsiders to keep, to gain access to, etc. The Bar Associations,
to gain entrance
to gain entrance
./date/1993/11/msg01128.html:that to gain
to gain a sales boost.
./date/1993/12/msg00506.html:to gain respectability among professionals, academics, scientists, and
./date/1993/12/msg00506.html:&gt;outsiders to keep, to gain access to, etc. The Bar Associations,
./date/1993/12/msg00546.html:The attempt of the Allied Secret Services to gain a foothold in Holland
to gain access to that drive in any legal
./date/1993/12/msg00613.html:&gt;my friend Prisoner was able to gain ops and unban me. [Starman] had left by
./date/1993/12/msg00644.html:might say to gain credibility and further `intelligence’ from
./date/1994/01/msg00021.html:message to gain sympathy? Would I do something that puerile?
./date/1994/01/msg00156.html:the most to gain. But the average worker and the average company aren’t
./date/1994/01/msg00261.html:continue to gain cash. Further awards may be presented to close
./date/1994/01/msg00289.html:tell lies to gain sympathy or credibility and then betray later.
./date/1994/01/msg00289.html:continue to gain cash. Further awards may be presented to close
./date/1994/01/msg00293.html:and the sun strikes to gain a living wage./date/1994/01/msg00637.html:manufactured evidence to gain a conviction. “These are not the good
./date/1994/01/msg00766.html:if the remailers ever expect to gain a large base of users, they need to be FUN,
./date/1994/02/msg00178.html:would believe a 22 year-old computer geek isn’t trying to gain illegal
./date/1994/02/msg00211.html:&gt;would believe a 22 year-old computer geek isn’t trying to gain illegal
./date/1994/02/msg00341.html:corrupting would not have anything to gain.
./date/1994/02/msg01007.html:anonymity, to the remailer operators. Then I decided to gain some
./date/1994/02/msg01113.html:strive to gain control. Whilst they unleash their devastating weaponry upon
./date/1994/02/msg01126.html:&gt;will allow the government to gain access to encrypted information
./date/1994/02/msg01228.html:attempt by “friendly spies” to gain competitive intelligence? Was
./date/1994/02/msg01280.html:apparent that the government hopes to gain the authority to dictate
to gain any real advantage from this (greater
./date/1994/03/msg00018.html:information or raise the standard required to gain
./date/1994/03/msg00253.html:will have opportunities to gain a much deeper understanding
./date/1994/03/msg00310.html:it seems likely to gain wide acceptance, it is rather stupid of me to
./date/1994/03/msg00475.html:We saw a use for remailers -- to gain a certain anonymity not present in
./date/1994/03/msg00489.html:prevent North Korea or Iraq from using a front company to gain spy
./date/1994/03/msg00499.html:prevent North Korea or Iraq from using a front company to gain spy
./date/1994/03/msg01189.html:minutes to gain a room full of converts, and perhaps Hoenig.
./date/1994/04/msg00196.html:him monitor his tendency “to gain a few pounds on occasion.” While reassuring
./date/1994/04/msg00260.html:represents only a delay factor against attempts to gain unauthorized access to
./date/1994/04/msg00305.html:&gt;it now that the NSA is supporting? Who might stand to gain from having
./date/1994/04/msg00305.html:outside of the NSA has anything to gain from clipper? clipper reeks
./date/1994/04/msg00306.html:it now that the NSA is supporting? Who might stand to gain from having
./date/1994/04/msg00317.html:&gt; &gt;it now that the NSA is supporting? Who might stand to gain from having
./date/1994/04/msg00317.html:&gt; outside of the NSA has anything to gain from clipper?
./date/1994/04/msg00630.html:| &gt; In an effort to gain access to the homes of millions of Americans,
./date/1994/04/msg00756.html:Majoritarian politics:All or most of society hopes to gain; all or
./date/1994/04/msg00756.html:most hopes to gain. Interest groups have little incentive to form.
./date/1994/04/msg01159.html:to clean up their public image to gain respectability and a wider
./date/1994/04/msg01187.html:&gt; to clean up their public image to gain respectability and a wider
./date/1994/04/msg01447.html:the most to gain from crypto software... Hell, they probably already typed
./date/1994/04/msg01476.html:this way, the NSA hopes to gain the trust and backing of the mainstream,
./date/1994/05/msg00363.html:for free. So maybe this is just their twisted way of trying to gain
./date/1994/05/msg01464.html:reliable encrypted remailers, would probably not be able to gain the
./date/1994/05/msg01501.html:to spy on their spouses or to gain an advantage in business.”
./date/1994/06/msg00073.html:these advantages -- anonymity isn’t needed to gain most of the cost
./date/1994/06/msg00196.html:to gain by sabotaging their own efforts in this manner. Even if they
./date/1994/06/msg00196.html:What would they possibly have to gain via such an act?
./date/1994/06/msg00212.html:&gt;to gain by sabotaging their own efforts in this manner. Even if they
./date/1994/06/msg00212.html:&gt;What would they possibly have to gain via such an act?
./date/1994/06/msg00344.html:username/password to gain access, you are falsely asserting that
./date/1994/07/msg00112.html:in general they have little to gain by hiding the fact that they have,
./date/1994/07/msg00129.html:in general they have little to gain by hiding the fact that they have,
./date/1994/07/msg00134.html:Hellman and others say that for any network to gain widespread
./date/1994/07/msg00236.html:randseed.bin. Looks like the hash value is being used to gain a few
./date/1994/07/msg00940.html:people easy targets for others to gain
./date/1994/07/msg01391.html:of security. For them to get at the opener they would need to gain access
./date/1994/07/msg01541.html:4- I believe that this system could be used to gain the protection sysops
./date/1994/07/msg01580.html:&gt; 4- I believe that this system could be used to gain the protection sysops
./date/1994/08/msg00288.html:to forge e-mail from one of the “approved sources” above to gain
./date/1994/08/msg00550.html:order to gain access to these materials. There have been no test cases,
./date/1994/08/msg00580.html:In order to gain access to transactional records, such as a list of
./date/1994/08/msg00804.html:law enforcement to gain access to transactional information through a
./date/1994/08/msg00998.html:to allow the former to gain
./date/1994/08/msg01139.html:that you do in fact have the ability to gain
./date/1994/08/msg01337.html:There are entry and exit problems:it costs to gain a
./date/1994/08/msg01337.html:by the agent trying to gain the reputation, via offering
./date/1994/08/msg01380.html:&gt;There are entry and exit problems:it costs to gain a
./date/1994/08/msg01380.html:&gt;by the agent trying to gain the reputation, via offering
./date/1994/08/msg01538.html:fear-of-the-west hard to gain support in Asia and the Middle
./date/1994/09/msg00241.html:freaks just wating to gain the power and more waiting in the wings. They
./date/1994/09/msg00241.html:that is willing to give up alsmost any right to gain “security”.
./date/1994/09/msg00253.html:... We have the control freaks just wating to gain the
./date/1994/10/msg00064.html:&gt;campaign to gain passage of unprecedented legislation requiring
./date/1994/11/msg00194.html:were some cases where they were able to gain access but unable to go
./date/1994/11/msg00629.html:and everything to gain.
./date/1994/12/msg00155.html:valuable way to gain market and mindshare. Remember the “Macintosh
./date/1994/12/msg00161.html:&gt; valuable way to gain market and mindshare. Remember the “Macintosh
./date/1994/12/msg00167.html:order to gain
./date/1994/12/msg00182.html:&gt; order to gain
./date/1994/12/msg00193.html:&gt;payment-system will have to be simple to use in order to gain wide
./date/1994/12/msg00217.html:seriously; more than most non-paranoiacs, I think. He had a fair shot to gain
./date/1994/12/msg00828.html:’net to gain wider acceptance.
./date/1994/12/msg01461.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to Library 12:Export
./date/1995/01/msg00556.html:This doesn’t seem to gain me anything though since it could be said that I
to gain
./date/1995/01/msg00928.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to Library 12:Export
to gain root access for any purpose; similarly, they
./date/1995/01/msg01284.html::To gain access, intruders create packets with spoofed source IP
./date/1995/01/msg01322.html:I’d think you’d have lost credibility to gain. I mean, I was tempted to
./date/1995/02/msg00114.html:Internet won’t be able to gain access to .cp addresses, but the
./date/1995/02/msg00647.html:support X9 committee members in their efforts to gain the
./date/1995/02/msg00647.html:support X9 committee members in their efforts to gain the
./date/1995/07/msg00032.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to
./date/1995/07/msg00242.html:by government employees who exceed their authority to gain
./date/1995/07/msg00964.html:technology, however, and encourage needed developments, stand to gain
to gain his early release.
to gain his early release.
./date/1995/08/msg00147.html:whatever that means. Most of them are just waiting to gain power, at
./date/1995/08/msg00333.html:this Foster thing continues to gain steam.. apparently
./date/1995/08/msg00872.html:to gain prominence would be nearly overwhelming to any non-angels
./date/1995/08/msg00913.html:&gt; The cost/value of a card number depends a lot on what you seek to gain.
./date/1995/08/msg00927.html:The cost/value of a card number depends a lot on what you seek to gain.
./date/1995/08/msg01355.html:to gain from accusing people of such acts is perhaps making them
./date/1995/08/msg01355.html:nothing to gain, only lose, from increasing the number of cases
./date/1995/09/msg00664.html:practical way to gain reputation. If Alice is trying to build up a rep,
./date/1995/09/msg01463.html:enter a name and regular password to gain entry to the system.
./date/1995/09/msg01753.html:What else do you hope to gain by breaking a server key? I think
./date/1995/09/msg01755.html:&gt; What else do you hope to gain by breaking a server key? I think
./date/1995/09/msg01756.html:&gt; What else do you hope to gain by breaking a server key? I think
./date/1995/09/msg01763.html:&gt;&gt; What else do you hope to gain by breaking a server key? I think
./date/1995/09/msg01778.html:&gt; What else do you hope to gain by breaking a server key? I think
./date/1995/10/msg00084.html:And when GAK arrives, you’ll be duly authorized to gain access to escrowed
./date/1995/10/msg00396.html:used to gain privilege or increase the levels of access to the system. The
./date/1995/10/msg00469.html:of a lot to gain by including PGP signatures.
./date/1995/10/msg00734.html:infringing software in order to gain anonymity, or else the user
./date/1995/10/msg00881.html:to gain access to your internal network and do harm.
./date/1995/10/msg01079.html:commerce companies even stand to gain at the expense of others when
./date/1995/10/msg01265.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to
./date/1995/10/msg01422.html:program behavior so as to gain
./date/1995/10/msg01439.html:Perfect way to gain people’s PINs, pgp keys, home keys, non-essential
./date/1995/10/msg01675.html:possible for another user on the network to gain read-only
./date/1995/10/msg01721.html:&gt; possibly be exploited to gain unauthorized access to a recipient’s
./date/1995/10/msg01743.html:&gt; possible for another user on the network to gain read-only
./date/1995/10/msg02023.html:&gt;Does the former need to die in order for the latter to gain ground? Probably
to gain market share at
to gain market share at
./date/1995/10/msg02056.html:Interactive products in an attempt to gain
./date/1995/11/msg00838.html:laws to gain a refund or replacement when goods and services don’t arrive as
./date/1995/11/msg00985.html:It sound to me like an attempt to gain
./date/1995/11/msg01014.html:&gt; concerned. It sound to me like an attempt to gain
./date/1995/11/msg01032.html:&gt;&gt; concerned. It sound to me like an attempt to gain
./date/1995/11/msg01115.html:to actually challenge it aren’t the big companies who stand to gain the
./date/1995/11/msg01123.html:&gt; to actually challenge it aren’t the big companies who stand to gain the
./date/1995/11/msg01133.html:IANAL. What would you hope to gain from creating such a piece of
./date/1995/11/msg01138.html:&gt;IANAL. What would you hope to gain from creating such a piece of
./date/1995/11/msg01277.html:project, to gain attention to the project, but the
./date/1995/11/msg01492.html:cost, and view the entire venture as a way to gain broad market
./date/1995/11/msg01492.html:occasionally, if only to gain perspective (As long as we can avoid
./date/1995/11/msg01608.html:not able to gain access of the modem for some reason.
./date/1995/11/msg01650.html:to gain some attention or notoriety simply destracts me from addressing
./date/1995/12/msg00232.html:not allow any user, priviliged or not, to gain access to any form (encrypted
./date/1995/12/msg00244.html:&gt;not allow any user, priviliged or not, to gain access to any form (encrypted
./date/1995/12/msg00398.html:would ECash or ATT have to gain by keeping such knowledge a secret?
./date/1995/12/msg00406.html:&gt;would ECash or ATT have to gain by keeping such knowledge a secret?
./date/1995/12/msg00430.html:one could use covert challens to gain the timing information needed to
./date/1995/12/msg00460.html:should be possible to gain. It’s certainly easier than reading
./date/1995/12/msg00782.html:use him as a lever to gain and exercise control over the
./date/1995/12/msg01073.html:In par 2, the author states that the intruder was attempting to gain
to gain
./date/1995/12/msg01188.html:American public watching. And it stands to gain from doing so, as do we
./date/1995/12/msg01419.html:If Microsoft had used “MSIE 1.0 (...)”, then they would have to gain
./date/1995/12/msg01447.html:the Kremlin -- certainly would have nothing to gain by retaliating in
./date/1996/01/msg00002.html:VM&gt; enough to gain illicit access.
./date/1996/01/msg00193.html:to gain access to passwords by soliciting individuals online. These hackers
./date/1996/01/msg00733.html:it is possible to gain read-only access to the root directory of many
./date/1996/01/msg00775.html:allowed Mitnick to gain access, it is grossly unfair and misleading for
./date/1996/01/msg00776.html:&gt;allowed Mitnick to gain access, it is grossly unfair and misleading for
./date/1996/01/msg00989.html:sheltering”, the main reason people use offshore banking is to gain better
./date/1996/01/msg01070.html:Crypto SmartDisk is positioned to gain rapid acceptance among agencies of the
./date/1996/01/msg01988.html:&gt; offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/01/msg02019.html:offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/01/msg02033.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/01/msg02036.html:&gt; &gt; offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/01/msg02081.html:&gt;offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/01/msg02081.html:to gain access to `inciting material.’
./date/1996/01/msg02081.html:to gain access to `inciting material.’
./date/1996/01/msg02081.html:Whether selling radios is a criminal offence due to the possibility to gain
./date/1996/01/msg02081.html:possibility to gain access to `inciting material.’
./date/1996/01/msg02399.html:are loyal to the “thought control” agenda, who then attempt to gain
./date/1996/01/msg02402.html:must be allowed to gain the power over its citizens that was allowed
./date/1996/01/msg02494.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to Library 12:
./date/1996/01/msg02495.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to Library 12:
./date/1996/01/msg02579.html:debate over cryptography has continued to gain momentum. Recently,
./date/1996/02/msg00255.html:of the accounts holders. Their only way to gain knowledge is through
./date/1996/02/msg00291.html:ability to gain (or lose) reputation through the content of its
./date/1996/02/msg00336.html:&gt;ability to gain (or lose) reputation through the content of its
./date/1996/02/msg00359.html:people think and how governments like to link unrelated stuff to gain power.
./date/1996/02/msg00441.html:effort to gain a realistic understanding of what size keys might
./date/1996/02/msg00462.html:try and break our passwords to gain
./date/1996/02/msg00462.html:There are still ways for them to gain access too. Don’t tell me they can’t
./date/1996/02/msg00589.html:the wealthy, who have enough foresight to gain their wealth (or at least
./date/1996/02/msg00591.html:&gt;the wealthy, who have enough foresight to gain their wealth (or at least
./date/1996/02/msg01588.html:must be allowed to gain the power over its citizens that was allowed
./date/1996/02/msg01672.html:it is possible to gain unauthorized access to distributed services
./date/1996/02/msg01706.html:&gt;it is possible to gain unauthorized access to distributed services
./date/1996/02/msg02154.html:&gt; an old, well-known security hole, trying to gain root access. Click _here_
./date/1996/02/msg02179.html:an old, well-known security hole, trying to gain root access. Click _here_
./date/1996/03/msg00000.html:in order to gain security by making it harder to detect your noise
to gain commercial and
./date/1996/03/msg00294.html:a political party to spread the idea of social ownership, and to gain
./date/1996/03/msg00794.html:I don’t know that it would be that expensive. If someone was able to gain
./date/1996/03/msg00808.html:&gt;I don’t know that it would be that expensive. If someone was able to gain
./date/1996/03/msg00820.html:&gt; I don’t know that it would be that expensive. If someone was able to gain

./date/1996/03/msg00820.html:Sure, _if_ they were able to gain root access without rebooting the machine,
./date/1996/03/msg00831.html:&gt;Sure, _if_ they were able to gain root access without rebooting the machine,
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:information warrior using TEMPEST technology to gain an unfair advantage.
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:corporate espionage to gain an economic advantage for their own companies.
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:Competitors may seek to gain information on product development, marketing
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:Unscrupulous union negotiators may use TEMPEST technology to gain knowledge
./date/1996/03/msg01075.html:In these days of designer drugs, the consumer would have a lot to gain
to gain access to our material as we PKZIP
./date/1996/03/msg01189.html:”Those who desire to give up Freedom in order to gain
./date/1996/03/msg01222.html:as they have an inferior standard its not going to gain much attention
./date/1996/03/msg01348.html:”Those who desire to give up Freedom in order to gain
./date/1996/03/msg01353.html:”Those who desire to give up Freedom in order to gain
./date/1996/03/msg01457.html:have little to gain and much to lose by becoming less friendly to
./date/1996/03/msg01613.html:1219835 Syslog(3) can be abused to gain root access on 4.X systems.
./date/1996/03/msg01680.html:&gt;1219835 Syslog(3) can be abused to gain root access on 4.X systems.
./date/1996/03/msg01694.html:1219835 Syslog(3) can be abused to gain root access on 4.X systems.
./date/1996/03/msg01754.html:”Those who desire to give up Freedom in order to gain
./date/1996/03/msg01759.html:&gt; 1219835 Syslog(3) can be abused to gain root access on 4.X systems.
./date/1996/03/msg01822.html:to gain in practical terms from learning foreign languages, while others
./date/1996/03/msg01960.html:as they have an inferior standard its not going to gain much attention
./date/1996/03/msg01970.html:&gt;1219835 Syslog(3) can be abused to gain root access on 4.X systems.
./date/1996/04/msg00169.html:and the Simon Wiesenthal centre all have plenty to gain
./date/1996/04/msg00179.html:reformulated in another form to gain its particular idiosyncrasies.
./date/1996/04/msg00385.html:order to gain
./date/1996/04/msg00385.html:When attempting to gain access to a host server, the remote client is
./date/1996/04/msg00385.html:then replay those coordinates in order to gain entry. Typical code
./date/1996/04/msg00407.html:order to gain
./date/1996/04/msg00407.html:When attempting to gain access to a host server, the remote client is
./date/1996/04/msg00407.html:then replay those coordinates in order to gain entry. Typical code
./date/1996/04/msg00443.html:&gt; order to gain
./date/1996/04/msg00539.html:When attempting to gain access to a host server, the remote client is
./date/1996/04/msg00539.html:then replay those coordinates in order to gain entry. Typical code
./date/1996/04/msg00872.html:&gt;This would seem to be a ‘reasonable’ way to gain access to more CPU power
./date/1996/04/msg00886.html:This would seem to be a ‘reasonable’ way to gain access to more CPU power
./date/1996/04/msg00915.html:&gt; This would seem to be a ‘reasonable’ way to gain access to more CPU power
./date/1996/04/msg00928.html:to gain control of a host within the Internet infrastructure or collusion
./date/1996/04/msg01439.html:Financially, RSA *does* have a hell of a lot to gain from relaxed
./date/1996/04/msg01646.html:in order to gain public support.
./date/1996/04/msg01652.html:&gt; Unfortunately I can’t see anyway to gain trust in this
./date/1996/04/msg01671.html:&gt; Unfortunately I can’t see anyway to gain trust in this
./date/1996/04/msg01680.html:Yeah, it’s hard to gain trust in the absence of a Mitch (a.k.a.
./date/1996/04/msg01684.html:Unfortunately I can’t see anyway to gain trust in this
./date/1996/05/msg00201.html:of. The result is that to gain
./date/1996/05/msg00264.html:&gt;to gain control of a host within the Internet infrastructure or collusion
./date/1996/05/msg00505.html:incentive to gain trust (by being paranoid when it comes to key signing).
./date/1996/05/msg00733.html:from a data protection registrar in order to gain access to
./date/1996/05/msg00881.html:reputations in an effort to gain some sort of reputation monopoly. Maybe.
./date/1996/05/msg00935.html:&gt;reputations in an effort to gain some sort of reputation monopoly. Maybe.
./date/1996/05/msg01540.html:those efforts, hackers were able to gain entry to a
./date/1996/05/msg01540.html:incident in which two computer hackers were able to gain
to gain a competitive edge,” he
./date/1996/05/msg01698.html:We have plenty to gain by removing them from their positions of power. They
./date/1996/05/msg01758.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to Library 12:
to gain defense in
./date/1996/06/msg00218.html:intended to permit the F.B.I. to gain wiretap information,
./date/1996/06/msg00393.html:Pick up anything by Renzo De Felice to gain a basic historical understanding
./date/1996/06/msg00447.html:&gt;Pick up anything by Renzo De Felice to gain a basic historical understanding
./date/1996/06/msg00523.html:&gt; &gt;Pick up anything by Renzo De Felice to gain a basic historical understanding
./date/1996/06/msg00650.html:and teachers who want to gain insight into the capabilities,
./date/1996/06/msg01456.html:&gt; recently. I tend to not trust numbers issued by folks who stand to gain
./date/1996/06/msg01459.html:recently. I tend to not trust numbers issued by folks who stand to gain
./date/1996/07/msg00051.html:1. Hard to gain access to local ISP without sending alerts out (it would be
./date/1996/07/msg00067.html:to gain” by reporting, says Lloyd Hession, of IBM’s
./date/1996/07/msg00133.html:&gt; 1. Hard to gain access to local ISP without sending alerts out (it would be
./date/1996/07/msg01123.html:being unable to gain access to their money”).
./date/1996/07/msg01191.html:&gt;being unable to gain access to their money”).
./date/1996/07/msg01199.html:&gt;&gt;being unable to gain access to their money”).
./date/1996/07/msg01321.html:To gain the upper hand in the argument is clearly your supreme objective;
./date/1996/07/msg01345.html:others’ fear of being thought politically incorrect, to gain amounts of
./date/1996/07/msg01356.html:&gt;To gain the upper hand in the argument is clearly your supreme objective;
./date/1996/07/msg01816.html:offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/07/msg01824.html:phone, or public service personnel needing to gain entrance to
to gain the advantages provided by ecash.
./date/1996/07/msg02164.html:higher appeal process in this matter than that of trying to gain a different
./date/1996/07/msg02230.html:in the conduit pressure indicates that someone MAY be trying to gain
./date/1996/07/msg02259.html:&gt;higher appeal process in this matter than that of trying to gain a different
./date/1996/07/msg02259.html:students and others to gain work skills and to establish a “reputation”
./date/1996/08/msg00227.html:if they say they surrender, they may be saying it to gain a tactical
./date/1996/08/msg00835.html:say newbie because none of the recent attempts to gain access have proved
./date/1996/08/msg01172.html:magazines. His “death bed confession” was a ploy to gain publicity and
./date/1996/08/msg01357.html:notices to the taxpayer, opportunities to gain abatements, etc. The
./date/1996/09/msg00119.html:of adopting it. One reason is to gain some security control
./date/1996/09/msg00536.html:6.) I personally think, that every individual has the right to gain
./date/1996/09/msg00905.html:&gt;that is, to gain favor, and therefore political support, from the Citizen
./date/1996/09/msg00928.html:&gt;&gt;that is, to gain favor, and therefore political support, from the Citizen
./date/1996/09/msg01082.html:now so you really have nothing to gain.
./date/1996/09/msg01148.html:to gain
./date/1996/09/msg01225.html:&gt;to gain
./date/1996/09/msg01310.html:I wonder why containing one’s fart would cause one to gain weight. Volume maybe,
./date/1996/09/msg01329.html:&gt;I wonder why containing one’s fart would cause one to gain weight. Volume maybe,
./date/1996/09/msg01364.html:foreign addresses -- the administrators don’t have anything to gain. It’ll
./date/1996/09/msg01371.html:&gt;now so you really have nothing to gain.
./date/1996/09/msg01423.html:&gt;&gt;to gain
To gain an edge in these areas, companies
./date/1996/09/msg01636.html:very little, if anything at all, to gain for the subjects. (There
to gain some
./date/1996/09/msg01715.html:genetics to gain
./date/1996/09/msg02037.html:One of the goals of a “Snake-Oil FAQ” as proposed is to gain as wide a
./date/1996/09/msg02116.html:replication to gain substantial saving.
./date/1996/09/msg02641.html:ICARE 9000:A Teletraining Platform for SME’s to gain the ISO 9000
./date/1996/10/msg00039.html:latest version of the software package, to gain a better idea of how Americans
./date/1996/10/msg00039.html:potential to gain control of their money management. For so long, so many have
./date/1996/10/msg00322.html:technology to gain access to critical information in the event of an
./date/1996/10/msg00491.html:to disagree. We have nothing to gain by debating the virtues of LDS any
./date/1996/10/msg00621.html:Access keys with RSA’s unique secret-splitting technology to gain access
./date/1996/10/msg00663.html:| What about when the individual stands to gain from the cause while not
./date/1996/10/msg01051.html:We have very little to lose, if anything, and a great deal to gain. The
./date/1996/10/msg01186.html:crypto to gain the approval of the state. Thus, those products will
./date/1996/10/msg01269.html:act to trace a transaction, or to trace a message, or to gain access to
./date/1996/10/msg01450.html:were lobbying the capitals of European powers to gain support for
to gain in technology joint
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02137” HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg00082.html:Prohibition became law because bootleggers, who stood to gain
./date/1996/11/msg00812.html:The odds favor the attacker. Bad guys have more to gain by examining a
./date/1996/11/msg00927.html:school education is certainly necessary to gain the Masters necessary to be
./date/1996/11/msg01909.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:<!--X-Subject:CHANGE:Visa&#45;Free List &#45; How to gain another nationality -->
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:<TITLE>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:<H1>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:Subject:CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:Discussion of how to gain another nationality for visa-free travel
./date/1996/11/msg02139.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02139.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02170.html:actual key data, we gain 8 bits, or a factor of x256 in the keyspace.
./date/1996/11/msg02262.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02137” HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/12/msg00065.html:maintenance visits to several clients and used his password to gain
./date/1996/12/msg00506.html:OTOH, if you’ve discovered a way to gain access to the remailers in
./date/1996/12/msg00541.html:&gt; OTOH, if you’ve discovered a way to gain access to the remailers in
./date/1996/12/msg00747.html:One likely explanation for this unprecedented move is the USG’s desire to gain further leverage with US./date/1996/12/
msg00768.html:&gt;desire to gain further leverage with US software companies. If they
./date/1996/12/msg01085.html:capacity to gain net access as a perk of either employment or academic
./date/1996/12/msg01254.html:I am not proud of what i did, but if i can get you to gain knowledge (NEVER
./date/1996/12/msg01255.html:&gt;I am not proud of what i did, but if i can get you to gain knowledge (NEVER
./date/1996/12/msg01256.html:&gt;I am not proud of what i did, but if i can get you to gain knowledge (NEVER
./date/1996/12/msg01257.html:&gt;I am not proud of what i did, but if i can get you to gain knowledge (NEVER
./date/1996/12/msg01258.html:&gt;I am not proud of what i did, but if i can get you to gain knowledge (NEVER
./date/1996/12/msg01468.html:about--Vic is unlikely to gain anything by telling them--they have
./date/1996/12/msg01913.html:&gt; about--Vic is unlikely to gain anything by telling them--they have
./date/1996/12/msg01984.html:government is trying to gain access to all communications.
./date/1996/12/msg02069.html:&gt;government is trying to gain access to all communications.
./date/1997/01/msg00022.html:&gt;people to gain this power, unchecked!
./date/1997/01/msg00348.html:opportunity to gain the medical assistance that he needs in order to
./date/1997/01/msg00440.html:shape;the ability to gain victory by changing and adapting according to
./date/1997/01/msg00762.html:banking to gain full
./date/1997/01/msg00985.html:were to take the time to educate those seeking to gain a wider knowledge
to gain!
./date/1997/01/msg01571.html:Spammer/Enterprenurs. (I would also hate to gain the title of the
to gain
./date/1997/01/msg02057.html:our (apparently) pathetic attempts to gain understanding to be
./date/1997/01/msg02058.html:our (apparently) pathetic attempts to gain understanding to be
./date/1997/01/msg02211.html:&gt; people to gain this power, unchecked![snip]
./date/1997/01/msg02212.html:&gt; people to gain this power, unchecked![snip]
./date/1997/01/msg02226.html:people to gain this power, unchecked!
./date/1997/01/msg02227.html:people to gain this power, unchecked!
./date/1997/01/msg02228.html:&gt; people to gain this power, unchecked!
./date/1997/01/msg02275.html:&gt;people to gain this power, unchecked!
./date/1997/01/msg02710.html:opportunity to gain the medical assistance that he needs in order to
./date/1997/01/msg02840.html:shape;the ability to gain victory by changing and adapting according to
./date/1997/02/msg00056.html:in wanting to discuss an issue in order to gain a broader
./date/1997/02/msg00283.html:&gt; to gain broad support for its efforts to control data-scrambling
./date/1997/02/msg00348.html:enhance the subscribers’ experience and to gain revenue through appropriate
./date/1997/02/msg00517.html:to gain root access on your machine. I used an exploit written by Jeremy Elson
./date/1997/02/msg00722.html:chains. They have a world to gain. Workers of the world, unite!
./date/1997/02/msg01181.html:&gt; chains. They have a world to gain. Workers of the world, unite!
./date/1997/02/msg01373.html:&gt; to gain broad support for its efforts to control data-scrambling
./date/1997/02/msg01454.html:enhance the subscribers’ experience and to gain revenue through appropriate
./date/1997/02/msg01570.html:”good” side of the posters then they will tend to gain greater reputation
./date/1997/02/msg01730.html:to gain root access on your machine. I used an exploit written by Jeremy Elson
./date/1997/02/msg02191.html:chains. They have a world to gain. Workers of the world, unite!
./date/1997/02/msg02225.html:&gt; chains. They have a world to gain. Workers of the world, unite!
./date/1997/02/msg02870.html:in wanting to discuss an issue in order to gain a broader
./date/1997/03/msg00014.html:to gain!
./date/1997/03/msg00042.html:because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/03/msg00050.html:&gt; &gt;because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/03/msg00055.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/03/msg00064.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; &gt;because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/03/msg00423.html:in Pre-Launch. Everything to gain ... nothing to lose! Take
./date/1997/03/msg00441.html:Some of our own people, in order to gain favor with a treacherous and
./date/1997/03/msg00460.html:had the foresight to gain control of the InterNet, a seemingly
./date/1997/03/msg00469.html:had the foresight to gain control of the InterNet, a seemingly
./date/1997/03/msg00504.html:&gt; User authentication will also be needed to gain access to private areas
./date/1997/03/msg00598.html:only needs to hear us say them in order to gain enough
./date/1997/04/msg00005.html:chapter, to gain access to a key to encrypted information. “
./date/1997/04/msg00024.html:&gt;chapter, to gain access to a key to encrypted information. “
./date/1997/04/msg00048.html:Anguilla? People with the most to gain from the newest information, pay the
./date/1997/04/msg00187.html:people standing to gain would be practically everybody.
./date/1997/04/msg00195.html:for the question to gain its full shape in her mind, then continued,
./date/1997/04/msg00252.html:(and will) be used as a bargaining chip to gain or lose other things of
./date/1997/04/msg00278.html:&gt; (and will) be used as a bargaining chip to gain or lose other things of
./date/1997/04/msg00299.html:could be imposed. Another provision, apparently intended to gain industry
./date/1997/04/msg00333.html:because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/04/msg00334.html:because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/04/msg00339.html:&gt; because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/04/msg00341.html:&gt; because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/05/msg00009.html:chapter, to gain access to those beliefs and religious materials.
./date/1997/05/msg00170.html:Indeed, the case could be made that in order for DBC to gain widespread
to gain information about the
./date/1997/05/msg00223.html:pricing their services to gain market share and economies of scale. These
./date/1997/05/msg00585.html:level ground to gain a better understanding of the changing
./date/1997/05/msg00728.html:&gt; competing to gain power, a true anarchy has no government whatsoever.
./date/1997/05/msg00747.html:competing to gain power, a true anarchy has no government whatsoever.
./date/1997/05/msg00766.html:effect on the effective date of this chapter, to gain
./date/1997/05/msg00833.html:&gt; &gt; competing to gain power, a true anarchy has no government whatsoever.
./date/1997/05/msg00833.html:the desire to gain power is immoral in itself.
to gain by
to gain by
./date/1997/05/msg01218.html:to gain acceptance, more often because it just does not directly concern
./date/1997/05/msg01490.html:licenses obtained by Pretty Good Privacy, but would like to gain
./date/1997/05/msg01600.html:Now that you know what you stand to gain, let’s consider what you have to spend. Just $39.95! This is a small cost for the
collection of reports and information that can have you in business, the day you receive your information package.
./date/1997/05/msg01629.html:For Only $39.95! Now that you know what you stand to gain, let’s
./date/1997/06/msg00132.html:stood to gain if the government overreacted and introduced martial law
to gain from being listed in 200 places. That being
./date/1997/06/msg01068.html:easily be attempting to gain access to multibillion dollar wire
./date/1997/06/msg01100.html:mental capacity to gain net access as a perk of either employment
./date/1997/06/msg01115.html:&gt; mental capacity to gain net access as a perk of either employment
./date/1997/06/msg01300.html:stand to gain hugely from a Federally-mandated and controlled PKI. Those
./date/1997/06/msg01412.html:property laws I should be able to gain reprehence.
to gain from being listed in 200 places. That being
./date/1997/07/msg00391.html:&gt;process, to gain access by lawful search and seizure to the
./date/1997/07/msg00530.html:system to gain access to harmful material.
./date/1997/07/msg00557.html:&gt;system to gain access to harmful material.
./date/1997/07/msg00624.html:missing the opportunity to gain powers they dont have
./date/1997/07/msg00673.html:national security authorities to gain lawful access to
./date/1997/07/msg00673.html:proposed, the only product likely to gain wide
./date/1997/07/msg00676.html:operating on the Internet to gain
./date/1997/07/msg00688.html:foreign companies to gain market share.
./date/1997/07/msg00705.html:DAMAGE:1) May allow local users to gain root privileges.
./date/1997/07/msg01380.html:If you are in a RELATIONSHIP... to gain the understanding
./date/1997/08/msg00088.html:We are undermineing UUNets atemp to gain a monopoly on newsgroups. :D
./date/1997/08/msg00100.html:surveillance on Aum Shinrikyo, partly in a move to gain increased
./date/1997/08/msg00114.html:to lose and very little to gain from being “co-opted.” by “the bad guys” (who
./date/1997/08/msg00159.html:not, without proper authorisation, use the System or Services to gain
./date/1997/08/msg00854.html:job thus far has been to gain McVeigh’s trust, so that they can screw
./date/1997/08/msg00872.html:&gt;job thus far has been to gain McVeigh’s trust, so that they can screw
./date/1997/08/msg00912.html:&gt; what shifting position to gain
./date/1997/08/msg00927.html:what shifting position to gain
./date/1997/08/msg01547.html:resident of Daly City, was able to gain access to many credit card numbers importantly, what do you have to gain?
Opportunity ignored seldom returns again. Don’t let your dream lifestyle pass you by like importantly, what do you have to gain? Opportunity ignored
seldom returns again. Don’t let your dream lifestyle pass you by like
./date/1997/09/msg00272.html:out of self-serving egoism, or an attempt to gain recognition and
./date/1997/09/msg00298.html:&gt;out of self-serving egoism, or an attempt to gain recognition and
./date/1997/09/msg00421.html:hundreds or thousands, thus allowing them to gain more conventional
./date/1997/09/msg00524.html:&gt;the process, to gain a seat at the table. That is why it is highly
./date/1997/09/msg00526.html:&gt; &gt;the process, to gain a seat at the table. That is why it is highly
./date/1997/09/msg00545.html:the process, to gain a seat at the table. That is why it is highly
./date/1997/09/msg00660.html:in order to gain the trust of the CypherPunks. And Igor jumped
./date/1997/09/msg00682.html:much to gain, by the erratic, unpredictable actions of this CypherPain
./date/1997/09/msg00707.html:to gain insight into how serial killers think.
./date/1997/09/msg00846.html:same time reducing the ability of their opponents to gain an advantage. From
./date/1997/09/msg00880.html:agencies or agents to gain access to a key.
to gain
to gain
./date/1997/09/msg01374.html:managed to gain possession of a hole-card that could account for?unless?
to gain
./date/1997/09/msg01446.html:that the Circle of Eunuchs had managed to gain possession of a
./date/1997/09/msg01447.html:managed to gain possession of a hole-card that could account for?unless?
./date/1997/09/msg01457.html:of his intention to gain law enforcement access to all aspects
./date/1997/09/msg01458.html:intention to gain law enforcement access to all aspects of corporate and
./date/1997/09/msg01518.html:some freedoms to gain others. If Congress doesn’t have
./date/1997/09/msg01540.html:features that would enable law enforcement agencies to gain immediate
./date/1997/09/msg01553.html:+that would enable law enforcement agencies to gain immediate and, if

./date/1997/09/msg01587.html:&gt;of law enforcement to gain
./date/1997/09/msg01587.html:of law enforcement to gain
./date/1997/09/msg01733.html:of money to gain a position where they could be of service to
./date/1997/09/msg01755.html:to slander successful people who had spent mountains of money to gain a
are also tossing out a chance to gain
to gain
./date/1997/10/msg00222.html:(check out some of their threats below). Since I have nothing to gain by
./date/1997/10/msg00550.html:I am a cop and trying to gain
./date/1997/10/msg00616.html:communications security for practically no gain.
./date/1997/10/msg00647.html:GAK compliancy in pgp5.5; nor can it expect to gain popular support
to gain an
./date/1997/10/msg00700.html:to gain access to information that just happens to be digital is of
./date/1997/10/msg00700.html:Governments see this as an opportunity to gain access to private
./date/1997/10/msg00766.html:garbage to gain access to company secrets that they can sell to
./date/1997/10/msg00843.html:in a mad scramble to gain possession of as many hard assets as
./date/1997/10/msg00960.html:(An advantage of rekeying in this way is to gain forward secrecy:
./date/1997/10/msg01013.html:system would make it easier for competitors to gain access
./date/1997/10/msg01061.html:&gt;make it easier for competitors to gain access to a company’s
./date/1997/10/msg01071.html:make it easier for competitors to gain access to a company’s
./date/1997/10/msg01467.html:often all it takes to gain entrance to a house, or access to controlled
./date/1997/10/msg01503.html:&gt; often all it takes to gain entrance to a house, or access to controlled
to gain access to the main house, then have to
to gain access to the main house, then have to
./date/1997/10/msg01804.html:Unfortunately, most people look at this type of program and toss it out, a very big mistake because they are also tossing
out a chance to gain
to gain control over
./date/1997/11/msg00067.html:rights. War to gain teritory, war over insults or honor, religious
to gain control over
./date/1997/11/msg00129.html:This means you have nothing to gain by giving the pass phrase to the
./date/1997/11/msg00159.html:encryption:“For encryption to be accepted, IT had to gain control. This
./date/1997/11/msg00162.html:&gt; This means you have nothing to gain by giving the pass phrase to the
to gain access to the main house, then have to
./date/1997/11/msg00193.html:&gt;This means you have nothing to gain by giving the pass phrase to the
./date/1997/11/msg00272.html:&gt;encryption:“For encryption to be accepted, IT had to gain control. This
./date/1997/11/msg00292.html:&gt; &gt;encryption:“For encryption to be accepted, IT had to gain control. This
./date/1997/11/msg00297.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;encryption:“For encryption to be accepted, IT had to gain control. This
./date/1997/11/msg00479.html:bragging about their ‘dirty tricks’ to gain increasing funding, I
./date/1997/11/msg00942.html:War to gain territory, war over insults or honor, religious war,
to gain
./date/1997/11/msg00977.html:to gain backdoor access to private communications. In another ongoing
./date/1997/11/msg01299.html:managed to gain many victories. To punish Dracula, the Sultan decided
./date/1997/11/msg01419.html:the FBI to gain greater control over the sting.
./date/1997/11/msg01519.html:ADD was probably the most important thing to gain from the whole
./date/1997/11/msg01567.html:someone has to be able to gain access to the merchant’s machine.
to gain more oil and resource reserves (Manchuria’s oil was critical
./date/1997/11/msg01585.html:to gain respect in Hitlers eyes. Mussolini’s attack on France was a gambit
to gain more oil and resource reserves (Manchuria’s oil was critical
./date/1997/11/msg01699.html:be able to gain access to the merchant’s machine. If the machine is well
./date/1997/11/msg01699.html:outsider won’t be able to gain access. And in terms of the *additional*
./date/1997/11/msg01712.html:of the OS to gain leverage in applicaitons markets. There is a lot
./date/1997/11/msg01738.html:&gt;be able to gain access to the merchant’s machine. If the machine is well
./date/1997/11/msg01738.html:&gt;outsider won’t be able to gain access. And in terms of the *additional*
./date/1997/11/msg01760.html:To help the book gain a hearing, the publishers asked John Chamberlain,
./date/1997/11/msg01764.html:managed to gain a “cash advantage” over a group of well established
./date/1997/11/msg01765.html:&gt; to gain respect in Hitlers eyes.
./date/1997/11/msg01979.html:something for FREE. As the saying goes, “you have everything to gain and
./date/1997/12/msg00005.html:have never before had the ability to gain wide distribution. Such
./date/1997/12/msg00041.html:The reason for chaining through remailers is to gain anonymity.
./date/1997/12/msg00115.html:&gt; The reason for chaining through remailers is to gain anonymity.
./date/1997/12/msg00159.html:objectionable is not the only issue the industry faces. To gain the trust
./date/1997/12/msg00328.html:government of Myanmar (Burma) will be using “legal court orders” to gain
./date/1997/12/msg00502.html:In order to gain exposure and to jumpstart the expert scrutiny that
./date/1997/12/msg00536.html:&gt; wrong yet you constantly berate him. What do you have to gain by demeaning
./date/1997/12/msg00564.html:because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as a
./date/1997/12/msg00987.html:Unlike the BBC they have entirely failed to gain credibility, the
./date/1997/12/msg01117.html:compromise by those with no legally defensible need to gain access to it.
./date/1997/12/msg01271.html:&gt;Europe, and some legal and practical way to gain compliance from web
./date/1998/01/msg00197.html:&gt;That feature will make it harder for law enforcement to gain access
./date/1998/01/msg00506.html:No, they are a result of political wrangling by small groups to gain
./date/1998/01/msg00850.html:that allows systems managers to gain access
./date/1998/01/msg00872.html:&gt;might severe somebody’s had to gain access to an environment, kept
./date/1998/01/msg00885.html:might severe somebody’s had to gain access to an environment, kept
./date/1998/01/msg00908.html:hopes to gain from the consolidation trend among
./date/1998/01/msg01520.html:And now you know what you stand to gain. Let’s consider
./date/1998/02/msg00281.html:he was removed, the faux former president was still able to gain
./date/1998/02/msg00532.html:The US elbows Britain out of Libya to gain control of its
./date/1998/02/msg00799.html:would like to gain
./date/1998/03/msg00033.html:opportunity to gain MORE new clients and so to increase growth.
./date/1998/03/msg00034.html:(an American) and Kerry Packer to gain the hold that they have today on our
./date/1998/03/msg00078.html:is being used on the Internet to gain an almost “unfair”
./date/1998/03/msg00101.html:it seems frighteningly likely that Microsoft - which would stand to gain
./date/1998/03/msg00103.html:&gt; obligation to inform the public of what weaknesses they use to gain an
./date/1998/03/msg00233.html:would like to gain
./date/1998/03/msg00330.html:to gain
./date/1998/03/msg00472.html:&gt; to gain the secret, and change the partial secrets every short period of time.
./date/1998/03/msg00493.html:to gain the secret, and change the partial secrets every short period of time.
./date/1998/04/msg00075.html:&gt;time I’ll choose a source that doesn’t have anything to gain (or lose) by
./date/1998/04/msg00075.html:As far as “choosing a source that doesn’t have anything to gain (or lose) by
./date/1998/04/msg00092.html:to gain access to our site by hacking a fraudulent account, we will be
./date/1998/04/msg00191.html:<P><B> There’s very little to lose, but alot to gain. Besides making alittle extra cash each week, its fun to wonder
how much money will be in your mailbox each day. I wish all of you could know the feeling I get each day after work as I go to my p.o. box. Its
exhilerating!</B>
./date/1998/04/msg00257.html:dealer, etc” crisis to gain secret access to this capability ?
./date/1998/04/msg00307.html:Order to gain access to all communications on the face of the earth, as
./date/1998/04/msg00315.html:weaknesses that can be exploited to gain access to the NT hosts. Custom
./date/1998/04/msg00315.html:the network authentication in Windows NT to gain unauthorized access
./date/1998/04/msg00342.html:You have nothing to lose and everything to gain. This may be the
./date/1998/04/msg00344.html:is being used on the Internet to gain an almost “unfair”
./date/1998/05/msg00009.html:(1) upon request by any individual to gain access
to gain
to gain
to gain
./date/1998/05/msg00096.html:If users attempt to gain access to unauthorized
./date/1998/05/msg00135.html:ability of law enforcement to gain
./date/1998/05/msg00180.html:However it is not that simple - for a start to gain real security you have
./date/1998/05/msg00323.html:measures to gain success, Schoomaker said.
./date/1998/05/msg00325.html:&gt;measures to gain success, Schoomaker said.
./date/1998/06/msg00180.html:enforcement to gain surreptitious access to plaintext scrambled by
./date/1998/06/msg00283.html:the C.I.A. has found it much harder to gain access to secrets
./date/1998/06/msg00303.html:x86 unix is to gain mass market popularity, it must become vastly more
./date/1998/06/msg00306.html:My point is this:“Penned cattle have been found to gain as
./date/1998/07/msg00062.html:agencies to gain access to it. The method favored by the
./date/1998/07/msg00285.html:You have nothing to loose and everything to gain!
./date/1998/07/msg00298.html:this tripe (besides college students attempting to gain
./date/1998/07/msg00300.html:(1) upon request by any individual to gain access
./date/1998/07/msg00348.html:I was able to gain access by doing nothing more than simply give myself
./date/1998/07/msg00413.html:quest to gain an extra inch, here or there, in the battle
./date/1998/08/msg00314.html:used by prospering individuals nationwide to gain Financial
./date/1998/08/msg00431.html:I see that you are trying to gain some VISIBILITY for your encryption
./date/1998/08/msg00523.html:You have nothing to lose and everything to gain!
./date/1998/09/msg00000.html:entirely possible that a play that failed to gain acceptance, or even an
./date/1998/09/msg00590.html:will continue to gain ground.
./date/1998/09/msg00700.html:As to freedom of speech. I believe that I have much to gain by
./date/1998/09/msg00714.html:”While I can understand the police wanting to gain access to Internet
./date/1998/09/msg00831.html:required to gain access to a key?
./date/1998/09/msg00838.html:”Those who desire to give up Freedom in order to gain Security, will not
./date/1998/09/msg00872.html:&gt; required to gain access to a key?
./date/1998/09/msg01189.html:to gain
./date/1998/09/msg01439.html:strive to gain sympathy from a large audience and wish to live after
./date/1998/09/msg01439.html:potentially stood to gain
./date/1998/09/msg01450.html:political power until they ganged up together. A loose coalition to gain
./date/1998/09/msg01623.html:There’s very little to lose, but alot to gain. Besides making alittle extra cash each week, its fun to wonder how much
money will be in your mailbox each day. I wish all of you could know the feeling I get each day after work as I go to my p.o. box. Its exhilerating!
./date/1998/09/msg01623.html:There is a simple reason why it is best to have someone involved in the program bulk e-mail out your letters for you. As
is also involved in the program, they will understand the program and, best of all, they will do everything possible to see you get as many responses
sending out your mail since they have alot to gain from it as well as you. Other bulk e-mailing companies will not have this same incentive.
./date/1998/10/msg00027.html:&gt;political power until they ganged up together. A loose coalition to gain
./date/1998/10/msg00287.html:publicity stunt to gain some free press rather than as a legitimate test
./date/1998/10/msg00313.html:Fears that police agencies will use the threat to gain
./date/1998/10/msg00406.html:Seeking to gain the attention of impeachment investigators, a stinging
./date/1998/10/msg00426.html:long-lived strategies begin to gain the upper-hand. As time goes by
./date/1998/10/msg00525.html:of giving all the gain to the owners inevitably alienates the workers.
./date/1998/10/msg00555.html:to gain a precise accounting of how much you spent last month at
./date/1998/10/msg00615.html:given society to gain objectives advocated by self-appointed leaders.
./date/1998/10/msg00654.html:although he himself attempts to gain plausible deniability for his
./date/1998/10/msg01046.html:courts to gain access. Simply putting on a police uniform (or a army
./date/1998/11/msg00010.html:on how states tried to gain control of their populations through maps,
./date/1998/11/msg00021.html:vulnerability that could be used to gain root access to any host
./date/1998/11/msg00204.html:rather permanent way in order to gain some transient level of
./date/1998/11/msg00365.html:being used on the Internet to gain top search engine positioning
./date/1998/11/msg00542.html:to gain
./date/1998/11/msg00542.html:or to gain
./date/1998/11/msg00558.html:done. How did we allow their civil disobedience to gain them anything? Are
./date/1998/11/msg00805.html:&gt; to gain
./date/1998/11/msg00805.html:&gt; or to gain
./date/1998/11/msg00860.html:which helps or makes it easy for third parties to gain access to the
./date/1998/12/msg00040.html:social and psychological techniques to gain the results they want - which
./date/1998/12/msg00913.html:are beginning to focus on another suspect, one with more to gain.
./date/2000/01/msg00207.html:Drug Administration has sought to gain authoritarian control that Congress
./date/2000/01/msg00207.html:FDA’s latest attempt to gain repressive power over the individual’s right
./date/2000/01/msg00232.html: error. China is simply biding her time to gain revenge on the
./date/1992/10/msg00166.html:hardware lock failed to gain industry acceptance, and software
./date/1992/11/msg00091.html:appropriate situations long before any crisis comes (to gain operational
./date/1992/11/msg00093.html:&gt; appropriate situations long before any crisis comes (to gain operational
./date/1992/11/msg00358.html:”...and just take the legal risks...” Wellll, what is there to gain by
./date/1992/11/msg00361.html:“...and just take the legal risks...” Wellll, what is there to gain by
./date/1993/01/msg00203.html:to gain access to the information they want and disseminate it to those
./date/1993/02/msg00303.html:method that requires a password to gain access again. I think that it also
./date/1993/02/msg00451.html:of this is pretty unpalatable, but we have things to gain by
./date/1993/02/msg00451.html:Look what we have to gain. Currently, there is a lot of censorship
./date/1993/02/msg00451.html:feeds, or whatever. I think we ultimately stand to gain by
./date/1993/03/msg00041.html:external forces to gain access to information contained therein simply
./date/1993/03/msg00041.html:system in a spoof-mode or to gain access to a lot of things just through
./date/1993/03/msg00184.html:What kinds of measures would you need to gain access to the information?
./date/1993/03/msg00186.html:&gt;What kinds of measures would you need to gain access to the information?
./date/1993/03/msg00300.html:was to *hide* it, not to gain additional encryption. Any encryption
to gain from such
to gain from such
./date/1993/03/msg00386.html:* Attempting to gain access to another’s resources, programs,
./date/1993/04/msg00000.html:members, telephone taps were used to gain evidence against members
to gain some really
./date/1993/04/msg00160.html:I admire and appreciate your work to gain mainstream acceptance of this
./date/1993/04/msg00175.html:will allow the government to gain access to encrypted information
./date/1993/04/msg00454.html:Yes, but they are not trying to gain any media attention. If the CPSR
./date/1993/04/msg00585.html:will allow the government to gain access to encrypted information
./date/1993/04/msg00712.html:long as some (in this particular environment), but long enough to gain respect
./date/1993/04/msg00712.html:to gain its almighty buck. Suggestions have already been made. Allow the
./date/1993/04/msg00717.html:&gt;long as some (in this particular environment), but long enough to gain respect
./date/1993/04/msg00717.html:&gt;to gain its almighty buck. Suggestions have already been made. Allow the
./date/1993/05/msg00045.html:awaiting a warrant, if no warrant is required to gain a legal wiretap?
./date/1993/05/msg00236.html:opportunity for any party or foreign government that wants to gain access
./date/1993/05/msg00412.html:will not help us to gain mainstream acceptance to blur our image with
./date/1993/05/msg00479.html:right’ to attempt to gain some kind of compensation for his Herculean
./date/1993/06/msg00025.html:address that resolves down to some physical internet machine to gain
./date/1993/06/msg00414.html:&gt; more expensive for the poor among us to gain access to the telephone
./date/1993/06/msg00414.html:&gt; to gain access to something that would cost the rest of us 12 cents,
./date/1993/06/msg00701.html:connection, without allowing a passive attacker to gain enough
./date/1993/07/msg00153.html:responded by admitting that he had conspired with others to gain access to
./date/1993/07/msg00153.html:employees of phone companies to gain access to their systems. It was
./date/1993/08/msg00010.html:to gain root permission, phrack(25), CERT, etc. I heard
./date/1993/08/msg00086.html:hope to gain.” My direct experience with the National Security Agency indicates
./date/1993/08/msg00090.html:way for the government to gain the ability to scrutinize all of your
./date/1993/08/msg00120.html:ultimately a net gain, IMHO. There is far more to gain from protection
./date/1993/08/msg00120.html:investigative/detective work. We stand to gain
./date/1993/08/msg00479.html:One way to gain
./date/1993/08/msg00710.html:detail is needed to gain access to the mail stream to
./date/1993/09/msg00642.html:(2) When this has been exhausted, possibly, attempt to gain any records
./date/1993/09/msg00757.html:similar, could be used to gain Skipjack-level encryption without any
./date/1993/09/msg00760.html:&gt; similar, could be used to gain Skipjack-level encryption without any
./date/1993/09/msg00791.html:&gt;similar, could be used to gain Skipjack-level encryption without any
./date/1993/10/msg00034.html:(1) Relax some of the size limits of DES &amp; IDEA to gain security, but make
./date/1993/10/msg00111.html:ISS does not attempt to gain access to a system being tested.
./date/1993/10/msg00309.html:power to gain advantage over their competition.
./date/1993/10/msg00344.html:were able to gain access to expensive machines that I would think were
./date/1993/10/msg00344.html:to gain access. Having talked with security experts and reading CERT
./date/1993/10/msg00358.html:management practices and its attempts to gain federal approval of an oral
./date/1993/10/msg00508.html:nothing to gain by misleading me.
./date/1993/10/msg00734.html:The problem is, then, how to gain
./date/1993/10/msg00734.html:mail agents, if we want to gain
./date/1993/10/msg00748.html:&gt;and other mail agents, if we want to gain
./date/1993/10/msg00996.html:&gt;can you send me info on how to gain access to metaverse?
./date/1993/10/msg01417.html:to the same spec to gain assurance that programs operated to spec. This
./date/1993/11/msg00390.html:you like), is to gain access to certain phone company systems, such as LMOS
./date/1993/11/msg00390.html:the perpetrator to gain untold amounts of usernames/passwords for systems on
./date/1993/11/msg00671.html:outsiders to keep, to gain access to, etc. The Bar Associations,
to gain entrance
to gain entrance
./date/1993/11/msg01128.html:that to gain
to gain a sales boost.
./date/1993/12/msg00506.html:to gain respectability among professionals, academics, scientists, and
./date/1993/12/msg00506.html:&gt;outsiders to keep, to gain access to, etc. The Bar Associations,
./date/1993/12/msg00546.html:The attempt of the Allied Secret Services to gain a foothold in Holland
to gain access to that drive in any legal
./date/1993/12/msg00613.html:&gt;my friend Prisoner was able to gain ops and unban me. [Starman] had left by
./date/1993/12/msg00644.html:might say to gain credibility and further `intelligence’ from
./date/1994/01/msg00021.html:message to gain sympathy? Would I do something that puerile?
./date/1994/01/msg00156.html:the most to gain. But the average worker and the average company aren’t
./date/1994/01/msg00261.html:continue to gain cash. Further awards may be presented to close
./date/1994/01/msg00289.html:tell lies to gain sympathy or credibility and then betray later.
./date/1994/01/msg00289.html:continue to gain cash. Further awards may be presented to close
./date/1994/01/msg00293.html:and the sun strikes to gain a living wage./date/1994/01/msg00637.html:manufactured evidence to gain a conviction. “These are not the good
./date/1994/01/msg00766.html:if the remailers ever expect to gain a large base of users, they need to be FUN,
./date/1994/02/msg00178.html:would believe a 22 year-old computer geek isn’t trying to gain illegal
./date/1994/02/msg00211.html:&gt;would believe a 22 year-old computer geek isn’t trying to gain illegal
./date/1994/02/msg00341.html:corrupting would not have anything to gain.
./date/1994/02/msg01007.html:anonymity, to the remailer operators. Then I decided to gain some
./date/1994/02/msg01113.html:strive to gain control. Whilst they unleash their devastating weaponry upon
./date/1994/02/msg01126.html:&gt;will allow the government to gain access to encrypted information
./date/1994/02/msg01228.html:attempt by “friendly spies” to gain competitive intelligence? Was
./date/1994/02/msg01280.html:apparent that the government hopes to gain the authority to dictate
to gain any real advantage from this (greater
./date/1994/03/msg00018.html:information or raise the standard required to gain
./date/1994/03/msg00253.html:will have opportunities to gain a much deeper understanding
./date/1994/03/msg00310.html:it seems likely to gain wide acceptance, it is rather stupid of me to
./date/1994/03/msg00475.html:We saw a use for remailers -- to gain a certain anonymity not present in
./date/1994/03/msg00489.html:prevent North Korea or Iraq from using a front company to gain spy
./date/1994/03/msg00499.html:prevent North Korea or Iraq from using a front company to gain spy
./date/1994/03/msg01189.html:minutes to gain a room full of converts, and perhaps Hoenig.
./date/1994/04/msg00196.html:him monitor his tendency “to gain a few pounds on occasion.” While reassuring
./date/1994/04/msg00260.html:represents only a delay factor against attempts to gain unauthorized access to
./date/1994/04/msg00305.html:&gt;it now that the NSA is supporting? Who might stand to gain from having

./date/1994/04/msg00305.html:outside of the NSA has anything to gain from clipper? clipper reeks
./date/1994/04/msg00306.html:it now that the NSA is supporting? Who might stand to gain from having
./date/1994/04/msg00317.html:&gt; &gt;it now that the NSA is supporting? Who might stand to gain from having
./date/1994/04/msg00317.html:&gt; outside of the NSA has anything to gain from clipper?
./date/1994/04/msg00630.html:| &gt; In an effort to gain access to the homes of millions of Americans,
./date/1994/04/msg00756.html:Majoritarian politics:All or most of society hopes to gain; all or
./date/1994/04/msg00756.html:most hopes to gain. Interest groups have little incentive to form.
./date/1994/04/msg01159.html:to clean up their public image to gain respectability and a wider
./date/1994/04/msg01187.html:&gt; to clean up their public image to gain respectability and a wider
./date/1994/04/msg01447.html:the most to gain from crypto software... Hell, they probably already typed
./date/1994/04/msg01476.html:this way, the NSA hopes to gain the trust and backing of the mainstream,
./date/1994/05/msg00363.html:for free. So maybe this is just their twisted way of trying to gain
./date/1994/05/msg01464.html:reliable encrypted remailers, would probably not be able to gain the
./date/1994/05/msg01501.html:to spy on their spouses or to gain an advantage in business.”
./date/1994/06/msg00073.html:these advantages -- anonymity isn’t needed to gain most of the cost
./date/1994/06/msg00196.html:to gain by sabotaging their own efforts in this manner. Even if they
./date/1994/06/msg00196.html:What would they possibly have to gain via such an act?
./date/1994/06/msg00212.html:&gt;to gain by sabotaging their own efforts in this manner. Even if they
./date/1994/06/msg00212.html:&gt;What would they possibly have to gain via such an act?
./date/1994/06/msg00344.html:username/password to gain access, you are falsely asserting that
./date/1994/07/msg00112.html:in general they have little to gain by hiding the fact that they have,
./date/1994/07/msg00129.html:in general they have little to gain by hiding the fact that they have,
./date/1994/07/msg00134.html:Hellman and others say that for any network to gain widespread
./date/1994/07/msg00236.html:randseed.bin. Looks like the hash value is being used to gain a few
./date/1994/07/msg00940.html:people easy targets for others to gain
./date/1994/07/msg01391.html:of security. For them to get at the opener they would need to gain access
./date/1994/07/msg01541.html:4- I believe that this system could be used to gain the protection sysops
./date/1994/07/msg01580.html:&gt; 4- I believe that this system could be used to gain the protection sysops
./date/1994/08/msg00288.html:to forge e-mail from one of the “approved sources” above to gain
./date/1994/08/msg00550.html:order to gain access to these materials. There have been no test cases,
./date/1994/08/msg00580.html:In order to gain access to transactional records, such as a list of
./date/1994/08/msg00804.html:law enforcement to gain access to transactional information through a
./date/1994/08/msg00998.html:to allow the former to gain
./date/1994/08/msg01139.html:that you do in fact have the ability to gain
./date/1994/08/msg01337.html:There are entry and exit problems:it costs to gain a
./date/1994/08/msg01337.html:by the agent trying to gain the reputation, via offering
./date/1994/08/msg01380.html:&gt;There are entry and exit problems:it costs to gain a
./date/1994/08/msg01380.html:&gt;by the agent trying to gain the reputation, via offering
./date/1994/08/msg01538.html:fear-of-the-west hard to gain support in Asia and the Middle
./date/1994/09/msg00241.html:freaks just wating to gain the power and more waiting in the wings. They
./date/1994/09/msg00241.html:that is willing to give up alsmost any right to gain “security”.
./date/1994/09/msg00253.html:... We have the control freaks just wating to gain the
./date/1994/10/msg00064.html:&gt;campaign to gain passage of unprecedented legislation requiring
./date/1994/11/msg00194.html:were some cases where they were able to gain access but unable to go
./date/1994/11/msg00629.html:and everything to gain.
./date/1994/12/msg00155.html:valuable way to gain market and mindshare. Remember the “Macintosh
./date/1994/12/msg00161.html:&gt; valuable way to gain market and mindshare. Remember the “Macintosh
./date/1994/12/msg00167.html:order to gain
./date/1994/12/msg00182.html:&gt; order to gain
./date/1994/12/msg00193.html:&gt;payment-system will have to be simple to use in order to gain wide
./date/1994/12/msg00217.html:seriously; more than most non-paranoiacs, I think. He had a fair shot to gain
./date/1994/12/msg00828.html:’net to gain wider acceptance.
./date/1994/12/msg01461.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to Library 12:Export
./date/1995/01/msg00556.html:This doesn’t seem to gain me anything though since it could be said that I
to gain
./date/1995/01/msg00928.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to Library 12:Export
to gain root access for any purpose; similarly, they
./date/1995/01/msg01284.html::To gain access, intruders create packets with spoofed source IP
./date/1995/01/msg01322.html:I’d think you’d have lost credibility to gain. I mean, I was tempted to
./date/1995/02/msg00114.html:Internet won’t be able to gain access to .cp addresses, but the
./date/1995/02/msg00647.html:support X9 committee members in their efforts to gain the
./date/1995/02/msg00647.html:support X9 committee members in their efforts to gain the
./date/1995/07/msg00032.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to
./date/1995/07/msg00242.html:by government employees who exceed their authority to gain
./date/1995/07/msg00964.html:technology, however, and encourage needed developments, stand to gain
to gain his early release.
to gain his early release.
./date/1995/08/msg00147.html:whatever that means. Most of them are just waiting to gain power, at
./date/1995/08/msg00333.html:this Foster thing continues to gain steam.. apparently
./date/1995/08/msg00872.html:to gain prominence would be nearly overwhelming to any non-angels
./date/1995/08/msg00913.html:&gt; The cost/value of a card number depends a lot on what you seek to gain.
./date/1995/08/msg00927.html:The cost/value of a card number depends a lot on what you seek to gain.
./date/1995/08/msg01355.html:to gain from accusing people of such acts is perhaps making them
./date/1995/08/msg01355.html:nothing to gain, only lose, from increasing the number of cases
./date/1995/09/msg00664.html:practical way to gain reputation. If Alice is trying to build up a rep,
./date/1995/09/msg01463.html:enter a name and regular password to gain entry to the system.
./date/1995/09/msg01753.html:What else do you hope to gain by breaking a server key? I think
./date/1995/09/msg01755.html:&gt; What else do you hope to gain by breaking a server key? I think
./date/1995/09/msg01756.html:&gt; What else do you hope to gain by breaking a server key? I think
./date/1995/09/msg01763.html:&gt;&gt; What else do you hope to gain by breaking a server key? I think
./date/1995/09/msg01778.html:&gt; What else do you hope to gain by breaking a server key? I think
./date/1995/10/msg00084.html:And when GAK arrives, you’ll be duly authorized to gain access to escrowed
./date/1995/10/msg00396.html:used to gain privilege or increase the levels of access to the system. The
./date/1995/10/msg00469.html:of a lot to gain by including PGP signatures.
./date/1995/10/msg00734.html:infringing software in order to gain anonymity, or else the user
./date/1995/10/msg00881.html:to gain access to your internal network and do harm.
./date/1995/10/msg01079.html:commerce companies even stand to gain at the expense of others when
./date/1995/10/msg01265.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to
./date/1995/10/msg01422.html:program behavior so as to gain
./date/1995/10/msg01439.html:Perfect way to gain people’s PINs, pgp keys, home keys, non-essential
./date/1995/10/msg01675.html:possible for another user on the network to gain read-only
./date/1995/10/msg01721.html:&gt; possibly be exploited to gain unauthorized access to a recipient’s
./date/1995/10/msg01743.html:&gt; possible for another user on the network to gain read-only
./date/1995/10/msg02023.html:&gt;Does the former need to die in order for the latter to gain ground? Probably
to gain market share at
to gain market share at
./date/1995/10/msg02056.html:Interactive products in an attempt to gain
./date/1995/11/msg00838.html:laws to gain a refund or replacement when goods and services don’t arrive as
./date/1995/11/msg00985.html:It sound to me like an attempt to gain
./date/1995/11/msg01014.html:&gt; concerned. It sound to me like an attempt to gain
./date/1995/11/msg01032.html:&gt;&gt; concerned. It sound to me like an attempt to gain
./date/1995/11/msg01115.html:to actually challenge it aren’t the big companies who stand to gain the
./date/1995/11/msg01123.html:&gt; to actually challenge it aren’t the big companies who stand to gain the
./date/1995/11/msg01133.html:IANAL. What would you hope to gain from creating such a piece of
./date/1995/11/msg01138.html:&gt;IANAL. What would you hope to gain from creating such a piece of
./date/1995/11/msg01277.html:project, to gain attention to the project, but the
./date/1995/11/msg01492.html:cost, and view the entire venture as a way to gain broad market
./date/1995/11/msg01492.html:occasionally, if only to gain perspective (As long as we can avoid
./date/1995/11/msg01608.html:not able to gain access of the modem for some reason.
./date/1995/11/msg01650.html:to gain some attention or notoriety simply destracts me from addressing
./date/1995/12/msg00232.html:not allow any user, priviliged or not, to gain access to any form (encrypted
./date/1995/12/msg00244.html:&gt;not allow any user, priviliged or not, to gain access to any form (encrypted
./date/1995/12/msg00398.html:would ECash or ATT have to gain by keeping such knowledge a secret?
./date/1995/12/msg00406.html:&gt;would ECash or ATT have to gain by keeping such knowledge a secret?
./date/1995/12/msg00430.html:one could use covert challens to gain the timing information needed to
./date/1995/12/msg00460.html:should be possible to gain. It’s certainly easier than reading
./date/1995/12/msg00782.html:use him as a lever to gain and exercise control over the
./date/1995/12/msg01073.html:In par 2, the author states that the intruder was attempting to gain
to gain
./date/1995/12/msg01188.html:American public watching. And it stands to gain from doing so, as do we
./date/1995/12/msg01419.html:If Microsoft had used “MSIE 1.0 (...)”, then they would have to gain
./date/1995/12/msg01447.html:the Kremlin -- certainly would have nothing to gain by retaliating in
./date/1996/01/msg00002.html:VM&gt; enough to gain illicit access.
./date/1996/01/msg00193.html:to gain access to passwords by soliciting individuals online. These hackers
./date/1996/01/msg00733.html:it is possible to gain read-only access to the root directory of many
./date/1996/01/msg00775.html:allowed Mitnick to gain access, it is grossly unfair and misleading for
./date/1996/01/msg00776.html:&gt;allowed Mitnick to gain access, it is grossly unfair and misleading for
./date/1996/01/msg00989.html:sheltering”, the main reason people use offshore banking is to gain better
./date/1996/01/msg01070.html:Crypto SmartDisk is positioned to gain rapid acceptance among agencies of the
./date/1996/01/msg01988.html:&gt; offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/01/msg02019.html:offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/01/msg02033.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/01/msg02036.html:&gt; &gt; offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/01/msg02081.html:&gt;offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/01/msg02081.html:to gain access to `inciting material.’
./date/1996/01/msg02081.html:to gain access to `inciting material.’
./date/1996/01/msg02081.html:Whether selling radios is a criminal offence due to the possibility to gain
./date/1996/01/msg02081.html:possibility to gain access to `inciting material.’
./date/1996/01/msg02399.html:are loyal to the “thought control” agenda, who then attempt to gain
./date/1996/01/msg02402.html:must be allowed to gain the power over its citizens that was allowed
./date/1996/01/msg02494.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to Library 12:
./date/1996/01/msg02495.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to Library 12:
./date/1996/01/msg02579.html:debate over cryptography has continued to gain momentum. Recently,
./date/1996/02/msg00255.html:of the accounts holders. Their only way to gain knowledge is through
./date/1996/02/msg00291.html:ability to gain (or lose) reputation through the content of its
./date/1996/02/msg00336.html:&gt;ability to gain (or lose) reputation through the content of its
./date/1996/02/msg00359.html:people think and how governments like to link unrelated stuff to gain power.
./date/1996/02/msg00441.html:effort to gain a realistic understanding of what size keys might
./date/1996/02/msg00462.html:try and break our passwords to gain
./date/1996/02/msg00462.html:There are still ways for them to gain access too. Don’t tell me they can’t
./date/1996/02/msg00589.html:the wealthy, who have enough foresight to gain their wealth (or at least
./date/1996/02/msg00591.html:&gt;the wealthy, who have enough foresight to gain their wealth (or at least
./date/1996/02/msg01588.html:must be allowed to gain the power over its citizens that was allowed
./date/1996/02/msg01672.html:it is possible to gain unauthorized access to distributed services
./date/1996/02/msg01706.html:&gt;it is possible to gain unauthorized access to distributed services
./date/1996/02/msg02154.html:&gt; an old, well-known security hole, trying to gain root access. Click _here_
./date/1996/02/msg02179.html:an old, well-known security hole, trying to gain root access. Click _here_
./date/1996/03/msg00000.html:in order to gain security by making it harder to detect your noise
to gain commercial and
./date/1996/03/msg00294.html:a political party to spread the idea of social ownership, and to gain
./date/1996/03/msg00794.html:I don’t know that it would be that expensive. If someone was able to gain
./date/1996/03/msg00808.html:&gt;I don’t know that it would be that expensive. If someone was able to gain
./date/1996/03/msg00820.html:&gt; I don’t know that it would be that expensive. If someone was able to gain
./date/1996/03/msg00820.html:Sure, _if_ they were able to gain root access without rebooting the machine,
./date/1996/03/msg00831.html:&gt;Sure, _if_ they were able to gain root access without rebooting the machine,
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:information warrior using TEMPEST technology to gain an unfair advantage.
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:corporate espionage to gain an economic advantage for their own companies.
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:Competitors may seek to gain information on product development, marketing
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:Unscrupulous union negotiators may use TEMPEST technology to gain knowledge
./date/1996/03/msg01075.html:In these days of designer drugs, the consumer would have a lot to gain
to gain access to our material as we PKZIP
./date/1996/03/msg01189.html:”Those who desire to give up Freedom in order to gain
./date/1996/03/msg01222.html:as they have an inferior standard its not going to gain much attention
./date/1996/03/msg01348.html:”Those who desire to give up Freedom in order to gain
./date/1996/03/msg01353.html:”Those who desire to give up Freedom in order to gain
./date/1996/03/msg01457.html:have little to gain and much to lose by becoming less friendly to
./date/1996/03/msg01613.html:1219835 Syslog(3) can be abused to gain root access on 4.X systems.
./date/1996/03/msg01680.html:&gt;1219835 Syslog(3) can be abused to gain root access on 4.X systems.
./date/1996/03/msg01694.html:1219835 Syslog(3) can be abused to gain root access on 4.X systems.
./date/1996/03/msg01754.html:”Those who desire to give up Freedom in order to gain
./date/1996/03/msg01759.html:&gt; 1219835 Syslog(3) can be abused to gain root access on 4.X systems.
./date/1996/03/msg01822.html:to gain in practical terms from learning foreign languages, while others
./date/1996/03/msg01960.html:as they have an inferior standard its not going to gain much attention
./date/1996/03/msg01970.html:&gt; 1219835 Syslog(3) can be abused to gain root access on 4.X systems.
./date/1996/04/msg00169.html:and the Simon Wiesenthal centre all have plenty to gain
./date/1996/04/msg00179.html:reformulated in another form to gain its particular idiosyncrasies.
./date/1996/04/msg00385.html:order to gain
./date/1996/04/msg00385.html:When attempting to gain access to a host server, the remote client is
./date/1996/04/msg00385.html:then replay those coordinates in order to gain entry. Typical code
./date/1996/04/msg00407.html:order to gain
./date/1996/04/msg00407.html:When attempting to gain access to a host server, the remote client is
./date/1996/04/msg00407.html:then replay those coordinates in order to gain entry. Typical code
./date/1996/04/msg00443.html:&gt; order to gain
./date/1996/04/msg00539.html:When attempting to gain access to a host server, the remote client is
./date/1996/04/msg00539.html:then replay those coordinates in order to gain entry. Typical code
./date/1996/04/msg00872.html:&gt;This would seem to be a ‘reasonable’ way to gain access to more CPU power
./date/1996/04/msg00886.html:This would seem to be a ‘reasonable’ way to gain access to more CPU power
./date/1996/04/msg00915.html:&gt; This would seem to be a ‘reasonable’ way to gain access to more CPU power
./date/1996/04/msg00928.html:to gain control of a host within the Internet infrastructure or collusion
./date/1996/04/msg01439.html:Financially, RSA *does* have a hell of a lot to gain from relaxed
./date/1996/04/msg01646.html:in order to gain public support.
./date/1996/04/msg01652.html:&gt; Unfortunately I can’t see anyway to gain trust in this
./date/1996/04/msg01671.html:&gt; Unfortunately I can’t see anyway to gain trust in this
./date/1996/04/msg01680.html:Yeah, it’s hard to gain trust in the absence of a Mitch (a.k.a.
./date/1996/04/msg01684.html:Unfortunately I can’t see anyway to gain trust in this
./date/1996/05/msg00201.html:of. The result is that to gain
./date/1996/05/msg00264.html:&gt;to gain control of a host within the Internet infrastructure or collusion
./date/1996/05/msg00505.html:incentive to gain trust (by being paranoid when it comes to key signing).
./date/1996/05/msg00733.html:from a data protection registrar in order to gain access to
./date/1996/05/msg00881.html:reputations in an effort to gain some sort of reputation monopoly. Maybe.
./date/1996/05/msg00935.html:&gt;reputations in an effort to gain some sort of reputation monopoly. Maybe.
./date/1996/05/msg01540.html:those efforts, hackers were able to gain entry to a
./date/1996/05/msg01540.html:incident in which two computer hackers were able to gain
to gain a competitive edge,” he
./date/1996/05/msg01698.html:We have plenty to gain by removing them from their positions of power. They
./date/1996/05/msg01758.html:GO NCSAFORUM. Follow the instructions there to gain access to Library 12:
to gain defense in
./date/1996/06/msg00218.html:intended to permit the F.B.I. to gain wiretap information,
./date/1996/06/msg00393.html:Pick up anything by Renzo De Felice to gain a basic historical understanding
./date/1996/06/msg00447.html:&gt;Pick up anything by Renzo De Felice to gain a basic historical understanding
./date/1996/06/msg00523.html:&gt; &gt;Pick up anything by Renzo De Felice to gain a basic historical understanding
./date/1996/06/msg00650.html:and teachers who want to gain insight into the capabilities,
./date/1996/06/msg01456.html:&gt; recently. I tend to not trust numbers issued by folks who stand to gain
./date/1996/06/msg01459.html:recently. I tend to not trust numbers issued by folks who stand to gain
./date/1996/07/msg00051.html:1. Hard to gain access to local ISP without sending alerts out (it would be
./date/1996/07/msg00067.html:to gain” by reporting, says Lloyd Hession, of IBM’s
./date/1996/07/msg00133.html:&gt; 1. Hard to gain access to local ISP without sending alerts out (it would be
./date/1996/07/msg01123.html:being unable to gain access to their money”).
./date/1996/07/msg01191.html:&gt;being unable to gain access to their money”).
./date/1996/07/msg01199.html:&gt;&gt;being unable to gain access to their money”).
./date/1996/07/msg01321.html:To gain the upper hand in the argument is clearly your supreme objective;
./date/1996/07/msg01345.html:others’ fear of being thought politically incorrect, to gain amounts of
./date/1996/07/msg01356.html:&gt;To gain the upper hand in the argument is clearly your supreme objective;
./date/1996/07/msg01816.html:offence due to the possibility to gain access to `inciting
./date/1996/07/msg01824.html:phone, or public service personnel needing to gain entrance to
to gain the advantages provided by ecash.
./date/1996/07/msg02164.html:higher appeal process in this matter than that of trying to gain a different
./date/1996/07/msg02230.html:in the conduit pressure indicates that someone MAY be trying to gain
./date/1996/07/msg02259.html:&gt;higher appeal process in this matter than that of trying to gain a different
./date/1996/07/msg02259.html:students and others to gain work skills and to establish a “reputation”
./date/1996/08/msg00227.html:if they say they surrender, they may be saying it to gain a tactical
./date/1996/08/msg00835.html:say newbie because none of the recent attempts to gain access have proved
./date/1996/08/msg01172.html:magazines. His “death bed confession” was a ploy to gain publicity and
./date/1996/08/msg01357.html:notices to the taxpayer, opportunities to gain abatements, etc. The
./date/1996/09/msg00119.html:of adopting it. One reason is to gain some security control
./date/1996/09/msg00536.html:6.) I personally think, that every individual has the right to gain
./date/1996/09/msg00905.html:&gt;that is, to gain favor, and therefore political support, from the Citizen
./date/1996/09/msg00928.html:&gt;&gt;that is, to gain favor, and therefore political support, from the Citizen
./date/1996/09/msg01082.html:now so you really have nothing to gain.
./date/1996/09/msg01148.html:to gain
./date/1996/09/msg01225.html:&gt;to gain
./date/1996/09/msg01310.html:I wonder why containing one’s fart would cause one to gain weight. Volume maybe,
./date/1996/09/msg01329.html:&gt;I wonder why containing one’s fart would cause one to gain weight. Volume maybe,
./date/1996/09/msg01364.html:foreign addresses -- the administrators don’t have anything to gain. It’ll
./date/1996/09/msg01371.html:&gt;now so you really have nothing to gain.
./date/1996/09/msg01423.html:&gt;&gt;to gain
To gain an edge in these areas, companies
./date/1996/09/msg01636.html:very little, if anything at all, to gain for the subjects. (There
to gain some
./date/1996/09/msg01715.html:genetics to gain
./date/1996/09/msg02037.html:One of the goals of a “Snake-Oil FAQ” as proposed is to gain as wide a
./date/1996/09/msg02116.html:replication to gain substantial saving.
./date/1996/09/msg02641.html:ICARE 9000:A Teletraining Platform for SME’s to gain the ISO 9000
./date/1996/10/msg00039.html:latest version of the software package, to gain a better idea of how Americans

./date/1996/10/msg00039.html:potential to gain control of their money management. For so long, so many have
./date/1996/10/msg00322.html:technology to gain access to critical information in the event of an
./date/1996/10/msg00491.html:to disagree. We have nothing to gain by debating the virtues of LDS any
./date/1996/10/msg00621.html:Access keys with RSA’s unique secret-splitting technology to gain access
./date/1996/10/msg00663.html:| What about when the individual stands to gain from the cause while not
./date/1996/10/msg01051.html:We have very little to lose, if anything, and a great deal to gain. The
./date/1996/10/msg01186.html:crypto to gain the approval of the state. Thus, those products will
./date/1996/10/msg01269.html:act to trace a transaction, or to trace a message, or to gain access to
./date/1996/10/msg01450.html:were lobbying the capitals of European powers to gain support for
to gain in technology joint
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02137” HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg00082.html:Prohibition became law because bootleggers, who stood to gain
./date/1996/11/msg00812.html:The odds favor the attacker. Bad guys have more to gain by examining a
./date/1996/11/msg00927.html:school education is certainly necessary to gain the Masters necessary to be
./date/1996/11/msg01909.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:<!--X-Subject:CHANGE:Visa&#45;Free List &#45; How to gain another nationality -->
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:<TITLE>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:<H1>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:Subject:CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality
./date/1996/11/msg02137.html:Discussion of how to gain another nationality for visa-free travel
./date/1996/11/msg02139.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02139.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02170.html:actual key data, we gain 8 bits, or a factor of x256 in the keyspace.
./date/1996/11/msg02262.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02137” HREF=”msg02137.html”>CHANGE:Visa-Free List - How to gain another nationality</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/12/msg00065.html:maintenance visits to several clients and used his password to gain
./date/1996/12/msg00506.html:OTOH, if you’ve discovered a way to gain access to the remailers in
./date/1996/12/msg00541.html:&gt; OTOH, if you’ve discovered a way to gain access to the remailers in
./date/1996/12/msg00747.html:One likely explanation for this unprecedented move is the USG’s desire to gain further leverage with US./date/1996/12/
msg00768.html:&gt;desire to gain further leverage with US software companies. If they
./date/1996/12/msg01085.html:capacity to gain net access as a perk of either employment or academic
./date/1996/12/msg01254.html:I am not proud of what i did, but if i can get you to gain knowledge (NEVER
./date/1996/12/msg01255.html:&gt;I am not proud of what i did, but if i can get you to gain knowledge (NEVER
./date/1996/12/msg01256.html:&gt;I am not proud of what i did, but if i can get you to gain knowledge (NEVER
./date/1996/12/msg01257.html:&gt;I am not proud of what i did, but if i can get you to gain knowledge (NEVER
./date/1996/12/msg01258.html:&gt;I am not proud of what i did, but if i can get you to gain knowledge (NEVER
./date/1996/12/msg01468.html:about--Vic is unlikely to gain anything by telling them--they have
./date/1996/12/msg01913.html:&gt; about--Vic is unlikely to gain anything by telling them--they have
./date/1996/12/msg01984.html:government is trying to gain access to all communications.
./date/1996/12/msg02069.html:&gt;government is trying to gain access to all communications.
./date/1997/01/msg00022.html:&gt;people to gain this power, unchecked!
./date/1997/01/msg00348.html:opportunity to gain the medical assistance that he needs in order to
./date/1997/01/msg00440.html:shape;the ability to gain victory by changing and adapting according to
./date/1997/01/msg00762.html:banking to gain full
./date/1997/01/msg00985.html:were to take the time to educate those seeking to gain a wider knowledge
to gain!
./date/1997/01/msg01571.html:Spammer/Enterprenurs. (I would also hate to gain the title of the
to gain
./date/1997/01/msg02057.html:our (apparently) pathetic attempts to gain understanding to be
./date/1997/01/msg02058.html:our (apparently) pathetic attempts to gain understanding to be
./date/1997/01/msg02211.html:&gt; people to gain this power, unchecked![snip]
./date/1997/01/msg02212.html:&gt; people to gain this power, unchecked![snip]
./date/1997/01/msg02226.html:people to gain this power, unchecked!
./date/1997/01/msg02227.html:people to gain this power, unchecked!
./date/1997/01/msg02228.html:&gt; people to gain this power, unchecked!
./date/1997/01/msg02275.html:&gt;people to gain this power, unchecked!
./date/1997/01/msg02710.html:opportunity to gain the medical assistance that he needs in order to
./date/1997/01/msg02840.html:shape;the ability to gain victory by changing and adapting according to
./date/1997/02/msg00056.html:in wanting to discuss an issue in order to gain a broader
./date/1997/02/msg00283.html:&gt; to gain broad support for its efforts to control data-scrambling
./date/1997/02/msg00348.html:enhance the subscribers’ experience and to gain revenue through appropriate
./date/1997/02/msg00517.html:to gain root access on your machine. I used an exploit written by Jeremy Elson
./date/1997/02/msg00722.html:chains. They have a world to gain. Workers of the world, unite!
./date/1997/02/msg01181.html:&gt; chains. They have a world to gain. Workers of the world, unite!
./date/1997/02/msg01373.html:&gt; to gain broad support for its efforts to control data-scrambling
./date/1997/02/msg01454.html:enhance the subscribers’ experience and to gain revenue through appropriate
./date/1997/02/msg01570.html:”good” side of the posters then they will tend to gain greater reputation
./date/1997/02/msg01730.html:to gain root access on your machine. I used an exploit written by Jeremy Elson
./date/1997/02/msg02191.html:chains. They have a world to gain. Workers of the world, unite!
./date/1997/02/msg02225.html:&gt; chains. They have a world to gain. Workers of the world, unite!
./date/1997/02/msg02870.html:in wanting to discuss an issue in order to gain a broader
./date/1997/03/msg00014.html:to gain!
./date/1997/03/msg00042.html:because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/03/msg00050.html:&gt; &gt;because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/03/msg00055.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/03/msg00064.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; &gt;because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/03/msg00423.html:in Pre-Launch. Everything to gain ... nothing to lose! Take
./date/1997/03/msg00441.html:Some of our own people, in order to gain favor with a treacherous and
./date/1997/03/msg00460.html:had the foresight to gain control of the InterNet, a seemingly
./date/1997/03/msg00469.html:had the foresight to gain control of the InterNet, a seemingly
./date/1997/03/msg00504.html:&gt; User authentication will also be needed to gain access to private areas
./date/1997/03/msg00598.html:only needs to hear us say them in order to gain enough
./date/1997/04/msg00005.html:chapter, to gain access to a key to encrypted information. “
./date/1997/04/msg00024.html:&gt;chapter, to gain access to a key to encrypted information. “
./date/1997/04/msg00048.html:Anguilla? People with the most to gain from the newest information, pay the
./date/1997/04/msg00187.html:people standing to gain would be practically everybody.
./date/1997/04/msg00195.html:for the question to gain its full shape in her mind, then continued,
./date/1997/04/msg00252.html:(and will) be used as a bargaining chip to gain or lose other things of
./date/1997/04/msg00278.html:&gt; (and will) be used as a bargaining chip to gain or lose other things of
./date/1997/04/msg00299.html:could be imposed. Another provision, apparently intended to gain industry
./date/1997/04/msg00333.html:because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/04/msg00334.html:because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/04/msg00339.html:&gt; because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/04/msg00341.html:&gt; because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as
./date/1997/05/msg00009.html:chapter, to gain access to those beliefs and religious materials.
./date/1997/05/msg00170.html:Indeed, the case could be made that in order for DBC to gain widespread
to gain information about the
./date/1997/05/msg00223.html:pricing their services to gain market share and economies of scale. These
./date/1997/05/msg00585.html:level ground to gain a better understanding of the changing
./date/1997/05/msg00728.html:&gt; competing to gain power, a true anarchy has no government whatsoever.
./date/1997/05/msg00747.html:competing to gain power, a true anarchy has no government whatsoever.
./date/1997/05/msg00766.html:effect on the effective date of this chapter, to gain
./date/1997/05/msg00833.html:&gt; &gt; competing to gain power, a true anarchy has no government whatsoever.
./date/1997/05/msg00833.html:the desire to gain power is immoral in itself.
to gain by
to gain by
./date/1997/05/msg01218.html:to gain acceptance, more often because it just does not directly concern
./date/1997/05/msg01490.html:licenses obtained by Pretty Good Privacy, but would like to gain
./date/1997/05/msg01600.html:Now that you know what you stand to gain, let’s consider what you have to spend. Just $39.95! This is a small cost for the
collection of reports and information that can have you in business, the day you receive your information package.
./date/1997/05/msg01629.html:For Only $39.95! Now that you know what you stand to gain, let’s
./date/1997/06/msg00132.html:stood to gain if the government overreacted and introduced martial law
to gain from being listed in 200 places. That being
./date/1997/06/msg01068.html:easily be attempting to gain access to multibillion dollar wire
./date/1997/06/msg01100.html:mental capacity to gain net access as a perk of either employment
./date/1997/06/msg01115.html:&gt; mental capacity to gain net access as a perk of either employment
./date/1997/06/msg01300.html:stand to gain hugely from a Federally-mandated and controlled PKI. Those
./date/1997/06/msg01412.html:property laws I should be able to gain reprehence.
to gain from being listed in 200 places. That being
./date/1997/07/msg00391.html:&gt;process, to gain access by lawful search and seizure to the
./date/1997/07/msg00530.html:system to gain access to harmful material.
./date/1997/07/msg00557.html:&gt; system to gain access to harmful material.
./date/1997/07/msg00624.html:missing the opportunity to gain powers they dont have
./date/1997/07/msg00673.html:national security authorities to gain lawful access to
./date/1997/07/msg00673.html:proposed, the only product likely to gain wide
./date/1997/07/msg00676.html:operating on the Internet to gain
./date/1997/07/msg00688.html:foreign companies to gain market share.
./date/1997/07/msg00705.html:DAMAGE:1) May allow local users to gain root privileges.
./date/1997/07/msg01380.html:If you are in a RELATIONSHIP... to gain the understanding
./date/1997/08/msg00088.html:We are undermineing UUNets atemp to gain a monopoly on newsgroups. :D
./date/1997/08/msg00100.html:surveillance on Aum Shinrikyo, partly in a move to gain increased
./date/1997/08/msg00114.html:to lose and very little to gain from being “co-opted.” by “the bad guys” (who
./date/1997/08/msg00159.html:not, without proper authorisation, use the System or Services to gain
./date/1997/08/msg00854.html:job thus far has been to gain McVeigh’s trust, so that they can screw
./date/1997/08/msg00872.html:&gt;job thus far has been to gain McVeigh’s trust, so that they can screw
./date/1997/08/msg00912.html:&gt; what shifting position to gain
./date/1997/08/msg00927.html:what shifting position to gain
./date/1997/08/msg01547.html:resident of Daly City, was able to gain access to many credit card numbers importantly, what do you have to gain?
Opportunity ignored seldom returns again. Don’t let your dream lifestyle pass you by like importantly, what do you have to gain? Opportunity ignored
seldom returns again. Don’t let your dream lifestyle pass you by like
./date/1997/09/msg00272.html:out of self-serving egoism, or an attempt to gain recognition and
./date/1997/09/msg00298.html:&gt;out of self-serving egoism, or an attempt to gain recognition and
./date/1997/09/msg00421.html:hundreds or thousands, thus allowing them to gain more conventional
./date/1997/09/msg00524.html:&gt;the process, to gain a seat at the table. That is why it is highly
./date/1997/09/msg00526.html:&gt; &gt;the process, to gain a seat at the table. That is why it is highly
./date/1997/09/msg00545.html:the process, to gain a seat at the table. That is why it is highly
./date/1997/09/msg00660.html:in order to gain the trust of the CypherPunks. And Igor jumped
./date/1997/09/msg00682.html:much to gain, by the erratic, unpredictable actions of this CypherPain
./date/1997/09/msg00707.html:to gain insight into how serial killers think.
./date/1997/09/msg00846.html:same time reducing the ability of their opponents to gain an advantage. From
./date/1997/09/msg00880.html:agencies or agents to gain access to a key.
to gain
to gain
./date/1997/09/msg01374.html:managed to gain possession of a hole-card that could account for?unless?
to gain
./date/1997/09/msg01446.html:that the Circle of Eunuchs had managed to gain possession of a
./date/1997/09/msg01447.html:managed to gain possession of a hole-card that could account for?unless?
./date/1997/09/msg01457.html:of his intention to gain law enforcement access to all aspects
./date/1997/09/msg01458.html:intention to gain law enforcement access to all aspects of corporate and
./date/1997/09/msg01518.html: some freedoms to gain others. If Congress doesn’t have
./date/1997/09/msg01540.html:features that would enable law enforcement agencies to gain immediate
./date/1997/09/msg01553.html:+that would enable law enforcement agencies to gain immediate and, if
./date/1997/09/msg01587.html:&gt;of law enforcement to gain
./date/1997/09/msg01587.html:of law enforcement to gain
./date/1997/09/msg01733.html:of money to gain a position where they could be of service to
./date/1997/09/msg01755.html:to slander successful people who had spent mountains of money to gain a are also tossing out a chance to gain
independance!
to gain
./date/1997/10/msg00222.html:(check out some of their threats below). Since I have nothing to gain by
./date/1997/10/msg00550.html:I am a cop and trying to gain
./date/1997/10/msg00616.html:communications security for practically no gain.
./date/1997/10/msg00647.html:GAK compliancy in pgp5.5; nor can it expect to gain popular support
to gain an
./date/1997/10/msg00700.html:to gain access to information that just happens to be digital is of
./date/1997/10/msg00700.html:Governments see this as an opportunity to gain access to private
./date/1997/10/msg00766.html:garbage to gain access to company secrets that they can sell to
./date/1997/10/msg00843.html:in a mad scramble to gain possession of as many hard assets as
./date/1997/10/msg00960.html:(An advantage of rekeying in this way is to gain forward secrecy:
./date/1997/10/msg01013.html:system would make it easier for competitors to gain access
./date/1997/10/msg01061.html:&gt;make it easier for competitors to gain access to a company’s
./date/1997/10/msg01071.html:make it easier for competitors to gain access to a company’s
./date/1997/10/msg01467.html:often all it takes to gain entrance to a house, or access to controlled
./date/1997/10/msg01503.html:&gt; often all it takes to gain entrance to a house, or access to controlled
to gain access to the main house, then have to
to gain access to the main house, then have to
./date/1997/10/msg01804.html:Unfortunately, most people look at this type of program and toss it out, a very big mistake because they are also tossing
out a chance to gain
to gain control over
./date/1997/11/msg00067.html:rights. War to gain teritory, war over insults or honor, religious
to gain control over
./date/1997/11/msg00129.html:This means you have nothing to gain by giving the pass phrase to the
./date/1997/11/msg00159.html:encryption:“For encryption to be accepted, IT had to gain control. This
./date/1997/11/msg00162.html:&gt; This means you have nothing to gain by giving the pass phrase to the
to gain access to the main house, then have to
./date/1997/11/msg00193.html:&gt;This means you have nothing to gain by giving the pass phrase to the
./date/1997/11/msg00272.html:&gt;encryption:“For encryption to be accepted, IT had to gain control. This
./date/1997/11/msg00292.html:&gt; &gt;encryption:“For encryption to be accepted, IT had to gain control. This
./date/1997/11/msg00297.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;encryption:“For encryption to be accepted, IT had to gain control. This
./date/1997/11/msg00479.html:bragging about their ‘dirty tricks’ to gain increasing funding, I
./date/1997/11/msg00942.html:War to gain territory, war over insults or honor, religious war,
to gain
./date/1997/11/msg00977.html:to gain backdoor access to private communications. In another ongoing
./date/1997/11/msg01299.html:managed to gain many victories. To punish Dracula, the Sultan decided
./date/1997/11/msg01419.html:the FBI to gain greater control over the sting.
./date/1997/11/msg01519.html:ADD was probably the most important thing to gain from the whole
./date/1997/11/msg01567.html:someone has to be able to gain access to the merchant’s machine.
to gain more oil and resource reserves (Manchuria’s oil was critical
./date/1997/11/msg01585.html:to gain respect in Hitlers eyes. Mussolini’s attack on France was a gambit
to gain more oil and resource reserves (Manchuria’s oil was critical
./date/1997/11/msg01699.html:be able to gain access to the merchant’s machine. If the machine is well
./date/1997/11/msg01699.html:outsider won’t be able to gain access. And in terms of the *additional*
./date/1997/11/msg01712.html:of the OS to gain leverage in applicaitons markets. There is a lot
./date/1997/11/msg01738.html:&gt;be able to gain access to the merchant’s machine. If the machine is well
./date/1997/11/msg01738.html:&gt;outsider won’t be able to gain access. And in terms of the *additional*
./date/1997/11/msg01760.html:To help the book gain a hearing, the publishers asked John Chamberlain,
./date/1997/11/msg01764.html:managed to gain a “cash advantage” over a group of well established
./date/1997/11/msg01765.html:&gt; to gain respect in Hitlers eyes.
./date/1997/11/msg01979.html:something for FREE. As the saying goes, “you have everything to gain and
./date/1997/12/msg00005.html:have never before had the ability to gain wide distribution. Such
./date/1997/12/msg00041.html:The reason for chaining through remailers is to gain anonymity.
./date/1997/12/msg00115.html:&gt; The reason for chaining through remailers is to gain anonymity.
./date/1997/12/msg00159.html:objectionable is not the only issue the industry faces. To gain the trust
./date/1997/12/msg00328.html:government of Myanmar (Burma) will be using “legal court orders” to gain
./date/1997/12/msg00502.html:In order to gain exposure and to jumpstart the expert scrutiny that
./date/1997/12/msg00536.html:&gt; wrong yet you constantly berate him. What do you have to gain by demeaning
./date/1997/12/msg00564.html:because he lacks the mental capacity to gain net access as a
./date/1997/12/msg00987.html:Unlike the BBC they have entirely failed to gain credibility, the
./date/1997/12/msg01117.html:compromise by those with no legally defensible need to gain access to it.
./date/1997/12/msg01271.html:&gt;Europe, and some legal and practical way to gain compliance from web
./date/1998/01/msg00197.html:&gt;That feature will make it harder for law enforcement to gain access
./date/1998/01/msg00506.html:No, they are a result of political wrangling by small groups to gain
./date/1998/01/msg00850.html:that allows systems managers to gain access
./date/1998/01/msg00872.html:&gt;might severe somebody’s had to gain access to an environment, kept
./date/1998/01/msg00885.html:might severe somebody’s had to gain access to an environment, kept
./date/1998/01/msg00908.html:hopes to gain from the consolidation trend among
./date/1998/01/msg01520.html:And now you know what you stand to gain. Let’s consider
./date/1998/02/msg00281.html:he was removed, the faux former president was still able to gain
./date/1998/02/msg00532.html:The US elbows Britain out of Libya to gain control of its
./date/1998/02/msg00799.html:would like to gain
./date/1998/03/msg00033.html:opportunity to gain MORE new clients and so to increase growth.
./date/1998/03/msg00034.html:(an American) and Kerry Packer to gain the hold that they have today on our
./date/1998/03/msg00078.html:is being used on the Internet to gain an almost “unfair”
./date/1998/03/msg00101.html:it seems frighteningly likely that Microsoft - which would stand to gain
./date/1998/03/msg00103.html:&gt; obligation to inform the public of what weaknesses they use to gain an
./date/1998/03/msg00233.html:would like to gain
./date/1998/03/msg00330.html:to gain
./date/1998/03/msg00472.html:&gt; to gain the secret, and change the partial secrets every short period of time.
./date/1998/03/msg00493.html:to gain the secret, and change the partial secrets every short period of time.
./date/1998/04/msg00075.html:&gt;time I’ll choose a source that doesn’t have anything to gain (or lose) by
./date/1998/04/msg00075.html:As far as “choosing a source that doesn’t have anything to gain (or lose) by
./date/1998/04/msg00092.html:to gain access to our site by hacking a fraudulent account, we will be
./date/1998/04/msg00191.html:<P><B> There’s very little to lose, but alot to gain. Besides making alittle extra cash each week, its fun to wonder
how much money will be in your mailbox each day. I wish all of you could know the feeling I get each day after work as I go to my p.o. box. Its
exhilerating!</B>
./date/1998/04/msg00257.html:dealer, etc” crisis to gain secret access to this capability ?
./date/1998/04/msg00307.html:Order to gain access to all communications on the face of the earth, as
./date/1998/04/msg00315.html:weaknesses that can be exploited to gain access to the NT hosts. Custom
./date/1998/04/msg00315.html:the network authentication in Windows NT to gain unauthorized access
./date/1998/04/msg00342.html:You have nothing to lose and everything to gain. This may be the
./date/1998/04/msg00344.html:is being used on the Internet to gain an almost “unfair”
./date/1998/05/msg00009.html:(1) upon request by any individual to gain access
to gain
to gain

to gain
./date/1998/05/msg00096.html:If users attempt to gain access to unauthorized
./date/1998/05/msg00135.html:ability of law enforcement to gain
./date/1998/05/msg00180.html:However it is not that simple - for a start to gain real security you have
./date/1998/05/msg00323.html:measures to gain success, Schoomaker said.
./date/1998/05/msg00325.html:&gt;measures to gain success, Schoomaker said.
./date/1998/06/msg00180.html:enforcement to gain surreptitious access to plaintext scrambled by
./date/1998/06/msg00283.html:the C.I.A. has found it much harder to gain access to secrets
./date/1998/06/msg00303.html:x86 unix is to gain mass market popularity, it must become vastly more
./date/1998/06/msg00306.html:My point is this:“Penned cattle have been found to gain as
./date/1998/07/msg00062.html:agencies to gain access to it. The method favored by the
./date/1998/07/msg00285.html:You have nothing to loose and everything to gain!
./date/1998/07/msg00298.html:this tripe (besides college students attempting to gain
./date/1998/07/msg00300.html:(1) upon request by any individual to gain access
./date/1998/07/msg00348.html:I was able to gain access by doing nothing more than simply give myself
./date/1998/07/msg00413.html:quest to gain an extra inch, here or there, in the battle
./date/1998/08/msg00314.html:used by prospering individuals nationwide to gain Financial
./date/1998/08/msg00431.html:I see that you are trying to gain some VISIBILITY for your encryption
./date/1998/08/msg00523.html:You have nothing to lose and everything to gain!
./date/1998/09/msg00000.html:entirely possible that a play that failed to gain acceptance, or even an
./date/1998/09/msg00590.html:will continue to gain ground.
./date/1998/09/msg00700.html:As to freedom of speech. I believe that I have much to gain by
./date/1998/09/msg00714.html:”While I can understand the police wanting to gain access to Internet
./date/1998/09/msg00831.html:required to gain access to a key?
./date/1998/09/msg00838.html:”Those who desire to give up Freedom in order to gain Security, will not
./date/1998/09/msg00872.html:&gt; required to gain access to a key?
./date/1998/09/msg01189.html:to gain
./date/1998/09/msg01439.html:strive to gain sympathy from a large audience and wish to live after
./date/1998/09/msg01439.html:potentially stood to gain
./date/1998/09/msg01450.html:political power until they ganged up together. A loose coalition to gain
./date/1998/09/msg01623.html:There’s very little to lose, but alot to gain. Besides making alittle extra cash each week, its fun to wonder how much
money will be in your mailbox each day. I wish all of you could know the feeling I get each day after work as I go to my p.o. box. Its exhilerating!
./date/1998/09/msg01623.html:There is a simple reason why it is best to have someone involved in the program bulk e-mail out your letters for you. As
is also involved in the program, they will understand the program and, best of all, they will do everything possible to see you get as many responses
sending out your mail since they have alot to gain from it as well as you. Other bulk e-mailing companies will not have this same incentive.
./date/1998/10/msg00027.html:&gt;political power until they ganged up together. A loose coalition to gain
./date/1998/10/msg00287.html:publicity stunt to gain some free press rather than as a legitimate test
./date/1998/10/msg00313.html:Fears that police agencies will use the threat to gain
./date/1998/10/msg00406.html:Seeking to gain the attention of impeachment investigators, a stinging
./date/1998/10/msg00426.html:long-lived strategies begin to gain the upper-hand. As time goes by
./date/1998/10/msg00525.html:of giving all the gain to the owners inevitably alienates the workers.
./date/1998/10/msg00555.html:to gain a precise accounting of how much you spent last month at
./date/1998/10/msg00615.html:given society to gain objectives advocated by self-appointed leaders.
./date/1998/10/msg00654.html:although he himself attempts to gain plausible deniability for his
./date/1998/10/msg01046.html:courts to gain access. Simply putting on a police uniform (or a army
./date/1998/11/msg00010.html:on how states tried to gain control of their populations through maps,
./date/1998/11/msg00021.html:vulnerability that could be used to gain root access to any host
./date/1998/11/msg00204.html:rather permanent way in order to gain some transient level of
./date/1998/11/msg00365.html:being used on the Internet to gain top search engine positioning
./date/1998/11/msg00542.html:to gain
./date/1998/11/msg00542.html:or to gain
./date/1998/11/msg00558.html:done. How did we allow their civil disobedience to gain them anything? Are
./date/1998/11/msg00805.html:&gt; to gain
./date/1998/11/msg00805.html:&gt; or to gain
./date/1998/11/msg00860.html:which helps or makes it easy for third parties to gain access to the
./date/1998/12/msg00040.html:social and psychological techniques to gain the results they want - which
./date/1998/12/msg00913.html:are beginning to focus on another suspect, one with more to gain.
./date/2000/01/msg00207.html:Drug Administration has sought to gain authoritarian control that Congress
./date/2000/01/msg00207.html:FDA’s latest attempt to gain repressive power over the individual’s right
./date/2000/01/msg00232.html:error. China is simply biding her time to gain revenge on the

./date/1992/09/msg00000.html:each other enough to want to meet, may still reliably ex./date/1992/09/msg00000.html:weren’t threatening enough, the computer that performs the
./date/1992/09/msg00000.html:would consider a “straight line.” Taking a long enough
./date/1992/09/msg00000.html:But there’s the rub:A “long enough” world view does
./date/1992/09/msg00000.html:”cause,” caring only enough for their personal welfare so as
./date/1992/09/msg00000.html:to remain alive enough and healthy enough to continue
./date/1992/09/msg00000.html:enough already, and that it has nothing further to teach us,
./date/1992/09/msg00001.html:seems useful and fun enough to warrant continued play and play
send a Netmail request. the Echo will be distributed privately until it is large enough for moving to the Zone 1 Backbone [or any other Backbones who
want to get into it].
enough, and it isn’t.
./date/1992/10/msg00021.html:You don’t. Obviously, the only way to trust a key enough to certify it
./date/1992/10/msg00023.html:U&gt; Detection of tampering is plenty good enough, I think, for
./date/1992/10/msg00024.html:each other enough to want to meet, may still reliably ex./date/1992/10/msg00024.html:weren’t threatening enough, the computer that performs the
./date/1992/10/msg00024.html:would consider a “straight line.” Taking a long enough
./date/1992/10/msg00024.html:But there’s the rub:A “long enough” world view does
./date/1992/10/msg00024.html:”cause,” caring only enough for their personal welfare so as
./date/1992/10/msg00024.html:to remain alive enough and healthy enough to continue
./date/1992/10/msg00024.html:enough already, and that it has nothing further to teach us,
./date/1992/10/msg00035.html:U&gt; enough, we can always use the cone of silence:
./date/1992/10/msg00038.html:Here’s my public key. If you feel it is not secure enough, we can
./date/1992/10/msg00058.html:There have already been enough government attacks on cryptography that
./date/1992/10/msg00078.html:enough security and authentication for casual, privacy needs in the
./date/1992/10/msg00078.html:The very knowledge of key collision would be enough
./date/1992/10/msg00092.html:I have not been paying enough attention to the cyberpunk list,
./date/1992/10/msg00092.html:there is _NO_ ‘path’ set,” technoid #3 bitched loudly enough for Lenny to
./date/1992/10/msg00092.html:either don’t have enough on you for that or they are waiting to see what
./date/1992/10/msg00098.html:In a matter of a few days they have my crypt password and enough infomation
./date/1992/10/msg00109.html:One time pad systems are expensive enough and in uncommon enough use
./date/1992/10/msg00109.html:time pad systems are expensive enough that the software that gets
./date/1992/10/msg00109.html:It might be possible that there are enough people who do want this
enough, but you’d better
./date/1992/10/msg00122.html:thin enough to see through.
./date/1992/10/msg00124.html:is interested enough in 100% privacy will be encouraged -- both from the
./date/1992/10/msg00127.html:(re:Macifying it:It’s simple enough to slap together an
./date/1992/10/msg00129.html:30 dB of shielding will still mean enough emissions for a dedicated
./date/1992/10/msg00129.html:&gt; thin enough to see through.
./date/1992/10/msg00129.html:PDAs also are small enough that people will carry them everywhere,
./date/1992/10/msg00130.html:wide enough audience that it would be impossible for any one person (or
./date/1992/10/msg00200.html::from the port, there are no cables to get in the way. There is enough power
./date/1992/10/msg00200.html::enough to exchange new CD-ROM key disks once a month.
./date/1992/10/msg00200.html:crummy noise source will not yield enough information to a
./date/1992/10/msg00201.html:enough people conscientiously violate the regulation, it will become
./date/1992/10/msg00215.html:fast enough for many purposes, but far better than nothing. I suspect
./date/1992/10/msg00220.html:would be large enough that unicity in cryptanalysis would in practice be
./date/1992/10/msg00240.html:to prevent it if somebody is determined enough to send a coded message to
./date/1992/10/msg00245.html:Well, that’s enough reasons. I guess I’m just lazy, or have higher
./date/1992/11/msg00017.html:Remember also that a radioactive source thats decaying fast enough to
./date/1992/11/msg00020.html:reasonably be discussed on the list, if enough are interested.
./date/1992/11/msg00023.html:radioactive soure usually means it is close enough/strong enough to
./date/1992/11/msg00030.html:enough to produce truly random data bits unless care is taken
./date/1992/11/msg00031.html:enough (60+ Kb) but it is apparently trashed; when I run “pgp -kv” on
./date/1992/11/msg00042.html:you could run your generator continuously and always have enough bits
./date/1992/11/msg00052.html:and espionage laws may be enough to “set some examples.”
./date/1992/11/msg00058.html:switch. You should be able to draw enough power off, say, the DTR
./date/1992/11/msg00058.html:say 1200, or even 300. If you make it low enough you could just
./date/1992/11/msg00079.html:&gt; your mail-box, then you should have just enough intelligence
./date/1992/11/msg00082.html:your mail-box, then you should have just enough intelligence
./date/1992/11/msg00106.html:thugs who did the job, but if it was bad enough it would still have a
./date/1992/11/msg00107.html:recovered by a determined enough adversary, and you likely wouldn’t
./date/1992/11/msg00113.html:giving them enough
./date/1992/11/msg00123.html:some delays in order to accumulate enough
./date/1992/11/msg00128.html:This statement seems clear enough... but when viewed from the aspect
./date/1992/11/msg00133.html:thugs who did the job, but if it was bad enough it would still have a
./date/1992/11/msg00137.html:the metal housing, which would have been imperfect but decent enough. There
./date/1992/11/msg00139.html:Hardware devices tend to have barely enough processing power to
./date/1992/11/msg00141.html:&gt;some delays in order to accumulate enough
./date/1992/11/msg00146.html:other purposes but it should be easy enough to port to this application.
./date/1992/11/msg00149.html:high so you don’t need much of a CPU (6811 might even be enough, and
./date/1992/11/msg00151.html:high so you don’t need much of a CPU (6811 might even be enough, and
./date/1992/11/msg00202.html:per day. Once there are enough remailers so that most messages are
./date/1992/11/msg00203.html:be broken with enough computer resources. Contrast with
./date/1992/11/msg00203.html:intercepted ciphertext is enough to allow the cipher to be
./date/1992/11/msg00204.html:years will bring enough additional speed to make the ideas
./date/1992/11/msg00221.html:quite some time before having to replace it. Certainly long enough
./date/1992/11/msg00221.html:uncrackable return path that you could leave up long enough to use
enough space) like a
./date/1992/11/msg00229.html:enough security that someone who is NOT interested in you can not trace you.
./date/1992/11/msg00229.html:&gt; uncrackable return path that you could leave up long enough to use
./date/1992/11/msg00234.html:quickly enough, the scenario I describe may be headed off.
./date/1992/11/msg00246.html:for each message they pass, enough to pay for their own messages.
./date/1992/11/msg00256.html:probably enough to head off obvious attempts to insert hardware
./date/1992/11/msg00258.html:probably enough to head off obvious attempts to insert hardware
enough to
./date/1992/11/msg00266.html:their mail (assuming their taste is good enough that people want to
./date/1992/11/msg00268.html:a built-in simple line-mode editor that is good enough for composing
./date/1992/11/msg00270.html:enough cooperative group.
./date/1992/11/msg00271.html:etc.) It sure was fun and useful, but not nearly enough to make a secure
./date/1992/11/msg00273.html:but not good enough for “production” use in the presence of a
./date/1992/11/msg00274.html:could easily, knowing enough about coding, disrupt the entire process if we
./date/1992/11/msg00281.html:destroy function. Making it small enough to be kept on one’s person all the
./date/1992/11/msg00291.html:&gt; enough cooperative group.
./date/1992/11/msg00295.html:heard about the chip from MARK THORSON on USENET. If enough people
./date/1992/11/msg00308.html:paranoid enough to believe it).
./date/1992/11/msg00310.html:small enough to carry around with you, thus making it harder for
./date/1992/11/msg00324.html:enough to recognize the voice on the phone):
./date/1992/11/msg00345.html:accessible assets had better be enough that you can recover losses if
./date/1992/11/msg00345.html:their clients had better be high enough (in terms of lost revenue,
./date/1992/11/msg00348.html:is complex enough that you can not completely understand its design.
./date/1992/11/msg00348.html:A person that does not even know enough to be able to download, uncompress
./date/1992/11/msg00352.html:accessible assets had better be enough that you can recover losses if
./date/1992/11/msg00352.html:their clients had better be high enough (in terms of lost revenue,
./date/1992/11/msg00357.html:PS:Don’t tell the list -- we’ve had more than enough
./date/1992/11/msg00363.html:Sorry for lashing out, but the drivel is getting thick enough to cut
./date/1992/11/msg00379.html:could easily, knowing enough about coding, disrupt the entire process if we
./date/1992/11/msg00407.html:2) He signs my paychecks -- which is “good enough”, since the
./date/1992/11/msg00409.html:- it’s not enough to identify which key it is, but it’s enough
./date/1992/11/msg00409.html:using the RSA key, so you can tell quickly enough whether a message
./date/1992/11/msg00412.html:&gt; - it’s not enough to identify which key it is, but it’s enough
./date/1992/12/msg00006.html:I agree with Mark’s letter:we’ve philosophized enough - let’s
./date/1992/12/msg00006.html:If that summary isn’t good enough, I’ll go look for more of Chaum’s
./date/1992/12/msg00006.html:version is good enough for out purposes:high precision integer math,
./date/1992/12/msg00006.html:a hex number be good enough?
enough.
./date/1992/12/msg00012.html:Too much assembly language and not enough FPU support. It was pointed out
./date/1992/12/msg00030.html:have access to Mathematica. Hopefully, the numbers are large enough
./date/1992/12/msg00051.html:which is 128 bits. This is long enough to make trying them all
./date/1992/12/msg00057.html:PGP enough to answer all these questions.
enough. A nice system would be to give him a list of options
./date/1992/12/msg00084.html:/*See if p and q are far enough apart. Is q-p big enough? */
./date/1992/12/msg00084.html:/* Keep trying q’s until we get one far enough from p... */
./date/1992/12/msg00096.html:netnews right now is small enough that you could archive a couple weeks’
./date/1992/12/msg00103.html:If you have good enough cryptography they cant prove it’s encrypted. If they
./date/1992/12/msg00104.html:&gt;laws broad enough to stop a potential seller of such a device and I
./date/1992/12/msg00107.html:10^10 bits) to a partner provides enough key bits to allow people to
./date/1992/12/msg00107.html:resulting reserved slot. If a disrupter is unlucky enough to have
./date/1992/12/msg00107.html:if enough disrupted rounds are contested, the disrupters will be
./date/1992/12/msg00110.html:years will bring enough additional speed to make the ideas
enough. A nice system would be to give him a list of options
./date/1992/12/msg00114.html:small, but enough for research purposes. This will make the messages
./date/1992/12/msg00117.html:-specializing in selling large primes to those gullible enough to use
./date/1992/12/msg00123.html:&gt; -specializing in selling large primes to those gullible enough to use them
./date/1992/12/msg00134.html:enough resources, I could break such a generator without more than a
./date/1992/12/msg00140.html:I don’t know perl well enough
./date/1992/12/msg00144.html:&gt; enough resources, I could break such a generator without more than a
./date/1992/12/msg00163.html:under NACSIM 5100A will have levels low enough to prevent
./date/1992/12/msg00163.html:document are, in fact, low enough to prevent interception.
./date/1992/12/msg00169.html:how much shielding is enough. As your article itself admits, having the
./date/1992/12/msg00170.html:&gt; under NACSIM 5100A will have levels low enough to prevent
./date/1992/12/msg00170.html:&gt; document are, in fact, low enough to prevent interception.
./date/1992/12/msg00184.html:and for the most part enough of them are real that it is ok... but
./date/1992/12/msg00192.html:enough to be meaningful. Since so few people use these tools today,
./date/1992/12/msg00203.html:obnoxious enough to kick off they could just start over with a new
./date/1992/12/msg00203.html:lucid posts passed by the moderator, an individual would gain enough
./date/1992/12/msg00216.html:accepting mail from a site given enough reasonable complaints.
./date/1992/12/msg00218.html:&gt; accepting mail from a site given enough reasonable complaints.
enough
./date/1992/12/msg00236.html:not useful enough.
./date/1992/12/msg00246.html:years will bring enough additional speed to make the ideas
./date/1992/12/msg00274.html:will bring enough additional speed to make the ideas economically
./date/1992/12/msg00279.html:saying what your price point is and if we get enough people then we
./date/1992/12/msg00279.html:enough folks to do a bus in the next few days.
./date/1992/12/msg00286.html:users for PKP (the patent holders) since $5K was hardly enough to
./date/1993/01/msg00030.html:be - if eavesdroppers have enough CPU power, they could check for
./date/1993/01/msg00037.html:If your mail system is broken enough that it inserts signatures without
./date/1993/01/msg00039.html:without output, it is enough simply possible to construct the
./date/1993/01/msg00056.html:If your mail system is broken enough that it inserts signatures without
./date/1993/01/msg00056.html:at least one “friendly” remailer may be enough but if your reasons
./date/1993/01/msg00080.html:of getting up early enough for the 9:00 A.M. session on Friday.
./date/1993/01/msg00096.html:but I don’t think &amp;V has enough information to create the 2nd item here.
./date/1993/01/msg00098.html:have handy. They don’t encrypt but they forward, and that’s good enough
./date/1993/01/msg00101.html:the connection? Are we serious enough about this to form some sort of
./date/1993/01/msg00101.html:this up? There’s enough people on this list to make this sort of
./date/1993/01/msg00107.html:&gt; but I don’t think &amp;V has enough information to create the 2nd item here.
./date/1993/01/msg00108.html:Even if it could be done, one remailer isn’t enough. We need many remailers
./date/1993/01/msg00117.html:&gt; have handy. They don’t encrypt but they forward, and that’s good enough
./date/1993/01/msg00135.html:I thought their interface was good enough to do all of the obvious
./date/1993/01/msg00140.html:&gt; I thought their interface was good enough to do all of the obvious
./date/1993/01/msg00146.html:that there is enough
./date/1993/01/msg00149.html:the message and enough of the routings, some “common factor” analysis
./date/1993/01/msg00149.html:(large enough to make guessing unproductive) for perhaps $0.29 per
./date/1993/01/msg00160.html:&gt;that there is enough
./date/1993/01/msg00171.html:implimentation seems easy enough except for the problem of the secret key.
./date/1993/01/msg00182.html:Johan’s concern about my “accusations” suggests there may be enought
./date/1993/01/msg00195.html:Hence, not enough evidence for prosecution, hence no prosecution. They
./date/1993/01/msg00201.html:Jack Rickard was kind enough to send me the following. A new member
./date/1993/01/msg00231.html:how much less so? If some agency is powerful enough to force two systems
./date/1993/01/msg00236.html:The rule is the following. If it’s cheap enough to defend against
./date/1993/01/msg00269.html:Cool! You’ve managed to weaken the one time pad enough for someone to
./date/1993/01/msg00271.html:A 250mb pad is enough for each individual to send 250,000 one kilobyte
./date/1993/01/msg00271.html:messages to his conspirators, surely enough pad material to require physical
./date/1993/01/msg00275.html:&gt;Cool! You’ve managed to weaken the one time pad enough for someone to
./date/1993/01/msg00295.html:If people fear that PGP doesn’t provide strong enough secrecy, we
./date/1993/01/msg00299.html:have had UUCP for a few years (but UUCP’s hardly enough for the kinds of
./date/1993/01/msg00303.html:data. A few bits per second won’t be fast enough. Suppose you wanted
./date/1993/01/msg00310.html:we get enough
./date/1993/01/msg00313.html:But I don’t think this alone is enough to prop up or refute this claim.
./date/1993/01/msg00314.html:They are well written, easy to understand, and provide enough
./date/1993/01/msg00340.html:PPS:enough of this non-pgp stuff, anyone want to help me setup a remailer
./date/1993/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00402” HREF=”msg00402.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00418” HREF=”msg00418.html”>When’s enough enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00443” HREF=”msg00443.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00446” HREF=”msg00446.html”>Re:Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00026.html:using a small enough spreading sequence to make searching the entire
./date/1993/02/msg00037.html:go far enough. Anyway, here are some possible topics, as bland as I
./date/1993/02/msg00037.html:battle is won and becomes publicized enough. I think if this was
./date/1993/02/msg00037.html:If this was cheap enough, people might buy it just for the novelty of
./date/1993/02/msg00040.html:&gt;go far enough.
./date/1993/02/msg00044.html:system -- interestingly enough they were using it at the time! They
./date/1993/02/msg00063.html:enough to really start eating into their security..
./date/1993/02/msg00067.html:inverted. Fast enough software compression of voice would mean any PC
./date/1993/02/msg00067.html:typically enough cycles on your average PC. Of course, were someone to
./date/1993/02/msg00071.html:&gt; inverted. Fast enough software compression of voice would mean any PC
./date/1993/02/msg00071.html:&gt; typically enough cycles on your average PC. Of course, were someone to
./date/1993/02/msg00103.html:There’s enough variety of license possibilities to make your
./date/1993/02/msg00119.html:&gt; Fast enough software compression of voice would mean any PC
./date/1993/02/msg00119.html:&gt; typically enough cycles on your average PC. Of course, were someone to
./date/1993/02/msg00119.html:which provided something like 25 MFLOPS, which was more than enough
./date/1993/02/msg00128.html:4 bits of CELP would require 3 bits of ECC. In any case, there is enough
./date/1993/02/msg00129.html:the entire system (or colluding with enough remailer nodes, as in any
./date/1993/02/msg00132.html:&gt;&gt;I think I’ve held my tongue long enough.
./date/1993/02/msg00144.html:optics can in theory support very high bandwidths, but still not enough to
./date/1993/02/msg00150.html:cryptographers” protocol is unsecure given enough collusion. The role of
./date/1993/02/msg00164.html:With fast enough networks, we may see a big decline in sales of programs to
./date/1993/02/msg00164.html:say, 10 cents? With fast enough networks, of the sort ld231782 proposes,
./date/1993/02/msg00167.html:are simply nuisances, for those who are adept enough to bop
./date/1993/02/msg00173.html:&gt; say, 10 cents? With fast enough networks, of the sort ld231782 proposes,
./date/1993/02/msg00189.html:research. (Lots of complicated stuff yet to be considered in enough detail
./date/1993/02/msg00199.html:Interestingly enough, V9 SPARC has a population count (number of bits
./date/1993/02/msg00208.html:In the meantime, if you feel this is enough
./date/1993/02/msg00209.html:Either he’s explaining it wrong, or the author is actually foolish enough to
./date/1993/02/msg00210.html:posted. Finally, nobody else was offended enough to complain.
enough so that
./date/1993/02/msg00258.html:get enough industrial capacity ginned up to create the plutonium. I mean,
./date/1993/02/msg00259.html:&gt;Interestingly enough, V9 SPARC has a population count (number of bits
./date/1993/02/msg00265.html:Would someone be kind enough to post a listing of available anonymous
./date/1993/02/msg00274.html:if you look hard enough) and will swap itself to either extended memory
./date/1993/02/msg00274.html:(not enough
./date/1993/02/msg00290.html:(and anyone with enough cash to bribe the civil servant sitting at the
./date/1993/02/msg00292.html:Interestingly enough, there seems to be no such instruction in the
./date/1993/02/msg00302.html:It seems easy enough. I’d do it myself if I had root anywhere. The
./date/1993/02/msg00324.html:&gt; Interestingly enough, there seems to be no such instruction in the
./date/1993/02/msg00327.html:&gt; &gt; Interestingly enough, there seems to be no such instruction in the
./date/1993/02/msg00339.html:enough RAM (Notably stuff like `CFront MacApp.cp`, while (&lt;?.c&gt;) or
./date/1993/02/msg00340.html:&gt; It seems easy enough. I’d do it myself if I had root anywhere. The
./date/1993/02/msg00345.html:&gt; literate enough to use extra headers etc.
./date/1993/02/msg00345.html:&gt; disappointed that not enough people defend the need for anonymity in
./date/1993/02/msg00350.html:giving them enough
./date/1993/02/msg00355.html:&gt; literate enough to use extra headers etc.
./date/1993/02/msg00355.html:&gt; disappointed that not enough people defend the need for anonymity in
./date/1993/02/msg00358.html:literate enough to use extra headers etc.
./date/1993/02/msg00358.html:disappointed that not enough people defend the need for anonymity in
./date/1993/02/msg00359.html:good enough to even use regularly, there are some bugs in the
./date/1993/02/msg00359.html:a bit long so I wont post it to the list unless I get enough
./date/1993/02/msg00360.html:technology is sound and is deployed widely enough so that attempts to stop
./date/1993/02/msg00371.html:One copy is enough.
./date/1993/02/msg00379.html:I haven’t yet read enough on digital money to know the intricacies,
./date/1993/02/msg00386.html:&gt; news.1174.39:fork:Not enough memory (estheise) Mon 22 Feb 93 15:44
./date/1993/02/msg00388.html:change size and it was speedy enough for my uses.
./date/1993/02/msg00393.html:&gt; &gt; literate enough to use extra headers etc.
./date/1993/02/msg00393.html:&gt; &gt; disappointed that not enough people defend the need for anonymity in
./date/1993/02/msg00401.html:also how do you do encryption in small enough units for the
./date/1993/02/msg00401.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00402.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00402.html:<!--X-Subject:Enough’s enough already -->
./date/1993/02/msg00402.html:<TITLE>Enough’s enough already</TITLE>
./date/1993/02/msg00402.html:<H1>Enough’s enough already</H1>
./date/1993/02/msg00402.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Enough’s enough already</LI>
./date/1993/02/msg00402.html:feel strongly enough about a topic, why wouldn’t you want the
./date/1993/02/msg00402.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00443.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00405.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00402.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00405.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00446.html”>Re:Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00406.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00402.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>

./date/1993/02/msg00413.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00418.html”>When’s enough enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00418.html:<!--X-Subject:When’s enough enough? -->
./date/1993/02/msg00418.html:<TITLE>When’s enough enough?</TITLE>
./date/1993/02/msg00418.html:<H1>When’s enough enough?</H1>
./date/1993/02/msg00418.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:When’s enough enough?</LI>
./date/1993/02/msg00418.html:&gt; feel strongly enough about a topic, why wouldn’t you want the
./date/1993/02/msg00420.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00418.html”>When’s enough enough?</A></STRONG>
enough
./date/1993/02/msg00422.html:1) Once voice/video/VR makes it to the nets and once we have enough
./date/1993/02/msg00422.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00418.html”>When’s enough enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00424.html:Yeah, THIS can be a problem:our Big Brother has enough
./date/1993/02/msg00426.html:it already has enough momentum to become the type of network we need to
./date/1993/02/msg00434.html:commercial advantages of internetworking are strong enough to cause
./date/1993/02/msg00435.html:&gt;commercial advantages of internetworking are strong enough to cause
./date/1993/02/msg00439.html:it becomes a question of having enough phony id to get both the drop and
./date/1993/02/msg00439.html:a Polaroid camera, and a laminating machine, and put together enough good
./date/1993/02/msg00442.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00443.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00443.html:<!--X-Subject:Enough’s enough already -->
./date/1993/02/msg00443.html:<TITLE>Enough’s enough already</TITLE>
./date/1993/02/msg00443.html:<H1>Enough’s enough already</H1>
./date/1993/02/msg00443.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Enough’s enough already</LI>
./date/1993/02/msg00443.html:BK&gt; feel strongly enough about a topic, why wouldn’t you want the
./date/1993/02/msg00443.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00402.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00443.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00446.html”>Re:Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00446.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Enough’s enough already -->
./date/1993/02/msg00446.html:<TITLE>Re:Enough’s enough already</TITLE>
./date/1993/02/msg00446.html:<H1>Re:Enough’s enough already</H1>
./date/1993/02/msg00446.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Enough’s enough already</LI>
./date/1993/02/msg00446.html:&gt; BK&gt; feel strongly enough about a topic, why wouldn’t you want the
./date/1993/02/msg00446.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00443.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00447.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00443.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00447.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00446.html”>Re:Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00448.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00446.html”>Re:Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00451.html:ugly-enough term) who claim that the Holocaust never happened? Or
./date/1993/02/msg00451.html:outrageous? You might get enough zaps to lose it all. Imagine, this
./date/1993/02/msg00457.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00418.html”>When’s enough enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/02/msg00492.html:enough to prove that this particular hash was one of the many combined
./date/1993/02/msg00508.html:rampant. Sure, if you bitch enough at them, and threaten to take them to
./date/1993/02/msg00508.html:they assume the credit card is enough proof of who you are. But as soon
./date/1993/02/msg00510.html:”slippery slope” arguments well enough, and I would add my comments in the
./date/1993/02/msg00514.html:of my employer” may not be enough to protect an
./date/1993/02/msg00518.html:card since they assume the credit card is enough proof of who
./date/1993/02/msg00524.html:re-establish the service as soon as there had been enough opposition to
./date/1993/02/msg00524.html:Yes, I think I have seen enough good (bad) examples of this in action by
./date/1993/02/msg00529.html:anyone who wants to do this is that they can’t get enough
./date/1993/02/msg00547.html:in the interim such pressure might be strong enough to force such
./date/1993/02/msg00555.html:folks will be scared enough to pay off. Where is the risk to the person
./date/1993/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00402” HREF=”msg00402.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>,
./date/1993/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00443” HREF=”msg00443.html”>Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>,
./date/1993/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00446” HREF=”msg00446.html”>Re:Enough’s enough already</A></STRONG>,
./date/1993/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00418” HREF=”msg00418.html”>When’s enough enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1993/03/msg00000.html:- This works like the Real World. People with enough money can
./date/1993/03/msg00004.html:concern is what happens if there’s enough signal in the noise to be a threat
./date/1993/03/msg00004.html:- Crying wolf, and other disinformation - if there are enough bogus posts,
./date/1993/03/msg00004.html:politicians in real or fake compromising situations, and enough other
./date/1993/03/msg00009.html:pays tuition and buys books. It sure doesn’t pay well enough to afford
./date/1993/03/msg00016.html:big enough, distributed enough and visible enough organization with good
./date/1993/03/msg00035.html:&gt; small enough
./date/1993/03/msg00053.html:Remember the intent as well. It is not enough that one utters false
./date/1993/03/msg00062.html:more than enough time to design the code and implement it in key places
./date/1993/03/msg00066.html:If your VR interface is good enough most services can be delivered non
./date/1993/03/msg00074.html:Sure enough, Duncan wrote it.
./date/1993/03/msg00090.html:&gt;&gt; &gt; small enough
./date/1993/03/msg00097.html:&gt; &gt; small enough
./date/1993/03/msg00101.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; small enough
./date/1993/03/msg00103.html:Hmm. So it’s not good enough to just lump 32 bits of address-id and 32 bits
./date/1993/03/msg00103.html:This is presumably big enough, especially since the return-address-id
./date/1993/03/msg00107.html:Or, if you have enough time and/or are using a high-speed connection,
./date/1993/03/msg00108.html:I’ve watched enough
./date/1993/03/msg00109.html:not much of the orignal style will remain. Hopefully, enough meaning
./date/1993/03/msg00117.html:single hop is basically enough--this may sound paradoxical, but think about
./date/1993/03/msg00119.html:&gt; small enough
./date/1993/03/msg00121.html:&gt;not much of the orignal style will remain. Hopefully, enough
./date/1993/03/msg00131.html:No, not only time will tell. This seems like an important enough
./date/1993/03/msg00134.html:the message attached below--must be a plot), it’s easy enough to mark all
./date/1993/03/msg00136.html:if the posting was harmful enough the poster might have been willing
./date/1993/03/msg00138.html:&gt; Or, if you have enough time and/or are using a high-speed connection,
./date/1993/03/msg00151.html:&gt; the message attached below--must be a plot), it’s easy enough to mark all
./date/1993/03/msg00156.html:enough
./date/1993/03/msg00156.html:KNOWS that foreigners aren’t bright enough to turn algorithms into code.
./date/1993/03/msg00156.html:enough to force a court case ....
./date/1993/03/msg00156.html:wants, including signatures and public-key, that’s secure enough
./date/1993/03/msg00165.html:your league of if you haven’t enough time. It’ll get done:the People are
./date/1993/03/msg00186.html:available to others. At the same time, I don’t have enough quota to do
./date/1993/03/msg00192.html:enough time to read all of the information that comes up. I hope to be
./date/1993/03/msg00201.html:don’t function well enough to make Usenet useful to as many people as
enough useful information in a short enough period of time.
./date/1993/03/msg00221.html:are enough positive votes.
./date/1993/03/msg00221.html:they get enough votes, they are archived on some machine (ideally, the
./date/1993/03/msg00225.html:destroying hostile radars. The Tacit Rainbow is small enough that four can
./date/1993/03/msg00225.html:the F-117A is not over one area long enough for weapons systems to lock on.
./date/1993/03/msg00235.html:it comes from the Latin for ‘childish’ and yes, I indulge in it often enough
./date/1993/03/msg00280.html:enough, as I hoped to see this kind of range of opinions.
./date/1993/03/msg00283.html:&gt; enough, as I hoped to see this kind of range of opinions.
./date/1993/03/msg00293.html:though they seem normal enough. When I checksummed them and they didn’t
./date/1993/03/msg00308.html:2) Has enough of bandwidth to communicate
./date/1993/03/msg00312.html:(over a year) but nobody has cared enough to do anything about it.
./date/1993/03/msg00317.html:your data which are important enough that your opponent can’t afford to
./date/1993/03/msg00317.html:A. The changes must be “important” enough that the thief can’t
./date/1993/03/msg00317.html:B. The changes shouldn’t be “important” enough that the newswire
./date/1993/03/msg00321.html:bits, and LZW it back up. Well, that’s easy enough. The problem is
enough to munge things visibly.
./date/1993/03/msg00321.html:identical entries. Unfortunately, most images look bad enough
./date/1993/03/msg00351.html:and not 24 or something fancy like that), more than enough for a
./date/1993/03/msg00365.html:have enough natural randomness to allow the message to be slipped in
./date/1993/03/msg00382.html:enough lines and terminates and closes the pipe. Closing the pipe
./date/1993/03/msg00411.html:friends. If I get enough pieces of paper from the same
./date/1993/03/msg00411.html:numbers, and so there wouldn’t be enough gold in it, and
./date/1993/03/msg00428.html:have enough money.....er...I mean clout, ya that’s it, to protect their new./date/1993/03/msg00439.html:Three remailers was not enough for me. I set up a fourth:
./date/1993/03/msg00441.html:”problems” with it. If we can gather enough signatures from a wide
./date/1993/03/msg00441.html:enough spectrum of the political process, the publication of the
./date/1993/03/msg00445.html:They can’t move fast enough. They lack the overall control of the
./date/1993/03/msg00459.html:better to bring attention to our cause.. assuming we can get enough people
./date/1993/03/msg00479.html:Who here knows enough about sendmail to consider the eventual
./date/1993/03/msg00487.html:Thousands of users are not enough. If individual users are doing it,
enough to be effective through much of the EMI
./date/1993/03/msg00495.html:general enough interest to share with the group. Here is my question
./date/1993/03/msg00495.html:is of general enough interest that you ought to just ask the list at
./date/1993/03/msg00501.html:really egregious, and UUNET gets enough complaints, will UUNET shut you
./date/1993/03/msg00501.html:if you do something which enough people considers is wrong.
./date/1993/03/msg00503.html:&gt; really egregious, and UUNET gets enough complaints, will UUNET shut you
./date/1993/03/msg00509.html:&gt; Thousands of users are not enough. If individual users are doing it,
./date/1993/03/msg00514.html:&gt; same anonomous name for long enough (2 times?) couldn’t the attacker be
./date/1993/03/msg00514.html:enough messages (e.g., 10) so that following a message through 10
./date/1993/03/msg00521.html:same anonomous name for long enough (2 times?) couldn’t the attacker be
./date/1993/03/msg00525.html:&gt;is of general enough interest that you ought to just ask the list at
./date/1993/03/msg00539.html:appreciable amount of RF waves, certainly not enough to read coherently.
./date/1993/03/msg00559.html:it would be enough to break IDEA, which will automatically deliver
./date/1993/03/msg00564.html:adamant enough about uncensored communication to create the alt
./date/1993/03/msg00568.html:enough to say, as the government does, that this probably won?t
./date/1993/03/msg00569.html:&gt;&gt;If we can gather enough signatures from a wide enough spectrum
./date/1993/03/msg00569.html:post-nasal-Hip enough to regard it as such until we broadcast its
./date/1993/03/msg00571.html:ones which do some simple word substitution, man, would be enough to prevent
./date/1993/04/msg00000.html:moral arguments were enough to rip the “Hacker World” to pieces. But these
./date/1993/04/msg00000.html:keyboards aren’t “standard” enough! In fact, the only real standard which I
./date/1993/04/msg00000.html:and if it is cost effective enough to use against hackers. Further viewpoints
./date/1993/04/msg00000.html:it was rumored that they’d networked enough computers together to break a
./date/1993/04/msg00000.html:Simple enough concept, just don’t give the password to someone you
./date/1993/04/msg00000.html:There are doubtlessly many “secure enough” ciphers which exist right
./date/1993/04/msg00000.html:about a day on a fast ‘486) is high enough that anyone using the encryption
enough to drive a bakery truck through. Its trash.
enough to drive a bakery truck through. Its trash.
enough to drive a bakery truck through. Its trash.
enough to drive a bakery truck through. Its trash.
./date/1993/04/msg00053.html:kind enough to teach me.
enough to drive a bakery truck through. Its trash.
./date/1993/04/msg00072.html:those fortunate enough to possess platforms powerful enough to use them,
./date/1993/04/msg00073.html:your saying it loud enough.
./date/1993/04/msg00074.html:I thought of this the other day, but don’t know enough about programming
enough to drive a bakery truck through. Its trash.
./date/1993/04/msg00076.html:sent! ...&amp; if that isn’t good enough, start your own:electrons are free!
./date/1993/04/msg00080.html:enough rounds to be done?
./date/1993/04/msg00094.html:soon enough
./date/1993/04/msg00102.html:&gt; Who here knows enough about sendmail to consider the eventual
./date/1993/04/msg00106.html:samples in a week, certainly enough to determine if they are using
./date/1993/04/msg00113.html:&gt;&gt; samples in a week, certainly enough to determine if they are using
./date/1993/04/msg00113.html:Guess what? It wasn’t quite random enough. Lesson:it can be *very*
./date/1993/04/msg00117.html:&gt; Guess what? It wasn’t quite random enough. Lesson:it can be *very*
./date/1993/04/msg00117.html:order of one per update, in which case 10,000 would not be enough.
./date/1993/04/msg00120.html:revision. A good enough system will drive later systems.
./date/1993/04/msg00121.html:&gt;order of one per update, in which case 10,000 would not be enough.
./date/1993/04/msg00122.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; samples in a week, certainly enough to determine if they are using
./date/1993/04/msg00144.html:enough
./date/1993/04/msg00146.html:&gt; enough
./date/1993/04/msg00147.html:&gt; enough
./date/1993/04/msg00147.html:corporate, conservative, and soulless enough for your tastes.
./date/1993/04/msg00148.html:- Not enough people are educated enough to use it. I have spoken with
./date/1993/04/msg00160.html:&gt;Not enough people are educated enough to use it.
./date/1993/04/msg00160.html:idea of a worldwide bulletin board is mindboggling enough. If you wait
./date/1993/04/msg00163.html:and the remailers aren’t getting enough
./date/1993/04/msg00179.html:swapping the key chip in the device; and this would be easy enough with a
./date/1993/04/msg00185.html:inapplicable directly to my legal studies, topic. (As if I dont spend enough
./date/1993/04/msg00186.html:enough privacy mail arrives.
./date/1993/04/msg00208.html:No, evidently I wasn’t reading carefully enough. These do appear
./date/1993/04/msg00212.html::Is RSA independt of the gov enough to spearhead this? I, for one,
./date/1993/04/msg00212.html:enough phones there will be enormous pressure to make it the *legal*
./date/1993/04/msg00212.html:Pentiums are fast enough to do real-time voice encryption. Combined
./date/1993/04/msg00214.html:Hope this is close enough:
./date/1993/04/msg00216.html:enough
./date/1993/04/msg00224.html:already quite good. Good enough that the communications industry
./date/1993/04/msg00224.html:cheap enough that it would have already have been made widely
./date/1993/04/msg00235.html:32-bit RISC chip--my thought is that enough indignant letters to
./date/1993/04/msg00251.html:of discussion on the list has been positive and intellectual enough
./date/1993/04/msg00265.html:(less than toll quality, but “good enough” for.. well for
./date/1993/04/msg00267.html:enough to risk not only their non-US markets, but also the ability to
./date/1993/04/msg00267.html:code, bum enough instructions out of it so it will run in real time on
./date/1993/04/msg00282.html:be fast enough. If you then can send that data directly to the serial port
./date/1993/04/msg00282.html:the person speaks, but it may be substantial enough to make the use of
./date/1993/04/msg00283.html:likely, IMHO, the scheme is weak enough for the NSA (but maybe not
./date/1993/04/msg00285.html:Now, if I were a criminal, do you think I would be dumb enough to
./date/1993/04/msg00292.html:samples/second isn’t quite good enough, and the compression in either
./date/1993/04/msg00307.html:PGP, but that’s enough for most people. They could use CompuServe, I don’t
./date/1993/04/msg00307.html:the drop of a SprintPin if someone else was doofus enough to volunteer. As
./date/1993/04/msg00308.html:PGP, but that’s enough for most people. They could use CompuServe, I don’t
./date/1993/04/msg00308.html:the drop of a SprintPin if someone else was doofus enough to volunteer. As
./date/1993/04/msg00310.html:psychology:make the system easy enough to use that as many potential
enough so that
./date/1993/04/msg00320.html:&gt;likely, IMHO, the scheme is weak enough for the NSA (but maybe not
./date/1993/04/msg00321.html:resolving individual alphas. And the half-life is long enough to make the
./date/1993/04/msg00328.html::from the port, there are no cables to get in the way. There is enough power
./date/1993/04/msg00328.html::enough to exchange new CD-ROM key disks once a month.
./date/1993/04/msg00328.html:crummy noise source will not yield enough information to a
./date/1993/04/msg00353.html:This would be few enough bits that the unit key could be guessed.
./date/1993/04/msg00358.html:posting publicly,’’ (I was disenchanted enough then not to say
./date/1993/04/msg00373.html:[fair enough for me!
]
./date/1993/04/msg00374.html:on this list and perhaps even elsewhere to reach enough like-minded
./date/1993/04/msg00375.html:KNOWS that foreigners aren’t bright enough to turn algorithms into code.
./date/1993/04/msg00375.html:enough to force a court case ....
./date/1993/04/msg00375.html:wants, including signatures and public-key, that’s secure enough
./date/1993/04/msg00377.html:it’s enough to make one turn into a radical
./date/1993/04/msg00378.html:piece alone is enough to invoke thoughts of ...
./date/1993/04/msg00405.html:not enough that their promises to the executive are broken, but enough to
./date/1993/04/msg00416.html:- Additionally he feels that the NSA has probably spent enough time and
./date/1993/04/msg00416.html:enough, which probably won’t happen]).
./date/1993/04/msg00426.html:disputes go, it’s quite minor...if a good enough alternative to the name
./date/1993/04/msg00451.html:enough information though.
./date/1993/04/msg00456.html:if we do change our name, and the FBI is pissed enough, they’ll call us
./date/1993/04/msg00492.html:if enough privacy mail arrives. Better yet, how about more
./date/1993/04/msg00505.html:not fast enough and I a not sure how much work it will require to get a DES
./date/1993/04/msg00510.html:political system embraced enough protections and rights to
./date/1993/04/msg00517.html:&gt;Let’s try to avoid killing things, eh? There’s enough blood shed in the
./date/1993/04/msg00518.html:Then when we gather up enough of them to make a decent sized pile, do some
./date/1993/04/msg00525.html:Encrypting session keys with PGP is suggested often enough that this
./date/1993/04/msg00560.html:Wouldn’t this be enough
./date/1993/04/msg00573.html:If Clipper is not good enough for law enforcement etc why is it good
./date/1993/04/msg00573.html:enough for private individuals?
./date/1993/04/msg00577.html:easily enough by modifying genrsa.c . The rest of
./date/1993/04/msg00587.html:give him enough background to be able to ask reasonably informed questions
./date/1993/04/msg00624.html:them. If enough people from Cypherpunks are interested in bringing their
./date/1993/04/msg00627.html:focused enough to concentrate on something as technical as that (I KNOW it
./date/1993/04/msg00632.html:&gt;focused enough to concentrate on something as technical as that (I KNOW it
./date/1993/04/msg00639.html:is fast enough for the average telephone, or several
./date/1993/04/msg00641.html:each other enough to want to meet, may still reliably ex./date/1993/04/msg00641.html:weren’t threatening enough, the computer that performs the
./date/1993/04/msg00641.html:would consider a “straight line.” Taking a long enough
./date/1993/04/msg00641.html:But there’s the rub:A “long enough” world view does
./date/1993/04/msg00641.html:”cause,” caring only enough for their personal welfare so as
./date/1993/04/msg00641.html:to remain alive enough and healthy enough to continue
./date/1993/04/msg00641.html:enough already, and that it has nothing further to teach us,
./date/1993/04/msg00644.html:&gt; &gt;focused enough to concentrate on something as technical as that (I KNOW it
./date/1993/04/msg00671.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;focused enough to concentrate on something as technical as that (I KNOW it
./date/1993/04/msg00672.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;focused enough to concentrate on something as technical as that (I KNOW it
./date/1993/04/msg00677.html:Now if those carrots aren’t tasty enough; consider the stick:there is a
./date/1993/04/msg00681.html:I use PGP for personal communications. I’m not a big enough
./date/1993/04/msg00681.html:is large enough to get sued, and everyone loves to hate the
./date/1993/04/msg00682.html:enough, so thus there are two.
./date/1993/04/msg00691.html:even IF one gets a DES engine fast enough and can put
./date/1993/04/msg00692.html:is just barely fast enough. A “legal” version of PGP which uses RSAREF will
./date/1993/04/msg00695.html:again, not enough platform-independent availability or fanatical
./date/1993/04/msg00695.html:cryptography, enough
./date/1993/04/msg00700.html:&gt; I use PGP for personal communications. I’m not a big enough
./date/1993/04/msg00700.html:&gt; is large enough to get sued, and everyone loves to hate the
./date/1993/04/msg00712.html:long as some (in this particular environment), but long enough to gain respect
./date/1993/04/msg00712.html:1. While those of us lucky enough (or skilled enough) to be independently
./date/1993/04/msg00716.html:privacy only belongs to people rich enough to travel and meet face to face.”
./date/1993/04/msg00717.html:&gt;long as some (in this particular environment), but long enough to gain respect
./date/1993/04/msg00717.html:&gt;1. While those of us lucky enough (or skilled enough) to be independently
./date/1993/04/msg00718.html:is just barely fast enough. A “legal” version of PGP which uses RSAREF will
./date/1993/04/msg00746.html:service is enough now to disrupt Caller-ID. When ISDN is standard,
./date/1993/04/msg00749.html:a more recent Clipper description. It’s short enough I’m
./date/1993/05/msg00001.html:I guess that’s enough for now...
./date/1993/05/msg00003.html:This could be. I don’t think enough is known to answer this. I suspect the
./date/1993/05/msg00007.html:an enlightened enough soul to see through the NSA bullshit and

./date/1993/05/msg00010.html:crypto, computers, and telecommunications. If any of you are serious enough to
./date/1993/05/msg00011.html:crypto, computers, and telecommunications. If any of you are serious enough to
./date/1993/05/msg00017.html:enough to sail a ship through. It may render patents of formulae
./date/1993/05/msg00020.html:them. That’s enough security for me.
./date/1993/05/msg00026.html:traced, etc. Oddly enough, I think they advertised that all the calls are
./date/1993/05/msg00027.html:traced, etc. Oddly enough, I think they advertised that all the calls are
./date/1993/05/msg00033.html:is big enough news to earn a prime time news slot, and they show excerpts of
./date/1993/05/msg00056.html:nearly enough
./date/1993/05/msg00060.html:enough to give real-time speech. With its 16MHz V30 CPU, the Quaderno should
./date/1993/05/msg00069.html:bright enough to buy real encryption devices and certain details of CLIPPER
./date/1993/05/msg00090.html:of privacy; to me, it is enough that I _want_ privacy. While rights are
./date/1993/05/msg00104.html:in the schools.’ Sorry. Not a good enough reason to give up one whit of
./date/1993/05/msg00104.html:Asynchronous, but perhaps useful enough? (With a 1.44 modem and
./date/1993/05/msg00108.html:in the schools.’ Sorry. Not a good enough reason to give up one whit of
./date/1993/05/msg00108.html:anyone else from it. I am not quite libertarian enough however
./date/1993/05/msg00108.html:privacy then they aren’t enough of a public problem to worry
./date/1993/05/msg00126.html:smart enough to sort “Re:foo” with “foo”, so again, no change is necessary. Is
enough, it
./date/1993/05/msg00138.html:system was secure enough to keep savvy computer hackers from
./date/1993/05/msg00148.html:hook. All the recent crypto events should be enough for a Sunday
./date/1993/05/msg00148.html:article (but are not enough without a hook!). I would encourage all
./date/1993/05/msg00148.html:Reporters have little enough time to learn about what they talk about
./date/1993/05/msg00168.html:&gt; A simple XOR with the message text is enough to create an unbreakable
./date/1993/05/msg00170.html:A simple XOR with the message text is enough to create an unbreakable
enough
./date/1993/05/msg00174.html:big and you use the computer quite a bit it will hopefully be fast enough.
./date/1993/05/msg00200.html:and i really dont think the public cares enough to want to know
./date/1993/05/msg00208.html:which is sparse enough that there’s a low probability of two messages
./date/1993/05/msg00213.html:not enough, as the cryptostring above (“”679023...”) may result in several
./date/1993/05/msg00243.html:of the police ahead of the rights of the citizens often enough, we
./date/1993/05/msg00247.html:to get to the Bahamas at least once, and if enough cash comes in we
./date/1993/05/msg00260.html:Am I starting to sound enough like a CRACKPOT YET? well I really hope
./date/1993/05/msg00260.html:enough cypherpunks would drop by to make it a landslide, and that I’d
enough that I am having a hard time even formulating
./date/1993/05/msg00288.html:to the people the whole time, is enough to start a civil war in a lot of
./date/1993/05/msg00319.html:Your PC, for example, has a monitor that emits enough information
./date/1993/05/msg00325.html:Reason enough for libertarians not to touch it with a ten foot pole...
./date/1993/05/msg00327.html:TEMPEST mini-computers, if they were small enough, generally took the approach of
./date/1993/05/msg00344.html:you can do anything you want. (If you’re not protecting yourself *enough*,
./date/1993/05/msg00349.html:to use on us these days, but it only works if we’re lazy enough to go for
./date/1993/05/msg00349.html:if they get enough of those. Especially if they’re getting them from people
./date/1993/05/msg00351.html:if they get enough of those. Especially if they’re getting them from people
./date/1993/05/msg00352.html:&gt; do anything you want. (If you’re not protecting yourself *enough*,
./date/1993/05/msg00409.html:antee and constitute such a wholesale handover of Americans. It would codify, promulgate and direct the destruction of
privacy rights for all individuals by guaranteeing the availability of all information to anyone wealthy and corrupt enough to buy it. The alternative
course is for our government to turn around completely, to build ways
of defending the privacy of the individual against unnecessary search and seizure.
./date/1993/05/msg00420.html:any bits at all in the extremely short words. I don’t have enough
./date/1993/05/msg00420.html:of one’s model of English text. Perhaps normal English has enough
./date/1993/05/msg00423.html:take an existing body of text (something large enough, like Shakespear’s
./date/1993/05/msg00431.html:The user interface could be simple enough for even the most novice
./date/1993/05/msg00433.html:be delivered in realtime if you have enough
./date/1993/05/msg00434.html:information about himself, enough information that the bank can deduce
./date/1993/05/msg00434.html:it. Ideally, if the customer has a large enough bank balance to cover
./date/1993/05/msg00468.html:English is high enough to make steganography practical for everyday
./date/1993/05/msg00468.html:hidden text, may be good enough for everyday use. If that can be
./date/1993/05/msg00468.html:incompressible cyphertext. I hope that function E3 has a high enough
./date/1993/05/msg00479.html:&gt;fanatical enough to meet me over there in my travels, feel free. If I
./date/1993/05/msg00479.html:Maybe with enough encouragement and hospitality he’ll make it through
./date/1993/05/msg00488.html:i haven’t been paying close enough attention -- is two out of sixteen
./date/1993/05/msg00524.html:effect (assuming your forgery is good enough to not attract attention.)
./date/1993/05/msg00531.html:Indeed, virtually everyone thinks that they know enough to build a new
./date/1993/05/msg00551.html:plan was developed behind a veil of secrecy. It is not enough for the White
./date/1993/05/msg00554.html:was simple enough that I coded it... I guess I had lots of free time.
./date/1993/05/msg00560.html:reading this stuff regularly, we’ve got enough
./date/1993/05/msg00567.html:I’m dumb enough to buy something endorsed by the NSA?”
./date/1993/05/msg00577.html:enough to capture the secret key.
./date/1993/06/msg00019.html:If we had enough
./date/1993/06/msg00022.html:the stuff gets cheap enough, it will be everywhere.
./date/1993/06/msg00025.html:connectivity failure, it is reason enough. When one examines intended
./date/1993/06/msg00030.html:robot with enough compute power.
./date/1993/06/msg00037.html:ways to be inevitable. Wow, I’d say there’d probably be enough
./date/1993/06/msg00042.html:resurrection of Lyndon B. Johnson, and is probably stupid enough to get
./date/1993/06/msg00050.html:it need be known. I’m really not stupid enough to squeak without
./date/1993/06/msg00055.html:be able to write something nice enough to become as widespread as Telix,
./date/1993/06/msg00060.html:I couldn’t get Karl’s hopmail.bat to run on my PC (not enough environment
enough, given the cost, to make
./date/1993/06/msg00084.html:run in Clipper or PGP/DH-IDEA/Whatever mode. I don’t understand enough
./date/1993/06/msg00085.html:chip in total throughput. I have enough trouble dealing with the drive
./date/1993/06/msg00094.html:Lets hope no one is stupid enough to try busting into there...
./date/1993/06/msg00098.html:would be enough though.
enough to implement
./date/1993/06/msg00101.html:&gt; chip in total throughput. I have enough trouble dealing with the drive
enough, as you have to support a
./date/1993/06/msg00104.html:enough for serial communications, but that 1000 times less the
./date/1993/06/msg00106.html:&gt; I couldn’t get Karl’s hopmail.bat to run on my PC (not enough environment
./date/1993/06/msg00113.html:Are networks like amateur packet radio hard to trace, assuming enough
./date/1993/06/msg00120.html:enough responses to his survey that would be good to hear about, too.
./date/1993/06/msg00125.html:as lies and denials. If we can get enough press coverage about this,
./date/1993/06/msg00133.html:&gt;terminates program execution, so that if enough time had passed it would
./date/1993/06/msg00134.html:tries to midofy the thing, I am concerned enough with getting it to work
./date/1993/06/msg00141.html:&gt; enough responses to his survey that would be good to hear about, too.
./date/1993/06/msg00142.html:doesn’t sound nearly as advanced as Telix’s. Would it be good enough? Or
enough to handle many sorts of errors. You just need a lot of
enough, as you have to support a
./date/1993/06/msg00143.html:&gt; enough for serial communications, but that 1000 times less the
./date/1993/06/msg00143.html:terminates program execution, so that if enough time had passed it would
./date/1993/06/msg00147.html:a. usually not enough ciphertext can be posted to allow a reasonable
./date/1993/06/msg00148.html:As for “is kermit good enough?” No. Almost NO ONE in the DOS world uses
./date/1993/06/msg00152.html:enough for me. Final note:I forgot penet is restricting posts for
./date/1993/06/msg00155.html:&gt;As for “is kermit good enough?” No. Almost NO ONE in the DOS world uses
./date/1993/06/msg00157.html:&gt;&gt;I couldn’t get Karl’s hopmail.bat to run on my PC (not enough environment
./date/1993/06/msg00164.html:&gt; As for “is kermit good enough?” No. Almost NO ONE in the DOS world uses
./date/1993/06/msg00164.html:i don’t think you’ve looked around enough; in my own experience, kermit
./date/1993/06/msg00171.html:&gt; doesn’t sound nearly as advanced as Telix’s. Would it be good enough? Or
./date/1993/06/msg00173.html:&gt; As for “is kermit good enough?” No. Almost NO ONE in the DOS world uses
./date/1993/06/msg00175.html:&gt; &gt;As for “is kermit good enough?” No. Almost NO ONE in the DOS world uses
./date/1993/06/msg00194.html:&gt; &gt; I couldn’t get Karl’s hopmail.bat to run on my PC (not enough environment
./date/1993/06/msg00197.html:Oddly enough, solving discrete log in GF(p) seems to be vaguely akin
./date/1993/06/msg00198.html:kermit good enough, is kermit free?”, its a matter of “will the target
./date/1993/06/msg00225.html:would be wide-spread enough to present obstacles to law
./date/1993/06/msg00312.html:&gt;letters to people you see as gullible enough to carry out your desires
./date/1993/06/msg00314.html:But putting the key in the unused sectors still doesn’t provide enough
./date/1993/06/msg00319.html:does not go nearly far enough in protecting individual rights. On the other
./date/1993/06/msg00363.html:that we don’t have enough mail volume through the remailers we have in
./date/1993/06/msg00373.html:&gt;goood enough to silence all or most of the reasonable objections, and here is
./date/1993/06/msg00386.html:&gt;that we don’t have enough mail volume through the remailers we have in
./date/1993/06/msg00394.html:&gt;&gt;that we don’t have enough mail volume through the remailers we have
./date/1993/06/msg00400.html:weak enough that a determined agent, perhaps the U S Government, can
./date/1993/06/msg00405.html:&gt;&gt;&gt;that we don’t have enough mail volume through the remailers we have
./date/1993/06/msg00405.html:crypto remailer. In enough people want to recive cypherpunks in PGP’ed crypt
./date/1993/06/msg00407.html:they said they didn’t have enough writers to cover all the stories. I
./date/1993/06/msg00407.html:to go through what you did, but unfortunately it happens. The world has enough
./date/1993/06/msg00407.html:you for being strong &amp; courageous enough to do something. My hat is off to
./date/1993/06/msg00407.html:sure) in which case you might get enough to make the disruption to your life
./date/1993/06/msg00413.html:I also spoke with Pavel Curtis at CFP, but only enough to interest him
./date/1993/06/msg00414.html:&gt; perception is enough to cause lasting harm and mistrust.
./date/1993/06/msg00421.html:Thus, the meme is out to some degree, but not strong enough.
./date/1993/06/msg00439.html:not enough public pressure will be brought to bear on those responsible
./date/1993/06/msg00460.html:PGP. But I decided that this didn’t really help security enough to
./date/1993/06/msg00464.html:&gt; PGP. But I decided that this didn’t really help security enough to
./date/1993/06/msg00469.html:Besides, these guys have enough money to have purchased and used private
./date/1993/06/msg00469.html:current leadership is smarter, they’ll be smart enough to use non-Clipper
./date/1993/06/msg00472.html:But keep in mind that it’s still used often enough, just not usually
enough of the code to bring an indictment. Some
./date/1993/06/msg00485.html:neighborhood in which they hadn’t yet found enough Japanese-Americans.
./date/1993/06/msg00487.html:country is large enough that its industries can concentrate on the
./date/1993/06/msg00487.html:only to those rich enough to travel to face to face meetings. Rather
./date/1993/06/msg00490.html:where the bank bills the customers later and only has enough cash backing
./date/1993/06/msg00499.html:be kind enough to email me if you would like to offer any binaries. I will
enough evidence to force you to reveal the string
./date/1993/06/msg00522.html:bits) enough to make automated detection of a successfully-broken encryption
./date/1993/06/msg00526.html:&gt; Compression will screw up character frequencies [...] enough to make
./date/1993/06/msg00527.html:technique to English text by using a thesaurus to generate enough word
./date/1993/06/msg00532.html:didn’t hear about it soon enough to rob all the tasty new cryptographic
./date/1993/06/msg00536.html:If you were willing to use a 512 bit key, good enough for casual use,
./date/1993/06/msg00541.html:key is enough to crack it even if the multiplier and increment are
./date/1993/06/msg00549.html:&gt; (and use all eight bits) enough to make automated detection of a
./date/1993/06/msg00555.html: &gt; (and use all eight bits) enough to make automated detection of a
./date/1993/06/msg00588.html:close enough to 1 for cryptographical use. For each bit of output, 64 bits
./date/1993/06/msg00623.html:is complex enough to justify its size. (You couldn’t hide PGP in cat, but you
./date/1993/06/msg00624.html:is whether or not the various tribes have enough sovereignty to get away
./date/1993/06/msg00627.html:as long as there’s enough tentatively-promised volume to expect a decent
./date/1993/06/msg00627.html:using Clipper fast enough that that’s probably not practical here,
./date/1993/06/msg00627.html:and don’t know the costs or level of effort involved, but enough wackos
./date/1993/06/msg00627.html:put enough things on stockholder ballots that sane people like us can
./date/1993/06/msg00630.html:security-aware enough to really want an encrypting remailer.)
./date/1993/06/msg00630.html:deliver the mail with enough information that its intended recipient can
./date/1993/06/msg00631.html:&lt; is complex enough to justify its size. (You couldn’t hide PGP in cat, but you
./date/1993/06/msg00632.html:Uu&gt; be, for anybody security-aware enough to really want an encrypting
./date/1993/06/msg00632.html:early PGP partisan, I’ve had enough PGP experience not to be turned off
./date/1993/06/msg00636.html:I was really convinced that there were enough `leads’ to track down
./date/1993/06/msg00655.html:are savvy enough to know that they are being tapped. At least one
./date/1993/06/msg00659.html:seriously enough to fail to recognize this basic truth to the point of
./date/1993/06/msg00672.html:the distance to be traveled, but to stand far enough above everybody else
./date/1993/06/msg00674.html:On the other hand, with enough directionality . . . . nah, the
./date/1993/06/msg00678.html:detected. Being the Systems Administrator, the subject had enough
./date/1993/06/msg00696.html:&gt; On the other hand, with enough directionality . . . . nah, the
./date/1993/06/msg00701.html:connection, without allowing a passive attacker to gain enough
./date/1993/06/msg00719.html:chips. Said Peterson,”Soon enough, everyone will be using
./date/1993/06/msg00719.html:- that the Clipper algorithm is robust enough to secure their
./date/1993/06/msg00719.html:will be secure enough to withstand a dedicated attack. The
./date/1993/06/msg00719.html:enough” for business, but he is in the minority. The majority
./date/1993/06/msg00723.html:enough by this method, as a demo, but I kind of botched it. The message
./date/1993/06/msg00727.html:posting’) but don’t have enough eye-witness accounts to do so (in
./date/1993/07/msg00009.html:won’t be high enough to stop a really rich junk mailer from spending the
./date/1993/07/msg00016.html:it to the list if enough folks are interested.
./date/1993/07/msg00018.html:communications which reside long enough in computer memory to be
./date/1993/07/msg00020.html:&gt; it to the list if enough folks are interested.
./date/1993/07/msg00021.html:with the wording. It should be brief, and give just enough
./date/1993/07/msg00022.html:discussion,” Hoffman says. “Nobody has been given enough time.”
./date/1993/07/msg00022.html:individuals can use cryptography good enough that even
./date/1993/07/msg00029.html:If your parents didn’t give you enough attention as a child, don’t
./date/1993/07/msg00031.html:&gt;If your parents didn’t give you enough attention as a child, don’t
./date/1993/07/msg00056.html:In Chico, California, the two book stores large enough to have Wired have
enough to make this
./date/1993/07/msg00074.html:implications. (Sure enough, several people freaked out and called for
enough to make this
./date/1993/07/msg00074.html:(This little joke could be enough in Canada, as Steve points out, to
./date/1993/07/msg00075.html:By all means! Just be sure to provide enough context and to included
./date/1993/07/msg00089.html:large enough for a stick drawing, let alone kiddie porn.
./date/1993/07/msg00105.html:list if there is enough interest. I’m not sure if email copies I sent
./date/1993/07/msg00106.html:list if there is enough interest. I’m not sure if email copies I sent
./date/1993/07/msg00111.html:have enough left to bring up Windoze?
./date/1993/07/msg00140.html:&gt; list if there is enough interest. I’m not sure if email copies I sent
./date/1993/07/msg00143.html:&gt; censor speech that they are not clever enough to combat by using
./date/1993/07/msg00156.html:&gt; this to compress just enough to go through a 14.4 kbps modem.
./date/1993/07/msg00156.html:If you have enough cycles and memory left over afterwards
./date/1993/07/msg00164.html:this to compress just enough to go through a 14.4 kbps modem.
./date/1993/07/msg00166.html:computing and telecoms by themselves are enough to render the nation
./date/1993/07/msg00167.html:enough info on the algorithm to give people a chance to see if they
./date/1993/07/msg00169.html:&gt; this to compress just enough to go through a 14.4 kbps modem.
./date/1993/07/msg00173.html:&gt; enough info on the algorithm to give people a chance to see if they
./date/1993/07/msg00174.html:that both the local and remote kernels are ‘secure’ enough that you
./date/1993/07/msg00183.html:ugly enough here in Minnesota, the machine gets powered down to keep the
./date/1993/07/msg00197.html:have either enough of PLAINTEXT-CIPHERTEXT pairs, or even
./date/1993/07/msg00200.html:Encrypted data on your hard disk is safe enough against -disclosure-,
./date/1993/07/msg00202.html:Email is *not* enough. Easily forged, easily intercepted, not secure.
./date/1993/07/msg00219.html:which when used over each other would give you that. There just isn’t enough
./date/1993/07/msg00229.html:&gt; which when used over each other would give you that. There just isn’t enough
./date/1993/07/msg00246.html:I dunno enough about STU-III phones. Maybe they don’t care about man
./date/1993/07/msg00250.html:&gt; I dunno enough about STU-III phones. Maybe they don’t care about man
./date/1993/07/msg00259.html:since we no longer have enough information. So we have to have at least as much
./date/1993/07/msg00262.html:the park. anyway, enough babbling - hope some of it makes sense. =)
./date/1993/07/msg00295.html:covers enough
./date/1993/07/msg00297.html:It would seem that we are still ape-like enough to need to see real teeth
./date/1993/07/msg00305.html:For a steganographically strong code, it is not enough to make it
./date/1993/07/msg00305.html:If data that looks like random noise is innocent enough, then it is not hard
./date/1993/07/msg00313.html:may not be secure enough. I’m working on a key-signing policy for myself which
./date/1993/07/msg00335.html:to convince me they have a cold, but I hope I will have enough wisdom
./date/1993/07/msg00338.html:PGPcompose is a C program (that needs to be compiled, oddly enough)
./date/1993/07/msg00342.html: to convince me they have a cold, but I hope I will have enough wisdom
./date/1993/07/msg00348.html:&gt; to convince me they have a cold, but I hope I will have enough wisdom
./date/1993/07/msg00365.html:that my reply is important enough to be broadcast in the public
./date/1993/07/msg00370.html:single id, or at least an id long enough to contain a return address with
./date/1993/07/msg00389.html:I’m sorry, maybe I didn’t make myself clear enough. I also am blameing the
./date/1993/07/msg00389.html:I’m sure that would be a big help, although I’m not literate enough yet in
./date/1993/07/msg00399.html:&gt; I’m sure that would be a big help, although I’m not literate enough yet in
./date/1993/07/msg00401.html:to be interesting enough, so they leave it out. So much for TV being
./date/1993/07/msg00455.html:the Big Time drug dealers, (the ones with the ships, planes, and enough money
./date/1993/07/msg00461.html:right, even when I used more then enough money. I decided to report
./date/1993/07/msg00503.html:&gt; last several days and they could be cheap enough to give
./date/1993/07/msg00509.html:I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m sorry. I’m not (usually) stupid enough
./date/1993/07/msg00511.html:last several days and they could be cheap enough to give
./date/1993/07/msg00514.html:Other ideas I got we can discuss in email or if I get enough response, to
./date/1993/07/msg00518.html:I suggest we sell the T’s at cost. there are enough of with jobs
./date/1993/07/msg00537.html:enough folks will talk to him. The talk of mail programs and t-shirts is
./date/1993/07/msg00546.html:&gt; enough folks will talk to him. The talk of mail programs and t-shirts is
./date/1993/07/msg00560.html:judgmental or snotty...not my intent), do enough groundwork to _seek
./date/1993/07/msg00560.html:&gt; &gt; enough folks will talk to him. The talk of mail programs and t-shirts is
./date/1993/07/msg00583.html:to get it changed, but (because of his timing) failed. Interestingly enough, if
./date/1993/07/msg00600.html:10^10 bits) to a partner provides enough key bits to allow people to
./date/1993/07/msg00600.html:resulting reserved slot. If a disrupter is unlucky enough to have
./date/1993/07/msg00600.html:if enough disrupted rounds are contested, the disrupters will be
./date/1993/07/msg00606.html:so things run fast enough. There is lots of other things to be worked
./date/1993/07/msg00620.html:gets spent at stores, and goes back to banks, and could easily enough
./date/1993/07/msg00632.html:&gt; gets spent at stores, and goes back to banks, and could easily enough
./date/1993/07/msg00636.html:printing against a piece of typing paper hard enough so that the ink
enough to say what the Information Age is. let
./date/1993/07/msg00642.html:knitting instructions were held up long enough to produce and
./date/1993/07/msg00642.html:enough to thwart most intruders but rigged so that cops and other
./date/1993/07/msg00642.html:crypto-markets, if they grew large enough, could also critically
./date/1993/07/msg00642.html:terms -- an easy enough trick while the government has its heavy
./date/1993/07/msg00653.html:probably close enough to the original, though.
./date/1993/07/msg00655.html:Do they have enough cops. There is so much “wrongdoing” out there (and
./date/1993/08/msg00000.html:&gt;several years personal computers have been fast enough to make
enough. But it may block posts by taking
./date/1993/08/msg00011.html:-- legendary enough indeed that New Mexico congressman Bill Richardson,
./date/1993/08/msg00015.html:Congress, they have claimed a mandate broad enough to require a
./date/1993/08/msg00015.html:important enough; but NSA’s capabilities are not necessarily
./date/1993/08/msg00044.html:convince enough of us that we can trust them, we’ll all use real
./date/1993/08/msg00049.html:Dunno if there are enough of us in the world for it to be worth worrying
./date/1993/08/msg00073.html:acceptability of key escrow is not getting debated well enough in the
./date/1993/08/msg00080.html:I’ll forward to you the Williams article. If enough folks are

./date/1993/08/msg00089.html:which escrows the keys for *some* kinds of keys, enough to make the
./date/1993/08/msg00097.html:and I’m not that sure if they’ve encountered enough cases to build a
./date/1993/08/msg00107.html:This means that if enough people object now with enough good reasons,
./date/1993/08/msg00107.html:the issue might get held up long enough for it to be caught by the new
./date/1993/08/msg00108.html:But given enough samples, enough time, and some
./date/1993/08/msg00109.html:dealing appropriately enough” with violators. They said the IRS
./date/1993/08/msg00118.html: enough
./date/1993/08/msg00121.html:# Is DES secure enough to cause heartburn for our 3 letter agencie cousins?
./date/1993/08/msg00128.html:mathematics convention at the same hotel, and sure enough, was given
./date/1993/08/msg00133.html:enough modems to allow me to get on anytime I want to. And, to repeat,
./date/1993/08/msg00137.html:&gt;far enough in its review to conclude it will not propose new legislation to
./date/1993/08/msg00137.html:(Is that a typo?! Did they mean `not far enough’? That’s what I
./date/1993/08/msg00137.html:far enough in its review to conclude it will not propose new legislation to
./date/1993/08/msg00155.html:by writing your own linker, and if the linker is smart enough to know
./date/1993/08/msg00167.html:that is most certainly enough lines...
./date/1993/08/msg00167.html:that is enough ranting for tonight I think.
./date/1993/08/msg00168.html:are demonstrably enough to allow the kind of virtual communities I’m
./date/1993/08/msg00188.html:&gt; me nervous though. Almost nervous enough to learn how to reprogram
./date/1993/08/msg00239.html:is good, but not good enough.
./date/1993/08/msg00239.html:the equations are simple enough to be inverted.
./date/1993/08/msg00253.html:twice as fast as the compression. I assume it won’t be quite fast enough
./date/1993/08/msg00260.html:similar could easily impersonate your voice over a vocoder well enough
./date/1993/08/msg00273.html:There may be enough margin here for it to work with no special DSP.
./date/1993/08/msg00274.html:enough. But not because it’ll turn ordinary citizens into proposers of
./date/1993/08/msg00293.html:than enough time to come up with the goods...
./date/1993/08/msg00300.html:Well... How much latency does LAPM really add? Little enough that
./date/1993/08/msg00304.html:(yet) reached this point. And there’s enough bits to play with on a DAT to
./date/1993/08/msg00304.html:enough to ensure that users can safely retrieve “their” bits (using one of
./date/1993/08/msg00306.html:Fortunately, this mailing list is wide enough to contain the essence of
enough for a rough sort) and
./date/1993/08/msg00327.html:Are the pictures taken by ATMs good enough for automated
./date/1993/08/msg00329.html:&gt;&gt;Are the pictures taken by ATMs good enough for automated
./date/1993/08/msg00334.html:&gt;Are the pictures taken by ATMs good enough for automated
./date/1993/08/msg00336.html:take political action. Technology alone will not be enough.
./date/1993/08/msg00336.html:enough to overcome this additional barrier. Without the ability to
./date/1993/08/msg00341.html:&gt; take political action. Technology alone will not be enough.
./date/1993/08/msg00341.html:&gt; enough to overcome this additional barrier. Without the ability to
./date/1993/08/msg00341.html:techniques to enhance its business. (I expect this is a cryptic enough
./date/1993/08/msg00341.html:needed initially, though when real transactions get big enough, the
./date/1993/08/msg00349.html:I also have different addresses, true enough, but there is no f0.n0.z1
./date/1993/08/msg00353.html:in them. If you were a crook on the run, and you were stupid enough to not
./date/1993/08/msg00358.html:establish a key escrow agency secure enough even for my customers (Stratus
./date/1993/08/msg00358.html:1. pick a *very* secure block cryptosystem (secure enough for them to
./date/1993/08/msg00365.html:out to make a pocket big enough for the pager.
./date/1993/08/msg00366.html:undertaxed, am old enough to choose my own lifestyle and decide for
./date/1993/08/msg00366.html:on the fact that it doesn’t have enough to eat.
./date/1993/08/msg00366.html:government is crippled enough that it can make no decisions -- the
./date/1993/08/msg00377.html:such recognition systems is low enough that such run-of-the-mill
./date/1993/08/msg00381.html:&gt;pad, expanded out to make a pocket big enough for the pager.
./date/1993/08/msg00383.html:&gt;out to make a pocket big enough for the pager.
./date/1993/08/msg00390.html:&gt; &gt;in them. If you were a crook on the run, and you were stupid enough to not
./date/1993/08/msg00397.html:&gt;in them. If you were a crook on the run, and you were stupid enough to not
./date/1993/08/msg00401.html:&gt; I also have different addresses, true enough, but there is no f0.n0.z1
./date/1993/08/msg00402.html:Unfortunately George Orwells ‘Animal Farm’ isn’t widely enough read to
enough to get it to be what we
./date/1993/08/msg00424.html:You probably still got a lot of shielding, it just wasn’t enough.
./date/1993/08/msg00424.html:enough until I added a few more dB with the metal cabinet. Like I
./date/1993/08/msg00429.html:wise enough to be entrusted with democracy, anyway.
./date/1993/08/msg00435.html:;; enough to set up by hand....
./date/1993/08/msg00437.html:archives and left to rot until someone cares enough to retieve it). c) it’s
./date/1993/08/msg00437.html:“We do not believe any group of men adequate enough or wise enough to
enough to spare for packet
./date/1993/08/msg00464.html:IndraNet was founded by me, and oddly enough, a staunch republican that
./date/1993/08/msg00464.html:enough
./date/1993/08/msg00464.html:soon enough I guess.
./date/1993/08/msg00470.html:Fair enough, as long as you *tell* your users that’s what happening!
./date/1993/08/msg00510.html:strong enough to do so.
./date/1993/08/msg00519.html:are enough “motivated buyers” out there to support a large market. These
./date/1993/08/msg00519.html:many other jurisdictions. Also, not enough work has been done in the area
./date/1993/08/msg00522.html:of these complex protocols simply _won’t_ get analyzed in enough detail, if
./date/1993/08/msg00522.html:only because there aren’t enough of us to do the analyses.
./date/1993/08/msg00522.html:(The obvious danger of _not_ analyzing a digital money scheme in enough
./date/1993/08/msg00522.html:detail, with enough paranoid motivation, is that it gets deployed and then
./date/1993/08/msg00522.html:Well, enough for now. Let me know what you think.
./date/1993/08/msg00527.html:sort of e-mail. It’s enough to deal with harassment claims when
./date/1993/08/msg00530.html:scary enough (like the V.Voice article, perhaps), maybe it could drive
./date/1993/08/msg00550.html:It had to happen. Even if it isn’t real, it will happen soon enough. I’m
./date/1993/08/msg00551.html:net. He normally keeps enough digital cash on hand for such spending,
./date/1993/08/msg00552.html:&gt; It had to happen. Even if it isn’t real, it will happen soon enough. I’m
./date/1993/08/msg00554.html:algorithms. They have keys which are long enough to rule out any
./date/1993/08/msg00555.html:an expert, 3. The _names_ alone are not enough to tell.).
./date/1993/08/msg00556.html:ethically borderline, IMHO, no matter who his `family’. This was enough
./date/1993/08/msg00557.html:there is enough novelty in such a device to make it an appropriate
./date/1993/08/msg00574.html:and the elite is competent enough to know how much it can get away with.
./date/1993/08/msg00583.html:Certainly true enough, but who claims to “speak” for cypherpunks anyway?
./date/1993/08/msg00600.html:clear - enough to make the message readable. Hopefully. :)
./date/1993/08/msg00606.html:I knew in detail, but I remember enough to steer my uncle in the right
./date/1993/08/msg00617.html:”When you’ve said DUFF, you’ve said enough.”
./date/1993/08/msg00624.html:good enough performance for real-time speech over v32bis, especially
./date/1993/08/msg00624.html:isn’t fast enough to keep up with speech. Such a program would
./date/1993/08/msg00625.html:That said, I think I qualify well enough as an “anti-virus
./date/1993/08/msg00625.html:Perhaps I don’t understand or haven’t familiarized myself enough with
./date/1993/08/msg00629.html:Okay, here comes a test case. Can enough copies of PGP and other decent
./date/1993/08/msg00629.html:If it passes, are there enough people willing to do civil disobedience to
./date/1993/08/msg00637.html:&gt; on a really brain-dead parsing of the mail headers. This is good enough
./date/1993/08/msg00637.html:&gt; essentially all of the time; it may even be good enough all of the time (on
./date/1993/08/msg00640.html:time her sister got done chewing her out, that was enough.’’
./date/1993/08/msg00641.html:on a really brain-dead parsing of the mail headers. This is good enough
./date/1993/08/msg00641.html:essentially all of the time; it may even be good enough all of the time (on
./date/1993/08/msg00642.html:media, most of which are not likely to be hip enough to be able to
./date/1993/08/msg00653.html:Response:Use large remailer chains of popular remailers. With enough
./date/1993/08/msg00660.html:&gt; so you could build a system easily enough with a DSP board and a SoundBlaster,
./date/1993/08/msg00664.html:so you could build a system easily enough with a DSP board and a SoundBlaster,
./date/1993/08/msg00669.html:&gt; Response:Use large remailer chains of popular remailers. With enough
./date/1993/08/msg00680.html:Unfortunately, I don’t know enough about the mathematics of Chaum’s
./date/1993/08/msg00695.html:are staunch anti-capitalists, but we’re polite enough to hold
./date/1993/08/msg00698.html:Agencies can do enough
./date/1993/08/msg00705.html:dispersed to the government, to other folks who know enough to use the
enough to change and grow
./date/1993/08/msg00742.html:describing their development. After all, there is enough room in areas
./date/1993/08/msg00765.html:send me mail. The math involved is advanced enough that I’d prefer to
./date/1993/08/msg00766.html:session keys- few enough that a brute-force attack with a small array
./date/1993/08/msg00787.html:every time, although I guess I still don’t understand enough
./date/1993/08/msg00787.html:are enough to keep any company from allowing a copy of PGP on the premises, it
./date/1993/08/msg00802.html:Defense:Use large remailer chains of popular remailers. With enough
./date/1993/08/msg00805.html:&gt;With enough
./date/1993/08/msg00805.html:We know that by making the paths “long enough” that we can prevent
enough?
enough.
./date/1993/08/msg00824.html:just aren’t big enough
enough. The current taboos on the
./date/1993/08/msg00842.html:`nice booth at InterOp’ with enough cost to have funded `3-4 full time
./date/1993/08/msg00845.html:SEVSO (Super Elite Very Secretive Organization) decided that enough was
./date/1993/08/msg00845.html:enough
./date/1993/08/msg00856.html:Eric&gt; We know that by making the paths “long enough” that we
enough?
./date/1993/08/msg00856.html:enough”, but I want to ask if this problem of defending against attack
./date/1993/08/msg00857.html:doable and worthwhile, if one is paranoid enough) but I don’t
./date/1993/08/msg00873.html:Now, I don’t know enough about idea encryption to know how much this would
./date/1993/08/msg00876.html:releasing that information. Anyway, enough for now...
./date/1993/08/msg00884.html:similar enough so that an application implementing one could be
./date/1993/08/msg00902.html:important enough to merit a full public
./date/1993/08/msg00902.html:be encrypted well enough to defy
./date/1993/08/msg00919.html:The PGP library itself is not enough though, it is missing some
./date/1993/08/msg00934.html:a US Gubment (DOD special forces) book that provides enough recipes
./date/1993/08/msg00941.html:enough on a run-of-the-mill 486 for “Pretty Good Phone Privacy,” or
./date/1993/08/msg00950.html:into the programs. That’s close enough to the original claim.
./date/1993/09/msg00005.html:international involvement; there are enough people from enough countries
./date/1993/09/msg00016.html:the statement that the Administration has progressed far enough in the
./date/1993/09/msg00024.html:looked at it enough to comment.
./date/1993/09/msg00049.html:o Are maintained by someone who knows enough about the
./date/1993/09/msg00049.html:administrator has enough clout to prevent a summary shutdown
./date/1993/09/msg00069.html:*any* one path would be enough to determine the recipient.
./date/1993/09/msg00076.html:the script; my mailbox is full enough already.)
./date/1993/09/msg00129.html:the signal; once they were close enough
./date/1993/09/msg00139.html:if documented clearly enough.
./date/1993/09/msg00140.html:be high enough to support a much better illusion of a “real space”
./date/1993/09/msg00140.html:bottle,” that enough crypto tools and knowledge are widely
./date/1993/09/msg00142.html:then they’d probably decide whether they could make enough money by providing a
./date/1993/09/msg00152.html:documents. (My apologies for anything that seems true enough to be
./date/1993/09/msg00166.html:This is easy enough
./date/1993/09/msg00183.html:strong *if* you use a long enough key. They’re algorithms with
./date/1993/09/msg00195.html:I’m in the privacy camp and worry that enough talk from the anarchists
./date/1993/09/msg00195.html:banker. Maybe some people will trust such a banker enough. But,
./date/1993/09/msg00197.html:enough money at my job that it wouldn’t be worth the FBI’s money to
./date/1993/09/msg00197.html:make the bribe big enough -- it would also have to cover the risk to
./date/1993/09/msg00198.html:&gt; enough money at my job that it wouldn’t be worth the FBI’s money to
./date/1993/09/msg00198.html:&gt; make the bribe big enough -- it would also have to cover the risk to
./date/1993/09/msg00213.html:and trained well enough to avoid IQ 80 slipups.
./date/1993/09/msg00221.html:system clock long enough
./date/1993/09/msg00228.html:belt may distrust the IRS and the CIA enough to want some protection from
./date/1993/09/msg00245.html:CC&gt; enough talk from the anarchists will cause the privacy to be
./date/1993/09/msg00249.html:Oddly enough, this distribution, then, violates Mr. Cheshire’s copyright.
./date/1993/09/msg00256.html: “enough” so that the genie can’t be
./date/1993/09/msg00266.html:&gt; stupid enough to be using AOL as your Internet port of entry, then you
./date/1993/09/msg00272.html:&gt; stupid enough to be using AOL as your Internet port of entry, then you
./date/1993/09/msg00272.html:Too much coffee, or not enough Thorazine? ;)
./date/1993/09/msg00276.html:stupid enough to be using AOL as your Internet port of entry, then you
./date/1993/09/msg00277.html:&gt; stupid enough to be using AOL as your Internet port of entry, then you
./date/1993/09/msg00283.html:&gt; stupid enough to be using AOL as your Internet port of entry, then you
./date/1993/09/msg00305.html:edit similar to diff) but I wasn’t sure enough of the
./date/1993/09/msg00307.html:the system an average load large enough that batching would usually
./date/1993/09/msg00309.html:going to have to look into that.... (Unless I get bored enough to hunt
./date/1993/09/msg00312.html:weak enough that even a redundant system can break down badly at points
./date/1993/09/msg00332.html:whose (and it’s been long enough that it probably doesn’t matter).
./date/1993/09/msg00333.html:&gt; blocks as small as 10 Mhz may be large enough. The issue of the
enough cash to bid against the
./date/1993/09/msg00334.html:mail if anyone wants it. If enough want it, I’ll post it on sci.crypt.
./date/1993/09/msg00355.html:descriptions complete enough to use as a basis for implementation.
./date/1993/09/msg00355.html:enough to turn an algorithm description into C code (or so our
./date/1993/09/msg00367.html:Interestingly enough, she had been contacted by the NSA a couple of weeks
./date/1993/09/msg00387.html:compromised in this way (if he was foolish enough not to have a password).
enough to get you in the proximity of
./date/1993/09/msg00392.html:merely having an unlisted number is enough, though.)
enough to get you in the proximity of
./date/1993/09/msg00402.html:NSA is attempting checkmate, but they’re not strongly enough positioned
./date/1993/09/msg00402.html:to do so. In chess parlance, it’s a bluff, but one with enough steel behind
./date/1993/09/msg00403.html:software isn’t good enough and that way they’ll be able to answer
./date/1993/09/msg00409.html:&gt;soon enough. There is no need for us to reach out and “investigate”.
./date/1993/09/msg00409.html:ah yes, just like everyone ‘soon enough’ knew the ‘complete answers’ behind
./date/1993/09/msg00411.html:soon enough. There is no need for us to reach out and “investigate”.
./date/1993/09/msg00413.html:started -- Clipper and Capstone. Only the NSA has enough inbred, insular
./date/1993/09/msg00413.html:&gt;software isn’t good enough and that way they’ll be able to answer
./date/1993/09/msg00423.html:&gt; &gt;soon enough. There is no need for us to reach out and “investigate”.
./date/1993/09/msg00423.html:&gt; ah yes, just like everyone ‘soon enough’ knew the ‘complete answers’ behind
./date/1993/09/msg00424.html:spring telemap. If she’s stupid enough not to get an unlisted number,
./date/1993/09/msg00439.html:learned enough that they might be able to tell valuable things to
./date/1993/09/msg00455.html:in any such directory, forward or reverse, if they’re careful enough.
./date/1993/09/msg00458.html:enough, GSM appears to be easily workable even on “normal” computers.
./date/1993/09/msg00461.html:I think you can burn through the Gaussian noise and get enough
./date/1993/09/msg00482.html:enough hostile email in response to inappropriate postings. We want
./date/1993/09/msg00482.html:else. If enough people tell you you’re paranoid, then it is likely
./date/1993/09/msg00485.html:| spring telemap. If she’s stupid enough not to get an unlisted number,
./date/1993/09/msg00485.html:I thought it was interesting enough when the original poster talked about
./date/1993/09/msg00488.html:and “long,” uncreatively enough) for this reason.
./date/1993/09/msg00505.html:mode just yet. It’s easy enough to pad so the messages waiting to be
./date/1993/09/msg00512.html:If anonymous posts aren’t annoying enough to instigate the
enough
./date/1993/09/msg00514.html:had just enough time to toss everything behind the copier, run back
./date/1993/09/msg00514.html:wasn’t fast enough for a no-LEAF secure telephone. I scanned the
./date/1993/09/msg00514.html:the market reacts strangely sometimes - but enough of them are to
./date/1993/09/msg00515.html:S. Steele of EFF &amp; others have been kind enough to correct some of my
./date/1993/09/msg00519.html:had just enough time to toss everything behind the copier, run back
./date/1993/09/msg00519.html:wasn’t fast enough for a no-LEAF secure telephone. I scanned the
./date/1993/09/msg00519.html:the market reacts strangely sometimes - but enough of them are to
./date/1993/09/msg00521.html:had just enough time to toss everything behind the copier, run back
./date/1993/09/msg00521.html:wasn’t fast enough for a no-LEAF secure telephone. I scanned the
./date/1993/09/msg00521.html:the market reacts strangely sometimes - but enough of them are to
./date/1993/09/msg00553.html:patents are invalid. Care to donate enough money to challenge them?
./date/1993/09/msg00565.html:many researchers believe powerful enough to protect information
./date/1993/09/msg00588.html:nontrivial time to check, but that’s easy enough to obtain.
./date/1993/09/msg00597.html:like, but enough to do most basic public-key-cryptosystem stuff. The
./date/1993/09/msg00599.html:that their patents were broad enough to cover Rabin’s scheme, and the
./date/1993/09/msg00612.html:which is right in front of it!!!! It will come to you soon enough!!
./date/1993/09/msg00613.html:The scary part of the above story, in case that wasn’t enough, is that
./date/1993/09/msg00622.html:there’s a question about whether it’s enough to simply make something available
./date/1993/09/msg00649.html:MD. (oddly enough right by NSA). If you get information sent to you
./date/1993/09/msg00653.html:our application was just different enough that I managed to crack
./date/1993/09/msg00653.html: were broad enough to cover Rabin’s scheme, and the effort was
./date/1993/09/msg00663.html:Doesn’t a patent have to have enough information for a person skilled
./date/1993/09/msg00663.html:This isn’t enough
./date/1993/09/msg00675.html: Doesn’t a patent have to have enough information for a person skilled
./date/1993/09/msg00675.html: This isn’t enough for anyone to do anything. If I were more
./date/1993/09/msg00679.html:Sounds good to me. If anybody out there is knowledgeable enough to write
./date/1993/09/msg00692.html:to make this variable, but 128 bits is enough to preclude exhaustive key
./date/1993/09/msg00706.html:&gt;enough to be split”, says a key congressional staffer..... “This is an area
./date/1993/09/msg00715.html:known. However, this can be done without disclosing enough of the content
./date/1993/09/msg00721.html:been enough to stop the proposal long ago.
./date/1993/09/msg00722.html:enough pockets that suing him will make up for the loss. When the
./date/1993/09/msg00725.html:I’d much rather not do it. There won’t be enough people out there to
./date/1993/09/msg00739.html:be listened to, but even if there aren’t enough
./date/1993/09/msg00739.html:enough
./date/1993/09/msg00742.html:been able to have claims broad enough to cover hovercrafts.
./date/1993/09/msg00743.html:Who knows, if a enough messages get through on a subject, Bill or Al might
./date/1993/09/msg00757.html:reject a more sophisticated chip -- Clipper is already expensive enough as it is.
./date/1993/09/msg00757.html:insane enough to exist, will try to be compatible with the AT&amp;T
./date/1993/09/msg00771.html:combination of ciphers, unless you repeat them in enough rounds to make a
./date/1993/09/msg00791.html:initial vectors) may be used. The MYK-78 is fast enough (bandwidth wise)
./date/1993/09/msg00791.html:&gt;insane enough to exist, will try to be compatible with the AT&amp;T
./date/1993/09/msg00791.html:2) With a high enough
./date/1993/09/msg00794.html:Interestingly enough, although Sun used a 192-bit prime, the comments in
./date/1993/09/msg00796.html:is strong enough to provide a good level of protection against most cracking
./date/1993/09/msg00820.html:probably get enough
./date/1993/09/msg00822.html:&gt;Or introduce enough line noise so the person couldn’t recognize your
./date/1993/09/msg00829.html:policy together enough to be split,” says a key congressional staffer.
enough to see the writing
./date/1993/09/msg00850.html:interrupt hooks and the like (was that cryptic enough to avoid
./date/1993/09/msg00856.html:done under cover operation that gives just enough information that
./date/1993/09/msg00869.html:they would be smart enough to know that the prom had been replaced.
./date/1993/09/msg00873.html:to topical words and therefore sound even less weird. With enough
./date/1993/09/msg00873.html:I’ve got enough (or almost enough) sw &amp; dictionaries &amp; word clusters on hand
./date/1993/09/msg00881.html:fact, ideally the letter would be general enough to give to anyone who
./date/1993/09/msg00884.html:&gt; fact, ideally the letter would be general enough to give to anyone who
./date/1993/10/msg00043.html:enough at the critical point in PowerTalk development. Apple

./date/1993/10/msg00055.html:enough at the critical point in PowerTalk development. Apple
./date/1993/10/msg00061.html:enough. But being “common law” married, it’s only “legally” - that is, if
./date/1993/10/msg00068.html:&gt; &gt; enough. But being “common law” married, it’s only “legally” - that is, if
./date/1993/10/msg00073.html:&gt; enough. But being “common law” married, it’s only “legally” - that is, if
./date/1993/10/msg00074.html:one’s ex-SO is vindictive enough and knowledgeable enough to nail you.
./date/1993/10/msg00113.html:manually process all such messages, but maybe if I get enough
./date/1993/10/msg00151.html:in the media. Strong crypto is like strong locks:if cheap enough and
./date/1993/10/msg00161.html:&gt;put up just enough resistence in letting folks have (E).
./date/1993/10/msg00163.html:and put up just enough resistence in letting folks have (E).
./date/1993/10/msg00184.html:Is this possible? In whole or in part? I don’t know the math well enough to
./date/1993/10/msg00188.html:not enough
./date/1993/10/msg00196.html:cryptosystem. Having enough information to do one implies teh a the
enough to avoid the eventual repeat
./date/1993/10/msg00218.html:Anyway, if after extending the series, it’s still not random enough, try
./date/1993/10/msg00231.html:identity. (The bank must make sure the penalty is severe enough to
./date/1993/10/msg00242.html:this. But I hope you understand us well enough to realize that reasonable
./date/1993/10/msg00245.html:only make things “complicated enough” your numbers will be effectively
./date/1993/10/msg00254.html:minutes my hands stopped shaking just enough to get my camera aimed at
enough pictures, wouldn’t get much more
./date/1993/10/msg00277.html:are fast enough for practical key management schemes. If the number D is long,
./date/1993/10/msg00281.html:addresses which caused enough
./date/1993/10/msg00294.html:global economy in which no country is any longer big enough to dictate
./date/1993/10/msg00307.html:Well, that’s enough of a summary.
./date/1993/10/msg00316.html:don’t know enough number theory myself.
./date/1993/10/msg00320.html:enough properly chosen primes, it won’t matter. Solution:pick good primes.
./date/1993/10/msg00322.html:&gt;A good pay-remailer would charge enough per letter so as to make
./date/1993/10/msg00323.html:mail bombed with enough garbage to clog their whole mail system for
./date/1993/10/msg00323.html:I understand that, and for that matter I feel strongly enough about wanting
enough how the land lies on divulging of encryption
./date/1993/10/msg00344.html:Just in case you think your machine on the Internet is secure enough for
./date/1993/10/msg00344.html:but within a domain there remained enough machines with obvious holes that
./date/1993/10/msg00349.html:Well, it’s certainly generated *me* enough email, asking for ISS! :) Hehehe...
./date/1993/10/msg00363.html:amateur radio 2m rigs. It runs at 1200 baud, but it’s enough to show that the
./date/1993/10/msg00374.html:preaching to the choir, but we would have a “choir” large enough that it would
./date/1993/10/msg00385.html:sizeable amount of power out of it (enough to run a transmitter at
./date/1993/10/msg00388.html:expecting that if they repeat their arguments enough times, something
./date/1993/10/msg00392.html:In all seriousness, we are rapidly approaching enough multimedia
enough empty holes to
./date/1993/10/msg00392.html:methodology into the equation could add just enough incongruence to
./date/1993/10/msg00416.html:Most of those that are persistent or resiliant enough to survive what
./date/1993/10/msg00417.html:repeaters. Add batteries for night time, make ‘em cheap enough,
enough, give them smarts to avoid destructive
./date/1993/10/msg00417.html:weather, and keep them light enought to avoid giving airplanes
./date/1993/10/msg00418.html:enough to bring the current 4-5 users per frequency up to 15 or 20. This
./date/1993/10/msg00418.html:is still nowhere near enough to do what you want, but it does still use
./date/1993/10/msg00424.html:Anyone ignorant enough to write code before doing a search to see if the
./date/1993/10/msg00426.html:closely enough to see what was going on; hence I never expect it anywhere,
./date/1993/10/msg00439.html:Unfortunately I am not well versed enough to explain the mathematical
./date/1993/10/msg00456.html:using PGP to read the news feed. I’m not familiar enough with the most
./date/1993/10/msg00459.html:pay real money for MUD money.” He spends enough time on MUD’s that
./date/1993/10/msg00486.html:I want people to see how easy it is. I want enough people doing it
./date/1993/10/msg00492.html:&gt;don’t know enough number theory myself.
./date/1993/10/msg00492.html:formulated it, but for values of n large enough (or, for values of 0
./date/1993/10/msg00508.html:Those who are determined enough will be able to dig it out of any
./date/1993/10/msg00511.html:technology won’t be able to read or post there. That will be enough
./date/1993/10/msg00523.html:&gt; Those who are determined enough will be able to dig it out of any
./date/1993/10/msg00529.html:Call the hotel if these directions aren’t complete enough or if you need
./date/1993/10/msg00540.html:&gt; Could you tell me what a Credit Union *is*? I don’t know enough about
./date/1993/10/msg00542.html:in number; they COULD shut us down if they wanted to badly enough.
./date/1993/10/msg00547.html:good test, at least:see if MUDdom will cooperate enough to have a
./date/1993/10/msg00547.html:(not much, but enough
./date/1993/10/msg00551.html:Germans and Japanese in WW II obviously did not have enough time to
./date/1993/10/msg00552.html:&gt;good test, at least:see if MUDdom will cooperate enough to have a
./date/1993/10/msg00558.html:as long as it leaks enough r.f. in the direction of the receiver(s) for coherent
./date/1993/10/msg00563.html:&gt;Germans and Japanese in WW II obviously did not have enough time to
./date/1993/10/msg00566.html:&gt;building), as long as it leaks enough r.f. in the direction of the
./date/1993/10/msg00566.html:Good enough
./date/1993/10/msg00566.html:to spare. But that implies enough power for bad guys to triangulate your
./date/1993/10/msg00586.html:there are enough of us to have an actual meeting, but it would be nice to get
./date/1993/10/msg00587.html:with enough
enough time, it should be possible to do TA.
./date/1993/10/msg00591.html:&gt; with enough
enough time, it should be possible to do TA.
./date/1993/10/msg00593.html:journals. I’m not positive that this would be good enough to help avoid
./date/1993/10/msg00601.html:not enough. The acute economic crisis raging in Georgia makes it impossible to
./date/1993/10/msg00604.html:Surprisingly enough, this is a contentious issue. Some members of the
./date/1993/10/msg00619.html:breaking down your door is not enough for that. Unlike in some other states,
./date/1993/10/msg00623.html:Are there enough Cypherpunks in the Midwest to have a meeting, no matter how
./date/1993/10/msg00627.html:even if you change keys every week, if I can muster enough computer
./date/1993/10/msg00631.html:If it gets enough randomness from these keystrokes (i.e. if you type
./date/1993/10/msg00631.html:because it already has enough random material to generate the key.
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:that good enough compression might be secure in itself (with the model and
./date/1993/10/msg00661.html:&gt;breaking down your door is not enough for that. Unlike in some other states,
./date/1993/10/msg00661.html:No the door breaking down is good enough. The legislature explicitly said
./date/1993/10/msg00661.html:that that was good enough regardless of what common law might say. The
./date/1993/10/msg00672.html:and so on. The time is really good enough as it is, though tossing in the
./date/1993/10/msg00682.html:Alice has to give him enough information to calculate xi and yi. If Bob
./date/1993/10/msg00682.html:So for each i, whether Bob gives a 0 or a 1 he gets enough information
./date/1993/10/msg00682.html:number of complications exist if you look hard enough. But we’ll just
./date/1993/10/msg00689.html:expecting that if they repeat their arguments enough times, something
./date/1993/10/msg00689.html:Most of those that are persistent or resiliant enough to survive what
./date/1993/10/msg00689.html:closely enough to see what was going on; hence I never expect it anywhere,
./date/1993/10/msg00690.html:that “S. Boxx” has enough time on his hands to repost messages that the list
./date/1993/10/msg00694.html:&gt; that “S. Boxx” has enough time on his hands to repost messages that the list
./date/1993/10/msg00698.html:digicash economy is strong enough that people won’t cut off the
./date/1993/10/msg00722.html:”one-way function.” Nest enough terms and you indeed have a function
./date/1993/10/msg00733.html:a secure cash system can be complicated enough on their own without having
./date/1993/10/msg00748.html:pseudonym, enough complaints would result in revocation of postage and denial
./date/1993/10/msg00749.html:but suppose Bob had a big enough computer to try all possible arguments
./date/1993/10/msg00749.html:is enough.
./date/1993/10/msg00752.html:depraved enough to do this.’ I think the following guidelines are very
./date/1993/10/msg00752.html:enough
./date/1993/10/msg00763.html:enough to go to the effort to make multiple but individually unique,
./date/1993/10/msg00770.html:authorities enough even to fear them. The authorities are so swamped in
./date/1993/10/msg00781.html:the course of any given day, but I consider myself intelligent enough to
./date/1993/10/msg00787.html:But only to talk about the EFF *we thing* is not enough. It would
./date/1993/10/msg00788.html:My experiment has gone far enough.
./date/1993/10/msg00790.html:net for any country that doesn’t co-operate enough. (Even the famed
./date/1993/10/msg00793.html:enough power over you that you depend on them to be honest.
./date/1993/10/msg00794.html:&gt;My experiment has gone far enough.
./date/1993/10/msg00797.html:ignorant enough
./date/1993/10/msg00829.html: is that enough reason to completely abandon this approach?
./date/1993/10/msg00838.html:is that enough reason to completely abandon this approach?
./date/1993/10/msg00847.html:Close enough for government work, so to speak.
./date/1993/10/msg00873.html:Oh horrors. Anyone idiotic enough to fall for ANY such scheme deserves
./date/1993/10/msg00873.html:that psychopaths are generally dysfunctional enough that they will not do
./date/1993/10/msg00914.html:The party will be over soon enough. Humpty Dumpty doesn’t need to be
./date/1993/10/msg00923.html:Besides, even if a pattern-match chip existed that could do it fast enough,
./date/1993/10/msg00945.html:one, which provides me with enough “plausible deniability”...after
./date/1993/10/msg00970.html:intended to be strong enough to hold off the pirates for the
./date/1993/10/msg01013.html:one of those gun nuts or somebody idiotic enough to deny the obvious
./date/1993/10/msg01014.html:clear-minded enough to state explicitly that he was only describing
./date/1993/10/msg01026.html:giving them enough
./date/1993/10/msg01041.html:The tcp version is not ready enough to give to anyone, and I have
./date/1993/10/msg01045.html:&gt; on his theory -- it sounds interesting to me, but I’m not technical enough
./date/1993/10/msg01051.html:participants to accumulate enough data to unseal the encrypted copies
./date/1993/10/msg01053.html:&gt; one of those gun nuts or somebody idiotic enough to deny the obvious
./date/1993/10/msg01059.html:The regulators will have enough on their plate trying to chase down all
./date/1993/10/msg01059.html:S &gt;from the net for any country that doesn’t co-operate enough.
./date/1993/10/msg01059.html:untaxed over taxed income has been enough to support thousands of offshore
./date/1993/10/msg01101.html:nodes, if you can repair broken ones quickly enough.
./date/1993/10/msg01101.html:before enough additional nodes fail to drop the working number below
./date/1993/10/msg01143.html:&gt; enough to go to the effort to make multiple but individually unique,
./date/1993/10/msg01143.html:enough to go to the effort to make multiple but individually unique,
./date/1993/10/msg01143.html:depraved enough to do this.’ I think the following guidelines are very
./date/1993/10/msg01143.html:enough
./date/1993/10/msg01143.html:My experiment has gone far enough.
./date/1993/10/msg01143.html:enough to go to the effort to make multiple but individually unique,
./date/1993/10/msg01149.html:automatic. After the user interface work has evolved enough to make signatures
./date/1993/10/msg01156.html:Larry. If enough people can do this, perhaps a PGP-style “web of trust”
./date/1993/10/msg01184.html:Mostly folks don’t care enough about newsgroup voting to bother
./date/1993/10/msg01184.html:or “perversion”, it’s evidence that the “spoofer” cares enough
./date/1993/10/msg01184.html:to go to those lengths, much as Detweiler cares enough to go
./date/1993/10/msg01193.html:be smart enough
./date/1993/10/msg01200.html:enough additional nodes fail to drop the working number below K.
./date/1993/10/msg01211.html:My experiment has gone far enough.
./date/1993/10/msg01216.html:&gt; enough to go to the effort to make multiple but individually unique,
./date/1993/10/msg01216.html:enough to go to the effort to make multiple but individually unique,
./date/1993/10/msg01216.html:depraved enough to do this.’ I think the following guidelines are very
./date/1993/10/msg01216.html:enough
./date/1993/10/msg01216.html:My experiment has gone far enough.
./date/1993/10/msg01216.html:enough to go to the effort to make multiple but individually unique,
./date/1993/10/msg01221.html:probably pass largely unnoticed; if it gains enough momentum, someone
./date/1993/10/msg01234.html:it’s not a big deal. no one would be evil enough to do this. heaven
./date/1993/10/msg01238.html:enough to hold everything you want to keep private. Then you run
./date/1993/10/msg01255.html:the software is careful enough to do this work
./date/1993/10/msg01264.html:enough, we can add prostitutes and surgeons to the list.
./date/1993/10/msg01274.html:points. There is always the danger that repeating the Big Lie often enough
./date/1993/10/msg01282.html:Isn’t it tough enough to build up a rep under our real names? What is
./date/1993/10/msg01291.html:&gt; Isn’t it tough enough to build up a rep under our real names? What is
./date/1993/10/msg01293.html:enough to get some governments to collude on grabbing folks and making
./date/1993/10/msg01316.html:&gt; Isn’t it tough enough to build up a rep under our real names? What is
./date/1993/10/msg01328.html:&gt; Isn’t it tough enough to build up a rep under our real names? What is
./date/1993/10/msg01335.html:&gt; Isn’t it tough enough to build up a rep under our real names? What is
./date/1993/10/msg01364.html:Isn’t it tough enough to build up a rep under our real names? What is
enough
./date/1993/10/msg01370.html:employing a certain amount of citizens is enough to “buy” you a passport.
./date/1993/10/msg01384.html:wise enough to learn how to use them well. Let us take it as read
./date/1993/10/msg01391.html:confused enough?) The only way to distinguish same names
./date/1993/10/msg01393.html:enough to summarize them for the List or even to prompt you to go off
./date/1993/10/msg01414.html:Could someone be kind enough to give me a little
./date/1993/10/msg01415.html:enough for you?
./date/1993/10/msg01421.html::I have about 15 meg to play with, that should be more than enough
./date/1993/10/msg01432.html:was a program that fed enough posts from a given poster would create another
./date/1993/10/msg01436.html:&gt; was a program that fed enough posts from a given poster would create another
./date/1993/10/msg01438.html:to dictate sentence structure might be enough to screw up word analysis,
./date/1993/10/msg01442.html:not secure enough relying on the balance of powers as the
./date/1993/10/msg01443.html:idea. If enough people used this software it would become
./date/1993/10/msg01443.html:be straightforward enough to give even the persistent
./date/1993/10/msg01443.html:be easy enough to correct that.
./date/1993/10/msg01444.html:&gt; of die throw to dictate sentence structure might be enough to screw
./date/1993/10/msg01447.html:receiving enough government funding that it will happen.
enough
./date/1993/10/msg01460.html:outgoing mail, perhaps the size of the mail will provide enough information
./date/1993/10/msg01471.html:it can do so easily enough; simply take Px^d1 to the d2 power. You don’t
./date/1993/10/msg01475.html:&gt; enough questions about this to post this info for all.) All you need is the
./date/1993/10/msg01481.html:isn’t enough to transmit sound waves at normal frequencies. Since the
./date/1993/10/msg01482.html:&gt;isn’t enough to transmit sound waves at normal frequencies.
./date/1993/10/msg01482.html:easily sample fast enough to get all important speech frequencies into
./date/1993/11/msg00001.html:mailing list does not seem to have enough of a critcal mass of
./date/1993/11/msg00007.html:3.5KHz, so you don’t have to have enough bandwidth for the human 20Khz
./date/1993/11/msg00012.html:enough to create an account. Lacking that, there are a lot of companies
./date/1993/11/msg00014.html:&gt; enough to create an account. Lacking that, there are a lot of companies
./date/1993/11/msg00021.html:someone who had enough power and interest to monitor incoming mail to
./date/1993/11/msg00021.html:perhaps inserting enough fake messages that the monitoring agent can
./date/1993/11/msg00032.html:And by the way, interestingly enough, they do
./date/1993/11/msg00057.html:highway has enough capacity to permit passage not only for a band of
./date/1993/11/msg00061.html:highway has enough capacity to permit passage not only for a band of
enough).
enough).
./date/1993/11/msg00110.html:Unfortunately, I haven’t enough spare time to do all this myself. The layer
./date/1993/11/msg00112.html:&gt;Ahh. This is not (even close to) a big enough foothold to support my
./date/1993/11/msg00118.html:The rest of the code I understood well enough to trust it, mostly :)
./date/1993/11/msg00124.html:stupid enough
./date/1993/11/msg00126.html:Anyway, an eminent cypherpunk was kind enough to clear up this
./date/1993/11/msg00129.html:If there is enough interest, I am willing to host it (using an automatic
./date/1993/11/msg00133.html:To me, the fact that Phil Z. has vouched for the program is enough
./date/1993/11/msg00141.html:&gt; To me, the fact that Phil Z. has vouched for the program is enough
./date/1993/11/msg00143.html:spending could kill it. There are people who are dumb enough to write
./date/1993/11/msg00143.html:trustworthy enough for large transactions in any case. Are there any
./date/1993/11/msg00145.html:&gt; spending could kill it. There are people who are dumb enough to write
./date/1993/11/msg00148.html:PGP secret key today, but perhaps this will not occur often enough to
./date/1993/11/msg00148.html:enough redundancy in the bank to allow continual accessibility, although
./date/1993/11/msg00153.html:&gt; PGP secret key today, but perhaps this will not occur often enough to
./date/1993/11/msg00153.html:must be small enough to reduce the temptation to double-spend, and
./date/1993/11/msg00153.html:that it must be small enough to prevent the holder of cash from losing
./date/1993/11/msg00154.html:&gt;&gt;spending could kill it. There are people who are dumb enough to write
./date/1993/11/msg00179.html:signal if one samples enough.
./date/1993/11/msg00179.html:posters” and so forth--if enough messages are analyzed.
./date/1993/11/msg00181.html:Hmm... As part of the tap, introduce just enough distortion or
./date/1993/11/msg00198.html:little in taxes, and the rich are either powerful enough (to get tax
./date/1993/11/msg00198.html:loopholes put into laws) or smart enough (or can hire someoen smart
./date/1993/11/msg00198.html:enough...) that they pay very little in taxes. That leaves the people
./date/1993/11/msg00199.html:&gt;signal if one samples enough.
./date/1993/11/msg00199.html:enough to reliably analyze more or less extemporaneous utterances
./date/1993/11/msg00211.html:pleasant enough guy, but I don’t want him or any other policy wonk
./date/1993/11/msg00237.html:particular word or phrase is high enough where “heating things up” would be
./date/1993/11/msg00242.html:&gt; particular word or phrase is high enough where “heating things up”
./date/1993/11/msg00249.html:There are 34 netcom accounts on the list. Perhaps if enough of you
./date/1993/11/msg00251.html:- ISDN is coming, giving high bandwidth to other services (not enough
./date/1993/11/msg00252.html:with a couple of hundred of them available cheaply enough.
./date/1993/11/msg00257.html:2) [Disclaimer:I know just enough Unix to get in trouble..] From what
./date/1993/11/msg00270.html:helpful here. Just sticking with the status quo is not enough.
./date/1993/11/msg00270.html:&gt; with a couple of hundred of them available cheaply enough.
./date/1993/11/msg00271.html:entire volumes, properly resolves aliases, and knows enough to keep you
enough” or the “right” communienough to be
./date/1993/11/msg00342.html:interesting enough to attach to cypherpunks.
enough to actually count as accusation, but merely as general
./date/1993/11/msg00364.html:liberally enough
enough capacity in theory to carry the
./date/1993/11/msg00391.html:&gt; it enough that we could agree on this one issue?
./date/1993/11/msg00400.html:(if I’m bribed with enough
./date/1993/11/msg00403.html:it enough that we could agree on this one issue?
enough capacity in theory to carry the
./date/1993/11/msg00426.html:does not mean that these results are unpredictable given enough data.
enough capacity in theory to carry the
enough capacity in theory to carry the
./date/1993/11/msg00462.html:privacy safeguards, but the measures may not go far enough to address
./date/1993/11/msg00467.html:will always prevail, given enough resource. Or at least cause
./date/1993/11/msg00483.html:backward enough to still be using Bell 202 are the amateur packet
./date/1993/11/msg00488.html:&gt; given enough data.
./date/1993/11/msg00488.html:enough data doesn’t help me break it if I need 10^37643254 bytes of data
./date/1993/11/msg00490.html:&gt; &gt; given enough data.
./date/1993/11/msg00490.html:&gt; enough data doesn’t help me break it if I need 10^37643254 bytes of data
enough to use it and
./date/1993/11/msg00492.html:would be enough to satisfy the needs of all our Universities over here
./date/1993/11/msg00501.html:you, future Cyberspace will not be big enough for the both of us.
./date/1993/11/msg00505.html:of privacy in doing so either (they are vague enough to protect
./date/1993/11/msg00515.html:| Cyberspace will not be big enough for the both of us.
./date/1993/11/msg00518.html:saturation modulation, we’re also far enough into the future that it
./date/1993/11/msg00518.html:factor of 30,000 for video won’t be enough
./date/1993/11/msg00521.html:happenning. (If I thought I could make money at it, enough to
./date/1993/11/msg00532.html:exposure if you are caught’ would be enough for me.
./date/1993/11/msg00537.html:&gt;&gt; exposure if you are caught’ would be enough for me.
./date/1993/11/msg00538.html:&gt; exposure if you are caught’ would be enough for me.

./date/1993/11/msg00542.html:&gt;time, and he just beat me to learning enough PERL to write the thing.
./date/1993/11/msg00543.html:&gt;time, and he just beat me to learning enough PERL to write the thing.
./date/1993/11/msg00544.html:&gt;exposure if you are caught’ would be enough for me.
./date/1993/11/msg00549.html:&gt; exposure if you are caught’ would be enough for me.
./date/1993/11/msg00551.html:&gt;time, and he just beat me to learning enough PERL to write the thing.
./date/1993/11/msg00554.html:time, and he just beat me to learning enough PERL to write the thing.
./date/1993/11/msg00555.html:&gt; If you were to get enough business, you could then just farm the
./date/1993/11/msg00557.html:after you have built up enough certainty. The points of the game would
./date/1993/11/msg00560.html:If you were to get enough business, you could then just farm the
./date/1993/11/msg00564.html:&gt; &gt; If you were to get enough business, you could then just farm the
./date/1993/11/msg00567.html:but only disruptive and persistent enough to be annoying and
./date/1993/11/msg00568.html:&gt; &gt;time, and he just beat me to learning enough PERL to write the thing.
./date/1993/11/msg00571.html:innocent enough, but behind the rhetoric of “accountability” looms
enough.
./date/1993/11/msg00585.html:whatever, that’s not my problem; I’m easy enough to verify as a human, if
./date/1993/11/msg00602.html:once the users have raised enough to pay for half of the new hard drive, I
./date/1993/11/msg00618.html:ratings, and digital cash) there is no possible offense evil enough
./date/1993/11/msg00623.html:What’s the CPU in a Courier? Is the hardware well enough documented
./date/1993/11/msg00626.html:&gt; What’s the CPU in a Courier? Is the hardware well enough documented
./date/1993/11/msg00632.html:I got it running under THINK5.* as well) comes ANSI and enough-of-POSIX
./date/1993/11/msg00632.html:I assume ANSI and enough-of-POSIX are available for PC as well?
enough,
./date/1993/11/msg00640.html:have enough
./date/1993/11/msg00645.html:Innocent enough. But if you turn up the volume REALLY loud, you
./date/1993/11/msg00655.html:positives as for version 1.1, but even a value of 3 is good enough for
./date/1993/11/msg00664.html:the key size (160 bits). This is too small (even 512 bits is not enough
./date/1993/11/msg00667.html:But enough of that. Please tell me, MR LD231782, if whomever you got
./date/1993/11/msg00667.html:that are documented well enough...
./date/1993/11/msg00671.html:Merely seeking freedom is probably not enough. Gambling, prostitution,
./date/1993/11/msg00671.html:and easy access to drugs and other hedonistic delights may be enough,
./date/1993/11/msg00674.html:Mi&gt; What’s the CPU in a Courier? Is the hardware well enough documented
./date/1993/11/msg00703.html:have computers, does not a real mass market make. Not enough to
./date/1993/11/msg00706.html:from my account. She simply dosen’t use the computer enough to
./date/1993/11/msg00710.html:&gt; Not enough to
./date/1993/11/msg00716.html:”Jack Daniels” has never looked hard enough -- many countries (Austria
./date/1993/11/msg00728.html:`` too much but never enough; tear it up and watch it fall. ‘’
./date/1993/11/msg00732.html:do enough writing in troff and LaTeX (they both use it), you train your
./date/1993/11/msg00733.html:&gt; do enough writing in troff and LaTeX (they both use it), you train your
./date/1993/11/msg00737.html:authors proposed a system which was supposed to be simple enough that you
./date/1993/11/msg00737.html:could work the response in your head, but which would be complex enough
./date/1993/11/msg00737.html:This sounds simple enough, but the problem is that for true security
./date/1993/11/msg00752.html:this message needs no NSA fodder, it is subversive enough in its directness.
./date/1993/11/msg00766.html:about it, but is that enough to justify the overhead?
./date/1993/11/msg00786.html:&gt;”Jack Daniels” has never looked hard enough -- many countries (Austria
./date/1993/11/msg00810.html:OK -- it’s enough work typing that I’m sending this to the whole list.
./date/1993/11/msg00821.html:yet in enough depth. I really was, and am, not in a position to
./date/1993/11/msg00850.html:enough to another method of natural language encryption that Prosody might
./date/1993/11/msg00851.html:I don’t feel it is good enough to trust in a reputation mechanism to prevent banks (or
./date/1993/11/msg00891.html:they could, in theory, be cracked given enough time and computer
./date/1993/11/msg00891.html:it’s good enough for NSA...
./date/1993/11/msg00905.html:associates with enough
./date/1993/11/msg00907.html:&gt;it’s good enough for NSA...
./date/1993/11/msg00913.html:worried enough about getting into trouble; I assume you’ve read
./date/1993/11/msg00917.html:much raw data you need in order to get enough entropy into the system.
./date/1993/11/msg00923.html:world is fair if you have enough money.’ (E.Hughes)
./date/1993/11/msg00939.html:aren’t mad enough yet to get up off their commercial-brainwashed,
./date/1993/11/msg00945.html:RSA with enough modulus bits is unbreakable and not suppressed (although
./date/1993/11/msg00945.html:they tried). [We don’t know how many bits is “enough”, however.]
./date/1993/11/msg00945.html:again we don’t know how many instances we have to use to achieve enough
./date/1993/11/msg00958.html:&gt;wich is short enough (say, 256 bits) and use that to pass the session key. I
./date/1993/11/msg00977.html:me). I think that’s enough on Detweiler himself, and I hope I don’t have to
./date/1993/11/msg01006.html:enough
./date/1993/11/msg01007.html:enough
./date/1993/11/msg01013.html:I think his bad craziness is evident enough from his postings that anyone
./date/1993/11/msg01026.html:law revision are worded innocently enough. Beneath those words I detect an
./date/1993/11/msg01026.html:enough of us do it, maybe the world will change again.
./date/1993/11/msg01030.html:me). I think that’s enough on Detweiler himself, and I hope I don’t have to
./date/1993/11/msg01032.html:enough
./date/1993/11/msg01042.html:enough to have such control over our lives.”
./date/1993/11/msg01044.html:help, FinCEN had retrieved enough evidence of criminal wrongdoing from
./date/1993/11/msg01053.html:Need more speed? Let usere is enough interest, we
./date/1993/11/msg01068.html:&gt; The guy is far enough gone that we’re not really talking about censorship./date/1993/11/msg01068.html:long enough to make posts either....
./date/1993/11/msg01073.html:Somebody with enough determination could hand-write a thousand letters to
./date/1993/11/msg01096.html:cryptography. I haven’t learned enough about DOS to write such a
./date/1993/11/msg01099.html:&gt; shuddering from the nets forever. If enough of them complain (to school
./date/1993/11/msg01136.html:code by means of the public code enough to ascertain that
./date/1993/11/msg01136.html:the work had been tampered with but not enough to reveal the
./date/1993/11/msg01138.html:shuddering from the nets forever. If enough of them complain (to school
./date/1993/11/msg01153.html:with a bit of your choice. This should be plausible enough to past
./date/1993/11/msg01159.html:&gt; People aren’t mad enough yet to get up off their commercial./date/1993/11/msg01159.html:power enough to deny you that permission.
./date/1993/11/msg01161.html:little ego simple enough to need nothing more than acknowledgement to
./date/1993/11/msg01165.html:software is readily available for her to use a key large enough that
enough to actually count as accusation, but merely as general
./date/1993/11/msg01168.html:untangle, and there is enough here to keep historians busy for decades.
./date/1993/11/msg01175.html:compressor (L-Z may not be enough to wring out all the structure and
./date/1993/11/msg01177.html:could be tracking system state thoroughly enough to be able to
./date/1993/11/msg01192.html:(Fair enough explanation, fellow cypherpunks?)
enough without software deliberately
./date/1993/11/msg01199.html:well enough
enough without software deliberately
./date/1993/12/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00178” HREF=”msg00178.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/12/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00198” HREF=”msg00198.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/12/msg00003.html:individuals, their power increases. Governance of others is hard enough
./date/1993/12/msg00030.html:&gt; cryptography. I haven’t learned enough about DOS to write such a
./date/1993/12/msg00037.html:I’ve brought this up before, but didn’t get enough response to put a
./date/1993/12/msg00043.html:Individual projects (and their hierarchy) usually do not have enough
./date/1993/12/msg00045.html:remailer hardware, perhaps on boards containing enough RAM and/or disk
./date/1993/12/msg00049.html:remailer does batch up messages and send them out once a day. If enough
./date/1993/12/msg00049.html:remailer network. We need to pick a size large enough to accomodate most
./date/1993/12/msg00056.html:amazing! As if compiler designers didnt have enough problems trying to
./date/1993/12/msg00088.html:’it’ was, it was ‘big’ enough to either scare you or threaten you with
./date/1993/12/msg00098.html:id’s. I just don’t have enough money to pay for the lawyers. Sorry.
./date/1993/12/msg00125.html:&gt;’it’ was, it was ‘big’ enough to either scare you or threaten you with
./date/1993/12/msg00128.html:&gt;remailer does batch up messages and send them out once a day. If enough
./date/1993/12/msg00128.html:to get enough mail to send out. If I wanted it to take that long I’d send it
./date/1993/12/msg00142.html:recursively enough.
./date/1993/12/msg00148.html:Escobar was aware of it. There just isn’t enough recognition among the
./date/1993/12/msg00153.html:enough to preclude exhaustive search. He calculates f(x), which is
./date/1993/12/msg00176.html:&gt; discussion. The focus will be partly on technology -- just enough to
./date/1993/12/msg00177.html:him. If enough users do this it will make his account unusable due to the
./date/1993/12/msg00177.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00178.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/12/msg00177.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00198.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/12/msg00178.html:<!--X-Subject:Enough is enough -->
./date/1993/12/msg00178.html:<TITLE>Enough is enough</TITLE>
./date/1993/12/msg00178.html:<H1>Enough is enough</H1>
./date/1993/12/msg00178.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Enough is enough</LI>
./date/1993/12/msg00178.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00198.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/12/msg00180.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00178.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/12/msg00180.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00178.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/12/msg00185.html:term that would inspire a Wired or a NYT reporter just enough to write
enough ass to be
./date/1993/12/msg00192.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00198.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/12/msg00195.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00198.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/12/msg00198.html:<!--X-Subject:Enough is enough -->
./date/1993/12/msg00198.html:<TITLE>Enough is enough</TITLE>
./date/1993/12/msg00198.html:<H1>Enough is enough</H1>
./date/1993/12/msg00198.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Enough is enough</LI>
./date/1993/12/msg00198.html:must not be important enough.)
./date/1993/12/msg00198.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00178.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/12/msg00204.html:Strangely enough, his secretary and I have been exchanging email trying to
./date/1993/12/msg00211.html:that is, replace it with enough information to reconstruct it from
./date/1993/12/msg00218.html:this GIF?” “Not enough... Hey, can I borrow some crash?” It has a nice
./date/1993/12/msg00220.html:aren’t enough. I have had some neat fantasies lately about starting new
./date/1993/12/msg00220.html:&gt; failed to kiss enough ass, not because your posts are unreasonable.
./date/1993/12/msg00220.html:&gt; Merely seeking freedom is probably not enough. Gambling, prostitution,
./date/1993/12/msg00220.html:&gt; and easy access to drugs and other hedonistic delights may be enough,
./date/1993/12/msg00221.html:# this GIF?” “Not enough... Hey, can I borrow some crash?” It has a nice
./date/1993/12/msg00221.html:right, bananas are hardly c-punk enough. --strick
./date/1993/12/msg00226.html:Uu&gt; personal mailbox. It’s bad enough having to suffer this shite on
./date/1993/12/msg00231.html:mailbox. It’s bad enough having to suffer this shite on cypherpunks and
./date/1993/12/msg00257.html:customization, etc. It means the volume is large enough that requiring
./date/1993/12/msg00261.html:principled enough not to cut any deals.’’
./date/1993/12/msg00262.html:large and conservative enough (and do enough business with the
./date/1993/12/msg00269.html:that aren’t heavy enough to hold on to the desk when you stretch the cord.
./date/1993/12/msg00280.html:unsettling that direct marketers know enough about me to send the ‘right’
./date/1993/12/msg00285.html:Providing there is enough money on the card, the transaction will take
./date/1993/12/msg00290.html:ever make the statement “a 50Mb/s connection just isn’t fast enough” -- I
./date/1993/12/msg00309.html:Now if you average the resulting samples using enough precision for
./date/1993/12/msg00309.html:reconstruction process, if you turn the volume up high enough to hear
./date/1993/12/msg00316.html:&gt; unsettling that direct marketers know enough about me to send the ‘right’
./date/1993/12/msg00323.html:well enough to be non-spoofable, the major risks are the insecurity
./date/1993/12/msg00323.html:put enough memory in the phones, but then you’d have to provide memory management
./date/1993/12/msg00334.html:unsure if there is enough evidence to connect you to the crime. Or,
./date/1993/12/msg00344.html:enough, still have half a tape left when your Opponent nabs it.
./date/1993/12/msg00344.html:it be enough...? with a mini-disc it would be really easy to everwrite the
./date/1993/12/msg00352.html:and pull out messages from particular individuals. If enough people hate
./date/1993/12/msg00354.html:In a week’s time - ought to be enough
./date/1993/12/msg00364.html:Call the hotel if these directions aren’t complete enough or if you need
./date/1993/12/msg00374.html:N &gt;unsure if there is enough evidence to connect you to the crime. Or,
enough bit rot
./date/1993/12/msg00402.html:is to have customers make a cash deposit large enough to cover
./date/1993/12/msg00421.html:enough to make university administrators jumpy.
./date/1993/12/msg00441.html:Apparently this was not enough to mollify him and he quit anyway.
./date/1993/12/msg00442.html:enough people do this, Sen. Kennedy might actually ask Inman a couple of
./date/1993/12/msg00458.html::don’t really care about it enough to call him.
./date/1993/12/msg00484.html:Perhaps I didn’t state my desires clearly enough.
./date/1993/12/msg00487.html:of the underlying system -- but maybe NSA knows enough about cryptosystems
./date/1993/12/msg00501.html:Clear enough
./date/1993/12/msg00506.html:those who are stupid enough to cross our path. I contrast this with
./date/1993/12/msg00506.html:Suppose you are deluded enough to think that lawyers are legitimate.
./date/1993/12/msg00506.html:&gt;Merely seeking freedom is probably not enough. Gambling, prostitution,
./date/1993/12/msg00506.html:&gt;and easy access to drugs and other hedonistic delights may be enough,
./date/1993/12/msg00506.html:Merely seeking criminality is not enough. Gambling, prostitution,
./date/1993/12/msg00506.html:and easy access to drugs and other hedonistic delights will be enough
./date/1993/12/msg00527.html:If they were dumb enough to rely on what data was present instead of
./date/1993/12/msg00543.html:[okay, that’s enough] person would object to. But, congress passed a law
./date/1993/12/msg00546.html:family, perhaps not developed or tough enough for the most dangerous of
./date/1993/12/msg00556.html:didn’t get enough hugs as a child.’’
./date/1993/12/msg00590.html:need enough memory to dump the steg data into a RAM disk, work with
./date/1993/12/msg00607.html:hold their hands while they read their mail. Anybody competent enough
enough today, when
./date/1993/12/msg00608.html:as long as you have an institution large enough to be relatively immune to
./date/1993/12/msg00608.html:bribery and rubber-hose cryptanalysis, it’s easy enough to protect
./date/1993/12/msg00613.html:&gt;these to those people I feel I have known long enough to be able to goof around
./date/1993/12/msg00622.html:types has a built-in inaccuracy; while it is still accurate enough for some
./date/1993/12/msg00624.html:enough to be a “threat”. But C/A receivers worked surprisingly well
./date/1993/12/msg00626.html:already exists with respect to VORs; get high enough and the entire
./date/1993/12/msg00626.html:defeat SA. Even without SA, plain C/A GPS isn’t accurate enough for
./date/1993/12/msg00630.html:During the Gulf War, the US military was unable to get enough military GPS
./date/1993/12/msg00630.html:off. As soon as they got enough SA-enabled receivers, they turned it on.
./date/1993/12/msg00634.html:&gt; types has a built-in inaccuracy; while it is still accurate enough for some
./date/1993/12/msg00636.html:nuke that leaves you enough fuel-weight to get 1-200 miles....
./date/1993/12/msg00664.html::&gt; Congratulations! If you repeat anything frequently enough,
./date/1993/12/msg00667.html:see the caller’s ID until you get close enough to read that little
./date/1993/12/msg00667.html:&gt;:&gt; Congratulations! If you repeat anything frequently enough,
./date/1993/12/msg00667.html:Crow:Repeat?? Isn’t once bad enough?
./date/1993/12/msg00667.html:Crow:Jeez, enough already with the “schizo”?
./date/1993/12/msg00670.html:By the way, I think that if the “rental” fee is low enough, the Video
./date/1993/12/msg00671.html:in current cable boxes it would be secure enough for most purposes, at least
./date/1993/12/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00178” HREF=”msg00178.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1993/12/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00198” HREF=”msg00198.html”>Enough is enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1994/01/msg00008.html:True enough, but that doesn’t really explain why the participating
enough that I couldn’t get any work
./date/1994/01/msg00015.html:must have enough fervor to stay with the project long enough to
./date/1994/01/msg00019.html:through politics and public opinion long enough so that everyone has
./date/1994/01/msg00019.html:encryption and is using it. If it’s widespread enough, it will be
./date/1994/01/msg00022.html:enough.
./date/1994/01/msg00023.html:I am sorry, too, son. I haven’t done enough so far. But that
./date/1994/01/msg00031.html:them off through politics and public opinion long enough
./date/1994/01/msg00052.html:what he wanted; that is to say that his “reputation” is now enough for
./date/1994/01/msg00068.html:enough detail that they would understand what has happened in the last
./date/1994/01/msg00080.html:isn’t focussed enough to see the actually new within the apparently old.
./date/1994/01/msg00091.html:These problems are severe enough that I hope that they will be
./date/1994/01/msg00091.html:enough to stop me from protecting a proprietary cookie recipe
./date/1994/01/msg00091.html:anyone stupid enough to engage in criminal activity is likely to
./date/1994/01/msg00091.html:than enough
./date/1994/01/msg00091.html:The whole One Time Pad program is short enough to be written
./date/1994/01/msg00091.html:any additional negative effects would even be enough to measure.
./date/1994/01/msg00111.html:enough for me to trust them with my credit line.
./date/1994/01/msg00116.html:-Steve “with obviously not enough to do.”
./date/1994/01/msg00120.html: enough for me to trust them with my credit line.
./date/1994/01/msg00121.html:close enough to the mobile in question to be able to hear the same
./date/1994/01/msg00140.html:&gt; -Steve “with obviously not enough to do.”
./date/1994/01/msg00156.html:enough scale to seriously threaten the ability of governments to fund
./date/1994/01/msg00159.html:to calm him down enough to talk. Szabo came downstairs and said that
./date/1994/01/msg00159.html:would meet his fate soon enough, and he would PAY DEARLY for his
./date/1994/01/msg00164.html:Americans decide that they have had enough of it, severe problems could
./date/1994/01/msg00172.html:Once the interface is good enough
./date/1994/01/msg00173.html:that this will happen at a large enough scale to
./date/1994/01/msg00178.html:concrete enough.
./date/1994/01/msg00187.html:and if the people can become organized enough, they will all refuse to
./date/1994/01/msg00189.html:and if the people can become organized enough, they will all refuse to
./date/1994/01/msg00189.html:is small enough to avoid triggering reporting requirements. “Structuring”
./date/1994/01/msg00189.html:Regular D-H is good enough in this case because there is no way to
./date/1994/01/msg00189.html:buyer, if not in possession of enough digital notes, can go online
./date/1994/01/msg00205.html:protection mechanisms to be strong enough that you won’t be able to
./date/1994/01/msg00206.html:&gt; protection mechanisms to be strong enough that you won’t be able to
./date/1994/01/msg00207.html:# could hack your account to get the key they’ve already done enough
./date/1994/01/msg00214.html:this closely enough
./date/1994/01/msg00216.html:Detweiler is apparently the only one who cares enough to waste any time
./date/1994/01/msg00218.html:anyway, enough ranting and raving. does the fact that I posted (a
./date/1994/01/msg00225.html:enough, and no more paranoid than say, the average talk.politics.guns
./date/1994/01/msg00225.html:but the level of their nuttiness is stable enough. I don’t think I’ve
enough
./date/1994/01/msg00256.html:keypair with large enough numbers to defeat guessing techniques. For
./date/1994/01/msg00266.html:enough
./date/1994/01/msg00268.html:Duncan&gt; Once the interface is good enough
./date/1994/01/msg00268.html:and offshore tax havens are not likely to become widespread enough to
./date/1994/01/msg00274.html:&gt; enough
./date/1994/01/msg00286.html:H&gt;enough to seriously endanger the government.
./date/1994/01/msg00310.html:that enough, and the state collapses or withers away.
./date/1994/01/msg00317.html:something small enough to be carried in a pocket and to be hidden easily.
./date/1994/01/msg00317.html:often enough, and many members of the 1949 Secret Squadron had to learn
./date/1994/01/msg00321.html:&gt; &gt; enough
./date/1994/01/msg00344.html:&gt;you put enough of a poker face on what you say, the bluff might very well
./date/1994/01/msg00344.html:&gt;be enough at either step 1 or step 2.
./date/1994/01/msg00387.html:You replied that you were not going to censor anyone. Fair enough.
./date/1994/01/msg00402.html:1) A single bank would not have enough
./date/1994/01/msg00402.html:of government control with enough capital to affect the world markets,
./date/1994/01/msg00420.html:rejection of messages from particular sites. If enough
./date/1994/01/msg00420.html:policies. If enough people think this is worth the
./date/1994/01/msg00424.html:above is not accurate unless enough total messages are used. In this

./date/1994/01/msg00432.html:isn’t seeing enough
./date/1994/01/msg00432.html:always have enough
./date/1994/01/msg00435.html:So, the question is whether the value can be made large enough. Most
./date/1994/01/msg00443.html:enough new features, and greater ease of use (standards, scripts,
./date/1994/01/msg00443.html:&gt; So, the question is whether the value can be made large enough. Most
./date/1994/01/msg00469.html:&gt;isn’t seeing enough
./date/1994/01/msg00471.html:isn’t enough gold, the economy can’t grow. The reverse can also happen ./date/1994/01/msg00471.html:Pizarro brought back enough
./date/1994/01/msg00476.html:there isn’t enough gold, the economy can’t grow.
./date/1994/01/msg00485.html:&gt; there isn’t enough gold, the economy can’t grow.
./date/1994/01/msg00486.html:instituting reforms in procurement that would save enough billions so the
./date/1994/01/msg00486.html:Pentagon’s budgets could be stretched far enough to cover its
./date/1994/01/msg00489.html:If enough people are interested I’ll call and see if we can book a time
./date/1994/01/msg00492.html:enough that contributors don’t drop out due to Detweiler or other
./date/1994/01/msg00493.html:as long as the currency is easy enough to divide into smaller quantities.
./date/1994/01/msg00493.html:is that people have tended to believe government insurance was enough.
./date/1994/01/msg00498.html:end of next week it should be complete enough for someone else to run
./date/1994/01/msg00503.html:all, I claim that a secure (enough) nuclear command and control system
./date/1994/01/msg00505.html:randomness sources will in most cases be enough, even if the
./date/1994/01/msg00514.html:Of course, this is DES which was made weak enough to be breakable.
./date/1994/01/msg00525.html:&gt;end of next week it should be complete enough for someone else to run
./date/1994/01/msg00558.html:Not exactly Q.E.D. but close enough for rock `n roll.
./date/1994/01/msg00576.html:&gt; Of course, this is DES which was made weak enough to be breakable.
./date/1994/01/msg00585.html:So, getting enough
./date/1994/01/msg00585.html:still have a fair chance of failing, not being a good enough
enough “scholaly works”
enough “scholaly works”
./date/1994/01/msg00611.html:I could say more, but that’s probably enough for now. We can take
./date/1994/01/msg00636.html:Well, enough
./date/1994/01/msg00645.html:encrypting already, it’d probably do well enough to put byte x into
./date/1994/01/msg00645.html:Or would you? is breaking up the message at all good enough, or is it
./date/1994/01/msg00649.html:Tim&gt; Well, enough
./date/1994/01/msg00653.html::Well, enough
./date/1994/01/msg00657.html:&gt; encrypting already, it’d probably do well enough to put byte x into
./date/1994/01/msg00657.html:It would be easy enough to split the message by XOR into as many
./date/1994/01/msg00658.html:enough ambiguity regarding where the actual server resides. It would take
./date/1994/01/msg00662.html:this (and if it inspires Eric Messick, this will be reward enough) is
./date/1994/01/msg00697.html:rsh. I don’t know Unix well enough to do much more than this!
./date/1994/01/msg00699.html:easy enough.
./date/1994/01/msg00699.html:If you care enough, you could mail me a script that would output ten randomly
./date/1994/01/msg00704.html:451 sendmail:0832-054 Cannot create a process:There is not enough memory available now.
./date/1994/01/msg00713.html:certainly would have voted to uphold it. Otherwise enough justices
./date/1994/01/msg00729.html:&gt; would have voted to uphold it. Otherwise enough justices would have
./date/1994/01/msg00729.html:symbolic speech cases. Sure enough, as soon as they heard such a case,
./date/1994/01/msg00740.html:&gt;as the key to a conventional algorithm, or enough can be sent to generate
./date/1994/01/msg00742.html:bits that they have both received. Hence, a powerful enough Eve could
./date/1994/01/msg00755.html:randomly. You can all worry a little less about not having enough
./date/1994/01/msg00755.html:The following remailers have worked out, in being fast enough on a regular
./date/1994/01/msg00779.html:Remailer:a bulletproof site! I don’t think I emphasized this enough
enough to send them mail, you’re giving them a copy?
./date/1994/02/msg00007.html:&gt;approve their request, but only after supplying enough evidence
./date/1994/02/msg00014.html:they’re issued by the original poster. If that’s not obvious enough,
./date/1994/02/msg00084.html:publically visible enough to allow enforcement and sanctions.
./date/1994/02/msg00100.html:available to a cheater from two images isn’t enough to produce an
./date/1994/02/msg00101.html:Netcom and other site’s mail logs will be enough to track serious abusers
./date/1994/02/msg00120.html:&gt; Netcom and other site’s mail logs will be enough to track serious abusers
./date/1994/02/msg00122.html:address at home, so if you’d be good enough, would you either pass this
./date/1994/02/msg00129.html:”qwerty account or not, the public logs on netcom show more than enough
./date/1994/02/msg00131.html:&gt; Netcom and other site’s mail logs will be enough to track serious abusers
./date/1994/02/msg00131.html:qwerty account or not, the public logs on netcom show more than enough
./date/1994/02/msg00134.html:Sending your key to ONE server is enough. After it processes your
./date/1994/02/msg00135.html:Sending your key to ONE server is enough. After it processes your
./date/1994/02/msg00146.html:enough that they are unlikely to collide with anyone else’s) and send them
./date/1994/02/msg00146.html:Seems simple enough. The major sticking point (to me) is the remailer’s
./date/1994/02/msg00147.html:remailer’s security, and I don’t know enough internet/Unix to risk
./date/1994/02/msg00149.html:They do expect enough to be diverted to the black market that they feel
./date/1994/02/msg00149.html:been joking. (“~And if that doesn’t scare you enough, we’ll turn the
./date/1994/02/msg00152.html:someone else, in two directions. If a party has enough power to tap
./date/1994/02/msg00153.html:that good if there’s enough
./date/1994/02/msg00161.html:Well, the problem is that NETCOM has logs that are good enough that
./date/1994/02/msg00167.html:technical violations of obscure gun-control regulations. Often enough,
./date/1994/02/msg00169.html:logs on netcom. I was just waving enough of a red rag at you to make the
./date/1994/02/msg00169.html:“qwerty account or not, the public logs on netcom show more than enough
./date/1994/02/msg00169.html:PS How to build your own mailer logs on netcom...just stay on long enough
./date/1994/02/msg00173.html:”logs on netcom. I was just waving enough of a red rag at you to make the
./date/1994/02/msg00173.html:”PS How to build your own mailer logs on netcom...just stay on long enough
./date/1994/02/msg00174.html:”logs on netcom. I was just waving enough of a red rag at you to make the
./date/1994/02/msg00174.html:”PS How to build your own mailer logs on netcom...just stay on long enough
./date/1994/02/msg00183.html:They do expect enough to be diverted to the black market that they feel
./date/1994/02/msg00183.html:been joking. (“~And if that doesn’t scare you enough, we’ll turn the
./date/1994/02/msg00192.html:&gt; someone else, in two directions. If a party has enough power to tap
./date/1994/02/msg00196.html:&gt; Seems simple enough. The major sticking point (to me) is the remailer’s
./date/1994/02/msg00197.html:enough computing resources (and now a strong motivation!) that
./date/1994/02/msg00199.html:like. Courts have ruled that it’s enough for prosecutors to show there is
./date/1994/02/msg00199.html:Finally, in 1986, Nimkoff had enough. He resigned to protest the relentless
./date/1994/02/msg00220.html:don’t have enough
./date/1994/02/msg00231.html:foreach message in the queue that’s been held long enough
./date/1994/02/msg00232.html:steps must be simple and compact enough for the user to be able to
./date/1994/02/msg00232.html:10^25. The keys are short enough to be easily memorized. (If
./date/1994/02/msg00232.html:10^25. The keys are short enough to be easily memorized. (If
./date/1994/02/msg00247.html:was nice enough to provide a binary [hint]) and put it in its own
./date/1994/02/msg00247.html:dumb enough not to exchange his coins, too bad.
./date/1994/02/msg00278.html:Isn’t it good enough to always start with sentences invented by
./date/1994/02/msg00303.html:enough w’. Let’s just say the smallest n that generates a 1000
./date/1994/02/msg00303.html:agree on is 1000 (or whatever is decided to be a large enough
./date/1994/02/msg00306.html:good enough
./date/1994/02/msg00322.html:Is my cock big enough
./date/1994/02/msg00322.html:Is my brain small enough
./date/1994/02/msg00322.html:Is my cock big enough
./date/1994/02/msg00322.html:Is my brain small enough
./date/1994/02/msg00337.html:Doing this often enough to be noticed loses reputation, of course;
./date/1994/02/msg00338.html:Blinding is now fast enough to use a 1024-bit server key. A server operator
./date/1994/02/msg00354.html:to, I can waste time using IRC. But I do *not* have enough patience
./date/1994/02/msg00354.html:in some virtual game... We already have enough of the dreaded
./date/1994/02/msg00360.html:direct enough threat to our communications and computers to warrant
./date/1994/02/msg00366.html:So, the question is whether it would be feasible to collect enough
./date/1994/02/msg00369.html:Easy enough
./date/1994/02/msg00369.html:&gt;So, the question is whether it would be feasible to collect enough
./date/1994/02/msg00369.html:enough? Or how could one more quickly check the coin for primality?
./date/1994/02/msg00371.html:”Easy enough
./date/1994/02/msg00372.html:&gt; Easy enough
./date/1994/02/msg00372.html:&gt; enough? Or how could one more quickly check the coin for primality?
./date/1994/02/msg00378.html:&gt;&gt;8192 be enough? Or how could one more quickly check the coin for
./date/1994/02/msg00380.html:&gt; &gt;So, the question is whether it would be feasible to collect enough
./date/1994/02/msg00444.html:with simple AM scanners when you’re close enough. Especially when the
./date/1994/02/msg00449.html:over a set of small primes. If you generate enough factorizations,
./date/1994/02/msg00454.html:would be enough to send you off to kamp.
./date/1994/02/msg00457.html:This isn’t good enough since it is so easy reverse, by anyof
./date/1994/02/msg00458.html:This isn’t good enough since it is so easy to reverse, AND can be automated.
./date/1994/02/msg00464.html:standard, but Clipper is good enough for me, personally. It will keep those
./date/1994/02/msg00470.html:A touchy spot? Interestingly enough, the Fedwire network was only
./date/1994/02/msg00472.html:That possibility scares the hell out of me and is enough to make me act
./date/1994/02/msg00480.html:could be calculated that is prime and big enough (I suggested a way
./date/1994/02/msg00515.html:a remailer. I compiled in the 8086.asm under DOS, and it is fast enough.
./date/1994/02/msg00517.html:sure this feature would be enough to convince L. Detweiler to provide
./date/1994/02/msg00525.html:Of course, you can cut the margin if you sell enough of them, and it’s
./date/1994/02/msg00531.html:&gt; sure this feature would be enough to convince L. Detweiler to provide
./date/1994/02/msg00531.html:cheap enough to be easily affordable by folks like you and I.
./date/1994/02/msg00543.html:Fair enough? I would prefer someone that has followed everything in
./date/1994/02/msg00564.html:but for “almost all” large enough blocks, the calculated entropy is
./date/1994/02/msg00584.html:Actually, we don’t see much about German elections; there’s not enough
./date/1994/02/msg00585.html:&gt; that Naziism will never come back because the lesson (WW II) was big enough.
./date/1994/02/msg00604.html:&gt; that Naziism will never come back because the lesson (WW II) was big enough.
./date/1994/02/msg00604.html:It is not enough to defeat the Nazis -- one must also avoid destroying
enough to refute and I’m sure others will do so.
./date/1994/02/msg00614.html:strong public encryption is in wide enough use to make such controls
./date/1994/02/msg00614.html:straightforward way to do this, most people just aren’t interested enough and
./date/1994/02/msg00626.html:that Naziism will never come back because the lesson (WW II) was big enough.
./date/1994/02/msg00630.html:&gt; Actually, we don’t see much about German elections; there’s not enough
./date/1994/02/msg00634.html:this is one’s privacy at stake! I don’t have an exciting enough life, so
./date/1994/02/msg00635.html:&gt; &gt; that Naziism will never come back because the lesson (WW II) was big enough.
./date/1994/02/msg00639.html:this is one’s privacy at stake! I don’t have an exciting enough life, so
./date/1994/02/msg00641.html:&gt; should be large enough to hold incoming bytes while the driver is active and
./date/1994/02/msg00642.html:enough that it is likely to be used by others who create random number
./date/1994/02/msg00657.html:enough to warrant another attempt, as long as it is facilitated by
./date/1994/02/msg00657.html:a collective mull to consider whether a MOO is a robust enough
./date/1994/02/msg00670.html:&gt; Actually, we don’t see much about German elections; there’s not enough
./date/1994/02/msg00698.html:consider it stable. If “enough” signatures are attached to a particular
./date/1994/02/msg00698.html:less convenient than no encryption, most people just won’t care enough
./date/1994/02/msg00700.html:&gt;&gt; less convenient than no encryption, most people just won’t care enough
./date/1994/02/msg00702.html:&gt; less convenient than no encryption, most people just won’t care enough
./date/1994/02/msg00721.html:have barely just enough time to worry about reading the news and checking
enough
./date/1994/02/msg00731.html:enough
./date/1994/02/msg00733.html:Maybe just telnetting to port 25 if that’s good enough.
./date/1994/02/msg00734.html:that are good enough for some people.
./date/1994/02/msg00745.html:from the proles. Just not enough money in that.)
./date/1994/02/msg00747.html:Overall, this seems easy and useful enough that I’m amazed that nobody has
./date/1994/02/msg00752.html:the past 10 months, but not given nearly enough attention. To wit, if
./date/1994/02/msg00756.html:&gt; Overall, this seems easy and useful enough that I’m amazed that nobody has
./date/1994/02/msg00769.html:&gt;over the past 10 months, but not given nearly enough attention. To
./date/1994/02/msg00773.html:or those crooked Americans dopey enough to buy American equipment with the
./date/1994/02/msg00785.html:I try. I crank down a beer and get enough sleep, and yet a certain
./date/1994/02/msg00785.html:I think getting the general population of PGP users to know enough to
./date/1994/02/msg00794.html:&gt; Overall, this seems easy and useful enough that I’m amazed that nobody has
./date/1994/02/msg00822.html:I can’t take life seriously enough to censor old Larry.
./date/1994/02/msg00822.html:enough to do so either. And afterall, he wasn’t the
./date/1994/02/msg00823.html:quickly enough
./date/1994/02/msg00825.html:And if that’s not enough, there’s the kiddy porn issue --- that’s
./date/1994/02/msg00835.html:sources and destinations, then that group of operators will have enough
./date/1994/02/msg00835.html:Should be easy enough to work out -- a posted alert PGP signed by any two
./date/1994/02/msg00835.html:LD is smart enough to know that you _chain_ remailers for anonymity. I
./date/1994/02/msg00836.html:&gt;I can’t take life seriously enough to censor old Larry.
./date/1994/02/msg00836.html:&gt;enough to do so either.
./date/1994/02/msg00845.html:Oh well, enough paranoia for now.
./date/1994/02/msg00849.html:&gt; I can’t take life seriously enough to censor old Larry.
./date/1994/02/msg00849.html:&gt; enough to do so either.
./date/1994/02/msg00853.html:&gt; sources and destinations, then that group of operators will have enough
./date/1994/02/msg00860.html:who got what stamps, so long as enough are sold, and he “honors” a
./date/1994/02/msg00863.html:are high enough to deter Detweiler, they’re going to be high enough to
./date/1994/02/msg00870.html:&gt;&gt;enough to do so either.
./date/1994/02/msg00870.html:&gt;And to avoid Detweiler becoming angry enough to post kiddie porn via
./date/1994/02/msg00870.html:&gt;do NOT yet understand well enough about the internet, Blacknet,
./date/1994/02/msg00879.html:--- or those crooked Americans dopey enough to buy American equipment
./date/1994/02/msg00880.html:&gt; are high enough to deter Detweiler, they’re going to be high enough to
./date/1994/02/msg00884.html:technically. But it sounds like we all agree that it’s not enough.
./date/1994/02/msg00886.html:to the post. If it gets bad enough, the bad moderator can be removed.
./date/1994/02/msg00894.html:Eventually, enough players asked the Wizards to change this that they
./date/1994/02/msg00899.html:enough! We’ve seen this over and over.
./date/1994/02/msg00910.html:&gt; enough to create checksummed messages. Its just that the SOURCE code
./date/1994/02/msg00911.html:serious enough
./date/1994/02/msg00911.html:enough to get you through a No-Encryption-Permitted BBS mailnet.
enough.
./date/1994/02/msg00920.html:their driver’s license is obviously not paranoid enough to be serious
./date/1994/02/msg00925.html:enough to create checksummed messages. Its just that the SOURCE code
./date/1994/02/msg00930.html:interested enough in seeing digital cash experimentation to write the code
./date/1994/02/msg00937.html:a distributor is probably enough to avoid most of these problems.
./date/1994/02/msg00939.html:I know ANYTHING is believeable to that mind set as long as enough
./date/1994/02/msg00944.html:There is enough knowledge, experience, and money on this mailing list to
./date/1994/02/msg00948.html:enough upsetting us.
./date/1994/02/msg00949.html:enough to steal a nuclear device is probably smart enough to use PGP or
./date/1994/02/msg00949.html:just go on using DES, which still seemed robust enough to them. (DES is the
./date/1994/02/msg00964.html:order. (Oddly enough, it is permissible to give out the information
enough to keep them all out (especially
./date/1994/02/msg00975.html:&gt; enough! We’ve seen this over and over.
./date/1994/02/msg00982.html:&gt;&gt; their driver’s license is obviously not paranoid enough to be serious
./date/1994/02/msg00983.html:information infrastructure well enough to be put in charge, he contends:
./date/1994/02/msg01007.html:more short term, like ripping off anyone foolish enough to show
./date/1994/02/msg01021.html:&gt; sources and destinations, then that group of operators will have enough
./date/1994/02/msg01021.html:&gt; Should be easy enough to work out -- a posted alert PGP signed by any two
./date/1994/02/msg01021.html:&gt; LD is smart enough to know that you _chain_ remailers for anonymity. I
./date/1994/02/msg01023.html:enough to steal a nuclear device is probably smart enough to use PGP or
./date/1994/02/msg01023.html:just go on using DES, which still seemed robust enough to them. (DES is the
./date/1994/02/msg01053.html:smart enough to steal a nuclear device is probably smart enough to
./date/1994/02/msg01053.html:robust enough to them. (DES is the old federal Data Encryption
./date/1994/02/msg01055.html:articles which aren’t judged highly enough by your favorite judges.
./date/1994/02/msg01055.html:interesting enough.
./date/1994/02/msg01062.html:Theoretically, the former method should be enough for most of those
./date/1994/02/msg01063.html:clobbered. If you have enough memory to hold all your secret data, you could
./date/1994/02/msg01086.html:enough stylistic information. In any case, I had a few dealings with
./date/1994/02/msg01086.html:&gt; been mentioned often enough...)
./date/1994/02/msg01090.html:been mentioned often enough...)
./date/1994/02/msg01095.html:Tim went on to say that Cypherpunks would not be enough to
./date/1994/02/msg01123.html:is one point I don’t think was stressed enough.
./date/1994/02/msg01131.html:&gt; is one point I don’t think was stressed enough.
./date/1994/02/msg01139.html:&gt; enough reportable income, the IRS can determine how
./date/1994/02/msg01141.html:enough reportable income, the IRS can determine how
./date/1994/02/msg01157.html:we’ll have enough income to pay the rent.
./date/1994/02/msg01157.html:tech/hacker/geek-types won’t be well-rounded enough for my tastes.
./date/1994/02/msg01157.html:the ball rolling. All types of people need apply. We have enough
./date/1994/02/msg01157.html:enough
./date/1994/02/msg01157.html:well (although early use of the program should be enough).
./date/1994/02/msg01157.html:The house should be large enough to house 5-10 people (around
./date/1994/02/msg01160.html:generally being thought of as “strong enough,” also carries the
./date/1994/02/msg01160.html:certainly a cipher would be strong enough if it had “only” a real
./date/1994/02/msg01175.html:It took the Colonists several decades to get worked up enough
./date/1994/02/msg01178.html:enough to rate it.
./date/1994/02/msg01179.html:”It took the Colonists several decades to get worked up enough
./date/1994/02/msg01182.html:aggregate for all involved. But in fact, if it’s not clear enough, I
./date/1994/02/msg01182.html:add together enough instances of random variables with the same
./date/1994/02/msg01182.html:works. Add up enough atoms, and you _can_ assume a Gaussian. My
./date/1994/02/msg01182.html:Get enough
./date/1994/02/msg01182.html:and this may be reason enough to rate. A good reputation for rating
./date/1994/02/msg01185.html:&gt;enough to rate it.
./date/1994/02/msg01187.html:&gt;Isn’t the true about Clipper damning enough? Lying about Clipper seems like
./date/1994/02/msg01188.html:meets enough of its criteria for this (have enough ratings been
./date/1994/02/msg01192.html:Isn’t the true about Clipper damning enough? Lying about Clipper seems like
./date/1994/02/msg01193.html:when good enough
./date/1994/02/msg01193.html:is good enough, they will sell it).
./date/1994/02/msg01195.html:&gt; &gt;Isn’t the true about Clipper damning enough? Lying about Clipper seems like
./date/1994/02/msg01199.html:Isn’t the true about Clipper damning enough? Lying about Clipper seems like
./date/1994/02/msg01210.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;Isn’t the true about Clipper damning enough? Lying about Clipper seems like
./date/1994/02/msg01223.html:their hands. If our anti-Crapper-Chip case is strong enough on it’s
./date/1994/02/msg01223.html:&gt; Isn’t the true about Clipper damning enough? Lying about Clipper seems like
./date/1994/02/msg01225.html:Fair enough! I hereby agree not to use the term “disinformation
./date/1994/02/msg01229.html:&gt; enforcement agents who are intelligent enough to be a real threat to
./date/1994/02/msg01231.html:enforcement agents who are intelligent enough to be a real threat to
./date/1994/02/msg01240.html:enough to return a truck that they had rented?
./date/1994/02/msg01250.html:players are smart enough (they were bright adults, after
./date/1994/02/msg01251.html:Or merely that this will subsidize the Clipperphone industry enough that
./date/1994/02/msg01251.html:&gt; enough to return a truck that they had rented?
./date/1994/02/msg01254.html:and know the math behind public key encryption well enough to write
./date/1994/02/msg01260.html:enough
./date/1994/02/msg01267.html:enough

./date/1994/02/msg01270.html:the issues well and have worked out enough examples to follow Alice and
./date/1994/02/msg01270.html:does a good job of this, but it may not remain enough as the interest
./date/1994/02/msg01270.html:people enough that should they read the documentation to a crypto product
./date/1994/02/msg01270.html:(such as PGP), they will have enought preparation to understand the
./date/1994/02/msg01271.html:&gt; If I am not mistaken, such programs are common enough not to be
./date/1994/02/msg01278.html:If I am not mistaken, such programs are common enough not to be
./date/1994/02/msg01299.html:more than enough. There should be no false negatives (making a real part
./date/1994/02/msg01301.html:had not paid enough taxes.)
./date/1994/02/msg01319.html:&gt; more than enough. There should be no false negatives (making a real part
./date/1994/02/msg01324.html:C. May, have enough for an infomercial or two. But there is supposedly an
./date/1994/02/msg01324.html:I don’t know enough details to do this. I don’t know the cost of a half-hour
./date/1994/02/msg01324.html:how committed they are. But I suspect we could raise enough money... and we
./date/1994/02/msg01325.html:3) If the Bad Guys aren’t competent enough, you can get by either hiding
./date/1994/02/msg01335.html:&gt; C. May, have enough for an infomercial or two. But there is supposedly an
./date/1994/02/msg01335.html:what about pooling our resources, im sure we have enough subscribers that
./date/1994/02/msg01335.html:&gt; I don’t know enough details to do this. I don’t know the cost of a half-hour
./date/1994/02/msg01335.html:&gt; how committed they are. But I suspect we could raise enough money... and we
./date/1994/02/msg01339.html:phones don’t have an extensive market. If they were cheap enough,
./date/1994/02/msg01346.html:&gt;cheap enough, people would want the feature just for the hell of it. I’d
./date/1994/02/msg01366.html:&gt; 3) If the Bad Guys aren’t competent enough, you can get by either hiding
./date/1994/02/msg01382.html:(these are, after all, just the people who are activist enough to
./date/1994/02/msg01397.html:enough to return a truck that they had rented?
./date/1994/02/msg01406.html:| (these are, after all, just the people who are activist enough to
./date/1994/02/msg01406.html:I doubt it. It took me a while to get comfortable enough with
./date/1994/02/msg01417.html:be enough
./date/1994/02/msg01417.html:know enough to know we’re asking the right questions. Plus these
./date/1994/02/msg01421.html:ironically enough is called Tessera.
./date/1994/02/msg01442.html:&gt;enough to return a truck that they had rented?”
./date/1994/02/msg01463.html:they are also pretty much trivially breakable with enough input.
./date/1994/02/msg01468.html:&gt; with enough input.
./date/1994/02/msg01476.html:shouldn’t be dumb enough to install it on your hard disk), enter your
./date/1994/02/msg01507.html:The answer to question A is somewhat more subjective. I know enough
./date/1994/02/msg01507.html:is strong enough that we do not need to resort to ad-hominem attacks
./date/1994/02/msg01524.html:enough to return a truck that they had rented?
./date/1994/02/msg01547.html:standard of any kind this one would, I believe, provides enough variation
enough complexity to really hide a message of a useable
./date/1994/03/msg00019.html:in the past, and also fails to explain why they would be stupid enough
enough complexity to really hide a message of a useable
./date/1994/03/msg00029.html:bogus public keys. It’s not enough to have a public key which you
./date/1994/03/msg00031.html:anything but a conviction. An accusation (in my mind) is not enough
./date/1994/03/msg00041.html:right? Encryption will be enough evidence to convict. This makes life easy for
./date/1994/03/msg00053.html:&gt; bogus public keys. It’s not enough to have a public key which you
./date/1994/03/msg00057.html:bits (or so) is the design goal, which should be enough for
./date/1994/03/msg00064.html:&gt; must be guilty, right? Encryption will be enough evidence to convict.
./date/1994/03/msg00071.html:me crazy enough to contemplate it? How abysmal is the performance?
./date/1994/03/msg00075.html:&gt;enough if required, and virtually impossible to trace. Keep the receipt
./date/1994/03/msg00075.html:&gt;enough, depending on who’s tracing you, but what one computer scrambles,
./date/1994/03/msg00081.html:Is anyone but me crazy enough to contemplate it?
./date/1994/03/msg00083.html:or with just random junk that’s PGP’ed... This would create enough
./date/1994/03/msg00089.html:that’s low enough that we won’t cause a major revolt
./date/1994/03/msg00089.html:-4) We’re smart enough to run a planned economy
./date/1994/03/msg00089.html:Nixonesque in its cleverness, and it’s tacky enough they may be
./date/1994/03/msg00098.html:&gt; list or does a superior venue exist? Is there enough interest for a
./date/1994/03/msg00101.html:UUCP feed? Or is enough to use the “information*timeliness=value”
./date/1994/03/msg00113.html:&gt;me crazy enough to contemplate it? How abysmal is the performance?
./date/1994/03/msg00113.html:However, that’s plenty fast enough for my uses.
./date/1994/03/msg00115.html:list or does a superior venue exist? Is there enough interest for a
./date/1994/03/msg00116.html:powerful enough to make it that safe.
./date/1994/03/msg00121.html:weren’t yet cheap enough. Have some patience.
./date/1994/03/msg00122.html:&gt; list or does a superior venue exist? Is there enough interest for a
./date/1994/03/msg00136.html:SoftPC that can emulate Intel code fast enough to run ViaCrypt.)
./date/1994/03/msg00145.html:&gt; that’s low enough that we won’t cause a major revolt
./date/1994/03/msg00145.html:&gt; Nixonesque in its cleverness, and it’s tacky enough they may be
./date/1994/03/msg00154.html:number that would be large enough to constitute a legal proof. Also, by
./date/1994/03/msg00159.html:others are not doing enough. This is very grating.
./date/1994/03/msg00159.html:excoriated us enough for not immediately implementing his vision, we’d
./date/1994/03/msg00170.html:&gt; &gt; that’s low enough that we won’t cause a major revolt
./date/1994/03/msg00171.html:well enough to support transparent encryption and remailing in the
./date/1994/03/msg00171.html:PGP doesn’t have enough separation of function to determine what the
./date/1994/03/msg00176.html:combine functions when there’s a good enough reason. I think this is
./date/1994/03/msg00190.html:for long...just long enough to establish a sense of connectivity and
./date/1994/03/msg00193.html:smart enough to use encryption are dumb enough to choose the one kind of
./date/1994/03/msg00193.html:would be more than enough protection for such a person. I think the
./date/1994/03/msg00198.html:to the guys hard drive!) and still have enough room
./date/1994/03/msg00198.html:Remember that we need enough space on the disk to
./date/1994/03/msg00209.html:sense! If your opponent is good enough and determined enough to get by
./date/1994/03/msg00210.html:the system be convenient enough to use and standardized enough that
./date/1994/03/msg00212.html:strong enough to withstand an attack by an enemy who has captured
./date/1994/03/msg00213.html:will want to hide, but most things need hiding have enough structure
./date/1994/03/msg00214.html:&gt; sense! If your opponent is good enough and determined enough to get by
./date/1994/03/msg00214.html:If your cryptography methods are good enough to withstand an
./date/1994/03/msg00215.html:That is a problem. There aren’t enough! 700 dabbling cypherbabies and
./date/1994/03/msg00216.html:&gt; &gt; sense! If your opponent is good enough and determined enough to get by
./date/1994/03/msg00216.html:&gt; If your cryptography methods are good enough to withstand an
./date/1994/03/msg00216.html:are “good enough to withstand an opponent who has full documentation of
./date/1994/03/msg00217.html:&gt; will want to hide, but most things need hiding have enough structure
./date/1994/03/msg00220.html:that I could probably crack most of it if I cared enough and had a fast
./date/1994/03/msg00223.html:&gt; or with just random junk that’s PGP’ed... This would create enough
./date/1994/03/msg00224.html:Anyhow, enough on vaporware. Two things to add to the Mac
./date/1994/03/msg00225.html:&gt; professional enough to prevent most of the yuppies
enough problems just with
./date/1994/03/msg00236.html:enough for the basic results of information theory to apply. Hiding
./date/1994/03/msg00237.html:developer to obtain a license. Licenses are priced high enough that small,
./date/1994/03/msg00240.html:&gt; are “good enough to withstand an opponent who has full documentation of
./date/1994/03/msg00241.html:Interestingly enough, I have been doing this for about a year, and in
./date/1994/03/msg00243.html:was enough for them last time I didn’t talk to the police). But in general
./date/1994/03/msg00252.html:off on a large enough scale. If it could be done, great, but I’m not
./date/1994/03/msg00252.html:did contain what appears to be a hidden message. It might be enough
./date/1994/03/msg00265.html:scheme were provably exponential-time, that’d be enough for me.
./date/1994/03/msg00266.html:that’s good enough that a brute-force search of all the public keys
./date/1994/03/msg00267.html:rate p above to make sure that the approximation is good enough. This
./date/1994/03/msg00269.html:&gt; &gt; are “good enough to withstand an opponent who has full documentation of
./date/1994/03/msg00272.html:&gt; scheme were provably exponential-time, that’d be enough for me.
./date/1994/03/msg00275.html:1) If the grammars are made complex enough, they can simulate
./date/1994/03/msg00277.html:value mod n. The effective entropy loss is small enough not to worry
./date/1994/03/msg00282.html:&gt; value mod n. The effective entropy loss is small enough not to worry
./date/1994/03/msg00284.html:is two bits, or a factor of four smaller. This isn’t enough to worry
./date/1994/03/msg00285.html:&gt; well have enough peculiarities for an expert cryptanalyst to recognize
./date/1994/03/msg00296.html:enough crypto experience to decode even an trivial cypher) then there’s
./date/1994/03/msg00313.html:the so-called Digital Encryption Standard -- was weak enough that NSA
./date/1994/03/msg00329.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; swap space for the processes. You seem to have more than enough
./date/1994/03/msg00329.html:across systems that are secure badly enough to put the time into it (or
./date/1994/03/msg00329.html:pay me enough to quit my day job :-), here is a chance to maybe make
./date/1994/03/msg00333.html:&gt; My original response was concerning an algorithm “good enough to withstand
./date/1994/03/msg00334.html:My original response was concerning an algorithm “good enough to withstand
enough to deter
./date/1994/03/msg00355.html:as input to a shift register, I think enough complexity is added that
./date/1994/03/msg00355.html:** a power of two minus one, but that’s close enough.
./date/1994/03/msg00360.html:Nevertheless, with enough other sites participating, there will be an
./date/1994/03/msg00364.html:&gt; 1) If the grammars are made complex enough, they can simulate
./date/1994/03/msg00367.html:I just called 1-800-INFOPET and sure enough, INFOPET is for real.
./date/1994/03/msg00383.html:FinCEN had retrieved enough evidence of criminal wrongdoing from government
./date/1994/03/msg00389.html:BBSs. The problem here is one, and one only:not enough people know
./date/1994/03/msg00398.html:upcoming special meeting was enough of a motivation to inspire a
./date/1994/03/msg00416.html:didn’t bear right enough).
./date/1994/03/msg00432.html:Sorry to nit-pick...(I’m sure Eric has had enough problems with the list
./date/1994/03/msg00434.html:about remailer security and looking in detail (though not enough, as
./date/1994/03/msg00436.html:Barlow1 :smart enough to assemble and detonate a nuclear
./date/1994/03/msg00436.html:device is going to be smart enough to download
./date/1994/03/msg00436.html:country would be stupid enough to use a chip that
./date/1994/03/msg00436.html:COUNTMINDO :(6) futureculture is enough for me thanks
./date/1994/03/msg00453.html:had a _few_ new items updated from the 1982 hardback, but not enough
./date/1994/03/msg00474.html:not be enough
./date/1994/03/msg00482.html::not be enough
enough to
enough to
./date/1994/03/msg00504.html:_Time_ readers *are* Joe 6-pack. Or close enough as makes no
./date/1994/03/msg00504.html:it is enough to derail any political campaign.
./date/1994/03/msg00511.html:enough for developers to have them, yet.
./date/1994/03/msg00515.html:I would like someone with enough technical background to design
./date/1994/03/msg00520.html:identical blocks cannot possibly carry enough information to
./date/1994/03/msg00522.html:Unicorn&gt; I would like someone with enough technical background to design
./date/1994/03/msg00526.html:Should there be enough interest, I will put the work up
./date/1994/03/msg00528.html:that’s cheap enough and fast enough to work with the class of modems
./date/1994/03/msg00537.html:that’s cheap enough and fast enough to work with the class of modems
./date/1994/03/msg00544.html:If your account does not have enough credit, when a message
./date/1994/03/msg00551.html:smart enough to assemble and detonate a nuclear
./date/1994/03/msg00551.html:device is going to be smart enough to download
./date/1994/03/msg00558.html:Leaking the chip’s master key in 8 pieces would still leave enough
enough
./date/1994/03/msg00592.html:done this or learned pgptools well enough to do it quickly.
./date/1994/03/msg00610.html:fanatic smart enough to assemble and detonate a nuclear device is going to
./date/1994/03/msg00610.html:be smart enough to download PGP from a bulletin board somewhere. Also, I’d
./date/1994/03/msg00620.html:It’s reason enough to think that if our skill-less spy had used IDEA
./date/1994/03/msg00639.html:Codebreakers” (Macmillan, 1967), shows that cryptography strong enough to
./date/1994/03/msg00639.html:enough that it was reinvented and used by the Navy in WW-II. “The
enough of a brain to match his
enough of a brain to match
enough of a brain to match
enough
./date/1994/03/msg00654.html:&gt;enough for developers to have them, yet.
./date/1994/03/msg00703.html:theme of crypto is big enough to subsum surveillance threats.
./date/1994/03/msg00714.html:cash is interesting enough, but its beauty is rather abstract. Rarity is
./date/1994/03/msg00715.html:A one-time pad on CD-ROM should hold enough pad data to last
./date/1994/03/msg00715.html:Do existing remailers change their public keys often enough to
./date/1994/03/msg00715.html:I’d imagine a bus snooper chip could be made easily enough that
./date/1994/03/msg00717.html:you enough
./date/1994/03/msg00718.html:&gt; enough for developers to have them, yet.
./date/1994/03/msg00723.html:I’ve watched enough TV in my day to realize that if PGP had been
./date/1994/03/msg00736.html:&gt; I’ve watched enough TV in my day to realize that if PGP had been
./date/1994/03/msg00737.html:less than most small BBS networks, and certainly enough to keep up with
./date/1994/03/msg00738.html:enough in advance (2 weeks, say), I’d like to attend it. A couple of
enough people would have, and immediately
./date/1994/03/msg00746.html:enough, that no question would have remained for long about the
./date/1994/03/msg00749.html:&gt;government misconduct (although I am old enough to remember the Nixon
./date/1994/03/msg00752.html:I believe the basic points got through clearly enough - the class is mostly
./date/1994/03/msg00752.html:professionals and is sophisticated enough to pick up anything that’s
./date/1994/03/msg00752.html:opined that, if someone is dumb enough to call hotel security and report
./date/1994/03/msg00752.html:$1000 of cocaine missing from his room, they just might be dumb enough to
./date/1994/03/msg00752.html:deserve more attention. If the price of ClipperPhones comes down enough so
enough people would have, and immediately
./date/1994/03/msg00757.html:&gt; enough, that no question would have remained for long about the
./date/1994/03/msg00759.html:1&gt; Signing isn’t enough, since many people post stuff without checking
./date/1994/03/msg00770.html:enough time to follow it full time.
./date/1994/03/msg00773.html:&gt;less than most small BBS networks, and certainly enough to keep up with
./date/1994/03/msg00780.html:In the relatively isolated area where I live, anyone parked close enough to
enough IR.
enough IR.
enough IR.
./date/1994/03/msg00797.html:is enough interest I will work up a more full analysis.
./date/1994/03/msg00797.html:and some thought the hearing important enough to hire messenger people
./date/1994/03/msg00797.html:not enough.
./date/1994/03/msg00804.html:received enough variety in the responses to construct a good list of
./date/1994/03/msg00830.html:secret decoder ring technology, not concentrating enough
./date/1994/03/msg00830.html:Hopkins asks if politicians are smart enough to check letters from folks
./date/1994/03/msg00830.html:suggests that people don”t know the issues well enough; John Morton
./date/1994/03/msg00832.html:Heard enough about Clipper?
./date/1994/03/msg00832.html:posting is appropriate.. Well enough excuses for what I am about to say
./date/1994/03/msg00834.html:-&gt; posting is appropriate.. Well enough excuses for what I am about to say
./date/1994/03/msg00843.html:Personally, I think 1024 bit keys are probably enough.
./date/1994/03/msg00846.html:criminal prosecution and, therefore, tried to create only enough of a
./date/1994/03/msg00876.html:enough
./date/1994/03/msg00892.html:when everyone wanted a cell phone and there wernt enough ports for the FBI to
./date/1994/03/msg00940.html:have never listened to Limbaugh for long enough to know what the hell
./date/1994/03/msg00949.html:value. In order to be valid, the note has to contain enough information
./date/1994/03/msg00993.html:it bad enough, they can probably reverse-engineer it - as has been said
./date/1994/03/msg00997.html:tamper-resistant technology well enough to put it into thousands of
./date/1994/03/msg01003.html:set you up as a 900 business inexpensively enough to allow even small
enough that I couldn’t get any work
./date/1994/03/msg01009.html:must have enough fervor to stay with the project long enough to
./date/1994/03/msg01018.html:but are there enough of them to make it pay?
./date/1994/03/msg01026.html:if I don’t have enough you can always write to me at that address.
./date/1994/03/msg01026.html:propose. It is not enough in my view to simply say “Get rid of it.
./date/1994/03/msg01043.html:&gt; it bad enough, they can probably reverse-engineer it - as has been said
./date/1994/03/msg01048.html:cryptography from enlisting enough users to constitute a de facto standard.
./date/1994/03/msg01057.html:Uu&gt; tamper-resistant technology well enough to put it into thousands of
./date/1994/03/msg01070.html:damning enough even if 100% accurate.) It’s also quite unlikely that
./date/1994/03/msg01082.html:&gt; be good enough, because next feature planned for my mailer
./date/1994/03/msg01085.html:random number space from the keymasters small enough to search is interesting,
./date/1994/03/msg01091.html:&gt; Does that cover it well enough?
./date/1994/03/msg01093.html:Does that cover it well enough?
./date/1994/03/msg01107.html:be good enough, because next feature planned for my mailer
./date/1994/03/msg01127.html:not small enough to matter for large RSA moduli--the computations
./date/1994/03/msg01127.html:And, like I said, a long-enough
./date/1994/03/msg01137.html:close enough to 50 for this level of estimate. Sounds aggressive to &lt;me&gt;,
./date/1994/03/msg01147.html:&gt; not small enough to matter for large RSA moduli--the computations
./date/1994/03/msg01161.html:had not gotten enough sleep the night before, and many skipped the
./date/1994/03/msg01161.html:were constantly complaining that there wasn’t enough time for all
enough in the ‘proof’ area to
./date/1994/03/msg01168.html:those assumptions that are better left un-made. I have worked w/ enough QM
./date/1994/03/msg01169.html:&gt; those assumptions that are better left un-made. I have worked w/ enough QM
./date/1994/03/msg01179.html:&gt; &gt;those assumptions that are better left un-made. I have worked w/ enough QM
./date/1994/03/msg01181.html:&gt; &gt; those assumptions that are better left un-made. I have worked w/ enough QM
./date/1994/03/msg01193.html:Terminal is compact and light enough to carry with you
./date/1994/03/msg01221.html:Information-highwaymen are bad enough when they’re fourteen years old.
./date/1994/03/msg01230.html:that they will be powerfull enough to stop this law. For once, the
./date/1994/04/msg00077.html:Many apologies. Aparently I was not clear enough
./date/1994/04/msg00085.html:&gt; Many apologies. Aparently I was not clear enough
./date/1994/04/msg00092.html:to represent me in court. You do “your job” well enough, but then
./date/1994/04/msg00112.html:broad enough that it will allow non-trust modes of operation, as I understand
./date/1994/04/msg00125.html:If enough of us “moved” to another list, or another machine, then
./date/1994/04/msg00140.html:do you guys really think detweiler would be stupid enough to pick something
./date/1994/04/msg00141.html:are already hard enough to use, and adding a payment system on top of
./date/1994/04/msg00150.html:&gt; do you guys really think detweiler would be stupid enough to pick something
./date/1994/04/msg00163.html:&gt;are already hard enough to use, and adding a payment system on top of
./date/1994/04/msg00164.html:* Can be strong enough to protect very valuable data (see below)
./date/1994/04/msg00164.html:* Can be weakened enough to be exportable in executable form only
./date/1994/04/msg00164.html:that this isn’t enough to justify much serious cryptanalysis, but it should
./date/1994/04/msg00167.html:&gt;broad enough that it will allow non-trust modes of operation, as I understand
./date/1994/04/msg00169.html:list of remailers weren’t good enough (although it was a good effort)
./date/1994/04/msg00169.html:be general enough to work with any RSA/Pkey system and not rely on
./date/1994/04/msg00172.html:links, or even for hackers who can forge mail, but it is enough for
./date/1994/04/msg00178.html:all very lucratively? what if they decide that you don’t pay enough,
./date/1994/04/msg00189.html:able to break it with crib dragging, if you know enough plaintext. It
./date/1994/04/msg00210.html:&gt; all very lucratively? what if they decide that you don’t pay enough,
./date/1994/04/msg00215.html:nation or group that could hold enough sway in Cspace to
./date/1994/04/msg00215.html:those providrd if they are close enough. I mean what
./date/1994/04/msg00216.html:doesn’t have enough material to checkmate the other. E.g. white has
./date/1994/04/msg00216.html:the game will eventually end. Or the players could be smart enough
./date/1994/04/msg00226.html:enough
enough to do it with the
./date/1994/04/msg00232.html:encapsulation is powerful enough for inter-remailer I/O. (the one
./date/1994/04/msg00253.html:out how to send e-mail are intelligent enough to realize that people
./date/1994/04/msg00260.html:place which is convenient enough to ensure that you will be reminded to bring it
./date/1994/04/msg00270.html:Jim has brought up a very interesting subject, which isn’t discussed enough in

./date/1994/04/msg00293.html:Nope. I read almost all of them. I just didn’t pay enough attention
./date/1994/04/msg00301.html: criminal smart enough to use encryption will be smart
./date/1994/04/msg00301.html: enough to use a safe code and not stupid enough to use
./date/1994/04/msg00301.html: Clipper is not secure enough to trust to protect our most
./date/1994/04/msg00303.html:decided that there was enough evidence against someone to justify a
./date/1994/04/msg00309.html:&gt;decided that there was enough evidence against someone to justify a
./date/1994/04/msg00312.html:&gt; decided that there was enough evidence against someone to justify a
./date/1994/04/msg00312.html:portent. Reason enough for all lovers of freedom and individual
./date/1994/04/msg00317.html:another one. You have extracted quite enough education at my expense.
./date/1994/04/msg00319.html:some people it’s not private enough. Many of the routine
./date/1994/04/msg00356.html:winning enough to make it worthwhile.
./date/1994/04/msg00356.html:enough perhaps it would be worthwhile to buy multiples.
./date/1994/04/msg00380.html:* Can be strong enough to protect very valuable data (see below)
./date/1994/04/msg00380.html:* Can be weakened enough to be exportable in executable form only
./date/1994/04/msg00380.html:that this isn’t enough to justify much serious cryptanalysis, but it should
./date/1994/04/msg00419.html:background material enough to contribute. (I’m guilty of this, too, so
./date/1994/04/msg00419.html:remailers which has not been discussed nearly enough. Black Unicorn
./date/1994/04/msg00424.html:enough rounds to be done?
./date/1994/04/msg00425.html:it, the program would (hopefully) have been handed down enough times that
./date/1994/04/msg00441.html:enough rounds to be done?
./date/1994/04/msg00451.html:sometime in the next century I might personally get enough slack
./date/1994/04/msg00452.html:sometime in the next century I might personally get enough slack
./date/1994/04/msg00457.html:enough
./date/1994/04/msg00457.html:If enough people are interested, we will be doing another run sometime in
./date/1994/04/msg00464.html:enough degrees of freedom. Combinatorial complexity of stochastic detail can
./date/1994/04/msg00492.html:If necessary a spin wait can be done that enough time has passed
enough it seems to me that
./date/1994/04/msg00493.html:&gt; sometime in the next century I might personally get enough slack
./date/1994/04/msg00568.html:(I won’t include it here, though I’ve ended up writing enough about it
./date/1994/04/msg00571.html:derivatives and quants, ironically enough--the Wall Street nerd with
./date/1994/04/msg00571.html:subscribing may be found (read the mag long enough, and you too will
./date/1994/04/msg00572.html:The trouble is, I’m not sure the threat to strong crypto is close enough
./date/1994/04/msg00586.html:outlaw other crypto fast enough. Speed is crucial, Phil. If modem and
./date/1994/04/msg00589.html:strong enough to withstand most attacks but not strong enough to withstand
./date/1994/04/msg00589.html:in 35 seconds), which is fast enough for most people.
./date/1994/04/msg00600.html:| derivatives and quants, ironically enough--the Wall Street nerd with
./date/1994/04/msg00600.html:| subscribing may be found (read the mag long enough, and you too will
./date/1994/04/msg00629.html:will be enough
./date/1994/04/msg00638.html:enough for 10^34 other universes”.
./date/1994/04/msg00638.html:Page 236:Fifth paragraph:“would never be low enough” should be
./date/1994/04/msg00638.html:”would never be high enough”.
./date/1994/04/msg00642.html:the normal remailer reply address should be enough (so that people who
./date/1994/04/msg00648.html:just feasible enough to make me worry.
./date/1994/04/msg00650.html:didn’t go far enough. The feds -- aggressively encouraged by the
./date/1994/04/msg00651.html:&gt; just feasible enough to make me worry.
./date/1994/04/msg00670.html:I have a large enough partition that I want to use a Colorado Jumbo 250 Tape.
./date/1994/04/msg00684.html:The need for regular change of public keys has not been emphasized enough.
./date/1994/04/msg00686.html:enough for them to actually take delivery. They sell another contract and the
./date/1994/04/msg00691.html:seems to think they are not enough, what would she suggest? If one is
./date/1994/04/msg00702.html:It’s also not clear that enough
./date/1994/04/msg00702.html:be enough for their current needs. All of this is just speculation.)
./date/1994/04/msg00715.html:Granted, this isn’t a direct analogy, but it’s close enough to try to
./date/1994/04/msg00718.html:have enough left after taxes. Gee, if they didn’t have to pay so
enough to do this isn’t a national emergency.
./date/1994/04/msg00745.html:groups, and so on. We’re more of an anarchy, appropriately enough.
./date/1994/04/msg00749.html:enough to cope with real-time conversation.
./date/1994/04/msg00775.html:can’t predict futures prices well enough to do what he proposed. The
./date/1994/04/msg00775.html:person who wrote it has obviously heard rumors but never got enough
./date/1994/04/msg00789.html:-- *someone* has to win, but that doesn’t mean that it’s reliable enough
./date/1994/04/msg00800.html:to move n dollars. Luckily, both A and B have enough cash and borrowed
./date/1994/04/msg00800.html:believe. Most CEO’s are smart enough to know that 1) they’re not in
./date/1994/04/msg00802.html:enough, you can make as near unity (certainty)
./date/1994/04/msg00807.html:managed to “double the bet” often enough not to go broke. However, in
./date/1994/04/msg00809.html:&gt;managed to “double the bet” often enough not to go broke. However, in
./date/1994/04/msg00813.html:Apparently that is not far enough in order to oppose those that push
./date/1994/04/msg00814.html:enough on this argument.) Closing prices are okay, but they are not as
./date/1994/04/msg00822.html:&gt; enough, you can make as near unity (certainty)
./date/1994/04/msg00829.html:seems close enough for me.
./date/1994/04/msg00836.html:&gt; seems close enough for me.
./date/1994/04/msg00847.html:large enough to execute $1M+ contracts like that at a time.
./date/1994/04/msg00847.html:enough to attract attention of market analysts.
./date/1994/04/msg00854.html:am sure the law will be created so enough!
./date/1994/04/msg00858.html:It appears that we’re still at a point where enough protest from the
./date/1994/04/msg00862.html:Your motivations seem clear enough to me. Dig in! Enjoy yourself here, and I
./date/1994/04/msg00863.html:use PGP and not PEM or DES. If someone is smart enough to use RSA, then they
./date/1994/04/msg00873.html:if a message went through that generated enough heat, that sort of remailer
./date/1994/04/msg00874.html:the buggy whip. The military ID should have been enough - I would
./date/1994/04/msg00881.html:kind enough to send me back the message so I could post it here.
enough
./date/1994/04/msg00886.html:&gt;am sure the law will be created so enough!
./date/1994/04/msg00888.html:&gt; am sure the law will be created so enough!
./date/1994/04/msg00903.html:A.2 Since there are a large number of parishoners, enough games can
./date/1994/04/msg00903.html:single player with enough money to `outlast’ the church is required.
./date/1994/04/msg00916.html:&gt; Your motivations seem clear enough to me. Dig in! Enjoy yourself here, and I
./date/1994/04/msg00917.html:&gt; the buggy whip. The military ID should have been enough - I would
enough that it makes little
./date/1994/04/msg00924.html:one means or another given enough effort, right?
enough horsepower
./date/1994/04/msg00970.html:enough
enough;
enough;
./date/1994/04/msg01001.html:&gt; A.2 Since there are a large number of parishoners, enough games can
./date/1994/04/msg01001.html:&gt; winnings), a single player with enough money to `outlast’ the church
./date/1994/04/msg01001.html:This player wins because he or she was fortunate enough to place the
./date/1994/04/msg01005.html:existance, “answerspace” is large enough that you can usually select
./date/1994/04/msg01012.html:manner. It is not enough
./date/1994/04/msg01044.html:strongly enough -- look at iterated DES and you’ll see some *real*
./date/1994/04/msg01044.html:sensitive dependence. Maybe with enough rounds and mixing...
./date/1994/04/msg01063.html:I’ve drawn quite enough attention to myself already.
./date/1994/04/msg01072.html:Strangely enough, neither of these channels were at all enthusiastic
./date/1994/04/msg01077.html:The victims surrender power to the tyrants. If enough victims
./date/1994/04/msg01077.html:of people said, “No!!! We’ve had enough!!! We’re mad as hell!!!
./date/1994/04/msg01089.html:If you don’t have enough space for your data in the image, you can simply
./date/1994/04/msg01091.html:enough to minimize the amount netted out from the gains. Playing
./date/1994/04/msg01096.html:&gt; large enough to execute $1M+ contracts like that at a time.
./date/1994/04/msg01096.html:&gt; enough to attract attention of market analysts.
./date/1994/04/msg01111.html:PH&gt;This player wins because he or she was fortunate enough to place the
./date/1994/04/msg01121.html:In so far as the information is benign enough to keep a graynet from
./date/1994/04/msg01133.html:appalling enough, and there isn’t enough jargon. (However, that
./date/1994/04/msg01159.html:conspirators. Fair enough. But their real agenda hasn’t changed.
./date/1994/04/msg01163.html:someone was bored enough to port it to a DSP :), but scrambling and
./date/1994/04/msg01165.html:you’re not in a strong enough position to worry about your own security
./date/1994/04/msg01174.html:severe (i.e. well under 160) if it’s bad enough for them to go public with
./date/1994/04/msg01176.html:Well, Cypherpunks, I’ve been up to enough today. Maybe tomorrow I’ll
./date/1994/04/msg01184.html:and output (with embedded data) statistically similar goes, it’s hardly enough.
./date/1994/04/msg01187.html:&gt; conspirators. Fair enough. But their real agenda hasn’t changed.
./date/1994/04/msg01191.html:but not well enough to explain it. His thinking is that if you have
./date/1994/04/msg01196.html:If you don’t have enough space for your data in the image, you can simply
./date/1994/04/msg01208.html:held in separate “cells” each of which knows only enough to inteact with
./date/1994/04/msg01208.html:the others, but not enough to compromise the entire net.
./date/1994/04/msg01211.html:just about spent _years_ making a recent release small enough and fast
./date/1994/04/msg01211.html:enough to be commercially viable (luckily for me and them they
./date/1994/04/msg01211.html:delivered product is a virtually paramount goal, right up there with enough
./date/1994/04/msg01211.html:manufacture enough RAM cheaply enough to hold our software. This
./date/1994/04/msg01211.html:and it will be a long while before enough computer power is
./date/1994/04/msg01211.html:cryptography is cheap enough to not worry about whether to
./date/1994/04/msg01211.html:(deleted by Tim) was hopefully enough to convey my true attitude...
./date/1994/04/msg01213.html:getting done not because the code cannot be made small enough and fast
./date/1994/04/msg01213.html:enough but because the “semantic gap” between our thinking about
./date/1994/04/msg01215.html:Repeat until the size is big enough.
./date/1994/04/msg01215.html:Gravity will pull it together once the rock is big enough. So
./date/1994/04/msg01215.html:isn’t strong enough to solve it.
./date/1994/04/msg01226.html:about C++ (I have Symantec C++ and _someday_ plan to learn enough to
./date/1994/04/msg01230.html:extract the low bytes of an image, sound, or other media, or if enough data
./date/1994/04/msg01261.html:The net may be decentralized, but not decentralized enough.
./date/1994/04/msg01264.html:came close enough to J.Random Poster’s feelings that he will let it
./date/1994/04/msg01265.html:&gt; came close enough to J.Random Poster’s feelings that he will let it
./date/1994/04/msg01317.html:discuss here. If enough criminals start using PGP, there may well be similar
./date/1994/04/msg01332.html:right -- it’s not enough to simply reprogram your phone, you must take
./date/1994/04/msg01336.html:enough to read poker hands, I would say.
enough
./date/1994/04/msg01344.html:from orbit is about an inch. That is in fact just about enough to read a
./date/1994/04/msg01345.html:&gt; enough to read poker hands, I would say.
./date/1994/04/msg01348.html:enough to track the physical movements and meetings of terrorists would be
enough
./date/1994/04/msg01365.html:damage? (That they “felt” damaged is not enough, else every psychotherapist
./date/1994/04/msg01366.html:from orbit is about an inch. That is in fact just about enough to read a ...
./date/1994/04/msg01378.html:subject. It would seem to me that over long enough time, perhaps using
./date/1994/04/msg01378.html:enough movement to provide enough resolution, you could eventually get
./date/1994/04/msg01391.html:&gt; enough to read poker hands, I would say.
./date/1994/04/msg01411.html:be changed, easily enough, but to have text traverse server-server with
enough to keep using the
./date/1994/04/msg01431.html:resolved soon enough anyway
./date/1994/04/msg01443.html:who speak English and C well enough to type it in accurately,
./date/1994/04/msg01444.html:blacklist the anons, but if there are enough anon packet bounces
./date/1994/04/msg01444.html:slowly. (Slowly enough for one person to type to an IRC, but not for a script
./date/1994/04/msg01446.html:network vulnerable -- but, ironically enough, provides the means for
./date/1994/04/msg01452.html:But not good enough.
./date/1994/04/msg01461.html:kind enough to allow user to IRC to Internet Chat. Who was that “masked
./date/1994/04/msg01472.html:enough manpower to enforce the Crime Bill on us]?
./date/1994/04/msg01482.html:something that decodes like speech in all the blocks is small enough
./date/1994/04/msg01486.html:&gt;&gt; enough manpower to enforce the Crime Bill on us]?
./date/1994/04/msg01490.html:&gt; enough manpower to enforce the Crime Bill on us]?
enough” forms, all mail is delivered.
./date/1994/04/msg01537.html:nobody with criminal intentions would be stupid enough to use the
./date/1994/04/msg01584.html:Post if there’s wide enough appeal, or just email me.
./date/1994/04/msg01595.html:request, after supplying enough evidence to warrant one. But Walker seemed to be
./date/1994/04/msg01598.html:enough” for cryptographic purposes. Many generators that look “good
./date/1994/04/msg01598.html:enough” for doing normal work fail miserably for cryptography. If one
./date/1994/04/msg01636.html:Well enough, then. I won’t bother.
./date/1994/04/msg01670.html:True enough -- my idea would be to say that our group is composed of folks who
./date/1994/05/msg00004.html:&gt; True enough -- my idea would be to say that our group is composed of folks who
./date/1994/05/msg00013.html:enough money into circulation, especially in the fast-growing frontier
./date/1994/05/msg00021.html:was concerned enough about to parody? It’s time the Clipper debate got
./date/1994/05/msg00021.html:enough to catch the eye of Joe and Mary Blow at the dinner table.
./date/1994/05/msg00021.html:for that matter, if you think you’re concerned enough to read this list,
./date/1994/05/msg00028.html:meant this as a private message, but there’s enough good info/requests that
./date/1994/05/msg00030.html:not enough is happening.
./date/1994/05/msg00031.html:| meant this as a private message, but there’s enough good info/requests that
./date/1994/05/msg00038.html:judgement was that if the equipment you’re using is easy enough to listen
./date/1994/05/msg00038.html:network have enough of an ‘expectation of privacy’ to require a warrent
./date/1994/05/msg00042.html:&gt; was concerned enough about to parody? It’s time the Clipper debate got
./date/1994/05/msg00042.html:&gt; enough to catch the eye of Joe and Mary Blow at the dinner table.
./date/1994/05/msg00064.html:espionage’, and ‘Money laundering’. {Oddly enough, there’s not the slightest
./date/1994/05/msg00068.html:with it, if it was cheap enough (the $25 numbers sounded reasonable).
./date/1994/05/msg00078.html:enough Tacky Tokens “in circulation” to allow them to be used as money.
./date/1994/05/msg00080.html:&gt;enough Tacky Tokens “in circulation” to allow them to be used as money.
./date/1994/05/msg00101.html:| enough Tacky Tokens “in circulation” to allow them to be used as money.
./date/1994/05/msg00101.html:To make it worthwhile, there need to be enough tokens in
./date/1994/05/msg00108.html:that anyone has used it enough that they are tired of constantly switching
./date/1994/05/msg00122.html:association with ‘commies’ was enough for someone opposed to their
./date/1994/05/msg00129.html:&gt; But this question comes up often enough that I’m afraid I’m missing
./date/1994/05/msg00134.html:not cash, since there usually is not enough cash on hand. Also
./date/1994/05/msg00136.html:But this question comes up often enough that I’m afraid I’m missing
./date/1994/05/msg00139.html:&gt; &gt; But this question comes up often enough that I’m afraid I’m missing
./date/1994/05/msg00155.html:taking anything away from Eric, but he himself says he learned enough Perl
./date/1994/05/msg00159.html:- using tamperproof trusted hardware that embeds enough information about
enough about not using magic money
./date/1994/05/msg00169.html:enough, (and you were completely cash based) you could get your pro formas
./date/1994/05/msg00169.html:mechanism be a useful enough
./date/1994/05/msg00170.html:If you broke into some company’s machines often enough, they were likely
./date/1994/05/msg00177.html:level... but in a large enough group of people, there has to be a consensus on
./date/1994/05/msg00179.html:Are people interested enough in data havens or postage-based remailers
./date/1994/05/msg00188.html:probably a way to cut them in enough to keep them and the other regulators
./date/1994/05/msg00188.html:crypto somewhere with enough clout to keep the other Feds out of normal
./date/1994/05/msg00195.html:yuppies scared of Uncle Sam enough to bitch about it, mind you Joe Sixpack
./date/1994/05/msg00196.html:I’ve had enough folks volunteer for this in NYC that there’s no way I’d
./date/1994/05/msg00196.html:&gt; Mac disks, too - I’m not familiar enough with PC Expo to know if they
./date/1994/05/msg00204.html:talk.politics.crypto, and thought it relevant enough to Cypherpunks to
./date/1994/05/msg00204.html:Most people are pretty reasonable, and learn quickly enough to
./date/1994/05/msg00214.html:I don’t have time to read alt.security.pgp enough to not have some
enough to get
./date/1994/05/msg00214.html:&gt;taking anything away from Eric, but he himself says he learned enough Perl
./date/1994/05/msg00225.html:using, the meaning is obscured, and that’s enough for them.
./date/1994/05/msg00263.html:yet matured enough to be 100% totally professional all the time...
./date/1994/05/msg00265.html:pervious occurances, within a short enough distance, the offset could be
./date/1994/05/msg00288.html:would have a good enough system that if it were possible to get the number
./date/1994/05/msg00293.html:Fair enough Mr. Atkins.
./date/1994/05/msg00304.html:I doubt many Congressional members are “clean” enough to support a chip
./date/1994/05/msg00311.html:&gt; I doubt many Congressional members are “clean” enough to support a chip
./date/1994/05/msg00312.html:remailing (for example) and keeping enough logs to keep out of
./date/1994/05/msg00314.html:and early ‘70s, the european economy was good enough that people (Charles
./date/1994/05/msg00327.html:Bill. Sure enough, Bush loses it--bigtime--openly proclaims the
./date/1994/05/msg00350.html:enough to anticipate this step. What’s the catch?
./date/1994/05/msg00368.html:&gt; enough to anticipate this step. What’s the catch?
./date/1994/05/msg00377.html:contribution. (Is there enough of a money supply out there, that 12
./date/1994/05/msg00386.html:&gt; I doubt many Congressional members are “clean” enough to support a chip
./date/1994/05/msg00414.html:NEED PGP. If he knows enough to realize what little privacy he actually
./date/1994/05/msg00418.html:NEED PGP. If he knows enough to realize what little privacy he actually
./date/1994/05/msg00435.html:&gt; words, you don’t have to be smart (or ambitious) enough to
./date/1994/05/msg00441.html:At least Mr. Nalbandian is forthright enough to be clueless in such a way
enough
./date/1994/05/msg00467.html:is bad enough on cypherpunks -- there’s a *lot* of noise -- without
enough
./date/1994/05/msg00550.html:By that time we should have enough pressure applied to Clipper’s juggular
./date/1994/05/msg00562.html:enough to anticipate this step. What’s the catch?
./date/1994/05/msg00583.html:Printed KeyIDs have been incresed to 32 bits, as there were enough keys
./date/1994/05/msg00592.html:The fact that these are the only possible outcomes is reason enough to
./date/1994/05/msg00601.html:Unfortunately I don’t know enough about RSAREF to know what this involves
./date/1994/05/msg00620.html:we can insure that we provide enough goodies.
./date/1994/05/msg00640.html:gov’t could easily tap his line. Whereas Sam is smart enough to choose
./date/1994/05/msg00645.html:use a DSP. There are more than enough spare cycles available to
./date/1994/05/msg00645.html:lucky enough to discover this leak, it could easily take 6 months
./date/1994/05/msg00650.html:well enough to agree on a common currency, then they know each other
./date/1994/05/msg00650.html:well enough to remove the reason for using multiple remailers.
./date/1994/05/msg00661.html:&gt; gov’t could easily tap his line. Whereas Sam is smart enough to choose
./date/1994/05/msg00665.html:enough level.)
./date/1994/05/msg00725.html:sequence without value repetition.) A trial contains enough samples
./date/1994/05/msg00730.html:throughput pay enough to add enough capacity so there is always some
./date/1994/05/msg00752.html:would be easy enough. But it would still require people to “download”
./date/1994/05/msg00782.html:time they did it, I think that enough people would be pissed off that they’d
./date/1994/05/msg00795.html:broken with enough cyphertext - and developed the concept of workload for
./date/1994/05/msg00798.html:the assumption that if it’s good enough for the government’s
./date/1994/05/msg00798.html:information, it’s good enough to protect industry’s.
./date/1994/05/msg00805.html:&gt;&gt; the assumption that if it’s good enough for the government’s
./date/1994/05/msg00805.html:&gt;&gt; information, it’s good enough to protect industry’s.
./date/1994/05/msg00805.html:&gt; But Clipper NEVER claimed to be good enough for the government’s info!
enough for the REAL
./date/1994/05/msg00805.html:good enough
./date/1994/05/msg00810.html:&gt; the assumption that if it’s good enough for the government’s
./date/1994/05/msg00810.html:&gt; information, it’s good enough to protect industry’s.
./date/1994/05/msg00810.html:But Clipper NEVER claimed to be good enough for the government’s info!
enough for the REAL
./date/1994/05/msg00822.html:own. I hope I’m making this point clear enough.

./date/1994/05/msg00835.html:being enough for most operations.
./date/1994/05/msg00835.html:changing an icon isn’t enough. I suggest just *, appended directly to the
./date/1994/05/msg00835.html:us interested enough in your ideas that we let you take over. This sheet
./date/1994/05/msg00836.html:main culprits are Mykotronx, VTI, and AT&amp;T. Intel gets enough bad
./date/1994/05/msg00857.html:I’m sorry, I must not have read your post carefully enough. I understood
./date/1994/05/msg00859.html:I’m not playing net.cop. I just think Cypherpunks have enough
./date/1994/05/msg00887.html:(This needs more work, and I may not have explained it here in enough
./date/1994/05/msg00887.html:few digits, or up to half or so. This is enough for Bob to immediately
./date/1994/05/msg00887.html:but not enough for others to know his public key (which actually isn’t
./date/1994/05/msg00903.html:it’s good enough for the government’s information, it’s good enough to protect
./date/1994/05/msg00913.html::On the other hand it is important enough.
./date/1994/05/msg00930.html:the assumption that if it’s good enough for the government’s
./date/1994/05/msg00930.html:information, it’s good enough to protect industry’s.
./date/1994/05/msg00934.html:Sure enough the penet server tracked the message (which I posted to
./date/1994/05/msg00994.html:(DES) was good enough for them.
./date/1994/05/msg00994.html:By creating an encryption standard strong enough to require escrow, the NSA has
./date/1994/05/msg00994.html:(because of all those your-data-is-insecure stories) will know enough about it
./date/1994/05/msg00995.html:major enough win that I was in the process of trying to get several
./date/1994/05/msg01000.html:have over unapproved versions will be strong enough that it will be
./date/1994/05/msg01011.html:enough technical data to enable them to independently implement the
./date/1994/05/msg01016.html:&gt; enough technical data to enable them to independently implement the
./date/1994/05/msg01019.html:&gt; have over unapproved versions will be strong enough that it will be
./date/1994/05/msg01023.html:So you really don’t need to do CRT four times; twice is good enough.
./date/1994/05/msg01028.html:person who is concerned enough about the idiocy of the US export rules
./date/1994/05/msg01029.html:currencies automatically. I’ll do that if Magic Money coins take on enough
./date/1994/05/msg01031.html:Sy&gt; be enough. Keeping an eye on a handful of key systems could do it.
./date/1994/05/msg01033.html:&gt;will be strong enough that it will be widely used in the U.S.
./date/1994/05/msg01033.html:RSA has had more than enough time to target infringers and afraid of their
./date/1994/05/msg01042.html:&gt;have over unapproved versions will be strong enough that it will be
./date/1994/05/msg01048.html:and only if the bank fee for deposit/withdrawal were high enough to
./date/1994/05/msg01050.html:&gt; currencies automatically. I’ll do that if Magic Money coins take on enough
./date/1994/05/msg01052.html:I don’t know enough about the situation to know whether to support PRZ or
./date/1994/05/msg01052.html:Because no one has been told enough.
./date/1994/05/msg01080.html:in the talk, so after (not enough) editing and some expansion so that
./date/1994/05/msg01080.html:Do you know enough to run your own Box (Un*x or what ever) at
./date/1994/05/msg01080.html:Do you know enough
./date/1994/05/msg01080.html:Are you willing to learn enough to do all this?
./date/1994/05/msg01086.html:for the last two days; I think its important enough to ask all of you
./date/1994/05/msg01098.html:enough to crack 1K keys, and if you’re really that worried about security,
./date/1994/05/msg01098.html:&gt;Printed keyIDs have been incresed to 32 bits, as there were enough keys
./date/1994/05/msg01098.html:there are enough people out there using PGP and NOT registering their
./date/1994/05/msg01130.html::&gt;Printed keyIDs have been incresed to 32 bits, as there were enough keys
./date/1994/05/msg01130.html::there are enough people out there using PGP and NOT registering their
./date/1994/05/msg01135.html:enough to crack 1K keys, and if you’re really that worried about security,
./date/1994/05/msg01135.html:&gt;Printed keyIDs have been incresed to 32 bits, as there were enough keys
./date/1994/05/msg01135.html:there are enough people out there using PGP and NOT registering their
./date/1994/05/msg01144.html:enough to screen the keys properly? A centralized key signor authority
./date/1994/05/msg01159.html:enough to try all of the elements of groups of that order.
./date/1994/05/msg01174.html:g^x has a small period good enough that it makes sense to check for that
./date/1994/05/msg01190.html:if the modulus is large enough. In addition, changing the modulus can
./date/1994/05/msg01201.html:&gt; if the modulus is large enough.
./date/1994/05/msg01205.html:I don’t know about the rest of you, but there is more than enough
./date/1994/05/msg01205.html:we are defenseless, and the noise level is already high enough
./date/1994/05/msg01215.html:The reply message to a request message has enough information to
./date/1994/05/msg01229.html:&gt; if the modulus is large enough. In addition, changing the modulus can
./date/1994/05/msg01230.html:While I don’t have enough lawyers, guns, and money to go exporting it
./date/1994/05/msg01231.html:enough to try all of the elements of groups of that order.
./date/1994/05/msg01251.html:In his system, q is a lot smaller than p, just big enough to provide the
./date/1994/05/msg01261.html:&gt; and we’ve had enough of them.
./date/1994/05/msg01263.html:server gets enough data to be meaningful. I haven’t worked out the details
./date/1994/05/msg01263.html:could back up an Ob, but after enough transactions had happened at this
./date/1994/05/msg01276.html:If they were that smart, they’d simply have made Skipjack weak enough to
./date/1994/05/msg01277.html:&gt; If they were that smart, they’d simply have made Skipjack weak enough to
./date/1994/05/msg01279.html:Guess I just wasn’t punk enough. :) Or prehaps this list doesn’t
./date/1994/05/msg01283.html:another mutual acquaintance, intending, innocently enough, such as a
./date/1994/05/msg01283.html:research on the problem. (Interestingly enough the David Sternlight
./date/1994/05/msg01283.html:the brief. Interestingly enough the parallels here are quite close.
./date/1994/05/msg01286.html:itself, only in the *exchange*. It never really got far enough off the
./date/1994/05/msg01291.html:alone get ahead. I’d like to thank Uni for trusting us enough to share
./date/1994/05/msg01315.html:signature but can’t read the new one. The patch is simple enough
./date/1994/05/msg01358.html:could even make enough money for a couple of burritos this way. :-)
./date/1994/05/msg01360.html:impossible for problems large enough to be interesting)
./date/1994/05/msg01373.html:2 is not later enough to count as ‘solaris 1.1 or later;’ It was not
./date/1994/05/msg01403.html:Yes, but the key diddn’t have enough bits to protect it for
./date/1994/05/msg01434.html:120 bits. In other words, it should be “strong enough” for the next
./date/1994/05/msg01443.html:If I am dense enough to publicly associate myself with the post,
./date/1994/05/msg01446.html:&gt; If I am dense enough to publicly associate myself with the post,
./date/1994/05/msg01463.html:&gt; If I am dense enough to publicly associate myself with the post,
./date/1994/05/msg01469.html:If your transgression of netiquette is severe enough, you will be pilloried
./date/1994/05/msg01469.html:cane him. And if caning is good enough for a kid from Ohio who vandalizes
./date/1994/05/msg01469.html:cars, its good enough for a kid from Michigan who offends sensitive network
./date/1994/05/msg01469.html:incident is enough to wake up our legislatures before there are more
./date/1994/05/msg01501.html:investigators. “If there’s enough money, you can get anything”
./date/1994/05/msg01501.html:accessible question and answer format, and includes just enough
./date/1994/05/msg01504.html:noteworthy enough to make a big deal about.
./date/1994/05/msg01507.html:this enough to dodge ‘demand’?
./date/1994/05/msg01521.html:&gt; of conventional cryptosystems very fast -- fast enough to be of use
./date/1994/05/msg01532.html:If enough people know that Black Unicorn = Fritz Foobar, then the
./date/1994/05/msg01532.html:of what they think of as rants is bad enough, but for one of your
./date/1994/05/msg01532.html:&gt; A settlement is vindication enough in my case.
./date/1994/05/msg01534.html:cryptosystems very fast -- fast enough to be of use in this case, for
./date/1994/05/msg01540.html:&gt;cryptosystems very fast -- fast enough to be of use in this case, for
./date/1994/05/msg01553.html::Any system powerful enough to record customers’ conversations
./date/1994/05/msg01553.html::York. ``Often a sign on the door is not enough.’’
./date/1994/05/msg01557.html:&gt; &gt;cryptosystems very fast -- fast enough to be of use in this case, for
./date/1994/05/msg01560.html:&gt; If enough people know that Black Unicorn = Fritz Foobar, then the
./date/1994/05/msg01560.html:&gt; of what they think of as rants is bad enough, but for one of your
./date/1994/05/msg01560.html:On the other hand, those who are enough in the public image are usually
./date/1994/05/msg01560.html:&gt; &gt; A settlement is vindication enough in my case.
./date/1994/05/msg01572.html:that. I don’t think 2^k is nearly close enough to ((2^k)!)^(1/2) for
./date/1994/05/msg01574.html:enough for the general list, feel free to forward this.
./date/1994/05/msg01577.html:we’ll see this soon enough in Detweiler’s phony sig blocks.
./date/1994/05/msg01613.html:Interestingly enough, just yesterday. I assure you, the person who
./date/1994/05/msg01621.html:net.lunatic seriously enough that an apology would make everything all
./date/1994/05/msg01622.html:&gt; mailing lists and are valuable enough to deserve wider
./date/1994/05/msg01626.html:well enough to get the cops to the general vacinity of the shooting.
./date/1994/05/msg01630.html:&gt; Interestingly enough, just yesterday. I assure you, the person who
./date/1994/05/msg01641.html:do. Be sure to give me enough detail in the question so that I can
./date/1994/05/msg01641.html:enough that the existing 7 Pro facilities for mail encryption and digital
./date/1994/05/msg01649.html:&gt; well enough to get the cops to the general vacinity of the shooting.
./date/1994/05/msg01661.html:Hardly. Maybe it will be in the future, but enough infrastructure
./date/1994/05/msg01672.html:better to avoid making “Cypherpunks are doing enough” types of
./date/1994/05/msg01672.html:enought peopole are using this so as to create a market. Meanwhile,
./date/1994/05/msg01676.html:&gt;Hardly. Maybe it will be in the future, but enough infrastructure
./date/1994/05/msg01685.html:Freedom and Privacy. “Aldrich Ames is evidence enough.”
./date/1994/05/msg01688.html:&gt; that. I don’t think 2^k is nearly close enough to ((2^k)!)^(1/2) for
./date/1994/05/msg01711.html:&gt; &gt; of what they think of as rants is bad enough, but for one of your
./date/1994/05/msg01728.html:on, and that is enough playing editor for any man’s sanity. This, coupled
./date/1994/05/msg01737.html:enough and in meaningful enoug chunks that someone other than the
./date/1994/05/msg01737.html:enough to be usable.
./date/1994/05/msg01737.html:-kb, a Kent with a thick enough protective coating of ignorance to
./date/1994/06/msg00006.html:Micali’s patent lawyer was wise enough to round out the patent with
./date/1994/06/msg00022.html:enough to pay.
./date/1994/06/msg00028.html: | | | strong enough for most things, but not
./date/1994/06/msg00031.html:enough to do a known-plaintext-attack. Doesn’t have the Microsoft word
./date/1994/06/msg00032.html:&gt;enought peopole are using this so as to create a market. Meanwhile,
./date/1994/06/msg00035.html:I don’t think I was clear enough. The parallels had to do with the
./date/1994/06/msg00039.html:think the comments of _me_ are enough to stop you? Jeesh.
./date/1994/06/msg00045.html:enough that it made the front page of today’s New York Times. I’m not
./date/1994/06/msg00049.html:got the syntax wrong. The operator of the remailer was kind enough to
./date/1994/06/msg00049.html:And I erased it. I’ve had enough trouble with Mac distributions that
./date/1994/06/msg00052.html:&gt; &gt;enough that it made the front page of today’s New York Times. I’m not
./date/1994/06/msg00054.html:&gt;enough that it made the front page of today’s New York Times. I’m not
./date/1994/06/msg00061.html:Micali’s patent lawyer was wise enough to round out
./date/1994/06/msg00063.html:&gt; enough that it made the front page of today’s New York Times.
./date/1994/06/msg00078.html: | | | strong enough for most things, but not
./date/1994/06/msg00094.html:randomly chosen LEAFs, which is a large enough fraction to make a
./date/1994/06/msg00097.html:I had a fun idea. Imagine getting enough information together to
./date/1994/06/msg00097.html:With enough of these traversing the ether, the chaff/wheat noise ratio
./date/1994/06/msg00098.html:&gt;With enough of these traversing the ether, the chaff/wheat noise ratio
enough
./date/1994/06/msg00141.html:were good enough to be archived. For starters, people can just
./date/1994/06/msg00143.html:generating it. That is enough.
./date/1994/06/msg00143.html:enough
./date/1994/06/msg00151.html:enough to make Skipjack intentionally weak. However, that isn’t a
./date/1994/06/msg00159.html:keeps this hack from working? Is enough known about the workings of the two
./date/1994/06/msg00174.html:that the DE (distant end) ain’t necessarily smart enough to do so (assuming
./date/1994/06/msg00176.html:sender-generated session keys, so it would be simple enough to
./date/1994/06/msg00191.html:&gt; that the DE (distant end) ain’t necessarily smart enough to do so (assuming
./date/1994/06/msg00194.html:is that the NSA is cocky enough to disregard the consequences of putting
./date/1994/06/msg00209.html:of evidence that 0.01% of its budget would be enough to build a
./date/1994/06/msg00211.html:&gt; essays that they thought were good enough to be archived.
./date/1994/06/msg00234.html:They say that if you squint your eyes just right &amp; long enough, dogs
./date/1994/06/msg00234.html:&gt;think the comments of _me_ are enough to stop you? Jeesh.
./date/1994/06/msg00235.html:I’d be awfully suprised if there were enough people in the central
./date/1994/06/msg00236.html:&gt;of evidence that 0.01% of its budget would be enough to build a
./date/1994/06/msg00241.html:&gt; I’d be awfully suprised if there were enough people in the central &gt;
enough to not
./date/1994/06/msg00245.html:enough that the other phone doesn’t get suspicious--i.e., time out?
enough to not
./date/1994/06/msg00247.html:(the work arounds) carry enough of a performance penalty, however, to limit
./date/1994/06/msg00251.html:kind enough to answer, is:is “traditional” his word, or was it his
./date/1994/06/msg00256.html:(the work arounds) carry enough of a performance penalty, however, to limit
./date/1994/06/msg00261.html:rectum long enough to look around and notice that real reporters
./date/1994/06/msg00261.html:designed, which is powerful enough to take care of everybody’s
./date/1994/06/msg00306.html:Having been naive enough to actually read a number of his posts
./date/1994/06/msg00308.html:The only problem here is the time it takes to test these forged LEAFs. Does it have the limit? Maybe chip waits some time
before allowing for next testing, 0.1 sec would be enough
sec makes no difference. Then maybe Clipper chips will re-initiate key exchange or whatever after some time-out.
./date/1994/06/msg00344.html:Good points, I wasn’t thinking far enough. The examples you cite can
./date/1994/06/msg00344.html:stretch it hard enough:You give people false information (“Such and
./date/1994/06/msg00353.html:&gt; meant crime as what at least _I_ perceive as morally wrong enough to justify
./date/1994/06/msg00360.html:&gt; are important enough to justify wiretapping, than there is little difference
./date/1994/06/msg00376.html:meant crime as what at least _I_ perceive as morally wrong enough to justify
./date/1994/06/msg00378.html:are important enough to justify wiretapping, than there is little difference
./date/1994/06/msg00381.html:$9,000 to have enough “after tax” money to pay $4,500 property tax.
./date/1994/06/msg00383.html:(broadly enough
./date/1994/06/msg00391.html:ps - sorry no pgp support... &lt;not enough disk space for pgp executable or for
./date/1994/06/msg00418.html:afforded, then the question arises “how much is enough”?
./date/1994/06/msg00423.html:| afforded, then the question arises “how much is enough”? |
./date/1994/06/msg00423.html:”How much is enough” is something you must decide for yourself.
./date/1994/06/msg00442.html::afforded, then the question arises “how much is enough”?
./date/1994/06/msg00450.html:analysis will provide enough information to determine the difference between
./date/1994/06/msg00459.html:&gt;analysis will provide enough information to determine the difference between
./date/1994/06/msg00465.html:DES with more than 16 rounds. It is DES with enough rounds to make it
./date/1994/06/msg00475.html:&gt; analysis will provide enough information to determine the difference between
./date/1994/06/msg00475.html:Why not have the dummy message forwarded in a long enough chain and back to
./date/1994/06/msg00475.html:enough
./date/1994/06/msg00481.html:&gt;the entire system (or colluding with enough remailer nodes, as in any
./date/1994/06/msg00482.html:enough time to keep up with the list can keep up with remailer news
./date/1994/06/msg00487.html:&gt;research. (Lots of complicated stuff yet to be considered in enough detail
./date/1994/06/msg00491.html:rather certain. Good enough for me.
./date/1994/06/msg00500.html:state can be changed under the constitution if enough people say they
./date/1994/06/msg00506.html:&gt; &gt; analysis will provide enough information to determine the difference between
./date/1994/06/msg00506.html:&gt; Why not have the dummy message forwarded in a long enough chain and back to
./date/1994/06/msg00506.html:&gt; enough
./date/1994/06/msg00521.html:enough, he probably would set the price P (in $ or DM or Magic Money or
./date/1994/06/msg00527.html:gun, and a car with a tank full of gasoline with enough energy in it to
./date/1994/06/msg00528.html:Charlie (our suspected criminal) was smart enough to keep his public
./date/1994/06/msg00528.html:is stupid enough to leave his public key around, then Alice can send
./date/1994/06/msg00532.html:of the source code, etc.), is likely to contain a backdoor big enough
./date/1994/06/msg00545.html:he’ll probably make enough to afford a few *new* computers
./date/1994/06/msg00546.html:e-mail isn’t secure enough for his purposes but that PGP will make it
enough
./date/1994/06/msg00566.html:And remember, you generate only enough dummies to keep up the minimum
./date/1994/06/msg00574.html:least for some more years, not enough with a frozen blood sample for
./date/1994/06/msg00591.html:No, the few cells left on your chair are not enough to provide a genomic map.
./date/1994/06/msg00602.html:easily imagine it being good enough for actual sequencing if it
./date/1994/06/msg00602.html:The problem may not be big enough to be formally called
./date/1994/06/msg00602.html:power increases, but it still looks big enough to be interesting.
./date/1994/06/msg00629.html:If there are long enough delays between messages, none of the proposed
./date/1994/06/msg00630.html:Who will decide how much privacy is “enough”?
./date/1994/06/msg00661.html:If not, is there likely to be enough demand that I should start coding?
./date/1994/06/msg00675.html:Well, that is probably enough acronyms for today. :-)
./date/1994/06/msg00676.html:enough in providing these hi./date/1994/06/msg00712.html:&gt; Observation number 2:So it’s enough
./date/1994/06/msg00715.html:properties will be good enough for a one-time pad, key
./date/1994/06/msg00715.html:enough for 10^34 other universes”.
./date/1994/06/msg00715.html:Page 236:Fifth paragraph:“would never be low enough” should be
./date/1994/06/msg00715.html:”would never be high enough”.
./date/1994/06/msg00728.html:had to try and make the program smart enough
./date/1994/06/msg00747.html:properties will be good enough for a one-time pad, key
./date/1994/06/msg00747.html:enough for 10^34 other universes”.
./date/1994/06/msg00747.html:Page 236:Fifth paragraph:“would never be low enough” should be
./date/1994/06/msg00747.html:”would never be high enough”.
./date/1994/06/msg00761.html:“Look alright, you have presented enough evidence
./date/1994/06/msg00765.html:at “close enough” algorithms for a robot project I am in the middle of.
./date/1994/06/msg00766.html:&gt; smart enough
./date/1994/06/msg00770.html:smart enough
./date/1994/06/msg00774.html:not nearly devious enough to work for a TLA. I believe NO request for
./date/1994/06/msg00775.html:&gt; a subexponential one if you only let N grow large enough.
./date/1994/06/msg00784.html:only let N grow large enough
./date/1994/06/msg00800.html:| “The risk... is that our vision is too small, our dreams not large enough” |
./date/1994/06/msg00807.html:theory, etc. (Some of these things I know just enough about to know
enough
./date/1994/06/msg00833.html:boiling. As long as it is done slowly enough, it goes relatively
./date/1994/06/msg00833.html:the crypto export issue should be proof enough that our enemies
./date/1994/06/msg00839.html:&gt; boiling. As long as it is done slowly enough, it goes relatively
./date/1994/06/msg00839.html:&gt; the crypto export issue should be proof enough that our enemies
./date/1994/06/msg00866.html:”If the language of the Authorized Version (1611) was good enough for our
./date/1994/06/msg00866.html:Lord Jesus Christ -- it’s good enough for me.” -- actually, not a bad
enough. The really bad stuff is
./date/1994/06/msg00896.html:It would take much work to make it convenient enough to do this.
./date/1994/06/msg00897.html:&gt; boiling. As long as it is done slowly enough, it goes relatively
./date/1994/06/msg00897.html:&gt; the crypto export issue should be proof enough that our enemies
./date/1994/06/msg00900.html:&gt; It would take much work to make it convenient enough to do this.
./date/1994/06/msg00908.html:&gt; &gt; the crypto export issue should be proof enough that our enemies
./date/1994/06/msg00932.html:techniques. These are not reliable enough for moving targets due to all
./date/1994/06/msg00940.html:and then taken parity of the result (4-5 bits is enough for most situations, depends of cource on distribution of LF
generator values) . Variable Freq.
./date/1994/06/msg00963.html:You are a born anarchist hacker rhetorician w. enough techno knowledge
./date/1994/06/msg00965.html:competetor, and if security is lax enough to let encrypted email out,
./date/1994/06/msg00965.html:it’s probably lax enough to walk out with a 8mm tape and 5+ GB of
./date/1994/06/msg00971.html:I am glad I know enough about phones that before I got caught I could
./date/1994/06/msg01005.html:are stronger than the enemy because whereas he only has enough nuclear
./date/1994/06/msg01005.html:weapons to vaporize your city 15 times over you have enough to
./date/1994/06/msg01014.html:exists, or reasons why a criminal sophisticated enough to use
./date/1994/06/msg01014.html:cryptography would be dumb enough to use an American made tele./date/1994/06/msg01017.html:close enough) will cause problems as well.
./date/1994/06/msg01021.html:&gt; Oddly enough
./date/1994/06/msg01024.html:Oddly enough
./date/1994/06/msg01026.html:&gt; Oddly enough
./date/1994/06/msg01027.html:&gt;are stronger than the enemy because whereas he only has enough nuclear
./date/1994/06/msg01027.html:&gt;weapons to vaporize your city 15 times over you have enough to

./date/1994/06/msg01034.html:&gt;&gt; Oddly enough
./date/1994/06/msg01040.html:C programming skills were a little rusty, I found it easy enough to
./date/1994/06/msg01041.html:Because once your RSA key is big enough the conventional key you use
./date/1994/06/msg01054.html:|&gt;&gt; Oddly enough
./date/1994/06/msg01078.html:&gt;close enough) will cause problems as well.
./date/1994/06/msg01078.html:the receiver is sensitive enough you also pick up the thermal noise
./date/1994/06/msg01090.html:Anyone concerned enough about security to want the “latest and greatest”
./date/1994/06/msg01095.html:ships. Before, it was enought to have a good presence in Moscow. Now you
./date/1994/06/msg01105.html:decreased audience. If enough people use super large keys, then maybe
./date/1994/06/msg01111.html:-- “The techniques used to implement them do carry enough
./date/1994/06/msg01111.html:chip designers recognized that 25 bits did not offer enough
./date/1994/06/msg01116.html:good enough... Yes, there are holes, but only to ‘hackers’... People who want
./date/1994/06/msg01123.html:kind enough to commit John’s piece to ascii and forward it to the
./date/1994/06/msg01157.html:Who will decide how much privacy is “enough”?
./date/1994/06/msg01164.html:Who will decide how much privacy is “enough”?
./date/1994/06/msg01171.html:is seldom random enough, according to talks he has given.
./date/1994/06/msg01177.html:going off to Hong Kong, whether you would be there long enough to be
./date/1994/06/msg01185.html:Any terrorist who knows enough about encryption to know how to exercise the
./date/1994/06/msg01185.html:enough to encrypt with PGP underneath clipper anyway. So what difference
./date/1994/06/msg01185.html:to crack then RSA/IDEA, but appearantly not enough to justify NSA-concern.
./date/1994/06/msg01185.html:loophole. IMHO, the NSA obviously spends enough effort spying on the
./date/1994/06/msg01185.html:be blind enough to think that Clipper is going to be any use at all
./date/1994/06/msg01217.html:”engineering” smacks of that enough, let’s leave it at that.
./date/1994/06/msg01219.html:Couldn’t someone with enough clout ask “C” where a certain
./date/1994/06/msg01219.html:motivated enough to invest considerable resources in tracking the
./date/1994/06/msg01221.html:”watcher” would catch on fast enough to stop the majority of the
./date/1994/06/msg01221.html:are technically oriented enough, or know someone who is
./date/1994/06/msg01221.html:technically oriented enough to type in:
./date/1994/06/msg01223.html:Any of you who knew enough about computers could pick this book
./date/1994/06/msg01223.html:up and write software probably good enough that the government
./date/1994/06/msg01224.html:PM:He points out very correctly that if they’re willing to spend enough
./date/1994/06/msg01224.html:computer right now securely, securely enough that what they spent a
./date/1994/06/msg01225.html:not free, but it’s cheap enough that people we would consider to
./date/1994/06/msg01229.html:&gt;Couldn’t someone with enough clout ask “C” where a certain
./date/1994/06/msg01229.html:&gt;motivated enough to invest considerable resources in tracking the
./date/1994/07/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01200” HREF=”msg01200.html”>e$:a long enough lever</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00030.html:Or perhaps he was not reading the list closely enough to see these
./date/1994/07/msg00043.html:If a person were to sit there long enough I am shure they would crack if
./date/1994/07/msg00056.html:&gt; If they want your key badly enough,
./date/1994/07/msg00060.html:irritating enough to have to see it in comp.org.eff.talk.
./date/1994/07/msg00068.html:or the admissibility of evidence? If they want your key badly enough,
./date/1994/07/msg00072.html:&gt; or the admissibility of evidence? If they want your key badly enough,
./date/1994/07/msg00077.html:there is a strong enough foundation in place can a Nation (not Empire) support
./date/1994/07/msg00078.html:That’s inconsistent enough to keep my friends and family happy, and myself
./date/1994/07/msg00132.html:PGP, for example, asks for keyboard input to get enough entropy. (I
./date/1994/07/msg00134.html:are old enough can remember Communist witch hunts in the 1940s and
./date/1994/07/msg00143.html:event that one is deemed important enough to be monitored by several
./date/1994/07/msg00148.html:Another approach to getting enough entropy in passwords/phrases is a
./date/1994/07/msg00156.html:Note that some compilers might not be smart enough to use logical shift
./date/1994/07/msg00161.html:leaks is hard enough - trying to analyse the interaction between
./date/1994/07/msg00163.html:I am bemused to see charges that Cypherpunks are not doing enough.
./date/1994/07/msg00166.html:&gt; Note that some compilers might not be smart enough to use logical shift
./date/1994/07/msg00169.html:* enough
./date/1994/07/msg00173.html:I barely had enough time to put the stuff that I did manage to put on the
./date/1994/07/msg00173.html:ahead of time instead of thinking I had captured enough from the list. I
./date/1994/07/msg00173.html:&gt; I am bemused to see charges that Cypherpunks are not doing enough.
./date/1994/07/msg00173.html:you were not doing enough. I stated that you were “unable” to help, and
./date/1994/07/msg00175.html:impossible to get close enough to the computer in question to get a
./date/1994/07/msg00188.html:&gt; impossible to get close enough to the computer in question to get a
./date/1994/07/msg00188.html:Or could it be possible to put out enough ‘garbage’ radiation to throw
enough
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:enough entropy. (And to some extent, it is not computable to determine if a
./date/1994/07/msg00199.html:&gt; Or could it be possible to put out enough ‘garbage’ radiation to throw
./date/1994/07/msg00205.html:enough. We’ll probably have to get some food so they don’t kick us
./date/1994/07/msg00209.html:hypothetically, is that enough
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:&gt; hypothetically, is that enough
./date/1994/07/msg00219.html:&gt; hypothetically, is that enough
./date/1994/07/msg00247.html:| impossible to get close enough to the computer in question to get a
./date/1994/07/msg00252.html:excellent technique). I’ve found that if I review it enough
./date/1994/07/msg00271.html:are happening because the costs have dropped enough.)
./date/1994/07/msg00274.html:didn’t know enough about cryptography to give me an interesting
./date/1994/07/msg00288.html:| enough
./date/1994/07/msg00296.html:enough
./date/1994/07/msg00300.html:&gt; Note that some compilers might not be smart enough to use logical shift
./date/1994/07/msg00365.html:&gt; Detweiler. We’ll know soon enough if he turns up here too, though
./date/1994/07/msg00368.html:a little forwarding talk recently enough for your avarage
./date/1994/07/msg00370.html:’He’s baaaaack!’ yet? - I’ll know soon enough if I log on to cypherpunks
./date/1994/07/msg00378.html:get N small enough so that the number of R values which maps to any
./date/1994/07/msg00378.html:bin is about the same, close enough so that differences aren’t
./date/1994/07/msg00385.html:If you really need to know whether your generator is random-enough for
./date/1994/07/msg00386.html:&gt;If you really need to know whether your generator is random-enough for
./date/1994/07/msg00386.html:the clever-enough test was not yet applied or devised.
./date/1994/07/msg00390.html:&gt; a little forwarding talk recently enough for your avarage
./date/1994/07/msg00393.html:Detweiler. We’ll know soon enough if he turns up here too, though
./date/1994/07/msg00396.html:&gt; &gt; a little forwarding talk recently enough for your avarage
./date/1994/07/msg00398.html:&gt;giving them enough
./date/1994/07/msg00400.html:educated enough to realize what the things are that I don’t know.
./date/1994/07/msg00400.html:too hard to do a succesful man-in-the-middle attack quickly enough for
./date/1994/07/msg00402.html:[I wrote this for CuD, but decided the issue is urgent enough to post
./date/1994/07/msg00409.html:&gt; a little forwarding talk recently enough for your avarage
./date/1994/07/msg00411.html:1) spread it widely enough that it is hard to fake the several lookups
./date/1994/07/msg00422.html:You had better not have any “secure thoughts” then. “Forever” is enough
./date/1994/07/msg00427.html:&gt; You had better not have any “secure thoughts” then. “Forever” is enough
./date/1994/07/msg00445.html:software techniques is probably good enough to avoid common virii,
./date/1994/07/msg00469.html:many of you may not be old enough
./date/1994/07/msg00489.html:? I don’t know enough about the math, I’m afraid. INformation theory?)
./date/1994/07/msg00503.html:handsomeness and power. Then, since we might not have enough
./date/1994/07/msg00517.html:If the number of branches/states of program was great enough, this might be
./date/1994/07/msg00543.html:I think you’ll have more than enough time to prepare for a seminar
./date/1994/07/msg00562.html:these things often enough to have kept up with any pointers
./date/1994/07/msg00571.html:any way, and even those which do would leave enough traces (eg.
./date/1994/07/msg00572.html:good DAT deck could record the modem session well enough to give
./date/1994/07/msg00585.html:certainly might be expensive enough to stop the particular class of attacks
./date/1994/07/msg00589.html:&gt; good DAT deck could record the modem session well enough to give
./date/1994/07/msg00593.html:Anyone remember enough about Ramsey numbers and Graph Theory?
./date/1994/07/msg00606.html:Conference, but this time I got to spend enough time to really get
./date/1994/07/msg00610.html:&gt; list, as I am often struck by technological newsbits that seem enough
./date/1994/07/msg00616.html:list, as I am often struck by technological newsbits that seem enough
./date/1994/07/msg00619.html:attract enough attention to drown out the one transfer from the spies.
./date/1994/07/msg00652.html:Clipper?” or “Can’t the NSA break any cipher with enough effort?”
./date/1994/07/msg00661.html:words, but it won’t be enough. Just ask anyone who has
./date/1994/07/msg00663.html:&gt; Clipper?” or “Can’t the NSA break any cipher with enough effort?”
./date/1994/07/msg00663.html:Do you mean to imply that “Everything” and “Yes” aren’t good enough
./date/1994/07/msg00665.html:If we wait long enough, things will be at least entertaining.
./date/1994/07/msg00684.html:&gt; &gt; Clipper?” or “Can’t the NSA break any cipher with enough effort?”
./date/1994/07/msg00684.html:&gt; Do you mean to imply that “Everything” and “Yes” aren’t good enough
./date/1994/07/msg00684.html:answer is ‘Yes,” as a truism. This is meaningless, if “enough effort”
./date/1994/07/msg00684.html:universe. If “enough effort” is interpreted to mean theft or rubber
./date/1994/07/msg00701.html:&gt;answer is ‘Yes,” as a truism. This is meaningless, if “enough effort”
./date/1994/07/msg00701.html:&gt;universe. If “enough effort” is interpreted to mean theft or rubber
./date/1994/07/msg00706.html:&gt; &gt;answer is ‘Yes,” as a truism. This is meaningless, if “enough effort”
./date/1994/07/msg00706.html:&gt; &gt;universe. If “enough effort” is interpreted to mean theft or rubber
./date/1994/07/msg00713.html:enough cops to do this work. But it is completely plausible that all
./date/1994/07/msg00771.html:Not that I know of, but this is both good and silly enough
enough to allow the
./date/1994/07/msg00784.html:the cards just open enough that they *do* constitute something more
./date/1994/07/msg00790.html:than a deck of cards. (To some people that is bad enough. Maybe
./date/1994/07/msg00800.html:user is concerned enough
./date/1994/07/msg00828.html:I am not a good enough cardplayer to want to play any kind of cards
./date/1994/07/msg00849.html:by accumulating enough Shannon information to make the whole key. Thus,
./date/1994/07/msg00850.html:down far enough to make Clipper phones attractive to the public.
./date/1994/07/msg00851.html:personna is posting from the Denver POP. Sure enough, it is.
./date/1994/07/msg00869.html:of a key too hard to do. There is more then enough randomness in the
./date/1994/07/msg00877.html:game by good diplomacy, as military skills are not enough on their own.
./date/1994/07/msg00883.html:may be enough - anybody competent enough to hash a list of, say,
./date/1994/07/msg00883.html:then the algorithm isn’t enough anyway, because even if you make the
./date/1994/07/msg00883.html:search space large/slow enough to make it hard to list the whole list,
./date/1994/07/msg00883.html:But DES is known not to be a group, and MD5 is ugly enough it probably
./date/1994/07/msg00899.html:well, she seems to be an idiot which is usually enough for me.
./date/1994/07/msg00913.html:put it out. Best we can do, until the MBone has enough capacity for a
./date/1994/07/msg00914.html:It might not be a disaster, but if it was bad enough for Colin to write
./date/1994/07/msg00914.html:acted like it until this. Any security-related bug serious enough to
./date/1994/07/msg00914.html:announce is serious enough
./date/1994/07/msg00927.html:&gt;may be enough - anybody competent enough to hash a list of, say,
./date/1994/07/msg00927.html:&gt;then the algorithm isn’t enough anyway [. . .]
./date/1994/07/msg00927.html:&gt;But DES is known not to be a group, and MD5 is ugly enough it probably
./date/1994/07/msg00929.html:&gt; the cards just open enough that they *do* constitute something more
./date/1994/07/msg00950.html:multinational zillionaire is unable to choose encryption secure enough to
./date/1994/07/msg00972.html:&gt; multinational zillionaire is unable to choose encryption secure enough to
./date/1994/07/msg00977.html:position (a bunch of my Silicon Valley friends, concretely enough).
./date/1994/07/msg00987.html:and propose the following (I just haven’t received enough eyeball-melting
./date/1994/07/msg01006.html:probably isn’t enough matter in the universe to meet an algorithm using
./date/1994/07/msg01020.html:the shelf, so I guess it was in enough demand that they decided to stock it.
./date/1994/07/msg01025.html:&gt;the shelf, so I guess it was in enough demand that they decided to stock it.
./date/1994/07/msg01036.html:&gt;position (a bunch of my Silicon Valley friends, concretely enough).
./date/1994/07/msg01036.html:Once enough people notice that they are free, it will be like Checkpoint
./date/1994/07/msg01038.html:my curiosity, the message is probably not valuable enough to risk a prison
./date/1994/07/msg01041.html:&gt;position (a bunch of my Silicon Valley friends, concretely enough).
./date/1994/07/msg01041.html:Once enough people notice that they are free, it will be like Checkpoint
./date/1994/07/msg01081.html:secure enough to make a real good check in its own right. This is like my
./date/1994/07/msg01095.html:stock markets that I know well enough to be comfortable investing in are in the
./date/1994/07/msg01098.html:&gt; The only stock markets that I know well enough to be comfortable
./date/1994/07/msg01102.html:&gt; secure enough to make a real good check in its own right. This is like my
./date/1994/07/msg01111.html:of hundred a second is more than enough for their application).
./date/1994/07/msg01116.html:Okay, enough
a better group to pose this question.
./date/1994/07/msg01120.html:&gt;stock markets that I know well enough to be comfortable investing in are in the
./date/1994/07/msg01126.html:infrastructure, they’ll make enough investigations cheaper and more effective
./date/1994/07/msg01127.html:agents. A skeleton key to the crypto they used would be worth enough money
./date/1994/07/msg01136.html:&gt; secure enough to make a real good check in its own right.
./date/1994/07/msg01138.html:That’s they used before wiretaps, and it seemed to work well enough then.
./date/1994/07/msg01138.html:enough to handle the rest of a government’s prosecutory urges.
./date/1994/07/msg01143.html:&gt; infrastructure, they’ll make enough investigations cheaper and more effective
./date/1994/07/msg01144.html:Sue D. Nym message. I’m honored that you respect my intellect enough
./date/1994/07/msg01147.html:overhead cost of a clearinghouse call could be small enough not to
./date/1994/07/msg01147.html:I suspect this short description is not enough to make clear what I
./date/1994/07/msg01155.html:Assuming a fast enough processor, the number of passes required would vary
./date/1994/07/msg01156.html:meaningful enough to embue digital cash with the rocket-like competitive
./date/1994/07/msg01158.html:But anyway, I think all of this is plausible enough that Perry should
./date/1994/07/msg01164.html:mandatory to have some value (whether it’s enough to make it worthwhile is the
./date/1994/07/msg01164.html:escrowed key infrastructure so that it will be enough cheaper and more
./date/1994/07/msg01171.html:&gt;meaningful enough to embue digital cash with the rocket-like competitive
./date/1994/07/msg01171.html:I don’t understand the Telescript agent world well enough to judge whether
./date/1994/07/msg01177.html:a lot of money, but not enough to pay for really outlandish things,
./date/1994/07/msg01181.html:clearance systems and open clearance systems be porous enough that the
./date/1994/07/msg01186.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01200.html”>e$:a long enough lever...</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg01188.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01200.html”>e$:a long enough lever...</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg01189.html:A) The number of people bound under the contract must be large enough to make
./date/1994/07/msg01190.html:&gt; I don’t understand the Telescript agent world well enough to judge whether
./date/1994/07/msg01196.html:perhaps even through a central agent, until the amounts were great enough
./date/1994/07/msg01199.html:&gt; clearance systems and open clearance systems be porous enough that the
./date/1994/07/msg01199.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01200.html”>e$:a long enough lever...</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg01199.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01200.html”>e$:a long enough lever...</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg01200.html:<!--X-Subject:e$:a long enough lever... -->
./date/1994/07/msg01200.html:<TITLE>e$:a long enough lever...</TITLE>
./date/1994/07/msg01200.html:<H1>e$:a long enough lever...</H1>
./date/1994/07/msg01200.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:e$:a long enough lever...</LI>
./date/1994/07/msg01228.html:Anyways, enough spewing. Enjoy!
./date/1994/07/msg01230.html:Not at all. Keep in mind that newbies join this list often enough to
./date/1994/07/msg01232.html:&gt; the shelf, so I guess it was in enough demand that they decided to stock it.
./date/1994/07/msg01235.html:you may be paranoid enough to make such an assumption...)
./date/1994/07/msg01262.html:enough for that not to work, what about the moral effects of being on
./date/1994/07/msg01263.html:I hope Clipper put a bad enough taste in the public’s mouth that
./date/1994/07/msg01266.html:they’ll be cooperative enough about keeping their own copies of the keys
./date/1994/07/msg01267.html:d) Forgery - digital signatures are great, if they’re long enough,
./date/1994/07/msg01278.html:&gt; d) Forgery - digital signatures are great, if they’re long enough,
./date/1994/07/msg01290.html:turing machines couldn’t given enough time.
./date/1994/07/msg01300.html:&gt;I hope Clipper put a bad enough taste in the public’s mouth that
./date/1994/07/msg01310.html:be made small enough
./date/1994/07/msg01312.html:payphone). And they are small enough to be wired into your
./date/1994/07/msg01320.html:&gt; be made small enough
./date/1994/07/msg01326.html:&gt;be made small enough
./date/1994/07/msg01330.html:&gt; &gt;be made small enough
./date/1994/07/msg01336.html:&gt; payphone). And they are small enough to be wired into your
./date/1994/07/msg01336.html:This would of course assume that the police were silly enough to
./date/1994/07/msg01339.html:&gt; This would of course assume that the police were silly enough to
./date/1994/07/msg01340.html:8086’s are very cheap these days. They have enough computing power to run
./date/1994/07/msg01348.html:&gt;be made small enough
./date/1994/07/msg01350.html:There are and have been enough religious crusades that have ended up in
./date/1994/07/msg01351.html:to get a large enough key space would require alot of switches.
./date/1994/07/msg01357.html:will buy you enough
./date/1994/07/msg01360.html:both transmitter and a receiver sensitive enough to work without a decent
./date/1994/07/msg01361.html:good enough to hide identity from other usenet readers. We might
./date/1994/07/msg01371.html:enough, but a fundamentalist jihad we probably don’t want.
./date/1994/07/msg01378.html:a single {counter, hash(key,counter)} message contains enough information to
./date/1994/07/msg01387.html:different enough that the attacks he describes can be ignored or
./date/1994/07/msg01391.html:day or so but longer than that and the clocks will be far enough out of
./date/1994/07/msg01396.html:If you have a large enough
./date/1994/07/msg01413.html:at Motorola, you’re a big enough company to talk to NSA and have
./date/1994/07/msg01413.html:algorithm simple enough for them to crack, or dependent on a
./date/1994/07/msg01413.html:something secure enough the NSA can’t crack? Ron Rivests’s RC2/RC4
./date/1994/07/msg01413.html:enough
./date/1994/07/msg01415.html:&gt; &gt; This would of course assume that the police were silly enough to
./date/1994/07/msg01423.html:Xfprintf(stderr, “You didn’t supply enough pieces.\n”);
./date/1994/07/msg01427.html:passwords, usually 8 or 10 bits in length. I have pulled apart enough units
./date/1994/07/msg01431.html:enough that it would die before you had enough plaintext/ciphertext
./date/1994/07/msg01436.html:Headline:If it’s good enough for government work, it’s good enough for you.
./date/1994/07/msg01439.html:they decide that the group get enough support they will create it.
./date/1994/07/msg01439.html:So what I have written upto this point should be enough to
./date/1994/07/msg01451.html:enough to whiten the input data with random noise, but I’m far
./date/1994/07/msg01467.html:enough to keep things running even when EVERYONE it seems is out
./date/1994/07/msg01477.html:&gt; enough to keep things running even when EVERYONE it seems is out
./date/1994/07/msg01502.html:that’s large enough that removal of any one site isn’t going to affect
./date/1994/07/msg01516.html:immediately deliver messages to the destination. Get enough NSA
./date/1994/07/msg01526.html:&gt; immediately deliver messages to the destination. Get enough NSA
./date/1994/07/msg01546.html:whose parents aren’t involved enough in their lives to want to
./date/1994/07/msg01558.html:”adult material” that they’re not old enough to deal with is not unreasonable,
enough screened material to be interesting,
enough that they can also read the open network.
./date/1994/07/msg01565.html:&gt;&gt; &gt; Don’t be such a condescending shit. We read your post clearly enough,
./date/1994/07/msg01568.html:&gt; Don’t be such a condescending shit. We read your post clearly enough,
./date/1994/07/msg01572.html:We may be able to rally enough opposition this time around to make
./date/1994/07/msg01578.html:&gt; Don’t be such a condescending shit. We read your post clearly enough,
./date/1994/07/msg01582.html:I suspect is the goal, soon enough), but I would not try to use the
./date/1994/07/msg01589.html:Don’t be such a condescending shit. We read your post clearly enough,
./date/1994/07/msg01596.html:In particular, the existing internet has enough redundancy and activists
./date/1994/07/msg01598.html:&gt; We may be able to rally enough opposition this time around to make
./date/1994/07/msg01600.html:&gt; &gt; We may be able to rally enough opposition this time around to make
./date/1994/07/msg01613.html:&gt; &gt; Don’t be such a condescending shit. We read your post clearly enough,
./date/1994/07/msg01653.html:Oddly enough
./date/1994/07/msg01664.html:RH&gt; Oddly enough
./date/1994/07/msg01676.html:&gt; enough to handle any kind of message that comes across the net.
./date/1994/07/msg01692.html:Is this enough of a connection?
./date/1994/07/msg01702.html:will be cleansed of pornography if people feel strongly enough about
./date/1994/07/msg01703.html:&gt; others raise their children? I have enough trouble running

./date/1994/07/msg01709.html:when your child is indoctrinated enough to resist the material.
./date/1994/07/msg01722.html:their children? I have enough trouble running MY own life without
./date/1994/07/msg01727.html:&gt;Is this enough of a connection?
./date/1994/07/msg01728.html:‘’What criminal’s dumb enough to go to Radio Shack to buy an encrypting
./date/1994/07/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01200” HREF=”msg01200.html”>e$:a long enough lever...</A></STRONG>,
./date/1994/08/msg00057.html:value of the information is probably low enough that thousands of MIPS
./date/1994/08/msg00073.html:e fax sent to them from each of us will cause enough attention to make the
./date/1994/08/msg00073.html:cpunx, and one fax each should be more than enough feedback for them to take
./date/1994/08/msg00073.html:but that we want MS to know that we are adamant enough to not take any such
./date/1994/08/msg00117.html:It should be simple enough to change RetMailAddr in majordomo.pl;
./date/1994/08/msg00119.html:make the points clearly enough. If there’s enough interest, I’ll
./date/1994/08/msg00126.html:It was my understanding that only the USA was incompetent enough to develop
enough interest.
./date/1994/08/msg00149.html:How about hiding data in digitized audio? With enough audio the data
./date/1994/08/msg00151.html:&gt; It was my understanding that only the USA was incompetent enough to develop
./date/1994/08/msg00158.html:I hope we’re all clever enough to realize that this is not very
./date/1994/08/msg00160.html:watching closely enough, they *know* you used the system, and
./date/1994/08/msg00160.html:software that is smart enough
enough interest.
./date/1994/08/msg00164.html:1) I didn’t word my question clearly enough.
./date/1994/08/msg00171.html:&gt; to face if we’re unlucky enough that Clinton/Gore actual get their act
./date/1994/08/msg00171.html:&gt; together enough and get the rest of the government behind them to make a
./date/1994/08/msg00173.html:&gt; &gt; How about hiding data in digitized audio? With enough audio the data
./date/1994/08/msg00174.html:and my Linux system. Maybe they’ll changes the rules if enough ‘new’ hams
./date/1994/08/msg00180.html:&gt; How about hiding data in digitized audio? With enough audio the data
./date/1994/08/msg00183.html:to face if we’re unlucky enough that Clinton/Gore actual get their act
./date/1994/08/msg00183.html:together enough and get the rest of the government behind them to make a
./date/1994/08/msg00184.html:enough not to do too often), and there’s no protection against
./date/1994/08/msg00184.html:desire these advantages, enough to support a digital cash
./date/1994/08/msg00201.html:&gt; &gt; to face if we’re unlucky enough that Clinton/Gore actual get their act
./date/1994/08/msg00201.html:&gt; &gt; together enough and get the rest of the government behind them to make a
./date/1994/08/msg00206.html:Weirdly enough TC May’s post about the bleak future which includes tons of
./date/1994/08/msg00207.html:Are people really interested enough in more advanced measures to
./date/1994/08/msg00207.html:interested enough in privacy to want to go to much extra trouble
./date/1994/08/msg00207.html:access available - I agree strongly enough that I’m willing to
./date/1994/08/msg00207.html:of dollars per month to set up a site that won’t attract enough
./date/1994/08/msg00216.html:enough protection from B, he can refuse contact until B agrees
./date/1994/08/msg00218.html:&gt; enough protection from B, he can refuse contact until B agrees
./date/1994/08/msg00224.html:&gt;and my Linux system. Maybe they’ll changes the rules if enough ‘new’ hams
./date/1994/08/msg00232.html:True enough. Note that untaxed income is worth almost twice as much as
./date/1994/08/msg00237.html:provide enough cover. If you have a 33K byte message come in and a
./date/1994/08/msg00239.html:&gt;enough protection from B, he can refuse contact until B agrees
./date/1994/08/msg00247.html:*at the moment.* As a species we have not evolved enough to learn to take
./date/1994/08/msg00249.html:network. Right now there’s not enough
./date/1994/08/msg00253.html:reordering and latency, you’ve not thought enough about the
./date/1994/08/msg00261.html:enough!
./date/1994/08/msg00266.html:eventually the remailer infrastructure would be extensive enough that this
./date/1994/08/msg00267.html:&gt; of options, opinions and (FBI) obfuscation in order feel comfortable enough
./date/1994/08/msg00268.html:In any event, this should be enough for a T1 link (half duplex) as
./date/1994/08/msg00275.html:so that you tend to have enough messages on hand based on average arrival
./date/1994/08/msg00276.html:each of the 16 rounds on a machine with enough registers and a
./date/1994/08/msg00284.html:. your treatment of the subject matter was thorough enough
./date/1994/08/msg00290.html:If anyone cared enough, what they would do is (a) put up enough remailers
./date/1994/08/msg00293.html:just doesn’t happen often enough to worry about.
./date/1994/08/msg00302.html:But that appeared to be enough of a difference for the State
./date/1994/08/msg00322.html:induces ‘enough’ reordering. You need to know how much, and that
./date/1994/08/msg00323.html:If you could trust it and if it were large enough. There’s scaling
./date/1994/08/msg00327.html:could be enough to shoot down the idea on this side of the American border.
./date/1994/08/msg00328.html:Ever since I’ve been old enough to understand English, I’ve heard the
./date/1994/08/msg00336.html:| information out and trust that it can’t be abused. It’s bad enough that
./date/1994/08/msg00341.html:information out and trust that it can’t be abused. It’s bad enough that
./date/1994/08/msg00344.html:&gt; | information out and trust that it can’t be abused. It’s bad enough that
./date/1994/08/msg00345.html:trust each other well enough to set up this kind of link would be truly
./date/1994/08/msg00346.html:enough to post to the expected places, it shouldn’t be fatal. Both users
./date/1994/08/msg00346.html:for you. I don’t know enough about it to know what methods are best, but
enough,
./date/1994/08/msg00386.html:Fair enough. Let’s assume that ESMTP will anonymize and sanitize each
./date/1994/08/msg00393.html:enough to choose a compromised remailer. Beyond this, you can
./date/1994/08/msg00393.html:chain is Kp. This suggests that you should choose K large enough that
./date/1994/08/msg00418.html:regulators. In don’t think I can stress this enough, because the
./date/1994/08/msg00436.html:to acquire; enough knowledge of cryptological concepts to start a
./date/1994/08/msg00438.html:structuring seems to be enough for a costly investigation and possible
enough, it’s been
./date/1994/08/msg00443.html:intent of the law may be enough to trigger sanctions.
enough, it’s been
./date/1994/08/msg00469.html:&gt;information out and trust that it can’t be abused. It’s bad enough that
enough, it’s been
./date/1994/08/msg00503.html:&gt; enough through *good* remailers to confuse the trail?
./date/1994/08/msg00522.html:done on it. It was a complicated scheme and we really didn’t spend enough
./date/1994/08/msg00553.html:&gt; It was a complicated scheme and we really didn’t spend enough
./date/1994/08/msg00555.html:&gt; &gt;If anyone cared enough, what they would do is (a) put up enough remailers
./date/1994/08/msg00562.html:considered as valuable by enough people ;)
./date/1994/08/msg00562.html:I mean, it is easy enough to run a remailer from a school account or
./date/1994/08/msg00562.html:who are concerned enough to seriously use anonymous remailers may be
./date/1994/08/msg00580.html:maintains that this is enough money to cover all reasonable
./date/1994/08/msg00591.html:Easy enough to answer with “if my daughter had a wall or shield that
./date/1994/08/msg00599.html:&gt;considered as valuable by enough people ;)
./date/1994/08/msg00603.html:&gt; providers. There just isn’t enough legal precedence so it is an
./date/1994/08/msg00604.html:by accumulating enough Shannon information to make the whole key. Thus,
./date/1994/08/msg00605.html:incurred to add security to an ISDN communication is small enough that it
./date/1994/08/msg00608.html:and it doesn’t weaken key generation enough to be a concern.
./date/1994/08/msg00610.html:&gt;and it doesn’t weaken key generation enough to be a concern.
./date/1994/08/msg00610.html:As I said before, if it’s serious enough to shout to the world, “we
./date/1994/08/msg00610.html:goofed,” then it’s serious enough to take the ten seconds necessary to
./date/1994/08/msg00614.html:&gt;&gt;considered as valuable by enough people ;)
./date/1994/08/msg00614.html:But this assumes that commercial remailers will not take in enough
./date/1994/08/msg00619.html:&gt;As I said before, if it’s serious enough to shout to the world, “we
./date/1994/08/msg00619.html:&gt;goofed,” then it’s serious enough to take the ten seconds necessary to
./date/1994/08/msg00626.html:recting code concept so that K pieces are enough to reconstruct the message.
./date/1994/08/msg00628.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/08/msg00643.html:they will be healthy enough to take care of themselves for most of their
./date/1994/08/msg00643.html:demanded it, and the reason for that is that they’re not given enough
./date/1994/08/msg00650.html:police to pay phone company “expenses” is interpreted liberally enough, the
./date/1994/08/msg00658.html:The NSA is more than capable enough to ignore NSA fodder, I would think.
./date/1994/08/msg00658.html:Besides, what terrorist savvy enough to use the ‘net is going to be
./date/1994/08/msg00658.html:ignorant of PGP? Or not be paranoid enough
./date/1994/08/msg00662.html:&gt; The NSA is more than capable enough to ignore NSA fodder, I would think.
./date/1994/08/msg00681.html:That, plus well documented history, is enough for me to always assume
./date/1994/08/msg00682.html:&gt; That, plus well documented history, is enough for me to always assume
./date/1994/08/msg00690.html:responded, I was interested enough to web out to them until a core dump
./date/1994/08/msg00692.html:in a technical sense; it is enough that as a practical matter that person’s
enough to attach
./date/1994/08/msg00709.html:money on these things say that 1024 bit keys are strong enough for at least
./date/1994/08/msg00709.html:If this isn’t secure enough for you, shift to conventional encryption and
enough to attach
./date/1994/08/msg00716.html:but it just isn’t. What may come is a cadre of people who gain enough
./date/1994/08/msg00716.html:folks on this list--enthusiastic enough to “do something,” which ain’t
./date/1994/08/msg00716.html:Well, enough for now. The whole issue of digital cash, what it really
./date/1994/08/msg00718.html:&gt; &gt; The NSA is more than capable enough to ignore NSA fodder, I would think.
enough number of messages
./date/1994/08/msg00745.html:messages and the like. This should give enough info to discard the highly
./date/1994/08/msg00746.html:of the message. (This assumes that the logs were detailed enough
./date/1994/08/msg00746.html:destroyed often enough, then by the time the message came out in
./date/1994/08/msg00792.html:even cryptographic systems need strong enough implementations
./date/1994/08/msg00798.html:Motorola is not expanding rapidly enough to keep up.
./date/1994/08/msg00809.html:&gt;enough implementations built around the
./date/1994/08/msg00826.html:because I happen to be smart enough and/or rich enough to crack DES?
./date/1994/08/msg00827.html:&gt; because I happen to be smart enough and/or rich enough to crack DES?
./date/1994/08/msg00830.html:work well enough today, and by the time PDA’s work well enough and are
./date/1994/08/msg00830.html:cheap enough
./date/1994/08/msg00834.html:just aren’t enough pins available.
./date/1994/08/msg00834.html:memory, not 42. That’s just enough to store a complete DES (or SKIPJACK!!!)
./date/1994/08/msg00853.html:farce. We have quite enough crimes on the books that are hardly
./date/1994/08/msg00862.html:the SEC will not willfully restrain trade if the market’s big enough (the
./date/1994/08/msg00862.html:revolving door), and perceived to be benign enough. Frankly, I don’t see
./date/1994/08/msg00862.html:operations. If that’s not enough, charge exchange fees. A competitive
./date/1994/08/msg00864.html:&gt;work well enough today, and by the time PDA’s work well enough and are
./date/1994/08/msg00864.html:&gt;cheap enough
./date/1994/08/msg00869.html:&gt;operations. If that’s not enough, charge exchange fees. A competitive
enough to my model of a govern./date/1994/08/msg00882.html:&gt;&gt;operations. If that’s not enough, charge exchange fees. A competitive
enough to inconvenience
enough at this time:we’re
./date/1994/08/msg00888.html:“boiling frog” trap:people will only care enough once it’s too
./date/1994/08/msg00896.html:loop needs to be completed to our guts, for there to be enough
./date/1994/08/msg00907.html:Fair enough. ^Call your congress critter and complain^Support anonymous
./date/1994/08/msg00918.html:a Kalashnikov and learning aikido is not enough, not for a civilized society.
./date/1994/08/msg00923.html:of their cash. That’s bad enough. Occam’s razor, KISS principle, and all
./date/1994/08/msg00928.html:&gt; of their cash. That’s bad enough. Occam’s razor, KISS principle, and all
./date/1994/08/msg00932.html:day. There is no way they could ever employ enough people to read it all, so
./date/1994/08/msg00938.html:are not considered wise enough to make that decision at home alone. So
./date/1994/08/msg00946.html:*their children’s* information. Most legislators are old enough to
./date/1994/08/msg00948.html:I’m not sure. I don’t know the IDEA code well enough to determine,
./date/1994/08/msg00960.html:silicon microchannels. Flourinert was rejected as not having enough
./date/1994/08/msg00966.html:when Irving spends (as shown below). But this is not enough to learn
./date/1994/08/msg00975.html:True enough. Most of our rules have been bundled together. Either you accept
./date/1994/08/msg00985.html:&gt;True enough. Most of our rules have been bundled together. Either you
./date/1994/08/msg00987.html:about 10**-5 sec and is mechanically rugged enough to stand the
./date/1994/08/msg01003.html:EXPLICITLY that they will shoot you dead if provoked enough. Provoking
./date/1994/08/msg01006.html:&gt;True enough. Most of our rules have been bundled together. Either you
./date/1994/08/msg01007.html:move fast enough
./date/1994/08/msg01011.html:decided today (Tuesday) that there were not enough attendees preregistered
./date/1994/08/msg01012.html:(Campus Police) were kind enough to put their pamphlet “About the MIT
./date/1994/08/msg01033.html:together long enough
./date/1994/08/msg01039.html:How much overhead do you really save? Is it enough to offset the costs
./date/1994/08/msg01041.html:&gt; &gt;True enough. Most of our rules have been bundled together. Either you
./date/1994/08/msg01043.html:together long enough
./date/1994/08/msg01047.html:Perhaps you think your E-mail is legitimate enough that encryption is
./date/1994/08/msg01069.html:&gt;move fast enough
./date/1994/08/msg01074.html:Quasi. I’m pretty sure that anyone who cared enough could have gotten
./date/1994/08/msg01101.html:enough information to be able to determine which participant completed
./date/1994/08/msg01102.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/08/msg01126.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/08/msg01131.html:opinion, important enough to tell all of you about.
./date/1994/08/msg01143.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/08/msg01151.html:round pierces one side of a vehicle, it loses enough energy and is
./date/1994/08/msg01160.html:and if the penalties against cheaters are great enough it won’t challenge
./date/1994/08/msg01171.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/08/msg01175.html:spending?) Is it guaranteed that Irving will have enough in his
./date/1994/08/msg01181.html:tobacco plant. I don’t know enough about this theory to agree or
./date/1994/08/msg01195.html:enough to deter most people. If a bank does not think they will be
./date/1994/08/msg01197.html:search those variations fast enough you lose.
./date/1994/08/msg01202.html:think the problems are manageable enough for a market test, and I’ve done
./date/1994/08/msg01212.html:”violent” enough
./date/1994/08/msg01213.html:&gt;enough to deter most people. If a bank does not think they will be
./date/1994/08/msg01213.html:enough attention. (Chaum’s seminal “Transaction Systems to Make Big Brother
./date/1994/08/msg01213.html:I apologize if this essay, while long, is not quite long enough to capture
./date/1994/08/msg01215.html:&gt;&gt; round pierces one side of a vehicle, it loses enough energy and is
./date/1994/08/msg01215.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/08/msg01216.html:Externally, the guns look *very* similar - you’ve got to get close enough to
./date/1994/08/msg01216.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/08/msg01222.html:&gt; and if the penalties against cheaters are great enough it won’t challenge
./date/1994/08/msg01225.html:&gt; “violent” enough
./date/1994/08/msg01232.html:system is breakable, if enough effort, money, and professionalism are involved.
./date/1994/08/msg01234.html:&gt; system is breakable, if enough effort, money, and professionalism are involved.
./date/1994/08/msg01235.html:&gt; I apologize if this essay, while long, is not quite long enough to capture
./date/1994/08/msg01238.html:&gt; round pierces one side of a vehicle, it loses enough energy and is
./date/1994/08/msg01245.html:I’ll not be using numbers large enough to give actual security.
./date/1994/08/msg01254.html:I went. If Karl gets far enough to try doing that it would probably be
enough,
./date/1994/08/msg01280.html:is but I feel that its proabably enough to play with some digital cash
./date/1994/08/msg01299.html:&gt;is but I feel that its proabably enough to play with some digital cash
./date/1994/08/msg01301.html:do this all the time. With enough success that a business will do it the
./date/1994/08/msg01302.html:True enough
./date/1994/08/msg01308.html:communicate with one. A good enough example to explain why the
./date/1994/08/msg01309.html:standard disclaimer not being good enough for them. :-)
./date/1994/08/msg01310.html:functions made PGP almost convenient enough for me to use it without
./date/1994/08/msg01317.html:&gt; standard disclaimer not being good enough for them. :-)
./date/1994/08/msg01322.html:them, and load them onto their key rings. That’s enough hassle for most
./date/1994/08/msg01323.html:mushroom, and we would have enough
./date/1994/08/msg01340.html:&gt; is but I feel that its proabably enough to play with some digital cash
./date/1994/08/msg01342.html:&gt;the same disclosure laws (i.e. credit/debit cards good enough for
./date/1994/08/msg01348.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/08/msg01356.html:True enough. However, we don’t have a lot of alternatives right now.
./date/1994/08/msg01360.html:the same disclosure laws (i.e. credit/debit cards good enough for
./date/1994/08/msg01365.html:not yet well enough developed, or totally tautological, since a
./date/1994/08/msg01365.html:computation charges are dropping fast enough
./date/1994/08/msg01365.html:smartcards are economical enough to deploy, that online systems will
./date/1994/08/msg01366.html:years - a goal that is modest enough given today’s Internet user base,
./date/1994/08/msg01379.html:&gt;years - a goal that is modest enough given today’s Internet user base,
./date/1994/08/msg01379.html:not be enough to support an underwriter just yet. It’s an underestimate
./date/1994/08/msg01380.html:spending is small enough to insure against. That would effectively do what
./date/1994/08/msg01380.html:credit cards, it’s cheap enough (3%) for them to self insure, with a
./date/1994/08/msg01381.html:there may be enough of an enforcement mechanism even if nyms remain
./date/1994/08/msg01391.html:However, by the time digicash is well enough established that
./date/1994/08/msg01419.html:&gt; Certainly not enough to justify the rest:Can you name one example of an
./date/1994/08/msg01429.html:assured - not a bad thing. Not enough to justify the rest of it, IMHO, but
./date/1994/08/msg01429.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/08/msg01432.html:&gt; Certainly not enough to justify the rest:Can you name one example of an
./date/1994/08/msg01434.html:&gt;Certainly not enough to justify the rest:Can you name one example of an
./date/1994/08/msg01434.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/08/msg01436.html:Now the simple objection I offer is that most people don’t have enough
./date/1994/08/msg01439.html:&gt; assured - not a bad thing. Not enough to justify the rest of it, IMHO, but
./date/1994/08/msg01439.html:Certainly not enough to justify the rest:Can you name one example of an
./date/1994/08/msg01441.html:Both packages and people are easy enough to tag-and-follow that they
./date/1994/08/msg01449.html:+ dress differently at each airport (just enough to foil routine memories
./date/1994/08/msg01455.html:...and I thought that Karl Lagerfeld’s lineup was bad enough...
./date/1994/08/msg01456.html:enough about that usage.)
./date/1994/08/msg01463.html:enough to capture a market. It’s these kinds of effects combined with
./date/1994/08/msg01464.html:enough.
./date/1994/08/msg01466.html:It isn’t true that “anything can be done given enough effort”. Some
./date/1994/08/msg01469.html:&gt; ...and I thought that Karl Lagerfeld’s lineup was bad enough...
./date/1994/08/msg01473.html:&gt; enough to capture a market. It’s these kinds of effects combined with
./date/1994/08/msg01474.html:&gt; Now the simple objection I offer is that most people don’t have enough
./date/1994/08/msg01478.html:&gt; enough to capture a market. It’s these kinds of effects combined with
./date/1994/08/msg01499.html:fast enough, the reason why we have _representative_ democracy rather than
./date/1994/08/msg01500.html:&gt; True enough. Most of our rules have been bundled together. Either you accept
./date/1994/08/msg01528.html:Is this enough of an expansion?
./date/1994/09/msg00004.html:Yes, this country has problem. No, they are nowhere near bad enough to render
./date/1994/09/msg00020.html:&gt; Yes, this country has problem. No, they are nowhere near bad enough to render
./date/1994/09/msg00033.html:&gt;Is this enough of an expansion?
./date/1994/09/msg00040.html:I need enough material (ideally, primary source material) to
./date/1994/09/msg00063.html:but what you really want is to have g generate a “large enough” sub-group
./date/1994/09/msg00063.html:(n-1)/2 is more than good enough. Or, you could test g by raising it to
./date/1994/09/msg00064.html:discern objects as small as a yard across, high-enough
./date/1994/09/msg00065.html:situations is not enough reason to outlaw anonymity; we see messy
./date/1994/09/msg00069.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00075.html:Is that clear enough as to what I believe? Behind this view is an avowed
./date/1994/09/msg00085.html:but you haven’t convinced me yet. Perhaps you’d be good enough to
./date/1994/09/msg00093.html:little chance of James calming down enough to understand John’s point.
./date/1994/09/msg00101.html:&gt; I need enough material (ideally, primary source material) to
./date/1994/09/msg00109.html:&gt; I need enough material (ideally, primary source material) to
./date/1994/09/msg00120.html:&gt; I need enough material (ideally, primary source material) to
./date/1994/09/msg00120.html:now, and Detweiler’s not subtle enough to keep his tentacles quiet

./date/1994/09/msg00120.html:Maybe I didn’t make myself clear enough on the question. I don’t
./date/1994/09/msg00151.html:Well, that is probably enough acronyms for today. :-)
./date/1994/09/msg00151.html:Well, that is probably enough acronyms for today. :-)
./date/1994/09/msg00153.html:&gt; I need enough material (ideally, primary source material) to
./date/1994/09/msg00160.html:money on these things say that 1024 bit keys are strong enough for at least
./date/1994/09/msg00160.html:If this isn’t secure enough for you, shift to conventional encryption and
./date/1994/09/msg00165.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00168.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00173.html:We tell children not to do things until they are old enough to be
enough about their
./date/1994/09/msg00181.html:enough to make it compatible with MIT PGP 2.6, but do not include all of the
./date/1994/09/msg00181.html:have not attempted to keep it complete, but there should be enough pointers
./date/1994/09/msg00197.html:(I personally don’t have enough faith in the Folk At Large
./date/1994/09/msg00205.html:locations and to billing addresses, enough data can be gathered to completely
./date/1994/09/msg00215.html:by society despite having been released. A priest’s kindness is not enough, and
./date/1994/09/msg00216.html:is enough to pull a company down on there own. The Minority has friends
./date/1994/09/msg00222.html:&gt;(I personally don’t have enough faith in the Folk At Large
./date/1994/09/msg00225.html:&gt; (I personally don’t have enough faith in the Folk At Large
./date/1994/09/msg00226.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00249.html:are enough to get your Social Security number. The person getting the
./date/1994/09/msg00249.html:states that is enough for a drivers licens... ...name and dob...
./date/1994/09/msg00254.html:your date of birth is. In many states that is enough for
./date/1994/09/msg00259.html:paper and following them around with two pencils should be enough to
./date/1994/09/msg00278.html:&gt;closely enough will know that I loathe fundamentalist christians and
./date/1994/09/msg00283.html:interest enough to answer all my questions. (one can always hope! :-)
./date/1994/09/msg00283.html:collision in h? If we generate enough values of h, we will exhaust
./date/1994/09/msg00287.html:closely enough will know that I loathe fundamentalist christians and
./date/1994/09/msg00296.html:&gt;closely enough will know that I loathe fundamentalist christians and
./date/1994/09/msg00306.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00313.html:number would have to be large enough that reputations could
./date/1994/09/msg00313.html:enough that reputations lines do not extend forever. Eventually, you
./date/1994/09/msg00313.html:is good enough. (I’m not going to get into possible variations here;
./date/1994/09/msg00313.html:So, those are two natural enough extensions. Decaying reputations,
./date/1994/09/msg00314.html:Anyone whose carries enough
./date/1994/09/msg00315.html:mind is how to get people to feed enough information into it to seed
./date/1994/09/msg00321.html:interesting with play money that people will want to take part:enough
./date/1994/09/msg00326.html:enough
./date/1994/09/msg00327.html:the FAQ I _wanted_ to write, which is reason enough for the form it’s
./date/1994/09/msg00330.html:&gt; interesting with play money that people will want to take part:enough
enough times (or at all, perhaps).
./date/1994/09/msg00335.html:air about whether kestroke timings are “random enough” is moot if
./date/1994/09/msg00338.html:&gt; Advantages:NSA Clipper plans (oddly enough) do not extend as far as
enough to make it compatible ust
./date/1994/09/msg00342.html:Well, that is probably enough acronyms for today. :-)
./date/1994/09/msg00342.html:Well, that is probably enough acronyms for today. :-)
./date/1994/09/msg00344.html:the social interactions are complex enough to justify describing the whole
./date/1994/09/msg00349.html:&gt;&gt; air about whether keystroke timings are “random enough” is moot if
./date/1994/09/msg00351.html:ice, but I guess I wasn’t spiritual enough to grok it.
./date/1994/09/msg00361.html:&gt; is it secure enough for passphrase monitering ?
./date/1994/09/msg00361.html:every time*...a conventional “challenge-response” is not good enough,
./date/1994/09/msg00364.html:It allows us to interact privately on a large enough scale to
./date/1994/09/msg00365.html:(There are themes in it that don’t get enough discussion, and that
./date/1994/09/msg00369.html:| is it secure enough for passphrase monitering ?
./date/1994/09/msg00374.html:is it secure enough for passphrase monitering ?
./date/1994/09/msg00374.html::air about whether kestroke timings are “random enough” is moot if
./date/1994/09/msg00385.html:you could probably do it with enough text, but that swap is constantly
./date/1994/09/msg00385.html:stirring the table at a low level, so by the time you had enough data to
./date/1994/09/msg00404.html:but they will soon enough, I suppose.
./date/1994/09/msg00404.html:Oh. If anyone’s crazy enough to want to work on the technology part
./date/1994/09/msg00407.html:by Tim, there are enough email addresses in the body of the document that
./date/1994/09/msg00407.html:real name. Sanitization might be enough in that environment.
./date/1994/09/msg00443.html:enough, the `% 256’ should be `&amp; 0xff’ (it shaves a few instructions
./date/1994/09/msg00449.html:the FBI maintains that $500 million is enough to cover all upgrade costs,
./date/1994/09/msg00455.html:enough. When that pot of money runs out, “it’s not really a concern of
./date/1994/09/msg00455.html:funds don’t make it... we have enough problems here coming up with money
./date/1994/09/msg00455.html:30% were caused by the cellular company not having enough physical
enough that
./date/1994/09/msg00518.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00522.html:enough coding talent and free time on his hands. any takers? &lt;g&gt;
./date/1994/09/msg00522.html:&gt;mind is how to get people to feed enough information into it to seed
./date/1994/09/msg00548.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00556.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00566.html:time, but just 40 bytes should be enough to be practical. I’ve written code
./date/1994/09/msg00594.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00597.html:3:Would hiding behind one remailer or two be secure enough? There
./date/1994/09/msg00602.html:State has not consolidated its power enough yet to take away these
./date/1994/09/msg00609.html:However, it’s trivial enough to do at the mailing list software level
./date/1994/09/msg00610.html:&gt; 3:Would hiding behind one remailer or two be secure enough? There
enough”
./date/1994/09/msg00610.html:against? If it’s Joe Avg. CompuGeek, yes, one should be “enough”. If,
./date/1994/09/msg00610.html:perhaps another 43. Then, MAYBE, you’ll be “secure enough”.
./date/1994/09/msg00610.html:You see, the problem with “secure enough” is that a good security
./date/1994/09/msg00610.html:enough” for your purposes.
./date/1994/09/msg00610.html:quicker, with Fido. Anyone who’s serious enough
./date/1994/09/msg00610.html:Fair enough... multiple keys? How else?
./date/1994/09/msg00614.html:&gt; State has not consolidated its power enough yet to take away these
./date/1994/09/msg00624.html:You don’t give us enough information.
./date/1994/09/msg00627.html:. Is it possible to predict &amp; to control precisely enough what
./date/1994/09/msg00632.html:in the waters off Acapulco - with stolen Russian U-235 aboard (enough to
./date/1994/09/msg00632.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00643.html:&gt;You don’t give us enough information.
./date/1994/09/msg00646.html:Meanwhile, more than a megabyte of text exists. Ought to be enough for
./date/1994/09/msg00669.html:&gt; &gt;You don’t give us enough information.
./date/1994/09/msg00672.html:else. In this case, the printing process itself is most likely enough to
enough to identify certainly the
./date/1994/09/msg00672.html:are released), but still enough bits that it is not so easy to hide many
./date/1994/09/msg00677.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00707.html:arguement as a loophole. I’m not paranoid enough to want to claim that
./date/1994/09/msg00712.html:&gt;arguement as a loophole. I’m not paranoid enough to want to claim that
./date/1994/09/msg00717.html:of it long enough to solve it.
./date/1994/09/msg00741.html:the time, place, victim, &amp; payment for various jobs will be enough to convict or
./date/1994/09/msg00743.html:the costs rise high enough
./date/1994/09/msg00744.html:that the leak was serious enought to make the front page of the Wall Street
./date/1994/09/msg00749.html:information. Interestingly enough
./date/1994/09/msg00760.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00761.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00782.html:Jeff Barber thinks he might have me, but isn’t sure enough to
./date/1994/09/msg00786.html:&gt;the costs rise high enough
./date/1994/09/msg00786.html:I’ve written enough. I’m not persuaded by Sandy’s arguments that the threat
./date/1994/09/msg00789.html:procedure). Fortunately, the CEO of Persci was open-minded enough to
./date/1994/09/msg00793.html:enough to open it. The system user has an
./date/1994/09/msg00796.html:&gt;the costs rise high enough
./date/1994/09/msg00797.html:intelligent hit man would have sense enough not to commit all his ‘business’
./date/1994/09/msg00797.html:True enough - *but only as long as the nature of the service could be
./date/1994/09/msg00797.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00798.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00803.html:the hands of those who want it badly enough. This has been recognized
./date/1994/09/msg00803.html:length of 128 bits. Both of these are large enough that no conceivable
./date/1994/09/msg00807.html:Not enough entropy here! MegaCrypt v3.7 is clearly a charade. Probably
enough...that might
./date/1994/09/msg00827.html:they have, and then being unwilling, naturally enough, to repeat the work
./date/1994/09/msg00837.html:Could be reason enough for prohibition.
./date/1994/09/msg00851.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00857.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00875.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00876.html:consider that in the case of a x&gt;&gt;n you might actually run out of enough
./date/1994/09/msg00878.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00879.html:unlikely they are to ever fail. But enough people in the drug business
./date/1994/09/msg00880.html:”removeable” adhesive seems to have enough holding power to keep in on a
./date/1994/09/msg00880.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00885.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00890.html:good laugh at least. The posts are short enough that either Larry D. has
enough to make it compatible ust
./date/1994/09/msg00900.html:Well, that is probably enough acronyms for today. :-)
./date/1994/09/msg00900.html:Well, that is probably enough acronyms for today. :-)
./date/1994/09/msg00918.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00925.html:cord, getting close enough to make freethrows.
./date/1994/09/msg00925.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00931.html:whitespace of text, is not good enough. Such tags can be easily
./date/1994/09/msg00943.html:point of cellular to make the transmitters broadcast at a low enough
./date/1994/09/msg00944.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00947.html:Sandy’s H.E.A.T was hard enough on my poor ‘D’ key; I hope the Cypherpunks list
./date/1994/09/msg00963.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00967.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg00975.html:enough to append signatures and to even ask the user for the
./date/1994/09/msg00991.html:Sandy’s H.E.A.T was hard enough on my poor ‘D’ key; I
./date/1994/09/msg00996.html:value. Naturally, nobody would be stupid enough to do single DES in
./date/1994/09/msg01000.html:off a smtp port would no longer be enough to work.
./date/1994/09/msg01000.html:one could probably get by with a public key small enough
./date/1994/09/msg01000.html:accessing account userx” and no more. This would probably be enough
./date/1994/09/msg01020.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg01021.html:&gt; Sandy’s H.E.A.T was hard enough on my poor ‘D’ key; I
./date/1994/09/msg01023.html:up a venue nor enough folks for the Cypherpunks anniversary last
./date/1994/09/msg01030.html:from audio inputs were “random enough” to defy cryptanalysis by the
./date/1994/09/msg01036.html:enough to bump into Sidewinder’s defense in depth. So we left the
./date/1994/09/msg01039.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg01041.html:&gt;up a venue nor enough folks for the Cypherpunks anniversary last
./date/1994/09/msg01046.html:know, but I decided there was not enough interest for me to
./date/1994/09/msg01052.html:will), but it turned out small enough
./date/1994/09/msg01052.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/09/msg01069.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00000.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00001.html:So, that is enough typing for one night. I hope this will staunch the
./date/1994/10/msg00003.html:have the program to split the message into enough parts that no
./date/1994/10/msg00011.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00014.html:&gt; so since becoming a regular PGP user. It turns out -- amazingly enough
./date/1994/10/msg00015.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00021.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00034.html:enough, it would leave some correlation. Alice needs to send at least one
./date/1994/10/msg00036.html:&gt; the whole. (Dorthy Denning being short sighted enough to insist that law
./date/1994/10/msg00037.html:Confusion alone is enough. A cipher that consisted of a single
./date/1994/10/msg00037.html:Interestingly enough, there seems to be a duality between
./date/1994/10/msg00037.html:insecure, but large random S-boxes may be good enough.
./date/1994/10/msg00039.html:the whole. (Dorthy Denning being short sighted enough to insist that law
./date/1994/10/msg00040.html:not such a hard thing to demonstrate with enough empirical evidence.
./date/1994/10/msg00064.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00071.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00073.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00081.html:&gt; Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00084.html:what he really meant, he would eventually be irritated enough by the
./date/1994/10/msg00095.html:PS. Ironically enough, I found Excel of great value in recovering the set of magic numbers
./date/1994/10/msg00098.html:serums” come to mind. If someone strong enough wants your secret
./date/1994/10/msg00098.html:badly enough, they can probably get it, as long as at least one
./date/1994/10/msg00112.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00128.html:example. If this information system is handled properly and given enough
./date/1994/10/msg00144.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00178.html:Remember:It is not enough to _obey_ Big Brother; you must also learn to
./date/1994/10/msg00189.html:I guess it could have been an impostor at the meeting, but enough
./date/1994/10/msg00189.html:him. And I’ve probably got enough information from his posts, and my
./date/1994/10/msg00190.html:it’s got a high enough usage that you can lose yourself in a crowd.
./date/1994/10/msg00219.html:provide one to the list if enough e-mail interest is shown.
./date/1994/11/msg00002.html:enough interest and focus to attempt creation of a working group
./date/1994/11/msg00015.html:Once it has moved between enough hosts, it moves to a host that offers
./date/1994/11/msg00015.html:recipient is savvy enough to handle using an encrypted remailer reply block,
./date/1994/11/msg00015.html:enough,
./date/1994/11/msg00032.html:software has far-reaching political implications -- enough to raise a large./date/1994/11/msg00032.html:it’s got a high enough usage that you can lose yourself in a crowd.
enough on getting you
./date/1994/11/msg00035.html:&gt;Once it has moved between enough hosts, it moves to a host that offers
./date/1994/11/msg00044.html:would also be inexpensive enough to use in every bill and pose no
./date/1994/11/msg00074.html:&gt; common ftpd’s are brain-dead enough to trust nameservers extensively.
./date/1994/11/msg00076.html:&gt; construct something that acts like an “instant check”, which is close enough
./date/1994/11/msg00079.html:levels would be close enough to make knowing which is which virtually
./date/1994/11/msg00083.html:construct something that acts like an “instant check”, which is close enough
./date/1994/11/msg00087.html:MacWeb, etc., as newsreaders and mailers. Again, I see enough problems
./date/1994/11/msg00093.html:&gt; I think I might not have made my point clear enough. I meant to say that
./date/1994/11/msg00100.html:I think I might not have made my point clear enough. I meant to say that
./date/1994/11/msg00105.html:I don’t think I can stress the following enough, but understanding the
./date/1994/11/msg00107.html:enough! Hence the proliferation of NetCruiser ugly posts.)
./date/1994/11/msg00107.html:easy enough to use, and by not having direct dial e-mail, most of the
./date/1994/11/msg00150.html:It comes down to a “how-much-is-enough” question.
./date/1994/11/msg00162.html:If you’re gonna stay in school until you know enough about computers to
./date/1994/11/msg00240.html:They can’t do credit cards, ironically enough.
./date/1994/11/msg00251.html:concepts well enough to apprehend what it is about their
./date/1994/11/msg00265.html:&gt; concepts well enough to apprehend what it is about their
./date/1994/11/msg00272.html:after they were banned also. I wish I had enough money to buy a good
./date/1994/11/msg00280.html:in the right place, he is certainly militant enough about remailer
./date/1994/11/msg00298.html:the computer. Because if the system is serious enough about getting
./date/1994/11/msg00343.html:important enough to be their front page headline is a mystery.
./date/1994/11/msg00346.html:reasonable enough for my pockets) where to send the money.
enough
./date/1994/11/msg00379.html:and the complexity of the device low enough (as is likely for in-expensive
./date/1994/11/msg00381.html:&gt; is sensitve enough and can scan fast enough as there is quite alot of
./date/1994/11/msg00392.html:another AIX box to compile PGP on, either. crypt(1) is good enough.
./date/1994/11/msg00393.html:&gt; another AIX box to compile PGP on, either. crypt(1) is good enough.
./date/1994/11/msg00395.html:&gt; another AIX box to compile PGP on, either. crypt(1) is good enough.
./date/1994/11/msg00400.html:said “ok, this will be easy”. Well, sure enough the other day I got back
./date/1994/11/msg00404.html:break for being stupid enough to pull a robbery in diving gear, but I don’t
./date/1994/11/msg00409.html:&gt;reasonable enough for my pockets) where to send the money.
./date/1994/11/msg00412.html:&gt; another AIX box to compile PGP on, either. crypt(1) is good enough.
./date/1994/11/msg00412.html:run grep for them they’re clueless enough to be stymied by crypt - all you
./date/1994/11/msg00433.html:&gt; &gt; another AIX box to compile PGP on, either. crypt(1) is good enough.
./date/1994/11/msg00435.html:The point of meta-pgp is to give people enough
./date/1994/11/msg00441.html:email system which is vulnerable to forging, and which isn’t secure enough
./date/1994/11/msg00441.html:Again, I go back to my goal (which wasn’t stated clearly enough in my
enough
./date/1994/11/msg00458.html:Well, I think enough damage control has been done with my original
./date/1994/11/msg00463.html:happy, which ought to be enough.)
./date/1994/11/msg00463.html:my messages because they think I’m not being diligent enought, or
./date/1994/11/msg00467.html:&gt;my messages because they think I’m not being diligent enought, or
./date/1994/11/msg00467.html:Few readers on this list would think that Tim is not dilligent enough. A
./date/1994/11/msg00469.html:here that enough people know what I’m referring to not to explain.)
./date/1994/11/msg00474.html:the “crypto isn’t being used by enough people, so we’ll have to make
./date/1994/11/msg00474.html:some may think I’m already being insulting enough. Believe me, my
./date/1994/11/msg00478.html:easy enough
./date/1994/11/msg00480.html:the “crypto isn’t being used by enough people, so we’ll have to make
./date/1994/11/msg00480.html:hypothetical. I do think that crypto isn’t being used by enough
./date/1994/11/msg00480.html:people. I realize that the exact meaning of ‘enough’ is subjective,
./date/1994/11/msg00488.html:&gt;have a need for it that’s great enough to justify the (minimal) time
./date/1994/11/msg00488.html:crypto-related technologies are compelling, but not enough to draw
./date/1994/11/msg00490.html:what people _ought_ to be using does not seem to be enough to
./date/1994/11/msg00491.html:There is enough FUD in the crypto buisness already. Why
./date/1994/11/msg00493.html:enough
./date/1994/11/msg00496.html:&gt;have a need for it that’s great enough to justify the (minimal) time
./date/1994/11/msg00496.html:&gt;enough; no matter how easy it gets to use
./date/1994/11/msg00498.html:have a need for it that’s great enough to justify the (minimal) time
./date/1994/11/msg00498.html:enough; no matter how easy it gets to use, it’s still going to have some
./date/1994/11/msg00505.html:I’m sure I could think of more lamebrained ideas given enough time and
./date/1994/11/msg00505.html:&gt; hypothetical. I do think that crypto isn’t being used by enough
./date/1994/11/msg00505.html:&gt; people. I realize that the exact meaning of ‘enough’ is subjective,
./date/1994/11/msg00521.html:Dr. Death, and Dr. Death will have posted enough stuff about enough
./date/1994/11/msg00528.html:&gt; Dr. Death, and Dr. Death will have posted enough stuff about enough
./date/1994/11/msg00529.html:&gt; have a need for it that’s great enough to justify the (minimal) time
./date/1994/11/msg00534.html:not really skilled enough to understand the majordomo code enough to modify

./date/1994/11/msg00537.html:I did some testing, and sure enough, it reads the aliases in my
./date/1994/11/msg00538.html:what people _ought_ to be using does not seem to be enough to
./date/1994/11/msg00546.html:&gt; enough; no matter how easy it gets to use, it’s still going to have some
./date/1994/11/msg00550.html:list are inteligent enough to tell if a post is signed or not, and a
./date/1994/11/msg00550.html:be easy enough to hack toad, or somewhere just ‘upstream’ of toad, and
./date/1994/11/msg00553.html:&gt; be easy enough to hack toad, or somewhere just ‘upstream’ of toad, and
./date/1994/11/msg00553.html:began to sign these broadcast messages. Sure enough, I’ve received more
./date/1994/11/msg00561.html:just enough to make it compatible with MIT PGP 2.6, but do not include all of
./date/1994/11/msg00561.html:have not attempted to keep it complete, but there should be enough pointers
./date/1994/11/msg00564.html:easier for me. It is hard enough to keep up with this list as it is.
./date/1994/11/msg00579.html:mostly, but then there are those who will be frusterated enough to
./date/1994/11/msg00579.html:Tim’s comments to the list enough to think the list would loose something
./date/1994/11/msg00585.html:slip connection. There’s just never enough for me.
./date/1994/11/msg00585.html:the Net. I mean you are dealing with people who are bright enough
./date/1994/11/msg00586.html:It makes it cheap enough so that it can be used more and more by
./date/1994/11/msg00586.html:isn’t enough.
./date/1994/11/msg00586.html:enough dynamite there, Butch? You can always get that information
./date/1994/11/msg00586.html:enough to get it out. It takes less energy to make a round trip to
./date/1994/11/msg00587.html:saber and talking Evil Empire and (inaudible) with enough shovels
./date/1994/11/msg00597.html:What is certainly clear enough to me is that the list is certainly
./date/1994/11/msg00597.html:social enough that without discussion the endeavor would certainly
./date/1994/11/msg00617.html:independence strongly enough to abandon this forum at the slightest
./date/1994/11/msg00618.html:independence strongly enough to abandon this forum at the slightest
enough clout for them to bother to
./date/1994/12/msg00022.html:As an aside, what would be a minimum standard for a usable enough
./date/1994/12/msg00028.html:Tim was gracious enough to put me up at his place for a few days when
./date/1994/12/msg00028.html:many others have spent much time devoted to writing clearly enough
./date/1994/12/msg00032.html:For whatever reasons, the tools that are there aren’t good enough for Tim.
./date/1994/12/msg00032.html:understand, has a complicated situation wherein mac tools aren’t good enough,
./date/1994/12/msg00032.html:easy enough for me to use, but maybe I’m just a gearhead. Eventually easy-to./date/1994/12/msg00032.html:enough for Tim (and I’m not being at all disparaging here. I am perfectly
./date/1994/12/msg00032.html:simple enough for me to use.
./date/1994/12/msg00032.html:enough to install/use for Tim, I respect that. I just don’t want people to get
./date/1994/12/msg00035.html:&gt; many others have spent much time devoted to writing clearly enough
./date/1994/12/msg00037.html:-enough” clause.
./date/1994/12/msg00055.html:-enough” clause.
./date/1994/12/msg00055.html:It’s not good enough, but it is partial progress. Merely because one
./date/1994/12/msg00056.html:&gt; -enough” clause.
./date/1994/12/msg00056.html:&gt; It’s not good enough, but it is partial progress. Merely because one
enough clout for them to bother to
./date/1994/12/msg00063.html:network bandwidth and processing CPU are cheap enough to allow
./date/1994/12/msg00069.html:&gt; network bandwidth and processing CPU are cheap enough to allow
./date/1994/12/msg00072.html:&gt; &gt; network bandwidth and processing CPU are cheap enough to allow
./date/1994/12/msg00094.html:premail and the other sent normally, it’s not good enough to transform the
./date/1994/12/msg00096.html:enough to release a patch.
./date/1994/12/msg00105.html:reputations are important enough that they need to sign their messages, more
./date/1994/12/msg00105.html:When signatures are easy enough to do, the scale will balance on the side
./date/1994/12/msg00124.html:If a thread on the C-punx list lasts long enough, the
./date/1994/12/msg00127.html:have enough time to explain the issues. That’s important, because this
enough, most of the withdrawal
./date/1994/12/msg00147.html:have enough clout. As a result, I just gave up on e-cash as something I
./date/1994/12/msg00148.html:is high enough to rule out its applicability for very small
./date/1994/12/msg00155.html:&gt; is high enough to rule out its applicability for very small
./date/1994/12/msg00172.html:enough tokens for 25 messages, then we would settle amongst ourselves (or
enough clout for them to bother to
./date/1994/12/msg00176.html:are enough that people won’t be fooled by a message with
./date/1994/12/msg00192.html:enough to admit it. BTW, Eric was and is an early and consistent
./date/1994/12/msg00199.html:has enough performance to service a SLIP connection at 28 kbaud, and since
./date/1994/12/msg00201.html:Actually not too much - PGP can process fast enough on a 486 as it is.
./date/1994/12/msg00202.html:if any of these techniques would be good enough to use for real-time
./date/1994/12/msg00203.html:&gt; if any of these techniques would be good enough to use for real-time
./date/1994/12/msg00214.html:using PGP several months ago for personal use until I can scrap up enough
./date/1994/12/msg00233.html:market, wouldn’t that be enough to get things rolling? Individuals or
./date/1994/12/msg00235.html:&gt; enough, we found this.” He triumphantly held up a rather well./date/1994/12/msg00245.html:there is enough persistent information available to trace any reply ticket.
./date/1994/12/msg00245.html:error correcting code to add enough information to the original so the
./date/1994/12/msg00249.html:&gt;error correcting code to add enough information to the original so the
./date/1994/12/msg00266.html:&gt;&gt;error correcting code to add enough information to the original so the
./date/1994/12/msg00266.html:coerced or hacked. There is still enough persistent information available to
./date/1994/12/msg00273.html:was high enough to cover expenses.
./date/1994/12/msg00276.html:enough), is crazy.
./date/1994/12/msg00291.html:Interestingly enough, I sent a message to Phil and got a response from his
./date/1994/12/msg00304.html:&gt;enough), is crazy.
./date/1994/12/msg00304.html:enough people with some pragmatic sense get sucked in, there is a chance...
./date/1994/12/msg00313.html:them well enough to judge. If they were serious, they weren’t
./date/1994/12/msg00313.html:for a slice of the pie. That’d be enough to knwo if it works,
./date/1994/12/msg00313.html:to count as enough dirt to be a country.) About six months
./date/1994/12/msg00324.html:vulnerabilities. We hope to develop enough independent remailers that
./date/1994/12/msg00324.html:&gt;error correcting code to add enough information to the original so the
./date/1994/12/msg00330.html:kind enough to offer e-mail copies. I excerpt:
./date/1994/12/msg00331.html:enough keyservers out there.
./date/1994/12/msg00337.html:&gt;vulnerabilities. We hope to develop enough independent remailers that
./date/1994/12/msg00337.html:enough hops to withstand a few bad remailers. Forward (source capture)
./date/1994/12/msg00343.html:&gt; recting code concept so that K pieces are enough to reconstruct the message.
./date/1994/12/msg00352.html:Not necessarily. It is quite enough to convince many of your neighbors
enough that new crypto methods, whether
enough to cover as diverse
./date/1994/12/msg00358.html:Here’s how to get the draft (I don’t understand it well enough yet to
./date/1994/12/msg00359.html:but that the systems don’t attach enough information to the resultant
enough that new crypto methods, whether
enough to cover as diverse
enough that new crypto methods, whether
enough to cover as diverse
./date/1994/12/msg00399.html:are immune to ANSI boms...that ought to be clear enough...
./date/1994/12/msg00404.html:of fraud, mail fraud and enough to put our associate away for up to 10.
./date/1994/12/msg00419.html:&gt;are immune to ANSI boms...that ought to be clear enough...
./date/1994/12/msg00463.html:(be sure to collect enough keystrokes to catch any su’s that are done
./date/1994/12/msg00473.html:divided up -- into trades small enough to be undetected but large
./date/1994/12/msg00473.html:enough
./date/1994/12/msg00492.html:enough into the hands of the clients.
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html:* Strong enough to justify _at least_ a 64 bit key for balanced security.
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html:* Small enough to be built into other applications with several keys active
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html:* Key setup fast enough to support frequent key change operations but slow
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html:enough to discourage brute force attack on the key.
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html:* Fast enough
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html:mask; // Select just enough bits.
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html:mask = 1; // Fill mask with enough bits to cover
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html:phrase with enough entropy to be considered strong.
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html: 64 290,000 years (good enough for most things)
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html: 128 5.4E24 years (good enough for the clinically paranoid)
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html:in the same initial permutation vector) is small enough to ignore. The proof
./date/1994/12/msg00507.html:isn’t big enough, you are free to generate a longer check value with this
./date/1994/12/msg00510.html:enough subscribers, the best way to do this would be using mailing lists.
./date/1994/12/msg00522.html:&gt;enough subscribers, the best way to do this would be using mailing lists.
./date/1994/12/msg00540.html:Radio is enough to get 1% positional accuracy (or better) and radio
./date/1994/12/msg00540.html:&gt; pretty small. Small enough to be worn on one’s ankle.
./date/1994/12/msg00556.html:pretty small. Small enough to be worn on one’s ankle.
./date/1994/12/msg00560.html:If your account does not have enough credit, when a message comes in you will
./date/1994/12/msg00560.html:enough to take care of occasional mail using the ‘nym. Only if you use the ‘nym
./date/1994/12/msg00574.html:accuracy enough to precision mill with ;-).
./date/1994/12/msg00574.html:&gt;Radio is enough to get 1% positional accuracy (or better) and radio
./date/1994/12/msg00581.html:mail had enough computer sense to have chained it
./date/1994/12/msg00610.html:It should be noted that the protocol is general enough to support
enough to prevent catastrophic
./date/1994/12/msg00611.html:(soon enough :-) nobody will use chained remailers manually, Premail
./date/1994/12/msg00612.html:interested in surviving long enough to withstand the eventual attack
./date/1994/12/msg00618.html:In order for there to be enough bandwidth to rival some of the really
./date/1994/12/msg00618.html:likely be enough interest and bandwidth to come up with something
./date/1994/12/msg00631.html:&gt; &gt; interested in surviving long enough to withstand the eventual attack
./date/1994/12/msg00643.html:but is a remailer (or pgp) smart enough to take the output from checking
./date/1994/12/msg00647.html:&gt; but is a remailer (or pgp) smart enough to take the output from checking
./date/1994/12/msg00651.html:&gt; interested in surviving long enough to withstand the eventual attack
./date/1994/12/msg00665.html:&gt;but is a remailer (or pgp) smart enough to take the output from checking
./date/1994/12/msg00678.html:I’ve just enough Windows programming experience to know that the
./date/1994/12/msg00686.html:that you didn’t understand them. I am at least polite enough to
./date/1994/12/msg00712.html:here (or anywhere, to be fair) seems disciplined enough to stick to this.
./date/1994/12/msg00717.html:&gt;enough to allow use with either PEM-compliant signatures and encryption or
enough, though.
./date/1994/12/msg00719.html:the localizer is pulse and maybe blood pressure. That’s enough
./date/1994/12/msg00719.html:activity, by the way), but not enough to test his/her veracity.
./date/1994/12/msg00720.html:foolish enough to require that employees be wired, ‘sokay with
./date/1994/12/msg00724.html:IPSP because they don’t give me enough
./date/1994/12/msg00741.html:enough to allow use with either PEM-compliant signatures and encryption or
./date/1994/12/msg00756.html:fast enough to allow an average workstation to search the 40-bit keyspace
./date/1994/12/msg00763.html:and so forth. I’m sure there are enough netcom subscribers to warrant this.
./date/1994/12/msg00772.html:just enough to make it compatible with MIT PGP 2.6, but do not include all of
./date/1994/12/msg00772.html:have not attempted to keep it complete, but there should be enough pointers
./date/1994/12/msg00774.html:&gt; and so forth. I’m sure there are enough netcom subscribers to warrant this.
./date/1994/12/msg00777.html:&gt; is high enough to rule out its applicability for very small
./date/1994/12/msg00780.html:&gt; and so forth. I’m sure there are enough netcom subscribers to warrant this.
./date/1994/12/msg00782.html:Nah. Variable bit sized binary records work well enough :)
./date/1994/12/msg00800.html:enough
./date/1994/12/msg00806.html:information in my own query--I get enough junk mail already, and I don’t want
./date/1994/12/msg00819.html:[1] Which means:“Forget it! We have enough problems right now.”
./date/1994/12/msg00827.html:&gt; I get enough junk mail already, and I don’t want vendors to be able to
./date/1994/12/msg00841.html:&gt;foolish enough to require that employees be wired, ‘sokay with
./date/1994/12/msg00842.html:&gt;enough
./date/1994/12/msg00844.html:Elliptic curve cryptosystems certainly use a different enough
./date/1994/12/msg00848.html:&gt; is high enough to rule out its applicability for very small
./date/1994/12/msg00855.html:crossed. And who knows? Maybe one day, I’ll develop enough technical
./date/1994/12/msg00867.html:&gt; enough
./date/1994/12/msg00891.html:We have enough
./date/1994/12/msg00908.html:be contained within a signed msg from someone with enough “nearness” in
./date/1994/12/msg00918.html:common to all voluntary organisations:will enough people join
./date/1994/12/msg00923.html:version to this list, if there’s enough interest. Other standards I
./date/1994/12/msg00924.html:&gt; but will probably add such support when a large enough portion of our
./date/1994/12/msg00928.html:enough of a change to have it considered a new form of commerce.
./date/1994/12/msg00933.html:enough...
./date/1994/12/msg00941.html:deployed widely enough to have penetrated af meaningful portion of our
./date/1994/12/msg00942.html:that many mailers are just MIME-compliant enough to cause their users lots
./date/1994/12/msg00946.html:they’ve always been. Probably our materials weren’t clear enough
./date/1994/12/msg00946.html:amazingly enough. People can be quite naive.)
./date/1994/12/msg00946.html:deployed widely enough to have penetrated af meaningful portion of our
./date/1994/12/msg00954.html:&gt; enough of a change to have it considered a new form of commerce.
./date/1994/12/msg00961.html:he, too, had a good enough MIME capable reader. You could send out
./date/1994/12/msg00967.html:&gt;be contained within a signed msg from someone with enough “nearness” in
./date/1994/12/msg00971.html:&gt; that many mailers are just MIME-compliant enough to cause their users lots
enough, than folks with Dos/Windows/Mac background
./date/1994/12/msg00994.html:clari.features.dilbert are popular enough
./date/1994/12/msg01006.html:enough to use yet.
./date/1994/12/msg01006.html:who know how to code, and who think that current tools _aren’t_ easy enough
./date/1994/12/msg01006.html:good enough. The developing easier tools is important, and if anyone wants
./date/1994/12/msg01010.html:transport layer as such (I’ve not looked at it carefully enough) I think
./date/1994/12/msg01023.html:I may be one of them, and the prospects of this may be enough to cause me
./date/1994/12/msg01049.html:taken, today, by individuals who are concerned enough to do so. I
./date/1994/12/msg01050.html:&gt; be contained within a signed msg from someone with enough “nearness” in
./date/1994/12/msg01053.html:The alternative comes strangely enough from the US
./date/1994/12/msg01059.html:&gt;&gt; but will probably add such support when a large enough portion of our
./date/1994/12/msg01061.html:I include it also in my .sig, below, if that’s good enough for you.
./date/1994/12/msg01063.html:federal government willing enough to jail overzealous Los Angeles policemen
./date/1994/12/msg01068.html:&gt; deployed widely enough to have penetrated af meaningful portion of our
./date/1994/12/msg01068.html:you missed the phrase “deployed widely enough to have penetrated a
./date/1994/12/msg01075.html:you missed the phrase “deployed widely enough to have penetrated a
./date/1994/12/msg01082.html:mix our message in many peoples’ perception. It’s hard enough
./date/1994/12/msg01082.html:Mostly that there’s not enough hours in the day. (To give you an idea
./date/1994/12/msg01083.html:neccesary, as FV claims), and what sorts of crypto are strong enough and
./date/1994/12/msg01091.html:&gt; The common practice is to keep the equipment long enough that it’s
./date/1994/12/msg01109.html:everyone knows how to compile a program, or has the intrest in it enough
./date/1994/12/msg01126.html:&gt; The alternative comes strangely enough from the US
./date/1994/12/msg01156.html:&gt; you missed the phrase “deployed widely enough to have penetrated a
./date/1994/12/msg01186.html:If c2.org grew enough to a warrant a fractional T1, it would
./date/1994/12/msg01202.html:heating element boils just enough water to create a single
./date/1994/12/msg01202.html:bubble to 1.8 million degrees Fahrenheit or more -- enough,
./date/1994/12/msg01202.html:hydrogen. The idea is to get the hydrogen hot enough to
./date/1994/12/msg01214.html:did not seem to have enough
./date/1994/12/msg01227.html:That’s enough to discourage the average user. This is pretty much what Tim
./date/1994/12/msg01228.html:mix our message in many peoples’ perception. It’s hard enough
./date/1994/12/msg01230.html:&gt;&gt;That’s enough to discourage the average user. This is pretty much what Tim
./date/1994/12/msg01281.html:withhold it. After all, if they are smart enough to know how
./date/1994/12/msg01295.html:32 bytes (minimum) of zeroes at the end of the data. Interestingly enough, the
./date/1994/12/msg01296.html:&gt;That’s enough to discourage the average user. This is pretty much what Tim
./date/1994/12/msg01296.html:Speaking of “term limits,” hasn’t Rush Limbaugh gotten enough attention?
./date/1994/12/msg01297.html:can’t remember (or type) a phrase with anywhere near enough entropy to
./date/1994/12/msg01299.html:can’t remember (or type) a phrase with anywhere near enough entropy to
./date/1994/12/msg01313.html:Speaking of “term limits,” hasn’t Rush Limbaugh gotten enough attention?
./date/1994/12/msg01313.html:you can verify it easily enough by aiming your web client at the
./date/1994/12/msg01328.html:Oddly enough, I’m on the other end of this situation right now with
./date/1994/12/msg01335.html:enough detail as is necessary for educational purposes (like the doctor
./date/1994/12/msg01366.html:would unleash enough
./date/1994/12/msg01367.html:&gt; design good schemes and deploy them widely enough that people learn
enough to look in it, at least skimming it.
./date/1994/12/msg01371.html:design good schemes and deploy them widely enough that people learn
./date/1994/12/msg01374.html:should be enough
./date/1994/12/msg01383.html:Small enough to ignore for the practice of “pretty good” security.
./date/1994/12/msg01393.html:They can be overcome given enough time and motivation.
./date/1994/12/msg01409.html:&gt; enough detail as is necessary for educational purposes (like the doctor
./date/1994/12/msg01410.html:comment, I thought the readership of the list astute enough to pick up on
./date/1994/12/msg01411.html:&gt; would unleash enough
./date/1994/12/msg01415.html:any private data it wants. And if the hacker is clever enough this
./date/1994/12/msg01416.html:3133+ enough.
./date/1994/12/msg01437.html:author of said port himself. It’s short enought to post and might be
./date/1994/12/msg01461.html:just enough to make it compatible with MIT PGP 2.6, but do not include all of
./date/1994/12/msg01461.html:have not attempted to keep it complete, but there should be enough pointers
./date/1994/12/msg01479.html:routine process’’. Well, sure enough, about two weeks before I was to
./date/1994/12/msg01479.html:condoms in their stomaches) looked approachable enough. He had a sort
./date/1994/12/msg01479.html:encounters are suspected drug smugglers, and he seemed pleased enough
./date/1994/12/msg01479.html:was pleasant enough, though, and at least didn’t look at me as if she
./date/1995/01/msg00022.html:in question? Would there be enough commerce doneover the ‘Net to justify
./date/1995/01/msg00026.html:Doesn’t Matt’s experience really show simply that not enough people try
./date/1995/01/msg00038.html:I’m technically not old enough to get a credit card, and regardless of
./date/1995/01/msg00041.html:&gt; Doesn’t Matt’s experience really show simply that not enough people try
./date/1995/01/msg00046.html:Anyone here adept enough
./date/1995/01/msg00074.html:Martha Siegel is just fucked up enough that she will probably push
./date/1995/01/msg00075.html:have been working on crypto, it is at least deployed enough now that any
./date/1995/01/msg00075.html:someone will be kind enough to write “newsletter” or a post to be spread
./date/1995/01/msg00078.html:enough balance for the purchase.
./date/1995/01/msg00086.html:It’s enough to recognize DES tables or PGP procedures.
./date/1995/01/msg00091.html:anyone’s blood quite enough to write a letter to the paper on both the author’s
./date/1995/01/msg00101.html:&gt; Martha Siegel is just fucked up enough that she will probably push
./date/1995/01/msg00103.html:server of a university in Norway. Strangely enough, this is the same
./date/1995/01/msg00115.html:&gt; &gt; Martha Siegel is just fucked up enough that she will probably push
./date/1995/01/msg00119.html:&gt; Martha Siegel is just fucked up enough that she will probably push
./date/1995/01/msg00128.html:Well, yeah...but with enough spit, the wind may change. So everyone
./date/1995/01/msg00137.html:&gt; It’s enough to recognize DES tables or PGP procedures.
./date/1995/01/msg00143.html:mature or developed enough for remailers. The intended purpose has been
./date/1995/01/msg00149.html:a copyright” is strong enough to establish that sort of knowledge.
./date/1995/01/msg00155.html:&gt; &gt; Martha Siegel is just fucked up enough that she will probably push
./date/1995/01/msg00229.html:intelligent enough to look aat the article, and see wether or not it was
./date/1995/01/msg00235.html:&gt; intelligent enough to look aat the article, and see wether or not it was
./date/1995/01/msg00250.html:While this might be secure enough for some people, it is important to note
./date/1995/01/msg00250.html:I suppose this still might be enough security for some people. After all,
./date/1995/01/msg00250.html:penet is enough security for some people. But I’d guess that most people
./date/1995/01/msg00250.html:anonymous enough for cypherpunks-style remailers.
./date/1995/01/msg00255.html:there are in the chain, and so doesn’t know if I’ve paid him enough to

./date/1995/01/msg00255.html:but if I’m cheating there won’t be enough to make it to the end of the
./date/1995/01/msg00257.html:with FV, have enough information to break anonymity.
./date/1995/01/msg00257.html:think, however, that you’d need to break into the last one to get enough
./date/1995/01/msg00258.html:act like this, and as long as there are enough users who will put
./date/1995/01/msg00259.html:address left, that is your choice. We are courteous enough to forward
./date/1995/01/msg00261.html:&gt; there are in the chain, and so doesn’t know if I’ve paid him enough to
./date/1995/01/msg00263.html:&gt;with FV, have enough information to break anonymity.
./date/1995/01/msg00263.html:dropping it’s security to the level of Julf’s. Which might be good enough
./date/1995/01/msg00263.html:for you, but not good enough for me, or presumably for anyone else that
./date/1995/01/msg00264.html:the cash itself, or some kind of billing number) alone shouldn’t be enough
./date/1995/01/msg00265.html:is an easy, routine process’’. Well, sure enough, about two weeks
./date/1995/01/msg00265.html:looked approachable enough. He had a sort of kindly, grandfatherly
./date/1995/01/msg00265.html:drug smugglers, and he seemed pleased enough to be dealing with
./date/1995/01/msg00265.html:It would take a little while. She was pleasant enough, though, and at
./date/1995/01/msg00268.html:&gt; dropping it’s security to the level of Julf’s. Which might be good enough
./date/1995/01/msg00268.html:&gt; for you, but not good enough for me, or presumably for anyone else that
./date/1995/01/msg00268.html:&gt; the cash itself, or some kind of billing number) alone shouldn’t be enough
./date/1995/01/msg00275.html:always there, almost always up, and is redundant enough that when
./date/1995/01/msg00279.html:&gt;there are in the chain, and so doesn’t know if I’ve paid him enough to
./date/1995/01/msg00279.html:&gt;but if I’m cheating there won’t be enough to make it to the end of the
./date/1995/01/msg00284.html:&gt; act like this, and as long as there are enough users who will put
./date/1995/01/msg00288.html:&gt; ones (assuming that remailer has enough
./date/1995/01/msg00296.html:&gt; always there, almost always up, and is redundant enough that when
./date/1995/01/msg00300.html:ones (assuming that remailer has enough
./date/1995/01/msg00302.html:I have received just enough information about her plight (via this list,
./date/1995/01/msg00302.html:oddly enough), to know that I don’t have enough information to tell who I
./date/1995/01/msg00302.html:agree with in this dispute. I don’t particularly want to get enough
./date/1995/01/msg00318.html:&gt; I include it also in my .sig, below, if that’s good enough for you.
./date/1995/01/msg00355.html:article in them you want, or are you intelligent enough to make
./date/1995/01/msg00360.html:number (ESN), which until now have been enough to clone a phone. However, she
./date/1995/01/msg00380.html:anyone who knows enough
./date/1995/01/msg00381.html:&gt; anyone who knows enough
./date/1995/01/msg00382.html:&gt; anyone who knows enough
./date/1995/01/msg00390.html:raw bits have been cheap enough for a while; it’s the distribution
./date/1995/01/msg00417.html:community has added enough capability and hooks to clearly put PGP in
./date/1995/01/msg00417.html:efforts for not being “pure enough.”
./date/1995/01/msg00417.html:_experiments_ are not secure enough, not robust enough, to actually
./date/1995/01/msg00421.html:enough is married to Vernor Vinge’s ex-wife, Joan Vinge.)
./date/1995/01/msg00432.html:messages (policy only relevant at last stage remailers) soon enough.
./date/1995/01/msg00440.html:enough of a chore just to get non-anonymously run remailers charging for
./date/1995/01/msg00441.html:&gt; _experiments_ are not secure enough, not robust enough, to actually
./date/1995/01/msg00442.html:will be inspired enough to order a few pizzas and go for it). Right now
./date/1995/01/msg00450.html:is enough. Don’t spend hours composing your letter; there’s no need.
./date/1995/01/msg00451.html:is enough. Don’t spend hours composing your letter; there’s no need.
./date/1995/01/msg00455.html:from another remailer account - people knowledgeable enough to be using a
./date/1995/01/msg00455.html:the remailer network - anyone paranoid enough to be a client is going to
./date/1995/01/msg00460.html:None disagreed, the numbers are clear enough. One added the
./date/1995/01/msg00460.html:goods’ (which can be moved around easily enough by a hundred other means).
./date/1995/01/msg00460.html:he was careless enough to indicate in non-PGP-encrypted email that he
./date/1995/01/msg00478.html:test your DH for free. Be sure to charge enough for your eventual
./date/1995/01/msg00489.html:Safe-tcl has a shorter learning curve, but I’ve spend enough
./date/1995/01/msg00491.html:worthy soul fortunate enough to be there.
./date/1995/01/msg00493.html:enough to know Blacknet was a hoax, and why did it take since august
./date/1995/01/msg00515.html:branch. I also doubt he would be stupid enough to try a “Commander in
./date/1995/01/msg00534.html:work or there aren’t enough military units (I believe the latter is the
./date/1995/01/msg00536.html:enough to keep the remailer running, but enough to not be too
./date/1995/01/msg00556.html:(2) Force them to pgp it, but that could be defeated by having enough of a
./date/1995/01/msg00562.html:frequency analysis on the datastream isn’t enough to guantee the correct
./date/1995/01/msg00564.html:frequency analysis on the datastream isn’t enough to guantee the correct
./date/1995/01/msg00566.html:&gt;(2) Force them to pgp it, but that could be defeated by having enough of a
enough
./date/1995/01/msg00575.html:really... I understand that this increase in strength isn’t enough to
./date/1995/01/msg00589.html:frequency analysis on the datastream isn’t enough to guantee the correct
./date/1995/01/msg00592.html:Even when you’ve got enough of your own disk space, it’s still subject
./date/1995/01/msg00601.html:Interestingly enough, there are lots of interesting documents,
enough
./date/1995/01/msg00619.html:then keep it safe enough so I can retrieve it later, and I’d take the
./date/1995/01/msg00643.html:out the distribution enough to get it by casual inspection.
./date/1995/01/msg00652.html:Ambition is a poor excuse for not having sense enough to be lazy.
./date/1995/01/msg00660.html:&gt; Even when you’ve got enough of your own disk space, it’s still subject
./date/1995/01/msg00661.html:&gt; then keep it safe enough so I can retrieve it later, and I’d take the
./date/1995/01/msg00670.html:enough to get it by casual inspection.
enough to be sure that it’s what it’s
./date/1995/01/msg00695.html:mature or developed enough for remailers. The intended purpose has been
./date/1995/01/msg00713.html:1. Would depend on ‘correct usage’ ie download of enough irrelevant cover
./date/1995/01/msg00728.html:True enough.
./date/1995/01/msg00747.html:cursory glance these days - just enough
./date/1995/01/msg00748.html:Now curiously enough the message that I received back from homer@rahul is the
./date/1995/01/msg00751.html:&gt; Strangely enough, Quittner left out all mention of the MOD member who
./date/1995/01/msg00803.html:all of us are really strong enough yet to implement it and stay
./date/1995/01/msg00812.html:* If the connections to and storage by Moe and Larry are reliable enough,
./date/1995/01/msg00832.html:&gt; * If the connections to and storage by Moe and Larry are reliable enough,
./date/1995/01/msg00874.html:are not good enough, but routing is not one of them.
./date/1995/01/msg00875.html:knowledge) has gotten interested enough to pursue it. Before anyone
./date/1995/01/msg00878.html:enough to strike that application down. But no such restraint has
./date/1995/01/msg00888.html:generator and modulus. So it’s important to at least use large enough
enough) generator and modulus and was not secure
./date/1995/01/msg00889.html:are strong enough to withstand attackers who aren’t willing to
./date/1995/01/msg00896.html:the corporation may be enough.
./date/1995/01/msg00898.html:Our goals appear to differ enough to preclude my continuing
./date/1995/01/msg00908.html:to do is drum up suspision and enough information for a warrant for your
./date/1995/01/msg00908.html:system good enough to efectivly handle DH’s or even remailers, your out
./date/1995/01/msg00917.html:but enough already.
./date/1995/01/msg00920.html:remailers more won’t be enough.
./date/1995/01/msg00924.html:who are foolish enough to deal with unknown parties with unknown interests
./date/1995/01/msg00928.html:just enough to make it compatible with MIT PGP 2.6, but do not include all of
./date/1995/01/msg00928.html:have not attempted to keep it complete, but there should be enough pointers
./date/1995/01/msg00937.html:and after me. Not enough time to really get into issues, and of course
./date/1995/01/msg00946.html:isn’t in a position to do any of this anyway -- but its easy enough to
enough to accommodate
enough
./date/1995/01/msg00966.html:Macs? I think I have enough leverage and power on my campus to be able to
./date/1995/01/msg00972.html:freedoms, then will be soon enough to strike that application
./date/1995/01/msg00984.html:disruption. How can we make the ‘net robust enough to withstand
./date/1995/01/msg00984.html:strings, which are presumed to contain enough entropy to produce good
./date/1995/01/msg00984.html:key material and are also easy enough to remember that they do not
./date/1995/01/msg01024.html:enough extra IOUs that we want to get paid. Perhaps the other would
./date/1995/01/msg01027.html:had pissed off enough people, it could be abandoned - but this lack
./date/1995/01/msg01028.html:But it still gives enough
./date/1995/01/msg01028.html:with spam-bomb. But maybe we don’t do that today. Maybe we do just enough
./date/1995/01/msg01035.html:&gt;had pissed off enough people, it could be abandoned - but this lack
./date/1995/01/msg01057.html:barely have enough cash to keep on the net, let alone pay for a lawyer if
./date/1995/01/msg01061.html:But if you don’t trust your trading partners enough to keep quiet
./date/1995/01/msg01066.html:enough population that will vocally protest if attempts to restrict
./date/1995/01/msg01073.html:On the other hand, if the system is working well enough, there may be no
./date/1995/01/msg01083.html::had pissed off enough people, it could be abandoned - but this lack
./date/1995/01/msg01089.html:no one on the net making enough things you want:the old ‘you can’t eat
./date/1995/01/msg01112.html:Both fear that they do not know the code well enough to take the risk of
./date/1995/01/msg01133.html:read enough law to sell their advice in certain areas.
./date/1995/01/msg01136.html:anarcho-capitalist as it seems, but I’d bet there’s enough anarcho-others
./date/1995/01/msg01141.html:&gt;Both fear that they do not know the code well enough to take the risk of
enough.
./date/1995/01/msg01223.html:good black-marketers kept enough to keep them online, till the groups
./date/1995/01/msg01224.html:just that I don’t know enough
./date/1995/01/msg01258.html:Berman sketch. Nor is it enough to simply “get the
./date/1995/01/msg01269.html:The government’s reputation is low enough already that such errors won’t
./date/1995/01/msg01276.html:&gt; core concepts or not implementing enough basic building blocks,
enough to do anything they want.
./date/1995/01/msg01281.html:core concepts or not implementing enough basic building blocks,
enough to do anything they want.
enough to do anything they want.
./date/1995/01/msg01296.html:know enough about PGP to be sure that it really is a fully working
./date/1995/01/msg01302.html:enough just to be here.”
./date/1995/01/msg01316.html:parties, and I don’t know enough about the subject to make any clear judgement
./date/1995/01/msg01319.html:a ring of remailers large enough
enough as it was.
./date/1995/01/msg01337.html:guess wrong and fail. But if they try it enough
./date/1995/01/msg01354.html:| a ring of remailers large enough
./date/1995/01/msg01382.html:Do you really need to authenticate every packet? Isn’t it enough to
./date/1995/01/msg01383.html:&gt; Do you really need to authenticate every packet? Isn’t it enough to
./date/1995/01/msg01398.html:We in the DOS world have been using make ever since we had enough
./date/1995/01/msg01399.html:is not yet numerous enough to command a seat in Congress.
enough pointers to
./date/1995/01/msg01452.html:This was exploitative, but it was also real, and it was just stark enough to
./date/1995/01/msg01478.html:enough to make it easy enough to modify. Assignment sheet attached below
enough to be effective through much of the EMI
./date/1995/01/msg01517.html:&gt; capital”, but if you’d put down your Friedman long enough to read history,
./date/1995/01/msg01520.html:&gt; capital”, but if you’d put down your Friedman long enough to read history,
./date/1995/01/msg01527.html:views are interested enough in cryptography to seek out the handful of
./date/1995/01/msg01529.html:break into the server well enough to steal root’s private key,
./date/1995/01/msg01531.html:capital”, but if you’d put down your Friedman long enough to read history,
./date/1995/01/msg01542.html:secure enough for secret storage aren’t exactly “typical” of what’s out
./date/1995/01/msg01573.html:more than enough to keep 99% of the cell bandits out. CDMA should be
./date/1995/01/msg01586.html:enough that things will Just Work. Mail won’t go through instantly during
./date/1995/01/msg01586.html:remailers close enough on the same web of trust would pick up the message
./date/1995/02/msg00007.html:However if enough like it, perhaps we can talk the original petition
./date/1995/02/msg00035.html:active or generate a current list of active sites? It is not enough to
./date/1995/02/msg00036.html:&gt;enough that things will Just Work. Mail won’t go through instantly during
./date/1995/02/msg00036.html:&gt;remailers close enough on the same web of trust would pick up the message
./date/1995/02/msg00047.html:My experience is that new propogation is fast enough that close to
./date/1995/02/msg00051.html:minute ago, that’s good enough, dont’ need to wait another minute for the
./date/1995/02/msg00056.html:the other operators well enough to say that I’m sure that they’re
./date/1995/02/msg00056.html:list, I don’t think I’d have enough information on delivery reliability
./date/1995/02/msg00062.html:enough....
./date/1995/02/msg00082.html:it then, but I think I’ve heard enough to comment now:
./date/1995/02/msg00083.html:Hmm -- I clearly haven’t been reading this thread close enough! How
./date/1995/02/msg00112.html:NSA, and if that one remailer has high enough
./date/1995/02/msg00115.html:which senders, just because there aren’t enough for real tracking.
./date/1995/02/msg00119.html:America is strong enough to surprise even anti-terrorism
./date/1995/02/msg00150.html:* 1st 1.11 #3818 * “640k should be enough for anybody” - Bill Gates, 1981.
./date/1995/02/msg00176.html:reasonably secure, or one such connection is enough to eliminate
./date/1995/02/msg00178.html:Internet soon enough anyway, and that this problem will go away.
./date/1995/02/msg00190.html:here, the process can be compromised if _enough collusion_ exists. Ah,
./date/1995/02/msg00203.html:&gt; Internet soon enough anyway,
./date/1995/02/msg00204.html:it then, but I think I’ve heard enough to comment now:
./date/1995/02/msg00238.html:- lower latency - don’t have to wait for remailers to collect enough
./date/1995/02/msg00240.html:Not so -- you merely have to broadcast to enough people.
./date/1995/02/msg00245.html:the skills of metalworking became commen enough. By the 1500’s it was
./date/1995/02/msg00252.html:system are not really powerful enough to build complex monolithic software,
./date/1995/02/msg00261.html:&gt; the skills of metalworking became commen enough. By the 1500’s it was
./date/1995/02/msg00271.html:be sent out. Clients must be smart enough to synchronize rounds and remove
./date/1995/02/msg00273.html:&gt;&gt; the skills of metalworking became commen enough. By the 1500’s it was
./date/1995/02/msg00284.html:enough.
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:Xenough()
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:Xsignal( SIGALRM, enough );
./date/1995/02/msg00289.html:enough people are interested, I might be persuaded to scan some of it
./date/1995/02/msg00292.html:can trace. However, I don’t think this is enough
./date/1995/02/msg00295.html:also fails to go far enough in opening the government’s civilian
./date/1995/02/msg00315.html:and perhaps using these methods if they feel the need is great enough.
./date/1995/02/msg00316.html:hope that’s good enough for most users.
./date/1995/02/msg00318.html:enough to name a bill this way if it was real. If I were trying to pass a
./date/1995/02/msg00328.html:be true when the base layer is IP. I’m not familiar enough with the
./date/1995/02/msg00338.html:&gt; enough people are interested, I might be persuaded to scan some of it
./date/1995/02/msg00344.html:Anyhw, they have enough of a national “standard” for the FCC to crack
./date/1995/02/msg00350.html:enough interest to warrant it. Understand that this is not the main thrust of
./date/1995/02/msg00371.html:enough to know if they could be used on handheld units. Maybe they
./date/1995/02/msg00371.html:serious-enough problem, costing enough, then a service which could
enough
./date/1995/02/msg00386.html:getting enough interest to warrant it. Understand that this is not
./date/1995/02/msg00397.html:current judicial doctrine. If there is enough interest, I would be happy
./date/1995/02/msg00403.html:It’s a tough thing for them to be involved enough to know what’s going
./date/1995/02/msg00419.html:fast enough that cumlatives won’t be a problem, either.
./date/1995/02/msg00420.html:it then, but I think I’ve heard enough to comment now:
./date/1995/02/msg00424.html:means that you are dealing with someone powerful enough to read past forged
./date/1995/02/msg00477.html:enough noise to the message, the extraction process might by lossy, without
./date/1995/02/msg00501.html:enough) to see whether the message was signed, encrypted, had a bad
./date/1995/02/msg00503.html:That’s enough for now--there will be more information following
./date/1995/02/msg00508.html:attempted crackdown long enough for the technology to mature
./date/1995/02/msg00536.html:taking about his dog long enough to bring these points to the fore.
./date/1995/02/msg00567.html:enough guys with guns backing him up, that doesn’t matter.
./date/1995/02/msg00575.html:under NACSIM 5100A will have levels low enough to prevent
./date/1995/02/msg00575.html:document are, in fact, low enough to prevent interception.
./date/1995/02/msg00575.html:protection is enough.
./date/1995/02/msg00581.html:that bad enough?
./date/1995/02/msg00601.html:encouragement for further exploration. However, I have learned enough
./date/1995/02/msg00605.html:idea becomes more attractive. A 1024-bit key is long enough to
./date/1995/02/msg00629.html:Is Cyberspace already rich enough (= high enough dimensionality) so
./date/1995/02/msg00633.html:(see Schneier), but is useful enough that we work around this shortcoming
./date/1995/02/msg00650.html:&gt; Is Cyberspace already rich enough (= high enough dimensionality) so
./date/1995/02/msg00668.html:PS. Ironically enough, I found Excel of great value in recovering the set of magic numbers
./date/1995/02/msg00670.html:not paranoid enough.
./date/1995/02/msg00679.html:On the other hand, banks are rich enough to hire some off-shore programmer
./date/1995/02/msg00680.html:It wasn’t an implementable standard, since it didn’t contain enough
enough of the Cypherpunks-related content to avoid
./date/1995/02/msg00686.html:The former can be distributed easily enough - use something DNS-like
./date/1995/02/msg00686.html:if that’s easy enough on PGP version N.)
./date/1995/02/msg00686.html:since PGP should be general enough to work on wired and unwired systems,
./date/1995/02/msg00689.html:”they” were desperate enough to shut down the entire phone system.
./date/1995/02/msg00689.html:The Soviets paid just enough attention to the circulation of
./date/1995/02/msg00689.html:Geez, I have enough trouble getting card-carrying Greens to use
./date/1995/02/msg00699.html:&gt;not paranoid enough.
./date/1995/02/msg00699.html:enough. The consumate politician triumphed.
./date/1995/07/msg00028.html:&gt;&gt; If promoting the murder of black leaders is not bad enough, ATF agents
./date/1995/07/msg00030.html:with your TV set? Build a big enough speaker, and you can screw with
enough pulse can confuse just about any
./date/1995/07/msg00035.html:each containing 250 NULLS and nothing else, enough
./date/1995/07/msg00035.html:connection stays open long enough for the whole session to be executed.
./date/1995/07/msg00035.html:when the control connection closes prematurely. The size of the data is enough
./date/1995/07/msg00035.html:# Not smart enough
./date/1995/07/msg00042.html:&gt; Build a big enough speaker, and you can screw with your computers
./date/1995/07/msg00043.html:&gt;&gt; Build a big enough speaker, and you can screw with your computers
./date/1995/07/msg00067.html:(which is sensitive enough that unrelated stations are quite
./date/1995/07/msg00071.html:Well, I’ve posted enough on this, and I don’t have any evidence besides
enough to
./date/1995/07/msg00119.html:not lucky enough to pick the 5 seconds worth of CPU time that would work,
./date/1995/07/msg00136.html:&gt;I’d hardly call my view “throwing in the towel.” What I said clearly enough
./date/1995/07/msg00143.html:It is not enough to simply modernize the Criminal Code. We also
./date/1995/07/msg00157.html:or misplacing your program if they were innundated enough. Can you
./date/1995/07/msg00159.html:This is enough to say for now.
./date/1995/07/msg00163.html:are, soon enough Mary could get slapped with yet another charge for
./date/1995/07/msg00165.html:Interestingly enough, WJLA is on the net (note
./date/1995/07/msg00166.html:I’m fairly unobtrusive, don’t smoke, and am neat enough to
./date/1995/07/msg00169.html:&gt;key management easy enough for the point-and-click masses to utilize.
./date/1995/07/msg00179.html:key management easy enough for the point-and-click masses to utilize.
./date/1995/07/msg00183.html:enough to live within U.S. borders, welcome to hell. *heavy sigh*
./date/1995/07/msg00199.html:I’d hardly call my view “throwing in the towel.” What I said clearly enough
./date/1995/07/msg00201.html:(3.) a person trained as an engineer can earn enough to feed and shelter
./date/1995/07/msg00204.html:&gt;I’d hardly call my view “throwing in the towel.” What I said clearly enough
./date/1995/07/msg00205.html:It is not enough to simply modernize the Criminal Code. We also have to
./date/1995/07/msg00207.html:&gt; It is not enough to simply modernize the Criminal Code. We also
./date/1995/07/msg00230.html:user’s end of the spectrum, not enough people are going to care for it to
./date/1995/07/msg00230.html:In the end, the goal is that encryption becomes simple enough and
./date/1995/07/msg00230.html:unintrusive enough that everybody will use it. Once again, however, we
./date/1995/07/msg00230.html:easy part. The hard part is staying at it long enough to win the war.

./date/1995/07/msg00235.html:ourselves, but the countries are small enough...or just recovering from civil
./date/1995/07/msg00245.html:&gt;&gt; It is not enough to simply modernize the Criminal Code. We also have to
./date/1995/07/msg00255.html:watched and learned of indicates to me that there are enough people
./date/1995/07/msg00255.html:A few million isn’t enough to destroy carreers on the scale of the
./date/1995/07/msg00255.html:NRA, but its enough to make things very messy for people.
./date/1995/07/msg00270.html:&gt; key management easy enough for the point-and-click masses to utilize.
./date/1995/07/msg00272.html:| watched and learned of indicates to me that there are enough people
./date/1995/07/msg00278.html:Wow! The Oceania folks haven’t even raised enough funds to make a credible
./date/1995/07/msg00284.html:&gt; I’d hardly call my view “throwing in the towel.” What I said clearly enough
./date/1995/07/msg00284.html:some e-mail. Carl or Pat might go, and if we get enough people to help we
./date/1995/07/msg00288.html:a random number, but a OTP is probably suspicious enough to warrant
./date/1995/07/msg00293.html:overall opinion of the researchers is that Autoscope works well enough to
./date/1995/07/msg00307.html:litigation would result. If done enough, systemic breakdown would
enough to post
./date/1995/07/msg00314.html:I think you’ve known me long enough to trust me. So I hope you won’t
./date/1995/07/msg00314.html:Fair enough. I feel the same way about my mail. That’s why I put my
./date/1995/07/msg00314.html:have aren’t important enough to justify the immense complexity of a
./date/1995/07/msg00314.html:Sure enough, PGP was soon being used by people all over the United
./date/1995/07/msg00324.html:long and complicated enough to be secure, but easy for you to remember without
./date/1995/07/msg00360.html:out on those groups myself and get enough of them there, don’t need it
./date/1995/07/msg00360.html:here. I think we’re all intelligent enough to realize that both platform
./date/1995/07/msg00365.html:&gt;(3.) a person trained as an engineer can earn enough to feed and shelter
./date/1995/07/msg00403.html:develop them enough
./date/1995/07/msg00411.html:idea seemed obvious enough that somebody else should have already thought of
./date/1995/07/msg00413.html:and the Clipper Chip sounded enough like “The Feds want to tap my phone”
./date/1995/07/msg00414.html:have enough e$!
./date/1995/07/msg00422.html:headers; I was hoping that would be enough to defeat any likely
./date/1995/07/msg00429.html:litigation would result. If done enough, systemic breakdown would
./date/1995/07/msg00441.html:place, it was good enough.
./date/1995/07/msg00442.html:on an issue is not enough to send an individually composed letter,
./date/1995/07/msg00485.html:global lever:The Bilderburgers --it’s secret enough that nonone knows
./date/1995/07/msg00511.html:alt.security.pgp periodically, the idea being that enough folks give
./date/1995/07/msg00511.html:basis, if enough
./date/1995/07/msg00538.html:there is enough interest and some way can be found to defray an Internet
./date/1995/07/msg00558.html:PGP2.6 because if RSA (as opposed to RSAREF) was good enough for Phil
./date/1995/07/msg00558.html:then it’s good enough for him! Assuming for the moment that convincing
./date/1995/07/msg00576.html:generate because of meditation and honest emotional presence is enough to
./date/1995/07/msg00576.html:Down to the BATF? nah, enough for the day.
./date/1995/07/msg00577.html:upto such a drive, say 4Mb of RAM and a 28.8Kbps modem would be good enough.
./date/1995/07/msg00577.html:I would guess we could get a small enough package to hide in say... under
./date/1995/07/msg00577.html:Expensive enough to keep pirates away, cheap enough to make corporate
./date/1995/07/msg00580.html:&gt;upto such a drive, say 4Mb of RAM and a 28.8Kbps modem would be good enough.
./date/1995/07/msg00582.html:not acknoweldge quickly enough or at all, that work won’t show as the
./date/1995/07/msg00588.html:solving this, if X% and Y% were low enough. Say I get 5 copies, and
./date/1995/07/msg00592.html:Soon I hope to be far enough along to ask people to start testing some of
./date/1995/07/msg00607.html:variations in verbiage, margins, fonts, etc. should be enough to get
./date/1995/07/msg00607.html:the staffers at least have to pay enough themselves to know which form
./date/1995/07/msg00618.html:Oh, okay. That’s cheap enough.” and then they went on their happy way.
./date/1995/07/msg00631.html:I don’t know enough about Netscape’s plans for using Java to know
./date/1995/07/msg00640.html:I’m not a moron; I got it working well enough under DOS to have taught
./date/1995/07/msg00641.html:has that Java doesn’t isn’t enough to make people wait for it, or pay
./date/1995/07/msg00702.html:but not enough advance warning to attack-dial and become the one lucky
./date/1995/07/msg00726.html:&gt;an empty buffer. This does not occur all the time but often enough to
./date/1995/07/msg00727.html:of their asses on this issue...(OK, maybe not Jamf-^H^Hes Exon, but enough
enough a
enough a
./date/1995/07/msg00768.html:does not know PKb. This is enough to prevent man in the middle
./date/1995/07/msg00809.html:a plausible story and keep it lurid enough to grab our
./date/1995/07/msg00825.html:to other 1-900 numbers. Haven’t used it recently enough to know if it
./date/1995/07/msg00850.html:There are those of us intent enough of defending our rights as to go so
./date/1995/07/msg00892.html:it won’t have those problems. We didn’t think that FV itself had enough
./date/1995/07/msg00892.html:clout to set an encryption standard for the world, nor did we see enough
./date/1995/07/msg00895.html:at a rate of 400,000 bits a second -- enough to transmit a
./date/1995/07/msg00897.html:withold their support in the next election. Not nearly enough to
./date/1995/07/msg00923.html:I always wondered how the ‘Game Genie’ people got enough information
./date/1995/07/msg00925.html:enough
./date/1995/07/msg00925.html:only within clusters. The size of each cluster must be small enough to
./date/1995/07/msg00925.html:limit the amount of ratings information distributed, but large enough
./date/1995/07/msg00933.html:&gt;withold their support in the next election. Not nearly enough to
./date/1995/07/msg00948.html:enough to write:
./date/1995/07/msg00978.html:should the satcom companies be foolish enough to try to “dither” the
./date/1995/07/msg00998.html:Now it is owned by people in EC and Australia who are generous enough to
./date/1995/07/msg00998.html:So the strategy works until some brave person risks enough top get past
./date/1995/07/msg00998.html:&gt; 4 - Shove it through before anyone can get together enough
./date/1995/07/msg00998.html:&gt; they’ll do the “Internet Pornography Act”. It’ll be just loose enough
./date/1995/07/msg01021.html:there is a big enough problem with users bringing software from home
./date/1995/07/msg01024.html:4 - Shove it through before anyone can get together enough
./date/1995/07/msg01024.html:they’ll do the “Internet Pornography Act”. It’ll be just loose enough
./date/1995/07/msg01028.html:enough bandwidth already).
./date/1995/07/msg01030.html:| there is a big enough problem with users bringing software from home
./date/1995/07/msg01030.html:and doesn’t have enough fail-safes yet. I’d be much happier if the
./date/1995/07/msg01030.html:enough of a killer app for me to upgrade to a powerPC mac.
./date/1995/07/msg01034.html:Still, I’m not rich enough to punch through RSADSI’s smoke screen...
./date/1995/07/msg01038.html:will automatically be decrypted. ircII is smart enough to know
./date/1995/07/msg01047.html:that there’s enough low-entropy sample material out there.
./date/1995/07/msg01048.html:I’ve been arrested too amy times, an done enough local, state, and
./date/1995/07/msg01057.html:donate to the PZLDF”, then fair enough. Maybe I should try target at
./date/1995/07/msg01060.html:Even a monkey eventually types truly wise statements given enough time.
./date/1995/07/msg01066.html:foolish enough not to just ask you to sign. So the only ones who have to
./date/1995/07/msg01071.html:&gt;I’ve been arrested too amy times, an done enough local, state, and
./date/1995/07/msg01073.html:&gt;&gt;I’ve been arrested too amy times, an done enough local, state, and
./date/1995/07/msg01074.html:&gt;&gt;I’ve been arrested too amy times, an done enough local, state, and
./date/1995/07/msg01108.html:cracked isn’t enough to protect you....
./date/1995/07/msg01116.html:(I’m not sure that’s accurate enough for quotation marks, but that’s the
./date/1995/07/msg01136.html:good enough when it was not.
./date/1995/07/msg01140.html:I’m not convinced that there was enough public information available for
./date/1995/07/msg01148.html:&gt; good enough when it was not.
./date/1995/07/msg01156.html:&gt; &gt; good enough when it was not.
./date/1995/07/msg01157.html:I’ve been watching this gark long enough, I think.
./date/1995/07/msg01165.html:&gt; I’ve been watching this gark long enough, I think.
./date/1995/07/msg01187.html:reading (or I am not writing) carefully enough. All I think I did was
./date/1995/07/msg01194.html:&gt;reading (or I am not writing) carefully enough. All I think I did was
./date/1995/07/msg01196.html:&gt;I’ve been arrested too amy times, an done enough local, state, and
./date/1995/08/bin00001.bin:makes any difference (the Intels haven’t got enough registers to make them
./date/1995/08/bin00001.bin:search over 52,000 keys per second, should be enough of a contribution :-).
./date/1995/08/msg00007.html:&gt; reading (or I am not writing) carefully enough. All I think I did was
./date/1995/08/msg00007.html:&gt; good enough when it was not.
./date/1995/08/msg00013.html:&gt; &gt; good enough when it was not.
./date/1995/08/msg00013.html:Fair enough
./date/1995/08/msg00014.html:And if enough of those on this list feel that this discussion and my postings
./date/1995/08/msg00019.html:enough. The random pool is itself stirred periodically by using MD5 to
./date/1995/08/msg00022.html:pull off in terms of being subtle enough to hope to get away with
./date/1995/08/msg00022.html:likelihood to be, it’s been given enough real world tests that you
./date/1995/08/msg00036.html:enough for my needs. The availability of the source is a necessary
./date/1995/08/msg00058.html:With sophisticated enough algorithms such machines would be basically
./date/1995/08/msg00070.html:&gt; Curiously enough, he quotes a `Review of long Term Cost Effectiveness
./date/1995/08/msg00071.html:&gt; And if enough of those on this list feel that this discussion and my postings
./date/1995/08/msg00086.html:&gt; I said showing by english isn’t good enough, proving would be
./date/1995/08/msg00089.html:&gt; suspect that when you put enough of them together it’s just as bad as
./date/1995/08/msg00090.html:suspect that when you put enough of them together it’s just as bad as
./date/1995/08/msg00100.html:pull off in terms of being subtle enough to hope to get away with
./date/1995/08/msg00100.html:likelihood to be, it’s been given enough real world tests that you
./date/1995/08/msg00101.html:-- that for enough money it was practical to actually prove the
./date/1995/08/msg00110.html:I said showing by english isn’t good enough, proving would be
./date/1995/08/msg00112.html:&gt; (I’m not sure that’s accurate enough for quotation marks, but that’s the
./date/1995/08/msg00117.html:&gt; I’d hardly call my view “throwing in the towel.” What I said clearly enough
./date/1995/08/msg00117.html:some e-mail. Carl or Pat might go, and if we get enough people to help we
./date/1995/08/msg00119.html:itself, then the source alone is enough to fully determine the operation of a
./date/1995/08/msg00129.html:high-security private key there when he feels that it is important enough.
./date/1995/08/msg00129.html:&gt;if I feel that a posting is somehow “important” enough to warrant a
./date/1995/08/msg00142.html:the TLA’s who wouldn’t talk about it, or the availablity of enough super
./date/1995/08/msg00146.html:but enough paid moderators could probably keep up.
./date/1995/08/msg00147.html:which time their true agenda will become clear soon enough, if it isn’t
./date/1995/08/msg00151.html:&gt; &gt; suspect that when you put enough of them together it’s just as bad as
./date/1995/08/msg00164.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; suspect that when you put enough of them together it’s just as bad as
./date/1995/08/msg00166.html:&gt; the TLA’s who wouldn’t talk about it, or the availablity of enough super
./date/1995/08/msg00182.html:I entered the URL <A HREF=”telnet://uunet.uu.net:119”>telnet://uunet.uu.net:119</A>, and sure enough, got connected.
./date/1995/08/msg00187.html:&gt;I entered the URL <A HREF=”telnet://uunet.uu.net:119”>telnet://uunet.uu.net:119</A>, and sure enough, got connected.
./date/1995/08/msg00187.html:box you can get anywhere as long as you remember enough of the text
./date/1995/08/msg00214.html:itself isn’t enough. There needs to be a meta-agent language for
./date/1995/08/msg00221.html:&gt; itself isn’t enough. There needs to be a meta-agent language for
./date/1995/08/msg00232.html:long way since their inception, but not far enough to fool
./date/1995/08/msg00235.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; suspect that when you put enough of them together it’s just as bad as
./date/1995/08/msg00235.html:(maybe a 80586?) should be enough to convince serious critics of the
./date/1995/08/msg00237.html:Private Idaho’s gotten good enough that if I want to send
./date/1995/08/msg00247.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; &gt; suspect that when you put enough of them together it’s just as bad as
./date/1995/08/msg00287.html:i think i have more than enough information to resolve
./date/1995/08/msg00292.html:&gt; I entered the URL <A HREF=”telnet://uunet.uu.net:119”>telnet://uunet.uu.net:119</A>, and sure enough, got connected.
./date/1995/08/msg00292.html:Say, what’s on this BBS anyway... (send me email, enough noise on this list.)
./date/1995/08/msg00319.html:a “World Vote” topic I liked better, and, sure enough,
./date/1995/08/msg00339.html:Anybody who thinks the NSA remains obscure isn’t watching enough t.v.!
./date/1995/08/msg00340.html:etc. But it seems to work well enough, and generates working RSA
./date/1995/08/msg00390.html:in the open enough? If the invasions of privacy that the government
./date/1995/08/msg00390.html:isn’t horrifying enough, what weak-assed conspiracy theory that
./date/1995/08/msg00390.html:Reality is frightening enough. FINCEN is real. The NSA really spied on
./date/1995/08/msg00403.html:enough to make Walker Sr. the best paid spy to that date in the Soviet
./date/1995/08/msg00416.html:infectors all that much -- it’s enough for them to infect those things
./date/1995/08/msg00439.html:of the other ideas are novel enough that I wonder why its inventors
./date/1995/08/msg00452.html:as if PRZ is not already enough of a folk hero....
./date/1995/08/msg00473.html:enough to get TOP SECRET handling rules is usually part of some compartmented
./date/1995/08/msg00482.html:&gt;as if PRZ is not already enough of a folk hero....
./date/1995/08/msg00497.html:&gt; &gt;as if PRZ is not already enough of a folk hero....
./date/1995/08/msg00499.html:clueful enough of what crypto means to understand the implications,
./date/1995/08/msg00499.html:Curiously enough, he quotes a `Review of long Term Cost Effectiveness
./date/1995/08/msg00502.html:system, but if there is enough degrees of freedom, they
./date/1995/08/msg00504.html:&gt; &gt;as if PRZ is not already enough of a folk hero....
./date/1995/08/msg00506.html:&gt; clueful enough of what crypto means to understand the implications,
./date/1995/08/msg00506.html:An *enforced* ban on crypto in Scandinavia is remote enough that
./date/1995/08/msg00524.html:&gt; system, but if there is enough degrees of freedom, they
./date/1995/08/msg00526.html:&gt; &gt; clueful enough of what crypto means to understand the implications,
./date/1995/08/msg00526.html:&gt; An *enforced* ban on crypto in Scandinavia is remote enough that I’m
./date/1995/08/msg00529.html:just not enough) with an FCC approved telephone interface
./date/1995/08/msg00535.html:&gt;&gt;cool enough to watch and listen to the wonders of creation.
./date/1995/08/msg00551.html:not quite enough to 16 kbps, given start and stop bits, unless you do
./date/1995/08/msg00553.html:in the open enough? If the invasions of privacy that the government
./date/1995/08/msg00553.html:isn’t horrifying enough, what weak-assed conspiracy theory that
./date/1995/08/msg00553.html:Reality is frightening enough. FINCEN is real. The NSA really spied on
./date/1995/08/msg00558.html:the functioning. Needless to say, this is not reason enough to keep on
./date/1995/08/msg00559.html:the local police department tapping one’s phone, probably not enough, as
./date/1995/08/msg00565.html:&gt;not quite enough to 16 kbps, given start and stop bits, unless you do
./date/1995/08/msg00585.html:-- minimal coding, easy to crack, but enough to stop casual snoops -./date/1995/08/msg00587.html:-- minimal coding, easy to crack, but enough to stop casual snoops -./date/1995/08/msg00600.html:&gt;department tapping one’s phone, probably not enough, as they
./date/1995/08/msg00606.html:don’t have national ID cards, they will be easy enough to dodge for non work
./date/1995/08/msg00606.html:publishing valid SS#/True Name matches. If you get enough valid pairs out
./date/1995/08/msg00625.html:phone, etc. If a pay phone is used enough and well-enough known to the
./date/1995/08/msg00642.html:number; I hope they’ve sold enough to make some bucks.
./date/1995/08/msg00647.html:anything. If the software and I/O devices are cheap enough,
./date/1995/08/msg00651.html:concealed, and when demand for them is strong enough to bear almost
./date/1995/08/msg00651.html:have said enough already. But I will repeat - the books here reviewed
./date/1995/08/msg00658.html:more then fast enough
./date/1995/08/msg00666.html:pushed back into the CPU. If the CPU is fast enough, as the fast Pentiums
./date/1995/08/msg00679.html:The exportable SSL protocol is supposed to be weak enough to be
./date/1995/08/msg00679.html:easily broken by governments, yet strong enough to resist the attempts
./date/1995/08/msg00686.html:car. It presents just enough of an obstacle to keep honest people honest.
./date/1995/08/msg00699.html:&gt; The exportable SSL protocol is supposed to be weak enough to be
./date/1995/08/msg00699.html:&gt; easily broken by governments, yet strong enough to resist the attempts
./date/1995/08/msg00699.html:buy an expensive lock when your door has a big enough opening to climb
./date/1995/08/msg00701.html:line with good enough directionality to demodulate the data in both
./date/1995/08/msg00705.html:&gt; &gt;buy an expensive lock when your door has a big enough opening to climb
./date/1995/08/msg00708.html:&gt; car. It presents just enough of an obstacle to keep honest people honest.
./date/1995/08/msg00711.html:&gt;buy an expensive lock when your door has a big enough opening to climb
./date/1995/08/msg00713.html:&gt;car. It presents just enough of an obstacle to keep honest people honest.
./date/1995/08/msg00715.html:structures of reality. It is enough if one merely tries to comprehend
./date/1995/08/msg00729.html:1. Export SSL is good enough for credit card numbers.
./date/1995/08/msg00729.html:3. Export SSL or even import SSL is not good enough for entering
./date/1995/08/msg00731.html:$0 until enough compute hogs come along to eat from the idle cycle trough.
./date/1995/08/msg00731.html:good enough” -- the computing cost of the extra security is almost nil.
./date/1995/08/msg00734.html:&gt; The exportable SSL protocol is supposed to be weak enough to be
./date/1995/08/msg00734.html:&gt; easily broken by governments, yet strong enough to resist the attempts
./date/1995/08/msg00742.html:So in conclusion, we think RC4-40 is strong enough to protect consumer-level
./date/1995/08/msg00743.html:think this kind of access is limited to one shot deals. I’ve seen enough environments where
./date/1995/08/msg00750.html:&gt;So in conclusion, we think RC4-40 is strong enough to protect consumer-level
./date/1995/08/msg00758.html:&gt; no-one has had enough available to take him up on it. However, thanks to
./date/1995/08/msg00758.html:&gt; collect enough c$ to buy one.
./date/1995/08/msg00759.html:It works well enough for straight RC4, as you just compare lots of
./date/1995/08/msg00773.html:&gt; So in conclusion, we think RC4-40 is strong enough to protect consumer-level
./date/1995/08/msg00780.html:no-one has had enough available to take him up on it. However, thanks to
./date/1995/08/msg00780.html:collect enough c$ to buy one.
./date/1995/08/msg00781.html:&gt;&gt; The exportable SSL protocol is supposed to be weak enough to be
./date/1995/08/msg00781.html:&gt;&gt; easily broken by governments, yet strong enough to resist the attempts
./date/1995/08/msg00781.html:It is supposed to be strong enough to resist the attempts of amateurs, yet
./date/1995/08/msg00785.html:you actually want. There are bound to be a large enough supply of DES
./date/1995/08/msg00791.html:0 cost even if they can wait long enough for their impromptu farm to
./date/1995/08/msg00806.html:our governments that RSA40 isn’t a ‘good enough’ any more.
./date/1995/08/msg00815.html:structures of reality. It is enough if one merely tries to comprehend
./date/1995/08/msg00825.html:not enough to ask the card issuers what the cost of card insecurity is
./date/1995/08/msg00854.html:it doesn’t scale -- there probably aren’t enough people willing to
./date/1995/08/msg00857.html:prove to the feds that RC4-40 just plain isn’t good enough.
./date/1995/08/msg00867.html:If you mean “the government should ban it”, I’ve done enough anarchist ranting
./date/1995/08/msg00872.html:structures of reality. It is enough if one merely tries to comprehend
./date/1995/08/msg00942.html:The equipment was sensitive enough to measure the gravity
./date/1995/08/msg01000.html:simple matter for the FBI to budget enough hardware to do brute force
./date/1995/08/msg01009.html:No, the theft detectors don’t. But they are big and unsuspicious enough to
./date/1995/08/msg01016.html:there is enough truth in it that I will now repost it to cypherpunks.
./date/1995/08/msg01029.html:it’s enough that people I know give me their keys. So I concede that the
./date/1995/08/msg01055.html:structures of reality. It is enough if one merely tries to comprehend
./date/1995/08/msg01075.html:lucky enough to get a job in marketing the stuff.
./date/1995/08/msg01082.html:depending on where the price is highest. With enough processing power and
./date/1995/08/msg01095.html:’enough’ from a legal standpoint...?
./date/1995/08/msg01099.html:borrow money if its reputation is clean enough.
./date/1995/08/msg01133.html:Obviously, enough bytes so that I have 128 bits of entropy.
enough horsepower to take us all the
./date/1995/08/msg01149.html:Just skip this silly little message if you know enough to
./date/1995/08/msg01149.html:Hopefully everyone on here is accomplished enough to know
./date/1995/08/msg01152.html:&gt; &gt; Hopefully everyone on here is accomplished enough to know
./date/1995/08/msg01155.html:&gt; Hopefully everyone on here is accomplished enough to know
./date/1995/08/msg01158.html:Reckon you’d be safe enough.
./date/1995/08/msg01164.html:is this even conceptually possible? Or is is possible only if enough
./date/1995/08/msg01215.html:with enough key to keep them busy till morning. I’d rather have something that
./date/1995/08/msg01246.html:needs work but still, if the audio is good enough, you should know who is
./date/1995/08/msg01246.html:Again, if the voice is clean enough, you should know who is at the other end.
./date/1995/08/msg01281.html:| and not enough brain cells. -- Clint Ruin |
./date/1995/08/msg01285.html:known plaintexts for 5-round S-1 are enough
./date/1995/08/msg01292.html:supposedly from you. if they posted enough crap using that key people
./date/1995/08/msg01305.html:workstations. Assuming you have a fast enough connection to the
./date/1995/08/msg01305.html:fast enough CPU to perform audio compression in real time, you can
./date/1995/08/msg01305.html:enough to run GSM compression in real time:basically we’re talking a
./date/1995/08/msg01308.html:Anyway, enough of my rant on journalism today. I mean no offense to
enough for a P5-90).
./date/1995/08/msg01331.html:I don’t know enough of the theory -- is there any limit as to how many
./date/1995/08/msg01381.html:&gt; If they do not have the expertise, they will hear of it soon enough when
./date/1995/08/msg01385.html:| The earlier client “ACK” code didn’t hang around long enough, and gave up.
./date/1995/08/msg01389.html:The earlier client “ACK” code didn’t hang around long enough, and gave up.

./date/1995/08/msg01394.html:be that when a slave is asked for keyspace, if they don’t have enough
./date/1995/08/msg01394.html:by you. If you’re careful enough a slave should be able to go down and come
./date/1995/08/msg01396.html:not have the expertise, they will hear of it soon enough when others scan the
./date/1995/08/msg01397.html:are enough coders on this list that we’ll soon see independently
./date/1995/08/msg01398.html:p approaches 1/e (.367) as n becomes large, and 10 is close enough to large
./date/1995/08/msg01403.html:I, too, don’t recall my statistics well enough, but let me take a shot
./date/1995/08/msg01404.html:&gt; not have the expertise, they will hear of it soon enough when others scan the
./date/1995/08/msg01409.html:ID code for computer reference? It seems unlikely that there is enough
./date/1995/08/msg01417.html:&gt;&gt; not have the expertise, they will hear of it soon enough when others scan the
./date/1995/08/msg01421.html:&gt; be that when a slave is asked for keyspace, if they don’t have enough
./date/1995/08/msg01421.html:&gt; If you’re careful enough a slave should be able to go down and come
./date/1995/08/msg01425.html:&gt;ID code for computer reference? It seems unlikely that there is enough
./date/1995/08/msg01425.html:enough
enough checksum
./date/1995/08/msg01435.html:&gt;ID code for computer reference? It seems unlikely that there is enough
./date/1995/08/msg01435.html:it conceivable? And if there is enough room on there for personal info, why
./date/1995/08/msg01446.html:&gt;&gt;enough
enough checksum
./date/1995/08/msg01446.html:people are stupid enough
./date/1995/08/msg01449.html:regarding SSL challenge, I am not following this close enough
./date/1995/08/msg01449.html:NSA spook to elaborate. there are certainly enough colluding and
./date/1995/08/msg01450.html:Even has an acctual size picture of the device. Small enough
./date/1995/08/msg01451.html:(enough to brute force the search space twice, using nonrandom assignment),
./date/1995/08/msg01451.html:* This is probably good enough. (And if one only wants to be 90% sure of
./date/1995/08/msg01451.html:random assignment method works pretty well and is “good enough.” If, for
./date/1995/08/msg01453.html:&gt;enough
enough checksum
./date/1995/08/msg01458.html:right segment unless s/he grabbed a big enough piece. If the search is
./date/1995/08/msg01468.html:&gt;&gt;enough
enough checksum
./date/1995/08/msg01468.html:people are stupid enough
./date/1995/08/msg01470.html:regarding SSL challenge, I am not following this close enough
./date/1995/08/msg01470.html:NSA spook to elaborate. there are certainly enough colluding and
./date/1995/08/msg01472.html:&gt;right segment unless s/he grabbed a big enough piece. If the search is
enough on bottom-line practicality. A 37%
./date/1995/08/msg01495.html:If that is not enough, one can always bring out the big
./date/1995/08/msg01520.html:there are strategies to minimize this. It may be enough to break up
./date/1995/08/msg01522.html:minimize delays while providing enough
./date/1995/08/msg01526.html:TC&gt; * This is probably good enough. (And if one only wants to be 90% sure of
./date/1995/08/msg01537.html:&gt;minimize delays while providing enough
./date/1995/08/msg01547.html:enough, don’t get me wrong. But the vulnerability exists via
./date/1995/08/msg01557.html:hundreds of searchers, the Poisson results produce accurate enough
./date/1995/09/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00159” HREF=”msg00159.html”>Oddly enough, Clipper is helpful</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/09/msg00017.html:which the Feds are trying to tell us is good enough for non-government work.
./date/1995/09/msg00017.html:It’s probably more than strong enough for any data you’re willing to keep
./date/1995/09/msg00017.html:It’s big enough that the NSA probably can’t break it right now,
./date/1995/09/msg00059.html:is to have IPSEC available with manual keying, which would be enough
./date/1995/09/msg00084.html:means that there are speedups possible, but not enough that anyone
./date/1995/09/msg00085.html:enough for NFS to do RSA-129 compared to the 6000 MIPS years for QS.
./date/1995/09/msg00085.html:to the leaker. The talk wasn’t very clear but I was able to glean enough
enough time, the sodium contamination tends to spread
./date/1995/09/msg00093.html:a charge long enough for it to be “remembered”. While not practical for
./date/1995/09/msg00100.html:criteria is to design systems with Walker in them:it’s not good enough to
./date/1995/09/msg00121.html:CMU’s systems, for instance, are nice enough to explicitly warn
./date/1995/09/msg00121.html:severe enough(e.g. permanent revocation of all keys with a particular
./date/1995/09/msg00123.html:Seriously:I’ve not been round long enough to have a good idea how likely my
./date/1995/09/msg00148.html:Who would be willing and/or interested enough to use such a system if it
./date/1995/09/msg00148.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00159.html”>Oddly enough, Clipper is helpful</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/09/msg00150.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00159.html”>Oddly enough, Clipper is helpful</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/09/msg00150.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00159.html”>Oddly enough, Clipper is helpful</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/09/msg00159.html:<!--X-Subject:Oddly enough, Clipper is helpful -->
./date/1995/09/msg00159.html:<TITLE>Oddly enough, Clipper is helpful</TITLE>
./date/1995/09/msg00159.html:<H1>Oddly enough, Clipper is helpful</H1>
./date/1995/09/msg00159.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Oddly enough, Clipper is helpful</LI>
./date/1995/09/msg00168.html:&gt;Who would be willing and/or interested enough to use such a system if it
./date/1995/09/msg00171.html:At this point, not enough pseudonymns to make it very worthwhile, but someday...
./date/1995/09/msg00177.html:popular enough that it will takes years and years to switch to something new.
./date/1995/09/msg00179.html:convincing enough people that they need secure telephones to get
./date/1995/09/msg00199.html:last year. With enough interest I will try to Lexis/Nexus it.
./date/1995/09/msg00201.html:enough that either the US could authorize separate versions for France
./date/1995/09/msg00201.html:to the security of the actual transactions - 64 bit keys are not enough security
./date/1995/09/msg00202.html:high enough volume that the cost for licensing RSA is probably low enough.
./date/1995/09/msg00202.html:and enough code to do modular exponentiation and random number generation;
./date/1995/09/msg00206.html:&gt;last year. With enough interest I will try to Lexis/Nexus it.
./date/1995/09/msg00208.html:&gt; &gt;last year. With enough interest I will try to Lexis/Nexus it.
./date/1995/09/msg00209.html:some circumstances the employee turnover rate is high enough that a manager
./date/1995/09/msg00210.html:&gt;popular enough that it will takes years and years to switch to something new.
./date/1995/09/msg00220.html:&gt; &gt;popular enough that it will takes years and years to switch to something new.
./date/1995/09/msg00222.html:If it is enough for the NSA to “lose relevance” I would think this list with
./date/1995/09/msg00227.html:If the government is disturbed by the laundering of money enough
./date/1995/09/msg00246.html:&gt;to the security of the actual transactions - 64 bit keys are not enough
./date/1995/09/msg00247.html:&gt;If the government is disturbed by the laundering of money enough
./date/1995/09/msg00255.html:work, since (like Clipper I) it will catch only crooks who are smart enough
./date/1995/09/msg00255.html:to encrypt but stupid enough to encrypt with a system they (should) know LE
./date/1995/09/msg00257.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00159.html”>Oddly enough, Clipper is helpful</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/09/msg00262.html:&gt; &gt;If the government is disturbed by the laundering of money enough
enough problem. Transforming
./date/1995/09/msg00313.html:system if there’s enough positive feedback. Does anyone else think
./date/1995/09/msg00315.html:The hoaxer knew enough about algorithm design to make a
./date/1995/09/msg00315.html:time not unduly complicated. The hoaxer knew enough to
./date/1995/09/msg00315.html:The hoaxer knew enough about how algorithms are used in the
./date/1995/09/msg00329.html:|| | system if there’s enough positive feedback. Does anyone else think
./date/1995/09/msg00368.html:Well, scratch me deeply enough, I’m not sure I’d disagree
./date/1995/09/msg00388.html:that anyone who cared enough could verify.
./date/1995/09/msg00401.html:seriously and these people who say clipper is good enough no back doors.
./date/1995/09/msg00402.html:&gt; and these people who say clipper is good enough no back doors.
enough, it is
./date/1995/09/msg00405.html:They are short enought to reproduce here.
./date/1995/09/msg00405.html:felt that 64-bits was not enough.
./date/1995/09/msg00407.html:&gt; seriously and these people who say clipper is good enough no back doors.
./date/1995/09/msg00417.html:&gt;&gt;Well, scratch me deeply enough, I’m not sure I’d disagree
./date/1995/09/msg00426.html:&gt;was not enough.
./date/1995/09/msg00428.html:If one is motivated enough to want source code to their operating system,
./date/1995/09/msg00428.html:then they are motivated enough to dump Windows and download Linux or BSD.
./date/1995/09/msg00431.html:&gt;Well, scratch me deeply enough, I’m not sure I’d disagree
enough food there.
./date/1995/09/msg00443.html:things happened. (Surprisingly enough, government TLAs know all about the
./date/1995/09/msg00450.html:To see whether Y really shrinks enough:
./date/1995/09/msg00450.html:This is not enough, Y &lt; B^n is requested. The loop can’t be done once
./date/1995/09/msg00453.html:To see whether Y really shrinks enough:
./date/1995/09/msg00453.html:This is not enough, Y &lt; B^n is requested. The loop can’t be done once
./date/1995/09/msg00487.html:of criminal smart enough to use encryption and dumb enough to
./date/1995/09/msg00492.html:enough material. I am requesting articles, columns, news,
./date/1995/09/msg00495.html:Waiting until the child was old enough to go to school would put the Child
./date/1995/09/msg00496.html:GAK is bad enough. Weak GAK makes me gag.
./date/1995/09/msg00497.html:&gt;Waiting until the child was old enough to go to school would put the Child
./date/1995/09/msg00500.html:a day and a half was enough for me, and I wasn’t the only person leaving
./date/1995/09/msg00523.html:Interestingly enough, the agency refuses to rent to local citizens of the
./date/1995/09/msg00536.html:(B, C, D, ...), but is probably secure enough. Alternatively,
./date/1995/09/msg00583.html:are mature enough enough not to respond to this post and if they
./date/1995/09/msg00602.html:&gt; ‘enough’ from a legal standpoint...?
./date/1995/09/msg00606.html:It seems that none of us are “pure enough” for Anonymous.
./date/1995/09/msg00606.html:To exclude them from our discussions because they are not pure enough and
./date/1995/09/msg00606.html:Amazing what the cloak of Anonymity brings out in people. Almost enough for
./date/1995/09/msg00607.html:Does anybody know David Kahn well enough to ask what he’s
./date/1995/09/msg00627.html:to collect enough copies to identify all of the sentences which have
./date/1995/09/msg00634.html:compiler. Bugs are bad enough as it is; we don’t need extra
./date/1995/09/msg00640.html:&gt;compiler. Bugs are bad enough as it is; we don’t need extra
./date/1995/09/msg00643.html:Fair enough, try these...
./date/1995/09/msg00646.html:could easily be enough to ruin him.
./date/1995/09/msg00670.html:Feel free to drop me some email or cc back to the list. If enough people
./date/1995/09/msg00671.html:&gt;to collect enough copies to identify all of the sentences which have
./date/1995/09/msg00671.html:The problem with changes like this is that if they’re trivial enough
./date/1995/09/msg00725.html:may be uncooperative enough so as to make it impossible for the law
./date/1995/09/msg00745.html:not enough to just strip the headers as stealth1.x does, the fact that
./date/1995/09/msg00745.html:generators being good enough, but I think I might have convinced
./date/1995/09/msg00745.html:is 64, 64 seems big enough?
./date/1995/09/msg00745.html:is enough to MD5( r, r ) ie stir r into itself to generate
./date/1995/09/msg00745.html:one sample, let alone enough messages to have a statistical proof of
./date/1995/09/msg00762.html:don’t believe encryption is widespread enough yet to be a serious problem
./date/1995/09/msg00793.html:I think that I am not being clear enough about what I want to do.
./date/1995/09/msg00801.html:&gt;relatives can undo enough of the code to satisfy the bank, why can’t
./date/1995/09/msg00801.html:extortion, etc. are good enough reasons to go to a cash system where
./date/1995/09/msg00804.html:not enough substance to ban it’s printing in certain countries.
./date/1995/09/msg00828.html:&gt;I don’t believe encryption is widespread enough yet to be a serious problem
./date/1995/09/msg00829.html:comments received and determine whether there is enough consensus to
./date/1995/09/msg00829.html:now 64 bits are not enough. A NIST representative countered that the
./date/1995/09/msg00848.html:web site with “controversial” material is enough to make
./date/1995/09/msg00851.html:case. The Internet has enough opportunities for bad publicity as
./date/1995/09/msg00854.html:spy, or terrorist of any sophisticated would be foolish enough
enough people to make it impossible to be
./date/1995/09/msg00862.html:spy, or terrorist of any sophisticated would be foolish enough to
./date/1995/09/msg00869.html:&gt; I think that I am not being clear enough about what I want to do.
./date/1995/09/msg00872.html:I’m a brit ;-) ;-) but I certainly remembered it and it stuck in my mind enough
./date/1995/09/msg00893.html:&gt; case. The Internet has enough opportunities for bad publicity as
./date/1995/09/msg00899.html:&gt;case. The Internet has enough opportunities for bad publicity as
./date/1995/09/msg00909.html:Reply to me, not the list; there’s quite enough spam as it is.
./date/1995/09/msg00917.html:MIME support - enough for launching a helper application to read
./date/1995/09/msg00917.html:and perhaps compose (say) application/pgp, but not nearly enough to
./date/1995/09/msg00920.html:The answer is trivial. If it pisses of the fascists in power enough, you
./date/1995/09/msg00929.html:simpler realizations may be enough for practical purposes.
./date/1995/09/msg00934.html:to be some sort of packet laundry, which is easy enough to implement,
enough resources are involved that someone
./date/1995/09/msg00942.html:&gt; The answer is trivial. If it pisses of the fascists in power enough, you
./date/1995/09/msg00944.html:However, the proposal is simple enough that it can be summarized in just two
./date/1995/09/msg00948.html:&gt; &gt; The answer is trivial. If it pisses of the fascists in power enough, you
enough resources are involved that someone
./date/1995/09/msg00955.html:thread on the list. . . if enough people feel the same way you do you
./date/1995/09/msg00957.html:to _like_ the name, how long will it take before enough want to change to
./date/1995/09/msg00984.html:some of the randomness tests as not being strong enough, and include
./date/1995/09/msg00985.html:least, not enough people to count in the short term, and the short term
./date/1995/09/msg00995.html:If none of those are respectable/accessible/non-socialist enough for you,
./date/1995/09/msg00997.html:petri dish. There’s enough information-agar to munch on here for quite a
enough resources are involved that someone
./date/1995/09/msg01009.html:enough info to see if there is anything worth saving. (I have no problem
./date/1995/09/msg01014.html:Brute-force attacks are easier to mount if enough
./date/1995/09/msg01014.html:But how long is long enough’?
./date/1995/09/msg01019.html:&gt; Reckon cypherpunks as a group has enough readers to hmm, push through
./date/1995/09/msg01021.html:there already enough? A likely effect of “alt.cypherpunks” is this:
./date/1995/09/msg01028.html:Reckon cypherpunks as a group has enough readers to hmm, push through
./date/1995/09/msg01029.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; The answer is trivial. If it pisses of the fascists in power enough, you
./date/1995/09/msg01031.html:transactions and the wealth that this “allocates” to those wise enough to
./date/1995/09/msg01034.html:propogate crypto far enough to at least have a salient “underground”
./date/1995/09/msg01041.html:list. The signal to noise ratio is high enough that I have to be careful
./date/1995/09/msg01048.html:&gt; successful that enough people will buy binary-only servers such that
./date/1995/09/msg01052.html:mainstream by now. Still edgy enough
./date/1995/09/msg01056.html:&gt; &gt; Reckon cypherpunks as a group has enough readers to hmm, push through
./date/1995/09/msg01057.html:successful that enough people will buy binary-only servers such that
./date/1995/09/msg01062.html:&gt; list. The signal to noise ratio is high enough that I have to be careful
./date/1995/09/msg01070.html:been in the game long enough to become realists (to a cynic, cynicism is
./date/1995/09/msg01072.html:enough newsgroups, chance
./date/1995/09/msg01073.html:If this isn’t enough of an explanation, I don’t know what more to say.
./date/1995/09/msg01077.html:and (b) because I think he has enough information available to him
./date/1995/09/msg01078.html:| be fast enough for web browsing ?) would be that each user runs a
./date/1995/09/msg01080.html:&gt; anonymity, aren’t there already enough? A likely effect of
./date/1995/09/msg01085.html:be fast enough for web browsing ?) would be that each user runs a
./date/1995/09/msg01096.html:&gt; transactions and the wealth that this “allocates” to those wise enough to
./date/1995/09/msg01114.html:is sensitive enough to be offended by the term “cypherpunk” won’t be
./date/1995/09/msg01114.html:&gt; &gt; transactions and the wealth that this “allocates” to those wise enough to
./date/1995/09/msg01116.html:&gt; &gt; [...] I believe the goal is to propogate crypto far enough to at
./date/1995/09/msg01117.html:infringement of their tradedress. They came up with enough legal
./date/1995/09/msg01121.html:&gt; [...] I believe the goal is to propogate crypto far enough to at
./date/1995/09/msg01130.html:3) My address book shows who I send mail often enough to warrent me
./date/1995/09/msg01130.html:an OS I understand enough to know what is logged and what is not logged.
./date/1995/09/msg01159.html:I thinnk the world has seen enough of ‘revolutionary justice’,
./date/1995/09/msg01181.html:&gt; I thinnk the world has seen enough of ‘revolutionary justice’,
./date/1995/09/msg01183.html:the entire system (or colluding with enough remailer nodes, as in any
./date/1995/09/msg01198.html:enough
./date/1995/09/msg01198.html:big enough for a foolish thing like that. I hope none of my banks go
./date/1995/09/msg01206.html:&gt;3) My address book shows who I send mail often enough to warrent me
./date/1995/09/msg01212.html:They eye went right over Anguilla. For awhile it was calm enough that
./date/1995/09/msg01215.html:&gt; They eye went right over Anguilla. For awhile it was calm enough that
./date/1995/09/msg01235.html:Is there enough market to convince them to open up, which will attract
./date/1995/09/msg01236.html:the message and any M-1 don’t contain enough information to resolve
./date/1995/09/msg01237.html:(OK, I guess this doesn’t win me a T-Shirt, since enough other people
./date/1995/09/msg01243.html:Well if we hammer at ‘em enough maybe they’ll get their
./date/1995/09/msg01246.html:&gt; (OK, I guess this doesn’t win me a T-Shirt, since enough other people
./date/1995/09/msg01248.html:know, but someone who knows enough math to catch errors in the
./date/1995/09/msg01248.html:I’m not stupid enough to state that the book is 100% error-free,
./date/1995/09/msg01251.html:ever be safe enough...”
./date/1995/09/msg01262.html:two independent articles. It’s enough to worry me.)
enough MD5 that it’s hard to detect the patterns.
./date/1995/09/msg01280.html:But you could still crack it easily enough.
./date/1995/09/msg01281.html:enough, this captures the idea that Alice can prove (to within epsilon)
./date/1995/09/msg01331.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1995/09/msg01336.html:Still, his writing style and some of his points seem close enough to some
./date/1995/09/msg01350.html:Holger.Reif@PrakInf.TU-Ilmenau.DE (Holger Reif ) was kind enough to
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:PRNGs:simply not enough entropy. That is, a limited search space allows
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:mixed and convolved together. Not perfect, of course, but if enough bits
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:techniques for generating enough entropy. (Commonly used in RSA’s crypto
./date/1995/09/msg01355.html:&gt; Still, his writing style and some of his points seem close enough to some
./date/1995/09/msg01356.html:bits are visible by someone else close enough within your environment.
./date/1995/09/msg01356.html:* make sure your initial seed is good enough, or the whole thing is
./date/1995/09/msg01358.html:| &gt; Still, his writing style and some of his points seem close enough to some
./date/1995/09/msg01361.html:”good enough”, and that I could look at it later, after I had dealt
./date/1995/09/msg01369.html:I for one just didn’t think about it enough to realize that while
./date/1995/09/msg01376.html:post to the list with enough interest.
./date/1995/09/msg01406.html:If we get enough volunteers, we can fax blanket every newspaper, station,
./date/1995/09/msg01407.html:enough” will probably continue to win out with your colleagues over
./date/1995/09/msg01408.html:&gt; Holger.Reif@PrakInf.TU-Ilmenau.DE (Holger Reif ) was kind enough to
./date/1995/09/msg01414.html:&gt;If we get enough volunteers, we can fax blanket every newspaper, station,
./date/1995/09/msg01421.html:enough randomization, the stolen keys would show up as valid, but would
./date/1995/09/msg01424.html:|| If we get enough volunteers, we can fax blanket every newspaper,
./date/1995/09/msg01437.html:&gt; If we get enough volunteers, we can fax blanket every newspaper, station,
./date/1995/09/msg01446.html:&gt; If we get enough volunteers, we can fax blanket every newspaper, station,
./date/1995/09/msg01452.html:waiter who doesn’t think you wrote in a big enough tip.
./date/1995/09/msg01453.html:&gt; &gt; enough known attacks that this is true to a large extent. However,
./date/1995/09/msg01453.html:of UNIX is weak enough that given what we are doing for the patch it will
./date/1995/09/msg01458.html:&gt; If we get enough volunteers, we can fax blanket every newspaper, station,
./date/1995/09/msg01464.html:Just use a cryptographically secure PRNG seeded with enough entropy.
./date/1995/09/msg01466.html:&gt; be only be guessable. If we get enough unguessable bits into the mix,
./date/1995/09/msg01466.html:&gt; enough known attacks that this is true to a large extent. However,
./date/1995/09/msg01476.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; enough known attacks that this is true to a large extent. However,
./date/1995/09/msg01476.html:&gt; of UNIX is weak enough that given what we are doing for the patch it will
./date/1995/09/msg01477.html:| bits are visible by someone else close enough within your environment.
./date/1995/09/msg01477.html:| * make sure your initial seed is good enough, or the whole thing is
./date/1995/09/msg01479.html:in any of these technologies. At small enough structural levels, such as we
./date/1995/09/msg01479.html:long to get enough out there. (Far-future thinkers will say, “Then let’s
./date/1995/09/msg01479.html:this is not likely to be enough for quite some time.
./date/1995/09/msg01480.html:Organization:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction
./date/1995/09/msg01482.html:be only be guessable. If we get enough unguessable bits into the mix,
./date/1995/09/msg01482.html:enough known attacks that this is true to a large extent. However,
./date/1995/09/msg01498.html:Are those folks stupid enough to think that using clear text mail is
./date/1995/09/msg01503.html:&gt; and they hope it’s “nonobvious, etc.” enough to be granted a patent.
./date/1995/09/msg01517.html:and they hope it’s “nonobvious, etc.” enough to be granted a patent.
./date/1995/09/msg01519.html:Ugh. That word again. I’m only 22, but I’m old enough to remember
./date/1995/09/msg01535.html:&gt; of UNIX is weak enough that given what we are doing for the patch it will
./date/1995/09/msg01540.html:&gt;enough to Silicon Valley, with excellent net-access) or at least just

./date/1995/09/msg01541.html:&gt;Ugh. That word again. I’m only 22, but I’m old enough to remember
./date/1995/09/msg01545.html:enough to Silicon Valley, with excellent net-access) or at least just
./date/1995/09/msg01549.html:could easily add enough of another to launch an attack like this. I did
./date/1995/09/msg01558.html:I’m assuming your new PRNG has enough state (more than 64 bits) that the
enough entropy bits for
./date/1995/09/msg01568.html:initial stages are ‘random enough’ to withstand a total crack, I guess
./date/1995/09/msg01582.html:&gt; * make sure your initial seed is good enough, or the whole thing is
./date/1995/09/msg01592.html:a user did was try to use encryption I am sure you would have enough by the
./date/1995/09/msg01610.html:Runtime = security * (bytes/16) assuming your machine is fast enough.
./date/1995/09/msg01611.html:&gt; If you don’t believe it can be done, its easy enough to demonstrate it
./date/1995/09/msg01616.html:If anyone wants a fuller summary, I’ll post it to the list with enough
./date/1995/09/msg01624.html:If you don’t believe it can be done, its easy enough to demonstrate it
./date/1995/09/msg01628.html:&gt; &gt; If you don’t believe it can be done, its easy enough to demonstrate it
./date/1995/09/msg01629.html:a buffer size of 256 characters is good enough to hold any domain”
./date/1995/09/msg01633.html:to damage millions of computers! This is almost enough to scare me
./date/1995/09/msg01646.html:&gt;|| If we get enough volunteers, we can fax blanket every newspaper,
./date/1995/09/msg01651.html:&gt; aren’t going to take it seriously enough.
./date/1995/09/msg01656.html:&gt; a buffer size of 256 characters is good enough to hold any domain”
./date/1995/09/msg01661.html:aren’t going to take it seriously enough.
enough. The other reason
./date/1995/09/msg01685.html:&gt; &gt; aren’t going to take it seriously enough.
./date/1995/09/msg01689.html:in STU-II..’s. You can’t buy such devices, random sources good enough
./date/1995/09/msg01689.html:How good is good enough?
./date/1995/09/msg01699.html:&gt; aren’t going to take it seriously enough.
./date/1995/09/msg01719.html:you don’t reveal the implementation, then perhaps that will buy enough
./date/1995/09/msg01721.html:generator, it should be good enough. Also, at some point I want to add
./date/1995/09/msg01721.html:on it. Perhaps if enough free OS’s do this, commercial OS vendors will
./date/1995/09/msg01744.html:&gt; workstations. Assuming you have a fast enough connection to the
./date/1995/09/msg01744.html:&gt; fast enough CPU to perform audio compression in real time, you can
./date/1995/09/msg01756.html:discussed and tested in public. That it is not enough to test
./date/1995/09/msg01772.html:&gt; How good is good enough?
./date/1995/09/msg01772.html:is good enough. (You one way hash the RNG numbers generated,
./date/1995/09/msg01773.html:workstations. Assuming you have a fast enough connection to the
./date/1995/09/msg01773.html:fast enough CPU to perform audio compression in real time, you can
./date/1995/09/msg01773.html:enough to run GSM compression in real time:basically we’re talking a
./date/1995/09/msg01778.html:the plane crashes it isn’t good enough.
enough other reasons not to use
./date/1995/09/msg01811.html:that means having to attack it enough that the the press starts
./date/1995/09/msg01841.html:bits of entropy. (Too much of a good thing is still not enough.)
./date/1995/09/msg01844.html:I’m nervous enough about all the Easter Eggs that have been reported in
./date/1995/09/msg01854.html:Not a bad idea, but not a substitute for extracting enough bits of
./date/1995/09/msg01858.html:PGP-encrypted mail welcome! “640k ought to be enough for everybody.”
./date/1995/09/msg01858.html:PGP-encrypted mail welcome! “640k ought to be enough for everybody.”
./date/1995/09/msg01862.html:If the stakes are high enough, I can incorporate fairly cheaply, get a
./date/1995/09/msg01862.html:Or, if I’m lazy, don’t have enough money, or unwilling to leave a paper
enough.
./date/1995/09/msg01864.html:|| bits of entropy. (Too much of a good thing is still not enough.)
./date/1995/09/msg01871.html:enough to cause a problem.”
./date/1995/09/msg01873.html:Cylink has been kind enough to put a copy of the arbitration panel’s
./date/1995/09/msg01907.html:I believe I’ve seen enough.
./date/1995/09/msg01912.html:support. Perhaps with enough browbeating Netscape 3.0 will support the
./date/1995/09/msg01918.html:&gt; || bits of entropy. (Too much of a good thing is still not enough.)
./date/1995/09/msg01922.html:&gt;I’m nervous enough about all the Easter Eggs that have been reported in
./date/1995/09/msg01928.html:print enough, and know how to handle and present myself to the press, but if
./date/1995/09/msg01928.html:&gt; If we get enough volunteers, we can fax blanket every newspaper, station,
./date/1995/09/msg01929.html:True enough, but there are sometimes rough consenses on technical questions,
./date/1995/09/msg01929.html:and if it were clear enough that these were collective in nature and not to
./date/1995/09/msg01937.html:&gt;Cylink has been kind enough to put a copy of the arbitration panel’s
./date/1995/09/msg01941.html:&gt;print enough, and know how to handle and present myself to the press, but if
./date/1995/09/msg01943.html:&gt; &gt;I’m nervous enough about all the Easter Eggs that have been reported in
./date/1995/09/msg01947.html:&gt; True enough, but there are sometimes rough consenses on technical questions,
./date/1995/09/msg01947.html:&gt; and if it were clear enough that these were collective in nature and not to
./date/1995/09/msg01951.html:&gt;I’m nervous enough about all the Easter Eggs that have been reported in
./date/1995/09/msg01965.html:&gt; &gt; support. Perhaps with enough browbeating Netscape 3.0 will support
./date/1995/09/msg01975.html:&gt; support. Perhaps with enough browbeating Netscape 3.0 will support
./date/1995/09/msg02004.html:&gt; True enough, but there are sometimes rough consenses on technical questions,
./date/1995/09/msg02009.html:for the next crack if it’s weak enough; the fax stuff can also be sent by MSMail
./date/1995/09/msg02018.html:your hearths content. And learning Java is easy enough.
./date/1995/09/msg02019.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1995/09/msg02022.html:inserting enough NOPs into the exploit code, you can virtually insure
./date/1995/09/msg02031.html:given enough computing power, even a message encoded by a
./date/1995/09/msg02031.html:as the key has enough digits.
./date/1995/09/msg02054.html:collect enough machine names and other info, then use the collected
./date/1995/09/msg02056.html:RSA’s pockets are deep enough to reimburse its customers for
./date/1995/09/msg02057.html:&gt;&gt; &gt; support. Perhaps with enough browbeating Netscape 3.0 will support
./date/1995/09/msg02059.html:enough to implement, I’m not sure how many people would choose to
./date/1995/09/msg02062.html:is “customers who want this stuff enough that we can charge them big bucks
./date/1995/09/msg02063.html:6) It’s a lot of work - well, yeah, it is. And I’m lazy. Is there enough
./date/1995/09/msg02074.html:(todd@lgt.com). I will summarize if I get enough info to be worth the
./date/1995/09/msg02084.html:but sometimes Please just isn’t enough. The simple change:
enough to try and operate an IPX WAN.
./date/1995/09/msg02107.html:game long enough, will end up owing to the “banker” their cars, their
enough deposits to
./date/1995/09/msg02107.html:ple. The conspiracy is old enough to America so that the system’s agents
./date/1995/09/msg02107.html:allowed to keep just enough of their earnings to buy a minimum of food and
./date/1995/09/msg02108.html:States out of enough money to pay the national debt. The depredations and
./date/1995/09/msg02108.html:acting togeather have cost this country enough money to pay the national
./date/1995/09/msg02109.html:game long enough, will end up owing to the “banker” their cars, their
enough deposits to
./date/1995/09/msg02109.html:ple. The conspiracy is old enough to America so that the system’s agents
./date/1995/09/msg02109.html:allowed to keep just enough of their earnings to buy a minimum of food and
./date/1995/09/msg02110.html:game long enough, will end up owing to the “banker” their cars, their
enough deposits to
./date/1995/09/msg02110.html:ple. The conspiracy is old enough to America so that the system’s agents
./date/1995/09/msg02110.html:allowed to keep just enough of their earnings to buy a minimum of food and
./date/1995/09/msg02115.html:use in smoke detectors?) Would that be random enough?
./date/1995/09/msg02133.html:&gt; 6) It’s a lot of work - well, yeah, it is. And I’m lazy. Is there enough
./date/1995/09/msg02141.html:results are encouraging, I don’t have enough data for it to be
./date/1995/09/msg02141.html:and I’ll post the results of my simulations when I have enough
./date/1995/09/msg02147.html:distributed widely enough...”
./date/1995/09/msg02150.html:overview was simple enough to understand in concept. If it can work in
./date/1995/09/msg02180.html:seem to be strong enough. Too many questions, too few answers. ./date/1995/09/msg02181.html:&gt;use in smoke detectors?)
Would that be random enough?
./date/1995/09/msg02197.html:results are encouraging, I don’t have enough data for it to be
./date/1995/09/msg02197.html:and I’ll post the results of my simulations when I have enough
./date/1995/09/msg02198.html:destroy enough parts of it to make a difference. Nuclear munitions might
./date/1995/09/msg02203.html:&gt; seem to be strong enough. Too many questions, too few answers.
./date/1995/09/msg02206.html:We don’t actually think it will happen. There is enough in the combination
./date/1995/09/msg02226.html:&gt;6) It’s a lot of work - well, yeah, it is. And I’m lazy. Is there enough
./date/1995/09/msg02231.html:licensable patented code is enough of a hassle, without having standards
./date/1995/09/msg02231.html:&gt;&gt;6) It’s a lot of work - well, yeah, it is. And I’m lazy. Is there enough
./date/1995/09/msg02231.html:which could be added easily enough. I haven’t yet sorted out which
./date/1995/09/msg02250.html:(which should be more than fast enough for the forseeable future.)
./date/1995/09/msg02257.html:| do enough
./date/1995/09/msg02257.html:| and crackers are atleast smart enough to loop their telnet/rlogins thru foreign
./date/1995/09/msg02257.html:| gaining enough privilege to either edit/replace host name tables or
./date/1995/09/msg02263.html:If there is enough demand I will post them to the list. Don’t worry,
./date/1995/09/msg02264.html:not provide enough cycles to the truerand process between interrupts for
./date/1995/09/msg02265.html:&gt;not provide enough cycles to the truerand process between interrupts for
enough to invalidate the security in
./date/1995/09/msg02266.html:There is enough dollars to make the risks ... :)
./date/1995/09/msg02275.html:enough analysis for my taste. For example, at CRYPTO ‘94 (or maybe ‘93)
./date/1995/09/msg02278.html:I get enough junk in my paper mailbox without having to wade through it in
./date/1995/09/pgp00003.pgp:I also wrote a strmcopy() which malloc()s enough space to hold the string if
./date/1995/09/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00159” HREF=”msg00159.html”>Oddly enough, Clipper is helpful</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/10/msg00007.html:&gt; enough. I enjoyed it while it lasted, but the CJR was clearly frivolous,
./date/1995/10/msg00017.html::enough. I enjoyed it while it lasted, but the CJR was clearly frivolous,
./date/1995/10/msg00022.html:that 90% of the time. Sometimes the nose levels rise enough that I
./date/1995/10/msg00023.html:&gt;enough. I enjoyed it while it lasted, but the CJR was clearly frivolous,
./date/1995/10/msg00030.html:DES is a strong enough cipher for modern applications.
./date/1995/10/msg00030.html:implies that a wealthy enough opponent could determine a pair of MD5
./date/1995/10/msg00036.html:skip over it. Evidently that disclaimer is not enough anymore.
./date/1995/10/msg00036.html:&gt;that 90% of the time. Sometimes the nose levels rise enough that I
./date/1995/10/msg00042.html:&gt;DES is a strong enough cipher for modern applications.
./date/1995/10/msg00049.html:I agree. There are some cmavo with enough meaning to warrant some encoding.
./date/1995/10/msg00049.html:There are enough that encoding them as a group hides their meaning.
./date/1995/10/msg00049.html:give you enough leeway to do it.
./date/1995/10/msg00056.html:&gt;skip over it. Evidently that disclaimer is not enough anymore.
./date/1995/10/msg00080.html:I have a question about Digicash that I haven’t seen addressed. I’ve participated in the beta test but have to admit I
didn’t use it with great frequency. I only downloaded $10 at a time. What surprised me was that one time I was informed that the money I had downloaded
had expired. I was able to go back and pick up more but am perplexed with what happenned in that case. Does digicash actually age and disappear if not
used soon enough?
./date/1995/10/msg00089.html:I’d agree that we on cypherpunks have probably heard enough on the
./date/1995/10/msg00089.html:ignored the fact that it was a simple fact, 40 bits isn’t enough, and
./date/1995/10/msg00102.html:so in other words, if the random numbers are short enough to write down,
./date/1995/10/msg00115.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1995/10/msg00121.html:not a good enough programmer to estimate how much work it is to come up
./date/1995/10/msg00142.html:&gt;enough to be done in your head but which can withstand repeated
./date/1995/10/msg00149.html:CRCs are invertable, and generally short enough to brute-force as well.
./date/1995/10/msg00182.html:Indeed; I can’t emphasize this enough. The clock interrupt, for
./date/1995/10/msg00188.html:reading /dev/random will know that they didn’t get enough entropy. So
./date/1995/10/msg00190.html:model that, if they were to work hard enough at it.
./date/1995/10/msg00200.html:&gt; Indeed; I can’t emphasize this enough. The clock interrupt, for
./date/1995/10/msg00201.html:&gt;&gt; reading /dev/random will know that they didn’t get enough entropy. So
./date/1995/10/msg00201.html:When /dev/random doesn’t have “enough” enthropy left does reading
./date/1995/10/msg00203.html:When /dev/random doesn’t have “enough” enthropy left does reading
./date/1995/10/msg00203.html:available, but not enough, it returns what is available. (A subsequent
./date/1995/10/msg00211.html:&gt; reading /dev/random will know that they didn’t get enough entropy. So
./date/1995/10/msg00219.html:&gt; When /dev/random doesn’t have “enough” enthropy left does reading
./date/1995/10/msg00221.html:&gt; When /dev/random doesn’t have “enough” enthropy left does reading
./date/1995/10/msg00221.html:&gt; available, but not enough, it returns what is available. (A subsequent
./date/1995/10/msg00223.html:(Since I hate cryptic one-liners, I’ll elaborate. There seem to be enough
./date/1995/10/msg00241.html:of resource allocation, and there are enough other ways of launching
./date/1995/10/msg00241.html:&gt; model that, if they were to work hard enough at it.
./date/1995/10/msg00248.html:&gt; powerful enough, no central authority can or should supply the
./date/1995/10/msg00261.html:&gt; model that, if they were to work hard enough at it.
./date/1995/10/msg00263.html:enough
./date/1995/10/msg00264.html:&gt; of resource allocation, and there are enough other ways of launching
./date/1995/10/msg00285.html:everywhere, do you? I think the noise/signal ratio is high enough already.
./date/1995/10/msg00304.html:&gt; on SSL that have enough merit to explore further.
./date/1995/10/msg00305.html:on SSL that have enough merit to explore further.
./date/1995/10/msg00315.html:enough for most of our purposes.
./date/1995/10/msg00346.html:perhaps Dave Hayes will like the following idea enough to implement it.
./date/1995/10/msg00346.html:receive enough Path:samples from all over the world to see where it was
enough that
./date/1995/10/msg00387.html:until enough cards numbers are aquired to make a run on the bank. There is
./date/1995/10/msg00396.html:&gt; (todd@lgt.com). I will summarize if I get enough info to be worth the
./date/1995/10/msg00434.html:hierarchy to issue you a number. If that number is low enough in the
./date/1995/10/msg00434.html:tree, (is long enough), then you have the problem that no one knows
./date/1995/10/msg00435.html:done. Its not hard to get the lead thick enough that tampering
./date/1995/10/msg00438.html:learned enough about ASN.1 to have decided it is a lost cause -- far easier
./date/1995/10/msg00447.html:have no idea what PGP is. Perhaps its enough to assume that if anyone
./date/1995/10/msg00449.html:&gt;halfway decent out there, fast enough, ideally with support
./date/1995/10/msg00449.html:&gt;fast enough to avoid this, great! Go for it. But it’ll be much easier
./date/1995/10/msg00449.html:Haven’t I described this well enough? Do I need to write it up in more
./date/1995/10/msg00463.html:protocols section for STT have not been complete enough for developers
./date/1995/10/msg00465.html:have no idea what PGP is. Perhaps its enough to assume that if anyone
./date/1995/10/msg00469.html:&gt; have no idea what PGP is. Perhaps its enough to assume that if anyone
./date/1995/10/msg00490.html:it has been fraudulently cancelled _and_ will automatically receive enough
./date/1995/10/msg00502.html:&gt; Perhaps its enough to assume that if anyone
./date/1995/10/msg00523.html:&gt;it has been fraudulently cancelled _and_ will automatically receive enough
./date/1995/10/msg00536.html:Personally, I’m plenty cynical enough to fret about a possibility that the
./date/1995/10/msg00541.html:&gt;&gt;it has been fraudulently cancelled _and_ will automatically receive enough
./date/1995/10/msg00569.html:I’d also consider messing with NT, I have enough RAM and space, but
./date/1995/10/msg00598.html:on-line transactions at a rate fast enough to satisfy market demand, is the
./date/1995/10/msg00602.html:especially when 100 well chosen bits would be than enough.
./date/1995/10/msg00606.html:The hash of just the card number isn’t good enough. If you collected
./date/1995/10/msg00610.html:&gt;especially when 100 well chosen bits would be than enough.
./date/1995/10/msg00625.html:Mike&gt;Oddly enough, it seems to me that Hal (if that really *is* his name)
enough that you will feel
./date/1995/10/msg00630.html:wording is funky enough to be interpreted a couple of ways, so here’s a
./date/1995/10/msg00631.html:Oddly enough, it seems to me that Hal (if that really *is* his name)
./date/1995/10/msg00632.html:&gt;especially when 100 well chosen bits would be than enough.
./date/1995/10/msg00645.html:letter though, and we don’t have nearly enough Internet Service Providers.
enough that you will feel
./date/1995/10/msg00685.html:think--enough
enough pixels for fax
./date/1995/10/msg00736.html:&gt; Oddly enough, it seems to me that Hal (if that really *is* his name)
./date/1995/10/msg00747.html:True enough. The 10% is likely more of a sticking point tho, but as
./date/1995/10/msg00749.html:However, Netscape had not revealed enough information about
./date/1995/10/msg00779.html:by Lin &amp; Costello to understand enough of the math to write the
./date/1995/10/msg00799.html:they’re plenty good enough.
./date/1995/10/msg00806.html:enough.
./date/1995/10/msg00807.html:good enough to keep your wife’s attorney, your roommate, co-worker or your girl friend out of
./date/1995/10/msg00812.html:must not be watching enough afternoon trash talk shows.)
./date/1995/10/msg00820.html:enough faith in humanity to believe that civilization won’t collapse as a
./date/1995/10/msg00821.html:But it is not enough. If Alice gets hold of a good key for Bob, she will
./date/1995/10/msg00821.html:enough.
./date/1995/10/msg00823.html:If I see enough interest I’ll have a proxy up by next week.
./date/1995/10/msg00839.html:&gt;enough faith in humanity to believe that civilization won’t collapse as a
./date/1995/10/msg00840.html:get a copy of the KCA’s key. You now have enough information to
enough that you will feel
./date/1995/10/msg00845.html:paragraphs into messages) are going to be similar enough that they’ll
./date/1995/10/msg00845.html:that adding enough words to change the curve’s shape would make the
./date/1995/10/msg00845.html:resulting messages nonsensical or wierd enough that they’re unlikely to
./date/1995/10/msg00845.html:useful enough that someone with a better math background than I’ve got
./date/1995/10/msg00845.html:be enough of a performance drain on them to make spamming less attractive.
./date/1995/10/msg00849.html:subjective term. If Mitch has become sophisticated enough to meet
./date/1995/10/msg00865.html:might be a serious problem, even if it is close enough for government work.
./date/1995/10/msg00866.html:enough
./date/1995/10/msg00879.html:system. Most of the time this is good enough. But what if you have sensi./date/1995/10/msg00880.html:a cleaver enough attacker.
./date/1995/10/msg00907.html:&gt; might be a serious problem, even if it is close enough for government work.
./date/1995/10/msg00914.html:I think you’re probably right, though a one-way secure channel is enough.
./date/1995/10/msg00918.html:We’ve made our point about 40-bit keys on Netscape’s skull enough times,
./date/1995/10/msg00923.html:I’m a bit new to the Crypto Field but I know enough. I heard that the
./date/1995/10/msg00930.html:&gt;I’m a bit new to the Crypto Field but I know enough. I heard that the
enough
enough
./date/1995/10/msg00946.html:up with the actual code that I was kind enough to mail to him. And since
./date/1995/10/msg00947.html:Fortezza cards are $70. Is that close enough?
enough pixels for fax
./date/1995/10/msg00949.html:&gt; useful enough that someone with a better math background than I’ve got
./date/1995/10/msg00956.html:hands with you while wearing gloves that can scrape off enough cells from
./date/1995/10/msg00965.html:&gt;the man in the middle isn’t good enough; you have to convince your
enough that
./date/1995/10/msg00979.html:found it fairly easy to chop enough of the code out for the one I run
./date/1995/10/msg00982.html:the man in the middle isn’t good enough; you have to convince your
./date/1995/10/msg00985.html:&gt;We’ve made our point about 40-bit keys on Netscape’s skull enough times,
./date/1995/10/msg00989.html:&gt;&gt; point out why it can’t work, or if it’s useful enough that
enough that
./date/1995/10/msg00993.html:&gt;&gt; the man in the middle isn’t good enough; you have to convince your
enough that
./date/1995/10/msg01010.html:Not quite enough for my taste. If this system can be uniquely initiated
enough to
./date/1995/10/msg01014.html:&gt; the man in the middle isn’t good enough; you have to convince your
./date/1995/10/msg01016.html:If the next challenge is advertised with time enough, I have a spare
./date/1995/10/msg01024.html:&gt;the man in the middle isn’t good enough; you have to convince your
./date/1995/10/msg01024.html:about Mitch’s presence. If Alice can exploit the hole enough to get
./date/1995/10/msg01029.html:securities/banking enforcement, however, it would seem to be enough to move
./date/1995/10/msg01029.html:route payments through enough appropriate jurisdictions that tracing back
./date/1995/10/msg01043.html:having the signature. “Knowing” means know enough attributes about
./date/1995/10/msg01043.html:“smith@somewhere.edu”, because this is not enough information to get
enough information.

./date/1995/10/msg01043.html:Therefore, the communication address should be enough to locate a
./date/1995/10/msg01043.html:describe the real key owner well enough. This implies that someone
./date/1995/10/msg01064.html:If you make it look loony enough
./date/1995/10/msg01065.html:&gt;about Mitch’s presence. If Alice can exploit the hole enough to get
./date/1995/10/msg01077.html:(Not that we all don’t need more educating, often enough.)
./date/1995/10/msg01099.html:the “bank ATM” network safe enough for bank transactions to secure
./date/1995/10/msg01099.html:enough to do bank transactions on the Internet. We’re taking our 23
./date/1995/10/msg01113.html:Please let me know if you are coming so I will be sure to have enough
./date/1995/10/msg01119.html:run fast enough. This might be a situation where they would prefer you use
./date/1995/10/msg01142.html:Even so, lots of topics don’t get enough coverage.)
./date/1995/10/msg01154.html:and who among us is rational enough to take ourselves off of
./date/1995/10/msg01162.html:a couple of such packages in /SimTel/msdos/virus - CVIRPROT.ZIP is enough
./date/1995/10/msg01168.html:technologies, such as the superhighway, it isn’t enough
./date/1995/10/msg01174.html:I stay in enough trouble here without this being circulated through the
./date/1995/10/msg01207.html:This week’s fall in technology stocks was bad enough.
./date/1995/10/msg01210.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1995/10/msg01211.html:big red pen out of it enought so the message isn’t distorted. This doesnt
./date/1995/10/msg01227.html:be simple enough that people could do it in their heads. The card
./date/1995/10/msg01251.html:morgue to see if he’s alive enough to delete his mailbox?
./date/1995/10/msg01259.html:That’s true enough.
./date/1995/10/msg01295.html:is (yet) good enough to charge a mesely $40 for!
enough, don’t report the bugs.
./date/1995/10/msg01300.html:&gt; is (yet) good enough to charge a mesely $40 for!
enough, don’t report the bugs.
./date/1995/10/msg01300.html:In my humble opinion, improving the software is reward enough. Very
./date/1995/10/msg01315.html:But (amusingly enough) they can get free testing services from this
./date/1995/10/msg01320.html:you’ll never have enough
./date/1995/10/msg01322.html:Netscape IPO being used to build a structure large enough to house
./date/1995/10/msg01323.html:I think it will be interesting to see if Netscape will ever sell enough
./date/1995/10/msg01336.html:over. Freeh is a prime example, and no one is screaming loudly enough to
./date/1995/10/msg01339.html:enough to make small business feel the pressure. (No, I’m not kidding)
./date/1995/10/msg01345.html:&gt; over. Freeh is a prime example, and no one is screaming loudly enough to
./date/1995/10/msg01345.html:enough to write code. PGP is the product of a previous attempted ban.
./date/1995/10/msg01345.html:people would be angry enough to go for a strong privacy IP before any ban
./date/1995/10/msg01362.html:&gt; However, Netscape had not revealed enough information about
./date/1995/10/msg01366.html:enough to be done in your head but which can withstand repeated
./date/1995/10/msg01378.html:test 2^128 primes seems hard enough. Are there other attacks?
./date/1995/10/msg01385.html:enough to believe in this exaggerated threat.
./date/1995/10/msg01389.html:&gt;&gt; is (yet) good enough to charge a mesely $40 for!
./date/1995/10/msg01389.html:Netscape were foolish enough to think that it wouldn’t.
enough, don’t report the bugs.
./date/1995/10/msg01389.html:&gt;In my humble opinion, improving the software is reward enough. Very
./date/1995/10/msg01389.html:reward program was enough that I sent in reports on anything I could
./date/1995/10/msg01389.html:said Netscape offers you X in exchange for Y, and if X isn’t enough
./date/1995/10/msg01401.html:small enough) and make real money.
./date/1995/10/msg01412.html:enough to warrant calling it a protocol, maybe protocolette :-)
./date/1995/10/msg01429.html:a. export control club (is 64 bits enough?)
./date/1995/10/msg01444.html:each other. If enough sites trust remailers trust a site, that site
./date/1995/10/msg01444.html:will receive enough pieces of the group key to be able to respond and
./date/1995/10/msg01446.html:Dont you think we’ve wasted enough bandwidth on this? I’m sure
./date/1995/10/msg01447.html:&gt; &gt; Dont you think we’ve wasted enough bandwidth on this? I’m sure
./date/1995/10/msg01459.html:&gt; Dont you think we’ve wasted enough bandwidth on this? I’m sure
./date/1995/10/msg01474.html:enough texts written on how to do this correctly; no need
./date/1995/10/msg01496.html:”enough to break his/her tight security ring! Oh, and provided the user doesn’t
./date/1995/10/msg01505.html:&gt;client computer’s FAT table [sic]. Sure enough, it worked.
./date/1995/10/msg01521.html:&gt; &gt;client computer’s FAT table [sic]. Sure enough, it worked.
./date/1995/10/msg01523.html:| Electric Communities | “I’m old enough to be living in |
./date/1995/10/msg01538.html:our “holes” are bad enough then we will be naturally selected out of the
./date/1995/10/msg01538.html:hard enough that in all likelihood no one will bother.
./date/1995/10/msg01538.html:involving money in any medium. The point is to try and make it hard enough
./date/1995/10/msg01538.html:Maybe we will do that here! &lt;g&gt; Again, you’re not giving us enough credit,
./date/1995/10/msg01538.html:&gt;why your claims are strong enough for a big chunk of the world economy
./date/1995/10/msg01539.html:why your claims are strong enough for a big chunk of the world economy
./date/1995/10/msg01540.html:&gt; why your claims are strong enough for a big chunk of the world economy
./date/1995/10/msg01541.html:for doing so is to become familiar enough with crypto issues so I
./date/1995/10/msg01541.html:to understand what he is writing about, or at least understand it enough
./date/1995/10/msg01543.html:the crystal lattice badly enough to render the device useless in
./date/1995/10/msg01546.html:&gt; Dont you think we’ve wasted enough bandwidth on this? I’m sure
./date/1995/10/msg01548.html:&gt; &gt; why your claims are strong enough for a big chunk of the world economy
./date/1995/10/msg01549.html:It’s bad enough that it is “illegal” (at least according to some recent ARC
./date/1995/10/msg01552.html:&gt;It’s bad enough that it is “illegal” (at least according to some recent ARC
./date/1995/10/msg01557.html:&gt; the crystal lattice badly enough to render the device useless in
./date/1995/10/msg01558.html:| Electric Communities | “I’m old enough to be living in |
./date/1995/10/msg01559.html:Is this enough of an explanation?? Or should I paraphrase:
./date/1995/10/msg01563.html:&gt; &gt; the crystal lattice badly enough to render the device useless in
./date/1995/10/msg01563.html:by the UV photons supply enough energy to the electrons stored in isolated
./date/1995/10/msg01563.html:(But it was enough for casual use to foil certain types of copying.)
./date/1995/10/msg01564.html:And, sure enough, there have been calls recently for a “new FAQ.”
./date/1995/10/msg01565.html:No I don’t have it hard-coded into my mailer. However it’s easy enough
./date/1995/10/msg01578.html:ses in other countries are obtained in coordination with the local distributors. The typical policy is to limit the
allowable cryptographic strength of commercial products to a level that is strong enough for commercial purposes. The basic intention of
./date/1995/10/msg01579.html:through. Anything not random enough gets tossed.
./date/1995/10/msg01588.html:To each their own. There’s not enough
./date/1995/10/msg01592.html:&gt;It’s bad enough that it is “illegal” (at least according to some recent ARC
./date/1995/10/msg01605.html:OK, sorry, enough of the cliches. :-)
./date/1995/10/msg01628.html:through him as long as he gets enough people listening to him to
./date/1995/10/msg01654.html:commercial products to a level that is strong enough for commercial purposes.
./date/1995/10/msg01657.html:&gt; commercial products to a level that is strong enough for commercial
./date/1995/10/msg01657.html:RC4 doesn’t come close to being strong enough for commercial purposes, at
./date/1995/10/msg01678.html:Elementrix. -- Doing Microsoft is tough enough, given my complete lack
./date/1995/10/msg01689.html:SmartCards are not powerful enough to handle the needed computation in
./date/1995/10/msg01691.html:&gt;through. Anything not random enough gets tossed.
./date/1995/10/msg01692.html:enough
enough of this BS...
enough to
./date/1995/10/msg01710.html:&gt;&gt;through. Anything not random enough gets tossed.
./date/1995/10/msg01715.html:your friend has worked there long enough, he/she can probably also get
./date/1995/10/msg01716.html:that quite a few people here believe that if anyone is foolish enough to
./date/1995/10/msg01722.html:and companies do not take the information protection seriously enough to
./date/1995/10/msg01728.html:The different schemes have enough overlap that it’s not clear to me
./date/1995/10/msg01737.html:the math very clearly when it’s needed. It explains DES and IDEA well enough
./date/1995/10/msg01787.html:the country build in enough surveillance capacity so that *one percent*
./date/1995/10/msg01787.html:But even the “slush” fund may not generate enough money to reimburse
enough; Kahn less. However, both are geniuses and know what
enough of this BS...
enough; Kahn less. However, both are geniuses and know what
./date/1995/10/msg01844.html:PrivaSoft is strong enough for most transmissions over the Net and via
./date/1995/10/msg01849.html:’always up’ remailers. Given a large enough list (ie, everyone on this list
./date/1995/10/msg01855.html: But not clever enough to throw us off! )
./date/1995/10/msg01871.html:yield checksums of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, ... on up to enough primes to
./date/1995/10/msg01883.html:enough to refute, or validate that.
enough of this BS...
./date/1995/10/msg01902.html:it interesting, but not quite relevant enough to post the whole thing
./date/1995/10/msg01904.html:that it contains enough redundancy to recognize a correct
./date/1995/10/msg01906.html:&gt;yield checksums of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, ... on up to enough primes to
./date/1995/10/msg01913.html:This is probably enough for now, since the list is probably
./date/1995/10/msg01916.html:&gt; yield checksums of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, ... on up to enough primes to
./date/1995/10/msg01929.html:long-enough keys, and so on.)
./date/1995/10/msg01932.html:&gt; yield checksums of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, ... on up to enough primes to
./date/1995/10/msg01955.html:enough to leave one’s pc logged in for a while (maybe even earn a little
./date/1995/10/msg01975.html:that it contains enough redundancy to recognize a correct
./date/1995/10/msg01977.html:it interesting, but not quite relevant enough to post the whole thing
./date/1995/10/msg01986.html:This is probably enough for now, since the list is probably
./date/1995/10/msg01987.html:&gt;yield checksums of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, ... on up to enough primes to
enough of this
./date/1995/10/msg01996.html:&gt; yield checksums of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, ... on up to enough primes to
./date/1995/10/msg02003.html:enough. I enjoyed it while it lasted, but the CJR was clearly frivolous,
./date/1995/10/msg02004.html:care enough to help prevent forgeries by not supporting them, and to
./date/1995/10/msg02017.html:&gt; enough. I enjoyed it while it lasted, but the CJR was clearly frivolous,
./date/1995/10/msg02026.html:data and not enough on empathy with the human customer. For an idea
./date/1995/10/msg02030.html:&gt; {words to the effect of “enough already”}
enough maximum window
./date/1995/10/msg02036.html:be easy enough to permute... For the rest, you’d have to be careful about
./date/1995/10/msg02036.html:There’s plenty enough prepositions to permute :-)
./date/1995/10/msg02041.html:there are several possibilities, none of which is mature enough
enough
./date/1995/10/msg02043.html:data and not enough on empathy with the human customer. For an idea
enough to stay on top of a list with 1200+
./date/1995/10/msg02066.html:natural. Competition was wasteful. Commissions were smart enough to
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01037” HREF=”msg01037.html”>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01038” HREF=”msg01038.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01035” HREF=”msg01035.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01040” HREF=”msg01040.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01048” HREF=”msg01048.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01073” HREF=”msg01073.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01655” HREF=”msg01655.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01063” HREF=”msg01063.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01045” HREF=”msg01045.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01094” HREF=”msg01094.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01071” HREF=”msg01071.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01070” HREF=”msg01070.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
enough
enough
./date/1995/11/msg00058.html:ever stupid enough to “black out” the net, some fruit with
./date/1995/11/msg00102.html:I don’t know enough about telephone switches etc. (digital or otherwise) to
./date/1995/11/msg00103.html:but any government foolish enough to discourage investment by foreigners
./date/1995/11/msg00116.html:(I’m not convinced that _cable_ signals are not random enough:my cable
./date/1995/11/msg00119.html:cheap enough to do “keyword searches” on digital voice in something
./date/1995/11/msg00142.html:What prices have you got listed? Is the equipment sensitive enough to get
./date/1995/11/msg00142.html:of radioactivity? (easy, safe and cheap enough to get?)
./date/1995/11/msg00148.html:&gt; What prices have you got listed? Is the equipment sensitive enough to get
./date/1995/11/msg00148.html:&gt; of radioactivity? (easy, safe and cheap enough to get?)
./date/1995/11/msg00152.html:It was hard enough for me as a Canadian to watch 3 out of 5 Francophones
./date/1995/11/msg00163.html:&gt;&gt; What prices have you got listed? Is the equipment sensitive enough to get
./date/1995/11/msg00163.html:&gt;&gt; of radioactivity? (easy, safe and cheap enough to get?)
./date/1995/11/msg00167.html:Piaget.mpd.tandem.com probably already knows enough to bypass queries
./date/1995/11/msg00167.html:It would almost certainly be long enough to get a judge to slap an
./date/1995/11/msg00170.html:long enough for him to disappear, leaving the bank or the payee holding
./date/1995/11/msg00175.html:same source with the inverse of another. By doing this enough
enough
enough
enough
./date/1995/11/msg00181.html:(No, being encrypted by the bank’s public key is not enough.)
./date/1995/11/msg00187.html:challenge. The t parameter here needs to be large enough to ensure
./date/1995/11/msg00196.html:Interestingly enough, zener diodes and particle detectors are a lot
./date/1995/11/msg00201.html:on this. You’da thought the Capn Crunch reference was silly enough that
./date/1995/11/msg00210.html:&gt;on this. You’da thought the Capn Crunch reference was silly enough that
./date/1995/11/msg00213.html:(oops, the whole idea of a moderator is just not anarchic enough. well, then
./date/1995/11/msg00214.html:design of a device you have personally constructed well enough that
./date/1995/11/msg00219.html:probably increased. Equipped trunk capacity was typically enough to
./date/1995/11/msg00220.html:Either PGP is a strong enough cryptosystem that you don’t need
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:may be enough. This doesn’t apply to the case where n is 32 or 48
./date/1995/11/msg00230.html:over selling it. I’m not enough of a mathematician to know how to argue,
enough, you could
enough of this BS...
./date/1995/11/msg00235.html:&gt; course), allows for one to display a credential showing one is old enough
./date/1995/11/msg00235.html:represent your secret key until you’re old enough to change it yourself.
./date/1995/11/msg00238.html:course), allows for one to display a credential showing one is old enough
./date/1995/11/msg00239.html:&gt; This is more than enough for the strength of keys needed for DES, 3DES,
./date/1995/11/msg00239.html:mod p system may not be strong enough.
./date/1995/11/msg00243.html:This is more than enough for the strength of keys needed for DES, 3DES,
./date/1995/11/msg00253.html:If PGP is good enough for use as a source for cipher keying material,
./date/1995/11/msg00253.html:PGP isn’t good enough, it certainly isn’t good enough for use as
./date/1995/11/msg00269.html:&gt; This is more than enough for the strength of keys needed for DES, 3DES,
./date/1995/11/msg00269.html:that once you’ve done enough precalculation on a particular modulus,
./date/1995/11/msg00269.html:could try to crack with current machines given enough effort.
./date/1995/11/msg00274.html:are enough things you can do to make it dangerous.
enough different ways to pay for both my time
./date/1995/11/msg00290.html:suspect, but I didn’t have a thorough enough understanding of the issues
./date/1995/11/msg00316.html:&gt; This is more than enough for the strength of keys needed for DES, 3DES,
./date/1995/11/msg00316.html:that once you’ve done enough precalculation on a particular modulus,
./date/1995/11/msg00316.html:could try to crack with current machines given enough effort.
./date/1995/11/msg00325.html:However, the “knowing” standard is vague enough that the mere knowledge
./date/1995/11/msg00334.html:yet. It’s bad enough they have rec.)
./date/1995/11/msg00337.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:may be enough. This doesn’t apply to the case where n is 32 or 48
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:good enough. However, I would character it as numbers which are
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* the randomness is not chosen maliciously, and it is fast enough that
./date/1995/11/msg00345.html:enough this would seem to hurt, not help, the NSA in the most important
./date/1995/11/msg00352.html:&gt;However, the “knowing” standard is vague enough that the mere knowledge
./date/1995/11/msg00359.html:| my point here is that _if_ pgp output is random enough, i wouldn’t need
./date/1995/11/msg00359.html:PGP output is not random enough to be used for a one time pad.
./date/1995/11/msg00363.html:In this model, the creator of information charges enough to recover
./date/1995/11/msg00365.html:&gt;enough this would seem to hurt, not help, the NSA in the most important
./date/1995/11/msg00376.html:&gt; &gt; This is more than enough for the strength of keys needed for DES, 3DES,
./date/1995/11/msg00376.html:As most of us agree that 56-bits is not enough (DES), the 512-bit prime
./date/1995/11/msg00378.html:&gt; While in theory the output of PGP would be ``random’’ enough for a
./date/1995/11/msg00378.html:my point here is that _if_ pgp output is random enough, i wouldn’t need
./date/1995/11/msg00379.html:ought to be enough to convince anyone in these paranoic times.
./date/1995/11/msg00382.html:&gt; yet. It’s bad enough they have rec.)
./date/1995/11/msg00389.html:Java to its hit list &lt;grin duck &amp; run&gt;)? The public’s paranoid enough about
./date/1995/11/msg00392.html:&gt; PGP output is not random enough to be used for a one time pad.
./date/1995/11/msg00392.html:random enough for an OTP. The problem then becomes distributing this
./date/1995/11/msg00401.html:&gt; PGP output is not random enough to be used for a one time pad.
./date/1995/11/msg00401.html:random enough for an OTP. The problem then becomes distributing this
./date/1995/11/msg00405.html:&gt; As most of us agree that 56-bits is not enough (DES), the 512-bit prime
./date/1995/11/msg00409.html:little silly; but not silly enough to stop it. [The government will
./date/1995/11/msg00421.html:Yes, in theory once an attacker spends enough time precomputing a
./date/1995/11/msg00422.html:&gt;As most of us agree that 56-bits is not enough (DES), the 512-bit prime
./date/1995/11/msg00423.html:providing fewer services for cheaper rates. It’s not enough just to separate
./date/1995/11/msg00424.html:language available? Fortunately Vermont is small enough where anyone can get
./date/1995/11/msg00428.html:Suppose you want to mail or post something sensitive enough
./date/1995/11/msg00429.html:&gt;&gt; PGP output is not random enough to be used for a one time pad.
./date/1995/11/msg00429.html:&gt;random enough for an OTP. The problem then becomes distributing this
./date/1995/11/msg00429.html:| my point here is that _if_ pgp output is random enough, i wouldn’t need
./date/1995/11/msg00429.html:The output of PGP should be random enough for your application,
./date/1995/11/msg00429.html:The output of PGP +makerandom probably is secure enough for most applications,
enough (that’s what
enough to work. It would
enough (that’s what
enough (that’s what
./date/1995/11/msg00472.html:&gt; After the precomputation, it is apparently cheap enough to crack the
./date/1995/11/msg00472.html:to get access to enough idle time, computes the database, and posts it
enough to work. It would
enough to work. It would
./date/1995/11/msg00480.html:secure enough that both businesses and overseas customers
./date/1995/11/msg00485.html:heuristic), or try solving enough of the problem to be usable.
./date/1995/11/msg00488.html:(“Hey, back when we wrote that, everybody assumed 640 would be enough for
./date/1995/11/msg00490.html:that are both fast enough and really secure.
./date/1995/11/msg00490.html:If that’s not anonymous enough for you (because your IP address could be
enough (that’s what
enough to work. It would
./date/1995/11/msg00507.html:enough money. The issue is the amount of money it takes, and how many
./date/1995/11/msg00508.html:&gt;If that’s not anonymous enough for you (because your IP address could be
./date/1995/11/msg00508.html:_effectively_ untraceable, good enough for many of the low-value
./date/1995/11/msg00514.html:He’s probably too DAMNED busy. (And not getting paid NEARLY enough ;)
enough to work. It would
enough (that’s what
./date/1995/11/msg00529.html:balls enough to make tough choices such as budget cutting. of course people
./date/1995/11/msg00532.html:such a sum is not inconceivable. and over time it would be enough for
./date/1995/11/msg00536.html:system. If the cost is low enough, I will pay/view and avoid stale data in
./date/1995/11/msg00536.html:transaction costs are low enough to support low-cost high-volume markets.
./date/1995/11/msg00543.html:controlling a large enough share of escrow&amp;arbitration services that
./date/1995/11/msg00543.html:to be valuable enough to use as this “collateral” or “lien”.

./date/1995/11/msg00560.html:&gt;&gt;it’s literally smart enough
enough payments, you
./date/1995/11/msg00576.html:&gt; enough people would buy it. You can take a hundred people using Microsoft
./date/1995/11/msg00584.html:even if Marketing wants this problem solved, that won’t be enough?
./date/1995/11/msg00589.html:technical sense or the historical sense. But, I know enough not
./date/1995/11/msg00618.html:&gt; technical sense or the historical sense. But, I know enough not
./date/1995/11/msg00621.html:&gt; &gt; technical sense or the historical sense. But, I know enough not
./date/1995/11/msg00628.html:obviously &lt;g&gt;) then computers and crypto may be enough.
./date/1995/11/msg00628.html:The capabilities of these toys and the networks they run on may be enough in
./date/1995/11/msg00628.html:enough Calculus.
./date/1995/11/msg00633.html:&gt; I don’t know enough about number theory to judge for myself;
./date/1995/11/msg00654.html:to explore things in enough detail.
./date/1995/11/msg00654.html:session, sorts of foundations. This is often enough at a very early stage.
enough
./date/1995/11/msg00685.html:It is easy enough to propose schemes based on one’s preferences of how one
./date/1995/11/msg00686.html:I don’t know enough about number theory to judge for myself;
./date/1995/11/msg00703.html:(big deal, I know) on the passphrase transmission. The good enough
./date/1995/11/msg00711.html:that the law is not clear enough for software producers to move with
./date/1995/11/msg00719.html:These forays may not be exciting, risky or glamorous enough
./date/1995/11/msg00733.html:to be card present. It is easy enough to forge, readers need not be
./date/1995/11/msg00752.html:important enough, an agency with a BIG BUDGET could make a custom chip that
./date/1995/11/msg00755.html:In addition, it seems to me that we may be close enough with MacPGP 3.0 to
./date/1995/11/msg00761.html:you’re dealing with Bad Guys resourceful enough to try to crack your passphrase,
./date/1995/11/msg00761.html:cause problems if they make you decide you’ve got enough entropy in the
./date/1995/11/msg00816.html:if they’re subscribed to this list, should be clueful enough to do this and
enough), we have *three* power elites in
./date/1995/11/msg00816.html:that way, I’ll try not to do it again. Because, oddly enough, we need each
./date/1995/11/msg00822.html:This is far less effective than Sameer’s c2 system, but it’s simple enough
./date/1995/11/msg00826.html:fair impersonations of real people, often well enough to
./date/1995/11/msg00832.html:the Canary Islands, Michael Sattler was kind enough to loan me his
./date/1995/11/msg00833.html:Alright. I’ve lurked on this one-man issue long enough. The latest attack
./date/1995/11/msg00839.html:We see enough press releases around here that we can recognise pronouncements
./date/1995/11/msg00846.html:people blame Unix, not sendmail (although I think there is enough blame to
./date/1995/11/msg00850.html:Otherwise, it’s only bandwidth, which I’ve wasted enough on for this
./date/1995/11/msg00859.html:context, too. Make sure that you keep giving the audience enough knowledge
./date/1995/11/msg00868.html:Perhaps I did not read the article closely enough?
./date/1995/11/msg00875.html:To enable “lone” security reseachers (i.e. not enough people in the dept to
./date/1995/11/msg00912.html:get a ruling, but it sounds plausible enough to me to warrant spending
./date/1995/11/msg00915.html:don’t know enough about S/MIME to say.
./date/1995/11/msg00918.html:Just don’t have enough time to design your own home page? Relax, help is on the
./date/1995/11/msg00930.html:think it would be easy enough to sell IAPs on a daemon.
./date/1995/11/msg00959.html:a single message would likely be burdensome enough to make the sender think
./date/1995/11/msg00969.html:which connected local calls did not have enough smarts to do charging, and
./date/1995/11/msg00975.html:When it passes, then do Miller-Rabin tests on P and (P-1/2) enough times
./date/1995/11/msg00977.html:reasonable precaution, now isn’t enough. That’s why
enough people are
./date/1995/11/msg00997.html:letter to Newt that is well supported by facts and has enough punch to
./date/1995/11/msg00998.html:enough for RSADSI it’s good enough for me.
./date/1995/11/msg01007.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01037.html”>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01012.html:&gt;enough for RSADSI it’s good enough for me.
./date/1995/11/msg01022.html:&gt; &gt;enough for RSADSI it’s good enough for me.
./date/1995/11/msg01027.html:We haven’t put enough into his back pocket to get attention.
./date/1995/11/msg01029.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01037.html”>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01029.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01038.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01033.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01037.html”>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01035.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01035.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01035.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01035.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01035.html:&gt;proposals and determined whether they’ll have enough agents to
./date/1995/11/msg01035.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01070” HREF=”msg01070.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01035.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01038.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01037.html:<!--X-Subject:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01037.html:<TITLE>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01037.html:<H1>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01037.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01037.html:proposals and determined whether they’ll have enough agents to
./date/1995/11/msg01037.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01073” HREF=”msg01073.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01037.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01063” HREF=”msg01063.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01037.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01045” HREF=”msg01045.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01037.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01073.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01038.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01038.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01038.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01038.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01038.html:&gt;proposals and determined whether they’ll have enough agents to
./date/1995/11/msg01038.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01094.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01038.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01035.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01039.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01038.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01039.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01655.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01040.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01040.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01040.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01040.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01040.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01037” HREF=”msg01037.html”>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01040.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01045” HREF=”msg01045.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01040.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01045.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01040.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01094.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01041.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01040.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01041.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01048.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
enough to our common sense
./date/1995/11/msg01044.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01035.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01045.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01045.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01045.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01045.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01045.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01040” HREF=”msg01040.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01045.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01094” HREF=”msg01094.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01045.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01037” HREF=”msg01037.html”>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01045.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01063.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01045.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01040.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01046.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01040.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01048.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01048.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01048.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01048.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01048.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01071” HREF=”msg01071.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01048.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01073.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01048.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01070.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01048.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01071.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01050.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01655.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
enough to our common sense
./date/1995/11/msg01053.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01073.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01058.html:&gt; enough for RSADSI it’s good enough for me.
./date/1995/11/msg01058.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01070.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01059.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;enough for RSADSI it’s good enough for me.
./date/1995/11/msg01060.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01035.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01063.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01063.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01063.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01063.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01063.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01037” HREF=”msg01037.html”>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01063.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01073.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01063.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01045.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01069.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01070.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01070.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01070.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01070.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01070.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? </LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01070.html:&gt; &gt;proposals and determined whether they’ll have enough agents to
enough to make that practical. As
./date/1995/11/msg01070.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01035” HREF=”msg01035.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01070.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01048.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01071.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01071.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01071.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01071.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01071.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01048” HREF=”msg01048.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01071.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01048.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01071.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01655.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01073.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01073.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01073.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01073.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01073.html:enough to store the conversations in a computer (storage is orders of
./date/1995/11/msg01073.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01037” HREF=”msg01037.html”>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01073.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01048.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01073.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01037.html”>Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01073.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01063.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01078.html:quality of the information we used to evaluate the object is good enough
./date/1995/11/msg01080.html:scheme^H^H^H^H^H^H contingency to get enough money to continue
./date/1995/11/msg01080.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01045.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01082.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01063.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01083.html:The conclusion from this section is, that if you choose a Long enough, Hard to
./date/1995/11/msg01086.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01045.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01088.html:If that’s not enough to reduce you to jelly,
./date/1995/11/msg01092.html:containing a movies lists, than PKZIP is enough, you don’t have do use say PGP.
./date/1995/11/msg01092.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01063.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01094.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01094.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01094.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01094.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01094.html:old as a telephone operators there weren’t enough to plug and unplug all
./date/1995/11/msg01094.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01045” HREF=”msg01045.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01094.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01040.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01094.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01038.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01095.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01094.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01098.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01094.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01099.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01035” HREF=”msg01035.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></
STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01099.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01035.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01099.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01070.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01100.html:representation of the public key, in hex. It’s simple enough to be
./date/1995/11/msg01100.html:message. I haven’t bashed around with TISMOSS enough, but I’m not sure it
./date/1995/11/msg01101.html:&gt; &gt;representation of the public key, in hex. It’s simple enough to be
./date/1995/11/msg01101.html:Using the modulus alone is not good enough. A bogus key with the same
./date/1995/11/msg01104.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01071.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01107.html:&gt;representation of the public key, in hex. It’s simple enough to be
./date/1995/11/msg01121.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01071.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01129.html:&gt; representation of the public key, in hex. It’s simple enough to be
./date/1995/11/msg01129.html:&gt; message. I haven’t bashed around with TISMOSS enough, but I’m not sure it
./date/1995/11/msg01149.html:&lt;attila&gt; that may be true, but it is annoying enough that I use
./date/1995/11/msg01166.html:a&gt; &gt; checking for country domains is easy enough, and the ‘foolers’ in
./date/1995/11/msg01194.html:don’t give a shit, am old enough that I can afford to have ethics, and
./date/1995/11/msg01211.html:computer can harness today. Soon any child old enough to
./date/1995/11/msg01211.html:129-digit public key is not long enough if the
./date/1995/11/msg01232.html:collate them and print enough
./date/1995/11/msg01260.html:large enough to rule out a brute force search on the spoofer’s part.
enough to
enough
./date/1995/11/msg01274.html:dumb enough to have a warrent or other some judgement against you and you
./date/1995/11/msg01276.html:convince us their cryptanalysis is good enough, and why are they
./date/1995/11/msg01281.html:This is a very important period. The technology is young enough that a
./date/1995/11/msg01283.html:&gt; This is a very important period. The technology is young enough that a
./date/1995/11/msg01283.html:I think that changing the focus of cypherpunks is intractable enough that
./date/1995/11/msg01292.html:CA? Is for example the SSLeay package enough?
./date/1995/11/msg01298.html:they get a clue enough to spot them. Yes, the shouting is theirs.
./date/1995/11/msg01311.html:hard drive, the whole thing becomes a lot more interesting - thats enough
./date/1995/11/msg01314.html:never can get an explanation of it clear enough to decide if it is
./date/1995/11/msg01319.html:&gt;dumb enough to have a warrent or other some judgement against you and you
./date/1995/11/msg01320.html:&gt; CA? Is for example the SSLeay package enough?
./date/1995/11/msg01320.html:simple enough for this to be written by other people. It should also be
./date/1995/11/msg01320.html:simple enough for other people to write some routines that conform to the
./date/1995/11/msg01326.html:What I would suggest is accumulating enough data that you think you
./date/1995/11/msg01326.html:have enough entropy for one hash function’s worth of output, hash it,
./date/1995/11/msg01326.html:you do, reuse it in combination with enough new data that you think
./date/1995/11/msg01329.html:Ah well, I’ve rambled enough.
./date/1995/11/msg01337.html:&gt; That is, is the lnguage of this patent broad enough to
./date/1995/11/msg01340.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; That is, is the lnguage of this patent broad enough to
./date/1995/11/msg01342.html:&gt; data involved would be small enough that index hashing would be
./date/1995/11/msg01351.html:though that uses TV-screen video, which isn’t enough for decent text;
./date/1995/11/msg01351.html:are fast enough to have short interrupt times. The previous
./date/1995/11/msg01371.html:That is, is the lnguage of this patent broad enough to
./date/1995/11/msg01394.html:relatively bad S-box choices, that have high enough probability to
./date/1995/11/msg01404.html:data involved would be small enough that index hashing would be
./date/1995/11/msg01413.html:I don’t follow. You’re claiming that PGP is good enough to
./date/1995/11/msg01413.html:transfer OTPads, but not good enough to sign pseudononymous messages?
./date/1995/11/msg01420.html:b) the subject public key (or its good-enough hash)
./date/1995/11/msg01420.html:c) your public key (or its good-enough hash)
./date/1995/11/msg01451.html:&gt; I don’t follow. You’re claiming that PGP is good enough to
./date/1995/11/msg01451.html:&gt; transfer OTPads, but not good enough to sign pseudononymous messages?
./date/1995/11/msg01456.html:&gt; it. For one thing, anyone knowledgeable enough to be comfortable with the
./date/1995/11/msg01456.html:“anyone knowledgeable enough to be comfortable with the
./date/1995/11/msg01456.html:*provably*, but reliably enough that people will play... )
./date/1995/11/msg01456.html:*something* (maybe not the full $1.00) could satisfy people enough
./date/1995/11/msg01459.html:I don’t follow Ian’s proposal in enough detail to comment on it, but
./date/1995/11/msg01459.html:it. For one thing, anyone knowledgeable enough to be comfortable with the
./date/1995/11/msg01469.html:&gt; &gt; I don’t follow. You’re claiming that PGP is good enough to
./date/1995/11/msg01469.html:&gt; &gt; transfer OTPads, but not good enough to sign pseudononymous messages?
./date/1995/11/msg01469.html:Actually, I made a big mistake here. It’s not good enough for me to
./date/1995/11/msg01471.html:&gt;&gt; I don’t follow. You’re claiming that PGP is good enough to
./date/1995/11/msg01471.html:&gt;&gt; transfer OTPads, but not good enough to sign pseudononymous messages?
./date/1995/11/msg01475.html:As fun as it might be to code it, you have enough on your plate with
./date/1995/11/msg01475.html:the fact Sun released source indicates they are open enough to expect
./date/1995/11/msg01488.html:it. For one thing, anyone knowledgeable enough to be comfortable with the
./date/1995/11/msg01492.html:enough to make that a credible possibility. Display and memory costs
./date/1995/11/msg01513.html:&gt; that this’ll be enough, but it’s a start. TODAY. And I really don’t care
./date/1995/11/msg01514.html:machines to add enough disk to make it usable and still stay cheap.
./date/1995/11/msg01514.html:otoh, i don’t think the internet is enough of a pull for people to
./date/1995/11/msg01520.html:that this’ll be enough, but it’s a start. TODAY. And I really don’t care
./date/1995/11/msg01521.html:that this’ll be enough, but it’s a start. TODAY. And I really don’t care
./date/1995/11/msg01523.html:enough, the policy itself). However, ASN.1 seduced folks into indirecting
./date/1995/11/msg01544.html:Mosaic bites, but who cares -- with enough work we can make it or
./date/1995/11/msg01545.html:In fact, yes, at least until Tomaz gets good enough Net access in
./date/1995/11/msg01549.html:both know Apple is old enough to speak for itself.)
./date/1995/11/msg01553.html:enough. Plus, the email one could be used to automatically use the
enough to join Pixar in that
./date/1995/11/msg01559.html:&gt; personally, the Feds and the FCC are bad enough --now they want to
./date/1995/11/msg01570.html:&gt;it. For one thing, anyone knowledgeable enough to be comfortable with the
./date/1995/11/msg01580.html:personally, the Feds and the FCC are bad enough --now they want to
./date/1995/11/msg01584.html:bit committment know enough math to know these games are money-losers.
./date/1995/11/msg01584.html:and nobody can tell unless you do it often enough that people start checking
./date/1995/11/msg01584.html:might be good enough

./date/1995/11/msg01584.html:It wasn’t really enough then, and now Granny may be using anonymous digicash
./date/1995/11/msg01584.html:You can’t get around this by using large enough numbers that there’s
./date/1995/11/msg01584.html:there’s enough public scrutiny that it’s harder for employees to cheat
./date/1995/11/msg01588.html:enough in the ecash account to make any payments that may be required.
./date/1995/11/msg01589.html:&gt; &gt; personally, the Feds and the FCC are bad enough --now they want to
./date/1995/11/msg01589.html:in a time where he have few enough friends as it is --if the U.S.
./date/1995/11/msg01610.html:&gt;yet. It’s bad enough they have rec.)
./date/1995/11/msg01624.html:newspapers or magazines. When it’s cheap enough and the
./date/1995/11/msg01624.html:&gt; inconceivable. and over time it would be enough for him
./date/1995/11/msg01624.html:got to be smooth enough for Grandma to use it.
./date/1995/11/msg01625.html:The idea being, of course, that if you’re not close enough to the action
./date/1995/11/msg01646.html:that’s probably good enough. I’m hoping Java can do much the same job.
./date/1995/11/msg01647.html:&gt; Perhaps I did not read the article closely enough?
./date/1995/11/msg01649.html:&gt; Otherwise, it’s only bandwidth, which I’ve wasted enough on for this
./date/1995/11/msg01650.html:MALICE DE MONSTEROUS wasn’t enough for you??
./date/1995/11/msg01654.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01655.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01655.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony????? -->
./date/1995/11/msg01655.html:<TITLE>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg01655.html:<H1>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg01655.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg01655.html:&gt;proposals and determined whether they’ll have enough agents to
./date/1995/11/msg01655.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01071.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg01663.html:&gt; &gt; enough for RSADSI it’s good enough for me.
./date/1995/11/msg01668.html:&gt;crypto is strong enough to keep government eavesdroppers out, the
./date/1995/11/msg01669.html:crypto is strong enough to keep government eavesdroppers out, the
./date/1995/11/msg01670.html:of the form rq+1, where q is a large enough prime (say more than 256
./date/1995/11/msg01674.html:2). All submissions must be UNCLASSIFIED. To allow enough time for proper
./date/1995/11/msg01674.html:must be considered. Providing a data model powerful enough to support the
./date/1995/11/msg01677.html:&gt;&gt; That is, is the lnguage of this patent broad enough to
./date/1995/11/msg01678.html:&gt;&gt; That is, is the lnguage of this patent broad enough to
./date/1995/11/msg01681.html:&gt;convince us their cryptanalysis is good enough, and why are they
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01037” HREF=”msg01037.html”>Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01073” HREF=”msg01073.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01063” HREF=”msg01063.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01045” HREF=”msg01045.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01040” HREF=”msg01040.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01094” HREF=”msg01094.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01038” HREF=”msg01038.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01035” HREF=”msg01035.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01070” HREF=”msg01070.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01048” HREF=”msg01048.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01071” HREF=”msg01071.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01655” HREF=”msg01655.html”>Re:Are there enough FBI agents to handle
Digital Telephony?????</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/12/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01430” HREF=”msg01430.html”>Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01451” HREF=”msg01451.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01467” HREF=”msg01467.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01469” HREF=”msg01469.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01481” HREF=”msg01481.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg00007.html:Seems stable enough to me, although I’ve only been running 1.1 since the
./date/1995/12/msg00007.html:compatibility mode. That’s stable enough for me.
./date/1995/12/msg00017.html:personally, the Feds and the FCC are bad enough --now
./date/1995/12/msg00020.html:Jim may not even be important enough to have been the one visited, but we can be sure someone was visited and explained
some of the rules by which the full-contact professional game is played. What we are witnessing here is the loss of innocence, noticeable only because
the time scale is so compressed by Netscape’s explosive rise.
./date/1995/12/msg00020.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1995/12/msg00037.html:enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00056.html:pervasive enough that [IMO] the current government terminology of
./date/1995/12/msg00071.html:I think I’ve said enough....
./date/1995/12/msg00072.html:enough reputation so when they *do* skip, they’ll get a lot more
./date/1995/12/msg00081.html:lists I am not a subscriber to. (Cypherpunks gets enough spams from
./date/1995/12/msg00081.html:--Tim May, who has a hard enough
./date/1995/12/msg00092.html:please, the list has enough to worry about.) I just checked, it’s still
./date/1995/12/msg00093.html:Complaining that Clark didn’t deny it isn’t good enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00108.html:this tag? Other browsers will be implementing it soon enough I’m
./date/1995/12/msg00118.html:the statement ‘key forfeiture is simply not worth enough for me to endure
./date/1995/12/msg00118.html:&gt; well known? I’d say that not enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00118.html:&gt; not good enough, people will feel happy and will learn.
./date/1995/12/msg00119.html:&gt; enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00120.html:If there is enough interest, I will research the threshold issue.
./date/1995/12/msg00139.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1995/12/msg00160.html:&gt; +election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1995/12/msg00162.html:can pirate the strong-crypto version if 40 bits aren’t enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00165.html:portion before the line is sent to the bank. This is enough, as you say,
enough to take. It was also a perfect
./date/1995/12/msg00168.html:vocal exercises, just in case ;). If he makes enough bad choices, like
enough to take. It was also a perfect
enough to take. It was also a perfect
enough to take. It was also a perfect
./date/1995/12/msg00196.html:that I don’t trust my anonyminity enough to publish the portions I have).
enough to take. It was also a perfect
./date/1995/12/msg00197.html:I really think you are pompus enough to think you are teaching people
./date/1995/12/msg00202.html:&gt;3. If you’re in San Francisco, or near enough to get there, go to
./date/1995/12/msg00215.html:enough to sign keys. It’s really hard to explain to some people why
./date/1995/12/msg00221.html:&gt; resources. I have the binary, and am impressed and amused enough to keep
./date/1995/12/msg00224.html:to the rest of the family. But they also wanted it to be unpleasant enough
./date/1995/12/msg00225.html:software or feed that software enough chosen data to generate a
./date/1995/12/msg00239.html:&gt; enough to sign keys. It’s really hard to explain to some people why
./date/1995/12/msg00256.html:more measurements. (If enough random noise is added, the attack
./date/1995/12/msg00256.html:noise is enough to make his (very elegant!) attack unfeasible. Note
./date/1995/12/msg00258.html:measurements. (If enough random noise is added, the attack can
./date/1995/12/msg00260.html:Mike and Ed are political enough to know that they can’t sell this if
./date/1995/12/msg00279.html:True enough, but using busy loops could handle that. However, I must
./date/1995/12/msg00288.html:than an invalid one -&gt; enough
./date/1995/12/msg00288.html:amount of time than a valid UID with the same password -&gt; enough
./date/1995/12/msg00288.html:processing time than a transaction for $2.95 -&gt; enough statistics
./date/1995/12/msg00288.html:changes occur -&gt; enough statistics and you can predict when the
./date/1995/12/msg00288.html:If you are willing to spend enough effort charactierizing these things,
./date/1995/12/msg00291.html:about Dr. Henry Lee -- he was, oddly enough, the guy that was
./date/1995/12/msg00291.html:enough to cut the tendon.
./date/1995/12/msg00304.html:need to do enough repetitions of the same computation to eliminate the
./date/1995/12/msg00343.html:passwords and iterestingly enough the data in the keys changed when I
./date/1995/12/msg00346.html:going to need it or not; I don’t think the method hides enough
./date/1995/12/msg00374.html:draft paper on this, but i dont really have a good enough
./date/1995/12/msg00378.html:&gt; If the misuse of “One Time Pad” wasn’t enough for ya, check out this ad that
./date/1995/12/msg00383.html:If the misuse of “One Time Pad” wasn’t enough for ya, check out this ad that
./date/1995/12/msg00383.html:enough for most folks. There are easier ways for a hacker to pick up
./date/1995/12/msg00385.html:which are, say, 255 bits long. Again, we would have to do enough polls
./date/1995/12/msg00391.html:enough to pay attention to).
./date/1995/12/msg00391.html:ought to be good enough to keep your posts to alt.sex.forbidden from showing
./date/1995/12/msg00410.html:&gt;If the misuse of “One Time Pad” wasn’t enough for ya, check out this ad
./date/1995/12/msg00410.html:&gt;enough for most folks. There are easier ways for a hacker to pick up
./date/1995/12/msg00412.html:&gt; doesn’t she have enough information to reconstruct the key herself?
./date/1995/12/msg00425.html:effects, eg frequency of page faults. Covert channel analysis is bad enough
./date/1995/12/msg00433.html:&gt;effects, eg frequency of page faults. Covert channel analysis is bad enough
./date/1995/12/msg00433.html:enough. The leakage from the smart card could be enough to
./date/1995/12/msg00464.html:you knew enough
./date/1995/12/msg00470.html:This is not enough - Paul Kocher’s attack depends on the individual
./date/1995/12/msg00473.html:I do too, and I hate it enough that I must (again) object to any use of
./date/1995/12/msg00473.html:Tim &amp; Uni’s “voluntary” sarcasm, I think we have enough material for
./date/1995/12/msg00474.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1995/12/msg00491.html:The mechanics seem simple enough....
./date/1995/12/msg00499.html:I don’t enough about Java to know if it is possible, but it’s something to
./date/1995/12/msg00505.html:”I drink coffee for taste only. You just can’t make coffee strong enough
./date/1995/12/msg00508.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1995/12/msg00515.html:minute Macanudo baseball bat, because I had enough time to smoke it, and
enough,
./date/1995/12/msg00516.html:enough
./date/1995/12/msg00520.html:On Dec 14, 1995 04:44:12, ‘futplex@pseudonym.com (Futplex)’ was kind enough
./date/1995/12/msg00520.html:prime generation and transmission time issue he was kind enough to point
./date/1995/12/msg00522.html:Oddly enough, I saw this posted the same night I saw the timing-attack
./date/1995/12/msg00561.html:enough to brute force reasonably strong ciphers. It’s really no joke
./date/1995/12/msg00566.html:Makes you wonder if 2048 bits will be enough (my guess.. it
./date/1995/12/msg00570.html:The blinding needs only be temporary; long enough so the politician can’t
./date/1995/12/msg00570.html:act improperly on the donation, but eventually revealed in enough time to
enough” to pass (for
./date/1995/12/msg00584.html:&gt; prime generation and transmission time issue he was kind enough to point
./date/1995/12/msg00600.html:The main problem with anonymous political donations is that it is easy enough to
./date/1995/12/msg00608.html:&gt; need resist until Joe can revoke his key - easily enough done
./date/1995/12/msg00615.html:&gt; enough to brute force reasonably strong ciphers. It’s really no joke
./date/1995/12/msg00619.html:enough to
./date/1995/12/msg00626.html:system data are enough.)
./date/1995/12/msg00627.html:&gt; info. Does anyone on this list know enough about Java to know if it can
./date/1995/12/msg00632.html:&gt; info. Does anyone on this list know enough about Java to know if it can
enough to
./date/1995/12/msg00657.html:I have no doubt that someone with enough
./date/1995/12/msg00667.html:bandwidth. Almost enought to control a battleship. (If there were any
./date/1995/12/msg00670.html:departments large and skilled enough to utilize limited and vague defenses.
./date/1995/12/msg00687.html:fast enough to make contact. If you knew the pseudo-random pattern, you
./date/1995/12/msg00700.html:lawyer stupid enough to risk his license by taking this case and let
./date/1995/12/msg00708.html:&gt;I have no doubt that someone with enough
./date/1995/12/msg00723.html:the real operation, and contining only after the “wall clock” shows enough time
./date/1995/12/msg00723.html:split up the functions and to execute them in a “random” order, with enough
./date/1995/12/msg00728.html:ricin -- enough
./date/1995/12/msg00731.html:enough time for our current projects.
./date/1995/12/msg00735.html:One should thank Matt for being nice enough to do any of this AT ALL.
./date/1995/12/msg00744.html:to be anonymous if enough of us abuse the freedom.
./date/1995/12/msg00750.html:&gt; As I keep pointing out, pgp-signing the body is not enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00752.html:As I keep pointing out, pgp-signing the body is not enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00753.html::As I keep pointing out, pgp-signing the body is not enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00754.html:&gt; &gt; As I keep pointing out, pgp-signing the body is not enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00758.html:&gt; &gt; As I keep pointing out, pgp-signing the body is not enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00782.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1995/12/msg00789.html:There are probably some people ignorant enough to regard that as
./date/1995/12/msg00793.html:years -- enough time for phone and satellite services to
./date/1995/12/msg00795.html:enough privacy.”
./date/1995/12/msg00798.html:expensive enough today to decrypt can plummet by orders of magnitude on
./date/1995/12/msg00808.html:&gt; expensive enough today to decrypt can plummet by orders of magnitude on
./date/1995/12/msg00821.html:yes, cyberspace just doesn’t have enough acronyms like AFAIK and IANAL etc.
./date/1995/12/msg00825.html:wasn’t remarkable enough to leave a lasting impression.
enough,
./date/1995/12/msg00826.html:though understanding technical possibilities enough to stay ahead is good.
./date/1995/12/msg00826.html:and even the basic non-encrypted cypherpunks remailers are good enough
./date/1995/12/msg00826.html:is generally good enough for most people if you’ve got an operator you trust,
./date/1995/12/msg00827.html:from anyone who is enraged enough to remember and to heckle the offender
./date/1995/12/msg00827.html:Almost all players are ethical enough to resume even losing matches, and
./date/1995/12/msg00851.html:of text which can be quoted out of context in a forgery is just not enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00852.html:of text which can be quoted out of context in a forgery is just not enough.
./date/1995/12/msg00855.html:Stuckey quoted enough of the original to have his questions comprehensible
./date/1995/12/msg00865.html:with enough other players to form a valid statistical basis - at least
./date/1995/12/msg00866.html:should be easy enough
./date/1995/12/msg00870.html:in a while. (Unfortunately, there is enough cypherpunk &amp; related
./date/1995/12/msg00879.html:&gt; yes, cyberspace just doesn’t have enough acronyms like AFAIK and IANAL etc.
./date/1995/12/msg00902.html:E-mail biosphere@proaxis.com | enough sleep.
./date/1995/12/msg00914.html:high enough so that Alice doesn’t have any interest in cheating.
./date/1995/12/msg00915.html:&gt; There are probably some people ignorant enough to regard that as
./date/1995/12/msg00920.html:broadcasters could own, saying the plan did not go far enough.
enough of us simply
./date/1995/12/msg00942.html:Any who are still unfortunate enough to rely on CI$ for Internet/Usenet
enough of us simply
./date/1995/12/msg00955.html:&gt;Any who are still unfortunate enough to rely on CI$ for Internet/Usenet
./date/1995/12/msg00968.html:chat groups, as Netcom is large enough to be a ripe target for harassment
./date/1995/12/msg00968.html:”deep pockets” effect means that any ISP large enough to register on the
./date/1995/12/msg00972.html:... well if enough ci$ customers were to LEAVE.
./date/1995/12/msg00987.html:I have to admit I don’t know the ecash concepts well enough to respond
./date/1995/12/msg00992.html:user-memorized PIN. Physical possession of a stolen token is not enough to
./date/1995/12/msg00996.html:Blasting Cohen because you don’t think he carried his work far enough is
./date/1995/12/msg00996.html:carried the work they did in their early careers far enough? (Did I carry
./date/1995/12/msg00996.html:my work in the 1970s on alpha particle effects on chips far enough, or am I
./date/1995/12/msg01002.html:Don’t attribute me with quotes that aren’t mine. I have enough
enough
./date/1995/12/msg01022.html:this goal. Its not happening fast enough for me either, but it
./date/1995/12/msg01027.html:&gt; I’ve seen so many people try to smear MS with innuendo, as if “enough people
./date/1995/12/msg01036.html:while you read this (enough said).
./date/1995/12/msg01056.html:&gt; says enough about the evils of GAK on their
./date/1995/12/msg01059.html:&gt; to carry enough weight. I wish they were more reasonable, but that
./date/1995/12/msg01080.html:total bandwidth of a phone line is nowhere near enough to “run” a naval
./date/1995/12/msg01082.html:and a newly pinned AF captain would certainly be young enough to be
./date/1995/12/msg01083.html:captain is enough that one could be considered a ‘whizzkid’ in the
./date/1995/12/msg01098.html:yes, cyberspace just doesn’t have enough acronyms like AFAIK and IANAL etc.
./date/1995/12/msg01104.html:&gt; in a while. (Unfortunately, there is enough cypherpunk &amp; related
./date/1995/12/msg01108.html:&gt; Any who are still unfortunate enough to rely on CI$ for Internet/Usenet
./date/1995/12/msg01112.html:packaged with WinCim and logged on to the nets. Sure enough. The popular
./date/1995/12/msg01112.html:and grabbed a list of groups sure enough, there were the seasoned citizens
./date/1995/12/msg01118.html:well known? I’d say that not enough.
./date/1995/12/msg01118.html:not good enough, people will feel happy and will learn.
./date/1995/12/msg01155.html:enough to notice, then you can bet that the FBI/IRS/Dept. of
./date/1995/12/msg01169.html:encrypted as, say, Navajo, but it’s bound to violate some law soon enough :-)
come into existence, and quite successfully so far, it is absurd to claim that if you don’t cave and become supine enough to slide under the barriers
that already existed, you will be put out of business.
./date/1995/12/msg01170.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1995/12/msg01179.html:&gt; If there is enough interest, I will research the threshold issue.
./date/1995/12/msg01182.html:&gt; enough.
./date/1995/12/msg01183.html:Without going into this in detail, which there is not enough time or
enough to take. It was also a perfect
./date/1995/12/msg01203.html:lives up to this, we will soon enough have the companies position and
./date/1995/12/msg01203.html:&gt;I really think you are pompus enough to think you are teaching people
./date/1995/12/msg01206.html:You, unlike me, are willing to let that be enough. I will believe it
./date/1995/12/msg01206.html:&gt; lives up to this, we will soon enough have the companies position and
./date/1995/12/msg01206.html:&gt; &gt;I really think you are pompus enough to think you are teaching people
./date/1995/12/msg01247.html:there was enough information to enable their author to be picked out of
./date/1995/12/msg01250.html:enough to change my opinion.
./date/1995/12/msg01259.html:&gt; enough to change my opinion.
./date/1995/12/msg01261.html:Seems to me this list doesn’t have enough folks with a grounding in
./date/1995/12/msg01271.html:&gt; but in the interest of security brevity it “seems real enough” to me.
./date/1995/12/msg01272.html:but in the interest of security brevity it “seems real enough” to me.
./date/1995/12/msg01272.html:&gt;I think I’ve said enough....
./date/1995/12/msg01275.html:”Soon any child old enough to use a computer will be able to transmit coded
./date/1995/12/msg01275.html:”Term limits aren’t enough. We need jail.” -- PJ
./date/1995/12/msg01287.html:3. only a fraction of all Na are high enough to produce C1.
./date/1995/12/msg01288.html:enough of us I will try to set up a BOF (birds of a feather) session for
./date/1995/12/msg01311.html:&gt; good enough’.”
./date/1995/12/msg01314.html:good enough’.”
./date/1995/12/msg01318.html:complete enough to tell if Greenspan and the other regulators are also
./date/1995/12/msg01323.html:enough to make money for their makers. I heard that currently one can
./date/1995/12/msg01323.html:make a quick buck. I’m not entrepreneurial enough to try it myself.
./date/1995/12/msg01338.html:”Soon any child old enough to use a computer will be able to transmit coded
./date/1995/12/msg01343.html:BTW, the fact that they might be “thought of” by the authorities is not going to be enough to stop them. If the USG claims
XOR away from every OTHER program of length “N”, modifying or disabling this software is always possible. Remember, the reason (or, at least, one of
decision to allow software key-escrow presumably forces them to accept certain possibilities they otherwise wanted to avoid.

./date/1995/12/msg01347.html:&gt;”Soon any child old enough to use a computer will be able to transmit coded
./date/1995/12/msg01351.html:&gt;”Soon any child old enough to use a computer will be able to transmit coded
./date/1995/12/msg01351.html:Good algorithms and protocols aren’t enough:you need good human
./date/1995/12/msg01353.html:&gt; &gt;”Soon any child old enough to use a computer will be able to transmit coded
./date/1995/12/msg01360.html:&gt;&gt;”Soon any child old enough to use a computer will be able to transmit coded
./date/1995/12/msg01366.html:&gt;they “want the US Government to say that ‘this is good enough’.”
./date/1995/12/msg01366.html:Ideas that I thought important enough to make notes of concerning the
./date/1995/12/msg01370.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; “Soon any child old enough to use a computer will be able to transmit
./date/1995/12/msg01372.html:NO! You didn’t read my commentary carefully enough. These “hooks” (your words) will, in effect, already be connected to
encryption software weak enough to make NSA happy. You know, 40 bit keys or something like that.
./date/1995/12/msg01381.html:Duncan’s comment was quite obvious. Any child old enough to use a
./date/1995/12/msg01381.html:&gt; &gt;”Soon any child old enough to use a computer will be able to transmit coded
./date/1995/12/msg01393.html:&gt;NO! You didn’t read my commentary carefully enough. These “hooks” (your
./date/1995/12/msg01393.html:&gt;enough to make NSA happy. You know, 40 bit keys or something like that.
./date/1995/12/msg01394.html:enough ). You can never be to safe...never.
./date/1995/12/msg01395.html:&gt;enough ). You can never be to safe...never.
./date/1995/12/msg01408.html:there’s enough noise here already (some from me).
./date/1995/12/msg01408.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01430.html”>Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01408.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01430.html”>Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01415.html:enough
./date/1995/12/msg01420.html:Also, since there’s enough noise here already (and
./date/1995/12/msg01430.html:<!--X-Subject:Responding to Exon &#45;&#45; technology is not enough -->
./date/1995/12/msg01430.html:<TITLE>Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</TITLE>
./date/1995/12/msg01430.html:<H1>Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</H1>
./date/1995/12/msg01430.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</LI>
./date/1995/12/msg01430.html:Fine for the tiny subset of Net users who understand crypto enough to use
./date/1995/12/msg01430.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01451” HREF=”msg01451.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01430.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01469” HREF=”msg01469.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01430.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01451.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01431.html:The ACLU said that, interestingly enough, the groups and individuals who are
./date/1995/12/msg01436.html:is not enough to solve the problem.
./date/1995/12/msg01440.html:That one is broad enough to be probably tossed out by the courts (or by
./date/1995/12/msg01441.html:use properly, and trust enough to store a few hundred
./date/1995/12/msg01447.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01451.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01451.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Responding to Exon &#45;&#45; technology is not enough -->
./date/1995/12/msg01451.html:<TITLE>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</TITLE>
./date/1995/12/msg01451.html:<H1>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</H1>
./date/1995/12/msg01451.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</LI>
./date/1995/12/msg01451.html:&gt; Fine for the tiny subset of Net users who understand crypto enough to use
./date/1995/12/msg01451.html:smart enough to operate a computer and go looking for pornography, are
./date/1995/12/msg01451.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01430” HREF=”msg01430.html”>Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01451.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01430.html”>Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01451.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01469.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01454.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01430.html”>Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01454.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01481.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01458.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01451.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01466.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01467.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01467.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Responding to Exon &#45;&#45; technology is not enough -->
./date/1995/12/msg01467.html:<TITLE>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</TITLE>
./date/1995/12/msg01467.html:<H1>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</H1>
./date/1995/12/msg01467.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</LI>
./date/1995/12/msg01467.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01469.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01467.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01481.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01468.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01469.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01469.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Responding to Exon &#45;&#45; technology is not enough -->
./date/1995/12/msg01469.html:<TITLE>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</TITLE>
./date/1995/12/msg01469.html:<H1>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</H1>
./date/1995/12/msg01469.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough </LI>
./date/1995/12/msg01469.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01430” HREF=”msg01430.html”>Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01469.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01451.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01469.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01467.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01472.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01469.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01473.html:&gt;is not enough to solve the problem.
./date/1995/12/msg01481.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Responding to Exon &#45;&#45; technology is not enough -->
./date/1995/12/msg01481.html:<TITLE>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</TITLE>
./date/1995/12/msg01481.html:<H1>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</H1>
./date/1995/12/msg01481.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</LI>
./date/1995/12/msg01481.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01467.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01483.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01481.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01484.html:&gt; is wheather they will be stupid enough to strip it out of their product
./date/1995/12/msg01490.html:is wheather they will be stupid enough to strip it out of their product
enough interest.
./date/1995/12/msg01495.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01467.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01501.html:practical bound. From a bank’s perspective, however, “enough to break
./date/1995/12/msg01501.html:some information. It only breaks a single bank, but that’s enough to
./date/1995/12/msg01505.html:etc., so I reckon there’s enough interest out there to share a few thoughts
./date/1995/12/msg01515.html:&gt; &gt;is not enough to solve the problem.
./date/1995/12/msg01515.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01481.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/12/msg01523.html:holdings if there is enough interest.
./date/1995/12/msg01526.html:be needed. Making Java ‘secure’ is not enough, because people will
./date/1995/12/msg01561.html:enough ). You can never be to safe...never.
./date/1995/12/msg01571.html:As I said in my message, I’d gotten some queries in e-mail, enough to
enough
./date/1995/12/msg01586.html:don’t know. Not enough information given.
./date/1995/12/msg01591.html:I think I’ve said enough....
./date/1995/12/msg01604.html:reasonable to me. It’s good enough for NT to get the guvment’s imprimatur
./date/1995/12/msg01626.html:will want it badly enough to bear that kind of risk. My guess is that a
./date/1995/12/msg01626.html:has demonstrated, almost any risk can be undertaken at a high enough
./date/1995/12/msg01628.html:&gt;will want it badly enough to bear that kind of risk. My guess is that a
./date/1995/12/msg01628.html:&gt;has demonstrated, almost any risk can be undertaken at a high enough
./date/1995/12/msg01628.html:However, the premium only needs to be high enough to cover the actual risk,
./date/1995/12/msg01652.html:generation method discussed, simple, yet secure enough to work out on a tapped
./date/1995/12/msg01661.html:&gt; generation method discussed, simple, yet secure enough to work out on a tapped
./date/1995/12/msg01663.html::follow these things likely to be confused enough without your
./date/1995/12/msg01666.html:&gt;&gt;there was a key generation method discussed, simple, yet secure enough to
./date/1995/12/msg01671.html:follow these things likely to be confused enough without your
./date/1995/12/msg01671.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1995/12/msg01674.html:found a PGP front end thats easy enough to use that they will use it.
./date/1995/12/msg01679.html:&gt; found a PGP front end thats easy enough to use that they will use it.
./date/1995/12/msg01690.html:much computer time. Is it not still considered strong enough for
./date/1995/12/msg01691.html:&gt; much computer time. Is it not still considered strong enough for
./date/1995/12/msg01694.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1995/12/msg01694.html:resources. I have the binary, and am impressed and amused enough to keep
./date/1995/12/msg01720.html:doesn’t she have enough information to reconstruct the key herself?
./date/1995/12/msg01738.html:not intelligent enough to sort for the presence of key words from either
./date/1995/12/msg01742.html:info. Does anyone on this list know enough about Java to know if it can
./date/1995/12/msg01750.html:timing attacks require many timed encryptions to get enough information about
./date/1995/12/msg01753.html:coin (easy enough since you can decrypt it with the bank’s public
./date/1995/12/msg01761.html:&gt; coin (easy enough since you can decrypt it with the bank’s public
./date/1995/12/msg01764.html:I can’t speak for Jeff Weinstein, but in my case, not nearly enough.
./date/1995/12/msg01765.html:attention to an anonymous idiot without enough face to get a nym.
./date/1995/12/msg01766.html:valuable enough to forge, and off-line “coins”, which are not.
./date/1995/12/msg01766.html:Simon has a system which has just enough anonymity to be economically
./date/1995/12/msg01766.html:useful, but not perfect enough to keep the truly paranoid happy. Must be
./date/1995/12/msg01785.html:This can’t possibly be a new idea, but I don’t know the literature well enough
./date/1995/12/msg01790.html:payment. It can check the bank’s signature, but that is not enough;
./date/1995/12/msg01790.html:enough just to pass s. The payee gives this to the bank (since this is
./date/1995/12/msg01791.html:enough for a ` -- phew that was close!
./date/1995/12/msg01807.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1995/12/msg01818.html:I’ve seen so many people try to smear MS with innuendo, as if “enough people
./date/1995/12/msg01831.html:and wide enough keys would really make intercepting a digital cordless
./date/1995/12/msg01846.html:and you complain there is not enough
./date/1995/12/msg01846.html:4. gosh darn it, there isn’t enough *innovation* in software right now
./date/1995/12/msg01846.html:important enough to stick in the bill of rights...
./date/1995/12/msg01847.html:says enough about the evils of GAK on their
./date/1995/12/pgp00000.pgp:> Fine for the tiny subset of Net users who understand crypto enough to use
./date/1995/12/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01430” HREF=”msg01430.html”>Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/12/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01451” HREF=”msg01451.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/12/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01469” HREF=”msg01469.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/12/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01467” HREF=”msg01467.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/12/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01481” HREF=”msg01481.html”>Re:Responding to Exon -- technology is not enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/01/msg00002.html:VM&gt; enough to gain illicit access.
./date/1996/01/msg00015.html:you are a Canadian (or an American who is fortunate enough to live near
./date/1996/01/msg00015.html:with a meeting in Toronto or area. If there is enough interest, I will
./date/1996/01/msg00016.html:&gt;Blasting Cohen because you don’t think he carried his work far enough is
./date/1996/01/msg00016.html:&gt;carried the work they did in their early careers far enough? (Did I carry
./date/1996/01/msg00016.html:&gt;my work in the 1970s on alpha particle effects on chips far enough, or am I
./date/1996/01/msg00020.html:&gt; you are a Canadian (or an American who is fortunate enough to live near
./date/1996/01/msg00020.html:&gt; with a meeting in Toronto or area. If there is enough interest, I will
enough of us simply
./date/1996/01/msg00025.html:o Stable dictatorships:Not stable enough to withstand an humanitarian
./date/1996/01/msg00048.html:&gt; not enough...
./date/1996/01/msg00057.html:robust enough, but a variation on it is probably adaptable.
./date/1996/01/msg00067.html:that I am examining are good enough to keep out casual
./date/1996/01/msg00074.html:&gt;&gt;(198.70.185.5) and grabbed a list of groups sure enough, there were
./date/1996/01/msg00080.html:accepted by enough nodes to make a difference? Unlikely in the extreme.
./date/1996/01/msg00084.html:have enough political clout, you can get a free subscription to the
./date/1996/01/msg00098.html:&gt; &gt;robust enough, but a variation on it is probably adaptable.
./date/1996/01/msg00124.html:enough subscribers that are shelling out $200-$500/mo. for 56K/Frac T1/ISDN
./date/1996/01/msg00132.html:&gt;robust enough, but a variation on it is probably adaptable.
./date/1996/01/msg00147.html:&gt;enough subscribers that are shelling out $200-$500/mo. for 56K/Frac T1/ISDN
./date/1996/01/msg00148.html:Interestingly enough, my primary objection was NOT really commercial
./date/1996/01/msg00157.html:&gt;Interestingly enough, my primary objection was NOT really commercial
./date/1996/01/msg00164.html:because it wasn’t French enough :)
./date/1996/01/msg00178.html:frequencies for real net connectivity, there just isn’t enough bandwidth
./date/1996/01/msg00178.html:connectivity. Once 2 GHz technology becomes cheap enough (that’s GaAs
./date/1996/01/msg00181.html:2048 bit key should be more than enough security for most applications.
./date/1996/01/msg00240.html:each other enough to want to meet, may still reliably ex./date/1996/01/msg00240.html:weren’t threatening enough, the computer that performs the
./date/1996/01/msg00240.html:would consider a “straight line.” Taking a long enough
./date/1996/01/msg00240.html:But there’s the rub:A “long enough” world view does
./date/1996/01/msg00240.html:”cause,” caring only enough for their personal welfare so as
./date/1996/01/msg00240.html:to remain alive enough and healthy enough to continue
./date/1996/01/msg00240.html:enough already, and that it has nothing further to teach us,
./date/1996/01/msg00251.html:”Anonymous” --- if they’re good enough maybe others’ll start using
./date/1996/01/msg00252.html:deal with. The various branches of your government can’t get along enough to
./date/1996/01/msg00260.html:monopolies. There’s just not enough “bandwidth of free space” available. Do
./date/1996/01/msg00261.html:”640K ought to be enough for anybody.”
./date/1996/01/msg00267.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/01/msg00284.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/01/msg00286.html:Far enough off the ground to make it interesting. 800 lbs
./date/1996/01/msg00286.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/01/msg00287.html:o Stable dictatorships:Not stable enough to withstand an
./date/1996/01/msg00287.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/01/msg00290.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/01/msg00304.html:Secondly, IR beams can be plenty narrow enough to avoid inter-link
./date/1996/01/msg00304.html:interference, but at the same time wide enough to avoid beam-steering
./date/1996/01/msg00325.html:I’ve just had my 3rd Freebsd kernel. Enough is enough.
./date/1996/01/msg00339.html:be individually computed rapidly enough, at least hypothetically you could
./date/1996/01/msg00373.html:have enough useful space left over for a useful amount of data?
./date/1996/01/msg00382.html:&gt; have enough useful space left over for a useful amount of data?
./date/1996/01/msg00384.html:to me. Not fully secure, but nothing really is. And secure enough.
./date/1996/01/msg00388.html:&gt;This is true, but the “old you” can be resurrected if you can get enough
./date/1996/01/msg00388.html:&gt;implement it (yet, I guess). In any case, it’s not really strong enough,
./date/1996/01/msg00398.html:This is true, but the “old you” can be resurrected if you can get enough
./date/1996/01/msg00398.html:implement it (yet, I guess). In any case, it’s not really strong enough,
./date/1996/01/msg00403.html:&gt;This is true, but the “old you” can be resurrected if you can get enough
./date/1996/01/msg00403.html:Could you explain how “enough people” can get around a basic
./date/1996/01/msg00403.html:causes them to remove a key if enough people claim it is no longer valid?
./date/1996/01/msg00409.html:&gt; &gt;have enough useful space left over for a useful amount of data?
./date/1996/01/msg00415.html:&gt;have enough useful space left over for a useful amount of data?
./date/1996/01/msg00415.html:just enough stuff to be able to stick the disk in an arbitrary
./date/1996/01/msg00421.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;have enough useful space left over for a useful amount of data?
./date/1996/01/msg00421.html:all in a package small enough to be undetectable to the naked eye.
./date/1996/01/msg00426.html:&gt; be simple enough that people could do it in their heads. The card
./date/1996/01/msg00429.html:the few seconds to read and digest enough of a message to know you
./date/1996/01/msg00435.html:&gt;all in a package small enough to be undetectable to the naked eye.
./date/1996/01/msg00449.html:&gt;&gt;This is true, but the “old you” can be resurrected if you can get enough
./date/1996/01/msg00449.html:&gt;Could you explain how “enough people” can get around a basic
./date/1996/01/msg00449.html:&gt;causes them to remove a key if enough people claim it is no longer valid?
./date/1996/01/msg00449.html:in the PGP certs is good enough to begin with).
./date/1996/01/msg00458.html:know enough PERL to generate a web of trust instead of a web of nobodies)
./date/1996/01/msg00458.html:&gt;in the PGP certs is good enough to begin with).
./date/1996/01/msg00458.html:&gt;implement it (yet, I guess). In any case, it’s not really strong enough,
./date/1996/01/msg00461.html:&gt;implement it (yet, I guess). In any case, it’s not really strong enough,
./date/1996/01/msg00463.html:this maybe isn’t enough, and an ‘identity-centric’ view is
./date/1996/01/msg00469.html:crypto strong enough
./date/1996/01/msg00469.html:cannot decrypt it while not-strong-enough to prevent NASA from reading it.
./date/1996/01/msg00489.html:is trying to provide enough detail so Internet sites can
./date/1996/01/msg00497.html:one’s bankers. The rest is government garbage. Hopefully enough people
./date/1996/01/msg00504.html:large billboards along the Mexican border, but I don’t have enough
enough general
./date/1996/01/msg00532.html:Any decent book on private investigation should give you enough
./date/1996/01/msg00542.html:As the idea is currently structured, the central organization collects the money, reports the donations, and makes the
(continuing) publicized offer. It publicizes enough information to prove to the average citizen
that it is dealing fairly with all concerned.
./date/1996/01/msg00547.html:enough. I can accumulate a lot of exposure in a few seconds, much less
./date/1996/01/msg00547.html:that’s not enough. Even a $1 limit could be used many millions of times.
./date/1996/01/msg00548.html:that there’s enough vehicles in Gaza to assemble 100,000 people to a
./date/1996/01/msg00550.html:&gt; enough. I can accumulate a lot of exposure in a few seconds, much less
./date/1996/01/msg00550.html:&gt; that’s not enough. Even a $1 limit could be used many millions of times.
./date/1996/01/msg00553.html:&gt; enough. I can accumulate a lot of exposure in a few seconds, much less
./date/1996/01/msg00553.html:&gt; that’s not enough. Even a $1 limit could be used many millions of times.
./date/1996/01/msg00569.html:opportunity to take enough control to show that what they can do “works.”
./date/1996/01/msg00586.html:large billboards along the Mexican border, but I don’t have enough
./date/1996/01/msg00588.html:&gt; &gt;the few seconds to read and digest enough of a message to know you
./date/1996/01/msg00604.html:large enough volume for low enough cost to be a major market force. DEC
./date/1996/01/msg00606.html:But probably enough to cripple large-scale usage and, especially,
./date/1996/01/msg00606.html:commercial payment usage. This may be enough for the IRS, FinCen, etc.)
./date/1996/01/msg00609.html:&gt; a loss in sales. If unchecked or the case if severe enough, this could
./date/1996/01/msg00613.html:&gt; historically, enough to ensure that government (or whoever) decision
./date/1996/01/msg00614.html:historically, enough to ensure that government (or whoever) decision
./date/1996/01/msg00615.html:# &gt; historically, enough to ensure that government (or whoever) decision
./date/1996/01/msg00627.html:&gt;&gt;have enough useful space left over for a useful amount of data?
./date/1996/01/msg00638.html:Plaintext 2 will have to be good enough to satisfy the gendarm./date/1996/01/msg00641.html:&gt;&gt;causes them to remove a key if enough people claim it is no longer valid?
./date/1996/01/msg00643.html:making it into Wired and the Baltimore Sun (maybe) and was good enough that
./date/1996/01/msg00656.html:in this area but not enough (obviously) to save themselves from destruction.
./date/1996/01/msg00663.html:enough
./date/1996/01/msg00700.html:&gt;enough. I can accumulate a lot of exposure in a few seconds, much less
./date/1996/01/msg00700.html:&gt;that’s not enough. Even a $1 limit could be used many millions of times.
./date/1996/01/msg00700.html:CA in real time. (Checking a CRL database isn’t good enough.) By providing a
./date/1996/01/msg00708.html:&gt;not enough. I can accumulate a lot of exposure in a few seconds,
./date/1996/01/msg00708.html:&gt;but that’s not enough. Even a $1 limit could be used many millions
./date/1996/01/msg00715.html:past a slush amount for purchases (hopefully the sw will be smart enough
enough information for other VHDL implmentations.
./date/1996/01/msg00745.html:have quite enough direct evidence to prosecute, but we caught SAMEER
./date/1996/01/msg00757.html:But it’s not enough.
./date/1996/01/msg00768.html:enough. Addressed to Apple CEO Michael Spindler from
./date/1996/01/msg00795.html:people who trust each other enough, caveat vendor ;-).
./date/1996/01/msg00821.html:don’t know enough about the inner workings of the legal systems to know if
./date/1996/01/msg00838.html:So long as the remailer operator is honest enough not to claim the numbers
./date/1996/01/msg00839.html:IF the nature of the offense were sever enough.
./date/1996/01/msg00863.html:&gt; Of the 7000+ ISPs on Earth, more than 1000. More than enough.
./date/1996/01/msg00874.html:Justice Department itself was concerned enough about the question
./date/1996/01/msg00876.html:not big enough for you? I usually get my PGP code from Oxford.
./date/1996/01/msg00883.html:Delhi to LA, I was hostile enough
./date/1996/01/msg00887.html:&gt;&gt; is enough to put fear into these anonymous government employees.
./date/1996/01/msg00892.html:phone call, or certainly not enough to bother to try and track the signal
./date/1996/01/msg00896.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; is enough to put fear into these anonymous government employees.
./date/1996/01/msg00917.html:lucky enough to bag their prey after 4pm Friday --they are not
./date/1996/01/msg00924.html:Sure enough, a search of “Cyberia-l” in Alta Vista showed all sorts of
./date/1996/01/msg00928.html:&gt; Sure enough, a search of “Cyberia-l” in Alta Vista showed all sorts of
./date/1996/01/msg00932.html:(enough fuzzy words for you?) system of which we are the calculators.

./date/1996/01/msg00936.html:&gt; Sure enough, a search of “Cyberia-l” in Alta Vista showed all sorts of
./date/1996/01/msg00939.html:&gt; Sure enough, a search of “Cyberia-l” in Alta Vista showed all sorts of
./date/1996/01/msg00948.html:they mutate quickly enough to give rise to more strains pretty rapidly when one
./date/1996/01/msg00953.html:isn’t enough.
./date/1996/01/msg00954.html:1) The item may cost only a few pennies, or less. Not enough to
./date/1996/01/msg00959.html:Paranoid, but not, I think, paranoid enough to be true.
./date/1996/01/msg00965.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; is enough to put fear into these anonymous government employees.
./date/1996/01/msg00976.html:enough; nothing particularly exciting about it or especially wrong
./date/1996/01/msg00995.html:&gt;really a ring? Maybe I haven’t taken a good enough look at the protocol.
./date/1996/01/msg01010.html:&gt; The slow clock has enough random variation in it’s period for the Dff
./date/1996/01/msg01015.html:that I don’t yet own the new one, and I haven’t taken a good enough look
./date/1996/01/msg01020.html:The slow clock has enough random variation in it’s period for the Dff
./date/1996/01/msg01032.html:| enough; ...
./date/1996/01/msg01039.html:enough; nothing particularly exciting about it or especially wrong
./date/1996/01/msg01047.html:&gt;that I don’t yet own the new one, and I haven’t taken a good enough look
./date/1996/01/msg01057.html:There is probably an obvious solution, but I’m not devious enough to see
./date/1996/01/msg01075.html:Is it just me, or does this seem like a hole big enough to drive a truck
./date/1996/01/msg01078.html:”We were desperate enough to try to negotiate a short-term,
./date/1996/01/msg01091.html:”We were desperate enough to try to negotiate a short-term,
./date/1996/01/msg01108.html:Okay, cute enough. Now cut to August 1995, when the 2.0 ROM has been
./date/1996/01/msg01114.html:employees and the government doesn’t leave him enough for his
./date/1996/01/msg01114.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/01/msg01115.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/01/msg01116.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/01/msg01117.html:good enough. But Lotus’ plan is much worse than another plan which only
./date/1996/01/msg01126.html:&gt; employees and the government doesn’t leave him enough for his
./date/1996/01/msg01126.html:&gt; +election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/01/msg01138.html:orders of magnitude, which is probably enough for now.
./date/1996/01/msg01149.html:than enough to point to further leads, to trigger additional HUMINT, etc.
./date/1996/01/msg01154.html:monitoring. The equipment needed is even cheap enought to be done by
./date/1996/01/msg01155.html:be enough to encypher an average household’s grocery shopping over the
./date/1996/01/msg01156.html:times. Even then the wipe is not secure enough for higher level DofD
./date/1996/01/msg01160.html:&gt; times. Even then the wipe is not secure enough for higher level DofD
./date/1996/01/msg01162.html:&gt;&gt; times. Even then the wipe is not secure enough for higher level DofD
enough to affect modern media, due to
./date/1996/01/msg01168.html:campaign, often. being “correct” is not enough in a world of people
enough
./date/1996/01/msg01172.html:&gt;&gt; times. Even then the wipe is not secure enough for higher level DofD
./date/1996/01/msg01186.html:&gt;Secondly, IR beams can be plenty narrow enough to avoid inter-link
./date/1996/01/msg01186.html:&gt;interference, but at the same time wide enough to avoid beam-steering
./date/1996/01/msg01220.html:provide enough protection by itself. While I would love to be proven
./date/1996/01/msg01231.html:was kind enough to send me for the meeting. Thanks Derek!)
./date/1996/01/msg01231.html:enough
./date/1996/01/msg01232.html:not 64 bits, and it’s just not good enough. International Notes
./date/1996/01/msg01235.html:&gt; provide enough protection by itself.
./date/1996/01/msg01252.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; provide enough protection by itself.
./date/1996/01/msg01256.html:enough to remember a Saturn V launch. I don’t remember when Jules stopped
./date/1996/01/msg01257.html:&gt;&gt; provide enough protection by itself.
./date/1996/01/msg01259.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; provide enough protection by itself.
./date/1996/01/msg01260.html:if we could assemble a group of folks whom I can trust enough to link the
./date/1996/01/msg01263.html:&gt; Okay. I think I understand. You’re a fruitcake. Easy enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01267.html:enough for everyone attending.
./date/1996/01/msg01274.html:Okay. I think I understand. You’re a fruitcake. Easy enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01276.html:he’s got a case, he should sue. But something tells me he’s tough enough
./date/1996/01/msg01284.html:&gt; he’s got a case, he should sue. But something tells me he’s tough enough
enough to
./date/1996/01/msg01287.html:Encryption (be it RC4, DES, etc.) is not enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01297.html:story, and provided enough information for Green to know how I got his home
enough to call forth a
./date/1996/01/msg01330.html:right here, legally that’s not really good enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01333.html:Okay, cute enough. Now cut to August 1995, when the 2.0 ROM has been
./date/1996/01/msg01334.html:than enough to point to further leads, to trigger additional HUMINT, etc.
./date/1996/01/msg01338.html:&gt;&gt; Okay. I think I understand. You’re a fruitcake. Easy enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01340.html:they involved enough in the implementation to ensure that this was
./date/1996/01/msg01343.html:&gt;they involved enough in the implementation to ensure that this was
./date/1996/01/msg01347.html:&gt; right [in Australia], legally that’s not really good enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01372.html:&gt;if we could assemble a group of folks whom I can trust enough to link the
./date/1996/01/msg01376.html:he also was kind enough to forward a reply to me from
./date/1996/01/msg01380.html:times I’ve been scared enough by them to re-examine my own position.)
./date/1996/01/msg01381.html:become “the Antichrist.” Even though I’m an atheist myself, I know enough
./date/1996/01/msg01434.html:&gt;Encryption (be it RC4, DES, etc.) is not enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01443.html:the inherent directionality (echo return loss) of the line gives enough
./date/1996/01/msg01443.html:the actual SNR is not good enough to reliably demodulate it.
./date/1996/01/msg01456.html:enough to push out a single version under two versions), but it is something
./date/1996/01/msg01460.html:&gt; &gt;Encryption (be it RC4, DES, etc.) is not enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01510.html:of legislative response.” Amusingly enough, he also admitted that he would
./date/1996/01/msg01514.html:&gt; &gt;Encryption (be it RC4, DES, etc.) is not enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01539.html:resent the ‘you must install it in all TVs’ part. If enough people
./date/1996/01/msg01548.html:not enough time.
./date/1996/01/msg01550.html:&gt; part. If enough people want it, they can get TVs with it.
./date/1996/01/msg01557.html:the most logical. People just suck, and ethics aren’t enough. Karl Marx
./date/1996/01/msg01569.html:needed to have enough “bait” to justify an attack.)
./date/1996/01/msg01571.html:list at the time, so it should be in the archives if anyone cares enough
./date/1996/01/msg01583.html:previous day’s ending value, which is reasonable enough. They’ll
./date/1996/01/msg01593.html:U.S. somehow is dumb enough to demand that each of the 12,000+ current
./date/1996/01/msg01600.html:&gt;the most logical. People just suck, and ethics aren’t enough. Karl Marx
./date/1996/01/msg01600.html:person simply doesn’t have enough time to attempt to be tyrannical against 5
./date/1996/01/msg01602.html:that the NSA has determined isn’t strong enough to bother them,
./date/1996/01/msg01607.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;Encryption (be it RC4, DES, etc.) is not enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01607.html:but it sounds like that’s not secure enough? Is there anything
./date/1996/01/msg01617.html:&gt; but it sounds like that’s not secure enough? Is there anything
./date/1996/01/msg01625.html:really doubt Franklin was naive enough to think that the British government
./date/1996/01/msg01625.html:were gentlemanly enough to respect his privacy.
./date/1996/01/msg01626.html:reading news long enough (and NN makes it easy enough) that I avoid it
./date/1996/01/msg01637.html:name and nym is, soon enough people will be able to tie the two that
./date/1996/01/msg01637.html:crime (fuck Exon) and my nym isn’t secure enough to protect my
./date/1996/01/msg01640.html:&gt;reading news long enough (and NN makes it easy enough) that I avoid it
./date/1996/01/msg01642.html:enough to use to get a reasonable response.
./date/1996/01/msg01664.html:know enough about the NSA to have a serious opinion.
./date/1996/01/msg01664.html:emphasis on money, and not enough on the NSA.
./date/1996/01/msg01678.html:&gt; &gt;if we could assemble a group of folks whom I can trust enough to link the
./date/1996/01/msg01682.html:certainly written enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01691.html:aren’t enough. One obvious case is the web, where I may want to put
./date/1996/01/msg01692.html:business community. However, it is possible that they will not be enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01700.html:&gt;certainly written enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01701.html:&gt; name and nym is, soon enough people will be able to tie the two that
./date/1996/01/msg01701.html:&gt; crime (fuck Exon) and my nym isn’t secure enough to protect my
./date/1996/01/msg01701.html:isn’t enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01702.html:enough fresh air. Try posting the above to misc.taxes or misc.legal and
./date/1996/01/msg01704.html:&gt;emphasis on money, and not enough on the NSA.
./date/1996/01/msg01708.html:rant, that person (non-LEA, of course) will probably be entertained enough
./date/1996/01/msg01709.html:nasty non-government bodies to strong-arm enough parts of my key)
./date/1996/01/msg01737.html:the password-”protection” that Microsoft products offer is enough for them.
./date/1996/01/msg01740.html:10-100 ms is GPS. The others are unlikely to be controlled well enough
./date/1996/01/msg01740.html:common enough to require lots of special treatment in software.
./date/1996/01/msg01751.html:&gt;10-100 ms is GPS. The others are unlikely to be controlled well enough
./date/1996/01/msg01751.html:cheap single-chip system to drive it, it WOULD be kept reliable enough
./date/1996/01/msg01751.html:millisecond. Given the context, it’s accurate enough
./date/1996/01/msg01751.html:a GPS receiver that can put out time accurate to 1 microsecond. If enough
./date/1996/01/msg01759.html:&gt; name and nym is, soon enough people will be able to tie the two that
./date/1996/01/msg01763.html:&gt; &gt; name and nym is, soon enough people will be able to tie the two that
./date/1996/01/msg01793.html:Absolutely not enough time. The News Hour with Jim Lehrer could only devote
./date/1996/01/msg01793.html:at most 20 minutes to such a story. Hardly enough time to even explain the
enough to
./date/1996/01/msg01795.html:enough that many families with kids will simply never change its
./date/1996/01/msg01805.html:controversial content will be mirrored at all other sites. There are enough
./date/1996/01/msg01813.html:&gt;controversial content will be mirrored at all other sites. There are enough
./date/1996/01/msg01816.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/01/msg01819.html:Oh, goodie. I don’t suppose that’s enough power to reach down here? I
./date/1996/01/msg01830.html:integration with claim 1. I don’t know enough about
./date/1996/01/msg01839.html:isn’t enough.
./date/1996/01/msg01844.html:The problem is simple enough
./date/1996/01/msg01854.html:Now you’re saying it hasn’t been easy enough for you? How much a minute do
./date/1996/01/msg01867.html:Disclaimer:I haven’t read enough of the MSCAPI to have any idea how it
./date/1996/01/msg01869.html:We already have enough
./date/1996/01/msg01888.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/01/msg01895.html:&gt;We already have enough
./date/1996/01/msg01903.html:&gt; The problem is simple enough
./date/1996/01/msg01906.html:well enough to anticipate my desires.
./date/1996/01/msg01910.html:&gt;&gt;We already have enough
./date/1996/01/msg01929.html:&gt;controversial content will be mirrored at all other sites. There are enough
./date/1996/01/msg01946.html:&gt;my nym isn’t secure enough to protect my RealName, it will be a liability.
./date/1996/01/msg01952.html:| &gt; The problem is simple enough
./date/1996/01/msg01980.html:&gt; haven’t made it clear enough. What’s unique about credit card numbers
./date/1996/01/msg01999.html:which have enough capabilities to connect to the crypto provider, but
./date/1996/01/msg01999.html:not enough to intercept keystrokes or examine RAM is null, meaning
./date/1996/01/msg02013.html:do MS-Windows). A weeks time is more that enough for any
./date/1996/01/msg02024.html:is good enough to get onto the Internet.)
./date/1996/01/msg02025.html:magazines not respectable enough to prohibit such things.
./date/1996/01/msg02029.html:see it if they want it badly enough) or give the government the keys (through
./date/1996/01/msg02029.html:it’s enough better that I think it was worth the hassle it took to get it.
./date/1996/01/msg02029.html:and we could have said... gee, this is really good enough for everybody... why
./date/1996/01/msg02032.html:&gt;is good enough to get onto the Internet.)
./date/1996/01/msg02041.html:have enough integrity to ignore this.
./date/1996/01/msg02061.html:| which have enough capabilities to connect to the crypto provider, but
./date/1996/01/msg02061.html:| not enough to intercept keystrokes or examine RAM is null, meaning
./date/1996/01/msg02072.html:risk management. It’s unlikely enough that I’m not afraid of using my
./date/1996/01/msg02082.html:enough to convince us of your messages’ validity. A malicious attacker
./date/1996/01/msg02086.html:crap. Let’s just hope that enough technical users provide rebuttals
./date/1996/01/msg02106.html:&gt; have enough integrity to ignore this.
./date/1996/01/msg02121.html:connected to the Net is enough for this), your lack of access
./date/1996/01/msg02121.html:realise what’s happened. If evil.org is clever enough, it will
./date/1996/01/msg02121.html:easy enough; the latest ones are formidable.
enough to understand the
enough to see
./date/1996/01/msg02154.html:enough (as we know many criminals are) to give you his real
./date/1996/01/msg02182.html:in a system once it is “secure enough”.
./date/1996/01/msg02187.html:suggest it does. The tacky and phony press releases get just enough
./date/1996/01/msg02215.html:you might get away with it for long enough to surf some numbers.
./date/1996/01/msg02227.html:&gt; realise what’s happened. If evil.org is clever enough, it will
./date/1996/01/msg02227.html:&gt; easy enough; the latest ones are formidable.
enough to
./date/1996/01/msg02237.html:haven’t made it clear enough. What’s unique about credit card numbers
./date/1996/01/msg02239.html:will provide enough security to make credit cards on the desktop safe.
./date/1996/01/msg02241.html:isn’t enough.
./date/1996/01/msg02254.html:enough to understand the technique we have revealed. I have not yet
./date/1996/01/msg02277.html:and perhaps a little rabid when it comes to anyone rash enough to suggest
./date/1996/01/msg02282.html:(which I posted to this list months ago) GSM is secure enough to prevent
./date/1996/01/msg02282.html:enough for Pakistan to temporarily shut down Motorola’s GSM network
./date/1996/01/msg02286.html:informal access to someone computer/Internet savvy enough who could have
./date/1996/01/msg02317.html:Ok. Fair enough. Good points.
./date/1996/01/msg02325.html:spread with a virus enough will self-destruct on enough machines that
./date/1996/01/msg02329.html:&gt;spread with a virus enough will self-destruct on enough machines that
./date/1996/01/msg02330.html:value. They’re also hard to digest, and they’re big enough to be likely
./date/1996/01/msg02330.html:&gt; risk management. It’s unlikely enough that I’m not afraid of using my
./date/1996/01/msg02338.html:from places near enough the towers to have a line of sight view
./date/1996/01/msg02342.html:So FV does not take any risk at all - and a merchant has to have enough
./date/1996/01/msg02346.html:Meanwhile, back at FV, if someone wants to break it badly enough, they’ll
./date/1996/01/msg02349.html:in O(log(log(m))) time, where m is the modulus (assuming you have enough
./date/1996/01/msg02357.html:irrelevant. Most people do not hit enough keystrokes in a day to prevent sending
./date/1996/01/msg02380.html:a loss in sales. If unchecked or the case if severe enough, this could
./date/1996/01/msg02410.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1996/01/msg02411.html:enough to sit in. And at high altitude in the Solu Khumbu
./date/1996/01/msg02416.html:I skimmed through the book at Keplers; it seemed an interesting enough
./date/1996/01/msg02421.html:But it’s not enough.
./date/1996/01/msg02448.html:Seems right enough.
./date/1996/01/msg02450.html:Deterent enough.
./date/1996/01/msg02450.html:is enough to put fear into these anonymous government employees.
./date/1996/01/msg02452.html:&gt; &gt; is enough to put fear into these anonymous government employees.
./date/1996/01/msg02453.html:&gt; &gt; is enough to put fear into these anonymous government employees.
./date/1996/01/msg02454.html:&gt;&gt; is enough to put fear into these anonymous government employees.
./date/1996/01/msg02455.html:&gt; is enough to put fear into these anonymous government employees.
./date/1996/01/msg02465.html:Of the 7000+ ISPs on Earth, more than 1000. More than enough.
./date/1996/01/msg02479.html:BS&gt; Network not big enough for you?
./date/1996/01/msg02509.html:not enough
./date/1996/01/msg02525.html:really a ring? Maybe I haven’t taken a good enough look at the protocol.
enough? Of the other 80%, could you
./date/1996/01/msg02542.html:&gt; I don’t know enough about how WfW networking works, but my (very vague) guess
./date/1996/01/msg02551.html:I don’t know enough about how WfW networking works, but my (very vague) guess
./date/1996/01/msg02559.html:“We were desperate enough to try to negotiate a short-term,
./date/1996/01/msg02573.html:whether 64 bits is enough
./date/1996/01/msg02573.html:enough yet, though they’ve been learning lately. Instead of hammering
./date/1996/01/msg02597.html:period of the generator is large enough to prevent replay attacks.
enough
./date/1996/01/msg02619.html:After that, it will often be simple enough to extend the password backwards
./date/1996/01/msg02620.html:use a 64-bit system. “We were desperate enough to try to negotiate a
./date/1996/01/msg02637.html:enough to go over-the-top; however, it’ll take more than just IPSEC to
./date/1996/01/msg02637.html:make this fool-proof enough to move everybody out there.
./date/1996/01/msg02639.html:need enough entropy to prevent exhaustive key-search.
./date/1996/01/msg02646.html:Austrian experts estimated the depots held enough weapons
./date/1996/01/msg02654.html:enough specialized DSPs and prime factoring tables on magneto./date/1996/01/msg02664.html:enough lawyers on the list to set this into motion. I would like to
./date/1996/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00382” HREF=”msg00382.html”>Let’s get back to crypto already (enough with the FUDism)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/02/msg00000.html:I am not knowledgeable enough to inspect source by myself.
./date/1996/02/msg00007.html:I guess I didn’t explain this well enough. The attacker would do
./date/1996/02/msg00010.html:Declan wants me to believe that this disclaimer is enough:
./date/1996/02/msg00010.html:One mirror site was enough. The German providers would not have blocked
./date/1996/02/msg00011.html:True enough. Of course, those are the folks who take the weight
./date/1996/02/msg00016.html:encryption method fast enough to keep up with ATM,”
./date/1996/02/msg00023.html:known soon. But perhaps not soon enough for, say, Hotwired or
./date/1996/02/msg00023.html:enough to think of this, but you never know, and if they took
./date/1996/02/msg00029.html:&gt; Declan wants me to believe that this disclaimer is enough:
./date/1996/02/msg00029.html:&gt; One mirror site was enough. The German providers would not have blocked
./date/1996/02/msg00054.html:&gt; encryption method fast enough to keep up with ATM,”
./date/1996/02/msg00063.html:being thoughtful enough
./date/1996/02/msg00067.html:&gt; &gt; Declan wants me to believe that this disclaimer is enough:
./date/1996/02/msg00067.html:&gt; &gt; One mirror site was enough. The German providers would not have blocked
./date/1996/02/msg00098.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; Declan wants me to believe that this disclaimer is enough:
./date/1996/02/msg00098.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; One mirror site was enough. The German providers would not have blocked
./date/1996/02/msg00105.html:simply don’t know enough about the nature of the internet itself to
./date/1996/02/msg00111.html:I strongly suspect RSA distributes source to those customers who pay enough,
./date/1996/02/msg00123.html:practice yet at high enough speeds - best you can get at the moment is OC3
./date/1996/02/msg00150.html:documentation is in Japanese, but there is enough in English to get it
./date/1996/02/msg00170.html:on the ball enough to participate in it. So, nazi wierdos even worse then
./date/1996/02/msg00175.html:Are those enough
./date/1996/02/msg00176.html:Oddly enough, this last requirement has become something of a problem,
./date/1996/02/msg00182.html:in hell they’d buckle, and they’re big enough to matter. Probably bigger
./date/1996/02/msg00185.html:&gt;&gt;on the ball enough to participate in it.
./date/1996/02/msg00186.html:it takes long enough to download my mail without the additional
./date/1996/02/msg00205.html:1) public-key - 512 bits isn’t really enough (cracking it doesn’t necessarily
./date/1996/02/msg00209.html:&gt;on the ball enough to participate in it.
./date/1996/02/msg00215.html:separate enough
./date/1996/02/msg00231.html:&gt; separate enough
./date/1996/02/msg00247.html:intelligent enough to make their own choices on what to do
./date/1996/02/msg00250.html:has “contributed” enough money.)
./date/1996/02/msg00250.html:suitable country with lax enough laws, do you believe that I
./date/1996/02/msg00254.html:at least use a stable nym to stick around long enough to debate the details
./date/1996/02/msg00254.html:Read:“Things are bad enough as it is! I’d better cut and run.”
./date/1996/02/msg00254.html:enough controlled by him, apparently, to help him out.
./date/1996/02/msg00256.html:Good question! Something that not enough people are asking.
./date/1996/02/msg00259.html:It looks to me (though I haven’t spent enough time to be certain)
./date/1996/02/msg00268.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg00277.html:Well, maybe my imagination isn’t strong enough to make my point. But do
./date/1996/02/msg00279.html:&gt;did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really

./date/1996/02/msg00291.html:being mature enough to walk away (delayed long enough to see whether
./date/1996/02/msg00297.html:enough on the subject to be convinced that it’s not worth my time and effort.
./date/1996/02/msg00307.html:inspector was fortunate enough to stumble upon them. Drug dealers and
./date/1996/02/msg00307.html:strong enough argument.
./date/1996/02/msg00315.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00382.html”>Let’s get back to crypto already (enough with the FUDism)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/02/msg00315.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00382.html”>Let’s get back to crypto already (enough with the FUDism)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/02/msg00323.html:I noticed they were kind enough
./date/1996/02/msg00325.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg00336.html:&gt;being mature enough to walk away (delayed long enough to see whether
./date/1996/02/msg00343.html:&gt; I noticed they were kind enough
./date/1996/02/msg00349.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg00352.html:in the dictionary (low enough not to create anything intelligable).
./date/1996/02/msg00352.html:enough without getting duplicates as it is.
./date/1996/02/msg00355.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00382.html”>Let’s get back to crypto already (enough with the FUDism)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/02/msg00367.html:simple that if it didn’t work, nothing would, and 2) there wasn’t enough
./date/1996/02/msg00382.html:<!--X-Subject:Let’s get back to crypto already (enough with the FUDism) -->
./date/1996/02/msg00382.html:<TITLE>Let’s get back to crypto already (enough with the FUDism)</TITLE>
./date/1996/02/msg00382.html:<H1>Let’s get back to crypto already (enough with the FUDism)</H1>
./date/1996/02/msg00382.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Let’s get back to crypto already (enough with the FUDism)</LI>
./date/1996/02/msg00383.html:&gt;separate enough
./date/1996/02/msg00384.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/02/msg00389.html:&gt;you might get away with it for long enough to surf some numbers.
./date/1996/02/msg00391.html:&gt; So FV does not take any risk at all - and a merchant has to have enough
./date/1996/02/msg00396.html:&gt; strong enough argument.
./date/1996/02/msg00399.html:&gt; Well, maybe my imagination isn’t strong enough to make my point. But do
./date/1996/02/msg00399.html:is. Anybody psychotic enough to poison a municipal water supply won’t
enough
./date/1996/02/msg00488.html:university wide basis. I would hope that employers would be smart enough
./date/1996/02/msg00488.html:not be enough pressure to suppress the encryption movement unless it became
./date/1996/02/msg00488.html:will set enough precidents that procecutors will be left with little power.
./date/1996/02/msg00504.html:possible with the FV system, so long as it records enough info to distinguish
./date/1996/02/msg00504.html:would allow a yes answer only if the account had enough money to pay for it).
./date/1996/02/msg00528.html:Further, I don’t believe you have enough support for your claim that other
./date/1996/02/msg00528.html:targets would not be sought. It is one thing to say that enough people
./date/1996/02/msg00539.html:it captures enough
./date/1996/02/msg00541.html:Assuming that amount is far more than enough to get a typical car
./date/1996/02/msg00541.html:that (naturally enough!) can be given out totally anonymously.
./date/1996/02/msg00557.html:If someone has comitted serious enough violations of rights in the
./date/1996/02/msg00557.html:rights enough to justify such a course of action, then I should be dead even if
./date/1996/02/msg00566.html:have enough bits (advantage over older PGP method? You only need to sample
./date/1996/02/msg00569.html:enough to view adult images” sort of click button. (Although it mostly
./date/1996/02/msg00573.html:&gt;If someone has comitted serious enough violations of rights in the
./date/1996/02/msg00573.html:&gt;rights enough to justify such a course of action, then I should be dead
./date/1996/02/msg00578.html:conscientious enough to print a retraction, or perhaps run
./date/1996/02/msg00589.html:&gt;Further, I don’t believe you have enough support for your claim that other
./date/1996/02/msg00589.html:targets would not be sought. It is one thing to say that enough people
./date/1996/02/msg00589.html:members who are fanatical enough to want to restart the Crusades and
./date/1996/02/msg00589.html:average person does not have enough foresight to do the kind of banding
./date/1996/02/msg00589.html:the wealthy, who have enough foresight to gain their wealth (or at least
./date/1996/02/msg00591.html:&gt;average person does not have enough foresight to do the kind of banding
./date/1996/02/msg00591.html:&gt;the wealthy, who have enough foresight to gain their wealth (or at least
./date/1996/02/msg00607.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00382.html”>Let’s get back to crypto already (enough with the FUDism)</A></
STRONG>
./date/1996/02/msg00617.html:enough big, visible places do so as well. Hopefully this will get some kind
./date/1996/02/msg00627.html:However, it seems that I’ve done enough protesting for silly causes in my
./date/1996/02/msg00637.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg00638.html:Senator:“And we and the American people have had enough of you and
./date/1996/02/msg00643.html:(32 bits or so), will be more then enough to render those tera-cycle
./date/1996/02/msg00650.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg00672.html:&gt;and it is hard enough to teach him respect and values without explaining why
./date/1996/02/msg00672.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg00675.html:and it is hard enough to teach him respect and values without explaining why
./date/1996/02/msg00676.html:&gt; and it is hard enough to teach him respect and values without explaining why
./date/1996/02/msg00677.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg00678.html:&gt; enough to teach him respect and values...
./date/1996/02/msg00688.html:&gt; &gt; enough to teach him respect and values...
./date/1996/02/msg00689.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg00691.html:&gt;&gt;and it is hard enough to teach him respect and values without explaining why
./date/1996/02/msg00696.html:&gt;&gt; If someone has comitted serious enough violations of rights in the
./date/1996/02/msg00696.html:become the government. It occurs often enough to clearly indicate that
./date/1996/02/msg00696.html:quantity is wise enough to decide that question in any situation.
./date/1996/02/msg00699.html:&gt; So, Ed Carp couldn’t leave well enough
./date/1996/02/msg00700.html:So, Ed Carp couldn’t leave well enough
./date/1996/02/msg00723.html:&gt;and it is hard enough to teach him respect and values without explaining why
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:decryption key. (It’s enough of a potential problem to be
./date/1996/02/msg00756.html:&gt;though for the most part through extensive quotation--extensive enough,
./date/1996/02/msg00778.html:enough to hack into a Website is also smart enough to get his hands on a
./date/1996/02/msg00778.html:But enough about the past. What about rap music? No, I do not care much
./date/1996/02/msg00803.html:Fair enough. A lot of people asked that question. And Mr. Skrinak
./date/1996/02/msg00803.html:Is this good enough? No.
./date/1996/02/msg00817.html:I don’t think it’s updated enough things recently (or else it only indexes
./date/1996/02/msg00828.html:required for closed-captioning even though my TVs are not new enough (have
./date/1996/02/msg00838.html:&gt;required for closed-captioning even though my TVs are not new enough (have
./date/1996/02/msg00847.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
enough that we will
./date/1996/02/msg00872.html:competitors, he is smart enough to know he’s dumb. He wisely refuses
./date/1996/02/msg00878.html:cases like this there simply isn’t enough time to evaluate the extent of the
./date/1996/02/msg00882.html:screwed him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got them pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg00884.html:bought the cc box because none of our sets were new enough. I suspect that
./date/1996/02/msg00887.html:&gt;cases like this there simply isn’t enough time to evaluate the extent of the
./date/1996/02/msg00918.html:facts straight. Just not enough time, and they go for the most provocative
./date/1996/02/msg00929.html:who haven’t been in the U.S. long enough to apply for citizenship are asked to
./date/1996/02/msg00930.html:business people who are clueless enough to try spamming. So what if
./date/1996/02/msg00930.html:sooner or later a big enough community runs into them”. Even if we
enough reason.
./date/1996/02/msg00933.html:enough articles denouncing the CDA, making fun of it and Congress, etc. And
./date/1996/02/msg00933.html:screwed him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got them pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg00937.html:&gt; enough articles denouncing the CDA, making fun of it and Congress, etc. And
./date/1996/02/msg00943.html:sensitive and directional enough microphone. Does NSA have control over that
./date/1996/02/msg00976.html:&gt;enough articles denouncing the CDA, making fun of it and Congress, etc.
./date/1996/02/msg00979.html:most other developed countries. I suspect that modems may be rare enough in
./date/1996/02/msg00982.html:I’m enough of a coward to believe that perhaps we should concede
./date/1996/02/msg00988.html:know who logins on my machine, but it doesn’t provide enough
./date/1996/02/msg01000.html:principles are strong enough
./date/1996/02/msg01004.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg01017.html:B. I don’t trust the average person to look ahead enough to make this
./date/1996/02/msg01017.html:abilities), they can’t afford enough money for Assasination Politics. (Yes,
./date/1996/02/msg01022.html:PS:People have said there’s not enough time. I think there is. I’ve
./date/1996/02/msg01022.html:*very* important that if you’re old enough, that you vote. Think
./date/1996/02/msg01023.html:becomes a part of the Net only when a large enough number of individual
./date/1996/02/msg01023.html:&gt;drive out of business people who are clueless enough to try spamming.
enough reason.
./date/1996/02/msg01026.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
enough power to take back the power thwy
./date/1996/02/msg01084.html:enough people will keep a record of it having been in
./date/1996/02/msg01090.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg01091.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg01097.html:if he’s in jail.) I also really am not impressed enough with the
./date/1996/02/msg01104.html:try hard enough. But that’s not so important to solve perfectly,
./date/1996/02/msg01122.html:make enough noise about it will only help our cause.
./date/1996/02/msg01128.html:angers enough people, ENOUGH, will be a potential target. I don’t think
./date/1996/02/msg01131.html:enough to me.
./date/1996/02/msg01140.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg01156.html:&gt;B. I don’t trust the average person to look ahead enough to make this
./date/1996/02/msg01156.html:&gt;abilities), they can’t afford enough money for Assasination Politics. (Yes,
./date/1996/02/msg01167.html:&gt; enough to me.
./date/1996/02/msg01187.html:} monopolies. There’s just not enough “bandwidth of free space” available. Do
./date/1996/02/msg01195.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg01208.html:cheap enough to destroy. It would lead to an enormous number of sites
./date/1996/02/msg01218.html:enough and it would probably be easy enough to steal keys. I doubt
./date/1996/02/msg01220.html:&gt;did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg01225.html:understand the API spec and prog guide well enough I might try to
./date/1996/02/msg01242.html:Herring.” I only glanced at it long enough to see that it had the
./date/1996/02/msg01245.html:screwed him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got them pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg01254.html:Because, obviously enough, some high-ranking LEADERS in the Moslem faith put
./date/1996/02/msg01288.html:tyranny of the majority. I think that Americans are typically smart enough
./date/1996/02/msg01292.html:”Too much Law; not enough Order.”
./date/1996/02/msg01294.html:will assume that you have to successfully kill about 10% to have enough
./date/1996/02/msg01316.html:(New York Times) “I didn’t know enough Arabic to lead the prayer and was
./date/1996/02/msg01318.html:would be dumb enough to cite to the Rimm study, so it wasn’t mentioned in
./date/1996/02/msg01331.html:&gt;will assume that you have to successfully kill about 10% to have enough
./date/1996/02/msg01338.html:&gt;} monopolies. There’s just not enough “bandwidth of free space” available. Do
./date/1996/02/msg01353.html:(please don’t e-mail me about this - I have enough e-mail already. Post
./date/1996/02/msg01355.html:&gt; (please don’t e-mail me about this - I have enough e-mail already.
./date/1996/02/msg01356.html:&gt; avoid visiting the Islamic world, I have seen enough *religious* Moslems
./date/1996/02/msg01356.html:&gt; here in England, and read enough of their material, to know that Islam is
./date/1996/02/msg01356.html:&gt; quite enough about Islam to regard it as a horrible religion. I still
./date/1996/02/msg01360.html:show my history in enough detail to convince anybody that I’m not Detweiler.
./date/1996/02/msg01367.html:avoid visiting the Islamic world, I have seen enough *religious* Moslems
./date/1996/02/msg01367.html:here in England, and read enough of their material, to know that Islam is
./date/1996/02/msg01367.html:quite enough about Islam to regard it as a horrible religion. I still
enough there to have any sceptic wetting himself with laughter.
./date/1996/02/msg01374.html:stages in a criminal proceeding, the prosecution must produce enough
./date/1996/02/msg01384.html:security were enough for the Internet, and in any case were
./date/1996/02/msg01402.html:&gt; (please don’t e-mail me about this - I have enough e-mail already.
./date/1996/02/msg01403.html:&gt;and those who were unfortunate enough to be trapped, and yet still loved
./date/1996/02/msg01405.html:have been warning people that if the information is valuable enough to require
./date/1996/02/msg01409.html:screwed him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got them pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg01415.html:But they are wise enough to thread away from what is, to them, quicksand...
./date/1996/02/msg01419.html:and those who were unfortunate enough to be trapped, and yet still loved
./date/1996/02/msg01421.html:to make it easy enough to use that my mother could do so.
enough to be
./date/1996/02/msg01424.html:Actually, I have enough background in all these areas, to the point where I
./date/1996/02/msg01448.html:Irregardless of where it came from, anybody stupid enough to believe everything
./date/1996/02/msg01466.html:receivers! With a sensitive enough receiver, it is possible to hear
./date/1996/02/msg01483.html:&gt;receivers! With a sensitive enough receiver, it is possible to hear
./date/1996/02/msg01490.html:related to the amount of energy applied to the cap. Put “just enough” power
./date/1996/02/msg01506.html:encrypted, and has value only today, then DES is probably “good enough”.
./date/1996/02/msg01521.html:96/Windows NT is stable enough with genuine multithreading we’ll be able to
./date/1996/02/msg01524.html:SHOULD be able to implement such a chip easily enough.
enough to get involved? It’s time to grow up.
./date/1996/02/msg01540.html:your users will complain that they didn’t have enough time to prepare
./date/1996/02/msg01547.html:it might notice that your sentence length variation wasn’t enough for a given
./date/1996/02/msg01555.html:screwed him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got them pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg01571.html:In case you didn’t get enough hyperbole from the press release, they have
./date/1996/02/msg01593.html:individual rights. In other words, pick a target that deserves it enough, and
./date/1996/02/msg01604.html:enough to liberate China overnight, but they will exert a powerful and
./date/1996/02/msg01606.html:&gt; In case you didn’t get enough hyperbole from the press release, they have
./date/1996/02/msg01613.html:exception of some nonsense, which parses to `We know enough to be
./date/1996/02/msg01615.html:&gt; exception of some nonsense, which parses to `We know enough to be
./date/1996/02/msg01623.html:&gt; seem to know enough to know that prime numbers play a bit of a role in
./date/1996/02/msg01626.html:seem to know enough to know that prime numbers play a bit of a role in
./date/1996/02/msg01627.html:IslamPunks mailing list) of this Muslim crap....it’s bad enough seeing the
./date/1996/02/msg01627.html:screwed him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got them pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg01631.html:pent - sometimes you do not get anything, or not enough to cover you.
./date/1996/02/msg01664.html:might hope. But I have said enough. Under Islam, women are
./date/1996/02/msg01666.html:channel to start communicating. If I’ve got a channel secure enough to send
./date/1996/02/msg01672.html:enough
./date/1996/02/msg01678.html:fewer bits with enough real entropy, and then repeating the process enough to
./date/1996/02/msg01678.html:get enough
entropy.
./date/1996/02/msg01706.html:&gt;enough
./date/1996/02/msg01714.html:&gt;and a practical mechanical system might not be sensitive enough to pick up the
./date/1996/02/msg01715.html:and a practical mechanical system might not be sensitive enough to pick up the
./date/1996/02/msg01717.html:fewer bits with enough real entropy, and then repeating the process enough to
./date/1996/02/msg01717.html:get enough
entropy.
./date/1996/02/msg01719.html:sophisticated enough to extract the real address, but the address is
./date/1996/02/msg01727.html:&gt; and a practical mechanical system might not be sensitive enough to pick up the
./date/1996/02/msg01733.html:date. I believe 5+ months is long enough to prove how easy it is to
./date/1996/02/msg01733.html:Okay, enough badgering of each other - we deliberately did so yesterday,
./date/1996/02/msg01750.html::It can’t be stressed enough how important it is to have a truly random
./date/1996/02/msg01750.html::libraries is nowhere near good enough, these typically have a seed of
./date/1996/02/msg01762.html:I also read enough back issues of _The Post_ to get a feel for their
./date/1996/02/msg01782.html:should be enough. If a company really needs unbreakable encryption, a few
./date/1996/02/msg01788.html:enough integrity in IPGsales that sie would note the difference between
./date/1996/02/msg01804.html:that be enough, or shoudl I post some info on the algorithms as well ???
./date/1996/02/msg01820.html:information, oddly enough-- hmmm). There are several “modes of
./date/1996/02/msg01820.html:The very fact that they haven’t even learned enough cryptography to
./date/1996/02/msg01832.html:However, it is indeed possible given enough time. There is a big
./date/1996/02/msg01832.html:always possible given enough compute cycles. Breaking a one time pad
./date/1996/02/msg01846.html:&gt;IslamPunks mailing list) of this Muslim crap....it’s bad enough seeing the
./date/1996/02/msg01848.html:indeed secure or snake oil. You have not published enough information for
./date/1996/02/msg01850.html:managed to make measurements that were instantaneous enough to be
./date/1996/02/msg01859.html:if the number of possible keys is large enough.
./date/1996/02/msg01874.html:&gt;in pressures within the tubes might cause enough timing problems to make
./date/1996/02/msg01874.html:&gt;All of these might cause enough timing error to prevent uniform pressure
./date/1996/02/msg01878.html:could read C well enough to puzzle through the remailer code and had the
./date/1996/02/msg01878.html:will who happen to be occupied enough with other things not to be able (or
./date/1996/02/msg01882.html:&gt;enough
./date/1996/02/msg01882.html:&gt;impossible to match up the resistances between the wires well enough to
./date/1996/02/msg01882.html:aside from making them physically small enough
./date/1996/02/msg01882.html:since surprisingly enough most nitrated organic explosives will melt long
./date/1996/02/msg01884.html:had enough of [insert name of villain]. Ten dollars from me, ten from
./date/1996/02/msg01884.html:”Assuming that amount is far more than enough to get a typical car thief’s
./date/1996/02/msg01885.html:in pressures within the tubes might cause enough timing problems to make
./date/1996/02/msg01885.html:All of these might cause enough timing error to prevent uniform pressure
./date/1996/02/msg01888.html:of keys that “aren’t random enough” and thus not among the set to be
./date/1996/02/msg01894.html:remailer path. Specify the number of hops left, and attach enough money for
./date/1996/02/msg01904.html:&gt; of keys that “aren’t random enough” and thus not among the set to be
./date/1996/02/msg01909.html:variant when President Buchanan decides he’s had enough of these U.S.
./date/1996/02/msg01911.html:has received heavy response. If there is enough reward, these attacks will
./date/1996/02/msg01915.html:the algorithm you’re using; keeping keys secret is tough enough...
./date/1996/02/msg01915.html:Also, if you’ve got an algorithm that’s strong enough to be useful,
./date/1996/02/msg01925.html:biggest problem is that there just aren’t enough people working on it.
./date/1996/02/msg01926.html:&gt;of keys that “aren’t random enough” and thus not among the set to be
./date/1996/02/msg01930.html:&gt;”Java does not go far enough,” he said.
./date/1996/02/msg01938.html:&gt; &gt;in pressures within the tubes might cause enough timing problems to make
./date/1996/02/msg01938.html:&gt; &gt;All of these might cause enough timing error to prevent uniform pressure
./date/1996/02/msg01967.html:things get far enough off-track that we turned into “hostile
./date/1996/02/msg01972.html:FIF. I guess this could be said about any of the protocols. With enough
./date/1996/02/msg01990.html:&gt; things get far enough off-track that we turned into “hostile
./date/1996/02/msg02000.html:intelligent enough to be capable of building a bomb could possibly be
./date/1996/02/msg02041.html:&gt; intelligent enough to be capable of building a bomb could possibly be
./date/1996/02/msg02041.html:tell you how much timing error is enough. The answer in general form
./date/1996/02/msg02041.html:is:Enough to cause the center shape to displace enough of it’s mass
./date/1996/02/msg02041.html:details. What I can tell you is that it’s enough of a problem to make
./date/1996/02/msg02041.html:was enough to make even normal resistance matching a problem, how the
./date/1996/02/msg02042.html:Durability involves ensuring enough of a watermark remains
./date/1996/02/msg02048.html:= if he’s in jail.) I also really am not impressed enough with the
./date/1996/02/msg02049.html:&gt; If that’s the case, I guess RC2 is the last resort? Is it good enough,
./date/1996/02/msg02051.html:If that’s the case, I guess RC2 is the last resort? Is it good enough,
./date/1996/02/msg02059.html:for instance. Enough to be nearly impossible to check but small enough
./date/1996/02/msg02085.html:| for instance. Enough to be nearly impossible to check but small enough
./date/1996/02/msg02092.html:So long as you choose a long enough spreading code, you can survive most
./date/1996/02/msg02092.html:One particular transformation that a long enough code can withstand is
./date/1996/02/msg02100.html:and if you’re Success-Oriented enough to understand Network Marketing,
./date/1996/02/msg02101.html:enough to break the weaker code.
./date/1996/02/msg02101.html:measures don’t go far enough to unshackle high-tech
./date/1996/02/msg02104.html:enough.
./date/1996/02/msg02107.html:&gt; certainly good enough.
./date/1996/02/msg02117.html:+election. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now +
./date/1996/02/msg02121.html:nobody has trusted Iran’s leadership enough to genuinely believe he would be
./date/1996/02/msg02136.html:will “be aggressive enough to make the industry sit up
./date/1996/02/msg02146.html:library, if it is large enough. The Evans Library here at Texas A&amp;M
./date/1996/02/msg02151.html:chip, built out of FPGAs or ASICs with enough memory and program on chip,

./date/1996/02/msg02153.html:algorithm is different enough from the proprietary code version, with
./date/1996/02/msg02158.html:&gt; library, if it is large enough. The Evans Library here at Texas A&amp;M
./date/1996/02/msg02158.html:enough.
./date/1996/02/msg02170.html:I mean, if it really is a matter of them being small enough that one
./date/1996/02/msg02187.html:&gt;chip, built out of FPGAs or ASICs with enough memory and program on chip,
./date/1996/02/msg02208.html:Interestingly enough
./date/1996/02/msg02208.html:citizens. He would be opposed, logically enough, by the citizens of the
./date/1996/02/msg02208.html:Freud’s letter to be important enough to include, and will probably also
./date/1996/02/msg02209.html:many others? “Who, exactly, would be stupid enough to risk death to make the
./date/1996/02/msg02209.html:addresses, who have simply decided that they have had enough of the current
./date/1996/02/msg02211.html:&gt;algorithm is different enough from the proprietary code version, with
./date/1996/02/msg02211.html:Umm, if the _algorithm_ is different enough, it’s a different algorithm and
./date/1996/02/msg02211.html:I can make up a convincing enough lie about inventing it from scratch, I
./date/1996/02/msg02212.html:&gt; Umm, if the _algorithm_ is different enough, it’s a different algorithm and
./date/1996/02/msg02212.html:enough.
./date/1996/02/msg02217.html:enough computer, I can determine the other bit. Depending on how strong
./date/1996/02/msg02217.html:I can’t recover enough money from you to cover my loss if they leak.
./date/1996/02/msg02239.html:validity only long enough to get the job done but not so long that you’d
./date/1996/02/msg02241.html:So, this is a sophisticated enough system, but you run into a problem.
./date/1996/02/msg02246.html:where the public key isn’t enough knowledge to decrypt it. For example,
enough.
./date/1996/02/msg02261.html:| the key associated with the signature, and the URL is in theory enough
./date/1996/02/msg02271.html:the key associated with the signature, and the URL is in theory enough
./date/1996/02/msg02287.html:I don’t think it’s updated enough things recently (or else it only indexes
./date/1996/02/msg02297.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/02/msg02303.html:enough to me.
./date/1996/02/msg02306.html:make enough noise about it will only help our cause.
./date/1996/02/msg02314.html:angers enough people, ENOUGH, will be a potential target. I don’t think
./date/1996/02/msg02340.html:should be enough. If a company really needs unbreakable encryption, a few
./date/1996/02/msg02342.html:could read C well enough to puzzle through the remailer code and had the
./date/1996/02/msg02342.html:will who happen to be occupied enough with other things not to be able (or
./date/1996/02/msg02346.html:&gt;in pressures within the tubes might cause enough timing problems to make
./date/1996/02/msg02346.html:&gt;All of these might cause enough timing error to prevent uniform pressure
./date/1996/02/msg02351.html:in pressures within the tubes might cause enough timing problems to make
./date/1996/02/msg02351.html:All of these might cause enough timing error to prevent uniform pressure
./date/1996/02/msg02354.html:&gt;enough
./date/1996/02/msg02354.html:&gt;impossible to match up the resistances between the wires well enough to
./date/1996/02/msg02354.html:aside from making them physically small enough
./date/1996/02/msg02354.html:since surprisingly enough most nitrated organic explosives will melt long
./date/1996/02/msg02356.html:had enough of [insert name of villain]. Ten dollars from me, ten from
./date/1996/02/msg02356.html:”Assuming that amount is far more than enough to get a typical car thief’s
./date/1996/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00382” HREF=”msg00382.html”>Let’s get back to crypto already (enough with the FUDism)</A></STRONG>,
enough
enough
./date/1996/03/msg00024.html:would be enough for them. I wouldn’t want to prevent people
./date/1996/03/msg00042.html:Alan, there is not enough time in the universe to waste it on those who
./date/1996/03/msg00045.html:&gt;Alan, there is not enough time in the universe to waste it on those who
./date/1996/03/msg00060.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
enough
./date/1996/03/msg00070.html:from book sales so if made cheap enough so that is easier to download than
./date/1996/03/msg00090.html:Only if I can have a good enough idea of the non-random method for
./date/1996/03/msg00098.html:&gt;So I thought I pass that on. It seems interesting enough, don’t you
./date/1996/03/msg00099.html:&gt;So I thought I pass that on. It seems interesting enough, don’t you
./date/1996/03/msg00111.html:workers, and shareholders who takes it in the chin. We have enough
./date/1996/03/msg00126.html:rather than usable exploits - they’re still rare enough that
./date/1996/03/msg00126.html:So, yes, it’s a bit skewed (and enough that I’d rather not
./date/1996/03/msg00126.html:But it’s probably not skewed enough to affect the number of
enough
enough
./date/1996/03/msg00131.html:about the base sums up the general reason why people are motivated enough to
./date/1996/03/msg00139.html:but I don’t think my memory of the article is far enough off for them to be
./date/1996/03/msg00151.html:important enough to make a difference will be affected or know or care; (2)
./date/1996/03/msg00151.html:if the messages are nasty or threatening enough, someone equally nasty may
./date/1996/03/msg00158.html:Of course they would be indicating, by their accusations, that they know enough about indecency to become suspicious over
the resemblance....
./date/1996/03/msg00162.html:and enough less work that more people will run them.
./date/1996/03/msg00189.html:picture. Brute force would probably work fast enough for humans.
./date/1996/03/msg00192.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/03/msg00203.html:| would be enough for them. I wouldn’t want to prevent people
./date/1996/03/msg00208.html:| could use encryption don’t know, and don’t want to know, enough
./date/1996/03/msg00208.html:| enough
./date/1996/03/msg00218.html:PGP sounds innocent enough. It’s sort of an electronic
./date/1996/03/msg00218.html:read enough
./date/1996/03/msg00220.html:electronics suspect there is surely enough noise present in electornic devices
./date/1996/03/msg00221.html:familiar enough
./date/1996/03/msg00224.html:&gt;electronics suspect there is surely enough noise present in electornic devices
./date/1996/03/msg00237.html:enough to steal remailer keys. The most recent one, out just a couple
./date/1996/03/msg00237.html:remailer operators here. Frankly I doubt that remailers are enough of a
./date/1996/03/msg00239.html:collaboration (this will be hard, but I think it’s true). If enough
./date/1996/03/msg00249.html:Uucp is probably secure enough. (Does PGP run on Minix,
./date/1996/03/msg00256.html:safe to hide data in. It’s not good enough that the image with hidden
enough.
./date/1996/03/msg00266.html:All of these sizes are small enough for it to be quick to transfer a
./date/1996/03/msg00271.html:&gt;So I thought I pass that on. It seems interesting enough, don’t you
./date/1996/03/msg00276.html:&gt;picture. Brute force would probably work fast enough for humans.
./date/1996/03/msg00286.html:&gt;then DES is probably “good enough”.
./date/1996/03/msg00286.html:True, DES is probably good enough for the very lowest-value
./date/1996/03/msg00297.html:If enough people start passing around pictures generated from meaningless
./date/1996/03/msg00303.html:&gt;enough to steal remailer keys.
./date/1996/03/msg00312.html:&gt;&gt;So I thought I pass that on. It seems interesting enough, don’t you
./date/1996/03/msg00316.html:&gt; collaboration (this will be hard, but I think it’s true). If enough
enough on the technical side to
./date/1996/03/msg00345.html:used for illegal purposes. If “Bob” is smart enough, he will realize his
./date/1996/03/msg00353.html:CU-SeeMe session however you could easily move enough data back and forth
./date/1996/03/msg00353.html:any client you choose and send data across it until you had gotten enough
./date/1996/03/msg00376.html:provision is worded narrowly enough to apply only to people who can already
./date/1996/03/msg00376.html:enough step forward to be worth supporting.
./date/1996/03/msg00378.html:many secrets and not enough accountability. Rep. Goss,
./date/1996/03/msg00383.html:as long as the activity is not criminal enough to lead to subpoenas or
./date/1996/03/msg00405.html:out. If the law was written carefully enough, that mere knowledge would
./date/1996/03/msg00405.html:&gt;Anyone stupid enough to make a statement like this deserves to be disabled.
./date/1996/03/msg00405.html:Anyone stupid enough to misinterpret what I clearly wrote above deserves to
./date/1996/03/msg00411.html:Anyone stupid enough to make a statement like this deserves to be disabled.
./date/1996/03/msg00417.html:&gt; To me is is enough
./date/1996/03/msg00417.html:&gt;I am willing to use key escrow (if powerful enough) so long as I hold
./date/1996/03/msg00430.html:&gt;seem nice enough about setting things right (like with the Nynex sites
./date/1996/03/msg00432.html:enough to go to a judge and get a waiver.)
./date/1996/03/msg00439.html:seem nice enough about setting things right (like with the Nynex sites
./date/1996/03/msg00444.html:it’s stupid enough that they just might, but it may end up like the
./date/1996/03/msg00446.html:AOL has enough money to defend itself fully, and has the ability to generate
./date/1996/03/msg00449.html:OK, OK, I did not stick enough
./date/1996/03/msg00467.html:drivel wasn’t even brave enough to post his real email address.
./date/1996/03/msg00484.html:provision to be enough to condemn the entire bill. I would like to
./date/1996/03/msg00496.html:After too much coffee and not enough sleep, it looks like the (soon-to-be-named) shellback.com site will be going on-line
on Monday, 11 March. Until InterNIC comes back and blesses us with permission to use the name, we’ll be running as 204.177.232.150
./date/1996/03/msg00503.html:&gt;&gt;B. I don’t trust the average person to look ahead enough to make this
./date/1996/03/msg00503.html:&gt;&gt;varying human abilities), they can’t afford enough money for Assasination
./date/1996/03/msg00503.html:the masses (the non-Elite) have at least enough to survive - a subsistence wage
./date/1996/03/msg00506.html:degree. The low-level bureaucrats aren’t _that_ likely to be targeted by enough
./date/1996/03/msg00506.html:people to make a difference, and the ones who go bad enough to do so can be
./date/1996/03/msg00522.html:&gt;drivel wasn’t even brave enough to post his real email address.
./date/1996/03/msg00539.html:”brilliant” enough to warrant a grant to the artist in question - who
./date/1996/03/msg00539.html:thought it was wonderful enough to give the guy money for his effort.
./date/1996/03/msg00544.html:&gt;degree. The low-level bureaucrats aren’t _that_ likely to be targeted by enough
./date/1996/03/msg00544.html:&gt;people to make a difference, and the ones who go bad enough to do so can be
./date/1996/03/msg00549.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/03/msg00552.html:&gt;provision to be enough to condemn the entire bill.
./date/1996/03/msg00593.html:&gt; &gt;this provision to be enough to condemn the entire bill.
./date/1996/03/msg00594.html:a good enough judge of the material? That my opinions differed from Senator
./date/1996/03/msg00598.html:The federal agents I know, are clever enough to say to themselves:
./date/1996/03/msg00600.html:&gt;&gt;by enough people to make a difference, and the ones who go bad enough to do
./date/1996/03/msg00607.html:Most of them are smart enough to be worried about this section, but the
./date/1996/03/msg00607.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;this provision to be enough to condemn the entire bill.
./date/1996/03/msg00635.html:If you don’t need it now, you’ll need it soon enough.
./date/1996/03/msg00637.html:the company’s site, so it’d be easy enough to shut down at, at least for
./date/1996/03/msg00637.html:to another port would be minimal (and it’d be easy enough to make hack a
./date/1996/03/msg00639.html:What difference does that make? If you are deranged enough to murder someone
./date/1996/03/msg00639.html:because they are selling crack in your territory, you are deranged enough to
./date/1996/03/msg00642.html:whom you think are not taking your ideas seriously enough, are reminiscent
./date/1996/03/msg00643.html:&gt; whom you think are not taking your ideas seriously enough, are reminiscent
./date/1996/03/msg00653.html:&gt;provision is worded narrowly enough to apply only to people who can already
./date/1996/03/msg00653.html:&gt;enough step forward to be worth supporting.
./date/1996/03/msg00654.html:something. Needless to say, this was enough to get a search warrant, and a
./date/1996/03/msg00654.html:prosecutors would be enough to deter people from doing things that they
./date/1996/03/msg00666.html:&gt;What difference does that make? If you are deranged enough to murder someone
./date/1996/03/msg00666.html:&gt;because they are selling crack in your territory, you are deranged enough to
./date/1996/03/msg00683.html:Long enough ago that I have forgotten the citation, I read an even older
./date/1996/03/msg00686.html:&gt; Long enough ago that I have forgotten the citation, I read an even older
./date/1996/03/msg00690.html:although somebody was nice enough to email me a section on the subject of
./date/1996/03/msg00690.html:&gt;whom you think are not taking your ideas seriously enough, are reminiscent
./date/1996/03/msg00692.html:&gt; What difference does that make? If you are deranged enough to murder someone
./date/1996/03/msg00692.html:&gt; because they are selling crack in your territory, you are deranged enough to
./date/1996/03/msg00698.html:&gt;a good enough judge of the material? That my opinions differed from Senator
./date/1996/03/msg00698.html:rated my words high enough to keep “indecent” material from their children,
./date/1996/03/msg00717.html:remailers are actually used by enough
./date/1996/03/msg00727.html:&gt;although somebody was nice enough to email me a section on the subject of
./date/1996/03/msg00727.html:&gt;&gt;whom you think are not taking your ideas seriously enough, are reminiscent
./date/1996/03/msg00743.html:enough brains to post news, send mail, or use ftp)
./date/1996/03/msg00745.html:&gt;enough brains to post news, send mail, or use ftp)
./date/1996/03/msg00745.html:And the “mouthful” contains enough poison to kill our freedoms.
./date/1996/03/msg00758.html:At the same time am pragmatic enough to accept the idea that it will have
./date/1996/03/msg00758.html:it carefully enough
./date/1996/03/msg00758.html:narrow enough to avoid exploitation. IMNSHO the best way to do that is to
./date/1996/03/msg00764.html:cryptographic program---I hope that is a fair enough description of
./date/1996/03/msg00767.html:available and quite possibly innocent enough, but when the people involved
./date/1996/03/msg00768.html:&gt;At the same time am pragmatic enough to accept the idea that it will have
./date/1996/03/msg00768.html:&gt;it carefully enough
./date/1996/03/msg00768.html:&gt; while being narrow enough to avoid exploitation. IMNSHO the best way to do
./date/1996/03/msg00778.html:”Criminally”, probably not. Civilly, probably if the victim’s family has a good enough lawyer.
./date/1996/03/msg00782.html:key-id). It would seem to be easy enough to hack up something that does not
enough to worry. Further,
./date/1996/03/msg00792.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/03/msg00797.html:reader, understands that this decision is of interest to enough people to
./date/1996/03/msg00802.html:&gt; At the same time am pragmatic enough to accept the idea that it will have
./date/1996/03/msg00815.html:&gt; reader, understands that this decision is of interest to enough people to
./date/1996/03/msg00819.html:with new technologies. Certainly if enough HAMs pester Sen. Leahy
./date/1996/03/msg00832.html:&gt;with new technologies. Certainly if enough HAMs pester Sen. Leahy
./date/1996/03/msg00835.html:_THOSE_ people are at least honest enough to not (always) oppose a position
enough ham friends that I felt a bit
enough. On the other hand,
./date/1996/03/msg00861.html:&gt;key-id). It would seem to be easy enough to hack up something that does not
./date/1996/03/msg00867.html:&gt; The federal agents I know, are clever enough to say to themselves:
./date/1996/03/msg00869.html:&gt; a month or two’s experience with Lexis would be enough to let many
./date/1996/03/msg00872.html:&gt; has a good enough lawyer.
./date/1996/03/msg00877.html:appreciated. Had you been polite enough to include a return address I
./date/1996/03/msg00881.html:a month or two’s experience with Lexis would be enough to let many
./date/1996/03/msg00881.html:(I suppose I’ve complained enough that there _is_ something
./date/1996/03/msg00886.html:&gt;a month or two’s experience with Lexis would be enough to let many
./date/1996/03/msg00886.html:&gt;(I suppose I’ve complained enough that there _is_ something
./date/1996/03/msg00893.html:disk. If you had enough
./date/1996/03/msg00898.html:&gt;Of course, if the raw samples are predictable enough, that *is* a
./date/1996/03/msg00900.html:If there is enough interest, outside of you Mr. Bell, I will post a
./date/1996/03/msg00903.html:&gt; &gt;I suspect a month or two’s experience with Lexis would be enough to
./date/1996/03/msg00903.html:&gt; &gt;(I suppose I’ve complained enough that there _is_ something
./date/1996/03/msg00908.html:”public airwaves,” but this subtlety may not be enough to stop the parallel
./date/1996/03/msg00921.html:| disk. If you had enough
./date/1996/03/msg00929.html:before the vote. He said current laws were strong enough.
./date/1996/03/msg00936.html:multi page form to open an ecash account, so they have enough information
./date/1996/03/msg00937.html:enough for consumers to take their business elsewhere -- to
./date/1996/03/msg00944.html:”public airwaves,” but this subtlety may not be enough to stop the parallel
./date/1996/03/msg00949.html:&gt;”public airwaves,” but this subtlety may not be enough to stop the parallel
./date/1996/03/msg00951.html:have enough money.”
./date/1996/03/msg00951.html:they do not have enough money per se, as it were. Q.E.D.”
./date/1996/03/msg00957.html:bits, enough to store a hash of the owner-history (at about 100 bits per
./date/1996/03/msg00964.html:enough to bid him good-bye, get out of her clothes, and run a bath. Then
./date/1996/03/msg00968.html:enough demand for the code, I will probably make it available. (Note:I
./date/1996/03/msg00987.html:Sure, it’s easy enough to appeal to the libertarian in everyone by citing
./date/1996/03/msg01034.html:simple heads-up warning should be enough for most people to realize
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:randomly chosen and wide enough keys would really make intercepting a
./date/1996/03/msg01066.html:electricity is large enough to break down the silicon barrier on the chips
./date/1996/03/msg01089.html:is familiar enough that nobody should be fooled.
enough commanders to seize
./date/1996/03/msg01100.html:a dent in it. Policing territory is hard enough when you can see most of
./date/1996/03/msg01103.html:enough for cypherpunk work.”
enough copies
./date/1996/03/msg01109.html:Monsters, plain enough. Very simple. The complications only exist in
enough, somebody did.
./date/1996/03/msg01135.html:(though not enough to eliminate snake oil’s market) will recognize
./date/1996/03/msg01136.html:&gt;important that the provisions allow enough
./date/1996/03/msg01141.html:key generated for it was later found to be not random enough, or if
./date/1996/03/msg01143.html:WOO HOO! Took long enough.
./date/1996/03/msg01157.html:important that the provisions allow enough
./date/1996/03/msg01166.html:in a similar but totally unrelated case, it is not enough to say
./date/1996/03/msg01172.html:understands that perhaps he hasn’t done enough to oppose controls on
./date/1996/03/msg01175.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/03/msg01184.html:&gt; users? Are you sure you trust PointCast enough to perform that next
./date/1996/03/msg01208.html:least decided that it’s unlikely enough not to be worth much further
./date/1996/03/msg01223.html:to be some variation here, but I don’t have enough documentation (and
./date/1996/03/msg01258.html:Rebuttal? Why? Remailers generally are. There aren’t enough
./date/1996/03/msg01270.html:&gt; Rebuttal? Why? Remailers generally are. There aren’t enough
./date/1996/03/msg01273.html:tough enough to get working really well, much less bug-free), and
./date/1996/03/msg01308.html:distribution over the web. (I beleive that OLE is not abuse proof enough
./date/1996/03/msg01341.html:I’m nasty enough to think that NIST hopes this throwaway will
couple of messages before she realizes it’s you. If you can be persuasive enough in these messages that she’ll re-instate you on the list, you’re good
to go.
./date/1996/03/msg01351.html:subway and mail-carrying companies were big enough that you’d
./date/1996/03/msg01351.html:Banknotes work because well-behaved banks only issue enough
enough with this case that they
./date/1996/03/msg01363.html:overestimated my ego. It’ll all come out soon enough, probably about the
./date/1996/03/msg01381.html:old enough to care about hunting down smut/bomb designs/drug formulae,
./date/1996/03/msg01383.html:enough to not cause problems. Here is the source. I do not claim to be
./date/1996/03/msg01385.html:but understands that perhaps he hasn’t done enough to
./date/1996/03/msg01386.html:&gt; enough to not cause problems. Here is the source....
./date/1996/03/msg01387.html:&gt;code to the list, many people here will be open minded enough to take a
./date/1996/03/msg01387.html:enough.)
./date/1996/03/msg01387.html:unlikely to be producing a new cipher which is interesing enough to try to
./date/1996/03/msg01389.html:code to the list, many people here will be open minded enough to take a
./date/1996/03/msg01390.html:&gt; &gt;code to the list, many people here will be open minded enough to take a
./date/1996/03/msg01395.html:I’ll be safe enough in going ahead with plans for the CryptoCD. Thanks to
./date/1996/03/msg01398.html:enough, this issue might not rear its ugly head for a few terms.
./date/1996/03/msg01400.html:becomes a key issue in making the Net safe enough to be
./date/1996/03/msg01404.html:&gt; enough, this issue might not rear its ugly head for a few terms.
./date/1996/03/msg01409.html:VM is impossible; the vm instructions are simple enough
./date/1996/03/msg01413.html:he knows them well enough that they’ll buy it though.)
./date/1996/03/msg01436.html:enough, why there is _legislative branch_, after all.
./date/1996/03/msg01460.html:| My point is that I see no compelling legislation that is needed. If enough
./date/1996/03/msg01460.html:| it easy enough to get said products on to the Approved List. (I note that
./date/1996/03/msg01462.html:I don’t think they’d be stupid enough to do that. Even a fool knows that
./date/1996/03/msg01463.html:&gt;| My point is that I see no compelling legislation that is needed. If enough
./date/1996/03/msg01463.html:&gt;| it easy enough to get said products on to the Approved List. (I note that
./date/1996/03/msg01464.html:”Gee, I never knew Chuck Schumer was brave enough to attack another military
./date/1996/03/msg01482.html:&gt;enough, why there is _legislative branch_, after all.
./date/1996/03/msg01488.html:probably often enough in most cases.

./date/1996/03/msg01504.html:My point is that I see no compelling legislation that is needed. If enough
./date/1996/03/msg01504.html:it easy enough to get said products on to the Approved List. (I note that
./date/1996/03/msg01504.html:I’ve written more than enough, so I’ll have to stop here.
./date/1996/03/msg01505.html:I can’t say this enough:the net has moved into realpolitik. Congress
./date/1996/03/msg01505.html:us. Let’s hope we convert enough legislators to netizens before they outlaw
./date/1996/03/msg01506.html:&gt;My point is that I see no compelling legislation that is needed. If enough
./date/1996/03/msg01506.html:&gt;it easy enough to get said products on to the Approved List. (I note that
./date/1996/03/msg01506.html:&gt;I’ve written more than enough, so I’ll have to stop here.
./date/1996/03/msg01517.html:&gt;| My point is that I see no compelling legislation that is needed. If enough
./date/1996/03/msg01517.html:&gt;| it easy enough to get said products on to the Approved List. (I note that
./date/1996/03/msg01523.html:_really_ determine if it’s random enough for crypto use? Given any
./date/1996/03/msg01526.html:And so on....I can think of more problems, but these are enough.
./date/1996/03/msg01531.html:&gt;My point is that I see no compelling legislation that is needed. If enough
./date/1996/03/msg01531.html:&gt;it easy enough to get said products on to the Approved List. (I note that
./date/1996/03/msg01539.html:long time to amass enough information about the data stream to break the
./date/1996/03/msg01561.html:”Leaving well enough alone” and “Don’t make waves” are old aphorisms that
./date/1996/03/msg01563.html:end, politely enough
./date/1996/03/msg01564.html:2) Americans do not interact with (enough) non-English speakers.
./date/1996/03/msg01568.html:worry, he speaks good German.” Fortunatly, my German was good enough.
./date/1996/03/msg01568.html:probably scared the preps enough to get them to lay off.
./date/1996/03/msg01571.html:certainly fast enough for me.)
./date/1996/03/msg01580.html:these languages and spend a year or so learning it well enough to say to
./date/1996/03/msg01624.html:”Cryptoclearance.” It raced well enough, but its owners getting a lot more
./date/1996/03/msg01641.html:&gt;certainly fast enough for me.)
./date/1996/03/msg01641.html:code to work with or to analyze. Or at least those savvy enough to use
./date/1996/03/msg01644.html:is that you sometimes need to speak local-talk long enough
./date/1996/03/msg01681.html:enough for data to be protected for any amount of time, thought i
./date/1996/03/msg01696.html:forth volumes if there’s enough interest. As they involve some of the
./date/1996/03/msg01702.html:&gt; DSS is that the smart card they used is not secure enough.
enough sapce in the
./date/1996/03/msg01727.html:enough. It was a Motorola 6805 type. What appears to be the pattern with the
./date/1996/03/msg01734.html:more than enough relations from participants to yield a
./date/1996/03/msg01748.html:long enough that the Frequently Asked Questions list (FAQ) and any
./date/1996/03/msg01760.html:&gt; end, politely enough
./date/1996/03/msg01768.html:direct connection, such an assertion alone is no longer enough to
./date/1996/03/msg01768.html:Not obscure enough. Spineless. Switzerland has, perhaps for
./date/1996/03/msg01785.html:As usual, not paranoid enough.
./date/1996/03/msg01789.html:This will require coding, but it will primarily require enough imagination
./date/1996/03/msg01800.html:&gt; more than enough relations from participants to yield a
./date/1996/03/msg01800.html:higher priority users and they have not been able to squeeze in enough CPU
./date/1996/03/msg01808.html:&gt; amount of technology can really do. At best, by using enough
./date/1996/03/msg01811.html:technology can really do. At best, by using enough tamperproof
./date/1996/03/msg01822.html:so I was on a dead languages kick in college, sue me...) and know enough in
./date/1996/03/msg01823.html:&gt; technology can really do. At best, by using enough tamperproof
./date/1996/03/msg01837.html:descendants is not good enough to offer a critique, but I do know that my,
./date/1996/03/msg01839.html:well enough to let it represent real money, so presumedly they do
./date/1996/03/msg01850.html:&gt;well enough to let it represent real money, so presumedly they do
./date/1996/03/msg01863.html:&gt; well enough to let it represent real money, so presumedly they do
./date/1996/03/msg01874.html:arbitrarily hard, but you can’t make them hard enough.
enough people to do that.” - G. H. Hardy
./date/1996/03/msg01883.html:Other people might object, as well. We go on enough tangents as it is.
./date/1996/03/msg01889.html:Point taken. Well, as it is now, it is good enough for my
./date/1996/03/msg01891.html:instance of the chip, but enough security to prevent attacks completely.
./date/1996/03/msg01892.html:chip, but enough
./date/1996/03/msg01894.html:That’s why it’s called “tunnelling.”) The charge, surprisingly enough, is
./date/1996/03/msg01894.html:UVEPROMS are erased, naturally enough, by exposing them to UV light, which
./date/1996/03/msg01894.html:is usually produced by a mercury vapor lamp. This UV causes enough
./date/1996/03/msg01894.html:a problem. It isn’t that a vacuum isn’t a good enough insulator; it is, but
./date/1996/03/msg01894.html:a gas-phase process would probably result in enough conductive products to
./date/1996/03/msg01900.html:by applying enough voltage for electrons to tunnel through the
./date/1996/03/msg01900.html:the EPROM, the stored electrons can be given enough energy from
./date/1996/03/msg01900.html:high enough to tunnel through the dielectric as in the EPROM.
./date/1996/03/msg01900.html:&gt; The charge, surprisingly enough, is stable for years, in
./date/1996/03/msg01900.html:”long enough.”
./date/1996/03/msg01900.html:&gt; UVEPROMS are erased, naturally enough, by exposing them to
./date/1996/03/msg01900.html:&gt; lamp. This UV causes enough electrons to be excited into
./date/1996/03/msg01900.html:energy photon and getting enough energy to tunnel through the
./date/1996/03/msg01900.html:&gt; a good enough insulator; it is, but it would be hard to
./date/1996/03/msg01900.html:&gt; would probably result in enough conductive products to
./date/1996/03/msg01905.html:would be enough for them. I wouldn’t want to prevent people
enough
./date/1996/03/msg01921.html:Oklahoma City-type bombing may be enough, a Sarin attack that kills 1,000
./date/1996/03/msg01921.html:will almost surely be enough. (In the bigger scheme of things, the 150-200
./date/1996/03/msg01940.html:seem nice enough about setting things right (like with the Nynex sites
./date/1996/03/msg01962.html:least decided that it’s unlikely enough not to be worth much further
./date/1996/04/msg00017.html:I can’t imagine how a computer could be smart enough
./date/1996/04/msg00034.html:there is not enough
./date/1996/04/msg00047.html:Would someone be kind enough to forward me the original article on this?
./date/1996/04/msg00061.html:relatively reliable. I don’t have enough experience to know how good it
enough
./date/1996/04/msg00062.html:time had passed and enough newcomers had subscribed to make it worth
./date/1996/04/msg00068.html:that nosy and the employees dumb enough to use company-provided
./date/1996/04/msg00068.html:where crooks would want encrypted phones but be dumb enough to
./date/1996/04/msg00076.html:&gt;relatively reliable. I don’t have enough experience to know how good it
./date/1996/04/msg00076.html:ignored, where an OCR version is deemed “close enough” to being actual
./date/1996/04/msg00078.html:I was more-or-less awake enough to realize that Burrington was once
./date/1996/04/msg00091.html:This is not good enough. Many people, feeling secure on their side of a
./date/1996/04/msg00093.html:&gt; This is not good enough. Many people, feeling secure on their side of
./date/1996/04/msg00093.html:good enough. It’s one of the possibilities we’ll be looking at for
./date/1996/04/msg00096.html:But in the hopes that he comes out of his Batcave long enough
./date/1996/04/msg00097.html:there’s enough critical mass to make it undetectable (and note that
./date/1996/04/msg00110.html:I really don’t think you’re giving me enough credit. I am fully aware that
./date/1996/04/msg00110.html:&gt;there’s enough critical mass to make it undetectable (and note that
./date/1996/04/msg00121.html:smart enough to realize that the user was submitting cleartext instead
./date/1996/04/msg00131.html:&gt; smart enough to realize that the user was submitting cleartext instead
./date/1996/04/msg00135.html:mathematics well enough
./date/1996/04/msg00139.html:&gt; smart enough to realize that the user was submitting cleartext instead
./date/1996/04/msg00154.html:that nosy and the employees dumb enough to use company-provided
./date/1996/04/msg00154.html:where crooks would want encrypted phones but be dumb enough to
./date/1996/04/msg00155.html:&gt; I really don’t think you’re giving me enough credit. I am fully aware that
enough appreciated capital to buy the custom Bernal
./date/1996/04/msg00162.html:not an old one? After all, there have been enough assassination conspiracy
./date/1996/04/msg00167.html:did him all that night. Sure enough, Dad got em pregnant....Onan really
./date/1996/04/msg00191.html:&gt;&gt; I really don’t think you’re giving me enough credit. I am fully aware that
./date/1996/04/msg00198.html:MD5, on the other hand, allows enough passphrase space that a brute force
./date/1996/04/msg00206.html:How software would handle not getting enough bytes is another matter,
./date/1996/04/msg00207.html:that is weak enough for export. So in the United States,
./date/1996/04/msg00210.html:I think there’s a serious enough danger here that we should insist on (at
enough appreciated capital to buy the custom Bernal
./date/1996/04/msg00220.html:enough to beat in itself, and nearly impossible when the subject of the
./date/1996/04/msg00220.html:current tools available to the judiciary. I suspect that if enough big
./date/1996/04/msg00226.html:eliminated on crypto, it should become impossible to get enough support to
./date/1996/04/msg00230.html:the bank when you don’t have enough ecash to pay for the current purchase
./date/1996/04/msg00231.html:&gt;How software would handle not getting enough bytes is another matter, &gt;
./date/1996/04/msg00233.html:the future. If Burns can’t do it right soon enough to pass, he needs simply
./date/1996/04/msg00235.html:eliminated on crypto, it should become impossible to get enough support to
./date/1996/04/msg00243.html:adopting it. Even the inventor says that it “isn’t robust enough for
./date/1996/04/msg00244.html:very few people would be bold enough to write software that wouldn’t run
./date/1996/04/msg00244.html:for MS-DOS and Windoze. Once a software company has a large enough market
./date/1996/04/msg00244.html:Micro$oft might chip away at each other enough to let the smaller
./date/1996/04/msg00253.html:I’m not liberal enough to be offended by the color/evil implication of my
./date/1996/04/msg00259.html:&gt; adopting it. Even the inventor says that it “isn’t robust enough for
./date/1996/04/msg00263.html:&gt; the bank when you don’t have enough ecash to pay for the current purchase
./date/1996/04/msg00271.html:Some of the predictability has simple enough structure that a basic
./date/1996/04/msg00295.html:&gt;Some of the predictability has simple enough structure that a basic
./date/1996/04/msg00307.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; I really don’t think you’re giving me enough credit. I am fully aware that
./date/1996/04/msg00307.html:has enough intimidation power to bully their way, is not clear.
./date/1996/04/msg00309.html:unwise enough to exercise while you’re in the post-IPO lockout period
./date/1996/04/msg00315.html:is available, but still not secure enough for real banking on Internet.
./date/1996/04/msg00319.html:it is easy enough to make a cracker that costs eight cents (CENTS!)
./date/1996/04/msg00339.html: Senator:“And we and the American people have had enough of
./date/1996/04/msg00348.html:This must be a joke....I was gullible enough to try anyway.
./date/1996/04/msg00352.html:the “killer apps” for the Net. What will motivate people enough to choose
./date/1996/04/msg00369.html:by the forces of ignorance and stupidity is enough to drive you to the
./date/1996/04/msg00378.html:&gt; it is easy enough to make a cracker that costs eight cents (CENTS!)
./date/1996/04/msg00419.html:enough
./date/1996/04/msg00420.html:takes a trained engineer to use these things. That’s just enough
./date/1996/04/msg00422.html:&gt;This must be a joke....I was gullible enough to try anyway.
./date/1996/04/msg00425.html:enough random space that matches are unlikely.
./date/1996/04/msg00438.html:know enough to ask):How do you force geographically dispersed nodes
./date/1996/04/msg00446.html:vile terrorists who are stupid enough to use the net for communications
./date/1996/04/msg00455.html:Coincidentaly enough, this is part of my project for my Hardware class.
./date/1996/04/msg00456.html:simulate a slow link which gives me enough time to record what the signals
./date/1996/04/msg00459.html:small enough so they are not a problem for civilian navigation,
./date/1996/04/msg00459.html:(mostly) but large enough to prevent GPS from being a useful method
./date/1996/04/msg00463.html:if the redemption level is high enough
./date/1996/04/msg00466.html:location would have to be close enough to receive signals from four of the
./date/1996/04/msg00469.html:in Eudora aren’t robust enough to wait for the operations to complete, so a
./date/1996/04/msg00482.html:&gt;know enough to ask):How do you force geographically dispersed nodes
./date/1996/04/msg00492.html:That said, enough counterfeit money may change the way people value
./date/1996/04/msg00501.html:&gt;small enough so they are not a problem for civilian navigation,
./date/1996/04/msg00501.html:&gt;(mostly) but large enough to prevent GPS from being a useful method
./date/1996/04/msg00510.html:&gt; know enough to ask):How do you force geographically dispersed nodes
./date/1996/04/msg00514.html:provide low enough latency; I don’t know. In any case networks are likely
./date/1996/04/msg00520.html:&gt;Coincidentaly enough, this is part of my project for my Hardware class.
./date/1996/04/msg00543.html:standard. Probably no user is currently big enough to force
./date/1996/04/msg00573.html:enough information included to establish that anybody _originally_ called
./date/1996/04/msg00580.html:&gt; Coincidentaly enough, this is part of my project for my Hardware class.
./date/1996/04/msg00582.html:requires having access to the same satellites (or a large enough
./date/1996/04/msg00583.html:enough. However, banks in general aren’t so empowered.
./date/1996/04/msg00584.html:It’s possible that the orbit perturbations may be enough to screw up an
./date/1996/04/msg00584.html:enough information to an attacker to be able to accurately replicate what
./date/1996/04/msg00589.html:enough to warrent mention, since it seems likely that the
./date/1996/04/msg00607.html:You can defeat even the encryption if you take a long enough time to
./date/1996/04/msg00607.html:&gt; It’s possible that the orbit perturbations may be enough to screw up an
./date/1996/04/msg00607.html:Which would be enough to scramble the signal as well. As a matter of fact
./date/1996/04/msg00607.html:&gt; enough information to an attacker to be able to accurately replicate what
./date/1996/04/msg00616.html:”just long enough” to prevent faking.
./date/1996/04/msg00623.html:out enough
enough currency on
./date/1996/04/msg00630.html:It is true enough that the total sum of demand deposits exceeds the
./date/1996/04/msg00649.html:Especially since we all know that if you have enough money, you can
./date/1996/04/msg00651.html:they were interested enough in me to come into my apartment and make an
./date/1996/04/msg00651.html:to make sure people have enough skills to develop other economic
./date/1996/04/msg00665.html:&gt;provide low enough latency; I don’t know. In any case networks are likely
./date/1996/04/msg00665.html:time T2-T1 is small enough to be believable. How small this is depends
./date/1996/04/msg00667.html:is that it’s not good enough for parents to take responsibility for their
./date/1996/04/msg00672.html:wire. Its all simple enough.
./date/1996/04/msg00681.html:unusable for children whose parents weren’t sensible enough to not use such
./date/1996/04/msg00687.html:Getting the data. If the IRS or a private plaintiff wants it bad enough,
./date/1996/04/msg00690.html:&gt; is that it’s not good enough for parents to take responsibility for their
./date/1996/04/msg00701.html:algorithm or key length is short enough to do that quickly.
./date/1996/04/msg00704.html:for sometime now to have enough resolution to look down a good clean
./date/1996/04/msg00704.html:cleavege, and certainly their perspective is vertical enough.
./date/1996/04/msg00705.html:&gt;Perhaps this is innocent enough but, being ever vigilant about my privacy,
./date/1996/04/msg00711.html:&gt;Getting the data. If the IRS or a private plaintiff wants it bad enough,
./date/1996/04/msg00712.html:Pascal, and I can read BASIC’s well enough, but not recently.
./date/1996/04/msg00733.html:| they were interested enough in me to come into my apartment and make an
./date/1996/04/msg00733.html:| to make sure people have enough skills to develop other economic
./date/1996/04/msg00773.html:cable programming by folks who know just enough to use a soldering
./date/1996/04/msg00784.html:Exactly! I think the issue is important enough so that we really ought to
./date/1996/04/msg00785.html:I believe Jim’s not looked back far enough. My recollection from law
./date/1996/04/msg00791.html:unfortunately very backwards. As long as the civil lib’ers tow enough of our
./date/1996/04/msg00794.html:&gt; Exactly! I think the issue is important enough so that we really ought to
./date/1996/04/msg00795.html:&gt;I believe Jim’s not looked back far enough. My recollection from law
./date/1996/04/msg00798.html:maintain the current tyrannical system, or at least enough of it to allow
./date/1996/04/msg00798.html:special, merely that everyone knows of enough problems to justify
./date/1996/04/msg00802.html:produced 130 grams of the deadly poison ricin, enough to kill
./date/1996/04/msg00819.html:&gt;produced 130 grams of the deadly poison ricin, enough to kill
./date/1996/04/msg00827.html:doing so (without keeping enough information to make subpoenaing it a
./date/1996/04/msg00834.html:be able to get enough energy... e=mc^2... But, there wouldn’t be anywhere
./date/1996/04/msg00844.html:&gt; more than enough relations from participants to yield a
./date/1996/04/msg00844.html:&gt; to squeeze in enough CPU time. I was told at the beginning
./date/1996/04/msg00878.html:had quite a lot of garbage data, you would probably get enough
./date/1996/04/msg00883.html:you need a license from Cylink, i.e. BSAFE is not enough, and if it
./date/1996/04/msg00893.html:cites if there is enough interest.
./date/1996/04/msg00893.html:If there is enough interest, I will do a small note on the distinctions
./date/1996/04/msg00899.html:think we’ve seen enough of the ducks.”
./date/1996/04/msg00900.html:A PGP keysigning will be held if there are enough interested people. If you
./date/1996/04/msg00912.html:&gt;&gt; you need a license from Cylink, i.e. BSAFE is not enough, and if it
./date/1996/04/msg00913.html:&gt; you need a license from Cylink, i.e. BSAFE is not enough, and if it
./date/1996/04/msg00925.html:| &gt; you need a license from Cylink, i.e. BSAFE is not enough, and if it
./date/1996/04/msg00930.html:&gt; &gt; you need a license from Cylink, i.e. BSAFE is not enough, and if it
./date/1996/04/msg00946.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; you need a license from Cylink, i.e. BSAFE is not enough, and if it
./date/1996/04/msg00954.html:&gt;True enough, but the claim was that a random string has no
enough info about it, and am wondering if anyone can please email me
./date/1996/04/msg00961.html:True enough, but the claim was that a random string has no
./date/1996/04/msg00968.html:In the Piggy Bank, draw a rectangle wide enough to accept all
./date/1996/04/msg00968.html:In the Chartered Bank, draw a rectangle wide enough to accept
./date/1996/04/msg00968.html:the box large enough to pay the principal and the interest
./date/1996/04/msg00968.html:bank demands payment of money it did create. With exactly enough
./date/1996/04/msg00969.html:&gt;True enough, but the claim was that a random string has no
./date/1996/04/msg00976.html:things that “don’t look like they have enough entropy” (which certain
enough info about it, and am wondering if anyone can please email me
enough info about it, and am wondering if anyone can please email me
./date/1996/04/msg01008.html:&gt;things that “don’t look like they have enough entropy” (which certain
./date/1996/04/msg01076.html:enough to withstand this slight entropy reduction, you are still OK.
./date/1996/04/msg01095.html:&gt; enough to withstand this slight entropy reduction, you are still OK.
./date/1996/04/msg01095.html:well enough to trust, and he doesn’t have the sense to know that he
./date/1996/04/msg01095.html:doesn’t understand it well enough. I know enough to know that I’m
./date/1996/04/msg01095.html:extremely ignorant -- he’s ignorant enough to think that he knows more
enough guy, and he seems like a nice
./date/1996/04/msg01095.html:enough fellow -- but cryptography is a dangerous business -- bad
./date/1996/04/msg01099.html:standards, enough bandwidth and the right kind of client software.
./date/1996/04/msg01099.html:business on the net gets high enough for nation states to begrudge the
./date/1996/04/msg01099.html:maybe small island nations will have enough bandwidth. Or, better yet,
./date/1996/04/msg01112.html:Now I need to have some method to estimate when I have enough entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:&gt; Now I need to have some method to estimate when I have enough entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:wheels waiting for more data, and you’d think you never got enough.
./date/1996/04/msg01127.html:&gt; I have a hard enough time getting lusers to choose non-dictionary
./date/1996/04/msg01136.html:I have a hard enough time getting lusers to choose non-dictionary
./date/1996/04/msg01147.html:I refuse to believe that, if you all hear this enough, you will not
./date/1996/04/msg01155.html:# &gt; I have a hard enough time getting lusers to choose non-dictionary
./date/1996/04/msg01181.html:&gt; The other option was simply to launder the money through enough
./date/1996/04/msg01187.html:&gt;&gt; The other option was simply to launder the money through enough
./date/1996/04/msg01192.html:cool search engine, and should work well enough, and the patrie structure
./date/1996/04/msg01193.html:through contempt sanctions. (It’s not always enough to put data overseas,
./date/1996/04/msg01193.html:investigation that would be interesting enough to try and seek non-tax
./date/1996/04/msg01234.html:in cache long enough to avoid multiple disk reads, especially if
./date/1996/04/msg01249.html:many substances that will produce enough beta particles without killing
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;needed, whatever’s available is used. If there’s not enough a scribble
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;it seems like this may not be enough.
./date/1996/04/msg01277.html:big enough cut of the action to make it worthwhile for them to get
./date/1996/04/msg01278.html:needed, whatever’s available is used. If there’s not enough a scribble
./date/1996/04/msg01288.html:enough,
./date/1996/04/msg01290.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction</LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01290.html:domain name disputes provided, appropriately enough, in the form of a
./date/1996/04/msg01298.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01309.html:a random number to set its half-key; a scribble window may be good enough.
./date/1996/04/msg01316.html:An interesting approach; given enough spare computing, the passphrase
./date/1996/04/msg01316.html:wide-enough space that it will include a bunch of primes, to avoid
./date/1996/04/msg01316.html:&gt;The main question is, can x be both long enough that it is not the
./date/1996/04/msg01316.html:&gt;enough that it can be memorized?
./date/1996/04/msg01318.html:&gt;a random number to set its half-key; a scribble window may be good enough.
./date/1996/04/msg01318.html:there you can get some sources of randomness which may be good enough.

./date/1996/04/msg01323.html:If run on a large enough system, a remailer can be shut down but not siezed.
./date/1996/04/msg01336.html:&gt; A PGP keysigning will be held if there are enough interested people. If you
./date/1996/04/msg01370.html:will probably end up in jail. And even if you are lucky enough to get away
./date/1996/04/msg01408.html:that he pull his library off the net until he had it clean enough for
./date/1996/04/msg01410.html:the thousands of tiny glowing dots on your computer screen. If enough
./date/1996/04/msg01410.html:unwelcome hint of paranoia in a world that already has enough to go
enough, especially of my theft of their domain
./date/1996/04/msg01440.html:enough. We don’t have any clout.
./date/1996/04/msg01471.html:enough work was done to properly port an application.
./date/1996/04/msg01475.html:&gt; you seriously enough
./date/1996/04/msg01476.html:&gt; you seriously enough
./date/1996/04/msg01477.html:you seriously enough
./date/1996/04/msg01492.html:decide you’ve had enough and pull a gun and defend yourself, does that mean
./date/1996/04/msg01515.html:&gt; you seriously enough
./date/1996/04/msg01515.html:Unfortunately, and if you stick with the list long enough and absorb the
./date/1996/04/msg01517.html:I’ll repost the work here if there is enough interest. No telling what LD
./date/1996/04/msg01519.html:enough. Public sentiment is overwhelmingly lopsided in support of our
./date/1996/04/msg01519.html:in my opinion. I wouldn’t argue that it’s enough to prove that big
./date/1996/04/msg01529.html:document about clams &amp; volcanos, under a nym. The Co$ has enough
./date/1996/04/msg01529.html:enough to target me. I don’t want them to recover my name.
./date/1996/04/msg01532.html:A PGP keysigning will be held if there are enough interested people. If you
./date/1996/04/msg01548.html:I don’t know enough WWII history to know how the Nazis were
./date/1996/04/msg01554.html:recipient won’t notice), they aren’t bright enough to insist on
./date/1996/04/msg01554.html:have remote execution, nobody could build a big enough set of servers.
enough capital to get a mass
./date/1996/04/msg01554.html:accidents have already supplied us with enough examples of how it can
./date/1996/04/msg01554.html:have to be skilled enough
enough
./date/1996/04/msg01575.html:that are long enough to make a good antenna. Ideally, the chip would have a
./date/1996/04/msg01585.html:What solution is fast enough and safe enough and powerful enough? Does
./date/1996/04/msg01597.html:most browsers hand out enough info about you at the application
./date/1996/04/msg01605.html:&gt; What solution is fast enough and safe enough and powerful enough? Does
./date/1996/04/msg01625.html:&gt;government agencies to take you seriously enough
./date/1996/04/msg01629.html:extremely dangerous as. If you look long and hard enough on any system,and
./date/1996/04/msg01646.html:Now, would you be kind enough to tell me what happens next?
./date/1996/04/msg01653.html:&gt; most browsers hand out enough info about you at the application
enough, but I’ll wait
./date/1996/04/msg01666.html:and retrans it. This device probably could be made small enough
./date/1996/04/msg01673.html:The only extra expense I can see is that if you’re large enough, you might
./date/1996/04/msg01673.html:when enough people get exposed to that? Arbitration negotiators
./date/1996/04/msg01680.html:Trust. We could assume that Uni is resourceful enough to
./date/1996/04/msg01685.html:trusted, long enough to possibly do some damage? For instance, in fetching
./date/1996/04/msg01691.html:&gt; enough for this application of force. It makes more sense if
./date/1996/04/msg01699.html:communications know me well enough
enough.
./date/1996/04/msg01707.html:(So long as this divide is determined by merit, and the poor still have enough
./date/1996/04/msg01710.html:small enough not to require law enforcement - although even then it had
./date/1996/04/msg01711.html:&gt; (So long as this divide is determined by merit, and the poor still have enough
./date/1996/04/msg01713.html:enough for this application of force. It makes more sense if
./date/1996/04/msg01713.html:Russians might have enough capabilities by themselves to
./date/1996/04/msg01719.html:If this is done discretely enough and embedded “deep” enough into the
./date/1996/04/msg01723.html:enough to call in and/or vote, but they aren’t motivated enough to
./date/1996/04/msg01727.html:computer, or not pay enough attention to plaintext disk residue.
./date/1996/04/msg01738.html:Assuming dat amount is faw mowe dan enough to get a typicaw caw
./date/1996/04/msg01738.html:dat (natuwawwy enough!) can be given out totawwy anonymouswy.
./date/1996/04/msg01747.html:&gt; communications know me well enough
./date/1996/04/msg01759.html:I do not think the Java bugs are bad enough to make it a poor language for
./date/1996/04/msg01776.html:&gt;small enough not to require law enforcement - although even then it had
./date/1996/04/msg01833.html:build our own systems to be robust enough to survive our own mistakes.
./date/1996/04/msg01844.html:&gt;build our own systems to be robust enough to survive our own mistakes.
./date/1996/04/msg01853.html:enough to say “Well I just turn off my monitor”
./date/1996/04/msg01854.html:plenty enough organizations addressing that problem) but with personal
./date/1996/04/msg01859.html:is nearly impossible. Humans aren’t good enough at designing systems
./date/1996/04/msg01861.html:key will be up on our new website opening very soon. I’ve had enough of
./date/1996/04/msg01871.html:&gt; enough to say “Well I just turn off my monitor”
./date/1996/04/msg01874.html:&gt; (is it strong enough
enough, especially of my theft of their domain
enough that I checked a concise OED for comparison;
./date/1996/04/msg01906.html:comfort limits. (It’s also large enough to cover the kinds
./date/1996/04/msg01915.html:’enough’ training. Given the traditional institutional costs of courts,
./date/1996/04/msg01919.html:&gt;’enough’ training. Given the traditional institutional costs of courts,
./date/1996/04/msg01925.html:&gt; &gt;’enough’ training. Given the traditional institutional costs of courts,
./date/1996/04/msg01934.html:Wiesenthal Center. He was good enough to oblige, being the FUCKING
./date/1996/04/msg01936.html:&gt; Wiesenthal Center. He was good enough to oblige, being the FUCKING
./date/1996/04/msg01943.html:differ from platform to platform, naturally enough.) Other Mac versions,
./date/1996/04/msg01946.html:get enough interested individuals, and general conversation on cryptography
./date/1996/04/msg01961.html:practical matter with programs complex enough to be useful. But they
enough to be
./date/1996/04/msg01983.html:secure enough for MSN. You’re not doing anything IMPORTANT on MSN, are
./date/1996/04/msg02007.html:Mathison Levien until he’s old enough to decide for himself whether he
./date/1996/04/msg02008.html:Mathison Levien until he’s old enough to decide for himself whether he
./date/1996/05/msg00002.html:&gt; is nearly impossible. Humans aren’t good enough at designing systems
./date/1996/05/msg00002.html:applets, subtle problems (like not being able to put your hands on enough
./date/1996/05/msg00002.html:complaints will be long enough that a demand for a successor to java will
./date/1996/05/msg00002.html:munging), that there isn’t enough redundancy in the security to protect us
./date/1996/05/msg00005.html:I think it’s worthwhile to do enough to protect people from their
./date/1996/05/msg00005.html:be the best game in town for most people. Is it good enough? No. But is
./date/1996/05/msg00005.html:to the typical ms-windows user? Yes. And that’s enough reason to deploy
./date/1996/05/msg00009.html:&gt; key will be up on our new website opening very soon. I’ve had enough of
./date/1996/05/msg00014.html:&gt; &gt; enough to say “Well I just turn off my monitor”
./date/1996/05/msg00015.html:&gt;enough to say “Well I just turn off my monitor”
./date/1996/05/msg00016.html:(is it strong enough
./date/1996/05/msg00022.html:There are certainly enough statists who feel a need to increase it.
./date/1996/05/msg00022.html:&gt;key will be up on our new website opening very soon. I’ve had enough of
./date/1996/05/msg00024.html:&gt; (is it strong enough
./date/1996/05/msg00024.html:On 128-bit DH - No-where near big enough.
./date/1996/05/msg00027.html:&gt;plenty enough organizations addressing that problem) but with personal
./date/1996/05/msg00028.html:&gt;key will be up on our new website opening very soon. I’ve had enough of
./date/1996/05/msg00029.html:at it with prurient interest, be enough to make the law “reach back in
./date/1996/05/msg00037.html:&gt;is nearly impossible. Humans aren’t good enough at designing systems
./date/1996/05/msg00038.html:&gt;(is it strong enough
./date/1996/05/msg00059.html:excellence, but being big and strong enough to set industry-wide
./date/1996/05/msg00065.html:9 months prior to the release of the other O/Ses. This was enough to
./date/1996/05/msg00065.html:might have enough of a disadvantage in lead to never catch up and
./date/1996/05/msg00066.html:&gt; On 128-bit DH - No-where near big enough.I would appreciate if someone can email me details about the strenght of DH;
./date/1996/05/msg00069.html:protection. I suppose if you have enough money, you can
./date/1996/05/msg00077.html:&gt;protection. I suppose if you have enough money, you can
./date/1996/05/msg00090.html:enough to its business to warrant making its preservation
./date/1996/05/msg00114.html:&gt; munging), that there isn’t enough redundancy in the security to protect us
./date/1996/05/msg00124.html:&gt; Perhaps you think your E-mail is legitimate enough that encryption is
./date/1996/05/msg00125.html:Perhaps you think your E-mail is legitimate enough that encryption is
./date/1996/05/msg00128.html:enough for individuals to run on their private machines.
./date/1996/05/msg00130.html:who has thankfully gone away. I’ve got enough email between him and me to
./date/1996/05/msg00135.html:there? It’s not enough for it to just be out there, people have to feel
./date/1996/05/msg00142.html:tool enough and made it ubiquitous, people at some point are going to
./date/1996/05/msg00170.html:There are situations where this is not enough; normally these
./date/1996/05/msg00172.html:of interfaces, but there are cases where this is not enough. The
./date/1996/05/msg00174.html:basket if you have enough to spread around.
./date/1996/05/msg00182.html:&gt;enough to say “Well I just turn off my monitor”
./date/1996/05/msg00182.html:that include enough fundamental freedoms that calling you evil is proper from
./date/1996/05/msg00186.html:&gt;plenty enough organizations addressing that problem) but with personal
./date/1996/05/msg00188.html:There are certainly enough statists who feel a need to increase it.
./date/1996/05/msg00188.html:&gt;key will be up on our new website opening very soon. I’ve had enough of
./date/1996/05/msg00214.html:While many on the list may be clever enough
./date/1996/05/msg00223.html:&gt; tool enough and made it ubiquitous, people at some point are going to
./date/1996/05/msg00225.html:Another useful purpose of such a “supernet” would be alternative telephone system competition.
At this data rate, we’re talking about the equivalent of 500+ simultaneous phone call capacity. That’s enough to serve
perhaps 5000 homes or more.
./date/1996/05/msg00244.html:&gt; basket if you have enough to spread around.
./date/1996/05/msg00259.html:_It’s not enough to BE clean -- You must also LOOK clean._
./date/1996/05/msg00261.html:is actually quite important here...when overall tax rates get high enough,
./date/1996/05/msg00263.html:&gt; _It’s not enough to BE clean -- You must also LOOK clean._
./date/1996/05/msg00268.html:only one thing I can say to those unfortunate enough to use them:
./date/1996/05/msg00271.html:&gt; is actually quite important here...when overall tax rates get high enough,
./date/1996/05/msg00273.html:&gt; only one thing I can say to those unfortunate enough to use them:
./date/1996/05/msg00273.html:you still have the source (assuming it was important enough for you
./date/1996/05/msg00280.html:enough people working on it. The PGP development process isn’t very
./date/1996/05/msg00280.html:I still feel that there just isn’t enough humanpower on the team. An
./date/1996/05/msg00290.html:God knows I’ve written enough about illegal asset concealing, but that’s
./date/1996/05/msg00291.html:&gt; &gt; _It’s not enough to BE clean -- You must also LOOK clean._
./date/1996/05/msg00346.html:stringent enough delay requirements that it’ll be willing to pay the
./date/1996/05/msg00347.html:&gt;&gt; enough to survive, I’d call this a good trend. So would various other
./date/1996/05/msg00347.html:The poor still having enough
./date/1996/05/msg00347.html:consider income taxes to be enough of the story to go by them alone. Federal
./date/1996/05/msg00356.html:it if Netfolks are too angry to concentrate long enough come up with
./date/1996/05/msg00378.html:&gt;stringent enough delay requirements that it’ll be willing to pay the
./date/1996/05/msg00381.html:it if Netfolks are too angry to concentrate long enough come up with
./date/1996/05/msg00382.html:my major income sources. Not rich enough to shelter income in a really big
./date/1996/05/msg00386.html:Knowing enough not to argue with my elders and betters, :-), I immediately
./date/1996/05/msg00394.html:an inclusive (there isn’t enough published about
./date/1996/05/msg00431.html:enough pieces that the lowest level CA’s actually sign user keys.
./date/1996/05/msg00431.html:If he gets a large enough “downline” of people selling below him then
./date/1996/05/msg00431.html:in MLM. The idea is that being a good salesman is not enough. You
./date/1996/05/msg00431.html:not enough either. You also have to take your recruits and teach them
./date/1996/05/msg00431.html:transitive trust. Just trusting the root CA is not enough. You have
./date/1996/05/msg00457.html:enough
./date/1996/05/msg00481.html:&gt; &gt;my major income sources. Not rich enough to shelter income in a really big
./date/1996/05/msg00485.html:&gt;my major income sources. Not rich enough to shelter income in a really big
./date/1996/05/msg00492.html:&gt;an inclusive (there isn’t enough published about
./date/1996/05/msg00494.html:Does one exist for the MAC? If not, would anyone be interested enough to see
./date/1996/05/msg00500.html:that it is a good-enough solution to avoid further control over the
./date/1996/05/msg00505.html:that you believe a person is competent enough to use proper care when
./date/1996/05/msg00507.html:felt they could pass, including just enough bait to get us to take the hook.
./date/1996/05/msg00508.html:unintentionally. One person liked me enough to marry me, but I occasionally
./date/1996/05/msg00528.html:For example, would a photo copy of a drivers license be enough?
enough
./date/1996/05/msg00538.html:&gt;For example, would a photo copy of a drivers license be enough?
./date/1996/05/msg00572.html:if that’s enough resolution for you, and there are programs
./date/1996/05/msg00584.html:| Does one exist for the MAC? If not, would anyone be interested enough to see
./date/1996/05/msg00589.html:the Web’s turn. If access providers, which we can never emphasize enough, are
./date/1996/05/msg00601.html:2) .k12.STATE.us is safe enough to restrict, except that some people
./date/1996/05/msg00604.html:illegal,’ if enough people start to do it, theres a large lobby for
enough blacks
./date/1996/05/msg00609.html:willing to part with enough money.
./date/1996/05/msg00610.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1996/05/msg00624.html:&gt;easy enough if that person has the time and impetus..
./date/1996/05/msg00629.html:easy enough if that person has the time and impetus..
./date/1996/05/msg00657.html:&gt;&gt;easy enough if that person has the time and impetus..
./date/1996/05/msg00667.html:&gt; &gt; that is secure enough, and looks like a runner, because any e-money
./date/1996/05/msg00675.html:&gt; that is secure enough, and looks like a runner, because any e-money
./date/1996/05/msg00680.html:Really, you aren’t thinking nearly deviously enough.
./date/1996/05/msg00691.html:If you already have enough money in the bank for your living style, you
./date/1996/05/msg00704.html:little key isn’t good enough. Did you know that the netscape key
./date/1996/05/msg00721.html:to keys small enough for the NSA to break.
./date/1996/05/msg00744.html:modes it would seem feasible enough for copyright purposes.
enough
./date/1996/05/msg00765.html:system might be enough for me to either a. promote them to the Tiger Team,
./date/1996/05/msg00767.html:reached the point where he has enough security to last him
./date/1996/05/msg00768.html:didn’t go far enough.)
./date/1996/05/msg00770.html:system. I’m not enough of an expert to know myself how to describe them
./date/1996/05/msg00788.html:a state and a hospital birth annoucement is enough for a drivers license,
./date/1996/05/msg00788.html:cross again and 4 pieces and a note from mom isn’t enough.
./date/1996/05/msg00791.html:&gt; system might be enough for me to either a. promote them to the Tiger Team,
./date/1996/05/msg00796.html:in rural areas? Do they also choose not to have enough money to pay
./date/1996/05/msg00801.html:&gt; system might be enough for me to either a. promote them to the Tiger Team,
./date/1996/05/msg00801.html:Unless they want you badly enough. I’ve been able to avoid a number of
./date/1996/05/msg00802.html:&gt;in rural areas? Do they also choose not to have enough money to pay
./date/1996/05/msg00809.html:this enought times, and the rigdes will end up the same height as the
./date/1996/05/msg00811.html:&gt; this enought times, and the rigdes will end up the same height as the
./date/1996/05/msg00818.html:&gt;a state and a hospital birth annoucement is enough for a drivers license,
./date/1996/05/msg00818.html:&gt;cross again and 4 pieces and a note from mom isn’t enough.
./date/1996/05/msg00820.html:&gt; &gt;in rural areas? Do they also choose not to have enough money to pay
./date/1996/05/msg00824.html:enough to throw the junk mail away.
./date/1996/05/msg00826.html:Anarchist Manifesto, interestingly enough) became available, even the most
./date/1996/05/msg00827.html:&gt; Do they also choose not to have enough money
./date/1996/05/msg00829.html: use Clipper and don’t think there’s enough strong encryption on
./date/1996/05/msg00835.html:such cases) isn’t a full-scale government, it’s still got enough power to
./date/1996/05/msg00840.html:&gt; &gt; this enought times, and the rigdes will end up the same height as the
./date/1996/05/msg00843.html:prints before a “job”. Would this mung the prints enough?
./date/1996/05/msg00854.html:&gt;&gt; Do they also choose not to have enough money
./date/1996/05/msg00854.html:there because they are not trying hard enough to get out?
./date/1996/05/msg00862.html:enough. I don’t know how that battle is going to come out. But I don’t
./date/1996/05/msg00872.html:&gt; a state and a hospital birth annoucement is enough for a drivers license,
./date/1996/05/msg00872.html:&gt; cross again and 4 pieces and a note from mom isn’t enough.
enough
./date/1996/05/msg00879.html:mean secure anonymous) communications low enough.
./date/1996/05/msg00882.html:&gt; there because they are not trying hard enough to get out?
./date/1996/05/msg00890.html:&gt; system might be enough for me to either a. promote them to the Tiger Team,
./date/1996/05/msg00891.html:&gt;mean secure anonymous) communications low enough.
./date/1996/05/msg00892.html:maybe the threat of legal action was enough to do Hacktic in, despite what
./date/1996/05/msg00892.html:&gt; enough. I don’t know how that battle is going to come out. But I don’t
./date/1996/05/msg00899.html:&gt;Anarchist Manifesto, interestingly enough) became available, even the most
./date/1996/05/msg00899.html:smart enough to afford it (and thus be able to use it properly), they can get
enough source of
./date/1996/05/msg00904.html:&gt; there because they are not trying hard enough to get out?
enough donations? No problems, simply sell your
./date/1996/05/msg00908.html:I don’t know enough about how mail paths are generatered, but is it
./date/1996/05/msg00918.html:Anonymnity kind of prevents that, if it’s enough to avoid governmental
./date/1996/05/msg00920.html:&gt; &gt; a state and a hospital birth annoucement is enough for a drivers license,
./date/1996/05/msg00920.html:&gt; &gt; cross again and 4 pieces and a note from mom isn’t enough.
./date/1996/05/msg00931.html:&gt; This, in itself, may be enough to prevent AP’s implementation.
./date/1996/05/msg00935.html:little guy? Sure. Do people trust them just enough to keep dealing with
./date/1996/05/msg00936.html:enough to have been subject to this requirement, and once a copyright is
./date/1996/05/msg00942.html:should be educated enough to know where to look. It devolves quickly to a
./date/1996/05/msg00942.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; a state and a hospital birth annoucement is enough for a drivers license,
./date/1996/05/msg00942.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; cross again and 4 pieces and a note from mom isn’t enough.
enough to be quite highly trusted,
./date/1996/05/msg00971.html:and if the privilege model is stupid enough, it too can be quickly
./date/1996/05/msg00974.html:audit may be what is needed, unless you are able to build enough trust in
./date/1996/05/msg00979.html:they may not have enough to prosecute on - but they can keep an eye on the
./date/1996/05/msg00979.html:Al Capone. If enough people are doing this, this surveilance does become
./date/1996/05/msg00980.html:enough so that the social and economic structures in such an anonymous
./date/1996/05/msg00991.html:&gt; &gt; there because they are not trying hard enough to get out?
./date/1996/05/msg00993.html:have let compression improve enough that you can run cheap video on
./date/1996/05/msg01000.html:enough harrassment on somebody who is simply on
./date/1996/05/msg01001.html:&gt;enough to have been subject to this requirement, and once a copyright is
./date/1996/05/msg01003.html:cyberspace, virtually. what I mean is that there is easily enough
./date/1996/05/msg01011.html:&gt; maybe the threat of legal action was enough to do Hacktic in, despite what
./date/1996/05/msg01011.html:challenges are strong enough to win, or if they ultimately have any merit.
chance of not getting busted. (a) is easy enough in theory,
./date/1996/05/msg01014.html:&gt;I don’t know enough about how mail paths are generatered, but is it
./date/1996/05/msg01017.html:&gt; challenges are strong enough to win, or if they ultimately have any merit.
./date/1996/05/msg01017.html:To me the biggest problem with the crypto work right now is that not enough
./date/1996/05/msg01017.html:at this point pondered e-cash methods but it doesn’t seem popular enough
chance of not getting busted. (a) is easy enough in theory,
./date/1996/05/msg01030.html:One-sided traceability is not enough.
./date/1996/05/msg01031.html:&gt; I don’t know enough about how mail paths are generatered, but is it
./date/1996/05/msg01035.html:By the time I’d worked there for 12 years, I’d accumulated enough in
./date/1996/05/msg01041.html:and Plastic Wood comes in pink enough colors it may get
./date/1996/05/msg01044.html:c2.org, of course, has enough remailers on it already, but I did play
./date/1996/05/msg01053.html:= I don’t know enough about how mail paths are generatered, but is it
./date/1996/05/msg01054.html:&gt; understand cryptography to know what a key is vaguely enough to be swayed
./date/1996/05/msg01064.html:understand cryptography to know what a key is vaguely enough to be swayed
./date/1996/05/msg01067.html:trustworthy enough to negotiate the sale of my house to.
./date/1996/05/msg01070.html:Sorry, I don’t recall the language well enough and I’m on the road. I

./date/1996/05/msg01079.html:&gt;I don’t know enough about how mail paths are generatered, but is it
./date/1996/05/msg01082.html:&gt;little guy? Sure. Do people trust them just enough to keep dealing with
./date/1996/05/msg01086.html:! &gt; I don’t know enough about how mail paths are generatered, but is it
./date/1996/05/msg01090.html:&gt;One-sided traceability is not enough.
./date/1996/05/msg01091.html:quick enough
./date/1996/05/msg01093.html:has no black friends or no blacks he deals with on a regular enough basis
./date/1996/05/msg01093.html:by enough of my friends, get their keys signed.)
./date/1996/05/msg01093.html:diligent enough in checking identities. Others will use belief networks to
./date/1996/05/msg01111.html:! cyberspace, virtually. what I mean is that there is easily enough
./date/1996/05/msg01113.html:are lucky enough to be using premail, then just run “premail -makenym
./date/1996/05/msg01121.html:&gt; trustworthy enough to negotiate the sale of my house to.
./date/1996/05/msg01126.html:which remailers are badly enough needed, despite threats and pressures, so
./date/1996/05/msg01129.html:media can hardly get enough of me and Brian Micklethwait and the rest of
./date/1996/05/msg01137.html:&gt;maybe the threat of legal action was enough to do Hacktic in, despite what
./date/1996/05/msg01165.html:&gt;I don’t know enough about how mail paths are generatered, but is it
./date/1996/05/msg01167.html:to get the attention of enough readers, even those whose newsreader
./date/1996/05/msg01172.html:which is enough for about 60 million typical business phones if they
./date/1996/05/msg01172.html:It’s alternatively enough for 10,000 uncompressed TV-quality video streams,
./date/1996/05/msg01184.html:3. Remailer operator has big enough legal guns (ala EFF &amp; ACLU
./date/1996/05/msg01185.html:Sometimes “Just Because” is enough. There are people running them
./date/1996/05/msg01187.html:&gt; you couldn’t see their faces (is that enough?).
./date/1996/05/msg01195.html:3. Those who (stupidly) believe in the US government enough
./date/1996/05/msg01201.html:&gt;To me the biggest problem with the crypto work right now is that not enough
./date/1996/05/msg01201.html:&gt;at this point pondered e-cash methods but it doesn’t seem popular enough
./date/1996/05/msg01241.html:&gt; diligent enough in checking identities. Others will use belief networks to
./date/1996/05/msg01243.html: here. I am including just enough to convince readers that
./date/1996/05/msg01252.html:So I thought I pass that on. It seems interesting enough, don’t you think?
./date/1996/05/msg01252.html:\ / the \ don’t do that anymore. There aren’t enough of them” - Newt
./date/1996/05/msg01283.html:&gt;&gt;To me the biggest problem with the crypto work right now is that not enough
./date/1996/05/msg01284.html:PGP-encrypted mail welcome! “640k ought to be enough for everybody.”
./date/1996/05/msg01298.html:I doubt it. It’s easy enough for remailers to, for example, pass out free
enough. ID is
./date/1996/05/msg01323.html:&gt; I doubt it. It’s easy enough for remailers to, for example, pass out free
./date/1996/05/msg01326.html:No matter who does this, they could die if they go far enough.
./date/1996/05/msg01327.html:will be enough peoples more than willing to spend a few bucks to
./date/1996/05/msg01327.html:&gt; go far enough. I will not seek to kill anyone from afar, though, and
./date/1996/05/msg01333.html:digital cash, to understand AP with enough detail to be useful. But I’m
./date/1996/05/msg01335.html:assume that nobody has done anything wrong enough to justify AP from being
./date/1996/05/msg01392.html:block-perhaps greatly if it was done enough
./date/1996/05/msg01399.html:Might Rot13 be enough? It would prevent accidental viewing.
./date/1996/05/msg01403.html:may not work well enough anyway... but proof beyond a reasonable doubt would
./date/1996/05/msg01411.html:Is it too high or not high enough? If the tax of .000001 cents per bit
./date/1996/05/msg01416.html:to worry is if one individual was mad enough to see you dead, and would
./date/1996/05/msg01416.html:corruption is way more than enough to justify whatever level of
./date/1996/05/msg01427.html:&gt; ... And what about the tax rate itself? Is it too high or not high enough?
./date/1996/05/msg01431.html:enough information to spend the coin.
./date/1996/05/msg01444.html:enough.
./date/1996/05/msg01444.html:It is true enough
./date/1996/05/msg01453.html:plenty of takers if the reward’s high enough. (and can be collected
./date/1996/05/msg01454.html:&gt; &gt; It is true enough
./date/1996/05/msg01456.html:than enough magnitude for most bean counters.
./date/1996/05/msg01467.html:&gt;enough.
./date/1996/05/msg01467.html:&gt;It is true enough
./date/1996/05/msg01468.html:This conversation has been thorough enough already that perhaps
./date/1996/05/msg01470.html:&gt; than enough magnitude for most bean counters.
./date/1996/05/msg01475.html:But it’s probably close enough for non-anti-government work.
./date/1996/05/msg01491.html:&gt; It is true enough
./date/1996/05/msg01495.html:disparaging. But I hope that “get rational” is good enough for
./date/1996/05/msg01499.html:&gt;send me mail. The math involved is advanced enough that I’d prefer to
./date/1996/05/msg01508.html:I think that’s enough exclamation points. If you want a spec for the
./date/1996/05/msg01525.html:&gt; than enough magnitude for most bean counters.
./date/1996/05/msg01530.html:Do you think Internet users would be attracted enough to your
./date/1996/05/msg01556.html:But not every piece of mail sent through a remailer is ‘hot’ enough to get
./date/1996/05/msg01556.html:things if they were easier to setup. People simply don’t get enough
./date/1996/05/msg01562.html:Is this enough food for thought?
./date/1996/05/msg01566.html:some calculation where you are unfortunate enough to have done the
./date/1996/05/msg01586.html:with a big enough room, fewer singing trees, and less sun putting me to
enough to capability
./date/1996/05/msg01608.html:Sorry but the very fact that I don’t agree with you is proof enough that
./date/1996/05/msg01610.html:probably take it seriously enough to follow through and answer criticisms
./date/1996/05/msg01615.html:&gt; Sorry but the very fact that I don’t agree with you is proof enough that
./date/1996/05/msg01631.html:should be good enough for you folks.”
./date/1996/05/msg01632.html:&gt; Sorry but the very fact that I don’t agree with you is proof enough that
./date/1996/05/msg01634.html:&gt;&gt; Sorry but the very fact that I don’t agree with you is proof enough that
./date/1996/05/msg01651.html:32 bits isn’t enough precision; 64 bits is almost always enough.
./date/1996/05/msg01651.html:Floating point gives you about 53 bits, which is usually enough,
./date/1996/05/msg01651.html:while the 8087 chip was far faster, and handled big enough chunks of
./date/1996/05/msg01656.html:I have enough respect for Charles to say that he probably doesn’t believe
./date/1996/05/msg01658.html:our brain either is not complex enough or runs into the Godel paradox.
./date/1996/05/msg01676.html:life? “Managed care” is bad enough. I’m willing to pay a little more into
./date/1996/05/msg01696.html:key once enough shares have been received.
./date/1996/05/msg01696.html:The secret sharing access structure must be chosen to require enough
./date/1996/05/msg01696.html:with enough redundancy to allow recovery in the likely event that most
./date/1996/05/msg01696.html:threat of enough shareholders being convinced to violate the share
./date/1996/05/msg01737.html:the trend has been in motion there long enough that some serious
./date/1996/05/msg01739.html:only tiny pieces of the material, but with enough on the newsgroup
./date/1996/05/msg01739.html:if you get enough people to do this, it may actually be the case
./date/1996/05/msg01739.html:pieces available, the news server has enough messages
./date/1996/05/msg01742.html:be seized by the sheriff are enough for her. Remailer operators may have to
./date/1996/05/msg01742.html:else’s system.) My debt/asset ratio is bad enough from all of this school
./date/1996/05/msg01745.html:&gt; Sorry but the very fact that I don’t agree with you is proof enough that
./date/1996/05/msg01763.html:&gt; probably take it seriously enough to follow through and answer criticisms
./date/1996/05/msg01778.html:people, they might individually be aroused enough to target him, but that is
enough value or interest
./date/1996/05/msg01781.html:consumer’s privacy needs, which is good news for those concerned enough with
enough effect that lawsuits
enough
./date/1996/05/msg01792.html:coming out with soon. If there’s enough
./date/1996/05/msg01794.html:have enough agents free to monitor all calls, and it woudn’t be the NSA,
./date/1996/05/msg01795.html::people, they might individually be aroused enough to target him, but that is
./date/1996/05/msg01817.html:&gt;else’s system.) My debt/asset ratio is bad enough from all of this school
./date/1996/05/msg01835.html:That depends. If enough people believe the AP tactics are threatening
./date/1996/05/msg01845.html:and most products aren’t going to sell enough units to spread the cost around.
./date/1996/05/msg01849.html:Semtex -- is enough to link a suspected terrorist to a
enough to capability
./date/1996/05/msg01861.html:so. However, for the reasons I’ll give, they are not adequate enough, which
enough money can keep getting throw-away
./date/1996/05/msg01861.html:effect of cancel will guarantee enough posts will hang around to clog up
./date/1996/05/msg01861.html:enough ISP’s themselves request it -- they’ve shown in prior complaints
./date/1996/05/msg01888.html:Or a VAX/VMS user; there are, I have been informed, enough
./date/1996/05/msg01894.html:six months to accumulate enough
./date/1996/05/msg01900.html:&gt;
enough money can keep getting throw-away
./date/1996/05/msg01910.html:strong possibility that a ground connection would carry enough interesting
./date/1996/05/msg01928.html:But, cause there is a but, it can be broken by an hardware system. Gimme the money, i’ll break it, a simple algorithm can
be “hardwarly programmed” and with very high-tech components, the speed it can have is enough to break an RSA key.
./date/1996/05/msg01935.html:&gt;Yes, RSA can be “broken” if enough computer power is thrown at a small key,
enough, sure that only a big lab, or a
government can support this, but as soon as built, the breaking box is of no price.
./date/1996/05/msg01942.html:and with very high-tech components, the speed it can have is enough to break
./date/1996/05/msg01956.html:that the world is going to change enough, quickly enough, that remailers
./date/1996/05/msg01979.html:&gt;that the world is going to change enough, quickly enough, that remailers
./date/1996/05/msg02004.html:enough to point out to me.
./date/1996/05/msg02014.html:But, on balance, I think this NRC report comes down strongly enough in
./date/1996/05/msg02014.html:This should be enough to ensure our victory. (Not that I think that even
./date/1996/05/msg02014.html:fairly repressive legislation would’ve been enough to defeat us, but a new
./date/1996/05/msg02014.html:carry enough weight to delay crypto legislation long enough to ensure our
./date/1996/05/msg02036.html:the brute force system would have to decrypt and decompress enough of the
./date/1996/05/msg02038.html:on, for enough of the patients to effectively identify most or even all of
./date/1996/05/msg02039.html:&gt;This should be enough to ensure our victory. (Not that I think that even
./date/1996/05/msg02039.html:&gt;fairly repressive legislation would’ve been enough to defeat us, but a new
enough
./date/1996/05/msg02060.html:Not enough people seem to
./date/1996/06/bin00000.bin:taken them 20 years to develop enough expertise to generate even
./date/1996/06/msg00005.html:&gt; decompress enough of the data to run statistical tests. The cost of
./date/1996/06/msg00005.html:and if everyone in the world owned two computers, each powerful enough
./date/1996/06/msg00009.html:the same time provide enough income to keep legal protection at hand. Note
./date/1996/06/msg00017.html:about yet. When it gets cheap enough, I think this could become
./date/1996/06/msg00017.html:Interesting questions arise if they become accurate enough that they
./date/1996/06/msg00032.html:I wish I could read German well enough to use the paper. Will it be
./date/1996/06/msg00037.html:enough to deter counterfeiting.
./date/1996/06/msg00038.html:enough to deter counterfeiting.
./date/1996/06/msg00046.html:export recommendations don’t go far enough.
./date/1996/06/msg00046.html:thrilled by-the council report. “It doesn’t go far enough,”
./date/1996/06/msg00046.html:secure enough for use by businesses. “It can be broken in
./date/1996/06/msg00046.html:But even if DES were secure enough, Zimmermann said he
./date/1996/06/msg00055.html:BMWs, indoor heated pool and yacht should be enough attention for
./date/1996/06/msg00091.html:way, if one algorithm gets broken, there would be supposedly enough time
./date/1996/06/msg00106.html:-- “Rest enough for the individual man - [but] too
./date/1996/06/msg00109.html:only one of them is not enough. It doesn’t matter how big your key
./date/1996/06/msg00131.html: themselves well enough that the cameras cannot easily be used
./date/1996/06/msg00132.html:on inside information. He still went to jail, and he had enough money
./date/1996/06/msg00164.html:there is enough interest.
./date/1996/06/msg00174.html:that enough people will get impatient and international versions will
enough
./date/1996/06/msg00179.html:to be dangerous to anyone whose trades are large enough to attract
./date/1996/06/msg00185.html:of PCs running W95 or NT. These OSs are fragile enough, particularly to
./date/1996/06/msg00187.html:that someone could do this and make a living at it, someday, if enough
./date/1996/06/msg00208.html:ways. However, that isn’t cause enough
./date/1996/06/msg00219.html:is worth, it’s ‘secure enough.’
./date/1996/06/msg00219.html:protect my checking account, it’s probably not large enough for the
./date/1996/06/msg00240.html:&gt;ways. However, that isn’t cause enough
./date/1996/06/msg00242.html:&gt;ways. However, that isn’t cause enough
./date/1996/06/msg00245.html:&gt; that enough people will get impatient and international versions will
./date/1996/06/msg00257.html:attracted enough attention to warrant congressional attention.
./date/1996/06/msg00257.html:looking” enough?
./date/1996/06/msg00257.html:through. (Can they streamline it enough to get a vote in time?)
./date/1996/06/msg00258.html:you are not going far enough, only then does it have a chance
./date/1996/06/msg00261.html:want it badly enough to buy it.
./date/1996/06/msg00261.html:enough
./date/1996/06/msg00274.html:at Moscone Center for Java One, but exciting enough to get the Metrowerks
./date/1996/06/msg00287.html:&gt;attracted enough attention to warrant congressional attention.
./date/1996/06/msg00295.html:&gt; is worth, it’s ‘secure enough.’
./date/1996/06/msg00295.html:&gt; protect my checking account, it’s probably not large enough for the
./date/1996/06/msg00300.html:&gt; enough
./date/1996/06/msg00308.html:&gt; attracted enough attention to warrant congressional attention.
./date/1996/06/msg00308.html:&gt; looking” enough?
./date/1996/06/msg00308.html:&gt; through. (Can they streamline it enough to get a vote in time?)
./date/1996/06/msg00313.html:&gt; &gt;attracted enough attention to warrant congressional attention.
./date/1996/06/msg00320.html:&gt; attracted enough attention to warrant congressional attention.
./date/1996/06/msg00320.html:&gt; looking” enough?
./date/1996/06/msg00322.html:&gt; what is “child looking” enough?
./date/1996/06/msg00322.html:&gt; try to push it through. (Can they streamline it enough to
./date/1996/06/msg00340.html:&gt; &gt; protect my checking account, it’s probably not large enough for the
./date/1996/06/msg00345.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; looking” enough?
./date/1996/06/msg00354.html:&gt; &gt; attracted enough attention to warrant congressional attention.
./date/1996/06/msg00354.html:&gt; &gt; looking” enough?
./date/1996/06/msg00355.html:was that she was buying enough contracts that a tiny shift in the
./date/1996/06/msg00361.html:makes no difference -- there is more than enough crime here to go
./date/1996/06/msg00362.html:&gt; &gt;attracted enough attention to warrant congressional attention.
./date/1996/06/msg00364.html:&gt; It would certainly be enough to arrange congressional hearings, subpoena half
./date/1996/06/msg00364.html:jail. However, court proof and proof good enough for me aren’t the
./date/1996/06/msg00370.html:people high up enough in the DC feeding chain to have their own PR
./date/1996/06/msg00380.html:interesting enough to stop the chip for. E.g. if you insist that all
./date/1996/06/msg00380.html:enough for you, you’d put a bunch of 1-bits into the ninth vector (one
./date/1996/06/msg00381.html:&gt; &gt; attracted enough attention to warrant congressional attention.
./date/1996/06/msg00381.html:&gt; &gt; looking” enough?
./date/1996/06/msg00388.html:Apparently, Charles “Chuckie Monster” Newman didn’t impress enough people.
./date/1996/06/msg00390.html:simple enough for everybody to use.
./date/1996/06/msg00396.html:| people high up enough in the DC feeding chain to have their own PR
./date/1996/06/msg00418.html:enough
./date/1996/06/msg00422.html:enough
./date/1996/06/msg00440.html:* Seating for 100 (should be enough)
./date/1996/06/msg00444.html:* Fourth, merely discussing alternative political systems is not enough to
./date/1996/06/msg00448.html:perfectly and you received enough revenue to cover your costs without
./date/1996/06/msg00451.html:&gt;perfectly and you received enough revenue to cover your costs without
./date/1996/06/msg00453.html:gross global product is not enough? It’s this kind of, well, muzzy-headed
./date/1996/06/msg00453.html:intellectuals believing the hoax, put convincingly enough to get published
./date/1996/06/msg00453.html:enough to think that they can actually *control* them. Wake up and smell
./date/1996/06/msg00465.html:&gt;&gt; &gt; protect my checking account, it’s probably not large enough for the
./date/1996/06/msg00465.html:$10,000 as “maybe enough to protect my checking account, but not large enough
./date/1996/06/msg00485.html:need for a small enough group to actually get work done,
./date/1996/06/msg00485.html:pressuring government to allow at least enough security to prevent
./date/1996/06/msg00491.html:&gt; &gt; is worth, it’s ‘secure enough.’
./date/1996/06/msg00491.html:&gt; &gt; protect my checking account, it’s probably not large enough for the
./date/1996/06/msg00496.html:&gt;gross global product is not enough? It’s this kind of, well, muzzy-headed
./date/1996/06/msg00496.html:&gt;intellectuals believing the hoax, put convincingly enough to get published
./date/1996/06/msg00499.html:readers but there seems to be enough to maintain a steady undercurrent of
./date/1996/06/msg00529.html:that often is not enough and very very self serving. Leaving police
./date/1996/06/msg00529.html:citizens to follow and observe police actions and have enough knowlage
./date/1996/06/msg00539.html:receive enough remailer mail to correlate with all other users for all
./date/1996/06/msg00542.html:It’s probably close enough for anti-government work; the relative strength
./date/1996/06/msg00543.html:you’ve been around the Libertarian party long enough to know people
./date/1996/06/msg00546.html:As if that were not bad enough, America’s restrictive
./date/1996/06/msg00550.html:&gt; It’s probably close enough for anti-government work; the relative strength
./date/1996/06/msg00553.html:&gt;&gt; It’s probably close enough for anti-government work; the relative strength
./date/1996/06/msg00567.html:&gt; you’ve been around the Libertarian party long enough to know people
./date/1996/06/msg00570.html:theories. It assumes that most people are smart enough to realise their true interests.
./date/1996/06/msg00581.html:&gt;academic theories. It assumes that most people are smart enough to
./date/1996/06/msg00598.html:Please stay out of magic. The actual politician are enough into it.
./date/1996/06/msg00602.html:theories. It assumes that most people are smart enough to realise their true interests.
./date/1996/06/msg00613.html:&gt;Please stay out of magic. The actual politician are enough into it.
./date/1996/06/msg00616.html:to Netcom. As if there’s anybody stupid enough to use Micro$oft
./date/1996/06/msg00619.html:the depopulation may be severe enough. The only hope is that the assassin
./date/1996/06/msg00620.html:Homer adjusted Lazarus, and the last I knew the reports didn’t have enough
./date/1996/06/msg00636.html:&gt;the depopulation may be severe enough.
./date/1996/06/msg00686.html:Not good enough. After FBI agents were jerked around to provide political cover
enough to watch a
./date/1996/06/msg00713.html:broken by someone with enough skill and resources, but the social concerns are
./date/1996/06/msg00713.html:It took the industry long enough to get PCs and workstations to the speeds
./date/1996/06/msg00723.html:* must enjoy this sort of thing enough to do it for free.
./date/1996/06/msg00736.html:by a vendor who chooses a unit small enough that a small per-unit charge
./date/1996/06/msg00736.html:centralized resources is storage. It’s bad enough to have to wait in line for
./date/1996/06/msg00737.html:not use enough to justify the purchase price. I am not a chip
./date/1996/06/msg00737.html:designer and am not interested enough to drop $20K on a VHDL simulator
./date/1996/06/msg00737.html:&gt; It took the industry long enough to get PCs and workstations to the speeds
enough to watch a
./date/1996/06/msg00744.html:Senator:“And we and the American people have had enough of you and
./date/1996/06/msg00748.html:&gt; It took the industry long enough to get PCs and workstations to the
./date/1996/06/msg00760.html:capable. Many people simply cannot understand enough of what they are
./date/1996/06/msg00774.html:&gt;by a vendor who chooses a unit small enough that a small per-unit charge
./date/1996/06/msg00791.html:&gt;centralized resources is storage. It’s bad enough to have to wait in line for
./date/1996/06/msg00831.html:only because it damages electronics that are too far enough to be damaged
./date/1996/06/msg00842.html:One question is whether enough information to uniquely identify users
./date/1996/06/msg00866.html:Also had more than enough computing power to break knapsack. It’s not
./date/1996/06/msg00868.html:would require legislation, but there’s not enough experience to
./date/1996/06/msg00868.html:can’t export strong enough smartcards without long slow negotiations.
./date/1996/06/msg00868.html:40 not enough - can buy $400 chip to break 5 hours, etc.
./date/1996/06/msg00873.html:But the issues are complex, and a single document is just not enough
./date/1996/06/msg00885.html:&gt; But legal or not, even the threat might be enough to shut down smaller
./date/1996/06/msg00895.html:&gt; One question is whether enough information to uniquely identify users
./date/1996/06/msg00903.html:enough drink tickets, alert the kitchen and the police, and all that.
./date/1996/06/msg00907.html:&gt; One question is whether enough information to uniquely identify users
./date/1996/06/msg00907.html:but it is not enough
./date/1996/06/msg00916.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>

./date/1996/06/msg00937.html:This is true enough.
./date/1996/06/msg00939.html:were impressed enough with our case that we spent a day with them
./date/1996/06/msg00946.html:&gt; but it is not enough
./date/1996/06/msg00952.html:Am I the only one who thinks that any kid who is competent enough and smart enough
./date/1996/06/msg00968.html:were impressed enough with our case that we spent a day with them
./date/1996/06/msg00976.html:enough info to tie the information with a real person. suppose
./date/1996/06/msg01009.html:&gt; ratings systems, but its close enough.
./date/1996/06/msg01031.html:I don’t comment on the Catholics as I don’t know enough about them to
./date/1996/06/msg01034.html:people rude enough to pry into people’s private lives.
./date/1996/06/msg01084.html:enough.
./date/1996/06/msg01084.html:that’s “good enough” for them. As evidence, look at the current
./date/1996/06/msg01084.html:but good enough
./date/1996/06/msg01096.html:will expose the chip surface easily enough.
./date/1996/06/msg01096.html:With enough money, many things are possible.
./date/1996/06/msg01098.html:if you have enough cash and a good assassination clearinghouse.
./date/1996/06/msg01102.html:year. Touch luck for artists who get some airplay but not enough to
./date/1996/06/msg01110.html:tweaked enough to be useful (smalltalk-80 is where JIT came from).
./date/1996/06/msg01123.html:&gt;will expose the chip surface easily enough.
enough people to do that.” - G. H. Hardy
./date/1996/06/msg01130.html:is enough revenue to support some industry, I don’t think
./date/1996/06/msg01130.html:it’s enough to give a gluttonous mogul massive nightmares &lt;g&gt;. I believe
./date/1996/06/msg01130.html:&gt; Touch luck for artists who get some airplay but not enough to
./date/1996/06/msg01130.html:make enough money to make it worth putting them there. remember
./date/1996/06/msg01151.html:it” across the fuse. The voltage level is however not enough to spark the
./date/1996/06/msg01161.html:&gt;Yes, Harry Browne has raised enough money to qualify for matching funds
./date/1996/06/msg01161.html:As for “lawyers and accountants”:I’m sure there are enough
./date/1996/06/msg01166.html:in their life, because they abstract away enough detail to paint a
./date/1996/06/msg01167.html:Which, interestingly enough, is exactly the reason citizens should support
./date/1996/06/msg01167.html:like “Any government that is powerful enough to give you everything you
./date/1996/06/msg01167.html:want, is powerful enough to take away everything you have.” It was true,
./date/1996/06/msg01167.html:Fast-forward to 1996:Any government powerful enough to be able to
./date/1996/06/msg01167.html:eliminate money-laundering is powerful enough to eliminate all of our
./date/1996/06/msg01170.html:Yes, Harry Browne has raised enough money to qualify for matching funds
./date/1996/06/msg01174.html:All in all they guy was plesant enough, but no real
./date/1996/06/msg01176.html:&gt;&gt;Yes, Harry Browne has raised enough money to qualify for matching funds
./date/1996/06/msg01176.html:&gt;As for “lawyers and accountants”:I’m sure there are enough
./date/1996/06/msg01188.html:from its money.) Lisker is also presumably smart enough to know that few
./date/1996/06/msg01210.html:| All in all they guy was plesant enough, but no real
./date/1996/06/msg01218.html:&gt;in their life, because they abstract away enough detail to paint a
./date/1996/06/msg01228.html:}&gt;in their life, because they abstract away enough detail to paint a
./date/1996/06/msg01242.html:as it is), that’s all that can be gotten. Period. There just aren’t enough
./date/1996/06/msg01244.html:grammar errors (heaven knows - I make enough myself) but this discussion,
./date/1996/06/msg01245.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/06/msg01273.html:&gt; as it is), that’s all that can be gotten. Period. There just aren’t enough
./date/1996/06/msg01273.html:argue that 154 bits of entropy is enough, but then I would also argue that
./date/1996/06/msg01280.html:just far enough removed from the New Mexico tourist mecca to give a small
./date/1996/06/msg01283.html:GOOD patents, with claims which are both narrow enough to
enough to cover “work-arounds,”
./date/1996/06/msg01303.html:other relatives. People smart enough to read the papers, and smart enough
./date/1996/06/msg01308.html:However, I think there’s already enough
./date/1996/06/msg01314.html:&gt;other relatives. People smart enough to read the papers, and smart enough
./date/1996/06/msg01324.html:computer-generated space... and computers are far from powerful enough to
./date/1996/06/msg01355.html:knowledgeable enough on the subject to know why...
./date/1996/06/msg01375.html:hasn’t been around (as a big thing) long enough. The only impact it has had
./date/1996/06/msg01377.html:&gt;hasn’t been around (as a big thing) long enough.
./date/1996/06/msg01392.html:to see how the government could even employ enough judges to sign
./date/1996/06/msg01392.html:enough wiretap orders to wiretap 1% of all our phone calls, much
./date/1996/06/msg01392.html:less hire enough federal agents to sit and listen to all that
./date/1996/06/msg01392.html:Cryptography strong enough to keep out major governments.
./date/1996/06/msg01400.html:NSI’s contract runs til 1998, which is about enough time to evaluate
./date/1996/06/msg01411.html:you think that there would be enough interest to support one?
./date/1996/06/msg01432.html:expanding, and we don’t have enough banks and no automated teller
./date/1996/06/msg01474.html:The system is secure only if the number of keys is large enough to
./date/1996/06/msg01475.html:The system is secure only if the number of keys is large enough to
./date/1996/06/msg01496.html:just bright enough to scoop up the static passwords that circulate
./date/1996/06/msg01503.html:It’s not strong enough (you can do a bit better than 2**55 brute force tries,
./date/1996/06/msg01503.html:and 2**55 isn’t enough given modern computers), but you can take care
./date/1996/06/msg01503.html:is strong enough for the forseeable future. It’s also annoyingly
./date/1996/06/msg01512.html:and worked well when the number of users was small enough that
./date/1996/06/msg01529.html:will be enough ``noise’’ in the delay and padding that most
./date/1996/06/msg01529.html:some information, though not enough for the kinds of attacks I
./date/1996/06/msg01530.html:It *might* also be possible to do this with java. I don’t know enough java
./date/1996/06/msg01555.html:enough people signed up to provide much privacy protection.
./date/1996/06/msg01577.html:&gt;enough people signed up to provide much privacy protection.
./date/1996/06/msg01597.html:Strangely enough for such a senior and responsible person, his name did
./date/1996/06/msg01597.html:and Cambridge had asked quite enough questions.
./date/1996/06/msg01602.html:-jon (who has had more than enough real world experience with cookies)
./date/1996/06/msg01610.html:I recall. It wasn’t perfect but it was enough.
./date/1996/06/msg01622.html:&gt;* Fourth, merely discussing alternative political systems is not enough to
enough to have accurate sources of information.
enough to have accurate sources of information.
./date/1996/07/msg00007.html:enough?
./date/1996/07/msg00008.html:&gt; enough?
./date/1996/07/msg00009.html:general, but they are bad enough that the key property of
./date/1996/07/msg00012.html:&gt; general, but they are bad enough that the key property of
./date/1996/07/msg00014.html:anyone be able to stand it long enough to extract the message?
./date/1996/07/msg00035.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction</LI>
./date/1996/07/msg00045.html:If you can create a large enough disturbances they will be better than
./date/1996/07/msg00059.html:second, which I assume would be more than enough for what’s needed.
./date/1996/07/msg00059.html:systems, and their data rate is 19.2kbps, not even close to enough for
./date/1996/07/msg00065.html:&gt; second, which I assume would be more than enough for what’s needed.
./date/1996/07/msg00065.html:&gt; systems, and their data rate is 19.2kbps, not even close to enough for
./date/1996/07/msg00073.html:&gt; If you can create a large enough disturbances they will be better than
./date/1996/07/msg00076.html:&gt; If you can create a large enough disturbances they will be better than
./date/1996/07/msg00087.html:Ken pointed out that law enforcement had to have gotten enough
./date/1996/07/msg00088.html:&gt;&gt; If you can create a large enough disturbances they will be better than
./date/1996/07/msg00095.html:Is it because people consider mundane mail unimportant enough to sign?
./date/1996/07/msg00105.html:is a big deal and I don’t consider it important enough for my everyday
./date/1996/07/msg00120.html:&gt; Is it because people consider mundane mail unimportant enough to sign?
./date/1996/07/msg00124.html:DO&gt; Is it because people consider mundane mail unimportant enough to
./date/1996/07/msg00126.html:&gt; systems, and their data rate is 19.2kbps, not even close to enough for
./date/1996/07/msg00132.html:Not knowing enough of the posting of John Deters, I can’t tell where he is
./date/1996/07/msg00137.html:Strangely enough for such a senior and responsible person, his name did
./date/1996/07/msg00137.html:and Cambridge had asked quite enough questions.
./date/1996/07/msg00143.html:True, but so do pen registers. It’s usually easy enough to
./date/1996/07/msg00145.html:&gt; Ken pointed out that law enforcement had to have gotten enough
./date/1996/07/msg00152.html:Neat. I don’t know enough about OLE to comment, but can we discuss
./date/1996/07/msg00181.html:&gt;If the child is creative enough, he will be able to boot DOS from a bootdisk
./date/1996/07/msg00188.html:If the child is creative enough, he will be able to boot DOS from a bootdisk
./date/1996/07/msg00193.html:&gt;&gt;If the child is creative enough, he will be able to boot DOS from a bootdisk
./date/1996/07/msg00200.html:cannot be stressed enough that encryption must be transparent, easy to
./date/1996/07/msg00200.html:use, but at the same time make its presence just apparent enough to
enough
./date/1996/07/msg00205.html:over many messages, turns out to be enough to unravel a lot of
./date/1996/07/msg00206.html:If this is a small enough group, that may still be a problem. And
./date/1996/07/msg00206.html:the bandwidth and processing requirements are probably enough to
./date/1996/07/msg00212.html:enough, “we’ll make more.”
./date/1996/07/msg00215.html:= enough, “we’ll make more.”
./date/1996/07/msg00216.html:Agreed. And if a remailer chain is long enough, the “someone can tell if
./date/1996/07/msg00217.html:&gt; If the child is creative enough, he will be able to boot DOS from a bootdisk
./date/1996/07/msg00222.html:&gt; If the child is creative enough, he will be able to boot DOS from a bootdisk
./date/1996/07/msg00230.html:&gt; being put to the sword. Most converted, naturally enough.
./date/1996/07/msg00239.html:&gt; &gt; being put to the sword. Most converted, naturally enough.
./date/1996/07/msg00242.html:&gt; being put to the sword. Most converted, naturally enough.
./date/1996/07/msg00245.html:being put to the sword. Most converted, naturally enough.
./date/1996/07/msg00247.html:enough of a reduction so that whatever costs appear to be limits today won’t
./date/1996/07/msg00256.html:education, and economic strategy are just not sexy enough for TV.
./date/1996/07/msg00260.html:= Islam or being put to the sword. Most converted, naturally enough.
./date/1996/07/msg00261.html:soldiers and even a small child can pack enough plastiques to wipe
./date/1996/07/msg00278.html:&gt; If the child is creative enough, he will be able to boot DOS from a bootdisk
./date/1996/07/msg00281.html:reasons people can’t get along and there have been enough “top-down” imposed
./date/1996/07/msg00308.html:weather). But hey Bo is old enough to take care of himself.
./date/1996/07/msg00308.html:No cause was sited, is enough” Don’t quote thier organization, don;t quote
./date/1996/07/msg00335.html:(*action)( indexes, cur_depth ); // Acting only deep enough
./date/1996/07/msg00352.html:kid unlucky enough to be under the care of Mormons.
./date/1996/07/msg00356.html:they were heroes to the western world, supplied arms and money enough to
./date/1996/07/msg00361.html:&gt; kid unlucky enough to be under the care of Mormons.
./date/1996/07/msg00364.html:&lt;&lt; It’s also trivial enough to be done by 99% of the people on
./date/1996/07/msg00370.html:Of course, with enough Mellaril in your system, you can probably
./date/1996/07/msg00384.html:focus in the presence of a lot of distractions. Oddly enough, *another*
./date/1996/07/msg00394.html:You have 1 kid unlucky enough to be born hyperactive (genetic predisposition
./date/1996/07/msg00394.html:+ idiot parents) and 40 kids unlucky enough to be stuck in class with one
./date/1996/07/msg00402.html:Soon enough they will settle down. English prose was at its greatest
./date/1996/07/msg00405.html:Lots and lots of secrets, can’t get enough of them, can’t tell the public
./date/1996/07/msg00410.html:&gt;focus in the presence of a lot of distractions. Oddly enough, *another*
./date/1996/07/msg00411.html:Commienet, but most political threads die out quickly enough. The “Ritalin”
./date/1996/07/msg00416.html:you don’t entertain enough to hook the reader they won’t bother with
./date/1996/07/msg00418.html:Ratz slammed the drink down on the counter in front of me. “Shaken enough
./date/1996/07/msg00418.html:creamy thigh, just high enough so that I could see that she wasn’t wearing
./date/1996/07/msg00419.html:Ratz slammed the drink down on the counter in front of me. “Shaken enough
./date/1996/07/msg00419.html:creamy thigh, just high enough so that I could see that she wasn’t wearing
enough the
./date/1996/07/msg00427.html:&gt;was active in the freedom struggle against the British, and told me enough
./date/1996/07/msg00428.html:However, they insisted on pushing it even when they could not get enough
enough to allow the use of any reasonable
./date/1996/07/msg00438.html:was active in the freedom struggle against the British, and told me enough
./date/1996/07/msg00460.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; &gt; It’s [...] trivial enough to be done by 99% of the people on
./date/1996/07/msg00478.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; &gt; &gt; It’s [...] trivial enough to be done by 99% of the people on
./date/1996/07/msg00492.html:to take down everything for a long period of time (long enough to be
./date/1996/07/msg00492.html:truly detrimental to a lot of people) quickly enough (that would require
./date/1996/07/msg00497.html:Alien/OS contains a security vulnerability, which strangely enough
./date/1996/07/msg00500.html:Home schooling has its own set of disadvantages. I’ve done enough teaching
./date/1996/07/msg00508.html:enough to eventually see the hypocrisy.
./date/1996/07/msg00513.html:repeatedly attempted suicide and at the very least give them enough
./date/1996/07/msg00515.html:to occassionally maintain their attention long enough to pay their
./date/1996/07/msg00515.html:it and suddenly they can function long enough
./date/1996/07/msg00521.html:(And part of this, as perhaps I did not make clear enough, is that he
./date/1996/07/msg00537.html:The topic was “Intellectual Property” -- timely enough since Bono sits
./date/1996/07/msg00610.html:Like religion, if you are crazy enough to ask your government what
./date/1996/07/msg00633.html:be bootlegged or pirated if enough people do not trust the system, or
./date/1996/07/msg00678.html:If that’s not reliable enough for you (and it may not be),
./date/1996/07/msg00699.html:&gt; Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this. I can
./date/1996/07/msg00699.html:track callers. They’re willing to pay for that service, enough
./date/1996/07/msg00700.html:Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this. I can
./date/1996/07/msg00704.html:&gt;Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this. I can
./date/1996/07/msg00705.html:&gt; Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this.
./date/1996/07/msg00708.html:&gt; Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this. I can
enough,
./date/1996/07/msg00719.html:&gt; Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this. I can
./date/1996/07/msg00722.html:| Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this. I can
./date/1996/07/msg00723.html:&gt; &gt; track callers. They’re willing to pay for that service, enough
./date/1996/07/msg00724.html:&gt; &gt; Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this. I can
./date/1996/07/msg00725.html:&gt; Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this. I can
./date/1996/07/msg00726.html:&gt; Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this. I can
./date/1996/07/msg00730.html:effort wasn’t big enough - didn’t cover enough people. China almost collapsed
./date/1996/07/msg00730.html:with you to do otherwise and B. you haven’t been smart enough to go through an
./date/1996/07/msg00737.html:&gt; track callers. They’re willing to pay for that service, enough
./date/1996/07/msg00738.html:&gt; track callers. They’re willing to pay for that service, enough
./date/1996/07/msg00741.html:I don’t know enough QM to tell if it has the same immunity to
./date/1996/07/msg00742.html:&gt; &gt; track callers. They’re willing to pay for that service, enough
./date/1996/07/msg00748.html:&gt; Wow. Maybe I’m not paranoid enough, but I never expected this. I can
./date/1996/07/msg00757.html:anonymous remailer or web anonymizer may be reason enough to get
./date/1996/07/msg00764.html:enough to post here shortly, if I feel i can pull myself away from my
./date/1996/07/msg00771.html:&gt; &gt; track callers. They’re willing to pay for that service, enough
./date/1996/07/msg00829.html:If so how many are enough? If not, please clarify further.
./date/1996/07/msg00830.html:enough
./date/1996/07/msg00834.html:&gt;controversy faces the problem of bias, and anyone not informed enough
enough to be
./date/1996/07/msg00853.html:”signed promise” is not enough
./date/1996/07/msg00861.html:their hard earned money. Maybe, enough resquests will convince me
./date/1996/07/msg00861.html:learing enough VB3 (ther version I cracked, 1.5 was in VB3).
enough to be
./date/1996/07/msg00887.html:would be enough - that once they threw it over the wall, it would be
./date/1996/07/msg00918.html:6. Small payments. Ecash(tm) coins are cheap enough to use
./date/1996/07/msg00936.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction</LI>
./date/1996/07/msg00941.html:&gt;would be enough - that once they threw it over the wall, it would be
./date/1996/07/msg00974.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/07/msg00976.html::6. Small payments. Ecash(tm) coins are cheap enough to use
./date/1996/07/msg00987.html:API is extensible enough to handle the new features we want to add
./date/1996/07/msg00999.html:Lyal&gt; customers out of their hard earned money. Maybe, enough
./date/1996/07/msg01006.html:of these *categories* is going to be enough. other consumers
./date/1996/07/msg01015.html:If enough people want detailed explanations of what is being blocked, and
./date/1996/07/msg01021.html:probably enough.
./date/1996/07/msg01072.html:it wasnt trite enough for them).
./date/1996/07/msg01096.html:strong cryptography, strong enough to keep out major governments. And
./date/1996/07/msg01108.html:something about crypto. I am lucky enough to live very near
./date/1996/07/msg01121.html:could still make some reasonable enough errors on the fakefs. One could
./date/1996/07/msg01128.html:Frankly, I’m not a good enough shot--especially in high-stress
./date/1996/07/msg01131.html:&gt; it wasnt trite enough for them).
./date/1996/07/msg01132.html:&gt; of these *categories* is going to be enough. other consumers
./date/1996/07/msg01152.html:&gt;Frankly, I’m not a good enough shot--especially in high-stress
./date/1996/07/msg01166.html:Why? Is there not enough noise on the list already? Why not advertise
./date/1996/07/msg01181.html:Isn’t that nice. Some creep is proud enough of his skill at accessing the
./date/1996/07/msg01189.html:big lose position for himself. the categories may be clear enough
./date/1996/07/msg01202.html:&gt; Frankly, I’m not a good enough shot--especially in high-stress
./date/1996/07/msg01202.html:quickly enough after you wake up, so you may kill someone peaceful who
./date/1996/07/msg01202.html:you had a metal door, you would have enough time to wake up and assess
enough, and then you
./date/1996/07/msg01209.html:enough
./date/1996/07/msg01217.html:&gt; enough for my work. What might be a good reward for hacking into an
./date/1996/07/msg01219.html:and are also typical of other kinds of despotism or fanaticism. But it is enough
./date/1996/07/msg01224.html:&gt; enough for my work. What might be a good reward for hacking into an
./date/1996/07/msg01225.html:”Sure, we’ve pulled off enough they’re lying around all over the place. But
./date/1996/07/msg01228.html:becomes powerful enough that they have the ability to forcefully exert
./date/1996/07/msg01238.html:&gt; If you had a metal door, you would have enough time to wake up
./date/1996/07/msg01243.html:&gt; Isn’t that nice. Some creep is proud enough of his skill at accessing the
./date/1996/07/msg01244.html:enough for my work. What might be a good reward for hacking into an
./date/1996/07/msg01246.html:values of the two constants. Hint:it’s enough to prove it
./date/1996/07/msg01249.html:enough, and it may have entered the English language as band-aid did.)
./date/1996/07/msg01254.html:anyone entering entering through your window at 0400 on their duff long enough
./date/1996/07/msg01262.html:| Isn’t that nice. Some creep is proud enough of his skill at accessing the
./date/1996/07/msg01263.html:are disparate enough
./date/1996/07/msg01265.html:&gt; &gt; If you had a metal door, you would have enough time to wake up
./date/1996/07/msg01276.html:&gt;&gt; &gt; If you had a metal door, you would have enough time to wake up
./date/1996/07/msg01294.html:a weapon, and hell, at least then my kid will have enough money to go to
./date/1996/07/msg01297.html:&gt; quickly enough after you wake up, so you may kill someone peaceful who
./date/1996/07/msg01297.html:&gt; you had a metal door, you would have enough time to wake up and assess
./date/1996/07/msg01301.html:And sure enough...
./date/1996/07/msg01301.html:phone will be enough to pay for the bandwidth under current pricing models.
./date/1996/07/msg01309.html:enough for my work. What might be a good reward for hacking into an
./date/1996/07/msg01348.html:sponsors to get us a check gets those slots. If we don’t get enough
./date/1996/07/msg01364.html:infrastructures, not ITAR. Could you be kind enough to check the Subject,
./date/1996/07/msg01367.html:ending up with the original C code, but if it’s worth enough to you
./date/1996/07/msg01370.html:Edupage, or if you save mail, there might be reason enough for the
./date/1996/07/msg01371.html:Having a copy of the driver is enough to arouse suspicion. If they
./date/1996/07/msg01389.html:learned enough to understand the consequences of their actions, and can
./date/1996/07/msg01401.html:still not completely sure I am mature enough that I would trust
./date/1996/07/msg01403.html:That is strictly MY opinion. If there are enough of me
./date/1996/07/msg01408.html:&gt; That is strictly MY opinion. If there are enough of me
./date/1996/07/msg01423.html:&gt; Having a copy of the driver is enough to arouse suspicion. If they
./date/1996/07/msg01425.html:&gt; Edupage, or if you save mail, there might be reason enough for the
./date/1996/07/msg01428.html:unfortunately seemed to be right at the point where he had enough
./date/1996/07/msg01428.html:”empowerment” to be blamed but not enough to shine a little common sense
./date/1996/07/msg01428.html:&gt;Frankly, I’m not a good enough shot--especially in high-stress

./date/1996/07/msg01430.html:good enough resistors, then the voltage for the human body itself would
./date/1996/07/msg01434.html:probably be enough to tempest shield a drive? (As I understand it,
./date/1996/07/msg01434.html:fact, it ought to be enough to throw off a metal detecter/search device
./date/1996/07/msg01435.html:(It is still strong enought to reduce casual eavesdropping....)
./date/1996/07/msg01438.html:And sure enough...[he sure makes it convenient for sarcastic “cowards”
./date/1996/07/msg01439.html:&gt; good enough resistors, then the voltage for the human body itself would
./date/1996/07/msg01448.html:&gt;&gt;a weapon, and hell, at least then my kid will have enough money to go to
./date/1996/07/msg01458.html:cryptography and Government Information Policy, who is generous enough
./date/1996/07/msg01461.html:&gt; good enough resistors, then the voltage for the human body itself would
./date/1996/07/msg01464.html:Is enought information available for someone else to write
./date/1996/07/msg01465.html:&gt;a weapon, and hell, at least then my kid will have enough money to go to
./date/1996/07/msg01468.html:&gt;good enough resistors, then the voltage for the human body itself would
./date/1996/07/msg01472.html:”My Dad says government is obscene, and that I’m not old enough yet to look
./date/1996/07/msg01473.html:&gt; Is enought information available for someone else to write
./date/1996/07/msg01474.html:was clearly an option if sentiment was strong enough in that direction.
./date/1996/07/msg01476.html:Parents smart enough to send their kids to such a school will see them
./date/1996/07/msg01476.html:since the “queers” are the ones who’ve been smart enough to start using
./date/1996/07/msg01482.html:&gt;was clearly an option if sentiment was strong enough in that direction.
./date/1996/07/msg01485.html:&gt; That is strictly MY opinion. If there are enough of me
./date/1996/07/msg01487.html:If we ignore the FUD, he’ll go away soon enough.
./date/1996/07/msg01529.html:is large enough, this is impractical even with vast amounts of
./date/1996/07/msg01544.html:over the cliff, because he think his opponent is crazy enough to ignore
./date/1996/07/msg01560.html:wouldn’t work. OTOH, it’s possible that with a careful enough job and
./date/1996/07/msg01575.html:to have to assume the responsibility of becoming literate enough
./date/1996/07/msg01594.html:close enough to truth, given the absence of facts,
./date/1996/07/msg01594.html:not doing enough to help Federal law enforcement in its
./date/1996/07/msg01594.html:until physical evidence, enough to reach a “beyond a
./date/1996/07/msg01599.html:if IS tries. But then, these users generally know enough (or more than IS)
./date/1996/07/msg01600.html:is large enough, this is impractical even with vast amounts of
./date/1996/07/msg01613.html:&gt; probibly would have effected me more. Luckly, my brother has enough sense
./date/1996/07/msg01617.html:thousand bits of keylength should be good enough for most things that
./date/1996/07/msg01618.html:&gt;Is enought information available for someone else to write
./date/1996/07/msg01623.html:fought their ENTIRE history. Americans are arogent enough to believe that
./date/1996/07/msg01629.html:clothing completely wrecking it for formal wear and continue through enough
./date/1996/07/msg01634.html:&gt; good enough resistors, then the voltage for the human body itself would
./date/1996/07/msg01637.html:&gt;thousand bits of keylength should be good enough for most things that
./date/1996/07/msg01642.html:&gt; cryptography and Government Information Policy, who is generous enough
./date/1996/07/msg01649.html:| &gt;thousand bits of keylength should be good enough for most things that
./date/1996/07/msg01658.html:&gt;clothing completely wrecking it for formal wear and continue through enough
./date/1996/07/msg01660.html:Fair enough?
./date/1996/07/msg01663.html:Put up enough money to defend me and tell me how I can get arrested.
./date/1996/07/msg01665.html:Oddly enough, RSA’s RC2/RC4 is also an exception to the proprietary
./date/1996/07/msg01688.html:FBI Special Agent Safdar is upset enough by the revelation
./date/1996/07/msg01690.html:”Isn’t that nice. Some creep is proud enough of his skill at accessing the
./date/1996/07/msg01691.html:(albeit essentially still impossible, for a large enough work factor).
./date/1996/07/msg01701.html:Interestingly enough, the reason the 5 are so robust is that they employ
./date/1996/07/msg01719.html:Easy enough.
./date/1996/07/msg01733.html:offends his sensibilities. I understand he’s old enough to have been
./date/1996/07/msg01739.html:&gt; FBI Special Agent Safdar is upset enough by the revelation
./date/1996/07/msg01741.html:long enough so that there is not time left in the Cartoon News show, to
./date/1996/07/msg01742.html:&gt;FBI Special Agent Safdar is upset enough by the revelation
./date/1996/07/msg01752.html:until he was old enough te get it himself. How do you expect him/her to
./date/1996/07/msg01761.html:&gt; &gt; FBI Special Agent Safdar is upset enough by the revelation
./date/1996/07/msg01775.html:existing macro in the database you want to schedule. It would be easy enough to
./date/1996/07/msg01775.html:This works well enough if your clients have powerful machines, but this could be
./date/1996/07/msg01775.html:string itself must be allocated, along with enough space to hold and resolve the
./date/1996/07/msg01776.html:Shibbir could never cut it as a Fed -- his suit is not bland enough
./date/1996/07/msg01783.html:&gt;offends his sensibilities. I understand he’s old enough to have been
./date/1996/07/msg01784.html:Easy enough.
./date/1996/07/msg01784.html:they see mass single-copy distributions going on at enough garage
./date/1996/07/msg01784.html:are seeing (some people might not ‘get it’ but there’s enough money
./date/1996/07/msg01785.html:&gt;FBI Special Agent Safdar is upset enough by the revelation
./date/1996/07/msg01792.html:Ok. This thread has gone on long enough and covered just about every
./date/1996/07/msg01796.html:visit, assuming they were dealing in large enough volumes to indicate they
./date/1996/07/msg01800.html:string together enough words to make a sentence.
./date/1996/07/msg01802.html:It is best if your children and you can reach broad enough mutual respect
./date/1996/07/msg01804.html:you get is best considered local and ‘good enough’, not optimal. An argument
./date/1996/07/msg01805.html:for enough money).
./date/1996/07/msg01810.html:are that the service would charge money enough to cover its costs and
./date/1996/07/msg01811.html:taking the blame. Maybe it is just a matter of having a low enough
./date/1996/07/msg01826.html:&gt; I understand he’s old enough to have been
./date/1996/07/msg01828.html:herself for not owning enough slaves to make her proper
./date/1996/07/msg01837.html:probably not that expensive. It’s innocuous enough (recording and
./date/1996/07/msg01840.html:any static operations, and do only enough computation to see that
./date/1996/07/msg01846.html:might even be able to scrape up enough funds to buy enough chips/boards/etc
./date/1996/07/msg01846.html:research lab, and would make a scary enough demo to convince even the
./date/1996/07/msg01849.html:&gt;My place is pretty isolated, so I wonder if my proposed solution is enough:
./date/1996/07/msg01868.html:enough disk...
./date/1996/07/msg01876.html:&gt; might even be able to scrape up enough funds to buy enough chips/boards/etc
./date/1996/07/msg01876.html:&gt; research lab, and would make a scary enough demo to convince even the
./date/1996/07/msg01877.html:&gt;for enough money).
./date/1996/07/msg01881.html:&gt; might even be able to scrape up enough funds to buy enough chips/boards/etc
./date/1996/07/msg01881.html:&gt; research lab, and would make a scary enough demo to convince even the
./date/1996/07/msg01890.html:&gt; &gt; might even be able to scrape up enough funds to buy enough chips/boards/etc
./date/1996/07/msg01890.html:&gt; &gt; research lab, and would make a scary enough demo to convince even the
./date/1996/07/msg01893.html:&gt; &gt; might even be able to scrape up enough funds to buy enough chips/boards/etc
./date/1996/07/msg01893.html:&gt; &gt; research lab, and would make a scary enough demo to convince even the
./date/1996/07/msg01901.html:a kilometer)enough so that even accelerated loss (microcracking) wouldn’t
./date/1996/07/msg01901.html:would be hung with enough slack so that swaying/growing trees wouldn’t
enough about the
./date/1996/07/msg01910.html:&gt;&gt;FBI Special Agent Safdar is upset enough by the revelation
./date/1996/07/msg01910.html:enough.”
./date/1996/07/msg01911.html:&gt;Ok. This thread has gone on long enough and covered just about every
./date/1996/07/msg01921.html:is mature enough to carry a gun for non-recreational reasons is less
./date/1996/07/msg01922.html:Do you think the technology is secure enough?” but no story. Maybe that’s
./date/1996/07/msg01923.html:Close enough for government work.
./date/1996/07/msg01924.html:&gt;Ok. This thread has gone on long enough and covered just about every
./date/1996/07/msg01940.html:&gt; Easy enough.
./date/1996/07/msg01940.html:copyright laws that are currently in place are enough to protect
./date/1996/07/msg01950.html:architected a basic system. And the “how many bits is enough?” (sorry I
./date/1996/07/msg01953.html:is a tenuous enough move which works primarily because both sides
./date/1996/07/msg01955.html:graphics, some Cypherpunkish slogans, etc. That is, an attractive enough
./date/1996/07/msg01955.html:third-party drop-in modules...some have been successful enough to be
./date/1996/07/msg01959.html:warp it just enough
./date/1996/07/msg01959.html:accelerating. No longer can the government keep enough control of the news
./date/1996/07/msg01961.html:My place is pretty isolated, so I wonder if my proposed solution is enough:
./date/1996/07/msg01962.html:quality that made the point interesting enough to save (say we only keep
./date/1996/07/msg01962.html:&gt;&gt; enough disk...
./date/1996/07/msg01962.html:&gt;controller card is intelligent enough to be a CPU or contain one, burn
./date/1996/07/msg01964.html:&gt; architected a basic system. And the “how many bits is enough?” (sorry I
./date/1996/07/msg01977.html:&gt; enough disk...
./date/1996/07/msg01977.html:controller card is intelligent enough to be a CPU or contain one, burn
./date/1996/07/msg01980.html:&gt; Ok. This thread has gone on long enough and covered just about every
./date/1996/07/msg01993.html:that they’re bright enough to notice it and maybe to follow it.
./date/1996/07/msg02007.html:Or enough magnetic tape or CD-R to pre-compute a lookup table,
./date/1996/07/msg02012.html:Or alternatively perhaps there are enough countries around that
enough to get
./date/1996/07/msg02021.html:&gt;Ok. This thread has gone on long enough and covered just about every
./date/1996/07/msg02025.html:&gt; any static operations, and do only enough computation to see that
./date/1996/07/msg02032.html:&gt;might even be able to scrape up enough funds to buy enough chips/boards/etc
./date/1996/07/msg02032.html:&gt;research lab, and would make a scary enough demo to convince even the
enough about the
./date/1996/07/msg02040.html:&gt;is mature enough to carry a gun for non-recreational reasons is less
./date/1996/07/msg02043.html:&gt; &gt; FBI Special Agent Safdar is upset enough by the revelation
./date/1996/07/msg02066.html:enough that you can do a ``dictionary attack,’’ in which you go down
./date/1996/07/msg02070.html:&gt;put enough FPGAs on a board to do enough keys in parallel to equal 1 key
./date/1996/07/msg02074.html:much of a charge, just something like 12 volts - enough to keep someones
./date/1996/07/msg02083.html:put enough FPGAs on a board to do enough keys in parallel to equal 1 key
./date/1996/07/msg02086.html:enough for the CIA.”
./date/1996/07/msg02101.html:&gt; Put up enough money to defend me and tell me how I can get arrested.
./date/1996/07/msg02105.html:&gt; courts and jails are already clogged up enough. Of course, if he _knew_ the
./date/1996/07/msg02110.html:&gt; &gt; Put up enough money to defend me and tell me how I can get arrested.
./date/1996/07/msg02133.html:have zero crossings a single sample per cycle is not enough. By taking at
./date/1996/07/msg02136.html:sites. Would someone kind-hearted enough mail me a copy?
./date/1996/07/msg02144.html:courts and jails are already clogged up enough. Of course, if he _knew_ the
./date/1996/07/msg02166.html:I proposed a wager of 25 Pounds Sterling. Clear enough?
./date/1996/07/msg02168.html:&gt; courts and jails are already clogged up enough.
./date/1996/07/msg02174.html:*before* he got his guard up) spend enough time arguing over trivialities
./date/1996/07/msg02176.html:If the detector is sensitive enough, the loss induced by this is minimal.
./date/1996/07/msg02180.html:Since I am far enough away from him, the beating does not make enough noise
./date/1996/07/msg02187.html:&gt;I proposed a wager of 25 Pounds Sterling. Clear enough?
./date/1996/07/msg02192.html:mind that 50% support is enough for a proposed distribution to pass, you
./date/1996/07/msg02209.html:smart enough to make tracks. One dead, Segal 20 million, and no lines
./date/1996/07/msg02227.html:&gt; &gt;I proposed a wager of 25 Pounds Sterling. Clear enough?
./date/1996/07/msg02230.html:&gt;If the detector is sensitive enough, the loss induced by this is minimal.
./date/1996/07/msg02243.html:”enough” and “not enough
./date/1996/07/msg02245.html:&gt;mind that 50% support is enough for a proposed distribution to pass, you
./date/1996/07/msg02256.html:&gt;If the detector is sensitive enough, the loss induced by this is minimal.
./date/1996/07/msg02258.html:&gt;the next round. Not enough for a majority.
./date/1996/07/msg02259.html:Salman Rushdie novels, whatever. Even if enough people dislike Collins and
./date/1996/07/msg02263.html:&gt;Since I am far enough away from him, the beating does not make enough noise
./date/1996/07/msg02265.html:the next round. Not enough for a majority.
./date/1996/07/msg02278.html:&gt; &gt;mind that 50% support is enough for a proposed distribution to pass, you
./date/1996/07/msg02301.html:their likely reward. Probably the solution is to offer those higher enough
./date/1996/07/msg02320.html:Either #1 makes an offer good enough to get 9 others to vote for it (and
./date/1996/07/msg02340.html:up the DTMF tones just enough to make then unrecognizable to
./date/1996/07/msg02363.html:very large and thus hard to fully analyse, but it looks good enough
./date/1996/07/msg02420.html:&gt;baggage to deposit it enough hours in advance to be inspected and to pay
./date/1996/07/msg02449.html:Ironic, huh. Sometimes you can identify the things that are far enough away to see, but not the ones that are too close to
notice.
./date/1996/07/msg02454.html:Derek - enough rambling for now
./date/1996/07/msg02471.html:paper that looked like a DoJ form, though I couldn’t get close enough to
./date/1996/07/msg02473.html:baggage to deposit it enough hours in advance to be inspected and to pay
./date/1996/07/msg02477.html:&gt; “If a terrorist is nutty enough, there’s always an opportunity for
./date/1996/07/msg02493.html:not get out enough. I have seen good working descriptions in books since I
./date/1996/07/msg02517.html:She may be dumb enough not to realize that BUT I think that she realizes
enough to OD, you
./date/1996/07/msg02541.html:The picture that is on the page gives enough information for the average
./date/1996/07/msg02556.html:So the idea is, maybe if kids play enough with explosives WHILE THEY ARE
./date/1996/07/msg02556.html:KIDS, they would get enough of it and would not continue playing with them
./date/1996/07/msg02573.html:Apparently not successful enough, as the two examples I posted
./date/1996/07/msg02575.html:&gt; So the idea is, maybe if kids play enough with explosives WHILE THEY ARE
./date/1996/07/msg02575.html:&gt; KIDS, they would get enough of it and would not continue playing with them
./date/1996/07/msg02578.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/07/msg02580.html::So the idea is, maybe if kids play enough with explosives WHILE THEY ARE
./date/1996/07/msg02580.html::KIDS, they would get enough of it and would not continue playing with them
./date/1996/07/msg02585.html:&gt;So the idea is, maybe if kids play enough with explosives WHILE THEY ARE
./date/1996/07/msg02585.html:&gt;KIDS, they would get enough of it and would not continue playing with them
./date/1996/07/msg02590.html:else as long as goal#2 stands over goal#3 and there is enough people to
./date/1996/07/msg02590.html:must be enough for #20 not wanting to take the risk of #19 cheating too.
enough to OD, you
./date/1996/07/msg02608.html:inexpensive enough to put something together. At least for a few thousand
./date/1996/07/msg02608.html:users all sophisticated enough to know how to install a UNIX or Linux
./date/1996/07/msg02612.html:&gt; &gt;Who takes responsibility when people fail to save enough of their
./date/1996/07/msg02612.html:If you replace “drink too much,” with “drink enough that they”, you
./date/1996/07/msg02614.html:&gt;Who takes responsibility when people fail to save enough of their
./date/1996/07/msg02619.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/07/msg02621.html:inexpensive enough to put something together. At least for a few thousand
./date/1996/07/msg02621.html:users all sophisticated enough to know how to install a UNIX or Linux
./date/1996/07/msg02624.html:&gt;If you replace “drink too much,” with “drink enough that they”, you
./date/1996/07/msg02626.html:The only effect of more stringent enforcement of anti child-labor legislation is to harm the children involved. You may
think that the millions of families in Third World countries who are too poor to provide for their children, will be magically become rich enough to
send their children to school once the anti child-labor legislation will be enforced. This is not the case. When the factories don’t want the children
anymore because of the government regulations, the children will simply be working in other places - at home, in the streets. And this is work that
pays less.
./date/1996/07/msg02626.html:Child labour in the West didn’t stop because of anti child-labour laws; it stopped the moment the people became rich
enough to provide for their children, thanks to the capitalist revolution in the 18th &amp; 19th century. The same path will have to be followed by the
Third World countries today.
./date/1996/07/msg02643.html:Who takes responsibility when people fail to save enough of their paycheck
./date/1996/07/msg02646.html:&gt;for their children, will be magically become rich enough to send their
./date/1996/07/msg02646.html:if there is not enough money to pay for this standard of living, we can
./date/1996/07/msg02646.html:killing a bunch of children who otherwise might have earned enough to eat.
./date/1996/07/msg02646.html:$22/hour is hardly enough to send Biff and Muffy to tennis camp, let alone
./date/1996/07/msg02649.html:Suppose that digital cash becomes easy enough to use and becomes the
./date/1996/07/msg02657.html:become rich enough to send their children to school once the anti
./date/1996/07/msg02657.html:enough to provide for their children, thanks to the capitalist
./date/1996/07/msg02657.html:become rich enough to change...
./date/1996/07/msg02660.html:&gt;Suppose that digital cash becomes easy enough to use and becomes the
./date/1996/07/msg02663.html:the population (or at least enough appeal to get them on to it). Even
./date/1996/07/msg02667.html:&gt;&gt;Who takes responsibility when people fail to save enough of their
./date/1996/07/msg02673.html:people successful enough to become *legislators* are unlikely to use
./date/1996/07/msg02675.html:It seems secure enough to me. It won’t even let me make a connection,
./date/1996/07/msg02677.html:when functions are well-behaved enough for the stuff we were learning to apply.
./date/1996/07/msg02678.html:like houses and cars, still works, but isn’t a big enough source of revenue
./date/1996/07/msg02699.html:&gt; and cars, still works, but isn’t a big enough source of revenue
./date/1996/07/msg02708.html:&gt; the population (or at least enough appeal to get them on to it).
./date/1996/07/msg02714.html:We simply don’t have enough information to judge them. These guys may be

any encrypted message can be decoded if enough
./date/1996/07/msg02727.html:While 40 bit encryption products are still strong enough for many uses, the administration recognizes that some export
liberalization may be useful to build support for a key management regime. Accordingly, we are actively considering measures that would provide
limited, temporary relief from cryptographic export controls in exchange for real, measurable commitments from industry (e.g., investments in products
that support key recovery) toward the building of a key management infrastructure. The liberalization proposals under discussion, which would continue

./date/1996/07/msg02735.html:&gt; Suppose that digital cash becomes easy enough to use and becomes the
./date/1996/07/msg02740.html:guessing heuristics. This naturally enough envolves tracking down and
./date/1996/07/msg02754.html:Oddly enough, I just left a talk at the ‘96 Genetic Programming conference on
./date/1996/07/msg02754.html:means are not enough. This is a necessity for molecular-scale computing and
./date/1996/07/msg02769.html:the heat is not an issue. (Spread out enough, simple heat removal a la
./date/1996/07/msg02770.html:somewhat worse position, by the time it’s been subjected to enough analysis for
./date/1996/07/msg02778.html:more than enough information to build their own devices.
./date/1996/07/msg02786.html:on this list I believe it is on-topic enough.
./date/1996/07/msg02786.html:I’m not quite sure what to think about this. I don’t have enough
./date/1996/07/msg02797.html:&gt;on this list I believe it is on-topic enough.
./date/1996/07/msg02797.html:&gt;I’m not quite sure what to think about this. I don’t have enough
./date/1996/07/msg02801.html:And even “education” is not enough. I recall folks around me spending their
./date/1996/07/msg02821.html:You offend me, Mr. Horowitz. Your attitude by itself is enough to make
./date/1996/07/msg02824.html:enough, but possession of even a single issue of “Combat Handguns” is
./date/1996/07/msg02827.html:&gt; You offend me, Mr. Horowitz. Your attitude by itself is enough to make
./date/1996/07/msg02836.html:&gt;enough, but possession of even a single issue of “Combat Handguns” is
./date/1996/07/msg02839.html:&gt;enough, but possession of even a single issue of “Combat Handguns” is
./date/1996/07/msg02844.html:if you’re doing enough to amortize your machine, and Eric had designed
./date/1996/07/msg02845.html:we pressured them enough so that Al Gore in his keynote address made a
./date/1996/07/msg02848.html:Embarrasingly enough, I cannot remember its name. I don’t have a HAM
./date/1996/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00100” HREF=”msg00100.html”>Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00076” HREF=”msg00076.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00065” HREF=”msg00065.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00099” HREF=”msg00099.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00092” HREF=”msg00092.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00108” HREF=”msg00108.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00109” HREF=”msg00109.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00113” HREF=”msg00113.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00116” HREF=”msg00116.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00139” HREF=”msg00139.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00002.html:&gt;I’m not quite sure what to think about this. I don’t have enough
./date/1996/08/msg00023.html:When you’ve watched the industry for enough years you’ll learn to cast a
./date/1996/08/msg00047.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00065.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00063.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00100.html”>Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00065.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is 1024&#45;bit PGP key enough? -->
./date/1996/08/msg00065.html:<TITLE>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</TITLE>
./date/1996/08/msg00065.html:<H1>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</H1>

./date/1996/08/msg00065.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough? </LI>
./date/1996/08/msg00065.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00076” HREF=”msg00076.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00065.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00076.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00065.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00109.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00068.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00076.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00069.html:it would have. Legalized drugs, etcetera would free up quite enough law
./date/1996/08/msg00069.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00100.html”>Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00069.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00139.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00070.html:one for the cynics who said $500 million was not enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00071.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00065.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00073.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00076.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00074.html:and such to avoid that. And if it got unpleasant enough, I would just move
./date/1996/08/msg00076.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is 1024&#45;bit PGP key enough? -->
./date/1996/08/msg00076.html:<TITLE>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</TITLE>
./date/1996/08/msg00076.html:<H1>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</H1>
./date/1996/08/msg00076.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough? </LI>
./date/1996/08/msg00076.html:would provide “enough” relations for a 1024-bit number in about 1.5
./date/1996/08/msg00076.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00065” HREF=”msg00065.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00076.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00100” HREF=”msg00100.html”>Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00076.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00100.html”>Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00076.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00065.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00083.html:&gt;one for the cynics who said $500 million was not enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00085.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00099.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00088.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00099.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00092.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is 1024&#45;bit PGP key enough? -->
./date/1996/08/msg00092.html:<TITLE>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</TITLE>
./date/1996/08/msg00092.html:<H1>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</H1>
./date/1996/08/msg00092.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</LI>
./date/1996/08/msg00092.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00108.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00092.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00113.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00096.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00108.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00097.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00108.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00099.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is 1024&#45;bit PGP key enough? -->
./date/1996/08/msg00099.html:<TITLE>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</TITLE>
./date/1996/08/msg00099.html:<H1>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</H1>
./date/1996/08/msg00099.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough? </LI>
./date/1996/08/msg00099.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00108” HREF=”msg00108.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00099.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00109.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00099.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00108.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00100.html:<!--X-Subject:Is 1024&#45;bit PGP key enough? -->
./date/1996/08/msg00100.html:<TITLE>Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</TITLE>
./date/1996/08/msg00100.html:<H1>Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</H1>
./date/1996/08/msg00100.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</LI>
./date/1996/08/msg00100.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00076” HREF=”msg00076.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00100.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00109” HREF=”msg00109.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00100.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00076.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00101.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00092.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00103.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00109.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00104.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00092.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00108.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is 1024&#45;bit PGP key enough? -->
./date/1996/08/msg00108.html:<TITLE>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</TITLE>
./date/1996/08/msg00108.html:<H1>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</H1>
./date/1996/08/msg00108.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough? </LI>
./date/1996/08/msg00108.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00099” HREF=”msg00099.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00108.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00099.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00108.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00092.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00109.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is 1024&#45;bit PGP key enough? -->
./date/1996/08/msg00109.html:<TITLE>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</TITLE>
./date/1996/08/msg00109.html:<H1>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</H1>
./date/1996/08/msg00109.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</LI>
./date/1996/08/msg00109.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00100” HREF=”msg00100.html”>Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00109.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00065.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00109.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00099.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00110.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00109.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00110.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00113.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00111.html:* The amount is small enough that Bob trusts Alice directly.
./date/1996/08/msg00111.html:* Alice doesn’t have enough TrustBucks( Bob ), but does have
./date/1996/08/msg00111.html:* Alice doesn’t have enough TrustBucks( Bob ), but does have
./date/1996/08/msg00111.html:* Alice doesn’t have enough TrustBucks( Bob ), and Carol has some
./date/1996/08/msg00111.html:could continue, but not enough people trust each other to get it
./date/1996/08/msg00113.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is 1024&#45;bit PGP key enough? -->
./date/1996/08/msg00113.html:<TITLE>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</TITLE>
./date/1996/08/msg00113.html:<H1>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</H1>
./date/1996/08/msg00113.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</LI>
./date/1996/08/msg00113.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00092.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00113.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00116.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
enough to use pure RC4-40,
./date/1996/08/msg00116.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is 1024&#45;bit PGP key enough? -->
./date/1996/08/msg00116.html:<TITLE>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</TITLE>
./date/1996/08/msg00116.html:<H1>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</H1>
./date/1996/08/msg00116.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough? </LI>
./date/1996/08/msg00116.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00113.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00116.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00139.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00122.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00116.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00123.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00116.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00127.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00113.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00136.html:&gt; one for the cynics who said $500 million was not enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00137.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00139.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00139.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is 1024&#45;bit PGP key enough? -->
./date/1996/08/msg00139.html:<TITLE>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</TITLE>
./date/1996/08/msg00139.html:<H1>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</H1>
./date/1996/08/msg00139.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</LI>
./date/1996/08/msg00139.html:&gt; Subject:Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?
./date/1996/08/msg00139.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00116.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00156.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00139.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00163.html:enough to invoke criminal prosecution under existing criminal racketeering
./date/1996/08/msg00168.html:&gt;&gt; one for the cynics who said $500 million was not enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00209.html:&gt;True enough, but not the whole story. If a dog or cat is kept well and fed
./date/1996/08/msg00220.html:True enough, but not the whole story. If a dog or cat is kept well and fed
./date/1996/08/msg00227.html:enough to know not to shit in their own bed. Pitty all these smart people seem
./date/1996/08/msg00232.html:fast. We are the ones your mother warned you about. Were pissed off enough
./date/1996/08/msg00256.html:this is realy a strong enough distinction. It is only a matter of time
./date/1996/08/msg00261.html:&gt; &gt;True enough, but not the whole story. If a dog or cat is kept well and fed
./date/1996/08/msg00261.html:there. I certainly feel strongly enough about it that I would not willingly
./date/1996/08/msg00274.html:enough....these units will be reused many times, after all.
./date/1996/08/msg00283.html:&gt; fast. We are the ones your mother warned you about. Were pissed off enough
./date/1996/08/msg00288.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00100.html”>Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/08/msg00290.html:of the pipe is to hold it together for long enough to get
./date/1996/08/msg00302.html:&gt;modems. They are fast enough to handle 28.8k and sound card functions at
enough to
enough to
./date/1996/08/msg00326.html:A) yes, but not enough
./date/1996/08/msg00326.html:rounds through a gun at the range is enough to alter its
./date/1996/08/msg00330.html:&gt;rounds through a gun at the range is enough to alter its
./date/1996/08/msg00331.html:&gt; A) yes, but not enough
./date/1996/08/msg00331.html:&gt; rounds through a gun at the range is enough to alter its
enough to
./date/1996/08/msg00337.html:Probably low enough, at least if they can reuse the tags
./date/1996/08/msg00338.html:your 386 probably has enough horsepower to do it, though a PC’s
enough to
enough mesh Al powder and grind your oxidizer down
enough and all you need for proper mixing is a (static treated)
./date/1996/08/msg00354.html:mixtures, but they are plenty potent enough to match and exceed most
./date/1996/08/msg00366.html:expelled in the US every day. I doubt there’s enough room on the
./date/1996/08/msg00378.html:&gt;&gt; one for the cynics who said $500 million was not enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00403.html:If moderators choose short enough keys (512 bits for example), this
./date/1996/08/msg00406.html:high, it merely slows all access to match the need. There are enough
./date/1996/08/msg00411.html:| If moderators choose short enough keys (512 bits for example), this
./date/1996/08/msg00411.html:Its my experience that at full feed sites, there isn’t enough cpu to
./date/1996/08/msg00421.html:&gt;expelled in the US every day. I doubt there’s enough room on the
./date/1996/08/msg00424.html:&gt;expelled in the US every day. I doubt there’s enough room on the
./date/1996/08/msg00424.html:6. There isn’t enough room. The shell I have in my hand barely has enough
./date/1996/08/msg00437.html:the inside of the barrel, and then brush the bluing off, that is enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00441.html:If it’s good enough for the President of Israel, it’s good enough for anyone.
enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00454.html:&gt;your 386 probably has enough horsepower to do it, though a PC’s
./date/1996/08/msg00456.html:&gt; | If moderators choose short enough keys (512 bits for example), this
./date/1996/08/msg00456.html:&gt; Its my experience that at full feed sites, there isn’t enough cpu to
./date/1996/08/msg00463.html:&gt;* The amount is small enough that Bob trusts Alice directly.
./date/1996/08/msg00466.html:gotten interesting enough
./date/1996/08/msg00466.html:though the market share is small, there’s just enough there to support the
./date/1996/08/msg00470.html:you’re wrong about that - I don’t think you could get enough American
./date/1996/08/msg00477.html:a few years later that sure enough, they were.
./date/1996/08/msg00485.html:*enough* ritalin. Might have focused things down a *lot*...
./date/1996/08/msg00505.html:consulting fee we can come up with enough t-shirts and beer that it will make
./date/1996/08/msg00511.html:They were rather upset but smart enough to realize they
./date/1996/08/msg00516.html:&gt;a few years later that sure enough, they were.
./date/1996/08/msg00528.html:I hope you weren’t Un-American enough to be born at home, though ./date/1996/08/msg00529.html:which isn’t enough to run a targeted campaign donation request
./date/1996/08/msg00533.html:Fair enough, as the owner/maintainer of a list is free to set his policies.
./date/1996/08/msg00533.html:ideas. Fair enough
./date/1996/08/msg00533.html:so we had was not enough, and people could only get the barest glimpses.
./date/1996/08/msg00533.html:there just isn’t enough time for a careful explication of the necessary
./date/1996/08/msg00537.html:hot--hot enough to burn skin. (I have learned this from experience--once when
./date/1996/08/msg00537.html:Also, 32 bits of serial number is not enough. Over a billion rounds of .22 Long
./date/1996/08/msg00548.html:- It’s only been recently that soundcards have been ubiquitous enough
./date/1996/08/msg00548.html:- 28.8 modems are fast enough. 14.4 are marginal. 9.6 is _really_ marginal.
./date/1996/08/msg00548.html:There’s getting to be enough ISDN support that an ISDN-based
./date/1996/08/msg00566.html:suspect that there will eventually be enough people that dislike being
./date/1996/08/msg00568.html:I have been on the net long enough to no longer care about religious wars
./date/1996/08/msg00599.html:Driver’s licence and social security card are currently enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00601.html:A list member was kind enough to send me the URL for the Chicago
./date/1996/08/msg00601.html:University study. I was thoughtless enough to immediately forget
./date/1996/08/msg00602.html:(which one is quite used to here -- if that were enough evidence, the whole
./date/1996/08/msg00604.html:That is to say, even if their computer doesn’t show you as having enough
./date/1996/08/msg00606.html:&gt; (which one is quite used to here -- if that were enough evidence, the whole
./date/1996/08/msg00623.html:Understanding grammar well enough to recognize correct English
./date/1996/08/msg00657.html:for all Macintosh (that have enough memory) computers in System 7.5.3
./date/1996/08/msg00688.html:with a key short enough to mumble from the back of an ambulance.
./date/1996/08/msg00700.html:to collect enough evidence together, POSITIVELY, to be able to show probable
./date/1996/08/msg00700.html:police/FBI EVER have enough evidence to convince anyone by that “probable
./date/1996/08/msg00716.html:Someone told me this, and it sounds just stupid and pointless enough to be
./date/1996/08/msg00733.html:(Alice does not have enough TrustBucks( Bob ) to pay off a debt to Bob so
./date/1996/08/msg00735.html:debate. Perhaps one horrible incident of abuse would ignite enough
./date/1996/08/msg00743.html:&gt;debate. Perhaps one horrible incident of abuse would ignite enough
./date/1996/08/msg00760.html:&gt; debate. Perhaps one horrible incident of abuse would ignite enough
./date/1996/08/msg00767.html:reason enough.. I use PCs as my main platform,
./date/1996/08/msg00775.html:&gt;debate. Perhaps one horrible incident of abuse would ignite enough
./date/1996/08/msg00787.html:word of its existence would leak out quickly enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00792.html:not consistently accurate enough to give the FBI good leads while
./date/1996/08/msg00799.html:enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00832.html:&gt;enough to get ya back home to family.)
./date/1996/08/msg00834.html:enough.)
./date/1996/08/msg00841.html:enough to get ya back home to family.)
./date/1996/08/msg00861.html:pulse powerful enough to disable an engine at any reasonable range would also be likely
./date/1996/08/msg00869.html:enough, there are far more places with camera warning signs than there
./date/1996/08/msg00876.html:not enough. Most environments need (but don’t have) crypto too. But even
./date/1996/08/msg00878.html:In&gt; there will be problems. A pulse powerful enough to disable an
./date/1996/08/msg00879.html:several problems with the system and that’s enough to set me off on
./date/1996/08/msg00880.html:really good enough.
./date/1996/08/msg00880.html:secure enough seats for the 92 foreign ambassadors and their
./date/1996/08/msg00886.html:he did not alter the scripts well enough to make the SysAdmin overlook them...
./date/1996/08/msg00892.html:I managed to get it working enough
./date/1996/08/msg00894.html:unmetered usage is a big enough marketing draw that it appears to
./date/1996/08/msg00896.html:the history of mankind -- and still it’s not enough.”
./date/1996/08/msg00901.html:you can’t sign a mortgage with a signature long enough to withstand 30 years
./date/1996/08/msg00901.html:later, if necessary. If there’s enough interest from the right people,
./date/1996/08/msg00901.html:them. :-). But enough necessary to give them the idea, anyway. I expect that
./date/1996/08/msg00901.html:the places I put this rant will probably be enough to get critical mass for
./date/1996/08/msg00915.html:the lines were carrying at least 3000Mw of electricity, enough “to power
./date/1996/08/msg00918.html:indifference, bundling can work if there are enough goods. Consider
./date/1996/08/msg00922.html:&gt;the lines were carrying at least 3000Mw of electricity, enough “to power
./date/1996/08/msg00923.html:National Information Infrastructure for us. I’m not paranoid enough
./date/1996/08/msg00939.html:&gt; unmetered usage is a big enough marketing draw that it appears to
./date/1996/08/msg00945.html:&gt;National Information Infrastructure for us. I’m not paranoid enough
./date/1996/08/msg00947.html:&gt;unmetered usage is a big enough marketing draw that it appears to
./date/1996/08/msg00965.html:&gt;this bill has not been drafted let alone passed. I don’t know enough about how
./date/1996/08/msg00966.html:&gt;enough to at least reset a few microprocessors and possibly even destroy them.
./date/1996/08/msg00968.html:&gt;the lines were carrying at least 3000Mw of electricity, enough “to power
./date/1996/08/msg00971.html:If Croughs stays on this list long enough, he will surely see this. (And
./date/1996/08/msg00974.html:Yes, but having enough bandwidth to service your customer base means
./date/1996/08/msg00974.html:having enough bandwidth to service peak periods of demand - otherwise,
./date/1996/08/msg00976.html:were easy enough, since I could send them to local user groups, but one
./date/1996/08/msg00990.html:considered old enough for voluntary participation in making pornography ./date/1996/08/msg00996.html:enough to at least reset a few microprocessors and possibly even destroy them.
./date/1996/08/msg01001.html:and what they can store? Do the banks have enough
./date/1996/08/msg01004.html:this bill has not been drafted let alone passed. I don’t know enough about how
./date/1996/08/msg01041.html:&gt; this bill has not been drafted let alone passed. I don’t know enough about how
./date/1996/08/msg01046.html:&gt;&gt;enough to at least reset a few microprocessors and possibly even destroy
./date/1996/08/msg01047.html:&gt; and what they can store? Do the banks have enough
./date/1996/08/msg01050.html:enough to decide what a good or service should sell for, but if you’re not
./date/1996/08/msg01074.html:&gt; enough, there are far more places with camera warning signs than there
./date/1996/08/msg01088.html:out of the way fast enough -- y’all come down to texas and ask the
./date/1996/08/msg01090.html:gets lost in the comments about America doesn’t let enough immigrants in,
./date/1996/08/msg01098.html:But enough philosophy. There are technical reasons to consider
./date/1996/08/msg01098.html:most computers aren’t secure enough to store keys, so including
./date/1996/08/msg01103.html:But enough philosophy. There are technical reasons to consider
./date/1996/08/msg01103.html:most computers aren’t secure enough to store keys, so including
./date/1996/08/msg01112.html:it’s cheapest, and trust students to be nice (or at least nice enough to get
./date/1996/08/msg01132.html:right you could be down for only an hour - just long enough for
./date/1996/08/msg01155.html:customers were paying enough
./date/1996/08/msg01155.html:Well, I’ve written enough
./date/1996/08/msg01155.html:&gt;right you could be down for only an hour - just long enough for
./date/1996/08/msg01158.html:not enough.
./date/1996/08/msg01183.html:enough so that they could afford private schooling and excellent health
./date/1996/08/msg01188.html:mud on it...just enough to link some letters or numbers together to make
./date/1996/08/msg01208.html:it’s not enough for that), but new high-frequency hand-held radar imaging,
enough
./date/1996/08/msg01218.html:enough of her early works to make me consider her a danger to herself and
./date/1996/08/msg01224.html:Also, of course, the folks who are good enough to ship halfway around the
./date/1996/08/msg01228.html:&gt;enough, there are far more places with camera warning signs than there
./date/1996/08/msg01229.html:combination of recorded views currently provides enough information
./date/1996/08/msg01229.html: not appear to be accurate enough to provide a basis for
./date/1996/08/msg01231.html:a DNS server enough? Or do we need IRC meetmes? Not sure.
./date/1996/08/msg01253.html:enough about this.
./date/1996/08/msg01272.html:The hoaxer knew enough about algorithm design to make a
./date/1996/08/msg01272.html:time not unduly complicated. The hoaxer knew enough to
./date/1996/08/msg01272.html:The hoaxer knew enough about how algorithms are used in the
./date/1996/08/msg01284.html:enough
./date/1996/08/msg01287.html:&gt; right you could be down for only an hour - just long enough for
./date/1996/08/msg01290.html:enough detectors might detect the characteristic signal 60 or 90 dB down.
./date/1996/08/msg01291.html:However computer experts agree the existence of just one re-mailing system in a country with
more lax laws is enough for the global distribution of child
./date/1996/08/msg01291.html:”To a large extent the net is self-regulating. As soon as you do something that offends enough people, measures will be
taken by those who are involved with the
./date/1996/08/msg01292.html:$1 million. It is big enough for 200 people to live on. It is not here,
./date/1996/08/msg01300.html:in a country with more lax laws is enough for the global distribution of child
./date/1996/08/msg01303.html:free by e-mailing me and asking politely. BAP is simple enough
./date/1996/08/msg01303.html:that my mother can use it, and functional enough that I use it.
./date/1996/08/msg01332.html:&gt; $1 million. It is big enough for 200 people to live on. It is not here,
./date/1996/08/msg01334.html:&gt; right you could be down for only an hour - just long enough for
./date/1996/08/msg01346.html:enough to encompass one unique signature per unique credit transaction
./date/1996/08/msg01355.html:&gt; $1 million. It is big enough for 200 people to live on. It is not here,
./date/1996/08/msg01360.html:got enough donations to get an architect to build a cool model

./date/1996/08/msg01360.html:4) Convincing investors that you’re safe enough on 1) and 2)
./date/1996/08/msg01360.html:country and hope it stays independent long enough
./date/1996/08/msg01362.html:sheep are alert enough to put two and two together.... and it’s all
./date/1996/08/msg01365.html:avoided mail. I shouldn’t have respected cypherpunks enough to refuse to
./date/1996/08/msg01374.html:So you are saying that no American capital is invested overseas? That would be a remarkable claim. But maybe you mean that
I assume that there is a *net* movement of capital from the US to other countries.
That is, you think that I assume that more US capital is invested in foreign countries, than there is capital invested from foreign countries in the
US. But I don’t assume this. I just assume that *some* American capital is invested overseas.
That’s enough for my question to be relevant. And even if there is absolutely no American capital invested abroad, there is still the question for
other countries:if investors in country A decide to invest their capital abroad, how can you
proof that this wouldn’t have a negative impact on the standard of living of the workers in country A?
./date/1996/08/msg01381.html:Trusted Government Guarantee (TGG) is a good enough payment in return.
./date/1996/08/msg01390.html:PGP-encrypted mail welcome! “640k ought to be enough for everybody.”
./date/1996/08/msg01399.html:letter on each hostname, followed by enough characters to represent how
./date/1996/08/msg01399.html:PGP-encrypted mail welcome! “640k ought to be enough for everybody.”
./date/1996/08/msg01406.html:&gt;PGP-encrypted mail welcome! “640k ought to be enough
./date/1996/08/msg01413.html:This should be close enough (a few miles) from Redwood City...a lot closer
./date/1996/08/msg01419.html:&gt;customers were paying enough
./date/1996/08/msg01438.html:&gt; Embarrasingly enough, I cannot remember its name. I don’t have a HAM
./date/1996/08/msg01441.html:&gt; 4) Convincing investors that you’re safe enough on 1) and 2)
./date/1996/08/msg01475.html:read the hard drives directly. Even if seizure is made impossible, enough
./date/1996/08/msg01475.html:clients. What happens if enough of the client’s nodes are seized?
./date/1996/08/msg01475.html:the client’s network? Just because they are paranoid enough to use a
./date/1996/08/msg01475.html:data-haven does not mean they are clueful enough to encrypt that modem
./date/1996/08/msg01475.html:reliability, too; if one uses a data-splitting scheme, capturing enough
./date/1996/08/msg01476.html:The author has a interesting slant on things. This should be enough of a
./date/1996/08/msg01523.html:have enough
./date/1996/08/msg01531.html:be expensive and liberated...”) and some data is not widespread enough or of
./date/1996/08/msg01531.html:interest to enough people to assume that multiple copies exist to those who
enough, but
./date/1996/08/msg01541.html:&gt;be expensive and liberated...”) and some data is not widespread enough or of
./date/1996/08/msg01541.html:&gt;interest to enough people to assume that multiple copies exist to those who
enough, but
./date/1996/08/msg01545.html:particular site. This is enough
./date/1996/08/msg01545.html:&gt;be expensive and liberated...”) and some data is not widespread enough or of
./date/1996/08/msg01545.html:&gt;interest to enough people to assume that multiple copies exist to those who
enough, but
./date/1996/08/msg01553.html:mine are working on small RF “localizers” which, if small enough, could be
enough so
./date/1996/08/msg01571.html:Some of whom are probably unnecessary. Interestingly enough, the rumor is
./date/1996/08/msg01581.html:information until enough static had accumulated to provide anonymity.
./date/1996/08/msg01591.html:”e” is a very popular letter, so is t and s. Collect enough cypher text and
./date/1996/08/msg01611.html:^ “640k should be enough for anybody.” ^
./date/1996/08/msg01623.html:&gt;Sure, but clearly that’s not exclusively the case. (Amazingly enough
./date/1996/08/msg01626.html:number, but of course, the sales droids weren’t savvy enough to understand
./date/1996/08/msg01626.html:Who knows, maybe if they get enough
enough information about what George Bush and the
./date/1996/08/msg01635.html:only man who loved his country enough to save it from what it has now
enough so expanded usage doesn’t strain most
./date/1996/08/msg01643.html:choice. DES has been well studied, 168 bit keys are large enough to be
./date/1996/08/msg01647.html:Obviously enough, the portion of this debt is not distributed uniformly
./date/1996/08/msg01651.html:Sure, but clearly that’s not exclusively the case. (Amazingly enough
enough so expanded usage doesn’t strain most
./date/1996/08/msg01666.html:&gt;Obviously enough, the portion of this debt is not distributed uniformly
./date/1996/08/msg01666.html:way more than enough crimes to merit their deaths.
./date/1996/08/msg01684.html:&gt;Now lets see, you say we have enough capacity out there, alright, but then
./date/1996/08/msg01684.html:&gt;is never enough, niether is 640Mb. At some point in time, new cables
./date/1996/08/msg01684.html:small enough
enough users, and it
./date/1996/08/msg01684.html:done enough of the numbers already to convince me that the amount is so tiny
./date/1996/08/msg01709.html:Fair enough?
./date/1996/08/msg01710.html:&gt; &gt;Sure, but clearly that’s not exclusively the case. (Amazingly enough
./date/1996/08/msg01710.html:then there may not be enough there to make it worth your while. I have a
./date/1996/08/msg01712.html:As for spamming, I get enough of it via snail-mail, I don’t want to see
./date/1996/08/msg01720.html:&gt;As for spamming, I get enough of it via snail-mail, I don’t want to see
./date/1996/08/msg01726.html:&gt;”e” is a very popular letter, so is t and s. Collect enough cypher text and
./date/1996/08/msg01728.html:The big problem is that no one has data that is worth protecting enough to
./date/1996/08/msg01729.html:stupid enough to store the keys on a web server sitting out on the big
./date/1996/08/msg01732.html:^ “640k should be enough for anybody.” ^
./date/1996/08/msg01734.html:I’ll quote the language if there is enough interest.
./date/1996/08/msg01737.html:gotten to the point were I have barely enough patience to skim my junk before
enough so
./date/1996/08/msg01738.html:Now lets see, you say we have enough capacity out there, alright, but then
./date/1996/08/msg01738.html:is never enough, niether is 640Mb. At some point in time, new cables
./date/1996/08/msg01738.html:&gt; Some of whom are probably unnecessary. Interestingly enough, the rumor is
./date/1996/08/msg01740.html:not be allowed to take away your driver license. Especialy for such trivial matters as too many speeding tickets, not to
mention all the non-driving related reasons the state can suspend your license for (in Florida non payment of child support is good enough reason).
./date/1996/08/msg01742.html:Mena, was concerned enough about the drugs-for-guns operation to call Mr.
./date/1996/08/msg01743.html:&gt; The big problem is that no one has data that is worth protecting enough to
enough crap as it is, and gatewaying it to
enough crap as it is, and gatewaying it to
./date/1996/08/msg01764.html:&gt; &gt;As for spamming, I get enough of it via snail-mail, I don’t want to see
enough
./date/1996/08/msg01784.html:of doing encryption (at least not easy enough for average users).
./date/1996/08/msg01790.html:Plus, sci.crypt exists for those who can’t get enough here.
./date/1996/08/msg01805.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/08/msg01830.html:Senator Conrad Burns (R-MT) said he believed he had enough votes to
./date/1996/08/msg01843.html:^ “640k should be enough for anybody.” ^
./date/1996/08/msg01865.html:we’ve seen enough ducks.”
./date/1996/08/msg01897.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction</LI>
enough old stuff, like Zeppelin
./date/1996/08/msg01925.html:do something about spam. If there is enough concensus we can
./date/1996/08/msg01931.html:&gt;encryption scheme can be cracked provided the cryptanalyst has enough of a
./date/1996/08/msg01931.html:&gt;sample to work with, enough time, and/or enough processing power. My
./date/1996/08/msg01931.html:&gt;progress, and truthfully don’t have enough time to develop and crack at
./date/1996/08/msg01939.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/08/msg01942.html:This is long enough. I’ve been brutal and cut sections less
enough old stuff, like Zeppelin
./date/1996/08/msg01976.html:^ “640k should be enough for anybody.” ^
./date/1996/08/msg01984.html:Not enough people seem to
./date/1996/08/msg01996.html:but not enough to change policies, and only if the polls are suggesting
./date/1996/08/msg01999.html:&gt; So it seems Dole is the better vote. Is this important enough to many
./date/1996/08/msg01999.html:&gt; So it seems Dole is the better vote. Is this important enough to many
./date/1996/08/msg01999.html:get a vote large enough to be the margin of victory, and I will be very
./date/1996/08/msg01999.html:&gt; So it seems Dole is the better vote. Is this important enough to many
./date/1996/08/msg01999.html:! enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/08/msg02011.html:groups, they didn’t have enough context to break that part of the code.
./date/1996/08/msg02015.html:paraphrased, “if even one criminal gets away because we didn’t have enough
./date/1996/08/msg02019.html:&gt;So it seems Dole is the better vote. Is this important enough to many
./date/1996/08/msg02022.html:Call it the SpamMonster(tm). (“Spam is for money, that’s good enough for me”)
./date/1996/08/msg02024.html:its self. We already have enough
./date/1996/08/msg02025.html:&gt; So it seems Dole is the better vote. Is this important enough to many
./date/1996/08/msg02025.html:get a vote large enough to be the margin of victory, and I will be very
./date/1996/08/msg02027.html:Interestingly enough Newsgroups only offer the means of broadcasting
./date/1996/08/msg02028.html:itself is not enough to remove him from the scope of federal regulation
./date/1996/08/msg02028.html:indirect effects on commerce between the states are easily enough to reach
./date/1996/08/msg02042.html:&gt; its self. We already have enough
./date/1996/08/msg02042.html:Too much of a good thing is never enough.
./date/1996/08/msg02050.html:&gt; &gt;So it seems Dole is the better vote. Is this important enough to many
./date/1996/08/msg02054.html:short enough to verify that it doesn’t have security bugs
./date/1996/08/msg02055.html:&gt;The big problem is that no one has data that is worth protecting enough to
./date/1996/08/msg02055.html:Yup. Ego would be a good motivation, if you know somebody with enough
./date/1996/08/msg02055.html:basis which would be enough to do private email.
./date/1996/08/msg02058.html:&gt;get a vote large enough to be the margin of victory, and I will be very
./date/1996/08/msg02068.html:Even if they didn’t, there is a big difference between an enclosure that’s good enough to hold
a hard disk on earth, and one which can spend N-years in a high vacuum yet maintain enough air to run a hard drive.
./date/1996/08/msg02073.html:I just don’t have enough coded to be worth announcing yet.
./date/1996/08/msg02075.html:&gt; paraphrased, “if even one criminal gets away because we didn’t have enough
./date/1996/08/msg02077.html:fair enough. I challenge anyone to show how she’s addressed the
./date/1996/08/msg02096.html:enough to sound stupid about the other stuff. But if you still think I’m
./date/1996/08/msg02096.html:Now. Yes, I am intelligent enough to implement something like this.
./date/1996/08/msg02117.html:any of these organizations, would likely be enough to get a reasonable
./date/1996/08/msg02117.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/08/msg02124.html:Accidentally sending private e-mail to the list is bad enough without bringing the listserver
to its knees...
./date/1996/08/msg02142.html:Interestingly enough Newsgroups only offer the means of broadcasting
./date/1996/08/msg02144.html:”Senator, don’t you think that enough has changed in the past several months
./date/1996/08/msg02156.html:&gt;any of these organizations, would likely be enough to get a reasonable
./date/1996/08/msg02165.html:&gt;Only a bloody utter idiot would build such systems without enough
./date/1996/08/msg02165.html:&gt;useless. Two, we have enough contact with technology and science to want it to
./date/1996/08/msg02167.html:We have enough bandwidth problems without unsolicited key blocks being
./date/1996/08/msg02177.html:copy signature requirements for opening accounts. If the Fed gets enough
./date/1996/08/msg02193.html:start that everyone gets an A, and I trust tgen to be motivated enough to
./date/1996/08/msg02202.html:&gt;Accidentally sending private e-mail to the list is bad enough without
./date/1996/08/msg02205.html:&gt;I just don’t have enough coded to be worth announcing yet.
./date/1996/08/msg02211.html:&gt;&gt;Only a bloody utter idiot would build such systems without enough
./date/1996/08/msg02211.html:&gt;&gt;useless. Two, we have enough contact with technology and science to want it to
./date/1996/08/msg02221.html:! start that everyone gets an A, and I trust tgen to be motivated enough to
./date/1996/08/msg02228.html:enough, but this clinches it. Welcome to the Delphi Oracle.
./date/1996/08/msg02268.html:any change so that Microsoft has enough money to get a hot meal. (“This is a
./date/1996/08/msg02293.html:I lack enough
./date/1996/08/msg02309.html:certainly not below their dignity; but I am old enough not to
./date/1996/08/msg02309.html:increasing rapidly enough to keep up with the directive that
./date/1996/08/msg02309.html:the game of appeasement depends on enough people WANTING
./date/1996/08/msg02321.html:and hits them often enough that adjacent bits will be separated.
./date/1996/08/msg02321.html:cranked the system long enough to really shred everything,
./date/1996/08/msg02322.html:may get enough support to cut through that. Is there some hook
./date/1996/08/msg02341.html:enough to identify one and only one key”. I have mine set as my name,
./date/1996/08/msg02359.html:easily enough
./date/1996/08/msg02359.html:&gt;enough to sound stupid about the other stuff. But if you still think I’m
./date/1996/08/msg02361.html:&gt; is ciphertext-only, but requires timing measurements precise enough
./date/1996/08/msg02361.html:&gt; enough either to add random delays (which fall out if you add more
./date/1996/08/msg02365.html:well enough to slide things into the cache? (This is an
./date/1996/08/msg02366.html:If the BS coming from the Observer wasn’t bad enough, check this out:
./date/1996/08/msg02375.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/08/msg02387.html:the Internet is hard enough without these additional roadblocks.
./date/1996/08/msg02390.html:crime, however minor, would be enough grounds to get a court decision
./date/1996/08/msg02391.html:enough to detect newly published viruses.
./date/1996/08/msg02409.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction</LI>
./date/1996/08/msg02427.html:course, make it easy enough for the victims to request
./date/1996/08/msg02436.html:doorway to keep the door open long enough to allow a renegade proc to be
./date/1996/08/msg02437.html:! enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/08/msg02439.html:&gt;do something about spam. If there is enough concensus we can
./date/1996/08/msg02453.html:So it seems Dole is the better vote. Is this important enough to many
./date/1996/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00100” HREF=”msg00100.html”>Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00076” HREF=”msg00076.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00065” HREF=”msg00065.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00109” HREF=”msg00109.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00099” HREF=”msg00099.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00108” HREF=”msg00108.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00092” HREF=”msg00092.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00113” HREF=”msg00113.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00116” HREF=”msg00116.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00139” HREF=”msg00139.html”>Re:Is 1024-bit PGP key enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/09/msg00020.html:! If I can get enough funding to cover all expenses (I am a student and
./date/1996/09/msg00023.html:&gt; enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/09/msg00031.html:&gt; &gt; enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/09/msg00032.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/09/msg00033.html:pressure of demand to start better remailer systems. There’s not enough
./date/1996/09/msg00035.html:If I can get enough funding to cover all expenses (I am a student and
./date/1996/09/msg00037.html:rather than the message:Eve forwards enough messages to remailer R to
./date/1996/09/msg00052.html:on unix, the code would need to be sophisticated enough
./date/1996/09/msg00077.html:acts, because people are ignorant enough to trust the mass media for
./date/1996/09/msg00081.html:If you had enough RAM in the machine, you could disable swapping, send all log
./date/1996/09/msg00085.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/09/msg00088.html:&gt;acts, because people are ignorant enough to trust the mass media for
./date/1996/09/msg00090.html:&gt;in Singapore. They only do so when there is enough complains.
./date/1996/09/msg00090.html:It also means that if enough people want information badly enough,
./date/1996/09/msg00094.html:For many people, that’s enough - not for people worried about
./date/1996/09/msg00094.html:eavesdroppers and overthrowing governments, but enough for people
./date/1996/09/msg00096.html:For many people, that’s enough - not for people worried about
./date/1996/09/msg00096.html:eavesdroppers and overthrowing governments, but enough for people
./date/1996/09/msg00108.html:&gt; in Singapore. They only do so when there is enough complains. For example,
./date/1996/09/msg00112.html:in Singapore. They only do so when there is enough complains. For example,
./date/1996/09/msg00119.html:authenticating users, organizations that care enough about
./date/1996/09/msg00119.html:high degrees of security, but are hardly strong enough to keep
./date/1996/09/msg00119.html:is long enough. If there is only one digit, there are 10 possible
./date/1996/09/msg00119.html:continuous attempts to try every combination. By that time, enough
./date/1996/09/msg00119.html:algorithm, therefore, must be large enough to prevent an attacker from
./date/1996/09/msg00120.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/09/msg00125.html:&gt;&gt;in Singapore. They only do so when there is enough complains.
./date/1996/09/msg00126.html:! &gt;acts, because people are ignorant enough to trust the mass media for
./date/1996/09/msg00127.html:one to do it, a few weekends later, using Perl (which he learned enough of
./date/1996/09/msg00149.html:enough to kill private and well as public anonymity on the Net.
./date/1996/09/msg00160.html:bankrupt, because you don’t have enough facts to make it.
./date/1996/09/msg00167.html:as described above, will not be enough. This just adds a layer of noise,
./date/1996/09/msg00167.html:increasing message volume is not enough. Nor is increasing latency enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00171.html:there may not be enough information to break it.
./date/1996/09/msg00174.html:eavedroppers, but isn’t enough
./date/1996/09/msg00175.html:&gt;eavedroppers, but isn’t enough
./date/1996/09/msg00176.html:&gt; &gt; There’s not enough capacity and reliability with the servers extant.
./date/1996/09/msg00180.html:(surprisingly enough) hasn’t been raised by others. As I pointed out in AP
./date/1996/09/msg00180.html:required with the “prediction,” raising it _just_enough_ to deter all but
./date/1996/09/msg00180.html:on a particular day would want to include enough digital cash to help ensure
./date/1996/09/msg00183.html:to be widespread enough to make an attack like that worthwhile.
./date/1996/09/msg00185.html:long), it assumes enough things to make it a piece of empty rhetoric.
./date/1996/09/msg00186.html:&gt;It also means that if enough people want information badly enough,
./date/1996/09/msg00186.html:Fair enough. Point taken and you are right. I was able to say that you are
./date/1996/09/msg00192.html:telnet/ftp in addition to console. Certainly enough for someone who wants
./date/1996/09/msg00193.html:enough with its own policy to prevent its staff and board from making
./date/1996/09/msg00198.html:On the other hand, if enough degrees of freedom are left untouched, the
./date/1996/09/msg00202.html:&gt;enough to kill private and well as public anonymity on the Net.
./date/1996/09/msg00208.html:&gt; There’s not enough capacity and reliability with the servers extant.
./date/1996/09/msg00213.html:&gt; to be widespread enough to make an attack like that worthwhile.
./date/1996/09/msg00217.html:revealing enough about the union member’s identity that the employer knows,
./date/1996/09/msg00218.html:was easy enough even without anonymous remailers, and chaining
./date/1996/09/msg00225.html:Esther Dyson simply hasn’t thought enough about this issue, and about the
./date/1996/09/msg00225.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/09/msg00227.html:close enough to the surface of the object to establish a tunneling
./date/1996/09/msg00229.html:God forbid. Isn’t there enough off-topic noise on the list for you?
./date/1996/09/msg00229.html:acts, because people are ignorant enough to trust the mass media for
./date/1996/09/msg00235.html:&gt;enough with its own policy to prevent its staff and board from making
./date/1996/09/msg00235.html:”No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00237.html:”No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00245.html:&gt;enough with its own policy to prevent its staff and board from making
./date/1996/09/msg00254.html:&gt; enough with its own policy to prevent its staff and board from making
./date/1996/09/msg00254.html:I’m sorry that we are not totalitarian enough for you.
./date/1996/09/msg00254.html:I’m sorry we are not self-delusional and dishonest enough for you.
./date/1996/09/msg00254.html:calls you buy, just needed to see enough evidence that you as a body are
./date/1996/09/msg00257.html:Who cares? We already know it isn’t good enough, if it was,
./date/1996/09/msg00283.html:TCM&gt; as described above, will not be enough. This just adds a layer of noise,
./date/1996/09/msg00297.html:enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00306.html:&gt; the eight-hour day was not enough
./date/1996/09/msg00308.html:”No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00310.html:”No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00312.html:&gt; &gt;enough with its own policy to prevent its staff and board from making
./date/1996/09/msg00325.html:and you have yelled about Harry Browne enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00328.html:”No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00329.html:”No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00330.html:”No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00331.html:”No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00332.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/09/msg00332.html:how if I’m lucky and/or skilled enough to become a “boss”, I am suddenly
./date/1996/09/msg00334.html:&gt; I just don’t have enough coded to be worth announcing yet.
./date/1996/09/msg00334.html:protocols if they could accumulate enough processing power.

./date/1996/09/msg00345.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/09/msg00354.html:&gt; “No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00366.html:few were judged secure enough
./date/1996/09/msg00382.html:&gt; &gt;enough with its own policy to prevent its staff and board from making
./date/1996/09/msg00383.html:or for other purely personal reasons, who have enough time and resources
./date/1996/09/msg00390.html:true enough, most punks on here are a bit less radical but we need
./date/1996/09/msg00399.html:and DO NOT COMPROMISE, then that is enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00401.html:have sold enough seeds to grow more dope than Canada’s police have
./date/1996/09/msg00407.html:&gt; &gt; enough with its own policy to prevent its staff and board from making
./date/1996/09/msg00407.html:&gt; I’m sorry that we are not totalitarian enough for you.
./date/1996/09/msg00407.html:&gt; I’m sorry we are not self-delusional and dishonest enough for you.
./date/1996/09/msg00420.html:NO WAY, These guys are in my life enough already, and you can’t trust
./date/1996/09/msg00449.html:many on this list, say, “A is not good enough for us”. but
./date/1996/09/msg00458.html:Serious enough i think.
./date/1996/09/msg00469.html:organise a meet if we can get enough people to make it worthwhile
./date/1996/09/msg00478.html:enough
./date/1996/09/msg00492.html:I’m not going to be able to spend enough time to convince you. It’s like
./date/1996/09/msg00498.html:Tyler of the FBI.” That was enough to make Helsingius - already
./date/1996/09/msg00498.html:are just enough
./date/1996/09/msg00510.html:sure enough... There are several rather accepted stego formats...
enough about how IDE
./date/1996/09/msg00527.html:this list are, IMHO, logical enough
./date/1996/09/msg00527.html:Well, I’ve probably said enough, then, especially considering that no
./date/1996/09/msg00531.html:if they can convince enough share holders.
./date/1996/09/msg00531.html:paid as a vote, set it high enough that no one can afford to abuse it,
./date/1996/09/msg00532.html:not have enough
./date/1996/09/msg00532.html:enough to make the bribe worthwhile.) It is more likely that you just
./date/1996/09/msg00532.html:The hard part, and the part which is slowly gaining enough momentum to make
./date/1996/09/msg00548.html:precomputation attacks), but with large enough keys this probably
./date/1996/09/msg00553.html:to be a distributed process, split among enough places to make it
enough nodes to compromise or recover
./date/1996/09/msg00554.html:since it was founded. In this case, I think that the person has enough
./date/1996/09/msg00559.html:assumed the existence of a program which is smart enough to interpret
./date/1996/09/msg00566.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/09/msg00567.html:fast enough to satisfy the demand. Compared to the way things were even a
enough to
./date/1996/09/msg00584.html:paranoid enough to feel the same.
./date/1996/09/msg00590.html:various thinkers complain that the TV network soundbite isn’t enough to
./date/1996/09/msg00593.html:didn’t think enough about this question before saying what she was
./date/1996/09/msg00594.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/09/msg00594.html:them even as we speak. If enough people get pissed that the contract was
./date/1996/09/msg00594.html:Usenet Death Penalty if the spam is thick enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00597.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/09/msg00602.html:Metcalfe talks about stupidity like how there aren’t enough “suits”
./date/1996/09/msg00613.html:enough for it to fall just outside the range of Dr
./date/1996/09/msg00617.html:one trillion barrels -- enough for 45 to 50 years at
./date/1996/09/msg00635.html:&gt; one paranoid enough to feel the same.
./date/1996/09/msg00636.html:&gt; &gt; I just don’t have enough coded to be worth announcing yet.
./date/1996/09/msg00636.html:an interesting game, then there won’t be enough players to get meaningful
./date/1996/09/msg00636.html:then this may not be a problem. They simply wouldn’t have enough of
enough
./date/1996/09/msg00636.html:&gt; protocols if they could accumulate enough processing power.
./date/1996/09/msg00636.html:As for logging without real identities, that’s not enough -- pseudonyms
./date/1996/09/msg00637.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/09/msg00640.html:&gt;&gt; one paranoid enough to feel the same.
./date/1996/09/msg00649.html:&gt;precomputation attacks), but with large enough keys this probably
./date/1996/09/msg00673.html:outlined in enough detail to make it clear that they could be
./date/1996/09/msg00716.html:Fair enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00716.html:&gt; &gt;precomputation attacks), but with large enough keys this probably
./date/1996/09/msg00718.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1996/09/msg00727.html:where the bill is examined, voted on, and if there are enough votes,
./date/1996/09/msg00727.html:our side does not have enough votes to block all amendments.
./date/1996/09/msg00730.html:separately, and the creator never deploys enought to allow a good trace (no
./date/1996/09/msg00730.html:&gt;as described above, will not be enough. This just adds a layer of noise,
./date/1996/09/msg00730.html:&gt;increasing message volume is not enough. Nor is increasing latency enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00738.html:&gt;beings believe just anything that is repeated loud and long enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00749.html:bounce each message back to them. If enough people turned the messages
./date/1996/09/msg00751.html:&gt;beings believe just anything that is repeated loud and long enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00751.html:”No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00753.html:”No politician can sit on a hot issue if you make it hot enough.”--Saul Alinsky
./date/1996/09/msg00791.html:&gt;beings believe just anything that is repeated loud and long enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00801.html:&gt;bounce each message back to them. If enough people turned the messages
./date/1996/09/msg00821.html:beings believe just anything that is repeated loud and long enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00844.html:interesting enough to add crypto-anarchy aspects to it to be worth the
./date/1996/09/msg00854.html:&gt; the restaurant reviewer who thinks he now knows enough about entertainment
./date/1996/09/msg00860.html:with rich enough behaviors and reasonable incentives and disincentives.
./date/1996/09/msg00864.html:important enough to encrypt.
./date/1996/09/msg00867.html:msg entered the net. These people aren’t usually clever enough to spoof
./date/1996/09/msg00877.html:&gt; important enough to encrypt.
./date/1996/09/msg00882.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/09/msg00884.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/09/msg00889.html:enough people have moved to urban areas cars will naturally become less useful
./date/1996/09/msg00910.html:close to good enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00920.html:&gt; &gt;beings believe just anything that is repeated loud and long enough.
./date/1996/09/msg00920.html:long enough, and were believed.
./date/1996/09/msg00929.html:&gt;with rich enough behaviors and reasonable incentives and disincentives.
./date/1996/09/msg00935.html:pulling enough favors with members of the Senate Commerce Committee, it’s
./date/1996/09/msg00935.html:where the bill is examined, voted on, and if there are enough votes,
./date/1996/09/msg00935.html:our side does not have enough votes to block all amendments.
./date/1996/09/msg00955.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/09/msg00957.html:&gt;pulling enough favors with members of the Senate Commerce Committee, it’s
./date/1996/09/msg00957.html:&gt;where the bill is examined, voted on, and if there are enough votes,
./date/1996/09/msg00957.html:&gt;our side does not have enough votes to block all amendments.
./date/1996/09/msg00967.html:unlikely that any President would be foolish enough to send Mr Taylor
./date/1996/09/msg00976.html:don’t care enough
./date/1996/09/msg00978.html:bounce each message back to them. If enough people turned the messages
./date/1996/09/msg00984.html:enough ago that I even forget why --and I have see no reason
./date/1996/09/msg00997.html:I recieved this this afternoon (11/9/96), this has gone far enough,
./date/1996/09/msg00997.html:should generate enough
./date/1996/09/msg00998.html:I recieved this this afternoon (11/9/96), this has gone far enough,
./date/1996/09/msg00998.html:should generate enough
./date/1996/09/msg01002.html:I recieved this this afternoon (11/9/96), this has gone far enough,
./date/1996/09/msg01002.html:should generate enough
./date/1996/09/msg01005.html:*STILL* not enough to a) go up against the German police, and b) fund a
./date/1996/09/msg01026.html:available deguassers aren’t powerful enough to erase modern disks or DAT
./date/1996/09/msg01031.html:”The prosecution didn’t have enough evidence I thought I could trust.”
./date/1996/09/msg01032.html:but the fact that it was designed by a very good cryptographer was enough to
./date/1996/09/msg01032.html:It is therefore possible, by making the URL long enough to overwrite the other
./date/1996/09/msg01033.html:enough to take a driver’s license and mathematically
./date/1996/09/msg01033.html:skill only well enough to balance a check book be
./date/1996/09/msg01033.html:--there are enough facts of the table that conspiracies are
./date/1996/09/msg01052.html:Not content to let bad enough alone, Woolsey added that the government
./date/1996/09/msg01056.html:if there are enough votes, passed out of committee. Two things could
./date/1996/09/msg01056.html:our side does not have enough votes to block all amendments.
./date/1996/09/msg01058.html:implementation, a review of its security became important enough that a
./date/1996/09/msg01058.html:(1) Implementation of a cryptographic algorithm. If we can feed it enough
./date/1996/09/msg01061.html:listen queue can be made large enough to keep enouygh connections to cover
./date/1996/09/msg01076.html:lines, minimum. Perhaps I’ll get lucky. If I get a big enough chunk of
./date/1996/09/msg01078.html:Seemed a reasonable enough guy, but a number in the audience were upset
./date/1996/09/msg01081.html:&gt;lines, minimum. Perhaps I’ll get lucky. If I get a big enough chunk of
./date/1996/09/msg01088.html:&gt; bounce each message back to them. If enough people turned the messages
./date/1996/09/msg01092.html:I hear that the Feebs and DOJ are upset that they do not have enough
./date/1996/09/msg01093.html:send to my fax machine. Enough junk mail was sent to enough fax machines,
./date/1996/09/msg01111.html:&gt; &gt;lines, minimum. Perhaps I’ll get lucky. If I get a big enough chunk of
./date/1996/09/msg01115.html:&gt; “The prosecution didn’t have enough evidence I thought I could trust.”
./date/1996/09/msg01121.html:&gt; I hear that the Feebs and DOJ are upset that they do not have enough
./date/1996/09/msg01122.html:that you’re talking about, and I don’t think anyone would be dumb enough
./date/1996/09/msg01148.html:nearby, and enough extra spending money for some beer.
./date/1996/09/msg01180.html:If you’re smoking enough to get up to 60%, you’ve got worse problems than
./date/1996/09/msg01196.html:knows (or will soon enough) that clueless people live there
./date/1996/09/msg01198.html:will be pretty noisy in the LSBs, and if the Bad Guys are clever enough
enough
./date/1996/09/msg01210.html:describes someone who had a strong enough research magnet which bent the
./date/1996/09/msg01225.html:&gt;nearby, and enough extra spending money for some beer.
./date/1996/09/msg01225.html:A system with only voluntary charities might possibly become enough
enough to
./date/1996/09/msg01236.html:In order to get close enough to the starving children to take
./date/1996/09/msg01242.html:Curiously enough, the National University of Singapore has implemented
./date/1996/09/msg01256.html:Simple advice for the manufacture of Chlorine Gas (similar enough to
./date/1996/09/msg01261.html:Their children are still getting educated. Not thoroughly enough in
./date/1996/09/msg01265.html:breakin would not be great enough to justify the expected effort.
./date/1996/09/msg01265.html:enough
./date/1996/09/msg01274.html:Easy enough for you or me who can charge the minimum wage rate
./date/1996/09/msg01274.html:Being opposed to government slavery isn’t enough. Coorporate slavery
./date/1996/09/msg01275.html:wrong was to not kill enough of them, but more particularly to not target
./date/1996/09/msg01278.html:&gt;Easy enough for you or me who can charge the minimum wage rate
./date/1996/09/msg01278.html:&gt;Being opposed to government slavery isn’t enough. Coorporate slavery
./date/1996/09/msg01291.html:that is worse than a cheap shot... like a man low enough to
./date/1996/09/msg01302.html:you want encrypted? How secure is “secure enough?” Does the data need to be
./date/1996/09/msg01302.html:large enough, this is impractical even with vast amounts of computing
./date/1996/09/msg01321.html:&gt;In order to get close enough to the starving children to take
./date/1996/09/msg01324.html::Simple advice for the manufacture of Chlorine Gas (similar enough to
./date/1996/09/msg01355.html:So far, nobody has been stupid enough to try to use the remailers to harass
./date/1996/09/msg01358.html:&gt; that is worse than a cheap shot... like a man low enough to
./date/1996/09/msg01363.html:maintained long enough to reliably determine it on the other end.
./date/1996/09/msg01367.html:&gt;(1) Implementation of a cryptographic algorithm. If we can feed it enough
./date/1996/09/msg01371.html:just in case somebody gets lucky (e.g. crank the test long enough that
./date/1996/09/msg01379.html:I thought that “The Hippie of Crime” proved that spammers, if slick enough,
./date/1996/09/msg01394.html:those who earn an income substantial enough to contribute.
./date/1996/09/msg01408.html:How secure is “secure enough?” Does the data need to be unreadable by third parties for 5 minutes? One year? 50 years? 100
years? &gt;&gt;&gt; see
./date/1996/09/msg01408.html:large enough, this is impractical even with vast amounts of computing
./date/1996/09/msg01416.html:&gt;that you’re talking about, and I don’t think anyone would be dumb enough
./date/1996/09/msg01417.html:enough of us started doing that! &lt;evil grin&gt;
./date/1996/09/msg01434.html:impatient man. He doesn’t believe bankers are moving fast enough to make
./date/1996/09/msg01442.html:family. If you have same, you will always have enough to eat and someone
./date/1996/09/msg01451.html:there is more than enough help for ppl available. They just need to
./date/1996/09/msg01453.html:&gt; enough of us started doing that! &lt;evil grin&gt;
./date/1996/09/msg01457.html:&gt; &gt; there is more than enough help for ppl available. They just need to
./date/1996/09/msg01463.html:undesirable. I hope I am conscious enough to give the admitting staff my
./date/1996/09/msg01480.html:”With *real* insurance it’s tough enough to root out fraud. How can an
enough for two different
./date/1996/09/msg01497.html:balances--more than enough for anyone to run up huge tabs on
./date/1996/09/msg01497.html:Wyatt said he was not familiar enough with the facts of the Burton case
./date/1996/09/msg01497.html:overcome, and added that in any event, they did not pose enough of an
./date/1996/09/msg01497.html:statutes aren’t nearly strong enough.
./date/1996/09/msg01497.html:July 18 found the case compelling enough to want to join in the
./date/1996/09/msg01498.html:Protocol and Secure Transaction Technology, “didn’t incorporate enough
./date/1996/09/msg01498.html:we wanted to know. “The surgeon said there are enough differences in
./date/1996/09/msg01505.html:&gt;enough to present an inhalation risk. (This is why it does not
./date/1996/09/msg01512.html:enough to present an inhalation risk. (This is why it does not
./date/1996/09/msg01513.html:&gt; there is more than enough help for ppl available. They just need to
./date/1996/09/msg01522.html:How secure is “secure enough?” Does the data need to be unreadable by third
./date/1996/09/msg01522.html:large enough, this is impractical even with vast amounts of computing
./date/1996/09/msg01526.html:&gt; Their children are still getting educated. Not thoroughly enough in
./date/1996/09/msg01549.html:he didn’t make the article interesting enough for you to read.
./date/1996/09/msg01579.html:&gt;another. We could put workstations everywhere, but we don’t have enough
./date/1996/09/msg01601.html:8) If the remailer does not have enough memory to run the PGP task in a
enough, compared to an insurer
./date/1996/09/msg01626.html:the security, possibly enough that you wouldn’t need to use a regular
./date/1996/09/msg01637.html:lucky enough to know that the carriers of this “defect” are uniquely able
enough to declare itself
./date/1996/09/msg01637.html:Just thinking about yourself thinking isn’t enough, because where are
./date/1996/09/msg01668.html:&gt; he didn’t make the article interesting enough for you to read.
./date/1996/09/msg01672.html:do a good enough
./date/1996/09/msg01674.html:them to the NSA. If enough
./date/1996/09/msg01678.html:&gt;them to the NSA. If enough
./date/1996/09/msg01681.html:I don’t know about you, but I can certainly remember enough bits to be
./date/1996/09/msg01687.html:But I’m not as sanguine about chaining being enough. Think of it as a
./date/1996/09/msg01710.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction</LI>
./date/1996/09/msg01711.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction</LI>
./date/1996/09/msg01731.html:&gt; hip enough.
./date/1996/09/msg01740.html:enough REZIDE search might give income, number of persons in
./date/1996/09/msg01745.html:”When enough people use the Internet, the economic model will change,”
./date/1996/09/msg01753.html:&gt; &gt;them to the NSA. If enough
./date/1996/09/msg01758.html:&gt; hip enough.
./date/1996/09/msg01769.html:Well I’m just grumpy enough right now to tear this apart... :)
enough that it can
./date/1996/09/msg01790.html:ironically enough, we spent a day talking about private ordering of
./date/1996/09/msg01795.html:Look, that is enough, I`m going to move to have you removed from the
./date/1996/09/msg01809.html:Clearly stating policies is fair enough. In the future, with a rich ecology
./date/1996/09/msg01847.html:available for the few other judges foolish enough to basically commit
./date/1996/09/msg01854.html:&gt;available for the few other judges foolish enough to basically commit
./date/1996/09/msg01857.html:&gt; available for the few other judges foolish enough to basically commit
./date/1996/09/msg01861.html:to go gunning for you, and it’s too easy to do if there are enough
./date/1996/09/msg01872.html:often enough for the population to perceive public service as being a
./date/1996/09/msg01875.html:bright enough to learn, or are not. A “Snake Oil FAQ” is largely
./date/1996/09/msg01875.html:Further, the various FAQs available already cover enough of the basics for
./date/1996/09/msg01876.html:&gt;to go gunning for you, and it’s too easy to do if there are enough
./date/1996/09/msg01880.html:]Look, that is enough, I`m going to move to have you removed from the
./date/1996/09/msg01881.html:&gt;often enough for the population to perceive public service as being a
./date/1996/09/msg01884.html:&gt;&gt;available for the few other judges foolish enough to basically commit
./date/1996/09/msg01892.html:who conclude that the failure was not being close enough to the ideology.
./date/1996/09/msg01895.html:&gt;&gt;bright enough to learn, or are not. A “Snake Oil FAQ” is largely
./date/1996/09/msg01895.html:&gt;enough to learn, but don’t have the time or inclination to read books or do
./date/1996/09/msg01895.html:concise enough and yet detailed enough to warn folks away from some
./date/1996/09/msg01895.html:you think are smart enough...blah blah...well, go ahead and write such a
./date/1996/09/msg01906.html:on crypto and ecommerce stuff, but are interested enough to at least think
./date/1996/09/msg01916.html:&gt;who conclude that the failure was not being close enough to the ideology.
./date/1996/09/msg01919.html:don’t think AP as stated by Jim could escalate quickly enough as a
./date/1996/09/msg01919.html:If it annoys enough people soon enough that they vote in a Libertarian
./date/1996/09/msg01919.html:By the time governments get weak enough for AP to be feasible, they
./date/1996/09/msg01919.html:would be enough to repeal such a move, but you never know.
./date/1996/09/msg01922.html:PGP-encrypted mail welcome! “640k ought to be enough for everybody.”
./date/1996/09/msg01924.html:PGP-encrypted mail welcome! “640k ought to be enough for everybody.”
./date/1996/09/msg01931.html:&gt;bright enough to learn, or are not. A “Snake Oil FAQ” is largely
./date/1996/09/msg01931.html:enough to learn, but don’t have the time or inclination to read books or do
./date/1996/09/msg01932.html:&gt;&gt; Their children are still getting educated. Not thoroughly enough in
./date/1996/09/msg01978.html:terrorism. Any decent terrorist knows enough to not travel under
./date/1996/09/msg01982.html:&gt;Intuitively (but very well not, I’m not informed enough to know)
./date/1996/09/msg01982.html:enough to factor it in a billion times the age of the Universe even if
./date/1996/09/msg01985.html:&gt;Intuitively (but very well not, I’m not informed enough to know)
./date/1996/09/msg01985.html:than regular computing elements. Given a large enough search space even
./date/1996/09/msg02010.html:enough, there are no laws about trying to get a date. Nor are there any
./date/1996/09/msg02021.html:Intuitively (but very well not, I’m not informed enough to know)
./date/1996/09/msg02024.html:If enough people follow it, stock crashes like in 1929 are imminent.
./date/1996/09/msg02031.html:&gt; that this would increase the security, possibly enough
./date/1996/09/msg02031.html:enough or you send enough messages, you will probably select words
./date/1996/09/msg02053.html:their decicion to block xs4all was not enough to block radikal 154 from
./date/1996/09/msg02068.html:&gt;welfare, having no choice but to get close enough to make direct
./date/1996/09/msg02071.html:Bad enough now that many places require you to put your laptop computer
./date/1996/09/msg02098.html:open minded and curious enough that they wouldn’t mind signing such a
./date/1996/09/msg02098.html:list. Make it easy enough and you will collect thousands of names. Now
./date/1996/09/msg02112.html:enough to generate too much volume to allow conversation?”
./date/1996/09/msg02117.html:&gt; Intuitively (but very well not, I’m not informed enough to know)
./date/1996/09/msg02129.html:not reading posts bothers you enough that you think it worth the risk
./date/1996/09/msg02147.html:Interestingly enough the paragraph that begins by claiming there are
./date/1996/09/msg02156.html:And if he does, his machine should be fast enough to read the entire mailbox
./date/1996/09/msg02163.html:&gt;Bad enough now that many places require you to put your laptop computer
./date/1996/09/msg02171.html:&gt; enough to generate too much volume to allow conversation?”
./date/1996/09/msg02173.html:make it possible, I hope that most of the public will have enough sense
./date/1996/09/msg02173.html:But there are enough Drug-War-Loving Americans that I doubt it.
./date/1996/09/msg02173.html:And there’s enough intersection between the morality-challenged
./date/1996/09/msg02185.html:This area is complicated enough to talk about with

./date/1996/09/msg02188.html:enough. The recent experiences with Vince essentially repudiating certain
./date/1996/09/msg02191.html:disclosed to him_ by the patient. This should be enough, as his “end” has
./date/1996/09/msg02214.html:lame, so any kid willing to spend enough time on them can become a
./date/1996/09/msg02216.html:&gt; knowing the password*. This is because there’s enough known plaintext
./date/1996/09/msg02225.html:&gt;make it possible, I hope that most of the public will have enough sense
./date/1996/09/msg02225.html:&gt;But there are enough Drug-War-Loving Americans that I doubt it.
./date/1996/09/msg02228.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/09/msg02240.html:person found out enough about SSL to know that it uses
./date/1996/09/msg02244.html:limited number of situations) Ironically enough, Marshall’s decision in
./date/1996/09/msg02278.html:&gt;York, still was not enough to limit liability for Coates. I hardly think
./date/1996/09/msg02280.html:There’s not nearly enough information provided to know for sure.
./date/1996/09/msg02298.html:done economically. Simple radiation sources won’t be penetrating enough
./date/1996/09/msg02298.html:enough
./date/1996/09/msg02300.html:knowing the password*. This is because there’s enough known plaintext
./date/1996/09/msg02322.html:public light when their number be large enough to warrant a
./date/1996/09/msg02324.html:&gt; If it annoys enough people soon enough that they vote in a Libertarian
./date/1996/09/msg02333.html:on the list, as we see enough of this garbage as it is, and would have
./date/1996/09/msg02336.html:&gt; public light when their number be large enough to warrant a
./date/1996/09/msg02351.html:all, if enough of us _are_ and are _secure_, I’ll settle for that. The rest
./date/1996/09/msg02351.html:example, enough strong, encrypted, black channels are available, it will
./date/1996/09/msg02352.html:get better before someone get’s desperate enough to implement it.
./date/1996/09/msg02381.html:Legislators who have pet projects but not enough support to
./date/1996/09/msg02399.html:was set up, there would be enough people -- on this list alone, probably -./date/1996/09/msg02399.html:who would be interested enough in the idea to at least vote (publically)
./date/1996/09/msg02402.html:* VHS was “Pretty Good Video,” and PGV was enough for its time.
./date/1996/09/msg02402.html:had enough of a lead over Beta to cause the stores to stock VHS tapes for
./date/1996/09/msg02409.html:algorithm fast enough.
./date/1996/09/msg02420.html:drifters used to get to earn enough money to eat) almost impossible to
./date/1996/09/msg02427.html:PGP-encrypted mail welcome! “640k ought to be enough for everybody.”
./date/1996/09/msg02434.html:is not enough for a case even to be brought to trial.
./date/1996/09/msg02437.html:&gt; was set up, there would be enough people -- on this list alone, probably -./date/1996/09/msg02437.html:&gt; who would be interested enough in the idea to at least vote (publically)
enough?” Does
./date/1996/09/msg02438.html:large enough, this is impractical even with vast amounts of computing
./date/1996/09/msg02442.html:- Blocking becomes a big problem - it’s annoying enough now,
./date/1996/09/msg02454.html:&gt;is not enough for a case even to be brought to trial.
./date/1996/09/msg02454.html:interesting; the mere presence of PGP overseas shouldn’t be enough. And
./date/1996/09/msg02455.html:...if they were smart enough to start about age 3. the
./date/1996/09/msg02460.html:old way around the screen and the data will be random enough for your
./date/1996/09/msg02462.html:&gt; - Blocking becomes a big problem - it’s annoying enough now,
./date/1996/09/msg02471.html:&gt; - Blocking becomes a big problem - it’s annoying enough now,
./date/1996/09/msg02474.html:If anyone’s genuinely curious, the EFFector list is big enough that we
./date/1996/09/msg02478.html:encrypted?) During the Iraq war in ‘93 they didn’t have enough equipment
./date/1996/09/msg02490.html:&gt; ...if they were smart enough to start about age 3. the
./date/1996/09/msg02492.html:$100 bets are much fewer, especially if there are enough
./date/1996/09/msg02509.html:&gt; $100 bets are much fewer, especially if there are enough
./date/1996/09/msg02510.html:&gt; is not enough for a case even to be brought to trial.
./date/1996/09/msg02510.html:You are absolutely wrong. It may not be enough for a conviction, but it
./date/1996/09/msg02511.html:&gt; ...if they were smart enough to start about age 3. the
./date/1996/09/msg02511.html:save enough to get one of the 7 CD rom up in parallel deals for
./date/1996/09/msg02512.html:&gt; &gt; is not enough for a case even to be brought to trial.
./date/1996/09/msg02512.html:&gt; You are absolutely wrong. It may not be enough for a conviction, but it
./date/1996/09/msg02514.html:I dislike California enough to view it as one undifferentiated nasty blob.
./date/1996/09/msg02522.html:neighborhood who are more than smart enough, if they got over their
./date/1996/09/msg02526.html:Yes, because of lack of enough S/A-capable military receivers... They were
./date/1996/09/msg02528.html:sort (I suspect the odd unit existed in Iraq, but not enough of them to be
./date/1996/09/msg02530.html:Oddly enough, however, we’re getting somewhat of an echo of the “big single
./date/1996/09/msg02533.html:&gt;Oddly enough, however, we’re getting somewhat of an echo of the “big single
./date/1996/09/msg02545.html:&gt;intelligence agencies have intercepted enough telephone messages from Iran,
./date/1996/09/msg02559.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; is not enough for a case even to be brought to trial.
./date/1996/09/msg02559.html:&gt; &gt; You are absolutely wrong. It may not be enough for a conviction, but it
enough to be economically annoying.
./date/1996/09/msg02561.html:major universities, which are important enough that lots of people
enough to be economically annoying.
./date/1996/09/msg02562.html:major universities, which are important enough that lots of people
./date/1996/09/msg02564.html:&gt; European regulations were not enough.
./date/1996/09/msg02564.html:&gt; “We know that national regulation is not enough, that European
./date/1996/09/msg02564.html:&gt; regulation is not enough...We may need to have a world regulation of
./date/1996/09/msg02566.html:contribute enough to paste billg. Not to mention what IBM or Sun or Apple or
./date/1996/09/msg02587.html:I suspect postmaster is good enough. There’s also the problem
./date/1996/09/msg02603.html:kids or say warnings are enough, but require credit cards or PINs for
./date/1996/09/msg02608.html:don’t know their targets and won’t ever meet them, it’s easy enough to
enough accounts
./date/1996/09/msg02619.html:&gt; don’t know their targets and won’t ever meet them, it’s easy enough to
./date/1996/09/msg02628.html:question is whether this big ship can move quickly enough to keep up with
./date/1996/09/msg02651.html:might be possible for a large enough percentage of frequent air travellers
enough to be economically annoying.
./date/1996/09/msg02657.html:time, I went to look at their FAQ on the web, and, yup, sure enough, it
./date/1996/09/msg02683.html:Ya’ know, it’s hard enough working 10 hours a day in a sweatshop, coming
./date/1996/10/msg00010.html:&gt; Ya’ know, it’s hard enough working 10 hours a day in a sweatshop, coming
./date/1996/10/msg00014.html:&gt; Ya’ know, it’s hard enough working 10 hours a day in a sweatshop, coming
./date/1996/10/msg00023.html:_is_ a big enough job that probably can’t do a distributed crack
./date/1996/10/msg00039.html:wondered whether they were really saving enough. But help is here in a way
./date/1996/10/msg00039.html:either no funds tucked away or only enough to cover 2-4 weeks in a crisis.
./date/1996/10/msg00041.html:&gt; I suspect postmaster is good enough. There’s also the problem
./date/1996/10/msg00041.html:be enough for future expansion, or 64 to be really generous with disk space.
./date/1996/10/msg00046.html:&gt; _is_ a big enough job that probably can’t do a distributed crack
./date/1996/10/msg00054.html:like we’lll get enough machines, so nothing is likely to happen for
./date/1996/10/msg00057.html:True enough.
./date/1996/10/msg00074.html:=1E&gt; _is_ a big enough job that probably can’t do a distributed crack
./date/1996/10/msg00074.html:their sails if it is nailed enough times --if we can get the mainstre=
./date/1996/10/msg00074.html:big enough to drive a truck in and imbedded sniffers, I’m sure DES
./date/1996/10/msg00082.html:Hoover or Wackenhut, “you can never have enough”.
./date/1996/10/msg00100.html:&gt; Hoover or Wackenhut, “you can never have enough”.
./date/1996/10/msg00103.html:&gt; _is_ a big enough job that probably can’t do a distributed crack
./date/1996/10/msg00104.html:was also trustworthy enough to be used.
./date/1996/10/msg00108.html:&gt; &gt;is not enough for a case even to be brought to trial.
./date/1996/10/msg00108.html:&gt; interesting; the mere presence of PGP overseas shouldn’t be enough. And
./date/1996/10/msg00109.html:don’t have to prove anything. Reasonable inferences are enough. I’m not
./date/1996/10/msg00109.html:&gt; is not enough for a case even to be brought to trial.
./date/1996/10/msg00109.html:Merely enough to allow a jury to make a reasonable judgement to the
./date/1996/10/msg00111.html:Actually, I am not adult enough to save the welcome message I received
./date/1996/10/msg00111.html:&gt; I guess you are not adult enough to take yourself off the list.
./date/1996/10/msg00114.html:did not go far enough beyond the old Clipper plan, in terms
./date/1996/10/msg00125.html:old”. I was upset that I was not “adult” enough to save the welcome
./date/1996/10/msg00130.html:Two layers of poly and two of metal are probably more than enough to
./date/1996/10/msg00158.html:notice. Give them enough feedback and they’ll react.
./date/1996/10/msg00160.html:well). If the reward got big enough ($10k?) I think it would be a
./date/1996/10/msg00177.html:hung around in enough
enough to realize
./date/1996/10/msg00190.html:to slow things down long enough for victory.
./date/1996/10/msg00190.html:Perhaps if the hole were made general enough, it could also
./date/1996/10/msg00193.html:aspects enough
./date/1996/10/msg00196.html:professionals could, with enough time and [political] support, take down a
./date/1996/10/msg00220.html:short enough
./date/1996/10/msg00260.html:because the phone company barely kept enough
./date/1996/10/msg00268.html:&gt; well). If the reward got big enough ($10k?) I think it would be a
./date/1996/10/msg00273.html:They were thinking in enough detail here.
./date/1996/10/msg00277.html:* 56-bits is not enough for many applications. CDT welcomes the
./date/1996/10/msg00277.html:enough, but last winter’s study by a panel of encryption experts
./date/1996/10/msg00285.html:3. It’s still too weak. 56 bit DES isn’t enough- it can very probably be
./date/1996/10/msg00304.html:and not enough people understand or care about encryption. We’d be better
./date/1996/10/msg00336.html:&gt; and not enough people understand or care about encryption. We’d be better
./date/1996/10/msg00352.html:&gt; aspects enough
./date/1996/10/msg00358.html:damage their credibility. At least right now, Freeh has done enough
./date/1996/10/msg00358.html:guy. Janet Reno already looks innocent enough (hey, who could
./date/1996/10/msg00370.html:| &gt; aspects enough
./date/1996/10/msg00379.html:| “640K should be enough for anybody.” - Bill Gates |
./date/1996/10/msg00396.html:An NT machine running off the shelf protocols and services is certainly more secure than your average linux install. Of
course clueless administrators for either (any) platform can leave the door wide open easily enough.
./date/1996/10/msg00398.html:doesn’t go far enough. “I think this is part of a
./date/1996/10/msg00400.html:Security in NT can be defeated by any clever, out of work, bored, NT device driver author who brews up a stealth device
developer is making enough money to not be bored nor even consider writing a backdoor into a driver. Right?
./date/1996/10/msg00408.html:purely volume and not technique, there has not been enough done.
enough to be
./date/1996/10/msg00415.html:Not really. It’s just that when there’s enough evidence of dishonesty
./date/1996/10/msg00418.html:Just a suggestion. I’m certainly not a brave enough person to do
./date/1996/10/msg00432.html:| “640K should be enough for anybody.” - Bill Gates |
./date/1996/10/msg00443.html:&gt;&gt; aspects enough
./date/1996/10/msg00445.html:&gt;leave the door wide open easily enough.
./date/1996/10/msg00446.html:&gt;Security in NT can be defeated by any clever, out of work, bored, NT device driver author &gt;who brews up a stealth
device &gt;driver developer is making enough money to not be bored nor even consider writing a &gt;backdoor into a driver. Right?
./date/1996/10/msg00447.html:&gt;Of course, any clever device driver developer is making enough money to
./date/1996/10/msg00462.html:enough to discrimate age and other factors to separate the
./date/1996/10/msg00469.html:be more effective in a schoolyard anyway, obviously enough.)
./date/1996/10/msg00499.html:state know better than a parent when a minor is old enough to be out after
./date/1996/10/msg00500.html:&gt; for either (any) platform can leave the door wide open easily enough.=20
./date/1996/10/msg00500.html:personally, or don’t know enough to do anything. On the other hand, I
./date/1996/10/msg00508.html:enough clue, you may remember that Will broke the Clipper III story
./date/1996/10/msg00525.html:with the legal system only in that they have enough buzzwords and are
./date/1996/10/msg00525.html:internally consistent (even if based upon fantasy) enough that people with
./date/1996/10/msg00529.html:As Brian Davis and Uni have pointed out, people who keep current enough on
./date/1996/10/msg00529.html:probably don’t have enough legal background to place whatever new
./date/1996/10/msg00530.html:&gt;enough clue, you may remember that Will broke the Clipper III story
./date/1996/10/msg00543.html:activism, to accumulate enough money so as to now be able to live in peace,
./date/1996/10/msg00544.html:&gt;&gt; for either (any) platform can leave the door wide open easily enough.=20
./date/1996/10/msg00544.html:&gt;personally, or don’t know enough to do anything. On the other hand, I
./date/1996/10/msg00544.html:With enough time and net access, just about anyone could - if they thought it
./date/1996/10/msg00556.html:enough--yoiu don’t have to sell me on it. And please, no more advice about
./date/1996/10/msg00578.html:I’m not selling my services here. I have enough to worry about without
./date/1996/10/msg00578.html:&gt; enough--yoiu don’t have to sell me on it. And please, no more advice about
enough to change the site
./date/1996/10/msg00589.html:state know better than a parent when a minor is old enough to be out after
enough that you could toss in the occasional
./date/1996/10/msg00609.html:you more than enough details off the list to assure you that this is totally
./date/1996/10/msg00615.html:&gt;As Brian Davis and Uni have pointed out, people who keep current enough on
./date/1996/10/msg00617.html:&gt; you more than enough details off the list to assure you that this is totally
./date/1996/10/msg00626.html:they need:encryption powerful enough to give back to the
./date/1996/10/msg00633.html:that in most cases, the people who are complaining DO know enough about how
./date/1996/10/msg00636.html:going to summarize it here because my copy is old enough that I don’t know
./date/1996/10/msg00636.html:enough that they should concentrate on it, they can leave that argument to
./date/1996/10/msg00636.html:My guess is it’s mostly (1), though (2) and (3) might be enough to make it
./date/1996/10/msg00639.html:But most of the time it would take them long enough to decrypt that the
enough that an $89.95 retail hardware device can detect,
./date/1996/10/msg00640.html:Clinton’s polite enough to smile when he’s talking.]
./date/1996/10/msg00652.html:good enough to show what’s being displayed on the monitors. Another shot of
./date/1996/10/msg00654.html:&gt; &gt;As Brian Davis and Uni have pointed out, people who keep current enough on
./date/1996/10/msg00662.html:provides enough entropy, therefore, a secure connection.
./date/1996/10/msg00667.html:city there should be enough outlest to enable you to transport
./date/1996/10/msg00682.html:&gt;enough that they should concentrate on it, they can leave that argument to
./date/1996/10/msg00688.html:enough to decrypt one for free, and the others had the same password.
./date/1996/10/msg00698.html:still it’s not enough.”
./date/1996/10/msg00704.html:obviously enough, would probably want to insinuate into the game with the
./date/1996/10/msg00711.html:&gt; lying? Clinton’s polite enough to smile when he’s talking.]
./date/1996/10/msg00714.html:&gt; city there should be enough outlest to enable you to transport
./date/1996/10/msg00724.html:The list has enough
./date/1996/10/msg00725.html:response on this list is enough for you to make a judgement about the
./date/1996/10/msg00731.html:&gt; obviously enough, would probably want to insinuate into the game with the
./date/1996/10/msg00731.html:applies for parking violations if the complaintant is rich enough.
./date/1996/10/msg00736.html:&gt; still it’s not enough.”
./date/1996/10/msg00748.html:1991). Such analysis is, obviously enough, not legally binding on federal
./date/1996/10/msg00762.html:there will be enough people who will want him out, REGARDLESS of whether
./date/1996/10/msg00763.html:scrounge enough imagination to come up with an attack against wiretap laws
./date/1996/10/msg00765.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
enough (e.g., in the choice
./date/1996/10/msg00774.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1996/10/msg00775.html:I ask:“Who Cares?” It is easy enough to distribute with the secure-non-GAK
./date/1996/10/msg00782.html:&gt; scrounge enough imagination to come up with an attack against wiretap laws
./date/1996/10/msg00782.html:your posts are simply not crafty enough to be any kind of concerted
./date/1996/10/msg00787.html:S/MIME 2.0 _defaults_ to 168-bit triple-DES, unless you’re stupid enough
./date/1996/10/msg00791.html:could be a headache for ISPs, but the principle seems easy enough to
./date/1996/10/msg00793.html:(Arguably not enough money, arguably the money won’t reach many companies,
./date/1996/10/msg00810.html:Would you folks *please* cut this thread? It has gone on long enough. Too
./date/1996/10/msg00822.html:As far as Fascist goes, fascism is fun enough when everyone gets to
./date/1996/10/msg00823.html:&gt; &gt; Would you folks *please* cut this thread? It has gone on long enough. Too
./date/1996/10/msg00823.html:enough as a kid raised in the church. KILL THIS THREAD
./date/1996/10/msg00826.html:&gt; Would you folks *please* cut this thread? It has gone on long enough. Too
./date/1996/10/msg00827.html:&gt;S/MIME 2.0 _defaults_ to 168-bit triple-DES, unless you’re stupid enough
./date/1996/10/msg00841.html:&gt; I ask:“Who Cares?” It is easy enough to distribute with the
./date/1996/10/msg00843.html:and it doesn’t work, they’ll know soon enough. They’re no worse off than
./date/1996/10/msg00852.html:But keep trying, I know it’s hard, maybe if you try hard enough, you’ll
./date/1996/10/msg00865.html:P.S.Regretably, if Dimitri has big enough ‘nads to
./date/1996/10/msg00868.html:improvement as “tiny.” A 56-bit key “is not nearly good enough,” Gates
./date/1996/10/msg00873.html:know the enough padding you know it all. So for instance sending
./date/1996/10/msg00880.html:&gt;P.S.Regretably, if Dimitri has big enough ‘nads to
./date/1996/10/msg00881.html:&gt; &gt; scrounge enough imagination to come up with an attack against wiretap laws
./date/1996/10/msg00881.html:&gt; your posts are simply not crafty enough to be any kind of concerted
./date/1996/10/msg00887.html:<LI><em>Comments</em>:writer is solely irresponsible for his loose tongue ; if that’s not enough, praise the Lord, and
pass the ammunition!</LI>
./date/1996/10/msg00887.html:enough for me to seriously consider leaving my high desert Utah
./date/1996/10/msg00889.html:&gt; P.S.Regretably, if Dimitri has big enough ‘nads to
./date/1996/10/msg00897.html:&gt; As far as Fascist goes, fascism is fun enough when everyone gets to
./date/1996/10/msg00925.html:Zach, I don’t think you’ve been on this list long enough to realize that
./date/1996/10/msg00947.html:&gt; on Eurocrypt97:if you know the enough padding you know it all. So
./date/1996/10/msg00958.html:&gt; Zach, I don’t think you’ve been on this list long enough to realize that
./date/1996/10/msg00958.html:seen (on here) has given you enough reason for the type of senseless
./date/1996/10/msg00960.html:.&gt; enough for me to seriously consider leaving my high desert Utah
./date/1996/10/msg00963.html:(really) --but they *do* just happen to talk loud enough in certain
./date/1996/10/msg00978.html:after all, Suzy does not need to read, not even well enough to
./date/1996/10/msg00978.html:no need to learn math well enough to possibly balance a checkbook
./date/1996/10/msg00978.html:killed in revenge --there was no need, we never left enough living
./date/1996/10/msg00978.html:Jim Bell has amused us long enough --an average of 10-15
./date/1996/10/msg00987.html:&gt; after all, Suzy does not need to read, not even well enough to
./date/1996/10/msg00987.html:&gt; no need to learn math well enough to possibly balance a checkbook
./date/1996/10/msg00992.html:Dimitri&gt; Zach, I don’t think you’ve been on this list long enough to
./date/1996/10/msg00992.html:start that everyone gets an A, and I trust tgen to be motivated enough to
./date/1996/10/msg01006.html:I’ve certainly seen enough people here complain about it.
./date/1996/10/msg01011.html:-- enough for the card and version number, expiry date
./date/1996/10/msg01015.html:&gt; &gt; after all, Suzy does not need to read, not even well enough to
./date/1996/10/msg01015.html:&gt; &gt; no need to learn math well enough to possibly balance a checkbook
./date/1996/10/msg01016.html:&gt; I thought it was funny enough to mention.
./date/1996/10/msg01019.html:enough to escape liability? How many links are there between any two web
./date/1996/10/msg01026.html:Clear enough?
enough to incorporate *any* crypto policy, i.e. from
enough to achieve this:a liberal crypto
enough to incorporate *any* crypto policy, i.e. from
enough to achieve this:a liberal crypto
enough to follow
./date/1996/10/msg01052.html:motivated badly enough, they can forge whatever documents they need.
./date/1996/10/msg01053.html:Blinding a Verisign signature isn’t enough, though - they support
./date/1996/10/msg01055.html:It’s hard enough to conduct an effective low intensity campaign
enough to achieve
./date/1996/10/msg01059.html:enough balance to be used as a security deposit.
./date/1996/10/msg01061.html:&gt;Blinding a Verisign signature isn’t enough, though - they support
./date/1996/10/msg01078.html:interesting. Advertisers seem happy enough to spend $.40 to mail me their
./date/1996/10/msg01091.html:&gt; enough balance to be used as a security deposit.
./date/1996/10/msg01093.html:True enough, but I’m going to do what I can.
./date/1996/10/msg01101.html:the payments and the taxes high enough, and nobody could afford to NOT sign
./date/1996/10/msg01102.html:I have also seen claims made for digital watermarking, that if enough
enough to achieve this:a liberal crypto
./date/1996/10/msg01110.html:can trace. However, I don’t think this is enough
enough to achieve this:a liberal crypto

./date/1996/10/msg01116.html:but as long as thats the total, you’ll probably piss them off enough
./date/1996/10/msg01130.html:enough”--works pretty well for most adults, with only those in the margin
./date/1996/10/msg01147.html:I would tend to think that if you held on to the money long enough, you
./date/1996/10/msg01147.html:enough, you
./date/1996/10/msg01157.html:people, you might get enough of a clue to know where you’re posting.
./date/1996/10/msg01159.html:or what isn’t. It wants money and it must not be getting enough from its
./date/1996/10/msg01165.html:get ugly one day when folks decide they’ve had enough. And if statists don’t
./date/1996/10/msg01195.html:It’s amazing enough to warrant a look. There is a sub-section titled
./date/1996/10/msg01208.html:president of KeyCorp. “It’s a matter of whether enough interest can be
./date/1996/10/msg01226.html:I am not old enough to have served in Vietnam, but I did serve in the
./date/1996/10/msg01229.html:regulatory authority to other agencies. There just is not enough time or
./date/1996/10/msg01230.html:enough money should have a Clipper-type chip
./date/1996/10/msg01233.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1996/10/msg01234.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1996/10/msg01235.html:tactics further, please do it via private mail. If enough of us want to
./date/1996/10/msg01239.html:&gt;regulatory authority to other agencies. There just is not enough time or
./date/1996/10/msg01247.html:&gt;regulatory authority to other agencies. There just is not enough time or
./date/1996/10/msg01249.html:shortcuts, and the keysize is great enough that brute force is infeasable.
./date/1996/10/msg01249.html:or whatever else. With enough PRNG-encrypted ciphertext, it is possible to
./date/1996/10/msg01256.html:stores to collect enough of a chemical to make a threshhold-sized
./date/1996/10/msg01256.html:it’s clear to me now that you didn’t take enough time thinking out
./date/1996/10/msg01262.html:Have fun with it! If enough people do this, we just might be able to get
./date/1996/10/msg01281.html:if anyone’s fortunate enough to have a copy of Nimmer at hand)
./date/1996/10/msg01286.html:&gt; enough money should have a Clipper-type chip
./date/1996/10/msg01291.html:both here and abroad. If they can conjure up enough
./date/1996/10/msg01295.html:&gt;both here and abroad. If they can conjure up enough
./date/1996/10/msg01299.html:and it’s clearly close enough to be worth your attention. The design was
./date/1996/10/msg01300.html:both here and abroad. If they can conjure up enough
./date/1996/10/msg01316.html:message protocols, might be enough, if being able to forge the
./date/1996/10/msg01343.html:&gt;wasn’t in your references, and it’s clearly close enough to be worth
enough to form a
./date/1996/10/msg01360.html:encryptor stream output should be enough to work with - if you need more,
./date/1996/10/msg01360.html:but it most certainly is perfect enough to meet any and all practical
./date/1996/10/msg01375.html:and for the vast majority of the people that’s quite enough to remind them
./date/1996/10/msg01379.html:per-legislator bounty, which should be far more than enough.
./date/1996/10/msg01379.html:No, not nearly enough politicians have been killed in Columbia to result in
./date/1996/10/msg01381.html:variety of media to look for hints about same. If enough people got involved, there
enough (e.g., in the choice
./date/1996/10/msg01382.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1996/10/msg01390.html:Glad to see you’re smart enough to not likle clipper. And if you don’t
./date/1996/10/msg01390.html:like DES, don’t use it. I don’t. anyway enough of my naive comments, but
./date/1996/10/msg01391.html:People die, things die, so what. There are so many things to do, and not enough people
enough (e.g., in the choice
./date/1996/10/msg01392.html:&gt; Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1996/10/msg01394.html:&gt; &gt;No, not nearly enough politicians have been killed in Columbia to result in a
./date/1996/10/msg01398.html:Once enough
./date/1996/10/msg01418.html:&gt; few weeks. Sad enough to report that I have found no answers or clues
./date/1996/10/msg01420.html:&gt; or NT Service). I am not sure if your ISP gives you enough access to
./date/1996/10/msg01421.html:or NT Service). I am not sure if your ISP gives you enough access to
./date/1996/10/msg01425.html:enough sources of entropy for its IDEA key generation. (But I am not
./date/1996/10/msg01426.html:Sad enough to report that I have found no answers or clues that if anyone
./date/1996/10/msg01426.html:What do I want? Sure enough, we do not ask ourselves that question once too
./date/1996/10/msg01432.html:fast enough. If the data formats are documented,
./date/1996/10/msg01434.html:at least not enough to worry about). People get involved, and what do you have?
./date/1996/10/msg01437.html:encryptor stream output should be enough to work with - if you need more,
./date/1996/10/msg01437.html:but it most certainly is perfect enough to meet any and all practical
./date/1996/10/msg01438.html:and merely having plans for a device you don’t know well enough to
enough.
./date/1996/10/msg01452.html:&gt;&gt; enough sources of entropy for its IDEA key generation. (But I am not
./date/1996/10/msg01452.html:mechanical uncertainty. It probably has enough entropy to safely generate
./date/1996/10/msg01452.html:of MacPGP, I am concerned that randpool does not have enough entropy.
./date/1996/10/msg01454.html:&gt; enough sources of entropy for its IDEA key generation. (But I am not
./date/1996/10/msg01456.html:be detected by sniffers in the places where security is weak enough for them,
./date/1996/10/msg01460.html:&gt; enough sources of entropy for its IDEA key generation. (But I am not
./date/1996/10/msg01465.html:are just enough
./date/1996/10/msg01471.html:&gt; Sad enough to report that I have found no answers or clues that if anyone
./date/1996/10/msg01471.html:&gt; What do I want? Sure enough, we do not ask ourselves that question once too
./date/1996/10/msg01477.html:to learn English, and no other such language has a prosperous-enough home
./date/1996/10/msg01490.html:evidence against the other person. I haven’t thought about this in enough
./date/1996/10/msg01494.html:RUBBISH, yes, I know i`m shouting but I really have taken enough of
./date/1996/10/msg01497.html:&gt; and merely having plans for a device you don’t know well enough to
./date/1996/10/msg01503.html:But it’s not certain that consumers will take to the new technology in enough
./date/1996/10/msg01503.html:innovative enough to keep their increasingly computer-adventurous customers.
./date/1996/10/msg01508.html:Given the low cost of this, there should always be enough bandwidth to
./date/1996/10/msg01518.html:Gee, genocide everywhere. If you say the word often enough, it loses some of its sting,
./date/1996/10/msg01518.html:survived, probably because they were ruthless enough to trample on those less able to
./date/1996/10/msg01520.html:article, though the writers probably weren’t technically savvy enough to
./date/1996/10/msg01539.html:article, though the writers probably weren’t technically savvy enough to
./date/1996/10/msg01541.html:invention would actually be desired by the users, enough to implement it.
./date/1996/10/msg01542.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1996/10/msg01548.html:&gt;&gt; and merely having plans for a device you don’t know well enough to
./date/1996/10/msg01549.html:&gt;&gt; and merely having plans for a device you don’t know well enough to
./date/1996/10/msg01560.html:others thought so too; I guess I was the only one silly enough to
./date/1996/10/msg01566.html:If you have enough money, you can have the laws written to your favor,
./date/1996/10/msg01575.html:&gt;message about someone violently enough, eventually someone will believe
./date/1996/10/msg01575.html:often and loudly enough, it begins to be believed. Hey, it worked for
enough to charge money for the
./date/1996/10/msg01578.html:message about someone violently enough, eventually someone will believe
./date/1996/10/msg01579.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; and merely having plans for a device you don’t know well enough to
./date/1996/10/msg01588.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; and merely having plans for a device you don’t know well enough to
enough not to know many
./date/1996/10/msg01595.html:I haven’t thought this through well enough to know just how possible such a
./date/1996/10/msg01601.html:&gt; Gee, genocide everywhere. If you say the word often enough, it loses some of
./date/1996/10/msg01601.html:&gt; survived, probably because they were ruthless enough to trample on those less
enough to charge money for the
./date/1996/10/msg01618.html:ciphertext pairs until he obtains enough information to uncover the binary
./date/1996/10/msg01618.html:repeats the above process until he has enough information to determine d.
./date/1996/10/msg01643.html:This isn’t enough - keyservers are NOT a substitute for the
./date/1996/10/msg01654.html:can be implemented well enough, all this kind of information will be blinded
./date/1996/10/msg01656.html:We know that in a _truly_ random sequence, taken over a long enough
./date/1996/10/msg01659.html:to be a distributed process, split among enough places to make it
enough nodes to compromise or recover
./date/1996/10/msg01666.html:&gt;We know that in a _truly_ random sequence, taken over a long enough
./date/1996/10/msg01667.html:&gt;&gt; can be implemented well enough, all this kind of information will be
./date/1996/10/msg01672.html:&gt; can be implemented well enough, all this kind of information will be blinded
./date/1996/10/msg01682.html:&gt; We know that in a _truly_ random sequence, taken over a long enough
./date/1996/10/msg01684.html:&gt;enough
./date/1996/10/msg01687.html:A fair enough admonition -- one that many banks can satisfy only by working
enough to charge money for the
./date/1996/10/msg01690.html:previous remarks, I’ve saved them too. There’s more than enough to get a
enough not to know many
./date/1996/10/msg01704.html:&gt; this has gone on long enough, and in enough of a public manner, that enough
./date/1996/10/msg01722.html:&gt;&gt; THE CALL! It is bad enough that the criminal is invading your privacy,
./date/1996/10/msg01723.html:He is unsure when Citicorp will deem the Web secure enough
./date/1996/10/msg01727.html:this has gone on long enough, and in enough of a public manner, that enough
./date/1996/10/msg01728.html:&gt;bureaucracy? Not enough process? Funny you sound like a democrat.
./date/1996/10/msg01732.html:&gt; There are thousands of Amigas out there, and they’re powerful enough
./date/1996/10/msg01762.html:already posses enough knowledge about cryptology to acheive the collapse of
./date/1996/10/msg01763.html:already posses enough knowledge about cryptology to acheive the collapse of
./date/1996/10/msg01770.html:If somebody’s dumb enough to gamble without looking for some
./date/1996/10/msg01793.html:ISDN call setup times are fast enough that it’s possible to
./date/1996/10/msg01793.html:If PacBell’s really bugged enough about usage patterns, they could
./date/1996/10/msg01800.html:I’ve had enough of scheming and messing `round with jerks
./date/1996/10/msg01801.html:Actually, I don’t think there’s enough of a market to justify a real
./date/1996/10/msg01804.html:In short, it seems unnecessary. And it’s unlikely to make enough money to
./date/1996/10/msg01815.html:&gt; successful enough to do an IPO should have actually made money before the
./date/1996/10/msg01817.html:successful enough to do an IPO should have actually made money before the
./date/1996/10/msg01828.html:long enough to realize that DV appears to have a problem distinguishing
./date/1996/10/msg01847.html:Unfortunately, it’s not obvious enough. There is talk of doing
./date/1996/10/msg01851.html: “SET is now robust enough to go to the single worldwide market
./date/1996/10/msg01868.html:it-was-good-enough-for-my-dad-it’s-good-enough-for-me big iron at
./date/1996/10/msg01893.html:or the NSA? Close enough.
./date/1996/10/msg01895.html:Nelson, New Zealand, perhaps we can free up enough copies of the book
./date/1996/10/msg01900.html:to kidnap Elvis. It’s hard enough not to get treated like that
./date/1996/10/msg01903.html: This option will set only enough 8th bits to
./date/1996/10/msg01925.html:IIRC, the bullshit claims are enough to annoy most netizens, though
./date/1996/10/msg01956.html:&gt; IIRC, the bullshit claims are enough to annoy most netizens, though
./date/1996/10/msg01976.html:class Battleships, was incredibly expensive, and enough were not in
./date/1996/10/msg01977.html:big enough) 8^) As Murphy’s Law goes, the vulnerability that isn’t
./date/1996/10/msg01977.html:enough to be a member of a consumer protection group (such as the
enough to guarantee that the
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02214” HREF=”msg02214.html”>Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02266” HREF=”msg02266.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02278” HREF=”msg02278.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02269” HREF=”msg02269.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02300” HREF=”msg02300.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg00013.html:chairman John Reed’s assertion that the Internet is not yet secure enough
./date/1996/11/msg00013.html:enough
./date/1996/11/msg00013.html:interesting one. Provided the security is tight and there are enough
./date/1996/11/msg00032.html:I’ve had enough of scheming and messing `round with jerks
./date/1996/11/msg00041.html:Gas mileage is easy enough to calculate without any devices.
./date/1996/11/msg00046.html:I used plastic ones, myself; they were good enough for any work
./date/1996/11/msg00050.html:easily enough *shrug*.... And if anybody uses this idea --- Please give
./date/1996/11/msg00055.html:Are people on this list not sophisticated enough
./date/1996/11/msg00061.html:to work within the system (this includes those wealthy enough to
./date/1996/11/msg00065.html:&gt; Are people on this list not sophisticated enough to be capable
./date/1996/11/msg00066.html:&gt; &gt; Are people on this list not sophisticated enough to be capable
./date/1996/11/msg00066.html:mail well enough to get past any ‘blocking’ measure that
./date/1996/11/msg00068.html:&gt;&gt; Are people on this list not sophisticated enough to be capable
./date/1996/11/msg00071.html:&gt;Are people on this list not sophisticated enough
./date/1996/11/msg00084.html:Technology has a base, much like a pyramid. When you add enough layers, you can’t
./date/1996/11/msg00111.html:&gt;Technology has a base, much like a pyramid. When you add enough layers, you can’t
./date/1996/11/msg00122.html:exactly enough money from “William Hill” to pay off my debts to the
./date/1996/11/msg00124.html:exactly enough money from “William Hill” to pay off my debts to the
./date/1996/11/msg00134.html:list would be intelligent and competent enough to form their own conclusions
./date/1996/11/msg00160.html:Strict enough for you?
./date/1996/11/msg00170.html:should think the cypherpunks are savvy enough to know the subjectivity
./date/1996/11/msg00182.html:any person (well, any person old enough, but we’ll ignore that) is allowed
./date/1996/11/msg00210.html:access? There just isn’t enough information at this time to make these
./date/1996/11/msg00210.html:”good enough for most commercial applications,” and that algorithms be
./date/1996/11/msg00210.html:is certainly not strong enough to defend against industrial espionage
./date/1996/11/msg00228.html:myself clear enough. I was illustrating the only way someone’s
./date/1996/11/msg00231.html:Gee, I wish I had enough assets to become a taxpatriate.
./date/1996/11/msg00246.html:you happen to consider a fool. If enough list participants happen to
./date/1996/11/msg00248.html:if the software engineer were creative and devious enough.
enough.
./date/1996/11/msg00261.html:I’ve had enough of scheming and messing `round with jerks
./date/1996/11/msg00279.html:Reality is bad enough, why should I tell the truth?
./date/1996/11/msg00284.html:- Dan “And to think he felt it important enough to waste his two
./date/1996/11/msg00285.html:&gt; any person (well, any person old enough, but we’ll ignore that) is allowed
./date/1996/11/msg00288.html:- Dan “And to think he felt it important enough to waste his two
./date/1996/11/msg00295.html:Sending your key to ONE server is enough. After it processes your
./date/1996/11/msg00311.html:Judge Patel has decided that she already knows enough, based on the
./date/1996/11/msg00314.html:&gt;if the software engineer were creative and devious enough.
./date/1996/11/msg00315.html:Simple enough to solve:
./date/1996/11/msg00320.html:speech. The good judge must not have had enough faith in his own legal
./date/1996/11/msg00323.html:&gt; is one point I don’t think was stressed enough.
./date/1996/11/msg00324.html:cypherpunks@toad.com. Interestingly enough
./date/1996/11/msg00333.html:Sending your key to ONE server is enough. After it processes your
./date/1996/11/msg00352.html:&gt; if the software engineer were creative and devious enough.
./date/1996/11/msg00394.html:(But when someone is stupid enough
./date/1996/11/msg00400.html:to understand that if I get enough people to tell others that my
./date/1996/11/msg00412.html:I’ll dig it up and repost it if there is enough interest, or write another
./date/1996/11/msg00416.html:&gt; intercepted that has strong cryptography in it. I don’t know enough about
./date/1996/11/msg00420.html:of sophisticated attempts,” he said. “If you have enough money and enough
./date/1996/11/msg00423.html:the blocklists are neither advertised nor automated enough. I’d like to
./date/1996/11/msg00427.html:&gt;PLEASE, let’s not drag poor Tim into this. Hasn’t he suffered enough?!
./date/1996/11/msg00431.html:enough cops and military people willing to raid private homes in
./date/1996/11/msg00439.html:PLEASE, let’s not drag poor Tim into this. Hasn’t he suffered enough?!
./date/1996/11/msg00443.html:I guess we haven’t mentioned this enough recently, but in the early days of
./date/1996/11/msg00443.html:incorporated enough of modern technology into their ways of doing things,
./date/1996/11/msg00445.html:intercepted that has strong cryptography in it. I don’t know enough about
./date/1996/11/msg00446.html:pattern of activity, and certainly enough to rise to the level of the
./date/1996/11/msg00447.html:at least a minimal amount of encryption (at least enough to make random
./date/1996/11/msg00447.html:any program developed which somehow has enough understanding of English
./date/1996/11/msg00447.html:penalty for using bad stego is high enough you can be certain that natural
./date/1996/11/msg00447.html:should be more than enough for the accused to cast doubt into the minds of
./date/1996/11/msg00451.html:24 hours, but then I decided that I thought this important enough to bring up.
./date/1996/11/msg00454.html:&gt; penalty for using bad stego is high enough you can be certain that natural
./date/1996/11/msg00454.html:is probably low enough to recover the information through brute force
./date/1996/11/msg00456.html:getting isn’t enough. Owners of “public places” like malls or stores or
./date/1996/11/msg00456.html:past). And Vulis’ behavior is certainly enough to suggest that his
./date/1996/11/msg00458.html:and 219 dropped off. If enough of these people who come and go stay just long
./date/1996/11/msg00458.html:enough to learn something, and possibly give up some of their own info at the same
./date/1996/11/msg00459.html:policy. I believe the U.S. Administration hopes to browbeat enough nations
./date/1996/11/msg00460.html:with PGP encryption, and “pretty sure” isn’t good enough when it’s really, really
./date/1996/11/msg00461.html:&gt; with C, but didn’t think C and Unix was enough -- this probably isn’t
./date/1996/11/msg00461.html:&gt; cool enough to be running Plan 9)
./date/1996/11/msg00468.html:effective enough to have everyone comply.
./date/1996/11/msg00472.html:&gt; enough cops and military people willing to raid private homes in
./date/1996/11/msg00473.html:&gt; policy. I believe the U.S. Administration hopes to browbeat enough nations
./date/1996/11/msg00476.html:states a rise in electrical bills is enough to get a judge to issue a search
./date/1996/11/msg00478.html:ideas. I hope not. Federal court is tough enough for defendants already.
./date/1996/11/msg00478.html:sentencing in criminal cases, but they may not be crypto-savvy enough to
./date/1996/11/msg00482.html:&gt;is probably low enough to recover the information through brute force
./date/1996/11/msg00482.html:you have the key. If I am paranoid enough I can make this key impossible
./date/1996/11/msg00482.html:interpreter into at compile-time (which is enough for me to rewrite the
./date/1996/11/msg00484.html:volume is small enough they can watch everything (they give him
./date/1996/11/msg00484.html:enough trouble occasionally for using his native language on the phone
./date/1996/11/msg00484.html:to be a good solution for a while, since mail volume is low enough
./date/1996/11/msg00488.html:&gt; pattern of activity, and certainly enough to rise to the level of the
./date/1996/11/msg00495.html:| with PGP encryption, and “pretty sure” isn’t good enough when it’s really, really
./date/1996/11/msg00496.html:&gt; | with PGP encryption, and “pretty sure” isn’t good enough when it’s really, really
./date/1996/11/msg00502.html:&gt;&gt; is probably low enough to recover the information through brute force
./date/1996/11/msg00502.html:&gt; you have the key. If I am paranoid enough I can make this key impossible
./date/1996/11/msg00502.html:&gt; interpreter into at compile-time (which is enough for me to rewrite the
./date/1996/11/msg00503.html:It’s his business. If that’s not enough, you back it up with
./date/1996/11/msg00506.html:&gt; 24 hours, but then I decided that I thought this important enough to bring up.
./date/1996/11/msg00510.html:&gt; 24 hours, but then I decided that I thought this important enough to bring up.
./date/1996/11/msg00517.html:&gt;&gt; pattern of activity, and certainly enough to rise to the level of the
enough criminality.
./date/1996/11/msg00518.html:Well, given a frightening enough scenario, a pogrom or purge or witch hunt
./date/1996/11/msg00518.html:working ranks is disastrous, as there just aren’t enough survivng men to
./date/1996/11/msg00520.html:that “crypto dongles” and PDAs will soon drop in price enough such that one
./date/1996/11/msg00539.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; pattern of activity, and certainly enough to rise to the level of the
enough criminality.
./date/1996/11/msg00571.html:&gt;I’m sure if I look hard enough
./date/1996/11/msg00571.html:Sorry if it wasn’t clear enough. I had expected a comment regarding the smart
./date/1996/11/msg00573.html:&gt; the blocklists are neither advertised nor automated enough. I’d like to
./date/1996/11/msg00573.html:annoying, it would be easy enough to remove these disclaimers with a simple
./date/1996/11/msg00577.html:strong encryption? Not good enough, they need _constant_
./date/1996/11/msg00581.html:&gt;&gt;|with PGP encryption, and “pretty sure” isn’t good enough when it’s really, really
./date/1996/11/msg00581.html:1) learn Cryptography and C well enough to read the code themselves.
./date/1996/11/msg00583.html:interested in participating are welcome to contact my by email. If enough
./date/1996/11/msg00585.html:3) Is large enough to provide ariable land for at least 3 people.
./date/1996/11/msg00592.html:&gt; interested in participating are welcome to contact my by email. If enough
./date/1996/11/msg00599.html:be the only person tenacious enough to stick around afterwards and to expose
./date/1996/11/msg00606.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; interpreter into at compile-time (which is enough for me to rewrite the
./date/1996/11/msg00624.html:&gt; &gt; key. If I am paranoid enough I can make this key impossible to
./date/1996/11/msg00624.html:&gt; &gt; interpreter into at compile-time (which is enough for me to rewrite the
./date/1996/11/msg00627.html:(Interestingly enough, one of the cornerstone objections a lawyer (or judge)
./date/1996/11/msg00627.html:Interestingly enough, the one thing the Commonlaw court system needs is an
./date/1996/11/msg00634.html:&gt; getting isn’t enough. Owners of “public places” like malls or stores or
./date/1996/11/msg00638.html:&gt; PLEASE, let’s not drag poor Tim into this. Hasn’t he suffered enough?!

./date/1996/11/msg00638.html:Nobody ever suffers enough.
./date/1996/11/msg00648.html:society if we simply work hard enough at idolizing the technology. The
./date/1996/11/msg00648.html:lists will have a hard time getting enough traction to compete. This
./date/1996/11/msg00648.html:is that this result is a sham, giving just enough of an appearance of
./date/1996/11/msg00655.html:messages. Given enough
./date/1996/11/msg00658.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; pattern of activity, and certainly enough to rise to the level of the
enough criminality.
./date/1996/11/msg00670.html:If you don’t have enough to eat, doubling your income is worth the
./date/1996/11/msg00677.html:&gt;If you don’t have enough to eat, doubling your income is worth the
./date/1996/11/msg00683.html:risk to both buyer and seller. If the seller is visible enough for you
enough to get caught.
./date/1996/11/msg00684.html:information, perhaps you’d be kind enough to post a citation so the rest of
./date/1996/11/msg00689.html:&gt; Interestingly enough, the one thing the Commonlaw court system needs is an
./date/1996/11/msg00696.html:the source down into manageable chunks and study it and make enough notes
./date/1996/11/msg00702.html:(Because it is _true_ that if one succeeeds in getting enough people to
./date/1996/11/msg00714.html:&gt;risk to both buyer and seller. If the seller is visible enough for you
enough to get caught.
./date/1996/11/msg00727.html:many people are stupid enough to “play” these games.
./date/1996/11/msg00738.html:it would be under a pseudonym or a large and diverse enough list where I
./date/1996/11/msg00738.html:interested or driven enough to ignore the cartoonish pen name as a result.
./date/1996/11/msg00738.html:serious harm, and the potential for returns are high enough, resources
./date/1996/11/msg00738.html:this cost is high enough, however, nuisance suits become hard to initiate
./date/1996/11/msg00738.html:isn’t always enough if you’re given nothing to go on from the start.
./date/1996/11/msg00738.html:always enough
./date/1996/11/msg00738.html:obnoxious enough to have everyone frisked as the enter or the like, do me
./date/1996/11/msg00739.html:Once we get to everyone having enough bandwidth, lots of people with
./date/1996/11/msg00740.html:&gt;&gt; Interestingly enough, the one thing the Commonlaw court system needs is an
./date/1996/11/msg00744.html:Conceptual, I had the same idea about a year ago, but never enough
./date/1996/11/msg00751.html:Fair enough, I thought. I generally interpreted this to mean that the
./date/1996/11/msg00758.html:system extensively enough to see if there are any glitches (such as copying
./date/1996/11/msg00764.html:down key (assuming a fast enough cursor speed)?
./date/1996/11/msg00771.html:they look(ed) like. Then when they get old enough to drive you have a new
./date/1996/11/msg00776.html:&gt;many people are stupid enough to “play” these games.
./date/1996/11/msg00789.html:fool a being once easy enough, everyone has to learn somwhow. Its much
./date/1996/11/msg00790.html:&gt;advanced enough to factor 2000-bit numbers. (I can’t prove it, just as I
./date/1996/11/msg00791.html:be dumb enough to take is seriously and lose some (digital) money; therefore
./date/1996/11/msg00795.html:it widely enough, quite a few suckers will send for more information.
enough key (128 bits), and has
./date/1996/11/msg00802.html:enough to reign in
./date/1996/11/msg00802.html:unbridled capitolism, it’ll be good enough for the Justice Department to
./date/1996/11/msg00812.html:perfect, but they’re often good enough. A good cryptographic system
./date/1996/11/msg00812.html:data-harvesting attacks absolutely; no attacker can go through enough trash
./date/1996/11/msg00812.html:and passing bits around. Close isn’t close enough; these systems must be
./date/1996/11/msg00812.html:enough to install security patches in response to attacks. Computer
./date/1996/11/msg00819.html:&gt;It’s his business. If that’s not enough, you back it up with
./date/1996/11/msg00820.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; is probably low enough to recover the information through brute force
./date/1996/11/msg00820.html:&gt;&gt; you have the key. If I am paranoid enough I can make this key impossible
./date/1996/11/msg00820.html:&gt;&gt; interpreter into at compile-time (which is enough for me to rewrite the
./date/1996/11/msg00833.html:&gt; Once we get to everyone having enough bandwidth, lots of people with
./date/1996/11/msg00833.html:This might even be easy enough to operate that non-technical people
./date/1996/11/msg00837.html:to be resident on some particular media long enough (say, 30 seconds to
./date/1996/11/msg00837.html:feasible only when the ideas are complex enough
./date/1996/11/msg00837.html:&gt; it’s good enough to reign in unbridled capitolism, it’ll be good enough
enough key (128 bits), and has
./date/1996/11/msg00842.html:men like men and women like women. Simple enough, eh?
./date/1996/11/msg00845.html:&gt;they look(ed) like. Then when they get old enough to drive you have a new
./date/1996/11/msg00862.html:nonsense are numerous enough
./date/1996/11/msg00888.html:system enough that _everyone_, not just us, loses faith in it. (There could
./date/1996/11/msg00888.html:to hide income, if _enough_ are (and this “enough” could be a visible
./date/1996/11/msg00892.html:In any case, those stupid enough to turn their children over to the
./date/1996/11/msg00920.html:&gt;they look(ed) like. Then when they get old enough to drive you have a new
./date/1996/11/msg00925.html:&gt;system enough that _everyone_, not just us, loses faith in it. (There could
./date/1996/11/msg00925.html:&gt;to hide income, if _enough_ are (and this “enough” could be a visible
./date/1996/11/msg00929.html:system enough that _everyone_, not just us, loses faith in it.
./date/1996/11/msg00945.html:Virginia. Cops know enough to play on human nature. Most people want to
./date/1996/11/msg00963.html:Only if the machines you are trapping from were silly enough to turn off
./date/1996/11/msg00978.html:Not enough for you? Raise the rate.
./date/1996/11/msg00986.html:&gt;&gt;system enough that _everyone_, not just us, loses faith in it.
./date/1996/11/msg01025.html:mail off the list...it’s more symbolic. Interestingly enough, the only
./date/1996/11/msg01029.html:&gt; &gt; Once we get to everyone having enough bandwidth, lots of people with
./date/1996/11/msg01029.html:&gt; This might even be easy enough to operate that non-technical people
./date/1996/11/msg01030.html:police committee, Vahur Glaase, said he had not enough information on
./date/1996/11/msg01032.html:&gt; mail off the list...it’s more symbolic. Interestingly enough, the only
./date/1996/11/msg01044.html:&gt; they look(ed) like. Then when they get old enough to drive you have a new
./date/1996/11/msg01045.html:complain enough. You get the idea.
./date/1996/11/msg01045.html:I have seen letters which threaten to withhold returns, but usually enough
./date/1996/11/msg01047.html:&gt; &gt;they look(ed) like. Then when they get old enough to drive you have a new
./date/1996/11/msg01048.html:&gt; nonsense are numerous enough
./date/1996/11/msg01050.html:An old joke, but it makes an important point. It is not enough to know
./date/1996/11/msg01083.html:&gt; &gt;they look(ed) like. Then when they get old enough to drive you have a new
./date/1996/11/msg01118.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;they look(ed) like. Then when they get old enough to drive you have a new
./date/1996/11/msg01122.html:&gt; would be enough to cut down drastically on spam.
./date/1996/11/msg01127.html:luxury goods tax (funnily enough bras are included as luxury
./date/1996/11/msg01132.html:would be enough to cut down drastically on spam. However, I still don’t see
./date/1996/11/msg01139.html:is not recognised by society. They can be dealt with easily enough,
./date/1996/11/msg01146.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;they look(ed) like. Then when they get old enough to drive you have a
./date/1996/11/msg01168.html:here know enough to evaluate the data concerning, to take a notorious
enough.”
./date/1996/11/msg01171.html:the victim to lose $300. Which, interestingly enough, was probably the
./date/1996/11/msg01177.html:&gt;They can be dealt with easily enough,
./date/1996/11/msg01181.html:So enough
./date/1996/11/msg01193.html:&gt; Not that there isn’t enough to wonder about
./date/1996/11/msg01196.html:formation requires enough support from the Internet community.
./date/1996/11/msg01196.html:have more than enough net-nazis to win this thing handsdown. But
./date/1996/11/msg01207.html:If a small group of people are upset enough to kill somebody for what
./date/1996/11/msg01231.html:enough to justify their extra cost.
./date/1996/11/msg01256.html:system folder for those apps which are inconsiderate enough not to
./date/1996/11/msg01263.html:super-computer-powered “clans”. When enough
./date/1996/11/msg01276.html:&gt; here know enough to evaluate the data concerning, to take a notorious
./date/1996/11/msg01280.html:enough for a person to use manually, but complicated enough that it can’t
./date/1996/11/msg01296.html:&gt; enough for a person to use manually, but complicated enough that it can’t
./date/1996/11/msg01300.html:could see wierd timing issues popping up, but I don’t know enought
./date/1996/11/msg01346.html:Tit-for-Tat is simple enough, and does NOT always imply escalation;
./date/1996/11/msg01371.html:e-cash, or the interest in keeping a site which is secure enough
./date/1996/11/msg01385.html:governmental-censorship matters have not received enough
./date/1996/11/msg01408.html:debated several times). Get enough alternate channels using non-GAK crypto,
./date/1996/11/msg01410.html:compensation. The price can’t be high enough to make people think
./date/1996/11/msg01410.html:analysis. There has to be enought delay to collect enought messages to
enough to see that they don’t
enough
./date/1996/11/msg01442.html:small (just enough to spin the drives up) battery in the
./date/1996/11/msg01450.html:put up that much (or enough
./date/1996/11/msg01456.html:&gt;governmental-censorship matters have not received enough
./date/1996/11/msg01477.html:&gt; put up that much (or enough
./date/1996/11/msg01492.html:In case you aren’t clued in enough to know, “aga@dhp.com” is none other
./date/1996/11/msg01503.html:crypt(3) function would be good enough for you.
./date/1996/11/msg01512.html:grand scale of things). It is, however, high enough that I inconvenience
./date/1996/11/msg01520.html:”extremist” groups (i.e. those that are crazy enough to believe that
./date/1996/11/msg01524.html:of slightly smaller keys have not been great enough to justify the risk
./date/1996/11/msg01524.html:the additional advantages to common moduli would be enough to tilt the
./date/1996/11/msg01527.html:It turns out - amazingly enough - that this is not true!
./date/1996/11/msg01527.html:enough basis to make statements that the world will consider to be credible.
./date/1996/11/msg01530.html:&gt; It turns out - amazingly enough - that this is not true!
./date/1996/11/msg01534.html:&gt;It turns out - amazingly enough - that this is not true!
./date/1996/11/msg01535.html:&gt;&gt; It turns out - amazingly enough - that this is not true!
./date/1996/11/msg01538.html:folders, so it’s natural enough
./date/1996/11/msg01553.html:After this start, how could I be churlish enough to quibble with anything
./date/1996/11/msg01553.html:issues, although not enough sympathy to encompass the amount of ducking we
./date/1996/11/msg01553.html:&gt; “extremist” groups (i.e. those that are crazy enough to believe that
./date/1996/11/msg01562.html:that’s supposed to be good enough for everyone. What’s next? A processor
./date/1996/11/msg01564.html:&gt; grand scale of things). It is, however, high enough that I inconvenience
./date/1996/11/msg01573.html:month; Not much perhaps in some countries, but enough in most places
./date/1996/11/msg01574.html:True enough.
./date/1996/11/msg01580.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
enough
enough to get that people won’t want to “lose” them,
./date/1996/11/msg01585.html:That cocksucker is not dumb enough to try that. It is him who
./date/1996/11/msg01593.html:Those alert enough to protect their privacy in advance might be alert
./date/1996/11/msg01593.html:enough to get out in time, anyway.
./date/1996/11/msg01606.html:&gt; That cocksucker is not dumb enough to try that. It is him who
./date/1996/11/msg01610.html:&gt; Those alert enough to protect their privacy in advance might be alert
./date/1996/11/msg01610.html:&gt; enough to get out in time, anyway.
./date/1996/11/msg01618.html:Fair enough.
./date/1996/11/msg01639.html:&gt; Those alert enough to protect their privacy in advance might be alert
./date/1996/11/msg01639.html:&gt; enough to get out in time, anyway.
./date/1996/11/msg01642.html:enough to not kick them out onto the street.
./date/1996/11/msg01713.html:good enough.
./date/1996/11/msg01729.html:been fortunate enough, thus far, to rely on the benevolance of whoever is
./date/1996/11/msg01730.html:&gt; been fortunate enough, thus far, to rely on the benevolance of whoever is
./date/1996/11/msg01730.html:enough. I have no interest in your support or opposition, other than
./date/1996/11/msg01750.html:&gt; &gt; been fortunate enough, thus far, to rely on the benevolance of whoever is
./date/1996/11/msg01750.html:&gt; enough. I have no interest in your support or opposition, other than
./date/1996/11/msg01754.html:systems quickly enough -- or well enough -- and more than $ 30 million in
./date/1996/11/msg01759.html:”It is not enough to buy Intel, you must also learn to love Intel.”
./date/1996/11/msg01771.html:with enough ciphertexts the values of the S-boxes can be reconstructed. They
./date/1996/11/msg01771.html:that the key material from a small number of rounds is not enough for a break.
./date/1996/11/msg01808.html:not give nanotechnology a central enough role. This echoes the point Duncan
./date/1996/11/msg01808.html:futures which don’t match our visions closely enough. And as we get older,
./date/1996/11/msg01828.html:enough that people will want to buy them (&lt;$100?). Is this technically
./date/1996/11/msg01830.html:&gt;enough that people will want to buy them (&lt;$100?). Is this technically
./date/1996/11/msg01832.html:Enough is enough already.... I’ve spoken with your dad and it’s no more
./date/1996/11/msg01835.html:&gt;enough that people will want to buy them (&lt;$100?). Is this technically
./date/1996/11/msg01835.html:When crypto is cheap enough, it may be a selling factor for a consumer
enough to secure for us the blessings of crypto
./date/1996/11/msg01848.html:enough. Trusting yet another piece of software in the loop just seems
./date/1996/11/msg01850.html:&gt; in error. I’m big enough to admit that.
./date/1996/11/msg01850.html:But are you “big” (by whatever standard) enough to admit that
./date/1996/11/msg01850.html:&gt; Apparently, you are not big enough to admit such a thing, and would
./date/1996/11/msg01850.html:handling whatever disturbance arises, being “big enough” to realize
./date/1996/11/msg01850.html:&gt; But he was big enough to admit that he had made an error in
./date/1996/11/msg01850.html:&gt; that judgement of mine is in error, but I’m big enough to admit that
./date/1996/11/msg01854.html:&gt;enough that people will want to buy them (&lt;$100?). Is this technically
enough
./date/1996/11/msg01862.html:This may not be long enough for your needs.
./date/1996/11/msg01874.html:&gt;not give nanotechnology a central enough role. This echoes the point Duncan
./date/1996/11/msg01900.html:large enough, to be reasonably sure that the packets will all be there, say
./date/1996/11/msg01901.html:&gt; This may not be long enough for your needs.
./date/1996/11/msg01905.html:&gt;enough that people will want to buy them (&lt;$100?). Is this technically
./date/1996/11/msg01908.html:$700 for non-crypto phones.) If the cost is low enough, company employees
./date/1996/11/msg01919.html:get good enough
./date/1996/11/msg01919.html:technique is good enough.
./date/1996/11/msg01924.html:giving me the obligatory hazing about whether I’m old enough to drink,
./date/1996/11/msg01924.html:Sure enough, someone has stuck an envelope under there. Inside is a
./date/1996/11/msg01929.html:As if he didn’t have enough to worry about--blackouts, churn, the growth of
./date/1996/11/msg01929.html:enough to possibly fall off. Ironically, the product at the center of this
./date/1996/11/msg01930.html:&gt;here know enough to evaluate the data concerning, to take a notorious
./date/1996/11/msg01930.html:The world don’t work that way anymore. Or it won’t, soon enough.
./date/1996/11/msg01936.html:enough unwarranted inbongis to remind me of Rousseau words:
./date/1996/11/msg01936.html:I do not know what you have never hear, but I have heard and read enough
./date/1996/11/msg01980.html:&gt; $700 for non-crypto phones.) If the cost is low enough, company employees
./date/1996/11/msg02023.html:enough for the people who want to build a secure global network right
./date/1996/11/msg02024.html:&gt; messages, and if enough people follow suit, people stop responding to
./date/1996/11/msg02026.html:messages, and if enough people follow suit, people stop responding to
./date/1996/11/msg02027.html:cracker after the peddler has got enough of the product out there to make
./date/1996/11/msg02030.html:&gt; messages, and if enough people follow suit, people stop responding to
./date/1996/11/msg02050.html:enough money per piece of mail that it’s hard to make money given the
./date/1996/11/msg02054.html:&gt; &gt;millionth time or whatever - early enough anyway.
./date/1996/11/msg02064.html:Unfortunately, I’ve had trouble sticking my tounge in my cheek far enough
./date/1996/11/msg02064.html:Ditto. Again, I was trying so hard to be facile that I wasn’t clear enough.
./date/1996/11/msg02064.html:economies, and, interestingly enough, a solarcentric universe. People just
./date/1996/11/msg02064.html:ago), just like it is on Murcury. The belt alone is big enough for us to
enough detail to execute it, and
./date/1996/11/msg02083.html:Stay with one nym long enough and the opposite may become true. I’ve used
./date/1996/11/msg02095.html:govt’s money/approval badly enough, they’ll switch over to the dark side.
./date/1996/11/msg02095.html:But this danger is pretty much unavoidable; and the government’s got enough
./date/1996/11/msg02099.html:&gt; Interestingly enough it will let you search with other, sex-related terms
./date/1996/11/msg02102.html:enough to avoid interpretation problems.
./date/1996/11/msg02102.html:of the technology. It isn’t enough to say that you want a
./date/1996/11/msg02111.html:&gt;millionth time or whatever - early enough anyway.
./date/1996/11/msg02119.html:”We have had rigorous plant security, but obviously not secure enough,”
./date/1996/11/msg02119.html:the Internet,” they didn’t seem to be moving quickly enough toward
./date/1996/11/msg02121.html:millionth time or whatever - early enough anyway.
./date/1996/11/msg02125.html:Interestingly enough it will let you search with other, sex-related terms
./date/1996/11/msg02126.html:You seem to have this absolute _fascination_ with asses, faggots, cocks, and ripping _new_ assholes (as if you weren’t a
big enough one already. This is obviously some sort of concious repression:you just can’t face the truth, can you, aga?
./date/1996/11/msg02132.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;millionth time or whatever - early enough anyway.
./date/1996/11/msg02132.html:”perfect” in the sense that a OTP is, but it is certainly good enough
./date/1996/11/msg02134.html:I think that a regular unix account would have enough functionality
./date/1996/11/msg02142.html:You seem to have this absolute _fascination_ with asses, faggots, cocks, and ripping _new_ assholes (as if you weren’t a
big enough one already. This is obviously some sort of concious repression:you just can’t face the truth, can you, aga?
./date/1996/11/msg02144.html:can be done in arbitrarily short clock time (given fast enough
./date/1996/11/msg02144.html:time. If you make n big enough, the O(n^2) calculation may not be
./date/1996/11/msg02166.html:minimum wage is simply not enough to feed a family. It is (or at least
./date/1996/11/msg02166.html:I repeat, however, I do not know enough about your system and I am going
./date/1996/11/msg02182.html:otherwise I don’t think any of us have enough information. Price
./date/1996/11/msg02191.html:&gt;minimum wage is simply not enough to feed a family. It is (or at least
./date/1996/11/msg02206.html:such assumption. And I know enough about how the Internet works to laugh at
./date/1996/11/msg02209.html:long enough. (info on trials is OK also) THX
./date/1996/11/msg02214.html:<!--X-Subject:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one&#45;time pads? -->
./date/1996/11/msg02214.html:<TITLE>Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg02214.html:<H1>Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg02214.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg02214.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02266” HREF=”msg02266.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate
one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02214.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02266.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02215.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02214.html”>Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02216.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02214.html”>Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02218.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02300.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02223.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02214.html”>Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02224.html:As to facist, I don’t really know her well enough to tell, but anytime
./date/1996/11/msg02230.html:sound card) without the speaker as input... the leads usually make enough
./date/1996/11/msg02231.html:&gt; involved in this project would be familiar enough to give the system
./date/1996/11/msg02231.html:faith” effort to detect copyrights. I think that is enough. I don’t
./date/1996/11/msg02231.html:(in fact I doubt any one person does) have enough knowlege to know
./date/1996/11/msg02231.html:If enough people add to the pot, someone will bite, and Alice gets what
./date/1996/11/msg02231.html:betting that the software _won’t_ get written. Once the bet is high enough,
./date/1996/11/msg02236.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02266.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02251.html:understand. They simply are still young enough to sincerely believe
./date/1996/11/msg02261.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02278.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02263.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02278.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one&#45;time pads? -->
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:<TITLE>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:<H1>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* the randomness is not chosen maliciously, and it is fast enough that
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02278” HREF=”msg02278.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate
one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02214” HREF=”msg02214.html”>Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02214.html”>Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02278.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02267.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02266.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02269.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one&#45;time pads? -->
./date/1996/11/msg02269.html:<TITLE>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg02269.html:<H1>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</H1>

./date/1996/11/msg02269.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg02269.html:I expect it would be “good enough”, but it is not _perfectly_ random, and
enough”,
./date/1996/11/msg02269.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02300” HREF=”msg02300.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate
one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02269.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02278.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02269.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02300.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02270.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02269.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02275.html:&gt; minimum wage is simply not enough to feed a family. It is (or at least
./date/1996/11/msg02277.html:Close, but the cigar doesn’t burn long enough. Capitalism, as said by
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one&#45;time pads? -->
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:<TITLE>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:<H1>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:fast enough to be practical for OTP generation (try od -tc1
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:it lately, then reads will block until enough unpredictable things
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:cheap enough.
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02266” HREF=”msg02266.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate
one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02266.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02269.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02279.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02269.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02285.html:government hasn’t done enough awful things recently enough, to
./date/1996/11/msg02285.html:enough different kinds of people to provoke general disquiet.
./date/1996/11/msg02285.html:4) Assuming that enough people get riled up, see #1. If the
./date/1996/11/msg02287.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02300.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02288.html:security appreciably, it WOULD be compromised in important-enough
./date/1996/11/msg02290.html:mailing list has enough clue to understand any of it. :-)
./date/1996/11/msg02290.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02300.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02300.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one&#45;time pads? -->
./date/1996/11/msg02300.html:<TITLE>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg02300.html:<H1>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg02300.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg02300.html:&gt; I expect it would be “good enough”, but it is not _perfectly_ random, and
enough”,
./date/1996/11/msg02300.html:know -- sortof a contradiction) then they are, as you said, good enough.
./date/1996/11/msg02300.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02269” HREF=”msg02269.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate
one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02300.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02269.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02313.html:&gt; mailing list has enough clue to understand any of it. :-)
./date/1996/11/msg02321.html:It might possibly be random enough, especially if you use a tape
./date/1996/11/msg02329.html:during appeal.) Generally, people who are unfortunate enough to have
./date/1996/11/msg02368.html:but not enough in the current construct to make me feel secure that a jury
./date/1996/11/msg02393.html:&gt; class Battleships, was incredibly expensive, and enough were not in
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02214” HREF=”msg02214.html”>Is /dev/random good enough to generate one-time pads?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02266” HREF=”msg02266.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate
one-time pads?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02278” HREF=”msg02278.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate
one-time pads?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02269” HREF=”msg02269.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate
one-time pads?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02300” HREF=”msg02300.html”>Re:Is /dev/random good enough to generate
one-time pads?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/12/bin00000.bin:It isn’t enough to _write_ the code, or even to talk about it, you have
./date/1996/12/msg00007.html:I would point out that the “any kind whatsoever” clause is clear enough,
./date/1996/12/msg00027.html:]Look, that is enough, I`m going to move to have you removed from the
./date/1996/12/msg00027.html:]for is to cause hassle and waste bandwidth, there is enough material
./date/1996/12/msg00034.html:three or four cases on this point which I will dig up if enough people
./date/1996/12/msg00036.html:&gt; I would point out that the “any kind whatsoever” clause is clear enough,
./date/1996/12/msg00067.html:still long enough to be properly socialized. Only the
./date/1996/12/msg00072.html:been created by a collaboration of all German banks, who are big enough to
./date/1996/12/msg00087.html:&gt;&gt;&gt;minimum wage is simply not enough to feed a family. It is (or at least
./date/1996/12/msg00087.html:&gt;then (sorry, not handy, and my own welfare rate does not pay me enough to
./date/1996/12/msg00110.html:&gt;&gt;minimum wage is simply not enough to feed a family. It is (or at least
./date/1996/12/msg00110.html:then (sorry, not handy, and my own welfare rate does not pay me enough to
./date/1996/12/msg00117.html:and I further proved it, by saying no. Is that clear enough?
./date/1996/12/msg00132.html:nothing about me was good enough because I didn’t have a storefront,”
./date/1996/12/msg00181.html:&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt;minimum wage is simply not enough to feed a family. It is (or at least
./date/1996/12/msg00181.html:&gt; &gt;then (sorry, not handy, and my own welfare rate does not pay me enough to
./date/1996/12/msg00182.html:enough to communicate to other Web users. The articles I’ve
enough to raise money to run a small
enough to raise money to run a small business (and
./date/1996/12/msg00241.html:test. Haven’t had the time to look into it yet though - not enough hours in
./date/1996/12/msg00244.html:quick enough authorizations, resulting in lost sales and “associated
./date/1996/12/msg00249.html:problem/opportunity. Oddly enough, this point reinforces mine. Redlining
enough to raise money to run a small business (and
./date/1996/12/msg00267.html:&gt;problem/opportunity. Oddly enough, this point reinforces mine.
./date/1996/12/msg00299.html:using some form of key escrow. Sure enough....)
./date/1996/12/msg00306.html:&gt; still long enough to be properly socialized. Only the
enough of a daily workout as it is). Usual rules
./date/1996/12/msg00318.html:don’t emit enough radiation for Bad Guys to read it. CRTs are well known
./date/1996/12/msg00338.html:savvy enough to cut and paste the plaintext to the clipboard.
./date/1996/12/msg00344.html:&gt; don’t emit enough radiation for Bad Guys to read it. CRTs are well known
./date/1996/12/msg00346.html:&gt; &gt; still long enough to be properly socialized. Only the
./date/1996/12/msg00347.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/12/msg00350.html:probably not enough to “probabalistically convict” them of a crime, unless
./date/1996/12/msg00351.html:and I further proved it, by saying no. Is that clear enough?
./date/1996/12/msg00366.html:rockets (still small enough for shoulder launch) could reach over Mach 2
./date/1996/12/msg00384.html:Allright, enough about that.
./date/1996/12/msg00388.html:No, I didn’t mean that. We’ve seen enough of that already.
./date/1996/12/msg00391.html:Radio Shack, etc. computers weren’t reliable enough for serious work.
./date/1996/12/msg00393.html:&gt; rockets (still small enough for shoulder launch) could reach over Mach 2
./date/1996/12/msg00400.html:early rockets, and open enough to “private” teach. My advisor was a
./date/1996/12/msg00400.html:650s --what value has the US placed on education? enough so our
./date/1996/12/msg00405.html:code isn’t strong enough for their needs, they’ll upgrade to stronger codes.
./date/1996/12/msg00407.html:&gt;Radio Shack, etc. computers weren’t reliable enough for serious work.
./date/1996/12/msg00411.html:&gt;Radio Shack, etc. computers weren’t reliable enough for serious work.
./date/1996/12/msg00416.html:&gt;code isn’t strong enough for their needs, they’ll upgrade to stronger codes.
./date/1996/12/msg00418.html:around on the list long enough to be reformed.
./date/1996/12/msg00442.html:The manager, Robert Gibson, shot back his own e-mail, with enough details
./date/1996/12/msg00442.html:enough
./date/1996/12/msg00445.html:and educated enough
./date/1996/12/msg00447.html:&gt; &gt;Radio Shack, etc. computers weren’t reliable enough for serious work.
./date/1996/12/msg00453.html:&gt; &gt;Radio Shack, etc. computers weren’t reliable enough for serious work.
./date/1996/12/msg00462.html:&gt; &gt;code isn’t strong enough for their needs, they’ll upgrade to stronger codes.
./date/1996/12/msg00482.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; don’t emit enough radiation for Bad Guys to read it. CRTs are well known
./date/1996/12/msg00490.html:the doers. just who on that team can cooperate well enough to
./date/1996/12/msg00495.html:details well enough. But they should be somewhat resistant to problems
./date/1996/12/msg00501.html:&gt; that they were good enough so many people used them for serious applications.
./date/1996/12/msg00521.html:It’s impossible for me to describe these books well enough to do them
./date/1996/12/msg00527.html:balancing act:providing enough freedom to attract Western companies
./date/1996/12/msg00528.html:&gt; &gt;Radio Shack, etc. computers weren’t reliable enough for serious work.
./date/1996/12/msg00539.html:&gt;&gt;problem/opportunity. Oddly enough, this point reinforces mine.
./date/1996/12/msg00547.html:sometimes not spicy enough.
./date/1996/12/msg00547.html:upscale enough that you might want reservations.
./date/1996/12/msg00558.html:I was irritated enough by a recent Commercial spam to the list,
./date/1996/12/msg00558.html:from anyone creative enough to modify the form slightly!
./date/1996/12/msg00559.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/12/msg00560.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1996/12/msg00561.html:&gt;&gt;&gt;problem/opportunity. Oddly enough, this point reinforces mine.
./date/1996/12/msg00561.html:enough goods were moving. Say it costs $20 (you take the bus there),
./date/1996/12/msg00598.html:someone can break just about any cipher if they have enough money).
./date/1996/12/msg00600.html:censorship I think that the public are generally ignorant enough to say
./date/1996/12/msg00617.html:description labels; they don’t think their “strong” enough.
./date/1996/12/msg00663.html:&gt; test. Haven’t had the time to look into it yet though - not enough hours in
./date/1996/12/msg00664.html:enough time with it to understand what all is going on.
./date/1996/12/msg00678.html:&gt; enough time with it to understand what all is going on.
./date/1996/12/msg00679.html:Handouts are welcome:please give me your stack of handouts for the table when you arrive. If you want to pass out detailed
mailbomb instructions, please do it outside the building at your own risk (inside the meeting, please refrain from getting PGP Inc in trouble, we do
enough of that ourselves already ;).
./date/1996/12/msg00683.html:for a usenet FAQ, which probably means they’re clued enough to already
./date/1996/12/msg00686.html:The more enlightened answer is to back off enough on the regulation so
./date/1996/12/msg00691.html:most people are not “discriminating” enough, in the sense that
./date/1996/12/msg00696.html:He really seemed nice enough, and I tried to chat with him. My topic
./date/1996/12/msg00699.html:&gt;&gt; for a usenet FAQ, which probably means they’re clued enough to already
./date/1996/12/msg00699.html:Schneier. Those who read enough of Schneier are well-prepared to see the
./date/1996/12/msg00707.html:&gt; for a usenet FAQ, which probably means they’re clued enough to already
./date/1996/12/msg00710.html:&gt;The more enlightened answer is to back off enough on the regulation so
./date/1996/12/msg00711.html:intellectually honest enough to realize these harms. I fear, however, you
enough to comment
./date/1996/12/msg00712.html:&gt;enough, in the sense that discrimination implies value judgements and
./date/1996/12/msg00721.html:&gt;The more enlightened answer is to back off enough on the regulation so
./date/1996/12/msg00726.html:&gt; explain it don’t take enough factors into account.)
./date/1996/12/msg00728.html:enough advance notice. Right now, we have not arranged anything beyond a
./date/1996/12/msg00732.html:&gt;be intellectually honest enough to realize these harms. I fear,
./date/1996/12/msg00733.html:explain it don’t take enough factors into account.)
enough to comment
./date/1996/12/msg00760.html:enough PICS users need non-numeric values that I expect this to be changed
./date/1996/12/msg00773.html:&gt; He really seemed nice enough, and I tried to chat with him. My topic
./date/1996/12/msg00777.html:&gt;intellectually honest enough to realize these harms. I fear, however, you
./date/1996/12/msg00777.html:employer (or a bank, or an insurance company) goes far enough
./date/1996/12/msg00777.html:relationship is one that gets set up in any economy that is large enough
./date/1996/12/msg00777.html:enough on a _manual_ typewriter (in case you’re wondering, my measured
./date/1996/12/msg00777.html:typing speed on a computer would have been quite fast enough). I told them
./date/1996/12/msg00789.html:reluctant to issue credit cards, because they do not have enough data on
./date/1996/12/msg00789.html:only work if the telephone network is extensive and cheap enough to allow
./date/1996/12/msg00802.html:some of the lawyers on the list will be kind enough to help me out.
./date/1996/12/msg00844.html:children from most any background, young enough and lacking actual
./date/1996/12/msg00850.html:that modern machines are fast enough to encrypt the amount of data involved
./date/1996/12/msg00854.html:children are far enough below where I could get them to with personal
./date/1996/12/msg00854.html:great that that child (if lucky enough to get the opportunity) could
./date/1996/12/msg00870.html:ones use mirrors and their need is to entertain you enough to get your money. The rest use
./date/1996/12/msg00881.html:going to get all the donations promised, and my friends have enough headaches.
./date/1996/12/msg00883.html:&gt;entertain you enough to get your money. The rest use anecdotal
./date/1996/12/msg00884.html:be “provid[ing] assistance to foreign persons” (744.9(a)). Funnily enough,
./date/1996/12/msg00895.html:ores. could decide that that’s not good enough on a whim.
./date/1996/12/msg00902.html:important enough to encrypt, then it’s important enough
./date/1996/12/msg00906.html:one compiler that works under both platforms. I don’t do enough programming
./date/1996/12/msg00908.html:&gt; one compiler that works under both platforms. I don’t do enough programming
./date/1996/12/msg00912.html:enough protection then by all means don’t use PnC (at least not this
./date/1996/12/msg00912.html:important enough to encrypt, then it’s important enough
./date/1996/12/msg00915.html:centers of Muslim learning and were large enough to have streets and
./date/1996/12/msg00915.html:line was “Three generations of imbeciles are enough!”
./date/1996/12/msg00923.html:money wasn’t enough to cover their costs, so (amid much hubbub on the Net)
./date/1996/12/msg00923.html:Interestingly enough, another poster to comp.protocols.dns.ops claimed
./date/1996/12/msg00923.html:competent enough to understand what you’re asking for and do the update by
./date/1996/12/msg00923.html:past, and she was able to “bounce” my requests to a high enough level that
./date/1996/12/msg00925.html:&gt; line was “Three generations of imbeciles are enough!”
./date/1996/12/msg00926.html:&gt; centers of Muslim learning and were large enough to have streets and
./date/1996/12/msg00926.html:&gt; line was “Three generations of imbeciles are enough!”
./date/1996/12/msg00926.html:”three genereations of &lt;Red Rackhams&gt; is enough”. That was 6 years before
./date/1996/12/msg00941.html:apparently is enough for the Dutch authorities to work for the German
./date/1996/12/msg00942.html:apparently is enough for the Dutch authorities to work for the German
./date/1996/12/msg00999.html:Forth is close enough to Java to suffer from the same problem:the hacks you
./date/1996/12/msg01035.html:want to bet they aren’t smart enough to invent something surprising.
./date/1996/12/msg01043.html:Ramsey Clark in his work on the Gulf War) that if they stir up enough
./date/1996/12/msg01043.html:enough pressure on to satisfy the Times’ agenda.
./date/1996/12/msg01046.html:enough
./date/1996/12/msg01078.html:&gt; enough protection then by all means don’t use PnC (at least not this
./date/1996/12/msg01090.html:&gt;But of course it’s not enough
enough to succeed
./date/1996/12/msg01096.html:But of course it’s not enough
enough thought to
enough to tolerate.
./date/1996/12/msg01120.html:Shh... we have enough
./date/1996/12/msg01130.html:Viruses can sneak into software. Given enough time you will see them
./date/1996/12/msg01130.html:because people weren’t watching carefully enough.
./date/1996/12/msg01136.html:on someone who is supposedly safe enough to be let out, even under
./date/1996/12/msg01147.html:&gt; Viruses can sneak into software. Given enough time you will see them
./date/1996/12/msg01147.html:&gt; because people weren’t watching carefully enough.
./date/1996/12/msg01158.html:That should be enough for now. Stay tuned for more information on FC97 as
./date/1996/12/msg01179.html:think we aren’t already mean enough to convicted people. Most of the people
./date/1996/12/msg01199.html:ONE MORE TIME!! I didn’t get enough coffee yet!!
./date/1996/12/msg01204.html:objectionable, I suppose. It’s easy enough to do selective
./date/1996/12/msg01206.html:&gt; objectionable, I suppose. It’s easy enough to do selective
./date/1996/12/msg01214.html:systems that instantaneously reboot, we are just “fortunate” enough to
./date/1996/12/msg01231.html:who do code, do not generate enough messages relating to code to
./date/1996/12/msg01241.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
enough for a decent matrix, I’ll
either post a summary on our website or write up an informational RFC.
./date/1996/12/msg01304.html:&gt; enough calls from the clooless at work trying to warn me about getting...
./date/1996/12/msg01307.html:enough calls from the clooless at work trying to warn me about getting the
./date/1996/12/msg01316.html:That’s only 2.38 gigabytes, or under $1000. Easy enough to put on
./date/1996/12/msg01323.html:you’re clever enough and lucky enough, but I think some of them rich
./date/1996/12/msg01348.html:enough of “standard English” and its repression of their culture. To meet
./date/1996/12/msg01354.html:lightweight encryption, sure, but just enough to frustrate Junior. The
./date/1996/12/msg01361.html:&gt;enough of “standard English” and its repression of their culture. To meet
./date/1996/12/msg01367.html:if they don’t get their way. This alone is enough for me to not support
./date/1996/12/msg01371.html:&gt; 20,000 machines simultaneously!! It’s hard enough to do it now!!
enough.”
./date/1996/12/msg01375.html:&gt; &gt;enough of “standard English” and its repression of their culture. To meet
./date/1996/12/msg01376.html:hard enough to do it now!!
./date/1996/12/msg01385.html:the stalls were simply not large enough to accomodate carry-on luggage.
./date/1996/12/msg01393.html:Critical thinking is hard enough, then having to research and document
./date/1996/12/msg01405.html:It’s also unclear that Judge Patel’s ruling is enough to make export of
./date/1996/12/msg01452.html:If so, then I think you’ve said more than enough.
./date/1996/12/msg01459.html:interestingly enough.)
./date/1996/12/msg01468.html:such services anywhere in the world is enough to make the act described
./date/1996/12/msg01495.html:the equipment be complex enough that it can’t be cobbled together with
./date/1996/12/msg01537.html:alas, you never bite. oh well, I stay amused well enough..)
./date/1996/12/msg01557.html:“Everyone knows that DES is not enough,” said Perry Metzger.
./date/1996/12/msg01561.html:(by the way. Conveniently enough Tim May has put his ideas on the
./date/1996/12/msg01564.html:&gt; alas, you never bite. oh well, I stay amused well enough..)
./date/1996/12/msg01579.html:&gt;&gt; It’s also unclear that Judge Patel’s ruling is enough to make export of
./date/1996/12/msg01580.html:&gt; (by the way. Conveniently enough Tim May has put his ideas on the
./date/1996/12/msg01590.html:Perhaps NT is new enough that it hasn’t gathered all of these holes.
./date/1996/12/msg01594.html:. They had enough information for anyone of the dozens of bank,store or
./date/1996/12/msg01594.html:they refused me another time because there wasn’t enough months left and
./date/1996/12/msg01602.html:/* enough for you let a thousand lawyers from motorola descend on you */
./date/1996/12/msg01628.html:&gt;Perhaps NT is new enough that it hasn’t gathered all of these holes.
./date/1996/12/msg01632.html:Interestingly enough, CSP signatures are held in the registry instead of
./date/1996/12/msg01638.html:]&gt;PLEASE, let’s not drag poor Tim into this. Hasn’t he suffered enough?!
./date/1996/12/msg01646.html:&gt;(by the way. Conveniently enough Tim May has put his ideas on the
./date/1996/12/msg01657.html:that year. He then knew enough to report the income and pay the taxes.
./date/1996/12/msg01667.html:&gt;that year. He then knew enough to report the income and pay the taxes.
./date/1996/12/msg01675.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; It’s also unclear that Judge Patel’s ruling is enough to make export of
./date/1996/12/msg01686.html:enough to know that they’d better avoid the arena of fact and argument,
./date/1996/12/msg01686.html:concept of anarchism or of participatory democracy is clear enough to be
./date/1996/12/msg01686.html:Romanticism. Again, I’m not enough of a Marx scholar to pretend to an
./date/1996/12/msg01686.html:forms of life or a barrier to them? We do not know enough to answer, one
./date/1996/12/msg01686.html:the business press was kind enough to tell us - high tech industry cannot
./date/1996/12/msg01711.html:&gt;It’s also unclear that Judge Patel’s ruling is enough to make export of
./date/1996/12/msg01714.html:&gt;And to think MS was good enough to provide an UpdateResource
./date/1996/12/msg01714.html:&gt;&gt; Interestingly enough, CSP signatures are held in the registry instead of
./date/1996/12/msg01717.html:standard. That being the case, and presuming somebody was aware enough of
./date/1996/12/msg01720.html:And to think MS was good enough to provide an UpdateResource
./date/1996/12/msg01720.html:&gt; Interestingly enough, CSP signatures are held in the registry instead of
./date/1996/12/msg01725.html:have enough $100 bills to cash all three checks. Whoooooops. The bank
./date/1996/12/msg01734.html:In the expectation that some kind soul will be good enough to retrieve
./date/1996/12/msg01807.html:&gt; anyway. I love to suck dick. I just can’t get enough of it, so
./date/1996/12/msg01817.html:Spammers traditionally haven’t been smart enough to subscribe, so the
./date/1996/12/msg01837.html:enough time to email people whining about people hitting the ‘reply’
./date/1996/12/msg01853.html:that relatively modest attack sent enough e-mail to the targeted
./date/1996/12/msg01901.html:My SS card, issued in 1969 (and which I still have, surprisingly enough),

./date/1996/12/msg01907.html:Brian Davis, our former federal prosecutor, seems a reasonable enough
./date/1996/12/msg01907.html:question? Just supplying an SS number is apparently not enough.
./date/1996/12/msg01913.html:&gt; such services anywhere in the world is enough to make the act described
./date/1996/12/msg01919.html:people with ID chips as soon as the chips are secure enough to use as
./date/1996/12/msg01922.html:this process enough
./date/1996/12/msg01924.html:&gt; this process enough
./date/1996/12/msg01954.html:And not only is OCR able these days to handle general fonts easily enough,
./date/1996/12/msg01973.html:&gt;as long as the fully anonymous system receives enough money to stay in
./date/1996/12/msg01979.html:as long as the fully anonymous system receives enough money to stay in
./date/1996/12/msg02057.html:people feel magnanimously generous enough to allow it. No reference to
enough
./date/1996/12/msg02063.html:(I volunteer to modify majordomo to accept e-cash if there is enough
./date/1996/12/msg02067.html:I still have enough faith to believe that (1) is unlikely.
./date/1996/12/msg02071.html:&gt;&gt; My SS card, issued in 1969 (and which I still have, surprisingly enough),
./date/1996/12/msg02083.html:lost among those. So the gateway dudes should be competent enough to
./date/1996/12/msg02085.html:&gt; My SS card, issued in 1969 (and which I still have, surprisingly enough),
./date/1996/12/msg02092.html:sector is good, debt reduction hasn’t gone far enough, private health
./date/1996/12/msg02093.html:Why am I your “enemy”? Why do you think you’re important enough for me to give
./date/1996/12/msg02094.html:enough to actually implement.
./date/1996/12/msg02103.html:&gt; enough to actually implement.
./date/1996/12/msg02110.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; My SS card, issued in 1969 (and which I still have, surprisingly enough),
./date/1996/12/msg02110.html:have a “religious objection”, but I’d bet if you bitch loud enough at the
./date/1996/12/msg02132.html:I am fortunate enough to have my own computer. I can create messages
./date/1996/12/msg02140.html:enough to pump the kid for info before the parents can insist on
./date/1996/12/msg02140.html:relativly innocuous but altogether stupid and disruprive enough to
./date/1996/12/msg02140.html:there arn’t enough right now. And, I am equaly sure that there’s been
./date/1997/01/msg00001.html:This case should draw enough amicus curiae to require an
./date/1997/01/msg00001.html:driving this one. Arizona is constituted just mean enough to take
./date/1997/01/msg00001.html:likely to follow the word of wisdom active members might be enough
./date/1997/01/msg00036.html:If this change is regular enough, then it might force the censors to block the
./date/1997/01/msg00047.html:To some extent it’s bad timing - there’s been enough
./date/1997/01/msg00048.html:Not enough
./date/1997/01/msg00064.html:heard is a gain” w/out noting that anyone smart enough to use crypto
./date/1997/01/msg00068.html:&gt; heard is a gain” w/out noting that anyone smart enough to use crypto
./date/1997/01/msg00087.html:&gt; 1970s (since by 1980 DYPTRACK was un-sensitive enough to be described in
./date/1997/01/msg00101.html:correct unisex, socialism will never deliver enough exceptional
./date/1997/01/msg00103.html:for that matter.) Compute power is getting cheap enough that doing
./date/1997/01/msg00147.html:enough cranial burden for today, so remember technology is like drugs,
enough
./date/1997/01/msg00198.html:Clinton policy did not go far enough to lift the Cold War era export
enough
./date/1997/01/msg00208.html:However, it is easy enough to roll your own.
enough
enough
enough
enough
enough
./date/1997/01/msg00236.html:The rest of the header is enough of a potential deterrent, anyway.
./date/1997/01/msg00241.html:and can easily enough track when you’ve made transitions between cells.
./date/1997/01/msg00247.html:&gt; d) we are not civilized enough to warrant respect
./date/1997/01/msg00248.html:It’s further conceivable that you don’t have a big enough data set to draw
./date/1997/01/msg00248.html:Perhaps you’ll be good enough to make your database available so that we
./date/1997/01/msg00249.html:got enough guns to call themselves “the government”.
./date/1997/01/msg00250.html:d) we are not civilized enough to warrant respect
./date/1997/01/msg00258.html:It’s bad enough with schools... The Arpanet had its Acceptable Use Policy,
enough that I don’t have to feel bad about not being
./date/1997/01/msg00273.html:In particular, an 8 byte challenge is nowhere near enough, though the
enough that I don’t have to feel bad about not being
./date/1997/01/msg00275.html:Somehow, I thought my original post was ambiguous enough to be interpreted as
./date/1997/01/msg00282.html:&gt; hope someone on this list does and is good enough to start such a
./date/1997/01/msg00283.html:enough you get nuclear, chemical, and/or biological stuff waved at
./date/1997/01/msg00309.html:will know enough to get the money.
./date/1997/01/msg00348.html:enough to recognize that I was, indeed, different from others, and that
./date/1997/01/msg00348.html:if I could hold out until I was functional enough to deal with the
./date/1997/01/msg00348.html:I have been blessed enough in life to have ‘escaped’ many situations
./date/1997/01/msg00350.html:this, as well, but I am still sober enough to realize that this could
enough
./date/1997/01/msg00360.html:..\..\..\windows\pgp.exe and your mail system is dumb enough to accept
./date/1997/01/msg00382.html:* It contains enough abstractoin to be a valuable reference for
./date/1997/01/msg00382.html:theoreticians while containing enough detail to actually allow
./date/1997/01/msg00390.html:for cutting people off was high enough, they wouldn’t do it. But of course
./date/1997/01/msg00390.html:You rub out enough key people and terrorize their potential successors
./date/1997/01/msg00402.html:&gt; enough you get nuclear, chemical, and/or biological stuff waved at
enough
./date/1997/01/msg00408.html:That’s why AP will be so economical:The absolute certainty that enough
./date/1997/01/msg00411.html:comparisons in a few weeks once the sample is large enough, however,
./date/1997/01/msg00413.html:&gt; &gt; enough you get nuclear, chemical, and/or biological stuff waved at
./date/1997/01/msg00415.html:not aggressive enough (outside of my liquidation duties) to be bothered
./date/1997/01/msg00421.html:&gt;* It contains enough abstractoin to be a valuable reference for
./date/1997/01/msg00421.html:&gt; theoreticians while containing enough detail to actually allow
./date/1997/01/msg00424.html:&gt; &gt; not aggressive enough (outside of my liquidation duties) to be bothered
./date/1997/01/msg00431.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; not aggressive enough (outside of my liquidation duties) to be bothered
./date/1997/01/msg00432.html:was not made illegal to vote him out, merely a catch 22, unless enough
./date/1997/01/msg00432.html:&gt;You rub out enough key people and terrorize their potential successors
./date/1997/01/msg00433.html:world (I’m not going to be egotistical enough to say it *is* the best,
enough to stage
./date/1997/01/msg00439.html:&gt; world (I’m not going to be egotistical enough to say it *is* the best,
./date/1997/01/msg00446.html:This seems clear enough. If it’s printed on paper, it’s kosher for
./date/1997/01/msg00447.html:enough, please leave him alone.”
./date/1997/01/msg00463.html:a military industrial complex big enough to outrace theirs,
./date/1997/01/msg00484.html:&gt; This seems clear enough. If it’s printed on paper, it’s kosher for
./date/1997/01/msg00490.html:Pittsburgh winters. The town itself is small enough to be friendly, and big
./date/1997/01/msg00490.html:enough to be interesting. Jim Morris, the head of the computer science
./date/1997/01/msg00497.html:In other words, just displaying a warning is not enough.
./date/1997/01/msg00506.html:have enough random events to start from?
./date/1997/01/msg00526.html:&gt; This seems clear enough. If it’s printed on paper, it’s kosher for
./date/1997/01/msg00528.html:not enough to allow the target to brush off the legal fees, if they
./date/1997/01/msg00534.html:that changes names often enough that people can’t successfully link to the
./date/1997/01/msg00535.html:that changes names often enough that people can’t successfully link to the
./date/1997/01/msg00539.html:If you are implying that I was not intelligent enough to apply to more than
./date/1997/01/msg00553.html:&gt; not enough to allow the target to brush off the legal fees, if they
./date/1997/01/msg00566.html:enough to make the slaves acceptably happy. Or, second, eliminate the
./date/1997/01/msg00566.html:question:What do you mean by “credibility”? I’ve explained it in enough
./date/1997/01/msg00567.html:wrote this did not have “guts” enough or, just likes his privacy a bit
./date/1997/01/msg00570.html:would work. (That’s possibly an easy-enough hack too.)
./date/1997/01/msg00590.html:replacement for DES - it’s strong enough, even though DES is showing
./date/1997/01/msg00598.html:hate... maybe I’ll make cookie jar smart enough to nuke them).
./date/1997/01/msg00604.html:see him die. If he got in through taxation in the past, enough people will
./date/1997/01/msg00604.html:STILL be angry enough with him to see him dead. His employees (the ones who
./date/1997/01/msg00605.html:&gt;replacement for DES - it’s strong enough, even though DES is showing
./date/1997/01/msg00606.html:&gt;replacement for DES - it’s strong enough, even though DES is showing
./date/1997/01/msg00638.html:&gt;The device must be small enough to be “dropped in a pocket,” concealed in
enough to be still working on
./date/1997/01/msg00687.html:even DES is enough to threaten their dominance,
enough to be still working on
enough to be still working on
./date/1997/01/msg00694.html:&gt; It isn’t enough to _write_ the code, or even to talk about it, you
./date/1997/01/msg00696.html:enough to call in UN troops to quell a riot... then WE watch the
./date/1997/01/msg00705.html:# that enough time has expired since the last time you ran premail,
./date/1997/01/msg00705.html:# enough time since you last ran it.
./date/1997/01/msg00711.html:it’s not Federales, but close enough); _Eraser (“rogue” WitSec, the cops are
./date/1997/01/msg00711.html:&gt; enough to call in UN troops to quell a riot... then WE watch the
./date/1997/01/msg00717.html:&gt; enough
./date/1997/01/msg00720.html:&gt; it’s not Federales, but close enough); _Eraser (“rogue” WitSec, the cops are
./date/1997/01/msg00720.html:&gt; &gt; enough to call in UN troops to quell a riot... then WE watch the
./date/1997/01/msg00760.html:not provide enough anonymity for most posters.
./date/1997/01/msg00773.html:&gt;And not only is OCR able these days to handle general fonts easily enough,
./date/1997/01/msg00778.html:&gt; not provide enough anonymity for most posters.
./date/1997/01/msg00781.html:comfortable enough that they won’t riot (or at least won’t riot in the
./date/1997/01/msg00782.html:&gt;&gt;And not only is OCR able these days to handle general fonts easily enough,
./date/1997/01/msg00786.html:see enough of good thoughts.
./date/1997/01/msg00811.html:that any ID Kit just isn’t good enough.
./date/1997/01/msg00814.html:that any ID Kit just isn’t good enough.
./date/1997/01/msg00816.html:the 286 which itself had enough horsepower (a Motorola cpu) to do the job.
./date/1997/01/msg00818.html:Bad idea. It’s tough enough on the host running a list with 1500 or
./date/1997/01/msg00819.html:red-hot enough to sever a head or two.
./date/1997/01/msg00819.html:Humorous enough, you might think. Certainly nothing to worry a
./date/1997/01/msg00819.html:unpatriotic. And that’s enough to keep you off the networks.
./date/1997/01/msg00828.html:&gt; it’s not Federales, but close enough); _Eraser (“rogue” WitSec, the cops are
./date/1997/01/msg00828.html:&gt; &gt; enough to call in UN troops to quell a riot... then WE watch the
./date/1997/01/msg00845.html:&gt; Bad idea. It’s tough enough on the host running a list with 1500 or
./date/1997/01/msg00859.html:&gt; that any ID Kit just isn’t good enough.
./date/1997/01/msg00871.html:based plug-puller. Also he made enough $$ on Sun’s IPO not to give a fuck
./date/1997/01/msg00874.html:misdemeanor in California, managed to make the prosecutor angry enough that
enough to do business in far-away places that the
./date/1997/01/msg00874.html:only organizations likely to do so were large enough that they were able to
./date/1997/01/msg00909.html:&gt; regular basis (but he was easy enough to get rid of after I checked
./date/1997/01/msg00909.html:Blaming me for the spewings of Detweiler and Vulis is bad enough, but
./date/1997/01/msg00912.html:&gt; regular basis (but he was easy enough to get rid of after I checked
./date/1997/01/msg00915.html:regular basis (but he was easy enough to get rid of after I checked
./date/1997/01/msg00922.html:enough to me. What do you think?
./date/1997/01/msg00923.html:&gt;that any ID Kit just isn’t good enough.
./date/1997/01/msg00928.html:&gt; enough to me. What do you think?
./date/1997/01/msg00930.html:&gt; &gt; regular basis (but he was easy enough to get rid of after I checked
./date/1997/01/msg00933.html:for myself -- I have had more than enough!
./date/1997/01/msg00934.html:Not my point. My point is, you make sure the chips are deep enough that
./date/1997/01/msg00937.html:&gt; enough to me. What do you think?
./date/1997/01/msg00940.html:&gt; for myself -- I have had more than enough!
./date/1997/01/msg00946.html:&gt;enough to me. What do you think?
./date/1997/01/msg00946.html:enough
./date/1997/01/msg00953.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; regular basis (but he was easy enough to get rid of after I checked
./date/1997/01/msg00960.html:&gt; enough to me. What do you think?
enough in their ability to hornswaggle
./date/1997/01/msg00985.html:Somebody was interested enough to post a question regarding it, but
./date/1997/01/msg00985.html:There were also several people interested enough in some ‘code’
./date/1997/01/msg01015.html:plaintext - just that it’s ascii, and long enough to be unambigious),
./date/1997/01/msg01017.html:super-high-tech enough that (technically ignorant) members of
./date/1997/01/msg01021.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; for myself -- I have had more than enough!
./date/1997/01/msg01029.html:&gt; full plaintext - just that it’s ascii, and long enough to be
./date/1997/01/msg01036.html:&gt; &gt; know the full plaintext - just that it’s ascii, and long enough to
./date/1997/01/msg01036.html:with a break that the “DES is good enough” people would have a _much_
./date/1997/01/msg01050.html:I hope not. It’s bad enough having Reno, Gore, and the rest of
./date/1997/01/msg01057.html:&gt; Should work well enough.
./date/1997/01/msg01058.html:Should work well enough.
./date/1997/01/msg01067.html:as frequency-hopping. The hops are probably fast enough to outwit a
./date/1997/01/msg01067.html:enough DC voltage to barely forward-bias the diode.) A momentary (or
./date/1997/01/msg01081.html:wasn’t enough during your most productive working years..
./date/1997/01/msg01093.html:As you can see, still not much of a change, not really enough to fool some of
./date/1997/01/msg01107.html:As you can see, still not much of a change, not really enough to fool some of
./date/1997/01/msg01109.html:&gt; super-high-tech enough that (technically ignorant) members of
./date/1997/01/msg01110.html:Filters aren’t intelligent enough
./date/1997/01/msg01112.html:enough noise with the goverment that the contract is NOT relet to them but
enough about a subject to be interested in
enough about a subject to be interested in
./date/1997/01/msg01141.html:Gee, Doug. You think he’s fair and I don’t. Is that enough consensus
./date/1997/01/msg01146.html:An opportunity for somebody who doesn’t already do enough programming.
./date/1997/01/msg01150.html:&gt; Filters aren’t intelligent enough
./date/1997/01/msg01171.html:reason enough to use it, and even less of a reason to limit ourselves
./date/1997/01/msg01190.html:who actually *do*, er, do things, and hope that their effort makes enough
./date/1997/01/msg01190.html:little push, I expect we’ll have enough participants to actually have the
./date/1997/01/msg01190.html:for quite a while yet. (Actually, if it was good enough for J.Pierpont
./date/1997/01/msg01190.html:Morgan and the Rothschilds, it’s probably good enough for us.) And, while
./date/1997/01/msg01219.html:you stick around long enough
./date/1997/01/msg01235.html:than raw code if the primitives are high level enough.
./date/1997/01/msg01245.html:big enough and they all start stabbing each other in the back.)
./date/1997/01/msg01248.html:&gt;the holes are just small enough for you not to worry bout it. The same
./date/1997/01/msg01248.html:&gt;big enough for you to worry about!
./date/1997/01/msg01252.html:access to the entire nation of Russia because it couldn’t collect enough
./date/1997/01/msg01259.html:&gt; the holes are just small enough for you not to worry bout it. The same
./date/1997/01/msg01259.html:&gt; big enough for you to worry about!
./date/1997/01/msg01262.html:the holes are just small enough for you not to worry bout it. The same
./date/1997/01/msg01262.html:big enough for you to worry about!
./date/1997/01/msg01272.html:&gt; than raw code if the primitives are high level enough.
./date/1997/01/msg01273.html:&gt; than raw code if the primitives are high level enough.
./date/1997/01/msg01281.html:&gt;people savvy enough to use the Internet may also be sophisticated
./date/1997/01/msg01281.html:&gt;enough to sort out the truth in the information supplied by
./date/1997/01/msg01287.html:get enough
enough interest I will dig up
./date/1997/01/msg01290.html:Well, just about. The sentencing enhancement might not be enough points
enough
./date/1997/01/msg01325.html:this in a way that enough people think it’s safe to run.
./date/1997/01/msg01329.html:been amendments, but this ought to be good enough
./date/1997/01/msg01333.html:Recipient--&gt;Remailer--&gt;My mailbox, would be enough.
./date/1997/01/msg01337.html:&gt; others who care enough about the future of our people to do something
./date/1997/01/msg01337.html:&gt; -- at least, not enough for people like that assistant district attorney
./date/1997/01/msg01366.html:it gets out...ie...they were stupid enough not to have the appropriate
./date/1997/01/msg01368.html:&gt; than raw code if the primitives are high level enough.
./date/1997/01/msg01373.html:It’s bad enough to have spammers and advertisers on a list, but if we have
./date/1997/01/msg01374.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/01/msg01374.html:true randomness if called often enough.
./date/1997/01/msg01374.html:all the popular 1024-bit keys (will the universe last long enough for him to
./date/1997/01/msg01393.html:lover from the stress of never having enough money for grocieries. I
./date/1997/01/msg01393.html:do is prove to you that if I wasn’t lucky enough to have learned about
./date/1997/01/msg01393.html:enough for a child to learn in a couple hours. You can use PGP in the
./date/1997/01/msg01393.html:enough left over for a nice vacation for me and my family.
./date/1997/01/msg01394.html:enough, please leave him alone.”
./date/1997/01/msg01397.html:He thought he was being tricky enough
./date/1997/01/msg01397.html:So here’s to you Gambit...This ought to keep you distracted long enough! Now
./date/1997/01/msg01399.html:they had to say clearly and concisely enough that even a numbskull
./date/1997/01/msg01401.html:&gt; to subscribe to cypherpunks-raw (as in enough that you would even
./date/1997/01/msg01403.html:to subscribe to cypherpunks-raw (as in enough that you would even
./date/1997/01/msg01423.html:I think our new moderators have been around long enough to know
./date/1997/01/msg01434.html:&gt; I think our new moderators have been around long enough to know
./date/1997/01/msg01438.html:&gt; So here’s to you Gambit...This ought to keep you distracted long enough! Now
./date/1997/01/msg01481.html:possession of enough real data to make a real decision as to which
./date/1997/01/msg01492.html:enough to establish your business and earn your fortune. There
enough information comes across in a small
enough interest I will dig up
./date/1997/01/msg01526.html:sent (typically, not sure about toad) every 15 minutes, that’s enough
./date/1997/01/msg01540.html:”CONFIG.SYS”, “FILES=20”, BUFFERS=20”, and so on. There’s enough
enough we’ll be
./date/1997/01/msg01584.html:the box to offer privacy, but there probably aren’t enough police forces with
./date/1997/01/msg01621.html:that a person be technologically-literate enough to be aware of the
./date/1997/01/msg01649.html:each other too) has/have enough reason to believe, that Peter is
./date/1997/01/msg01665.html:noncommercial users for infringement because they usually don’t have enough
./date/1997/01/msg01686.html:enough to enter the next, probably major airport, in the same terminal as
./date/1997/01/msg01687.html:&gt; enough. If CRL sees no problem with this, then I don’t believe
./date/1997/01/msg01694.html:for enough personal data to do a full background check.
./date/1997/01/msg01696.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction</LI>
./date/1997/01/msg01707.html:&gt; that a person be technologically-literate enough to be aware of the
./date/1997/01/msg01717.html:&gt; enough to enter the next, probably major airport, in the same terminal as
./date/1997/01/msg01726.html:This case should draw enough amicus curiae to require an
./date/1997/01/msg01726.html:driving this one. Arizona is constituted just mean enough to take
./date/1997/01/msg01726.html:likely to follow the word of wisdom active members might be enough
./date/1997/01/msg01748.html::&gt; Wrong. You didn’t look far enough (and please read the whole thread; I
enough
./date/1997/01/msg01761.html:and software to be portable enough that there was a software market
./date/1997/01/msg01781.html:&gt; feeds that were, naturally enough, part of the university’s Usenet
./date/1997/01/msg01815.html:enough
enough
./date/1997/01/msg01834.html:I’ve got friends to stay with, I can bike to work, and I’ve got enough
./date/1997/01/msg01844.html:Is he clueless enough to qualify as “cypher punk” or does one have to
./date/1997/01/msg01897.html:versions SSL had a lot of problems but it was a good enough solution for
Enough is enough.”

./date/1997/01/msg01928.html:Are signed applets discriminating enough to differentiate between different
./date/1997/01/msg01957.html:(b) I’ve stated it all clear enough so that only the most naive
./date/1997/01/msg01959.html:No, one address is enough. You can look at a Unix tool called procmail,
./date/1997/01/msg01968.html:&gt; No, one address is enough. You can look at a Unix tool called procmail,
./date/1997/01/msg01990.html:little people (the good guys?) win enough points to set the bad guys
./date/1997/01/msg01991.html:little people (the good guys?) win enough points to set the bad guys
./date/1997/01/msg02013.html:calculate any given number of digits in it, is that enough?
./date/1997/01/msg02014.html:calculate any given number of digits in it, is that enough?
./date/1997/01/msg02015.html:calculate any given number of digits in it, is that enough?
./date/1997/01/msg02090.html:is messy enough it’s be close enough for government work.]
./date/1997/01/msg02091.html:is messy enough it’s be close enough for government work.]
./date/1997/01/msg02092.html:Some of the problems are with modeling speech well enough to
./date/1997/01/msg02092.html:do good algorithms; some are just getting enough horsepower to do it
./date/1997/01/msg02092.html:in real time. Can “They” afford enough DSP chips to do the job?
./date/1997/01/msg02093.html:Some of the problems are with modeling speech well enough to
./date/1997/01/msg02093.html:do good algorithms; some are just getting enough horsepower to do it
./date/1997/01/msg02093.html:in real time. Can “They” afford enough DSP chips to do the job?
./date/1997/01/msg02094.html:from a company that’s nice enough to give away free versions,
./date/1997/01/msg02095.html:from a company that’s nice enough to give away free versions,
./date/1997/01/msg02102.html:competent enough,” he said. “Government is not really aware of the
./date/1997/01/msg02103.html:competent enough,” he said. “Government is not really aware of the
./date/1997/01/msg02119.html:&gt;versions SSL had a lot of problems but it was a good enough solution for
./date/1997/01/msg02119.html:of every single hit that now exists. if it is small enough, consumers
./date/1997/01/msg02120.html:&gt;versions SSL had a lot of problems but it was a good enough solution for
./date/1997/01/msg02120.html:of every single hit that now exists. if it is small enough, consumers
./date/1997/01/msg02124.html:sure you have enough media and political contacts to raise hell over any
./date/1997/01/msg02125.html:Despite the fact that I don’t think the Democrats are smart enough
./date/1997/01/msg02126.html:Despite the fact that I don’t think the Democrats are smart enough
./date/1997/01/msg02145.html:server problems, but I think that it is close enough to meet the “such
./date/1997/01/msg02161.html:inforuss-outgoing was enough to protect himself from forgeries.
./date/1997/01/msg02190.html:acknowledgement enough for me. :-/
./date/1997/01/msg02191.html:acknowledgement enough for me. :-/
./date/1997/01/msg02192.html:enough to be an integral part of this list is falling into the
./date/1997/01/msg02193.html:enough to be an integral part of this list is falling into the
./date/1997/01/msg02200.html:Unless someone can give me good enough reason to get involved with
./date/1997/01/msg02201.html:Unless someone can give me good enough reason to get involved with
./date/1997/01/msg02215.html:You’ll get the full article soon enough, I expect. The Reuters story isn’t
./date/1997/01/msg02216.html:You’ll get the full article soon enough, I expect. The Reuters story isn’t
./date/1997/01/msg02238.html:&gt; enough to be an integral part of this list is falling into the
./date/1997/01/msg02239.html:&gt; enough to be an integral part of this list is falling into the
./date/1997/01/msg02305.html:If this change is regular enough, then it might force the censors to block the
./date/1997/01/msg02316.html:To some extent it’s bad timing - there’s been enough
./date/1997/01/msg02318.html:Not enough
./date/1997/01/msg02339.html:heard is a gain” w/out noting that anyone smart enough to use crypto
./date/1997/01/msg02343.html:&gt; heard is a gain” w/out noting that anyone smart enough to use crypto
./date/1997/01/msg02359.html:&gt; enough that the motion “passes.”
./date/1997/01/msg02373.html:&gt; 1970s (since by 1980 DYPTRACK was un-sensitive enough to be described in
./date/1997/01/msg02393.html:correct unisex, socialism will never deliver enough exceptional
./date/1997/01/msg02398.html:for that matter.) Compute power is getting cheap enough that doing
./date/1997/01/msg02423.html:should leave well-enough alone.”
./date/1997/01/msg02457.html:enough cranial burden for today, so remember technology is like drugs,
./date/1997/01/msg02478.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction</LI>
./date/1997/01/msg02481.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction</LI>
enough
./date/1997/01/msg02527.html:Clinton policy did not go far enough to lift the Cold War era export
enough
enough
enough
./date/1997/01/msg02554.html:hope someone on this list does and is good enough to start such a
enough
enough
enough
./date/1997/01/msg02580.html:The rest of the header is enough of a potential deterrent, anyway.
./date/1997/01/msg02586.html:and can easily enough track when you’ve made transitions between cells.
./date/1997/01/msg02592.html:&gt; d) we are not civilized enough to warrant respect
./date/1997/01/msg02593.html:It’s further conceivable that you don’t have a big enough data set to draw
./date/1997/01/msg02593.html:Perhaps you’ll be good enough to make your database available so that we
./date/1997/01/msg02594.html:got enough guns to call themselves “the government”.
./date/1997/01/msg02595.html:d) we are not civilized enough to warrant respect
./date/1997/01/msg02607.html:It’s bad enough with schools... The Arpanet had its Acceptable Use Policy,
enough that I don’t have to feel bad about not being
./date/1997/01/msg02623.html:In particular, an 8 byte challenge is nowhere near enough, though the
enough that I don’t have to feel bad about not being
./date/1997/01/msg02626.html:Somehow, I thought my original post was ambiguous enough to be interpreted as
./date/1997/01/msg02634.html:&gt; hope someone on this list does and is good enough to start such a
./date/1997/01/msg02635.html:enough you get nuclear, chemical, and/or biological stuff waved at
./date/1997/01/msg02646.html:&gt; Well, I see that you could’nt leave well enough alone... :-)
./date/1997/01/msg02652.html:&gt; hope someone on this list does and is good enough to start such a
./date/1997/01/msg02669.html:will know enough to get the money.
./date/1997/01/msg02710.html:enough to recognize that I was, indeed, different from others, and that
./date/1997/01/msg02710.html:if I could hold out until I was functional enough to deal with the
./date/1997/01/msg02710.html:I have been blessed enough in life to have ‘escaped’ many situations
./date/1997/01/msg02711.html:Well, I see that you could’nt leave well enough alone... :-)
./date/1997/01/msg02711.html:selection would propogate those who would be resistent and live long enough
./date/1997/01/msg02713.html:this, as well, but I am still sober enough to realize that this could
enough
./date/1997/01/msg02723.html:..\..\..\windows\pgp.exe and your mail system is dumb enough to accept
./date/1997/01/msg02746.html:&gt; &gt; hope someone on this list does and is good enough to start such a
./date/1997/01/msg02753.html:* It contains enough abstractoin to be a valuable reference for
./date/1997/01/msg02753.html:theoreticians while containing enough detail to actually allow
./date/1997/01/msg02767.html:for cutting people off was high enough, they wouldn’t do it. But of course
./date/1997/01/msg02767.html:You rub out enough key people and terrorize their potential successors
./date/1997/01/msg02779.html:&gt; enough you get nuclear, chemical, and/or biological stuff waved at
./date/1997/01/msg02786.html:Interestingly enough, one of the UCE/Spammers that is mailbombing
enough
./date/1997/01/msg02790.html:That’s why AP will be so economical:The absolute certainty that enough
./date/1997/01/msg02792.html:comparisons in a few weeks once the sample is large enough, however,
./date/1997/01/msg02796.html:Very, very nice. Loved Berchtesgaden (sp?). Interestingly enough,
./date/1997/01/msg02797.html:&gt; &gt; enough you get nuclear, chemical, and/or biological stuff waved at
./date/1997/01/msg02799.html:not aggressive enough (outside of my liquidation duties) to be bothered
./date/1997/01/msg02807.html:&gt;* It contains enough abstractoin to be a valuable reference for
./date/1997/01/msg02807.html:&gt; theoreticians while containing enough detail to actually allow
./date/1997/01/msg02813.html:&gt;Very, very nice. Loved Berchtesgaden (sp?). Interestingly enough,
./date/1997/01/msg02816.html:&gt; &gt; not aggressive enough (outside of my liquidation duties) to be bothered
./date/1997/01/msg02819.html:&gt; not aggressive enough (outside of my liquidation duties) to be bothered
./date/1997/01/msg02824.html:&gt; Very, very nice. Loved Berchtesgaden (sp?). Interestingly enough,
./date/1997/01/msg02830.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; not aggressive enough (outside of my liquidation duties) to be bothered
./date/1997/01/msg02831.html:was not made illegal to vote him out, merely a catch 22, unless enough
./date/1997/01/msg02831.html:&gt;You rub out enough key people and terrorize their potential successors
./date/1997/01/msg02832.html:world (I’m not going to be egotistical enough to say it *is* the best,
enough to stage
./date/1997/01/msg02839.html:&gt; world (I’m not going to be egotistical enough to say it *is* the best,
./date/1997/01/msg02846.html:enough, please leave him alone.”
./date/1997/01/msg02866.html:a military industrial complex big enough to outrace theirs,
./date/1997/01/msg02888.html:&gt; This seems clear enough. If it’s printed on paper, it’s kosher for
./date/1997/01/msg02899.html:Pittsburgh winters. The town itself is small enough to be friendly, and big
./date/1997/01/msg02899.html:enough to be interesting. Jim Morris, the head of the computer science
./date/1997/01/msg02905.html:In other words, just displaying a warning is not enough.
./date/1997/01/msg02917.html:have enough random events to start from?
./date/1997/01/msg02941.html:&gt; This seems clear enough. If it’s printed on paper, it’s kosher for
./date/1997/01/msg02943.html:not enough to allow the target to brush off the legal fees, if they
./date/1997/01/msg02949.html:that changes names often enough that people can’t successfully link to the
./date/1997/01/msg02955.html:If you are implying that I was not intelligent enough to apply to more than
./date/1997/01/msg02970.html:&gt; not enough to allow the target to brush off the legal fees, if they
./date/1997/01/msg02987.html:enough to make the slaves acceptably happy. Or, second, eliminate the
./date/1997/01/msg02987.html:question:What do you mean by “credibility”? I’ve explained it in enough
./date/1997/01/msg02989.html:wrote this did not have “guts” enough or, just likes his privacy a bit
./date/1997/01/msg02993.html:would work. (That’s possibly an easy-enough hack too.)
./date/1997/01/msg03021.html:posts. Most people aren’t polite enough to drop the ‘s’ when
./date/1997/01/msg03023.html:replacement for DES - it’s strong enough, even though DES is showing
./date/1997/01/msg03031.html:hate... maybe I’ll make cookie jar smart enough to nuke them).
./date/1997/01/msg03039.html:see him die. If he got in through taxation in the past, enough people will
./date/1997/01/msg03039.html:STILL be angry enough with him to see him dead. His employees (the ones who
./date/1997/01/msg03040.html:&gt;replacement for DES - it’s strong enough, even though DES is showing
./date/1997/01/msg03107.html:&gt;The device must be small enough to be “dropped in a pocket,” concealed in
enough to be still working on
./date/1997/01/msg03169.html:even DES is enough to threaten their dominance,
./date/1997/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01719” HREF=”msg01719.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01721” HREF=”msg01721.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01723” HREF=”msg01723.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01735” HREF=”msg01735.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01727” HREF=”msg01727.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01102” HREF=”msg01102.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01101” HREF=”msg01101.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01105” HREF=”msg01105.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01103” HREF=”msg01103.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg00013.html:and consider just being digital to be enough to satisfy their
./date/1997/02/msg00021.html: and consider just being digital to be enough to satisfy their
./date/1997/02/msg00030.html:”No, it wouldn’t be one of them, not worth enough”
./date/1997/02/msg00030.html:”ID card?” “No, you don’t look enough like me”
./date/1997/02/msg00038.html:Didn’t Reagan, Bush, North et al make it clear enough to Americans
./date/1997/02/msg00044.html:&gt;would be enough - that once they threw it over the wall, it would be
./date/1997/02/msg00061.html:be acceptable enough to make the censored list. He tends to call
./date/1997/02/msg00087.html:In an AP world, this triangulation/correlation would be enough to
./date/1997/02/msg00096.html:&gt; In an AP world, this triangulation/correlation would be enough to
./date/1997/02/msg00099.html:interesting enough that people will make regular visits to read
./date/1997/02/msg00102.html:enforced. Assuming he has enough proof to win a lawsuit, he has more than
./date/1997/02/msg00102.html:enough proof to sour everyone else on dealing with you in the future, and
./date/1997/02/msg00103.html:them. Clear enough?
./date/1997/02/msg00116.html:relaxing the export limits enough and some companies feared the requirement
./date/1997/02/msg00123.html:right, 18 bits was deemed enough. Again depending
./date/1997/02/msg00146.html:promise of no censorship is not enough incentive for us to do so.
./date/1997/02/msg00170.html:&gt;device is secure enough to be placing a lot of trust in...
./date/1997/02/msg00171.html:&gt; promise of no censorship is not enough incentive for us to do so.
./date/1997/02/msg00185.html:&gt; &gt; In an AP world, this triangulation/correlation would be enough to
./date/1997/02/msg00196.html:cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg00196.html:to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg00196.html:option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
./date/1997/02/msg00221.html:&gt;cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg00221.html:&gt;to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg00221.html:&gt;option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
./date/1997/02/msg00224.html:&gt;cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg00224.html:&gt;to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg00227.html:&gt; &gt;cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg00227.html:&gt; &gt;to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg00228.html:The thin vail of “security” that the goverment provides may be good enough
./date/1997/02/msg00238.html:&gt; &gt;cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg00238.html:&gt; &gt;to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg00241.html:&gt; cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg00241.html:&gt; to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg00241.html:insurmountable obstacles, but they certainly provide a strong enough
./date/1997/02/msg00244.html:&gt; &gt;option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
./date/1997/02/msg00246.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
./date/1997/02/msg00256.html:technical competence, and an active enough interest to subscribe.
./date/1997/02/msg00257.html:of Saarbruecken. It uses the Lintel RSA chips which are fast enough to do
./date/1997/02/msg00264.html:&gt;cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg00264.html:&gt;to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg00264.html:&gt;option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
enough censorship for me.
./date/1997/02/msg00266.html:usually requires a commitment, that is enough of a barrier for many of
./date/1997/02/msg00288.html:out on a roadshow without giving them enough
./date/1997/02/msg00289.html:about four hours to both lists, but I have enough trouble with my account
./date/1997/02/msg00295.html:&gt;usually requires a commitment, that is enough of a barrier for many of
./date/1997/02/msg00308.html:&gt;usually requires a commitment, that is enough of a barrier for many of
./date/1997/02/msg00324.html:troll that killed my remailer, one message was enough.
./date/1997/02/msg00328.html:enough to know they used crypto, then do they really need to bother
./date/1997/02/msg00328.html:enough, so it’s better for LI Newsday (which caters to a reading
./date/1997/02/msg00330.html:and implies, and know what governments are proposing enough to form an
./date/1997/02/msg00332.html:which cost about $200 and held enough data to distribute programs
./date/1997/02/msg00332.html:Cute, but not cute enough to stick around very long.
./date/1997/02/msg00339.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01719.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg00348.html:Sorry for the crossposting, but I felt this one might be important enough
./date/1997/02/msg00352.html:I haven’t investigated your story because you didn’t provide enough
./date/1997/02/msg00363.html:&gt; which cost about $200 and held enough data to distribute programs
./date/1997/02/msg00363.html:&gt; Cute, but not cute enough to stick around very long.
./date/1997/02/msg00368.html:&gt; cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg00368.html:&gt; to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg00368.html:&gt; option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
./date/1997/02/msg00390.html:&gt;Sorry for the crossposting, but I felt this one might be important enough
./date/1997/02/msg00393.html:&gt; technical competence, and an active enough interest to subscribe.
./date/1997/02/msg00399.html:enough to be almost trivial. With the explosion of domains the internet has
./date/1997/02/msg00402.html:(16 bits, which is not enough as Matt Blaze demonstrated)
enough support I may be able to
./date/1997/02/msg00432.html:We have enough people who want to have a PGP keysigning session at
./date/1997/02/msg00437.html:.nom Nah. Just not classy enough. Now, a .nym TLD... :-)
./date/1997/02/msg00448.html:caught and never prosecuted. Someday, when we have enough research
./date/1997/02/msg00449.html:At this point, I have enough data to conclude that
./date/1997/02/msg00451.html:Either method of theft requires being non-stupid enough not to get caught
./date/1997/02/msg00459.html:&gt;We have enough people who want to have a PGP keysigning session at tommorrow’s
./date/1997/02/msg00469.html:allow enough
./date/1997/02/msg00478.html:been open minded enough to give it a good faith effort. Instead,
./date/1997/02/msg00491.html:Also, if you come up with a phrase and put enough (perhaps 5 or 6) ASCII
./date/1997/02/msg00492.html:Yes, thay can, but using PGP is enough
./date/1997/02/msg00493.html:Yes, thay can, but using PGP is enough
./date/1997/02/msg00494.html:Yes, thay can, but using PGP is enough
./date/1997/02/msg00495.html:interestingly, the perpetrator left enough information in the
./date/1997/02/msg00497.html:might have been dumb enough to connect from echotech.com and enter the real
./date/1997/02/msg00503.html:Skipjack is probably strong enough for a few years unless there’s a
./date/1997/02/msg00503.html:Are the non-RSA public key systems good enough until the patent expires?
./date/1997/02/msg00503.html:convenient enough to use and secure enough to work? And distributed
./date/1997/02/msg00507.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01102.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg00514.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01102.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg00516.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01103.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg00518.html:but rather on the *length* of the keys used. This *alone* should be enough
./date/1997/02/msg00518.html:Personally believe that 56 bits is “good enough” today though it makes
./date/1997/02/msg00522.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01105.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg00525.html:down your beer long enough to get involved.
./date/1997/02/msg00530.html:I invite your comments, editorial suggestions, etc. Perhaps when enough of
./date/1997/02/msg00538.html:&gt; are enough to kill an active discussion list. of course, it does
./date/1997/02/msg00538.html:them to the approval list. Figure if a spammer is smart enough to know what
./date/1997/02/msg00539.html:readers. Other people have been kind enough to write, debug, and document the
./date/1997/02/msg00540.html:&gt; I invite your comments, editorial suggestions, etc. Perhaps when enough of
./date/1997/02/msg00548.html:Scientologists. It was long enough to preclude mailing it directly to the
./date/1997/02/msg00566.html:&gt; &gt; Scientologists. It was long enough to preclude mailing it directly to the
./date/1997/02/msg00568.html:&gt; readers. Other people have been kind enough to write, debug, and document the
./date/1997/02/msg00585.html:&gt;&gt; readers. Other people have been kind enough to write, debug, and document
./date/1997/02/msg00603.html:This should be enough
./date/1997/02/msg00604.html:This should be enough
./date/1997/02/msg00610.html:mean quickly enough.
./date/1997/02/msg00619.html:person would probably receive enough “spam” to pay for his Internet
./date/1997/02/msg00621.html:even legally recognized, post for CPA’s, but I think that enough people
./date/1997/02/msg00630.html:&gt; even legally recognized, post for CPA’s, but I think that enough people
./date/1997/02/msg00630.html:some standard method, and his reputation is strong enough that people will
./date/1997/02/msg00655.html:&gt; person would probably receive enough “spam” to pay for his Internet
./date/1997/02/msg00657.html:&gt;person would probably receive enough “spam” to pay for his Internet
./date/1997/02/msg00659.html:&gt;&gt; even legally recognized, post for CPA’s, but I think that enough people
./date/1997/02/msg00659.html:&gt;some standard method, and his reputation is strong enough that people will
./date/1997/02/msg00676.html:It’s enough to make you want to throw anonymity in the waste
./date/1997/02/msg00706.html:I also feel you give me entirely too much credit and not enough to Igor,
./date/1997/02/msg00714.html:Fair enough, John. I can agree that _tort law_ (civil) might be used. If
./date/1997/02/msg00733.html:Most people worth talking to have enough of a clue to replace [at] with @.
./date/1997/02/msg00733.html:That may not be enough if you’re already in the spamming lists. Try
./date/1997/02/msg00733.html:enough to take on the FBI, NSA, CIA, and White House, would be scared
./date/1997/02/msg00739.html:could’t do enough. It was clear that the fecal-buckshot attacks on the List

./date/1997/02/msg00747.html:measure. The caballers haven`t got enough room to do their censorship
./date/1997/02/msg00757.html:&gt;&gt; person would probably receive enough “spam” to pay for his Internet
./date/1997/02/msg00759.html:&gt; enough to take on the FBI, NSA, CIA, and White House, would be scared
./date/1997/02/msg00761.html:&gt;enough to know they used crypto, then do they really need to bother
./date/1997/02/msg00768.html:measure. The caballers haven`t got enough room to do their censorship
./date/1997/02/msg00779.html:&gt; Most people worth talking to have enough of a clue to replace [at] with @.
./date/1997/02/msg00781.html:(I think the courts are already clogged enough, and I have faith that no
./date/1997/02/msg00784.html:stored onboard (although given that these keys can be recovered given enough
./date/1997/02/msg00785.html:stored onboard (although given that these keys can be recovered given enough
./date/1997/02/msg00807.html:&gt;&gt; (I think the courts are already clogged enough, and I have faith that no
./date/1997/02/msg00814.html:&gt; (I think the courts are already clogged enough, and I have faith that no
./date/1997/02/msg00858.html:bad guys, etc.--will be used soon enough on crypto.
./date/1997/02/msg00859.html:That was enough for me to set it up and play with it a couple of years
./date/1997/02/msg00861.html:direction of the satellite and were far enough away from other
./date/1997/02/msg00861.html:directivity enough to stand out. While a satellite in geosynchronous
./date/1997/02/msg00861.html:enough
./date/1997/02/msg00861.html:Lourdes undoubtably can intercept enough useful stuff to justify
./date/1997/02/msg00861.html:certainly know immediately if they started radiating enough signal to
./date/1997/02/msg00861.html:badly enough, through cryptanalysis, TEMPEST, rubber hose cryptanalysis,
./date/1997/02/msg00861.html:In any case enough of these speculations. Perhaps a
./date/1997/02/msg00880.html:could hack it with time enough and motivation enough. I have neither.
./date/1997/02/msg00880.html:&gt; Most people worth talking to have enough of a clue to replace [at] with @.
./date/1997/02/msg00880.html:&gt; That may not be enough if you’re already in the spamming lists. Try
./date/1997/02/msg00880.html:&gt; enough to take on the FBI, NSA, CIA, and White House, would be scared
./date/1997/02/msg00893.html:enough) I will disable this feature.
./date/1997/02/msg00895.html:have a big enough stick to force states and local govt. to bend to their
./date/1997/02/msg00921.html:&gt;enough) I will disable this feature.
./date/1997/02/msg00929.html:one of those people. It is equally obvious that you are not honest enough
./date/1997/02/msg00931.html:good money for it, precisely because that it will drum up enough business to
enough for such ads would
./date/1997/02/msg00931.html:wouldn’t be enough time for entertainment, or news, or much of anything
./date/1997/02/msg00935.html:N separate IDEA session keys; IDEA’s strong enough that’s no risk,
./date/1997/02/msg00939.html:and public information, which is only fair game if there is enough public
./date/1997/02/msg00942.html:80 bits is enough that if anybody can discover the algorithm,
./date/1997/02/msg00944.html:trying to guess which are most relevant, which are being read by enough
./date/1997/02/msg00947.html:think that virtual communities such as this one are robust enough to survive the
./date/1997/02/msg00959.html:&gt;Times, which is usually bad enough.
./date/1997/02/msg00965.html:2) It isn’t “sexy” enough to cause a programmer to want to add it
./date/1997/02/msg00978.html:he said, and after all, the company has enough of a revenue stream
./date/1997/02/msg00980.html:someone other than you. It’s not enough that the statement be made to
enough to be still working
./date/1997/02/msg01033.html:better”). Repeating it enough may make it true, for you.
./date/1997/02/msg01057.html:been open minded enough to give it a good faith effort. Instead,
./date/1997/02/msg01069.html:OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01081.html:copy, and it was good enough for me to subscribe, with articles on the
./date/1997/02/msg01083.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01084.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01085.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01086.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01087.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01088.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01089.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01090.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01091.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01099.html:&gt;been open minded enough to give it a good faith effort.
./date/1997/02/msg01101.html:<!--X-Subject:this has gone on long enough -->
./date/1997/02/msg01101.html:<TITLE>this has gone on long enough</TITLE>
./date/1997/02/msg01101.html:<H1>this has gone on long enough</H1>
./date/1997/02/msg01101.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:this has gone on long enough</LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01101.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01105.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01101.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01102.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01101.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01105.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01102.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:this has gone on long enough -->
./date/1997/02/msg01102.html:<TITLE>Re:this has gone on long enough</TITLE>
./date/1997/02/msg01102.html:<H1>Re:this has gone on long enough</H1>
./date/1997/02/msg01102.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:this has gone on long enough</LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01102.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01727.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01102.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01101.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01103.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:this has gone on long enough -->
./date/1997/02/msg01103.html:<TITLE>Re:this has gone on long enough</TITLE>
./date/1997/02/msg01103.html:<H1>Re:this has gone on long enough</H1>
./date/1997/02/msg01103.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:this has gone on long enough </LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01103.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01105.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01104.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01101.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01105.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:this has gone on long enough -->
./date/1997/02/msg01105.html:<TITLE>Re:this has gone on long enough</TITLE>
./date/1997/02/msg01105.html:<H1>Re:this has gone on long enough</H1>
./date/1997/02/msg01105.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:this has gone on long enough </LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01105.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01101.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01105.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01101.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01105.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01103.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01108.html:except no car was good enough for me. I had to face off with a
./date/1997/02/msg01109.html:&gt; .nom Nah. Just not classy enough. Now, a .nym TLD... :-)
./date/1997/02/msg01111.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01103.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01112.html:&gt; down your beer long enough to get involved.
./date/1997/02/msg01114.html:they don’t go far enough in their condemnation of society, and I think it is
./date/1997/02/msg01122.html:”moderate” (enough scare quotes for you?) the list.
./date/1997/02/msg01122.html:Perhaps 10 days is not enough to get a smooth transition to another
./date/1997/02/msg01123.html:confusion and cross-posting, which there is already enough of on
./date/1997/02/msg01171.html:homosexuals and pissing them off enough to make them show their
./date/1997/02/msg01180.html:keep at it long enough to graduate are the ones that *really* want to do
./date/1997/02/msg01189.html:this was not bad enough they typically demanded that everyone else give up a
./date/1997/02/msg01193.html:&gt; keep at it long enough to graduate are the ones that *really* want to do
./date/1997/02/msg01205.html:&gt; keep at it long enough to graduate are the ones that *really* want to do
./date/1997/02/msg01264.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/02/msg01265.html:substances, and disorder enough times that he was well recognized
./date/1997/02/msg01267.html:Times, which is usually bad enough.
./date/1997/02/msg01267.html:&gt; substances, and disorder enough times that he was well recognized
./date/1997/02/msg01269.html:&gt; &gt;Times, which is usually bad enough.
./date/1997/02/msg01273.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;Times, which is usually bad enough.
./date/1997/02/msg01274.html:&gt;enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/02/msg01279.html:cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg01279.html:to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg01279.html:option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
./date/1997/02/msg01298.html:&gt;cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg01298.html:&gt;to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg01298.html:&gt;option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
./date/1997/02/msg01303.html:&gt;cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg01303.html:&gt;to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg01306.html:&gt; &gt;cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg01306.html:&gt; &gt;to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg01307.html:The thin vail of “security” that the goverment provides may be good enough
./date/1997/02/msg01318.html:&gt; &gt;cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg01318.html:&gt; &gt;to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg01321.html:&gt; cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg01321.html:&gt; to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg01321.html:insurmountable obstacles, but they certainly provide a strong enough
./date/1997/02/msg01324.html:&gt; &gt;option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
./date/1997/02/msg01328.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
./date/1997/02/msg01340.html:technical competence, and an active enough interest to subscribe.
enough to be still working
./date/1997/02/msg01352.html:&gt;cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg01352.html:&gt;to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg01352.html:&gt;option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
enough censorship for me.
./date/1997/02/msg01354.html:usually requires a commitment, that is enough of a barrier for many of
./date/1997/02/msg01382.html:out on a roadshow without giving them enough
./date/1997/02/msg01383.html:about four hours to both lists, but I have enough trouble with my account
./date/1997/02/msg01391.html:&gt;usually requires a commitment, that is enough of a barrier for many of
./date/1997/02/msg01406.html:&gt;usually requires a commitment, that is enough of a barrier for many of
./date/1997/02/msg01423.html:troll that killed my remailer, one message was enough.
./date/1997/02/msg01427.html:enough to know they used crypto, then do they really need to bother
./date/1997/02/msg01427.html:enough, so it’s better for LI Newsday (which caters to a reading
./date/1997/02/msg01429.html:and implies, and know what governments are proposing enough to form an
./date/1997/02/msg01431.html:which cost about $200 and held enough data to distribute programs
./date/1997/02/msg01431.html:Cute, but not cute enough to stick around very long.
./date/1997/02/msg01454.html:Sorry for the crossposting, but I felt this one might be important enough
./date/1997/02/msg01458.html:I haven’t investigated your story because you didn’t provide enough
./date/1997/02/msg01470.html:&gt; which cost about $200 and held enough data to distribute programs
./date/1997/02/msg01470.html:&gt; Cute, but not cute enough to stick around very long.
./date/1997/02/msg01475.html:&gt; cared enough to read every posting; the other thousand either wanted
./date/1997/02/msg01475.html:&gt; to try the experiment -- or didn’t care enough to send an email
./date/1997/02/msg01475.html:&gt; option. Sandy cared enough about the community to make some concrete
./date/1997/02/msg01491.html:&gt; are enough to kill an active discussion list. of course, it does
./date/1997/02/msg01504.html:&gt;Sorry for the crossposting, but I felt this one might be important enough
./date/1997/02/msg01507.html:&gt; technical competence, and an active enough interest to subscribe.
./date/1997/02/msg01508.html:better”). Repeating it enough may make it true, for you.
./date/1997/02/msg01517.html:enough to be almost trivial. With the explosion of domains the internet has<BR>
./date/1997/02/msg01519.html:(16 bits, which is not enough as Matt Blaze demonstrated)
enough support I may be able to
./date/1997/02/msg01548.html:reaching either the Main list (bad enough), or from even going out at all
./date/1997/02/msg01553.html:We have enough people who want to have a PGP keysigning session at
./date/1997/02/msg01557.html:.nom Nah. Just not classy enough. Now, a .nym TLD... :-)
./date/1997/02/msg01574.html:caught and never prosecuted. Someday, when we have enough research
./date/1997/02/msg01576.html:At this point, I have enough data to conclude that
./date/1997/02/msg01578.html:Either method of theft requires being non-stupid enough not to get caught
./date/1997/02/msg01589.html:&gt;We have enough people who want to have a PGP keysigning session at tommorrow’s
./date/1997/02/msg01603.html:would be enough. I argued that not only would the delay of waiting
./date/1997/02/msg01606.html:would be enough. I argued that not only would the delay of waiting
./date/1997/02/msg01608.html:allow enough
./date/1997/02/msg01617.html:been open minded enough to give it a good faith effort. Instead,
./date/1997/02/msg01640.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01644.html:OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01662.html:Also, if you come up with a phrase and put enough (perhaps 5 or 6) ASCII
./date/1997/02/msg01663.html:should be enough for them to remove me from their mailing list,
./date/1997/02/msg01664.html:Yes, thay can, but using PGP is enough
./date/1997/02/msg01666.html:interestingly, the perpetrator left enough information in the
./date/1997/02/msg01675.html:might have been dumb enough to connect from echotech.com and enter the real
./date/1997/02/msg01677.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01681.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01682.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01683.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01684.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01685.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01686.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01687.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01688.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01689.html:&gt; OTOH, if you stop bitching and groaning long enough
./date/1997/02/msg01699.html:Skipjack is probably strong enough for a few years unless there’s a
./date/1997/02/msg01699.html:Are the non-RSA public key systems good enough until the patent expires?
./date/1997/02/msg01699.html:convenient enough to use and secure enough to work? And distributed
./date/1997/02/msg01709.html:&gt;been open minded enough to give it a good faith effort.
./date/1997/02/msg01718.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01719.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01719.html:<!--X-Subject:this has gone on long enough -->
./date/1997/02/msg01719.html:<TITLE>this has gone on long enough</TITLE>
./date/1997/02/msg01719.html:<H1>this has gone on long enough</H1>
./date/1997/02/msg01719.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:this has gone on long enough</LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01719.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01721.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01719.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01721.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01721.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:this has gone on long enough -->
./date/1997/02/msg01721.html:<TITLE>Re:this has gone on long enough</TITLE>
./date/1997/02/msg01721.html:<H1>Re:this has gone on long enough</H1>
./date/1997/02/msg01721.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:this has gone on long enough</LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01721.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01719.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01721.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01719.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01721.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01723.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01723.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:this has gone on long enough -->
./date/1997/02/msg01723.html:<TITLE>Re:this has gone on long enough</TITLE>
./date/1997/02/msg01723.html:<H1>Re:this has gone on long enough</H1>
./date/1997/02/msg01723.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:this has gone on long enough </LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01723.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01735” HREF=”msg01735.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01723.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01721.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01723.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01735.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01726.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01735.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01726.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01727.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01727.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:this has gone on long enough -->
./date/1997/02/msg01727.html:<TITLE>Re:this has gone on long enough</TITLE>
./date/1997/02/msg01727.html:<H1>Re:this has gone on long enough</H1>
./date/1997/02/msg01727.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:this has gone on long enough </LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01727.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01735.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01727.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01102.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01729.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01721.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01729.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01723.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01729.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01103.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01733.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01723.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01733.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01735.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01734.html:but rather on the *length* of the keys used. This *alone* should be enough
./date/1997/02/msg01734.html:Personally believe that 56 bits is “good enough” today though it makes
./date/1997/02/msg01735.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:this has gone on long enough -->
./date/1997/02/msg01735.html:<TITLE>Re:this has gone on long enough</TITLE>
./date/1997/02/msg01735.html:<H1>Re:this has gone on long enough</H1>
./date/1997/02/msg01735.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:this has gone on long enough </LI>
./date/1997/02/msg01735.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01723” HREF=”msg01723.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01735.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01723.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01735.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01727.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01737.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01727.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/02/msg01742.html:except no car was good enough for me. I had to face off with a
./date/1997/02/msg01743.html:&gt; .nom Nah. Just not classy enough. Now, a .nym TLD... :-)
./date/1997/02/msg01747.html:down your beer long enough to get involved.
./date/1997/02/msg01749.html:&gt; down your beer long enough to get involved.
./date/1997/02/msg01756.html:I invite your comments, editorial suggestions, etc. Perhaps when enough of
./date/1997/02/msg01770.html:&gt; are enough to kill an active discussion list. of course, it does
./date/1997/02/msg01770.html:them to the approval list. Figure if a spammer is smart enough to know what
./date/1997/02/msg01775.html:readers. Other people have been kind enough to write, debug, and document the
./date/1997/02/msg01776.html:&gt; I invite your comments, editorial suggestions, etc. Perhaps when enough of
./date/1997/02/msg01790.html:Scientologists. It was long enough to preclude mailing it directly to the
./date/1997/02/msg01803.html:are enough to kill an active discussion list. of course, it does
./date/1997/02/msg01804.html:Sounds good enough to me.
./date/1997/02/msg01804.html:&gt; I invite your comments, editorial suggestions, etc. Perhaps when enough of
./date/1997/02/msg01815.html:&gt; &gt; are enough to kill an active discussion list. of course, it does
./date/1997/02/msg01819.html:&gt; Scientologists. It was long enough to preclude mailing it directly to the
./date/1997/02/msg01827.html:&gt; Scientologists. It was long enough to preclude mailing it directly to the
./date/1997/02/msg01828.html:”moderate” (enough scare quotes for you?) the list.
./date/1997/02/msg01828.html:Perhaps 10 days is not enough to get a smooth transition to another
./date/1997/02/msg01830.html:except no car was good enough for me. I had to face off with a
./date/1997/02/msg01833.html:&gt; them to the approval list. Figure if a spammer is smart enough to know what
./date/1997/02/msg01838.html:&gt; &gt; Scientologists. It was long enough to preclude mailing it directly to the
./date/1997/02/msg01843.html:confusion and cross-posting, which there is already enough of on
./date/1997/02/msg01848.html:&gt; readers. Other people have been kind enough to write, debug, and document the
./date/1997/02/msg01863.html:&gt; &gt; Scientologists. It was long enough to preclude mailing it directly to the
./date/1997/02/msg01877.html:&gt;&gt; readers. Other people have been kind enough to write, debug, and document
./date/1997/02/msg01906.html:This should be enough
./date/1997/02/msg02029.html:mean quickly enough.
./date/1997/02/msg02039.html:person would probably receive enough “spam” to pay for his Internet
./date/1997/02/msg02041.html:even legally recognized, post for CPA’s, but I think that enough people
./date/1997/02/msg02053.html:&gt; even legally recognized, post for CPA’s, but I think that enough people
./date/1997/02/msg02053.html:some standard method, and his reputation is strong enough that people will
./date/1997/02/msg02092.html:&gt; person would probably receive enough “spam” to pay for his Internet
./date/1997/02/msg02096.html:&gt;person would probably receive enough “spam” to pay for his Internet
./date/1997/02/msg02099.html:&gt;&gt; even legally recognized, post for CPA’s, but I think that enough people
./date/1997/02/msg02099.html:&gt;some standard method, and his reputation is strong enough that people will
./date/1997/02/msg02118.html:It’s enough to make you want to throw anonymity in the waste
./date/1997/02/msg02165.html:I also feel you give me entirely too much credit and not enough to Igor,
./date/1997/02/msg02183.html:Fair enough, John. I can agree that _tort law_ (civil) might be used. If

./date/1997/02/msg02200.html:homosexuals and pissing them off enough to make them show their
./date/1997/02/msg02205.html:Most people worth talking to have enough of a clue to replace [at] with @.
./date/1997/02/msg02205.html:That may not be enough if you’re already in the spamming lists. Try
./date/1997/02/msg02205.html:enough to take on the FBI, NSA, CIA, and White House, would be scared
./date/1997/02/msg02214.html:could’t do enough. It was clear that the fecal-buckshot attacks on the List
./date/1997/02/msg02218.html:keep at it long enough to graduate are the ones that *really* want to do
./date/1997/02/msg02231.html:measure. The caballers haven`t got enough room to do their censorship
./date/1997/02/msg02243.html:&gt;&gt; person would probably receive enough “spam” to pay for his Internet
./date/1997/02/msg02245.html:&gt; enough to take on the FBI, NSA, CIA, and White House, would be scared
./date/1997/02/msg02247.html:&gt;enough to know they used crypto, then do they really need to bother
./date/1997/02/msg02259.html:measure. The caballers haven`t got enough room to do their censorship
./date/1997/02/msg02264.html:&gt; homosexuals and pissing them off enough to make them show their
./date/1997/02/msg02266.html:this was not bad enough they typically demanded that everyone else give up a
./date/1997/02/msg02279.html:&gt; keep at it long enough to graduate are the ones that *really* want to do
./date/1997/02/msg02289.html:&gt; Most people worth talking to have enough of a clue to replace [at] with @.
./date/1997/02/msg02295.html:(I think the courts are already clogged enough, and I have faith that no
./date/1997/02/msg02298.html:stored onboard (although given that these keys can be recovered given enough
./date/1997/02/msg02325.html:&gt;&gt; (I think the courts are already clogged enough, and I have faith that no
./date/1997/02/msg02333.html:&gt; keep at it long enough to graduate are the ones that *really* want to do
./date/1997/02/msg02336.html:&gt; (I think the courts are already clogged enough, and I have faith that no
./date/1997/02/msg02370.html:&gt; &gt; homosexuals and pissing them off enough to make them show their
./date/1997/02/msg02407.html:bad guys, etc.--will be used soon enough on crypto.
./date/1997/02/msg02409.html:That was enough for me to set it up and play with it a couple of years
./date/1997/02/msg02413.html:direction of the satellite and were far enough away from other
./date/1997/02/msg02413.html:directivity enough to stand out. While a satellite in geosynchronous
./date/1997/02/msg02413.html:enough
./date/1997/02/msg02413.html:Lourdes undoubtably can intercept enough useful stuff to justify
./date/1997/02/msg02413.html:certainly know immediately if they started radiating enough signal to
./date/1997/02/msg02413.html:badly enough, through cryptanalysis, TEMPEST, rubber hose cryptanalysis,
./date/1997/02/msg02413.html:In any case enough of these speculations. Perhaps a
./date/1997/02/msg02424.html:reaching either the Main list (bad enough), or from even going out at all
./date/1997/02/msg02439.html:could hack it with time enough and motivation enough. I have neither.
./date/1997/02/msg02439.html:&gt; Most people worth talking to have enough of a clue to replace [at] with @.
./date/1997/02/msg02439.html:&gt; That may not be enough if you’re already in the spamming lists. Try
./date/1997/02/msg02439.html:&gt; enough to take on the FBI, NSA, CIA, and White House, would be scared
./date/1997/02/msg02454.html:enough) I will disable this feature.
./date/1997/02/msg02459.html:have a big enough stick to force states and local govt. to bend to their
./date/1997/02/msg02496.html:&gt;enough) I will disable this feature.
./date/1997/02/msg02506.html:one of those people. It is equally obvious that you are not honest enough
./date/1997/02/msg02512.html:good money for it, precisely because that it will drum up enough business to
enough for such ads would
./date/1997/02/msg02512.html:wouldn’t be enough time for entertainment, or news, or much of anything
./date/1997/02/msg02517.html:N separate IDEA session keys; IDEA’s strong enough that’s no risk,
./date/1997/02/msg02523.html:and public information, which is only fair game if there is enough public
./date/1997/02/msg02528.html:80 bits is enough that if anybody can discover the algorithm,
./date/1997/02/msg02530.html:trying to guess which are most relevant, which are being read by enough
./date/1997/02/msg02534.html:think that virtual communities such as this one are robust enough to survive the
./date/1997/02/msg02544.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/02/msg02548.html:substances, and disorder enough times that he was well recognized
./date/1997/02/msg02551.html:Times, which is usually bad enough.
./date/1997/02/msg02551.html:&gt; substances, and disorder enough times that he was well recognized
./date/1997/02/msg02553.html:&gt;Times, which is usually bad enough.
./date/1997/02/msg02555.html:&gt; &gt;Times, which is usually bad enough.
./date/1997/02/msg02564.html:2) It isn’t “sexy” enough to cause a programmer to want to add it
./date/1997/02/msg02573.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;Times, which is usually bad enough.
./date/1997/02/msg02579.html:&gt;enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/02/msg02585.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/02/msg02585.html:he said, and after all, the company has enough of a revenue stream
./date/1997/02/msg02606.html:attacks. Before accepting a download from X, it’s not enough to ask “Do I
./date/1997/02/msg02606.html:my disk was erased. (We can assume the attacker is smart enough to remove
./date/1997/02/msg02607.html:over-19-character long passphrase (enough to be more than 128
./date/1997/02/msg02607.html:enough of the passphrase to make a search impractical.)
./date/1997/02/msg02611.html:# &gt; Win95 with at least enough competence to do ‘something’, as opposed to
./date/1997/02/msg02612.html:enough support to take your best shot at the DES Crack, that you will
./date/1997/02/msg02612.html:have to provide strangers with enough info to feel comfortable about
./date/1997/02/msg02612.html:&gt; # &gt; Win95 with at least enough competence to do ‘something’, as opposed to
./date/1997/02/msg02617.html:These issues are biased based on having obviously not spent enough time
./date/1997/02/msg02634.html:is ridiculous. Signatures are not enough to protect users from
./date/1997/02/msg02634.html:enough that Microsoft has been forced to respond publically.
./date/1997/02/msg02634.html:shutting down the machine) should be good enough
./date/1997/02/msg02639.html:knows enough about the structure of it that she can predict some of
./date/1997/02/msg02647.html:enough to widely adopt it, and I was as impressed as you were with
./date/1997/02/msg02719.html:incentives aren’t strong enough. For someone else, they might be. I
./date/1997/02/msg02780.html:&gt; are enough to kill an active discussion list. of course, it does
./date/1997/02/msg02785.html:&gt; &gt; are enough to kill an active discussion list. of course, it does
./date/1997/02/msg02787.html:&gt; Scientologists. It was long enough to preclude mailing it directly to the
./date/1997/02/msg02789.html:net via a T-1. Should be more than enough to run the list.
./date/1997/02/msg02793.html:&gt; Scientologists. It was long enough to preclude mailing it directly to the
./date/1997/02/msg02797.html:&gt; them to the approval list. Figure if a spammer is smart enough to know what
enough to be still working on
./date/1997/02/msg02849.html:Didn’t Reagan, Bush, North et al make it clear enough to Americans
./date/1997/02/msg02855.html:&gt;would be enough - that once they threw it over the wall, it would be
./date/1997/02/msg02882.html:be acceptable enough to make the censored list. He tends to call
./date/1997/02/msg02907.html:In an AP world, this triangulation/correlation would be enough to
./date/1997/02/msg02918.html:&gt; In an AP world, this triangulation/correlation would be enough to
./date/1997/02/msg02926.html:interesting enough that people will make regular visits to read
./date/1997/02/msg02932.html:enforced. Assuming he has enough proof to win a lawsuit, he has more than
./date/1997/02/msg02932.html:enough proof to sour everyone else on dealing with you in the future, and
./date/1997/02/msg02933.html:them. Clear enough?
./date/1997/02/msg02951.html:relaxing the export limits enough and some companies feared the requirement
./date/1997/02/msg02983.html:promise of no censorship is not enough incentive for us to do so.
./date/1997/02/msg03016.html:&gt; promise of no censorship is not enough incentive for us to do so.
./date/1997/02/msg03034.html:&gt; &gt; In an AP world, this triangulation/correlation would be enough to
./date/1997/02/msg03060.html:someone other than you. It’s not enough that the statement be made to
./date/1997/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01719” HREF=”msg01719.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01721” HREF=”msg01721.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01723” HREF=”msg01723.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01735” HREF=”msg01735.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01727” HREF=”msg01727.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01102” HREF=”msg01102.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01101” HREF=”msg01101.html”>this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01105” HREF=”msg01105.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01103” HREF=”msg01103.html”>Re:this has gone on long enough</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/03/msg00012.html:Simple enough.
./date/1997/03/msg00022.html:&gt; enough that ignoring it would be doing them a favor (After a while they
./date/1997/03/msg00022.html:It’s bad enough being rejected, but being auto-rejected really cuts
./date/1997/03/msg00025.html:Also interesting that they should feel unsure enough about public
./date/1997/03/msg00040.html:&gt; shutting down the machine) should be good enough
./date/1997/03/msg00050.html:&gt; An alternate interpretation:that I had the smarts to make enough money to
./date/1997/03/msg00055.html:&gt; &gt; An alternate interpretation:that I had the smarts to make enough money to
./date/1997/03/msg00064.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; An alternate interpretation:that I had the smarts to make enough money t
./date/1997/03/msg00073.html:vague and/or complicated enough that it is unfeasible to act simply
./date/1997/03/msg00105.html:&gt; enough for me most days) I can sit on my mountaintop and rant as much as I
./date/1997/03/msg00122.html:a high enough price to encourage drilling while not so high that
./date/1997/03/msg00132.html:Fair enough (I guess). It’s always enlightening to discover how one’s
./date/1997/03/msg00160.html:enough
./date/1997/03/msg00170.html:enough times, people will believe it.
./date/1997/03/msg00187.html:enough money laundering and they shut it down.
./date/1997/03/msg00257.html:&gt; &gt; Please learn to read, I stated that I did not have enough information
./date/1997/03/msg00282.html:this work has matured enough so that it is starting to see application
./date/1997/03/msg00297.html:I hope that with enough tweaking my spambot will sound less robotic
./date/1997/03/msg00300.html:encryption. 40 bit encryption is easily broken with enough time
./date/1997/03/msg00304.html:long enough to get it out of their system, then perhaps they might
./date/1997/03/msg00304.html:Thus far, there has been nobody either competent or willing enough to
./date/1997/03/msg00322.html:If we think about it for long enough time, this algorithm guarantees
./date/1997/03/msg00334.html:His reputation capital, in my own mind, is high enough that I am
./date/1997/03/msg00334.html:amount of pressure when they feel the stakes are high enough.
./date/1997/03/msg00341.html:1. Not enough money to pay to redevelop 60,000+ lines of code that
./date/1997/03/msg00346.html:Or, if your door is strong enough, you might have one last chance
./date/1997/03/msg00356.html:be a 386 at best, and maybe a 286, so it may not be fast enough to bother
./date/1997/03/msg00367.html:&gt; Or, if your door is strong enough, you might have one last chance
./date/1997/03/msg00370.html:&gt; &gt; enough folks in the area to start putting together some regular
./date/1997/03/msg00415.html:yourself is enough for this. The broadcast gets sent regardless of
./date/1997/03/msg00419.html:than enough hard evidence of these crimes being comitted by governments
./date/1997/03/msg00420.html:guys standing by the road watching will be smart enough to bring their
./date/1997/03/msg00437.html:Now, this cascade mechanism in itself might be enough “measurement”
./date/1997/03/msg00441.html:FBI is enough for any reasonable person to see that Americans of
./date/1997/03/msg00441.html:believe that? To anyone who was gullible enough to accept all or any
./date/1997/03/msg00445.html:[05] SIT and STAY were hard enough, GREP and AWK are out of the
./date/1997/03/msg00457.html:<FONT SIZE=2>It’s bad enough being sent for treatment in a facility
./date/1997/03/msg00469.html:PGP-encrypted mail welcome! “640k ought to be enough for everybody.”
./date/1997/03/msg00472.html:century when the productivity was high enough for them to care for the
./date/1997/03/msg00475.html:just enough so it doesn’t get out of hand (or has letting the genie
./date/1997/03/msg00483.html:you were turning <I>eleven</I>, girlie. And he sure enough has
./date/1997/03/msg00483.html:later need to be addressed. He began lightly enough.
./date/1997/03/msg00485.html:(One fairly well-known encryption routine is almost lame enough
./date/1997/03/msg00486.html:enough
./date/1997/03/msg00498.html:enough
./date/1997/03/msg00503.html:&gt; It’s simple enough. The man is generous and wants others to
./date/1997/03/msg00507.html:It’s simple enough. The man is generous and wants others to
./date/1997/03/msg00510.html:I don’t think remailers get nearly enough
./date/1997/03/msg00515.html:(One fairly well-known encryption routine is almost lame enough
./date/1997/03/msg00519.html:&gt; however, 20 years ago, the feds were scary enough with “new”
./date/1997/03/msg00523.html:&gt; Obviously, by making a law, that strangely enough tries to legalize,
./date/1997/03/msg00523.html:&gt; work due to enough awareness, they now try all the windows of the
./date/1997/03/msg00524.html:Obviously, by making a law, that strangely enough tries to legalize,
./date/1997/03/msg00524.html:work due to enough awareness, they now try all the windows of the
./date/1997/03/msg00538.html:segment of society, but they made enough waves that it started
./date/1997/03/msg00551.html:and never assume that one or two remailers in a chain is enough for
./date/1997/03/msg00563.html:&gt; enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/03/msg00566.html:Why would this be useful? Big greedy corporations can’t get enough potential
./date/1997/03/msg00566.html:liability? Big greedy corporations can’t get enough spam? Big greedy
./date/1997/03/msg00569.html:Neither Gilmore nor Sandfart have cocks long enough to reach from
./date/1997/03/msg00598.html:step:education. Education alone is not enough, of course, but it is
./date/1997/03/msg00598.html:only needs to hear us say them in order to gain enough
enough to
./date/1997/03/msg00627.html:was closing too quickly upon all of humanity to pause long enough
./date/1997/03/msg00627.html:enough of the history of the 500 Channels and the evolution of
./date/1997/03/msg00627.html:the ‘Parker Paradox’ had reminded him, strangely enough, of a
./date/1997/03/msg00642.html:32 bits is 4 billion, which would be enough for almost
./date/1997/03/msg00642.html:64 bits is almost enough for everyone on the planet to have
./date/1997/03/msg00642.html:It’s almost enough for every human neuron on the planet to have an address.
./date/1997/03/msg00642.html:If that’s not guaranteed enough for you, you could use an
./date/1997/03/msg00652.html:preparing, possibly already acting against the strange forces he had encountered-that was enough, just
./date/1997/03/msg00672.html:against the strange forces he had encountered-that was enough,
./date/1997/03/msg00690.html:status, while quietly outlawing enough functionality to make
enough? :-)
./date/1997/03/msg00697.html:&gt; &gt; homosexuals and pissing them off enough to make them show their
./date/1997/03/msg00700.html:of activities be substantial enough that they will be forced to adopt
./date/1997/03/msg00705.html:&gt; of activities be substantial enough that they will be forced to adopt
./date/1997/03/msg00705.html:don’t make any money. But they have enough
./date/1997/03/msg00717.html:_payment_. If it were small enough, it wouldn’t really matter
./date/1997/03/msg00719.html:for the briefest of moments-just long enough to understand and
./date/1997/03/msg00719.html:who was unfortunate enough to become partners with ‘yours truly’.
./date/1997/03/msg00742.html:and safe enough to earn the right to be the new
./date/1997/03/msg00745.html:If there is enough interest, I’ll follow up with a comparison between the
./date/1997/03/msg00748.html:&gt; and safe enough to earn the right to be the new
./date/1997/03/msg00771.html:enough. But even more so. Reason:Even this could be tied to the
enough, IMO.
./date/1997/03/msg00777.html:key in a key server has enough of a clue to be able to handle
./date/1997/03/msg00780.html:I expect that the vast majority of people with enough clue to get their
enough
./date/1997/03/msg00780.html:Plus, someone with enough clue to make a key is hopefully less likely
./date/1997/03/msg00780.html:time the list of people with explicit true will be small enough
enough thought to
./date/1997/03/msg00800.html:&gt; You can probably encrypt (it’s symmetric key, say IDEA) fast enough
./date/1997/03/msg00800.html:I think IDEA or triple DES would be fast enough for this.
./date/1997/03/msg00805.html:I think, soon enough, we’re all going to be sole proprietors of some kind,
./date/1997/03/msg00822.html:would not be a problem. They had more than enough reason to be
./date/1997/03/msg00823.html:gang-members, drug-dealers” etc. is enough
./date/1997/03/msg00823.html:That is enough to target his entire family and close friends with
./date/1997/03/msg00825.html:Either her salary is enough to keep the IRS relatively non-suspicious,
./date/1997/03/msg00826.html:&gt; gang-members, drug-dealers” etc. is enough
./date/1997/03/msg00837.html:a maximum. If I am sick enough to want a 16384 bit RSA key, why force me to
./date/1997/03/msg00837.html:But within a company, were I insistent enough for whatever reason to use
./date/1997/03/msg00847.html:of the matter, while remaining ‘will ‘o wisp’ enough in their
./date/1997/03/msg00847.html:laid out strong enough cards to surprise Gomez and pique his interest
./date/1997/03/msg00851.html:or equivalent that’s used to pick up POP-mail. It needs enough
./date/1997/03/msg00851.html:that’d be more than enough :-) Store-and-forward variants are
./date/1997/03/msg00851.html:less reliable, but may do a good enough job, or I suppose you
./date/1997/04/bin00005.bin:summary with enough options to play with. And, of course, read the
./date/1997/04/msg00001.html:that Netscape will cease to be important if it doesn’t sell enough products
./date/1997/04/msg00001.html:reporters than those living close enough to get partially pulled into their
./date/1997/04/msg00011.html:zoom in enough to that the council could tell a ham sandwich from roast beef,
./date/1997/04/msg00015.html:And what else could he say? High tech was smart enough to recruit outside
./date/1997/04/msg00020.html:crime, if a crime was done, should be considered more than enough.
./date/1997/04/msg00040.html:Perhaps if enough people manage to circumvent forced key escrow
./date/1997/04/msg00041.html:enough about his or her system and software to do anything remotely
./date/1997/04/msg00042.html:In effect, the source said, when the pool got big enough someone
./date/1997/04/msg00043.html:In effect, the source said, when the pool got big enough someone
./date/1997/04/msg00044.html:comfortable enough to cause him little trouble does not negate
./date/1997/04/msg00048.html:could be cheaper than it is today”. If it’s “cheap” enough, and that is yet
./date/1997/04/msg00048.html:good enough to use. H1 replaces H0, in statistical parlance.
./date/1997/04/msg00048.html:in the City. Reputation (“Character”) was good enough
./date/1997/04/msg00075.html:Jonathan had been exposed to enough CypherPunk humor that he had
./date/1997/04/msg00077.html:This is cute, but if Bob has enough clue to do this, then Bob can
./date/1997/04/msg00134.html:I don’t feel comfortable posting. I suspect Jim has enough problems
./date/1997/04/msg00135.html:&gt; I don’t feel comfortable posting. I suspect Jim has enough problems
./date/1997/04/msg00136.html:Sure enough
./date/1997/04/msg00141.html:be landing the next week. No country that is small enough not to be
./date/1997/04/msg00141.html:he describes. Do not try the patronising “you are not clever enough
./date/1997/04/msg00143.html:You know, people who said “Fuck this shit, I’ve had enough.” People
./date/1997/04/msg00143.html:threats serious enough to even arrest him. They are on a simple
./date/1997/04/msg00144.html:with his own drug lab. Did you bring enough for everybody, Phill?
./date/1997/04/msg00158.html:enough
./date/1997/04/msg00163.html matches
./date/1997/04/msg00164.html:have enough evidence (“I think he is dangerous judge” is not evidence except
./date/1997/04/msg00164.html:process. If the police don’t show or can’t produce a good enough argument
./date/1997/04/msg00165.html:I agree. Obviously Mark doesn’t know enough anarchists.
./date/1997/04/msg00174.html:&gt;be landing the next week. No country that is small enough not to be
./date/1997/04/msg00174.html:&gt;he describes. Do not try the patronising “you are not clever enough
./date/1997/04/msg00174.html:Of course it does, I don’t think you’ve read closely enough. Perhaps
./date/1997/04/msg00175.html:&gt;be landing the next week. No country that is small enough not to be
./date/1997/04/msg00175.html:&gt;he describes. Do not try the patronising “you are not clever enough
./date/1997/04/msg00175.html:Of course it does, I don’t think you’ve read closely enough. Perhaps
./date/1997/04/msg00177.html:&gt; &gt;be landing the next week. No country that is small enough not to be
./date/1997/04/msg00177.html:&gt; &gt;he describes. Do not try the patronising “you are not clever enough
./date/1997/04/msg00177.html:&gt; Of course it does, I don’t think you’ve read closely enough. Perhaps
./date/1997/04/msg00183.html:<CENTER><I>There are already enough names.</I></CENTER>
./date/1997/04/msg00183.html:&quot;Still young enough to <I>spank</I>!&quot;
./date/1997/04/msg00195.html:now, wishing doesn’t seem to be enough.&quot;
./date/1997/04/msg00198.html:&gt; enough crapola out in the normal world, without needing to get
./date/1997/04/msg00200.html:enough to poke fun at the federal bullshit rather than using it as an
./date/1997/04/msg00207.html:Interestingly enough the politics of Iran demonstrate why no government
./date/1997/04/msg00219.html:well enough
./date/1997/04/msg00233.html:government feel are enough of a threat to suppress.
./date/1997/04/msg00235.html:&gt; enough to you to cancel out the negative aspects of you yourself being
enough
./date/1997/04/msg00246.html:about the simulation. Otherwise (duh?) it’s not chaotic enough. Which, by
./date/1997/04/msg00246.html:some reason, it seems I didn’t respect you enough to get it right...
./date/1997/04/msg00247.html:&gt; about the simulation. Otherwise (duh?) it’s not chaotic enough. Which, by
./date/1997/04/msg00247.html:&gt; some reason, it seems I didn’t respect you enough to get it right...
./date/1997/04/msg00290.html:Unfortunately I don’t have enough port in the house to accomplish that
./date/1997/04/msg00297.html:what the press will feed them) the protest will be small enough to

./date/1997/04/msg00307.html:Wonderful - go ahead and do it. Anyone clueful enough
./date/1997/04/msg00310.html:rapidly-increasing demand - cheap enough to the government to make it
./date/1997/04/msg00311.html:enough
enough people
./date/1997/04/msg00315.html:&gt; really hot be enough to wipe it? What about exposing it to a big arc?
./date/1997/04/msg00331.html:a common enough scene:a squad of civil liberties
./date/1997/04/msg00332.html:a common enough scene:a squad of civil liberties
./date/1997/04/msg00342.html:complex for us to measure its initial conditions in enough detail
./date/1997/04/msg00354.html:&gt;very well claim that this study does not go far enough
./date/1997/04/msg00365.html:issues might prove valuable to those who have enough interest in the
./date/1997/04/msg00365.html:that much of the input they do provide is useful enough to point those
./date/1997/04/msg00365.html:which can bear much fruit if the individual is sincere enough to
./date/1997/04/msg00367.html:issues might prove valuable to those who have enough interest in the
./date/1997/04/msg00367.html:that much of the input they do provide is useful enough to point those
./date/1997/04/msg00367.html:which can bear much fruit if the individual is sincere enough to
./date/1997/04/msg00372.html:stupid/lazy enough not to set up PGP.
./date/1997/04/msg00375.html:that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY,
enough at the *other*
./date/1997/04/msg00376.html:loud enough to get some government and media attention.
./date/1997/04/msg00383.html:law enforcement” laws, though it probably has enough weasel words
./date/1997/04/msg00391.html:dealers and make enough money to be able to afford strong
./date/1997/04/msg00426.html:Q:You’ve got enough pages on your web site to keep Victor Hugo
./date/1997/04/msg00426.html:downloaded 8 demos and enough
./date/1997/04/msg00427.html:His answer is good enough for Marie and things begin to heat up.
./date/1997/04/msg00461.html:information to. If you trust them enough to give them your information
./date/1997/04/msg00480.html:she had regained her composure enough to deal with his teasing.
./date/1997/04/msg00507.html:But is there enough time for people to invent strong 128-bit block ciphers?
./date/1997/04/msg00520.html:&gt;long enough to divide the spoils.
./date/1997/04/msg00525.html:Bleah, enought literary criticism for today,
./date/1997/04/msg00543.html:that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY,
./date/1997/04/msg00547.html:that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY,
./date/1997/04/msg00562.html:you don’t get out enough. (Which is not a criticism, since I’m staying
./date/1997/04/msg00576.html:&gt;But is there enough time for people to invent strong 128-bit block
./date/1997/04/msg00583.html:images + referer gives enough information to run doubleclick.
./date/1997/04/msg00584.html:&gt; If this is true then how much passphrase entropy is enough to thwart,
./date/1997/04/msg00587.html:&gt; that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY,
./date/1997/04/msg00597.html:The Shadow had seen enough to realize that the messages had undoubtedly
./date/1997/04/msg00603.html:genre, and enough commas to cause a worldwide shortage for others
./date/1997/04/msg00603.html:their ass far enough to notice what imbeciles they are.
./date/1997/04/msg00664.html:designer’s thinking on the subject. So far, I don’t see enough to
./date/1997/04/msg00664.html:of CyberPromo to actually be stupid enough to try any of this. (It’s
./date/1997/04/msg00664.html:unfair to punish legitimate users because they were unfortunate enough to
./date/1997/04/msg00664.html:Note that if you are fortunate enough to have Received:lines to work from
./date/1997/04/msg00689.html:In a “real-life” environment, most likely there will be enough swapping
./date/1997/04/msg00690.html:Sure enough, last month a White House interagency committee formed.
./date/1997/04/msg00722.html:However, enough people like it and take advantage of
./date/1997/04/msg00730.html:Aren’t cookies enough? geeez.
enough”.
./date/1997/04/msg00730.html:&gt; in time and money. However, enough people like it and take
./date/1997/04/msg00730.html:enough that the practice continues. Typical response to a junk
./date/1997/04/msg00738.html:enough gates), with a maximum latency of 16 clock cycles.
./date/1997/04/msg00753.html:robust enough to overcome any physical damage or defect in
./date/1997/04/msg00756.html:increase the strength by then, 128 bits is really still strong enough,
./date/1997/04/msg00760.html:This plan will show you how to take in more money in a day, than you now earn in a week....more money in a month, than you
now make per year, and more money in a year, than anyone thought possible. Enjoy your life in a
way that most people will only dream about. It would stagger one’s imagination, while they are making only a fraction of what you will be making by
working only part time, at home. Don’t worry, the money is always there and ready - enough to create a new lifestyle that lets you live and work as YOU
please, anywhere YOU please. It should not interfere with your present
job or family life. (Earn money 24 hours a day without stepping out of your home or apartment!)
./date/1997/04/msg00775.html:OTOH, with the internet, this is not true. IP routing is complex enough
./date/1997/04/msg00780.html:sign up enough pro-key-recovery companies to make the legal battles
./date/1997/04/msg00780.html:product line, they already have enough power outside the legal process
enough
./date/1997/04/msg00781.html:enough to get participation from the institutional investment community,
./date/1997/04/msg00803.html:Oddly enough, it’s quite possible to have perfectly pseudonymous digital
enough
./date/1997/04/msg00808.html:not-blazingly-secure manner that had enough redundancy for error recovery,
./date/1997/05/msg00001.html:summary with enough options to play with. And, of course, read the
./date/1997/05/msg00002.html:The status quo, in our view, is not good enough. Because of the export
./date/1997/05/msg00003.html:&gt;The status quo, in our view, is not good enough.
./date/1997/05/msg00004.html:&gt;The status quo, in our view, is not good enough. Because of the export
./date/1997/05/msg00004.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/05/msg00005.html:&gt;zoom in enough to that the council could tell a ham sandwich from roast beef,
./date/1997/05/msg00008.html:&gt; The status quo, in our view, is not good enough. Because of the export
./date/1997/05/msg00011.html:The status quo, in our view, is not good enough. Because of the export
./date/1997/05/msg00013.html:Perry just silently nukes stuff, or says that’s enough on this topic
./date/1997/05/msg00014.html:&gt;&gt; The status quo, in our view, is not good enough. Because of the export
./date/1997/05/msg00014.html:restrictions on basic freedoms, and SAFE does not go far enough in
./date/1997/05/msg00047.html:&gt;The status quo, in our view, is not good enough. Because of the export
./date/1997/05/msg00069.html:the ever-increasing array of prosecutable offenses is reason enough to
./date/1997/05/msg00075.html:eliminated enough freedom and privacy, we don’t need more laws to serve the
./date/1997/05/msg00077.html:enough to post a pointer.
enough, for a WWI era law.
./date/1997/05/msg00084.html:pants long enough to forward:
enough, for a WWI era law.
./date/1997/05/msg00088.html:something like this:“When you have a government big enough to give you
./date/1997/05/msg00088.html:everything you want, it’s big enough to take it all away.”
./date/1997/05/msg00089.html:&gt;something like this:“When you have a government big enough to give you
./date/1997/05/msg00089.html:&gt;everything you want, it’s big enough to take it all away.”
./date/1997/05/msg00093.html:default, then everyone is using crypto. So if one is unlucky enough
./date/1997/05/msg00104.html:banks enough effective monopoly to charge high handling fees? I don’t
./date/1997/05/msg00105.html:&gt; &gt; modem. Browsing the web is slow enough as it is, without having
./date/1997/05/msg00113.html:through enough hoops to pass effective legislation.
./date/1997/05/msg00114.html:internal communications and recordkeeping enough for perceived threats,
./date/1997/05/msg00114.html:if a GAKked product increases a user company’s security enough that
./date/1997/05/msg00114.html:digital encryption standards are enough to reduce eavesdropping,
./date/1997/05/msg00114.html:and there’s enough strong crypto to prevent billing fraud.
./date/1997/05/msg00115.html:semi-criminalized act was not enough.
./date/1997/05/msg00115.html:limit export was not enough.
./date/1997/05/msg00115.html:cipher, go to prison” provisions are not enough of a restriction on civil
enough
./date/1997/05/msg00115.html:crypto is not enough...they want more. More, more, more.
./date/1997/05/msg00119.html:&gt; banks enough effective monopoly to charge high handling fees?
./date/1997/05/msg00119.html:barely, SSL/SET, as “legs” which are just long enough to let the surface
enough
./date/1997/05/msg00133.html:would be enough information to allow this.
./date/1997/05/msg00133.html:Also the “101” is likely enough to come up quite by chance, and the
./date/1997/05/msg00134.html:generally isn’t sharp enough to cut off an 850 nm diode laser.
./date/1997/05/msg00136.html:There may be something in the view that there are enough laws already on
./date/1997/05/msg00145.html:&gt; through enough hoops to pass effective legislation.
./date/1997/05/msg00156.html:Would someone be kind enough to zip up the cypherpunks posts from thursday
enough
./date/1997/05/msg00183.html:enough people to do any major harm.
./date/1997/05/msg00197.html:enough to be a pseudo-one-time pad / stream cipher for good digitized video
./date/1997/05/msg00201.html:And this is what the administration argued for before enough
./date/1997/05/msg00201.html:you? Yes. That’s effective enough for me (in fact, it’s worse,
./date/1997/05/msg00203.html:&gt; &gt; through enough hoops to pass effective legislation.
./date/1997/05/msg00227.html:once you have enough bank servers on the net operating as “deposit windows
./date/1997/05/msg00253.html:us outright when they can cook up a good enough story to justify it
./date/1997/05/msg00264.html:use were already robust enough. The biggest challenge, he
./date/1997/05/msg00267.html:yourself enough time for the mail to get here.
./date/1997/05/msg00283.html:&gt; use were already robust enough. The biggest challenge, he
./date/1997/05/msg00291.html:that is open to you to understand. Perhaps that is good enough,
./date/1997/05/msg00296.html:When charges are brought up against a suspect, the suspect is truly spammed with all manner of accusations. It’s how the
legal game is played. Find someone you want to lock up, then throw enough
this.
./date/1997/05/msg00297.html:enough of the substructure of his intrusion that he fears his
enough to bypass any attempt to guard
./date/1997/05/msg00299.html:between 1933 and 1938 when they decided that they had enough. During this
./date/1997/05/msg00304.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
enough to bypass any attempt to guard
./date/1997/05/msg00310.html:&gt; &gt; use were already robust enough. The biggest challenge, he
./date/1997/05/msg00327.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; use were already robust enough. The biggest challenge, he
./date/1997/05/msg00356.html:intended by the regulators. If the cash is cheap enough, perhaps
./date/1997/05/msg00357.html:&gt;intended by the regulators. If the cash is cheap enough, perhaps
./date/1997/05/msg00374.html:Tag-O-Matic:“640K ought to be enough for anybody.” - Bill Gates, 1981
./date/1997/05/msg00377.html:institutions and transactions may now be broad enough to include
./date/1997/05/msg00384.html:Tag-O-Matic:“640K ought to be enough for anybody.” - Bill Gates, 1981
./date/1997/05/msg00387.html:”demographic transition”. Maybe soon they’ll have enough wealth (and
./date/1997/05/msg00439.html:german, but the pictures speak enough).
./date/1997/05/msg00439.html:week an “E-Vote” on their web page:“If it were easy enough to
enough to serve the purposes I need
enough to serve the purposes I need
enough entropy to
./date/1997/05/msg00475.html:not outraged enough to stop their oppression.
./date/1997/05/msg00478.html:enough to make him cringe with terror.
./date/1997/05/msg00490.html:&gt; enough to make him cringe with terror.
./date/1997/05/msg00490.html:enough citizens and businesses with threats of imprisonment to
./date/1997/05/msg00501.html:&gt;not outraged enough to stop their oppression.
./date/1997/05/msg00508.html:across them. Household ammonia, however, has enough impurities, such as soaps
./date/1997/05/msg00508.html:2) Add enough ammonia to completely cover the iodine.
enough to serve the purposes I need
enough entropy to
./date/1997/05/msg00522.html:&gt; not outraged enough to stop their oppression.
./date/1997/05/msg00525.html:&gt; enough to make him cringe with terror.
./date/1997/05/msg00526.html:enough incentive. Hire a good PI.
./date/1997/05/msg00551.html:in most cultures, but that doesn’t mean they’ll be good enough at
./date/1997/05/msg00557.html:the writings of Denning in enough
./date/1997/05/msg00572.html:enough to make brute-force attacks infeasible.
./date/1997/05/msg00582.html:industry. If enough of these seeds have sprouted successfully then
./date/1997/05/msg00597.html:bulletproof design from the start, but there aren’t enough smart
./date/1997/05/msg00599.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/05/msg00603.html:microscope with high enough
./date/1997/05/msg00614.html:wouldn’t think there was enough time between the start of the buildup of
./date/1997/05/msg00616.html:&gt; bulletproof design from the start, but there aren’t enough smart
./date/1997/05/msg00616.html:large enough
entropy, that it was
./date/1997/05/msg00617.html:&gt; microscope with high enough
./date/1997/05/msg00625.html:&gt;&gt; wouldn’t think there was enough time between the start of the buildup of
./date/1997/05/msg00630.html:this is enough
./date/1997/05/msg00636.html:&gt; wouldn’t think there was enough time between the start of the buildup of
./date/1997/05/msg00642.html:&gt; &gt; microscope with high enough
./date/1997/05/msg00650.html:are not enough
./date/1997/05/msg00650.html:sender, message title, and date of origin ought to be more than enough to
./date/1997/05/msg00653.html:I suppose if you make it expensive enough by damaging enough cameras,
./date/1997/05/msg00661.html:&gt;I suppose if you make it expensive enough by damaging enough cameras, and
./date/1997/05/msg00661.html:I think if enough got damaged they would just replace them with cheap dummy
./date/1997/05/msg00663.html:If I can get enough people intrested I would like this to be a monthly
./date/1997/05/msg00667.html:statement was enough to draw the ire of the
./date/1997/05/msg00681.html:&gt;are not enough
./date/1997/05/msg00681.html:&gt;the sender, message title, and date of origin ought to be more than enough
./date/1997/05/msg00681.html:I have been doing some work in this area and IMHO the above is not enough
./date/1997/05/msg00683.html:&gt; are not enough
./date/1997/05/msg00683.html:&gt; sender, message title, and date of origin ought to be more than enough to
./date/1997/05/msg00685.html:you are old enough
./date/1997/05/msg00685.html:enough to vote for/against the bastards that are getting you killed.
./date/1997/05/msg00685.html:normal things that happen if you spend enough time in the bars.
./date/1997/05/msg00705.html:Ross’ personal feelings seem to be important enough to him to cast
./date/1997/05/msg00718.html:enough time to prepare a really good treatment on the subject.
./date/1997/05/msg00719.html:new subscribers. But I surmise you just haven’t spent enough time yet
./date/1997/05/msg00720.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/05/msg00724.html:Notice how careful they were to title it a “System” and a “Method”. It is that they are patenting. I think if someone
had good enough lawyers, they could probably challenge this patent using prior art claims, but what the hell do I know. I’m thinking however that the
Secure Telephone Units had a dual key system, and were introduced by AT&amp;T long before the RSA patent was granted, but I’m not sure.
./date/1997/05/msg00730.html:I don’t recognize your name on this list. Fine, as we always like to see new subscribers. But I surmise you just haven’t
spent enough time yet reading and thinking about these issues.
./date/1997/05/msg00746.html:stage of course the objection is small enough
./date/1997/05/msg00761.html:made frequently enough it becomes the truth.
./date/1997/05/msg00762.html:Chain enough emailers run by rival foreign intelligence servers together,
./date/1997/05/msg00777.html:&gt; Ross’ personal feelings seem to be important enough to him to cast
./date/1997/05/msg00779.html:anybody “fortunate” enough to be a U.S. citizen can participate, even
./date/1997/05/msg00814.html:enough to search the keyspace in the age of the Earth? And so on. The
enough to draw the attention of the news
./date/1997/05/msg00835.html:at all, or where the censor is litigious enough (Scientologists?) to
./date/1997/05/msg00849.html:&gt; to make math illegal!” Best of all, anybody “fortunate” enough to
./date/1997/05/msg00853.html:Found without enough validating sigs:1 |
./date/1997/05/msg00854.html:for myself, it’s not enough to look at who’s for and who’s against.
./date/1997/05/msg00857.html:enough to normal english to get past simple-minded mail scanners and to
./date/1997/05/msg00858.html:enough cypherpunks with a few Kilobytes here and there, they will
./date/1997/05/msg00858.html:eventually raise the ire of a Rick Osborne enough that he will
./date/1997/05/msg00860.html:&gt;enough cypherpunks with a few Kilobytes here and there, they will
./date/1997/05/msg00860.html:&gt;eventually raise the ire of a Rick Osborne enough that he will
./date/1997/05/msg00860.html:rest with an emphatic *I do not*. I like to think I’m mature enough to
./date/1997/05/msg00866.html:&gt; Wrong. One trusted mix is enough to guarantee anonymity:There is a
./date/1997/05/msg00876.html:are hard enough for this purpose---can be freely exported. But
./date/1997/05/msg00881.html:Wrong. One trusted mix is enough to guarantee anonymity:There is a
./date/1997/05/msg00886.html:&gt; enough to normal english to get past simple-minded mail scanners and to
enough to share with your
./date/1997/05/msg00899.html:&gt; &gt; enough to normal english to get past simple-minded mail scanners and to
./date/1997/05/msg00899.html:Not me. I’m not smart enough.
./date/1997/05/msg00901.html:of themselves without having to have enough
./date/1997/05/msg00904.html:&gt; are hard enough for this purpose---can be freely exported. But
enough that they notice
./date/1997/05/msg00927.html:from the clouds, and enough wind in the trees to swallow noises. Along the
./date/1997/05/msg00927.html:are very splayed, it shows prettily, but those cheeks are full enough to
./date/1997/05/msg00930.html:A disclaimer is not good enough. Both are potentially liable under US law
./date/1997/05/msg00931.html:your pocket will bang the card up enough to make it show up as a
./date/1997/05/msg00943.html:could break any cipher if given enough time and computer power.)
./date/1997/05/msg00945.html:&gt; A disclaimer is not good enough. Both are potentially liable under US law
./date/1997/05/msg00946.html:Macintosh OS is not recent enough to use this program.
./date/1997/05/msg00948.html:&gt;Macintosh OS is not recent enough to use this program.
./date/1997/05/msg00950.html:&gt;could break any cipher if given enough time and computer power.)
./date/1997/05/msg00951.html:generates a “Not enough memory to mount disk” message. I ahve pleanty of
./date/1997/05/msg00959.html:&gt;could break any cipher if given enough time and computer power.)
./date/1997/05/msg00968.html:&gt;generates a “Not enough memory to mount disk” message. I ahve pleanty of
enough numbers. Except I’ll
./date/1997/05/msg00986.html: White House didn’t have enough information
./date/1997/05/msg01005.html:Mailing lists may not be public enough, so they are being cautious.
./date/1997/05/msg01008.html:&gt;Mailing lists may not be public enough, so they are being cautious.
./date/1997/05/msg01024.html:It is a similar case with taxation, until enough people stop whinging and
./date/1997/05/msg01025.html:Close enough...
./date/1997/05/msg01052.html:DIA, EFF, DEA, etc. is not enough, to sabotage companies which work with
./date/1997/05/msg01058.html:&gt;I truly wish I was of strong enough stuff to constitute a real danger...
./date/1997/05/msg01070.html:--basically, “enough is enough.” Dresden served virtually no
./date/1997/05/msg01072.html:Obviously I have not provided enough useful information
./date/1997/05/msg01074.html:I truly wish I was of strong enough stuff to constitute a real danger...
./date/1997/05/msg01078.html:He once got annoyed enough
./date/1997/05/msg01083.html:If you do not do this stuff well enough, in a while the packaging
./date/1997/05/msg01083.html:&gt; Obviously I have not provided enough useful information
./date/1997/05/msg01100.html:for long enough to build up some reputation around his penname.
./date/1997/05/msg01111.html:&gt; in most cultures, but that doesn’t mean they’ll be good enough at
./date/1997/05/msg01121.html:rope, that could be enough to represent conspiracy to commit kidnapping.
./date/1997/05/msg01122.html:would be easy enough to write. Just XOR the stealthed PGP block with
./date/1997/05/msg01125.html:&gt;would be easy enough to write. Just XOR the stealthed PGP block with
./date/1997/05/msg01126.html:’hot’ or sexy enough to make it worth pursuing--the Feds get a collar
./date/1997/05/msg01126.html:Cypherpunks write code, we hear it often enough as the credo of the
./date/1997/05/msg01130.html:of the persons unfortunate enough to be running the sendmails. It is,
./date/1997/05/msg01131.html:&gt; &gt; for long enough to build up some reputation around his penname.
./date/1997/05/msg01131.html:seek” with list members who know them well enough to suspect who
./date/1997/05/msg01141.html:All of those fortunate enough to be living someone where they are legally
./date/1997/05/msg01144.html:&gt; He once got annoyed enough
./date/1997/05/msg01144.html:True enough.
./date/1997/05/msg01145.html:&gt; for long enough to build up some reputation around his penname.
./date/1997/05/msg01149.html:to silently refuse all cookies. That alone is enough to make me
./date/1997/05/msg01154.html:&gt;citation. If they are pissed enough 2 years will be nothing. As far as I

./date/1997/05/msg01158.html:citation. If they are pissed enough 2 years will be nothing. As far as I
./date/1997/05/msg01162.html:enough looseness in the system so people can breath freely. Then the power
./date/1997/05/msg01172.html:apparently, people of this type &amp; kind simply haven’t evolved enough to
./date/1997/05/msg01181.html:Tag-O-Matic:“640K ought to be enough for anybody.” - Bill Gates, 1981
./date/1997/05/msg01195.html:&gt;All of those fortunate enough to be living someone where they are legally
./date/1997/05/msg01203.html:&gt; &gt;citation. If they are pissed enough 2 years will be nothing. As far as I
./date/1997/05/msg01204.html:&gt; &gt;citation. If they are pissed enough 2 years will be nothing. As far as I
./date/1997/05/msg01218.html:&gt; apparently, people of this type &amp; kind simply haven’t evolved enough to
./date/1997/05/msg01228.html:with enough information to use them, the FBI said Thursday.
./date/1997/05/msg01247.html:such a large proportion of the population that there was enough
./date/1997/05/msg01249.html:to secure a system, I need only use enough security such that the cost to
./date/1997/05/msg01255.html:and ‘war on tobacco’. Not enough to lock you away for, but possibly enough
./date/1997/05/msg01256.html:protection with cryptography and naive enough to believe that 1.9E6
./date/1997/05/msg01271.html:&gt; protection with cryptography and naive enough to believe that 1.9E6
./date/1997/05/msg01272.html:If the stinkbomb allegations are fact, then they have enough to
./date/1997/05/msg01319.html:good enough.
./date/1997/05/msg01324.html:interview of a potential witness is not damaging enough that veiled
./date/1997/05/msg01324.html:the ride is enough to induce them to spill whatever beans the
./date/1997/05/msg01324.html:enough fear into people their memories become very creative.
./date/1997/05/msg01324.html:technical enough for his taste. Now he follows the list religiously
./date/1997/05/msg01328.html:&gt; good enough.
./date/1997/05/msg01335.html:And unenforceable. (In the sense that there aren’t enough courts to handle
./date/1997/05/msg01338.html:&gt;good enough.
./date/1997/05/msg01339.html:&gt; good enough.
./date/1997/05/msg01347.html:&gt; &gt;good enough.
./date/1997/05/msg01349.html:would be enough taking civil disobedient action or greater to thwart such
./date/1997/05/msg01385.html:that these servers generate. Often enough they simply do not have the
./date/1997/05/msg01386.html:&gt; that these servers generate. Often enough they simply do not have the
./date/1997/05/msg01389.html:&gt; &gt; that these servers generate. Often enough they simply do not have the
./date/1997/05/msg01392.html:enough. The US government is forbidden to interfere in matters of
./date/1997/05/msg01394.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; that these servers generate. Often enough they simply do not have the
./date/1997/05/msg01413.html:At the same time, Gomez sees to it that there is enough trouble and
./date/1997/05/msg01415.html:If you don’t provide enough address information along with your key
./date/1997/05/msg01417.html:When I last renewed my passport, I had enough time to do it by mail
./date/1997/05/msg01424.html:&gt;If you don’t provide enough address information along with your key
./date/1997/05/msg01435.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; that these servers generate. Often enough they simply do not have the
./date/1997/05/msg01436.html:good enough to make the drug smugglers and terrorists--not to mention the
./date/1997/05/msg01471.html:not big enough to be on The List.
./date/1997/05/msg01473.html:justice system now have enough cards strategically put in place to
./date/1997/05/msg01484.html:Omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence. Oddly enough, this claim is often
./date/1997/05/msg01485.html:a target and get what you can, if it isn’t enough - invent.
./date/1997/05/msg01486.html:&gt;Omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence. Oddly enough, this claim is often
./date/1997/05/msg01486.html:wouldn’t be SMART enough to infringe on your rights!!” is a pretty
./date/1997/05/msg01487.html:&gt; not big enough to be on The List.
./date/1997/05/msg01502.html:or nobody would be foolish enough to buy anything from you for resale.
./date/1997/05/msg01504.html:and that if enough analysis is done on any text, any message
./date/1997/05/msg01526.html:unable to collect enough money to feed them (which is unconstitutional
./date/1997/05/msg01526.html:I am sure that many investors will not pay enough attention to that.]
./date/1997/05/msg01550.html:&gt;(ie get reported on enough that it get discussed, and to make the US
./date/1997/05/msg01559.html:If you collect enough points, the feds come by to interrogate you. Yes, the
./date/1997/05/msg01562.html:I’m certain you also realize that enough of our rights and freedoms
./date/1997/05/msg01564.html:according to the policy of the remailer. He included enough
./date/1997/05/msg01564.html:the butt of a joke but he was still gullible enough that the two
./date/1997/05/msg01574.html:news-worthy (ie get reported on enough that it get discussed, and to
./date/1997/05/msg01576.html:enough crap at the defendant to ensure that some of it will stick.
./date/1997/05/msg01600.html:So what does this mean to you? Simple. Like you, many of these 12 million newcomers per year will be looking for legitimate
business opportunities. They’ll also be looking for specialized information that will teach them how to start and operate their own high income, online
business. The fact is, there are simply just not enough sources to meet these overwhelming demands!
./date/1997/05/msg01612.html:While the mere explosion from an atomic bomb is deadly enough, its
./date/1997/05/msg01612.html:enough EMP to scramble any and all things electronic ranging from copper wires
./date/1997/05/msg01612.html:disintegrate over a period of time. Given enough time, (over 100,000 years or
./date/1997/05/msg01612.html:is so unstable that a blow from a single neutron is enough to split it and
./date/1997/05/msg01612.html:list calls for to bring about an explosion great enough to cause the Uranium
enough to short circuit the
./date/1997/05/msg01629.html:online business. The fact is, there are simply just not enough sources
./date/1997/05/msg01645.html:cannot be stressed enough
./date/1997/05/msg01656.html:could not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY, was I ever
./date/1997/05/msg01657.html:isn’t enough, it will even extract addresses from any number of selected
./date/1997/05/msg01661.html:of California over 30 years ago. Supplied in 4 oz. containers, enough
./date/1997/06/msg00001.html:decide if it was really important enough to him to put up with the
./date/1997/06/msg00011.html:&gt; decide if it was really important enough to him to put up with the
./date/1997/06/msg00012.html:appointed attorney but fails to generate enough money to attract a good
./date/1997/06/msg00021.html:providing a product that solves the problem. And enough people are
./date/1997/06/msg00026.html:enough to turn the RICO statute on itself, EPIC would be behind bars, along
./date/1997/06/msg00036.html:not unique enough to be used.
./date/1997/06/msg00056.html:typical of other kinds of despotism or fanaticism. But it is enough
./date/1997/06/msg00061.html:&gt;the shooter at Ruby Ridge, one Lon Horiuchi, radical enough for you? (The
./date/1997/06/msg00061.html:&gt;BATFags consider such threats seriously enough that Horiuchi apparently
./date/1997/06/msg00061.html:&gt;I agree that there is a sense of “enough is enough” in the Cypherpunk
./date/1997/06/msg00062.html:from school, some got crypto jobs, some decided they’d had enough, some
./date/1997/06/msg00102.html:please enough with the vailed threats, just give me your lawyers name and
./date/1997/06/msg00106.html:prosecute that case. The 11 deaths should be enough though, for the
./date/1997/06/msg00130.html:(2500 x $30 a year (on average) = $75,000, or hardly enough to pay for one
./date/1997/06/msg00135.html:enough time for them to get off my property.
./date/1997/06/msg00144.html:&gt; from school, some got crypto jobs, some decided they’d had enough, some
enough Perl to proceed, and the
./date/1997/06/msg00149.html:&gt;&gt; from school, some got crypto jobs, some decided they’d had enough, some
./date/1997/06/msg00156.html:&gt; prosecute that case. The 11 deaths should be enough though, for the
./date/1997/06/msg00157.html:&gt;For one time uses this would be enough. But if you wanted to get more
./date/1997/06/msg00168.html:Internet has changed the marketing economics enough to be interesting,
./date/1997/06/msg00174.html:look like or was “close enough” to, our web page of Hackers Links at
./date/1997/06/msg00178.html:For one time uses this would be enough. But if you wanted to get more
./date/1997/06/msg00184.html:&gt;of PGP mail of all types is probably not a large enough fraction of the
./date/1997/06/msg00193.html:of PGP mail of all types is probably not a large enough fraction of the
./date/1997/06/msg00204.html:&gt;If you collect enough points, the feds come by to interrogate you.
./date/1997/06/msg00205.html:&gt; &gt;of PGP mail of all types is probably not a large enough fraction of the
./date/1997/06/msg00226.html:Cypherpunks list!!!) but enough is enough. They shouldn’t be in rescue work
./date/1997/06/msg00227.html:government deciding enough was enough and agreeing to limited
./date/1997/06/msg00228.html:who may be important to you have parents who “care” about them enough to
./date/1997/06/msg00239.html:Amen, Lucky. Perhaps it hasn’t been pointed out often enough here,
./date/1997/06/msg00248.html:&gt; who may be important to you have parents who “care” about them enough to
./date/1997/06/msg00256.html:&gt; who may be important to you have parents who “care” about them enough to
./date/1997/06/msg00265.html:&gt; &gt; who may be important to you have parents who “care” about them enough to
./date/1997/06/msg00288.html:&gt; who may be important to you have parents who “care” about them enough to
./date/1997/06/msg00291.html:good enough that no one with any positive reputation wants to have anything
./date/1997/06/msg00299.html:&gt; who may be important to you have parents who “care” about them enough to
./date/1997/06/msg00303.html:interest. (If you’re going to die anyway, then take enough of them with
./date/1997/06/msg00326.html:(literally so, perhaps?) When enough people agree that the version of
./date/1997/06/msg00334.html:If they don’t wake up, that 10 years will be over soon enough. In about 5
./date/1997/06/msg00334.html:have done that easily enough, say, $9.5 million and 10 years ago. He would
./date/1997/06/msg00336.html:the back pages of some minor publication. Break enough eggs and we will
./date/1997/06/msg00336.html:make an omlette big enough to feed the entire world.”
./date/1997/06/msg00336.html:through. Timothy MvVeigh did not--he woke up and crowed loud enough for
./date/1997/06/msg00336.html:still isn’t enough light to see their own sins and rectify them.
./date/1997/06/msg00350.html:&gt;&gt;of PGP mail of all types is probably not a large enough fraction of the
./date/1997/06/msg00369.html:of the 427 is enought to get them moving off to the side).
./date/1997/06/msg00376.html:&gt; (literally so, perhaps?) When enough people agree that the version of
./date/1997/06/msg00382.html:&gt; &gt; (literally so, perhaps?) When enough people agree that the version of
./date/1997/06/msg00386.html:&gt; through. Timothy MvVeigh did not--he woke up and crowed loud enough for
./date/1997/06/msg00386.html:&gt; still isn’t enough light to see their own sins and rectify them.
./date/1997/06/msg00387.html:How long have you been on this list? Clearly not long enough.
./date/1997/06/msg00390.html:McVeigh is guilty, there was enough reasonable doubt to get a not-guilty
./date/1997/06/msg00398.html:conservative enough (along with Ohio, I believe) to include all
./date/1997/06/msg00404.html:P.S. I’m sure none of you would be foolish enough to use penet-style
./date/1997/06/msg00408.html:&gt; &gt;P.S. I’m sure none of you would be foolish enough to use penet-style
./date/1997/06/msg00413.html:&gt;P.S. I’m sure none of you would be foolish enough to use penet-style
./date/1997/06/msg00417.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;P.S. I’m sure none of you would be foolish enough to use penet-style
./date/1997/06/msg00425.html:later, the political pressure had become strong enough that they
./date/1997/06/msg00425.html:or maybe even to arrest them if there was enough evidence to convince a
./date/1997/06/msg00425.html:away when the police knock on their door, but there probably wasn’t enough
./date/1997/06/msg00470.html:bugging out. Easy enough to do....
./date/1997/06/msg00475.html:&gt; How long have you been on this list? Clearly not long enough.
./date/1997/06/msg00475.html:I’ve not been long enough on this list for what ? Don’t know about you,
./date/1997/06/msg00475.html:but imvho violence is not a right solution. I will never be long enough on
./date/1997/06/msg00500.html:as long as the joke is good enough and enjoyed by enough people....
./date/1997/06/msg00507.html:dollars. He has enough votes to get the bill through his committee, and
./date/1997/06/msg00517.html:I’d hate to think anyone was dense enough to keep copies lying around, in
./date/1997/06/msg00518.html:It is 30 working days, and we never have enough holidays to make that 90
./date/1997/06/msg00519.html:&gt; It is 30 working days, and we never have enough holidays to make that 90
./date/1997/06/msg00527.html:&gt;Perhaps if enough good
./date/1997/06/msg00529.html:day, I had the opportunity to download enough
./date/1997/06/msg00529.html:not tolerated by us. I have given you enough information above to start
./date/1997/06/msg00529.html:never happen completely, enough harrassment will send a message that
./date/1997/06/msg00529.html:by their community or by law enforcement. I feel secure enough that no
./date/1997/06/msg00529.html:secure enough that no law enforcement agency will ever take action that
./date/1997/06/msg00529.html:I don’t expect people to join me here on this. If you do, you have enough
./date/1997/06/msg00552.html:&gt; &gt; never happen completely, enough harrassment will send a message that
./date/1997/06/msg00552.html:&gt; &gt; by their community or by law enforcement. I feel secure enough that no
./date/1997/06/msg00552.html:&gt; &gt; I don’t expect people to join me here on this. If you do, you have enough
./date/1997/06/msg00554.html:Something big enough to make the FUD-mongers want to distract us?
./date/1997/06/msg00559.html:&gt; never happen completely, enough harrassment will send a message that
./date/1997/06/msg00559.html:&gt; by their community or by law enforcement. I feel secure enough that no
./date/1997/06/msg00559.html:&gt; I don’t expect people to join me here on this. If you do, you have enough
./date/1997/06/msg00569.html:&gt;McCarthyism (just to name a few) have already given us enough of those.
./date/1997/06/msg00578.html:Folks, when replying to the ASCII art, please try to quote enough of the
./date/1997/06/msg00585.html:destruction of property. I am honest enough to admit I will be breaking
./date/1997/06/msg00595.html:&gt; Folks, when replying to the ASCII art, please try to quote enough of the
./date/1997/06/msg00601.html:&gt; &gt;McCarthyism (just to name a few) have already given us enough of those.
./date/1997/06/msg00611.html:and they won’t buy it enough for mass-market economies of scale
./date/1997/06/msg00625.html:desire to do acts in the real world enough to increase the number of acts
./date/1997/06/msg00637.html:some claim to be english is enough
./date/1997/06/msg00649.html:hopefully will generate enough interest that this will be put in
./date/1997/06/msg00656.html:present day moralists because our children now live long enough
./date/1997/06/msg00656.html:&gt; I have given you enough information above to start
./date/1997/06/msg00662.html:criminal use of encryption. It says the bill does not go far enough in
./date/1997/06/msg00677.html:would look plate numbers up for you? If it was good enough for Rockford,
./date/1997/06/msg00677.html:it’s good enough for me. Suprress your phone number &amp; address from the
./date/1997/06/msg00695.html:IMHO, anyone dumb enough to send this shit shouldn’t *be* on a mailing
./date/1997/06/msg00697.html:people don’t know enough about what is on the wires and poles near
./date/1997/06/msg00705.html:&gt;IMHO, anyone dumb enough to send this shit shouldn’t *be* on a mailing
./date/1997/06/msg00756.html:mailing list and in all my public post as enough authentication that the
./date/1997/06/msg00779.html:enough to understand how to subscribe to a mailing list. The last
enough in poker to fund his
./date/1997/06/msg00818.html:was lucky enough to get to know Roger before he died in 1990. He had lots
./date/1997/06/msg00867.html:have to containe enough personal information so that I or anyone else can
./date/1997/06/msg00872.html:worried me enough to investigate.)
./date/1997/06/msg00877.html:1. Not likely to be sending valuable enough mail to expend time mounting
./date/1997/06/msg00883.html:being taken...and if enough people vote no, then it wouldn’t take place.
./date/1997/06/msg00883.html:to take place...one doesn’t need a majority...one only needs enough
./date/1997/06/msg00883.html:doesn’t need enough people and enough consenting opinions, simply enough
./date/1997/06/msg00893.html:&gt; worried me enough to investigate.)
./date/1997/06/msg00893.html:trust it enough buy it. I’m just saying that it will tend to be the
./date/1997/06/msg00896.html:&gt;worried me enough to investigate.)
./date/1997/06/msg00901.html:get enough requests for it, it might be possible to change our mind,
./date/1997/06/msg00912.html:able to get enough
./date/1997/06/msg00913.html:&gt;get enough requests for it, it might be possible to change our mind,
./date/1997/06/msg00917.html:True enough
./date/1997/06/msg00917.html:&gt; being taken...and if enough people vote no, then it wouldn’t take place.
./date/1997/06/msg00917.html:&gt; doesn’t need enough people and enough consenting opinions, simply enough
./date/1997/06/msg00918.html:&gt; get enough requests for it, it might be possible to change our mind,
./date/1997/06/msg00921.html:So...did you bring enough for everybody?
./date/1997/06/msg00924.html:&gt; &gt; get enough requests for it, it might be possible to change our mind,
./date/1997/06/msg00928.html:&gt; ‘innocent’ person is anyway? A person ‘deserves’ to die when enough people
./date/1997/06/msg00928.html:I am not at all saying that a person “deserves” to die when enough people
./date/1997/06/msg00928.html:case that when someone becomes A. unpopular enough in public opinion, or
./date/1997/06/msg00933.html:isn’t public. If it’s interesting enough, I pursue it, verify it with
./date/1997/06/msg00938.html:Fair enough. I’m prepared, on the basis of Tom’s comments, to accept that
./date/1997/06/msg00944.html:&gt; So...did you bring enough for everybody?
./date/1997/06/msg00952.html:structure undocumented, encrypted with an algorithm strong enough to
./date/1997/06/msg00952.html:if it’s corrupted* but not strong enough to keep the NSA out.
./date/1997/06/msg00957.html:The hard problem is getting enough people to run the things.
./date/1997/06/msg00958.html:that DES 56 bit keys are not large enough given the rapid advances in
./date/1997/06/msg00960.html:&gt;&gt;get enough requests for it, it might be possible to change our mind,
./date/1997/06/msg00963.html:&gt; that DES 56 bit keys are not large enough given the rapid advances in
./date/1997/06/msg00963.html:Inc to show that DES 56 bit keys are not large enough given the
./date/1997/06/msg00974.html:&gt;unable to collect enough money to feed them (which is unconstitutional
./date/1997/06/msg00981.html:In a free market, when enough people want something enough to pay for it,
./date/1997/06/msg00986.html:Fair enough. I was being overly sensitive.
./date/1997/06/msg01000.html:&gt; So...did you bring enough for everybody?
./date/1997/06/msg01005.html:and already know Tim Leary when he drops... by, I’d say we have enough
./date/1997/06/msg01010.html:I wouldn’t place any large bets on MvVeigh living long enough to take
./date/1997/06/msg01019.html:&gt; and already know Tim Leary when he drops... by, I’d say we have enough
./date/1997/06/msg01021.html:&gt;and already know Tim Leary when he drops... by, I’d say we have enough
./date/1997/06/msg01051.html:enough of the details have changed.
./date/1997/06/msg01053.html:enough to make us all “monsters” then what is?
./date/1997/06/msg01063.html:is important enough
./date/1997/06/msg01070.html:If there is not enough, it is made longer.
./date/1997/06/msg01075.html:&gt; If there is not enough, it is made longer.
./date/1997/06/msg01084.html:&gt; &gt; If there is not enough, it is made longer.
./date/1997/06/msg01102.html:enough, but it’s zooming through Congress at an almost
./date/1997/06/msg01126.html:else, which is good enough for me, and, ironically, where my aforementioned
./date/1997/06/msg01131.html:a compiled custom chip deeply pipelined enough to try one key per
./date/1997/06/msg01144.html:&gt;Anyone mentally retarded enough to expect a congresscritter to
./date/1997/06/msg01149.html:Anyone mentally retarded enough to expect a congresscritter to protect one’s
./date/1997/06/msg01152.html:support the SAFE approach (which I know you don’t think goes far enough
./date/1997/06/msg01156.html:consistently support anti-privacy decisions, and if there’s enough
./date/1997/06/msg01176.html:(No, there won’t be 100% enforcement. But enough to have a chilling effect
./date/1997/06/msg01179.html:departments but anyone with enough will the ability and the permission
./date/1997/06/msg01185.html:&gt; (No, there won’t be 100% enforcement. But enough to have a chilling effect
./date/1997/06/msg01187.html:given enough time (these people are essentially government employed
./date/1997/06/msg01194.html:online. “I cannot stretch enough the importance of
./date/1997/06/msg01206.html:It is an easy enough matter for anyone in the CIA or NSA or DIA or whatever
./date/1997/06/msg01233.html:It got forwarded to remailer-operators, and was an obvious enough match
./date/1997/06/msg01237.html:have enough plebicites.
./date/1997/06/msg01246.html:strong enough according to them. Mitchell Kaye, one of the co-plaintiffs in
./date/1997/06/msg01247.html:with PGP, so we may not be around long enough for our views
./date/1997/06/msg01250.html:It seems I haven’t been paying enough attention lately ... just visited
./date/1997/06/msg01302.html:Anything more in text seems intrinsically hard to do well enough to
./date/1997/06/msg01307.html:enough there can be no restricting it`s use. The law is an ass.
./date/1997/06/msg01338.html:the White House wasn’t strict enough -- and again last month.
./date/1997/06/msg01338.html:enough to declare uncrackable privacy a civil right. You have to at
./date/1997/06/msg01353.html:Not enough
./date/1997/06/msg01368.html:lucky enough to own a Mac, Windows, or other supported platform can
./date/1997/06/msg01370.html:still remailers to explain the situation without giving enough detail
./date/1997/06/msg01381.html:Simple enough for you?
./date/1997/06/msg01382.html:then when they are old enough to legally drink they will not just go out
./date/1997/06/msg01423.html:random enough in the low bits, it’s a bit better, but a picture of
./date/1997/06/msg01428.html:512 bits RSA is not enough either, and you can rest assured that the
./date/1997/06/msg01428.html:less take longer. The estimate was that could build one with enough
./date/1997/06/msg01438.html:had enough memory.
./date/1997/06/msg01438.html:&gt; less take longer. The estimate was that could build one with enough
./date/1997/06/msg01464.html:&gt;Simple enough for you?
./date/1997/06/msg01466.html:&gt; had enough memory.
./date/1997/06/msg01466.html:enough
./date/1997/06/msg01466.html:&gt; &gt; less take longer. The estimate was that could build one with enough
./date/1997/06/msg01469.html:enough
./date/1997/06/msg01475.html:&gt;Simple enough for you?
./date/1997/06/msg01486.html:collapse before then after enough shareholders FEEL THE SQUEEZE.
./date/1997/06/msg01497.html:large enough to reduce the matrix which results from all the
./date/1997/06/msg01497.html:512 bits RSA is not enough either, and you can rest assured that the
./date/1997/06/msg01497.html:the US government’s claim that 56 bit is “good enough” is being
./date/1997/06/msg01498.html:The standard must be broad enough to allow products to be developed by
./date/1997/06/msg01503.html:It was never enough to look at a system from a distance and know he could
./date/1997/06/msg01516.html:“We are willing enough to praise freedom when she

./date/1997/06/msg01517.html:(frighteningly amateurish in fact - a single phonecall was enough
./date/1997/06/msg01517.html:something is enough to make the local spooks (who, in NZ’s case, rely on the
./date/1997/06/msg01537.html:Yes, the very sight of a naked woman is enough to turn any 17 year old
./date/1997/06/msg01538.html:or invested it in stocks it may now have been worth enough to convice you
./date/1997/06/msg01549.html:see soon enough.
./date/1997/06/msg01563.html:This was enough to prompt the federal government
./date/1997/06/msg01586.html:asserts “there isn’t enough gold in the world to use for money” is
./date/1997/06/msg01602.html:enough
./date/1997/06/msg01614.html:list, in all known incarnations. It’s noisy enough without this contribution
enough turn their crusade
./date/1997/06/msg01631.html:&gt; random enough in the low bits, it’s a bit better, but a picture of
./date/1997/06/msg01642.html:follow enough of its recipies, you *will* kill yourself. I suggest old
./date/1997/06/msg01649.html:enough minorities, so they moved the boundary to include Rahway Prison.
./date/1997/06/msg01650.html:(if there was enough of it). Certainly keys in a government TTP would
./date/1997/06/msg01654.html:&gt; follow enough of its recipies, you *will* kill yourself. I suggest old
./date/1997/06/msg01656.html:&gt;&gt; follow enough of its recipies, you *will* kill yourself. I suggest old
./date/1997/06/msg01661.html:was no way that I could not get enough orders to
./date/1997/06/msg01663.html:&gt;follow enough of its recipies, you *will* kill yourself.
./date/1997/06/msg01676.html:claims. PC operating systems don’t have enough security to prevent
./date/1997/06/msg01685.html:&gt;anyone does have the time and is good enough to do this.
./date/1997/06/msg01692.html:anyone does have the time and is good enough to do this.
./date/1997/06/msg01720.html:isn’t enough, it will even extract addresses from any number of selected
./date/1997/06/msg01726.html:&lt;/B&gt;”Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this program. But
conservative as I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was no way that I could NOT get enough orders to at least get my
years of my life before”.
./date/1997/06/msg01727.html:A few of you have been kind enough to send some spam to
./date/1997/06/msg01728.html:monitored and any agent who cannot convert enough inquiries
./date/1997/06/msg01738.html:they were held outside the security zones. Strange enough the
./date/1997/06/msg01738.html:decides that it has been enough:near the head quarters of
./date/1997/06/msg01752.html:never having enough money for groceries. I work about two hours a day and that’s it!
./date/1997/06/msg01752.html:my wealth. What I’m trying to do is prove to you that if I wasn’t lucky enough to have
./date/1997/06/msg01752.html:It doesn’t matter how young or how old you are. It’s simple enough for a child to learn in
./date/1997/06/msg01757.html:not fast enough to keep up with all the spam (e.g. it is currently
./date/1997/06/msg01757.html:enough to live in Hull, or have a cableco who want to let you yack to your
./date/1997/06/msg01757.html:good enough that no one with any positive reputation wants to have anything
./date/1997/06/msg01757.html:online magazine for being foolish enough to ban certain political
./date/1997/06/msg01757.html:enough to make sure that the cost is reduced to acceptable and
./date/1997/06/msg01769.html:enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY, was I
./date/1997/07/msg00006.html:Market. PGP 5, PGPMail are certainly helpful and not enough. What I am
./date/1997/07/msg00006.html:Market. PGP 5, PGPMail are certainly helpful and not enough. What I am
./date/1997/07/msg00011.html:maximum coolness, and minimum hassles. Anyway, enough of my shit, on with
./date/1997/07/msg00011.html:enough people have decided that a fed has been spotted, and the
./date/1997/07/msg00011.html:and if enough people think it’s a true fed, or fed wanna-be, or
./date/1997/07/msg00012.html:maximum coolness, and minimum hassles. Anyway, enough of my shit, on with
./date/1997/07/msg00012.html:enough people have decided that a fed has been spotted, and the
./date/1997/07/msg00012.html:and if enough people think it’s a true fed, or fed wanna-be, or
./date/1997/07/msg00028.html:&gt; And frankly, I already have enough to do, and get enough mail on a
./date/1997/07/msg00031.html:megatons should generate a big enough pulse.
./date/1997/07/msg00035.html:&gt;megatons should generate a big enough pulse.
./date/1997/07/msg00050.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1997/07/msg00053.html:&gt; &gt;megatons should generate a big enough pulse.
./date/1997/07/msg00067.html:market enough to matter, but if you do the same with an album by a
./date/1997/07/msg00087.html:&gt; &gt; &gt;megatons should generate a big enough pulse.
./date/1997/07/msg00089.html:&gt; &gt;megatons should generate a big enough pulse.
./date/1997/07/msg00098.html:within the company are bad enough
./date/1997/07/msg00103.html:&gt;market enough to matter, but if you do the same with an album by a
./date/1997/07/msg00118.html:for transmission of information. Eventually, with enough case precedent
./date/1997/07/msg00124.html:entries, and I imagine you could forge enough entires to confuse a reverse
./date/1997/07/msg00125.html:&gt; entries, and I imagine you could forge enough entires to confuse a reverse
./date/1997/07/msg00131.html:to a machine that’s on line all the time and smart enough
./date/1997/07/msg00131.html:aren’t bright enough to send the correct machine name.
./date/1997/07/msg00131.html:bigger ISPs. Netcom’s farm of mail servers is large and slow enough already.
./date/1997/07/msg00146.html:At the same time, Gomez sees to it that there is enough trouble and
./date/1997/07/msg00157.html:&gt;It is a similar case with taxation, until enough people stop whinging and
./date/1997/07/msg00182.html:&gt;to feed the dish one is not going to be able to put enough signal into
./date/1997/07/msg00185.html:to feed the dish one is not going to be able to put enough signal into
./date/1997/07/msg00189.html:with enough rf power from some point on the ground in line of sight to a
./date/1997/07/msg00191.html:dishes separted by enough distance to trianglulate.
./date/1997/07/msg00242.html:National security is important enough to strip the citizens of their
./date/1997/07/msg00244.html:“Are you small enough
./date/1997/07/msg00253.html:”Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in
this program. But conservative as I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was no way that I
could not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY, was I ever surprised when I found my medium sized post
./date/1997/07/msg00258.html:way that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back.
./date/1997/07/msg00278.html:good shit, Did you bring enough for everyone?
./date/1997/07/msg00282.html:competent enough to represent him in a timely fashion.
./date/1997/07/msg00288.html:please be kind enough to chech the index, as there is a reference to this
./date/1997/07/msg00290.html:&gt; good shit, Did you bring enough for everyone?
./date/1997/07/msg00308.html:computer industry complained the loosening didn’t go far enough.
./date/1997/07/msg00317.html:&gt;not go far enough,” Sen. Kyl said of the McCain-Kerrey
./date/1997/07/msg00324.html:not go far enough,” Sen. Kyl said of the McCain-Kerrey
./date/1997/07/msg00324.html:good enough for the general public, did the
./date/1997/07/msg00342.html:&gt; &gt;not go far enough,” Sen. Kyl said of the McCain-Kerrey
./date/1997/07/msg00343.html:giving them enough freedom to feel like they can face life without
./date/1997/07/msg00347.html:legislation doesn’t go far enough in giving law enforcement
./date/1997/07/msg00348.html:Anyone know enough about DNA machine code to port PGP to yeast? &lt;Grin&gt;
./date/1997/07/msg00352.html:but even good enough for other uses where “hard” hardness is not required.
./date/1997/07/msg00356.html:lean on the regulations to remove them), and knows enough about people to
./date/1997/07/msg00391.html:good driver, these cars can even move fast enough to outrun radio
./date/1997/07/msg00405.html:them, yes. For everyone else, no.) Freeh just has enough of a spin and
./date/1997/07/msg00406.html:mad enough to “kill” them in order to stay sane enough not to do so,
./date/1997/07/msg00412.html:enough to have a male judge, so the evidence didn’t stand up in
./date/1997/07/msg00434.html:”unrepentant” enough to reply, “No. I think the judge did that.”
./date/1997/07/msg00451.html:enforcement, but not enough
./date/1997/07/msg00453.html:main interest is pandering to government and corporations enough to
./date/1997/07/msg00453.html:there to be enough individuals within the government, corporations and
./date/1997/07/msg00453.html:The voice of reason gets shouted down unless there are enough people
./date/1997/07/msg00464.html:&gt; enforcement, but not enough
./date/1997/07/msg00464.html:good enough when it comes to *ourself* receiving justice.
./date/1997/07/msg00478.html:&gt;use reverse aging algorithms on adult porn photos, or just use enough
./date/1997/07/msg00479.html:use reverse aging algorithms on adult porn photos, or just use enough
./date/1997/07/msg00487.html:enough for their needs. If not, adding one or more nFast units is a fast,
./date/1997/07/msg00490.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/07/msg00504.html:Internet sites that are clean enough for kids.
./date/1997/07/msg00513.html:&gt; Internet sites that are clean enough for kids.
./date/1997/07/msg00519.html:the scene. Of course, there are never enough scouts in attendance to hire
./date/1997/07/msg00524.html:by people desperate enough to gamble on the outcome of a long, expensive
./date/1997/07/msg00537.html:by people desperate enough to gamble on the outcome of a long, expensive
./date/1997/07/msg00543.html:&gt; enforcement, but not enough
./date/1997/07/msg00545.html:I think if enough people wore suitable hats it would make it more
./date/1997/07/msg00569.html:If you are not strong enough to defend a position of principle
./date/1997/07/msg00575.html:Internet based operations of the company unfortunate enough to invest in
./date/1997/07/msg00577.html:enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/07/msg00591.html:| Internet based operations of the company unfortunate enough to invest in
./date/1997/07/msg00593.html:&gt; &gt; enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/07/msg00604.html:&gt; enough, Dad got them pregnant, and had an incestuous bastard son....Onan
./date/1997/07/msg00621.html:damaging, if not destroying, the business of the party unfortunate enough
./date/1997/07/msg00624.html:Clinton administration isn’t doing *enough* to control
./date/1997/07/msg00625.html:little permanent damage as possible but achieving enough
./date/1997/07/msg00628.html:&gt;Clinton administration isn’t doing *enough* to control
./date/1997/07/msg00632.html:&gt; company unfortunate enough
./date/1997/07/msg00652.html:Wishing for better weather. I’ve had enough ‘cold’ climate to last lifetime.
./date/1997/07/msg00664.html:of reported channels would be enough to allow you to pay untracededly
./date/1997/07/msg00671.html:&gt;of reported channels would be enough to allow you to pay untracededly
./date/1997/07/msg00673.html:stake are close enough to a workable solution to make
./date/1997/07/msg00673.html:foremost, strong cryptography-strong enough to resist
enough to
./date/1997/07/msg00692.html:Anyway, OpenDoc is now dead, probably because it wasn’t geodesic enough, I
./date/1997/07/msg00692.html:all go, and there wasn’t enough
./date/1997/07/msg00712.html:the situation would have to be extreme enough to warrant the severe
./date/1997/07/msg00746.html:likely be a futile effort, given enough layers of encryption)
./date/1997/07/msg00771.html:enough, the only stego-crypto “device” I know of is the linux loop device.
./date/1997/07/msg00775.html:In effect, the source said, when the pool got big enough someone
./date/1997/07/msg00778.html:list, at one point. Guess I’m not considered controversial enough to get it.
./date/1997/07/msg00781.html:&gt;enough, the only stego-crypto “device” I know of is the linux loop device.
./date/1997/07/msg00782.html:&gt;list, at one point. Guess I’m not considered controversial enough to get
./date/1997/07/msg00783.html:&gt; list, at one point. Guess I’m not considered controversial enough to get it.
./date/1997/07/msg00801.html:failed to detect it quickly enough, the deposits backing up the
enough money to educate those
./date/1997/07/msg00839.html:&gt; enough, the only stego-crypto “device” I know of is the linux loop device.
./date/1997/07/msg00846.html:they probably are not, by themselves, enough.
./date/1997/07/msg00849.html:auto glass to decide whether what I have is enough or should I really buy
./date/1997/07/msg00865.html:&gt; they probably are not, by themselves, enough.
enough, they are placed in everyone’s kill
./date/1997/07/msg00865.html:long enough to establish a common set of manners. How much information
./date/1997/07/msg00880.html:&gt;_too_ paranoid is less costly than not being paranoid enough.
./date/1997/07/msg00881.html:&gt;long enough to establish a common set of manners. How much information
./date/1997/07/msg00882.html:being teased with not enough information.
./date/1997/07/msg00889.html:_too_ paranoid is less costly than not being paranoid enough.
./date/1997/07/msg00909.html:I’m surprised the technology is reliable enough now, but if it’s not,
./date/1997/07/msg00909.html:It’s at least good enough today if you don’t mind spending big bucks on
./date/1997/07/msg00909.html:a computerized system fast enough to track cars on-line opens up
./date/1997/07/msg00909.html:the technology’s catching up enough to track everybody at a tollbooth
./date/1997/07/msg00909.html:cheaply enough to make it obsolete before it’s widely deployed.
./date/1997/07/msg00911.html:department keeps coming back with cases saying “we don’t have enough
./date/1997/07/msg00913.html:&gt;criminal acts. We just know he’s not dumb enough to mention any such to
./date/1997/07/msg00922.html:criminal acts. We just know he’s not dumb enough to mention any such to
./date/1997/07/msg00927.html:&gt;enough to see the White House? Dunno. The only time I went up there was
./date/1997/07/msg00931.html:enough to see the White House? Dunno. The only time I went up there was
./date/1997/07/msg00941.html:&gt; enough to see the White House? Dunno. The only time I went up there was
./date/1997/07/msg00943.html:&gt; &gt; enough to see the White House? Dunno. The only time I went up there was
./date/1997/07/msg00950.html:&gt; &gt; enough to see the White House? Dunno. The only time I went up there was
./date/1997/07/msg00956.html:don’t describe well enough to pick the best 100 of 512387 matches.
./date/1997/07/msg00961.html:Oh I get it, the ratings system is good enough for everyone _else_
./date/1997/07/msg00967.html:to make money on each one, though eminent domain may be enough of a
./date/1997/07/msg00967.html:mobile businesses to often-mobile workers) and sales well enough without
./date/1997/07/msg01020.html:&gt; to make money on each one, though eminent domain may be enough of a
./date/1997/07/msg01033.html:case got enough press to result in votes for a judge who shows that
./date/1997/07/msg01033.html:them enough to make life seem worth living.”
./date/1997/07/msg01033.html:long enough to live lives of quiet desperation?
./date/1997/07/msg01034.html:reasonable solutions, and it might be the case that there are enough
enough money to educate those
./date/1997/07/msg01040.html:Also, safes are seldom strong enough to resist cracking even if they have to
./date/1997/07/msg01040.html:The purpose of the safe is to deter crackers long enough for
./date/1997/07/msg01044.html:OK, enough about knives.
./date/1997/07/msg01058.html:&gt;reasonable solutions, and it might be the case that there are enough
./date/1997/07/msg01074.html:where the inclusion of certain words is enough to get a site blocked.
./date/1997/07/msg01083.html:Snefru-4---but there are no guarantees. If you don’t have enough
./date/1997/07/msg01084.html:&gt; where the inclusion of certain words is enough to get a site blocked.
./date/1997/07/msg01084.html:aren’t smart enough to read the images.
./date/1997/07/msg01084.html:system doesn’t work very well (it is not standardized enough).
./date/1997/07/msg01087.html:Oddly enough, Love has a mailing list with lots of fun government-baiting
./date/1997/07/msg01090.html:enough to cause a lot of confusion.
./date/1997/07/msg01090.html:2000?) If you’re out of work for six months, do you have enough money
./date/1997/07/msg01103.html:&gt; Oddly enough, Love has a mailing list with lots of fun government-baiting
./date/1997/07/msg01107.html:Send *ME* money. I will use it to buy enough cheap wine to enable me
./date/1997/07/msg01108.html:&gt; Send *ME* money. I will use it to buy enough cheap wine to enable me
./date/1997/07/msg01109.html:their communication which can be expanded to a size large enough
./date/1997/07/msg01125.html:posts removed from altavista. Perhaps with enough harrassment
./date/1997/07/msg01125.html:censors created enough of a nuisance of themselves.
./date/1997/07/msg01129.html:and that if you concentrate hard enough you can actually cause them harm?
./date/1997/07/msg01133.html:enough implementations of it already... :)
./date/1997/07/msg01135.html:anyone else sophisticated enough
./date/1997/07/msg01142.html:&gt; and that if you concentrate hard enough you can actually cause them harm?
./date/1997/07/msg01160.html:the police didn’t give people enough time to disperse
./date/1997/07/msg01169.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; enough to see the White House? Dunno. The only time I went up there was
./date/1997/07/msg01193.html:are perpetrated long enough, there is serious doubt that
./date/1997/07/msg01218.html:enough to be annoying to everyone in the restaurant, but
./date/1997/07/msg01219.html:caring attitude. It’s almost enough to prompt me to gamble online just to
./date/1997/07/msg01246.html:enough money in it to do what you currently wanted to do, not as a long
./date/1997/07/msg01252.html:(Strangely enough I didn’t think Vulis was into Indian metaphysics. “Dr.
./date/1997/07/msg01259.html:What an ISP does have to provide for is enough bandwith to be able to
./date/1997/07/msg01259.html:lines then he best provide enough T1’s to be able to support them.
./date/1997/07/msg01261.html:have dumb laws protecting dumb people. There are scant enough
./date/1997/07/msg01266.html:eternity documents, it will generate enough funds to buy a bigger
./date/1997/07/msg01269.html:a formula for pablum... network news is already bad enough.
./date/1997/07/msg01274.html:There’s enough competition between mom &amp; pop ISP’s out there that it
./date/1997/07/msg01276.html:of e-postage isn’t going to be high enough that it’ll be much of a
./date/1997/07/msg01278.html:enough to pay for the expensive upgrades needed to
./date/1997/07/msg01362.html:&lt;/B&gt;”Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this program. But
conservative as I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was
no way that I could NOT get enough
with orders! I will make more money this year than any ten years of my life before”.
./date/1997/07/msg01383.html:older browsers. 10%-20% isn’t huge, but it is enough to make a dent in
./date/1997/07/msg01403.html:enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY,was I ever surprised when I
./date/1997/07/msg01424.html:Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative
that I am I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
up my mail at the window. I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing about this deal is that it doesn’t matter
where in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/07/msg01425.html:If you don’t get enough
./date/1997/07/msg01425.html:no way I could not get enough orders to at least get my money
./date/1997/07/msg01426.html:way that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back.
./date/1997/07/msg01447.html:This is the same chance someone gave me and I was lucky enough to take a serious look at this software and it has been
./date/1997/07/msg01447.html:This is the same chance someone gave me and I was lucky enough to take a serious look at this software and it has
./date/1997/07/msg01453.html:from my employer because they don’t pay me enough, or when I lie
./date/1997/07/msg01455.html:investment was so little that there was no way that I could NOT get enough
./date/1997/07/msg01458.html:&gt; when I steal from my employer because they don’t pay me enough, or
./date/1997/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00589” HREF=”msg00589.html”>Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00606” HREF=”msg00606.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00682” HREF=”msg00682.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00004.html:It is not enough to fear Big Brother. You must love him.
./date/1997/08/msg00005.html:the image of my brain in “brain-lock” is apt enough for the reaction;
./date/1997/08/msg00015.html:&gt; the image of my brain in “brain-lock” is apt enough for the reaction;
enough to consider it not
./date/1997/08/msg00017.html:church, and being left with barely enough to eat.
enough to consider it not
./date/1997/08/msg00045.html:&gt; church, and being left with barely enough to eat.
./date/1997/08/msg00054.html:/* note_duration needs to be long enough for pitch detectors */
./date/1997/08/msg00058.html:&gt; /* note_duration needs to be long enough for pitch detectors */
./date/1997/08/msg00068.html:enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY, was I ever surprised when
./date/1997/08/msg00084.html:model, get software written, get enough hosts to adopt new software.
./date/1997/08/msg00098.html:to send UCE, but most large companies are smart enough to realise that
enough, the focus of this new agency, if one
./date/1997/08/msg00113.html:that city’s air clean enough the meet the new standards. The only way to
./date/1997/08/msg00119.html:&gt; &gt; I hope Joichi Ito paid enough attention to the OKC bombing to realize
./date/1997/08/msg00122.html:enough elbow room to negate the need for so damn many rules, both from
./date/1997/08/msg00122.html:I hope Joichi Ito paid enough attention to the OKC bombing to realize
./date/1997/08/msg00132.html:got in and out early enough will have made good money.
./date/1997/08/msg00134.html:&gt; I hope Joichi Ito paid enough attention to the OKC bombing to realize
./date/1997/08/msg00139.html:&gt; What an ISP does have to provide for is enough bandwith to be able to
./date/1997/08/msg00139.html:&gt; lines then he best provide enough T1’s to be able to support them.
./date/1997/08/msg00143.html:enough
./date/1997/08/msg00153.html:&gt;got in and out early enough will have made good money.
./date/1997/08/msg00153.html:were bailed out by everyone else who was smart enough to know better. And,
./date/1997/08/msg00159.html:couple of weeks would probably be enough to get me a free trip
./date/1997/08/msg00165.html:Somehow Usenet has survived growing from a system small enough to read
./date/1997/08/msg00166.html:N ews sites, reasonably enough, don’t want to rate themselves. At
./date/1997/08/msg00188.html:&gt;N ews sites, reasonably enough, don’t want to rate themselves. At
./date/1997/08/msg00202.html:3. Last argument is the “good enough” argument. If the above tactic
./date/1997/08/msg00202.html:new ones often enough to ensure continuous cover. Same for
./date/1997/08/msg00202.html:Well they can do that easily enough via http, but you still need

./date/1997/08/msg00202.html:If someone takes enough exception to that there will be plenty of
./date/1997/08/msg00203.html:good security of encrypted documents. Easy enough to run a local
./date/1997/08/msg00208.html:have enough space to store the real important stuff...
./date/1997/08/msg00222.html:MISTY is mathematically proved to be strong enough against the
./date/1997/08/msg00237.html:I’m old enough to know better, but I was still naieve enough to
enough, it turns out that if I fail to
./date/1997/08/msg00245.html:plug on the IEMMC, adjustments to enough routing tables will accomplish
./date/1997/08/msg00245.html:Generally that isn’t enough to be worth the time since only a tiny
./date/1997/08/msg00255.html:to be done. We know that it’s also not enough, because while we must
./date/1997/08/msg00281.html:in USENET would cover you well enough? How much extra security would
./date/1997/08/msg00284.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/08/msg00285.html:enough to understand the options available to them.
./date/1997/08/msg00285.html:Mr. Christ was kind enough to let me take notes during our long
./date/1997/08/msg00296.html:just reading and corresponding with people on enough news admin groups
./date/1997/08/msg00296.html:and mailing lists to get your message across to enough people to even
./date/1997/08/msg00303.html:fuels. If/when enough remailers are clogged, hashcash is likely to be
./date/1997/08/msg00303.html:enough?” and “will the cgi script work properly?” are only answered by
./date/1997/08/msg00309.html:To tell the truth, I’m really embarassed. It’s not bad enough that
./date/1997/08/msg00311.html:enough to understand the options available to them.
./date/1997/08/msg00311.html:Mr. Christ was kind enough to let me take notes during our long
./date/1997/08/msg00311.html:butt-fucking, and there are enough people capable of free thought
./date/1997/08/msg00311.html:turning wine into water, _nobody’s_ math skills are good enough
./date/1997/08/msg00312.html:&gt; line long enough
./date/1997/08/msg00312.html:&gt; generate enough interest to deploy this than to deploy
./date/1997/08/msg00312.html:&gt; enough eternity servers to do build a distributed archive
./date/1997/08/msg00317.html:documents. Now we can fool them easily enough by waging a running
./date/1997/08/msg00317.html:published they’ll both be taken off line long enough
./date/1997/08/msg00317.html:harder to generate enough interest to deploy this than to deploy
./date/1997/08/msg00317.html:enough eternity servers to do build a distributed archive of just
./date/1997/08/msg00318.html:Thanks for at least being honest enough to admit it. I don’t attack
./date/1997/08/msg00318.html:will feel threatened enough to shake themself out of their robotic
./date/1997/08/msg00324.html:I guess it would work well enough, but it’s really a bit centralised.
./date/1997/08/msg00341.html:let us be responsible enough to give this information to our children in
./date/1997/08/msg00343.html:&gt; When he’s old enough to handle reality when he trips over &gt;it, I’ll let him. That’s MY job. Not yours.
./date/1997/08/msg00357.html:solution. Make it easy enough to install at ISP level, and interim
./date/1997/08/msg00364.html:don’t know enough elisp to re-create it, but it was pretty neat. I
./date/1997/08/msg00371.html:&gt; don’t know enough elisp to re-create it, but it was pretty neat. I
./date/1997/08/msg00373.html:their children had enough time on their hands to write a letter to
./date/1997/08/msg00373.html:pass enough laws against things that are “wrong.” If we can just
./date/1997/08/msg00373.html:strong enough character not to do evil to satisfy his desires?
./date/1997/08/msg00373.html:children, and I might not have had enough information to deal
./date/1997/08/msg00378.html:Probably not low enough cryptographically, if you were using this in a
enough time and chance :-)
./date/1997/08/msg00483.html:numbers makes the solution much easier. If you have enough RSA
./date/1997/08/msg00492.html:&gt; numbers makes the solution much easier. If you have enough RSA
./date/1997/08/msg00496.html:least if you are lucky enough to have some bignum library or if the
./date/1997/08/msg00501.html:&gt; numbers makes the solution much easier. If you have enough RSA
./date/1997/08/msg00512.html:## Check if the locally cached copy is new enough
enough people
./date/1997/08/msg00529.html:&gt; &gt; numbers makes the solution much easier. If you have enough RSA
./date/1997/08/msg00556.html:with the devil. (Still if the guy on the other side is smart enough to
./date/1997/08/msg00557.html:is deep enough and courageous enough to give his own internal
./date/1997/08/msg00568.html:## Check if the locally cached copy is new enough
./date/1997/08/msg00571.html:&gt; with the devil. (Still if the guy on the other side is smart enough to
./date/1997/08/msg00582.html:Here’s another project:if we can get enough $$$ to burn thousands of CD’s
./date/1997/08/msg00589.html:<!--X-Subject:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more! -->
./date/1997/08/msg00589.html:<TITLE>Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</TITLE>
./date/1997/08/msg00589.html:<H1>Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</H1>
./date/1997/08/msg00589.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</LI>
./date/1997/08/msg00589.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00606” HREF=”msg00606.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00589.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00682” HREF=”msg00682.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00589.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00606.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00590.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00589.html”>Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00590.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00589.html”>Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00593.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00682.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00599.html:get in trouble for not writing enough; while they don’t have a quota e.g. for
./date/1997/08/msg00600.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00589.html”>Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00602.html:resulting from a statute is not enough to render an
./date/1997/08/msg00604.html:Yup. Btw have you thought about booby trapping your place with enough
./date/1997/08/msg00606.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more! -->
./date/1997/08/msg00606.html:<TITLE>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</TITLE>
./date/1997/08/msg00606.html:<H1>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</H1>
./date/1997/08/msg00606.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</LI>
./date/1997/08/msg00606.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00589” HREF=”msg00589.html”>Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00606.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00589.html”>Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00606.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00682.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00608.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00606.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00636.html:Well this bit sound reasonable enough.
./date/1997/08/msg00636.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00606.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00642.html:&gt; get in trouble for not writing enough; while they don’t have a quota e.g. for
./date/1997/08/msg00649.html:The bodies of Weaver’s son and wife should be evidence enough! This is the same verdict as the Texas Border murders, some
dick federal agent blows away some innocent civilian, and gets off the hook.
enough money as
./date/1997/08/msg00682.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more! -->
./date/1997/08/msg00682.html:<TITLE>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</TITLE>
./date/1997/08/msg00682.html:<H1>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</H1>
./date/1997/08/msg00682.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</LI>
./date/1997/08/msg00682.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00589” HREF=”msg00589.html”>Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00682.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00606.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00683.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00682.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg00694.html:re-post, ok?! well, enough of that, onto the post!
./date/1997/08/msg00696.html:of lies, since the truth is bad enough.
./date/1997/08/msg00710.html:but OCR equipment is good enough that Courier 10 or random popular
./date/1997/08/msg00712.html:&gt;but OCR equipment is good enough that Courier 10 or random popular
./date/1997/08/msg00737.html:check to see if you have enough drive space before executing the code.
./date/1997/08/msg00748.html:and/or code tags... Mangle does not quite describe it well enough.
enough to feel comfortable
./date/1997/08/msg00785.html:not quote enough
enough to fear Big Uncle. You must love big
./date/1997/08/msg00814.html:If so, it should be easy enough to take the incoming mail and process it enough
./date/1997/08/msg00814.html:Would be trivial enough to turn them into a remailer by glueing PGP to the
./date/1997/08/msg00819.html:years. (Someone who I know well enough to trust his word on the matter.)
enough to fear Big Uncle. You must love big
./date/1997/08/msg00833.html:return to the former political system if conditions got bad enough.
enough to feel comfortable
./date/1997/08/msg00845.html:Sounds plausible enough.
./date/1997/08/msg00853.html:years just isn’t enough ;-)
./date/1997/08/msg00858.html:&gt; years just isn’t enough ;-)
./date/1997/08/msg00869.html:&gt; enough, Esther’s _not_ on there.
./date/1997/08/msg00882.html:&gt;return to the former political system if conditions got bad enough.
./date/1997/08/msg00899.html:One wonders if there is a microscope powerful enough to resolve Tim
./date/1997/08/msg00913.html:&gt;with each iteration. The Borg will not be able to adapt quickly enough.
./date/1997/08/msg00921.html:&gt; One wonders if there is a microscope powerful enough to resolve Tim
./date/1997/08/msg00921.html:One. Bill Gates is feeding a lot of people. Is he feeding *enough*
./date/1997/08/msg00926.html:&gt; One wonders if there is a microscope powerful enough to resolve Tim
./date/1997/08/msg00934.html:enough noise that others took notice?
./date/1997/08/msg00934.html:under the threat of thoughtcrime. It’s not enough to fear Big Brother,
./date/1997/08/msg00935.html:that enough blacks are seated, that facial expressions indicate likely
./date/1997/08/msg00951.html:&gt; &gt; One wonders if there is a microscope powerful enough to resolve Tim
./date/1997/08/msg00960.html:“Then I had problems getting enough wood for the Ark, because there was
./date/1997/08/msg00962.html:True enough. One possible outcome of eliminating welfare would be to
./date/1997/08/msg00965.html:on the planet still too small.) 1024 bits is probably enough,
./date/1997/08/msg00965.html:2) The Singularity makes people smart enough
./date/1997/08/msg00980.html:of statistics, and for those of us who were lucky enough to have studied
./date/1997/08/msg00982.html:of statistics, and for those of us who were lucky enough to have studied
./date/1997/08/msg00995.html:$400 billion is enough money to have fed every human on Earth, each
./date/1997/08/msg00997.html:&gt;&gt; 1024 bits is probably enough
./date/1997/08/msg00997.html:&gt;statement that “512/1024/etc.” is “good enough,” to ask the person
./date/1997/08/msg00998.html:&gt; 1024 bits is probably enough
./date/1997/08/msg00998.html:statement that “512/1024/etc.” is “good enough,” to ask the person
./date/1997/08/msg01002.html:&gt;that enough blacks are seated, that facial expressions indicate likely
./date/1997/08/msg01006.html:clear enough.
./date/1997/08/msg01020.html:”severe or pervasive” enough to create a “hostile or offensive work
enough funds, otherwise.”
./date/1997/08/msg01021.html:pie-in-the-sky, ‘non-coercive’ way of ‘earning’ enough money, and
./date/1997/08/msg01036.html:“This has gone on long enough. I’m killing this thread.
enough states
./date/1997/08/msg01098.html:&gt; enough money left over to feed all of the starving children in the
./date/1997/08/msg01106.html:&gt; enough money left over to feed all of the starving children in the
./date/1997/08/msg01110.html:didn’t have enough ‘regular’ troops.
./date/1997/08/msg01136.html:enough money left over to feed all of the starving children in the
./date/1997/08/msg01155.html:several months, barely surviving, until he was healthy enough
./date/1997/08/msg01158.html:Web as soon as possible. The regulations are ambiguous enough that
./date/1997/08/msg01163.html:&gt; didn’t have enough ‘regular’ troops.
enough to damage the present U.S. world
./date/1997/08/msg01172.html:which increases their chances of `hacking it’ long enough to propogate
./date/1997/08/msg01172.html:I think enough genetic differences between european genes and arabs,
./date/1997/08/msg01173.html:However, I think that western countries are rich enough that there’s
./date/1997/08/msg01173.html:to do than work, and are happy enough with the adequate lifestyle
./date/1997/08/msg01174.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/08/msg01175.html:&gt; on the planet still too small.) 1024 bits is probably enough,
./date/1997/08/msg01190.html:&gt; &gt; on the planet still too small.) 1024 bits is probably enough,
./date/1997/08/msg01191.html:humming chair, whilst remaining still enough
./date/1997/08/msg01192.html:enough? Should we be pressing the government for immediate suspension
./date/1997/08/msg01206.html:offered, and seemed high enough to motivate people with no emotional
./date/1997/08/msg01207.html:&gt;be high enough to encourage participation; $250 seems about
./date/1997/08/msg01214.html:be high enough to encourage participation; $250 seems about
./date/1997/08/msg01215.html:&gt; humming chair, whilst remaining still enough
./date/1997/08/msg01216.html:possible. We still had enough simulated suckers purchasing the product to
./date/1997/08/msg01216.html:enough demand, you’ll make a lot more money than if you were selling
./date/1997/08/msg01228.html:and Mississsippi is stupid enough to give her free health care, or to
./date/1997/08/msg01230.html:&gt; &gt;be high enough to encourage participation; $250 seems about
./date/1997/08/msg01283.html:&gt;if they or their families are wealthy enough to support this
./date/1997/08/msg01283.html:should have been strong enough not be blown off, etc....
./date/1997/08/msg01298.html:enough to reach version 1.0. However, this is probably the latest
./date/1997/08/msg01299.html:”Three generations of imbeciles are enough.” -- Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.
./date/1997/08/msg01306.html:close enough to exponential in that adding a small number of bits
./date/1997/08/msg01306.html:make your cellphone encryption fast enough.
./date/1997/08/msg01312.html:I like the idea of reviving the WPA. We have enough county and state jobs
./date/1997/08/msg01335.html:There won’t be enough ‘Bandwidth’ to provide the details. The
./date/1997/08/msg01340.html:beer drinkers that are not smart enough to keep their beer in the shade will
./date/1997/08/msg01340.html:We found that the hole in the top of the can was not big enough for quick
./date/1997/08/msg01354.html:Miraculously enough, most people are not murderers or violent criminals,
./date/1997/08/msg01354.html:Amazingly enough, most people in America have more in common with me than
./date/1997/08/msg01355.html:drugs or hate speech or pornography becomes intense enough, then no
./date/1997/08/msg01361.html:justice? Get enough people in the streets to storm the house of the
./date/1997/08/msg01362.html:drugs or hate speech or pornography becomes intense enough, then no
./date/1997/08/msg01363.html:“The only drug dealer dangerous enough to make it essential that we
./date/1997/08/msg01370.html:&gt;his job to someone fortunate enough to have immigrated from Italy or
./date/1997/08/msg01373.html:his job to someone fortunate enough to have immigrated from Italy or
./date/1997/08/msg01376.html:drugs or hate speech or pornography becomes intense enough, then no
./date/1997/08/msg01380.html:Well, the current system stinks, but enough people are buffalo’d into
./date/1997/08/msg01381.html:&gt;his job to someone fortunate enough to have immigrated from Italy or
./date/1997/08/msg01382.html:&gt; should have been strong enough not be blown off, etc....
enough to handle permits for
./date/1997/08/msg01388.html:and saved enough money to make up for the extra undeserving poor.
./date/1997/08/msg01400.html:&gt; Well, the current system stinks, but enough people are buffalo’d into
./date/1997/08/msg01407.html:&gt;&gt; should have been strong enough not be blown off, etc....
./date/1997/08/msg01411.html:The government’s LEA’s now have enough dictatorial powers to
./date/1997/08/msg01421.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; Well, the current system stinks, but enough people are buffalo’d into
./date/1997/08/msg01421.html:&gt; the “system” to the point where enough citizens get off of their too./date/1997/08/msg01431.html:&gt; &gt; Well, the current system stinks, but enough people are buffalo’d into
./date/1997/08/msg01431.html:the “system” to the point where enough citizens get off of their too./date/1997/08/msg01445.html:material world are close enough to make market-based ideas quite
./date/1997/08/msg01445.html:contexts this is usually a software agent) then tries earn enough income
enough to handle permits for banking-only devices, and
./date/1997/08/msg01547.html:public not learn which ISP’s had security inadequate enough to protect
./date/1997/08/msg01569.html:I can’t thank you enough =)
./date/1997/08/msg01604.html:PLEASE NOTE:Because of our tremendous success and the overwhelming response to our advertising, we can afford to be picky
about who we choose to work with to make a lot of money - for this reason, you are going through this screening process of reading the book and calling
the number. Many people who are just “tire-kickers” will not get that far - this is exactly what we want. By the time you call and order the startup
information, we will know that you are one of the serious ones who ARE teachable and motivated. It is you that we want, not the people who get screened
out because they are lazy or not teachable enough to follow these simple instructions.
./date/1997/08/msg01604.html:What to people do? Do you want the truth? 95% die broke after working 40 years. U.S. NEWS &amp; WORLD REPORT wrote, “Many
people will need to keep earning a paycheck into their 70s! It’s too late for them to save enough to quit working at 65.”
./date/1997/08/msg01606.html:”Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this program. But conservative
as I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was no way that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back.
BOY,
./date/1997/08/msg01609.html:&gt; I guess it would work well enough, but it’s really a bit centralised.
./date/1997/08/msg01628.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00682.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/08/msg01633.html:that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY,
./date/1997/08/msg01644.html:enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY, was I ever surprised
./date/1997/08/msg01665.html:is the power to crack down on criminals. Well, when there aren’t enough
./date/1997/08/msg01698.html:just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
./date/1997/08/msg01705.html:Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative
that I am I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
up my mail at the window. I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing about this deal is that it doesn’t matter
where in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/08/msg01727.html:PLEASE NOTE:Because of our tremendous success and the overwhelming response to our advertising, we can afford to be picky
about who we choose to work with to make a lot of money - for this reason, you are going through this screening process of reading the book and calling
the number. Many people who are just “tire-kickers” will not get that far - this is exactly what we want. By the time you call and order the startup
information, we will know that you are one of the serious ones who ARE teachable and motivated. It is you that we want, not the people who get screened
out because they are lazy or not teachable enough to follow these simple instructions.
./date/1997/08/msg01727.html:What to people do? Do you want the truth? 95% die broke after working 40 years. U.S. NEWS &amp; WORLD REPORT wrote, “Many
people will need to keep earning a paycheck into their 70s! It’s too late for them to save enough to quit working at 65.”
./date/1997/08/msg01729.html:that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY,
./date/1997/08/pgp00001.pgp:frequently enough nowdays
./date/1997/08/pgp00001.pgp:was strong enough to prevent a spammer from stealing someone’s account, as
./date/1997/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00589” HREF=”msg00589.html”>Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00606” HREF=”msg00606.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/08/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00682” HREF=”msg00682.html”>Re:Not enough phone competition? Answer:regulate more!</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/09/msg00030.html:that a layman could follow it easily enough.
./date/1997/09/msg00051.html:course still encrypt on top of this, as relying on others is never enough).
./date/1997/09/msg00056.html:&gt;enough...” Even with Bruce on this, it doesn’t warm my trust to them...
./date/1997/09/msg00061.html:Fair enough, and that’s exactly what the focus of the Bernstein and Junger
./date/1997/09/msg00063.html:enough...” Even with Bruce on this, it doesn’t warm my trust to them...
./date/1997/09/msg00065.html:&gt;&gt;enough...” Even with Bruce on this, it doesn’t warm my trust to them...
./date/1997/09/msg00071.html:When the Russians had had enough of their pre-1917 totalitarian royalist
./date/1997/09/msg00071.html:People will always opt for a “change”, when they are pushed far enough.
./date/1997/09/msg00084.html:&gt;enough to get a good return for any investment you make in cryptography.
./date/1997/09/msg00087.html:enough to get a good return for any investment you make in cryptography.
./date/1997/09/msg00091.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg00094.html:enough to work, (ignoring electronics, dental, and stained glass as more
./date/1997/09/msg00112.html:Not an extremely practical break, but good enough to show the
./date/1997/09/msg00127.html:see it. At some point not enough people may want to pay as much money
./date/1997/09/msg00137.html:good enough to sell twice:once to investors, and again to the market for
./date/1997/09/msg00146.html:&gt;good enough to sell twice:once to investors, and again to the market for
./date/1997/09/msg00150.html:he told me he simply didn’t have enough votes...
./date/1997/09/msg00163.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg00163.html:Just enough Net news.
./date/1997/09/msg00168.html:innocuous items (which nonetheless were frightening enough that
./date/1997/09/msg00175.html:sci.crypt posts. I guess I didn’t shout out enough. Or Peter didn’t do much
./date/1997/09/msg00210.html:too good. saved for those clueful enough to understand the real humor of
./date/1997/09/msg00214.html:&gt;Conquering an “anarchy” is hard enough because of the lack of anyone to
./date/1997/09/msg00217.html:&gt; is never enough).
./date/1997/09/msg00223.html:Conquering an “anarchy” is hard enough because of the lack of anyone to
./date/1997/09/msg00229.html:Vaseline on the lens will blur the image, but you have to get close enough
enough to hit the camera from a
./date/1997/09/msg00230.html:&gt;after all, they were nice enough to make the stuff available... :)
./date/1997/09/msg00232.html:after all, they were nice enough to make the stuff available... :)
./date/1997/09/msg00238.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1997/09/msg00257.html:wattage, but very high quality, and enough to run what I would want to run.)

./date/1997/09/msg00266.html:X-Ray tubes look simple enough. Might want to invest in a little shielding
enough to hit the camera from a
./date/1997/09/msg00281.html:later. Everyone has a telephone yet the opposition couldn’t muster enough
./date/1997/09/msg00281.html:&gt; he told me he simply didn’t have enough votes...
./date/1997/09/msg00292.html:maybe I’m not following closely enough, but I haven’t seen a *single*
./date/1997/09/msg00296.html:groups don’t have enough messages for their liking. Plus the damn thing’s
./date/1997/09/msg00302.html:Are today’s kids dumbing down, or less literate, or is it just enough
./date/1997/09/msg00306.html:groan, and we couldn’t think of a worthy enough cause, so that was out,
./date/1997/09/msg00317.html:I’ve had enough of the bullshit, mind-control fascism surfacing at
./date/1997/09/msg00317.html:I’ve also had enough of the constant lies of an established political
./date/1997/09/msg00317.html:where enough people will join in resistance to the assault on
./date/1997/09/msg00317.html:bullets if they perceive a great enough threat to risk exposing
./date/1997/09/msg00328.html:&gt; maybe I’m not following closely enough, but I haven’t seen a *single*
./date/1997/09/msg00338.html:&gt;&lt;&lt; maybe I’m not following closely enough, but I haven’t seen a *single*
./date/1997/09/msg00340.html:must be made easy enough -- so that the average aol user...
./date/1997/09/msg00341.html:&gt;enough to face 5-14 years in jail.
./date/1997/09/msg00341.html:hoping that enough
./date/1997/09/msg00342.html:&lt;&lt; maybe I’m not following closely enough, but I haven’t seen a *single*
./date/1997/09/msg00346.html:enough to face 5-14 years in jail.
./date/1997/09/msg00349.html:Good user interfaces and high speed are important, but not enough.
./date/1997/09/msg00351.html:&gt; that their groups don’t have enough messages for their liking.
./date/1997/09/msg00353.html:&gt;Are today’s kids dumbing down, or less literate, or is it just enough
enough
./date/1997/09/msg00361.html:&gt;&lt;&lt; maybe I’m not following closely enough, but I haven’t seen a *single*
./date/1997/09/msg00378.html:It’s bad enough that my tax dollars are being pissed away by the billions
./date/1997/09/msg00380.html:just enough
./date/1997/09/msg00380.html:at bypassing its correct functioning, she had more than enough
./date/1997/09/msg00380.html:if we can manage to use him long enough to warn the members of
./date/1997/09/msg00380.html:reasoning powers enough to give them some small hope of success
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:illegal actor” indeed. I understand that there’s enough in unpaid bills
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:is positive, then you can make money investing in enough investments just
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:make money. And, frankly, if you spend enough time doing something well,
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:In my opinion, there is enough cryptography out there, particularly
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:your list in any *useful* fashion quickly enough to stop the kinds of
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:process, and with more than enough return on your investment.
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:enough credentials agreeing with me on a lot of this stuff. However, that
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:is the lever long enough to lift the world, as it were.
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:cryptography have enough business accumen to teach it themselves.
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:stable -- and large -- enough to be more in line with straight up
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:certain size. Certainly if the investment’s small enough and the returns
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:are large enough, and if every person in china gave us a nickle... :-).
./date/1997/09/msg00387.html:(Maybe, if I’m not careful and I keep bugging you enough, even assasination
enough, the way to make
./date/1997/09/msg00394.html:today’s news -- and a climax that’s plausible enough that it
./date/1997/09/msg00400.html:&gt;Good user interfaces and high speed are important, but not enough.
./date/1997/09/msg00402.html:&quot;And between them, they have enough of Toto’s nasty little
./date/1997/09/msg00408.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg00419.html:&gt; Are today’s kids dumbing down, or less literate, or is it just enough
./date/1997/09/msg00442.html:quandary. Since there were not otherwise enough employees to create a
./date/1997/09/msg00442.html:rich may be capable of deploying enough resources to get the job done.
./date/1997/09/msg00445.html:&gt;hoping that enough
./date/1997/09/msg00450.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg00467.html:On the other hand, 0.5 kt of ANFO in the basement wasn’t quite enough
./date/1997/09/msg00486.html:Be sure each piece of K(j) is long enough - adding a bunch of
./date/1997/09/msg00493.html:Using a relatively small amount of plutonium (ie. not even enough to
./date/1997/09/msg00493.html:produce a critical mass) and enough explosives to blast this into the
./date/1997/09/msg00503.html:racket” is called Lotto 6/49. Oddly enough
./date/1997/09/msg00520.html:contact me, warning me that even such &lt;elisions&gt; are not good enough for
./date/1997/09/msg00531.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg00534.html:large enough. Would the wealthy then be asked to pay for that run of the
./date/1997/09/msg00549.html:&gt; contact me, warning me that even such &lt;elisions&gt; are not good enough for
./date/1997/09/msg00554.html:&gt;On the other hand, 0.5 kt of ANFO in the basement wasn’t quite enough
./date/1997/09/msg00554.html:The guys weren’t physics majors. With enough people here who speak in pure
./date/1997/09/msg00557.html:quite a monopolist, but close enough for government work) and the World’s
./date/1997/09/msg00574.html:review. (And normally providing judicial review is not enought to
./date/1997/09/msg00578.html:be brash enough to propose that all husbands can trust all wives and kids.
./date/1997/09/msg00586.html:&gt; &gt; large enough. Would the wealthy then be asked to pay for that run of the
./date/1997/09/msg00590.html:suppose I’m young enough that this sort of blatant doublespeak just blows
./date/1997/09/msg00597.html:&gt; large enough. Would the wealthy then be asked to pay for that run of the
./date/1997/09/msg00606.html:&gt; large enough. Would the wealthy then be asked to pay for that run of the
./date/1997/09/msg00613.html:non-exportable ones). Short enough to make them look silly, short
./date/1997/09/msg00613.html:enough that most people don’t have qualms about quoting, or using as a
./date/1997/09/msg00614.html:I’m not (yet) paranoid enough to think the spooks would pull off another
./date/1997/09/msg00615.html:I’m not nearly enough of a sucker to bet against that.
./date/1997/09/msg00616.html:&gt;Using a relatively small amount of plutonium (ie. not even enough to
./date/1997/09/msg00616.html:&gt;produce a critical mass) and enough explosives to blast this into the
enough
./date/1997/09/msg00622.html:Thousands of people were interested enough in Chelsea to give her
./date/1997/09/msg00627.html:&gt; &gt;Using a relatively small amount of plutonium (ie. not even enough to
./date/1997/09/msg00627.html:&gt; &gt;produce a critical mass) and enough explosives to blast this into the
./date/1997/09/msg00631.html:in prison that await crypto exporters aren’t nearly enough. Sending
./date/1997/09/msg00636.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;Using a relatively small amount of plutonium (ie. not even enough to
./date/1997/09/msg00636.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;produce a critical mass) and enough explosives to blast this into the
./date/1997/09/msg00655.html:&gt; &gt; Well, the current system stinks, but enough people are buffalo’d into
./date/1997/09/msg00660.html:far enough to communicate at their level, but not so far as to
./date/1997/09/msg00665.html:&gt;The question is:“Did he bring enough for *everybody*?”
./date/1997/09/msg00667.html:&gt; use PGP keys without passphrases. This is secure _enough_ for
./date/1997/09/msg00682.html:Fortunately, MI9’s scientists had enough of an idea of how the
./date/1997/09/msg00682.html:technology would have to operate, that they were able to add enough
./date/1997/09/msg00685.html:The question is:“Did he bring enough for *everybody*?”
./date/1997/09/msg00686.html:Big Brother bill from the gitgo. Sure enough, the tide is now moving
./date/1997/09/msg00692.html:use PGP keys without passphrases. This is secure _enough_ for
./date/1997/09/msg00696.html:always be introduced. maybe enough repetition will get the message
./date/1997/09/msg00701.html:Only when enough blatantly senseless tragedies had taken place, was
./date/1997/09/msg00705.html:Fibbies and the prosecutors. [For those that survive long enough
./date/1997/09/msg00722.html:&gt; If enough people put those perl lines on their hompage...
./date/1997/09/msg00724.html:If enough people put those perl lines on their hompage...
./date/1997/09/msg00727.html:&gt; &gt; If enough people put those perl lines on their hompage...
./date/1997/09/msg00731.html:packaging[4]. But here again, informed sources agree that with enough
./date/1997/09/msg00731.html:trained up a community of hackers. At some point, you must invest enough
./date/1997/09/msg00759.html:”That’s not enough, I need a majority.”
enough money to
./date/1997/09/msg00777.html:thouse naive enough to trust the govt. to respect their privacy, ever
./date/1997/09/msg00778.html:We could kill them with hammers until we killed enough that they passed
./date/1997/09/msg00778.html:Am I stupid enough to be a cop, now?
./date/1997/09/msg00781.html::non-exportable ones). Short enough to make them look silly, short
./date/1997/09/msg00781.html::enough that most people don’t have qualms about quoting, or using as a
./date/1997/09/msg00790.html:Fair enough. If you can launch an education program, well and good.
./date/1997/09/msg00853.html:have enough votes to override a veto and likely never will, as long as
./date/1997/09/msg00866.html:enough information perceived as useful”.
./date/1997/09/msg00866.html:you should all be interested enough to do so. His death and the shady
./date/1997/09/msg00866.html:coding angry enough to waste your time denouncing their “chaff” instead.
./date/1997/09/msg00866.html:to TLAs. Remember this, please. Once I believed in this country enough
enough magnitude to put them in such state
./date/1997/09/msg00905.html:&gt; Big Brother bill from the gitgo. Sure enough, the tide is now moving
./date/1997/09/msg00908.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg00919.html:point. Most of them don’t know enough to know that tax collection is
./date/1997/09/msg00931.html:magnetic head you just can’t get close enough to the surface without
./date/1997/09/msg00937.html:Jonathan powered up the Sun box. Suprisingly enough it actually
./date/1997/09/msg00937.html:enough to copy it before it fabricates the nuke”, opined Jonathan.
enough magnitude to put them in such state
enough magnitude to put them in such
./date/1997/09/msg00951.html:committees that actually have primary control. She doubts their’s enough
./date/1997/09/msg00956.html:&gt; committees that actually have primary control. She doubts their’s enough
./date/1997/09/msg00956.html:enough
./date/1997/09/msg00974.html:&gt;10% remaining, it won’t be good enough for them.
./date/1997/09/msg00975.html:&gt;not enough RAM. I had to get two other people involved to get one
./date/1997/09/msg00976.html:crystals/genitals long enough to realize that big monololitihc governments
enough magnitude to put them in such state
./date/1997/09/msg00981.html:&gt; widespread enough
./date/1997/09/msg00981.html:10% remaining, it won’t be good enough for them. So, why the law if
enough magnitude to put them in such state
./date/1997/09/msg00982.html:&gt;&gt; widespread enough
./date/1997/09/msg00982.html:&gt;10% remaining, it won’t be good enough for them. So, why the law if
./date/1997/09/msg00988.html:&gt;Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg00991.html:jobs that don’t pay enough to make any honest person rich.
./date/1997/09/msg00995.html:&gt;Fair enough. If you can launch an education program, well and good.
./date/1997/09/msg00995.html:Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01008.html:cryptoanarchic world-view has been based on this fact. Oddly enough
./date/1997/09/msg01010.html:magnetic head you just can’t get close enough to the surface without
./date/1997/09/msg01014.html:&gt; Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01017.html:&gt;&gt; Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01017.html:It’s not enough to have a great product -- you must also have great
./date/1997/09/msg01017.html:something, enough to change their habits, even slightly. The less they need
./date/1997/09/msg01020.html:they still don’t know enough to make an informed decision. Until the
./date/1997/09/msg01025.html:&gt; &gt;Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01042.html:&gt; &gt; Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01055.html:<I>At the same time, Gomez sees to it that there is enough trouble
./date/1997/09/msg01055.html:until it began to matter enough that they must turn back, and
./date/1997/09/msg01056.html:At the same time, Gomez sees to it that there is enough trouble and turmoil
./date/1997/09/msg01056.html:aside their knowledge until it began to matter enough that they must turn
./date/1997/09/msg01060.html::non-exportable ones). Short enough to make them look silly, short
./date/1997/09/msg01060.html::enough that most people don’t have qualms about quoting, or using as a
./date/1997/09/msg01069.html:Sure enough, in Part III of the series, “InfoWar,” the author, known as
./date/1997/09/msg01069.html:ever so slightly, but enough so that Dimitri could tell exactly what he was
./date/1997/09/msg01070.html:Sure enough, in Part III of the series, &quot;InfoWar,&quot; the
./date/1997/09/msg01070.html:his eyebrows ever so slightly, but enough so that Dimitri could
./date/1997/09/msg01098.html:(this is what Callier claims -- it should be easy enough to verify)
./date/1997/09/msg01099.html:&gt;cooled is more than enough...
./date/1997/09/msg01099.html:&gt;CPUs to be inexpensive enough to produce in volume. A smaller die size
./date/1997/09/msg01101.html:cooled is more than enough...
./date/1997/09/msg01101.html:CPUs to be inexpensive enough to produce in volume. A smaller die size
./date/1997/09/msg01116.html:enough to overcome certain issues such as drug and alcool abuse, as well as
./date/1997/09/msg01128.html:&gt;not enough RAM. I had to get two other people involved to get one
./date/1997/09/msg01133.html:simply are not enough programmers to handle the job, and by Brooks’ Law
./date/1997/09/msg01138.html:way to Stanford, where both of us will, amazingly enough, be tomorrow. Wish
./date/1997/09/msg01145.html:&gt;his way to Stanford, where both of us will, amazingly enough, be
./date/1997/09/msg01148.html:&gt;way to Stanford, where both of us will, amazingly enough, be tomorrow. Wish
./date/1997/09/msg01152.html:downtrodden people will say ‘enough is enough’.
./date/1997/09/msg01154.html:&gt; &gt;way to Stanford, where both of us will, amazingly enough, be tomorrow. Wish
./date/1997/09/msg01158.html:&gt;way to Stanford, where both of us will, amazingly enough, be tomorrow. Wish
./date/1997/09/msg01183.html:The failing with the founding fathers is that there were not enough
./date/1997/09/msg01195.html:Bad enough they have to replace their Verisign key that all their Netscape
./date/1997/09/msg01197.html:&gt;way to Stanford, where both of us will, amazingly enough, be tomorrow. Wish
./date/1997/09/msg01201.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01201.html:&gt;It’s not enough to have a great product -- you must also have great
./date/1997/09/msg01201.html:&gt;something, enough to change their habits, even slightly. The less they need
./date/1997/09/msg01203.html:&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01203.html:&gt;&gt;It’s not enough to have a great product -- you must also have great
./date/1997/09/msg01203.html:&gt;&gt;something, enough to change their habits, even slightly. The less they need
enough money to go
./date/1997/09/msg01208.html:&gt; &gt;way to Stanford, where both of us will, amazingly enough, be tomorrow. Wish
./date/1997/09/msg01209.html:&gt;&gt;way to Stanford, where both of us will, amazingly enough, be tomorrow. Wish
./date/1997/09/msg01217.html:&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01217.html:&gt; &gt;&gt;It’s not enough to have a great product -- you must also have great
./date/1997/09/msg01217.html:&gt; &gt;&gt;something, enough to change their habits, even slightly. The less they need
./date/1997/09/msg01228.html:one long enough to make the ban impossible.
./date/1997/09/msg01233.html:telephone, then the government almost always has enough
./date/1997/09/msg01236.html:telephone, then the government almost always has enough
./date/1997/09/msg01237.html:true enough. the problem is, that there is no defense for it. it is a basic
./date/1997/09/msg01248.html:The failing with the founding fathers is that there were not enough
./date/1997/09/msg01248.html:<I>&quot;Fair enough!&quot; </I>said the Cowboy, motioning for
./date/1997/09/msg01250.html:The failing with the founding fathers is that there were not enough
./date/1997/09/msg01250.html:”Fair enough!” said the Cowboy, motioning for Bubba to begin.
./date/1997/09/msg01265.html:”It’s going to take enough
./date/1997/09/msg01271.html:lengths (see Cracking the code, opposite) long enough to make them
./date/1997/09/msg01281.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01285.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01299.html:&gt;&gt; Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01302.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01303.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01304.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01305.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01306.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01307.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01307.html:gambling house is small enough
./date/1997/09/msg01308.html:&gt; Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01310.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; Writing the code is no longer enough. The code must be usable by the
./date/1997/09/msg01310.html:&gt; It’s not enough to have a great product -- you must also have great
./date/1997/09/msg01310.html:&gt; something, enough to change their habits, even slightly. The less they need
./date/1997/09/msg01315.html:service. If enough of us do this, it should motivate anonymous senders to
./date/1997/09/msg01315.html:is not enough to discourage the anonymous junk, the proposed service can
./date/1997/09/msg01324.html:&gt;service. If enough of us do this, it should motivate anonymous senders to
./date/1997/09/msg01324.html:&gt;is not enough to discourage the anonymous junk, the proposed service can
./date/1997/09/msg01328.html:remailers handle the increased load? Are there enough remailers?
./date/1997/09/msg01336.html:&gt; &gt;service. If enough of us do this, it should motivate anonymous senders to
./date/1997/09/msg01336.html:&gt; &gt;is not enough to discourage the anonymous junk, the proposed service can
./date/1997/09/msg01338.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1997/09/msg01339.html:&gt;remailers handle the increased load? Are there enough remailers?
./date/1997/09/msg01351.html:&gt;remailers handle the increased load? Are there enough remailers?
./date/1997/09/msg01353.html:<B>Organization:</B> Somewhere just far enough outside of your
./date/1997/09/msg01353.html:turned up enough ‘coincidences’ to require her removal from service.
./date/1997/09/msg01354.html:Organization:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction
./date/1997/09/msg01354.html:that turned up enough ‘coincidences’ to require her removal from service.
./date/1997/09/msg01374.html:lately. And it would mean that the anonymous poster knew enough intimate
./date/1997/09/msg01374.html:place behind the scenes of everyday reality for long enough to know that
./date/1997/09/msg01380.html:As I am sure Tim is intelligent enough to realize, this argument also
./date/1997/09/msg01385.html:&gt;&gt;remailers handle the increased load? Are there enough remailers?
./date/1997/09/msg01393.html:not enough left to make people safe and they might get really nervous
./date/1997/09/msg01402.html:organization -- enough
./date/1997/09/msg01417.html:a long enough key RC4 is considered strong and it is also
./date/1997/09/msg01417.html:Basic statements). The source code is short enough for tee-shirts and
./date/1997/09/msg01421.html:not enough left to make people safe and they might get really nervous
./date/1997/09/msg01446.html:poster knew enough intimate details of an event that had been
./date/1997/09/msg01446.html:taking place behind the scenes of everyday reality for long enough
./date/1997/09/msg01447.html:lately. And it would mean that the anonymous poster knew enough intimate
./date/1997/09/msg01447.html:place behind the scenes of everyday reality for long enough to know that it
./date/1997/09/msg01469.html:cell phones don’t have enough battery life; the new PCS phones that
./date/1997/09/msg01471.html:&gt; &gt;cooled is more than enough...
./date/1997/09/msg01472.html:&gt;organization -- enough
./date/1997/09/msg01473.html:&gt;be large enough to attract public scrutiny. I
./date/1997/09/msg01484.html:be large enough to attract public scrutiny. I
./date/1997/09/msg01486.html:NSA has been priviledged enough to do in the past.
./date/1997/09/msg01486.html:target. This is expensive enough that it does not make sense to tap
./date/1997/09/msg01495.html:&gt; cell phones don’t have enough battery life; the new PCS phones that
./date/1997/09/msg01499.html:*should* provide as much support and “cover” as possible. It’s hard enough
./date/1997/09/msg01506.html:... same thing occurred to me though its easy enough to test the key
./date/1997/09/msg01521.html:This is why holding actions help. Confusing Congress enough to delay taking
./date/1997/09/msg01521.html:enough people begin to use and understand encryption that politicians see a
./date/1997/09/msg01525.html:government places on minors, I am not yet old enough to have forgotten
./date/1997/09/msg01530.html:The only real question is whether the stakes are high enough at this
./date/1997/09/msg01537.html:and I’ve never let any children live long enough to get ‘number’s for them...
./date/1997/09/msg01542.html:enough. It doesn’t matter if the vote doesn’t make sense, or violates
./date/1997/09/msg01542.html:front of Congress. There’s not enough bait on that hook.
./date/1997/09/msg01542.html:But they couldn’t trample hard enough on our freedom of speech when the voters
./date/1997/09/msg01553.html:elitists, my ass! --just knowledgeable enough to know when we’re
./date/1997/09/msg01555.html:yet to get organized enough to use the same tactic in return and for
./date/1997/09/msg01594.html:”Fourteen? Close enough! Count it as fourteen-two.”
./date/1997/09/msg01598.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/09/msg01612.html:but if anyone thinks they can locate suckers fast enough to take in more money
./date/1997/09/msg01612.html:than they spend locating the suckers, and they have low enough ethics,
./date/1997/09/msg01614.html:and still be small enough to go unnoticed.
./date/1997/09/msg01632.html:I’ll grant you mentioned digital postage. This simply is not robust enough
./date/1997/09/msg01633.html:&gt;I’ll grant you mentioned digital postage. This simply is not robust enough

./date/1997/09/msg01648.html:&gt;I’ll grant you mentioned digital postage. This simply is not robust enough
./date/1997/09/msg01684.html:price should fall below a quarter. But it will have to be high enough
./date/1997/09/msg01723.html:their interface is the same for all of them. There simply isn’t enough
./date/1997/09/msg01731.html:&gt;isn’t enough business to have very many systems.
./date/1997/09/msg01733.html:’Saving the children’ was important, but not important enough
./date/1997/09/msg01736.html:&gt;their interface is the same for all of them. There simply isn’t enough
./date/1997/09/msg01740.html:your price does your remailer get enough
./date/1997/09/msg01746.html:offered a spare 64K connection. And interestingly enough, the true cost of
./date/1997/09/msg01747.html:dozens of third parties just because you were stupid enough
./date/1997/09/msg01752.html:&gt; offered a spare 64K connection. And interestingly enough, the true cost of
./date/1997/09/msg01753.html:&gt; &gt;their interface is the same for all of them. There simply isn’t enough
./date/1997/09/msg01755.html:’Saving the children’ was important, but not important enough to miss ‘the
./date/1997/09/msg01760.html:1) Commercial -- because most people don’t have enough spare resources
./date/1997/09/msg01760.html:enough due to infrastructure problems.)
./date/1997/09/msg01762.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
enough what the threats of anti-trust
enough what the threats of anti-trust action were all about.
./date/1997/09/msg01803.html:chest, stating that, “Normally, that’s enough to knock somebody down so
./date/1997/09/msg01818.html:needed to get a given level of security. It’s not enough - if your latency
./date/1997/09/msg01818.html:constant, it doesn’t buy you anything, and if there’s not enough
./date/1997/09/msg01820.html:I’m not complacent enough to put my trust in the O/S.
./date/1997/09/msg01839.html:Being registered in “the top” indexes is not enough. Why not have your
./date/1997/09/msg01840.html:&lt;/P&gt;&lt;P ALIGN=JUSTIFY&gt; Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks
to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative that I am I decided that the initial investment was
so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy I was surprised
I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing about
this deal is that it doesn’t matter where in the U.S. the people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with
a faster return.
./date/1997/09/msg01859.html:groan, and we couldn’t think of a worthy enough cause, so that was out,
./date/1997/09/msg01882.html:states). Then, these taxes will no longer apply to you. If enough people
./date/1997/09/msg01890.html:was no way that I could not get enough orders to at least make back what I had invested.
./date/1997/09/msg01941.html:we are receiving an almost 100% return rate for people wise enough to
./date/1997/10/msg00000.html:from being strong enough for serious security, but if it’s not good
./date/1997/10/msg00000.html:enough for
./date/1997/10/msg00004.html:Maybe Ian Goldberg would be kind enough to explain? Messages sent to
./date/1997/10/msg00006.html:more than enough to control not only the media itself, but the
./date/1997/10/msg00007.html:best law, but it is easy enough to ruin it by bad laws.”
./date/1997/10/msg00049.html:&gt;strong enough to bear almost any cost of bringing them to
./date/1997/10/msg00049.html:&gt;question, and I have said enough already. But I will repeat
./date/1997/10/msg00050.html:Irrelevant, people don’t pay for test posts enough to keep a commercial
./date/1997/10/msg00050.html:just enough ‘cover’ so that the politician can safely ignore any and all
./date/1997/10/msg00056.html:their chest moving upward, hoping the KE would slow them down enough to get
./date/1997/10/msg00073.html:it’s married women whose husbands aren’t making enough to support them
./date/1997/10/msg00086.html:&gt; just enough ‘cover’ so that the politician can safely ignore any and all
./date/1997/10/msg00088.html:deft enough to get a global Cold War sinecure) who are not
./date/1997/10/msg00115.html:on-topic and sane enough to attract attention from the real
enough to pull down
./date/1997/10/msg00126.html:the cop is often a thug with a clean enough record to join the force
./date/1997/10/msg00129.html:Internet users, there are enough privacy oriented people to pay for a
./date/1997/10/msg00134.html:enough*...
./date/1997/10/msg00136.html:really can respect Group X enough to cut some kind of deal rather than
./date/1997/10/msg00156.html:black ones do is simply not enough.
./date/1997/10/msg00157.html:a slightly less than total match, but still rare enough not to be
./date/1997/10/msg00161.html:kill enough people.
./date/1997/10/msg00161.html:Oddly enough, this is mostly true here as well.
./date/1997/10/msg00181.html:+simply not enough.
./date/1997/10/msg00187.html:and he found that enough of his anonymous customers were problem customers
./date/1997/10/msg00195.html:&gt; enough to me. What do you think?
./date/1997/10/msg00204.html:of the Soviet Union (shout a lie long enough and loud enough and
./date/1997/10/msg00209.html:seemed clear enough. The United States could help the Jews found
./date/1997/10/msg00211.html:&gt; and he found that enough of his anonymous customers were problem customers
./date/1997/10/msg00212.html:mentality of the feds. They don’t think anyone would be smart enough to use
./date/1997/10/msg00213.html:presence so that you guys can keep it in your pants long enough
./date/1997/10/msg00213.html:free rein, in order to let them remain a large enough threat to
./date/1997/10/msg00214.html:you guys can keep it in your pants long enough to complete the chapter
./date/1997/10/msg00214.html:remain a large enough threat to the established, mainstream media, that the
./date/1997/10/msg00222.html:&gt;of the Soviet Union (shout a lie long enough and loud enough and
./date/1997/10/msg00222.html:]reaching either the Main list (bad enough), or from even going out at all
./date/1997/10/msg00222.html:]would be enough. I argued that not only would the delay of waiting
./date/1997/10/msg00226.html:&gt;mentality of the feds. They don’t think anyone would be smart enough to use
./date/1997/10/msg00228.html:best law, but it is easy enough to ruin it by bad laws.&quot;
./date/1997/10/msg00229.html:best law, but it is easy enough to ruin it by bad laws.”
./date/1997/10/msg00232.html:enough*...
./date/1997/10/msg00232.html:&quot;This has gone on long enough. I’m killing this thread.
./date/1997/10/msg00233.html:enough*...
./date/1997/10/msg00233.html:”This has gone on long enough. I’m killing this thread.
./date/1997/10/msg00236.html:safe enought to walk the streets alone at night.
./date/1997/10/msg00246.html:&gt; safe enough to walk the streets alone at night.
./date/1997/10/msg00246.html:people shot and stabbed in both places, but I feel safe enough to
./date/1997/10/msg00248.html:way that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back.
./date/1997/10/msg00284.html:message --if I consider the contents important enough to
./date/1997/10/msg00284.html:enough not to maintain a plaintext copy.
./date/1997/10/msg00284.html:often enough. I have written secure swappers, or maybe I should say
./date/1997/10/msg00290.html:enough known plaintexts)
./date/1997/10/msg00309.html:Anyone gullible enough to think this isn’t a forgery could contact
./date/1997/10/msg00317.html:is long enough ago that they are now either duds or becoming
./date/1997/10/msg00318.html:&gt; sexual orientation is evidence enough that you are unreliable. It
./date/1997/10/msg00325.html:sexual orientation is evidence enough that you are unreliable. It
./date/1997/10/msg00329.html:baby formulae for free in impoverished countries, just long enough for
./date/1997/10/msg00341.html:each other enough to want to meet, may still reliably ex./date/1997/10/msg00341.html:weren’t threatening enough, the computer that performs the
./date/1997/10/msg00341.html:would consider a “straight line.” Taking a long enough
./date/1997/10/msg00341.html:But there’s the rub:A “long enough” world view does
./date/1997/10/msg00341.html:“cause,” caring only enough for their personal welfare so as
./date/1997/10/msg00341.html:to remain alive enough and healthy enough to continue
./date/1997/10/msg00341.html:enough already, and that it has nothing further to teach us,
./date/1997/10/msg00350.html:close enough explanation.
./date/1997/10/msg00357.html:desperately about the size of the plute yield - only that it is enough
./date/1997/10/msg00369.html:not enough consumers had the cards, and consumers complaining that
./date/1997/10/msg00369.html:there were not enough places to use them.
./date/1997/10/msg00370.html:Clients have not set aside enough money to deal with the millennium
./date/1997/10/msg00376.html:&gt; Clients have not set aside enough money to deal with the millennium
./date/1997/10/msg00381.html:wasn’t smart enough to do it that way.
./date/1997/10/msg00381.html:set:a jump instruction. Sure enough, the next program
./date/1997/10/msg00381.html:I was impressed enough that I quit looking for the
./date/1997/10/msg00385.html:that we know there was an MITM.” Obviously, Mallory can be given enough
./date/1997/10/msg00390.html:Should we help them? That’s a different question. A friend of mine has a T-shirt that says “Detroit -- where the weak are
killed and eaten.” That’s a common enough response in the animal kingdom, but are we higher
than that? Sure, people like you will ignore them on the streets because they’re “Somebody Else’s Problem.” Does that make it more or less fair for the
people who actually give a shit about others and do something to help them? Or, maybe we’re just stupid for trying to drag the injured gazelles along with
the rest of the herd. Maybe we should just let them fall to the lions.
./date/1997/10/msg00395.html:well, I *am* old enough to be father to most of you, and for the
./date/1997/10/msg00400.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1997/10/msg00423.html:isolation good enough protection from a dedicated attack (as opposed to
./date/1997/10/msg00439.html:enough samples to extract the complete set of hex digits from any given
./date/1997/10/msg00439.html:It would be easy enough to “trick” the MITM into exposing their existance
./date/1997/10/msg00451.html:to his personal key, which is gone. It’s been long enough that the
./date/1997/10/msg00456.html:if they had enough evidence to put them in jail for the
./date/1997/10/msg00456.html:that might be enough to have the whole infrastructure
./date/1997/10/msg00459.html:and reliable enough. This is probably the breakthrough.
./date/1997/10/msg00459.html:enough for your average Joe.
./date/1997/10/msg00460.html:got it, and now I have enough to take a bus to ‘you know where,’ DC.
./date/1997/10/msg00466.html:the stakes are high enough...where there’s a will, there was a dead body.
./date/1997/10/msg00466.html:taking a voice sample from you that I’d be smart enough to exchange public
./date/1997/10/msg00470.html:occurred, we have enough isolated incidents to know that the
./date/1997/10/msg00474.html:&gt; It would be easy enough to “trick” the MITM into exposing their existance
./date/1997/10/msg00477.html:Right? Simple enough isn’t it?
./date/1997/10/msg00479.html:&gt; I was impressed enough that I quit looking for the
./date/1997/10/msg00481.html:apparently companies obnoxious enough to tell you you are not allowed to
./date/1997/10/msg00483.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1997/10/msg00486.html:&gt; It would be easy enough to “trick” the MITM into exposing their
./date/1997/10/msg00486.html:enough.
./date/1997/10/msg00486.html:Second problem, perhaps if he doesn’t speak soon enough, he will have
enough
./date/1997/10/msg00486.html:protocol. Fair enough he can do this. But he will degrade the voice
./date/1997/10/msg00489.html:For my purposes, the authentication is secure enough that I’m very
./date/1997/10/msg00489.html:pleased. The voice quality is good enough that I can recognize friends -./date/1997/10/msg00489.html:since both Bob and Eve are strangers to me and I don’t know Bob well enough
./date/1997/10/msg00491.html:&gt; encrypted to his personal key, which is gone. It’s been long enough
./date/1997/10/msg00494.html:enough energy to eject neutrons from anything. The reason the pit goes bad
./date/1997/10/msg00494.html:and holds it there long enough for it to react. Once the critical mass
./date/1997/10/msg00501.html:&gt;isolation good enough protection from a dedicated attack (as opposed to
./date/1997/10/msg00510.html:&gt;&gt; It would be easy enough to “trick” the MITM into exposing their
./date/1997/10/msg00513.html:This should quite noticeable, noticeable enough to provoke Bob
./date/1997/10/msg00521.html:well enough to know that the current parliament is not going to
enough to react to new technical developments on the other
./date/1997/10/msg00536.html:I think it should be easy enough to enforce this property (immediate
./date/1997/10/msg00536.html:Perhaps what you have already is enough -- if the inter-packet delay
./date/1997/10/msg00542.html:&gt; It’s been long enough that the
enough courage to say “NO” to the cops, and his parents
./date/1997/10/msg00550.html:enough
./date/1997/10/msg00555.html:they are actually stupid enough to think government escrowed encryption
./date/1997/10/msg00576.html:Perhaps you can get a high enough degree of certainty for your
./date/1997/10/msg00577.html:If enough people come to their senses and ignored this bogus legislation, we
./date/1997/10/msg00594.html:Don’t think so. It’s simple enough technology.
./date/1997/10/msg00613.html:to demonstrate enough proof to cause an argument about which of you
./date/1997/10/msg00613.html:enough, if you sent a signed message to Alice, and a detached
./date/1997/10/msg00615.html:If they change it once a week, this may be enough to make
./date/1997/10/msg00615.html:and still be strong enough to resist the limited possible
./date/1997/10/msg00615.html:of any that are simple enough to use with a calculator. If
./date/1997/10/msg00623.html:enough
./date/1997/10/msg00624.html:&gt; Don’t think so. It’s simple enough technology.
./date/1997/10/msg00625.html:accused of some crime, it’s going to be clear enough which party sent
./date/1997/10/msg00625.html:&gt; enough, if you sent a signed message to Alice, and a detached
./date/1997/10/msg00625.html:enough.
./date/1997/10/msg00633.html:issues. I just hope the architecture of PGP 5.5 is pliable enough to allow
./date/1997/10/msg00636.html:&gt;issues. I just hope the architecture of PGP 5.5 is pliable enough to allow
./date/1997/10/msg00647.html:It’s more secure to do this. That should be argument enough in
./date/1997/10/msg00659.html:Signature only might’ve been enough for backups of stuff in plaintext
./date/1997/10/msg00672.html:A comm failure during authentication should be enough reason to go to the
./date/1997/10/msg00676.html:It works well enough, but it could be made much more secure, by
enough to accommodate all
./date/1997/10/msg00684.html:DNS records will be having this turnover. the DNS system has enough
./date/1997/10/msg00685.html:to snoop communications, and so they naturally enough primarily want
./date/1997/10/msg00691.html:software i use, and in that case, if i’m paranoid enough,
./date/1997/10/msg00693.html:So Nortel will deliver enough downstream bandwith for you to be a video
./date/1997/10/msg00701.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1997/10/msg00703.html:enough for one message (direct keyring manipulation, remailer support,
./date/1997/10/msg00711.html:roomful of morons are writing up ludicrous rules and you’re gullible enough
./date/1997/10/msg00713.html:&gt; DNS records will be having this turnover. the DNS system has enough
./date/1997/10/msg00713.html:really described this scheme yet, as people seem to be raising enough
./date/1997/10/msg00718.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1997/10/msg00720.html:get your disk, this is not nearly enough fun for the Feds, because
./date/1997/10/msg00720.html:a form of escrow themselves if they are not tamper-proof enough
./date/1997/10/msg00724.html:then you don’t understand it well enough to be sure
./date/1997/10/msg00724.html:the S-boxes are secure enough, and thus you shouldn’t
./date/1997/10/msg00733.html:weakens security. After all, the NSA thinks it’s secure enough that it
./date/1997/10/msg00734.html:plenty enough
./date/1997/10/msg00735.html:your idea enough
./date/1997/10/msg00741.html:&gt; your idea enough
./date/1997/10/msg00741.html:have an alternate proposal well enough thought through to compete
./date/1997/10/msg00749.html:amply demonstrated. The technical issues alone are enough to reject
./date/1997/10/msg00749.html:&gt; It works well enough, but it could be made much more secure, by
./date/1997/10/msg00755.html:Although I don’t know the PRNG in Visual Basic (the one 3dmx uses) well enough
./date/1997/10/msg00763.html:the SMTP server. (Sending them enough bounce messages
./date/1997/10/msg00764.html:case, fair enough.
./date/1997/10/msg00769.html:&gt; then you don’t understand it well enough to be sure
./date/1997/10/msg00769.html:&gt; the S-boxes are secure enough, and thus you shouldn’t
./date/1997/10/msg00769.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1997/10/msg00772.html:plenty enough
./date/1997/10/msg00777.html:proto-cypherpunk, and were bright enough to see the future
./date/1997/10/msg00795.html:and the mail client’s receipts aren’t enough, since they don’t know
./date/1997/10/msg00797.html:&gt;mechansims aren’t enough. The problem has more hair than our sheepdog.
./date/1997/10/msg00801.html:mechansims aren’t enough. The problem has more hair than our sheepdog.
./date/1997/10/msg00803.html:&gt;&gt; weakens security. After all, the NSA thinks it’s secure enough that it
./date/1997/10/msg00804.html:&gt; &gt; weakens security. After all, the NSA thinks it’s secure enough that
./date/1997/10/msg00805.html:&gt; &gt; weakens security. After all, the NSA thinks it’s secure enough that
./date/1997/10/msg00806.html:&gt; weakens security. After all, the NSA thinks it’s secure enough that it
./date/1997/10/msg00813.html:characters is enough for a known LCG using 16-bit integers,
./date/1997/10/msg00828.html:which hack around the CMR system. Easy enough:just put dud
./date/1997/10/msg00833.html:When I get tired enough of my own bullshit in those areas, I will
./date/1997/10/msg00836.html:important enough that no one should give an inch of ground until
./date/1997/10/msg00836.html:to the extent that I have enough information to make my own decision
./date/1997/10/msg00838.html:however, if I am stupid enough to put them in a network
./date/1997/10/msg00838.html:appears to have grown enough in size to contain too many
./date/1997/10/msg00839.html:still don’t have enough business demand for to take time on,
./date/1997/10/msg00839.html:&gt;which hack around the CMR system. Easy enough:just put dud
./date/1997/10/msg00853.html:enough with emerging standards to remain in business.
./date/1997/10/msg00853.html:I expect him to be stupid enough to say this on the product packaging.)
./date/1997/10/msg00859.html:As if this wasn’t enough If your order is postmarked
./date/1997/10/msg00873.html:&gt; As if this wasn’t enough If your order is postmarked
./date/1997/10/msg00876.html:&gt;still don’t have enough business demand for to take time on,
./date/1997/10/msg00884.html:&gt; still don’t have enough business demand for to take time on,
./date/1997/10/msg00884.html:&gt; &gt;which hack around the CMR system. Easy enough:just put dud
./date/1997/10/msg00891.html:Is that close enough to the truth for you?
./date/1997/10/msg00897.html:True enough, it doesn’t.
./date/1997/10/msg00899.html:PGP multiple recipients are enough to do that, and the sender
./date/1997/10/msg00899.html:strong enough to keep the NSA out, but it’s strong enough to keep
./date/1997/10/msg00899.html:and enough to keep you from extracting the undamaged parts,
./date/1997/10/msg00901.html:but SSH does close enough to that that it may be the way to go,
./date/1997/10/msg00914.html:the rest of us have just enough messages to survive. Ever try to get
./date/1997/10/msg00921.html:proto-cypherpunk, and were bright enough to see the future<BR>
./date/1997/10/msg00922.html:proto-cypherpunk, and were bright enough to see the future
./date/1997/10/msg00924.html:&gt; PGP multiple recipients are enough to do that, and the sender
./date/1997/10/msg00939.html:The government is quite simply trying to poke enough holes in a
./date/1997/10/msg00944.html:&gt;conspiration theory, usually stupidity, ignorance and such are enough to
./date/1997/10/msg00948.html:Interesly enough, most of the registered users are registered with
./date/1997/10/msg00950.html:conspiration theory, usually stupidity, ignorance and such are enough to
./date/1997/10/msg00952.html:would be kind enough to recommend me I thank you.
./date/1997/10/msg00957.html:It seems somewhat fair enough
./date/1997/10/msg00957.html:But, Tim’s proposal to store in clear seems easy enough.
./date/1997/10/msg00957.html:enough to decrypt the mailbox prior to use, and re-encrypt after use.
./date/1997/10/msg00972.html:&gt;would be kind enough to recommend me I thank you.
./date/1997/10/msg00979.html:area on Prodigy seemed innocuous enough:It
./date/1997/10/msg00987.html:&gt;area on Prodigy seemed innocuous enough:It
./date/1997/10/msg00995.html:to crack down on criminals. Well, when there aren’t enough criminals,
./date/1997/10/msg00997.html:&gt;would be kind enough to recommend me I thank you.
./date/1997/10/msg00999.html:&gt;would be kind enough to recommend me I thank you.
./date/1997/10/msg01005.html:“While a catastrophic cyber attack has not occurred, we have enough
./date/1997/10/msg01009.html:&gt;True enough. In addition, look at the business press in the last few
./date/1997/10/msg01010.html:True enough. In addition, look at the business press in the last few days for stories on other “Monopolies” of the past.
they get one. ITT arranged a friendly sale of its hotels to avoid a Hilton hostile takeower. Harold Geneen’s “Conglomerate” (remember that word?) now
consists of a company whose sole business is the publication of foreign telephone directories.
./date/1997/10/msg01015.html:security than either technique will alone, perhaps enough that
./date/1997/10/msg01018.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1997/10/msg01046.html:that the NSA will soon enough be asking to be on every one’s CMR list.
./date/1997/10/msg01046.html:soon enough anyway. (pgp5.x allows for short lived encryption keys
./date/1997/10/msg01048.html:&gt; that the NSA will soon enough be asking to be on every one’s CMR list.
./date/1997/10/msg01051.html:soon enough anyway. (pgp5.x allows for short lived encryption keys
./date/1997/10/msg01051.html:it’s good enough, because when Fred leaves sales, he loses access to the
./date/1997/10/msg01051.html:enough, there are a number of people (like Bruce Schneier) who have no
./date/1997/10/msg01053.html:demanded by Janet Reno? This, by the way, ought to be reason enough for MS

./date/1997/10/msg01055.html:privacy, and at the moment there aren’t enough of those. But if encrypted
./date/1997/10/msg01059.html:And it’s by no means clear that corporations will pay enough for PGP for
./date/1997/10/msg01060.html:And it’s by no means clear that corporations will pay enough for PGP for
./date/1997/10/msg01088.html:&gt; it’s good enough, because when Fred leaves sales, he loses access to the
./date/1997/10/msg01088.html:&gt; Interestingly enough, there are a number of people (like Bruce
./date/1997/10/msg01093.html:&gt;&gt; *sigh* OK, enough ranting. Feel free to quote various parts of
./date/1997/10/msg01102.html:pointed out that there are not enough copy machines in the region
./date/1997/10/msg01108.html:Is that clear enough? Do you understand what I (and, apparently, Adam Back
./date/1997/10/msg01109.html:Is that clear enough? Do you understand what I (and, apparently, Adam
./date/1997/10/msg01142.html:&gt;&gt; *sigh* OK, enough ranting. Feel free to quote various parts of
./date/1997/10/msg01154.html:turn off will never be good enough for GAK.
./date/1997/10/msg01156.html:&gt; Is that clear enough? Do you understand what I (and, apparently, Adam Back
./date/1997/10/msg01171.html:&gt;turn off will never be good enough for GAK.
./date/1997/10/msg01172.html:&gt;to crack down on criminals. Well, when there aren’t enough
./date/1997/10/msg01173.html:&gt;to crack down on criminals. Well, when there aren’t enough criminals,
./date/1997/10/msg01200.html:well enough to prevent another Ames selling it to the Russians, or whoever.
./date/1997/10/msg01233.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1997/10/msg01234.html:not that much of a big deal; most users have enough problems just
./date/1997/10/msg01241.html:By my third year out of college, I had a big enough cushion of saved cash
./date/1997/10/msg01241.html:Most people are able to save enough to give them a several-month buffer,
./date/1997/10/msg01249.html:hmm. That one was clear enough in the constitution if anything ever
./date/1997/10/msg01261.html:&gt; to be a surplus large enough that a reasonablerecession won’t stop
./date/1997/10/msg01261.html:&gt; produces enough tax revenue to accelerate the schedule in the
./date/1997/10/msg01264.html:This would be enough to eliminate most of the concerns regarding
./date/1997/10/msg01267.html:&gt;You were fortunate enough to be in the right place at the right
./date/1997/10/msg01270.html:In&gt; By my third year out of college, I had a big enough cushion of
./date/1997/10/msg01270.html:You were fortunate enough to be in the right place at the right
./date/1997/10/msg01270.html:enough salary in their 9-5 job to maintain themselves to a degree,
./date/1997/10/msg01270.html:but not nearly enough to have the complete freedom, that is the
./date/1997/10/msg01272.html:you can’t have a new winter-coat. Mommy has to save enough money so
./date/1997/10/msg01272.html:providing them with enough startup-money, so that they can at least
./date/1997/10/msg01274.html:coercive power is not enough, that you’ve got to employ
./date/1997/10/msg01277.html:enough, despite what John Young said this morning.
./date/1997/10/msg01282.html:&gt;You were fortunate enough to be in the right place at the right
./date/1997/10/msg01282.html:&gt;get barely through life _despite_ making efforts. They may get enough
./date/1997/10/msg01282.html:&gt;nearly enough to have the complete freedom, that is the issue
./date/1997/10/msg01282.html:&gt;can’t have a new winter-coat. Mommy has to save enough money so that
./date/1997/10/msg01282.html:&gt;providing them with enough startup-money, so that they can at least
enough wealth to
./date/1997/10/msg01288.html:&gt; you can’t have a new winter-coat. Mommy has to save enough money so
./date/1997/10/msg01288.html:not because their parents don’t have enough money, it’s because their
./date/1997/10/msg01288.html:&gt; providing them with enough startup-money, so that they can at least
./date/1997/10/msg01288.html:have enough wits about them would even get paid by the state to look
./date/1997/10/msg01289.html:was kind enough to let me make payments on the two hundred, at only
./date/1997/10/msg01290.html:&gt; MIAMI (AP) Enough is enough. Chief U.S. District Judge Edward Davis
./date/1997/10/msg01290.html:&gt; “The bottom line is that this district has expended enough of its
./date/1997/10/msg01296.html:&gt; enough money so that she can choose the people she works for.
./date/1997/10/msg01296.html:In&gt; whatever, it’s not because their parents don’t have enough
./date/1997/10/msg01299.html:is going to be foolish enough to pay for our products when they can
./date/1997/10/msg01307.html:that socialist cesspool New York City. Anyone stupid enough to volunteer
./date/1997/10/msg01311.html:more than enough, not even considering that the younger kids can wear
./date/1997/10/msg01312.html:your home if your yard is big enough for the number of pets you are
./date/1997/10/msg01312.html:month. I went to the store today and bought enough food for 4 days and it
./date/1997/10/msg01312.html:&gt; more than enough, not even considering that the younger kids can wear
./date/1997/10/msg01321.html:that are safe enough to withstand the attacks available to&nbsp;the
./date/1997/10/msg01321.html:the RSA algorithm enough in&nbsp;some cases to use it to protect
./date/1997/10/msg01322.html:measures that are safe enough to withstand the attacks available to the
./date/1997/10/msg01322.html:Government trusts the RSA algorithm enough in some cases to use it to
./date/1997/10/msg01328.html:that is a big enough mess as it is with control panels and extensions, as any
./date/1997/10/msg01328.html:I think this is enough to deal with the fundamental issue, so I’m going to
./date/1997/10/msg01329.html:&gt; &gt; enough money so that she can choose the people she works for.
./date/1997/10/msg01329.html:&gt; In&gt; whatever, it’s not because their parents don’t have enough
./date/1997/10/msg01341.html:to gather enough information in order to make the best choice based
./date/1997/10/msg01349.html:studied enough cryptology to know if “web of trust” was copied too.
./date/1997/10/msg01358.html:&gt; month. I went to the store today and bought enough food for 4 days and it
./date/1997/10/msg01359.html:&gt; &gt; month. I went to the store today and bought enough food for 4 days and it
./date/1997/10/msg01412.html:obviously enough, “differential GPS”.
enough”). It would have
./date/1997/10/msg01417.html:It could be possible. The hotel sprawls just enough. If anyone (I know, or
./date/1997/10/msg01443.html:This could get really ugly in the future. Indeed, it has already, but most are not awake enough to notice. Devolution or
the demise of the central power is a dangerous process to be caught up in.
./date/1997/10/msg01475.html:Sure enough, a couple days later, Alan was in his deep state
./date/1997/10/msg01478.html:enough minutes to get from Exit 4 to Exit 17 Friday night. You know,
./date/1997/10/msg01479.html:and his relatives) attacking the infrastructure...enough of them that the
./date/1997/10/msg01485.html:there’s enough
enough that anybody even
./date/1997/10/msg01492.html:I’ll tell you, course I won’t be lucky enough your head will then explode
./date/1997/10/msg01494.html:&gt; there’s enough
enough that anybody even
./date/1997/10/msg01502.html:That’s good enough for me! {:&gt;)=======&lt;
./date/1997/10/msg01508.html:&gt; That’s good enough for me! {:&gt;)=======&lt;
./date/1997/10/msg01509.html:&gt; You’re cynical all right, but you’re just not cynical *enough*.
./date/1997/10/msg01515.html:a professorship at MIT and a publication list long enough to
./date/1997/10/msg01515.html:OK, enough already. The really interesting question is why the
./date/1997/10/msg01515.html:that, for some conservatives, is just not good enough.
./date/1997/10/msg01521.html:&gt; conservatives, is just not good enough.
./date/1997/10/msg01527.html:enough) record such results in their records and may even “share” (or
./date/1997/10/msg01534.html:truly care enough to actually do anything about the situation.
./date/1997/10/msg01554.html:An adult who is not all that careful can comfortably buy enough food
./date/1997/10/msg01556.html:&gt;The only thing one can do is to gather enough information in order to
./date/1997/10/msg01572.html:regard, while delaying long enough to let the Y2K problem
./date/1997/10/msg01575.html:alcohol buyers. See, the issue isn’t if you are old enough to drink. The
enough to understand orders,
./date/1997/10/msg01592.html:pay....and promises are not enough. And if one proves to the hospital that
enough to understand orders,
enough to understand orders,
./date/1997/10/msg01621.html:I’m sure Ron Guilmette (who you’ve accused elsewhere of doing this) would be smart enough to know that it doesn’t take dozens of
posts every day containing those keywords to detect blocking, if any. OTOH, the fact that the “abuse”
./date/1997/10/msg01624.html:enough for some applications.
./date/1997/10/msg01654.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1997/10/msg01657.html:None of them were foolish enough, however, to believe that the decision
./date/1997/10/msg01664.html:a liver condition that meant he would die if he consumed enough
./date/1997/10/msg01689.html:you had to prove you were responsible enough for and could be taken away
./date/1997/10/msg01701.html:reported to be in good condition was feisty enough after the
./date/1997/10/msg01702.html:reported to be in good condition was feisty enough after the
./date/1997/10/msg01703.html:reported to be in good condition was feisty enough after the
./date/1997/10/msg01704.html:reported to be in good condition was feisty enough after the
./date/1997/10/msg01715.html:enough money from people in jail by having them work.
./date/1997/10/msg01719.html:&gt; you had to prove you were responsible enough for and could be taken away.
./date/1997/10/msg01737.html:City Councilwoman Patty Belew, 26, said she already had enough
./date/1997/10/msg01739.html:doses were just enough so that the men would remain employed to
./date/1997/10/msg01798.html:Is your site really getting enough
./date/1997/10/msg01799.html:you’ve made just enough to pay for your web space and your friends
./date/1997/10/msg01809.html:key and a person’s “identity” (in the form of a common name plus enough
./date/1997/10/msg01817.html:&gt; I ran tcpdump on ppp0 on the gateway and sure enough, the box is sending
./date/1997/10/msg01825.html:I ran tcpdump on ppp0 on the gateway and sure enough, the box is sending
./date/1997/10/msg01833.html: % df -k . (make sure enough room)
./date/1997/10/msg01867.html:just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
./date/1997/10/msg01875.html:just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
./date/1997/10/msg01880.html:produce enough of a simple chemical, our research team immediately
./date/1997/10/msg01883.html:you. . . Together we can earn enough
./date/1997/10/msg01883.html:having enough money! This plan is amazing and workable for anyone who
./date/1997/10/msg01883.html:get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, I was surprised
./date/1997/10/msg01895.html:you’ve made just enough to pay for your web space and your friends
./date/1997/10/msg01902.html:just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
enough to stay open during hours when
./date/1997/11/msg00028.html:&gt;If you repeat a lie often enough, eventually some people will believe you.
./date/1997/11/msg00051.html:But just how bad is bad enough? As bad as Stalins Russia? What was it, 1
./date/1997/11/msg00067.html:enough people to fuel the revolution can have the manpower to sucseed.
enough, realized that they had forgotten to
./date/1997/11/msg00071.html:sure enough, realized that they had forgotten to ‘carry the three’ and that
./date/1997/11/msg00076.html:If you repeat a lie often enough, eventually some people will believe you.
./date/1997/11/msg00078.html:well enough to satisfy their demonic lusts.
./date/1997/11/msg00088.html:&gt;the only journalist to have been able to get close enough to Pol
./date/1997/11/msg00089.html:goal is (naturally enough) to make some digital data hard to
./date/1997/11/msg00089.html:If enough readers want to hurry up and see the next chapter,
./date/1997/11/msg00091.html:easy enough to solve.)
./date/1997/11/msg00096.html:The 7.62x39 really isn’t much of a cartridge, its not potent enough to
./date/1997/11/msg00096.html:justify its size, 7.62x54 is more potent and its not small enough to
./date/1997/11/msg00097.html:weak. It’s easy enough keep kids off the Net. It’s easy to buy
./date/1997/11/msg00101.html:Sounds fair enough to me. You want to pass laws telling them what
./date/1997/11/msg00101.html:Sounds fair enough to me. If an individual can’t manage his own
./date/1997/11/msg00102.html:person makes enough noise to guarantee that they will be going to court.
./date/1997/11/msg00109.html:caliber ... if I am not good enough to take some of them down and take
./date/1997/11/msg00111.html:enough
./date/1997/11/msg00124.html:&gt;person makes enough noise to guarantee that they will be going to court.
./date/1997/11/msg00133.html:sort-of inverse-lottery scheme--if you get unlucky enough to
./date/1997/11/msg00147.html:You are a bookburner. That is enough for me.
./date/1997/11/msg00159.html:enough. But I think the Gartner comments correctly capture the real reason
./date/1997/11/msg00179.html:&gt; annum). So nearly everyone’s content -- enough not to shoot each other,
./date/1997/11/msg00185.html:&gt;If you repeat a lie often enough, eventually some people will believe you.
./date/1997/11/msg00192.html:against the side of a house quietly enough to prevent those inside from waking
./date/1997/11/msg00192.html:How many people have been thru enough of these to be considered
./date/1997/11/msg00201.html:annum). So nearly everyone’s content -- enough not to shoot each other,
./date/1997/11/msg00218.html:I think that this should be simple enough for anyone here to understand.
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* the randomness is not chosen maliciously, and it is fast enough that
./date/1997/11/msg00234.html:&gt; I think that this should be simple enough for anyone here to understand.
./date/1997/11/msg00234.html:I think that this should be simple enough for anyone here to understand.
./date/1997/11/msg00253.html:political disloyalty. Those who had been unfortunate enough to
./date/1997/11/msg00258.html:was enough to cause the Catholic Church to be “taxed into penury”? Or the
./date/1997/11/msg00276.html:to be able to hurl fresh bear and wolf dung accurately enough to
./date/1997/11/msg00280.html:enough, before they can b’nai Mitzvah.
./date/1997/11/msg00280.html:&gt;#2...You have no idea who or what I am. We have learned enough about you, through your messages here and
./date/1997/11/msg00288.html:Perhaps I was not clear enough
./date/1997/11/msg00298.html:&gt;Perhaps I was not clear enough
./date/1997/11/msg00306.html:placing a bet that I will get sick enough to spend more than
./date/1997/11/msg00306.html:enough to pay for my treatment.
./date/1997/11/msg00308.html:This seems straightforward enough in principle. It’s just
./date/1997/11/msg00309.html:enough complaints that they made a deal with Sympatico to control the
./date/1997/11/msg00313.html:people in the world were sophisticated enough to use the whole system.[11]
./date/1997/11/msg00339.html:&gt; positive--just enough to pay for my treatment.
./date/1997/11/msg00359.html:&gt;&gt; positive--just enough to pay for my treatment.
./date/1997/11/msg00364.html:My only crime is honesty. I’m honest enough to admit, as I have for months,
./date/1997/11/msg00368.html:encryption debate” long enough to complete pilot projects on key
./date/1997/11/msg00378.html:their insurance might get donations. Perhaps even enough donations
./date/1997/11/msg00381.html:&gt; encryption debate” long enough to complete pilot projects on key
./date/1997/11/msg00383.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; positive--just enough to pay for my treatment.
./date/1997/11/msg00396.html:&gt;&gt; positive--just enough to pay for my treatment.
./date/1997/11/msg00399.html:Most of the noncom’s have been in long enough to be thorouly disillusioned
enough that it is not worth the effort for low-value data. As
./date/1997/11/msg00409.html:A simple enough concept, except that the Canadian tribunal has no
./date/1997/11/msg00427.html:guys smart enough to come up with “unbreakable encryption”, they
./date/1997/11/msg00432.html:part of their work, and (4) <SMALL><SMALL>NCUA </SMALL></SMALL>does not have enough technical capability<BR>
./date/1997/11/msg00445.html:enough info to exploit this bug, right now...
./date/1997/11/msg00464.html:and not the original itself, and it was garbled enough that
./date/1997/11/msg00467.html:by enough
./date/1997/11/msg00471.html:&gt;by enough
./date/1997/11/msg00487.html:universal smartcard readers used in the demo to contact me. Given enough
./date/1997/11/msg00488.html:produce enough of a simple chemical, our research team immediately
./date/1997/11/msg00513.html:Johnny’s dad’s mistress complains he doesn’t buy her enough jewelry.
./date/1997/11/msg00513.html:The politician writes to Johnny’s dad that if Johnny’s dad gives him enough
./date/1997/11/msg00513.html:Strangely enough, during this time, the FINCEN Transactional Analysis
./date/1997/11/msg00513.html:There is too much freedom. And not enough protection for The Children.
./date/1997/11/msg00527.html:and it’s easy enough to steganize your way around (Jon Callas recommends
./date/1997/11/msg00537.html:many interdependencies, too much old code, not enough time or money to make
./date/1997/11/msg00537.html:the changes, and probably not even enough knowledge about how to go about
./date/1997/11/msg00538.html:while and and enough time for my network feed to upgrade to a 320kbps
./date/1997/11/msg00560.html:explain. If that’s not enough, I’m sorry.
./date/1997/11/msg00570.html:the story’ long enough for them to retire with their reputations
./date/1997/11/msg00573.html:to crack down on criminals. Well, when there aren’t enough criminals,
./date/1997/11/msg00586.html:Murray is forced to say S.909 (McCain-Kerrey) “does not go far enough” in
./date/1997/11/msg00593.html:Fair enough. However, in an era of no-cost “technology transfers” of
./date/1997/11/msg00593.html:That would be a drag. Heck, they probably won’t be atavistic enough to call
./date/1997/11/msg00595.html:neglected to mention that being smart enough to follow the instructions
./date/1997/11/msg00595.html:didn’t necessarily mean you were smart enough to use it properly.
./date/1997/11/msg00596.html:I bet if you think long enough, you can come up with a parallel (and
./date/1997/11/msg00599.html:anonymous remailers, i hope there are some ppl with enough motivation and ressources
./date/1997/11/msg00600.html:and, thankfully, we have a weird enough assortment of not-quite-normal
./date/1997/11/msg00617.html:innocuous enough, but it could always lead to a demand, “Well, you already
./date/1997/11/msg00617.html:Also, I hope that your mangler is smart enough to distinguish e-mail addresses
./date/1997/11/msg00622.html:from seeking funds.) And if an emergency is big enough, one can always
./date/1997/11/msg00664.html:&gt;True enough, but it doesn’t follow from your Foucault quote very
./date/1997/11/msg00666.html:&gt;True enough, but it doesn’t follow from your Foucault quote very
./date/1997/11/msg00667.html:assets and not enough people around you?
./date/1997/11/msg00667.html:capital (not to mention hashish :-)) and not enough people around telling
./date/1997/11/msg00670.html:&gt; innocuous enough, but it could always lead to a demand, “Well, you already
./date/1997/11/msg00670.html:&gt; Also, I hope that your mangler is smart enough to distinguish e-mail addresses
./date/1997/11/msg00673.html:True enough...
./date/1997/11/msg00676.html:foreheads in invisible ink (paranoid enough , nonetheless. to make
./date/1997/11/msg00684.html:their masters angry at them will not be any safer, ironically enough.
./date/1997/11/msg00691.html:concealed weapon, no permit required. Oddly enough, it has one of the
./date/1997/11/msg00708.html:True enough, but it doesn’t follow from your Foucault quote very much.
./date/1997/11/msg00708.html:the laser sights of his enemies never stay long enough on his motor cortex
./date/1997/11/msg00728.html:Fair enough. However, I’m sure that any average junior-college educated
./date/1997/11/msg00728.html:&gt; their masters angry at them will not be any safer, ironically enough.
./date/1997/11/msg00736.html:was old enough to drive (it made my father’s job of family accounting
./date/1997/11/msg00738.html:than enough
./date/1997/11/msg00742.html:&gt;Mostly Madison, I believe, and, oddly enough, a protoge of Jefferson
./date/1997/11/msg00742.html:&gt;from France, and that Madison, ironically enough, had a hand in
./date/1997/11/msg00748.html:Packed with games of roulette, blackjack, poker and craps, each gambling house is small enough
tiny room. Yet their owners say they’re taking in millions of dollars a month from thousands of bettors, from Los Angeles to New York and beyond.<BR>
./date/1997/11/msg00751.html:anybody pushed far enough into the corner will behave like
./date/1997/11/msg00757.html:early enough in its trajectory to have
./date/1997/11/msg00765.html:&gt; early enough in its trajectory to have
./date/1997/11/msg00776.html:Mostly Madison, I believe, and, oddly enough, a protoge of Jefferson at one
./date/1997/11/msg00776.html:Madison, ironically enough, had a hand in getting it passed. The Bill of
./date/1997/11/msg00781.html:and sure enough, it was willing to let me change the passphrase
./date/1997/11/msg00807.html:&gt; and sure enough, it was willing to let me change the passphrase
./date/1997/11/msg00807.html:on a friend’s machine and, sure enough, I got PGP 2.62 to spit
./date/1997/11/msg00820.html:&gt; on a friend’s machine and, sure enough, I got PGP 2.62 to spit
./date/1997/11/msg00870.html:No way. But I feel, at times, it’s bad enough to be *reading* that
./date/1997/11/msg00872.html:enough that others may hear us.”
./date/1997/11/msg00872.html:I talk loud enough for them to hear me, I try to be courteous enough to
./date/1997/11/msg00882.html:Of course, if enough people complain and picket, or whatever, then
./date/1997/11/msg00894.html:&gt; Of course, if enough people complain and picket, or whatever, then
./date/1997/11/msg00897.html:&gt; I talk loud enough for them to hear me, I try to be courteous enough to
./date/1997/11/msg00916.html:&gt; &gt; I talk loud enough for them to hear me, I try to be courteous enough to
./date/1997/11/msg00926.html:On a related note, NASA has Breakthrough Propusion page <A HREF=”http://www.lerc.nasa.gov/WWW/bpp”>http://www.lerc.nasa.
gov/WWW/bpp</A> which outlines their plans and activities to explore (and hopefully perfect) non-mass based propusion technologies. They seem to be
taking this seriously enough to form a Delta-G group at their Marshall Space Flight Center to try and reproduce Podkletnov’s (and others) experiments.
./date/1997/11/msg00937.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; I talk loud enough for them to hear me, I try to be courteous enough to
./date/1997/11/msg00937.html:It’s because there are enough people on the list who see a distinction
./date/1997/11/msg00942.html:It is only by making starkly clear who stands where that enough
./date/1997/11/msg00942.html:by weakling cowards unable to steal, cheat and lie well enough
./date/1997/11/msg00942.html:... if I am not good enough to take some of them down and take
./date/1997/11/msg00942.html:Most of the noncom’s have been in long enough to be thoroughly
./date/1997/11/msg00943.html:BSAFEeay currently implements enough of the BSAFE API to support
./date/1997/11/msg00944.html:where that enough people to fuel the revolution can have the manpower to
./date/1997/11/msg00944.html:cowards unable to steal, cheat and lie well enough to satisfy their demonic
./date/1997/11/msg00944.html:good enough to take some of them down and take their weapons, no 300 nor
./date/1997/11/msg00944.html:Most of the noncom’s have been in long enough to be thoroughly disillusioned
./date/1997/11/msg00952.html:&gt; computation in small enough pieces that you don’t care if it is compromised.
./date/1997/11/msg00976.html:&gt;Japan’s actions is great enough so that it might be worth engaging rather
./date/1997/11/msg00979.html:Germany’s Deutsche Bank, is robust enough
./date/1997/11/msg00996.html:it would be nice if they negotiate a low enough price for shareware
./date/1997/11/msg00998.html:stuff just reads like the lawyers had not quite enough understanding of the

./date/1997/11/msg01005.html:example) have taxes low enough to qualify them as low-tax countries. Stay
./date/1997/11/msg01037.html:&gt; stomach feels nautious (sp?). Well enough of my sob story, I think I made
./date/1997/11/msg01037.html:&gt; &gt; good enough to come with, call Jason’s cel @ 8674526 or the condo @
./date/1997/11/msg01039.html:Japan’s actions is great enough so that it might be worth engaging rather
./date/1997/11/msg01044.html:And frankly, I already have enough to do, and get enough mail on a
./date/1997/11/msg01050.html:yet tough enough to show that you are serious about getting into this
./date/1997/11/msg01053.html:&gt; &gt; innocuous enough, but it could always lead to a demand, “Well, you already
./date/1997/11/msg01053.html:enough to include several contact addresses for Jeff Burchell and his
enough, but it exists.
./date/1997/11/msg01055.html:impact the actual report if we are stuborn enough. These reports then
./date/1997/11/msg01055.html:Sorry. I am stiring the shit way too hard already. Not enough for you,
./date/1997/11/msg01056.html:have. Their only hope would be to spread enough lies (via the mass media
./date/1997/11/msg01057.html:&gt; Sorry. I am stiring the shit way too hard already. Not enough for you,
./date/1997/11/msg01063.html:It’s a tougher place to run a cypherpunks list, which has enough problems
./date/1997/11/msg01081.html:My suggestion, don’t quit your day job, assuming your old enough to have a
./date/1997/11/msg01084.html:&gt; My suggestion, don’t quit your day job, assuming your old enough to have a
./date/1997/11/msg01087.html:And frankly, I already have enough to do, and get enough mail on a
./date/1997/11/msg01091.html:&gt; &gt; My suggestion, don’t quit your day job, assuming your old enough to have a
./date/1997/11/msg01092.html:doubt that, too. The cold fact is, Ben, if I wanted bad enough to
./date/1997/11/msg01102.html:patronising enough to characterize the riots as “understandable but
./date/1997/11/msg01105.html:&gt;not much of a wordsmith. Tim May’s sophistry is good enough to pull the
./date/1997/11/msg01117.html:not much of a wordsmith. Tim May’s sophistry is good enough to pull
./date/1997/11/msg01118.html:&gt;doubt that, too. The cold fact is, Ben, if I wanted bad enough to
./date/1997/11/msg01124.html:&gt; &gt;doubt that, too. The cold fact is, Ben, if I wanted bad enough to
./date/1997/11/msg01128.html:but fat chance on everybody deploying it quickly enough.)
./date/1997/11/msg01131.html:&gt;If enough people want to buy CDs of the data, I’ll set up an order page,
./date/1997/11/msg01131.html:charge enough to cover your costs and a bit more, or take a small gamble
./date/1997/11/msg01134.html:&gt; This one’s almost good enough to start using....
./date/1997/11/msg01139.html:This one’s almost good enough to start using....
./date/1997/11/msg01141.html:If enough people want to buy CDs of the data, I’ll set up an order page,
./date/1997/11/msg01141.html:clueful enough to replace governmental/military force with cryptography? Or
./date/1997/11/msg01156.html:not enough entropy for cryptographic purposes... Try again, please. :-).
./date/1997/11/msg01169.html:True enough
./date/1997/11/msg01169.html:concordance, and thus identity from enough data. Kind of a “motherhood”,
./date/1997/11/msg01196.html:painting gear. Driven by a black guy, interesting enough. It said:
./date/1997/11/msg01202.html:and are simple enough in their core interactions for us to understand.
./date/1997/11/msg01212.html:&gt;If enough people want to buy CDs of the data, I’ll set up an order page,
./date/1997/11/msg01223.html:men’s restrooms have stalls that are barely wide enough to get into, let
./date/1997/11/msg01227.html:Nope. Not enough. Not until everyone is there own leader will
./date/1997/11/msg01227.html:we have enough leaders.
./date/1997/11/msg01237.html:know enough about it when I started to cleanly separate the two. Oh well).
./date/1997/11/msg01239.html:&gt;painting gear. Driven by a black guy, interesting enough. It said:
./date/1997/11/msg01254.html:events. I am still not a “rock star” but I am enough of a public
./date/1997/11/msg01261.html:will reject weak crypto browsers and provide those unfortunate enough to
./date/1997/11/msg01268.html:&gt;It’s so nice to know that being lucky enough to be born in the U.S.
./date/1997/11/msg01271.html:It’s so nice to know that being lucky enough to be born in the U.S.
./date/1997/11/msg01275.html:two independent sources who same thing should be enough. Ones that don’t
./date/1997/11/msg01275.html:&gt; &gt;from France, and that Madison, ironically enough, had a hand in
./date/1997/11/msg01275.html:Meanwhile, oddly enough, I *do* trust the author of the URL’s source on the
./date/1997/11/msg01277.html:military hardware and not enough understanding of rhetorical nuance.
enough to damage the present U.S.
./date/1997/11/msg01281.html:&gt;&gt;It’s so nice to know that being lucky enough to be born in the U.S.
./date/1997/11/msg01287.html:&gt; provide those unfortunate enough to use such a browser with pointers
./date/1997/11/msg01297.html:someone off who’ll have less brains but more guns than you do, and enough
./date/1997/11/msg01313.html:longer enough, they are going to want concrete improvements in their
./date/1997/11/msg01313.html:is enough information available (especially recently after the release
./date/1997/11/msg01315.html:probably call me a Fucking Statist, like you will, soon enough. Anyway, my
./date/1997/11/msg01328.html:(“hoity-toity” is something he says a lot that might apply here) enough to
./date/1997/11/msg01330.html:&gt;&gt;&gt;It’s so nice to know that being lucky enough to be born in the U.S.
./date/1997/11/msg01341.html:&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;It’s so nice to know that being lucky enough to be born in the U.S.
./date/1997/11/msg01350.html:new and, oddly enough, were themselves the direct product of the new cult of
./date/1997/11/msg01354.html:new and, oddly enough, were themselves the direct product of the new cult of
./date/1997/11/msg01395.html:out fast enough or on a large enough scale to offset the
./date/1997/11/msg01395.html:enough
./date/1997/11/msg01434.html:&gt; out fast enough or on a large enough scale to offset the
./date/1997/11/msg01434.html:&gt; enough
./date/1997/11/msg01436.html:And who would they prove it to? The IRS would have to have enough
./date/1997/11/msg01459.html:&gt; Haven’t you done enough damage to him and anonymous remailers you fucking piece of shit.
./date/1997/11/msg01484.html:[1] Interesting enough, anyone in the U.S. who expressed the opinion in
./date/1997/11/msg01491.html:&gt;[1] Interesting enough, anyone in the U.S. who expressed the
./date/1997/11/msg01496.html:&gt; &gt;[1] Interesting enough, anyone in the U.S. who expressed the
./date/1997/11/msg01517.html:&gt; and are simple enough in their core interactions for us to understand.
./date/1997/11/msg01519.html:called, oddly enough, hyperfocus. :-). Now, I may be accused of that in
./date/1997/11/msg01521.html:The same principle holds for other fears:sustained long enough, a
./date/1997/11/msg01521.html:It is not enough that a resistant source should placed under the tension
enough in the real sciences (chem, bio, phy, ...) let alone the
./date/1997/11/msg01532.html:enough
./date/1997/11/msg01541.html:&gt;enough
enough ships, etc., to
./date/1997/11/msg01559.html:would have been cause enough to go to war.)
./date/1997/11/msg01569.html:Democratic Party had not acted decisively enough
./date/1997/11/msg01572.html:Yet another claim that I am not doing enough for the Cause, or at least
enough ships, etc., to
./date/1997/11/msg01584.html:are intelligent enough
./date/1997/11/msg01585.html:&gt; are intelligent enough
enough men to
./date/1997/11/msg01589.html:&gt;&gt;enough
./date/1997/11/msg01590.html:&gt; are intelligent enough
./date/1997/11/msg01593.html:I didn’t make up any of this stuff -- if you care enough to learn about it, do an Altavista search on “Operation Clambake.”
See L. Ron Hubbard’s mind in action! Read about the Galactic Confederation! Thrill to the Xenu legend! Enjoy NOT spending your money to learn this
stuff!
./date/1997/11/msg01606.html:Did you get enough drugs to share with *everybody*?
./date/1997/11/msg01609.html:&gt;new and, oddly enough, were themselves the direct product of the new cult of
./date/1997/11/msg01614.html:worried that people didn’t want anonymity enough to pay for it,”
enough men to
./date/1997/11/msg01616.html:Ultimatly this cost them the game. Not enough men. Had the situation
./date/1997/11/msg01617.html:&gt; Ultimatly this cost them the game. Not enough men. Had the situation
./date/1997/11/msg01639.html:The bottem line, had the US not entered the war Germany and Japan had enough
./date/1997/11/msg01645.html:changed, and that by itself is not enough today. The boundaries
./date/1997/11/msg01645.html:enough, either by withdrawal from it, or by overthrowing it and
./date/1997/11/msg01645.html:energetic and intelligent a minority may be, it is not enough,
./date/1997/11/msg01650.html:Reread my previous posts, I was careful enough to mention Vichy, knowing
./date/1997/11/msg01663.html:&gt;worried that people didn’t want anonymity enough to pay for it,”
./date/1997/11/msg01667.html:Why bother to repeal what never existed? When enough people learn what
./date/1997/11/msg01672.html:on the ground, Monty. The supreme court has its power because enough people
./date/1997/11/msg01676.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;worried that people didn’t want anonymity enough to pay for it,”
./date/1997/11/msg01676.html:&gt;it is also a positive to see that some people do care enough about
./date/1997/11/msg01678.html:&gt; &gt;worried that people didn’t want anonymity enough to pay for it,”
./date/1997/11/msg01678.html:and it is also a positive to see that some people do care enough about
./date/1997/11/msg01687.html:providing just enough
./date/1997/11/msg01690.html:interestingly enough.
./date/1997/11/msg01695.html:Frankly, what we’ve done, myself included, hasn’t been good enough, if
./date/1997/11/msg01695.html:crazy ideas, if enough people are interested, then it might be worth trying
enough. This
./date/1997/11/msg01708.html:&gt;Mao would have been cause enough to go to war.)
./date/1997/11/msg01710.html:&gt; is repeated often enough, some people will believe it to be true.
./date/1997/11/msg01710.html:You mean something “repeated often enough” like this claim in your own
./date/1997/11/msg01722.html:Mayor Willie Brown had been taking enough PR heat for the Critical Mass
./date/1997/11/msg01755.html:It occurrs to me that if an issue is important enough that the
./date/1997/11/msg01768.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; enough for us.
./date/1997/11/msg01779.html:the skin, close enough to the surface so that the time would be
./date/1997/11/msg01809.html:If you tell a big enough lie often enough, people
./date/1997/11/msg01825.html:Oddly enough, I expect that Bell *is* singing, ironically, like a canary.
./date/1997/11/msg01825.html:&gt; out fast enough or on a large enough scale to offset the
./date/1997/11/msg01825.html:&gt; enough
enough, since you seem to be so intent
./date/1997/11/msg01836.html:As for employers, any of them that are sophistocated enough to be
enough, since you seem to be so intent
./date/1997/11/msg01874.html:El Gamal is simple enough that the signature on this message can be
./date/1997/11/msg01878.html:well, that’s good so far. of course, you are ornery enough to stick up
./date/1997/11/msg01878.html:aint much that is important enough to put up with those attitudes.
./date/1997/11/msg01890.html:&gt;masses will there be enough value generated within the secure region
./date/1997/11/msg01909.html:hash. Signatures such as S/MIME and PGP have enough information at the
./date/1997/11/msg01909.html:&gt; El Gamal is simple enough that the signature on this message can be
./date/1997/11/msg01914.html:Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative
that I am I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money

./date/1997/12/msg00641.html:&gt;suits against companies merely because they didn’t start early enough to
./date/1997/12/msg00641.html:&gt;merely because they didn’t start early enough to fully correct the problem
./date/1997/12/msg00641.html:&gt;disappear, giving all unemployed enough work for centuries :replacers of
./date/1997/12/msg00653.html:Well that would work clearly enough. However I think there are a
./date/1997/12/msg00656.html:&gt; supplied enough
./date/1997/12/msg00660.html:Interestingly enough, Belinda Bryan, out of the blue, recently taunted a
./date/1997/12/msg00669.html:of 47 U.S.C.S 401(a) is not broad enough to encompass Mr. Dunifer’s
./date/1997/12/msg00676.html:Fair enough, for that was clearly the purpose of AP,
./date/1997/12/msg00678.html:&gt; house rule you *must* bring enough for everyone.
./date/1997/12/msg00682.html:”Ain’t our problem” nearly enough and when it does speak the question it
./date/1997/12/msg00683.html:detail below) is important enough to take precedence over a “right to
./date/1997/12/msg00683.html:enough), and either is free to cancel the interaction or transaction as
./date/1997/12/msg00683.html:been instructed by the FAA to do a credential check...they are happy enough
./date/1997/12/msg00689.html:&gt;would anyone be kind enough
./date/1997/12/msg00694.html:seen on the Extropians list. Well, sure enough, it’s “more Extropian than
./date/1997/12/msg00696.html:pitched in usefull information in the past while, I’m irate enough
./date/1997/12/msg00698.html:my arithmetic or attention span, would anyone be kind enough
./date/1997/12/msg00702.html:for $500, and you net $250K, easily enough
./date/1997/12/msg00704.html:Strangely enough, a search of the public database of listed telephone numbers
./date/1997/12/msg00714.html:&gt;&gt; my arithmetic or attention span, would anyone be kind enough
enough for that. But as a key, this is totally
./date/1997/12/msg00720.html:as to exploit those stupid enough to use this lame shit.
./date/1997/12/msg00723.html:&gt;&gt; supplied enough
./date/1997/12/msg00725.html:&gt; &gt;Strangely enough, a search of the public database of listed telephone numbers
./date/1997/12/msg00727.html:&gt;”Ain’t our problem” nearly enough and when it does speak the question it
./date/1997/12/msg00731.html:&gt; my arithmetic or attention span, would anyone be kind enough
./date/1997/12/msg00734.html:unlisted remailers would be found soon enough. If you also used the
./date/1997/12/msg00759.html:to have enough understanding of and concern for privacy that he could
./date/1997/12/msg00778.html:a substring. Interestly enough, SSNs in France are not supposed to be
./date/1997/12/msg00786.html:critics to wonder, sensibly enough, if the FBI’s time could be better
./date/1997/12/msg00793.html:&gt; my arithmetic or attention span, would anyone be kind enough
./date/1997/12/msg00820.html:frequently referenced, would bring in enough to repay this loan.)
./date/1997/12/msg00823.html:Gate$’ actions will hopefully incense enough people that
./date/1997/12/msg00879.html:frequently referenced, would bring in enough to repay this loan.)
./date/1997/12/msg00902.html:Personally I hope that the patent issue will be a big enough of one to
./date/1997/12/msg00902.html:piss Washington off enough to pull out of GATT!!
./date/1997/12/msg00906.html:I’ve been around this list long enough to know how much many
./date/1997/12/msg00911.html:router which saves enough out of operations to buy a copy of itself?
./date/1997/12/msg00917.html:&gt; Blocking access isn’t enough -- you will now be told what
./date/1997/12/msg00921.html:&gt; a substring. Interestly enough, SSNs in France are not supposed to be

up my mail at the window.
I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before
./date/1997/11/msg01922.html:get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, was I surprised
./date/1997/11/msg01930.html:As far as I can tell, oddly enough, the internet part
./date/1997/11/msg01937.html:just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
./date/1997/11/msg01943.html:Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative
that I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money

Attorneys, CPA’s, so called Tax Experts, Tax Consultants, Financial Consultants, Investment
Strategists and the like. It’s no big secret that the rich pay very little (if any) taxes on their incomes, but how do they get away with it? With
these simply presented and easily understood educational products, ordinary people just like
you and me are now learning to use the same complex tax avoidance and investment strategies that the wealthy have always

up my mail at the window.
I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing
people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/msg01953.html:get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy,
./date/1997/11/msg01968.html:Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks
that I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just

about this deal is that it doesn’t matter where in the U.S. the
was I surprised when I
to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative
no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money

up my mail at the window.
I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing about this deal is that it doesn’t matter where in the U.S. the
people live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1997/11/msg01973.html:not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY, was I ever
./date/1997/11/msg01990.html:”Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate
in this program. But conservative as I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was no way
that I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY, was I ever surprised when I found my medium sized
./date/1997/11/msg02014.html:The alarm is triggered when the pin of this pocket sized device is pulled. It is designed to clip to a belt, purse or to
your sweats. This alarm is lightweight and convenient enough to go everywhere you go!
./date/1997/11/msg02029.html:get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, was I surprised
./date/1997/11/msg02040.html:results of your product. Words can not thank you enough.
./date/1997/11/msg02045.html:up with more than enough names. You are not limited to 20 by any means ./date/1997/11/msg02045.html:plus much more expenses of which, at the time, I didn’t have enough capital to
./date/1997/11/msg02055.html:that is, if I am lucky enough
./date/1997/11/msg02055.html:schooling, and decided enough was enough, “Why can’t I make
./date/1997/11/msg02057.html:get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, was I surprised
./date/1997/11/msg02060.html:just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
./date/1997/11/msg02070.html:up with more than enough names. You are not limited to 20 by any means ./date/1997/11/msg02070.html:plus much more expenses of which, at the time, I didn’t have enough capital to
./date/1997/12/msg00010.html:&gt; It occurrs to me that if an issue is important enough that the
./date/1997/12/msg00011.html:masses will there be enough value generated within the secure region
./date/1997/12/msg00029.html:complaining that the Internet industry isn’t doing enough
./date/1997/12/msg00036.html:These are easy enough; the address-munging gets rid of these and
./date/1997/12/msg00039.html:receive an offer from Salomon Brothers was bold enough to put his name in
enough.
./date/1997/12/msg00041.html:The PGP signature key is enough to do that, and without the
./date/1997/12/msg00043.html:programs have reason enough to ensure that parents are aware of their
./date/1997/12/msg00047.html:It’s easy enough to allow From:. I do it myself sometimes, and notice
./date/1997/12/msg00051.html:it for payment. You can’t make a living as a nym until there are enough
./date/1997/12/msg00056.html:is enough.
./date/1997/12/msg00071.html:Cypherpunks are intelligent enough not to be fooled by this attempt
./date/1997/12/msg00075.html:&gt; Cypherpunks are intelligent enough not to be fooled by this attempt
./date/1997/12/msg00075.html:CypherPunks are intelligent enough to realize that calls for violence
./date/1997/12/msg00084.html:enough repeat customers (i.e., persistent nyms). So could charging a fee
./date/1997/12/msg00087.html:But enough gedankenpranking. Getting a copy of PGP integrated into
./date/1997/12/msg00088.html:their penis is long enough to reach to their own asshole, they
./date/1997/12/msg00090.html:&gt; These are easy enough; the address-munging gets rid of these and
./date/1997/12/msg00109.html:(On the other hand, even I can sometimes imitate John Young...read enough
enough.
./date/1997/12/msg00112.html:foolish enough to accept them, what are you going to do? It’s hard to protect
./date/1997/12/msg00119.html:Why, your’s not long enough to reach the prostate?
./date/1997/12/msg00122.html:&gt;calculate the hash. Signatures such as S/MIME and PGP have enough
./date/1997/12/msg00122.html:&gt;&gt; El Gamal is simple enough that the signature on this message can be
./date/1997/12/msg00126.html:&gt;generates enough repeat customers (i.e., persistent nyms). So could
./date/1997/12/msg00129.html:&gt; Why, your’s not long enough to reach the prostate?
./date/1997/12/msg00159.html:But those tools themselves are not enough. They must be
./date/1997/12/msg00178.html:defense department leftists? Can’t get enough of that CIA funding
./date/1997/12/msg00190.html:&gt; defense department leftists? Can’t get enough of that CIA funding
./date/1997/12/msg00210.html:&gt; defense department leftists? Can’t get enough of that CIA funding
./date/1997/12/msg00210.html:is natural enough -- they are sucked into the game, they are lobbying
./date/1997/12/msg00244.html:enough -- to *respond to* and/or *stave off* laws like the CDA. But did
./date/1997/12/msg00255.html:ahead of the game, probably far enough to rack up some sales.
./date/1997/12/msg00290.html:enough.)
enough for that. But as a key, this is totally
./date/1997/12/msg00307.html:as to exploit those stupid enough to use this lame shit.
./date/1997/12/msg00309.html:&gt; was terrifying enough, but the judge had tacked an unusual condition onto
./date/1997/12/msg00313.html:(3) You are a physical slave. Being unlucky enough to be born into a
./date/1997/12/msg00317.html:&gt; &gt; was terrifying enough, but the judge had tacked an unusual condition onto
./date/1997/12/msg00332.html:complaining that I’m somehow not critical enough of Singapore.
./date/1997/12/msg00333.html:&gt;complaining that I’m somehow not critical enough of Singapore.
./date/1997/12/msg00348.html:have enough
./date/1997/12/msg00350.html:business, which is good enough on its own.
./date/1997/12/msg00351.html:&gt;complaining that I’m somehow not critical enough of Singapore.
./date/1997/12/msg00351.html:critical enough of Singapore. Oh well, maybe I’m turning into a pissy,
./date/1997/12/msg00352.html:You can buy, sell or sell short NASDAQ, New York or American Stock Exchange stocks. We accept market, limit, stop, stop
limit and many other types of orders. You’ll need to have enough funds, securities or margin buying power in your account to cover your transaction
before we can accept your order. Your cash awaiting investment will receive a competitive money market interest rate.
./date/1997/12/msg00358.html:scheme - only 2x from my calculations - which isn’t enough to warrant
./date/1997/12/msg00368.html:driving erratically. Soon it slowed enough for the passenger, a woman,
./date/1997/12/msg00372.html:&gt; driving erratically. Soon it slowed enough for the passenger, a woman,
./date/1997/12/msg00374.html:driver be fool enough to stop for some rednecks blocking the road?
./date/1997/12/msg00376.html:&gt; driver be fool enough to stop for some rednecks blocking the road?
./date/1997/12/msg00384.html:The underlined parts are a contradiction, amusingly enough.
./date/1997/12/msg00406.html:&gt; which is good enough on its own.
./date/1997/12/msg00408.html:5) Money Laundering helps people evade and avoid taxes. Clear enough?
./date/1997/12/msg00425.html:&gt;enough -- to *respond to* and/or *stave off* laws like the CDA. But did
./date/1997/12/msg00432.html:me that my posts are usually not long enough to complete the
./date/1997/12/msg00433.html:privacy of their own homes, and it gives distributors and collectors enough
enough to track down child pornography
./date/1997/12/msg00437.html:True enough, we sometimes vote goofs into power, but at least we
./date/1997/12/msg00448.html:gives distributors and collectors enough anonymity to avoid getting
enough to track down child
./date/1997/12/msg00454.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1997/12/msg00458.html:The nuts are real enough, but I think this must be a troll, or from
./date/1997/12/msg00474.html:Strangely enough I’m taxed to provide Internet feeds in the schools, then
./date/1997/12/msg00476.html:fact is that cryptographic security is hard enough to achieve without
./date/1997/12/msg00506.html:after dark and his trespassing on the apartment property was enough to
./date/1997/12/msg00508.html:How much speed would be reasonable enough for both IDEA and modular
./date/1997/12/msg00512.html:time they also want to be able to identify their critics. Strangely enough,
./date/1997/12/msg00512.html:the simple reason that Jeff was smart enough
./date/1997/12/msg00513.html:&gt; True enough, we sometimes vote goofs into power, but at least we
./date/1997/12/msg00516.html:hustled his privates, spat juice, and farted hard enough to quiver the
./date/1997/12/msg00517.html:No doubt enough of their ‘old’ audience are getting wise to them,
./date/1997/12/msg00521.html:&gt; hustled his privates, spat juice, and farted hard enough to quiver the
enough
./date/1997/12/msg00565.html:(iterestingly enough, neither “fuckin” nor “porn” return anything
./date/1997/12/msg00568.html:upsets you, then that alone is reason enough to do it.
./date/1997/12/msg00576.html:has enough high-tech/security-interested people to get things going. I’ll be
./date/1997/12/msg00580.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:Somewhere just far enough outside of your jurisdiction </LI>
./date/1997/12/msg00593.html:The keys are short enough that it would be nice if you could
./date/1997/12/msg00603.html:*must* bring enough for everyone.
./date/1997/12/msg00610.html:enough notice -- but since we don’t it’ll be a less formal gathering
./date/1997/12/msg00616.html:This is misdemeanor territory. I know he was chicken enough to plead but
./date/1997/12/msg00620.html:&gt;This is misdemeanor territory. I know he was chicken enough to plead but
./date/1997/12/msg00621.html:If ‘open’ list policies were changed so that anyone could post if they supplied enough hashcash
(sort of minimum reputation capital), it might eliminate hit-and-run or throw-away account SPAMers without offering
too high a hurdle to new or infrequent posters.
./date/1997/12/msg00628.html:&gt;&gt;This is misdemeanor territory. I know he was chicken enough to plead but
./date/1997/12/msg00628.html:With enough further care, Citizen-Unit Bell will _love_ Big Brother.
./date/1997/12/msg00635.html:&gt;This is misdemeanor territory. I know he was chicken enough to plead

eCommerce will replace FAXing, just as FAXing replaced telex. We have removed the technical complexities of commercial web site implementation, made it
powerful enough for big business and priced WebClerk so that even the smallest business can afford to safely provide service and sell on the web.”
./date/1997/12/msg00933.html:don’t know enough about stego to give a good description of what is novel
./date/1997/12/msg00949.html:enough to have physically separated and opposed elite from different regions
./date/1997/12/msg00949.html:people dislike porn enough, they’ll **amend the constitution** if that’s
enough (not that I
./date/1997/12/msg00968.html:reporters were able to put the clues together easily enough. (And of course
./date/1997/12/msg00969.html:a $2K box has enough horsepower for all but really cutting-edge graphics,
./date/1997/12/msg00969.html:My 1983 VAX 11/780 cost $400K for a machine with enough horsepower
./date/1997/12/msg00972.html:&gt; an exact time, enough to catch a person.
./date/1997/12/msg00972.html:If the person is foolish enough to stay on the line long enough to be caught,
./date/1997/12/msg00972.html:that is. I really doubt that most localities have a police force with enough
./date/1997/12/msg00973.html:It may be bad enough for your provider to get tired and kick you out.
./date/1997/12/msg00977.html:It is often enough to prove that the statement was likely to
./date/1997/12/msg00986.html:into nonsense. Or, if you give a Hegelian enough time with no data, he’ll
./date/1997/12/msg00993.html:No; that’s all clear enough. (start ital)That(end ital) can’t be the one
./date/1997/12/msg01000.html:&gt; have done it explicitly enough. I really do believe that people
./date/1997/12/msg01000.html:&gt; I’m not really worried about it. I don’t normally annoy people enough
./date/1997/12/msg01000.html:inform all new and existing users of this new policy far enough in advance
./date/1997/12/msg01000.html:&gt; calling with a good enough organisation. The effort required is
./date/1997/12/msg01000.html:a strong enough case to go to court, obtain a warrant or subpoena, either.
./date/1997/12/msg01000.html:If it’s not serious enough for you to request that your e-mail address
./date/1997/12/msg01000.html:be blocked, then why should the authorities think it’s serious enough to
./date/1997/12/msg01009.html:Is that proof enough for you that the smelly Arab is a pathological liar?
./date/1997/12/msg01015.html:enough.
./date/1997/12/msg01016.html:they simply cannot get their act together enough to be competitive in
./date/1997/12/msg01018.html:and if enough people vote against M$ they’ll get the hint,
./date/1997/12/msg01018.html:and it enough people vote _for_ M$, it’s none of your business.
./date/1997/12/msg01018.html:are good enough. Surely if a low-level prosecutor can’t hack it,
./date/1997/12/msg01019.html:enough of the right campaign contributions. Perhaps it needs to hire
./date/1997/12/msg01019.html:MS just isn’t playing the game...they’re not kicking in enough tribute to
./date/1997/12/msg01020.html:&gt; enough.
./date/1997/12/msg01022.html:through when advertisers turned out to be smart enough to see that the
./date/1997/12/msg01028.html:Isn’t this enough to tell Microsoft that it has to limit its licensing
./date/1997/12/msg01031.html:with the shipping version of Windows 98, it is easy enough
./date/1997/12/msg01033.html:&gt; :inform all new and existing users of this new policy far enough in advance
./date/1997/12/msg01033.html:That’s probably reason enough for someone who truly needs anonymity to avoid
./date/1997/12/msg01033.html:&gt; :a strong enough case to go to court, obtain a warrant or subpoena, either.
./date/1997/12/msg01033.html:&gt; :If it’s not serious enough for you to request that your e-mail address
./date/1997/12/msg01033.html:&gt; :be blocked, then why should the authorities think it’s serious enough to
./date/1997/12/msg01033.html:It’s sort of like cable TV. There’s enough bandwidth (excluding outright
./date/1997/12/msg01039.html:because everyone in the world was stupid enough to use their OS.
./date/1997/12/msg01058.html:&gt; a $2K box has enough horsepower for all but really cutting-edge graphics,
./date/1997/12/msg01071.html:&gt; was quite good enough to conceal the meaning from the Confederates, so I
./date/1997/12/msg01077.html:in new vessels. As long as the message is repeated enough and facts
./date/1997/12/msg01111.html:&gt;This works well enough.
./date/1997/12/msg01112.html:This works well enough.
./date/1997/12/msg01115.html:Flat rate charges is nice enough, and the way I would like things to
./date/1997/12/msg01117.html:&gt; proof that people believed it. That’s reason enough to say your reputation has
./date/1997/12/msg01117.html:&gt; :That’s probably reason enough for someone who truly needs anonymity to avoid
./date/1997/12/msg01125.html:enough to be leaning over the barrel which is where not looking down the
./date/1997/12/msg01138.html:has been a while. The bolt just would not go far enough back to pick up
./date/1997/12/msg01142.html:&gt;Flat rate charges is nice enough, and the way I would like things to
./date/1997/12/msg01150.html:&gt; enough to be leaning over the barrel which is where not looking down the
./date/1997/12/msg01152.html:&gt; has been a while. The bolt just would not go far enough back to pick up
./date/1997/12/msg01165.html:&gt;sillyenough to be leaning over the barrel which is where not
./date/1997/12/msg01165.html:were hot enough to cook off powder when combined with a little bit too
./date/1997/12/msg01175.html:probably within 100 yards of the target. An AR-15 easily accurate enough
./date/1997/12/msg01193.html:True enough.
./date/1997/12/msg01196.html:was tough enough that the tail of the cartridge got ripped off the
./date/1997/12/msg01222.html:you. I don’t think you could ever enact enough laws to force people to be
./date/1997/12/msg01223.html:computers,” this guy told me. So the IRS can’t extract enough from us as
./date/1997/12/msg01230.html:were far-thinking enough to imagine how their words might get twisted.
./date/1997/12/msg01238.html:&gt; Hot enough to burn exposed skin, but not enough for problems. I think
./date/1997/12/msg01238.html:&gt; it cooled it warped enough that the gunner took it out of action ...
./date/1997/12/msg01239.html:Hot enough to burn exposed skin, but not enough for problems. I think
./date/1997/12/msg01239.html:it cooled it warped enough that the gunner took it out of action ...
./date/1997/12/msg01241.html:barrel glowed and it did warp slightly when it cooled, enough that he
./date/1997/12/msg01280.html:* interviews, but my friends happily knew me well enough. When they
./date/1997/12/msg01280.html:No good enough for our rulers, Clive.
./date/1997/12/msg01285.html:CROWDS isn’t advanced enough
./date/1997/12/msg01288.html:Great - cypherpunks are grouchy enough when they’re not hung over :-)
./date/1997/12/msg01288.html:&gt;CROWDS isn’t advanced enough
./date/1997/12/msg01310.html:hiring decisions on merit. Evidently this is not good enough for racists
./date/1997/12/msg01312.html:# enough) Mike Godwin for posting off-topic. She said Godwin’s response
./date/1997/12/msg01316.html:&gt;hiring decisions on merit. Evidently this is not good enough for racists
enough to
./date/1997/12/msg01388.html:Interestingly enough this entire subkey isn’t in Nt5Beta1. :)
./date/1997/12/msg01393.html:The congressman needs to put aside his hysteria long enough to
./date/1997/12/msg01396.html:activity. It would not be enough for people to be indignant, angry,
./date/1997/12/msg01422.html:production server as well as a workstation. It is good enough for me to
./date/1997/12/msg01431.html:on it, we might even be good enough to warn you.
./date/1997/12/msg01434.html:misunderstood by a lot of people, and there is not enough communication
./date/1997/12/msg01437.html:&gt;on it, we might even be good enough to warn you.
./date/1997/12/msg01442.html:It’s bad enough that Corporate A$$holes (TM) want me to call a game,
enough to
./date/1997/12/msg01444.html:execute, their is a danger in portraying him as sane enough to listen
./date/1997/12/msg01470.html:”Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in
this program. But conservative as I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was no way that
I could not get enough orders to at least get my money back. BOY, was I ever surprised when I found my medium sized
./date/1997/12/msg01482.html:Or - just own a trust... It’s worth it. It makes you feel really good....Like your money
is not just being wasted, or up for grabs by anyone with enough determination to take it away...
./date/1997/12/msg01501.html:making enough to pay the bills and at a dead end . I have always
./date/1997/12/msg01503.html:12. OUR PRODUCTS...THE BEST THERE IS. Simply put, what we sell to earn our extraordinary

cases even totally eliminate) ALL of their personal and/or business tax liabilities, forever and completely legally. And, interestingly enough, the
informatio!
./date/1997/12/msg01504.html:12. OUR PRODUCTS...THE BEST THERE IS. Simply put, what we sell to earn our extraordinary
Attorneys, CPA’s, so called Tax Experts, Tax Consultants, Financial Consultants, Investment
Strategists and the like. It’s no big secret that the rich pay very little (if any) taxes on their incomes, but how do they get away with it? With
these simply presented and easily understood educational products, ordinary people just like
you and me are now learning to use the same complex tax avoidance and investment strategies that the wealthy have always
cases even totally eliminate) ALL of their personal and/or business tax liabilities, forever and completely legally. And, interestingly enough, the
informatio!
./date/1997/12/msg01521.html:had had enough.
./date/1997/12/msg01524.html:no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, was I surprised when
./date/1997/12/msg01552.html:WHY A TEN MINUTE BOYCOTT? If 5 to 10 thousand people call a day and they each spend 10 minuteds on the the phone---- the
phone bill for BofA will be enough to convince the bank to help, to do something decent for society.
./date/1997/12/msg01555.html:You see, We are large enough that We actually
./date/1997/12/msg01561.html:remailer. Sure enough, the Gypsie Jew Zorch forged a cancel for my article:
./date/1997/12/msg01562.html:&gt; remailer. Sure enough, the Gypsie Jew Zorch forged a cancel for my article:
enough
./date/1997/12/msg01567.html:decided enough was enough, “Why can’t I make real money now
./date/1997/12/msg01568.html:enough
./date/1997/12/msg01568.html:patience for long term investment in schooling and decided enough was enough,
./date/1997/12/msg01568.html:investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough
./date/1998/01/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01521” HREF=”msg01521.html”>Adult Mail.........Are you man enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1998/01/msg00002.html:misunderstood by a lot of people, and there is not enough communication
./date/1998/01/msg00031.html:&gt; and if enough people vote against M$ they’ll get the hint,
./date/1998/01/msg00031.html:&gt; and it enough people vote _for_ M$, it’s none of your
./date/1998/01/msg00031.html:&gt; are good enough. Surely if a low-level prosecutor can’t hack it,
./date/1998/01/msg00031.html:enough, his ridiculous, affrontive, and offensive
./date/1998/01/msg00036.html:humorous enough that I thought it worth sharing with IBM -- I
./date/1998/01/msg00054.html:hmmm... no need to become more paranoid, enough is enough.
./date/1998/01/msg00057.html:on the offense, I’d be attacking small enough groups that a few .50
./date/1998/01/msg00057.html:Or high enough value targets to make a more likely kill worth the higher
./date/1998/01/msg00057.html:from the house. Pretty much any weapon will give enough signature for them to
./date/1998/01/msg00057.html:enough cover to keep himself from getting hit. But at some point, they’ll
./date/1998/01/msg00074.html:Magnum should be more than enough, and a whole lot cheaper than a Barrett
./date/1998/01/msg00093.html:extra speed from a 16-inch carbine barrel is enough to defeat these vests.
./date/1998/01/msg00102.html:You are correct that there are easy ways to spoof PGP messages well enough
./date/1998/01/msg00103.html:&gt;has been a while. The bolt just would not go far enough back to pick up
./date/1998/01/msg00106.html:knows enough folks use them as one.
./date/1998/01/msg00109.html:supporter” of Kerry’s, “reportedly decided that he had had enough
./date/1998/01/msg00110.html:&gt; &gt;has been a while. The bolt just would not go far enough back to pick up
./date/1998/01/msg00139.html:didn’t even have enough evidence to arrest the
./date/1998/01/msg00151.html:and arbitration structure. A lot of them are not nearly big enough to need
./date/1998/01/msg00151.html:groups of) leasing land from a country in order to make it valuable enough
./date/1998/01/msg00152.html:5 bytes is enough to locate you within 62m anywhere on Earth
./date/1998/01/msg00152.html:though 4 bytes is probably enough to identify a cell plus
enough violations to send us away for as many years as they
enough violations to send us away for as many years as they
./date/1998/01/msg00191.html:<P>But reality isn’t that simple. Longer keys don’t always mean more security. Compare the cryptographic algorithm to
the lock on your front door. Most door locks have four metal pins, each of which can be in one of ten positions. A key sets the pins in a particular
So there are only 10,000 possible keys, and a burglar willing to try all 10,000 is guaranteed to break into your house.
But an improved lock with ten pins, making 10 billion possible keys, probably won’t make your house more secure. Burglars don’t try every possible key
(a brute-force attack); most aren’t even clever enough to pick the lock (a cryptographic
attack against the algorithm). They smash windows, kick in doors, disguise themselves as policemen, or rob keyholders at gunpoint. One ring of art
thieves in California defeated home security systems by taking a chainsaw to the house walls.
Better locks don’t help against these attacks.</P>
./date/1998/01/msg00191.html:<P>Random-number generators are another place where cryptographic systems often break. Good random-number generators
are hard to design, because their security often depends on the particulars of the hardware and software. Many products we examine use bad ones. The
cryptography may be strong, but if the random-number generator produces weak keys, the system is much easier to break. Other products use secure randomnumber generators, but they don’t use
enough randomness to make the cryptography secure.</P>
./date/1998/01/msg00191.html:<P>More importantly, once the attack is detected, the system needs to recover:generate and promulgate a new key pair,
update the protocol and invalidate the old one, remove an untrusted node from the system, etc. Unfortunately, many systems don’t collect enough data
electronic commerce systems, mostly in response to system designs that could fail completely in the event of a successful attack. These systems have to
do more than detect an attack:they must also be able to produce evidence that can convince a judge and jury of guilt.</P>
enough violations to send us away for as many years as they
./date/1998/01/msg00208.html:Good-enough products did.
./date/1998/01/msg00208.html:people really want. Or they just don’t know enough, or adjust
./date/1998/01/msg00208.html:fast enough, to produce the right goods at the right time. That
./date/1998/01/msg00215.html:failure problem you describe, we probably gave them enough stress
./date/1998/01/msg00218.html:be enough to move some to boycott them even if there crypto key sizes
./date/1998/01/msg00296.html:&gt;hustled his privates, spat juice, and farted hard enough to quiver the
./date/1998/01/msg00309.html:enough to the political machines may have something to do with their
./date/1998/01/msg00310.html:enough information for anyone to steal the result.
./date/1998/01/msg00316.html:Idaho Magistrate Quentin Harden ruled there was enough evidence to allow
./date/1998/01/msg00329.html:database software is still seen as not powerful enough to handle the
./date/1998/01/msg00330.html:enough, the company can buy. In the past two years, Microsoft has
./date/1998/01/msg00344.html:&gt; “I never think of the future. It comes soon enough.” --Albert Einstein
./date/1998/01/msg00345.html:We get more than enough of those on the cypherpunks list, from Timmy May &amp;co.
./date/1998/01/msg00371.html:As if that were not bad [good] enough, the current approach to tackling the
./date/1998/01/msg00371.html:tough enough with slowcoaches. It only censured Turkey several years after
./date/1998/01/msg00387.html:competitors for crude oil from suppliers, cornering enough of that
./date/1998/01/msg00387.html:but it was enough to leverage the industry. There were other factors
./date/1998/01/msg00389.html:get to hold still long enough to listen. We have been speaking of the impact
./date/1998/01/msg00390.html:&gt; interested. I believe our government could be reformed if enough
./date/1998/01/msg00414.html:I haven’t looked at the API enough to see if I could do it within the API.
./date/1998/01/msg00417.html:stupid enough to ride a bike wihtout a helmet are already on welfare.
./date/1998/01/msg00429.html:&gt;I haven’t looked at the API enough to see if I could do it within the API.
./date/1998/01/msg00435.html:because you can sue, but because you have enough attitude to realize
./date/1998/01/msg00435.html:when the other guy’s being an idiot, and because you have enough
./date/1998/01/msg00443.html:Of cause, I’m just pedantic enought to point this out.
./date/1998/01/msg00451.html:all the Eternity servers in the world would be enough
./date/1998/01/msg00451.html:is to make sure the collateral damage from taking it out is high enough that
./date/1998/01/msg00451.html:irrelevant enough
enough to kill
./date/1998/01/msg00451.html:is possible to push those borders far enough out that it becomes the
./date/1998/01/msg00451.html:get people to implement a large enough Eternity logical network to provide
./date/1998/01/msg00454.html:interesting that these people considered this action safe enough for
./date/1998/01/msg00455.html:seem to be purpose-built for money laundering, once it is big enough that
./date/1998/01/msg00466.html:&gt;stupid enough to ride a bike wihtout a helmet are already on welfare.
./date/1998/01/msg00479.html:fair enough. those scientists that are being paid with taxpayer money.
./date/1998/01/msg00479.html:such as welfare, social security, etc. perhaps there might be enough
./date/1998/01/msg00483.html:&gt; because you can sue, but because you have enough attitude to realize
./date/1998/01/msg00483.html:&gt; when the other guy’s being an idiot, and because you have enough
./date/1998/01/msg00487.html:. being smart enough
./date/1998/01/msg00487.html:if they’re otherwise smart enough to pursue science. But what would you
./date/1998/01/msg00498.html:&gt; . being smart enough
./date/1998/01/msg00498.html:&gt; if they’re otherwise smart enough to pursue science. But what would you
./date/1998/01/msg00519.html:are now large and important enough to Joe Sixpack that shutting them off
./date/1998/01/msg00519.html:enough to shut usenet in the US down.
./date/1998/01/msg00519.html:connections (Israel?), or enough trade with the US that shutting off
./date/1998/01/msg00519.html:services” conducted through eternity dds futures trading. Get enough
./date/1998/01/msg00519.html:how it can be “sold” to enough users to make it safe for unpopular
./date/1998/01/msg00523.html:&gt;&gt; connections (Israel?), or enough trade with the US that shutting off
./date/1998/01/msg00525.html:critical here, but governments do cooperate enough
./date/1998/01/msg00525.html:legitimate money, if you can convince enough businesses to
./date/1998/01/msg00543.html:&gt; second sound byte that they will never pay attention long enough to
./date/1998/01/msg00546.html:&gt; connections (Israel?), or enough trade with the US that shutting off
./date/1998/01/msg00552.html:I want others to care enough to want, and work, to stopping it.
./date/1998/01/msg00552.html:&gt;if they’re otherwise smart enough to pursue science. But what would you

./date/1998/01/msg00552.html:you not to. a moral human being might become alarmed enough to
./date/1998/01/msg00559.html:playing horseshoes or handgrenades - close enough is not good enough.
enough machines where I can
./date/1998/01/msg00563.html:that OpenNT will provide enough Unix-like features to minimize the port
./date/1998/01/msg00572.html:fact, how will source code for Eternity nodes be checked? It’s hard enough
./date/1998/01/msg00575.html:function is good enough to fool the moderator.)
./date/1998/01/msg00576.html:One suspects posting more than around 10Mb-20Mb / day would be enough
./date/1998/01/msg00586.html:Also I consider indexes are probably low enough risk for people to
./date/1998/01/msg00588.html:enclosed enough cash (or has enough
./date/1998/01/msg00591.html:If the spammers would be smart enough to put the effort into
./date/1998/01/msg00592.html:Thomas Jefferson. Interestingly enough, the constitution
./date/1998/01/msg00594.html:kill the programmer (s/programmer/programmers, or just enough that
enough non-interacting entities that it is
./date/1998/01/msg00604.html:&gt; are now large and important enough to Joe Sixpack that shutting them off
./date/1998/01/msg00604.html:&gt; enough to shut usenet in the US down.
./date/1998/01/msg00611.html:if the court’s opinion is strong enough that the loser decides
./date/1998/01/msg00633.html:have reasonable merit. We simply don’t know enough about what is going on
./date/1998/01/msg00637.html:enough to put a publicly available key directly traceable to yourself
./date/1998/01/msg00638.html:&gt; &gt; remailer. Sure enough, the Gypsie Jew Zorch forged a cancel for my article:
./date/1998/01/msg00640.html:I agree that the current state of PGP use is probably not enough for
enough
./date/1998/01/msg00643.html:person to ever bring this issue to their attention (a familiar enough
./date/1998/01/msg00645.html:chunks of the land to the railroads, not only enough right of
./date/1998/01/msg00646.html:simply knowing who did the original sourcing is not enough to remove the
./date/1998/01/msg00646.html:&gt; I agree that the current state of PGP use is probably not enough for
./date/1998/01/msg00666.html:enough of an inducement. Perhaps there are no errors there? This
./date/1998/01/msg00676.html:After years of waiting for these pricks to begin facing enough
./date/1998/01/msg00676.html:trophies, but Blanc Weber and Jeff Sandquist are crazy-gluing enough
./date/1998/01/msg00676.html:I’m a fucking lunatic. I’ve had enough electricity run through my
./date/1998/01/msg00676.html:Micro$not Land long enough to vandalize the computer system in one
./date/1998/01/msg00690.html:generate enough
./date/1998/01/msg00690.html:enforcement really cares enough to issue a warrant. Almost no warrants
./date/1998/01/msg00696.html:large enough. Now if we had 10,000 or 100,000 the picture begins to change
./date/1998/01/msg00703.html:&gt; enough to put a publicly available key directly traceable to yourself
./date/1998/01/msg00745.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01521.html”>Adult Mail................Are you man enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1998/01/msg00745.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01521.html”>Adult Mail................Are you man enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1998/01/msg00754.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01521.html”>Adult Mail................Are you man enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1998/01/msg00762.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1998/01/msg00763.html:enough to tell what signatures imply.
./date/1998/01/msg00763.html:code, it is added to the compile-me-source-tree. If there are enough
./date/1998/01/msg00764.html:&gt; enough to tell what signatures imply.
./date/1998/01/msg00769.html:I sure hope the following was diplomatic enough.
./date/1998/01/msg00771.html:remain in Eternity forever if no one cares enough about it to pay to
./date/1998/01/msg00771.html:I don’t think anyone would argue that 56bit is secure enough for anything
./date/1998/01/msg00772.html:&gt; remain in Eternity forever if no one cares enough about it to pay to
./date/1998/01/msg00772.html:cycles. Who knows, perhaps the source of the data woudl be intriqued enough
./date/1998/01/msg00778.html:&gt; Data disappears from Eternity once no one cares enough about it to pay to
./date/1998/01/msg00779.html:Data disappears from Eternity once no one cares enough about it to pay to
./date/1998/01/msg00779.html:&gt; &gt; remain in Eternity forever if no one cares enough about it to pay to
./date/1998/01/msg00779.html:&gt; cycles. Who knows, perhaps the source of the data woudl be intriqued enough
./date/1998/01/msg00783.html:&gt; Data disappears from Eternity once no one cares enough about it to pay to
./date/1998/01/msg00790.html:Why does it matter? As long as she’s competent enough
./date/1998/01/msg00790.html:&gt; &gt; enough to tell what signatures imply.
./date/1998/01/msg00797.html:True enough, the question becomes who does that continued funding help the
./date/1998/01/msg00798.html:&gt; Why does it matter? As long as she’s competent enough
./date/1998/01/msg00803.html:Assuming your color palate is deep enough to support the compression.
./date/1998/01/msg00810.html:then he’ll be killed. I don’t know enough to judge how realistic his
./date/1998/01/msg00819.html:&gt; I sure hope the following was diplomatic enough.
./date/1998/01/msg00820.html:plus enough
./date/1998/01/msg00824.html:if that’s not a low enough limit. Moore’s law isn’t forever.
./date/1998/01/msg00832.html:&gt; Not at all. I even manage to use it well enough to make money selling my
./date/1998/01/msg00835.html:Not at all. I even manage to use it well enough to make money selling my
./date/1998/01/msg00846.html:&gt; then he’ll be killed. I don’t know enough to judge how realistic his
./date/1998/01/msg00848.html:Mixmaster users actually decide which remaielers are reliable enough to
./date/1998/01/msg00849.html:&gt; algorithm, then he’ll be killed. I don’t know enough to judge how
./date/1998/01/msg00864.html:have it on your Account, or have enough equity to cover the short sale
enough so the component leads don’t
./date/1998/01/msg00889.html:&gt; plus enough
./date/1998/01/msg00897.html:and you’ve got to be fast enough to respond to all their demand,
./date/1998/01/msg00901.html:daring enough to be of use outside western democracies, let’s look at a slightly
./date/1998/01/msg00904.html:&gt; if that’s not a low enough limit. Moore’s law isn’t forever.
./date/1998/01/msg00906.html:Fortunately, there are enough
./date/1998/01/msg00906.html:knowing the password*. This is because there’s enough known plaintext
./date/1998/01/msg00908.html:As if there wasn’t enough incentive to steal private keys, here’s a little
./date/1998/01/msg00921.html:&gt; &gt; if that’s not a low enough limit. Moore’s law isn’t forever.
./date/1998/01/msg00929.html:a short chunk of each key, you don’t have enough entropy to be useful.
./date/1998/01/msg00929.html:so you’ll need a shorter hash :-) Is 64 bits enough? It’s
./date/1998/01/msg00929.html:long enough that it’s hard to brute-force, and you probably
./date/1998/01/msg00941.html:Seattle fog long enough to listen to their inner browsers.
./date/1998/01/msg00959.html:daring enough to be of use outside western democracies, let’s look at a slightly
./date/1998/01/msg00975.html:nobody may make or sell any coffee strong enough to wake up a
enough that it won’t happen enough
./date/1998/01/msg01022.html:this can even be automated enough to make it convenient.
./date/1998/01/msg01047.html:&gt;this can even be automated enough to make it convenient.
./date/1998/01/msg01055.html:&gt; nobody may make or sell any coffee strong enough to wake up a
./date/1998/01/msg01058.html:these pages some lines had not got enough black ink from the book print
./date/1998/01/msg01072.html:good as it has made for cheap, almost good enough, and
./date/1998/01/msg01072.html:settle for “almost good enough” and cheap. secondly,
./date/1998/01/msg01073.html:It was a conventional enough question and Muller gave the
./date/1998/01/msg01087.html:alcohol itself so the paper doesn’t get nearly hot enough to do any good.
./date/1998/01/msg01093.html:lucky enough to stay out fo their way, then it doesn’t matter if it’s
./date/1998/01/msg01116.html:for being low enough to pay any mind to her, calling
./date/1998/01/msg01118.html:Clinton just might be dumb enough to consider a war footing
enough and the membership infomation
./date/1998/01/msg01121.html:than 1/8” rectangles or even smaller chad are good enough for
./date/1998/01/msg01128.html:can still be recovered... But hopefully no one would care enough.
./date/1998/01/msg01136.html:intrusive enough to enrage their targets.
./date/1998/01/msg01136.html:enough name-recognition to do things like sell custom
./date/1998/01/msg01144.html:&gt; than 1/8” rectangles or even smaller chad are good enough for
./date/1998/01/msg01145.html:that 1024 bit isn’t enough any more. (Not like it hasn’t happened
./date/1998/01/msg01150.html:&gt; can still be recovered... But hopefully no one would care enough.
./date/1998/01/msg01167.html:often enough they want to test for it on a national level. There are many
./date/1998/01/msg01167.html:and the temperature of the air (they estimate over 350F). While not enough
./date/1998/01/msg01167.html:to cause spontaneous combustion it is more than enough to cook the lungs.
./date/1998/01/msg01167.html:The air was hot enough that several plastic bags holding wargame materials
./date/1998/01/msg01175.html:&gt; I’m afraid that Intel may know enough now to make a 1GHz pentium, which would
./date/1998/01/msg01178.html:I’m afraid that Intel may know enough now to make a 1GHz pentium, which would
./date/1998/01/msg01189.html:Fair enough. But I defend my point, which is this:Microsoft gets
./date/1998/01/msg01192.html:they were accomodated (probably not enough lead time or Cylink was offered
./date/1998/01/msg01204.html:enough.
./date/1998/01/msg01218.html:suppose if you had a small enough solution you could get a small “bang”
./date/1998/01/msg01219.html:&gt; suppose if you had a small enough solution you could get a small “bang”
./date/1998/01/msg01225.html:that the real issue is going to be getting enough input
./date/1998/01/msg01227.html:imagery detailed enough
./date/1998/01/msg01227.html:six feet, which he says is sharp enough to distinguish cars from pickup
./date/1998/01/msg01245.html:A LAM approach is low tech, and can be implemented easily enough. (And
./date/1998/01/msg01247.html:Think about it:what we strive for as a cryptographic proof means less than the unsworn audio tape from a 21 year old intern.
If some lawyer wants to challenge a piece of video, and can throw enough money at it, s/he’s going to win. You’re better off spending money training the
persons operating the VCR, because that’s the defense’s next point of attack.
./date/1998/01/msg01248.html:propagation delay. Autonomous rovers need enough smarts built-in to handle
./date/1998/01/msg01252.html:&gt;propagation delay. Autonomous rovers need enough smarts built-in to handle
./date/1998/01/msg01262.html:&gt; Autonomous rovers need enough smarts built-in to handle
./date/1998/01/msg01263.html:In fact it doesn’t say enough to actually be useful at all; it gives
./date/1998/01/msg01285.html:chemist had enough brains not to go chuck two reactive chemicals together
./date/1998/01/msg01285.html:competent enough to ask for one if he needed it.
./date/1998/01/msg01285.html:dissolved in water. Assuming that Michelle is competent enough to avoid
./date/1998/01/msg01286.html:&gt; A LAM approach is low tech, and can be implemented easily enough. (And
./date/1998/01/msg01287.html:&gt; In fact it doesn’t say enough to actually be useful at all; it gives
./date/1998/01/msg01292.html:&gt; suppose if you had a small enough solution you could get a small “bang”
./date/1998/01/msg01293.html:enough anyway, as anyone can verify looking at www.replay.com where a
./date/1998/01/msg01294.html:with enough truth and enough deliberate bogosity to be worthwhile.
./date/1998/01/msg01300.html:Tag-O-Matic:“640K ought to be enough for anybody.” - Bill Gates, 1981
./date/1998/01/msg01310.html:&gt;enough anyway, as anyone can verify looking at www.replay.com where a
./date/1998/01/msg01318.html:we do such an experiment, precisely enough to know for sure that there
./date/1998/01/msg01326.html:&gt; can still be recovered... But hopefully no one would care enough.
./date/1998/01/msg01328.html:about the need to do this often enough from enough different source,
./date/1998/01/msg01351.html:documents on the website are slippery enough
./date/1998/01/msg01351.html:is enough
./date/1998/01/msg01361.html:There’s a growing need for “eternal URLs,” URLs that have enough
./date/1998/01/msg01364.html:Free access and free submission may be necessary to get both enough
enough
./date/1998/01/msg01403.html:enough given that the vast majority of Internet use is by small business,
./date/1998/01/msg01423.html:didn’t have this time. (And if we posit “enough time,” then the U.S.
./date/1998/01/msg01423.html:military would have had enough time to drop the Navajo code talkers and
./date/1998/01/msg01428.html:committee chairmen (in Ohio) who were foolish enough to support more gun
./date/1998/01/msg01432.html:&gt; didn’t have this time. (And if we posit “enough time,” then the U.S.
./date/1998/01/msg01432.html:&gt; military would have had enough time to drop the Navajo code talkers
./date/1998/01/msg01434.html:&gt;didn’t have this time. (And if we posit “enough time,” then the U.S.
./date/1998/01/msg01434.html:&gt;military would have had enough time to drop the Navajo code talkers and
./date/1998/01/msg01440.html:enough... The backside!” Kick ass looking asses! Zip by it.
./date/1998/01/msg01440.html:indoor and outdoor shots that are hot enough to tempt anyone
./date/1998/01/msg01452.html:just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
./date/1998/01/msg01454.html:Are you prosperous with your time? Or, do you always feel rushed and pressured? Do you always feel there’s not enough time
to do the things you want to do? Then you have poverty with respect to time. Wall Street Journal wrote that leisure time, not money, will be the status
symbol of prosperity in the coming years.
./date/1998/01/msg01464.html:no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, was I surprised when
./date/1998/01/msg01485.html:Sid Menough
./date/1998/01/msg01508.html:&gt; remailer. Sure enough, the Gypsie Jew Zorch forged a cancel for my article:
./date/1998/01/msg01519.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01521.html”>Adult Mail................Are you man enough?</A></STRONG>
./date/1998/01/msg01521.html:<!--X-Subject:Adult Mail................Are you man enough? -->
./date/1998/01/msg01521.html:<TITLE>Adult Mail................Are you man enough?</TITLE>
./date/1998/01/msg01521.html:<H1>Adult Mail................Are you man enough?</H1>
./date/1998/01/msg01521.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Adult Mail................Are you man enough?</LI>
./date/1998/01/msg01523.html:dollar, I might get enough to sustain my studies for a few years. It does not make me happy to
./date/1998/01/msg01525.html:dollar, I might get enough to sustain my studies for a few years. It does not make me happy to
./date/1998/01/msg01527.html:enough orders
./date/1998/01/msg01528.html:I can’t thank you enough =)
./date/1998/01/msg01530.html:I can’t thank you enough =)
./date/1998/01/msg01537.html:for ANY reason you do not feel the book helped you earn enough extra
./date/1998/01/msg01560.html:These girls are stunning enough to hold your rigid attention
./date/1998/01/msg01594.html:Sid Menough
./date/1998/01/msg01596.html:dollar, I might get enough to sustain my studies for a few years. It does not make me happy to
./date/1998/01/msg01597.html:dollar, I might get enough to sustain my studies for a few years. It does not make me happy to
./date/1998/01/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01521” HREF=”msg01521.html”>Adult Mail................Are you man enough?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1998/02/msg00023.html:charges against him were overblown and distorted, there was enough of a
./date/1998/02/msg00032.html:Interestingly enough, Reagan left Larouche alone when he was questioning
./date/1998/02/msg00043.html:pure bullshit. that would have been easily enough
./date/1998/02/msg00046.html:&gt;social pressure against it is strong enough to defeat its privacy whenever
./date/1998/02/msg00053.html:An interesting question about the Privacy Card product is whether the social pressure against it is strong enough to
defeat its privacy whenever the product is well advertised. In other words, will a privacy product survive in spite of its own publicity in our current
environment, or can privacy products only exist when their own existence is relatively unknown. This is interesting because in the latter case, we have
only a very very weak form of privacy/anonymity because it is hard to be sure how much privacy backs a product whose very existence is semi-secret.
./date/1998/02/msg00066.html:was good enough to ensure unbreakability, it wasn’t!
./date/1998/02/msg00066.html:enough to ensure unbreakability, it wasn’t!</P>
./date/1998/02/msg00073.html:The other problem is just that they’re big enough that if even a small

enough
./date/1998/02/msg00076.html:&gt;social pressure against it is strong enough to defeat its privacy whenever
enough to pay off the bitch,
./date/1998/02/msg00101.html:straight, unpatched 4.0 because they considered it painful enough to download
./date/1998/02/msg00127.html:c) he may not have enough left after Sherman Act
./date/1998/02/msg00127.html:1. Microsoft’s almost good enough (for the market)
./date/1998/02/msg00141.html:donate this of course, we in Belgium are dumb enough to gladly PAY (a
./date/1998/02/msg00144.html:&gt; ordinarily do not have enough energy to enter the AlGaAs barrier,
./date/1998/02/msg00151.html:enough
./date/1998/02/msg00151.html:Novell didn’t react quickly enough and lost tremendous market
./date/1998/02/msg00156.html:marketing. Over a long-enough time this market advantage will grow
./date/1998/02/msg00175.html:pocket change to California’s zillionaires, but it may be just enough
./date/1998/02/msg00193.html:even if you use a different desktop GUI. NT has been improved enough
./date/1998/02/msg00193.html:enough, though its stability is still less than ideal.
./date/1998/02/msg00202.html:Timing could be within seconds easily enough, but even spaced hours apart
./date/1998/02/msg00215.html:intellectually honest enough to say she’s unsupported by the facts.
./date/1998/02/msg00216.html:of law enforcement.” It’s not an in-depth critique, but it’s enough to
./date/1998/02/msg00217.html:interested enough to go to the NASD Web site shown above, you will
./date/1998/02/msg00252.html:might already be “quiet enough.” (Measurements are needed to determine the
./date/1998/02/msg00257.html:&gt; might already be “quiet enough.” (Measurements are needed to determine the
./date/1998/02/msg00269.html:If that isn’t high enough then trying to get individual componants of that
./date/1998/02/msg00270.html:Big Brother technology is that there aren’t enough clues
./date/1998/02/msg00273.html:I have enough trouble with my real credit cards being non-scannable.
./date/1998/02/msg00274.html:If a U.S. Passport is not considered enough I.D., because it doesn’t have
./date/1998/02/msg00277.html:&gt;might already be “quiet enough.” (Measurements are needed to determine the
./date/1998/02/msg00288.html:one is that if you understand cryptography well enough to
./date/1998/02/msg00288.html:is certainly more than enough for _your_ lifetime.
./date/1998/02/msg00288.html:Even if you’re being overly conservative, that’s more than enough.
./date/1998/02/msg00288.html:the far-more-than-strong-enough 2048-bit key, which is already
./date/1998/02/msg00291.html:if Gates had insisted on it early enough. Because of copyright law
./date/1998/02/msg00297.html:broadcast enough emissions that its video would show up on my parents’ TV
./date/1998/02/msg00297.html:emitting enough that a properly tuned receiver could read it.
./date/1998/02/msg00297.html:once the wavelength of the signal is short enough, they lose.
./date/1998/02/msg00302.html:unconnected in the open dry air will develop enough of a charge to knock the
./date/1998/02/msg00302.html:shit out of you if you’re silly enough to grab the grounding connection on
./date/1998/02/msg00308.html:&gt; be easier. The resivoirs don’t hold enough for more
./date/1998/02/msg00314.html:&gt; is certainly more than enough for _your_ lifetime.
./date/1998/02/msg00314.html:enough that current estimates of key strength based on human life times need
./date/1998/02/msg00315.html:&gt; &gt; If a U.S. Passport is not considered enough I.D., because it doesn’t have
./date/1998/02/msg00317.html:(they’ve gone soft) riled enough to understand the lies. fat
enough to be effective through much of the EMI
./date/1998/02/msg00328.html:was viewed as good enough.
./date/1998/02/msg00333.html:one is that if you understand cryptography well enough to
./date/1998/02/msg00333.html:is certainly more than enough for _your_ lifetime.
./date/1998/02/msg00333.html:Even if you’re being overly conservative, that’s more than enough.
./date/1998/02/msg00333.html:the far-more-than-strong-enough 2048-bit key, which is already
./date/1998/02/msg00337.html:NYC is one of the few major cities where the tap water is good enough to
./date/1998/02/msg00337.html:One could use brute force and just blow up enough redundant towers...
./date/1998/02/msg00338.html:&gt;&gt; is certainly more than enough for _your_ lifetime.
./date/1998/02/msg00338.html:&gt;enough that current estimates of key strength based on human life times need
./date/1998/02/msg00340.html:This concerns only individuals who feel important enough to fear that
./date/1998/02/msg00345.html:&gt; If a U.S. Passport is not considered enough I.D., because it doesn’t have
./date/1998/02/msg00351.html:&gt; &gt; If a U.S. Passport is not considered enough I.D.,
./date/1998/02/msg00354.html:&gt;&gt; If a U.S. Passport is not considered enough I.D., because it doesn’t have
./date/1998/02/msg00357.html:If the signal is strong enough that a Fourier can be applied to it then the
./date/1998/02/msg00357.html:signal is most likely strong enough to use directly. The data we’re trying
./date/1998/02/msg00358.html:That main tent was an old circus tent and was huge with enough room for
./date/1998/02/msg00360.html:&gt; interestingly enough the term “open source” was suggested by
./date/1998/02/msg00366.html:&gt; &gt;might already be “quiet enough.” (Measurements are needed to determine the
./date/1998/02/msg00394.html:In practice, matching them would probably be enough. The above theoretical
./date/1998/02/msg00394.html:might be enough, and if you’ve got an arbitrary precision clock, you could
./date/1998/02/msg00394.html:are a worthwhile starting point, but it doesn’t go anywhere near far enough.
./date/1998/02/msg00399.html:the same noise frame after frame. It must be loud enough to swamp the
./date/1998/02/msg00411.html:&gt; the same noise frame after frame. It must be loud enough to swamp the
./date/1998/02/msg00414.html:hope a strong enough one to topple the last of the big huge communist blocks.)
./date/1998/02/msg00435.html:the long run, but there are enough sheep out there that will accept
./date/1998/02/msg00442.html:market isn’t large enough. Give it another 5-10 years so that computers have
./date/1998/02/msg00452.html:&gt; these devices stable enough for potential use in computing
./date/1998/02/msg00459.html:folder. A quick browse through subject lines of these messages is enough
./date/1998/02/msg00462.html:subject a lot. (“AMD can’t make enough chips.”)
./date/1998/02/msg00463.html:subject a lot. (“AMD can’t make enough chips.”)
./date/1998/02/msg00464.html:I have had just about enough crap from Microsoft, which is why I deleted
./date/1998/02/msg00465.html:&gt;use different formats. Unless the software is sophisticated enough to take
./date/1998/02/msg00474.html:Fourth Amendments are good enough for us, even if honored less and less,
./date/1998/02/msg00482.html:Feinstein favors the latter bill but doesn’t think it goes far enough.
./date/1998/02/msg00484.html:healthy minority. Healthy enough that, during the break, a riot
./date/1998/02/msg00500.html:strong enough to give the U.S. the opportunity to say,

./date/1998/02/msg00500.html:conduct alone were not enough. “There is a need for
./date/1998/02/msg00519.html:fair amount of popular support, and which went fast enough that the
./date/1998/02/msg00525.html:with or without any help from the US. (for those of you silly enough to
./date/1998/02/msg00527.html:dinner [two additional NCO’s who did not live close enough
./date/1998/02/msg00532.html:Bombing Iraq is simply not enough, warned war-fevered
./date/1998/02/msg00534.html:but it’s objective enough to agree on, and usually makes a
./date/1998/02/msg00534.html:clear enough boundary between most spammers and most non-spammers.
./date/1998/02/msg00538.html:Americana policies that we do not have enough soldiers to
./date/1998/02/msg00538.html:black ops and then in technology until I got smart enough
./date/1998/02/msg00538.html:even be creative enough to coin a new “Dew Drop Inn”
./date/1998/02/msg00543.html:&gt;folder. A quick browse through subject lines of these messages is enough
./date/1998/02/msg00543.html:enough
./date/1998/02/msg00552.html:&gt;Okay. Now let’s look at the future, shall we? Oddly enough, the “future”
./date/1998/02/msg00552.html:reconciling these differences is complex enough that cryptographers
./date/1998/02/msg00556.html:required bug-for-bug compatibility with Microsloth’s “640K is enough”
./date/1998/02/msg00557.html:check here to certify that you are old enough to hear the resulting
./date/1998/02/msg00558.html:Okay. Now let’s look at the future, shall we? Oddly enough, the “future”
./date/1998/02/msg00558.html:saving enough micromoney out of switching income to buy a copy of itself.
./date/1998/02/msg00562.html:I now know CJ well enough that I realized that I had only to make
./date/1998/02/msg00562.html:“If enough people realize that, and write the single lines of code
./date/1998/02/msg00569.html:good health. When she was well enough they introduced her to their=20
./date/1998/02/msg00573.html:# * ...then the Supreme Court ruled that if the yard was big enough that “An
./date/1998/02/msg00573.html:No amount of control over the population is enough for the U.S. Government.
./date/1998/02/msg00595.html:with any other. Most of us have had enough experience with
./date/1998/02/msg00595.html:before you become conscious enough to see the savagery the
./date/1998/02/msg00597.html:material grade anthrax, which is potent enough to kill thousands of
./date/1998/02/msg00604.html:&gt; material grade anthrax, which is potent enough to kill thousands of
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:&gt;No amount of control over the population is enough for the U.S. Government.
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:*out* of the papers. I expect that’ll happen soon enough... :-).
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:enough, but, like I said before, if someone wants to accept
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:enough anonymity (modulo the biometric problems of transaction analysis I
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:&gt; reconciling these differences is complex enough that cryptographers
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:&gt;The Bill of Rights ain’t enough, but it’s all we’ve got.
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:crypto in the OS it’s enough. Can’t dilute US-ness of US crypto.
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:&gt;&gt;enough anyway, as anyone can verify looking at www.replay.com where a
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:&gt;Perhaps someone from this list would be kind enough to explain to the
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:&gt;enough anyway, as anyone can verify looking at www.replay.com where a
./date/1998/02/msg00607.html:Perhaps someone from this list would be kind enough to explain to the
./date/1998/02/msg00632.html:enough reasons to visit us!
./date/1998/02/msg00638.html:did say it was “enough to crash your hard drive.”
./date/1998/02/msg00642.html:the two candle dildo image. She has enough hair on her legs,
./date/1998/02/msg00644.html:Most subways are underground in Manhattan. A device that gives off enough
./date/1998/02/msg00655.html:not enough, they?re expected to solve these problems faster, with fewer
./date/1998/02/msg00662.html:don’t know what I’m in favor of. And I don’t know enough to know
./date/1998/02/msg00664.html:enough to comply in most cases. It is our privacy that is to be
./date/1998/02/msg00679.html:&gt; don’t know what I’m in favor of. And I don’t know enough to know
./date/1998/02/msg00683.html:short shorts with just enough ass hanging out to keep you
./date/1998/02/msg00687.html:wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, was I
./date/1998/02/msg00690.html:&gt;doesn’t seem to trust us enough to use US developed cryptography
./date/1998/02/msg00691.html:&gt;&gt;35-37 people... You will live long enough and have a good life and
./date/1998/02/msg00693.html:&gt; &gt;doesn’t seem to trust us enough to use US developed cryptography
./date/1998/02/msg00697.html:&gt; doesn’t seem to trust us enough to use US developed cryptography
./date/1998/02/msg00698.html:&gt;&gt;doesn’t seem to trust us enough to use US developed cryptography
./date/1998/02/msg00699.html:doesn’t seem to trust us enough to use US developed cryptography
./date/1998/02/msg00702.html:&gt; doesn’t seem to trust us enough to use US developed cryptography
./date/1998/02/msg00718.html:luscious babe “YUM YUM” She looks good enough to eat! She
./date/1998/02/msg00723.html:had not deemed it necessary to store within my brain enough electricity to
./date/1998/02/msg00724.html:don’t have enough
./date/1998/02/msg00730.html:had not deemed it necessary to store within my brain enough electricity to
./date/1998/02/msg00731.html:little that there was no way that I wouldn’t get enough
./date/1998/02/msg00792.html:&gt;No amount of control over the population is enough for the U.S. Government.
./date/1998/02/msg00806.html:investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders
./date/1998/02/msg00818.html:with the ciphertext it seems to me that it should have been easy enough
./date/1998/02/msg00824.html:No, there is no need for a central server. It’s more than enough to require
./date/1998/02/msg00824.html:and enough so to prevent spamming. If they use the same keys, the servers
./date/1998/02/msg00824.html:is enough. If the ip doesn’t match the connection IP, the connection gets
./date/1998/02/msg00842.html:&gt; If you have taken this far enough to get Dimitri into legal trouble,
./date/1998/02/msg00847.html:It was good enough for legal counsel.
./date/1998/02/msg00864.html:check here to certify that you are old enough to hear the resulting
./date/1998/02/msg00867.html:dollar high enough that we can feel good about ourselves
./date/1998/02/msg00868.html:&gt;which follow this (taking out some suburb is serious enough, but taking out
./date/1998/02/msg00875.html:&gt;Strangely enough
./date/1998/02/msg00876.html:mailed out 200 letters. Sure enough, the money started coming!
./date/1998/02/msg00882.html:Strangely enough
./date/1998/02/msg00891.html:he’s also close enough to crazy that the public will have
./date/1998/02/msg00891.html:enough sympathy for him that killing him won’t be highly popular,
./date/1998/02/msg00911.html:dollar high enough that we can feel good about ourselves
./date/1998/02/msg00912.html:old enough to retire? Fuck you! Got a number?
./date/1998/02/msg00913.html:society’s bullshit long enough to have earned the
./date/1998/02/msg00913.html:would be nice enough for them to take their children to
./date/1998/02/msg00916.html:I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, was I
./date/1998/02/msg00930.html:little that there was no way that I wouldn’t get enough
./date/1998/03/msg00017.html:he’s also close enough to crazy that the public will have
./date/1998/03/msg00017.html:enough sympathy for him that killing him won’t be highly popular,
./date/1998/03/msg00029.html:maybe they don’t in practice. (NS 3.x was bloated enough that I haven’t
./date/1998/03/msg00030.html:generate enough joules of electrical energy induced into
./date/1998/03/msg00049.html:&gt;generate enough joules of electrical energy induced into
./date/1998/03/msg00050.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1998/03/msg00072.html:administration that it is moving quickly enough to avert serious outages
./date/1998/03/msg00072.html:government is not acting fast enough to avoid serious problems.
./date/1998/03/msg00076.html:pool is not diverse enough, root might be able to determine the likely
./date/1998/03/msg00094.html:mailed out 200 letters. Sure enough, the money started coming!
./date/1998/03/msg00103.html:&gt; money to do this? It’s obvious that politics is enough for the Florida
./date/1998/03/msg00103.html:&gt; do it” plus “I work in a well-stocked University lab” is probably enough
./date/1998/03/msg00103.html:&gt; money, but surely existing models for analog piracy behavior is enough
./date/1998/03/msg00103.html:Their desparate hope is if they say it solomnly enough and with
./date/1998/03/msg00103.html:enough ceremony the public will see the emporer’s clothes
./date/1998/03/msg00116.html:&gt; If enough people adopt DTK and work together to keep it’s deceptions
./date/1998/03/msg00152.html:I was patient long enough and really wanted to push things to the “next level.” That’s when I ordered
./date/1998/03/msg00168.html:exactly, mailed out 200 copies, and sure enough, the money started
./date/1998/03/msg00193.html:enough that others may hear us.”
./date/1998/03/msg00203.html:stupid enough to think I would do it.
./date/1998/03/msg00241.html:success in bribing enough
./date/1998/03/msg00242.html:Received headers. I’ve been lucky enough never to have been subjected to
./date/1998/03/msg00243.html:enough money to buy him a meal and drinks at the best restaurant in
./date/1998/03/msg00244.html:”No man is clever enough to know all the evil he does.” - La Rochefoucauld
./date/1998/03/msg00264.html:&gt; matters (deemed important enough to destroy the Constitution over) being
./date/1998/03/msg00266.html:”No man is clever enough to know all the evil he does.” - La Rochefoucauld
./date/1998/03/msg00269.html:BUT, even the fastest electronics cannot respond fast enough to the initial
./date/1998/03/msg00273.html:&gt;BUT, even the fastest electronics cannot respond fast enough to the initial
./date/1998/03/msg00288.html:&gt;BUT, even the fastest electronics cannot respond fast enough to the initial
./date/1998/03/msg00302.html:&gt; BUT, even the fastest electronics cannot respond fast enough to the
./date/1998/03/msg00304.html:&gt; BUT, even the fastest electronics cannot respond fast enough to the initial
./date/1998/03/msg00306.html:chip. With a couple of transistors you’ll get more than enough current
./date/1998/03/msg00311.html:&gt; enough power to tell cluless lawmakers it is.
./date/1998/03/msg00312.html:most of them don’t have a switching time fast enough to stop lightning.
./date/1998/03/msg00317.html:&lt;&lt; &gt;BUT, even the fastest electronics cannot respond fast enough to the
./date/1998/03/msg00322.html:”No man is clever enough to know all the evil he does.” - La Rochefoucauld
./date/1998/03/msg00325.html:&gt; &gt; enough power to tell cluless lawmakers it is.
./date/1998/03/msg00328.html:the way to a Bad Thing for a typo, but enough to take a dim view of it)
./date/1998/03/msg00332.html:”No man is clever enough to know all the evil he does.” - La
./date/1998/03/msg00336.html:&gt;”No man is clever enough to know all the evil he does.” - La
./date/1998/03/msg00336.html:”No man is clever enough to know all the evil he does.” - La Rochefoucauld
./date/1998/03/msg00337.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:“In reality we talk only to ourselves, but sometimes we talk loud enough that others may hear
us.” ~Kahil Gibran</LI>
./date/1998/03/msg00337.html:<LI><em>Organization</em>:“In reality we talk only to ourselves, but sometimes we talk loud enough that others may hear
us.” ~Kahil Gibran</LI>
./date/1998/03/msg00342.html:over long enough periods of time to help newbies and neophytes to
./date/1998/03/msg00343.html:claimed that the revenues generated were ‘at least enough to fund the
./date/1998/03/msg00348.html:”No man is clever enough to know all the evil he does.” - La Rochefoucauld
./date/1998/03/msg00350.html:&gt; enough, so it not being there shows (much less Proves) nothing. And it
./date/1998/03/msg00371.html:You pass enough current through any semi-conductor, it will short, I do
./date/1998/03/msg00371.html:I’ll allow our fellow cypherpunks (in particular, the ones with enough guts to
./date/1998/03/msg00390.html:from a left POV ‘some of the time’ (and it ain’t enough of the time.)
./date/1998/03/msg00423.html:Stroustrup:Well, it’s been long enough, now, and I believe most
./date/1998/03/msg00423.html:First, I’ve put in enough pitfalls to make sure that only
./date/1998/03/msg00423.html:About 6 months. Not nearly long enough for a guy with a
./date/1998/03/msg00423.html:wife and kids to earn enough to have a decent standard of
./date/1998/03/msg00427.html:&gt;Stroustrup:Well, it’s been long enough, now, and I believe most
./date/1998/03/msg00427.html:&gt;First, I’ve put in enough pitfalls to make sure that only
./date/1998/03/msg00427.html:&gt;About 6 months. Not nearly long enough for a guy with a
./date/1998/03/msg00427.html:&gt;wife and kids to earn enough to have a decent standard of
./date/1998/03/msg00429.html:&gt; While reducing a spoken sound to its written form is tough enough
./date/1998/03/msg00444.html:intelligent enough understand the deniable spect of the cryptosystem
./date/1998/03/msg00445.html:All things considered, a group with enough power to grab Alice and
./date/1998/03/msg00445.html:it impossible for her to reveal the information. A sensitive enough
./date/1998/03/msg00450.html:past that the federal Wire Communications Act is not written well enough =
./date/1998/03/msg00450.html:enough to&lt;BR&gt;support its use against on-line betting.&amp;nbsp; While bills =
./date/1998/03/msg00452.html:Such systems will either be easy to use and not have enough categories
./date/1998/03/msg00454.html:care enough to _defy_ the national hierarchy, but we’re going to make
./date/1998/03/msg00454.html:you for being brave enough to talk about things that National doesn’t want you
./date/1998/03/msg00468.html:&gt; All things considered, a group with enough power to grab Alice and
./date/1998/03/msg00473.html:it is broad enough so it conceivably might be applied to possession of
./date/1998/03/msg00473.html:is specialized enough so it could have no other purpose.
./date/1998/03/msg00492.html:’No, I smoke Marlboros. Funnily enough, I smoke them because I like the
./date/1998/03/msg00493.html:&gt; All things considered, a group with enough power to grab Alice and
./date/1998/03/msg00530.html:I can’t thank you enough =)
./date/1998/03/msg00532.html:&gt;Salem witchcraft trials ... which ended, instructively enough, when 23
./date/1998/03/msg00538.html:mailed out 200 letters. Sure enough, the money started coming!
./date/1998/04/msg00006.html:bunch of wusses who’ll put up with anything as long as we offer them enough
./date/1998/04/msg00012.html:kill as many Somalis as he could. He’d had enough. No more rules of
./date/1998/04/msg00021.html:<P>A world of software, a world of code, and therefore, as usual, a world of hidden codes and hidden meanings (as if the
world we live in now did not have already enough of them :=(</P>
./date/1998/04/msg00036.html:The feds don’t have enough clueservers to keep up with the technology and
./date/1998/04/msg00041.html:&gt; The feds don’t have enough clueservers to keep up with the technology and
./date/1998/04/msg00043.html:ok, fair enough..to actually regulate the internet would require a
./date/1998/04/msg00044.html:stage and drag him to the nearest tree with a limb strong enough to hold his
./date/1998/04/msg00061.html:TV in the family room. The implication is that she is young enough for
./date/1998/04/msg00071.html:and hit it hard enough so that my clock ‘fell back’ to where Mother Nature
./date/1998/04/msg00075.html:If that weren’t enough, I wasn’t even looking for a .mil site. I was
./date/1998/04/msg00084.html:All this would be bad enough if we could believe Mr. Milken alone had
./date/1998/04/msg00108.html:of Pat robertson’s cock long enough to beat your stupid
./date/1998/04/msg00112.html:of Pat robertson’s cock long enough to beat your stupid
./date/1998/04/msg00115.html:enough.
./date/1998/04/msg00142.html:here. But I thought this was interesting enough, even for you cynical
./date/1998/04/msg00145.html:enough target area would be covered to take care of any potential witnesses
./date/1998/04/msg00155.html:allow the judicial system to put enough white people in jail
./date/1998/04/msg00155.html:will lead to enough mental and emotional pressure to
./date/1998/04/msg00155.html:the extent that enough pressure is applied to the weak points
./date/1998/04/msg00156.html:in mortuaries, or who are lucky enough to hit a Wagon-Burner
./date/1998/04/msg00158.html:| here. But I thought this was interesting enough, even for you cynical
./date/1998/04/msg00165.html:enough with args, here is the stuff :
./date/1998/04/msg00176.html:&gt;If the above examples aren’t enough to convince you then here are a few
enough email addresses to send
./date/1998/04/msg00191.html:<P><B>investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough</B>
enough
./date/1998/04/msg00217.html:to be numerous enough, the entry points to the resender system could also
./date/1998/04/msg00221.html:NC. Gary, never able to able to leave well enough alone, just had to
./date/1998/04/msg00231.html:&gt; enough of the infrastructure pie among themselves to be unanimous in
./date/1998/04/msg00233.html:enough to destroy the career of a model military man.
./date/1998/04/msg00235.html:enough of the infrastructure pie among themselves to be unanimous in
./date/1998/04/msg00243.html:would catch or prevent enough probes to crack the SIM secret, your
./date/1998/04/msg00245.html:But apparently it was serious enough that both your victim and her mother
./date/1998/04/msg00247.html:I would use my power to control The Way Things Are to direct anger, resentment and resistance of the people toward the
government and corporate symbols schills of my Hidden Empire, and keep them from revolting against The Way Things Are by giving them the illusion of
being able to control and change The Way Things Are by voting and making consumer decisions.
I would let them rearrange the pawns on my playing board while keeping The Game (tm) moving at a confusing enough pace
so that they would hardly notice that the major pieces on my board always remain the same, no matter how they vote,
or what illusory decisions they make in their role as consumers.
./date/1998/04/msg00247.html:Lastly, I would use my power to monitor and control all communications to increase the range and power of my Hidden Empire
enough
how much more I can steal from them for the coffers of my Hidden Empire (tm) without mounting a revolution.
./date/1998/04/msg00250.html:mental brain-neuron circuits of those who are not imbibing enough nectar
./date/1998/04/msg00250.html:they had been farsighted enough to have eyes to see and ears to hear
./date/1998/04/msg00255.html:instructor for thirteen of them. I’ve been fortunate enough to have studied
./date/1998/04/msg00256.html:instructor for thirteen of them. I’ve been fortunate enough to have studied
./date/1998/04/msg00268.html:close enough for government work.
./date/1998/04/msg00283.html:how it affects them, two months is simply not enough time for
./date/1998/04/msg00292.html:locating stuff under discussion, they can be precise enough. They’ll
./date/1998/04/msg00295.html:I am afraid that I’m enough of a paraniod cynic to wonder as to
./date/1998/04/msg00297.html:would catch or prevent enough probes to crack the SIM secret, your
./date/1998/04/msg00304.html:by reducing its success rate. If there’s enough press coverage of the
./date/1998/04/msg00305.html:That seems a bit expensive, unless enough overlapping tower ranges already
./date/1998/04/msg00307.html:enough...
./date/1998/04/msg00324.html:Another favorite technique was to hold back results long enough for the
./date/1998/04/msg00337.html:Mr. May is astute enough to recognize that law enforcement agencies
./date/1998/04/msg00338.html:Ayn Rand’s ‘propaganda’ apparently didn’t shield us well enough from
./date/1998/04/msg00338.html:enough saved up to hold out for forty days and forty nights if the Y2K
./date/1998/04/msg00342.html:interested enough to rush to make one free telephone call Now!
./date/1998/04/msg00350.html:alive you will likely have racked enough charges against you in the
./date/1998/04/msg00350.html:in Atlanta was stupid enough to engage in an unprovocted beating of a
./date/1998/04/msg00351.html:Not unhappy enough to make it stop. I beleive that shows like “Cops”
./date/1998/04/msg00351.html:&gt; alive you will likely have racked enough charges against you in the
./date/1998/04/msg00357.html:according to the Federal Reserve there is enough
./date/1998/04/msg00358.html:&gt;Not unhappy enough to make it stop. I beleive that shows like “Cops”
./date/1998/04/msg00368.html:”When a place gets crowded enough to require ID’s, social collapse is
./date/1998/04/msg00380.html:&gt; “When a place gets crowded enough to require ID’s, social collapse is
./date/1998/04/msg00390.html:META-CONTENT with enough k-12 keywords to snag the eyeballs.
./date/1998/04/msg00399.html:that you build a trading system, and if enough trust is built into the
./date/1998/04/msg00406.html:as Anne R. Christ who is Lucky enough to surface in time to hitch a ride
./date/1998/05/msg00001.html:Now, I’m not naive enough to believe that any of these gov’t agencies or
./date/1998/05/msg00009.html:As to the requirement that the complaint be made on personal knowledge of the complainant, it is enough
./date/1998/05/msg00012.html:Although I enjoy occassionally basking in the warm glow of the approval of
which I look down on the struggling wayfarers wandering in circles, lost in a wasteland of rules and legal proceedures which turn out to be merely
shimmering mirages appearing to be an Oasis of Truth
and Justice until the poor, parched pricks get close enough to see that their mind and eyes were once again fooled by illusions created by their
delusions--and, rather than being a Great Bird of Prey who eats the RatLawyers alive,
I am merely a Vulture who picks at the carcasses of the dead and dying former Champions of Justice who sold their souls
to the Mobsters Cleverly Disguised As Politicians.
./date/1998/05/msg00012.html:When the omnipresent, nefarious They (TM) call out the National Guard to descend upon your sorry ass, and They (TM) turn
enough
to delight a hand-picked jury of God Fearing Decent People’s Peers, then it’s time to put in a call to Larry Joe Dowling,
a West Texas Rat Wrangler, and the aptly-named Bob Looney, one of LBJ’s former Legally Drunk Beagles.
./date/1998/05/msg00012.html:Larry Joe is one of the few lawyers whose standards have remained high enough that he will work in return for really great
pussy, and his good Texas breeding ensures that he will be discreet in screwing your old-lady, so as not to cause you any undue embarassment for your
from the lips of the judge and prosecutor.
./date/1998/05/msg00012.html:Besides, if They (TM) want you badly enough to make it worth your attorney’s while to sell you down the river, then you
damn-straight better better team up with an experienced Rounder who has the decency to pay the
(pardon the pun) up by raising his glass, in toast to the Blind Broad, and announcing, loud enough to be heard over the din of the surrounding Last
Call Warriors, “If Jack Daniel’s be with us, then who can be against us?”
./date/1998/05/msg00031.html:’legally stolen’ my computers will be foolish enough to
./date/1998/05/msg00031.html:enough time on their hands to throw a cold, hard one up
./date/1998/05/msg00031.html:Tim May was astute enough to recognize that the absence
./date/1998/05/msg00031.html:I am astute enough to realize that without the presence
./date/1998/05/msg00031.html:You are astute enough to realize that even without the
./date/1998/05/msg00050.html:for the public. We’ve been fed enough BS already.. defending crypto
./date/1998/05/msg00050.html:become as friendly to them as any other feature MS Word, and soon enough
./date/1998/05/msg00051.html:&gt; for the public. We’ve been fed enough BS already.. defending crypto
./date/1998/05/msg00051.html:&gt; become as friendly to them as any other feature MS Word, and soon enough
./date/1998/05/msg00067.html:all day at work to raise enough money for those kids to wear expensive
./date/1998/05/msg00081.html:long enough for those present to bury the memory of what had occurred,

./date/1998/05/msg00081.html:progression of MeatSpace Reality, was astute enough to tell me, “I’ve
./date/1998/05/msg00081.html:honest enough to admit, during the height of the Vietnam War Craze, that
enough on
./date/1998/05/msg00093.html:anytime up to a week in advance of the date if my attendance wasn’t enough,
enough to intuit the connection;
./date/1998/05/msg00104.html: computers are secure enough to fend off cyber-intruders
./date/1998/05/msg00107.html:messages an hour. Simply enough by making a single
./date/1998/05/msg00108.html:<P> Not being the gambling type, it took me several weeks to make up my mind to participate in this plan. But conservative
that I am, I decided that the initial investment was so little that there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
picking up my mail at the window.
I’ll make more money this year than any 10 years of my life before. The nice thing about this deal is that it doesn’t matter where in the U.S. people
live. There simply isn’t a better investment with a faster return.
./date/1998/05/msg00121.html:1 bit of MAC just isn’t enough to pick out your own bits.
./date/1998/05/msg00121.html:and a 64-bit MAC should be enough for any mixture you’d
./date/1998/05/msg00121.html:Is it close enough for government work? Probably.
./date/1998/05/msg00127.html:to pull off than having enough time connected to the box on a terminal
./date/1998/05/msg00127.html:have been easy to obtain enough password/router pairs by calling tech
enough, 5A002.b allows such functions
./date/1998/05/msg00150.html:are interested enough
./date/1998/05/msg00150.html:know more than enough to have at least some opinions on the topics under
./date/1998/05/msg00150.html:enough demand, an additional announcement list for the Symposium itself
./date/1998/05/msg00155.html:enough the program send in color with simple point and click controls to set font
./date/1998/05/msg00159.html:facilities well enough
./date/1998/05/msg00203.html:No checks after 1 June 1998. Not enough time for check to clear and hat to be
./date/1998/05/msg00204.html:&gt; enough people wishing to defeat them, they can simply organize gunpowder
./date/1998/05/msg00204.html:of powder visually distinct enough or similar enough in effect to mix
./date/1998/05/msg00205.html:enough people wishing to defeat them, they can simply organize gunpowder
./date/1998/05/msg00206.html:&gt; &gt; enough people wishing to defeat them, they can simply organize gunpowder
./date/1998/05/msg00206.html:&gt; of powder visually distinct enough or similar enough in effect to mix
./date/1998/05/msg00210.html:&gt;&gt; &gt; enough people wishing to defeat them, they can simply organize gunpowder
./date/1998/05/msg00210.html:&gt;&gt; of powder visually distinct enough or similar enough in effect to mix
./date/1998/05/msg00233.html:With our course you can own your own successful business. A business which earns you
substantial income now and one which could be sold in 3-5 years, paying you enough to retire on and travel the world.
A business which is extremely interesting to be in. A Business in which every day is new and exciting. None of your days
will be hum drum. Your brain is challenged. A business which protects you from Corporate downsizing. A business which you
can start part time from your home and later, if you so desire, you can work in full time. A business which is your ticket
to freedom from others telling you what to do.
A business which lets you control your own destiny.
Our training has made this happen for many others already. Make it happen for you!
./date/1998/05/msg00296.html:messages an hour. Simply enough by making a single
./date/1998/05/msg00300.html:messages an hour. Simply enough by making a single
./date/1998/05/msg00301.html:was kind enough to put electronic versions of the papers online. See:
./date/1998/05/msg00302.html:enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, was I surprised when
./date/1998/05/msg00304.html:Not enough people took seriously what some were saying during the
./date/1998/05/msg00311.html:enough content. If you have enough topics to write 5 pages or so, then so be
./date/1998/05/msg00311.html:point but long enough so it’ll take a few minutes to read and leave the reader
./date/1998/05/msg00311.html:Touch base with the subject quite a bit and make it long enough.
./date/1998/05/msg00312.html:I thank who ever is nice enough to send it to me...Also, maybe
./date/1998/05/msg00313.html:The politics of crypto in the US is burdened with enough shadowy
./date/1998/05/msg00332.html:Group W’s where they, where they put ya, if you may not be moral enough to, to
./date/1998/05/msg00332.html:enough to join the Army, burn women, kids houses and villages after being a
./date/1998/05/msg00344.html:The airman quipped that while he was unlucky enough to lose on
./date/1998/05/msg00344.html:a lottery ticket, he might be unfortunate enough to take bullet.
./date/1998/05/msg00353.html:there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at
./date/1998/05/msg00356.html:messages an hour. Simply enough by making a single
./date/1998/05/msg00359.html:messages an hour. Simply enough by making a single
./date/1998/05/msg00360.html:messages an hour. Simply enough by making a single
./date/1998/05/msg00361.html:there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at
./date/1998/06/msg00000.html:&gt; I thank who ever is nice enough to send it to me...Also, maybe
./date/1998/06/msg00001.html:during a single mail pickup. So you need enough anonymizers out there,
./date/1998/06/msg00001.html:or enough
./date/1998/06/msg00008.html:there was not enough disk space...I dont’ have a damn clue as to why it
./date/1998/06/msg00048.html:enough to consider networking to be another subsystem, and therefore only
./date/1998/06/msg00049.html:&gt;the “Red Book,” or “Trusted Network Interpretation.” It may be enough to
./date/1998/06/msg00055.html:Surprisingly enough NT4.0 has not received the C2 rating, although I could
./date/1998/06/msg00072.html:and confused at why their views make them lesser citizens. After enough
./date/1998/06/msg00072.html:Lake show, enough gun-glutted movies and tabloid talk shows, enough
./date/1998/06/msg00072.html:revisionist history books and prime-time ridicule of religion, enough of
./date/1998/06/msg00072.html:were born into isn’t good enough any more. So they contrive to change it
./date/1998/06/msg00094.html:about the environment, this was enough (“Quit mailreader, run /tmp/boom”.)
./date/1998/06/msg00100.html:is NOT good enough for a genius! Analyze his song and dance. He’s waiting.
./date/1998/06/msg00126.html:Postbus 90153 | This world’s just mad enough to have been made |
./date/1998/06/msg00141.html:exactly and mailed out 200 letters. Sure enough, the money
./date/1998/06/msg00155.html:The response to HVS GIFCruncher, our free GIF optimization service, has been overwhelming.
The reports we’re getting indicate that GIFCruncher users are thrilled with the results. We have had enough load that the current server is getting
bogged down at times. So we’re moving HVS GIFCruncher to a fast new server - we expect to be
online by late June. If you haven’t tried GIFCruncher yet, give it a spin - it can reduce the size of your GIFs by 50%
or more - <A HREF=”http://www.digfrontiers.com/gcrunch.html”>http://www.digfrontiers.com/gcrunch.html</A>.
Currently, all enabled HVS GIFCruncher features are free so everyone can get acquainted with the service and the excellent results it can produce. We
will be transitioning to a fee basis for Custom and Batch operations in a few weeks, but basic operations will remain free.
./date/1998/06/msg00165.html:To let be canceled by the list it is simple, is enough to re-send (forward)
./date/1998/06/msg00174.html:The offer was simple enough...return all of the stolen computers
./date/1998/06/msg00180.html:enough for our high-tech industries to maintain their leading edge in
./date/1998/06/msg00210.html:there was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at
./date/1998/06/msg00226.html:Would you like to learn how to do that? I’d love to show you how. But only if you’re interested enough to make one
telephone call. The number to call immediately is 1-888-267-4455. It’s a 3-minute, 24-hour recorded message. This may be the answer you have been
seeking.
./date/1998/06/msg00229.html:been made sever enough that he could be hauled in
./date/1998/06/msg00236.html:Pseudorandom numbers are close enough to crypto that I understand what
enough software specialists to grapple
./date/1998/06/msg00287.html:network connection isn’t fast enough to support real-time voice data,
./date/1998/06/msg00287.html:fast enough, to converse nonetheless. To enable secure communications,
./date/1998/06/msg00298.html:messages an hour. Simply enough by making a single
./date/1998/06/msg00302.html:which wouldn’t have enough details to interoperate with anything except the
./date/1998/06/msg00302.html:and Word has acquired enough
./date/1998/06/msg00302.html:preadsheets enough to prefer something else. Powerpoint reeks,
./date/1998/06/msg00303.html:But enough of this... this is cypherpunks, not alt.bash.microsoft.
./date/1998/06/msg00305.html:as he must control, totally control. it is not enough
./date/1998/06/msg00321.html:Tuesday. But not curious enough to read the letter now.
./date/1998/07/msg00001.html:enough sherrifs lying around to stop even FBI agents, much less
./date/1998/07/msg00010.html:and “Online Policemen” were not strong enough to
./date/1998/07/msg00010.html:insecure, insecure enough to avoid repeating repeating their
./date/1998/07/msg00010.html:Sure enough, the Pretender was exposed, and now we *all* know
./date/1998/07/msg00018.html:they were astute enough to realize that the ‘original’ quote
./date/1998/07/msg00029.html:enough to join with other minors in small Saskatchewan
./date/1998/07/msg00037.html:The Great Myth is that there isn’t enough to go around.
./date/1998/07/msg00037.html:If there is enough BullShit to go around, then, according to
./date/1998/07/msg00037.html:the Eternal Laws of the Tao, there is enough Reality to go
./date/1998/07/msg00037.html:to hoard the Truth, because their isn’t enough to go around.
./date/1998/07/msg00047.html:enough advertising dollars to cover the cost of every delivery.
./date/1998/07/msg00057.html:no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get my money
./date/1998/07/msg00058.html:My husband Jeff and I have been saving every penny over the past 7 years to purchase a new home for our family with a
large downpayment. Well, we now have enough money to purchase the home of our dreams with CASH!
many times.
./date/1998/07/msg00058.html:Believe me, your efforts will certainly be rewarded with this easy, automatic money making wonder! I started about 2 months
ago and now have enough money to purchase a new Mercedes convertible. I never thought I’d ever have enough money to purchase the car of my dreams but
now I do. This program has made me believe in MLM again!
./date/1998/07/msg00061.html:If life weren’t uncertain enough in Reston,
./date/1998/07/msg00061.html:enough for electronic payments to become a
./date/1998/07/msg00100.html:events to make your generator close shop before it has enough
./date/1998/07/msg00101.html:You can’t get any network effects, oddly enough, if you charge to take it
./date/1998/07/msg00106.html:”86% of conspiracy theories have some basis in truth... but, oddly enough,
./date/1998/07/msg00107.html:&gt; You can’t get any network effects, oddly enough, if you charge to take it
./date/1998/07/msg00107.html:for the same reason as issuance. Primary market should charge enough to
./date/1998/07/msg00108.html:Yup. But, oddly enough
./date/1998/07/msg00115.html:weak crypto is good enough. Your mileage may vary.
./date/1998/07/msg00120.html:&gt; Yup. But, oddly enough
./date/1998/07/msg00120.html:complex enough example that it might be worth just ignoring. I don’t know
./date/1998/07/msg00120.html:demand. That’s more than enough to get it in place. Making it anonymous
./date/1998/07/msg00122.html:&gt; complex enough example that it might be worth just ignoring. I don’t know
./date/1998/07/msg00139.html:GIFs of farm animals. Surely there’s enough imagination
./date/1998/07/msg00152.html:or sports is still neutral enough territory. I don’t see much wrong
./date/1998/07/msg00187.html:If you don’t have enough guts to put a return address on your mail, obviously,
./date/1998/07/msg00207.html:clearly didn’t wash your mouth with a strong enough brand of
./date/1998/07/msg00210.html:it’s important enough for the public to know about it.
enough
./date/1998/07/msg00216.html:long term investment in schooling, and decided enough was
./date/1998/07/msg00216.html:enough, “Why can’t I make real money now instead of waiting
./date/1998/07/msg00216.html:get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, was I surprised
./date/1998/07/msg00258.html:believe they will win if they hold out long enough. Civil Libertarians
./date/1998/07/msg00284.html:The Following Questions &amp; Answers are designed to answer most of the concerns you may have. This should give you
enough information to determine if OFS’s Offshore Special Report# 5599 is your tool for making thousands of dollars a week in a home based business...
./date/1998/07/msg00284.html:A. $50.00! Yeah I know - You’re thinking you will need money for ads and mailing. Well - I’ve had people start with $50.00
(U.S) and make ten copies of the report and sold them to their associates and friends giving them $500.00(US). That gave them enough money to start
running ads and to buy stamps. In looking at all the money making opportunities offered in the world today I really don’t think you can get started for
any less than $50.00 and have a
BETTER LEGITIMATE money-making opportunity than the one offered in Report# 5599!
./date/1998/07/msg00284.html:to anyone with enough interest and patience to read this letter.
./date/1998/07/msg00285.html:creating, mail order program that is simple enough, and
./date/1998/07/msg00285.html:cheap enough to promote, that all you need to do,
./date/1998/07/msg00294.html: it would be easy enough to embed the keystroke function
./date/1998/07/msg00300.html:As to the requirement that the complaint be made on personal knowledge of the complainant, it is enough
./date/1998/07/msg00301.html:&gt; seven inches by 3.5” and 3/8” deep - small enough to be carried almost
./date/1998/07/msg00303.html:FBI know enough to have bought AOL or netcom accounts, or read the
./date/1998/07/msg00308.html:* 3DES with 3 keys is strong enough to resist everything weaker than
./date/1998/07/msg00308.html:throughout the 1000 year calculation period. It’s a long enough period of
./date/1998/07/msg00327.html:I made a point of going into great detail, loud enough for everyone nearby
./date/1998/07/msg00328.html:Tag-O-Matic:“640K ought to be enough for anybody.” - Bill Gates, 1981
./date/1998/07/msg00346.html:&gt; Tag-O-Matic:“640K ought to be enough for anybody.” - Bill Gates, 1981
./date/1998/07/msg00348.html:enough to take time out of his busy schedule to launch into a long and
./date/1998/07/msg00368.html:because we don’t have enough information about what is going on behind
./date/1998/07/msg00383.html:only if you’re interested enough to make one telephone call. The number
./date/1998/07/msg00396.html:EVERYONE. The writer has joyfully lived long enough to see the dying
./date/1998/07/msg00396.html:breaths of Communism, but may unhappily remain long enough to see
./date/1998/07/msg00396.html:in freedom enough
./date/1998/07/msg00396.html:knows another man’s heart. It is enough to know what one himself
./date/1998/07/msg00400.html:teeth, then some part of what I am writing must be true enough
./date/1998/07/msg00400.html:had apparently learned enough about interrogation from his study
./date/1998/07/msg00402.html:&gt; teeth, then some part of what I am writing must be true enough
./date/1998/07/msg00404.html:EVERYONE. The writer has joyfully lived long enough to see the dying
./date/1998/07/msg00404.html:breaths of Communism, but may unhappily remain long enough to see
./date/1998/07/msg00404.html:in freedom enough
./date/1998/07/msg00404.html:knows another man’s heart. It is enough to know what one himself
./date/1998/07/msg00413.html:Even more, the GodLess Commies knew that it wasn’t enough to just
./date/1998/07/msg00413.html:what their schtick was, but wasn’t smart enough
enough about the internet
./date/1998/07/msg00420.html:I can’t thank you enough =)
./date/1998/07/msg00426.html:so that the lack of AOL’ers competent enough to seriously piss off
./date/1998/07/msg00427.html:Curiously enough, while Wallace was paying out hundreds of millions
./date/1998/07/msg00427.html:time was our failure to produce enough food to provide the people with
./date/1998/07/msg00429.html:to intimidate his critics. The citizen who is hardy enough to question
./date/1998/07/msg00429.html:of 1944 that the Reds had in their hands enough support to have turned
./date/1998/07/msg00430.html:corralled a lot of votes YD enough to swing an election in New ork
./date/1998/07/msg00430.html:but not enough of them.
./date/1998/07/msg00431.html:they thought it not enough to violate our civil
./date/1998/07/msg00439.html:enough to tell even halfway believable lies.
./date/1998/07/msg00439.html:another, until they have spilled enough of each other’s blood, and hacked
./date/1998/07/msg00439.html:off enough internal heads, that the citizens are appeased.
./date/1998/07/msg00442.html:kind enough to provide us with FreeIncomeTaxReturnForms.
./date/1998/07/msg00443.html:Act now! 10 cents per minute IS NOT good enough anymore.
./date/1998/07/msg00449.html:&gt;enough to tell even halfway believable lies.<BR>
./date/1998/07/msg00459.html:their greed. politicians arent smart enough to back off their greed
./date/1998/07/msg00485.html:&gt; kind enough to provide us with FreeIncomeTaxReturnForms.
./date/1998/07/msg00501.html:enough bits of real randomness that the block chaining step has
./date/1998/07/msg00529.html:good enough reasons if they do the trick, but I would rather
./date/1998/07/msg00532.html:law making den in Washington. These ten are not nearly enough.
./date/1998/07/msg00535.html:&gt; These ten are more than enough. Jeffeson himself said, paraphrased,
./date/1998/08/msg00000.html:crazy enough
./date/1998/08/msg00009.html:that is, if I am lucky enough
./date/1998/08/msg00009.html:schooling, and decided enough was enough, “Why can’t I make
./date/1998/08/msg00009.html:get enough orders to at least get my money back. Boy, was I surprised when
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:the simulation’s output has little enough entropy, it means you can break
./date/1998/08/msg00020.html:scattered about the Web and frankly none of them generate enough
./date/1998/08/msg00020.html:I’ve received. I can’t thank you enough!
./date/1998/08/msg00035.html:&gt; &gt;&gt;Would some one be kind enough to suggest anonymous phone
./date/1998/08/msg00036.html:that they might learn some tactics they were not brave enough to employ themselves.
./date/1998/08/msg00045.html:[Secretary Hamre, that isn’t strong encryption. Weak enough that cracking
./date/1998/08/msg00050.html:I don’t see why not. If you got a high enough sampling rate (44khz should
./date/1998/08/msg00070.html:tsr programs and drivers, but I am not familiar enough with win 95 to
./date/1998/08/msg00072.html:&gt;tsr programs and drivers, but I am not familiar enough with win 95 to
./date/1998/08/msg00081.html::tsr programs and drivers, but I am not familiar enough with win 95 to
./date/1998/08/msg00094.html:I go to the backup, that’s what. If I care enough
./date/1998/08/msg00094.html:encrypt it I care enough about it to back it up. Your hacker is doing
./date/1998/08/msg00107.html:I think currently memory is cheap enough so that you could do
./date/1998/08/msg00115.html:&gt;I think currently memory is cheap enough so that you could do
./date/1998/08/msg00115.html:if that’s good enough, you could do 32*32*32*32 with 4-byte counts
./date/1998/08/msg00127.html:knowledge of the complainant, it is enough for the issuance
./date/1998/08/msg00133.html:knowledge of the complainant, it is enough for the issuance
./date/1998/08/msg00137.html:The Following Questions &amp; Answers are designed to answer most of the concerns you may have. This should give you
enough information to determine if OFS’s Offshore Special Report# 5599 is your tool for making thousands of dollars a week in a home based business...
./date/1998/08/msg00137.html:A. $50.00! Yeah I know - You’re thinking you will need money for ads and mailing. Well - I’ve had people start with $50.00
(U.S) and make ten copies of the report and sold them to their associates and friends giving them $500.00(US). That gave them enough money to start
running ads and to buy stamps. In looking at all the money making opportunities offered in the world today I really don’t think you can get started for
any less than $50.00 and have a
BETTER LEGITIMATE money-making opportunity than the one offered in Report# 5599!
./date/1998/08/msg00137.html:to anyone with enough interest and patience to read this letter.
./date/1998/08/msg00141.html:isn’t focussed enough to see the actually new within the apparently old.
./date/1998/08/msg00145.html:But only if you’re interested enough to make one telephone call.
./date/1998/08/msg00160.html:poor. OTOH, some services, although not essential, are important enough
./date/1998/08/msg00160.html:to be enough consumers to support the cost of adding infrastructure, and
./date/1998/08/msg00160.html:there had to be enough infrastructure to support the consumer; some
./date/1998/08/msg00164.html:knowledge of the complainant, it is enough for the issuance
./date/1998/08/msg00174.html:Encryption is part of protecting a system, but not enough.
./date/1998/08/msg00198.html:After the US kills enough citizens, then the errant government stops
./date/1998/08/msg00227.html:pass enough water on themselves to keep from BurningInHell.”
./date/1998/08/msg00228.html:One of the DoorMen/Staff was kind enough to provide me with an Pass,
./date/1998/08/msg00229.html:her with enough blocks of ice to provide her with comfort and safety),
./date/1998/08/msg00256.html:was just no way that I wouldn’t get enough orders to at least get
./date/1998/08/msg00270.html:I do not know the legal system of the US well enough to know whether
./date/1998/08/msg00274.html:Also, much of the robustness derives from having _enough_ excess bandwidth
./date/1998/08/msg00274.html:enough for the remaining users (the nuclear war scenario does reduce
./date/1998/08/msg00277.html:you can already wiretap the clear side, so Louis Freeh should be happy enough
./date/1998/08/msg00287.html:communications to their system. If enough people would do this, we could
./date/1998/08/msg00294.html:&gt;so Louis Freeh should be happy enough
./date/1998/08/msg00351.html:This should make enough
./date/1998/08/msg00366.html:Of course not *all* AOL users are idiots, but enough are to make the
./date/1998/08/msg00388.html:&gt;&gt;This should make enough
./date/1998/08/msg00398.html:&gt;This should make enough
./date/1998/08/msg00408.html:systems could leak enough information to compromise themselves. The
enough? You bet it is! Besides,
enough
./date/1998/08/msg00447.html:checks traversing the system. a 10% loss is enough to level most
./date/1998/08/msg00447.html:probably not far enough from its borders.
./date/1998/08/msg00480.html:”Free speech is essential in an open society.” Yup, true enough.
./date/1998/08/msg00542.html:scattered about the Web and frankly none of them generate enough
./date/1998/08/msg00542.html:I’ve received. I can’t thank you enough!
./date/1998/08/msg00545.html:There isn’t a room large enough to have a sit-down meeting at AWT, so
./date/1998/09/bin00010.bin:enough for the tower. Sprint is leasing land from church pastor Rev. Mason
./date/1998/09/msg00017.html:he made enough money to buy the second largest house in his hometown. If
./date/1998/09/msg00055.html:35,000,000 MRE’s having been stored in the cave. That’s enough to feed
./date/1998/09/msg00056.html:was high enough importance to mirror. It appears the machine will be up

./date/1998/09/msg00056.html:enough
./date/1998/09/msg00074.html:get out of town for a while is not such a long shot. It’s enough to make me
./date/1998/09/msg00074.html:from Los Angeles - close enough to the big city that he could wake up one
./date/1998/09/msg00074.html:enough
./date/1998/09/msg00074.html:rolls around. “There’s not enough information right now to indicate that
./date/1998/09/msg00074.html:big enough to do something about. And then you realize you should be doing
./date/1998/09/msg00074.html:Scott admits there isn’t enough evidence to prove he’s right. But, he
./date/1998/09/msg00074.html:insists, that’s not the way to look at it. “There’s not nearly enough
enough for me.
./date/1998/09/msg00078.html:Vince is probably safe enough. But if ever gets into a snit at some border,
enough
./date/1998/09/msg00081.html:get out of town for a while is not such a long shot. It’s enough to make me
./date/1998/09/msg00081.html:from Los Angeles - close enough to the big city that he could wake up one
./date/1998/09/msg00081.html:enough
./date/1998/09/msg00081.html:rolls around. “There’s not enough information right now to indicate that
./date/1998/09/msg00081.html:big enough to do something about. And then you realize you should be doing
./date/1998/09/msg00081.html:Scott admits there isn’t enough evidence to prove he’s right. But, he
./date/1998/09/msg00081.html:insists, that’s not the way to look at it. “There’s not nearly enough
./date/1998/09/msg00090.html:of capability, but because they didn’t act fast enough and the “cat is
./date/1998/09/msg00120.html:for users with enough knowledge to compile the kernel, setup lilo,
./date/1998/09/msg00134.html:dangerous. Funny thing is.....they weren’t unsafe enough for the FED’s to
./date/1998/09/msg00137.html:freeze up. If enough computers fail - say, at banks
./date/1998/09/msg00137.html:generators, grow lights and enough basic supplies to
./date/1998/09/msg00137.html:not enough police, not enough national guard, not
./date/1998/09/msg00137.html:enough military to go around.”
./date/1998/09/msg00146.html:I’m glad I live far away from safe targets and have accumulated enough
./date/1998/09/msg00177.html:crazy enough
./date/1998/09/msg00181.html:He may be nuts enough not to.
./date/1998/09/msg00185.html:The problem with alcohol is that there isn’t enough free land in order grow
./date/1998/09/msg00185.html:enough plant material to provide the necessary quantities without seriously
./date/1998/09/msg00185.html:Again not enough
./date/1998/09/msg00185.html:Not enough places in the US (or anywhere else for that matter) where the
./date/1998/09/msg00185.html:Coal isn’t an acceptable substitute, mainly because there isn’t enough
./date/1998/09/msg00185.html:Not enough
enough to vote
./date/1998/09/msg00188.html:&gt;The problem with alcohol is that there isn’t enough free land in order grow
./date/1998/09/msg00188.html:&gt;enough plant material to provide the necessary quantities without seriously
./date/1998/09/msg00188.html:&gt;Again not enough
./date/1998/09/msg00188.html:&gt;Not enough places in the US (or anywhere else for that matter) where the
./date/1998/09/msg00188.html:&gt;Coal isn’t an acceptable substitute, mainly because there isn’t enough
./date/1998/09/msg00188.html:&gt;Not enough
enough to vote
./date/1998/09/msg00205.html:sober enough to remember where the MadBomber In Possession
./date/1998/09/msg00205.html:&gt; crazy enough
./date/1998/09/msg00209.html:Any tax-collector who’s illiterate enough to ask “Do you have Internet
./date/1998/09/msg00209.html:don’t smell interesting enough to get his dog’s attention
./date/1998/09/msg00214.html:Well, at least for those of you rich enough to pay for lawyers. The
./date/1998/09/msg00217.html:reserves showing that we have enough oil to last another 100 years at out
./date/1998/09/msg00218.html:for a run of 300 (should be enough to cover all the
./date/1998/09/msg00218.html:&gt;&gt;the CP list(s). Perhaps I didn’t look enough.
./date/1998/09/msg00231.html:&gt;have enough oil to last another 100 years at out current rate of
./date/1998/09/msg00242.html:enough target area would be covered to take care of any potential witnesses
./date/1998/09/msg00248.html:You might ask who would be audacious enough to pull such stunt. The Great Satan,
./date/1998/09/msg00257.html:&gt; Any tax-collector who’s illiterate enough to ask “Do you have Internet
./date/1998/09/msg00257.html:&gt; don’t smell interesting enough to get his dog’s attention
./date/1998/09/msg00262.html:NYC all the time, but doing so wastes enough and costs enough in tolls to not
enough on, and it cools the liquid down
./date/1998/09/msg00272.html:production than we have available to produce enough CHO3 (IIRC) to replace
./date/1998/09/msg00280.html:enough to keep casual observers out and neighbors from stealing phone service,
./date/1998/09/msg00280.html:or (more cynically) doesn’t believe the cellphone is enough protection
./date/1998/09/msg00286.html:would go for that either, they’re worried enough about my rocket engines and
./date/1998/09/msg00286.html:around as a consequence. Unfortunately, we don’t have enough hills in Austin
./date/1998/09/msg00286.html:&gt; production than we have available to produce enough CHO3 (IIRC) to replace
./date/1998/09/msg00286.html:enterprises, waste, etc. there won’t be enough arrible land left to grow
./date/1998/09/msg00291.html:was enough to ensure that its owners could reasonably be expected to
./date/1998/09/msg00291.html:programs in the United States and, appropriately enough, on C|Net Radio,
./date/1998/09/msg00295.html:No, the point is can enough be raised in this country to meet the
./date/1998/09/msg00306.html:&gt;NYC all the time, but doing so wastes enough and costs enough in tolls to not
./date/1998/09/msg00318.html:&gt; enough to keep casual observers out and neighbors from stealing phone service,
./date/1998/09/msg00318.html:&gt; or (more cynically) doesn’t believe the cellphone is enough protection
./date/1998/09/msg00318.html:links such as RF paths will keep the nosey out and raise the bar enough
./date/1998/09/msg00322.html:efforts got under way, which may not leave enough time for testing and
./date/1998/09/msg00323.html:opinion. But is there enough time to design and implement
./date/1998/09/msg00323.html:repair hopes:there will not be enough excess computer
enough. I don’t think there is a fancy
./date/1998/09/msg00394.html:Altoids at the time, but the President replied that he did not have enough
enough. I don’t think there is a fancy
./date/1998/09/msg00454.html:Get enough people in a neighborhood to put LOS infrared
./date/1998/09/msg00505.html:you’ll have an acute understanding of who we are soon enough.
./date/1998/09/msg00505.html:Was that sinister enough?
./date/1998/09/msg00515.html:&gt;It’s enough to make you sick.
./date/1998/09/msg00518.html:It’s enough to make you sick.
./date/1998/09/msg00528.html:are better than others. Maybe if the Hyper-real user insults them enough
./date/1998/09/msg00530.html:”We have changes big enough that they aren’t likely to have occurred on the
./date/1998/09/msg00531.html:When a place gets crowded enough to require ID’s, social collapse is not far
./date/1998/09/msg00536.html:PERSONAL experience. Aol is shit. Anyone who is stupid enough to put up with
./date/1998/09/msg00544.html:of these expressions. I didn’t get far enough into it to decide one
./date/1998/09/msg00546.html:Some argue that the INS hasn’t done enough to
./date/1998/09/msg00546.html:people aren’t enrolling fast enough in the INS
./date/1998/09/msg00549.html:explosion, and CPU should remain small enough for us to achieve our
./date/1998/09/msg00568.html:As for me paying it... I just became old enough
./date/1998/09/msg00568.html:enough for me to be able to keep up my hobbies of paintball, computer
./date/1998/09/msg00574.html:reach a multitude of people at least intelligent enough to get on the
./date/1998/09/msg00590.html:does not go far enough. Since Vice President Al Gore promised relief
./date/1998/09/msg00605.html:Some argue that the INS hasn’t done enough to market the program.
./date/1998/09/msg00605.html:aren’t enrolling fast enough in the INS system.
./date/1998/09/msg00615.html:&gt; As for me paying it... I just became old enough
./date/1998/09/msg00615.html:&gt; are not good enough for me to be able to keep up my hobbies of
./date/1998/09/msg00625.html:Well, enough of replying to your insults, or what I took to be insults. I
./date/1998/09/msg00626.html:morally constrained enough to never do anything like that, but I would bet
./date/1998/09/msg00629.html:Bingo. A hole big enough to drive cryptography through...
./date/1998/09/msg00632.html:&gt; of these expressions. I didn’t get far enough into it to decide one
./date/1998/09/msg00645.html:when large enough -- attracts a killer who predicts the date, time and
./date/1998/09/msg00649.html:NP-Complete, and random knapsack is not secure enough to be used as a
./date/1998/09/msg00661.html:&gt; And thanks, but we have enough magazine subscriptions already. :)
./date/1998/09/msg00672.html:guilt strong enough to cause sphincter lockup.
./date/1998/09/msg00704.html:to 5M - hopefully this will be enough)
./date/1998/09/msg00710.html:smaller than 33ft across, good enough for media pictures of the Tiananmen
./date/1998/09/msg00710.html:Square massacre but not detailed enough for covert examinations of
./date/1998/09/msg00710.html:within two days of receiving the target co-ordinates. “It’s detailed enough
./date/1998/09/msg00715.html:worried that 56 bits is not enough.’’
./date/1998/09/msg00726.html:&gt; but it’s good enough to illustrate the point.
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./date/1998/10/msg01294.html:$39.95. Mix 1/4 of the bottle with every 2 oz of your favorite product. One 1/8 oz. bottle is enough to mix with 4 to 8 oz
of your favorite product.
./date/1998/10/msg01295.html:your cologne or perfume. One 1/8 oz. bottle is enough to mix with 4 to 8 oz of
./date/1998/10/msg01295.html:$39.95. Mix 1/4 of the bottle with every 2 oz of your favorite product. One 1/8 oz. bottle is enough to mix with 4 to 8 oz
of your favorite product.
./date/1998/10/msg01307.html:When a place gets crowded enough to require ID’s, social collapse is not far
./date/1998/10/msg01324.html:him? [nicely enough, this shifts all of the risk of the transaction to him,
./date/1998/10/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00307” HREF=”msg00307.html”>IP:Y2K- a futurist view:Society not resilient enough to withstand</A></
STRONG>,
./date/1998/11/msg00004.html:&gt;Often in order to get enough sensitivity one also needs special
./date/1998/11/msg00006.html:(like forgetting to screw some lid on tight enough),
./date/1998/11/msg00006.html:Just using a regular laptop isn’t enough; I’ve seen laptops
./date/1998/11/msg00007.html:Often in order to get enough sensitivity one also needs special
./date/1998/11/msg00013.html:&gt;Often in order to get enough sensitivity one also needs special
./date/1998/11/msg00015.html:&gt;&gt; Just using a regular laptop isn’t enough; I’ve seen laptops
./date/1998/11/msg00018.html:&gt; Just using a regular laptop isn’t enough; I’ve seen laptops
./date/1998/11/msg00020.html:&gt; Druggies.. why, they’re friendly enough to
./date/1998/11/msg00023.html:&gt; &gt; Just using a regular laptop isn’t enough; I’ve seen laptops
./date/1998/11/msg00032.html:enough to package it the right way,” he said.
./date/1998/11/msg00040.html:how we treat veterans, there’ s no excuse good enough for this.”
./date/1998/11/msg00040.html:found enough evidence that Agent Orange caused malignant melanoma, the
./date/1998/11/msg00042.html:Under federal law, however, the threats were enough for a
./date/1998/11/msg00043.html:girls. Why? Because, if they tried, soon enough, they couldn’t afford the gas
./date/1998/11/msg00043.html:fungible and all, is, or soon will be, quite easy enough to bug out into the
./date/1998/11/msg00071.html:On the other hand, like any small party trying to get enough candidates
./date/1998/11/msg00071.html:is to grow large enough that the supply of people willing to run
./date/1998/11/msg00071.html:includes enough competent people.
./date/1998/11/msg00080.html:think we’ve had quite enough of that.
./date/1998/11/msg00092.html:However, Privacy + Freedom == Anarchy, or close enough to be
./date/1998/11/msg00092.html:Then again, there is little enough evidence of thougt amoung “many
./date/1998/11/msg00093.html:explained well. While it lacks source code, there is certainly enough
./date/1998/11/msg00095.html:license before cashing a check or accepting a credit card is not enough to
./date/1998/11/msg00102.html:&gt; However, Privacy + Freedom == Anarchy, or close enough to be
./date/1998/11/msg00105.html:&gt; &gt; However, Privacy + Freedom == Anarchy, or close enough to be
./date/1998/11/msg00108.html:enough money chasing it. Whatever “enough” means.
./date/1998/11/msg00108.html:royalties are low enough, that may be more than enough revenue to bootstrap a
./date/1998/11/msg00108.html:unknowable at the moment, at least until someone has enough known scratch to
./date/1998/11/msg00130.html:don’t get enough microwave radiation to do much of anything with. If you
./date/1998/11/msg00130.html:out there won’t do you a damn bit of good unless you have enough signal range
./date/1998/11/msg00133.html:-Mark the stringers evenly such that there is enough room to glue
./date/1998/11/msg00136.html:out there won’t do you a damn bit of good unless you have enough signal
./date/1998/11/msg00136.html:Probably good enough for a sidewinder or a low-noise rcvr.
./date/1998/11/msg00140.html:&gt;&gt; &gt; However, Privacy + Freedom == Anarchy, or close enough to be
./date/1998/11/msg00140.html:(for large enough values of privacy to be meaningful) and Freedom (for
./date/1998/11/msg00140.html:large enough values of Freedom to be meaningful) one is effectively in an
./date/1998/11/msg00140.html:anarchistic state. That is what “close enough to be meaningful” meant.
./date/1998/11/msg00140.html:When the amount of freedom and privacy is high enough, it is
./date/1998/11/msg00143.html:&amp; today, only they ADMIT it for the most part)) either don’t get enough
./date/1998/11/msg00144.html:rebuild your life. You have suffered enough
./date/1998/11/msg00144.html:enough
./date/1998/11/msg00147.html:&gt;rebuild your life. You have suffered enough
./date/1998/11/msg00151.html:&gt; Probably good enough for a sidewinder or a low-noise rcvr.
./date/1998/11/msg00158.html:True enough, but the physics are applicable. Don’t confuse cause with
./date/1998/11/msg00160.html:Photo quality stuff isn’t nearly accurate enough.
./date/1998/11/msg00161.html:&gt; (for large enough values of privacy to be meaningful) and Freedom (for
./date/1998/11/msg00161.html:&gt; large enough values of Freedom to be meaningful) one is effectively in an
./date/1998/11/msg00161.html:&gt; anarchistic state. That is what “close enough to be meaningful” meant.
./date/1998/11/msg00161.html:&gt; When the amount of freedom and privacy is high enough, it is
./date/1998/11/msg00163.html:enough money chasing it. Whatever “enough” means.
./date/1998/11/msg00163.html:royalties are low enough, that may be more than enough revenue to bootstrap a
./date/1998/11/msg00163.html:unknowable at the moment, at least until someone has enough known scratch to
./date/1998/11/msg00176.html:&gt; &amp; today, only they ADMIT it for the most part)) either don’t get enough
./date/1998/11/msg00182.html:was no “sales” guy - seemed technical enough ...
./date/1998/11/msg00192.html:*debugging*, any reasonably large program causes enough system crashes
./date/1998/11/msg00216.html:secure enough, let it be’ attitude.
./date/1998/11/msg00216.html:explaining why crooks and terrorists who are smart enough to use data
./date/1998/11/msg00216.html:encryption would be stupid enough to choose DES
./date/1998/11/msg00218.html:wields just enough power to enforce its will, that power can be used by
./date/1998/11/msg00221.html:&gt; wields just enough power to enforce its will, that power can be used by
./date/1998/11/msg00226.html:that the United States may seek to modify its position if enough people
./date/1998/11/msg00227.html:It isn’t enough. Orders placed today won’t be
./date/1998/11/msg00228.html:create a conglomerate of interests powerful enough to subsume
./date/1998/11/msg00236.html:network and a user only needs 3 of them, owning enough of those 700
./date/1998/11/msg00249.html:&gt; &gt; wields just enough power to enforce its will, that power can be used by
./date/1998/11/msg00249.html:applied in response to an attack. It should be small enough to ensure
./date/1998/11/msg00249.html:afterwards, and large enough to ensure that there *is* an afterwards. ;)
./date/1998/11/msg00257.html:enough security holes there that anything which manages to run on your system
./date/1998/11/msg00259.html:satellite, and possibly from a type not publicly known. Not enough
./date/1998/11/msg00265.html:doesn’t generate enough energy to send a spread-spectrum wide-band signal
./date/1998/11/msg00286.html:B! Well, that’s simple enough! We’ll deny her the creature comforts of the
./date/1998/11/msg00294.html:produce enough that they need a free lunch provided by someone more
./date/1998/11/msg00294.html:are essentially claiming that people do not value that service enough to
./date/1998/11/msg00296.html:welfare clause. Could it reach far enough to ban nicotine?
./date/1998/11/msg00296.html:Could it reach far enough to grab the fatty mc’ds hamburger
./date/1998/11/msg00324.html:&gt; B! Well, that’s simple enough!
./date/1998/11/msg00324.html:Not at all, simply because she is unfortunate enough not to have the income
./date/1998/11/msg00330.html:&gt; I expect banner ads to die out soon enough. The technology is just too
./date/1998/11/msg00339.html:Furthermore, I say that no man is good enough to rule another. This
./date/1998/11/msg00339.html:&gt; &gt; The central problem is that if the government was weak enough that it
./date/1998/11/msg00339.html:&gt; when the laws are found to be bad. If the act is offensive enough you forbid
./date/1998/11/msg00359.html:prefer to move rapidly enough
./date/1998/11/msg00391.html:alone of that is enough to guarantee that nothing will be done.
./date/1998/11/msg00405.html:class privilege and expectations of deference were already well enough
./date/1998/11/msg00410.html:Peace and prosperity require stability. If your system is ever changing then there will never be long term investments and
thus no new technologies or products. Barbarism (anarcho-free market-etc. but never capitalism since capital investments are only made where a return
can be guaranteed) will never serve as a basis for investment and development since there is no way to reasonably expect to be around long enough to
get the pay back.<BR>
./date/1998/11/msg00418.html:of records the various ISPs keep. It’s not enough without anonymizers.
./date/1998/11/msg00424.html:Or are you saying that if you go slow enough it’s as good as a stop? How
./date/1998/11/msg00424.html:slow is slow enough?
./date/1998/11/msg00426.html:Only platform vendors can deliver security that is integrated enough to
./date/1998/11/msg00426.html:scale and invisible enough to ignore. Even the Justice Department
./date/1998/11/msg00426.html:get local machines to trust you enough to let you in. You can buy smart
enough
./date/1998/11/msg00426.html:activity. But when there is enough booty available, even absurdly
./date/1998/11/msg00426.html:connection -- SSL simulates that well enough. It surely isn’t the
enough to solve, but if
./date/1998/11/msg00426.html:investment decisions do run the world. Were this to get enough
./date/1998/11/msg00440.html:can’t believe that anyone was foolish enough to fall for it.
./date/1998/11/msg00440.html:(a)Any system will work if enough of the people in that system are
./date/1998/11/msg00440.html:(b)No system will work if a large enough number of people within
./date/1998/11/msg00446.html:communications systems which were fast enough to link such a system
./date/1998/11/msg00446.html:&gt; enough to pull a wondering government back into the middle where it should
./date/1998/11/msg00453.html:enough to pull a wondering government back into the middle where it should
./date/1998/11/msg00458.html:enough the business will cease to exist).
./date/1998/11/msg00467.html:and maybe the KGB understood it well enough for this to be ok,
./date/1998/11/msg00467.html:But even if you understand the algorithm well enough to
./date/1998/11/msg00467.html:know how strong it is, and that’s strong enough for you, why bother?
./date/1998/11/msg00467.html:There are publicly analyzed algorithms that are strong enough
./date/1998/11/msg00469.html:&gt;enough the business will cease to exist).
./date/1998/11/msg00470.html:Jim, “Grand Jury”, a jury to see if there is enough evidence to
./date/1998/11/msg00470.html:there enough evidence to try this person” type trial.
./date/1998/11/msg00473.html:&gt; Jim, “Grand Jury”, a jury to see if there is enough evidence to
./date/1998/11/msg00473.html:&gt; there enough evidence to try this person” type trial.
./date/1998/11/msg00478.html:outside of human society, it’s close but not close enough) different than a
./date/1998/11/msg00478.html:normal English means by those two words exactly enough) except in
./date/1998/11/msg00501.html:&gt;outside of human society, it’s close but not close enough) different than a
./date/1998/11/msg00501.html:&gt;normal English means by those two words exactly enough) except in
./date/1998/11/msg00504.html:Start repealing one law a day until you have enough jail cells to keep
./date/1998/11/msg00517.html:and they decided they had enough interest to pull the trigger. Oh, well, after
./date/1998/11/msg00517.html:As if that wasn’t enough, Duncan has also arranged for me to talk privately to
./date/1998/11/msg00517.html:while I’m there, (especially if you know someone crazy enough to pay my

./date/1998/11/msg00521.html:turtles? Surely he knows Aunt Annie well enough to ask her to do it for
./date/1998/11/msg00523.html:Minister of National Defense. Sadly enough, we both believed it.<BR>
./date/1998/11/msg00534.html:destroy the previous initiative, perhaps the DEA has enough problems. :-)
./date/1998/11/msg00538.html:the mere *threat* of bringing a money laundering charge enough to make
./date/1998/11/msg00538.html:&gt;evaders rooted out. (Those of us old enough to remember might even recall
./date/1998/11/msg00538.html:&gt;that that’s too much to ask of the United States. Interestingly enough
./date/1998/11/msg00538.html:&gt;&gt; only a good enough encryption algorithm can be found????
./date/1998/11/msg00542.html:Looks easy enough to do, if a bit ugly, where “ugly” is somewhat equivalent to
./date/1998/11/msg00544.html:evaders rooted out. (Those of us old enough to remember might even recall
./date/1998/11/msg00544.html:that that’s too much to ask of the United States. Interestingly enough
./date/1998/11/msg00544.html:&gt; only a good enough encryption algorithm can be found????
./date/1998/11/msg00545.html:evaders rooted out. (Those of us old enough to remember might even recall
./date/1998/11/msg00545.html:that that’s too much to ask of the United States. Interestingly enough
./date/1998/11/msg00545.html:&gt; only a good enough encryption algorithm can be found????
./date/1998/11/msg00581.html:general enough interest to send it here.
./date/1998/11/msg00581.html:crime after the fact, gather enough evidence to convince a neutral third
./date/1998/11/msg00583.html:Now, if this weren’t all hilarious enough, Matt Blaze, who is usually
./date/1998/11/msg00587.html:&gt; &gt; Jim, “Grand Jury”, a jury to see if there is enough evidence to
./date/1998/11/msg00587.html:&gt; &gt; there enough evidence to try this person” type trial.
./date/1998/11/msg00587.html:Kennedy” is not on trail. A grand jury is convened to determine if enough
./date/1998/11/msg00592.html:night in Boston harbor, when it’s warm enough to, anyway.)
./date/1998/11/msg00592.html:&gt;well enough on your hopped up 486 linux box and it will scream on your 10
./date/1998/11/msg00592.html:&gt;should be easily enough accomplished. If no one steps up to plate, maybe
./date/1998/11/msg00597.html:Those assurances are not enough to allay the
./date/1998/11/msg00612.html:&gt; previous initiative, perhaps the DEA has enough problems. :-)
./date/1998/11/msg00615.html:based on the principle that if the dots that make up the display are small enough, the human eye will perceive the mix as
a solid color.
./date/1998/11/msg00618.html:&gt; Those assurances are not enough to allay the
./date/1998/11/msg00630.html:Wasn’t explicit enough for you, even with comparisons in the sections?
./date/1998/11/msg00630.html:++ low enough that they wouldn’t displace food crops as much,
./date/1998/11/msg00636.html:and besides, we have enough roads.
./date/1998/11/msg00661.html:is important enough to be saved for future generations.
./date/1998/11/msg00663.html:enough dough left over to stockpile an extra water pump, an extra fuel
./date/1998/11/msg00720.html:Duh! I must not have had enough caffeine this morning. Above should
./date/1998/11/msg00730.html:price you can afford. Happily enough, we now have strong encryption and the
./date/1998/11/msg00744.html:it’s bad enough
./date/1998/11/msg00755.html:complex, and poorly documented that enough revenue is obtained through
./date/1998/11/msg00768.html:&gt; Reed’s reluctance is easy enough to
./date/1998/11/msg00774.html:&gt;complex, and poorly documented that enough revenue is obtained through
./date/1998/11/msg00786.html:Oddly enough, he was shot between the eyes, a place rarely chosen for
./date/1998/11/msg00788.html:personally, i have nothing against an individual who wants to get some free shitty pirated software (*i’m* certainly NO
warez pup, mind you), i’m a very open-minded anarchist/libertarian, i use Linux, GNUware, etc...(shit! those bloodsucking faggots at the IRS have
enough
this list and gets FUCKING offended by a motherFUCKing word like “FUCK”.
./date/1998/11/msg00805.html:&gt; Looks easy enough to do, if a bit ugly, where “ugly” is somewhat equivalent to
./date/1998/11/msg00830.html:&gt;&gt; Looks easy enough to do, if a bit ugly, where “ugly” is somewhat
./date/1998/11/msg00834.html:&gt; and hope we have enough time to solve this problem before our
./date/1998/11/msg00837.html:&gt; &gt; and hope we have enough time to solve this problem before our
./date/1998/11/msg00840.html:then three primes are enough for the odd natural numbers
./date/1998/11/msg00843.html:True enough. Groups that produce software that play a critical role in
./date/1998/11/msg00853.html:unix a bit more tricky, but doable nonetheless -- enough OS security
./date/1998/11/msg00858.html:brave enough to double spend with this system from my home state, if
./date/1998/11/msg00858.html:enough to commit postal fraud, though -- USPS inspectors make IRS
./date/1998/11/msg00864.html:engendered were alarming enough that he paused in the interest of
./date/1998/11/msg00864.html:I was recovered enough at night’s end to help with the ritual
./date/1998/11/msg00912.html:&gt; sits around and does nothing can it stall long enough that they can kill the
./date/1998/11/msg00920.html:willing enough to go along with it to actualy do it. They were so the point
./date/1998/11/msg00920.html:sits around and does nothing can it stall long enough that they can kill the
./date/1998/11/msg00928.html:S/MIME has not... Although this might not be enough to decide weather
./date/1998/11/msg00930.html:enough of them out there already without diluting the Title through
./date/1998/11/msg00946.html:&gt;&gt; sits around and does nothing can it stall long enough that they can kill the
./date/1998/11/msg00953.html:they’re much larger. For today, 16MB seems large enough that
./date/1998/11/msg00953.html:in this business, so maybe you do now, and you will soon enough.
./date/1998/11/msg00957.html:&gt; they’re much larger. For today, 16MB seems large enough that
./date/1998/11/msg00957.html:&gt; in this business, so maybe you do now, and you will soon enough.
./date/1998/11/msg00961.html:No, simply provide it enough ram it never has to swap out to disk except in
./date/1998/11/msg00967.html:It’s bad enough to have to endure more of Choate’s idiocy, but it is
./date/1998/11/msg00968.html:buy enough detergent.
./date/1998/11/msg00968.html:they’ll need water, and they know they can’t get enough
./date/1998/11/msg00970.html:I wouldn’t because I’d have enough RAM to cover the requisite resources of
./date/1998/11/msg00979.html:you had enough memory for anything you wanted. Even with the
enough ciphers today that the virtual
./date/1998/11/msg00997.html:&gt; you had enough memory for anything you wanted. Even with the
./date/1998/11/msg00997.html:enough
enough ciphers today that the virtual
./date/1998/11/msg01000.html:&gt; levels up, and to send and receive frequently enough
./date/1998/11/msg01001.html:seems an accurate enough description.)
./date/1998/11/msg01002.html:&gt;enough
./date/1998/11/msg01006.html:enough mass interest among merchants or consumers. Consumers were reluctant
./date/1998/11/msg01006.html:our customers felt secure enough to put their credit card in our online
./date/1998/11/msg01015.html:your cologne or perfume. One 1/8 oz. bottle is enough to mix with 4 to 8 oz of
./date/1998/11/msg01015.html:$39.95. Mix 1/4 of the bottle with every 2 oz of your favorite product. One 1/8 oz. bottle is enough to mix with 4 to 8 oz
of your favorite product.
./date/1998/11/msg01030.html:passed me every single second of my life, but I was perceptive enough to
enough to work all the way across
enough to read
enough.
./date/1998/12/msg00000.html:levels up, and to send and receive frequently enough
./date/1998/12/msg00004.html:Well shit yes, I pay enough taxes, you bet they do, or I’m
./date/1998/12/msg00018.html:&gt; enough
./date/1998/12/msg00023.html:If so, Matt still has enough time to lock and load.....
./date/1998/12/msg00025.html:&gt; inaccessable. The question is whether there are enough inaccessable systems to
./date/1998/12/msg00025.html:enough
./date/1998/12/msg00034.html:Either ‘anonymous’ hasn’t looked hard enough, or
./date/1998/12/msg00035.html:be enough for a phone or a disk encryptor.
./date/1998/12/msg00051.html:&gt;&gt; inaccessable. The question is whether there are enough inaccessable systems
./date/1998/12/msg00051.html:&gt; enough
./date/1998/12/msg00074.html:&gt;be enough for a phone or a disk encryptor.
./date/1998/12/msg00075.html:I’m afraid I don’t know enough about the networking stuff to feel that a
./date/1998/12/msg00082.html:would be stupid enough to do something so outrageous. They would have to
./date/1998/12/msg00112.html:You trust PGPfone on commercial HW enough to do your spy work with it? A
./date/1998/12/msg00115.html:mostly the same; this is good enough to hone the attack for the next pass.
./date/1998/12/msg00122.html:if you do not have enough water?
./date/1998/12/msg00125.html:get pissed enough), or to watch them starve to death as most of them have
./date/1998/12/msg00127.html:&gt;if you do not have enough water?
./date/1998/12/msg00131.html:&gt; &gt;if you do not have enough water?
./date/1998/12/msg00132.html:a Perl script short enough to enter by hand that does basic checksum
./date/1998/12/msg00140.html:but apparently compelling if the home situation sucked badly enough.
enough and shortly
./date/1998/12/msg00140.html:many an evil villian at the hand of a courageous hero and enough deviant
./date/1998/12/msg00142.html:True enough, but that sort of stuff takes more than a week or two. The
./date/1998/12/msg00143.html:&gt; True enough, but that sort of stuff takes more than a week or two. The
./date/1998/12/msg00144.html:&gt; &gt; levels up, and to send and receive frequently enough
./date/1998/12/msg00146.html:&gt;True enough, but that sort of stuff takes more than a week or two. The
./date/1998/12/msg00148.html:&gt; &gt; True enough, but that sort of stuff takes more than a week or two. The
./date/1998/12/msg00148.html:True enough
./date/1998/12/msg00154.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; True enough, but that sort of stuff takes more than a week or two. The
./date/1998/12/msg00154.html:&gt; True enough
./date/1998/12/msg00159.html:&gt; levels up, and to send and receive frequently enough
./date/1998/12/msg00170.html:If you dig a deep enough hole (2-3 yards) it should last for a long,
./date/1998/12/msg00171.html:river and offers Titanic like panoramas, that is, far enough above
./date/1998/12/msg00172.html:the birds were hungry enough to go for a lure. Colloform counts in the
./date/1998/12/msg00195.html:interested enough in the availability of data to pay ecash to ensure
./date/1998/12/msg00196.html:enough anymore, what are the Unix folks
enough as to
./date/1998/12/msg00202.html:enough money to continue to exist. Anyone have any plausible sounding
./date/1998/12/msg00206.html:if they bring in enough revenue (Geocities apparently thinks they do.)
./date/1998/12/msg00208.html:&gt; If you dig a deep enough hole (2-3 yards) it should last for a long,
./date/1998/12/msg00213.html:or not. Certainly it’s not a large enough market to renounce your citizenship
./date/1998/12/msg00213.html:soon enough, cryptographic regulation is, like Carl Ellison’s analogy of
./date/1998/12/msg00222.html:&gt; &gt; If you dig a deep enough hole (2-3 yards) it should last for a long,
./date/1998/12/msg00224.html:with my neighbors on the other side of a paper thin wall. I have enough
./date/1998/12/msg00254.html:You may be badder than most of them, but are you good enough to
./date/1998/12/msg00258.html:&gt;with my neighbors on the other side of a paper thin wall. I have enough
./date/1998/12/msg00269.html:&gt; hard enough to verify customer names, he sold cell phones with built in
enough evidence to arrest the target.
./date/1998/12/msg00269.html:&gt; :Although such evidence was far from enough
./date/1998/12/msg00279.html:&gt;and portable enough that even users of AOL and free webpage hosts like
./date/1998/12/msg00279.html:&gt;Really, ElGamal is simple enough that if you have access to a large-number
./date/1998/12/msg00279.html:order to implement ElGamal. You’ve given me enough to get started though,
./date/1998/12/msg00280.html:hard enough to verify customer names, he sold cell phones with built in
enough evidence to arrest the target.
./date/1998/12/msg00280.html::Although such evidence was far from enough
./date/1998/12/msg00288.html:&gt; with my neighbors on the other side of a paper thin wall. I have enough
./date/1998/12/msg00290.html:and portable enough that even users of AOL and free webpage hosts like
./date/1998/12/msg00290.html::Still, if the implementation is general enough, this is a way to encrypt
./date/1998/12/msg00290.html:Really, ElGamal is simple enough that if you have access to a large-number
./date/1998/12/msg00291.html:&gt;hard enough to verify customer names, he sold cell phones with built in
./date/1998/12/msg00307.html:make it illegal and start hassling these folks who were kind enough to back
./date/1998/12/msg00326.html:convenient to trap those who aren’t smart enough to ask why they manage to
./date/1998/12/msg00341.html:entirely innocent. I do wonder whether we have enough surveillance
./date/1998/12/msg00369.html:people, enough to get their interest and keep it, enough to take the
./date/1998/12/msg00372.html:for about 4-5 days so you can get a sample big enough to look for
./date/1998/12/msg00379.html:&gt; people, enough to get their interest and keep it, enough to take the
./date/1998/12/msg00385.html:cases, simply creating a crisis is enough for individuals to not only
./date/1998/12/msg00385.html:people, enough to get their interest and keep it, enough to take the
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./date/1992/10/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00177” HREF=”msg00177.html”>entropy measures</A></STRONG>,
./date/1992/10/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00199” HREF=”msg00199.html”>Re:entropy measures</A></STRONG>,
./date/1992/10/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00204” HREF=”msg00204.html”>entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1992/10/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00181” HREF=”msg00181.html”>Multiple messages + entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1992/10/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00207” HREF=”msg00207.html”>entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1992/10/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00214” HREF=”msg00214.html”>entropy, with code</A></STRONG>,
./date/1992/12/msg00071.html:<!--X-Message-Id:9212071859.AA11109@entropy.xanadu.com -->
./date/1992/12/msg00134.html:suprisingly low on entropy. I’d guess that, if I needed to and had
./date/1992/12/msg00144.html:&gt; suprisingly low on entropy. I’d guess that, if I needed to and had
./date/1993/01/msg00147.html:<!--X-Message-Id:9301162240.AA18137@entropy.xanadu.com -->
./date/1993/01/msg00275.html:Taking 6-graph statistics, we seen that the entropy is 5.95, where it
./date/1993/01/msg00275.html:should be 6.00. Or in other words, .992 bits of entropy per bit
./date/1993/01/msg00290.html:pointed out, trimming runs reduces the entropy of the sequence. You
./date/1993/01/msg00290.html:want to increase the entropy i.e. maximize the surprise. One good
./date/1993/01/msg00290.html:way to increase the entropy is to compress the ‘random’ sequence. The
./date/1993/01/msg00290.html:output of a good compressor has greater entropy than the input. If the
./date/1993/01/msg00290.html:arithmetic encoder so that a) the entropy of the plaintext is maximized
./date/1993/01/msg00298.html:coding as it relates to privacy and maximizing entropy.
./date/1993/03/msg00292.html:from noise. Sophisticate spectral analysis, and entropy analysis, may
./date/1993/03/msg00386.html:<!--X-Message-Id:9303162224.AA18391@entropy.memex.com -->
./date/1993/03/msg00558.html:only saves space, but improves the entropy/randomness of the
./date/1993/04/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00662” HREF=”msg00662.html”>Program to measure entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/04/msg00124.html:(like DES), some simple entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00656.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00662.html”>Program to measure entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/04/msg00656.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00662.html”>Program to measure entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:<!--X-Subject:Program to measure entropy -->
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:<TITLE>Program to measure entropy</TITLE>
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:<H1>Program to measure entropy</H1>
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Program to measure entropy</LI>
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:(apparent) garbage. Here’s one way, a program to calculate the entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:(and the relative entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:notion of randomness, also called entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:entropy in a string of letters from some alphabet is due to Claude
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:frequency) of occurrence of a(i) in the string S, then the entropy E of
entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:value E’, which we call relative entropy, which ranges between 0 and 1
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:The program ENTROPY1.EXE calculates the relative entropy of the bytes
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:relative entropy value is typically in the range 0.48 - .68. The
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:relative entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:typically have relative entropy values in the range 0.970 - 0.999.
entropy value of at least .98 looks (at
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html: File Size Entropy Rel. entropy Diff. bytes
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:relative entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:single byte value). Note that the relative entropy values for the .ENC
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html: File Size Entropy Rel. entropy Diff.bytes
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:Thus decreasing the value for the byte space increases the entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:measure. Relative entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:* Calculates the relative entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:void measure_entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:double *entropy, double *relative_entropy, unsigned int*num_diff_bytes,
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:double entropy, relative_entropy;
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:measure_entropy(argv[1],&amp;total,&amp;entropy,&amp;relative_entropy,&amp;num_diff_bytes,
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:“File”,”Size”,”Entropy”,”Rel. entropy”,”Diff. bytes”);
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:printf(“%15.6f%15.6f%15d\n”,entropy,relative_entropy,num_diff_bytes);
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:void measure_entropy
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:double *entropy,
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:double *relative_entropy,
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:/* calculate the entropy */
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:*entropy = 0.0;
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:*entropy += p[j]*log(p[j]);
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:*entropy = -1.0*(*entropy);
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:/* calculate the relative entropy */
./date/1993/04/msg00662.html:*relative_entropy = *entropy/log(*space_size);
./date/1993/04/msg00664.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00662.html”>Program to measure entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/04/msg00665.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00662.html”>Program to measure entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1993/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00662” HREF=”msg00662.html”>Program to measure entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1993/05/msg00126.html:<!--X-Message-Id:9305052036.AA13004@entropy.memex.com -->
entropy extracted
./date/1993/05/msg00174.html:entropy exists in each event. This has been discussed in some detail on
./date/1993/05/msg00177.html:Then the ouput stream will be very high-entropy.
./date/1993/05/msg00411.html:opponent from knowing the format. Increasing the entropy via
./date/1993/05/msg00420.html:entropy of English (over a 26 letter alphabet plus a space) as
./date/1993/06/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:morpheus@entropy.linet.org (morpheus)</LI></UL>
./date/1993/06/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:morpheus@entropy.linet.org (morpheus)</LI></UL>
./date/1993/06/msg00364.html:<!--X-Message-Id:m0o4HdX&#45;0002UXC@entropy.linet.org -->
./date/1993/06/msg00364.html:<LINK REV=”made” HREF=”mailto:morpheus@entropy.linet.org”>
./date/1993/06/msg00364.html:<LI><em>From</em>:<A HREF=”mailto:morpheus@entropy.linet.org”>morpheus@entropy.linet.org</A> (morpheus)</LI>
./date/1993/06/msg00364.html:From:morpheus@entropy.linet.org (morpheus)
./date/1993/06/msg00364.html:Message-ID:&lt;1993Jun11.223142.28987@entropy.linet.org&gt;
./date/1993/06/msg00364.html:morpheus@entropy.linet.orgVote anarchist.
./date/1993/06/msg00485.html:<!--X-Message-Id:9306170012.AA24905@entropy.memex.com -->
entropy of 0.999980. This seems
./date/1993/06/msg00703.html:<UL><LI><EM>From:</EM> morpheus@entropy.linet.org (morpheus)</LI></UL></LI>
./date/1993/06/msg00710.html:<!--X-Message-Id:m0oAiWu&#45;0002SeC@entropy.linet.org -->
./date/1993/06/msg00710.html:<LINK REV=”made” HREF=”mailto:morpheus@entropy.linet.org”>
./date/1993/06/msg00710.html:<LI><em>From</em>:<A HREF=”mailto:morpheus@entropy.linet.org”>morpheus@entropy.linet.org</A> (morpheus)</LI>
./date/1993/06/msg00710.html:morpheus@entropy.linet.orgNon serviam!
./date/1993/06/msg00732.html:- use of entropy increasing “noise bits” for selected
./date/1993/06/msg00732.html:encryption scrambling (to increase input entropy) and post-de./date/1993/07/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:nobody@entropy.linet.org</LI></UL>
./date/1993/07/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:morpheus@entropy.linet.org (morpheus)</LI></UL>
./date/1993/07/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:morpheus@entropy.linet.org (morpheus)</LI></UL>
./date/1993/07/msg00048.html:NOTE:new remailer @entropy.linet.org!
./date/1993/07/msg00048.html:15:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/07/msg00105.html:<!--X-Message-Id:m0oDsdr&#45;0002bCC@entropy.linet.org -->
./date/1993/07/msg00105.html:<LINK REV=”made” HREF=”mailto:nobody@entropy.linet.org”>
./date/1993/07/msg00105.html:<LI><em>From</em>:<A HREF=”mailto:nobody@entropy.linet.org”>nobody@entropy.linet.org</A></LI>
./date/1993/07/msg00105.html:<LI><em>Remailed-By</em>:Cypherpunk Remailer &lt;remailer@entropy.linet.org&gt;</LI>
./date/1993/07/msg00161.html:<!--X-Reference:m0oDsdr&#45;0002bCC@entropy.linet.org -->
./date/1993/07/msg00161.html:<LI><em>In-Reply-To</em>:&lt;<A HREF=”msg00105.html”>m0oDsdr-0002bCC@entropy.linet.org</A>&gt;</LI>
./date/1993/07/msg00161.html:nobody@entropy.linet.org writes:
./date/1993/07/msg00161.html:<UL><LI><EM>From:</EM> nobody@entropy.linet.org</LI></UL></LI>
./date/1993/07/msg00206.html:&gt; nobody@entropy.linet.org writes:
./date/1993/07/msg00247.html:the increased entropy of the message.
./date/1993/07/msg00266.html:and sell it! Don’t confuse thermodynamic and information theory entropy,
./date/1993/07/msg00377.html:<UL><LI><EM>From:</EM> morpheus@entropy.linet.org (morpheus)</LI></UL></LI>
./date/1993/07/msg00409.html:<!--X-Message-Id:1993Jul21.213712.3713@entropy.linet.org -->
./date/1993/07/msg00409.html:<LINK REV=”made” HREF=”mailto:morpheus@entropy.linet.org”>
./date/1993/07/msg00409.html:<LI><em>From</em>:<A HREF=”mailto:morpheus@entropy.linet.org”>morpheus@entropy.linet.org</A> (morpheus)</LI>
./date/1993/07/msg00409.html:morpheus@entropy.linet.orgNon serviam!
./date/1993/07/msg00517.html:Alternatively, a snow-crashy pattern of white noise would have more entropy.
./date/1993/07/msg00521.html:<UL><LI><EM>From:</EM> morpheus@entropy.linet.org (morpheus)</LI></UL></LI>
./date/1993/07/msg00539.html:Bill&gt; Alternatively, a snow-crashy pattern of white noise would have more entropy.
./date/1993/07/msg00559.html:<!--X-Message-Id:1993Jul27.193916.13447@entropy.linet.org -->
./date/1993/07/msg00559.html:<LINK REV=”made” HREF=”mailto:morpheus@entropy.linet.org”>
./date/1993/07/msg00559.html:<LI><em>From</em>:<A HREF=”mailto:morpheus@entropy.linet.org”>morpheus@entropy.linet.org</A> (morpheus)</LI>
./date/1993/07/msg00559.html:morpheus@entropy.linet.org Non serviam!
./date/1993/08/msg00027.html:15:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/08/msg00478.html:14:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/08/msg00481.html:Uu&gt; 14:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/08/msg00570.html:its appropriate entropy measure).
./date/1993/08/msg00805.html:probability. This is exactly e^H, where H is the entropy of the
./date/1993/08/msg00805.html:meet the eye. The appearance of the entropy in the expected number of
./date/1993/08/msg00963.html:15:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/09/msg00087.html:18:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/09/msg00263.html:pub 1024/EBCC89 1993/04/27 Cypherpunk Remailer at &lt;remailer@entropy.linet.org&gt;
./date/1993/09/msg00293.html:19:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/09/msg00294.html:19:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/09/msg00297.html:19:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/09/msg00299.html:19:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/10/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:nobody@entropy.linet.org</LI></UL>
./date/1993/10/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:nobody@entropy.linet.org</LI></UL>
./date/1993/10/msg00520.html:<!--X-Message-Id:m0omZYW&#45;0003ETC@entropy.linet.org -->
./date/1993/10/msg00520.html:<LINK REV=”made” HREF=”mailto:nobody@entropy.linet.org”>
./date/1993/10/msg00520.html:<LI><em>From</em>:<A HREF=”mailto:nobody@entropy.linet.org”>nobody@entropy.linet.org</A></LI>
./date/1993/10/msg00520.html:<LI><em>Remailed-By</em>:Cypherpunk Remailer &lt;remailer@entropy.linet.org&gt;</LI>
./date/1993/10/msg00571.html:But in summary, codes are a poor approach. The entropy of coded
./date/1993/10/msg00571.html:Ciphers (or cyphers) are superior, as the entropy of the ciphertext
./date/1993/10/msg00637.html:2. The english language has an entropy of 1.0 to 1.5 bits per letter,
./date/1993/10/msg00642.html:&lt; 2. The english language has an entropy of 1.0 to 1.5 bits per letter,
./date/1993/10/msg00653.html:&gt; an entropy of more than 112 bits to triple DES. It is no
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:&gt;The english language has an entropy of 1.0 to 1.5 bits per letter, so it
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:- entropy ./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:In information theory, a visceral meaning of the term ‘entropy’ is ‘a
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:entropy with randomness is a tautology. Entropy (like velocity) is
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:the data, the entropy will be low (not much information present). If the
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:observer has a bad model, the entropy will be high. One example that
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:The entropy of the block with respect to its intended recipient (who has
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:- the entropy of english text ./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:paper in estimating the entropy of english text. Note that these estimates
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:little entropy in the remainder of the sentence, should it continue “ and
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:- turning entropy into random numbers -

./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:bit from every byte. A good way to turn entropy into actual bits is to
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:- entropy and transformations ./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:entropy in the bits of the hash itself, relative to an observer who knows
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:(for a cyptographically poor hash) may be dependent on the entropy of the
./date/1993/10/msg00656.html:to get your random numbers). Using compression to convert the entropy in a
./date/1993/10/msg00662.html:an entropy of more than 112 bits to triple DES. It is no
./date/1993/10/msg00663.html:&gt; 2. The english language has an entropy of 1.0 to 1.5 bits per letter, so
./date/1993/10/msg00669.html:&gt; an entropy of more than 112 bits to triple DES. It is no
./date/1993/10/msg00705.html:You get even better entropy if you turn off the mic (or unplug it)
./date/1993/10/msg00705.html:simple, it can defeat compress - so you end up with low entropy per byte.
./date/1993/10/msg01235.html:<!--X-Message-Id:m0oreR4&#45;0003EfC@entropy.linet.org -->
./date/1993/10/msg01235.html:<LINK REV=”made” HREF=”mailto:nobody@entropy.linet.org”>
./date/1993/10/msg01235.html:<LI><em>From</em>:<A HREF=”mailto:nobody@entropy.linet.org”>nobody@entropy.linet.org</A></LI>
./date/1993/10/msg01235.html:<LI><em>Remailed-By</em>:Cypherpunk Remailer &lt;remailer@entropy.linet.org&gt;</LI>
./date/1993/10/msg01483.html:21:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/11/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:nobody@entropy.linet.org</LI></UL>
./date/1993/11/msg00588.html:has a lot of other ways of looking for entropy); you could use hardware
./date/1993/11/msg00662.html:nyms, multiple personality entropy, blah blah.
entropy
./date/1993/11/msg00720.html:<!--X-Message-Id:m0p014X&#45;0003AsC@entropy.linet.org -->
./date/1993/11/msg00720.html:<LINK REV=”made” HREF=”mailto:nobody@entropy.linet.org”>
./date/1993/11/msg00720.html:<LI><em>From</em>:<A HREF=”mailto:nobody@entropy.linet.org”>nobody@entropy.linet.org</A></LI>
./date/1993/11/msg00720.html:<LI><em>Remailed-By</em>:Cypherpunk Remailer &lt;remailer@entropy.linet.org&gt;</LI>
entropy
entropy
entropy in the input bits, hashing should effectively
./date/1993/11/msg00908.html:”distill” the input entropy into the output bits.
entropy in the input bits, hashing should effectively
./date/1993/11/msg00917.html:&gt; “distill” the input entropy into the output bits.
./date/1993/11/msg00917.html:much raw data you need in order to get enough entropy into the system.
./date/1993/11/msg00917.html:get extra entropy. (That never hurts).
./date/1993/11/msg00972.html:The ability to choose high-entropy but easy to rememember pass
./date/1993/11/msg00972.html:short pass phrases with high entropy (eg by requiring mixed cases,
./date/1993/11/msg00972.html:easier to remember, with less entropy per character but more total entropy.
./date/1993/11/msg01096.html:entropy-seeking algorithm. The problem is that these kinds of things are
./date/1993/11/msg01103.html:is “how many bits of entropy are in a ps”?
./date/1993/11/msg01103.html:Time of day, for instance, is very low entropy. The results of ‘ps’
./date/1993/11/msg01103.html:vary wildly in their entropy depending on the system and whether your
./date/1993/11/msg01103.html:128 bits of entropy in ps. I think the answer is yes, or real close, for
./date/1993/11/msg01103.html:entropy with respect to that attacker (she is on the same system and
./date/1993/11/msg01103.html:entropy that can be reliably polled and fed to MD5 I’d love to know it.
./date/1993/11/msg01149.html:Still, probably not 128 bits worth of entropy.
./date/1993/11/msg01172.html:&gt; Still, probably not 128 bits worth of entropy.
./date/1993/11/msg01172.html:true, one can really get 128 bits of entropy from keyboard timing
./date/1993/11/msg01173.html:&gt; Still, probably not 128 bits worth of entropy.
./date/1993/11/msg01175.html:raise the entropy to the full 8 bits per character, for ASCII). A good
./date/1993/11/msg01175.html:encryption of the text should of course produce high entropy.
./date/1993/11/msg01175.html:- XOR the compressed (high entropy) text with the LSBs of the image.
./date/1993/11/msg01175.html:with a high entropy image will not _add_ structure.
./date/1993/11/msg01177.html:&gt; &gt; Still, probably not 128 bits worth of entropy.
./date/1993/11/msg01185.html:algorithm would look at some parameter like character statistics or entropy
./date/1993/11/msg01194.html:&gt; should be pretty high in entropy; of course, twiddling bits in a compressed
./date/1993/11/msg01195.html:&gt;How do we measure the entropy of a random number, or a series of
./date/1993/11/msg01195.html:entropy from the perspective of the ‘guesser’, though not necessarily from
./date/1993/11/msg01195.html:the that of the generator (e.g. a PRNG). The best way to measure entropy
./date/1993/11/msg01195.html:a compressor. The number of bits output is the entropy of the sequence
./date/1993/11/msg01199.html:With all this talk about entropy, randomness, and gaussian distributions,
./date/1993/11/msg01199.html:more advanced things? How do we measure the entropy of a random number,
./date/1993/11/msg01199.html:entropy?
./date/1993/11/msg01209.html:should be pretty high in entropy; of course, twiddling bits in a compressed
./date/1993/12/msg00053.html:must be very simple, and the data of very low entropy with respect to it -./date/1993/12/msg00061.html:20:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1993/12/msg00064.html:&gt; How do we measure the entropy of a random number,
./date/1993/12/msg00064.html:&gt; entropy?
./date/1993/12/msg00064.html:Actually, it can’t be done. The consistent measure of entropy for
./date/1993/12/msg00064.html:familiar properties of ``ordinary’’ (Shannon) entropy. Unfortunately,
./date/1993/12/msg00068.html:&gt; &gt; entropy?
./date/1993/12/msg00068.html:&gt; Actually, it can’t be done. The consistent measure of entropy for
./date/1993/12/msg00068.html:&gt; familiar properties of ``ordinary’’ (Shannon) entropy. Unfortunately,
./date/1993/12/msg00068.html:Still, one can make estimates of the entropy of a string.
./date/1993/12/msg00068.html:Lots of good chapters on entropy, program length measures, algorithmic
./date/1993/12/msg00068.html:_appear_ to be of high entropy (random) but actually have low entropy
./date/1993/12/msg00132.html:extropy in the entropy, so to speak. The thought that he might have
./date/1994/01/msg00372.html:- use of entropy increasing “noise bits” for selected
./date/1994/01/msg00372.html:encryption scrambling (to increase input entropy) and post-de./date/1994/01/msg00505.html:meaning all digits are equally represented...high entropy) but which,
./date/1994/01/msg00505.html:have high entropy (“maximum randomness”) and regularity (all symbols
./date/1994/01/msg00505.html:_key_ will show the string is actually low entropy (“Mary had a little
./date/1994/01/msg00538.html:entropy, or related ideas, in cryptography, quantum mechanics, information
./date/1994/01/msg00547.html:&gt; meaning all digits are equally represented...high entropy) but which,
./date/1994/01/msg00547.html:pairs, triples, quadruples, etc.). The usual arsenal of entropy
./date/1994/01/msg00558.html:We rely on the `relativity’ of entropy. Codes and cyphers can’t function
./date/1994/01/msg00558.html:You can easily measure the exact entropy of a string with respect to a very
./date/1994/01/msg00735.html:remailer@merde.dis.org, remailer@entropy.linet.org,
./date/1994/01/msg00735.html:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/02/msg00096.html:19:y:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/02/msg00139.html:remailer@entropy.linet.org??
./date/1994/02/msg00139.html:remailer@entropy.linet.org?
./date/1994/02/msg00220.html:remailer@entropy.linet.org??
./date/1994/02/msg00220.html:remailer@entropy.linet.org?
./date/1994/02/msg00358.html:remailer@entropy.linet.org??
./date/1994/02/msg00392.html:”entropy
./date/1994/02/msg00564.html:The best measures I know of remain the simple things like _entropy_,
./date/1994/02/msg00564.html:but for “almost all” large enough blocks, the calculated entropy is
./date/1994/02/msg00735.html:17:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/02/msg01125.html:said have gone down. Also it seems that remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/02/msg01191.html:10:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/02/msg01191.html:10:y:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/02/msg01410.html:one, because it could reduce the entropy of the randomizer. Time was
./date/1994/02/msg01429.html:much better. 3) n. A champion in the war against entropy. 4) adj. Any way
./date/1994/02/msg01460.html:entropy of the output. Since each byte is a function of the previous
./date/1994/03/msg00151.html:10:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/03/msg00151.html:10:y:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/03/msg00236.html:encrypted text, which already has high entropy over various word
./date/1994/03/msg00267.html:which might be acceptable, since the entropy of the modular
./date/1994/03/msg00277.html:Assume x is random in [0,L). The entropy of x mod n is
./date/1994/03/msg00277.html:entropy of the random distribution of [0,n).
./date/1994/03/msg00277.html:In other words, the most entropy we can lose is two bits. That’s
./date/1994/03/msg00277.html:right, only two bits. Since the entropy of the session key is the
./date/1994/03/msg00277.html:length of the modulus, for a 1000 bit key the entropy loss is
./date/1994/03/msg00277.html:value mod n. The effective entropy loss is small enough not to worry
./date/1994/03/msg00281.html:Scratch the scratch. I thought I’d made an error in my entropy
./date/1994/03/msg00281.html:I kept thinking that the location of the minimum entropy was wrong.
./date/1994/03/msg00281.html:my intuition about the location of the minimum entropy was incorrect.
./date/1994/03/msg00281.html:Intuition about entropy
./date/1994/03/msg00282.html:&gt; Assume x is random in [0,L). The entropy of x mod n is
./date/1994/03/msg00282.html:&gt; In other words, the most entropy we can lose is two bits. That’s
./date/1994/03/msg00282.html:&gt; right, only two bits. Since the entropy of the session key is the
./date/1994/03/msg00282.html:&gt; length of the modulus, for a 1000 bit key the entropy loss is
./date/1994/03/msg00282.html:I’m not sure the point of this entropy calculation. For the case n =
./date/1994/03/msg00282.html:&gt; value mod n. The effective entropy loss is small enough not to worry
./date/1994/03/msg00284.html:The entropy I calculated was the entropy of the distribution of the
./date/1994/03/msg00284.html:lower the size of the search space. The maximum decrease in entropy
./date/1994/03/msg00284.html:(which must be generated with a distribution of the entropy
./date/1994/03/msg00297.html:phrase “high entropy” instead of “random”?
./date/1994/03/msg00297.html:high entropy bit sequences, even if there is no hidden message, then
./date/1994/03/msg00297.html:*always* produces a high entropy bit sequence, then the steganography
./date/1994/03/msg00297.html:produce high entropy bit sequences, even if there is no hidden
./date/1994/03/msg00299.html:&gt;phrase “high entropy” instead of “random”?
./date/1994/03/msg00299.html:pretty recogizable, even though the entropy is may be very close to
./date/1994/03/msg00299.html:&gt;produce high entropy bit sequences, even if there is no hidden
./date/1994/03/msg00324.html:with entropy measures. The entropy of a probability distribution is
./date/1994/03/msg00324.html:entropy which is not maximal, then you’ve found a correlation, even if
./date/1994/03/msg00324.html:random message, the bit entropy deviates ever so slightly from
./date/1994/03/msg00324.html:entropy is a probabilistic entropy, not a statistical one. Had we
./date/1994/03/msg00324.html:measured the same entropy value, it would not have allowed us to
./date/1994/03/msg00324.html:conclude anything, if all we had was the entropy. We could have also
./date/1994/03/msg00335.html:probability, such as entropy. Since we assume the entropy of the SK
./date/1994/03/msg00335.html:is maximal (probabilistic entropy), therefore the entropy of the m’s
./date/1994/03/msg00335.html:&lt;m,k&gt;. Since both m and k are independently random (max entropy
./date/1994/03/msg00335.html:entropy expression, you’ll see exactly this difference in relative
./date/1994/03/msg00335.html:case for entropy loss, which occurs at n=L/2+1 and s=t-1, i.e. at the
./date/1994/03/msg00497.html:&gt; Anon-To:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/03/msg00497.html:&gt; Anon-To:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/03/msg00497.html:&gt; Anon-To:remailer@entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/03/msg00781.html:Still won’t work well against determined attackers. The entropy of
./date/1994/04/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00381” HREF=”msg00381.html”>MAIL:catalyst and entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/04/msg00230.html:Subject:entropy.linet.org
./date/1994/04/msg00230.html:to entropy.linet.org!remailer
./date/1994/04/msg00230.html:entropy.linet.org has not polled for almost 2 months, and I have not been
./date/1994/04/msg00341.html:notions of entropy and complexity in philology,
./date/1994/04/msg00361.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00381.html”>MAIL:catalyst and entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/04/msg00369.html:&gt; &gt; remailer@entropy.linet.org Never
./date/1994/04/msg00369.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00381.html”>MAIL:catalyst and entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/04/msg00374.html:&gt; remailer@entropy.linet.org Never
./date/1994/04/msg00374.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00381” HREF=”msg00381.html”>MAIL:catalyst and entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/04/msg00380.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00381.html”>MAIL:catalyst and entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/04/msg00381.html:<!--X-Subject:MAIL:catalyst and entropy -->
./date/1994/04/msg00381.html:<TITLE>MAIL:catalyst and entropy</TITLE>
./date/1994/04/msg00381.html:<H1>MAIL:catalyst and entropy</H1>
./date/1994/04/msg00381.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:MAIL:catalyst and entropy</LI>
./date/1994/04/msg00381.html:&gt; &gt; remailer@entropy.linet.org Never
./date/1994/04/msg00381.html:by the admin of linet.org saying entropy hadn’t polled in quite a
./date/1994/04/msg00382.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00381.html”>MAIL:catalyst and entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/04/msg00464.html:entropy is roughly 173 bits. Ergodicity and commensurability facilitate
./date/1994/04/msg00749.html:As an aside, a quick check showed that vanilla PGP encrypts high-entropy
./date/1994/04/msg00749.html:key-ring lookup time). As even a Codex FAST transmits high-entropy data (such
./date/1994/04/msg01184.html:&gt; In a previous post you mentioned that PGP does high entropy... Do you have
entropy of a chunk of data? (I’ve written a
./date/1994/04/msg01184.html:I don’t know where I’ve put my old entropy program, but I cooked one up now,
./date/1994/04/msg01184.html:&gt; Anyway, I’d like to put in an entropy checker into the program. You may have
./date/1994/04/msg01184.html:generator anyway. As far as using entropy to attempt to make the input (noise)
./date/1994/04/msg01184.html:low bits, then entropy
./date/1994/04/msg01184.html:double entropy(FILE *fp) {
./date/1994/04/msg01184.html:// negative, we’d like our entropy between 0..1, not 0..-1
./date/1994/04/msg01184.html:for (i=256; i--; entropy+= -count[i] * log_base_2(count[i]));
./date/1994/04/msg01627.html:break _that_ PRNG! (Issues of entropy are a bit different, but I
./date/1994/04/msg01627.html:expect the entropy with the BBS generator to be about as high as one
./date/1994/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00381” HREF=”msg00381.html”>MAIL:catalyst and entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1994/05/msg00068.html:through an attack based on the nonmaximal entropy of the random
./date/1994/05/msg00225.html:&gt; input but has maximum entropy is a good compression program and might
./date/1994/05/msg00229.html:input but has maximum entropy is a good compression program and might
./date/1994/05/msg00583.html:time for the purpose of computing the amount of entropy in keystroke
./date/1994/05/msg01098.html:&gt;time for the purpose of computing the amount of entropy in keystroke
./date/1994/05/msg01135.html:&gt;time for the purpose of computing the amount of entropy in keystroke
./date/1994/06/msg01078.html:in, MD5 hashing the output to concentrate the entropy should satisfy
./date/1994/07/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00239” HREF=”msg00239.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00235” HREF=”msg00235.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00275” HREF=”msg00275.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00312” HREF=”msg00312.html”>entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00371” HREF=”msg00371.html”>Re:entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00062.html:And many people pick passphrases of less total entropy (that is, more
./date/1994/07/msg00062.html:(But most passphrases picked by humans have lower entropy than this.)
./date/1994/07/msg00066.html:If your passphrase is good (128+ bits of entropy), then your private key is
./date/1994/07/msg00100.html:create entropy out of thin air. Too few bits in means too few bits
./date/1994/07/msg00107.html:You can improve entropy even more, and still keep it memorable, by doing
./date/1994/07/msg00126.html:us. A hash function cannot make up entropy.)
./date/1994/07/msg00127.html:Figure that each English character has 1.8 bits of entropy. (This is
./date/1994/07/msg00132.html:large. Just too much entropy.
./date/1994/07/msg00132.html:PGP, for example, asks for keyboard input to get enough entropy. (I
./date/1994/07/msg00132.html:assume some of the collected entropy goes directly into the prime
./date/1994/07/msg00132.html:for keyboard input as a source of entropy. Even if the distillation of
./date/1994/07/msg00132.html:entropy results in “only” 250 bits of entropy, it’s still hopeless to
./date/1994/07/msg00142.html: Figure that each English character has 1.8 bits of entropy.
./date/1994/07/msg00144.html:&gt; Figure that each English character has 1.8 bits of entropy.
./date/1994/07/msg00148.html:Another approach to getting enough entropy in passwords/phrases is a
./date/1994/07/msg00148.html:(read:high entropy) “stories.” Each object triggers a memory of the
./date/1994/07/msg00153.html:picks up more bits of entropy in the phrase. Yes, there are bits in
./date/1994/07/msg00161.html:against a dictionary, measuring entropy or just plain not
./date/1994/07/msg00161.html:short words generated thusly would get you the entropy you need.
./date/1994/07/msg00180.html:10 bits of entropy to the pass phrase (either way would slow down the
./date/1994/07/msg00180.html:pass phrases don’t have over 50 or 60 bits of entropy, far below the 128
./date/1994/07/msg00187.html:passphrase entropy, but the harder -- and slower -- it becomes to use.
./date/1994/07/msg00191.html: over 50 or 60 bits of entropy, far below the 128 bits of
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:enough entropy. (And to some extent, it is not computable to determine if a
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:string has entropy
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:entropy than other analyses might suggest.)
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:These all have much less entropy than the “shocking nonsense” that many
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:the surface the entropy of this key (or the number of different
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:entries, the true entropy is undoubtedly much closer to 6.5 x
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:much smaller entropy than even this for the very common name
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:In other words the “entropy
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:many bits of entropy (or “hard-to-guessness”) as the entropy of
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:have about 54-55 bits (~4 x 10 ^16) of entropy while the IDEA
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:entropy. The closer the entropy of the user’s password or phrase
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:is to the intrinsic entropy of the cryptographic key of the
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:key and choosing a key with a high level of entropy is not a
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:Even relatively short phrases offer acceptable entropy
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:phrase might have on the order of 58 to 60 bits of entropy -- more
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:Appendix B. A tool to experimentally investigate entropy
./date/1994/07/msg00197.html:A practical Unix tool for investigating the entropy of
./date/1994/07/msg00204.html:40-bits of entropy in them.
./date/1994/07/msg00209.html:”entropy”. What I’m not clear on is the effect of a hashing
entropy. If I come up with a “random” set
./date/1994/07/msg00209.html:of printable characters which contain 128 bits of entropy, and
./date/1994/07/msg00209.html:entropy on the output? Or do I need some sort of safety margin
./date/1994/07/msg00209.html:Now if I have entered a phrase with EXACTLY 128 bits of entropy,
./date/1994/07/msg00210.html:the password has much less entropy than its 25 or 30 characters would
./date/1994/07/msg00210.html:is not very useful...intstead, one talks about entropy, a measure of
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:&gt; “entropy”. What I’m not clear on is the effect of a hashing
entropy. If I come up with a “random” set
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:&gt; of printable characters which contain 128 bits of entropy, and
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:&gt; entropy on the output? Or do I need some sort of safety margin
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:&gt; Now if I have entered a phrase with EXACTLY 128 bits of entropy,
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:”high-entropy” string actually have high entropy? No, not if the
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:(As an aside, encrypted strings _appear_ to have high entropy, but
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:generally they don’t actually have this high entropy....because they
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:are actually fairly low entropy strings like “Frost in Brazil, buy
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:bits of entropy than one started with, because MD5 and similar hashes
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:is in some sense orthogonal to bit entropy (randomness). (If I could
./date/1994/07/msg00215.html:draw a picture here, it would have an x-axis reprsenting bit entropy
./date/1994/07/msg00219.html:&gt; Now if I have entered a phrase with EXACTLY 128 bits of entropy,
./date/1994/07/msg00219.html:not, iterating it 1024 times could actually make you *LOOSE* entropy.
./date/1994/07/msg00225.html:Lets put the question to addition, how much entropy does + have when
./date/1994/07/msg00230.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00239.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00233.html:Again, the only way that MD5 can keep the entropy of a string is for
./date/1994/07/msg00233.html:for if two 128 bit strings produce the same output, then you loose entropy.
./date/1994/07/msg00233.html:entropy, and if so how much? As much as a random mapping? if so, the
./date/1994/07/msg00234.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00235.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00235.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Password entropy -->
./date/1994/07/msg00235.html:<TITLE>Re:Password entropy</TITLE>
./date/1994/07/msg00235.html:<H1>Re:Password entropy</H1>
./date/1994/07/msg00235.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Password entropy</LI>
./date/1994/07/msg00235.html:entropy by calculating the number of collisions on adverage(intigrate the

./date/1994/07/msg00235.html:scheme as this, as you are guarenteed of not loosing any entropy if you
./date/1994/07/msg00235.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00239” HREF=”msg00239.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00235.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00239.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00235.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00275.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00236.html:bits of entropy that can’t be recovered from randseed.bin alone.
./date/1994/07/msg00236.html:of its entropy.
./date/1994/07/msg00236.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00235.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00236.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00239.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00238.html:lose entropy. Actually, you will lose entropy
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Password entropy -->
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:<TITLE>Re:Password entropy</TITLE>
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:<H1>Re:Password entropy</H1>
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Password entropy</LI>
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:”Nobody” asks whether you really get 128 bits of entropy out of MD5
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:128 bits of entropy to get 128 bits of entropy out. (This is mainly
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:entropy than 128 bits, then the output also has lower entropy, since the
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:There’s a bit more entropy lost in the MD5 step - if MD5(Xi) = MD5(Xj),
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00235” HREF=”msg00235.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00275” HREF=”msg00275.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00239.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00235.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00240.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00239.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00242.html:high-entropy things. Roughly 23 or 33 bits. I refer, of course, to phone
./date/1994/07/msg00242.html:So I claim that a simple way to get an easy 33 bits of entropy into your pass
./date/1994/07/msg00242.html:with some other sources of entropy, such as words or phrases.
./date/1994/07/msg00242.html:of entropy a lot more easily than remembering 40 random decimal digits.
./date/1994/07/msg00243.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00275.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00266.html:Perhaps my original question about cycles and entropy loss is beter in
./date/1994/07/msg00266.html:as shown below. When this occurs, you loose entropy, as it ceases to
./date/1994/07/msg00270.html:about looseing entropy is possibly. I don’t think that it has been
./date/1994/07/msg00271.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00275.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00273.html:The point here is that if MD5 lost entropy, it would probably make it
./date/1994/07/msg00274.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00275.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00275.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Password entropy -->
./date/1994/07/msg00275.html:<TITLE>Re:Password entropy</TITLE>
./date/1994/07/msg00275.html:<H1>Re:Password entropy</H1>
./date/1994/07/msg00275.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Password entropy</LI>
./date/1994/07/msg00275.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00239” HREF=”msg00239.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00275.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00235.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00279.html:&gt;Again, the only way that MD5 can keep the entropy of a string is for
./date/1994/07/msg00279.html:&gt;for if two 128 bit strings produce the same output, then you loose entropy.
./date/1994/07/msg00279.html:&gt;entropy, and if so how much? As much as a random mapping? if so, the
./date/1994/07/msg00279.html:How can MD5(passphrase+16-byte hash) have lower entropy than
./date/1994/07/msg00290.html:entropy, and it could, as if the two parts are not independent of each other.
./date/1994/07/msg00290.html:that the transformation does not loose entropy, which is available if you
./date/1994/07/msg00310.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00312.html”>entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00312.html:<!--X-Subject:entropy of data....? -->
./date/1994/07/msg00312.html:<TITLE>entropy of data....?</TITLE>
./date/1994/07/msg00312.html:<H1>entropy of data....?</H1>
./date/1994/07/msg00312.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:entropy of data....?</LI>
./date/1994/07/msg00312.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00371.html”>Re:entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00321.html:If your passphrase is good (128+ bits of entropy), then your private key is
./date/1994/07/msg00326.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00312.html”>entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00326.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00371.html”>Re:entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00370.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00371.html”>Re:entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00371.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:entropy of data....? -->
./date/1994/07/msg00371.html:<TITLE>Re:entropy of data....?</TITLE>
./date/1994/07/msg00371.html:<H1>Re:entropy of data....?</H1>
./date/1994/07/msg00371.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:entropy of data....?</LI>
./date/1994/07/msg00371.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00312.html”>entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00374.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00371.html”>Re:entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00386.html:entropy estimates. one of the trusted names in the crypto-rng
./date/1994/07/msg00404.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00312.html”>entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>
./date/1994/07/msg00406.html:&gt;If your passphrase is good (128+ bits of entropy), then your private key is
./date/1994/07/msg00563.html:balance between entropy and memorability.
./date/1994/07/msg00579.html:a little more entropy than 6 bits per character.
./date/1994/07/msg00587.html:&gt;a little more entropy than 6 bits per character.
./date/1994/07/msg00587.html:This looses entropy (Mallet knows the order, and probably the dictionaries)
./date/1994/07/msg00587.html:orderings, and you’ve more than made up for whatever entropy was lost in
./date/1994/07/msg00734.html:half of the entropy from the plaintext (did I phrase that right? probably
./date/1994/07/msg00849.html:accumulates entropy from keyboard timings. These random numbers are
./date/1994/07/msg00849.html:So let’s see just how much entropy is in there.
./date/1994/07/msg00849.html:This means that the entropy density in the added bytes varies from 1/12
./date/1994/07/msg00849.html:the pool to accumulate the entropy, but owing to the bug, each time
./date/1994/07/msg00849.html:The only entropy that remains from the previous pass is in the 512-bit
./date/1994/07/msg00849.html:extra entropy from the previous pass. No more than is there (the 12
./date/1994/07/msg00849.html:Plus the entropy preserved in the key buffer. So there is from
./date/1994/07/msg00849.html:just over 512 to an average of 896 bits of entropy in the pool.
./date/1994/07/msg00849.html:Shannon entropy PGP aims for.
./date/1994/07/msg00859.html:total entropy in the result typically decresed by 50% for n=8,10,12,14
./date/1994/07/msg00894.html:&gt;half of the entropy from the plaintext (did I phrase that right? probably
./date/1994/07/msg01109.html:reduced keysize or key entropy. Not the best solution, but one
./date/1994/07/msg01143.html:some sort of physical world police state. Its just not feasible, entropy
./date/1994/07/msg01306.html:(like IDEA) is still only computationally protected, since the entropy
./date/1994/07/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00239” HREF=”msg00239.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1994/07/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00235” HREF=”msg00235.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1994/07/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00275” HREF=”msg00275.html”>Re:Password entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1994/07/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00312” HREF=”msg00312.html”>entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1994/07/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00371” HREF=”msg00371.html”>Re:entropy of data....?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1994/08/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:FLOATING OUTWARD &lt;entropy@IntNet.net&gt;</LI></UL>
./date/1994/08/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:Jonathan Cooper &lt;entropy@IntNet.net&gt;</LI></UL>
./date/1994/08/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:Jonathan Cooper &lt;entropy@IntNet.net&gt;</LI></UL>
./date/1994/08/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:Jonathan Cooper &lt;entropy@IntNet.net&gt;</LI></UL>
./date/1994/08/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:Jonathan Cooper &lt;entropy@IntNet.net&gt;</LI></UL>
./date/1994/08/msg00214.html:is not willing to specify a cipher whose key entropy is not a substantial
./date/1994/08/msg00275.html:A measure that is used for situations like this is entropy
./date/1994/08/msg00275.html:be any of these four messages with equal probability. Applying the entropy
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./date/1995/01/msg01032.html:&gt; &gt; should be stripped of low entropy parts and hidden with a stego
./date/1995/01/msg01142.html:<LI><em>To</em>:Jonathan Cooper &lt;<A HREF=”mailto:entropy@IntNet.net”>entropy@IntNet.net</A>&gt;</LI>
./date/1995/01/msg01142.html:<UL><LI><EM>From:</EM> Jonathan Cooper &lt;entropy@IntNet.net&gt;</LI></UL></LI>
./date/1995/01/msg01186.html:<LI><em>Cc</em>:Jonathan Cooper &lt;<A HREF=”mailto:entropy@IntNet.net”>entropy@IntNet.net</A>&gt;, <A
HREF=”mailto:cypherpunks@toad.com”>cypherpunks@toad.com</A></LI>
./date/1995/01/msg01302.html:the picture of entropy, of disorganization, of isolated
./date/1995/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00061” HREF=”msg00061.html”>How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00068” HREF=”msg00068.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00088” HREF=”msg00088.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/index.html:<UL><LI><EM>From</EM>:Jonathan Cooper &lt;entropy@IntNet.net&gt;</LI></UL>
./date/1995/02/msg00056.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00061.html”>How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00058.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00068.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00059.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00068.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00061.html:<!--X-Subject:How much entropy in a key press? -->
./date/1995/02/msg00061.html:<TITLE>How much entropy in a key press?</TITLE>
./date/1995/02/msg00061.html:<H1>How much entropy in a key press?</H1>
./date/1995/02/msg00061.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:How much entropy in a key press?</LI>
./date/1995/02/msg00061.html:Can anyone tell me how many bits of entropy there are per 7-bit ASCII
./date/1995/02/msg00061.html:What should the value of N be, such that the entropy of the user’s
./date/1995/02/msg00061.html:string does not unnecessarily exceed the entropy of the hash?
./date/1995/02/msg00061.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00068” HREF=”msg00068.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00061.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00088” HREF=”msg00088.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00061.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00068.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00062.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00061.html”>How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00064.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00061.html”>How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00065.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00088.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00068.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:How much entropy in a key press? -->
./date/1995/02/msg00068.html:<TITLE>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</TITLE>
./date/1995/02/msg00068.html:<H1>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</H1>
./date/1995/02/msg00068.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:How much entropy in a key press?</LI>
./date/1995/02/msg00068.html:| Can anyone tell me how many bits of entropy there are per 7-bit ASCII
./date/1995/02/msg00068.html:| What should the value of N be, such that the entropy of the user’s
./date/1995/02/msg00068.html:| string does not unnecessarily exceed the entropy of the hash?
./date/1995/02/msg00068.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00061” HREF=”msg00061.html”>How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00068.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00061.html”>How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00068.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00088.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00077.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00088.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00088.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:How much entropy in a key press? -->
./date/1995/02/msg00088.html:<TITLE>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</TITLE>
./date/1995/02/msg00088.html:<H1>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</H1>
./date/1995/02/msg00088.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:How much entropy in a key press?</LI>
./date/1995/02/msg00088.html:&gt; Can anyone tell me how many bits of entropy there are per 7-bit ASCII
./date/1995/02/msg00088.html:&gt; What should the value of N be, such that the entropy of the user’s
./date/1995/02/msg00088.html:&gt; string does not unnecessarily exceed the entropy of the hash?
./date/1995/02/msg00088.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00061” HREF=”msg00061.html”>How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>

./date/1995/02/msg00088.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00068.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00089.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00088.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/02/msg00182.html:&gt; probability, such as entropy. Since we assume the entropy of the SK
./date/1995/02/msg00182.html:&gt; is maximal (probabilistic entropy), therefore the entropy of the m’s
./date/1995/02/msg00182.html:&gt; &lt;m,k&gt;. Since both m and k are independently random (max entropy
./date/1995/02/msg00182.html:&gt; entropy expression, you’ll see exactly this difference in relative
./date/1995/02/msg00182.html:&gt; case for entropy loss, which occurs at n=L/2+1 and s=t-1, i.e. at the
./date/1995/02/msg00222.html:<UL><LI><EM>From:</EM> Jonathan Cooper &lt;entropy@IntNet.net&gt;</LI></UL></LI>
./date/1995/02/msg00237.html:<LINK REV=”made” HREF=”mailto:entropy@IntNet.net”>
./date/1995/02/msg00237.html:<LI><em>From</em>:Jonathan Cooper &lt;<A HREF=”mailto:entropy@IntNet.net”>entropy@IntNet.net</A>&gt;</LI>
./date/1995/02/msg00237.html:( --------[ Jonathan D. Cooper ]--------[ entropy@intnet.net ]-------- )
./date/1995/02/msg00237.html:( home page:<A HREF=”http://taz.hyperreal.com/~entropy/”>http://taz.hyperreal.com/~entropy/</A> ]---[ Key-ID:4082CCB5 )
./date/1995/02/msg00242.html:<LI><em>To</em>:Jonathan Cooper &lt;<A HREF=”mailto:entropy@IntNet.net”>entropy@IntNet.net</A>&gt;</LI>
./date/1995/02/msg00242.html:<UL><LI><EM>From:</EM> Jonathan Cooper &lt;entropy@IntNet.net&gt;</LI></UL></LI>
./date/1995/02/msg00246.html:<LI><em>To</em>:<A HREF=”mailto:entropy@IntNet.net”>entropy@IntNet.net</A> (Jonathan Cooper)</LI>
./date/1995/02/msg00246.html:<UL><LI><EM>From:</EM> Jonathan Cooper &lt;entropy@IntNet.net&gt;</LI></UL></LI>
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:I believe this will meet Tim May’s standards for practical entropy,
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:It allows users to decide how much true entropy they require, and lets
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:them share entropy with each other if they want. Crunching with MD5
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:produces 128 high-entropy bits in a split second, and can be repeated
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:for more, although it is theoretically better to add entropy to the pool
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:Xentropy.
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:Xstate. That’s 2048 bits of entropy, assuming
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:Xit has been stirred with that much entropy.
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:Xwill generate fairly high-entropy random
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:Xhigh-entropygwarn#
./date/1995/02/msg00285.html:Xhigh-entropygwarn#
./date/1995/02/msg00299.html:<LI><em>To</em>:<A HREF=”mailto:entropy@intnet.net”>entropy@intnet.net</A></LI>
./date/1995/02/msg00302.html:entropy before the process that needs it is running.
./date/1995/02/msg00302.html:”bank up” entropy during idle periods, most requests could probably
./date/1995/02/msg00316.html:the kind of shared-entropy that this pool exhibits. Making the source
./date/1995/02/msg00316.html:of the entropy hidden to the users by crunching on the way out with MD5
./date/1995/02/msg00316.html:adds something to the data -- it’s not true entropy, but it’s some kind
./date/1995/02/msg00316.html:of effective entropy, from the point of view of the users. Unless MD5
./date/1995/02/msg00559.html:interest. Doug also views the entropy bounds on deception probabilities. A
./date/1995/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00061” HREF=”msg00061.html”>How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00068” HREF=”msg00068.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/02/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00088” HREF=”msg00088.html”>Re:How much entropy in a key press?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/07/msg00418.html:have a problem if the entropy per bit of Alice’s data plus the
./date/1995/07/msg00418.html:entropy per bit of Bob’s data is less than one bit, because then
./date/1995/07/msg00418.html:Since the entropy of natural language is 1-1.5 bits/char, the entropy of two
./date/1995/07/msg00420.html:&gt; have a problem if the entropy per bit of Alice’s data plus the
./date/1995/07/msg00420.html:&gt; entropy per bit of Bob’s data is less than one bit, because then
./date/1995/07/msg01047.html:that there’s enough low-entropy sample material out there.
./date/1995/07/msg01158.html:proceeding slowly, is of a pattern extractor and “entropy estimator” for
./date/1995/08/msg00019.html:about how much entropy it attaches to one keystroke and makes sure that
./date/1995/08/msg00022.html:I mean there is real entropy being generated (timing key strokes
entropy being
./date/1995/08/msg00022.html:of entropy generated, and stirs the whole number in (not just the
./date/1995/08/msg00022.html:expected entropy).
./date/1995/08/msg00022.html: estimatable amount of entropy
./date/1995/08/msg00022.html:timer. Some entropy is surely generated, and with safe entropy
./date/1995/08/msg00038.html:also quantities of entropy depending on the time spent during the
./date/1995/08/msg00038.html:entropy can be that high. Perhaps, adding some purely local data a’ la
./date/1995/08/msg00049.html:the source code. I might even modify it (eg. accord less entropy per
./date/1995/08/msg00100.html:I mean there is real entropy being generated (timing key strokes
entropy being
./date/1995/08/msg00100.html:of entropy generated, and stirs the whole number in (not just the
./date/1995/08/msg00100.html:expected entropy).
./date/1995/08/msg00100.html: estimatable amount of entropy
./date/1995/08/msg00100.html:timer. Some entropy is surely generated, and with safe entropy
entropy, randomness, denial of service
./date/1995/08/msg00193.html:Decrease the entropy. ;-)
./date/1995/08/msg01096.html:how you estimate 0.65 bits of entropy per byte sampled when you have long
./date/1995/08/msg01096.html:resolution) and mouse position measurements give you so much more entropy
./date/1995/08/msg01131.html:&gt;I suspect there’s much less entropy in that signal than even this estimate,
./date/1995/08/msg01131.html:You can also try various compression algorithms to see how much entropy
./date/1995/08/msg01132.html:from MD5 only has really a very few bits of entropy (I think you end
./date/1995/08/msg01132.html:entropy at all.)
./date/1995/08/msg01132.html:| how much entropy is contained in the signal.
./date/1995/08/msg01133.html:how much entropy is contained in the signal.
./date/1995/08/msg01133.html:Obviously, enough bytes so that I have 128 bits of entropy.
./date/1995/08/msg01133.html:Preliminary tests give me a max entropy of about .65 bits per sample byte.
./date/1995/08/msg01133.html:That’s estimated by recording the length of runs and computing the entropy over
./date/1995/08/msg01133.html:I suspect there’s much less entropy in that signal than even this estimate,
./date/1995/08/msg01196.html:averages and a dramatic increase in core entropy.
./date/1995/08/msg01196.html:strange given our stated purpose of massive entropy reduction; but because best
./date/1995/09/msg00713.html:(you _really_ need a lot of bits of entropy in that passphrase, and you can’t
./date/1995/09/msg00751.html:&gt; (you _really_ need a lot of bits of entropy in that passphrase, and you can’t
./date/1995/09/msg00784.html:Unless the GAK system has some sort of entropy analyzer, and can recognize
./date/1995/09/msg00784.html:high-entropy sources which it presumes to be encrypted data (*), one can of
./date/1995/09/msg00784.html:(* On the idea of entropy analyzers. This is implausible, for many reasons.
./date/1995/09/msg00784.html:Any high-entropy
entropy reduced by padding with
./date/1995/09/msg00784.html:low-entropy sources. And there would be “false positives.” Some ostensibly
./date/1995/09/msg00784.html:accept or reject the text based on entropy considerations. And I can’t
./date/1995/09/msg00806.html:&gt;Unless the GAK system has some sort of entropy analyzer, and can recognize
./date/1995/09/msg00806.html:&gt;high-entropy sources which it presumes to be encrypted data (*), one can of
./date/1995/09/msg00809.html:&gt; &gt;Unless the GAK system has some sort of entropy analyzer, and can recognize
./date/1995/09/msg00809.html:&gt; &gt;high-entropy sources which it presumes to be encrypted data (*), one can of
./date/1995/09/msg00840.html:&gt;&gt; Unless the GAK system has some sort of entropy analyzer, and can
./date/1995/09/msg00840.html:&gt;&gt; recognize high-entropy sources which it presumes to be encrypted data
./date/1995/09/msg01043.html:comes up at least once a year) will lead to increased entropy, with us, the
./date/1995/09/msg01116.html:&gt; Text stego, with bits hidden in the entropy of english text seems a
./date/1995/09/msg01121.html:Text stego, with bits hidden in the entropy of english text seems a
./date/1995/09/msg01261.html:test a decent source of entropy for the PRNG? &lt;...and someone else said it
./date/1995/09/msg01262.html:team convinces management that entropy is more important than publicity.
./date/1995/09/msg01274.html:statistically random, but since the seed had ridiculously little entropy it
./date/1995/09/msg01280.html:&gt;statistically random, but since the seed had ridiculously little entropy it
./date/1995/09/msg01280.html:It’s even worse - the seeding mechanism has too little entropy, given that
./date/1995/09/msg01280.html:32 bits of entropy, you’d have to run your test tens or hundreds of billions
./date/1995/09/msg01300.html:source of entropy, but just using *more* sources of entropy. Doesn’t
./date/1995/09/msg01300.html:mean that the entropy is good.
./date/1995/09/msg01300.html:and post the sources of “entropy” used.
./date/1995/09/msg01301.html:&gt; team convinces management that entropy is more important than publicity.
./date/1995/09/msg01320.html:where the entropy comes from, and how they estimate it.
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:laborious process of “generating entropy” through ostensibly-random
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:least make a plausible pretense of gathering entropy), nor does it measure
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:PRNGs:simply not enough entropy. That is, a limited search space allows
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:entropy...this depends on the platform, the granularity of mouse
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:bits of entropy to start with!)
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:&gt; I would love to hear your suggestions for good sources of entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:”yet another “How do I generate entropy” argument.”
./date/1995/09/msg01352.html:techniques for generating enough entropy. (Commonly used in RSA’s crypto
./date/1995/09/msg01362.html:&gt; &gt; source of entropy, but just using *more* sources of entropy. Doesn’t
./date/1995/09/msg01362.html:&gt; &gt; mean that the entropy is good.
./date/1995/09/msg01362.html:&gt; I would love to hear your suggestions for good sources of entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01372.html:is certainly no more than 47 bits of entropy (which is a far cry
./date/1995/09/msg01375.html:&gt; source of entropy, but just using *more* sources of entropy. Doesn’t
./date/1995/09/msg01375.html:&gt; mean that the entropy is good.
./date/1995/09/msg01375.html:I would love to hear your suggestions for good sources of entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01375.html:&gt; and post the sources of “entropy” used.
./date/1995/09/msg01383.html:Maintain a 4K entropy buffer.
./date/1995/09/msg01383.html:entropy buffer using some combination that will have the
./date/1995/09/msg01383.html:To hash the buffer without loss of entropy, take the hash of
./date/1995/09/msg01390.html:Any entropy you get from sampling the system clock will have to come
./date/1995/09/msg01390.html:Getting real entropy from mouse movements under X may be tricky,
./date/1995/09/msg01390.html:in avoiding system calls”). You’ll probably get less entropy than you
./date/1995/09/msg01395.html:&gt; Getting real entropy from mouse movements under X may be tricky,
./date/1995/09/msg01395.html:&gt; in avoiding system calls”). You’ll probably get less entropy than you
./date/1995/09/msg01395.html:less entropy. I suspect that Colin Plumb’s code, while a nice try, would
./date/1995/09/msg01412.html:&gt; less entropy. I suspect that Colin Plumb’s code, while a nice try, would
./date/1995/09/msg01412.html:1994, p. 113. How much entropy you get out depends entirely on what you
./date/1995/09/msg01412.html:routines to estimate the amount of entropy collected, and not generate a
./date/1995/09/msg01412.html:128-bit key until at least 128 bits of entropy have been fed into the pool.
./date/1995/09/msg01427.html:&gt;Any entropy you get from sampling the system clock will have to come
./date/1995/09/msg01427.html:don’t have that, your entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01427.html:be pretty slim, since you’re basically measuring the entropy in the “drift”
./date/1995/09/msg01453.html:&gt; This is true. However, you must get 128 bits of entropy into the MD5
./date/1995/09/msg01453.html:&gt; are at least 128 bits of entropy fed in, the MD5 process will distil
./date/1995/09/msg01453.html:My assumption ws that if we conservatively counted at least 300 bits of entropy,
./date/1995/09/msg01453.html:&gt; click event and feed that in to your entropy generator a la PGP.
./date/1995/09/msg01464.html:Just use a cryptographically secure PRNG seeded with enough entropy.
./date/1995/09/msg01466.html:&gt; a crypto issue, but rather a system issue. Those bits of entropy can
./date/1995/09/msg01466.html:This is true. However, you must get 128 bits of entropy into the MD5
./date/1995/09/msg01466.html:are at least 128 bits of entropy fed in, the MD5 process will distil
./date/1995/09/msg01466.html:click event and feed that in to your entropy generator a la PGP.
./date/1995/09/msg01476.html:&gt; &gt; This is true. However, you must get 128 bits of entropy into the MD5
./date/1995/09/msg01476.html:&gt; &gt; are at least 128 bits of entropy fed in, the MD5 process will distil
./date/1995/09/msg01476.html:&gt; of entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01476.html:similar stuff make me nervious about using too much ps based entropy,
./date/1995/09/msg01477.html:| (large entropy buffer)/(aver # of peers).
./date/1995/09/msg01479.html:produces very little entropy, for technical/manufacturing reasons.
./date/1995/09/msg01479.html:the entropy of other soources. Care must be taken.)
./date/1995/09/msg01479.html:generate vast amounts of usable entropy, especially if a user lets it
./date/1995/09/msg01482.html:a crypto issue, but rather a system issue. Those bits of entropy can
./date/1995/09/msg01482.html:the sources of entropy available to the client are also available
./date/1995/09/msg01489.html:Under windows, you get a lot more entropy from mouse timing and position
./date/1995/09/msg01494.html:Assuming that MD5 loses no entropy, it is identical, or very similar in
./date/1995/09/msg01494.html:into the buffer, so if the total cumulated entropy is larger than your block
./date/1995/09/msg01494.html:No matter what you do, if you cumulate a hundred bits of entropy, and if you
./date/1995/09/msg01494.html:not leak information about your entropy, you are going to be safe against a
./date/1995/09/msg01494.html:I suggested accumulating a very large amount of entropy, but obviously this
./date/1995/09/msg01495.html:&gt; This is odd. The term entropy describes an aspect of thermodynamic
./date/1995/09/msg01495.html:&gt; no meaningful relationship between “entropy” and random data of the type
./date/1995/09/msg01495.html:random, but only contains 2.6 bits of entropy.
./date/1995/09/msg01495.html:contains roughly sixteen bits of entropy.
./date/1995/09/msg01495.html:the same word because entropy in information theory has the same
./date/1995/09/msg01495.html:measure as entropy in thermodynamics.
./date/1995/09/msg01495.html:In both cases the entropy, measured in bits, of an ensemble of
./date/1995/09/msg01502.html:Usually, the term “entropy” is being used to characterize one of two
./date/1995/09/msg01502.html:different things:(i) random data, as in “300 bits of entropy,” and (ii) the
entropy in the low order bits of a timed
./date/1995/09/msg01502.html:This is odd. The term entropy describes an aspect of thermodynamic
./date/1995/09/msg01502.html:no meaningful relationship between “entropy” and random data of the type
./date/1995/09/msg01509.html:&gt;random, but only contains 2.6 bits of entropy.
./date/1995/09/msg01509.html:be drawn from a source that has entropy, but it is random.
./date/1995/09/msg01509.html:&gt;the same word because entropy in information theory has the same
./date/1995/09/msg01509.html:&gt;measure as entropy in thermodynamics.
./date/1995/09/msg01509.html:&gt;In both cases the entropy, measured in bits, of an ensemble of
./date/1995/09/msg01509.html:”bits of entropy” is often substituted for the actual “bits of random data”
./date/1995/09/msg01509.html:and is just as puzzling as gathering the “entropy of cool steam”! One can’t
./date/1995/09/msg01509.html:Does this mean that entropy is conserved in information theory?
entropy. In fact, through
./date/1995/09/msg01547.html:my readings about entropy in computations (cites below), I now view
./date/1995/09/msg01547.html:traditional thermodynamic entropy as a special case of information theory!
./date/1995/09/msg01547.html:&gt;Usually, the term “entropy” is being used to characterize one of two
./date/1995/09/msg01547.html:&gt;different things:(i) random data, as in “300 bits of entropy,” and (ii) the
entropy in the low order bits of a timed
./date/1995/09/msg01547.html:&gt;This is odd. The term entropy describes an aspect of thermodynamic
./date/1995/09/msg01547.html:&gt;no meaningful relationship between “entropy” and random data of the type
./date/1995/09/msg01547.html:I disagree that there is “no meaningful relationship between “entropy” and
./date/1995/09/msg01547.html:The bits of entropy we are talking about are the “bits derived from a
./date/1995/09/msg01547.html:Infromation.” This collection of great articles shows the role of entropy
enough entropy bits for
./date/1995/09/msg01558.html:seeding the PRNG and considering how to keep as much of that entropy as
./date/1995/09/msg01568.html:contribute ‘entropy’, not exact values. You need to know the exact
./date/1995/09/msg01568.html:| one other person knows it, I shouldn’t count any entropy from it at all.
./date/1995/09/msg01568.html:| In any case, accepting donations of entropy cannot possibly reduce the
./date/1995/09/msg01568.html:| amount of entropy I have, can it?
./date/1995/09/msg01568.html:| usable entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01582.html:Well I don’t keep track of entropy, so that doesn’t apply, does it...
./date/1995/09/msg01582.html:Well, entropy put in must be greater than entropy used or lost through
./date/1995/09/msg01582.html:cracked connections. (Ie not just “initial”, also entropy put in along
./date/1995/09/msg01602.html:one other person knows it, I shouldn’t count any entropy from it at all.
./date/1995/09/msg01602.html:In any case, accepting donations of entropy cannot possibly reduce the
./date/1995/09/msg01602.html:amount of entropy I have, can it?
./date/1995/09/msg01602.html:usable entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01602.html:(Ie I might not mind if I have only 1 bit of entropy per transaction
./date/1995/09/msg01602.html:provided that the total entropy is 128 bits. Provided I never reveal
./date/1995/09/msg01613.html:and the entropy would not be as great as say, with keyboard timings.
./date/1995/09/msg01613.html:the entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01674.html:entropy, or pseudo-anything and their eyes may just glaze over. With
./date/1995/09/msg01698.html:Why? I guess to keep track of how much entropy I believe I have...
./date/1995/09/msg01698.html:&gt; | In any case, accepting donations of entropy cannot possibly reduce the
./date/1995/09/msg01698.html:&gt; | amount of entropy I have, can it?
./date/1995/09/msg01731.html:Having overcome my initial skepticism on the entire topic of entropy, based
./date/1995/09/msg01731.html:The entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01731.html:_concise_ statement of their “proof” of measured entropy equating to
./date/1995/09/msg01731.html:predicted entropy. For example, the designer should “disprove” the
./date/1995/09/msg01731.html:of requirements (in effect) for a deployment to meet the expected entropy.
entropy.
./date/1995/09/msg01731.html:to these criteria. Certainly the entropy available from pid is also
./date/1995/09/msg01731.html:design criteria for sources of entropy. If I have missed information in the
./date/1995/09/msg01732.html:&gt;Having overcome my initial skepticism on the entire topic of entropy, based
./date/1995/09/msg01732.html:&gt;The entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01732.html:Hah! Another physicist converted to the information-theoretic view of entropy!
./date/1995/09/msg01772.html:128 bits of true entropy, in your RNG seed, and never leaked
./date/1995/09/msg01783.html:You might get some entropy there, but you can get more (though perhaps not
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:I’m always glad to see stuff here about entropy:it’s a topic that
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:and, as we’ve seen recently, failure to generate adequate entropy for
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:I found some info about Shannon’s choice of the word “entropy” in an
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:the relationship between information and entropy should be. In Brillouin’s
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:molecules, thus decreasing the system’s entropy; but this information had
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:to be paid for by an even greater increase in entropy elsewhere in the
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:system. For Brillouin, then, information and entropy are opposites and
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:between information and entropy by coining “negentropy” (from negative
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:entropy) as a synonym for information.
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:information and entropy were not opposites. They were identical. When
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:he chose to call the quantity calculated by the function the “entropy”
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:von Neumann told Shannon to use the word because “no one knows what entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:”entropy” was overdetermined, with multiple factors leading to its
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:mation and Boltzmann’s equation for entropy. Because the two equations
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:as the same. On the level of language, entropy was compelling because
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:production of entropy. [...]
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:Shannon’s equation differs from thermodynamic entropy. Recounting the
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:off the ability of the information-entropy connection to act as a
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:metaphors in general, and the information-entropy connection in
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:device of using “information” and “entropy” as if they were interchan./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:with disorder rather than order. For the alliance between entropy and
./date/1995/09/msg01803.html:metaphoric joining of entropy and information was instrumental in
./date/1995/09/msg01821.html:* “pseudo-entropy” out of each 32 bit word returned by truerand(),
./date/1995/09/msg01841.html:bits of entropy. (Too much of a good thing is still not enough.)
./date/1995/09/msg01841.html:front ends for increasing RNG state entropy over time.
./date/1995/09/msg01841.html:much less entropy than the actual builtin clocks.
./date/1995/09/msg01841.html:user actions to increase the entropy of the RNG state.
./date/1995/09/msg01842.html:are used as sources of entropy. These seem to provide almost nil.
./date/1995/09/msg01842.html:than a few bits of entropy. In all probability, the user
./date/1995/09/msg01842.html:16 bits of entropy, assuming you get a directory listing from the machine)
./date/1995/09/msg01848.html:&gt; user actions to increase the entropy of the RNG state.
./date/1995/09/msg01854.html:entropy on your own...
./date/1995/09/msg01864.html:|| bits of entropy. (Too much of a good thing is still not enough.)
./date/1995/09/msg01865.html:for entropy.
./date/1995/09/msg01865.html:bit of entropy per second using this approach, I was merely showing
./date/1995/09/msg01883.html:noise arguments, phrased in terms of entropy, can protect you against

./date/1995/09/msg01886.html:[about getting entropy from mouse]
./date/1995/09/msg01901.html:&gt; * “pseudo-entropy” out of each 32 bit word returned by truerand(),
./date/1995/09/msg01901.html:expected entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01901.html:direction is to provide the entropy series used to arrive at the 16 bit per
./date/1995/09/msg01901.html:from the mathematical weaknesses of the entropy series. In that post, I
./date/1995/09/msg01901.html:(theoretical) weaknesses of the entropy series, while using a vocabulary
./date/1995/09/msg01901.html:In this way, an analyst can review both the entropy series itself, and a
./date/1995/09/msg01902.html:&gt;&gt;The entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01902.html:entropy!
./date/1995/09/msg01902.html:thermodynamic entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01902.html:of the materials yet! Clearly, the IT “version” of entropy is a well
./date/1995/09/msg01902.html:_concise_, design criteria for sources of entropy would be appreciated
./date/1995/09/msg01903.html:In the spirit of showing work, how about a run through the entropy series?
./date/1995/09/msg01911.html:&gt; noise arguments, phrased in terms of entropy, can protect you against
./date/1995/09/msg01918.html:&gt; || bits of entropy. (Too much of a good thing is still not enough.)
./date/1995/09/msg01925.html:&gt;&gt;&gt;The entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01925.html:&gt;entropy!
./date/1995/09/msg01925.html:&gt;thermodynamic entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01925.html:&gt;of the materials yet! Clearly, the IT “version” of entropy is a well
entropy will seem the odd
./date/1995/09/msg01925.html:One is left with the conclusion that Gibbs-style entropy has _something_
./date/1995/09/msg01936.html:&gt; are used as sources of entropy. These seem to provide almost nil.
./date/1995/09/msg01936.html:What isn’t clear to me is how much entropy they are assigning to these
./date/1995/09/msg01936.html:sources. Certainly if they manage to get at least 128 bits of entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01936.html:bits of entropy. But it would be nice to at least see a few comments
./date/1995/09/msg01944.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; The entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01944.html:&gt; entropy!
./date/1995/09/msg01944.html:&gt; thermodynamic entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01944.html:&gt; of the materials yet! Clearly, the IT “version” of entropy is a well
./date/1995/09/msg01944.html:We used this formulation of entropy in Statistical Mechanics. It’s
./date/1995/09/msg01962.html:it is stealing slack(entropy) from PGP.
./date/1995/09/msg01979.html:&gt; * “pseudo-entropy” out of each 32 bit word returned by truerand(),
./date/1995/09/msg01979.html:expected entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01979.html:direction is to provide the entropy series used to arrive at the 16 bit per
./date/1995/09/msg01979.html:from the mathematical weaknesses of the entropy series. In that post, I
./date/1995/09/msg01979.html:(theoretical) weaknesses of the entropy series, while using a vocabulary
./date/1995/09/msg01979.html:In this way, an analyst can review both the entropy series itself, and a
./date/1995/09/msg01980.html:&gt;&gt;The entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01980.html:entropy!
./date/1995/09/msg01980.html:thermodynamic entropy
./date/1995/09/msg01980.html:of the materials yet! Clearly, the IT “version” of entropy is a well
./date/1995/09/msg01980.html:_concise_, design criteria for sources of entropy would be appreciated
./date/1995/09/msg01981.html:In the spirit of showing work, how about a run through your entropy series?
./date/1995/09/msg02016.html:1 bit from every 10 byte, that’s 983 bits of entropy.
./date/1995/09/msg02029.html:&gt;1 bit from every 10 byte, that’s 983 bits of entropy.
./date/1995/09/msg02042.html:<!--X-Message-Id:9509271550.AA13262@entropy.interval.net -->
./date/1995/09/msg02140.html:&gt;We used this formulation of entropy in Statistical Mechanics. It’s
./date/1995/09/msg02140.html:everything we claim to “know” about quantities such as entropy, the real
./date/1995/09/msg02140.html:This danger is also present in designs for sources of entropy to seed RNGs
./date/1995/09/msg02264.html:that there’s at least about .4 bits of “entropy” per interrupt, which is
./date/1995/09/msg02264.html:by the OS (scheduler, etc.) can add to the overall entropy, but shouldn’t
./date/1995/09/msg02264.html:X * “pseudo-entropy” out of each 32 bit word returned by truerand(),
./date/1995/09/msg02265.html:&gt;that there’s at least about .4 bits of “entropy” per interrupt, which is
./date/1995/09/msg02265.html:&gt;by the OS (scheduler, etc.) can add to the overall entropy, but shouldn’t
./date/1995/10/msg00108.html:pick up new bits of entropy to “groom” it’s random state. Also, it
./date/1995/10/msg00134.html:to be able to claim:“I received high entropy stuff. There is no way I
./date/1995/10/msg00134.html:forward low entropy stuff.” Furthermore, it would help everybody if
./date/1995/10/msg00188.html:the pool of entropy all to easily for attack purposes.
./date/1995/10/msg00188.html:the pool of entropy is depleted, someone who tries to obtain entropy by
./date/1995/10/msg00188.html:reading /dev/random will know that they didn’t get enough entropy. So
./date/1995/10/msg00188.html:depleteing the pool of entropy.
./date/1995/10/msg00188.html:The ioctl() which sets the entropy estimate, however, *does* need to be
./date/1995/10/msg00188.html:the entropy estimate *and* submits data to be mixed into the pool. (Why
./date/1995/10/msg00190.html:&gt; the entropy estimate *and* submits data to be mixed into the pool. (Why
./date/1995/10/msg00190.html:3) Process two uses the ioctl() to bump the entropy count by the amount
./date/1995/10/msg00190.html:of randomness added in step 1. Unfortunately, that entropy was already
entropy?
./date/1995/10/msg00190.html:zero or even no bits of entropy which can’t be deduced by the adversary.
./date/1995/10/msg00190.html:Again, if you can quantify the number of possibilities into bits of entropy,
./date/1995/10/msg00190.html:real risk in using the network interrupts as a source of entropy.
./date/1995/10/msg00200.html:the pool of entropy all to easily for attack purposes. For the same
./date/1995/10/msg00201.html:&gt;&gt; the pool of entropy is depleted, someone who tries to obtain entropy by
./date/1995/10/msg00201.html:&gt;&gt; reading /dev/random will know that they didn’t get enough entropy. So
./date/1995/10/msg00203.html:no entropy available at all, it blocks. If there is some entropy
./date/1995/10/msg00203.html:read will then block, since no entropy will then be available.)
./date/1995/10/msg00207.html:&gt; the pool of entropy all to easily for attack purposes.
./date/1995/10/msg00207.html:less than full entropy.
./date/1995/10/msg00211.html:&gt; the pool of entropy all to easily for attack purposes.
./date/1995/10/msg00211.html:&gt; the pool of entropy is depleted, someone who tries to obtain entropy by
./date/1995/10/msg00211.html:&gt; reading /dev/random will know that they didn’t get enough entropy. So
./date/1995/10/msg00211.html:&gt; depleteing the pool of entropy.
./date/1995/10/msg00211.html:&gt; the entropy estimate *and* submits data to be mixed into the pool. (Why
entropy?
./date/1995/10/msg00211.html:Again, if you can quantify the number of possibilities into bits of entropy,
./date/1995/10/msg00221.html:&gt; no entropy available at all, it blocks. If there is some entropy
./date/1995/10/msg00221.html:&gt; read will then block, since no entropy will then be available.)
entropy is available there’s a race condition if
entropy?
./date/1995/10/msg00241.html:&gt; zero or even no bits of entropy which can’t be deduced by the adversary.
./date/1995/10/msg00241.html:&gt; real risk in using the network interrupts as a source of entropy.
./date/1995/10/msg00241.html:how many bits of true entropy this system really provides. What Don
./date/1995/10/msg00261.html:and “dilute” the entropy to an attackable state.
entropy?
./date/1995/10/msg00261.html:&gt; zero or even no bits of entropy which can’t be deduced by the adversary.
./date/1995/10/msg00261.html:&gt; real risk in using the network interrupts as a source of entropy.
entropy is available there’s a race
entropy is available there’s a race condition if
./date/1995/10/msg00372.html:result it gave 6 bits of entropy / 8 bits of output.
./date/1995/10/msg00398.html:&gt; result it gave 6 bits of entropy / 8 bits of output.
./date/1995/10/msg00398.html:How did you measure the entropy of the output ?
entropy in it. The likelihood of
entropy).
entropy in it. The likelihood of
entropy).
entropy in it. The likelihood of
entropy).
./date/1995/10/msg00610.html:mindbogglingly LARGE number. If you’ve got 1024 bits of entropy
./date/1995/10/msg00613.html:What you really need is entropy (information). I propose concatenating
./date/1995/10/msg00613.html:same way but are independent so that the entropy of the concatenation is
./date/1995/10/msg00613.html:you how many bits of entropy there are in the input to the MD5. Take that
./date/1995/10/msg00613.html:distribution. The entropy is then:
./date/1995/10/msg00613.html:I.e. if 1 count is expected on average there are two bits of entropy
entropy in it. The likelihood of
entropy).
./date/1995/10/msg00632.html:prime has something like 1014 bits of entropy. An md5 hash of the key
./date/1995/10/msg00632.html:should have about 128 bits of entropy, with the probability of a
./date/1995/10/msg00646.html:By the way, all of the “entropy” or “randomness” in the p and q primes lies
./date/1995/10/msg00655.html:&gt;random number and try again. The entropy in the prime is the same
./date/1995/10/msg00655.html:It is indeed true that the entropy or randomness lies in the selection of
./date/1995/10/msg00663.html:random number and try again. The entropy in the prime is the same
./date/1995/10/msg00730.html:&gt; random number and try again. The entropy in the prime is the same
./date/1995/10/msg00832.html:and Mitch is hosed (with probability 1/2^h, where h is the entropy of
./date/1995/10/msg01378.html:The required entropy must come from the keyboard. Each of these programs
entropy. There is a real hazard
./date/1995/10/msg01378.html:one bit of entropy per character in the English language.
./date/1995/10/msg01378.html:entropy they can each enter text since the accumulated entropy only
./date/1995/10/msg01378.html:of entropy. The scheme as described can only ever produce 2^128 distinct
entropy
./date/1995/10/msg01547.html:What you really need is entropy (information). I propose concatenating
./date/1995/10/msg01547.html:same way but are independent so that the entropy of the concatenation is
./date/1995/10/msg01547.html:you how many bits of entropy there are in the input to the MD5. Take that
./date/1995/10/msg01547.html:distribution. The entropy is then:
./date/1995/10/msg01547.html:I.e. if 1 count is expected on average there are two bits of entropy
./date/1995/10/msg01579.html:This would require the remailer to examine entropy of messages passing
./date/1995/10/msg01691.html:&gt;This would require the remailer to examine entropy of messages passing
./date/1995/10/msg01691.html:A simple entropy measuring algorithm:
./date/1995/10/msg01710.html:&gt;&gt;This would require the remailer to examine entropy of messages passing
./date/1995/10/msg01710.html:&gt;A simple entropy measuring algorithm:
entropy generated
./date/1995/10/msg02035.html:the entropy in your cyphertext even if the LSB’s from the host picture aren’t
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00222” HREF=”msg00222.html”>/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00226” HREF=”msg00226.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00342” HREF=”msg00342.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00051.html:&gt;Even if the entropy in a video signal is low, the high bandwidth would
./date/1995/11/msg00051.html:channel, for example), is quite likely to produce a lot more entropy bits
./date/1995/11/msg00051.html:The issue is that most people don’t need this number of entropy bits per
./date/1995/11/msg00053.html:Even if the entropy in a video signal is low, the high bandwidth would
./date/1995/11/msg00063.html:&gt; and “dilute” the entropy to an attackable state.
./date/1995/11/msg00063.html:input data. If you coordinate sucking out entropy with feeding in
./date/1995/11/msg00063.html:non-random data you can suck the real entropy in the system down to zero
./date/1995/11/msg00084.html:&gt;channel, for example), is quite likely to produce a lot more entropy bits
./date/1995/11/msg00084.html:eavesdropper) which counts as entropy.
./date/1995/11/msg00084.html:your room, there’s still some entropy available on the mono channel.
./date/1995/11/msg00084.html:connected, gave about 1 bit/second of entropy. (The newer Sparc here gives
./date/1995/11/msg00084.html:Recorded audio is useless as entropy, of course.
./date/1995/11/msg00084.html:get higher entropy rates, but I’ll wait for the real results before
./date/1995/11/msg00094.html:&gt; get higher entropy rates, but I’ll wait for the real results before
./date/1995/11/msg00113.html:&gt;&gt;channel, for example), is quite likely to produce a lot more entropy bits
./date/1995/11/msg00113.html:pixel values used in the distillation of entropy.
./date/1995/11/msg00116.html:&gt;&gt;channel, for example), is quite likely to produce a lot more entropy bits
./date/1995/11/msg00116.html:&gt;eavesdropper) which counts as entropy.
./date/1995/11/msg00116.html:in theory, of course--will serve to reduce the entropy. But there’s so much
./date/1995/11/msg00120.html:&gt;channel, for example), is quite likely to produce a lot more entropy bits
./date/1995/11/msg00120.html:least 160 bits of entropy, then we can take the SHA1(packet[i]) to be
./date/1995/11/msg00120.html:public random bit block i. (If we’re worried about entropy, we can
./date/1995/11/msg00142.html:lots of entropy
./date/1995/11/msg00144.html:desired to distill bits of entropy.
./date/1995/11/msg00148.html:&gt; lots of entropy
./date/1995/11/msg00158.html:&gt;&gt; and “dilute” the entropy to an attackable state.
./date/1995/11/msg00158.html:&gt;input data. If you coordinate sucking out entropy with feeding in
./date/1995/11/msg00158.html:&gt;non-random data you can suck the real entropy in the system down to zero
./date/1995/11/msg00158.html:since it doesn’t increase the entropy level to counteract the decrease
./date/1995/11/msg00158.html:from the entropy-sucker.
entropy
./date/1995/11/msg00158.html:adds no entropy, forcing entropy estimates to represent a lower bound.
./date/1995/11/msg00163.html:&gt;&gt; lots of entropy
./date/1995/11/msg00173.html:voltages do not matter, since the entropy is still 1-epsilon bits per
./date/1995/11/msg00187.html:&gt;pixel values used in the distillation of entropy.
./date/1995/11/msg00187.html:I was just thinking of the unintended entropy in the stuff going on
./date/1995/11/msg00188.html:will introduce spurious correlations that decrease entropy--I mention this
./date/1995/11/msg00188.html:to show that even radiation detector sources of entropy have non-random
./date/1995/11/msg00196.html:entropy will be millibits per sample.
./date/1995/11/msg00208.html:than full, honest to nature entropy, and you might as well use PGP.
./date/1995/11/msg00214.html:&gt; entropy will be millibits per sample.
./date/1995/11/msg00221.html:a lot of entropy, but if there’s nothing much going on in the room,
./date/1995/11/msg00221.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00222.html”>/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:<!--X-Subject:/dev/random &#45; using up entropy? -->
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:<TITLE>/dev/random - using up entropy?</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:<H1>/dev/random - using up entropy?</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:/dev/random - using up entropy?</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:available entropy have assumed that entropy gets used up; I’d like to
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:giving a sort of “computational entropy
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:A Reservoir of entropy R = R1....Rn, where n is large, 1024 or 4096
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:The entropy E of the reservoir E before an output is
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:After an output, the entropy is
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:So that says you use up m bits of entropy if you get m bits of good output.
entropy input to have decent randomness.
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00226” HREF=”msg00226.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00342” HREF=”msg00342.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00222.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00226.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00223.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00222.html”>/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00225.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00342.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00226.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:/dev/random &#45; using up entropy? -->
./date/1995/11/msg00226.html:<TITLE>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg00226.html:<H1>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg00226.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg00226.html:&gt; A Reservoir of entropy R = R1....Rn, where n is large, 1024 or 4096
./date/1995/11/msg00226.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00222” HREF=”msg00222.html”>/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00226.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00222.html”>/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00226.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00342.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00228.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00226.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00230.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00222.html”>/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00241.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00226.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00341.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00342.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:/dev/random &#45; using up entropy? -->
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:<TITLE>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</TITLE>
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:<H1>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</H1>
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</LI>
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:So that says you use up m bits of entropy if you get m bits of good output.
entropy input to have decent randomness.
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* added to an “entropy pool”, which is mixed using a CRC-like function.
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* As random bytes are mixed into the entropy pool, the routines keep
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* hash of the contents of the “entropy pool”. The MD5 hash avoids
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* exposing the internal state of the entropy pool. It is believed to
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* returned from the generator is less than the inherent entropy in
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* bits of “true randomness” are contained in the entropy pool as it
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* contained in the entropy pool.
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* requested without giving time for the entropy pool to recharge,
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* scancode as random inputs into the “entropy pool”.
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* inputs to the entropy pool. Note that not all interrupts are good
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* entropy pool, taken from PGP 3.0 (under development). It has since
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:* the input values to add_entropy_word() are mostly small numbers.
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00222” HREF=”msg00222.html”>/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00342.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00226.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00349.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00342.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1995/11/msg00362.html:&gt; will introduce spurious correlations that decrease entropy--I mention this
./date/1995/11/msg00362.html:&gt; to show that even radiation detector sources of entropy have non-random
./date/1995/11/msg00440.html:amount of entropy would decrease. Quantum cryptography
./date/1995/11/msg00448.html:&gt; short function fGetRand, the amount of entropy derived from this
./date/1995/11/msg00449.html:&gt;amount of entropy would decrease. Quantum cryptography
./date/1995/11/msg00449.html:complexity, and notions of entropy, but I am skeptical in the extreme that
./date/1995/11/msg00466.html:short function fGetRand, the amount of entropy derived from this
./date/1995/11/msg00468.html:So let me rephrase the question:what’s the minimum number of entropy
./date/1995/11/msg00476.html:| short function fGetRand, the amount of entropy derived from this
./date/1995/11/msg00483.html:&gt; So let me rephrase the question:what’s the minimum number of entropy
./date/1995/11/msg00556.html:to learn, but not in the high-entropy, seemingly random world of cryptography.”
./date/1995/11/msg00572.html:&gt;&gt;something to learn, but not in the high-entropy, seemingly random world of
./date/1995/11/msg00572.html:passwords (when people have not picked high-entropy passwords, but
./date/1995/11/msg00572.html:something to _learn), but not in the high-entropy, seemingly random
./date/1995/11/msg00573.html:&gt;to learn, but not in the high-entropy, seemingly random world of cryptography.”
./date/1995/11/msg00575.html:high-entropy, seemingly random world of cryptography.
./date/1995/11/msg00681.html:&gt;in the high-entropy, seemingly random world of cryptography.” And he
./date/1995/11/msg00761.html:candidate keys through the whole process. So how much entropy does your
./date/1995/11/msg00761.html:affect it? How much entropy depends on your taste in passphrases, your
./date/1995/11/msg00761.html:The MD5 effectively limits entropy to 128 bits, but you can cram as much as
./date/1995/11/msg00761.html:cause problems if they make you decide you’ve got enough entropy in the
./date/1995/11/msg00805.html:determine how much real entropy is in the source. Don’t assume all the
./date/1995/11/msg00862.html:&gt;in the high-entropy, seemingly random world of cryptography.” And he
./date/1995/11/msg01111.html:&gt;content or entropy of “foofoofoo....foo” is not N times greater than the
./date/1995/11/msg01111.html:&gt;entropy of “foo.”
./date/1995/11/msg01111.html:&gt;but with not as much of an increase in entropy at the increased number of
./date/1995/11/msg01111.html:entropy than “foobar” is if the attacker had some reason to know that
./date/1995/11/msg01111.html:entropy per character, then “foofoo” is exactly as likely as “foobar”,
./date/1995/11/msg01111.html:”foofoo” choice slightly reduces the entropy in the password.

./date/1995/11/msg01111.html:one to determine if the password is _partly_ right, so entropy
./date/1995/11/msg01111.html:entropy than the others, because the probability that the next account
./date/1995/11/msg01111.html:more entropy. The extra entropy didn’t come from the use of more
./date/1995/11/msg01111.html:occurred as passwords. Both contain effectively the same entropy.
./date/1995/11/msg01326.html:have enough entropy for one hash function’s worth of output, hash it,
./date/1995/11/msg01326.html:the new data has one hash function output’s worth of entropy.
./date/1995/11/msg01595.html:pick it for them... Or you could get the entropy from the mouse:
./date/1995/11/msg01633.html:content or entropy of “foofoofoo....foo” is not N times greater than the
./date/1995/11/msg01633.html:entropy of “foo.”
./date/1995/11/msg01633.html:but with not as much of an increase in entropy at the increased number of
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00222” HREF=”msg00222.html”>/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00226” HREF=”msg00226.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00342” HREF=”msg00342.html”>Re:/dev/random - using up entropy?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1995/12/msg00165.html:and bad, in that it provides a well understood amount of entropy (rather
./date/1995/12/msg00626.html:* It is a shame to throw this entropy (randomness) away just because
./date/1995/12/msg01143.html:have maximum entropy. So, tell us your scheme.
./date/1995/12/msg01287.html:With thousands of transform pairs, there are more bits of entropy in the
./date/1996/01/msg00311.html:with entropy and randomness is right there, of course, and is left for the
./date/1996/01/msg00466.html:many bits as there are fresh bits in the entropy pool) and urandom
./date/1996/01/msg00611.html:Fixed clock drift sampling (better entropy too)
./date/1996/01/msg00905.html:in organizational thermodynamics (“the center cannot hold, entropy
./date/1996/01/msg01010.html:this is convincing yourself of how much entropy is available from the
./date/1996/01/msg01010.html:of entropy from biased sources.
./date/1996/01/msg01010.html:say, are a slight issue, but their effect on the entropy is very small
./date/1996/01/msg01155.html:entropy, and that when added to the 512 bits of entropy found in each of
./date/1996/01/msg01231.html:There was a discussion of entropy which devolved into entropy. The
entropy varied widely depending on the background of the
./date/1996/01/msg01231.html:entropy was “A urilogical condition”.)
./date/1996/01/msg01376.html:why disk-timings can contain true entropy:a disk’s speed
./date/1996/01/msg02448.html:get random information (entropy) as part of a protocol, would this destroy
./date/1996/01/msg02511.html:need to feed the sniffers real entropy, not just highly evolved math.
./date/1996/01/msg02514.html:&gt;need to feed the sniffers real entropy, not just highly evolved math.
entropy.
./date/1996/01/msg02639.html:get a bit of entropy from every access, by any means.
./date/1996/01/msg02639.html:and measure the entropy with an entropy estimator. don’t
./date/1996/01/msg02639.html:entropy. remember that even for long rsa keys, you only
./date/1996/01/msg02639.html:need enough entropy to prevent exhaustive key-search.
./date/1996/02/msg00112.html:very low-entropy subkey values. In general, I think that really
./date/1996/02/msg00569.html:more and more remailers insisting on encrypted (high entropy) messages.)
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:has about three bits of actual entropy, for use in an export./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:controlled application. Clearly, this gives us plenty of entropy
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:(192 bits) in the whole user key. How much entropy can make it to
entropy of
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:have more than eight bits of entropy). Those are the only inputs
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:degenerate) case, we’d have 23 bits of entropy in our last 40 bits.
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:bits, we’d wind up with a total expanded key entropy of 23 bits. In
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:the export control hack, we’d have *eight* bits of entropy in our
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:can have no more than 23 bits of entropy, if each character of the
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:passphrase carries three bits of entropy. This means that bytes
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:92..95 carry at most 31 bits of entropy, and thus that bytes
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:124..127 carry at most 39 bits of entropy. If we pad the passphrase
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:schedule, then we wind up with about 24 bits of entropy in the whole
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:Our assumptions about entropy in user passphrases can make this
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:us 26 bits of entropy. If we assume that each additional character
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:64-character passphrase down to 40 bits gives us 28 bits of entropy,
./date/1996/02/msg00733.html:reasonable-sounding assumptions about actual entropy per character
./date/1996/02/msg01003.html:NOISE.SYS or an RNG that gathers entropy from timing events called
./date/1996/02/msg01003.html:It is my understanding that NOISE.SYS gathers entropy from timing
./date/1996/02/msg01003.html:Linux also by gathering entropy from timing.
./date/1996/02/msg01003.html:of these drivers’ methods of gathering entropy be superior to PGP’s
./date/1996/02/msg01003.html:method of getting entropy from keyboard timing? If you choose to do
./date/1996/02/msg01003.html:worrying about running out of entropy! (Because no one is there to type
./date/1996/02/msg01003.html:entropy from the COM ports) put together with my mod to pgpi could be
./date/1996/02/msg01043.html:&gt; NOISE.SYS or an RNG that gathers entropy from timing events called
./date/1996/02/msg01043.html:than bursts of data limited to how much entropy is gathered. A poor
./date/1996/02/msg01043.html:&gt; of these drivers’ methods of gathering entropy be superior to PGP’s
./date/1996/02/msg01043.html:&gt; method of getting entropy from keyboard timing? If you choose to do
./date/1996/02/msg01043.html:I’m curious as to what method you tyest the hardware RNG’s entropy?
./date/1996/02/msg01045.html:&gt;of these drivers’ methods of gathering entropy be superior to PGP’s
./date/1996/02/msg01045.html:&gt;method of getting entropy from keyboard timing? If you choose to do
./date/1996/02/msg01045.html:entropy. If you use PGP’s keyboard timings for one stream, and (e.g.) disk
./date/1996/02/msg01045.html:should have at least as much entropy as the best of the two.
./date/1996/02/msg01045.html:timings to generate entropy.
./date/1996/02/msg01436.html:”appears” to have a good engough entropy and I don’t think there is a
./date/1996/02/msg01637.html:the chunks (did I see the standard entropy calculation in the list?)
./date/1996/02/msg01640.html:Somebody please hand the guy a textbook on information theory. The entropy
./date/1996/02/msg01640.html:of your “larger OTP” *can not* be greater than the entropy of your original
./date/1996/02/msg01658.html:randomness generator has very little entropy and a) produces numbers with a
./date/1996/02/msg01678.html:real entropy. The bias is “corrected” by combining the original bits to get
./date/1996/02/msg01678.html:fewer bits with enough real entropy, and then repeating the process enough to
./date/1996/02/msg01678.html:get enough
entropy.
entropy you’ve got.
./date/1996/02/msg01698.html:yield higher entropy?:
./date/1996/02/msg01717.html:real entropy. The bias is “corrected” by combining the original bits to get
./date/1996/02/msg01717.html:fewer bits with enough real entropy, and then repeating the process enough to
./date/1996/02/msg01717.html:get enough
entropy.
./date/1996/02/msg01750.html::keystrokes with proper entropy estimation as used by PGP.
./date/1996/02/msg01761.html:Is there any entropy here??? Most, if not all, Kerberos servers run one
./date/1996/02/msg01761.html:time synchronization protocol or another, which reduces the entropy to a
./date/1996/02/msg01776.html:entropy in my eyes.
./date/1996/02/msg01832.html:There is only so much entropy in your stream of random numbers,
./date/1996/02/msg01832.html:If you start with 100 bits of entropy, your stream will have only 100
./date/1996/02/msg01832.html:bits of entropy. If you start with 1024 bits, you will have a kilobit
./date/1996/02/msg01832.html:of entropy, and so forth.
./date/1996/02/msg01838.html:of course, is that *the entropy does not increase*. I am sure that this
./date/1996/02/msg01842.html:&gt; of course, is that *the entropy does not increase*. I am sure that this
./date/1996/02/msg01863.html:&gt; Is there any entropy here??? Most, if not all, Kerberos servers run one
./date/1996/02/msg01863.html:&gt; time synchronization protocol or another, which reduces the entropy to a
./date/1996/02/msg01888.html:&gt; If you start with 100 bits of entropy, your stream will have only 100
./date/1996/02/msg01888.html:&gt; bits of entropy. If you start with 1024 bits, you will have a kilobit
./date/1996/02/msg01888.html:&gt; of entropy, and so forth.
./date/1996/02/msg01904.html:They have thrown away a number of bits of entropy here. Somewhere
./date/1996/02/msg01922.html:or 10,000 or even a bazillion!, by our patented processo of “entropy
./date/1996/02/msg01926.html:&gt; &gt; If you start with 100 bits of entropy, your stream will have only 100
./date/1996/02/msg01926.html:&gt; &gt; bits of entropy. If you start with 1024 bits, you will have a kilobit
./date/1996/02/msg01926.html:&gt; &gt; of entropy, and so forth.
./date/1996/02/msg01926.html:(the entropy) of the initial somewhat random number and the number of
./date/1996/02/msg02013.html:&gt;of entropy
./date/1996/02/msg02013.html:extra entropy bits (which you may want to do anyway to stir into your
./date/1996/02/msg02013.html:entropy pool in addition to using a random number source.)
./date/1996/02/msg02217.html:If the Small Pad has S bits of entropy, and the Large Pad has L&gt;S bits,
./date/1996/02/msg02217.html:the Large Pad still has s&lt;=S bits of entropy in it, because you haven’t
./date/1996/02/msg02217.html:the S bits of entropy you had and maybe even lost some if you’re careless.
./date/1996/02/msg02217.html:entropy,
./date/1996/02/msg02255.html:all sorts of entropy in the data we send back and forth, the bad news
./date/1996/02/msg02255.html:I think asking people to increase entropy in their day to day
./date/1996/02/msg02255.html:exploit the entropy we already have, and maybe encourage designers of
./date/1996/02/msg02255.html:new systems to build in some extra entropy sources when they get the chance.
./date/1996/02/msg02274.html:random, as real life LSB randomness may not have nearly the entropy of PGP
./date/1996/02/msg02330.html:entropy in my eyes.
./date/1996/02/msg02367.html:&gt; Is there any entropy here??? Most, if not all, Kerberos servers run one
./date/1996/02/msg02367.html:&gt; time synchronization protocol or another, which reduces the entropy to a
./date/1996/03/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00034” HREF=”msg00034.html”>Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00080” HREF=”msg00080.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00181” HREF=”msg00181.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00134” HREF=”msg00134.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00898” HREF=”msg00898.html”>Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00920” HREF=”msg00920.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</A></
STRONG>
./date/1996/03/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01129” HREF=”msg01129.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</A></
STRONG>
./date/1996/03/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01223” HREF=”msg01223.html”>PC:Using BIOS Wait function as a source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00013.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00034.html”>Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00034.html:<!--X-Subject:Is there any work on entropy&#45;lowering schemes? -->
./date/1996/03/msg00034.html:<TITLE>Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</TITLE>
./date/1996/03/msg00034.html:<H1>Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</H1>
./date/1996/03/msg00034.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</LI>
./date/1996/03/msg00034.html:entropy of a given stream. Why? Save you’ve got message M encrypted
./date/1996/03/msg00034.html:even with stego, the entropy is a lot higher than normal ‘random’ data
./date/1996/03/msg00034.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00080.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00051.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00034.html”>Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00056.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00034.html”>Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00058.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00181.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00065.html:point. With a reasonable amount of entropy, such as picking the next digit
./date/1996/03/msg00071.html:”...With a reasonable amount of entropy, such as picking the next digit
./date/1996/03/msg00072.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00080.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00079.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00080.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00080.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is there any work on entropy&#45;lowering schemes? -->
./date/1996/03/msg00080.html:<TITLE>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</TITLE>
./date/1996/03/msg00080.html:<H1>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</H1>
./date/1996/03/msg00080.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</LI>
./date/1996/03/msg00080.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00034.html”>Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00080.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00134.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00092.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00181.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00134.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is there any work on entropy&#45;lowering schemes? -->
./date/1996/03/msg00134.html:<TITLE>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</TITLE>
./date/1996/03/msg00134.html:<H1>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</H1>
./date/1996/03/msg00134.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</LI>
./date/1996/03/msg00134.html:&gt;entropy of a given stream. Why? Save you’ve got message M encrypted
./date/1996/03/msg00134.html:&gt;even with stego, the entropy is a lot higher than normal ‘random’ data
./date/1996/03/msg00134.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00181” HREF=”msg00181.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00134.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00080.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00134.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00181.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00139.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00134.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00140.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00134.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00150.html:&gt;the electrodes. There’s some entropy there... but still, it’s too
./date/1996/03/msg00160.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00181.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00181.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Is there any work on entropy&#45;lowering schemes? -->
./date/1996/03/msg00181.html:<TITLE>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</TITLE>
./date/1996/03/msg00181.html:<H1>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</H1>
./date/1996/03/msg00181.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</LI>
./date/1996/03/msg00181.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00134” HREF=”msg00134.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00181.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00134.html”>Re:Is there any work on entropy-lowering schemes?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00267.html:the electrodes. There’s some entropy there... but still, it’s too
./date/1996/03/msg00364.html:the fractal has extremely low entropy making it a bad choice from which to
./date/1996/03/msg00390.html:&gt;the fractal has extremely low entropy making it a bad choice from which to
./date/1996/03/msg00473.html:various ways before sending it out. The point is to increase entropy by
./date/1996/03/msg00717.html:&gt;various ways before sending it out. The point is to increase entropy by
./date/1996/03/msg00868.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00898.html”>Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00890.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00898.html”>Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00890.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00898.html”>Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00897.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00898.html”>Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00898.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy? -->
./date/1996/03/msg00898.html:<TITLE>Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?</TITLE>
./date/1996/03/msg00898.html:<H1>Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?</H1>
./date/1996/03/msg00898.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy? </LI>
./date/1996/03/msg00898.html:&gt;Practically there may be less entropy from a couple of bits than from
./date/1996/03/msg00898.html:&gt;It seems better to estimate the entropy based on how-often samples
./date/1996/03/msg00917.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00920.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00917.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01129.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00920.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?) -->
./date/1996/03/msg00920.html:<TITLE>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</TITLE>
./date/1996/03/msg00920.html:<H1>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</H1>
./date/1996/03/msg00920.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?) </LI>
./date/1996/03/msg00920.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01129” HREF=”msg01129.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</
A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00920.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01129.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00937.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00920.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00937.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00920.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg00946.html:The “entropy” or randomness of audio data is LOW. That’s why audio compresses
./date/1996/03/msg01027.html:&gt;The “entropy” or randomness of audio data is LOW. That’s why audio compresses
./date/1996/03/msg01106.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01129.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg01122.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01129.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg01129.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?) -->
./date/1996/03/msg01129.html:<TITLE>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</TITLE>
./date/1996/03/msg01129.html:<H1>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</H1>
./date/1996/03/msg01129.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?) </LI>
./date/1996/03/msg01129.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00920” HREF=”msg00920.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</
A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg01129.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00920.html”>Re:entropy masking (was Re:Multiple spinners as sources of entropy?)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg01174.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01223.html”>PC:Using BIOS Wait function as a source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg01178.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01223.html”>PC:Using BIOS Wait function as a source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg01212.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01223.html”>PC:Using BIOS Wait function as a source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/03/msg01216.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01223.html”>PC:Using BIOS Wait function as a source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
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./date/1996/04/msg01112.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01137.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01113.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01111.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01114.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01112.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01122.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01112.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01122.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01111.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:&gt; My entropy cruncher takes in random noise from a number of diverse
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:&gt; and run it through a hash function to distill entropy.
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:&gt; Now I need to have some method to estimate when I have enough entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:&gt; One can never have too much entropy in the input to the hash function.
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:&gt; feeding the result to some entropy estimator. When the entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:&gt; estimator says “I’ve got 1000 bits of entropy”, I stop crunching.
entropy estimator,
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:is really possible. In practice the only way to know how much entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:and to deduce from that an estimate of the entropy rate. So the entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:of entropy you are dealing with.
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:and that there are 2 or 3 good bits of entropy per sample. If you didn’t
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:each datum gave you this much entropy.
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:the whole data set out. Your entropy counter would be spinning its
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:So I think the lesson is that there is only one way to estimate entropy,
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:you in the direction of automatic entropy estimation, and that is really
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01146” HREF=”msg01146.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01200” HREF=”msg01200.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01111.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01123.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01146.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01124.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01124.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01124.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01124.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01124.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01104” HREF=”msg01104.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01124.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01104.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01124.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01111.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01125.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01124.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01125.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01123.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01127.html:the potential for lots of entropy without requiring line-noise for passwords.
./date/1996/04/msg01127.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01145.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01128.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01124.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01129.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01076.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01130.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01137.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01130.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01146.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01131.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01145.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01133.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01134.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy </LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:&gt;of little nicks like that into the entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:1. If “cooking” a byte sequence in a manner that reduces its maximum entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:sequence will reduce the maximum entropy of the sequence by a factor of Y;
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:adjust entropy expectations accordingly. I said nothing about the origin of
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01145” HREF=”msg01145.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01200.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01134.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01145.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01137.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01137.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01137.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01137.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy </LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01137.html:&gt; feeding the result to some entropy estimator. When the entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01137.html:&gt; estimator says “I’ve got 1000 bits of entropy”, I stop crunching.
./date/1996/04/msg01137.html:entropy. Put it this way:I think he’s only giving you an upper
entropy there actually
./date/1996/04/msg01137.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01112” HREF=”msg01112.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01137.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01112.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01137.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01081.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01140.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01134.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01145.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01145.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01145.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01145.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy </LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01145.html:&gt; 1. If “cooking” a byte sequence in a manner that reduces its maximum entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01145.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01134” HREF=”msg01134.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01145.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01134.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01145.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01152.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy </LI>
entropy estimator,
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:&gt; is really possible. In practice the only way to know how much entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:&gt; and to deduce from that an estimate of the entropy rate. So the entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:&gt; of entropy you are dealing with.
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:&gt; So I think the lesson is that there is only one way to estimate entropy,
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:&gt; you in the direction of automatic entropy estimation, and that is really
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01123” HREF=”msg01123.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01123.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01146.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01200.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01147.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01146.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01151.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01152.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01152.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01152.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01152.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01152.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy </LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01152.html:&gt; &gt; maximum entropy by less than 1% allows an attacker to break your
./date/1996/04/msg01152.html:(which we’ll agree is “good”, has entropy close to 1024 bits,
./date/1996/04/msg01152.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01160” HREF=”msg01160.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01152.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01167” HREF=”msg01167.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01152.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01145.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01152.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01160.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01154.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01123.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01155.html:# the potential for lots of entropy without requiring line-noise for passwords.
./date/1996/04/msg01156.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01152.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01158.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01137.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01159.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01160.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01160.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01160.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01160.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01160.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy </LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01160.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01170” HREF=”msg01170.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01160.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01152” HREF=”msg01152.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01160.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01152.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01160.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01170.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01166.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01167.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01167.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01167.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01167.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01167.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01167.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; maximum entropy by less than 1% allows an attacker to break your
./date/1996/04/msg01167.html:&gt; (which we’ll agree is “good”, has entropy close to 1024 bits,
./date/1996/04/msg01167.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01186” HREF=”msg01186.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01167.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01152” HREF=”msg01152.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01167.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01176.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01167.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01186.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01168.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01167.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01170.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01170.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01170.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01170.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy </LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01170.html:little bit entropy.
./date/1996/04/msg01170.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01176” HREF=”msg01176.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01170.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01160” HREF=”msg01160.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01170.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01160.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01170.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01176.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01172.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01170.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01175.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01160.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01176.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01176.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01176.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01176.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy </LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01176.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01170” HREF=”msg01170.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01176.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01170.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01176.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01167.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01178.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01186.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01178.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01176.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01182.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01176.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01186.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01186.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01186.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01186.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy </LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01186.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01167” HREF=”msg01167.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01186.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01167.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01195.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01186.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01198.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01200.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01200.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01200.html:<TITLE>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01200.html:<H1>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</H1>

./date/1996/04/msg01200.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01200.html:&gt; So I think the lesson is that there is only one way to estimate entropy,
./date/1996/04/msg01200.html:&gt; you in the direction of automatic entropy estimation, and that is really
./date/1996/04/msg01200.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01123” HREF=”msg01123.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01200.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01146.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01200.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01134.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01201.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01200.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01208.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01170.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01226.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01249.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01232.html:pretty low, and there’s probably a lot less entropy in 3-character words than 4.
./date/1996/04/msg01234.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01249.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01246.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01258.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01247.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01258.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01249.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:spinner entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01249.html:<TITLE>Re:spinner entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01249.html:<H1>Re:spinner entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01249.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:spinner entropy</LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01249.html:&gt; I believe this whole thread about randomness and entropy started with the
./date/1996/04/msg01249.html:&gt; the entropy of spinners. If we accept the above paragraph, then we have
./date/1996/04/msg01249.html:&gt; their entropy. Second, even if we developed such a model for a particular
./date/1996/04/msg01249.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01255” HREF=”msg01255.html”>Hardware RNG (was Re:spinner entropy)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01249.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01255.html”>Hardware RNG (was Re:spinner entropy)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01250.html:I have thought about the sources of entropy available to a Java applet, and
./date/1996/04/msg01250.html:there aren’t many. You should design your protocol so entropy is not
./date/1996/04/msg01251.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01258.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01255.html:<!--X-Subject:Hardware RNG (was Re:spinner entropy) -->
./date/1996/04/msg01255.html:<TITLE>Hardware RNG (was Re:spinner entropy)</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01255.html:<H1>Hardware RNG (was Re:spinner entropy)</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01255.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Hardware RNG (was Re:spinner entropy)</LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01255.html:plenty of entropy. Maybe even just use background noise.
./date/1996/04/msg01255.html:Seems like a good idea, but I’m no expert on entropy.
./date/1996/04/msg01255.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01249” HREF=”msg01249.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01255.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01249.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01255.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01258.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01257.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01255.html”>Hardware RNG (was Re:spinner entropy)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01258.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:spinner entropy -->
./date/1996/04/msg01258.html:<TITLE>Re:spinner entropy</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01258.html:<H1>Re:spinner entropy</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01258.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:spinner entropy </LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01258.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01255.html”>Hardware RNG (was Re:spinner entropy)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01259.html:entropy; the stream of bits generate by IDEA encrypting zero values in CBC
./date/1996/04/msg01259.html:mode with a key of zero clearly has little, if any, entropy, but the data
./date/1996/04/msg01261.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01255.html”>Hardware RNG (was Re:spinner entropy)</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:I beleive the distilled wisdom on entropy availability is summed up by Wei
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;entropy estimation. Hal summarized it nicely:
entropy estimator,
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;&gt; is really possible. In practice the only way to know how much entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;&gt; and to deduce from that an estimate of the entropy rate. So the entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;&gt; of entropy you are dealing with.
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;I believe this whole thread about randomness and entropy started with the
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;the entropy of spinners. If we accept the above paragraph, then we have
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;their entropy. Second, even if we developed such a model for a particular
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;&gt; I have thought about the sources of entropy available to a Java applet, and
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;&gt; there aren’t many. You should design your protocol so entropy is not
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;Is it feasible to make an input package that stores up entropy from
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;keyboard and mouse events as an applet is used? Then when entropy is
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;access to more entropy in Java? Would it be practical to have an entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;the amount of entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:&gt;in order to avoid overestimating the amount of entropy added; however,
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:the actual entropy overestimated. The source of entropy is basically the
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:One severe problem we seem to have is that all automatic entropy estimation
./date/1996/04/msg01274.html:techniques tend to over-estimate the amount of entropy present.
./date/1996/04/msg01278.html:&gt; I have thought about the sources of entropy available to a Java applet, and
./date/1996/04/msg01278.html:&gt; there aren’t many. You should design your protocol so entropy is not
entropy somewhere?
./date/1996/04/msg01278.html:Is it feasible to make an input package that stores up entropy from
./date/1996/04/msg01278.html:keyboard and mouse events as an applet is used? Then when entropy is
./date/1996/04/msg01278.html:access to more entropy in Java? Would it be practical to have an entropy
./date/1996/04/msg01299.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01302.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01304.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01304.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg01309.html:&gt;I have thought about the sources of entropy available to a Java applet, and
./date/1996/04/msg01309.html:&gt;there aren’t many. You should design your protocol so entropy is not
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:<!--X-Subject:A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys? -->
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:<TITLE>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:<H1>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</LI>
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:entropy.
entropy and samples
./date/1996/04/msg01314.html:if diff&lt;=N, assume no entropy (or fractional entropy?)
./date/1996/04/msg01316.html:entropy; it’s probably worth using SHA, or at least picking p from the MD5
./date/1996/04/msg01318.html:&gt;&gt;I have thought about the sources of entropy available to a Java applet, and
./date/1996/04/msg01318.html:&gt;&gt;there aren’t many. You should design your protocol so entropy is not
./date/1996/04/msg01318.html:you are willing, as in PGP, to ask the user to enter some entropy, then
./date/1996/04/msg01318.html:much as you thought you needed. The models of entropy in scribbling are
./date/1996/04/msg01332.html:I’ve heard a lot of discussion here about “entropy tests” and “tests
./date/1996/04/msg01361.html:&gt; I’ve heard a lot of discussion here about “entropy tests” and “tests
./date/1996/04/msg01361.html:You cannot test for entropy, not can you test for randomness.
./date/1996/04/msg01361.html:and particular kinds of lack of entropy.
./date/1996/04/msg01361.html:source of entropy.
./date/1996/04/msg01361.html:entropy.
./date/1996/04/msg01494.html:(1) There are not many sources of high-quality entropy available to Java
./date/1996/04/msg01510.html:&gt;(1) There are not many sources of high-quality entropy available to Java
./date/1996/04/msg01524.html:&gt;&gt;(1) There are not many sources of high-quality entropy available to Java
./date/1996/04/msg01524.html:environmental queries that might produce some entropy, although they would
./date/1996/04/msg01705.html:of entropy for random numbers is hard. Applets do have millisecond
./date/1996/04/msg01705.html:entropy by keystroke timings or mouse movements. But they have little
./date/1996/04/msg01727.html:Most crpto programs will need entropy, and that’s hard to come by in a
./date/1996/04/msg01727.html:not write two versions of an entropy generator, one for applets, and one
./date/1996/04/msg01788.html:import.java.entropy.*
./date/1996/04/msg01789.html:Second, the relevance for providing sources of entropy for Java applets. I
./date/1996/04/msg01789.html:source of entropy bits.
./date/1996/04/msg01794.html:&gt;import.java.entropy.*
./date/1996/04/msg01839.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01249.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg02007.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02009.html”>Video retraces as a source of entropy...</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg02007.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02009.html”>Video retraces as a source of entropy...</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/msg02009.html:<!--X-Subject:Video retraces as a source of entropy... -->
./date/1996/04/msg02009.html:<TITLE>Video retraces as a source of entropy...</TITLE>
./date/1996/04/msg02009.html:<H1>Video retraces as a source of entropy...</H1>
./date/1996/04/msg02009.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Video retraces as a source of entropy...</LI>
./date/1996/04/msg02009.html:Quickie blurb on using video card retraces as a source of entropy...
./date/1996/04/msg02009.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00146.html”>Re:Video retraces as a source of entropy...</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02009” HREF=”msg02009.html”>Video retraces as a source of entropy...</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00146” HREF=”msg00146.html”>Re:Video retraces as a source of entropy...</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00300” HREF=”msg00300.html”>why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00392” HREF=”msg00392.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00503” HREF=”msg00503.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00557” HREF=”msg00557.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00610” HREF=”msg00610.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00879” HREF=”msg00879.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00909” HREF=”msg00909.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00931” HREF=”msg00931.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00932” HREF=”msg00932.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00938” HREF=”msg00938.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00961” HREF=”msg00961.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01052” HREF=”msg01052.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01072” HREF=”msg01072.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01001” HREF=”msg01001.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00954” HREF=”msg00954.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00969” HREF=”msg00969.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00976” HREF=”msg00976.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01008” HREF=”msg01008.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01048” HREF=”msg01048.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01061” HREF=”msg01061.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01035” HREF=”msg01035.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01058” HREF=”msg01058.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01076” HREF=”msg01076.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01095” HREF=”msg01095.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01112” HREF=”msg01112.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01137” HREF=”msg01137.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01081” HREF=”msg01081.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01104” HREF=”msg01104.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01124” HREF=”msg01124.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01111” HREF=”msg01111.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01123” HREF=”msg01123.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01146” HREF=”msg01146.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01200” HREF=”msg01200.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01134” HREF=”msg01134.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01145” HREF=”msg01145.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01152” HREF=”msg01152.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01160” HREF=”msg01160.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01170” HREF=”msg01170.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01176” HREF=”msg01176.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01167” HREF=”msg01167.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01186” HREF=”msg01186.html”>Re:why compression doesn’t perfectly even out entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01249” HREF=”msg01249.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01255” HREF=”msg01255.html”>Hardware RNG (was Re:spinner entropy)</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01258” HREF=”msg01258.html”>Re:spinner entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01314” HREF=”msg01314.html”>A better entropy estimation method for random.c/noise.sys?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/05/msg00002.html:entropy) emerge. It may turn out that after a year or two the list of
./date/1996/05/msg00006.html:stuff like gathering entropy
./date/1996/05/msg00032.html:&gt;stuff like gathering entropy
./date/1996/05/msg00068.html:&gt; &gt;stuff like gathering entropy
./date/1996/05/msg00074.html:&gt;&gt; &gt;stuff like gathering entropy
./date/1996/05/msg00210.html:&gt; &gt;stuff like gathering entropy
./date/1996/05/msg00312.html:better) API, nice installation messages, improved (?) entropy estimation
./date/1996/05/msg01290.html:&gt; &gt;&gt; &gt;stuff like gathering entropy
./date/1996/06/msg01242.html:mind is that “entropy doesn’t increase” (despite what you may have heard
./date/1996/06/msg01242.html:about that other kind of entropy....).
./date/1996/06/msg01242.html:To wit, if there are N bits of entropy in a passphrase (or whatever is the
./date/1996/06/msg01242.html:entropy. Unless I am misunderstanding the proposal...)
./date/1996/06/msg01273.html:&gt; mind is that “entropy doesn’t increase” (despite what you may have heard
./date/1996/06/msg01273.html:&gt; about that other kind of entropy....).
./date/1996/06/msg01273.html:&gt; To wit, if there are N bits of entropy in a passphrase (or whatever is the
./date/1996/06/msg01273.html:&gt; entropy. Unless I am misunderstanding the proposal...)
./date/1996/06/msg01273.html:argue that 154 bits of entropy is enough, but then I would also argue that
./date/1996/06/msg01273.html:a 22 character passphrase is unlikely to generate these 154 bits of entropy.
./date/1996/06/msg01280.html:”complexity, entropy, and teh physics of information.”
./date/1996/06/msg01594.html:way), there are all kinds of biases that reduce the apparent entropy.
./date/1996/07/msg00006.html:&gt; way), there are all kinds of biases that reduce the apparent entropy.
./date/1996/07/msg00006.html:Provided that the does not attempt to get more entropy out than he
./date/1996/07/msg00965.html:Calculations of entropy and all. Be very careful.
./date/1996/07/msg01037.html:Just remember the old joke:entropy ain’t what it used to be. And every
./date/1996/07/msg01512.html:hash of the key provided and any handy entropy, to produce a new key. The EFS
./date/1996/07/msg01512.html:will produce new keys as frequently as possible by hashing any entropy it can
./date/1996/07/msg01512.html:has ocurred at XXXX:XXXXXXXX Press any key to continue.” (when the entropy
./date/1996/07/msg01605.html:&gt;128 bits of input entropy would be wasted.
./date/1996/07/msg01611.html:128 bits of input entropy would be wasted.
entropy per character. Your PGP secret
./date/1996/07/msg02016.html:able to get entropy at a fast rate, and/or use a good PRNG. Both of these
./date/1996/07/msg02017.html:&gt; able to get entropy at a fast rate, and/or use a good PRNG. Both of these
./date/1996/07/msg02143.html:are essentially “lower entropy” points. (In fact, I suspect there are
./date/1996/07/msg02143.html:formulations which involve so-called “maxiumum entropy” methods which would
./date/1996/07/msg02424.html:Well, I used “entropy
./date/1996/07/msg02424.html:- low entropy means increased predictability (in this case, Alice and Bob
./date/1996/07/msg02424.html:- low entropy is associated with “less randomness” (randomness is a
./date/1996/07/msg02602.html:&gt;able to get entropy at a fast rate, and/or use a good PRNG.
./date/1996/08/msg01462.html:Not to mention the fact that he misspelled both ‘entropy’ and ‘after’.
entropy level of
./date/1996/09/msg00492.html:someone saying they’re not sure such a thing as “entropy” exists.
./date/1996/09/msg00716.html:entropy because there aren’t many mixmaster remailers, 4 bits
./date/1996/09/msg00716.html:currently?. The entropy from having rekeying every day instead of say
./date/1996/09/msg00716.html:precise entropy increase is from going to 1024 to 4096, but it’s got
./date/1996/09/msg00724.html:&gt;entropy because there aren’t many mixmaster remailers, 4 bits
./date/1996/09/msg00724.html:&gt;currently?. The entropy from having rekeying every day instead of say
./date/1996/09/msg00724.html:&gt;precise entropy increase is from going to 1024 to 4096, but it’s got
./date/1996/09/msg01228.html:physical) chaos won’t increase entropy. But how about using it to make an
./date/1996/09/msg01389.html:entropy
./date/1996/09/msg01389.html:and a relative entropy value close to one. How many solutions will
./date/1996/09/msg01428.html:&gt;physical) chaos won’t increase entropy. But how about using it to make an
./date/1996/09/msg01471.html:&gt; entropy
./date/1996/09/msg01471.html:&gt; and a relative entropy value close to one. How many solutions will
./date/1996/09/msg01471.html:solutions with 0 entropy is a realistic possibility.
./date/1996/09/msg01471.html:I`d imagine there is some sort of way to measure the entropy “mixed
./date/1996/09/msg01511.html:entropy
./date/1996/09/msg01511.html:and a relative entropy value close to one. How many solutions will
./date/1996/09/msg01541.html:&gt; entropy
./date/1996/09/msg01541.html:&gt; and a relative entropy value close to one. How many solutions will
./date/1996/09/msg01541.html:solutions with 0 entropy is a realistic possibility.
./date/1996/09/msg01681.html:&gt; So much for entropy. If you can actually remember your seed generator,
./date/1996/09/msg01681.html:[Darth Vader voice:] “Don’t overestimate the entropy of your passphrase”
./date/1996/09/msg01681.html:entropy/character. If your passphrase is more coherent (i.e., less
./date/1996/09/msg01681.html:entropy
./date/1996/09/msg01681.html:certainly contains _far_ less entropy than that. 128 bits of truly
./date/1996/09/msg01681.html:128 bits of entropy. Probably closer to half that.
./date/1996/09/msg01681.html:hash of a pass phrase as a key) does not increase the entropy, of course.
./date/1996/09/msg01939.html:to the entropy calculations possible for brute force of symmetric
./date/1996/09/msg02229.html:in entropy, only use it XORed or whatever with a more-random bit.
./date/1996/09/msg02288.html:&gt;in entropy, only use it XORed or whatever with a more-random bit.
./date/1996/09/msg02288.html:algorithms/seeds and gradually choose one that produces very high entropy!
./date/1996/09/msg02440.html:In this case the entropy is the negative of the logarithm of
./date/1996/09/msg02440.html:really, sure that you had real entropy, and a prominent
./date/1996/09/msg02464.html:&gt;really, sure that you had real entropy, and a prominent
./date/1996/09/msg02464.html:physical sources of entropy (such as mouse tracks, Johnson noise,
./date/1996/09/msg02544.html:&gt;really, sure that you had real entropy, and a prominent
./date/1996/09/msg02599.html: entropy.
entropy is now
./date/1996/10/msg00153.html:data. Since the entropy of encrypted and RNG data should be identical you
./date/1996/10/msg00208.html:&gt; data. Since the entropy of encrypted and RNG data should be identical you
./date/1996/10/msg00305.html:including a soon to be released entropy manager -- with public source code
./date/1996/10/msg00354.html:These ideas are closely related to notions of entropy, compressibility,
./date/1996/10/msg00662.html:provides enough entropy, therefore, a secure connection.
./date/1996/10/msg01241.html:of limitless entropy. Accordingly, they unbashfully assert
./date/1996/10/msg01241.html:albeit it within limited but but more than ample entropy, not
./date/1996/10/msg01241.html:behaved OTP sequence, with limited but ample entropy, as well.
./date/1996/10/msg01241.html:random key of entropy N, and possibly truly random look up tables
./date/1996/10/msg01241.html:of combined entropy M, it is possible to generate up to N
./date/1996/10/msg01241.html:close to N, of OTPs from a given key of entropy N, and we can
./date/1996/10/msg01243.html:&gt; albeit it within limited but but more than ample entropy, not
./date/1996/10/msg01243.html:&gt; behaved OTP sequence, with limited but ample entropy, as well.
./date/1996/10/msg01243.html:encrypted with a OTP. Since your PRNG has less entropy than the message,
./date/1996/10/msg01244.html:of limitless entropy. Accordingly, they unbashfully assert
./date/1996/10/msg01244.html:albeit it within limited but more than ample entropy, not
./date/1996/10/msg01244.html:behaved OTP sequence, with limited but ample entropy, as well.
./date/1996/10/msg01244.html:random key of entropy N, and possibly truly random look up tables
./date/1996/10/msg01244.html:of combined entropy M, it is possible to generate up to N
./date/1996/10/msg01244.html:close to N, of OTPs from a given key of entropy N, and we can
./date/1996/10/msg01249.html:&gt; of limitless entropy. Accordingly, they unbashfully assert
./date/1996/10/msg01249.html:&gt; behaved OTP sequence, with limited but ample entropy, as well.
./date/1996/10/msg01251.html:&gt; of limitless entropy. Accordingly, they unbashfully assert
./date/1996/10/msg01251.html:The information content, or entropy, of the key stream is necessarily
./date/1996/10/msg01251.html:pseudo-random number generator using an N bit seed, the entropy of the
./date/1996/10/msg01251.html:&gt; behaved OTP sequence, with limited but ample entropy, as well.

./date/1996/10/msg01251.html:If the entropy is limited, you do not have a One Time Pad, period, end
./date/1996/10/msg01263.html:&gt; albeit it within limited but more than ample entropy, not
./date/1996/10/msg01298.html:&gt; of limitless entropy. Accordingly, they unbashfully assert
./date/1996/10/msg01298.html:&gt; albeit it within limited but but more than ample entropy, not
./date/1996/10/msg01298.html:&gt; behaved OTP sequence, with limited but ample entropy, as well.
./date/1996/10/msg01318.html:&gt; of limitless entropy. Accordingly, they unbashfully assert
./date/1996/10/msg01360.html:&gt; &gt; of limitless entropy. Accordingly, they unbashfully assert
./date/1996/10/msg01360.html:&gt; The information content, or entropy, of the key stream is necessarily
./date/1996/10/msg01360.html:&gt; pseudo-random number generator using an N bit seed, the entropy of the
./date/1996/10/msg01360.html:&gt; &gt; behaved OTP sequence, with limited but ample entropy, as well.
./date/1996/10/msg01360.html:&gt; If the entropy is limited, you do not have a One Time Pad, period, end
./date/1996/10/msg01425.html:enough sources of entropy for its IDEA key generation. (But I am not
./date/1996/10/msg01425.html:convinced that it doesn’t either.) I put integrating Jon Callas’s entropy
./date/1996/10/msg01432.html:Then there are pictures which have inherently high entropy,
./date/1996/10/msg01437.html:&gt; &gt; of limitless entropy. Accordingly, they unbashfully assert
./date/1996/10/msg01437.html:&gt; The information content, or entropy, of the key stream is necessarily
./date/1996/10/msg01437.html:&gt; pseudo-random number generator using an N bit seed, the entropy of the
./date/1996/10/msg01437.html:&gt; &gt; behaved OTP sequence, with limited but ample entropy, as well.
./date/1996/10/msg01437.html:&gt; If the entropy is limited, you do not have a One Time Pad, period, end
./date/1996/10/msg01449.html:their understanding of Shannon, entropy and its application in
./date/1996/10/msg01452.html:&gt;&gt; enough sources of entropy for its IDEA key generation. (But I am not
./date/1996/10/msg01452.html:&gt;&gt; convinced that it doesn’t either.) I put integrating Jon Callas’s entropy
./date/1996/10/msg01452.html:&gt;bit monster. PGP wanted 1496 bits of rand info... where is it’s entropy
./date/1996/10/msg01452.html:randomness” or entropy. This kind of randomness is related to quantum
./date/1996/10/msg01452.html:mechanical uncertainty. It probably has enough entropy to safely generate
./date/1996/10/msg01452.html:of MacPGP, I am concerned that randpool does not have enough entropy.
./date/1996/10/msg01452.html:well-known sources of entropy in the computer to build up a pool of entropy
./date/1996/10/msg01454.html:&gt; enough sources of entropy for its IDEA key generation. (But I am not
./date/1996/10/msg01454.html:&gt; convinced that it doesn’t either.) I put integrating Jon Callas’s entropy
./date/1996/10/msg01454.html:bit monster. PGP wanted 1496 bits of rand info... where is it’s entropy
./date/1996/10/msg01460.html:&gt; enough sources of entropy for its IDEA key generation. (But I am not
./date/1996/10/msg01460.html:&gt; convinced that it doesn’t either.) I put integrating Jon Callas’s entropy
./date/1996/10/msg01486.html:apart from not being provably secure because the entropy of the key
./date/1996/10/msg01495.html:&gt; &gt; The information content, or entropy, of the key stream is necessarily
./date/1996/10/msg01495.html:&gt; &gt; pseudo-random number generator using an N bit seed, the entropy of the
./date/1996/10/msg01495.html:If the entropy is limited, you do not have a One Time Pad, period, end
./date/1996/10/msg01572.html:The proof is intuitive, if there is equal or greater entropy in the
./date/1996/10/msg01609.html:If you are doubtful of the entropy of the passphrase you could encrypt
./date/1996/10/msg01661.html:a truly random key, in this instance, 256 bytes long, 10^616 entropy,
./date/1996/10/msg01661.html:2^2048 bits of entropy, at the most.
./date/1996/10/msg01887.html:Entropy, you quibble? Ha! What is entropy but thermodynamics? And what is
./date/1996/10/msg01898.html:&gt;Entropy, you quibble? Ha! What is entropy but thermodynamics? And what is
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01950” HREF=”msg01950.html”>how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01956” HREF=”msg01956.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01963” HREF=”msg01963.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02037” HREF=”msg02037.html”>A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02063” HREF=”msg02063.html”>Re:A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg00091.html:&gt;Entropy, you quibble? Ha! What is entropy but thermodynamics? And
entropy
./date/1996/11/msg00431.html:* High-entropy
entropy
./date/1996/11/msg00454.html:Are you concatenating these images by hand? If so, the level of entropy
entropy
./date/1996/11/msg00472.html:&gt; * High-entropy
entropy
./date/1996/11/msg00482.html:&gt;Are you concatenating these images by hand? If so, the level of entropy
./date/1996/11/msg00502.html:&gt;&gt; Are you concatenating these images by hand? If so, the level of entropy
./date/1996/11/msg00520.html:entropy to make exhaustive search impractical, and proper “crypto hygiene”
./date/1996/11/msg00559.html:(Another way to look at it, is that crypto-anonymity is a high-entropy,
./date/1996/11/msg00559.html:low-entropy and metastable state, which spontaneously degrades into
./date/1996/11/msg00768.html:I would assume that the entropy of an executable binary is extremely low.
./date/1996/11/msg00820.html:&gt;&gt;&gt; Are you concatenating these images by hand? If so, the level of entropy
./date/1996/11/msg00832.html:&gt; I would assume that the entropy of an executable binary is extremely low.
./date/1996/11/msg00833.html:9 words selected from a pool of 25,000 has an entropy of about
./date/1996/11/msg00959.html:&gt; entropy to make exhaustive search impractical, and proper “crypto hygiene”
entropy?
./date/1996/11/msg01154.html:A number of us have been concerned about how PGP generates entropy.
./date/1996/11/msg01154.html:but the degree of entropy is not well understood. Are there machines
./date/1996/11/msg01154.html:messages? Where is the entropy coming from? I don’t understand
./date/1996/11/msg01154.html:completely, but somehow PGP collects entropy from the system and then
./date/1996/11/msg01154.html:need entropy?
./date/1996/11/msg01154.html:entropy of keys. Careful people (Black Unicorn?) would enter the
entropy. This
./date/1996/11/msg01210.html:A number of us have been concerned about how PGP generates entropy.
./date/1996/11/msg01210.html:but the degree of entropy is not well understood. Are there machines
./date/1996/11/msg01210.html:messages? Where is the entropy coming from? I don’t understand
./date/1996/11/msg01210.html:completely, but somehow PGP collects entropy from the system and then
./date/1996/11/msg01210.html:need entropy?
./date/1996/11/msg01210.html:entropy of keys. Careful people (Black Unicorn?) would enter the
entropy. This
./date/1996/11/msg01255.html:&gt; A number of us have been concerned about how PGP generates entropy.
./date/1996/11/msg01255.html:&gt; but the degree of entropy is not well understood. Are there machines
./date/1996/11/msg01255.html:&gt; messages? Where is the entropy coming from? I don’t understand
./date/1996/11/msg01255.html:&gt; completely, but somehow PGP collects entropy from the system and then
entropy. This
entropy. This
./date/1996/11/msg01302.html:|
entropy?
./date/1996/11/msg01377.html:&gt; C’punks have enunciated about passphrase entropy. I’ve just
./date/1996/11/msg01377.html:”entropy.”
./date/1996/11/msg01377.html:computers. All a matter of entropy.
./date/1996/11/msg01632.html:of entropy. This was based on claim by Persi Diaconis which
./date/1996/11/msg01632.html:use playing cards as a source of entropy for cryptographic
./date/1996/11/msg01632.html:A fully random deck of 52 cards has about 225 bits of entropy. That
entropy.
./date/1996/11/msg01632.html:Intuitively, that seems like a lot of entropy
./date/1996/11/msg01634.html:&gt;entropy of keys. Careful people (Black Unicorn?) would enter the
./date/1996/11/msg01634.html:If the keyboard-entropy program you’re using hashes in the values
./date/1996/11/msg01634.html:actual entropy of the data you enter. Get yourself a deck of cards
./date/1996/11/msg01634.html:got all the entropy you need*
./date/1996/11/msg01691.html:&gt; of entropy. This was based on claim by Persi Diaconis which
./date/1996/11/msg01691.html:&gt; use playing cards as a source of entropy for cryptographic
./date/1996/11/msg01691.html:&gt; A fully random deck of 52 cards has about 225 bits of entropy. That
entropy.
./date/1996/11/msg01691.html:&gt; Intuitively, that seems like a lot of entropy
./date/1996/11/msg01691.html:entropy for each exchange, if the exchanges are distributed uniformly
./date/1996/11/msg01691.html:How many exchanges are needed to get 32 bits of entropy? That would
./date/1996/11/msg01691.html:be 32/5.67 , or 5.64 . In other words, to inject that much entropy into
./date/1996/11/msg01691.html:Do bear in mind that, unless you distill its entropy through hashing,
./date/1996/11/msg01713.html:The maximum entropy
./date/1996/11/msg01713.html:It is possible that 32 bits of entropy
./date/1996/11/msg01713.html:&gt; Do bear in mind that, unless you distill its entropy through hashing,
./date/1996/11/msg01713.html:entropy it means that a number of combinations of cards are unlikely.
./date/1996/11/msg01724.html:&gt;entropy for each exchange, if the exchanges are distributed uniformly
entropy of this...”
entropy of this...”
./date/1996/11/msg01727.html:show you how to calculate the entropy, too. (It’s a cool book.
./date/1996/11/msg01727.html:Diaconis mentions that the amount of entropy varies very substantially
./date/1996/11/msg01727.html:lower entropy. When I cut the deck there are less than 4 bits of entropy.
./date/1996/11/msg01930.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01950.html”>how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01944.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01963.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01949.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01950.html”>how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:<!--X-Subject:how much entropy in common answers -->
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:<TITLE>how much entropy in common answers</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:<H1>how much entropy in common answers</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:how much entropy in common answers</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:secret sharing using low entropy answers. (His write-up
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:In the write-up, Carl says “ That means that it has very low entropy
bits of entropy. Car makes and models have only 2 to 4 bits of entropy -- especially if one is naming cars desirable to a teenager.”
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:Further on, he says “Therefore, if each answer has entropy E, the attacker must correctly guess T=(EK) bits of answers. If
T exceeds 90 bits or so, then the user is reasonably secure from answer-guessing attacks.” (where K is the number
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:My question is, how do we measure the entropy of each answer so we can
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:Camaro, so the entropy of those two choices was much less than half a bit.
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:Clearly there are cultural issues involved. The entropy in a question
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:So how do we measure the entropy objectively?
./date/1996/11/msg01950.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01956.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:how much entropy in common answers -->
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:<TITLE>Re:how much entropy in common answers</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:<H1>Re:how much entropy in common answers</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:how much entropy in common answers</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:&gt; Clearly there are cultural issues involved. The entropy in a question
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:&gt; So how do we measure the entropy objectively?
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:The amount of entropy is then negative log 2 of the probability, or 2
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01950.html”>how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01956.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01963.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01957.html:Known source of entropy, those fractals. ;-). Ah... DreckPhysics. Gotta
./date/1996/11/msg01958.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01956.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01962.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01956.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01962.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01963.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:how much entropy in common answers -->
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:<TITLE>Re:how much entropy in common answers</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:<H1>Re:how much entropy in common answers</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:how much entropy in common answers</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:&gt;&gt; Clearly there are cultural issues involved. The entropy in a question
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:&gt;&gt; So how do we measure the entropy objectively?
entropy.
entropy is, but without knowledge of
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:that is not much entropy. Yet a name of “Maria McGee” is probably
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:fairly high entropy, as it is an unlikely combination. If you were raised
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:How do I know when I’ve got Carl’s 90 bits of entropy?
./date/1996/11/msg01963.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01956.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01964.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01963.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01986.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg01950.html”>how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg01990.html:It makes no difference whatsoever, no PRNG can have more entropy in
./date/1996/11/msg01990.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02063.html”>Re:A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02001.html: 1-bit-of-entropy/bit which implies it isn’t an OTP.
./date/1996/11/msg02020.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02037.html”>A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02031.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02037.html”>A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02036.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02063.html”>Re:A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02037.html:<!--X-Subject:A source of entropy? -->
./date/1996/11/msg02037.html:<TITLE>A source of entropy?</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg02037.html:<H1>A source of entropy?</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg02037.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:A source of entropy?</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg02037.html:Would anyone like to comment on the possible entropy from these serial
./date/1996/11/msg02037.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02063” HREF=”msg02063.html”>Re:A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02037.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02063.html”>Re:A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02038.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02037.html”>A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02056.html:&gt; It makes no difference whatsoever, no PRNG can have more entropy in
./date/1996/11/msg02063.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:A source of entropy? -->
./date/1996/11/msg02063.html:<TITLE>Re:A source of entropy?</TITLE>
./date/1996/11/msg02063.html:<H1>Re:A source of entropy?</H1>
./date/1996/11/msg02063.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:A source of entropy?</LI>
./date/1996/11/msg02063.html:programs to get a few bits of entropy, so the disk serial number will probably
./date/1996/11/msg02063.html:not add much entropy. Here’s a post I saved from alt.hackers that explains the
./date/1996/11/msg02063.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02037” HREF=”msg02037.html”>A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02063.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02037.html”>A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02064.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg02063.html”>Re:A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>
./date/1996/11/msg02175.html:This should not be your only source of entropy as it’s very easy for an
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:Yes, as a matter of fact it is. /dev/random is based on an entropy pool
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* added to an “entropy pool”, which is mixed using a CRC-like function.
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* As random bytes are mixed into the entropy pool, the routines keep
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* hash of the contents of the “entropy pool”. The MD5 hash avoids
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* exposing the internal state of the entropy pool. It is believed to
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* returned from the generator is less than the inherent entropy in
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* bits of “true randomness” are contained in the entropy pool as it
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* contained in the entropy pool.
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* requested without giving time for the entropy pool to recharge,
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* scancode as random inputs into the “entropy pool”.
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* inputs to the entropy pool. Note that not all interrupts are good
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* entropy pool below the value in entropy_count. In order to
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* entropy pool across shut-downs and start-ups. To do this, put the
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:*# Load and then save 512 bytes, which is the size of the entropy pool
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:*# Save 512 bytes, which is the size of the entropy pool
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* Effectively, these commands cause the contents of the entropy pool
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* to be saved at shut-down time and reloaded into the entropy pool at
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* of the entropy pool requires knowledge of the previous history of
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* entropy pool, taken from PGP 3.0 (under development). It has since
./date/1996/11/msg02266.html:* the input values to add_entropy_word() are mostly small numbers.
./date/1996/11/msg02269.html:&gt; Yes, as a matter of fact it is. /dev/random is based on an entropy pool
./date/1996/11/msg02278.html:Yes, as a matter of fact it is. /dev/random is based on an entropy pool
./date/1996/11/msg02288.html:of entropy in each bit of the RNG output. If I recall correctly, a data
./date/1996/11/msg02288.html:stream with 0.5 bits of entropy per bit might be one that contains
./date/1996/11/msg02288.html:bits per bit of entropy, and you can produce 100 bits with 1.0000 bit per
./date/1996/11/msg02288.html:bit of entropy. (Condensing the thing even further can’t put more than 1
./date/1996/11/msg02288.html:bit of entropy into each bit; but what it does do is provide some margin for
./date/1996/11/msg02288.html:entropy sources whose biases may vary somewhat.) The advantage, however, is
./date/1996/11/msg02288.html:that it is probably far easier to distinguish 0.2 bits per bit of entropy
./date/1996/11/msg02288.html:bits of entropy per bit is, therefore, better than 10,000 bits with 1.000
./date/1996/11/msg02300.html:&gt; &gt; Yes, as a matter of fact it is. /dev/random is based on an entropy pool
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01950” HREF=”msg01950.html”>how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01956” HREF=”msg01956.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”01963” HREF=”msg01963.html”>Re:how much entropy in common answers</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02037” HREF=”msg02037.html”>A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”02063” HREF=”msg02063.html”>Re:A source of entropy?</A></STRONG>,
./date/1996/12/msg00106.html:biased, the LSBs would have a fair amount of entropy....collecting and
./date/1996/12/msg00106.html:distilling this entropy would still be trivial.
./date/1996/12/msg00115.html:In this case, I guess entropy is preferable to atrophy, though. :-)
./date/1996/12/msg00126.html:&gt;In this case, I guess entropy is preferable to atrophy, though. :-)
./date/1996/12/msg00225.html:&gt;&gt;In this case, I guess entropy is preferable to atrophy, though. :-)
./date/1996/12/msg00238.html:&gt;&gt;&gt;In this case, I guess entropy is preferable to atrophy, though. :-)
./date/1996/12/msg00255.html:&gt; &gt;&gt;In this case, I guess entropy is preferable to atrophy, though. :-)
./date/1997/01/msg01324.html:A simple entropy test does not a cypher make. I’d also like to know what
./date/1997/01/msg01337.html:&gt; applies to the historical process. It is the law of entropy. It tells us
./date/1997/01/msg01337.html:&gt; Haiti is a good example of the law of entropy. In the 18th century Haiti
./date/1997/01/msg01494.html:(1) Not possible, you need real-world entropy. Sadly, there is
./date/1997/01/msg01891.html:The total amount of entropy in a PRNG is the amount of entropy in the seed
./date/1997/01/msg01891.html:because every byte has a full eight bits of entropy. A PRNG can never
./date/1997/01/msg01891.html:you can think of doesn’t mean it contains 100% entropy. Consider the
./date/1997/01/msg01895.html:&gt; The total amount of entropy in a PRNG is the amount of entropy in the seed
./date/1997/01/msg01895.html:&gt; because every byte has a full eight bits of entropy. A PRNG can never
./date/1997/01/msg01895.html:&gt; you can think of doesn’t mean it contains 100% entropy. Consider the
./date/1997/01/msg01965.html:&gt;&gt; The total amount of entropy in a PRNG is the amount of entropy in the seed
./date/1997/01/msg01965.html:&gt;&gt; because every byte has a full eight bits of entropy. A PRNG can never
./date/1997/01/msg01965.html:&gt;&gt; you can think of doesn’t mean it contains 100% entropy. Consider the
./date/1997/02/msg02603.html:Sure, up to 128 bits of entropy. Go check out pgpcrack.
./date/1997/02/msg02607.html:&gt;Sure, up to 128 bits of entropy. Go check out pgpcrack.
./date/1997/02/msg02607.html:on the entropy; no more than 7 bits (unless PGP’s interface can
./date/1997/02/msg02607.html:most non-pathological passphrases will expand in entropy as they
./date/1997/03/msg00339.html:hash in to your entropy pool with locally-derived sources.
./date/1997/04/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00584” HREF=”msg00584.html”>Re:FCPUNX:Passphrase entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/04/msg00371.html:&gt; to anyone with the few bits of entropy needed to get past the minimal
./date/1997/04/msg00582.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00584.html”>Re:FCPUNX:Passphrase entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/04/msg00583.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00584.html”>Re:FCPUNX:Passphrase entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/04/msg00584.html:<!--X-Subject:Re:FCPUNX:Passphrase entropy -->
./date/1997/04/msg00584.html:<TITLE>Re:FCPUNX:Passphrase entropy</TITLE>
./date/1997/04/msg00584.html:<H1>Re:FCPUNX:Passphrase entropy</H1>
./date/1997/04/msg00584.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:Re:FCPUNX:Passphrase entropy</LI>
./date/1997/04/msg00584.html:&gt; If this is true then how much passphrase entropy is enough to thwart,
./date/1997/04/msg00584.html:Suppose you need 80 bits of entropy.
./date/1997/04/msg00586.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00584.html”>Re:FCPUNX:Passphrase entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/04/msg00586.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00584.html”>Re:FCPUNX:Passphrase entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/04/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00584” HREF=”msg00584.html”>Re:FCPUNX:Passphrase entropy</A></STRONG>,
enough entropy to
./date/1997/05/msg00471.html:make a difference. Assuming a random passphrase with 6 bits of entropy

./date/1997/05/msg00471.html:128 bits of entropy. Systems that use randomly generated keys are
./date/1997/05/msg00471.html:limited only by the amount of available entropy, but then the passphrase
enough entropy to
./date/1997/05/msg00513.html:&gt; make a difference. Assuming a random passphrase with 6 bits of entropy
./date/1997/05/msg00513.html:&gt; 128 bits of entropy.
./date/1997/05/msg00513.html:&gt; limited only by the amount of available entropy, but then the passphrase
./date/1997/05/msg00597.html:| &gt; limited only by the amount of available entropy, but then the passphrase
./date/1997/05/msg00616.html:&gt; | &gt; limited only by the amount of available entropy, but then the passphrase
./date/1997/05/msg00616.html:large enough
entropy, that it was
./date/1997/05/msg00799.html:accumulate to provide the mixing entropy, and how long they typically delay
./date/1997/05/msg00799.html:messages. (Latency, or the delay, is not the central issue...mixing entropy
./date/1997/05/msg00867.html:&gt; be log2(n) entropy added, they won’t know which of those are from you
./date/1997/05/msg00874.html:be log2(n) entropy added, they won’t know which of those are from you
./date/1997/05/msg00875.html:remailer entropy in the presence of varying amounts of collusion, low
./date/1997/05/msg01616.html:high entropy noise with a high entropy secret transmission, is quite
./date/1997/06/msg00128.html:hash or decaying into a compressive state of increasing entropy
./date/1997/06/msg00147.html:The “mix entropy” of this routing is quite large, and is certainly vastly
./date/1997/06/msg00157.html:some calculations of the mix entropy introduced with sites use mix fan-ins
./date/1997/06/msg00183.html:hash or decaying into a compressive state of increasing entropy
./date/1997/06/msg00193.html:&gt; some calculations of the mix entropy introduced with sites use mix fan-ins
./date/1997/06/msg01199.html:3 KB, adequate mixing or entropy can be gotten in a remailer by mixing 10
./date/1997/06/msg01297.html:&gt;per email), it would be ok. (Just message parity, perhaps the entropy
./date/1997/06/msg01302.html:per email), it would be ok. (Just message parity, perhaps the entropy
./date/1997/06/msg01342.html:&gt; &gt;per email), it would be ok. (Just message parity, perhaps the entropy
./date/1997/06/msg01755.html:hash or decaying into a compressive state of increasing entropy
./date/1997/07/msg00080.html:can be no greater than the amount of entropy, or disorder, it
./date/1997/07/msg01027.html:decryption could be determined by it having a low entropy in the
entropy
./date/1997/09/msg00380.html:but it gave every indication that the laws of entropy would assure
./date/1997/09/msg01417.html:entropy. To leave room for the initialization vector, the length of
./date/1997/09/msg01417.html:dictionary should be used for medium security (70 bit entropy). For
./date/1997/09/msg01417.html:entropy).
./date/1997/10/msg00477.html:See you might have a 100 bit entropy passphrase, but the recipient
./date/1997/10/msg00579.html:This has about 85 bits of entropy assuming the words are randomly
./date/1997/10/msg00713.html:your 100 bit entropy pass-phrase and crypto-anarchist ‘tude:“you’ll
./date/1997/11/index.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00320” HREF=”msg00320.html”>entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/11/msg00092.html:mixed into the random pool as an additional source of entropy. In
./date/1997/11/msg00092.html:all the entropy you’ll get -- except for the original key presses to
./date/1997/11/msg00092.html:generate the key, and a small bit of entropy from the system clock.
./date/1997/11/msg00092.html:It’s fairly good normally because the way entropy is mixed in is a one
./date/1997/11/msg00092.html:attack, because the entropy added by the clock is partly predictable
./date/1997/11/msg00092.html:entropy each time.
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:&gt;mixed into the random pool as an additional source of entropy. In
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:&gt;all the entropy you’ll get -- except for the original key presses to
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:&gt;generate the key, and a small bit of entropy from the system clock.
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:&gt;It’s fairly good normally because the way entropy is mixed in is a one
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:&gt;attack, because the entropy added by the clock is partly predictable
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:&gt;entropy each time.
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:some good sources of entropy
./date/1997/11/msg00119.html:entropy by hand. It takes awhile to generate 128 bits by hand, but
./date/1997/11/msg00158.html:entropy as “What was the last name of your favorite grade school teacher?”,
./date/1997/11/msg00166.html:other. The game would work, except for entropy, in the form of
./date/1997/11/msg00179.html:&gt; &gt;other. The game would work, except for entropy, in the form of
./date/1997/11/msg00179.html:&gt; No -- you’ve got it *almost* right -- the negotiating pluralities, entropy
./date/1997/11/msg00201.html:&gt;other. The game would work, except for entropy, in the form of
./date/1997/11/msg00201.html:No -- you’ve got it *almost* right -- the negotiating pluralities, entropy
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:Have a look at the implementation of the entropy device in Linux and
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:Isn’t the idea of an ‘entropy device’ so trippy?
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* added to an “entropy pool”, which is mixed using a CRC-like function.
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* As random bytes are mixed into the entropy pool, the routines keep
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* hash of the contents of the “entropy pool”. The MD5 hash avoids
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* exposing the internal state of the entropy pool. It is believed to
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* returned from the generator is less than the inherent entropy in
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* bits of “true randomness” are contained in the entropy pool as it
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* contained in the entropy pool.
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* requested without giving time for the entropy pool to recharge,
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* scancode as random inputs into the “entropy pool”.
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* inputs to the entropy pool. Note that not all interrupts are good
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* entropy pool below the value in entropy_count. In order to
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* entropy pool across shut-downs and start-ups. To do this, put the
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:*# Load and then save 512 bytes, which is the size of the entropy pool
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:*# Save 512 bytes, which is the size of the entropy pool
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* Effectively, these commands cause the contents of the entropy pool
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* to be saved at shut-down time and reloaded into the entropy pool at
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* of the entropy pool requires knowledge of the previous history of
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* entropy pool, taken from PGP 3.0 (under development). It has since
./date/1997/11/msg00233.html:* the input values to add_entropy_word() are mostly small numbers.
./date/1997/11/msg00264.html:&gt; some good sources of entropy
./date/1997/11/msg00264.html:Linux’s /dev/random might not be bad. There is some real entropy in
./date/1997/11/msg00264.html:entropy estimation. You can easily make it more conservative -- XOR
./date/1997/11/msg00300.html:Think about it for a minute. randseed.bin is a place to store entropy.
./date/1997/11/msg00300.html:encrypt) to randseed.bin, I still recover the entropy without reversing
./date/1997/11/msg00300.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00320” HREF=”msg00320.html”>entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/11/msg00300.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00320.html”>entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/11/msg00309.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00320.html”>entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/11/msg00315.html:Of course, given the vagaries of entropy, the state eventually became
./date/1997/11/msg00320.html:<!--X-Subject:entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software) -->
./date/1997/11/msg00320.html:<TITLE>entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software)</TITLE>
./date/1997/11/msg00320.html:<H1>entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software)</H1>
./date/1997/11/msg00320.html:<LI><em>Subject</em>:entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software)</LI>
./date/1997/11/msg00320.html:&gt; Think about it for a minute. randseed.bin is a place to store entropy.
./date/1997/11/msg00320.html:&gt; encrypt) to randseed.bin, I still recover the entropy without reversing
./date/1997/11/msg00320.html:You might get some entropy from it -- but you won’t get my PRNG state!
./date/1997/11/msg00320.html:An attacker is welcome to the entropy
./date/1997/11/msg00320.html:generate his own entropy than to copy some of mine.
./date/1997/11/msg00320.html:encrypted form when you couldn’t be bothered entropy shows through :-)
./date/1997/11/msg00347.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00320.html”>entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/11/msg00348.html:&gt;&gt; is some good sources of entropy in which we have tremendous
./date/1997/11/msg00348.html:to simply solve the entropy problem correctly.
./date/1997/11/msg00348.html:&gt;Linux’s /dev/random might not be bad. There is some real entropy in
./date/1997/11/msg00348.html:&gt;about entropy estimation. You can easily make it more conservative
./date/1997/11/msg00348.html:The problem with computers generating entropy is that they are
./date/1997/11/msg00348.html:entropy, its hard to really convince yourself that there couldn’t be
./date/1997/11/msg00348.html:to one time pads, it seems to me that the entropy question has to be
./date/1997/11/msg00348.html:you pointed out, one time pads consume a lot of entropy. It takes a
./date/1997/11/msg00531.html:<STRONG><A HREF=”msg00320.html”>entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software)</A></STRONG>
./date/1997/11/msg00553.html:Often we have a source of entropy whose output we use as the input to
./date/1997/11/msg00553.html:can be found, if it is even the same level of entropy is still
./date/1997/11/msg00578.html:&gt; Often we have a source of entropy whose output we use as the input to
./date/1997/11/msg00578.html:&gt; can be found, if it is even the same level of entropy is still
./date/1997/11/msg00578.html:1) Your entropy source is as good as you think it is
./date/1997/11/msg00578.html:2) Your opponent knows nothing about the data from your entropy source
./date/1997/11/msg00578.html:3) Your entropy mixes the way you expect it to.
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:&gt;&gt; Often we have a source of entropy whose output we use as the input to
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:&gt;&gt; can be found, if it is even the same level of entropy is still
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:&gt;1) Your entropy source is as good as you think it is
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:&gt;2) Your opponent knows nothing about the data from your entropy source
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:&gt;3) Your entropy mixes the way you expect it to.
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:Let’s say you are using the entropy to create a session key for a
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:entropy-containing string can be guessed because the hash was weak.
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:If your entropy source is weak and the original string can be guessed,
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:Let’s say you have an entropy source which gives you a base 3 number
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:your effective entropy substantially if your entropic strings just
./date/1997/11/msg00627.html:Ideally, we want to match our sources of entropy with the base of the
entropy generator
./date/1997/11/msg00986.html:I’d guess they don’t do anything like generating a random high-entropy
./date/1997/11/msg01156.html:not enough entropy for cryptographic purposes... Try again, please. :-).
./date/1997/11/threads.html:<LI><STRONG><A NAME=”00320” HREF=”msg00320.html”>entropy theft (Re:Privacy Software)</A></STRONG>,
./date/1997/12/msg01288.html:plus miscellaneous amino acids and other strange entropy
./date/1998/01/msg00340.html:Method 2A:Sender encrypts a low-entropy
./date/1998/01/msg00340.html:entropy. When such a message is detected the secret key for
./date/1998/01/msg00340.html:low-entropy portion.
./date/1998/01/msg00340.html:his low-entropy message choosing one of the encryption exponents at
./date/1998/01/msg00340.html:looks to see if the result is low entropy.
./date/1998/01/msg00445.html:entropy, for example.)
./date/1998/01/msg00458.html:&gt; entropy, for example.)
./date/1998/01/msg00617.html:- Webcam Stego for webcams with high-entropy changing pictures,
entropy
algorithm to code for that entropy.
entropy is very high and therefore little or no compressible is feasible.
./date/1998/01/msg00821.html:&gt; 1) the entropy of the input data
entropy.
entropy is very=
./date/1998/01/msg00848.html:(This is still not a bad idea....lots of additional mixing entropy can be
./date/1998/01/msg00848.html:of mix networks and the entropy and decorrelation seen would show the
./date/1998/01/msg00929.html:a short chunk of each key, you don’t have enough entropy to be useful.
./date/1998/01/msg00973.html:entropy sources used for your PRNG, or whatever else you can
./date/1998/01/msg01145.html:&gt; entropy sources used for your PRNG, or whatever else you can
./date/1998/01/msg01145.html:That gives us something to wash our pseudo random number input entropy
./date/1998/01/msg01225.html:&gt;&gt; entropy sources used for your PRNG, or whatever else you can
./date/1998/01/msg01225.html:&gt;input entropy with, and then we can go on to combine public
./date/1998/01/msg01225.html:entropy. If you can get 80 bits of real entropy today, you
./date/1998/01/msg01261.html:law about entropy always increasing, I should point out that the increase
./date/1998/01/msg01261.html:in entropy from the uniform mixing of two different materials can more
./date/1998/01/msg01264.html:&gt; law about entropy always increasing, I should point out that the increase
./date/1998/01/msg01264.html:&gt; in entropy from the uniform mixing of two different materials can more
./date/1998/01/msg01332.html:&gt; The entropy here appears to decrease, but according to thermodynamics that
./date/1998/01/msg01332.html:&gt; is impossible. Can anyone explain how it is that the total entropy would
./date/1998/01/msg01332.html:whole the entropy is constant. Now if you allow the light to pass through
./date/1998/01/msg01334.html:&gt; law about entropy always increasing, I should point out that the increase
./date/1998/01/msg01334.html:&gt; in entropy from the uniform mixing of two different materials can more
./date/1998/01/msg01334.html:The entropy here appears to decrease, but according to thermodynamics that
./date/1998/01/msg01334.html:is impossible. Can anyone explain how it is that the total entropy would
./date/1998/01/msg01392.html:&gt; &gt; whole the entropy is constant. Now if you allow the light to pass through
./date/1998/01/msg01392.html:&gt; the law of entropy they must remain at the same temperature. That’s the
./date/1998/01/msg01392.html:system is moved around. The total entropy of the lenses, the cold foci,
./date/1998/01/msg01393.html:&gt; &gt; &gt; whole the entropy is constant. Now if you allow the light to pass through
./date/1998/01/msg01393.html:&gt; &gt; the law of entropy they must remain at the same temperature. That’s the
./date/1998/01/msg01393.html:&gt; system is moved around. The total entropy of the lenses, the cold foci,
./date/1998/01/msg01396.html:&gt; whole the entropy is constant. Now if you allow the light to pass through
./date/1998/01/msg01396.html:the law of entropy they must remain at the same temperature. That’s the
./date/1998/01/msg01418.html:&gt; The entropy here appears to decrease, but according to thermodynamics that
./date/1998/01/msg01418.html:&gt; is impossible. Can anyone explain how it is that the total entropy would
./date/1998/03/msg00003.html:-- generally, lower the entropy by duplication, insertion, lengthening.
./date/1998/03/msg00214.html:with physical entropy as the system grows and differentiates.
./date/1998/03/msg00214.html:strive to create a maximum entropy within which the chaos of semiotic
./date/1998/03/msg00225.html:strive to create a maximum entropy within which the chaos of semiotic
./date/1998/03/msg00235.html:with physical entropy as the system grows and differentiates.
./date/1998/03/msg00235.html:strive to create a maximum entropy within which the chaos of semiotic
./date/1998/03/msg00373.html:to create maximum entropy/the chaos of semiotic rEvolution.--sog}
./date/1998/04/msg00202.html:*really* spiffy, rock-solid way to extract real live entropy from the
./date/1998/04/msg00202.html:What? What’s entropy? Hmmm... Well, there’s this book you can read, it’s
./date/1998/04/msg00215.html:*really* spiffy, rock-solid way to extract real live entropy from the
./date/1998/04/msg00215.html:What? What’s entropy? Hmmm... Well, there’s this book you can read, it’s
./date/1998/05/msg00069.html:have been traded multiple times. Identity entropy is an
entropy</A></STRONG>
entropy</A></STRONG>
./date/1998/07/msg00100.html:You only use things like that for estimating the amount of entropy in a
./date/1998/07/msg00100.html:source. The number of bits of entropy in a pile of bits is one more than
./date/1998/07/msg00100.html:entropy.
./date/1998/07/msg00100.html:entropy and _hash_it_. Your conditioning routine can introduce some little
./date/1998/07/msg00100.html:unpredictable events to get its entropy. However, that only works if extra
./date/1998/07/msg00100.html:generator, because that needlessly leaks entropy.
./date/1998/07/msg00100.html:Therefore, pretty much any strategy allowing extra events to kill entropy
./date/1998/07/msg00441.html:slowly adding entropy to the output stream, at a rate determined by the
./date/1998/07/msg00441.html:true entropy.
./date/1998/07/msg00441.html:How do you cryptanalze the mix of a keyed PRNG and a true entropy source here?
./date/1998/07/msg00501.html:&gt;slowly adding entropy to the output stream, at a rate determined by the
./date/1998/07/msg00509.html:for entropy measurements?
entropy -->
entropy</TITLE>
entropy</H1>
entropy</LI>
./date/1998/07/msg00528.html:actually had negentropy.
./date/1998/07/msg00528.html:entropy carried by each imperfectly random symbol. We now use this to
./date/1998/07/msg00528.html:the output carries their entropy.
./date/1998/07/msg00528.html:So:we can use Shannon’s analytic measure to look at entropy collection
./date/1998/07/msg00528.html:4 Mbits/sec true negentropy, which is about half the rate of regular Ethernet.
entropy</A></STRONG>
entropy</A></STRONG>
entropy</A></STRONG>
entropy</A></STRONG>,
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:interdependent in a way that causes entropy to be lost in the XOR. You
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:bound on the amount of entropy in the output based on how long it takes to
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:the simulation’s output has little enough entropy, it means you can break
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:little entropy). Normally, though, you can get away with using pretty much
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:An “entropy pool” setup where you can put entropy in and pull keys out at
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:Should that prove infeasible, key a stream cipher with the mixed entropy,
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:you want to drop entropy in, mix some stream cipher output with your new
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:entropy and rekey the stream cipher with the result (to save time, I’d
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:entropy). Probably a lot more complicated and slow than it needs to be,
./date/1998/08/msg00010.html:but I think it lets you add any amount of entropy you want without fear of
./date/1998/08/msg00089.html:actual entropy in a conservative fashion and improve the effective
./date/1998/08/msg00089.html:entropy of the source, you should be alright, provided that your noise
./date/1998/08/msg00100.html:I have not yet done systematic experiments looking at, e.g., entropy in
./date/1998/08/msg00110.html:&gt; I have not yet done systematic experiments looking at, e.g., entropy in
./date/1998/08/msg00129.html:alone in order to measure entropy content. In fact, you can’t measure it at
./date/1998/08/msg00130.html:The relationship between entropy and reversibility is a deep one, of course.
entropy?
./date/1998/09/msg01108.html:want in the low bits, but they naturally have biases (low entropy) that if not
./date/1998/09/msg01108.html:present indicates stego (which has high entropy.)
./date/1998/10/msg00242.html:entropy?
./date/1998/10/msg00872.html:is valid only for real sources of entropy.
./date/1998/10/msg00872.html:PRNGs have zero entropy asymptotically ;-)
./date/1998/10/msg00907.html:&gt; is valid only for real sources of entropy.
./date/1998/10/msg00907.html:&gt; PRNGs have zero entropy asymptotically ;-)
./date/1998/10/msg00907.html:from the entropy point of view? In my opinion, a statistical
./date/1998/10/msg00920.html:&gt;&gt; is valid only for real sources of entropy.
./date/1998/10/msg00920.html:&gt;&gt; PRNGs have zero entropy asymptotically ;-)
./date/1998/10/msg00920.html:&gt;from the entropy point of view? In my opinion, a statistical
./date/1998/10/msg00920.html:Maurer suggests a way to compute the entropy of the data, taken as N-bit
entropy
./date/1998/10/msg00920.html:A true RNG, even an imperfect one, generates a constant amount of entropy
./date/1998/10/msg00920.html:The cipher-PRNG output will not have the entropy expected for randomness.
./date/1998/10/msg00987.html:&gt; The cipher-PRNG output will not have the entropy expected for randomness.
./date/1998/10/msg00989.html:&gt;As they go through the data entry process I collect bits of entropy from
./date/1998/10/msg00989.html:entropy (and, of course, they are highly correlated event-to-event),
./date/1998/10/msg00990.html:&gt;&gt; The cipher-PRNG output will not have the entropy expected for randomness.
./date/1998/10/msg01064.html:guaranteed entropy. Something like:“Aarhous mocrader Fals paca rate
./date/1998/10/msg01064.html:portion wiserustingned” has a guaranteed &gt; 128 bits of entropy, which
entropy,
./date/1998/10/msg01085.html:For another analogy, think of insecurity as entropy. You can’t destroy
./date/1998/10/msg01094.html:&gt;For another analogy, think of insecurity as entropy. You can’t destroy
./date/1998/10/msg01122.html:where the keys don’t need much entropy. I think George Barwood’s
./date/1998/10/msg01141.html:and the source’s entropy.
entropy to pass the various statistical tests
./date/1998/10/msg01144.html:So, what’s worse; guarding a high entopy password with a low entropy
./date/1998/10/msg01144.html:password, or trying to memorize a high entropy password?
./date/1998/10/msg01144.html:&gt; with high entropy passphrase, it loses one important line of defense:
./date/1998/10/msg01151.html:The inverse makes a handy measure of entropy as well as telling you the odds
./date/1998/10/msg01152.html:with high entropy passphrase, it loses one important line of defense:
./date/1998/10/msg01198.html:relationship between entropy (of information systems) and secure
./date/1998/12/msg01055.html:Therefore an entropy test (see Maurer) will discriminate
entropy) value. The resulting cipher uses a 40-bit key

